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Unlike the other publications of The
H. W. Wilson Company the Book Review
Digest does not cumulate its annual volumes
at the end of three or five year periods. The
question, therefore, of providing an index to

the annuals already issued has often sug-
gested itself. The first numbers of the Di-
gest, from 1905 to 1908, inclusive, were not
indexed. In 1909 there was provided an in-

dex to titles only; in 1911 subject entries were
added; in 1915 the index was further enlarged
by the inclusion of pseudonyms; and in 1916
a special subject index to fiction was added.
Probably the earlier volumes of the Digest
are not enough used for reference purposes
to make it advisable to issue a complete index
covering the seventeen years of its existence,
especially as the first years were not indexed
and it would be necessary to compile an index
for these years. It has been thought, how-
ever, that a cumulated index to the last five
annual volumes would be of great service.
Accordingly there will be found at the end
of this volume a complete subject, title and
pseudonym index to author entries in the Di-
gest from March, 191 7 thru February, 1922.

During the year past there have been sev-
eral changes in the editorial staff of the Di-
gest. The former editor, Mary Katharine
Reely, left early in the year and is now on
the staff of the Wisconsin Library Commis-

sion. She was succeeded by Marion A.

Knight, for some years classifier and annotator

in the Carnegie Library of Pittsburgh and
later editor of the Readers' Guide. Pauline

H. Rich, who had been managing editor of

the Digest, also left during the year and was
succeeded by Mertice James, for a number
of years associated with Miss Bacon on the

work of the Standard Catalog Series. Miss

James, in addition to her duties as managing
editor of the Digest, is editor of the Standard

Catalog Bimonthly. Miss Knight is now
enabled to give all her time to the writing of

descriptive notes and the selection of abstracts

from reviews. The descriptive notes in this

volume have been written by Mrs. Emma H.
Schumm, Miss Knight, Miss James and
others. Elsie Jacobi, Selma Sandler and
Wilma Adams have shared the other parts

of the work.
We are still indebted to Mary E. Furbeck

of the New York Public Library for the

monthly list of documents for smaller li-

braries, and to Donald Hendry of Pratt In-

stitute Library for the quarterly list of new
technical and industrial books.

Among the most reviewed books of the

year have been Bryce's "Modern Democra-
cies" ; Shaw's "Back to Methuselah" ; Lan-
sings's "Peace Negotiations" ; and Strachey's

"Queen Victoria."

We would seem ungrateful if we did not

sometimes pay tribute to the Digest's founda-

tion and reliance, the book review. It would
be impossible to compile a list of "best re-

views," but we can mention a few that come
to the memory almost at random, especially

some of the more recent ones. First, almost

all the reviews of Lytton Strachey's "Queen
Victoria," and in particular an unsigned re-

view in the New Statesman, April 23, 1921

;

then Carl Van Doren's review of Edwin Ar-

Ungton Robinson's "Collected Poems," in the

Nation, Nov. 16, 1921 ; the reviews of Hen-
drik W. Van Loon's "Story of Mankind," by

J. Salwyn Schapiro in the Nation, Dec. 28,

1921, and by C. A. Beard in the New Repub-
lic, Dec. 21, 1921 ; the review by Henry James,
jr., of Sir Philip Gibb's "More That Must Be
Told" in the Literary Review, Dec. 24, 1921

;

James Branch Cabell's review of Donn
Byrne's "Messer Marco Polo" in the Nation,

Nov. 2, 1921 ; Henry Seidel Canby's review

of Joseph Hergesheimer's "Cytherea" in the

Literary Review, Jan. 21, 1922; and Albert J.

Nock's review of Louis Hemon's "Maria Chap-
delaine" in the Freeman, Feb. 8, 1922.



Publications from which Digests of Reviews are Made

Am Econ R—American Economic Review. $5. American Economic Association, New Haven,
Conn.

Am Hist R—American Historical Review. $5. Macmillan Company, 66 Fifth Av., New York.
Am J Soc—American Journal of Sociology. $3. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Am Pol Sci R—American Political Science Review. $4. Frederic A. Ogg, University of Wis-
consin, Madison, Wis.

Ann Am Acad—Annals of the American Academy of Political and Social Science. $5. 39th
St. and Woodland Av., Philadelphia, Pa.

Astrophys J—Astrophysical Journal. $6. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Ath—Athenaeum. See Nation and Ath.
Atlantic's Bookshelf—Atlantic Monthly. $4. Atlantic Monthly Company, 8 Arlington St., Boston,
Booklist—Booklist. $2. A. L,. A. Publishing Board, 78 East Washington St., Chicago. 111.

Bookm—Bookman. $4. G. H. Doran Co., 244 Madison Av., New York.
Boston Transcript—Boston Evening Transcript. $5.50. (Wednesday and Saturday). Boston

Transcript Co., 324 Washington St., Boston, Mass.
Bot Gaz—Botanical Gazette. $9. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Canadian Hist R—Canadian Historical Review. J2. University of Toronto Press, Toronto, Ont.
Cath World—Catholic World. $4. 120-122 West 60th St., New York.
Class J—Classical Journal. $2.50. George Banta Pub. Co., Menasha, Wis.
Class Philol—Classical Philology. $4. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Dial—Dial. $5. Dial Pub Co., 152 West 13th St., Nev/ York.
Educ R—Educational Review. $3. Doubleday, Page & Co., Garden City. N.Y.
El School J—Elementary School Journal (continuing Elementary School Teacher). $2.50.

Dept. of Education, University of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Engin News-Rec—Engineering News-Record. $5. McGraw-Hill Company, Inc., 10th Av. at
36th St., New York.

Eng Hist R—English Historical Review. 32s. Longmans, Green & Co., 4th Av. and 30th St.,

New York.
Freeman—Freeman. $6. The Freeman, Inc., 116 West 13th St., New York.
Grinnell R—Grinnell Review. $2. Grinnell College, Grinnell, Iowa. (Discontinued July 1921)
Ind—Independent and Weekly Review. $4. National Weekly Corporation, 140 Nassau St.,

New York.
Int J Ethics—International Journal of Ethics. $3. Prof. James H. Tufts, University of

Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Int Studio—International Studio. $6. John Lane Co., 786 Sixth Av., near 45th St., New York.
J Geol—Journal of Geology. $4. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

J Home Econ—Journal of Home Economics. $2.50. American Home Economics Assn., 1211
Cathedral St., Baltimore, Md.

J Philos—Journal of Philosophy. $4. Sub-Station 84, New York.
J Pol Econ—Journal of Political Economy. $4. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

J Religion—Journal of Religion (Bib World and Am J Theol merged under this title Ja '21).

$3. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Lit D—Literary Digest. $4. Funk & Wagnalls Co., 354-360 Fourth Av., New York.
Lit R—Literary Review of the New York Evening Post. $2.50. N.Y. Evening Post, Inc., 20

Vesey St., New York.
Lond Mercury—London Mercury. 36s. Windsor House, Bream's Bldgs., London, E. C. 4.

Mod Philol—Modern Philology. $4. University of Chicago Press, Chicago, 111.

Nation—Nation. $5. Nation Press, 20 Vesey St., New York.
Nation and Ath—Nation and Athenaeum. £1 10s. 10 Adelphi Terrace, London, W. C. 2.

Nature—Nature. £2 17s. $14. Macmillan Company, 66 Fifth Av., New York.
New Repub—New Republic. $5. Republic Publishing Co., Inc., 421 West 21st St., New York.
New Statesman—New Statesman. 30s. Statesman Pub. Co., 10 Great Queen St., Kingsway.

London. W. C. 2.

N Y Times—New York Times Book Review. $1. N.Y. Times Co., Times Square, New York.
No Am—North American Review. $4. North American Review Corporation, 9 East 37th St.,

New York.
Outlook—Outlook. $5. Outlook Co., 381 Fourth Av., New York.
Poetry—Poetry. $3. 543 Cass St., Chicago, 111.

Pol Sci Q—Political Science Quarterly. $5. (Including supplement). Academy of Political
Science. Kent Hall. Columbia University, New York.

Pub W—Publishers' Weekly. Zones 1-5, $6; 6-8, $6.50. R. R. Bowker Co., 62 West 45th St.,

New York.
R of Rs—American Review of Reviews. $4. Review of Reviews Co., 30 Irving Place, New

York.
Sat R—Saturday Review. £1 10s 4d. 9 King St.. Covent Garden, London, W. C. 2.

School Arts M—School Arts Magazine. $3. Davis Press, Inc., 25 Foster St., Worcester, Mass.
School R—School Review. $2.50. Dept. of Education, Univ. of Chicago, Chicago, 111.

Spec—Spectator. £2 3s 4d. 13 York St., Covent Garden, London. W. C. 2.

Springf'd Republican—Springfield Republican. $8. The Republican Pub. Co., Springfield, Mass.
Survey—Survey. $5. Survey Associates, Inc., 112 East 19th St.. New York.
The Times [London] Lit Sup—The Thnes Literary Supplement. 30s. $6. The Times, North

American Office, 280 Broadway, New York.
Theatre Arts M—Theatre Arts Magazine, $2. Theatre Arts, Inc. 7 East 42d St., New York.
Weekly R—^Weekly Review. See Ind.
Yale R n s—Yale Review (new series). $4. Yale Publishing Assn., Inc., 120 High St., New

Haven, Ccnn.
In addition to the above list the Book Review Digest sometimes Quotes from the Cleveland

Open Shelf; New York Public Library New Technical Books; Pratt Institute Quarterly Book-
list: Pratt Institute Quarterly List of New Technical and Industrial Books; Wisconsin Library
Bulletin; and other bulletins.
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card number.
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or disfavor of the entire review.
In the reference to a magazine, the first number refers to the volume, the next to the page,

the letters to the date and the last figures to the number of words in the review.
Figures in parenthesis following price indicate cost per 1000 words.

» This Book is mentioned for the flrSt tim e in this issue.
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Devoted to the Valuation of Current Literature

Reviews of 1921 Books

ABBOT, WILLIS JOHN. Blue jackets of 1918.

il $2.50 Dodd 940.45 21-15893

This book is the fifth of the series in -which
the autlior has told the story of the United
States navy and its part in all the wars in which
we have been engaged since 1776. Here we
have the story of our navy in the European
war. There is a chapter on the outbreak of the
war and the preparations in the navy, followed
by chapters on the merchant fleet, troop ships,
rriystery ships and the good work of the
marines in France.

"Camouflage, the depth bomb, listening de-
vices, and the like make his record of subma-
rine warfare far more useful than any mere
rehearsal of battles. At the same time he does
not neglect the actual fighting or fail to bring
out its dramatic character. His description of
the 'mystery ships' will be interesting to
adults, as well as to those for whom the volume
Is designed."

+ Lit R p266 D 10 '21 70w
"This is a book that will teach history and

entertain as vividly as an adventure-romance
at the same time."

-H N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 50w
"Readable and reliable. . . It is a definite,

straightforward narration with enough anec-
dote, however, to leave it free of the charge of
dullness, and will bring great pleasure as well
as knowledge to the boy readers."

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 N 15 '21 70w

ABBOTT, ELEANOR HALLOWELL (MRS
FORDYCE COBURN). Kainy week. •$1.60
Dutton 21-12704

"A married couple invite a nimber of guests
for a week at their home during a period when
they are sure it Is going to rain steadily, and
sit back, watching these alien natures play
upon one another. The guests include a newly
married couple, an ambitious youth always
discussing his future, a woman with a past
which she is attempting to hide, an extremely
celibate professor, a bore who is always making
boorish mistakes, and an impossibly innocent
May girl who can sing like a nightingale. Into
this array of guests Fate thrusts an extremely
Intoxicated man who does not know how he
got there. With this group and the rain to
keep them within doors and reacting on one
another, Miss Abbott's plot scheme is clear."—N Y Times

Boston Transcript p5 Ag 20 '21 330w
"Her style, piquant and, it must be said,

rather smart, adds to the party, and the
book, though characters are sentimentalized and
typified and the plot is not surprising, is
readable and sprightly. It vnU probably be a
favorite, like 'Molly Make-Believe.' "

H Lit R pl2 JI 9 '21 70w
"The book undoubtedly drags at times and

the sparkle of the conversation will appear
forced to the reader. At limes the book is
carried along with the momentum of its situ'a-
tlons, but they never materialize into the really
Burprising."— + N Y Times p24 ,T1 24 '21 280w

ABBOTT, GEORGE FREDERICK, tinder the
Turk in Constantinople, il •$5 Macmillan
949.6 21-515

"This volume is the record of Sir John
Finch's embassy to Constantinople (1674-1681),

and presents a picture of Turkish life and ad-
ministration at a relatively little studied epoch
of Anglo-Turkish relations. Lord Bryce con-
tributes a foreword."—The Times [London] Lit

Sup O 14 '20

Boston Transcript p4 My 18 '21 390w

"A most interesting book based on an excel-

lent idea. Apart from its value as a chronicle
there is in his book a mine of material for the
romancer."

-h Lit R plO Ap 30 '21 490w
"The very bulk of the book will serve to repel

many persons, as will the restricted character
of the subject vsrith which the monograph is

concerned; but the reader who is curious will

discover that the author has a lively gift of

narrative and that he has vivified what might
easily have been lifeless material." B. R. Red-
man ^_..

-\ NY Times plO Ap 10 '21 1900w

"A lively picture of the corrupt and arrogant
Turkish court."

-I- Spec 126:26 Ja 1 '21 lOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p670 O

14 '20 40w
"Mr Abbott is well qualified to tread such

a by-path of old Turkish history as this. He
knows the topography, the people, and the
language; he is familiar with the mercantile
societv of the Levant and has studied its

traditions and records. Better than most he
can swell the rather thin trickle of Finch's
own doings into a considerable stream of his-

tory by well-informed and appropriate com-
mentary." _ „,_ »,

J The Times [London] Lit Sup p747 N
18 '20 630w

ABBOTT, LYMAN. Silhouettes of my con-
temporaries. $3 Doubleday 920

A collection of character sketches of men and
women of the last half-century, distinguished

in various fields, whom Dr Abbott has known
personallv or whose careers he has studied.

Contents': P. T. Barnum; Edwin Booth; The
Smilev brothers: John B. Gough; Alice Free-
man Palmer; John Fiske: Edward Everett
Hale; John G. Whittier: General Samuel Chap-
man Armstrong; General William Booth; Dan-
iel Bliss; Dwight Lyman Moody; Henry Ward
Beecher; Phillips Brooks; Booker T. Wash-
ington; Rutherford B. Hayes; Abraham Lm-
coln; "Theodore Roosevelt; Jacob Abbott.

Booklist 18:117 Ja '22

"Of all, his pictures are convincing, attrac-

tive, altocrether vivid and delightful." E. J. C.

H- Boston Transcript p4 D 8 '21 360w

Rr^vipwed bv E. L. Pearson
Ind 107:297 D 17 '21 lOOw

Subject, title and pseudonym Index at end of alphabet
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ABBOTT, LYMAN—Continued
"They are portraits, in the true, artistic

sense; presenting, with singular vividness of
human color, what the artist saw in his con-
tact with and knowledge of nineteen men and
one woman, nearly all Americans." J: P. Gavit

+ Lit R p303 D 24 '21 900w
Outlook 130:71 Ja 11 '22 140w

"A very human book, full of real people as
viewed by ;" real man."

+ Springf'd Republican plO D 20 '21 4.50w

ABDULLAH, ACHMED. Night drums. $1.90
McCann 21-17624

"An absorbing adventure story centering
about a native revolution in North Afi-ica, in
which two white men, an American in com-
mand of a French army post, and the leader
of the great Mohammedan fraternity, the Sen-
ussi, forget their enmity and join forces
against the formidable revolutionary leader
known as 'The man of the hour." "—Cleveland

and "Mistress Davenant." "He is one of those
who desire to find as many topical allusions as
possible, as many living originals for characters
as possible, in the works of Shakespeare. The
core of his theory is this: that the most im-
portant influence on Shakespeare's work and
advancement was his friendship with the Earl
of Southampton." (The Times [London] Lit
Sup)

"The book is glitteringly vivid. . . One to stir
the pulses of the man whose life is his busi-

+ Bookm 54:490 Ja '22 50w
"Even as an adventure story, 'Night drums'

is a greater achievement than Mr Abdullah
has been wont to present his public. For it
is well written, as Mr Abdullah can write on
good and sufiicient occasion, it has a definite
and excellent style, and most of all, it con-
veys the author's thoughts of Africa clearly,
at times, brilliantly." G. M. H.

+ Boston Transcript p8 N 20 '21 300w
"The story is rank melodrama."— Lit R p238 D 3 '21 160av
"The writer shows himself a master in the

art of suspense, and it is hard to believe that
any reader who opens this book will put it
down until the last page is reached."

-}- N Y Times p32 D 25 '21 80w

ABEL, MARY W. (HINMAN) (MRS JOHN
JACOB ABEL). Successful family life
on the moderate income; its foundation in
a fair start; the man's earnings; the wo-
man's contribution; the cooperation of the
community. (Lippincott's family life ser.)
$2 (8s 6d) Lippincott 647 21-16194
Under moderate income the author includes

any income above the subsistence line that al-
lows of a certain freedom of choice in the
spending, within the limits of strict economy.
It is the object of the book to point out how
this freedom can be most wisely exercised;
what are the higher values in family life; the
need of financial partnership and the coopera-
tion of the whole family; the desirability of a
family budget; what a mother's resourceful-
ness can do; and how the art of living can be
practiced on slender means. The book ad-
dresses itself to professional students of the
social and economic aspects of family life, to
home economics students in schools and col-
leges, to men and women trying to solve their
own home problems, and to amateur investiga-
tors.

Booklist 18:41 N '21

"This is not a book of mere directions. It
is that much greater thing, an inspiring, help-
ful discu.ssion of the meaning of family life
and the basis upon which it rests as a suc-
cessful enterprise." H. L. Johnson

+ J Home Econ 13:327 Jl '21 900w
J Home Econ 13:332 Jl '21 60w

"It is a volume rich in ripe and gentle wis-
dom." S. P. Breckinridge

+ Survey 47:404 D 10 '21 280w
"A substantial practical treatise on the nvt

of home life regarded from the American point
of view."

H- The Times [London] Lit Sup p717 N 3
'21 70w

ACHESON, ARTHUR. Shakespeare's lost years
in London, 1586-1592. *%5 Brentano's [•21s
Quaritch] 822.3

In this book, the author continues in the same
path as in his "Shakespeare and the rival poet"

"Mr Acheson's books are entertaining reading;
they are highly ingenious and abound in sug-
gestions which the student will feel to be worth
further investigation. They strengthen the
reader's impression of the actuality of Shake-
speare. But he has not succeeded in enhancing
the probability of any of his major contentions."
Tucker Brooke

-\ Lit R p6 Ap 23 '21 lOOOw
"Mr Acheson is a most painstaking, sugges-

tive, ingenious, and arduous critic. He spares
himself no trouble in the amassing of what he
considers evidence; and while his main conclu-
sions must be pronounced most questionable
hypotheses at best and at worst most far-
fetched fancies, one gladly recognizes the value
of some of the by-products of his researches."
S: C. Chew

\- Nation 112:745 My 25 '21 820w
"He is a vigorous—indeed, an aggressive

—

champion of his version of the truth. Written
in a less acrimonious, less dictatorial, tone and
temper, his book would have been stimulating
and (in the higher sense) amusing."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p9 Ja 6 '21

1500W

ADAMS, ELIZABETH KEMPER. Women
professional workers. ?2.50 Macmillan
396.5

The book is the result of a study made
for the Women's educational and industrial
union of Boston. It addresses itself to the
thoughtful undergraduate trying to select her
occupation; to the young woman two or three
years out of college who has drifted into a
"dead-end" occupation; to teachers and ad-
ministrators in colleges and schools who are
seeking a broader basis in fact and outlook
in their dealings with young people; to em-
ployers who are looking for trained workers;
to all interested in the participation of women
in the worlds of inquiry and affairs. After
generalizing on professional workers and their
specifications, successive chapters deal with
the learned professions; health, community,
social, industrial and commercial, information,
art, technical and educational services. The
book is indexed and has a selected and an-
notated reading list.

Booklist 18:106 Ja '22

"A book on women professional workers that
will render very great assistance to young
women who are seeking at once to serve the
community and to support themselves. This
volume is a compendium of useful information
covering not merely the older kinds of profes-
sional work but more especially the newer
opportunities for employment."

-j- R of Rs 64:672 D '21 190w
School R 30:76 Ja '22 480w

"This work will be found of value for men
and women everywhere who are considering the
scope and nature of the professions and the
new participation of women in the world's af-
fairs. It contains much valuable information
culled from recognized authorities and from her
own wide and valuable experience."

-f Springf'd Republican p6 N 23 '21 320w

ADAMS, GEORGE BURTON. Constitutional
history of England. (American historical
ser.) *$5 (3c) Holt 342.42 21-3112

The chief object of the book is to make the
continuous growth of the constitution from
generation to generation as clear as possible.
This leads to a stressing of essentials and to the
omitting of details where their inclusion would
tend to confuse the larger view. The introduc-
tion gives a brief description of the present Eng-
lish government, and the constitutional life of
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the country is dated from the Norman con-
quest Partial contents: The Anglo-Saxon
age; The Norman conquest: The Great
Charter; Growth of the constitution and of

the common law: The origin and growth of
Parliament; The Tudor strong monarchy; Par-
liament versus the King; The victory of Par-
liament; The making and growth of the cabinet;
The rise of democracy; The age of reform.
The book is indexed and each chapter has a
bibliographical note.

"The author brings to his work, in addition
to a considerable mastery of exposition for the
novice, a wealth of knowledge, a solidity of
learning, and a general competence. In many
respects writers of text-books can learn as
much from the technique of this volume as
students of constitutional history will be able
to learn from its contents." Raymond Turner

+ Am Hist R 27:106 O '21 740w
"In general, facts are presented with excep-

tional accuracy, and the judgments based on
them are sane, cautious, and convincing." F:
A. Ogg

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:605 N '21 420w
Booklist 17:327 Jl '21

-f Boston Transcript p7 My 28 '21 230w
"Mr Adams's book combines deep learning

with a readable narrative in a reasonable space,
which renders it as suitable for the general
reader as for the college student. Mr Adams
has written a book which will be widely appre-
ciated on both sides of the Atlantic." A. F,
Pollard

+ Lit R p6 Je 11 '21 1050W
"The supreme value of the book is that it

gives a coherent account in language that will
be readily understood of the slow but continu-
ous evolution of the idea and the machinery of
the limited monarchy, linking each step with
the steps before and after. It is no small
achievement to have told such a difficult and
complicated story so shortly, so clearly, and
so simply." C. A. Elliott

+ Nation 113:453 O 19 '21 1350w
"The book makes no claim to originality and

contains little that cannot be found in Pro-
fessor Adams's earlier writings or elsewhere.
Its claim is rather to give a lucid presentment
of the steady growth of the Constitution from
age to age; and this claim it admirably fulfils."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p556 S 1
•21 llOOw

ADAMS, JAMES TRUSLOW. Founding of
New England, il •$4 Atlantic monthly
press 974 21-9397

"The book deals mainly with origins, dis-
cussing the discovery and first settlement of
the region; the genesis of the religious and
political ideas which there took root and flour-
ished; the geographic and other factors which
shaped its economic development; the be-
ginnings of that English overseas empire, of
which it formed a part; and the early for-
mulation of thought—on both sides of the
Atlantic—regarding imperial problems." (Pref-
ace) The author shows how the religious
factor in the early settlement period has been
overestimated, and that economic as well as
religious factors have played a very consider-
able part; that the evolution of a colony can
be viewed correctly only when it is seen
against the background of the economic and
Imperial conditions and theories of the time.
The book is indexed and illustrated with fac-
similes of maps and documents.

"This work is the best short history of early
New England that has appeared for a genera-
tion. Untainted by New England ancestry or
residence, uninfluenced by tercentenarian sen-
timentality, with broad background and scholar-
ly equipment, Mr Adams maintains a serene,
Judicial attitude and proves his capacity as a
historian. He has made no original research
but has digested the greater part of the printed
material that has appeared in the last thirty

years, and retold the story of early New Eng-
land in a clear, simple style, with touches of
quiet irony." S. E. Morison

4- Am Hist R 27:129 O '21 880w
Booklist 18:45 N '21

Boston Transcript p4 N 9 '21 980w
"His work, admirably contrived for popular

consumption, presents in an eminently readable
fashion, and with praiseworthy regard for the
proportions of the subject—the best treatise on
the history of New England in the seventeenth
century that has been written at any time for
scholar and general reader alike." C: M.
Andrews

+ Lit R p6 Ag 13 '21 2600w
"Taken as a whole the work is of first-rate

importance. No other history of New England
of equal compass is now any longer worth read-
ing, and all the larger histories must be cor-
rected by this one. The God-fearing Puritan
of tradition has at last been sent the way of
Cooper's noble savage, and in his place we see
the New England founders as they were." W:
MacDonald

h Nation 113:100 Jl 27 '21 1300w
"A book decidedly to shake customary opin-

ion. The distinctive character of the differ-
ent New England colonies has never been
better shown."

4- N Y Times pl3 Je 12 '21 1750w
"Entertaining on every page. The treatise is

admirable for its clearness and comprehensive-

'

-J- No Am 214:423 S '21 2200w
"As respects the New Plymouth colonists, no

book has appeared which so clearly and sympa-
thetically follows their origins, adventures, and
successes." A. B. Hart

H Outlook 129:27 S 7 '21 1700w
"A scholarly treatment of the subject, util-

izing materials recently brought to light, and
necessarily leading, by its conclusions, to a
revision of certain historical judgments that
had long been accepted as all but infallible.
On the whole, it is a fresh and stimulating
narrative of Colonial beginnings."

-f R of Rs 63:672 Je '21 220w
"The work makes a new interpretation, and

the fineness of its historical and literary tem-
per commends it to a wide public, to a large
portion of which it will have something pi-
quant and relatively unfamiliar to say."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 5 '21
1400W

ADAMS, KATHARINE. Midsummer, il $1.50
(21/20) Macmillan 21-19197

An unusually interesting book for older girls
and boys, telling of a summer spent in Sweden.
Audrey and Sven Bradford were the grand-
children of Count Essen who lived in a big
gloomy castle, high up on the rocks near the
village of Boo. Their mother, the old count's
daughter, had been dead for many years. The
children, brought up in New York, could not
understand the dreary life of the castle, but
with the aid of some jolly Swedish children
from a nearby villa they managed to bring
light and joy back to their grandfather's home.
There is a mystery too, which is very well
handled, and adds to the charm of the book.

Booklist 18:124 Ja '22

"Katharine Adams has achieved a girl's book
of great charm. Her 'Midsummer' has the very
atmosphere of Sweden and the mystery is re-
markably well handled." A. C. Moore

-f Bookm 54:246 N '21 20w
"Delightfully written from beginning to end."

+ N Y Times p30 D 11 '21 30w

ADAMS, R. E. C. Modern crusaders, il •$2
Dutton 940.48

"Captain Adams, whose diary is here re-
produced, was a member of the East Surrey
regiment of the 231st infantry brigade which
was formed in Egypt near Cairo, and under the
command of Sir Edmund Allenby, marched in-
to Palestine. His diary opens on October 1,

1917, when the preparations were made for
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ADAMS, R. E. C.

—

Continued
simultaneous attacks upon Beersheba and
Gaza, towns familiar to Bible readers. From
this point he traces the movements of the
modern crusaders through the march to the
capture of the Holy city. Capt. Adams makes
no attempt at descriptive writing, merely
transcribing the notes of his diary as he jot-
ted them down from day to day."—Boston
Transcript

"Capt. Adams has a readable style and an
attractive sense of humour."

+ Ath p291 F 27 '20 90w
Boston Transcript p4 Ja 19 '21 160w

ADAMS, SAMUEL HOPKINS. Success. $2 (Ic)
Houghton 21-18946

The romance of a young society girl from
New York and a lonely station agent in the
Southwest furnishes the framework around
which the entire story of modern journalism
Is told. The love episode with lo Welland
has left young Banneker restless and he goes
to New York to start his career as a reporter.
Unusually gifted, he rises rapidly but refuses
to "eat his peck of journalistic dirt." His
frequent changes are always advancements and
he reaches the highest rung as editor-in-chief
of a daily. Here at last he can honestly ex-
press himself but all he achieves is courageous
editorials in the yellowest of yellow sheets.
When the dictatorship of the advertiser invades
even his domain, success has lost its glamor
and he returns to the desert. lo has likewise
entered upon a new phase and romance takes
the place of success.

Booklist 18:82 D '21

"The trouble with 'Success' is that it is more
entertaining than it is convincing both as a
novel and as a realistic description of Ameri-
can journalism. Errol Banneker is too much
his creator's puppet in the course of his start-
ling advancement and in his portrayal of news-
paper work and newspaper life Mr Adams over-
looks that element in it which makes for right-
eousness." E. F. Edgett

\- Boston Transcript p6 O 19 '21 850w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

Ind 107:107 O 29 '21 450w
"It is the best newspaper story I can recall

It is a bit too long, the dialogue a bit too
diffuse and too uniformly clever. "The story
is a good story, perhaps a big story. A very
little more and it would have been a great
story." J: P. Gavit

H Lit R pll5 O 29 '21 600w
"What Mr Adams has actually done is to

produce a tour de force of unreality. His
people are unreal; his conversations, of which
heavy page succeeds heavy page are unreal;
his action is unreal. . . Mr Adams's journalistic
picture is painted entirely in scarlet and saf-
fron. His novel belongs to the literary school
of the very journals which he describes."— NY Times pl6 N 6 '21 400w
"The hits are clever, but the total impression

is misleading and inadequate." R. D. Townsend— Outlook 129:486 N 23 '21 180w
"Mr Adams's opinion of newspapers and

their makers is distorted but he has written a
graphic and entertaining tale, which can bet-
ter be assayed by popular than by social or
literary standards. It contains many thrilling
episodes and the cloak of adventure thrown
over the whole keeps the reader's interest ac-
tively engaged throughout its length."

f- Sprlngf'd Republican plla N 20 '21
500w

AGAR, FREDERICK ALFRED. Modern money
methods for the church. *$1 Jud.son press
261 21-11705

It is the author's belief that "WTienever the
church of Jesus Christ will provide generous fi-
nancial support for the work of the local parish
and adequate resources for the preaching of the
gospel around the world, there will result a new
power within the church and a new respect from
the people outside which will mean much for all

concerned." (Introd.) The object of the book,
therefore, is to suggest a plan calculated to pro-
vide adequate financial resources for the Chris-
tian enterprise.

AH RONS, ERNEST LEOPOLD. Steam loco-
motive construction and maintenance. (Pit-
man's technical primer ser.) il $1 (2s 6d)
Pitman 621.13 (Eng ed 21-21393)

A description of workshop equipment and
practice in the construction of modern steam
railway locomotives, with notes on inspection,
testing, maintenance and repairs.

AH RONS, ERNEST LEOPOLD. Steam rail-
way locomotive. (Pitman's technical primer
ser.) il $1 Pitman 621.13

This book aims "to describe the chief parts
of a modern locomotive and their functions in
a manner which will prove useful to the en-
gineering student and others who are inter-
ested." (Preface)

N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:9 Ja '21 20w

AIKEN, CONRAD POTTER. Punch, the im-
mortal liar; documents in his history. '$1.75
Knopf 811 21-4268

A narrative poem based on the old folk play
which reveals Punch, the coward, braggart and
liar as prototype and symbol. In the puppet
pulled by strings may be traced characteristics
easily recognizable as man's own.

Booklist 17:341 Jl '21

"There are lyric interludes in this volume as
insinuating as anything he has conceived with
the exception of Senlin's 'Morning song.' It is
even a richer music than he has hitherto
found." L: Untermeyer

-^ Bookm 53:547 Ag '21 1300w
"There is a certain monotony of effect about

the volume, but the monotony lies in Aiken's
attitude toward his subject and not in his tech-
nique. The melody of his verse is apparent as
never before." Malcolm Cowley

-I Dial 70:700 Je '21 720w
"It is an entertaining book and it marks

the breaking of new ground for Mr Aiken.
But the story is not developed so as to give
us the whole of Punch's personality. On the
side of Punch the braggart, Mr Aiken is full
enough, but he is not full on the side of Punch
the villain. This is a pity; for as one reads
what Punch has to tell us about his adven-
tures with Polly Prim and his conquest of the
Queen of Sheba, one sees Mr Aiken making
headway with a good story indeed." Padraic
Colum

-J Freeman 3:117 Ap 13 '21 440w
"Aiken has failed in establishing a coherent

picture or reading or 'imitation' of the Punch
that he apparently set out to draw for us
in some such manner perhaps as Ibsen so suc-
cessfully gives us that other Punch, Peer Gynt.
Yet his sesthetic feeling for the king's English
and his ear for subtle beauties of rhythm are
most exquisitely in evidence. . . All in all,

this is a real poem and will repay the reading
by any anxious watcher for the real stuff of
poetry." H: Chapin

-I
Lit R p4 Ap 23 "21 1300W

"As to the verse itself, Mr Aiken has never
done better, he has sustained his technique
surprisingly throughout. His expression is

simple, natural, and reads with that ease which
is the aim and the despair of all writers." Amy
Lowell

+ New Repub 28:139 S 28 '21 1900w
"A real achievement. All the good qualities

of his earlier work are here—the invention and
swiftness and surety of his narrative sense,
the vividness of phrase and of situation." E. T.

+ Poetry 18:160 Jo '21 240w
"The value of 'Punch' as a poem lies In Its

vivid pictures and the power of its characteriza-
tion rather than in beauty of theme or style."

-^ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a My 29 '21 380w
Reviewed by O. W. Firkins

Weekly R 5:39 Jl 9 '21 600w
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AIKMAN, HENRY G. Zel'. •?2.50 (3c)

Knopf 21-3814

Avery Zell's childhood had been desolate
and trag-ic through the sordidly unhappy mar-
riage of his parents. With his sister he was
dragged through the most revolting divorce
proceedings, both in court and out, and its dis-

grace clung to him throughout his youth. La-
ter on he himself contracted an unhappy
marriage and had a son of his own. When a
great love came into his life with opportuni-
ties for self-unfoldment and growth, and di-

vorce pointed the way to freedom, the mem-
ory of his abnormal childhood saved the little

son from a similar fate.

"The story gives the impression of strength,
honesty of purpose and is well worth reading."

+ Booklist 17:302 My '21

•• 'Zeir seems not only the best of the spring
novels, but the most interesting story of the
year. 'Zell' is not so significant a picture of
American life as 'Main street," but it shows a
deeper understanding. For some time to come
Avery Zell—hopelessly the average American

—

will probably remain the most vivid young man
in native Action." J. F.

+ Bookm 53:161 Ap '21 240w
"With all his faults, with certain atrocities

of style, . . . with a tendency to the use of

such words as 'irrefragable' and 'ineluctable,'
when something simpler would be more effec-

tive, Mr Aikman is a novelist whose ambitions
show distinct signs of fulfilment." E. F. E.

-I Boston Transcript p4 F 23 "21 870w
"A skillfully written tale In which the rather

sordid realism is lightened by an occasional
gleam of clear-visioned idealism."

+ Cleveland p26 Ap '21 70w
Dial 71:372 S '21 llOw

"In 'Zeir Mr Aikman weaves the most undis-
tinguished of materials into a pattern that has
design and significance." L. B.

4- Freeman 3:334 Je 15 '21 320w
"In spite of its inadequate understanding of

the problem with which it deals, it exposes with
merciless and salutary frankness some of the
fundamental weaknesses of modern domestic
life." C. M. S.

H Grinneli R 16:450 Je '21 300w
"Extraordinarily well written."

+ Ind 106:80 Ag 20 '21 170w
"In 'Zell* Mr Aikman has developed an aston-

ishing firmness and power. His style is gen-
erally simple, forceful, and dramatic." J:
Farrar

+ Lit R p3 F 12 '21 llOOw
"Between Mr Aikman's first book, 'The

groper,' and his second book, 'Zell,' there lies an
extraordinarily swift development. WTiat dis-
tinguishes 'Zeir is a sureness of knowledge and
touch both strong and tender, flexible and firm.
Its people are among the most soundly and
vitally rendered in our recent fiction. These
creatures are all admirably well done. But they
have been equaled. What has not been equaled
is Mr Aikman's insight into the precise char-
acter of their relationships. Here he displays a
special talent and makes his special and im-
portant contribution to our fiction." L.. L.

+ Nation 112:409 Mr 16 '21 600w
"An unusually fascinating and convincing

novel. Quite rarely one may resent a forced
phrase, a pert cleverness, but the style is gen-
rally simple and vigorous. And the observant
humor, the wholesome restraint, and the tri-
umph of characterization are notable attributes
for a second novel from a young writer." R. H.

+ New Repub 26:382 My 25 '21 880w
"There is little emotional glow, warmth, effu-

sion of interest; nor is an attitude of satire
definitely maintained. Here is recislon, thor-
oughness, a certain cold-blooded skilfulness in
character presentation. The effect is neither
that of oil nor water color, but of a sharp and
pains-revealing dry point." L. M. Robinson

+ Pub W 99:956 Mr 19 '21 360w
Spec 127:276 Ag 27 '21 lOOw

The Times [London] Lit Sup p406 Je 23
'21 90w

Ueviewed by H. W. Boynton
Weekly R 4:369 Ap 20 '21 220w
Wis Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 40w

ALBERTSON, ALICE OWEN. Nantucket wild
flowers, il *$2.50 Putnam 581.9 21-9075

The book describes, with all possible accuracy
and few technicalities, the representative trees
and flowers of Nantucket. For the unavoidable
technicalities a glossary has been added, also
a key to help in the identification of unknown
specimens and to show the main characteristics
of the families. Typical trees and maritime
plants have been included, but not such plant
life as the club mosses and grasses. The numer-
ous illustrations, including five colored plates,
are by Anno Hinchman.

+ Boston Transcript p5 Ag 13 '21 290w
Lit R pll Je 4 '21 220w

ALDEN, RAYMOND MACDONALD, comp.
Critical essays of the early nineteenth
century. (Modern student's library) $1
Scribner 824 21-10544

In his introduction to this collection of lit-

erary criticisms, the editor explains that the
themes which, either implicitly or explicitly,
recur in all the essays reprinted, are the na-
ture of poetry, Shakespeare, and the large
subject of romanticism. The essayists repre-
sented, many by more than one essay,
are Wordsworth, Edward Copleston, Francis
Jeffrey, Scott, Coleridge, John Wilson Croker,
Lockhart, Lamb, Hazlitt, Byron, Shelley,
Newman, De Quincey, Macaulay, John Wilson
and Leigh Hunt. "Of the thirty or more es-
says included, in whole or part, in this collec-
tion, at least half appeared first In one or an-
other of the new periodicals which form one
of the most important aspects of early nine-
teenth century criticism." (Introd.)

N V Times pl2 Je 26 '21 50w

ALDEN, RAYMOND MACDONALD, ed.
Poems of the English race. '$2.70 Scrib-
ner 821.08

"The aim which has been in view In the
making of this anthology is to bring together
a body of poems sufficient to introduce the
reader to the principal types, forms, and
themes of poetry (outside the drama), and to
meet all ordinary needs, in this field, of
younger readers,—say from the ages of fifteen
to twenty." (Preface) Both English and
American poems are included, and they are
arranged in chronological order under the
two headings Narrative poems, and Lyrical
and reflective poems. Under the former
heading there are eighty-four poems, rang-
ing in date from Chaucer's "The pardoner's
tale," to "The finding of Jamie," by John G.
Neihardt. Lyrical and reflective poems in-
clude three hundred and fifty-nine poems,
opening with "Heart-exchange," by Sir Philip
Sidney, (15S9), and closing with "The dawn
of peace," by Alfred Noyes. There are in-
dexes of authors and poems, titles and first

lines. The editor is professor of English at
Stanford university.

"Excellent footnotes explain departures from
modern grammatical or etymological usage.
The general 'get-up' and appearance of the vol-
ume lends grace to an artistic arrangement of
material."

+ Bookm 54:173 O '21 90w
"An anthology which comes backed with the

authority of a professor of English in a well-
known university (Stanford) is an undertaking
fraught with more responsibility than usually
attaches to such compilations. The short-
comings of Dr Alden's 'Poems of the English
race' are, therefore, the more to be regretted."
R: Le Gallienne— NY Times plO Jl 17 '21 3000w

School R 29:636 O '21 80w
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ALEXANDER, GRACE CAROLINE. Prince
- Cinderella, il $1.75 Bobbs 21-15820

"Rose Mereditli, twenty-two years old, is a
millionairess, just beginning, when the story
opens, to lulfil lier dead father's last command
... to 'make up' for the deprivation he and his
gently bred wife had suffered in order to per-
fect the invention whicn produced those mil-
lions the orphaned Rose is advised to enjoy.
Hence, as soon as her education is finished,
she purchases 'Woodcroft,' loveliest of country
estates. And here she brings together her
unique 'Collection' of pensioners and "retainers'
the development of whose method of accepting
her rare thougiitfulness and generosity is wit-
nessed in the series of extraordinary events
she herself records. The fact that in the 'Col-
lection' are an escaped convict, a disguised
secret service agent and an East Indian prince—also disguised, and acting as chauffeur

—

naturally adds to the complications of the
serio-comic drama."—Boston Transcript

"Engaging story."
+ Boston Transcript p8 D 28 '21 380w

"The author of "Prince Cinderella' has
adopted the prudent policy of using only ideas
which have stood the test of time, and she
has taken all the old reliable stock in trade of
the conventional mystery story and the third-
rate movie scenario and arranged it in a new
permutation."— Lit R p59 O 1 '21 70w
"A story that will remain in the memory

more because of the brilliancy of the narration
than because of the plot, which is only a tale
of average interest. The literary style is so
gracefully poetic and charmingly translucent
that one is inclined to regard the author more
as a stylist than as a novelist."

-f N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 60w

ALEXANDER, SAMUEL. Space, time, and
deity; Gifford lectures at Glasgow, 1916-
1918. 2v $14 Macmillan 110 20-20434

"Professor Alexander regards Space and
Time as attributes of one reality, Space-Time—the stuff of which all entities are composed.
Every portion or complex within the one all-
embracing stuff has fundamental features
which Professor Alexander calls categories.
But they have also what constitutes the lead-
ing idea in his philosophy—qualities. These
form a hierarchy; one quality being related to
its equivalent lower existence in a manner
which may be exemplified by the relation of
mind to body. In this hierarchy the next
higher quality to the highest attained is deity.
'God is the whole universe engaged in process
towards the emergence of this new quality,
and religion is the sentiment in us that we
are drawn towards Him, and caught in the
movement of the world to a higher level of ex-
istence.' "—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"Distinguished by admirable tone and tem-
per."

+ Nature 105:798 Ag 26 '20 3150w
"Imposing and carefully elaborated realistic

philosophy." M. E.. Cohen
+ New Repub 27:174 Jl 6 '21 80w

"It is an achievement of such quality and
power as to rank its author among the giants
of present-day thought. . . The thinking is
everywhere 'from the life'—done at first hand,
not sustaining itself parasitically upon the
thinking of others. And through it all runs
that sweet and ripe humanity which endears
Mr Alexander to all who know him." R. F. A.
Hoernl6

+ New Repub 28:329 N 9 '21 1200w
"No one could be more lavish in acknowledg-

ing obligations to previous writers or more
precise in stating and meeting their cases
when they are opposed to his own; but he
does not, it seems to us, devote enough of his
space to defining his position with regard to
the existing schools of metaphysical thought."

H Spec 124:243 Ag 21 '20 680w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p406 Je

24 '20 IGOw

ALLAN, DOT. Syrens. $1.75 (3c) Doubleday
[7s Heinemann]

"The theme of this novel is the siren call
of adventure to one deeply intrenched in the
rut of practical life. Goritholus ia the egre-
gious name of the hero. A struggling shop-
keeper in a maritime city, he hears all his
life the summons of the ships that speak of
perilous seas and far-off, unknown horizons.
Like his father before him, he at last gives
way to the lure. Abandoning ruthlessly his
business affairs, he embarks on a sailing ves-
sel for the Golden Gate. He discovers that
there is meanness and sordidness as well as
romance in the sailor's life, but he cannot
abandon it. In the end there comes the con-
test between love and adventure, between duty
and inclination; but at this point the oppor-
tune opening of the war gives him the chance
to decide in favor of both by enlisting in the
navy."—Lit R
"The story is written well and entertain-

ingly, but is hardly convincing—as a tale of
adventure it is not graphic enough and as a
psychological study it is not sufficiently pene-
trating. The author's descriptions, moreover,
are at times unconsciously humorous, appar-
ently because not based on first-hand infor-
mation."

h Lit R pl07 O 22 '21 340w
"Not only is Miss Allan's color less convinc-

ing, but she fails to advance the dramatic de-
velopment of her story."— Nation and Ath 29:687 Ag 6 '21 330w

"Besides giving a thrilling picture of sea life,

gives a closer and more detailed picture of
that great Scottish city, Glasgow, than has
been offered in fiction for a very long time.
This is a first novel, and it is most promising."

H- N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 80w
"A first novel of unequal achievement but

of decided promise. The machinery of the
plot is at times rather too obvious, but the
considerable amount of really good writing
scattered throughout the book is a compen-
sating factor and foreshadows for the author
a further and greater success."

-i Spec 127:84 Jl 16 '21 80w
"Miss Allan tells her story with conviction,

but quietly."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p293
My 5 '21 200w

ALLAN, LUKE. Blue Pete, half breed. $1.90
McCann 21-4717

"In this tale the reader will follow the
amazing adventures of a number of cattle
rustlers on the Canadian border, in which the
Canadian Mounted Police take an active part.
Blue Pete is a rustler, but, strange to say, he
secures the sympathy of the reader."—N Y
Times

"The incidents of cattle rustling and the ef-
forts of the Mounted Police to stop it make
for a really thrilling story, but the whole ia

invested with too heroic a style."

H Lit R p262 D 10 '21 160w
"Blue Pete's escapes from the invincible po-

lice are fraught with sufficient danger to ex-
cite the most blas6 reader."

-I- N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 50w
"A breathless tale which keeps up the In-

terest without abatement till the dramatic
denouement." . ^

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p670 O
14 '20 20w

ALLEN, FREDERICK JAMES. Guide to the
studv of occupations; prepared under the
auspices of the Bureau of vocational guid-
ance. Graduate school of education. Harvard
university. •$2.50 Harvard univ. „ Press
016.374 21-3488

"Mr Allen's book is written by a man who
has had to answer for years thousands of the

questions that bother vocational counselors and
advisers, and it is written to be used. The first

nine sections of the book deal with the nine

great groups of occupations as determlnea by
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the United States census. These are followed
by a general list of source material and an
alphabetical index to the chief occupations
treated in the book."—Lit R

Booklist 17:266 My '21

"Teachers of vocations and vocational coun-
selors should certainly have access to the vol-
ume."

+ El School J 21:635 Ap '21 420w
Lit R plO Mr 12 "21 250w

"The fundamental nature of the material
should make this guide of great value to all in-
terested in vocational guidance."

-f School R 29:396 My "21 180w

ALLEN, HENRY JUSTIN. Party of the third
part; the story of the Kansas industrial re-
lations court. *$2.50 Harper 331.1 21-7194

The object of the book is to show how the In-
dustrial relations court provides the machinery
for protecting the public from the consequences
of the disputes between capital and labor, while
at the same time securing prompt justice to the
laboring man. "There is no valid reason why
the majority should submit to tremendous hard-
ship because of quarrels between members of a
minority, "when such quarrels can be settled
justly by the majority through law." (Chapter
IX) Partial contents: A court with a heart;
The Kansas coal strike; The making of the
court; The Carnegie Hall debate (between Mr
Gompers and Governor Allen); Labor leaders
and the war; Why the industrial court? In-
visible governments; Why radicals oppose;
Strikes and lockouts; The weaknesses of arbitra-
tion; Some legal phases of the industrial court;
The public—what is it?

Reviewed by J. M. Lee
Administration 1:847 Je '21 2000w

"While written from the standpoint of a pub-
lic official the book is notably fair and liberal
in its general attitude. As an authoritative ex-
position of a significant American experiment
it is of unusual value to students of state gov-
ernment."

+ Am Pol Scl R 15:456 Ag '21 120w
Booklist 17:328 Jl '21

Nation 112:921 Je 29 '21 lOw
"Considering that the governor is a politician

with a future it is a little startling to see how
freely he speaks. This book, of course, is of
value beyond Kansas." C: W. Thompson

+ N Y Times p9 My 8 '21 2500w
R of Rs 64:111 Jl '21 llOw

"It contains invaluable information relative to
Kansas labor problems."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 Je 8 '21 270w
"The tone of the book is, on the whole, polit-

ical and biased. It is the story of a 'freak' in-
fant told by a fond parent." E. M. Hollander— Survey 46:446 Je 25 '21 580w

ALLEN, HERVEY. Wampum and old gold.
(Yale ser. of younger poets) $1.25 Yale
univ. press [5s 6d Milford] 811 21-16521

This is the first book of a young American
poet. The poems are divided into two groups,
one written since 1918 and one written in
France, at the front.

"The inevitable fumbling towards a definite
self-expression fails to conceal certain virtues
that are more the accidents and unexpected
illuminations of an authentic individuality
than the poet, it may be surmised, quite in-
tended."

h Dial 71:716 D '21 90w
"Color and music are to be found, but so,

too, is a note that may be styled a trifle un-
healthy."

H NY Times p24 N 20 '21 80w
"Has both vigour and passion."

+ Spec 127:675 N 19 '21 lOw
"Poems of much literary merit and more

promise. They are sincere and spontaneous,
all of them; some show beauty of thought

and form and, though not startlingly original
in idea, there are not a few that are powerful
and rich in imagery."

-f Springf'd Republican plla O 23 '21
310w

ALSTON, LEONARD. How it all fits together;
a novice's introd. to the game of life. *$1.50
Dutton 330

"The author simply proposes to set forth, he
says, how the different parts of the business
world—'in which we all live and move and have
our being'—fit in together. For the most part
he follows the metaphor of a game. After an
introductory chapter, the author presents
'Bird's-eye view of things in general,' and then
divides up the customary 'factors' in this wise:
The apparatus with which the game is played;
The players and the prizes; The board on which
the game is played; Patron, rule-maker and
referee.' "—N Y Times

"An excellent book, a readable and valuable
book."

+ N Y Times pl7 F 13 '21 300w
"So far from having reduced his subject, as

he claims, to words and 'ideas of one syllable,'
the author has, in fact, enveloped it in incon-
sequential verbiage." B. L.— Survey 46:17 Ap 2 '21 150w

AIVIES, EDGAR WILLEY, and ELDRED,
ARVIE. Community civics, il *$1.48 Mac-
millan 320 21-1374

"The book has grown out of actual attempts
to teach high-school pupils something of the
responsibilities of citizenship and follows the
general plan of the 'Bulletin on community civ-
ics' issued by the United States Bureau of edu-
cation. The material in the text is presented in
such a fashion that it aims to teach and develop
patriotism through concrete examples. The
questions and problems at the end of each chap-
ter are, in most cases, those which have been
raised in the classroom."—El School J

El School J 21:636 Ap '21 270w
"The book will be very satisfactoiy to a

teacher who wishes to present socially im-
portant information to school citizens in very
attractive and concrete form. One may hope
that before the book is reprinted the problem
aspect may be given more attention."

-I Lit R p9 Mr 12 '21 220w
School R 29:555 S '21 ISOw

"The realistic and dramatic quality of com-
munity life is not submerged, yet there is no
soft pedagogy or 'talking down' to beginners.
The narrative, anecdotes and pictures are not in
the nature of a sugar-coating, but are pithy
stimulating introductions to vital problems." A.
E. Morey

-I- Survey 46:478 Jl 2 '21 240w

AiVlES, FISHER, jr. American Red cross work
among- the French people, il *$2 (3c) Mac-
millan 940.477 21-1300

The book confines itself exclusively to the
work of the American Red cross among
the French people. What the scope of this
work was can be gathered from the fact that
having started with a personnel of about
twenty, the force amounted to over six thou-
sand men and women by January 1919. The
problems they were assisting France to solve
were: the refugees and other displaced popu-
lations outside of the war zone; the devastat-
ed area and the war zone; the reeducation of

the mutil^s, or disabled soldiers; the care and
prevention of tuberculosis; child welfare; can-
teen and hospital work.

+ Booklist 17:270 My '21

"A well-written account, marked by a keen
appreciation of concrete details."

+ J Religion 1:331 My '21 20w

-f- Lit R pl2 Mr 19 '21 420w
Outlook 129:188 O 5 '21 lOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p214 Mr 31

•21 120w
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AMES, JOSEPH BUSHNELL. Torrance from
Texas, il $1.75 (3c) Century 21-16433

A boy scout story which will be liked by
boys in their teens. Bill Torrance was sixteen
when he left his father's ranch in Texas to
attend a boys' school in New England. His
idea of Eastern boys was far from flattering;
they were all weaklings and "worms" in his
opinion, but it did not take him long to
change his mind. He joined a scout troop and
after a long summer in camp, Bill found that
while he did not "run the school" as he had
set out to do, he had at least made some
mighty good friends.

lamps; Senility; The man in the brown coat;
Brothers; The door of the trap; The New
Englander; War; Motherhood; Out of nowhere
into nothing; The man with the trumpet.

"Mr Ames has added a good story to his al-
ready popular list in this tale. . . The outdoor
camp life is splendidly described."

Lit R pl72 N 12 '21 60w
(Si Y Times p21 N 6 '21 40w

"Abounding in interest and thrills."

-J- Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 25 '21
160w

AMINOFF, LEONIE, baroness. Torchlight. '*$2

(2c) Button
The first volume of a projected trilogy on the

life and times of Napoleon. "Torchlight" deals
more with the revolution than with Napoleon,
who hovers In the background, a somewhat
shadowy portrait. The story extends over some
ten years ending in 1794, with the fall of
Robespierre. The heroine is the beautiful
T6r6zia de Carrabus, better known to history
as Madame Tallien, who In her beautiful,
sensual and heartless person seems a symbol
and type of the old regime. Among the other
historical characters who appear are Louis XVI
and Marie Antoinette, Robespierre, Tallien,
Mirabeau and Josephine de Beauharnais who
at the end of the book, on release from prison
In company with T6r6zia, is just becoming
aware of a certain clever Corsican officer and
bids a friend bring him to one of her recep-
tions.

"Out of a clear sky, as it were, there comes
this rather remarkable historical novel. One
receives from 'Torchlight' an extraordinarily
vivid Impression of the moods and passions and
contrasts of the Terror. It may be doubted
whether historians will admit that the epithet
'historical' is rightly applicable to this novel.
Few will deny the vividness of the picture
which the author has drawn or the accuracy of
Its general outlines. On the other hand, the
details of characterization are open to con-
siderable criticism." Stanley Went

H .Lit R p3 Ag 27 '21 1200w
"The novel Is a worth-while addition to the

literature of the Revolution and of Napoleon,
for it makes a vital and colorful picture of the
time, the events and the people of the decade
which it covers."

-I- N Y Times p24 Jl 24 '21 850w
Spec 127:149 Jl 30 '21 40w

"The author is a lavish colourist, and shows
abundant vigour—especially in the depiction of
amorous episodes. Her greatest pains appear
to have been taken with her heroine, who
stands out in the multiple fascinations of her
person, her frocks, and her esprit as a real
and breathing woman."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p293 My
5 '21 200w

ANDERSON, SHERWOOD. Triumph of the
egg; a book of impressions from Ameri-
can life in tales and poems, il $2 Huebsch

21-21007
A collection of stories written in the strain

of "Spoon river anthology." They are all talp.s
of misery and despair and ugliness, of starved
and futile lives, of thwarted instincts, repressed
emotions, mean desires. The harsh simplicity
of the style is in keeping with the themes.
Contents: The dumb man: I want to know;
Seeds; The otlier woman; The egg; TJnlighted

"No matter how drab and unpleasant Sher-
wood Anderson's stories may seem on the sur-
face, there seems to move underneath the sim-
plicity of his sparse style, the poetry and the
rhythm of souls struggling to express them-
selves. This curious ability to give voice to
the tragedies of starved lives is his greatest
achievement." J. F.

-f Bookm 54:378 D '21 150w
Reviewed by R. M. Lovett

Dial 72:79 Ja "22 1900w
"It is hard not to seem over-enthusiastic

about this book of Mr Sherwood Anderson's—about its technique as well as its content.
The author has mastered his art so well! Each
of his books is an advance over the previous
one, but this is the greatest advance of all.

What I believe to be the truth about him is
that in the new literature of America—of that
America which hitherto has been so largely a
dumb nation—he is the most significant writer
of imaginative prose." M. M. Colum

+ Freeman 4:281 N 30 '21 1250w
"What strikes me most forcibly is the depth

and intensity of Sherwood Anderson's pity. It
it stronger even than his stark desire for truth
or the spirit of irony that is in him. It informs
the rhythm of his essentially slow-moving
prose. . . I have rarely read prose so near
to poetry as this book contains, and for a long
time certainly I have not been so impressed by
greatness of heart in a writer." W: R. Benet

+ Lit R p200 N 26 '21 lOOOw
'"The triumph of the egg' is, despite its sup-

erficially broken and fragmentary appearance,
an artistic whole. In these episodes and stories
there are pages as memorable as have been writ-
ten by any contemporary American."

+ Nation 113:602 N 23 '21 620w
"A reader who merely picks a story here and

there will be puzzled, irritated, perhaps dis-
gusted. One who reads them all, at a sitting,
will scarcely miss the singleness of purpose and
unity of result which give to the whole a
haunting and unmistakable power. The tragedy
of these frustrate ghosts is the tragedy of the
artist also. The book is filled with the dim
sense of struggle after the inexpressible which
is alone worth expressing. But it should be
added that as respects his own art Mr Ander-
son shows a great advance in resourcefulness
and technique over his earlier books." R. M.
Lovett

-f New Repub 28:383 N 23 '21 lOOOw
"There is, of course, a beautiful side to truth

as well as an ugly side, and this side Mr An-
derson fails to glimpse; but it is something big
to have him try for any side, and occasionally
to get it expressed, for from that a beauty re-
sults. . . Reading Anderson is like walking
with some one who is tired. No matter where
you walk, the weariness of your companion
obsesses your own spirits, and you gradually
lose your sense of the joy and the brilliance
of the scene through which you are passing,
and bow to the mood of your companion."
Hildegarde Hawthorne

-I NY Times plO D 4 '21 180w
"More than any other writer in America,

Sherwood Anderson brings emotion into his
work. He is tipsy with life and sometimes
this condition makes him eloquent and some-
times incoherent. . . We do not think that
Anderson has a right to the full extent of
his present obscurity. After all, the thing
which is agitating him is something which
touches most of us, whether we realize It or
not. The fact that Anderson does under-
stand imposes upon him the responsibility of
revelation." Heywood Broun

-I NY World pll D 6 '21 1450w
"Mr Anderson's analysis is terribly penetrat-

ing, and curiously enough it is nearly always
his women whom he does best. . . He Is not
consistenlly successful. Sometimes he is too
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diffuse, not sufficiently significant. For intense
significance is essential to success in this type
of fiction."

h Sat R 132:621 N 26 '21 360w
"When Sherwood Anderson has digested his

Walt Whitman, his Dostoievsky, and his

Freud; when he has lived beyond a feeling that
sex-urge all but dominates the world; when he
has attained his full stature, then he will write
for us strong stories. At present, his keen,
stubborn mind is fixed too narrowly on one-
track people." ^ ,, ,„,

f- Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 11 21

380w

ANDERSON, WILLIAM NICLAUS. Deter-
mination of a speUing vocabulary based
upon written correspondence. (Studies in
education) pa $1 Univ. of Iowa 428.1

21-18868

"The monograph opens with a review of each
of the fifteen studies previously made. Chap-
ter II is devoted to a detailed explanation of
the method and the gross results of the study.
Chapter III gives the complete list of words,
together with the frequency of occurrence of
each and the number of subclasses in which
each appeared. The results of this study re-
veal a much larger number of different words
per unit of running words than has hitherto
been found. For example, the present study
contains 7,222 more different words than the
study of 2,000 letters made by Ayres, and 4,691
more than Jones found in his tabulation of
75,000 school children's themes."—El School J

"The study has been carefully carried out
and is reported in good form. It will be use-
ful for many purposes."

-f El School J 22:151 O '21 710w
School R 29:713 N "21 760w

ANDREIEFF, LEONID NIKOLAEVICH. He.
the one who gets slapped; a p!ay in four
acts; tr. from the Russian with an introd.
by Gregory Zilboorg. 75c Dial pub co.,

152 W. 13th St., N.Y. 891.72 21-5631

"Andreyev's last play, a bitter study of
human nature laid in the surroundings of the
mountebank's life, is here prefaced by an in-
teresting study of the author as a literary
figure expressing the pessimism and spiritual
anarchy of Russia in the nineties."—The Times
[London] Lit Sup

"It is not the culminating triumph of a
dramatist, but the slow ebbing of a power
which might have soared to the heights, but
whose will could not stem the tide of present
reality or of national gloom."— Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 12 '21 400w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p261 Ap
21 '21 40w

"A brilliant and tragic satire."
+ Theatre Arts M 5:250 Jl '21 270w

ANDREWS, LINCOLN CLARKE. Manpower.
•$2 Dutton 658 21-578

"Mr Andrews, the author of the book, is an
authority upon the psychological side of the
training of men for leadership. He first be-
came known some years ago by his book on
'Leadership' and by his successful work In
training officers in the National guard. In
'Manpower' the application is made to civil
life. 'Practical leadership,' the author says in
his foreword, 'is an art, not an exact science,'
and he goes on to show that this art cannot
be acquired merely by learning specific rules;
but that there must be also right impulses, a
genuine acceptance of principles, sincerity and
'a sympathetic understanding of the human
animal and of what the laws of life make
him do under certain circumstances,' as well
as an understanding of one's own personality
and of how it affects others."—N Y Times

"The whole book is so concise, so untechnicaJ,
so filled with knowledge of human nature, so
thoroughly in accord with the best traditions
and the finest developments of our American
democracy, that it deserves an honored place
on the working table of every one who has
the direction and control of even one other
person."

-t- N Y Times pl8 Mr 6 '21 lOOOw
"Written in a very simple and concise way

and filled with knowledge of human nature."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 360w

"It is a book which should be a source of in-
spiration to foremen and gang leaders as well
as executivc.<5." A. E. Morey

+ Survey 46:687 S 16 '21 250w

ANDREWS, LINCOLN CLARKE. Military
manpower; psychology as applied to the
training of men and the increase of their
effectiveness. '*$2.50 Dutton 355 21-1823

" 'Military manpower' was written express-
ly, and by request, for use as a textbook in
the training in the psychology of command
of the cadets at West Point. The author
brings out at the beginning the importance of
understanding the modern theory of com-
mand, which aims to get 'its best results
from developing in subordinates the two es-
sential qualities of loyalty and intelligent ini-
tiative, and then trusting them to play their
parts in the game.' It strives, he says, to de-
velop in each man his powers of observation,
analysis and reason and his strength of char-
acter, and throughout the training these ob-
jects should always be kept in mind. The
purpose of the book is to teach young men
who are to become officers how to do these
things with the men under their command
and how to develop and train their own char-
acters to make themselves adequate to that
task. Mr Andrews is a retired Lieutenant
Colonel of cavalry. Major Danford, who v/rites
the foreword, is Commandant of cadets at
West Point."—N Y Times

Booklist 17:206 Mr '21

+ N Y Times pl8 Mr 6 '21 390w
"A highly useful contribution to the vital sub-

ject of management."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 360w

ANDREWS, ROY CHAPMAN. Across Mon-
golian plains; a naturalist's account of
China's "great northwest." il •$5 (7c)
Appleton 915.1 21-4000

The book is a narrative of the work and
travels of the author and his wife during a
year spent in Mongolia and North China on
the second Asiatic expedition of the American
museum of natural history. It is written en-
tirely from a sportsman's standpoint, pur-
posely avoiding scientific details. The intro-
duction contains a brief survey of the politi-
cal history of Mongolia from the twelfth cen-
tury to the present. The book is indexed and
illustrated. Partial contents: Entering the
land of mystery; Speed marvels of the Gobi
desert; Antelope movie stars; The sacred city
of the living Buddha; The long trail to Sain
Noin Khan; The lure of the plains; Hunting
on the Turin plains; Mongols at home; No-
mads of the forest; The passing of Mongolian
mystery; The great ram of the Shansi moun-
tains; The hunting park of the eastern tombs.

"The book has many valuable suggestions for
civil life."

-f Am J Soc 27:413 N '21 30w
Booklist 17:206 Mr '21

Booklist 17:298 My '21

"It fails to be completely successful as a travel
narrative because of its curious lack of atmos-
phere."

-) Bookm 53:368 Je *21 90w
Boston Transcript p3 Ap 16 '21 350w

"The author is so enthusiastic about it all

that you can't help enjoying yourself almost
as much as he does."

+ Ind 106:132 S 17 '21 140w
"Rather an extreme example of the myopic

type of travel book. All the high lights are
here, all the captions, all the general outlines,

but the lesser details, as important as pigment
to a painting, are inexcusably absent."— Ind 107:241 D 3 '21 270w
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ANDREWS, ROY CHAPMAN—ConUnued
"It Is not absolutely necessary for the purpose

of giving a picture of this little known region
to use the first personal pronoun ten or a dozen
times, as happens in scores Of pages of the book.
There are good descriptions of hunting through-
out the volume, and upon this field Mr Andrews
steps with the tread of an avowed expert." Nor-
man Taylor

H Lit R p4 My 7 '21 450w
"He has the gift of making things visible.

He can put into the written word something of
the boyish zest and exultation which animated
him as he rode or motored over the plains."

+ N Y Times p8 My 1 '21 850w
"The book is filled with the delight of

strange places and a man's joy in his work."
M. K. Reely

+ Pub W 99:581 F 19 '21 380w
R of Rs 64:111 Jl '21 lOOw

"The author has crowded into it the wonder
of the explorer in strange places and among
strange people, the thrill of hunting where rare
and beautiful animals are found, scientific de-
tails of general interest, never too technical to
be understood, and the born writer's magic of
placing before our eyes vivid pictures and
strong human emotions."

-|- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 25 '21 650w
Yale R n s 11:407 Ja '22 llOw

ANGELL, NORMAN, pseud. (RALPH NOR-
MAN ANGELL LANE). Fruits of victory.
$3 Century 327 21-13423

A re-examination in the light of the World
war experience of the argument set forth in
"The great illusion." The underlying thought
of the book is the fact of national interde-
pendence, the need of cooperation between
nations, and the destructive effect of the spirit
of nationalism which has been fostered by
statesmen to secure preponderance of power.
Beneath the disruptive forces so evidently at
work in the international field is the deep-
rooted instinct to assert domination. This in-
stinct, sanctioned and strengthened by prevail-
ing traditions of patriotism has grown without
check or guidance and with most destructive
effects. If civilization is to endure, the spirit
of international cooperation must be deliber-
ately cultivated, and the economic futility of
militarism demonstrated.

H Boston Transcript p6 S 10 '21 360w
Reviewed by C: A. Beard

Freeman 4:163 O 26 '21 lOOOw
"It is not a simple book. It is clear and

on the whole fair. A worthy book on a sub-
ject which will always elude the powers of
men, a subject on which the last word will
never be said." Guy Emerson

+ Ind 107:17 O 1 '21 1450w
"Mr Angell has formulated a protest which

is not a grouch. His picture of the evils wrought
by an unenlightened and unchecked national-
ism is a vividly powerful one. Where he fails
very decidedly is in his suggestion of the
method by which mankind is to be v.'on away
from the nationalist error." Simeon Strunsky

H Lit R pll9 O 29 '21 2000w
"The whole work is characterized by Mr

Angell's usual lucidity of thought and style,
patient mastery of facts, and keen insight into
motives. . . The book does not live and breathe
with Romain Rollfind's devotion to humanity
a.s a finer thing than any patriotism. A note
of compromise creeps in." Norman Thomas

H Nation 113:507 N 2 '21 lloOw
"Few men ever lived to see themselves so

borne out by facts as Norman Angell. When
he published 'The great illusion' he had
nothing to offer but a hypothesis, the hypothesis
that modern war is futile. And yet, in the
outcome, he was dead right. He simply had
a tight hold on the economic realities of inter-
dependent modern states and he knew that
large-scale war must become civil war, and
cival war must become suicide. Owing to the
way Mr Angell writes his books—by accre-
tion and agglomeration rather than by orderly
evolution—it is not easy to pick out his main
line of thinking or to decide on the relative

importance of the striking arguments. . . This
contradiction between war and interdepen-
dence underlies his philosophy." Francis
Hackett

-i- New Repub 27:358 Ag 24 '21 1250w
"The book is likely to create extended dis-

cussion. It is brilliantly written, but the
author's insistence on half truths makes much
of its argument sophistical and unsound. Its
main defect is that the fruits of victory are
estimated almost wholly in terms of money and
goods." J. W. Duflield

1- N Y Times pl2 O 16 '21 2900w
"Mr Angell argues very cleverly, though

without examining the accuracy of his cita-
tions, but he is not a persuasive author."

4 Spec 127:23 Jl 2 '21 310w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ag 21 '21

1250W
Reviewed by J. G. McDonald

Survey 47:374 D 3 '21 600w

ANTCLIFFE, HERBERT E. How to enjoy
music. (Library of music and musicians)
$2 Dutton [4s 6d K. Paul] 780 22-860

A collection of "suggestions to help those
who wish to get more enjoyment out of music
than they have done before." (Preface) It
defines classical music and the difference be-
tween this and popular music, briefly describes
the structure and principal forms of music,
harmony and instrumentation, programme mu-
sic and interpretation. It contains also a brief
bibliography of books suitable for study and
reference; a chronological list of five centuries
of composers; a glossary of musical terms;
suggestive lists of works most suitable for the
development of musical taste and knowledge

—

graded according to their degree of diflflculty;
and a note on mechanical music, with sugges-
tive lists.

"Mr Antcliffe's little book struggles to cover
a vast field and deals out criticism and infor-
mation in a condensed form, and a good deal
of it by means of annotated lists. A grood
deal of elementary information is given about
musical form and composition."

H Spec 127:146 Jl 30 '21 210w

ANTHONY, EDWARD (EDAR, pseud.)>
Merry-go-roundelays, il $1.50 Century 817

21-16506

"Another Conning Tower contributor of the
New York Tribune has trodden the F. P. Ap-
pian way and issued an illustrated volume of
his newspaper and magazine verse, contain-
ing many amusing Gilbertian ballads, to-
gether with a goodly supply of ballades, ron-
deaus, triolets, and many a musical ditty built
up from news oddities. Mr Anthony's book
is filled with pages of fun about offlce boys,
Mexican generals, poets, barber shops, the
subway, and the like."—Lit R

" 'Merry-go-roundelays' are a joy." I. W. L.
4- Boston Transcript p8 O 15 '21 340w

"Many of his verses have such a singable
quality that the reader feels like playing
Sullivan to the author's Gilbert by humming
to tiie words an accompaniment of his own
origination."

+ Lit R p92 O 15 '21 160w
"This mirth-provoking volume never offends

whether the verse be satirical, flippant or rol-
licking, but is always refreshing. 'Merry-go-
roundelays' is a real smile-book."

-\- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 D 7 '21 lOOw

ANTHONY, JOSEPH. Gang. $1.90 (5c) Holt
21-20268

"The scene is Harlem, on the upper east side,

and the people are the inhabitants of a block
—men, women and children, of whom most of
the elders relapse in their conversation now
and then into Yiddish and use their English
with amusing awkwardness, while the school-
taught English of the children is richly flav-

ored with east side idiom. The Diamond fam-
ily is chief among the characters, and among
them Harold, the twelve-year-old son, is es-
pecially prominent."—N Y Times
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"Mr Anthony's visual and olfactory senses
are perhaps too acute for squeamish readers,
but his effects are powerfully achieved, and
his humor is a triumph of selective dialogxie."
Burton Rascoe

+ Bookm 54:480 Ja '22 150w
"He is a ver>' real, very life-like boy, evi-

dencing- anew Mr Anthony's power as a novel-
ist. There is running through the book a
gentle but strong sense of humor. 'The Gang'
proves Mr Anthony's genuine ability in no un-
certain manner. It is a delightful book." D.
L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 D 17 '21 800w
"The effect of the whole, with its under-

standing, its convincing portrayal and its per-
vasive humor, is to inspire the reader with a
warmer sympathy for the kind of people of
whom he writes and a clearer, more kindly
appreciation of their qualities. And that is an
unusual result for a realistic writer to
achieve."

-f N Y Times p25 D 25 '21 980w

APPEL, JOSEPH HERBERT. Making of a
man. ?2.50 Seltzer 170 21-22162

"These letters were written by a business
man to a very practical boy. They seek to
show that all life should be productive—crea-
tive; that creative life is growth; that crea-
tion is going on now; that the world is a go-
ing concern; that the world is in the making;
that man is in the making. They endeavor to
help a boy to understand his part in this Great
Experience, to make him realize that it is lit-

erally up to him to become a real man."
(Foreword) The afterword and the sequel tell
of the experiences of some other fathers with
their sons.

ARBER, AGNES (ROBERTSON) (MRS ED-
WARD ALEXANDER NEWELL ARBER).
Water plants: a study of aquatic angio-
sperms. il *$10 Macmillan 581.92 Agr21-158

"Apart from theory, we have here a very
extensive record of observation, experiment,
and research on aquatic plants and their
ways. The practical side occupies by far the
greater part of the work, and there is a
wealth of illustration, mostly original. Quite
a third of the space is devoted to the life-his-
tories of the various groups of aquatic flower-
ing plants, and these are followed by discus-
sions on heterophylly, the morphology and
anatomy of stems and leaves, the relation of
the flowers to their environment, the winter-
ing of water plants, the physical factors in
their conditions of existence, and several
other matters."—Nature

"This important and stimulating work is an
example of wide and careful reading, and
acute and accurate thinking; and the conclu-
sions are expressed in a lucid style that
rarely accompanies such scholarship." E. M. C.

+ Ath pl04 Ja 28 '21 1050w
"As a book of authority on aquatic plants,

it will be ranked with Schenk's work of a
generation ago, and it would not receive its
due if we did not add that it worthily holds
the place." H. B. Guppy

+ Nature 106:462 D 9 '20 1050w
" 'Water plants' is undoubtedly a very im-

portant contribution to botanical literature.
The hook is an extraordinarily interesting
one, written in a fascinating manner, abun-
dantly illustrated and worked out on broad and
masterly lines. The author is to be congrat-
ulated on a very fine achievement."

+ Spec 126:55 Ja 8 '21 450w
"It is a welcome addition to botanical lit-

erature. One of the most valuable features
of the book is an excellent bibliography."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p677 O
21 '20 1550W

ARCHER, WILLIAM. Green goddess; a play
in four acts. *$2 Knopf 822 21-5851

The first play of the veteran British dramatic
critic and translator of Ibsen, now (1921) being
produced on the New York stage by Winthrop
Ames, with George Arliss in the leading role.
The scene is Rukh, an imaginary principality
of the Himalayas peopled by fanatics who pay
homage to the green goddess. The play is

melodrama,—a character study of the sinister
raja, who was educated in Europe but is a
tribesman at heart, and who tries to visit his
vengeance against British i-ule in India on an
Englishman and his wife and friend, who, as
the result of an aeroplane accident, find them-
selves landed in his kingdom and in his power.

"The play is well constructed and, as Archer
thoroughly knows his theatre, acts much better
than it reads. But there are no subtle character
shadings, no interesting emotional complexes."

+ Lit R plO Je 25 '21 300w
"His play is unaspiring and undidactic, but

workmanlike and keen-edged, making able use
of a situation hardly novel in itself, to which
novelty is imparted by the setting and the pro-
tagonist." O. W. Firkins

+ Weekly R 4:112 F 2 '21 llOOw
"The impressions made by 'The green god-

dess' on the stage and on the page are strikingly
coincident. Good melodramas should be seen to
be enjoyed, but to be appreciated they should
be read." O. W. Firkins

-t- Weekly R 4:607 Je 25 '21 140w

ARDANT DU PICQ, CHARLES JEAN
JACQUES JOSEPH. Battle studies; an-
cient and modern battle; foreword by
Marshal Foch; preface by Frank H. Si-
monds: introd. by Ernest Judet. il *$2.50
Macmillan 355 21-5707

This book, translated from its eighth edi-
tion in the French, is known as a military
classic by every French officer and by such
American oflicers as have chanced upon it in
the original. The author was an obscure
French colonel who was killed in the War of
1870. The present edition contains, besides Du
Picq's own treatise, an appreciation of the
author as a military thinker, a record of his
military service, and an extract from the
history of the Tenth infantry regiment. Of
the appendices only I and VI of the original
French are included, the rest, dealing with
issues and military questions entirely French
and not of general application, being omitted.

+ Lit R p8 Je 25 '21 600w
"This is a very remarkable work, one of the

most striking that has appeared in English
amongst all the military literature of recent
years. Arilant du Picq, moreover, is not a mere
drill-sergeant with a touch of "William James.

—

but an historian as well. To the general reader
his book will be particularly interesting in giv-
ing a touch of reality—practical, professional
reality—to combat in the past: from classic
times down to the Crimean war."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 460w

AR^NE, PAUL AUGUSTE. Golden goat; tr.

and note by Frances Wilson Huard. •$2
(41^0) Doran 21-5077

This romantic story of Provence is based
upon an old legend connected with the memory
of the Saracen occupation—of the buried
treasures of the king of Majorca guarded by a
goat with golden fleece, who lived in a grotto
and lured to death seekers for the mysterious
treasure. The women of one family in Puget-
Maure had during a thousand years or more
possessed the secret of the treasure, engraved
upon a silver talisman, but would not reveal
it to husband or lover, for fear of the danger
involved. And so Norette Gazan, of this tale,
guarded her secret from her lover, and he,
for love of her, threw away the silver bell
that had almost brought him possession of the
coveted treasure.

Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

"Madame Huard has done graciously a
gracious task. She reproduces the spirit as
well as the text of one of the most delightful of
the classics of modern French literature so that
we are unconscious of any medium between
us and the original."

-j- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 6 '21 lOOw
-f Cath World 114:257 N '21 130w

"The author of this idyll w^as a contemporary
of Maupassant, who ranked only second to him
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ARfeNE, PAUL AUGUSTE—Continued
as a conteur. The English rendering conveys
a great deal of his felicity of phrase, although
Mme Huard is not- vet the perfect translator."

+ Lit R pl7 Ap 23 '21 140w
"Its old-world atmosphere of legend and

romance . . . fascinate the imagination of the
reader. The story is told with simplicity, clear-
ness and a certain delicate sureness of style
which reveals the touch of the master crafts-
man."

-f N Y Times p24 Ap 17 '21 680w
Outlook 128:622 Ag 17 '21 40w

ARMSTRONG, GEORGE S. Essentials of in-
^ dustrial costing, il $5 Appleton 657

"This text is concerned solely with the prin-
ciples and methods by means of which the cost
of production may be derived. It is based upon
an extended and varied practice in many and
diverse industries. It is the culmination, not
only of this experience but of the professional
conviction that the extension of costing in
business has been retarded by the .scarcity of
literature in which the theory and practice
have been combined so as to facilitate compre-
hension and enable actual application. . . The
theory has been presented on what might be
termed the clinic, or case system, thus elim-
inating speculative discussion and concentra-
ting on concrete issues." (Preface) Numerous
charts and forms are given and there is an
Index.

ARNIM, MARY ANNETTE (BEAUCHAMP)
grafin von (COUNTESS RUSSELL). Vera.
$1.75 (3c) Doubleday [7s 6d Macmillan]

21-18795

Vera, the first Mrs Wemyss, who gives this
novel its name, never actually appears on the
scene, but she haunts its pages. She has
just committed suicide when the story opens,
because death was preferable to living with her
husband, and at the end of the book, we see
no other recourse for the second Mrs Wemyss,
who has not yet passed the days of her honey-
moon. For the rest, the story is an incisive
study of a certain type of masculine tempera-
ment as shown by Everard "Wemyss. His
wife, whom he alternately calls "my baby"
and "little love," after a few weeks' experience
with his colossal egoism, has become almost
completely annihilated and convinced that her
only peace is in obedience to his will and in
acceptance of bliss as administered by him.

Booklist 18:123 Ja '22

"A clever, humorous, and depressing story
it is."

h Bookm 54:489 Ja '22 150w
"One feels that Elizabeth, now without her

(jerman garden, has something of an old maid's
point of view." S. G.— Freeman 4:382 D 28 '21 260w
Reviewed by H. W. Bovnton

Ind 107:299 D 17 '21 500w
"Only a woman, only a married woman,

only a married Englishwoman, could have writ-
ten it. It is a work of the highest art, and
one instinctively recalls Jane Austen's masterly
portraits. The superficial will qall Everard
Wemyss a caricature, which he most emphati-
cally is not. All men have something of him
in them. . . They are congenitally incapable
of getting the woman's point of view." W:
McFee

+ Lit R pS3 O 15 '21 580w
Nation and Ath 30:118 O 15 '21 280w

" 'Vera' is distinctly a triumph, and would
have been a greater one if it had not been for
a slight touch of humbug in the design of the
book. The author has produced a remarkable
novel because she has had the courage to over-
ride a tiresome literary convention. She has
insisted that there is no real reason why a
book should not be just as tragic as it is
comic." Rebecca West

+ New Statesman 18:50 O 15 '21 650w
"After a few pages we long for a normal hu-man hfeing, who would .strike out, instead of

always being deeply grieved or continually de-
marjding caresses. A maiden aunt stalks

through the pages, and proves a delight, as
she is the most vital personality in the whole
book."

H NY Times p24 N 27 '21 500w
" 'Vera' is an uncomfortable and cruel book,

and not all the art of 'Elizabeth' can cause any
part of it, except the first chapters, to be toler-
able to the reader."— Spec 127:498 O 15 '21 780w
"There is a delicious vein of humor running

through the story, which, despite its purpose,
is generally light in tone. It is vividly told."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 25 '21 580w
"In 'Vera' we find the author engaged in the

minute and protracted vivisection of a mon-
strous personality, having laid aside all tram-
mels of humor, pity, and fastidiousness. Un-
fortunately, however, in her zeal to get her
victim pinned down, she has resorted to de-
vices which in cooler moments her artistic con-
science would scarcely have sanctioned. . . The
ingenuity with which the dead woman is
brought into action compels admiration; but
we doubt whether many readers will feel
themselves compensated by this display of
cleverness for the detailed and tedious de-
scriptions of unpleasant connubialities which
occupy the greater part of the book."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p611 S
22 '21 680w

ASCH, SHOLOM. Uncle Moses. *$2.50 But-
ton 20-21189

"Scholom Asch, a famous author among the
readers of his own race, who writes only in
Yiddish, and who knows the lives and souls
of his people of the New York ghetto with
intimate and thoroughgoing knowledge, has
made in 'Uncle Moses,' translated by Isaac
Goldberg, a picture of the Jewish quarter of
New York city. Its account of how the suc-
cessful head of a sweated industry from a
Polish village brought over the whole village
and put them to work in his sweat shops and
of what happened to them afterward will give
to those who read it much intimate informa-
tion about the Polish Jew section of our
swarming immigrants."—N Y Times

"Very well written, it will have a limited ap-
peal."

+ Booklist 17:302 My '21

"Sholom Asch writes with the freedom of
Balzac, with the vitalit.v of Tolstoi, and with
the simple directness of the Spanish school."
O K" H

'+ Boston Transcript p8 F 26 '21 290w
"One of the most compelling and artistically

realistic novels of the last few years."
+ Cath World 113:695 Ag '21 120w

"Mr Sholom Asch is unquestionably the
fine-st writer of fiction in the Yiddish move-
ment in America; his work indeed deserves
to be compared with Russian fiction at its

best." H. S. G.
+ Freeman 3:70 Mr 30 '21 200w

"An arresting interpretation and a picture
that throbs with life and color of the Jewish
quarter of New York city."

-t- N Y Times plO Ja 16 '21 260w
"We have no hesitation in saying that if

anv native writer of fiction had accomplished
a like feat with equal skill, his novel would
be pronounced unqualifiedly 'great.' The
book's realism is always saved from sordid-
ness bv virtue of the author's excellent style

and his suggestive creation of atmospherical
color." C. E: Morris

-f N Y Times p24 F 20 '21 1150w

"Sholom Asch is an artist in character draw-
ing." W. M. Josopait

+ Survey 46:16 Ap 2 '21 160w

ASHMUN, MARGARET ELIZA. Topless
towers. $2 (4c) Macmillan 21-17909

This "romance of Morningside Heights." as

the sub-title describes it, is the story of two
young women and their life together in a
New York Hitv apartment. The spirit of the

cit.y, the moods and problems of the two
girls, their difficulties in adjusting themselves
to the habits and temperaments of each other,
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their jealousies, their love affairs, their friend-
ships, tlieir differing interests, are described
with truthfulness and simplicity. One of the
two is shown steadily developing throughout
the story, learning her values, daring to be
her real self, till at the end she is ready for
the choice which is asl<ed of her.

Booklist 18:120 Ja '22

"Altogether it is an agreeable piece of fiction
on original lines and free from salient faults."

+ Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 70w

ASQUITH, MRS MARGOT (TENNANT). Mar-
got Aaauith, an autobiography. 2v il *$7.50
Doran B or 92 20-20995

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Better than the best novel to any student of
English politics. When one takes into account
Mrs Asquith's knowledge of the dinner-table
side of English politics and when one holds in
mind her purpose to be entirely frank and sin-
cere one can only say that she has been fairly
discreet." Wallace Notestein

+ Am Hist R 26:525 Ap '21 620w
"On the whole, these diaries are entertaining

reading, despite the fact that in a couple of
years from now none of the things Mrs Asqulth
has told will matter at all." M. M. Colum

h Freeman 2:572 F 23 '21 940w
"The confused and rambling narrative never

lacks spirit. It is a story after the order of
Melchizedek, without beginning and without
end. Now and then, a passage has been ex-
punged from the American edition. The allu-
sion to Mr Robert Louis Stevenson is noticeably
omitted, perhaps because It was distasteful, per-
haps because it was untrue." Agnes Repplier

-i Yale R n s 10:624 Ap '21 1850w

ASTON. SIR GEORGE (GREY) (GEORGE
SOUTHCOTE, pseud.). Mostly about trout.
$2.50 Houghton 799 21-26882

A collection of essays on fishing, by one who
knows and loves his subject well. The author
has fished in various waters—in Albania, in
South Africa, in the Shetlands, but mostly in
English trout streams. "The fishing-stories in
this book are all true. Brother-flshermen will
realize that I have given only the cream of
fishing experiences, which extend over half a
century." (Author)

Booklist 18:43 N '21

N Y Times p29 O 23 '21 360w
"Whether he writes of butterfly or trout we

see the wing or scale flashing in air and water.
That is much, though the book makes no great
claim. As to fishermen who love to read as
well as write of their craft, they will find a
certain imagination penetrating the fish's point
of view, which is worth a volume of expert
advice."

+ Sat R 132:380 S 24 '21 220w
"The descriptions are vivid. They have the

right thrill in them. The best feature of these
essays is that they are so obviously written
with love of the subject, and by one who
knows the subject well. And the style goes
pleasantly: it fits its theme: not too studied
and yet just scholarly enough."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p429 Jl
7 '21 500w

ATHEARN, WALTER SCOTT. Maiden sur-
vey; a report on the church plants of a
typical city, showing the use of the In-
terchurch world movement score card and
standards for rating city church plants, il

•$2.50 Interchurch world movement 261
20-19513

"The survey consisted in the application to
seventeen Protestant churches of Maiden of a
very carefully worked-out series of standards
covering (1) site, (2) building placement and
construction, (3) service system, (4) church
rooms, (5) religious school rooms, (6) com-
munity-service rooms. On the basis of these

specifications a score card was constructed,
which permitted a comparison of the different
church plants in numerical terms. The most
striking thing about the survey is the concep-
tion, miphcit in the whole study, that the
church must n6w he regarded, to a much
greater extent than hitherto, as an institution
like the public library or the Young Men's
Christian Association, in which any member of
the community, either directly or indirectly,
has an interest, and, correspondingly, the
church itself must be regarded as responsible
to the community to the extent that it seeks
to become a community Institution."—Am J
Soc

Reviewed by R. E. Park
Am J Soc 27:118 Jl '21 260w
Booklist 17:179 F '21

ATHERTON, MRS GERTRUDE FRANKLIN
(HORN), Sisters-in-law. *$2 (2c) Stokes

21-1279
Class-consciousness, socialism, feminism, sex,

the war, are flashed upon the screen of this
novel whose central figures are two women:
Alexina Groome, youngest and rebellious mem-
ber of the old aristocracy of San Francisco;
and Gora Dwight, outside the charmed circle
and bitterly resentful of the fact. On both
of these, at the time of the earthquake, the
same young Englishman has made an im-
pression and has been impressed by them, by
Gora as a comrade, by Alexina as a lover.
As a comrade he keeps up a correspondence
with Gora after his speedy and enforced re-
turn to England. Later Alexina and Gora be-
come sisters-in-law. Gora, a forceful young
woman, takes up nursing as a profession and
develops her gift as a writer. Alexina has
cause to be disappointed in her husband,
Mortimer Dwight, and la casting about for an
escape Into economic Independence when the
war opens up a way. After the war and
twelve years after their first meeting with the
Englishman, Gora and Alexina find themselves
in Paris as rivals for the latter's love. In a
dramatic scene, in a ruined church in France,
when the primitive savage in Gora would not
have recoiled from murder, the superiority of
Alexina asserts itself and wins the day.

"There is much division of opinion on Its
holding power as a story; some feel It Is In-
ferior work of this author."

-j Booklist 17:217 Mr '21

" 'The sisters-in-law' alternately Irritates by
its many crudities and delights by its energy
and aggressiveness. Here is a big piece of writ-
ing; and though most Imperfect in detail,
the larger whole is not unworthy of Its talent-
ed author."

H Bookm 53:178 Ap '21 280w
"As a picture of California life It Is ex-

tremely graphic, and it is no doubt accurate-
ly drawn from her personal observations as
a native Californian." E. F. Edgett

-\ Boston Transcript p8 Ja 29 '21 1500w
"Her vigorous, shrewd, cynical observations

upon the war, and upon war in general, are en-
titled to respectful hearing by virtue of her own
fine war record. It is melancholy, however, to
see that not even the world's tragedy has
effected a breach in her narrow, iron-bound
limitations. The book is not uninteresting; but
it is fragmentary in construction, and labors
under all the disadvantages which attend fiction
when used as a vehicle for opinions."

\- Oath World 113:549 Jl '21 280w
"It ;s an interesting social and character

study, but is neither so well mortised nor as
definitely motivated as some of her other
work."

H Cleveland p26 Ap '21 lOOw
"Often crude in style but with a certain

dynamic earnestness. The book Is an excellent
marginal note upon the shifting pages of great
days."

H Dial 70:592 My '21 80w
"Mrs Atherton's novel is eminently worth

criticising and worth reading. It must be
good, or with its faults In expression and In
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ATHERTON, G. F.—Continued
generalization it would not be so readable. It

belongs, and she belongs, not with the fine art
of American fiction that Mrs Wharton, Mr
Hergesheimer, at his best, Miss Gather, and
a few others have been attaining; and cer-
tainly not with the mediocre, the facile, the
merely sensational. It belongs with the im-
perfect, which yet has the girth, the vitality,
and some of the truth of the best in litera-
ture." H: S. Canby

-i Lit R p3 Ja 29 '21 850w
"Mrs Atherton knows her world and ex-

plains it eloquently, and in this novel less
self-consciously than usual, for the gripping
quality of Mrs Atherton's work is that essen-
tial quality of all literature, personality." M.
F. Egan

-i NY Times p2 Ja 30 '21 2100w
" 'The sisters-in-law' is entertaining in

parts, but it is not notably admirable as a
whole. It is the most serious piece of fiction
work she has done for some time, and bears
the marks of care and thought. The feminine
psychology is clever and keen. But the men
are sticks. There is much clever talk, but
there is no situation or fictional problem that
carries through' convincingly." K. D. Town-
send

-j Outlook 127:267 F 16 '21 370w
Reviewed by Caroline Singer

+ Pub W 99:163 Ja 15 '21 350w
"It is every way a remarkable book, bold

in design and singularly skilful in execution.
In dialogue, description, and characterisation,
the story maintains an altogether unusual
level."

+ Sat R 131:219 Mr 12 '21 450w
Spec 126:816 Je 25 '21 700w

"Assuming that Mrs Atherton's artistic aim
was to reduce two women, one the embodi-
ment of inherited fastidiousness, the other
touched with intellectual greatness, to a com-
mon level of elementalism, we may congratu-
late her upon a luridly effective result."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup pl06 F
17 '21 550w

ATKIN, G. MURRAY. New world. $1.75 Cro-
a well 21-15336

"Her story has to do with a Canadian youth
of Italian paternity, and the beautiful half-
English wife of a dissolute Italian noble. Dante
Ricci, at his English schooling, becomes inti-

mate with some of Margherita's people, and
the pair are destined to love each other.
Margherita loathes her rakish husband, but her
church denies divorce and for the sake of her
English 'Granny' she will not leave him other-
wise. Dante longs for his Margherita, but he
longs also to be a deathless poet; and finds
practical solace meanwhile in the invention of
a Utopian system without a cog loose in it. So
we leave him with Tolstoi's dream of a New
World and his own unspoken hope that some
day he would find himself again with Marghe-
rita."—Ind

"The story is 'well written,' the product of
a sincere intention, an ardent and wistful in-
telligence, and a by no means unskilful hand.
But it lacks reserve, control, the firm touch of
the interpreter." H. W. Boynton

H Ind 187:92 O 22 '21 180w
"This is a creditable piece of work for a first

novel. The wjiole situation, however, does not
seem quite necessary. The action is choppy
and muddled by the intrusion of minor charac-
ters. Miss Atkin nevertheless reveals an artis-
tic touch."

h Lit R Pll S 10 '21 120w
"The narrative—the action—while not differ-

ing greatly in its elements from m.any others
of the same type, bears the impress of a par-
ticularly lively fancy, as well as a firm grasp
of dramatic movement. As for the many char-
acters, each is carefully fashioned, consistent
and suggestive of some one we have all known—the offspring of keen observation."

-f N Y Times pl9 O 16 '21 440w

ATKINSON, CHRISTOPHER THOMAS. Marl-
borough and the rise of the British army,
il $4.50 Putnam B or 92 21-18603

"My main object has been to deal with Marl-
borougli as a soldier, as the first man under
whom the British Army won important vic-
tories. . . The political history of the period,
more particularly that of the reign of Anne,
I have endeavored to treat solely from the
point of view of its efCect on Marlborough's
career and of his personal share in the different
negotiations and crises." (Preface; His suc-
cessive campaigns are described and illustra-
tive maps are included.

"This is no compilation from standard biog-
raphies for the benefit of the long suffering
casual reader, but an authoritative work deal-
ing mainly with Marlborough's military career.
Good maps of the campaigns and battles add
to the value of the book, and the descriptions
of the Duke's four great battles are clear
and illuminating." J. B. Walker

4- Lit R pll9 O 29 '21 660w
"Captain Atkinson gives a well-studied ac-

count of his European campaigns."
-f R of Rs 64:667 D '21 llOw

ATWOOD, HARRY FULLER. Safeguarding
- American ideals. $1 (6c) Laird 342.7
The extremely conservative author of this

little book finds in the United State a tendency
to supplant representative government by
direct action, disregard of property rights,
socialistic legislation, and a dangerous class
consciousness. He views these tendencies with
great alarm as "visionary departures from the
tried and true" and dismisses as cloudy and
visionary the talk of a new world and a new
day. He affirms his conviction that the world
must be saved in the "old way, by adhering to
eternal principles."

AUER, LEOPOLD. Violin playing as I teach it.

il $3 Stokes 787 21-7724

"I have tried, as best I could, to give the ser-
ious teacher and student the practical benefit of
the knowledge I have acquired during a long
life devoted to playing and teaching the violin.
I have here endeavored not only to make clear
my ideas and ideals regarding the art, but to
explain the mechanical means, and technical
procedure, which I myself have used in develop-
ing my pupils. . . . My advice, my conclusions,
are all the outcome of my experience." (Pref-
ace) The author's list of famous pupils includes
Jascha Heifetz, Mischa Elman, Efrem Zimba-
list, Kathleen Parlow, Toscha Seidel, Eddy
Brown, Max Rosen, Thelma Given and Mischel
Piastre. The book is illustrated with their
photographs.

Booklist 17:339 Jl '21

"The work is concisely presented in a simple
and unpretentious style. Every page carries its

lesson, every anecdote its application: it is the
last word as a textbook on violin technique."
Albert Spalding

+ Bookm 53:450 Jl '21 860w

"If any man living has a right to talk about
violin playing it is Leopold Auer. He modestly
protests that he is not a trained writer, but his

book is all the better because there is no temp-
tation to flights of rhetoric." H: T. Finck

+ Lit R p8 Ap 16 '21 750w

"Every amateur and most professional play-

ers can learn something of value from this

4- Sat R 132:644 D 3 '21 160w

"From introduction to the last chapter, the

book is replete with sound and helpful advice.

The technique of violin playing is set forth

clearly and comprehensively." „ ^ . ,„, ,..
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 D 6 '21 160w

AUMONIER, STACY. Golden windmill, and
other stories. $2 (2%c) Macmillan 21-6500

These nine short stories have no connect-
ing link except the gentle irony which under-
lies them all and their delicacy of workman-
ship. England is the scene of most of them,
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and four are war-time stories, though the
war is hardly more than a baclcground. Con-
tents: The golden windmill; A source of irri-

tation; The brothers; "Old iron"; Little white
frock; A good action; Them others; The bent
tree; The great unimpressionable.

Booklist 18:49 N '21

"The two foremost characteristics of his
collection of stories viewed as a whole may
be considered to be the variety of the collec-
tion and the poignancy of the drama. Stacy
Aumonier is an artist. He paints truly and
he paints well." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 My 7 '21 9G0w
"There is a quiet, yet persistent flavor

which is definitely his own—a flavor so deli-
cate that it might easily escape a coarse or
jaded literary palate. He is a truth-teller;
but he is not a scorner of dreams. He is, in
short, himself; and there are, in this world
of contemporary letters, few more restful
companions." L. W. Dodd

+ Lit R p2 My 21 '21 480w
"He exacts a weary admiration for his

dexterity but succeeds in telling us nothing
that is new or true or vital. His old amaz-
ing contact with the concrete earth is gone.
His surfaces are now of a pink silk smooth-
ness. His art has become craftsmanship."

1- Nation 112:717 My 18 "21 290w
"Exceptionally good short stories, well con-

structed, interesting, artistic; unstereotyped,
yet faithful to the 'great tradition' of which
the author speaks in his 'Preface.' There is
no trace, either, of the hasty or of the slip-
shod in Mr Aumonier's book."

-}- N Y Times p22 My 29 '21 600w
"Many of them are unusual in plot; practically

all are written with a fine regard to style and
a refreshing absence of banality."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 240w

AURNER, CLARENCE RAY. History of edu-
cation in Iowa, v 5 ?2 (3>^c) Iowa state
hist. soc. 370.9

This volume of the series is given over to
six institutions provided for the education and
training of the unfortunates among the chil-
dren of the state of Iowa and contains the
histories of the College for the blind; the
School for the deaf; the Soldiers' orphans'
home; the Reform schools; and the Institu-
tion for the feeble-minded. Copious notes and
references and an index are appended.

Boston Transcript p4 D 29 '20 ISOw

AUSTEN-LEIGH, MARY AUGUSTA. Person-
al aspects of Jane Austen, il *$4 Dutton
B or 92 (Eng ed 21-2380)

"Miss Austen-Leigh, as a grand-niece of
the novelist, probably knows all that there Is
to be known of her domestic life and habits;
but there is not much that is new in this
latest volume. A good deal of time is spent
in refuting the remarks of ignorant critics.
Miss Austen-Leigh reprints from the Quar-
terly Review an ingenious thesis that the sub-
ject of Jane Austen's books is repentance.
The nicest thing in her book are Jane Aus-
ten's comments, as a girl, on Goldsmith's
'History of England,' and an account of her
life at Chawton by a niece, Caroline Austen."
—Sat R

Ath p758 D 3 '20 860w
"This is a tenuous sort of book. With its

attractive illustrations and large, clear type,
it is like one of those luscious-looking but
vacuous pieces of candy known to children as
a 'cheat mouth.' "

— Bookm 52:552 F '21 140w
"Miss Austen-Leigh's 'Personal aspects of

Jane Austen' can not be said to contribute
much either of interest or oY value to the scanty
records that already exist concerning the per-
sonality and environment of the author of 'Pride
and prejudice.' " Llewellyn Powvs— Freeman 2:429 Ja 12 "21 780w

Reviewed by C: W. Thompson
+ N Y Times pl6 My 15 '21 1700w

"Not important as a contribution to literary
history, but decidedly interesting because of
its new material and its personal side-lights
on Miss Austen's home life and social friend-
ships."

4 Outlook 127:110 Ja 19 '21 30w
St Louis 19:83 Ap '21 30w
Sat R 130:525 D 25 '20 400w

"A charming little book which, though It

does not add very much to our knowledge of
this great writer, will yet probably serve to
correct erroneous popular beliefs."

+ Spec 126:339 Mr 12 '21 120w
— The Times [London] Lit Sup p699 O
28 '20 920w

AUTHORS' LEAGUE OF AIVIERICA. My
maiden effort. $2 Doubleday 029.6 21-20070

The personal confessions of 125 American au-
thors describing the fate of their first literary
ventures. The introduction is by Gelett
Burgess.

AYSCOUGH, FLORENCE (MRS FRANCIS
AYSCOUGH), and LOWELL, AMY, trs.

Fir-flower tablets; poems translated from
the Chinese. ?3 Houghton 895

This collection contains a preface by Amy
Lowell telling with what painstaking care the
poems were rendered into English poetry by
herself and Mrs Ayscough. An introduction
by Mrs Ayscough gives the geographical, his-
torical and social background of the poems, a
biographical sketch of the two chief poets
represented, Li T'ai-Po and Tu Fu, and a
more detailed description of the linguistic dif-

ticulties encountered by the translators and
the manner in which they were overcome. A
group of the poems is called Written pictures
("Hanging-on-the- wall-poems"), the facsimile
of one being given in illustration. There are
also notes on the poems, a map and the plan
of a Chinese house with explanatory key.

"Miss Lowell has succeeded admirably in

fusing her own style with that of the Chinese
poets, so that while at no time she cries forth
from these exquisite things, "I am Miss Low-
ell," yet they are obviously the work of a
master technician and a poet who understands
so well the subtle qualities of color tones and
voice tones that she is especially qualified to

reproduce the delicacies of oriental thought."

J. F.
4- Bookm 54:378 D '21 400w

"She has performed her diflScult and delicate

task of putting these poems into free verse in

English with a sensitiveness of perception and
felicity of style that sustain her place in lit-

erature." N. J. O'Conor
+ Boston Transcript p7 D 17 '21 1500w

B

BABBITT, SHIRLEY DARE, and WIMBER-
UY LOWRY CHARLES, eds. Essays on
agriculture. $1.50 Doubleday 630.4 21-19864

This collection of essays on agriculture is

intended for use as illustrative material In

courses in composition in ,-igricultural colleges.

Some of the essavs have historical value, some
are literary in character, others are technical

or practical. The collection begins with an
es<;ay on farming by Ralph Waldo Emerson
and closes with an extract from Xenophon.
Between these are represented such a range

of writers as Liberty H. Bailey, Mrs Schuyler

Van Rens.'selaer, Theodore Roosevelt, Kenyon
L. Butterficld, David Houston, Edwin T.

Meredith, Herbert Hoover, Thomas H. H"xley.

Charles Darwin, George Washington and Abra-
ham Lincoln.
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BABSON, ROGER WARD. Enduring invest-
ments. $1.50 Macmillan 177 21-20122

The author, who is consulted as a statistical
expert by the financial interests of America,
writes this book to prove that the most en-
during investments are not in stocks and
bonds but in happiness, peace and love. Be-
ginning with an economic discussion of the
sources, uses, abuses and dangers of wealth
and of the different forms of stock and bond
investments, Mr Babson makes his appeal for
more enduring investments in the shape of
human souls and happiness, a Christianized
education and industry.

BABSON, ROGER WARD. Making good in
business; introd. by Paul P. Harris. $1.25
Revell 174 21-21558

"In this book the author gives the 'Six I's of
making good.' They are: Industry, Integrity,
Intelligence, Initiative, Intensity, Inspiration.
After careful investigation he finds no indus-
try in the United States out of which someone
is not making a mint of money. He therefore
concludes that success is a matter of ability.
He is not so clear as to what is to become of
the man who lacks ability or heart to contend
with his fellow-men for a success which it is
Impossible for all to win."—Springf'd Repub-
lican

"Books of this kind have their place and as
such this is a good one."

H Lit R p74 O 8 '21 150w
"No one can read the small volume without

benefit." W: C. Redfleld
-h N Y Times pl6 N 20 '21 410w

"He writes illuminatingly and illustrates
pungently."

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21

120w

BABSON, ROGER WARD. Religion and busi-
ness, il *$2.75 Macmillan 174 20-20986

"A business man's discussion of business
problems in the light of the ethical ideals of
Christianity and of the operation of the church
from the point of view of the business world,
together with suggestions as to how each may
help the other in the solution of present day
problems. "—Booklist

Am J See 27:413 N '21 30w
"Refreshing and stimulating."

+ Booklist 17:137 Ja '21

Boston Transcript p5 F 23 '21 300w
Grinnell R 16:430 My '21 llOw

"There is throughout the book much shrewd
criticism both of modern business and of
organized religion; and in so far as the book
insists upon the connection between religion
and business in the unity of life, it does a
really valuable service. But the central defect
of the book is an error in perspective. Mr
Babson has not yet thought his way through
to first principles." R: Roberts
+ — Nation 112:269 F 16 '21 950w

St Louis 19:72 Ap '21 30w

BACHELLER, IRVING ADDISON. Prodigal
Village; a Christmas tale. *$1.50 Bobbs

20-21481

"An entire urban community goes on the
prodigal venture of the inflated days of '17 and
'18—large bank deposits, movies, jazz, ques-
tionable dances and abbreviated dress. It re-
turns under the influence of a priest-like little
cripple, a benign judge, an unambitious drunk-
ard and a courageous widowed washerwoman."
—Booklist

a suspicion that the modern world, more com-
plex than the world of the past, demands a
more complex creed."

-1 Bookm 52:552 F '21 130w
Cleveland pl8 Mr '21 30w

"The total effect upon the reader of the
polemics in 'The prodigal village' is the im-
pression that he is listening to a voice from
the past, but a voice to which it might per-
haps be wise to give respectful heed today."

+ N Y Times pl8 D 5 '20 620vf

BADDELEY, JOHN F. Russia in the eighties,
sport and politics, il *$10.50 (*20a) Long-
mans 914.7 21-2847

"Mr Baddeley's qualifications procured him
the post of Russian correspondent for the
Standard, which he held for ten years from
December, 1879. The friendship of Count
Schouvaloff procured him the entry into the
most exclusive society of the capital, and his
own energy and good sense, together with his
enthusiasm for sport, gained him a wide circle
of acquaintances who were helpful to him in
his work. No stranger could have seen more
than he did of the political cross-currents of
the early eighties, when Russia was suffering
from an indecisive domestic policy and was
exciting British suspicion by a forward move-
ment in Central Asia. . . He does not con-
fine himself to politics, but devotes a good
many chapters to the society of the capital
and to sport."—Spec

Booklist 17:156 Ja '21

"In style and subject-matter it is curiously
uneven. Parts would seem to have been hastily
written; pages of naive charm are succeeded
by passages of sentimentality. The reader is
left with a feeling of refreshment, but also

"Its price is prohibitive; its contents are un-
important and uninteresting." Alexander
Petrunkevitch— Lit R p9 Ag 6 '21 820w
"Mr Baddeley writes well, as always, but the

title of his book is misleading. This is not Rus-
sia in the 'eighties but the 'eighties in Russia-
Mr Baddeley moved in circles which were cos-
mopolitan rather than Russian, and he might
have met most of the people about whom he
writes in London or in Paris during the same
period. But the book is thoroughly interesting
as a relic of the Europe which, for good or ill,

has now passed almost completely away."
H New Statesman 17:168 My 14 '21 70w
"Admirable descriptions of nature."

+ Sat R 132:266 Ag 27 '21 680w
"Few of the many recent books on Russia

teach us so much about that astonishing
country as this unpretentious and entertain-
ing volume."

+ Spec 126:558 Ap 30 '21 1400w
"He was susceptible to what lay underneath

the currents of political intrigue; and capable
of regarding Russia with sympathy and with
as much understanding of the Slav tempera-
ment and outlook as is vouchsafed to any of
those who do not possess it by right of birth.
. . . Much of the book Is devoted to sport
delightfully described—Ashing, ski-ing, and
shooting of various kinds."

-4- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl87 Mr
24 '21 1900W

BAGNOLD, ENID. Happy foreigner. •$2 (3c)
Century 20-14213

Fanny, an English girl, had come to France
to drive for the French army just as the war
ended. Partly for her radiant face, partly be-
cause the war was over, a little boy at the
Paris station presented her with a bunch of
violets from the basket that held his stock
In trade. She has come for life and she finds
It is mud and rain, lonely drives over ruined
country, frequently changing billets and the
companionship of her unit. In Metz they are
welcomed as a social asset and at one of the
dances she meets Julien. A charming love
episode develops and it is a part of Fanny's
philosophy to taste its sweet like a Sybarite,
knowing well that it cannot last. The back-
ground of the story is full of realism, giving
a vivid picture of after-war France before
reconstruction has l)egun. The lovers, for all

their true love for each ether, move in a world
of unreality and on the eve of Fanny's de-
parture for England just after she has driven
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him to his ancestral home and has listened to
his happy plans for the future, she writes finis

under the episode and fades out of his sight
and ken.

"Praise be to Miss Bagnold for giving us a
new heroine, a pioneer, who sees, feels, thinks,
hears, and yet is herself full of the sap of
life." K. M.

+ Ath p78 Jl 16 '20 560w
'"A rarely appealing love-story." F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p5 Mr 16 '21 700w
"T'.ie book evades classification but has great

charm. It is a love story told with delicacy
and intuition."

+ Cleveland p34 My '21 60w
"Her book may stand alone by reason of an

unusual ability of conception and execution and
a delicate beauty, not so much by flashes as
in the whole conception, combined with a most
unfeniinine absence of sentimentality." Marion
Ponsonby

+ Lit R p3 Mr 5 '21 990w
"The descriptions are intimate, colorful. Im-

bued with that spirit of artistry which com-
pels one to live in the scenes set forth."

-f N Y Times p24 Mr 27 '21 520w
"There is real literary power in the writing

of this charming little book, which is half
novel, and half description of facts. There Is

humour, of the glancing kind, quick and deep
observation of national character, lightness of
touch on the emotional side, grreat descriptive
skill. But we should have liked it better, if

the attempt to make it a novel by the in-
troduction of the rather conventional affair of
the heart had been omitted."

H Sat R 130:74 Jl 24 '20 360w
" 'The happy foreigner' is quite as ingenious

as 'A diary without dates,' and has none of
the qualities that made that book so curiously
detestable. Miss Bagnold has still the same
almost uncanny perceptiveness for the things
of sight and sound, smell and touch, the same
cold desire for experience, the same objective

+ Spec 125:278 Ag 28 '20 880w
"The devastated areas would strike most

people as a singularly unpromising scene in
which to place an idyll, yet Miss Enid Bagnold
has performed this feat with striking suc-
cess. She has a splendid equipment for a
novelist."

-t- The Times [London] Lit Sup p422 Jl
1 '20 880w

BAILEY. HENRY CHRISTOPHER. Call Mr
Fortune. •$2 Button 21-3633

" 'Call IStr Fortune' con.^ists of half a dozen
detective stories, in which Mr Fortune, a subur-
ban medical man, develops into a criminal in-
vestigator of the highest order." (Sat R) "It
should be added that not all these adventures
link up with murder or other tragedy. There
is one that eventuates almost as opera bouffe
concerning a mixture of elopement and kidnap-
ping from a fashionable girls' school, with
everjbody living happy ever after." (Springf

d

Republican)

Booklist 18:49 N '21

H Lit R plO Mr 26 '21 lOOw
"Mr Bailey's reputation as a raconteur of ad-

venture tales is firmly established."
-f N Y Times p23 Jl 10 '21 260w

"The mysteries are well contrived, and their
elucidation is satisfactory."

+ Sat R 129:478 My 22 '20 50w
Spec 124:729 My 29 '20 20w

" 'Call Mr Fortune' is sure to create a favor-
able impression. Despite the fact that there is
a similarity in ail detective stories, there is a
subtle difforoncp marking these."

+ Springfd Republican p9a Ap 10 '21 160w
"They are skilfully told and gain much from

the fact that Mr Fortune is a neat humourist."
-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p90 F 5
•20 40w

BAILEY, MARGERY. Little man with one
shoe. 11 $2.25 Little 21-18013

"The one who tells these stories Is the man
with cue shoe; his grandfather was the fairy
.shoemaker, and, of course, the business came
to iiim. While making shoes, with every
wooden peg driven in, he tells a story, and for
every story he asks for a song. So the
present volume is a combination of fairy-tales,
si.x in number, and a corresponding number
of songs, with music. The book is illustrated
in line drawings."—Lit D

Booklist 18:88 D '21

Lit D p50 N 5 '21 70w
"This book will be the delight of any little

boy or girl living in the enchanting age of
anywhere from five to twelve, or even a litile
older. It lias the real fairy look and 'feel.'-"

+ Lit R pl70 N 12 '21 340w
"The tales are exactly the kind that children

love and wish to hear over and over again."
+ Springf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 50w

BAILY, FRANCIS EVANS. Dolf. .$2 (5c) Boni
- & Liveright 21-21945
Dolf Farmer ran away from home to escape

a tyrannical father and came to London to
vrork. Every man who looked at her loved her
and made proposals to her which she accepted
tentatively, for she loved adventure and a good
time. In this way she had innumerable af-
faii-s and her fortunes fluctuated between va-
rious grades of poverty and luxury. But she
never crossed the line and fought strenuously
for her virtue. At last in sheer discourage-
ment, when she was about to marry an un-
loved millionaire, she and Guy Senlake, who
had always been her friend and fatherly ad-
viser, discovered their love for each other.

Boston Transcript p4 Ja 18 '22 130w
Lit R p355 Ja 14 '22 300w

"A cheaply written bit of fiction but no doubt
it will reach the audience for which it is in-
tended and please it."

h N Y Times p32 D 25 '21 40w
"The somewhat sensational theme is handled

in a robust—sometimes daring—and con-
sciously sophisticated manner, yet there is no
undue stooping to vulgaritv."

+ Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 130w

BAKELESS, JOHN EDWIN. Economic causes
of modern war. $4 Moffat 330.1 21-17838

"The David A. Wells prize essay of Williams
College. The period covered is that from 1878
to 1918. It opposes the theory of economic de-
terminism by pointing out that like economic
causes, according to the Vvisdom in the polit-
ical handling of them, have produced dissim-
ilar results. Economic interdependence joined
to political independence, according to this au-
thor, is at present the most widespread and
dangerous cause of war. "^Survey

"Timely and well done." C: A. Beard
+ Freeman 4:41 S 21 '21 900w

"In Mr Bakeless's worthy book, 'The eco-
nomic causes of modern war,' the American
workman will discover some of the answers to
his present inquiries. Mr Bakeless is anything
but a doctrinaire." T: Q. Beesley

+ N Y Times pU Ag 14 '21 1150w
Survey 46:479 Jl 2 '21 70w

BAKER, CHARLES WHITING. Government
control and operation of industry in (>reat
Britain and the United States during the
world war. (Preliminary economic studies of
the war ser.) *%1 Oxford 380.16 21-9883

The book is published under the auspices of
the Carnegie endowment for International peace.
The author, "with full recognition that revolu-
tionary changes are impending and are Indeed
greatly needed in our Industrial system," under-
takes to examine the pros and cons of govern-
ment control or government ownership of pub-
lic utilities and other processes of production
whenever or wherever the normal proceeses of
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BAKER, CHARLES V^ HIT\NG—Continued
competition fail to protect the public. Contents:
Efficiency in government operated industries;
Organizing a nation for war; Railways in Great
Britain; Railways in the United States; Public
utilities in the United States; Shipping; Labor;
Capital; Food; Fuel; Some unforeseen results;

The popular verdict and the truth; Inevitable
extension of government control; Conflict be-
tween the executive and the legislative branches
of government; Bibliography; Index.

Engin News-Rec 87:457 S 15 '21 170w

BAKER, GEORGE PIERCE. Pilgrim spirit, il

$1.50; pa 50c Jones, Marshall 792 21-12352

"The text of the Plymouth pageant, includ-

ing verse by Robert Frost, Hermann Hagedorn,
Josephine Preston Peabody and Edwin Arling-

ton Robinson. In ^vriting the text Prof. Balcer

undertook at all points to make the words
subservient to the total dramatic effect, which
vra.s attained not only by the action of the
speaking players, but by music and dancing.
The pageant consists of historical or quasi-
historical episodes, embodying significant

events and decisions in Pilgrim history. The
greater part of the pageant is concerned with
the Pilgrims before their departure."—
Springf'd Republican

Booklist 18:10 O '21

"Though there is unity of idea, dramatic
unity is absent. . . The dialogue has the defect
of its virtue in being a literal or slightly

altered transcription of the Pilgrims' own
words. Professor Baker has allowed his his-

torical knowledge to overbalance his feeling
for the theatre, and has kept much that is un-
dramatic." N. J. O'Connor— Bookm 54:166 O '21 980w
"One feels as if he had tried to understand a

liistory by looking at the illustrations. Mr
Baker has tried to tell too much and because
of this very effort he has told too little. His
fragments will not greatly illuminate the spirit

of the Pilgrims to the average man and wo-
man. There is too much unexplained historical
episodes; too little of the majesty of allegory.
. . The dialogue is straightforward and honest,
but rather commonplace and typical of the
whole thing from a reader's standpoint."

— Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 720w
"On the literary side of it he reveals a good

deal more of the pedagogue than the dramatist.
. . But he certainly provided good and abund-
ant material for pageantry, and proof of schol-
arly capacity. And, after all, it was the
pageantry that was the main thing."

H Lit R p208 N 26 '21 260w
"It is no more specifically a pageanti than

any of Shakespeare's chronicle histories. It is

a historical drama, built about an idea, with
a beginning, a middle, and an end, sure-footed
and lucid in development, swift in action, crisp
in dialogue, a deeply moving play of human
conflict and sacrifice, tied as closely to the
America of to-day and to-morrow as to the
America of three hundred years ago." Hermann
Hagedorn

+ Outlook 128:697 Ag 31 '21 2400w
"The words are atmospheric and dramatic,

but, deprived of illustrative action, they miss
their effect. The text, therefore, is useful as a
key to a fuller understanding of the pageant
and as an example of the technic of pageant
construction. It does not aim to be a piece
of literature in itself."

-I- Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 19 '21 160w

BAKER, RAY PALMER. History of English-
Canadian literature to the confederation;
its relation to the literature of Great Brit-
ain and the United States. •$2,50 Harvard
univ. press 810.9 21-385

"While the literature of French Canada has
found several historians, this volume presents
'the first independent study of the English lit-

erature written within the boundaries of Can-
ada.' In the pre-revolutionary period there
was little activity, but with the coming of the

Puritans a religious literature arose in Nova
Scotia. The writers were invariably Ameri-
cans, so that early Canadian literature was
'as much of New England as that of Boston.'
When the Loyalist tide beat upon the shores
of the St Lawrence the English community of
Quebec was absorbed, thereby fixing the
American character of the Canadian people.
The literature of the Loyalists, like that of
the Puritans, belongs to New England. These
two elements laid the foundations in prose
and verse of Canadian literature. Since 1867
the literature of Canada is Canadian ratiier
than American, but Professor Baker still
maintains that the English influence is neglig-
ible: 'The writers of Great Britain ... do not
affect Canadian men of letters to any notice-
able extent.' The old American and the
Scotch strains predominate, and Bliss Car-
man, Charles G. D. Roberts, and Wilfred
Campbell represent these two elements of Can-
ada's intellectual vigor."—Lit R

"Not the least of its merits is the style, which
is clear, masculine, and concise." Archibald
MacMechan

-i- Am Hist R 26:844 Jl '21 300w
+ Boston Transcript p4 F 23 '21 220w

Reviewed by Pelham Edgar
-f Canadian Hist R 2:83 Mr '21 700w

Freeman 3:47 Mr 23 '21 1150w
+ Grlnnell R 16:454 Je '21 210w
+ Lit R plO Ja 8 '21 380w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p342 My
20 '21 60w

"In thoroughness, proportion, temper, this
outline of Canadian Literature can hardly be
surpassed. The work is done once for all."
Archibald MacMechan

+ Weekly R 4:249 Mr 16 '21 860w

BALFOUR, ARTHUR JAMES. Defence of
philosophic doubt. $5 Doran [12s 6d Hod-
der & S.] 121 (Eng ed 21-18519)

This second edition of a book issued in 1879
is an essay on the foundations of belief, which
the author describes as a piece of destructive
criticism, formed by a series of arguments of
a highly abstract character. In their last
a,nalysis they concern the conflict between sci-
ence and religion and the author's conclusions
are that, as regards essential conditions of
truth, science stands on no higher level of cer-
tainty than the so-called religious superstitions
and that both science and theology may be
regarded as systems of belief.

Dial 72:107 Ja '22 140w
"The attack on the philosophic foundations

of science is conducted with such acuteness
that to read it is a real intellectual pleasure.
The brunt of the assault is borne by the em-
piricism that was in favour at the time. But
transcendental idealism conies in for its share.
Mr Balfour's criticism of both is work of
permanent philosophic and literary value."

+ New Statesman 17:628 S 10 '21 760w

BALFOUR, ARTHUR JAMES. Essays, spec-
ulative and political. •$3 (7c) Doran 824

21-5365

These essays on a variety of subjects of
contemporary interest fall Into two groups, as
the title indicates. The speculative essays
are: Decadence; Beauty; and the criticism of
beauty; Bergson's creative evolution; Francis
Bacon; Psychical research. The political es-
says are: Anglo-German relations (written for
Nord und SUd, 1912); Treitschke's view of
German world-policy; The freedom of the
seas; The foundations of a durable peace
(the British reply of January, 1917, to Presi-
dent Wilson's dispatch to the Entente powers
requesting information as to their aims); A
brief note on Zionism.

Am Pol Scl R 15:454 Ag '21 80w
Ath p808 D 10 '20 520w
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"All disclose the keen Intellect, the urbanity
and culture and the mastery of English
possessed by the gifted author."

+ Booklist 17:290 My '21

Reviewed by Edmund Noble
+ Boston Transcript p6 Ap 9 '21 1200w

"Unsound as may be his metaphysics, no one
can escape the feeling, after reading these es-
says, that he has been for a passing hour in
the company of a gentleman and a scholar."

H Cath World 113:686 Ag 21 320w
"Anything that Mr Balfour writes is likely

to prove interesting; but the book is not in any
sense of the epoch-making kind, and, like
many such collections, its contents are very
unequal in value." B. H. Bode

H Educ R 62:454 D '21 400w
"He is at his best in criticism; and his power

shows to singular advantage in the essay on
Bergson. He has a swift and sure eye for the
vulnerabilities of 'L'evolution creatrice,' and
his analysis is characteristically lucid and
deadly. But in the essays on 'Decadence' and
'The criticism of beauty,' tlie result is 'nega-
tive' once more."

f- Freeman 3:452 Jl 20 '21 270w
"Whether reasoning upon the fall of Rome

and the question it raises of decadence in na-
tions or commenting upon Treitschke's views
of politics, Mr Balfour exhibits the keenness,
tolerance, urbanity, and humor which have
given him his high place among thinkers and
writers."

-I- Lit R p9 Mr 26 '21 330w
Nation 112:sup564 Ap 13 '21 390w

"He is not a sophist—at least not in his de-
liberate writing. None the less his beautiful
logic-fence has got the better of him. In his
quest for flaws he has lost the dark clutch of
truth." D. S. Miller

h New Repub 27:330 Ag 17 '21 1900w
Reviewed by L. R. Morris

+ Outlook 128:621 Ag 17 '21 1500w
"All these papers are distinguished by

breadth of view and extreme moderation. The
political papers, mostly written during the
war and relating to Germany, show the same
temper."

-f Spec 125:856 D 25 '20 950w
"If in some ways the present volume is

disappointing it is perhaps because Mr Bal-
four's native ability is too often passive in its
manifestation."

-\ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 5 '21 600w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p781 N

25 '20 120w
"All that comes from his pen conforms to

one severe test—it bears reproduction. There
is sure to be in the treatment of his subject,
whatever it may be, a note of distinction, a
high degree of finish in point of form, a cer-
tain austerity in diction, which make what
seems at first blush a fugitive fragment
somewhat of a work of art. All these quali-
ties are present in 'Essays speculative and
political.'

"

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p787 D
2 '20 850w

Reviewed by O. W. Firkins
Weekly R 5:82 Jl 23 '21 640w

BALLANTINE, HENRY WINTHROP. Prepa-
ration of contracts and conveyances with
forms and problems. •$2.50 Macmillan 347

21-5473

The book is primarily intended for the law
student and the lawyer but is useful also to the
student of business law and the business man by
reason of its concise, practical suggestions and
directions for the preparation of the various
documents of everyday use.

Jesus Christ. He reduces the principles by
which Jesus lived to four: inclusive love,
humble service, freedom, common sense. "These
four principles are all there is of Christianity,
and the only hope of mankind is in their
final universal prevalence over the earth."

"A remarkably clear presentation of tiie
case. . . Mr Ballantine fails to And that any
of the other religions embrace the four prin-
ciples embraced by the Christian religion.
However the case may be, it is admirably
argued here."

H Lit R p75 O 8 '21 330w

BALLARD, GEORGE ALEXANDER. Influ-
ence of the sea on the political history of
Japan, il $7 Dutton [18s Murray] 952

21-22313

The book shows from the point of view of a
professional seaman how, as an island nation,
the political history of Japan has always been
affected by the sea. In primitive times the
sea was a source of safety, then, as maritime
power developed in other nations, it became a
source of danger. Much later, with Japan's
modern development, came the period of pro-
bation during which a fleet was established,
and its present position as one of the foremost
sea powers. The book contains an index, a
general map and various plans and diagrams.

"One of the most distinguished of British
sailors has traced from the earliest times the
fortune of Japanese sea power, including the
creation of the modern Japanese navy. This
book therefore fills a long-felt need. Other
writers have dwelt upon the political and so-
cial developments of both the old and new
Japan, but it has remained for Admiral Bal-
lard to treat the Japanese sea power from
the point of view of a naval expert." Oliver
McKee, Jr.

+ Boston Transcript pll D 7 '21 1300w
"A timely book, which Americans should

read to understand the rise of Japan to the
eminence of a great sea power."

-f N Y Times p5 D 18 '21 2400w
"Written in a clear, straightforward man-

ner."
+ Sat R 132:538 N 5 '21 500w

"Admiral Ballard evinces a sympathetic ap-
preciation of Japanese difflculties and a so-
ber view of the Far Eastern situation. His
book furnishes much ground for thought."

+ The Times (London) Lit Sup p743 N
17 '21 2100W

BANKS, THEODORE HOWARD, jr. Wild
geese. (Yale ser. of younger poets) •J1.25
Yale univ. press 811 21-4348

"The book contains lyrics, sonnets, a fairly
long poem called 'The vigil,' describing a queen's
meditations at the death-bed of her lover, verses
to the four seasons, and a thirteenth century
drama called "The altar candle.' "—The Times
[London] Lit Sup

Booklist 17:328 Jl '21

BALLANTINE, WILLIAM GAY. Young man
from Jerusalem. $1 (13c) Houghton 248

21-26884

In this book, Dr Ballantine presents in the
simplest way the few fundamentals of Chris-
tian living as contained in the teaching of

"More distinguished for technical proficiency
than for originality of subject matter. The
title poem is the best in the volume."

H Lit R pl2 Mr 19 '21 20w

f- Spec 126:689 My 28 '21 lOw
"These works show a delicate grace."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p295 My
5 '21 140w

Reviewed by W: R. Benet
Yale R n s 11:180 O '21 70w

BANNING, KENDALL. Phantom caravan.
$1.35 Bookfellows 811 20-22866

This small book of poems numbers but flfty-
nine pages. The themes are for the most
part the conventional ones—love, and life, and
death.

"The distinguishing characteristic of Kendall
Banning's poems is their singing quality. Fan-
ciful, occasionally meditative, always beautiful,
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they are handled from an individual point of
view that lends them vitality and distinctive-
ness."

+ Bookm 53:366 Je '21 SOw
"They have a charm and grace of music

and sentiment which make delightful read-
ing." W: S. Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p4 Je 22 '21 880w
"Kendall Banning's pipe is thin, but sweet.

He has a brisk and assertive lilt that carries
one lightly along." F. B. A. T.

-I- Grinnell R 16:357 F '21 190w
"His verse sings, and haunts us with its

beauty. He is, par excellence, the lyric poet,

and I know of no other poet in America at the
present moment who has such a gift of pure
melody, melody, too, always at the service of

the enduring human emotions and the im-
mortal things." R: Le Gallienne

-f- N Y Times p5 Mr 20 '21 llOOw

BANNING, MARGARET CULKIN. Half loaves.
•?1.90 (2y2C) Doran 21-6896

Cecily, Dick Harrison's young and devoted
wife, whose convent education led her to regard
marriage as a sacrament, refined upon this
ideal to such an extent, with the coming of her
babies, that the social needs of men and women,
their amusements and frivolities, seemed en-
tirely gross and intolerable to her. Dick, how-
ever, shared these needs v/ith common mortals.
At last there was a separation, an eating out of
hearts in loneliness and homelessness, resulting
in concessions and compromise, a new start, a
second wedding-trip, with fewer illusions and
more resolutions.

"There is a convincing reality about the
story that women especially will like."

+ Booklist 17:302 My '21

"She never tries for bizarre effects, never uses
a character whom we do not recognize as normal
and typical, nor a phase of life we have not seen
repeated within our own observation. It is be-
cause of all this that we discover such fidelity

to experience, such sincerity, such genuine
worth in Mrs Banning's work." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 My 21 '21 llOOw
"The book will be read with enjoyment by

everyone who loves a good story merely for
the story's sake. It will also interest those
who like to study the psychology of current
Action."

+ Cath World 113:548 Jl '21 210w
"The spirit of the book inclines to morbidness

—at times even to fatalism. It is not exciting.
The book is clearly written; it is easy, peaceful
reading."

H Lit R pll My 7 '21 190w
"Admirably written. An addition to the good

literature of the year." M. F. Egan
+ N Y Times pl4 Ap 17 '21 880w

"There is a worthy purpose unfolded in the
lines."

-f- Springf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21

SOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p485 Jl

28 '21 160w

BARBOUR, RALPH HENRY. Metipom's
hostage, il $1.75 (SVaC) Houghton 21-18586

An exciting Indian story for boys. The
scene is laid near Natick in the early days of
King Philip's war and the story tells of the
capture of David Lindall, a sixteen-year-old
lad, by the Indians. David is to be held as
hostage until the return of Metipom's son who
has been captured by the colonists. Twice
David attempts escape and is recaptured, but
in the end, through the help of a friendly In-
dian he returns to his people with valuable in-
formation.

"In this book the boy may imbibe authentic
American history together with thrilling ad-
venture."

+ N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 SOw
"Exciting reading from the boy's point of

view, while from that of the critic it is praise-
worthy literature. For Mr Barbour writes witii
a restraint that is not often met in writers for
boys. '

'

+ Springf'd Republican p8 N 15 '21 60w

BARBOUR, RALPH HENRY. Three-base
Benson. $1.75 Appleton 21-9440

"Jerry Benson, a lad from the country, is
sent to a rather fashionable school strangely
attired and uncouth. Trouble is in store for
him, yet Jerry quickly shows that he "ain't
anybody's fool' when an attempt is made to
haze him. Though not much of an athlete,
Jerry is finally persuaded to try for the school
team, eventually makes it, and ends by win-
ning the respect of his fellows, both by rea-
son of his prowess and his general good quali-
ties."—Lit R

"Like all of Mr Barbour's previous stories for
boys, this is full of sport and good fellowship
and of high ideals of manliness and patriot-
ism. It goes with a swing, from the very
first."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 27 '21 350w
"Packed full of clean sports and good fel-

lowship. The book is well written and holds
the interest."

-I- Lit R pl2 Jl 30 '21 lOOw
Springf'd Republican plla O 2 '21 170w

BARCLAY, VERA C. Mysterious tramp. 11

•$1.50 (5c) Putnam 21-1893

"Danny the detective" again appears in this
book as the hero. His accomplishments here
include reforming three bad little boys into
good little boys by teaching them the ideals
of Scouts, restoring a kidnapped little girl to
her father, and righting a wrong of long stand-
ing which has kept this father, the "mysterious
tramp" in prison for seven long years.

Reviewed by T: Moult
-i Ath sup p780 D 3 '20 50w
"The story is almost as silly as it is im-

probable."— NY Times p26 F 13 '21 160w

"It is a really thrilling little story."
+ Spec 125:746 D 4 '20 90w

BARCYNSKA, HfeLtNE, countess. Jackie, il

•$2 (2c) Houghton 21-5175

Jackie was "a perfume, a breath of hea-
ven." She was a born dancer. She bewitched
all the world and herself loved all the world.
She bewitched Mervyn Carter, the American
millionaire, when he saw her dancing to the
tunes of a street organ. Then he lost sight of

her, for she had become the slave of a wicked
showman, who took her away from London.
After her escape Mervyn saw her again and
undertook her education as an artist. From
a protegee she became his beloved and fc

Jackie fame and love came together to fill hf

cup of joy. But the wicked showman agaj..

intervened and the cup was dashed to the
ground and broken. There were others who
had a bone to pick with the showman and
vengeance freed her from her tormentor. In

due time Jackie's genius for love and joy
once more triumphed.

Booklist 18:88 D '21

"He seems to know the rule of the Indian
warfare as accurately as he does the warfare
of the gridiron. The story has sustained in-

+ Lit D p42 N 5 '21 70w

"Charming little love story."
4- Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 330w

Lit R plO Mr 26 '21 190w

"An agreeably written novel of a somewhat
old fashioned type. WTiile the story is fairly

consistent, it is often unconvincmg because the

men and women in it obstinately refuse to see

through the most transparent schemes. The
author works too hard to make somethmg out

of nothing." „ .„. _„.

^ NY Times p25 My 15 '21 580w
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BARD, SAMUEL. Two discourses dealing with
medical education in early New York.
$1 Lemcke 610.7

Dr Samuel Bard, 1742-1821, was a noted phy-
sician of revolutionary days, the family phy-
sician of George Washington, professor of the
practice of medicine in King's college, now
Columbia imiversity, and later, president of the
College of physicians and surgeons. The first

of these discourses, which are here printed in
facsimile, was delivered at the commencement
of King's college in 1769, the second, fifty years
later, at the commencement of the College of
physicians and surgeons. The first, in its refer-
ence to the usefulness and necessity of a pub-
lic hospital, justifies Dr Bard's reputation for
wisdom and vision.

"The first discourse might well serve as a
model of what a commencement address to
medical students should be, admirable in its
sentiment, clear in its enunciation of principle,
and warm in its humanity. The second dis-
course, on 'Medical Education,' delivered in
1817 as the commencement ad'^ress of the Col-
lege of Physicians and Surgeons of which Dr
Bard was then president, is likewise notable
for the charm of personality and ripeness of
thought that irradiate its earnestness."

+ Lit R pl2 Jl 16 '21 220w
-f Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 2 '21 240w

BARNETT, AVROM. Foundations of feminism.
•$2.50 MiBride 396 21-1068

The book consists of three essays chiefly in
criticism of feminist literature. The first.

Biological foundations, treats of sex and
feminism, and is largely devoted to the latest
scientific findings on sex-determination while
It decries the "most surprising ignorance of
the modern biological situation" revealed in
feministic literature. The second. Psychological
and physiological foundations, discusses sex
differences as a basis for sex spheres. It re-
views the various arguments for' the intellec-
tual inferiority of women and is adversely
critical of woman's economic independence. The
last essay. Sociological foundations, in con-
tinuing the discussion of the second under
"Labor and motherhood" shows how the woman
problem strikes at the foundations of our
present social system and concludes with the
reflection that the woman movement is a
healthy sign of the times. The book is in-
dexed and has a bibliography.

Booklist 17:270 My '21

"It is handled with keen wit and good-
natured sarcasm, which, however, do not de-
tract from its scientific value."

4- Cleveland p39 My '21 30w
"A concise and interesting summary of pres-

ent-day theories as to the relative position of
the sexes. The value of the book is marred
somewhat by the obvious and colloquial quality
of Mr Barnett's attacks upon unscientific
theorists, and by the vagueness of his own con-
clusions." E. L.

-I Grlnnell R 16:451 Je '21 660w
Lit R p8 F 5 '21 360w

"The sarcasms of this destroyer are rather
heavy and are likely to miss fire. He has read
widely, but his interpretation of books and
movements is not incisive or suggestive. 'What-
ever may be the outcome,' he says of the woman
movement, 'we may assure ourselves of a new
type of womanhood.' Anything for a change,
so to speak." Katharine Anthony— Nation 112:407 Mr T6 '21 leOw
"There is a wealth of authoritative citation

in the 'Foundations of feminism,' but unless
the reader is thoroughly acquainted with the
ten pages of bibliography upon which the
author has written a critique, the argument
that threads through the book will seem point-
less and obscure." L: Mumford

-i — Survey 45:931 Mr 25 '21 130w

BARRETT, LILLIAN. Gibbeted gods, il $1.90
(3c) Century 21-15823

The story is a tale of futile sacrifice. Char-
lotte, a girl of character and strong will, had
a brief religious experience in childhood which
influenced her life. Her mother, also strong-
willed and of brilliant wit, is irreligious,
cynical and an incorrigible spendthrift. Through
her extravagance she exhausts her once large
fortune, becomes impecunious and finally a
morphine victim. Charlotte, arrived at ma-
turity, must needs oppose her wiU to that
of her mother's while at the same time sacri-
ficing herself to the almost impishly malicious
invalid. She rejects a millionaire suitor, and
later, the man she really loves, thinking that
his career as a painter will be furthered by a
murriage with her rich friend Dolly. This mar-
riage benefits no one and the lonely Charlotte,
after her mother's death, faces the same temp-
tation to which her mother had succumbed.

"The story is brilliant and convincingly
written." D. L. M.

-t- Boston Transcript p8 O 8 '21 600w
"Well -written and always interesting, but

a rather discouraging commentary on life."

H Lit R p42 S 24 '21 140w
"The story is ingenious and possesses many

powerful dramatic situations. Its descriptions
of persons, places and events are vivid."

+ N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 50w

BARRYMORE, BLANCHE MARIE LOUISE
(OELRICHS) (MRS JOHN BARRYMORE)
(MICHAEL STRANGE, pseud.). Clair de
lune; a play in two acts and six scenes.
*$1.75 Putnam 812 21-7793

The play is a combination of fantasy and
fable, and depends much upon its beautiful set-
ting and moonlight atmosphere. "The fable
. . is only a vehicle for the minor-keyed and
lyrical passions of those who do not believe in
happiness and are too sensitive for the sun.
The queen is a lonely queen. The imperfections
of humanity chill her at every passionate mo-
ment; the duchess wants to wound herself
upon the thorns of life and is flung baclc upon
a useless loneliness; the mountebank—himself
but a symbol of the ache of the divided soul

—

leaps into the dark waters. . . A disflgured
face and a poet's mad, hurt soul. What could
he do with the sharp intricacy of life?"
(Nation)

"Michael Strange has put her story together
with no little ingenuity and with a keen sense
of theatrical situation, but her dialogue is of
very uneven character—some of it, where she
condescends to simple phrasing, is good, and
shows that she has a capacity for both wit and
humor, if neither is strikingly original in kind."
.1. R. Towse

h Lit R p3 My 14 '21 290w
Nation 112:672 My 4 '21 lOOOw

"As a play to read it is curiously insipid and
confusing."— Springf'd Republican p8 Ja 12 '22 lOOw
"The action is merely a frame or stretcher

for the dialogue. The drama resembles the
lay figures, or sometimes the living figures, in
the cloak or costume shops; its office is the
display of its apparel. The diction is occa-
sionally good; more often it is flaccid or flab-
l-y." — Weekly R 4:445 My 7 '21 640w
Reviewed by O. W. Firkins— Weekly R 4:607 'Je 25 '21 50w

BARRYMORE, BLANCHE MARIE LOUISE
(OELRICHS) (MRS JOHN BARRYMORE)
(MICHAEL STRANGE, pseud.). Resur-
recting hfe. il •$1.75 Knopf 811 21-9547

The poet has divided her verses into three
groups, visionary, emotional, descriptive, but ah
are emotional and some might be called decad-
ent. All punctuation is supplied by dashes. The
drawings are by John Barrymore.

"There are all through the book glimpses of a
deep emotional sincerity lost from any real
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revelation under a pitiably malformed and
tortuous style. The influence of Whitman is

evidently partly to blame. The illustrations by
Mr Barrymore, the author's husband, combine a
certain grotesque effectiveness with amateurish
execution."

-i Lit R p20 Ap 23 '21 190w
"One or two experiences are simply and

vividly realized in the course of these eighty
pages, but most lie buried beneath rank, arti-
flcial, behaviorist flowers, beneath ugly, pseudo-
Freudian orchids." Mark Van Doren

h Nation 112:693 My 11 "21 160w
" 'Resurrecting life' may be accepted, with a

few reservations, as an addition to the worthy
output of American women poets. Michael
Strange is marked by restraint, by subtleties,
by colorful nuances. Her poetry is filled with
delicate atmospheres, with subjective renderings
of sincere moods."

+ N Y Times p7 My 1 '21 1350w
Reviewed by Marion Strobel.

Poetry 18:222 Jl '21 300w

BARTLEY. MRS NALBRO ISADORAH. Fair
to middling. $1.75 (2c) Doubleday

This is the story of two contrasted marriages
and of a woman's struggle to make a man of
her husband. Martin Reid and his cousin Dare
Willoughby, son and orphaned niece, respective-
ly, of the aristocratic Madame Reid, marry at
about the same time and both out of their
station, Martin a pretty stenographer and Dare
an unstable young radical, Amos Larkin.
Thru adversity and repeated failure. Dare's
courage and initiative find a way out for her-
self and Amos to mutual respect and indivi-
dual independence, while Martin and Fanny, for
a while successful and happy, come to grief
because of the absence of anything in their
marriage but the material and the physical.

"It must be confessed that Miss Bartley in
this novel has not shown the artisanship which
was to be expected of her. The double theme
is not well balanced in handling. Miss Bart-
ley might have done better to take the story
of Amos and Dare alone to make her point."— Lit R p43 S 24 '21 520w
"There are some interesting bits in the book,

but the machinery of the story is much too
evident, and the complicated Amos is never
made real. We are told that he was a mix-
ture of strength and weakness . . . but the
author shows us only the weakness and the
childishness, never the strength, so that his
ultimate regeneration is quite unconvincing."— NY Times pl9 S 25 '21 500w

BARTON, GEORGE. Pembroke Mason affair,
il $1.75 (2Vic) Page 20-3712

Pembroke Mason is one of Washington's
foreftiost lawyers. Just on the eve of the
trial of the most Important case in his ca-
reer, he is murdered in his library. The great
detective, Bromley Barnes, takes the case,
altho Jim Craig, of the police, is also work-
ing on it. On circumstantial evidence, Craig
arrests Walter Miles, young law partner of
Mason and in love with his niece, Marian
Cooper. But Marian and Barnes, working to-
gether in their effort to clear Miles, unearth
new evidence which reveals robbery as well
as murder. The full confession of the guilty
party exonerates Walter eventually.

"The story is well told and, contrary to
many detective stories, the novelist does not
grive the least convincing clue until the last
of the story."

-t- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 21 '20 230w

BARTON, WILLIAM ELEAZAR. Safed and
Keturah. $1.25 Pilgrim press 818

The third series of parables of Safed the
Sage, the first of which apneared in 1915. Their
lessons are drawn from the homely things of
life, and religion underlies their optimistic and
humorous philosophy.

"Witty parables."
+ J Religion 1:664 N '21 lOw

"The book is full of wisdom and wit in small
and palatable doses."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plO S 20 '21 160w

BASSETT, SARA WARE. Flood tide, il •$1.90
(3c) Little 21-4317

Tlie author has chosen a setting for her story
already familiar to her readers. It is Cape Cod
and Wilton, with some of her old characters in-
troduced. The central figure is Willie Spence,
the gentle dreamer and inventive genius, who,
or want of a scientific education, was doomed
to see most of his ideas still-born, and to com-
pensate himself with his dreams and the little

ingenious devices with which he cluttered up
his cottage. But at last, just as another bright
idea had struck him, came Bob Morton, his
housekeeper's nephew, fresh from Boston Tech.
Bob was interested and volunteered his tech-
nical skill to help the old man out. The result
was a real patent, for Bob had influential
friends. Not altogether disinterestedly how-
ever, did Bob devote so much of his time to
Willie. On the other side of the workshop wall
Delight Hathaway was ministering to his sick
aunt, and the romance bore the desired fruit
with various delightful surprises.

Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

"Never have we felt that this author's ro-
mantic lovers were anything better than pretti-
fied ideas. Upon older men and women Miss
Bassett appears to have a better grasp. Here Is
every indication of competence, in handling, a
gain over the first novels." R. D. W^.

H Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 300w
"A delightful book for an elderly person with

uncertain eyesight to read on a rough train
ride, since the continuity after the first chapter
is obvious."— Lit R plO Ap 16 '21 280w

N Y Times p24 My 8 '21 450w
"Joseph Lincoln would seem to have made

Cape Cod his own by reason of his wonderful
books. But the Cape is large and Sara Ware
Bassett is recording quite as truly, If not as
amusingly, the other types of life that she finds.
. . It is something of his exactitude to life

and locality that makes its appeal to us in
'Flood tide.' " K. S. O.

+ Pub W 99:960 Mr 19 '21 210w

BASSETT, SARA WARE. Steve and the steam
engine. (Invention ser.) il $1.65 (3c) Little

21-16331

In the absence of his family, Steve Tolman
takes his father's automobile and starts with
a crowd of boy friends for a football game.
On the way he has trouble with the car and
the boys desert him. A passing truck driver
helps him out and Steve goes home determined
to make a clean breast of his wrong doing.
But he does not do it and as time goes on it

becomes harder and harder to confess. Mr Tol-
man is a railroad man and Steve learns from
him many interesting stories of the early days
of the steam engine. On a trip to New York
he meets a man who tells him all about
steamboats, and Steve finds it rather hard to
decide whether he is more interested in steam-
boats, or railroads. Later, after a narrow
escape from drowning, Steve tells his father
about his escapade with the car.

Booklist 18:124 Ja '22

"Though the book is neither quite technical
enough for the boy who has a real passion for
machinery nor quite exciting enough for the
lad whose interest is only in the story, it ac-
complishes admirably what it sets out to do."

+ Lit R pl72 N 12 'Jl lOOw

BASSETT, WILLIAM RUPERT. Organization
of modern business. $2 (3%c) Dodd 658

21-15866

The author, whose foreword states that he
"looks at business with the cold eye of the
industrial engineer," is not concerned with de-

tailed methods of management, but confines
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himself to the general poUcy of business organi-
zation. The chapters, some of which have
appeared In System, Printers' Ink, and other
periodicals, discuss the coordination of a busi-
ness and financing it from the inside, the
question of what constitutes a fair profit, the
choice of a labor policy, executive leadership
and how to secure it, the control of sources
of supply, and the essentials of a sound busi-
ness.

R of Rs 64:560 N '21 30w

BATES, SYLVIA CHATFIELD. Golden answer.
•$2 (3c) Macmillan 21-7125

Amos Fortune's outward circumstances were
sordid. It was the old story of the gifted writer
struggling with poverty. As long as he had his
visions and little Harmony, the child of un-
known parentage whom he was bringing up, all

went well. By and by cr>me Christina, the "Dis-
creet Princess," who became his wife. Chris-
tina was lovely and good, but her soul had not
yet evolved, and the poverty to which she now
had to adapt herself irked her. She grew weary
and finally left him for an indefinite visit to her
aunt. During the separation, while things went
from bad to worse with Amos, culminating in a
lingering illness, the unborn soul of Christina,
little by little, stirred to life, and finally de-
veloped suflScient purpose to bring her back to
his side.

Booklist 18:82 D '21

"It differs from most [books] in possessing
sincerity of feeling that gives it some vividnes.s
and reality in spite of the average contents."

-I Lit R p9 My 28 '21 lOOw
"The story is written with a high degree of

clever characterization." H. S. Gorman
+ N Y Times pll Jl 10 '21 210w

"The tone of the story is quiet, and it lias

many delightful descriptive and humorous
touches."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a S 25 '21 250w

BATTEN, H. MORTIMER. Many trails, il $2
Holt 21-21775

In these tales of wild life we read of the
wonderful feats of cunning to which instinct
prompts the creatures of nature, of their rages
and heroic fights and of their affection for their
mates. The way the coyotes outwit Wolver
Wells and cause his best-laid schemes to mis-
carry, is almost human. The coyote, the pine
martin, the bear, the ottei and beaver, the
caribou and the winged creatures of the air all

get a hearing, and last of all 'Yaller', the little

mongrel shepherd dog, doomed by his mixed
blood to conflicting emotions.

"He has a sympathetic interest in tliese
people of the wild. And there is an air of
verisimilitude about some of them which raises
a well-grounded suspicion that the author is at
times relating genuine biography, a sort of
'historical novel' series in the sub-human
world. True or fanciful, they will hold the
reader, young or old."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a Ja 13 '22

130w

BAU, MINGCHIEN JOSHUA. Foreign rela-
tions of China. $4 Revell 327.51

"He begins with a sketch of the diplomatic
history of China and then gives, country by
country, a survey of the policies in China of
each of the great Powers, including especially
a detailed study of that of Japan. Then fol-
lows a description and discussion of the im-
pairments of China's sovereignty—extra-teni-
toriality and consular jurisdiction, concessions
and settlements, leased territories, spheres of
influence or intere-st, the most favored nation
treatment, and tariff autonomy. He concludes
with a survey of problems that have arisen
since the war and what he deems would be
an ideal foreign policy for China."—Liit R

"He has made a fresh study of the foreign
relations of China, and he has based his work
tipon an examination of most of the sources
available in English. . . The chief value of
the volume lies not in the story Itself, for
most of that has already been told, and told
well, by other writers, but In the way In
which it is told. In it one sees at their best
the qualities and the defects of the American-
trained Chinese. The book is distinctly, al-
though perhaps half unconsciously, an ex
parte statement of China's case." K. S. La-
tourette

+ Lit R p301 D 24 '21 880w
"The book is a remarkable one, not only In

the wealth of its contents, its scientific ar-
rangement, its ci-ystalline style, its copious
bibliography, but also in the temperate and
restrained tone of the author. Although he Is
an ardent nationalist, the recital of his coun-
try's wrongs is not marked by bitterness. He
is buoyed up by his confidence in China's des-
tiny." J. W. Duffield

+ N y Times p4 D 11 '21 3000w

BAUDOUIN, CHARLES. Suggestion and auto-
suggestion; tr. from the French by Eden
and Cedar Paul. •$3.50 Dodd 134 21-2850

The object of this "psychological and peda-
gogical study based upon the investigations
made by the new Nancy school" (Sub-title),
is to show that suggestive practice is not,
properly speaking, a therapeutic method,
although its outstanding results, hitherto, have
been in the medical sphere. Through the
Nancy school and the work of Emile Coue

—

working independently but along parallel lines
with psychoanalysis—it has passed into the
pedagogical sphere. Here its value lies In
pointing the way to the education and reedu-
cation of mental aptitudes and habits that lead
both to better health and to greater self-know-
ledge. The book falls into three parts In ac-
cordance with the three forms into which sug-
gestion is differentiated: spontaneous, reflec-
tive, and induced suggestion. There is a glos-
sary and an index.

Booklist 17:327 Jl '21

"The book is a valuable contribution to the
rapidly increasing literature on the mind and Its
powers in practical life." F. W. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Je 8 '21 1050w
"Very interesting book. At the very least he

has made out a strong case for further ex-
periments along his lines." R. F. A. Hoernle

-f Lit H p6 Ap 16 '21 730w
"We can end only by very strongly advising

our readers to read and study M Baudouin's
book. It can do nobody any harm, and it will do
a certain number of people a great deal of
good."

+ Spec 126:364 Mr 19 '21 2250w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p706 O

28 '20 150w

BAU LSI R, EDITH. Within four walls. 11 $1.90
Century 21-15185

It was love at first sight that little Audrey
Torrance inspired in Sam Lane and made
him espouse her cause when, the day after
he first met her, her father was murdered
and suspicion centered on her. He becomes a
self-appointed detective and the acumen dis-
played by him, in contrast to the dilettante per-
formances of the official detective employed on
the case, make one of the chief interests
of the story. It turns out that both have
followed the wrong clues when this mystery
of many strands is in the end unravelled by
a startling confe.ssion. But Sam, at least, made
no mistake in his romance.

"There are weak spots in the tale. But
on the whole it is a clever story, well worked
up, with all the different threads of the tangle
firmly held, plenty of suspense and several sur-
prises."

H NY Times pl3 O 2 '21 350w
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BAULSIR, EDITH—Continued
"The main point in such stories is to con-

ceal the actual criminal from the reader's view
to the last minute, and in this the book is in-
genious."

-J Outlook 129:306 O 26 '21 40w
"There is recreation in the reading, without

the usual hair-raising, nerve-tingling, physical
exhaustion attending such tales."

+ Sprlngfd Republican plla O 23 '21 80w

BAX, ERNEST BELFORT. Reminiscences and
reflections of a mid-and-late-Victorian.
il $3 Seltzer B or 92 21-6054

"The larger portion of the book is composed
of literary portraits of the more prominent
celebrities in the socialistic world during the
last two decades of the nineteenth century,
such as Hyndman, Champion, Joynes, John
Burns, William Morris, and Bernard Shaw at
home and JaurSs, Guesde, Greulich, Bebel, and
Adler abroad. With all these Mr Bax came
intimately into contact, and his studies of
them are real estimates. The remainder of
the book is occupied partly with a description
of popular sentiment here and in France dur-
ing the earlier months of the war, and partly
with reflections on the changes that have taken
place in the mental outlook of England since
1864."—Spec

+ Ath p351 Ag '18 400\v

Brooklyn 11:107 Mr '19 30w
"He has selected his reminiscences on the

principle of damping down, as far as possible,
the personal note, and as a result he has writ-
ten one of the most colourless accounts that
have ever been done of this period." L. M.— Freeman 3:238 My 18 '21 360w

Lit R pll Ag 27 '21 lOOw
"Though not a brilliant portrait painter, he

achieves some vivid strokes."
+ Nation 112:sup248 F 9 '21 360w
+ Pittsburgh 24:157 Mr '19 50w

"It is unmistakably genuine; his idiosyncrasy
pervades every page. Oversensitiveness to
criticism and an undue intolerance of oppon-
ents are indeed the chief defects of tempera-
ment displayed in the present volume; and
that they are so displayed is indirectly a tes-
timony to the characteristic honesty of the
writer."

H Spec 121:99 Jl 27 '18 900w
"It is very sincere, very plain spoken, and

very much in earnest."
-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p299 Je
27 '18 1250W

BAY, JAMES. Helping the rich. $1.50 Bren-
tano's 812 20-19668

This play in four acts has for its theme the
pauperization of the poor thru charity. The
special charity in question—the free dispensary
in a large private hospital—is shown to have
for its real object the furnishing of pseudo-work
for the neurotic women of the idle rich. One
rich girl, however, not relying on this outlet,
studied stenography and found a position for
herself. That her employer turns out to be
Peter Storm, an acquaintance of long ago and
a newly appointed trustee of the hospital,
causes the dramatic coincidence of a hospital
crisis and the second part of a romance.

Grinnell R 16:404 Ap '21 60w
"An interesting document ... As a play,

'Helping the rich' breaks after the second act
The dramatic incidents of the third and fourth
are forced, with direct frustration of the biggest
scene of all toward the end of the play. Yet the
real significance of the play lies in its initial
impulse."

H Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 10 '21 380w
"This satirical comedy purports to be an at-

tack upon the folly of private charity, but it
shows nothing and proves nothing, though its
dialogue is not iD-written and it contains one
or two good scenes."

h Theater Arts M 5:169 Ap '21 30w

BEACH, REX ELLINGWOOD. Oh, shoot! con-
fessions of an agitated sportsman, il S3
(5c) Harper 799 21-15703

The purpose of this well-illustrated book
is "to paint the optimistic soul of a sports-
man, to show how impossible It Is to prevent
him from having a good time, no matter how
his luck breaks, and, in a general way, to
answer the question, 'Why is a hunter?" "*'

It
takes the reader to the shoals of Pamlico
Sound, North Carolina, to Alaska, to Colombia,
South America, to the Grand Cafion and to
Mexico, in quest of various kinds of game.

Booklist 18:73 D "21

"As sportsman, Mr Beach seems all that is
to be desired. As a humorist, he is even more
successful, for few authors and still fewer
sportsmen can find such delicious amusement
in the written account of their own trials and
tribulations." G. M. H.

4- Boston Transcript p9 O 8 '21 250w
'Even if the reader must take his sports

more mildly and closer to his home, he can en-
joy this book of Mr Beach's adventures
further afield."

+ Lit R p44 S 24 '21 80w
"One does not have to be an ardent shooting

enthusiast to enjoy the book. The layman will
find much that is instructive, and entertain-
ingly so, in the various chapters."

+ N Y Times pl2 O 23 '21 llOOw
"The adventures lose nothing in the telling,

and the reader will punctuate them with
chuckles."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 O 5 '21 220w
"Unconventionality and humor are good

things in many kinds of books—perhaps books
about hunting need these qualities most of all."

4- Weekly R 5:274 S 24 '21 60w

BEAUMONT, GERALD. Hearts and the
diamond. $2 (5c) Dodd 21-17196

"The short stories in this collection axe
based upon the author's discovery that the
professional baseball player is also a human
being and that to him 'the game holds much
of tragedy, those who find happiness and suf-
ficient recompense being few.' He aims to
display the trials, sorrows, and Joys of the
ball field from its 'human angle.' Naturally,
a good deal of his narrative is given in that
peculiar argot, that has been evolved by the
sporting reporters for the press."—Lit R

"The stories are cleverly built on the con-
ventional, somewhat mechanical, lines of the
popular magazine tale. Mr Beaumont is more
successful with his humorous episodes than
with his pathos. He handles the lingo with
skill and discretion."

+ Lit R pl52 N 5 '21 llOw
"One does not need to be a baseball fan to

enjoy the book, for the plots are well sustained
and the characterization often amusing."

+ N Y Times pl2 D 11 '21 lOOw

BEDFORD.JONES, HENRY JAMES O'BRIEN.
Mardi gras mystery, il '51.75 (3V4c) Double-
day 21-10334

During a certain Mardi gras season in New
Orleans the maskers were terrified by hold-
ups in the midst of their merrymaking. The
"Midnight masquer" appeared in the guise of
an aviator robbing the guests of Jewels and
money. In the course of the story it develops
that these robberies were but a daring sub-
terfuge behind which Henry Gramont obtained
some valuable information about certain oil

lands. It involved him more deeply than he
had anticipated and led him to the discovery
of an intricate network of criminal plotting.
All signs pointed to Jachin Fell, a prominent
man, as the head of the organization. When
Gramont had traced every clue and had already
placed the arch-criminals of the gang under
arrest, he finds himself suddenly foiled in his
attempts to arrest Fell. Fell was indeed the
head of the criminal organization, but as special
agent of the Department of Justice and for
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the purpose of rounding up the gang in one
swoop. In this he was forestalled by Gramont
but the joke was on the latter all the same.

"A swift novel, full of action and improbabil-
ity, and with a very satisfactory ending."

+ Lit R p9 My 28 '21 80w
"It will delight the soul of the lover of detec-

tive yarns that are well sustained to the last

thrill." H. S. Gorman
-f N Y Times pll Jl 10 '21 lOOw

"The author not only tells a clever story
but keeps his high card to play on the final

trick."
-f Springf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 150w

BEDFORD-JONES, HENRY JAMES O'BRIEN.
Mesa trail. 11 'ILSO (2i^c) Doubleday

20-16855

Mrs Mehitabel Crump, aged fifty-six, is an
old-time prospector, hard worker and hard
headed, hiding a kind heart behind much
bluster and sternness. She finds an old drunken
derelict of an actor on the trail one day and
adopts him. Thady Shea, from now on, puts
up a brave fight against the whiskey demon
but, in a moment of weakness and surrender,
betrays Mrs Crump's interests to her worst
enemies. She has just struck a rich vein of

the valuable mineral strontianite and is play-
ing a lone hand aj-vainst a gang of wily,
criminal claim-jumpers. Realizing what he has
done. Shea musters all his manhood and for

the first time in his life acquires a purpose.
He becomes instrumental in saving the claim
and vanquishing the enemies and, since, in

the course of his adventures, he has also sal-

vaged the baby of a murdered wiDman, the
happy family—man, woman, and child—is com-
plete.

BEEBE, WILLIAM. Edge of the jungle. $2.50
(4c) Holt 918.8 21-18951

A second series of essays, following those
in "Jungle peace" (Book Review. Digest, 1918),
reprinted from the Atlantic Monthly, Harper's
Magazine, and House and Garden. With the
exception of 'A tropic garden,' which refers
to the Botanical gardens of Georgetown, all

the essays deal with the jungle immediately
about the tropical research station of the New
York zoological society, situated at Kartabo
in British Guiana. The 'Lure of Kartabo'
describes the swarming jungle life which made
of the author's bungalow a residence, and at
night disputed ownership with him. In
'Guinevere the mysteriou.s' he describes a pet
tadpole and in 'A jungle labor union,' the
habits of the leaf-cutting ants. The other
essays are: A jungle clearing; The home town
of the army ants; A jungle beach; A bit of
uselessness; The Attas at home; Hammock
nights; The bay of butterflies; Sequels.

lens the infant of the microscope; but his
lapses are few and forgivable."

H Dial 72:106 Ja '22 180w
"His writing is always lucid; he exhibits an

impeccable taste in verbal imagery; and he
can, when he chooses, carry off a lyric flight
without faltering or appearance of affectation.
Apart from all other qualities, 'Edge of the
jungle' is notable for its purely literary excel-
lence." B. R. Redman

+ Nation 114:47 Ja 11 '22 G50w
"There has grown upon him and is here more

than ever manifest, an itch to write for th6
sake of writing, a not always happy attempt
to compose 'essays' of literary flavor. . . One
cannot help feeling a bit as if he were off his
beat at times, almost as if sometimes too much
ego had worked into his jungle cosmos. The
suggestion is that he is by way of forgetting
now and then that ultimately his readers seek
him out to learn about nature." W. P. Eaton

H NY Times p7 D 18 '21 2200w
"Naturalists seem to have a peculiar facility

for writing. Certainly they excel men in any
other branch of science and we rather think
they have something to teach the professional
literarj- men. . . 'Edge of the jungle' de-
-serves to be trumpeted as a notable volume.
We nominate it as the book of books of the
present season." Heywood Broun

-f N Y World pll N 29 "21 1050w
"His pictures of bird and insect life are

drawn with such skill that the reader cannot
only see but hear and feel them! And what
is more, can experience the imaginative and
emotional tlirill of each adventure."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 D 26 '21 420w

BEER, MAX. History of British socialism. 2v
V 2 $.5.50 Harcourt 335

The first volume, published by Macmillan, re-
ceived notice in the Book Review Digest Annual
for 1919. "The present volume takes up the
story with chartism and concludes with a dis-
cussion of the constructive program of the
British Labor party." (Survey)

"Mr Beebe is a scientist, but he was certainly
cut out for an epic poet. Where is there such
another combination of science and poetry, of
observation and fancy, of fact and reveling,
rioting, bejungled imagination? This is a new
species of nature-writing—a scientist gone
jungle-mad." D. L. Sharp

-I Atlantic's Bookshelf D '21 580w
Booklist 18:78 D '21

"The magic of creating romance from the
tiny event is Beebe's. He writes as few Amer-
icans can. There is fire, delicacy, poignancy in
stories of flowers, butterflies and forest sounds.
He makes a poem of a butterfly's wing and a
tragedy of the life of the ant. Such a book of
travel essays has never been produced in
America; and the best of it all is—he is a
careful scientist. Thf>se are not fairy stories.
They are true." J. F.

+ Bookm 54:379 D '21 140w
"His prose is sonorous and imaginative

rather than nervous, and like all imaginative
prose which tries continually to go beyond it.s

own limitations, become.^ sometimes overblown
and ridiculous, as when he calls the pocket

Booklist 17:202 Mr '21

"Will undoubtedly be acknowledged as the
authority on the subject." W: E. Walling

+ Lit R p4 My 21 '21 1250w
"It is fair-minded and scholarly, a permanent

contribution to the social history of the last
generations."

-I- Survey 46:249 My 21 '21 260w

BEERBOHM, MAX, And even now. $3.50 Dut-
ton 824 21-18410

Impressions of books and writers, of things
that were and are, form the subjects of these
essays and whimsies. Humor and satire and
lightness of touch characterize them, with
some fantastic exaggerations and now and then
a suspicion of deeper sentiment. A visit to
Swinburne in his childish old age is described
in "No. 2. The pines." Other essays are:
Books within books; A point to be remembered
by very eminent men; Quia imperfectum; The
crime; "William and Mary; Laughter; Servants.

"Mr Beerbohm appears to be an artist, and
is of the visual type. For most of us luncheon
with Swinburne and Watts-Dunton at Putney
would be an occasion for criticism, for the
development of abstract reflections; Mr Beer-
bohm, in the most memorable of the papers
in this volume, is prompted by it to descrip-
tion exclusively. And what description! The
picture, having behind it a whole brain or-
ganized to see with the last intensity, is more
significant than any concatenation of ideas."
S. W.

-f- Ath p888 D 31 '20 lOOOw
"They would be disheartening to the heavy

handed pilgrim who turns determinedly to a
book, insistent on improving his mind. But to
the lover of light, simple, admirable prose who
lets his mind be improved in spite of himself,
here is a real feast.'" S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p7 N 5 '21 480w
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BEERBOHM, MAX —Continued
Reviewed by Gilbert Seldes

Dial 72:95 Ja '22 80w
"Mr Max Beerbohm seems to be one of the

few contemporary writers whose talent never
falls short of a sure and adequate expression.
He has planted himself in good soil, has basked
in the sun, has resisted the pests that breed
in popularity, and with each new year's
vintage runs true to the original fruit." L. C. M.

+ Freeman 4:382 D 28 '21 200w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:138 N 5 '21 250w
"Max's humor is far beyond anything so

simple as a mere finger of scorn at obvious
crudities; he has gained his elect following be-
cause his wit is a devastating form of criti-

cism. 'And even now' is the quietest of his
books and many of the pieces contained are
little more than the conventional light essay
done better than any one else can do it." J. W.
Krutch

+ Lit R pl86 N 19 '21 1300w
"One cannot sum up his creed. Even the

thing which he satirizes is hard to define, but
he has been the embodiment of that spirit

which is ready to mock all who take them-
selves too seriously. Max is, indeed, a part of

the English social constitution, a part of the
so often praised balance of institutions. He is

the check upon ponderosity. He prevents
English art and letters from becoming too
British." J. W. Krutch

+ Nation 113:sup413 O 12 '21 1650w
"Within his own little world Mr Beerbohm is

a master. He has done a small thing per-
fectly."

-t- Nation and Ath 28:882 Mr 19 '21 1600w

"Here is indubitably the book of essays of
the season. Besides its glow and magic the
other essayists, even Mr Milne and Mr Smith,
pale into an insignificance that is, I am sure,
unfair to them."

-f + N Y Times pl6 Ja 8 '22 1500w
"Hardly a sentence of his can be read

without inward pleasure at its craft; there
is hardly a page without its luminous crystal-
lisation of thought or experience. Yet perhaps
his greatest achievement is his power of im-
posing on us his personality; we accept his
standpoint, we enter into his likes and dis-
likes, all impeccable in taste; we think his
thoughts and rise from our perusal of his
pages with a new and clearer vision of the
world around us—obtained by simpler means
than of old."

-f Sat R 131:8 Ja 1 '21 1200w
"The delightful thing about 'And even now'

is that, though it is the velvet touch, it is
never too soft. It is never for a moment either
luscious, or clammy, or stuffy, or perfumed.
Its writer brings to his sweetness no satiety.
Even his most delicate workmanship has be-
hind it a kind of restraint and also a beauty
of handling which is an intellectual stimulant,
and prevents us from being bemused by his
art."

-f Spec 126:108 Ja 22 '21 2300w
Reviewed by Anne Pendleton

Sprlngf'd Republican pl2a D 4 '21 820w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p873 D

23 •20 1150W
"The members of the Beerbohm cult would

have us believe that every word and line he
writes is supernally, diabolically clever. Such a
belief is unjustified; he has his commonplace
pages, but at his best he has no rival." B. L.
Pearson

-f Weekly R 4:275 Mr 23 '21 190w

BEERS, HENRY AUGUSTIN. Poems. $1.75
Tale unlv. press [7s 6d Milford] 811

21-16520
"Professor Beers divides his book Into three

groups. The first, 'Juvenilia,' comprises his
undergraduate work in verse. The second
eroup, which is also the largest one, called
Later poems,' contains Professor Beers' best
work. This group begins with a poem on 'The
new Yale' of 1871, and includes poems written

in the last few years. Over these poems the
lights and shadows of Professor Beers' long as-
sociation with his beloved Yale weave them-
selves with reflections and Impressions of a
per.sonal quality. The third section, 'Facetiae,'
gathers the light and humorous verses which
Professor Beers has genially sprinkled along
his career since early college days."—^Boston
Transcript

"Altogether this collection of poems does
credit to a man whose long life has been busy
with the profession of teaching, and the nu-
merous prose labors connected with that profes-
sion. Here is the best of his heart expressed In
a language in which the mind has outpoured
its felicities." W: S. Braithwaite

H Boston Transcript p6 S 14 '21 1650w
"E. R. Sill is his nearest analogue in our

late literature. . . Professor Beers has been
primarily a teacher of literature. Probably the
greatest part of his intellectual energy has
gone into this work—and you can't put Into
bank what you are expending day by day." C:
Li. Moore

h Lit R plOO O 22 '21 660w
"He is scholarly; his verses are well turned,

and he reaches with consistency a height of
poetry that makes reading his lines extremely
easy. At the same time there is something
lacking in Mr TJeers. He may be out of joint
with this decade or it may be a lack of spon-
taneity."

H NY Times p24 N 20 '21 160w
"A book of simple, charming verse, quiet

and pleasant in tone, mildly humorous Jn
spots, always lyrical and graceful, though not
particularly distinctive."

-^ Sprlngf'd Republican plla O 23 '21

180w

BEITH, JOHN HAY (IAN HAY, JUNIOR SUB,
pseuds.). Willing horse. |2 (3c) Hough-
ton 21-18479'

A war story told with discursive Scotch humor,,
describing the effect of the war on a certain
Scotch countryside and some of its inhabitants,
with occasional descriptions of doings at the
front. Thru it all runs the romance of two
young people, barely of age, both starting out
on their own initiative in disobedience to their
narrow-minded sectarian parents, Roy to en-
list, Marjorie to do war-work in London. Mar-
jorie has a checkered career as canteen worker,
chauffeuse and chorus girl, the last experiment
costing her her parental allowance and bring-
ing her face to face with starvation. On one
of Roy's leaves from France, he and Marjorie
are married and Marjorie has just become a
mother when Roy is all but fatally wounded.

Booklist 18:82 D '21

"After all, it is not so much what happens
that matters—which stamps the book as by no
means simply a novel. It Is a tribute to the
author's own people, to the people who really

count, to those who bore the burden and heat
of the day, the tale of their joys and their sor-
rows and their blunders, of their humors and
their sins, and their undeniable greatnesses."
I. W. Lawrence

+ Boston Transcript p7 N 16 '21 1050w

"His skilful handling of pathos and humor,
his reverence for every sacrifice demanded by
the four desperate years, and the sincerity of
his beliefs raise this novel far above the tawdry
popular romances which have capitalized the
patriotic fervor. The followers of Mr Hay will

find this work in no way inferior to his pre-
vious novels."

H- Lit R p239 D 3 '21 270w

"Ian Hay agatn proves his art in this novel.

It is a delightfully written story of the war
years. Humor is In the book, with crisp and
entertaining characterization, while in it, too.

are the pathos ajid the glory, the misery and
the valor of the war."

+ N Y Times p2 N 20 '21 980w

"This story is not propaganda nor sentlmen-
tallsm. It is a war novel, just as Mr Locke's
last two published stories are war novels; and
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all three are Instances of the fact that good
novels are good novels whether they are about
the war or not." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 129:486 N 23 '21 270w
"The love story In the book is fairly inter-

esting, but it cannot be said that Mr Hay is as
successful in drawing women as he is in depict-
ing Scottish privates. The book is a represen-
tative example of Mr Ian Hay's method of
writing, and will be successful with those read-
ers who like this author's work."

h Spec 127:568 O 29 '21 200w
"The author's style is graceful, his narrative

entertaining and informative despite the ficti-

tiousness of the episodes and the forcing of
contr&sts "

-f Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 11 '21 440w
"He is still at his old standpoint, still bent

on eliminating from his account of war all that
makes the reality of war so terrible. 'The will-

ing horse' is in no sense an attempt at inter-
pretation of the war; it does not even pro-
vide the data on which such an interpretation
could be based. Our complaint against Mr Hay
Is not that he has failed in this task, but that
he has not even seen the necessity of making
the attempt."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p531 Ag

18 '21 410w

BELL, JAMES CHRISTY, Jr. Opening a high-
way to the Pacific, 1838-1846. (Studies in
history, economics and public law) il pa
$2.25 Longmans 978 21-20521

This study, which is based as far as pos-
sible on primary sources, is largely devoted
to one early phase of western expansion, the
opening up of the Oregon country. Beginning
with the fur traders and missionaries who
paved the way for the settlements on the
Pacific, the author describes the spread of the
Oregon fever, the agrarian discontent in the
Mississippi valley as a cause of migration, the
character of the journey to the western coast
and the settlement of the Willamette valley.

Reviewed by I: Lippincott
Am Econ R 11:670 D '21 250

w

"The book is an attempt, not altogether suc-
cessful as I think, to prove an hypothesis. But
it is a well documented effort, it abounds in
penetrating observations, and there is in it

much that any student of western history
needs to know. Some minor errors occur In
the text, as is always the case; but these can
be easily corrected." .Joseph Schafer

H Am Hist R 27:331 Ja "22 SOGw
"Although Dr Bell's work is generally quite

accurate, one notes a few minor slips, particu-
larly in connection with the fur trade."

H Ind 107:216 N 26 '21 750w
R of Rs 64:558 N '21 40w

BELL, WALTER GEORGE. More about un-
known London, il $2 (6s 6d) Lane 942.1

21-19666
This is a second volume in the style of the

author's "Unknown London" (Book Review Di-
gest, 1920). "Gog and Magog at the Guildhall
send him off on a review of other legendary
giants; he looks from an omnibus on St Martin

-

le-Gra.nd and summons up its breezy, disrepu-
table history. The Tower, the Guildhall. Cheap-
side, the Jewel Tower of the Abbey, Ely Place,
and the Temple, Goldsmith in Brick Court and
Johnson at (Sough Square provide a wealth of
antiquarian literary interest, upon which Mr
Bell draws to full advantage."—Sat R

Booklist 18:114 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p5 N 9 '21 llOOw
Ind 107:214 N 26 '21 90w

"Mr Bell possesses the antiquarian instinct
in a superlative degree; one might almost say
that the natural atmosphere of his being is the
past. His eye can light on no wormeaten,
weather-stained piece of timber but he must
have its history, no parchment or inscription

but he must learn its origin. His latest book is

a veritable reservoir of entertaining informa-
tion." Llewelyn Powys

-I- Lit R p255 D 10 '21 1400w
Nation and Ath 29:859 S 17 '21 1250w
Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 90w

"Almost anything serves as a starting point
for these slignt but picturesque essays."

-f Sat R 132:467 O 15 '21 150w
"The author rambles in style as in subject,

often digressing to give us bits of confidential
gossip about characters and places. But why
not? Properly to enjoy such a search through
London one must be in both a discursive and
digressing mood."

+ Sprlngfd Republican p6 Ja 9 '22 550w

BELL, WALTER GEORGE. Tower of London.
il *$2 (6s) Lane 942.1 21-12880

This is the only acces.sible short book on the
Tower of London, the author asserts. It re-
cital of the annals and associations of Lon-
don's most famous historical building forms, in
a sense, a brief outline study of English his-
tory. The book is illu.'^trated with eleven
drawings by Hanslip Fletcher and an aeroplane
photograph of the Tower. Contents: The for-
tress; The Norman keep; The traitors' gate;
The bell tower; St Peter ad vincula; Bloody
tower and regalia; The Beauchamp tower;
The King's house; St John's chapel; Entrance
towers ; Index.

Booklist 18:13 O '21

Lit R pl2 Ag 6 '21 280w
Nation and Ath 29:515 Jl 2 "21 200w

"A carefully written book, obviously based
on a deal of well-digested material. As an
introduction to the Tower of London, the
book cannot be better, for within 150 pages
the author sets forth all the great historical
associations. He handles his descriptive matter
with deftness, and although he does not enter
into such detail as may be found in Richard
Davey's 'The Tower of London," possibly the
best work on that great monument to English
history, he does manage to let nothing of hn-
portance escape him."

-f N Y Times pl2 Ag 7 '21 1900w

BELLOWS, HENRY ADAMS. Highland hght,
and other poems. •$1.75 Macmillan 811

21-3804

There is both sentiment and humor in these
poems, many of which are of the sea. Among
the longer poems are: The song of the ship;
The valley of dry hones; Don Juan to the statue;
The death-song of Egill the son of Grim; The
shore; Undrowned; The love potion.

+ Grinnell R 16:452 Je '21 200w
"Mr Bellows has looked out of an erudite win-

dow upon a demure world and has described its

landscapes, past and present, in creditable verse.
For him poetry is a deliberate idiom into which
thought and emotion are translated and not con-
ceived. His technique, though limited, is dis-
tinctlv good; his phrase is always adequate."— '+ Lit R pll Ap 30 '21 90w
"The poetry is not distinguished, but It is

mellow and agreeable."
-I

Springf'd Republican pl3a My 1 '21 300w

BEMAN, LAMAR TANEY, comp. Selected
articles on the closed shop. (Handbook ser.)
*$1.80 Wilson, H. W. 331.87 21-4259

The recently inaugurated campaign for the
open shop on the part of the employers has
brought the whole question of open vs. closed
shop sharply to the fore. This volume has
been compiled to meet the immediate de-
mand for information. It consists of brief,

bibliography and selected reprints. Among
those who argue for the closed shop are John
R. Commons, Samuel Gompers, William Eng-
lish Walling and Frank Morrison. Those on
the other side include Walter Gordon Merritt,
Albert L. Wyman and C. J. Bullock.
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BEMAN, L. T., conip.

—

Continued
Reviewed by A. H. Williams

Ann Am Acad 97:191 S '21 60w
Booklist 17:233 Ap '21

Lit R pl7 Ap 23 "21 80w

BENCHLEY, ROBERT CHARLES. Of all

things, il $1.75 Holt 817 21-20681

Humorous essays which bring out the fun
in a wide variety of everyday topics, as our
cringing attitude toward minor officials, rela-
tions between host and guest on week-end
visits, fuel saving, the disadvantages of play-
ing bridge by instinct, the most popular book
of the month (telephone directory), the ghast-
liness of a family party on Christmas after-
noon. "Tabloid editions" provides apt paro-
dies of several popular American magazines.

"Seldom is anyone given the opportunity to
enjoy a more hilarious hour than can be spent
with this book by Mr Benchley. Read through
thoroughly, read at random, read again and
again, any way you will, absolution from bore-
dom and sinful seriousness is assured while
you read it and a long time after." W. T. R.

-j- Boston Transcript p7 D 10 '21 550w

"Mr Benchley has a genuine sense of the
ridiculous; he passes through the semi-intelli-
gent world of the business office, the city room,
the theatre, with an amused appreciation of
its vanities; he takes an absurd pleasure in

his grimaces and horseplay not so much be-
cause they make others laugh but because they
are required of him by the pompous stupidi-
ties of civilized existence. Unhappily he has
had to fill two hundred and fifty pages with
this sort of thing." Gilbert Seldes

-1 Dial 72:95 Ja '22 350w
"Mr Benchley has only to write one or two

more books as good as 'Of all things' to take
the place that Artemus Ward and Josh Bill-

ings and George Ade and F. P. Dunne held in

their own days." E. L. Pearson
+ Ind 107:237 D 3 '21 250w

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 D 28 '21 150w

BENEDICT, BERTRAM. Larger socialism.
•$2.50 (41/20 Macmillan 335 21-9609

On a basis of entire sympathy with the aims
of socialism, as against capitalism, the author
maintains that it must become a broader and
a deeper theory and political movement than it

is at present, if it is to fulfil its highest ex-
pectations. It must look beyond mere material
welfare to a richer culture and the finer pro-
ducts of the human mind and its primary ap-
peal must be ethical, in a pragmatic sense.
Contents: Socialism and material welfare;
Socialism and quality of production; Socialism
and quantity of production; Socialism and
guild socialism: Socialism and the Marxian cast
of thought; The socialists and the war; So-
cialism and the ethical appeal; Some con-
siderations concerning socialist policy; The
larger socialism.

Dial 71:375 S '21 40w
"There is much force in Mr Benedict's criti-

cism of the Marxian cast of thought. . . Of the
dilatoriness of the party in adopting an official

position on the impending war with Germany,
and of the inappropriate form of its protest."
G: Soule

+ Nation 113:296 S 14 '21 llOOw
"Another attempt to strip socialism of its

doctrinaire character and present wider eco-
nomic and ethical aspects more in keeping
with American ways of thinking. A book
which will probably be denounced as unortho-
dox not only by the Socialist Party but also
by other organized groups of sociologists in
America."

Survey 46:479 Jl 2 '21 50w

BEN6T, STEPHEN VINCENT. Beginning of
wisdom. $1.90 Holt 21-17193

The evolution of a poet is the theme of this
biographical novel, which has a plentiful sprink-
ling of poetry throughout its pages. It begins
with Philip's birth in California, depicts his

early childhood and promise, the years in a
hateful boarding school and fifteen delicious
months of dreaming before he enters Yale.
Then comes a vivid picture of undergraduate
life at Yale where, in his senior year, he falls
in love with a daughter of the people and mar-
ries her. After Milly's sudden death Philip's
breakdown is diagnosed as incipient tuberculosis
and he is sent to Arizona. There he becomes
interested in socialists and I.W.W.'s and is
caught in a deportation round-up. He escapes
to Los Angeles, becomes a movie actor and at
last succeeds in joining the army, but the ar-
mistice comes before he has a chance to go
across. After all this and some hard work on
a farm Philip's poetic inspirations flow less
freely. We leave him with a farm of his own
and married to Cousin Sylvia, his boyhood love.

Booklist 18:82 D '21

"Benfet may be identified as a disciple of F.
Scott Fitzgerald but it is more than probable
that he will go further. The intense gloom of
premature pessimism seems more of an atti-
tude than a genuine point of view in the case
of this young novelist. He can live it down,—
indeed he does. He poses only when he remem-
bers to do so and he shows that he has the
ability to lose himself in a character." Hey-
wood Broun

-1 Bookm 54:394 D '21 300w
"Mr Ben6t writes smoothly, monotonously,

and has a gift of metaphor. But of creative
power this book does not show the faintest
indication." Gilbert Seldes

1- Dial 71:599 N '21 340w
"In this book the dream has not been

thought out in the waking hours of a mind
sure of the art of prose. The faults are the
faults of inexperience, of lack of cold prosaic
meditation. Mr Ben§t, we understand, is only
a year or two out of college. He has unques-
tionable gifts. His phrasing is often fresh
and lovely." J: Macy

h Lit R pl43 N 5 '21 1350w
"It is a thousand pities that Mr Ben6t's

novel was not subjected to a process of Judi-
cious but drastic editing. Some two-thirds
of the book are interesting and vital. The
rest is tedious. And it is to be feared that
some people, finding the account of Philip's
birth and childhood, his school and college
days, long drawn out and tiresome, will be
di-scouraged to the point of closing the book.
That would be a mistake. For from the
time that Philip leaves college and goes to
the Arizona copper mine it begins to be
interesting."

f- N Y Times pl6 O 23 '21 950w
"The chaiacteristics of youth and an im-

mature pen (at least in fiction) evident in this,
Ben^t's first novel, both add to and detract
from the interest of the book. It attempts
too much; there are many problems suggested
and then left in a haze. The story lacks
unity and form, and we come away from It

without a clean-cut, single impression."
h Sprlngf'd Republican plla N 27 '21

700w

BENNETT, ARNOLD. Body and soul; a play
in four acts. $1.50 Doran 822 21-26411

In this comedy Lady Mab Infold and Blanche
Nixon, a typewriter saleswoman, are playing
at multiple personality and multiple con-
sciousness. With some hypnotic hocus-pocus,
which deceives no one, they have exchanged
rSles and Blanche Nixon acts her aristocratic
lad\' .'io cleverly that the real Lady Mab finds
herself in the end minus a fiance, .minus her
halo, minus £25,000 and reduced to the nec-
essity of going on a lecture tour to the
United States, which she joyously accepts.

"A rapid bit of social satire, primarily en-
tertaining."

+ Booklist 17:290 My '21

"Viewed as to form, the construction is

.somewhat straggling. But things like this are
minor. The drama is almost steadily amusing
in its lively way, its satire on the foibles of the
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smart aristocracy keen and telling, its wit fre-

quent, and the characterization capital." R:
Burton

-\ Lit R p3 F 26 '21 880w
"About this frail scaffolding of a plot Mr

Bennett has tacked up a fagade of spirited dia-

logue, of keen Jabs at British society, of Jokes
mild yet brisk. He shows himself a master of

artifice, his skill and his delight is to pad out
the thin places with an indefatigable dexterity."
R. L.

-I- New Repub 26:384 My 25 '21 330w

BENNETT, ARNOLD. Things that have in-

terested me. •12.50 (3V4c) Doran 824 21-6826

This collection of short essays is not to be
confounded with two fonner volumes by the
author, privately printed and circulated and
similarly named. The present volume contains
nothing included in the earlier books. Some of

the things that have interested Mr Bennett are:
Operatic performances; Women at war-work;
Grimness and optimism; Translating literature
into life; More efficient housekeeping; Self-con-
trol; Psychology of Russia; The truth about
revolutions; What is wrong with the theatre?
The farmer's attitude; Freedom of discussion;
Caillaux; The transatlantic view; Pro-German-
ism; Egj'ptology; Orthodoxy; Sex equality;
Women's education in 1920; Players and au-
thors; Henry James.

"The characteristic of this book is a dull,

monotonous, aggressive lack of distinction. Ex-
cept for a few pages on his early experiences in

Paris it contains no evidence that Mr Bennett
ever had a subtle thought or saw things with
other eyes than the auctioneer's." J. M. M.— Ath p96 Ja 28 '21 1150w
"The book is a continuous vaudeville, the

things that interest him are so varied. Some-
times inconsequential, always shrewd in its esti-

mates and occasionally serious, the book, as we
might expect of any volume of Mr Bennett's
Journalistic fragments, is full of charm and sur-
prise." S. L. C.

H Boston Transcript p4 Ap 13 '21 840w
Dial 71:374 S '21 120w

"Insipid miscellanies." N. A.— Freeman 3:574 Ag 24 '21 160w
"The things which have interested him con-

sist, with the exception of his remarks on style,
solely of excellent character sketches and of
keen but rather shallow comments on politics
and societv." Malcolm Cowley

+ Lit R p6 My 21 '21 lOOOw
"It is perhaps unjust to suspect Mr Bennett

of pot-boiling, but certainly no publisher would
have touched the present volume if it had been
the work of an obscure young man. Not that
it does not contain writing worthy of its author.
There are passages written with a crackling,
shai"p, visual style; there is wit that achieves
its end by the deftest understatement and the
most excellent dryness and brevity."

H Nation 112:796 Je 1 '21 170w
"The pages are marked also by common sense

and Justice and by the author's special faculty
for lucid and incisive statement. Humor,
sometimes a bit ironic, gleams through many
of them. The descriptions of scenes and per-
sons all have the trained novelist's effective
touch."

+ N Y Times p7 N 6 '21 380w
"Very attractive because so purely from the

personal point of view. Records of passing
moods and impressions rather than essays of
the regular six-by-nine type. There is a bit of
overhead conversation, a witty story, a passing
figure on the street, a group at a railway sta-
tion, a notice in a newspaper—each producing
its quick, clever reaction." K. P. Shaw

H Pub W 99:1235 Ap 16 '21 270w
"Taken as a whole, this book throws flash-

lights upon many phases of contemporary
British existence, although very casual."

H R of Rs 64:220 Ag '21 150w
"Mr Arnold Bennett has been called 'the Gor-

don Selfridge of English letters.' In 'Things

that have interested me' he has been having a
remnant sale. We failed, however, to find any-
thing in it that we desired to acquire or trea-
sure. In fact, it is to be doubted if the frag-
ments there exposed are quite worthy the repu-
tation of "this great house.'

"

— Spec 126:405 Mr 26 '21 70w
"As varied and engaging as the contents of a

small boy's pockets."
-j- Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21 180w

"For Mr Arnold Bennett writing seems to
have become as regular and necessary a pro-
cess as breathing. It is clearly functional. He
has poked [the best things] away at the end,
perhaps as rewards for those who have grappled
to the finish. Certainly the reward of these
pages of personal reminiscence is worth having,
for they are fresh and bright."— + The Times [London] Lit Sup p41 Ja 20

'21 llOOw
"Scraps and snippets—but the kind of scraps

which can be recorded only by an admirable
observer and skilled writer." E. L. Pearson

-f- Weekly R 4:418 Ap 30 '21 40w
"Bits of narrative and bits of comment, ex-

cursions, and incursions, peckings and nibblinga,
interesting almost without exception and profit-
able more or less. . . Viewed as a Judge of

life he would pass for able among the mediocri-
ties, but would scarcely rank as distingruished
among the able."

-I Weekly R 4:612 Je 25 '21 340w

BENNETT, HUGH HAMMOND. Soils and
agriculture of the southern states, il *$3.50

Macmillan 631 21-1365

"It is the purpose of this volume to describe
the important agricultural lands of the southern
states; to tell, in so far as space and the infor-

mation at hand permit, what the soils are,

where they occur, what crops they are used for,

what crops they may be used for, what methods
of soil treatment are employed on them, and
what methods are essential to their most effi-

cient use." (Introd.) Technical treatment is

avoided as far as possible, so that the book may
be useful to farmer and general reader as well

as to the student and technical agriculturalist.

Booklist 17:335 Jl '21

"The book is not too technical in treatment
for the general reader; the more complex chem-
ical problems have been avoided. Advice Is

given for the most efficient farming of soils in

every locality."
+ Lit R pll Ap 16 '21 130w

"We know of no better account of the soil

and agriculture of the Southern States." E. J.

+ Nature 108:7 S 1 '21 230w

BENNETT, JOHN. Madame Margot; a gro-
tesque legend of old Charleston. (Bat ser.)

$1 (9c) Century 21-19652

"A pen picture of a beautiful Creole woman
who is endowed with the beauty of God and
then with the beauty of the devil after she
has sold her soul to keep her lovely daughter
pure. The story is taken from a legend of

old Charleston."—Springf'd Republican

"This little volume must be credited with
accomplishing at least three most interesting

and unusual things. In the first place, the

author has here given us a genuine American
myth . . Secondly, Mr Bennett has given us

an idyl of first love that challenges comparison
with the few choicest in English. . . Thirdly,

Mr Bennett has given us a true Jewel of Eng-
lish prose style in the 'ornate' or "impassioned

mode." Lawrence Mason
-!- Lit R p299 D 24 '21 700w

N Y Times p29 Ja 1 '22 lOOw

"It is not a long Ule, but its melody of dic-

tion lingers in the memory."
t-. oc .<>i+ Springf'd Republican plla D 25 ii

70w
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^ENNION, B. Trout are rising in England
and South Africa, il •|2.50 Lane 799 21-4179

This lover of trout began his fishing career
as a five-year-old with the pursuit of Jack-
sharps. He subsequently angled for trout in
England, Scotland and South Africa, and In
this "book for slippered ease" |:ives much
more than an account of his various expedi-
tions. The book has an introductory letter by
H. T. Sheringham and is illustrated >»nd in
dexed.

"He has an eye for country and a charm-
ing fashion of describing riverside scenery in
the homeliest words, which succeed in con-
veying faithfully the most delicate of impres-
sions. In this he is aided by some of the
most beautiful and perfectly reproduced pho-
tographs we remember to have seen."

+ Ath p267 Ag 27 '20 620w
+ Booklist 17:288 My '21

-f Boston Transcript p8 Mr 30 '21 390w
"The novice will get little but the glamour

of the art, but those who like to remember and
to enjoy imaginatively another's experience will
relish these narratives."

+ Lit R pl2 Ap 2 '21 40w
R Of Rs 63:556 My '21 40w

H Spec 126:116 Ja 22 '21 140w
"His sketches have a genuine flavour of the

open air. The book is slight In texture, and
the ephemeral humours of conversation have
occasionally been rescued rather superfluously
from devouring time."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p545 Ag
26 '20 320w

BENSON, EDWARD FREDERIC. Dodo won-
ders. SI. 90 {4c) Doran [8s 6d Hutchinson]

22-119

Dodo was Lady Chesterford who, at the
age of fifty- four and after her third marriage,
had retained a school-girl vivacity and impul-
siveness that could laugh all the conventions
of English high society to scorn, and who was
In the habit of breaking Into her own inces-
sant chatter with an "I wonder," once in so
often, when a new thought struck her. The
war broke rather roughly into her delightful
routine of busy idleness. Then a new life

began for her, when she converted both her
town and country house into hospitals, worked
herself to the point of a break-down and,
after the war, became a tower of strength to
her husband. Did the war make such an
Immense difference? "I wonder," said Dodo.

Booklist 18:49 N '21

Boston Transcript p4 S 28 '21 620w
Lit D p54 O 8 '21 580w

"Not Dodo only; the minor characters as well
are alive to their finger tips. Mr Benson can
draw a man or a woman clear as life and then
give him or her a little extra touch to make
him or her clearer than life, a little touch of
exaggeration of caricature to show us the way
he or she might appear if our eyes were
better." H. V. C. Ogden

+ Lit R pll6 O 29 '21 980w
Nation and Ath 29:293 My 21 '21 190w

"Sketched gracefully and very cleverly. Mr
Benson has lost none of his gift for writing
lovely descriptions, and the pen-pictures of the
English countryside given in this new book
bring it vividly before our eyes."

-f N Y Times p22 S 11 '21 850w
"Dodo, with all her liveliness and social im-

pudence, is a large-hearted, generous soul.
Readers liked her a generation ago, and they
will like her now." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 129:188 O 5 '21 120w
Spec 126:531 Ap 23 '21 lOOw
Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 280w

"Her naughtines.s, so alluring these twenty-
five or thirty years ago, is now, in this new
setting, only trivial. Dodo had had her day.
We do not want to see the shadow of her
old self when the substance is changed. It Is

possible that the book, as a whole, may be

more interesting to the next generation than
to this, which has not only experienced the
war but has read so many descriptions of it

as to be disinclined for more."
f- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl43 Mr
3 '21 650w

Reviewed by H. W. Boynton
Weekly R 6:280 S 24 '21 340w

BENSON, EDWARD FREDERIC. Lovers and
friends. $1.90 (2c) Doran [7s 6d Unwin,]

21-18165

Bernard Matcham was an idealist. He had
found nis ideal of a woman in a sculptured
Greek head and when he meets its living
double in the person of Celia Courthope he
marries her. Celia is in very truth what the
statue symbolizes: its detached, wondering
smile is a psychic characteristic of the girl.

Her emotional nature is still latent and al-
though she likes Bernard she does not love
him. In the course of time his constant
adoration of her becomes almost unbearable.
Her self- revelation is stimulated by Vincent
Douglas who takes a brutal pleasure in ana-
lyzing her to herself and whose masterful ego-
tism arouses her sleeping emotions. When
Bernard too realizes the situation, tragedy
hovers over the couple. Vincent's sudden
death, while it precipitates the crisis, also
brings hope.

Booklist 18:120 Ja '22

" 'Lovers and friends' is to me one of the
very best of the Bensonian stories—a comedy
of three egoists, father, mother, and daughter."
H. W. Boynton

+ Ind 107:300 D 17 '21 540w
" 'Lovers and friends' is one of the most sat-

isfactory things Mr Benson has done; it may
conceivably be the greatest. His setting is

stately. His people are true. His narrative
is swift and potent. Quietly, smilingly—almost
casually—he unveils, with a steady hand, one
important phase of British life. His irony,
albeit pitiless, is not without spirituality; his
characterization possesses needlelike sharp-
ness. The subtlety and sophistication of his
people, their pei-petual ennui, their picked and
chosen conversations, their horror of demon-
stration or enthusiasm—all of these unite in

making the book what it is: a work of extra-
ordinary veracity and power." J: Black

-I- Lit R p251 D 10 '21 500w
N Y Times p28 Ja 8 '22 580w

"The story is told, particularly towards the
end, in an oddly perfunctory manner, as if the
writer himself had lost interest in the main
theme, and was greatly more concerned with
the dialogue and excrescent description which
fill so many of the pages."— Sat R 132:325 S 10 '21 880w
"There is nothing new in the present book,

but it is a pleasing example of its author's
method."

+ Spec 127:638 N 12 '21 40w
" 'Lovers and friends' shows Mr Benson at

his best in more than one of his many veins.
Even with his eyes on the heights, he keeps
a firm hold of mundane matters, and we get
here some shrewd and humorous pictures of
social life in England during the war."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p578 S
8 '21 500w

BENSON, EDWARD FREDERIC. Our family
affairs, 1867-1896. 11 •$4 (4c) Doran B or
92 21-5110

This book is more an autoblogrraphy than a
record of family affairs. The clearest sketches
are of the writer's father, the Archbishop of

Canterbury, of his mother, who was Henry
Sidgwick's sister, and of Beth, the venerable
and greatly beloved family nurse, who cared
for two generations of Sidgwicks and Bensons
and died after an unbroken service of sev-
enty-eight years. The author and his three
brothers are shown going through Winches-
ter, Eton or Marlborough, and Cambridge,
winning scholarships and prizes along the way
and surrounded by the friendship and kindly
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interest of notable people. There are many,
if slight, glimpses of these celebrities,—Robert
Browning, Tennyson, Gladstone and Henry
James, to whom the author submitted his
much scrawled manuscript of "Dodo" for
criticism. The recoid closes with the death
of the archbishop.

"Mr Benson's sketch of his father is slight,

and to be honest, not very prepossessing. Mrs
Benson, on the other hand, is delightful. Hen-
ry Sidgwick's sister, teaching her children
their lessons, 'running' household after house-
hold, up to Lambeth and Addington, with al-
most uncanny efficiency, adored by her
family, bored to death by Pan-Anglican con-
ferences, is the Victorian dame at her best."
C. F.

-I Ath p518 O 15 '20 580w
+ Bookll»t 17:248 Ap '21

" 'Our family affairs' is a delightful book but
its charms are of the quieter sort, arising from
sensitiveness, kindliness, and a playful humor.
It does not batter one. It does not exactly fit

into any of the usual categories of biography."
Hulburt Footner

-f- Bookm 53:451 Jl '21 980w
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 lOOOw

"Is far and away the best of all E. F. Ben-
son's many books."

+ Cath World 113:690 Ag '21 390w
"It is a part of the irony of human nature

that the sermons, speeches, and letters of the
archbishop should be outweighed in service to
the church by this unpretending record of the
affairs of his family." R. M. Lovett

+ Dial 70:694 Je '21 2100w
"It Is all Just a bit like a satire by Max Beer-

bohm, but one does not resent the Benson habit
of conducting life in public. They are nice
people, and E. F. recounts the inside history
of the family and its foibles with such gusto
that it is impossible not to conclude that he
sees its ridiculous side. Satire is none the less
mordant for being quiet and even tender."
J. W. Krutch

-I- Lit R p5 Ap 2 "21 1150w

-t- N Y Times p2 Mr 20 '21 2300w

+ Outlook 128:174 My 25 '21 200w
"Almost half the book is autobiography.

Now three, if not four books have already
appeared on the Bensons, all intensely inter-
esting persons in their public and private
lives; but there is no obvious reason for the
author of 'Dodo' to have rushed into auto-
biography at this stage. . . Mr Benson can
make every word tell when he pleases. It is

a most charming account of one of the most
striking English homes of the last half-cen-
tury."

h Sat R 130:358 O 30 '20 1150w
"He has been particularly happy In recap-

turing the point of view of the child and the
boy, so that we see his family and his sur-
roundings at each stage as he saw them, not
as they would be seen through an adult's
eyes; and as we close the book our final im-
pression is of holding the rounded knowledge
of scenes and people that we have lived
amongst and loved. He Is at his best, per-
haps, in his portrait of his mother. . . The
Archbishop himself is painted less attractive-
ly, and the other members of the family do
not manifest themselves somehow in so dis-
tinct a light."

+ Spec 126:54 Ja 8 '21 330w
"If there is any cruelty in this portrait of

a father it is atoned for by the tender and
delicate sketch which Mr Benson gives of his
mother."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p647 O
7 '20 700w

-f Weekly R 4:495 My 21 '21 380w

BENSON, EDWIN. Life in a mediaeval cit>.
11 •$2 Macmillan 942.04

"Wliat was life like in the England of the
middle ages? To reveal many of its details to
us of today, Edwin Benson reconstructs them in

a little volume by means of a description of the
general aspects of the day, the streets, the
buildings, the civic, parliamentary, business and
religious activities of the time, with something
about education, entertainments and the division
of the population into classes. To make his
study especially definite he takes the ancient
city of York as a specific example, and shows
how life as it was lived there is typical of the
entire life of inediseval England."—Boston
Transcript

Am Pol Scl R 15:313 My '21 40w
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett

Boston Transcript p6 F 12 '21 1300w
"Small as his scale is, Mr Benson succeeds

by deft selection and vivid touches to recon-
struct the general outline of the fifteenth cen-
tury."

+ Cath World 114:406 D '21 190w
+ Survey 46:15 Ap 2 '21 60w

BENTINCK, LADY NORAH. Ex-kaiser in
exile, il $3.50 Doran [12s 6d Hodder & S.]
B or 92

The author, a relative of Count Godard Ben-
tinck of Amerongen, has known the ex-kalser
personally since his exile at the count's castle
and later at Doom house, and gives an intim-
ate picture of his personality, his present
state of mind and mode of life. She states
that the reports representing the exile as a
mental or physical wreck are entirely mis-
leading and that, although subdued in his
vanity, he is far from considering himself as
an obscure outcast.

Nation and Ath 30:184 O 29 '21 130w
"Her book is readable."

-I- Spec 127:436 O 1 '21 120w
"Her portrayal of Wilhelm II in exile will

appeal not only to those who are fascinated
by the spectacle of a fallen autocrat, but to
those whose care is to trace the workings of
human character in history. The standpoint
from which she has written her vivid sketch
is that of an Englishwoman who has lost near
relatives in the war, and is also a relation by
marriage of the man to whom it has fallen to
give the exiled emperor an asylum."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p555 S
1 '21 580w

BENTON, RITA. Star-child, .and other plays.
il $2 Writers' pub. co.. 9 W. 64th st., N.Y.
812 21-14214

"These are plays made by adapting stories,
poems, and legends. Their authoress special-
ized in the drama while at Vassar College and
afterwards wrote the eight plays included in
this volume and some half dozen more for
children of the settlement at which she worked
in Chicago. Her plays are planned for boys
and girls between eight and fourteen and re-
quire on the average eight rehearsals. They
have been produced, usually under Miss Ben-
ton's direction, in numerous settlements and
schools in Chicago and elsewhere, and their
success has already made their authoress quite
an authority in juvenile dramatics."—Lit R

"Undoubtedly Miss Benton's plays are real
stuff for children. . . That she has attained
real simplicity of effect, a.s well as of means,
shows at the same time her adaptability and
her grasp of modern stage direction."

-I- Lit R p9 Ag 20 '21 820w
Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21

180w

BENTWICH, NORMAN DE MATTOS. Hel-
lenism. (Movements in Judaism) $1.75
Jewish pub. 296 20-6364

"The subject is rather what might be called
Hellenistlcism, the debasement of the older Hel-
lenism which spread through the world during
the three centuries before the Christian era.

With Its products the Jews were In constant
conflict during the three first centuries of the
Christian era; and the struggle of Judaism with
Hellenistic culture marks an epoch In the his-
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BENTWICH, N. DE M.—Continued
tory of civilization. It is these periods to which
Mr Bentwich devotes himself, and to the ex-
amination of Hellenistic Judaism which he de-
scribes as 'after the Bible, the most remarkable
contribution of the Jewish genius to the world's
thought.' The subject is, of course, treated
strictly from the Jewish point of view. He deals
fully with the literature of the period—Philo, Jo-
sephus, etc.—and with the influence of the
Septuagint. Bibliography."—The Times [Lon-
don] Lit Sup

"Beneath his moderate words the weapons of

intolerance may lie concealed. In other ways
Mr Bentwich is a sound guide who gives a vivid
account of the contests and compromises of a
fascinating time. His estimate of Hellenistlo
culture is on the whole just." E. M. F.

H Ath p730 Je 4 '20 900w
Nation 112:854 Je 15 '21 470w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p243 Ap 15

•20 260w

BEOWULF='. Widsith, Beowulf, Finnsburgh,
Waldere, Deor; done into common English
after the old manner by Charles Elliott

Scott-Moncrieff; with an introd. by Vis-
count Northcliffe. $3.50 Dutton 829.3

A metrical translation of the Old English
epic. With Beowulf are included two short
poems, "Widsith" and "Deor," and two epic
fragments, "Finnsburgh" and "Waldere."

"The principal grievance against Beowulf is

not that it is harsh, but that it is dull. It

has its moments, no doubt; but the effect of

the whole is a dim confusion, lit by brief,

fragmentary lights. Nevertheless we are grate-
ful to Mr Moncrieff for his rendering." J. M.
Murry

1- Nation and Ath 30:147 O 22 '21 1550w

Spec 127:637 N 12 '21 450w

BERCOVICI, KONRAD. Ghitza, and other ro-
mances of gypsy blood. $2 (4c) Boni &
Liveright 21-16538

"Here are nine stories which are concerned
with the nomad gypsy tribes of southern Eu-
rope and set down by a writer who knows
whereof he depicts, who has lived the life

of the gypsies, camped by their fires at night
and, himself, seen the ice break over the blue
Danube. 'Ghitza,* which is included in Ed-
ward J. O'Brien's anthology of the best short
stories published in this country during 1920,
is a strikingly told narrative of a gypsy hero
who would die rather than shame his tribe.
Primitive passion is always on the surface in
these stories; there is sudden death and great
love and unparalleled valiancy against hard-
ships." (N y Times) Contents: Ghitza; The
law of the lawless; Vlad's son; Yahde, the
proud one; Tinka; Fanutza; Hazi, wife of
Sender Surtuck; The bear-tamer's daughter;
Yancu Lautaru.

Booklist 18:120 Ja '22

"Romances of gypsy blood is a legitimate
term applied to these strong, swift-moving,
dramatic, and sometimes cruel little stories."

+ Bookm 54:476 Ja '22 250w
"It is well that these stories are short. The

Intensity of each narrative mounts like a pain
to the point where no more can be borne, and
so the book is one to be picked Up and dipped
into at intervals. Triumphs of realistic art
undoubtedly, and read one or two at a time,
leaving a tang of wild romance and adven-
ture, they are distinctly different and not un-
pleasing."

-f- Boston Transcript p8 N 5 '21 21frw
"An entertaining book although there is little

art in the telling of the stories and little dis-
tinction In the writing of them, and although
the men and women who appear are figures and
not lives. But there is always a zest In the
way that Konrad Bercovici writes about the
Danubian country—a zest and a i*omantic de-

tail, and his zest and his detail carry us along."
Padralc Colum

-j Dial 71:711 D '21 850w
"Not only in his materials, but in the gaunt,

lean manner of their narration, does he empha-
size the uncouth, primitive conditions of life.

The stories are skilfully constructed, swift in
movement, and vivid in climax. Although
there are uneven stretches, the preponderant
result is an impression of sincerity and
strength." L. B.

+ Freeman 4:430 Ja 11 '22 150w
"In writing of his wild heroes the author

has given us an account of the nomadic race
as full and as faithful as Homer's portrayal
of primitive Greek life. Diverse and uncon-
nected though they are, these romances com-
pel the reader to accept a distinct people into
the melting pot of his consciousness by the
consistency in description of national traits
and customs and by the artistic integrity of
every incident." J. J. Smertenko

+ Lit R pl83 N 19 '21 780w
"Superb gypsy tales. . . Mr Bercovici has

caught the very savor of the folk-lore of
Southeastern Europe and his stories are bril-
liant with unborrowed heroic gestures, the
cruel white of snows, the glow of shawls and
kerchiefs, the burnished flanks of horses. Yet
he never sacrifices truth and nature to the
obvious picturesqueness of his scene or his
people. The psychology of his characters is

both subtle and convincing. Truth and nature
are married to legend and beauty and the
result is one of the most charming and stir-
ring of all recent books."

-f Nation 113:625 N 30 '21 210w
"Mr Bercovici writes with a technique that

is European in its brevity and deliberate In-
sistence upon essentials. His stories resolve
themselves into completed structures, much
as the sketches of Chekhov do. Lovers of
short stories cannot fail to enjoy these tales
of gypsy life."

-f N Y Times p25 N 13 '21 260w
"The power of condensed and effective de-

scription, the feeling for the essential and the
marked favoi- for the bizarre and the terrible,
plain in all of the stories in this volume, de-
clare the author's literary kinship with the
Slavic rnasters, as his name suggests his blood
relationship."

+ Springf'd Republltan pl3a Ja 3 '22

250w

BERDAN, JOHN MILTON. Early Tudor poet-
ry, 1485-1547. (Studies in Tudor literature)
'$4.50 Macmillan 821.09 20-20998

The period here treated, 1485-1547, a part
of the long interval between Chaucer and
Shakespeare, though a time of great produc-
tivity was one of the most barren periods,
poetically, in English literary history. Mr
Berdan treats this period as an era of prepara-
tion for a greater time to come and its
study as necessary to an understanding of
Shakespeare and the other Elizabethans. Each
chapter Is In the nature of a monograph and
may be studied by Itself In illustration of a
particular movement. Contenta: The back-
ground to the literature; The medieval tradi-
tion; The scholastic tradition; Humanism; The
Influence of contemporary literatures; Henry
Howard, earl of Surrey.

"This volume is a valuable introduction to a
period that receives too little attention. For this
scholarly service in lifting it out of pedantic ob-
scurity of specialists, and for his often sound
and critical interpretations. Professor Berdan
cannot be too highly commended." W. S. B.

H Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 420w
"Professor Berdan has made these Tudor

poets interesting because he treats them as
live men, not as a row of corpses, and because
he writes of them in a style which can be
understood in the .street a.s well as In the
cloister. Every instructor lecturing on the first

half of the .sixteenth century might wdl put
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this book into the hands of his students for the
sake of its Information—one might almost ^ay
of its news—of the period, and also as an ex-
ample of good method in historical criticism."
J: Macy

+ Freeman 4:188 N 2 '21 610w
"His structural and synthetic sense is lacking.

But in the separate analyses Mr Berdan makes
on his readers a strong impression of intel-
lectual honesty, of caution, of painstaking ef-
fort. He will mislead no student, though he
may stimulate none." E. P. Hammond

H Grinnell R 16:424 My '21 390w
"Unfortunately, Professor Berdan has been

somewhat hampered by a lack of books and
by a fault of method that sometimes refuses
to use even the books that he has to their
full extent. Thus it follows that in those
places in which the reviewer has been best
able to test his author he has found the
handling of the subject unsure. But as a
comprehensive introduction to an interesting
period, and as a survey of an important field,

It should prove both helpful and stimulating
to the general reader." Preserved Smith

H Lit R p5 Ja 29 '21 1400w
"He unquestionably has gathered a remarkable

store of information. As an interpreter of all

this, however, he is prosaic and literal, and
falls to establish the connections which happen
to be most highly desired."

-\ Nation 112:671 My 4 '21 240w
+ N Y Times pl4 Ja 16 '21 500w

"A book not only scholarly, but charming and
even somewhat edifying. The secret of the au-
thor's success is that he does not love analysis
for its own sake, and that by virtue of a deli-
cate Judgrment and a nice sense of proportion
he knows how to produce not merely a pattern
but a picture."

+ No Am 213:571 Ap '21 520w
R Of Rs 63:557 My '21 lOw

"A work characterized by learning, insight,
and enormous industry. There is much in it

that will provoke criticism, and some of its

dicta are hasty and unacceptable, but it is the
best and fullest discussion of the period that
exists and it lays stress on some important
points that have been hitherto passed over in
Sil6TlC6

"

-f -^ Sat R 131:304 Ap 9 '21 1200w
— Spec 127:116 Jl 23 '21 390w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p93 F
10 '21 50w

"Professor Berdan' s book does honour to
American scholarship. Hl.i analysis is excel-
lent, though a little overweighted at times
with matter more suited to a political than a
literary history, matter which is liable to
make us forget the true leaven working in
the lump."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup pl05 F
17 '21 1900W

"Professor Berdan would have better served
his purposes If he had written a shorter book,
or a more condensed book, or a more highly
organized book. With all abatements it Is a
book with a lot of good things In it."

-I Weekly R 4:319 Ap 6 '21 320w
Reviewed by "Wilbur Cross

Yaie R n s 11:420 Ja '22 650w

BERENO, ALICE. Babette Bomberllng's bride-
grooms; tr. by Margaret Nohowel. $2 (5o)
Boni & Liveright 21-15329

Babette Bomberling is the pretty seventeen-
year-old daughter of a newly rich cofHn manu-
facturer. Her mother keenly feels the respon-
sibility of living up to her money and of
finding a husband for Babette, who either by
his wealth or by an aristocratic name can
still further enhance the family prestige.
Babette' s own adventures in love and her
mother's grotesque efforts in her behalf make
an amusing tale and when all is told Babette
finds her happiness with Cousin Paul, her con-
fidant since childhood, who had always^ loved
her and had bided his time.

"A good humorous story. . . The book posses-
ses a variety of mirth-provoking situations."

-I- Boston Transcript p6 O 12 '21 360w
"Told with inimitable humor."

+ Cath World 114:408 D '21 80w
"Sketchy and superficial as it is, it yet shines

with the soft glow of humour as well as with
the hard brilliance of wit."

+ Dial 71:611 N '21 BOw
Lit R p75 O 8 '21 220w

"Here is a merry tale, told with delicious
simplicity, but which crackles with crisp hu-
mor that keeps one chuckling, except when the
chuckle becomes a frank burst of laughter."

-f N Y Times p24 N 13 '21 340w

BERESFORD, JOHN DAVYS. Revolution. $2
(21/2C) Putnam [7s 6d Collins] 21-8833

This novel pictures the social revolution in
England in a few years distant future. Its char-
acters are hardly more than types to represent
varying opinions,—Paul Leaming, idealist, who
came back from the war shell-shocked but with
a greatly deepened human understanding and
sympathy, his reactionary father. Lord Fyne-
more, aristocrat, Isaac Perry, leader of the gen-
eral strike, Jem Oliver, revolutionary, and others
more or less shadowy. The author has imagined
present discontents crystallized into a revolu-
tionary general strike and shows it as it works
itself out in a small Midlands village. Paul
Leaming becomes the reconciling influence be-
tween capital and labor, consistent in his oppo-
sition to bloodshed, and though visionary, ap-
parently the most practical among the conflict-
ing elements. At the end a counter revolution
brings in the old government again.

"Mr Beresford does not rise to all the height
of his theme. With all its often lively drawing
of character and scene there is a sentimental
thread of weakness all through the novel." O. W.

1- Ath pl26 F 4 '21 780w
Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

"After reading his story we are not surprised
to learn from Mr Beresford's foreword that in
England 'a reading of my message has stimu-
lated a violent antagonism in many of my re-
viewers.' It should stimulate a similar antagon-
ism in every sane reader." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 My 25 '21 lOOOw

"In spots is a good yarn." "Vivian Shaw
+ Dial 71:371 S '21 lOOw

" 'Revolution' is a notable achievement; its

style is bewitching, its telling Infinitely superior
to that of the average good novel. But It does
not say enough. It is all very well to leave
much to the imagination. Beresford here over-
does it. And the novel, enjoyable, moving as
it Is, lacks after all the cosmic touch wnlch
its title demands." Montgomery Belgion

-I Lit R p3 Je 18 '21 950w
"His account is admirably clear and vivid,

and the whole picture is extremely interesting
and suggestive." E. S. _^

4- Lond Mercury 3:442 F' '21 550w
"If this is the thought, brightened and uni-

versalized by artistic treatment, which a novel-
ist can bring into politics, we have only to hope
that others will follow this candid and dis-
tinguished example."

-t- Nation and Ath 28:788 Mr 5 '21 780w
"The book can hardly be said to get anywhere.

The minor characters are well painted, and the
whole thing is written with a beauty that might
be expected from Beresford. But this does not
hide the futility beneath all that happens."
Hildegarde Hawthorne

-I NY Times pl4 My 29 '21 1850w

"The story is not a tract, but a series of

vivid, dramatic scenes and exciting incidents."
4- Outlook 128:297 Je 15 '21 120w

Spec 126:175 F 5 '21 llOOw

"This is not an important novel. It is dis-

tinctly disappointing coming from the creator
of Jacob Stahl. Yet it does reflect a prevalent
mood of despair, tempered by that sense of

mystical experience that has been so remark-
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able in recent life and Action. As a work of
art it fails. It pushes too far into the realm of
general ideas. The characters are not vital
enough to carry the theme. But the story does
have a news value, and does impi-ess one with
the author's essential Sincerity."

1- Sprjngf'd Republican plla Ja 1 '22

450w
Survey 46:315 Je 4 '21 20w

"\ number of similar novels have come from
England in the last two or three years; none
so well written as this one nor so convincing
In characterization of principal characters. But
Mr Beresford has merely added a more dis-
tinguished failure to the failures that have
gone before. The magnificent social and ethical
teaching of his book has been squeezed into
the form of fiction until it has lost the splendor
of its appeal." B. L.

f- Survey 47:91 O 12 '21 180w
"We find Mr Beresford more and more in-

clined to think about life and less and less in-
clined to feel about it. ... It is the intellec-
tual efficiency of the work that we admire. The
interest is very great. Some of the scenes are
highly exciting."

f- The Times fLondon] Lit Sup p58 Ja 27
'21 850w

"We owe to Mr Beresford's book such atten-
tion as a soberly conceived and ingeniously con-
trived fable of the future deserves. The hero
but reaffirms the doctrines which for two
thousand years the Western world has made
obeisance to and failed to live by." H. W. Boyn-
ton

h Weekly R 5:38 Jl "9 '21 lOOOw

BERESFORD, JOHN DAVYS. Signs and
' wonders. 31.75 Putnam [5s Golden Cockerel

press] 22-1458

"These bits of fiction (there are seventeen of
them in a book which runs to only 150 pages)
are often of symbolic significance. Some of
them are dreams, while others are fine bits of
portraiture. All of them exhibit a tendency on
the part of the author to approach his subjects
in a psychological manner."—N Y Times

during the summer season of a large university
were observed in the actual process of teach-
ing. These reports describe briefly the living
spirit and personality of the teachers, and the
attitude and reactions of the students durmg
the class period.

"Beresford is an incorrigible experimenter.
All of these stories show his capacity for
wonder, his habit of speculation, his inveterate
striving to drag a new idea out of the formless
void and to crystallize it in words. In all of
theni the artist is subsidiary to the man plav-
ing with his ideas. They are not emotionally
fused."

H Dial 72:104 Ja '22 80w
"The method of narration is often dis-

tinguished. Mr Beresford, in these bits, shows
himself a better artist than he has appeared in
the recent novels of which he has been guilty."

+ N Y Times p29 Ja 1 '22 80w
"After a tedious introduction we find our-

selves in the presence of some admirable short
stories. Mr Beresford has a very fine sense of
the dramatic 'curtain.' He will give you a little
tale, which seems almost banal in its sim-
plicity. And then, perhaps, in only a sentence
at the end. he will make your flesh creep by a
sudden flash of the unexpected which lights up
vividly the turgid landscape. It is like a damp
rocket, which starts feebly, give.s a dismal fizz
for a few moments, and then suddenly bursts
into stars at the end."

H Sat R 132:19 Jl 2 '21 C50w
"While Mr Beresford's special talents do not

seem particularly suited to the medium of the
short storj-, the little collection Is worth look-
ing at."

h Spec 127:212 Ag 13 '21 230w

BERG, DAVID E. Personality culture by col-
lege faculties. $1.50 Institute for public ser-
vice 371.1 21-3992

The book is one of the Teacher recruiting
series and its object is to demonstrate the
necessity of vigorous, nlert and stimulating
personalities In the teaching force of our col-
lege.'?. The author records the results of class-
room visits to seventy-two instructors, who

"The author's comments are keen and clari-
fying. He calls for more attention to be paid to
personality culture."

-f- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 lOOw
"The first half of the book is well worth read-

ing for tlie interest it stimulates in the prob-
lem. However, the amateurish attempt of the
second half in rating personality, coupled with
the naive statement that the problem is easy
and that it is but a short step to personality
tests of instructors, furnishes an example of a
type of pseudo-research with which the science
of education is already too greatly afflicted."

-I El School J 21:474 F '21 780w
"While this book is rather loosely jointed and

based on too few data to present any final con-
clusions, it presents some portraits to the life."
J. K. H.

H Survey 46:61 Ap 9 '21 lOOw

BERGENGREN, RALPH WILHELM ALEXIS.
Seven ages of man. $1.25 Atlantic monthly
814 21-17220

The seven ages of man in this humorous
version are: Baby, baby; To be a boy; On meet-
ing the beloved; This is a father; On being a
landlord; Old flies and old men; The olde, olde,
very olde man. The author meditates on
bringing up a baby, and finds boyhood not an
age of unalloyed gold, as usually depicted.
He dwells on the sensations of meeting another
man's beloved rather than one's own and sees
in the father an unromantic necessary figure
made up of all sorts and conditions of men
but never strongly appealing to the poets.

Booklist 18:74 D '21

"A strain of kindly humor excuses the book
in spite of an evident want of necessity for its
GxistcncG "

-I Bookm 54:489 Ja '22 120w
"Here is an essayist worthy the name, who

casts his own shadow. Is neither academic nor
literary in the narrow sense, and who sturdily
remains flrst, the man, and second, the es-
sayist." R. D. W.

-f- Boston Transcript p6 O 19 '21 1050w
"Short, rather invertebrate, essays. The

style is confiding and innocent of literary pre-
sumptuousness. The book Is not stimulating.
Only in his essay on boyhood has Mr Bergen-
gren anything to say. . . There is enough humor
in it to make it readable."

h Lit R p58 O 1 "21 IGOw
"There are much pleasant irony, common-

sense philosophy and wholesome humor in all
seven, but perhaps the paper entitled 'This is

a father,' is the cleverest and most delight-
ful."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '2?

170w

BERKSON, ISAAC BAER. Theories of Ameri-
canization; a critical study, with special
reference to the Jewish group. (Contribu-
tions to education) $3 Teachers college
325.7 21-8893

"Drachsler's 'Democracy and assimilation'
(Book Review Digest, 1920) and Berkson's
'Americanization theories' supplement each
other to a remarkable degree. What the for-
mer interprets generally, the latter refers partic-
ularly to the Jewish group, though his con-
clusions are valid for all; what is often im-
plicit in the former the latter makes explicit.
How the culture elements of the Jews are
to be preserved and transmitted without Inter-
fering with the fundamental rights of the
majority is set forth In concrete form and In
detail."—Lit R
"The distinctive culture elements of the Jews

are portrayed with a sincerity of purpose and
a felicity of expression, that should contribute
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much towards supplanting pitying sympathy
or distrust with the decent respect and admira-
tion that are due every racial group." Sol
Bluhm

+ Lit R plO Jl 9 '21 610w
"We believe he has built up a consistent

theory of the place of the Jewisn group in the
community at large and that one practical ap-
plication in the form proposed ought to be
viewed as a valuable experiment in helping to
bring up youth as Americans and Jews." C:
S. Bernheimer

+ Lit R p8 Ag 13 '21 520w

BERMAN, LOUIS. Glands regulating person-
ality. $3.50 Macmillan 612.4 21-18950

This book is a study of the glands of inter-
nal secretion in relation to the types of hu-
man nature—of man's individuality as con-
trolled by the quality and quantity of these
secretions acting in him. In the words of the
author: "The life of every individual, normal
or abnormal, his physical appearance, and his
psychic traits, are dominated largely by his
internal secretions. All normal as well as ab-
normal individuals are classifiable according
to the internal secretions which rule in their
make-up. Individuals, families, nations and
races show definite internal secretion traits,
which stamp them with the quality of differ-
ence. The internal secretion formula of an
individual may, in the future, constitute his
measurement which will place him accurately
in the social system."

The Times [London] Lit Sup p846 D
15 '21 40w

BERNHARDI, FRIEDRICH ADAM JULIUS
VON. War of the future in the light of
the lessons of the World war. •$3.50 (5V^c)
Appleton 355 21-2610

The book was written during and immedi-
ately after the great war and is based on the
writer's own observations or personal experi-
ence. Its object is to demonstrate Germany's
utter helplessness, in her present condition, to
wage war on modem lines, and to inquire in-
to the significance of all the novel phenomena
of modern times which determine the form of
military operations and to lay down the great
fundamental and vital principles through
which success can be achieved. "As long as
men remain men, force in Its widest sense
will determine the political and cultural im-
portance of states. In the last resort it is
the foundation of all Intellectual and moral
progress." (Introd.)

— Ath pl22 F 4 '21 1650w
Booklist 17:233 Ap '21

Reviewed by E. J. Carpenter
Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 800w

Reviewed by Simeon Strunsky— Lit R p3 Mr 12 '21 1300w
"On the material side nothing has escaped

him; on the moral side Bernhardi, like the
Bourbons, has 'learned nothing and forgotten
nothing.' " T. R. Ybarra

-I NY Times pi N 7 '20 2750w
R of Rs 63:447 Ap '21 llOw
Sat R 131:264 Mr 26 '21 420w
Spec 126:85 Ja 15 '21 170w

"On the whole the book Is neither one thing
nor the other, it will be of little value to pro-
fessional students and of little interest to the
general reader. One chapter, however, has a
decided value; the discussion of state policy
shows that Bernhardi and his kind have learned
nothing from the disastrous results of their
ideas." T. H. T.— Springf'd Republican plla O 2 '21 720w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 4:275 Mr 28 '21 220w
"The analysis is insufflcient for a real stu-

dent of strategy and tactics, while often over-
elaborate and tedious for a layman." F. J.
Mather, Jr.

1- Weekly R 4:373 Ap 20 '21 700w

BERNSTEIN, EDUARD. My years of exile,
•$4.50 (5Vic) Harcourt B or 92

(Eng ed 21-8665)

These reminiscences of a socialist, translated
from the German by Bernard Miall, are not in
exposition of any social or political theories but
are only meant to give utterance to personal
impressions of and experiences with people and
countries with which the author has come in
contact during twenty years of exile. Contents
Across the St Gotthard in 1878; In and about
Lugano thirty years ago; A bitter winter in
Lugano; In ZUrich; Life and work in Ztirich;
Secret congiesses and banishment from Swit-
zerland; Visits to, and exile in, London; Lon-
don peculiarities and English characteristics;
Engels' house and his "evenings"; The social-
ist intellectuals in England; The life of the
people, and the proletarian socialist in England;
Index.

Booklist 17:346 Jl '21

Boston Transcript p7 Ag 24 '21 750w
"Mr Bernstein has discussed British life and

evaluated various characters In the British so-
cialist movement with a sense of justice and
good temper that would be creditable In a man
who was sheltered from every breeze of na-
tional or political partisanship." L. C. M.

-t- Freeman 3:334 Je 15 '21 240w
"It is at once highly readable and almost a

Who's Who in the history of European Social-
ism." W: E. Walling

+ Lit R p5 Ag 20 '21 2050W
"The book has two serious faults which de-

tract from its high value as a historical source
book. It is unfortunate that the writer has not
given a more coherent story of his life. On the
other hand, the book contains long stretches of
excessively dull travel comment." B. L.

\- Survey 46:650 S 1 '21 280w
"The dominant note of these recollections is

a mild kindliness. . . Herr Bernstein is a
calm and dispassionate observer. The German
readers of these reminiscences will learn much
that is valuable about the English; and we shall
learn much that we did not know of the in-
fluence which spread from London to German
socialism."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p69 F 3
'21 llOOw

BIBESCO, ELIZABETH (ASQUITH), princess.
I have only myself to blame. $2 lioran

21-20192

A singular likeness binds together these
short stories by the daughter of Margot As-
quith. In each story there is caught and fo-
cussed a moment of intense emotion in a wo-
man's life. Contents: I have only myself to
blame; Tomorrow; "The web"; An ordinary
man; The gesture; Cyclamen; The dream; The
farewell; Tout comprendre; Three love letters;
The successor; As it was in the beginning;
The old story; The pilgrimage; The liall;

Fragment of a correspondence.

"Cleverness and sophistication are two qual-
ities one would expect to find SiS a matter of
course in any book written by a daughter of
Margot Asquith. And they are both abun-
dantly present in this collection of short sto-
ries. They show a pronounced, if somewhat
self-conscious, talent for phrasing, an mider-
standing of certain subtle shades of character,
at times a glittering, brittle brilliance."

H NY Times p6 D 25 '21 450w
Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21

150w

BINDER, RUDOLPH MICHAEL. Health and
social progress. $3 Prentice-Hall 614 21-3982

"There is here developed and defended a
theory which was first fully stated a dozen
years ago. It is the theory that endemic dis-

ease is the all-important retarder of civiliza-

tion, and that the conquest of malaria, the
hookworm, anchylostomissis, yellow fever, and
so on, is indispensable in any given region to

the real perpetuation of culture there. Pro-
fessor Binder's view is that progress is gov-
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BINDER, RUDOLPH MICHAEL—Continued
erned by community health. As he expresses
It, advancement is impossible without surplus
energy; consecutive work impossible without
wisely controlled energy; social personality
without mutually sympathetic relations; in-
ternational stimuli without interdependence;
and personal development without self-reli-
ance—and all five of these conditioning fac-
tors are in turn conditioned upon health."

—

Lit R

Reviewed by Carl Kelsey
+ Am J See 26:652 Mr '21 290w

Booklist 17:280 My '21

"The volume is not convincing in that it is

not fully proved either that a high civilization
has not existed in some malaria-cursed lands,
or that countries free from endemic diseases
have not sometimes been bfickward when sur-
rounding peoples were flourishing."

H Lit R p8 Ja 8 '21 300w
N Y P L Munic Ref Lib Notes 7:118

F 23 '21 170w
"Perhaps lor the first time we have here a

book which gives a full and broad discussion
of ihe leiation of health to society." J: E:
Oster

+ Survey 45:706 F 12 '21 220w

BINDER, RUDOLPH IVIICHAEL. Major so-
cial problems. |2 Prentice-Hall 304 21-1375

"Professor Binder approaches what he
dceni.s to be the major social problems, especi-
ally in the form which he finds them assuming
since the v.'oild war. His general standpoint
is that 'the aim of society is the development
of a free, self-reliant man.' The major tasks
Involve the lamily, eugenics, the development
of women's true function in the social order,
the spiritualization of work, better health con-
ditions, the social function of religion, the
socialization of business, the function of na-
tionalism and internationalism and the recon-:
struction of education—all these tasks form-
ing the 'major social nroblems' which give the
book its title."—Am Econ R

"Professor Binder attacks these problems
with a sound psychology, definite ethical view-
point, which might be called social self-realiza-
tion enlightened with biological concepts, and an
inioiniing knowledge of current social facts
and tendencies." J. W: Hudson

+ Am Econ R 10:851 D '20 490w
+ Booklist 17:270 My '21

"The distinctive merit of the book is its
splenaid treatment of nationalism."

4- Lit R pl8 N 13 '20 120w
Reviewed by J: E: Oster

+ Survey 45:706 F 12 "21 140w

BINDLOSS, HAROLD. Kit Musgrave's luck.
$2 (2V^c) Stokes [7s Ward, Lock] 21-14699

A young Liverpool clerk. Kit Musgrave, de-
cides to widen his horizon, and takes a posi-
tion in the Canaries. Before he starts he pro-
poses to quiet little Betty, who has often been
his companion at tea-shops and church.
Betty refuses him with characteristic cool-
ness. Arrived in the sun of the Canaries
Kit has a fine chance to learn more of the
world. He gets mixed up with some scoundrels
who try to make him disloyal to his employ-
ers, and meets and falls in love with a charm-
ing woman of a higher social station. In the
end it is an older and wiser Kit who returns
to Betty.

Boston Transcript p8 N 5 '21 380w
"One of Mr Bindloss's best."

-1- Lit R p28 S 17 '21 160w
"As a piece of workmanship is well rounded,

although, of course, it is mechanical. Mi
Bindloss has his formula and he makes the
most of it."

-i NY Times p32 D 25 '21 lOBw
Spec 126:659 My 21 '21 50w

"His novels come as a welcome periodical
sedative after a dose of the feverish volubility
indulged in by some modern novelists."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p213 Mr
31 '21 200w

BING, ALEXANDER M. War-time strikes and
their adjustment; with an introd. by Felix
Adlrr. *$2.50 Button 331.1 21-4088

The author writes from first hand experi-
ence as an employer of labor and as labor
adjuster in the .iervice of the government dur-
ing the war, first in the Housing department
of the Shipping board and then in the Ordnance
deparlmenc. 'ihe book is divided into three
general sections. The first deals with the
mediating agencies, outlining the work of the
various commissions, sections, boards and
councils in the different departments of the
government and tlie growth and policy of the
War labor board, the Labor department and
the state boards. Section two deals with the
general principles underlying the work of the
mediating groups, discussing strikes and lock-
outs, collective bargaining, right to organize,
union shop and recognition, hours, wages,
etc. Section three presents the psychological
background of industrial unrest from the
viewpoint of the employer, the worker, the
public, and the I.W.W. Appendices give strike
data, 1914-1919, and personnel of various boards
and commissions. There is an index.

Reviewed by C. W. Doten
Am Econ R 11:515 S '21 220w

"Both convenient and useful." F. S. Deibler
+ Am J Soc 27:264 S '21 340w

"Whether or not one agrees with the author's
conclusions, it is evident that every effort has
been made to present fairly all sides of the war-
time dispute between capital and labor." A. H.
Williams

+ Ann Am Acad 96:182 Jl '21 180w
Booklist 18:5 O '21

"The industrial historian of a quarter cen-
tury hence may salely regard this record as
the definitive work on the agencies, methods,
and results of war-time labour-adjustment
in the United States." Ordway Tead

+ Freeman 3:212 My 11 '21 720w
"Notably impartial and farsighted. Personal

knovvledge is well supported by the study of a
wide variety of printed material, including
many official reports and court records as
well as pamphlets and newspaper clippings.
The citations are full and carefully made."

+ Lit R pll My 7 '21 160w
"His book is authoritative in every respect,

and is by tar the most competent, the most com-
prehensive, and the most just account of labor
adjustment during the war period that has
been issued.' G: Sou'e

+ Nation 112:408 Mr 16 '21 750w
"Mr Bing has written a clear and well-

rounded account of what happened between
capital and labor during the war. His book will

serve as a good reference for a record of the
facts. The best tribute to be paid the author,
however, is the fairness of his interpretations."
W: F. Ogburn

4- New Repub 27:305 Ag 10 '21 980w

BINGHAM, HIRAM. Explorer In the air ser-

vice. *$10 Yale univ. press 940.44 21-124

"Colonel Bingham describes his own training
as a pilot during the spring of 1917 and his

work an director of the schools of military
ueronautics in the United States during the
earlv wec^ks of the war. He was for a time
chief of 'Air personnel' in Washington and
vividly portrays the confusion which prevailed
in the capital throughout this period. In April,

1918, he went overseas, where he became Chief
of personnel for the Air service, A.E.F., and
finally, in August, was made commandant of

the Third aviation instruction centre at Is-

soudun. The mo.st valuable chapters of the
volume, and those which will probably he of

mo.^L interest to the average reader, are the
ones which describe the work at this great
school."—Am Hist R
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"The volume is, on the whole, an important
and authoritative contribution to the lilgraiure

of the war in a field where there has been
endless controversy and in which very little

of value has been written heretoiore." W. E.
Stevens

+ Am Hist R 26^596 Ad '21 450w
'•Rexders will be interested in the volume

chiefly for its narrative charm and the excel-
lent brief history that it gives of the Ameri-
can Air service, especially of the work that was
acconiplisiied at tne famous school at Issou-
dun." B. K. Redman

-J- Lit R pl5 Ap 23 '21 880w
Springf'd Republican pS Ap 13 '21 800w

"A keen wit and a full stock of anecdote
add to the attractions of the book."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p278 Ap
28 '21 80w

"Only those who were in and of the Air Ser-
vice will enjoy his book and will profit from
reading it." E: P. Warner

+ Yale R n s 11:202 O "21 580w

BIRKHEAD, EDITH. Tale of terror. *%6 But-
ton [15s Constable] 823 (Eng ed 21-13606)

"The author's aim is to give an account of
the growth of supernatural fiction in English
literature, beginning with its origin at the
time of Horace Walpole's story of 'The castle of
Otranto' and continuing to Maturin's 'Melmoth
the wanderer' in 1820 to theso modern times.
"The latter chapters of the survey inake no at-
tempt at completeness, because the more re-
cent forms of the tale of terror and wonder
would require many volumes for their descrip-
tion. In her chapter on American tales of
terror. Miss Birkhead of course gives first

place to Charles Brockden Brown. . . From
Brown, Miss Birkhead turns to Irving, and then
to Hawthorne and Poe, in all of whose writ-
ings she finds plenty of material for her study
of the supernatural in fiction."—Boston
Transcript

burning bridges and tearing up the railroad.
The raid was only partially successful, but the
story of it is thoroughly thrilling. Will be liked
by boys from ten to fifteen.

Boston Transcript p7 Jl 6 '21 540w
Nation and Ath 29:254 My 14 '21 1550w

"Her book falls between the two stools of
academic particularity and general interest.
Academically speaking, her work deserves the
praise of thoroughness. Only in one place
have we discovered even a hint of failure in
first-hand knowledge and accurate memory.
The broad sweep of the 'Gothic' in later eigh-
teenth century and earlier nineteenth century
fiction is here ably, learnedly and humorously
set out: that is the book's justification."

H New Statesman 17:136 My 7 '21 900w
"Neither empty nor dull; it is as readable as

it is scholarly. Her volume is pleasantly writ-
ten; it is the result of careful investigation; it

is a 'contribution to knowledge'; and if it had
been prepared for an American university it

would have justified the bestowal of the Ph.D.
degree." Brander Matthews

-h N Y Times p2 S 25 "21 1450w
"She proves a most entertaining, well-in-

formed guide along the narrow subterranean
passages, and among the skeletons, iron chests,
and extinguished tapers of the narratives."

+ Spec 127:305 S 3 '21 750w
"Perhaps Miss Birkhead would have in-

creased the interest of her work if she had en-
larged her scope to include some critical dis-
cussion of the sesthetic value of shock and ter-
ror, and had ventured some analysis of the
taste which demands this particular stimulus.
But her narrative is quite readable enough to
supply the student with material for pushing
the enquiry a little further."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p288 My
6 '21 1050W

BISHOP. AUSTIN. Tom of the raiders, il $1.75
(3c) Harcourt 21-14707

An exciting boys' story based on an authentic
happening of the Civil war. It tells of how a
party of Union soldiers went into the South,
stole a Confederate freight train and started
towards Chattanooga, cutting telegraph wires,

Booklist 18:88 D '21

"An extremely thrilling yarn, well told."

+ Lit R p209 N 26 "21 70w
N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 40w

"The author gives an exceedingly fair presen-
tation of the viewpoints of people of the North
and South in the war period."

+ Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 60w

BISHOP, GILES, jr. Marines have landed.
(Stories of the U.S. Marines) il •$1.75 Penn

20-21478

"The aiithor knows his service. He knows
al.so the southern coast. Dick's ship—Dick is

the hero—touches on all our southern terri-

tories, and ends up with a decidedly lively

skirmish, way down in Mexico. In addition to

the plot there are illustrations and directions
concerning everything from fort plans to good
conduct decorations, from code signals to bugle
calls."—Boston Transcript

"The present volume is extremely interest-

ing, technical, but not 'too tecnercle,' as Bill

says, it is full of adventure, and contains a
good deal of real character work."

+ Boston Transcript p4 V 9 '21 280w

"The author knows the corps and he runs
briskly through a string of clattering adven-
tures which have sufficient superficial ac-
curacy. But on almost every moral point he
deceives his young readers by that half-truth

which is worse than no truth at all."

— Nation 112:75 Ja 19 '21 450w

BISMARCK-SCH5NHAUSEN, KARL OTTO
EDUARD LEOPOLD, furst von. Kaiser vs.

Bismarck; tr. by Bernard Miall. il '$2.50

Harper B or 92 20-16506

This book, which has been for twenty years
suppressed by the Kaiser, constitutes a third

volume of the autobiography of Bismarck. It

is devoted almost entirely to the events which
led up to the famous dismissal of the Iron chan-
cellor bv the Kaiser, to the differences of opin-

ion between them and to the intrigues of the
lesser figures. It includes the letters of Wil-
helm II, showing the beginnings of tlie break,

and one chapter is devoted to a characteriza-
tion of the Kaiser. There are chapters on the

Grand Duke of Baden, Boetticher, Herrfurth,
and Count Caprivi, also a chapter on the treaty

relating to Heligoland and Zanzibar and one on
the commercial treaty with Austria. The intro-

duction is written by Prof. Charles Downer
Hazen.

Reviewed by R. H. Fife
Am Hist R 27:119 O '21 6?^0w

Am Pol Sol R 15:451 Ag '21 250w

"These letters, whether written by the mon-
arch or by his servant, are but the echoes of an
age long past. They reveal nothing that ap-
proaches the sensational. Now and again it

falls into a petty discussion of certain trifling

incidents and becomes merely tiresome to any-
one who has not the habit of investing the
estrangements and quarrels of the great with a
significance they do not deserve. As for the
light which the book is supposed to throw on
the character of the exile of Doom, there is

nothing dazzling about it." C: R. Hargrove
— Freeman 4:188 N 2 '21 600w

"Bi.=;marck's memory will not gain by the ap-
pearance of his belated third volume. Whether
its object was to discredit the Kaiser or to

glorifv himself, it fails to achieve Its purpose.
We get little fresh light on the crisis that ended
in the dramatic separation between the young
Emperor and his famous chancellor. The book
throughout is querulous, self-laudatory, and ill-

natured." A. C. Coolidge— Lit R p5 Ap 2 '21 900w
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BISMARCK, SCHoNHAUSEN, K. O. —Cont.
"It Ijj interesting reading, gives a number of

hitherto unpublished documents, and furnishes
a good deal of new detail in respect to the re-
tirement of the Chancellor. But in the main it

only confirms what was already itnown." Carl

+ Nation 112:747 My 25 "21 470w
N Y Times pl4 Ap 3 '21 2300w
R of Rs 63:558 My '21 60w
Spec 126:494 Ap 16 '21 1450w

"As a human document the book is intensely
interesting, more so than the earlier volumes of
the autobiography; but of historical revelations
it has rather less." S. B. Fay

+ Weekly R 4:494 My 21 '21 650w

BLACK, ALEXANDER. Seventh angel. *$2
(l%c) Harper 21-2591

The story unfolds a picture of the after-war
situation in this country with its many signs
of a crumbling old order and the first ger-
minative struggles of a new. The evolution
of woman into a new consciousness is one of
the main themes. The clear-eyed, sane Ann
Forrest has made it her task to investigate
everything and to know life from every angle.
Her war chum and friend, Irma Kane, on the
other hand, has tasted life emotionally and
Instinctively and has emerged into a larger
vision. The interaction of the two women on
each other constitutes the dramatic interest
of the story.

make various experiments, the more successful
of which she has described in some detail
for the benefit of other teachers. Her experi-
ments come under three heads: (1) The classi-
fication of the children; (2) The provision and
storage of Montessori apparatus; (3) The
teaching of reading, writing, and number work.

"The book is somewhat confusing in structure
and lacking in the story interest expected by
the average fiction reader."

H Booklist 17:251 Ap '21

"Possibly the richest vein of the book is to
be found in the wealth of minor characters. It

produces an unusual simulation of life. We
realize with startling emphasis how much of
this is due to the author's wide sympathy with
all sorts of persons and situations." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p9 Mr 19 '21 1300w

"From the nature of the material, there is

little definite plot and the characters seem to
be interesting types rather than persons. How-
ever, It is a vital story because of the sym-
pathetic and humorous presentations of the
various forces and groups."

+ Cleveland p34 My '21 80w
Dial 71:482 O *21 70w

"It does not fall accurately into any well-
defined classification, and has so much that is

good mixed with much that is not good that it

is difficult to strike a balance. He is in earnest,
and has got hold of the tail of an idea, but is

not quite able to drag the beast far enough
out of its den to give us a full view of it."

H. Li. Pangborn
h Lit R p2 F 26 '21 430w

"There are fascinating descriptive passages
in this book, sharp, vivid, tossed off in the
current of the tale, but succeeding in putting
New York in all its various aspects before
you as it has rarely been pictured. It is an
original book. To me it seems the best thing
Mr Black has done." Hildegarde Hawthorne

-t- N Y Times pl6 F 27 '21 2800w
"Mr Black, in this book, not only sustains

but extends the enthusiasm aroused by 'The
great desire.' With its broad tolerance, its

unblinking realizations, its wise balance, it is

a novel of inspiration and awakening, a book
the thoughtful reader must by no means
miss." K. P. Sbaw

+ Pub W 99:959 Mr 19 '21 450w

BLACKBURN, MARY. Montessori experiments
in a large infants' school; with an Introd.
by Edmond Holmes. 11 •$2 Button 372

(Eng ed E21-517)

The author of this book has caught the spirit
of Dr Montessori's teaching, but adapted its

method to a city school with large classes of
fifty or more children. In the effort to sur-
mount the difficulties .she met in adapting the
Montessori method and the "didactic material"
to these large classes, she was compelled to

"Those interested In the new freedom In
education and in the attainment of that
freedom will find much that is valuable in this
book."

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 '21 80w
"Written earnestly and clearly, without the

unnecessary material and the gush usually In-
cidental to books by women about the experi-
ment of their hearts."

+ Lit R plO Jl 16 '21 730w

BLACKMORE, S. POWELL. Lawn tennis up-
to-date, il $5 Doran [12s 6d Methuen] 796

The inspiration for this book, the author ex-
plains, has come from the new lessons which
have been brought to England by overseas
players since the war. By overhauling the
old rules of the game in vogue in England, in
the light of these lessons, he hopes to imoue
the English game with fresh vigor and thus
retrieve the lost championship laurels of the
last Davis Cup competition. Some of the mat-
ter is therefore, necessarily, controversial.
There is a preface by the Hon. F. M. B. Fisher
and contributions from such eminent world
champions as Mr Tilden, Mr Johnston, Mr Lowe
and M Gobert. The many illustrations are
from action photographs and there is an index.

"As a handbook for the ambitious young stu-
dent of the game, it is formidable, not to say
daunting, besides being sometimes misleading.
Many reproductions of good action photographs
cover nearly all strokes and represent almost
all the great experts who have played in Eng-
land lately." H. E. Bounce

h Lit R p37 S 24 '21 1250w
Nation and Ath 29:801 S 3 '21 550w

New Statesman 17:364 Jl 2 '21 1600w

N Y Times p31 O 23 '21 320w
"Lawn tennis players may learn much from

this able and well-written treatise on the game.
The author's views on some matters are highly
controversial, but he always gives his reasons
for his advice."

-1- Spec 127:472 O 8 '21 50w
"Mr Blackmore's analysis of strokes is use-

ful, less because he has anything new to tell

us than because his almost theological fervour
fixes the attention on points that are worthy
of consideration. But he is not always lucid."

-1 The Times [London] Lit Sup p368 Je
9 '21 820w

BLACKWOOD, ALGERNON, and WILSON,
WILFRED. Wolves of God; and other fey

stories. $2 (2y2c) Button [8s Gd Cassell]

Fifteen short stories, every one of which is

concerned with the borderland between the real

and the unreal. Contents: The wolves of Ood;
Chinese magic; Running wolf; First hate; The
tarn of sacrifice; The valley of the beasts; The
call: Egyptian sorcerj-; The decoy; The man
who found out; The empty sleeve; Wireless
confusion; Confession; The lane that ran east

and west; "Vengeance is mine."

Nation and Ath 29:772 Ag 27 '21 410w

"Mr Blackwood has never 'written down,'
never lowered the high standards of his fine and
beautiful art. This present book is a worthy
successor to all those other tales of the strange,

weird borderlands, stories in which the natural
frequently merges into the supernatural, and
so simply that the extraordinary results seem
inevitable, stones which need a prose poet, such

a prose poet as Mr Blackwood himself, to

describe them adequately." L. M. Field

-I- N Y Times pl8 B 18 '21 1850w
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"No recent author has approached Algernon
Blackwood in fineness of Imagination as applied
to the unseen and uncanny side of life."

+ Outlook 129:658 D 21 '21 60w
"Mr Blackwood's success in work of this kind

is already an established fact."
+ Spec 126:178 Ag 6 '21 lOOw

"By only two of the fifteen stories is the
average reader likely to be robbed of his com-
fort on going to bed. One of these is 'The
decoy,' a tale of suicide in a haunted house:
the other 'The empty sleeve,' a queer story of
old bachelors, old fiddles, a liftman, a Jew,
ajid—something else. The authors' desire is not
principally to frighten. Mr Blackwood has
always used his occult knowledge of imaginings
rather seriously, sometimes with a definitely
moral purpose."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p371 Je
9 '21 300w

BLAISDELL, ALBERT FRANKLIN. and
BALL, FRANCIS KINGSLEY. Log cabin
days, il $1.20 (6c) Little 973 21-13995

"The book is intended for use as a supple-
mentary historical reader for pupils in the third
gfrade of the public schools, and for other boys
and girls from ten to twelve years old." (Pref-
ace) There are stories of many historical per-
sonages, some of them well-known, others less
familiar, but all are true stories. Partial con-
tents: The vikings; Columbus in the new world;
Balboa's reward; Attacked by the Indians; Log
cabin days; Old Put; Caesar Rodney's ride;
The heroine of Monmouth; John Paul Jones and
his flag; Arnold the patriot; Arnold the traitor;
"The American army of two"; Daniel Webster
and the woodchuck; Tad Lincoln.

without exaggeration. 'The author is one of
the foremost Spanish-American modernistas.'
(Translator's preface)"—Cleveland

Booklist 18:124 Ja '22

"They are all good stories."
+ Lit R p60 O 1 '21 170w

"A series of dramatic historical yarns that
should prove extremely popular."

-f N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 60w
Springf d Republican plfa. D 1 '21 20w

BLANCHARD, FRANK LEROY. Essentials
of advertising, il *$3 McGraw 659 21-524

"An elementary text-book on advertising in
Its various aspects. Considers briefly the lay-
out and construction of advertisements, the
selection of type, and use of color, Illustrations,
advertising mediums: newspapers, magazines,
outdoor, street car, mall order, booklets, house
organs, motion pictures, etc. Contains chap-
ters on the advertising manager's duties, the
advertising salesman, the advertising agent, and
related matter. Review questions accompany
each chapter."—Quar List New Tech Bks

"On the whole the book may be said to carry
out the writer's aim in trying to give to begin-
ners a 'comprehensive view of practical adver-
tising.' " J. W. Plercy

-f- Administration 1:850 Je '21 660w
Booklist 17:335 Jl '21

"Meaty, Illustrated, and reliable."
+ Bookm 53:368 Je '21 60w

" 'Essentials of advertising,' as a whole, is the
best book yet published about the advertising
industry, because It deals with simple and sen-
sible facts." W: C. Freeman

-(- N Y Times pl8 Je 26 '21 750w
Reviewed by Alfred Lief

Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 80w
Quar List New Tech Bks Je '21 60w

BLANCO-FOMBONA, RUFINO. Man of gold;
auth. tr. by Isaac Goldberg. (Brentano's
Spanish-American ser.) •$2 Brentano's

20-21338

"A powerful realistic novel depicting private
weakness and vice and public corruption in mod-
ern Venezuela. The characters are reminiscent
of Balzac; the presentation is clear-cut and

Cleveland pl8 Mr '21 40w
"There is a dogged, blind, but very real force

which moves the story along to Inevitable con-
clusions, but the society depicted Is that of the
last days of Rome, minus their splendour and
lacking a height to fall from."

H Dial 71:118 Jl '21 120w
"Rich In Irony, blunt In characterization,

and cynically searching in its social implications
—here is a novel which amply justifies its trans-
lation, and whets one's desire to possess more
from the same pen." L. B.

+ Freeman 3:382 Je 29 '21 200w .

LAND, JOHN OTWAY PERCY. China, Japan
and Korea, il *$5 Scribner 915.1 21-9475

"Mr Bland is an English writer of distinc-
tion who served for many years as secretary
to the late Sir Robert Hart In China, and who
last year revisited the Far East after a ten
years' absence. The changes, political, social

and industrial, that have taken place In that
part of the world during the past decade have
been more radical than we of the Western
world are wont to realize. Mr Bland was
profoundly impressed by them and because of

his Intimate knowledge of Chinese conditions
in the past he is qualified to form an Intel-

ligent estimate of what has taken place. The
first part of his book Is devoted to a political

survey, and the second part to 'Studies and
Impressions.' The volume Is Illustrated from
photographs."—R of Rs

"A thoughtful and extraordinarily interesting
work."

+ Am J Soc 27:267 S '21 50w
Booklist 17:343 Jl '21

"Mr Bland had spent thirty years [in the
Far East] and his opinions of China, Japan
and Korea may well be taken seriously; he
has travelled widely and assimilated much that
is closed to the understanding of a westerner."
R. D. W.

+ Boston Transcript p9 Je 4 '21 500w

"Mr Bland Is a careful and fair-minded
writer, whose opinion on the political situation
and its possibilities is not lightly to be dis-

regarded." A. E. Zimmern
H Lit R p6 Je 18 '21 1300w

Nation and Ath 29:368 Je 4 '21 850w

New Statesman 17:576 Ag 27 '21 200w

N Y Times pl5 Je 26 '21 1150w
"Outlines with unsparing clearness an un-

solved and perhaps Insoluble problem. There
can be no doubt that the author Is well In-

formed; and his arguments are hard to resist."

+ No Am 214:281 Ag '21 lOOOw

Outlook 128:579 Ag 10 '21 80w
-1- R of Rs 63:671 Je '21 120w

"Few men write more authoritatively on
China, and this is the best of his volumes on
that country and her affairs. He writes with
passion, but he also writes with prudence."

+ Sat R 131:440 My 28 '21 360w
"Intelligent and accurate account of the

present situation."
+ Spec 126:621 My 14 '21 1250w

"The observations are somewhat casual, but
they are backed by knowledge of the country ex-
tending through many years. Despite its desul-
torlness It is a substantial and informing book.

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 1500w

"His four chapters on Japan are particularly
illuminating." S. L. Gulick

-f- Survey 46:564 Ag 1 '21 180w

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p247 Ap
14 '21 90w

"Even if we are not prepared to accept all

Mr Bland's conclusions, we can trust his facts,

and they are eloquent enough. Mr Bland fur-
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nishes abundant data, historical, social, and
political, for the study of the Far Eastern prob-
lem."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p348 Je
2 '21 2950W

Reviewed by F. W. Williams
Yale R n s 11:408 Ja '22 330w

BLASCO IBAREZ, VICENTE. Mayflower (Flor
de mayo) ; tr. from the Spanish by Arthur
Livingston. *$2.15 Dutton 21-5711

"The tale deals with the grim battle for
existence fought by Valencia's humble flsher-
folk. 'The maynower' has no hero or heroine.
In a sense—that is, two men and two women
are practically of equal importance in it. All
four are caught up and whirled relentlessly
toward tragedy, for this tale of Valenclan life

ends unhappily."—N Y Times

"Dramatic story which introduces no prob-
lem."

+ Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

Lit D p49 S 3 '21 940w
"One of Blasco Ibdflez's shorter, simpler,

least rhetorical novels, this is also one of his
best. His books, for all their great defects,
have invariably the merit of gusto. They are
written in a glow, with vigor, sweep, and
evident delight in pictorial effects. This is no
exception." Allan Nevins

+ Lit R p3 My 28 '21 520w
"The story has the breathless speed, the

vigor and sweep and rush of Blasco IbAiiez
at his best. As for the translator, he has had
the skill not to clog the onrush of the
narrative." T. R. Ybarra

-H N Y Times p9 Ap 10 '21 4800w
"Dramatic in action and marked by sharp

ai alysis of human emotions and daring depar-
ture at times, from conventionalities. 'The may-
flower' possesses a certain crude strength."

-I Sprlngfd Republican p8 D 6 '21 lOOw

BLASCO IBA^EZ, VICENTE. Torrent (Entre
naranjos) ; tr. from the Spanish by Isaac
Goldberg and Arthur Livingston. $2 (2c)
Dutton 21-21763

The Brulls were a leading family In Alcira
and great things were expected of Don Rafael
Brull, who was elected deputy to Congress even
before he was of age. But moral courage was
not one of his native gifts and he bows reluc-
tantly to the will of a strong mother who
steers his course. He yields, however, to his
passion for a famous prima donna with whom
he has a clandestine love-affair. To be able to
enjoy their intercourse in the open, they flee
the small town, but the strong arm of the
mother reaches beyond the city and Don Rafael
meekly returns home to marry the dull daugh-
ter of an upstart millionaire and to raise a
farhily. After eight years of drudgery as an
uninspired deputy he again meets Leonora who
has nothing but cold scorn for his rekindled
passion and tells him some ugly truths about
himself.

"There is a finish about it, a clean-cut vigor
of outline which makes 'The torrent' one of
Ib&fiez's most successful novels." D. L. M.

-f- Boston Transcript p4 D 14 '21 1050w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

Ind 107:265 D 10 "21 430w
"There is an abundance of passion In the tale,

some wonderful pen pictures of a sweeping,
torrential love. But the fact that neither the
man nor the woman is in any sense a really
big personality—big either for good or evil

—

rather dwarfs the whole. . . It Is a story full
of intense, splendidly pictured moments." L.
M. Field.

H NY Times pl6 N 6 '21 1200w

BLATCH, MRS HARRIOT (STANTON). Wo-
man's point of view; .some roads to peace.
$1.25 Womans press 172.4 20-11242

The author had undertaken to write a book on
the c<^nstructive results of the war. The fin-

ished volume protests against all war, her be-
lief in the possibility of good coming from con-
flict having been thoroughly undermined by her
personal investigations in the war-stricken
countries. Her hope for peace now lies in the
power of thought, of labor, of education, and In
the liberation of the protective instinct in wo-
men. The book is in three parts: I: A wo-
man's view of the aftermath of war; II: At the
root of the conflict; III: The will to heal.

Cleveland p38 My '21 30w
"Despite the clarity with which Mrs Blatch

analyses the world's ruin, her proposed roads to
a lasting peace strike one as circuitous if not
at times entirely out of the wav." R. S.

-\ Freeman 2:282 D 20 '20 240w

BLEACKLEY, HORACE WILLIAM. Monster.
*$2 Doran 21-1284

"The villain of this story, the 'monster'
of the title, is the factory system of England
during nearly a century of its development,
until the eighties of the last century. Its ac-
tion begins during the latter years of the
eighteenth century with the cruelties that were
practiced upon the helpless apprentices. The
small boy of seven, indentured for fourteen
years to the owner of one of the most brutally
managed of these slave-driving factories, and
the family of which he is later on the founder,
furnish t"he central personal interest. He Is
originally a gentle, attractive, promising little
chap and the author shows him gradually
brutalized and dulled by his years of oppres-
sion into a man very different from what he
would have been under the surroundings that
childhood ought to have. Grown to manhood,
this young man toils, saves, enslaves others,
becomes a factory owner and a rich man. But
he is not nearly so brutal as were those who
despoiled his youth. His son, who takes up his
work, improves somewhat in humanity upon
his father, but the iron is still In his blood
and it is not until the third generation comes
on the scene that any real endeavor Is made
to tame the 'monster' and utilize its service
without allowing it to destroy greater values
than it produces."—^N Y Times

Booklist 17:251 Ap '21

"Structurally the story is more open to ad-
verse criticism than it is on the ground of con-
ception. There are a half-dozen well-conceived
types that hold our interest, and the scene
and the characters largely make up for the
lack of brisk action and theatrical effect. Al-
together, it is an ably and honestly written
book." S. L. C.

-I Boston Transcript p6 F 12 '21 590w
"Taking It by and large, 'The monster* Is

a brave novel, bravely enli.^ted In a fine cause
which is, however, largely obsolete at the
present moment. We cannot help wishing that
the ardor of Mr Bleackley's protest were
levelled against social aliments far closer to
us than the factory evils of three-quarters
of a century ago."

H Lit R plO My 21 '21 360w
"The promise of the earlier chapters, the

author's evident earnestness and the vital

significance of the theme make one regret that
the treatment could not have been more ade-
quate." R. H.

^ New Repub 26:51 Mr 9 "21 390w
"Mr Bleacklev's novel is a piece of thought-

ful and careful work which deserves the at-
tention of those many readers who like their
fiction to give them something to think about."

4- N Y Times p22 Ja 30 '21 520w
"The novel has both characters and incidents

out of the ordinary, and is quite as vigorous
considered as fiction as it is from the economic
and humanitarian standpoints." R. D. Town-

+ Outlook 127:431 Mr 16 '21 lOOw
Spec 125:fi41 N 13 '?0 50w

"Mr Bleackley has taken time and all the
necessary effort to make the book one worth
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reading, particularly by those who want some-
thing to think about in their fiction."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ap 10 '21

420w
"In the end Mr Bleackley has shirked his

own task. He is content to play about witli

his back to the monster instead of facing
him squarely and telling us what he is."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup pTOl O
28 '20 620w

"A book, it must be felt, of uncommon
thoughtfulness; and, with its clear and subtle
characterization and complete if leisurely action,

a utory of considerable merit." H. W. Boynton
+ Weekly R 4:251 Mr 16 '21 740w

BLEASE, WALTER LYON. Suvorof. ?9 But-
ton [25s constable] B or 92

(Eng ed 21-13010)

Suvorof, 1729-1800, was a Russian general
and an odd man of genius whose memory is

cherished among Russians to this day. His
-soldierly qualities were often hidden by his
drolleries and eccentricities, but Sir C. E.
Callwell, In his preface of Mr Blease's biog-
raphy, pronounces him to have been, "next
to Frederick the Great, Napoleon and Welling-
ton unquestionably the greatest soldier of the
last half of the eighteenth century and of the
wars that followed the French revolution." He
was the creator of the modern Russian soldier,
made himself one with his men, lived as they
lived, joked with them and treated them as
brothers. Mr Blease follows his campaigns
with minuteness, in Poland, in the Turkish
wars, in Italy and in Switzerland. He tells

many of the anecdotes illustrative of his ec-
centricity, and makes of him a great man as
well as a great soldier.

second because the breadfruit suited neither
the climate nor the taste of the people of the
West Indies."—Boston Transcript

"The book is much more than a compilation
from sources and has the advantage of the
author's access to Russian originals. The
military point of view is visible throughout,
but it is not unduly obtruded; taken as a
whole Mr Blease's work forms a 'human in-
terest' story such as a civilian would naturally
write." E. N.

-f Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 1250w
"It is a valuable treatise for the student

of military history, and although there Is a
great mass of literature in several languages
upon Suvorof and his campaigns there is

nothing in English that parallels this book.
Moreover, Mr Blease's narrative is very
readable. He does not blink his hero's defects,
but manages to bring out clearly his truly
heroic qualities." H. L. Pangborn

+ Lit R p9 Jl 29 '21 800w
"An engaging and useful biography."

+ Nation and Ath 28:752 F 26 '21 260w
"Highly entertaining book, which, while

doing full justice to Suvorof's military
achievements, illustrates his eccentricity with
many of the picturesque anecdotes that are
popular with his countrymen."

+ Spec 126:302 Mr 5 '21 1500w
"Now at last we have an adequate life of

Suvorof in English, based, as it should be,
almost entirely upon Russian authorities. Mr
Blease has done his work uncommonly well.
The book is well arranged and well written;
and the entire story is compressed within the
modest bulk of 350 pages."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p51 Ja
27 '21 2000W

BLIGH, WILLIAM. Captain Bligh's second
vovage to tlie South sea, bv Ida Lee (Mrs
Charles Bruce Marriott), il *$4.25 (10s 6d)
Longman.'; 919.6 20-22813

"Mrs Marriott's volume contains, as far as
is known, the first record of Captain Bligh's
second voyage, the details being taken from
his log books, which have only recently been
discovered. The object of both voyages was
the transplantation of breadfruit from the
South Sea i.slands to the West Indies. Neither
voyage was, however, succes.sful in its object.
The first failed because of the mutiny, the

Am Hist R 26:829 Jl '21 390w
"Although Mrs Marriott carefully arranges

the records; of Captain Bligh's second voyage,
she proves herself by no means a skillful, a
satisfactory or an unprejudiced biographer.
Mrs Marriott's book is of no little value. But
it must be read in connection with other
documents in the case." E. P. Edgett

h Boston Transcript p8 Ja 26 '21 1300w
"The editor's presentation and Interpretation

of tlie log-books are admirable." A. B. A.
+ Eng Hist R 36:309 Ap '21 450w

St Louis 19:83 Ap '21 30w
4- Sat R 131:345 Ap 23 '21 500w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p808
D 9 '20 1050W

BLOK, ALEXANDER A. The twelve; tr.

from the Russian by Babette Deutsch
and Abraham Yarmolinsky; Introd. by the
translators. (Freeman pamphlets) pa 50c
Huebsch 891.7 21-7879

"A revolutionary poem that has sold two mil-
lion copies in Russia since 1918 demands notice
from Europe and America. The Twelve are
twelve Red Guards who push through a Petro-
grad snowstorm, angry, blind, 'unblessed, un-
caring, ripe for death and daring, pitying none,'
snarling at the bourgeois curs who stand hungry
on the corners, shooting Kerensky renegades
from their sleighs, until they find themselves
led by a thirteenth figure, Christ."—Nation

"Blok tells us very little that we could not
learn from the newspapers. Of the unknown
quantities of revolutionary psychology he says
disappointingly little. There is much more in
Bolshevism than the stupid bestiality of the
twelve Red Guards. We ask for a more explicit
explanation both of its success and of Its fail-
ure." — Ath p757 D 3 '20 550w

Booklist 17:291 My '21

Brooklyn 13:81 Ja '21 lOw
Reviewed by J: Cournos

Freeman 3:236 My 18 '21 800w
"The poem is manifestly sincere and pictor-

ially arresting. As a historical vignette the
work is of permanent value in this excellent
translation."

+ Lit R p21 D 4 '20 300w
"Unfortunately quite as obscure and whirling

as the blizzard which blows for its setting. The
allegory may be worth much or little; the fre-

quent flashes of poetry are worth a good deal."

h Nation 111:786 D 29 '20 150w
"Bv avoiding any definite statement of the

part played by Christ in the scenes of the night,

the author has done no more than introduce one
of those sickly sentimental touches of religiosity

which are common in bourgeois literature. The
poem, as a whole, is vivid."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p782 N 25
'20 230w

BLOOMFIELD. DANIEL. Labor maintenance;
a practical handbook of employees' ser-

vice work, il $5 Ronald 331.8 20-18597

The oijject of the book is to point the way
to bettei' methods in what was once known as

"wcl.'are v/ork"—nov/ preferably "employees
service work"—and to obviate the need of

costlv mi.'^take.s, due to a wrong conception of

the purpo.se of such work, during the experi-

mental stage. Contents: Need for service work;
Service wnrk—the right foundation; The em-
ployees' service department—its relation to

other departments; Internal ort^anization of the

.service department; The seivice manager;
Buikling up a plant .spirit; Training the worker;
Soine training systems; The problem of Ameri-
canization; Teaching the foreigner 9ur lan-

guage Further aids for Americanization; The
worker's hcriUh: Organizing a plant health de-

partment: Work of the plant health depart-
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ment; The worker at play (two chapters);
Accident prevention—safety work; Developing
a suggestion system; The employees' lunch-
room and restaurant: The plant newspaper or
magazine; The housing problem (two chap-
ters); Financial aids (three chapters); Link-
ing up with the community; Forms and illus-
trations; Appendix; Index.

"The book is amply worth a reading by any
employer or manager of men." C: H. IngersoU

+ Administration 1:695 My '21 llOOw
Am Machinist pl064i Je 16 '21 70w
Ann Am Acad 97:192 S '21 80w
Booklist 17:270 My '21

Boston Transcript p6 Mr 26 '21 220w
"The value of 'Labor maintenance' Is greatly

reduced because of the extraordinarily uncriti-
cal nature of Mr Bloomfleld's discussion. One
cannot help wondering whether the time has
not come when books attempting so wide a
field have ceased to be useful." Beardsley Ruml

-\ J Pol Econ 26;431 My '21 540w
"The value of the book is enhanced by its

appendices, especially those on sanitary stand-
ards and the detailed by-laws and forms for
benefit and pension associations."

-j- Survey 46:486 S 16 '21 220w

BLUNDEN, EDMUND CHARLES. Waggoner;
and other poems. $1.50 Knopf 821

(Eng ed 21-26221)

"Some of the poems in this volume have
already appeared in the Nation, the London
Mercury, the Athenaeum, and other periodicals,
and one or two were printed for private
circulation under the title 'The harbingers,' in
1916. His poetry is pagan in the most proper
sense; it is the poetry of the villager, the
celebration of nature, not as a joy to the eye,
but as a partner who has to be lived with, in
fierce and weeping moods as well as in sunny
ones." (The Times [London] Lit Sup) "His
landscape is that of Kent and Sussex. Hops.
mill ponds, oast houses, streams, and, above
all, fish are his theme." (Spec)

"We feel that he knows what he is writing
about; therefore we can read his little book
with the sensation that we are biting on
solids, not on air. At the ijresent time that
is praif^e enough for the first volume of any
poet." .1. M. M.

H Ath p4.37 O 1 '20 670w
+ Booklist 17:211 Mr '21

"His attitude towards his subject-matter is
the attitude of the minor poet. Mr Blunden
lacks neither poetic material nor the will to
use it. He has the misfortune, which perhaps
is also our misfortune, of being born too late."
J: G. Fletcher

\- Freeman 3:500 Ag 3 '21 520w
"Blunden's poetry takes hold of one with

a slow delight. It is not brilliant. There are
no amazing lines or arresting metrical dexteri-
ties. Obviously he has not tried to manufac-
ture literature. But at the bent, his word is
deenly nourished with the food of beauty

—

with reverence for and imderstanding of the
experif-nce.^ of common life. At the best, it

has thf> warm, homely glow of Goldsmith
touched with a richness that is nearer to
Keats." H- Chanin

-f Lit R p8 Ja 15 '21 920w
"On every pr.ge his atmosphere is richer than

either art or nature demands. But it is clear
what new thing he has tried to do, and it is
certain that if he does it henceforth with
restraint he will write astonishingly beautiful
poetry." Mark Van Doren

H Nation 112:747 My 25 '21 400w
"Saturated at once with the loveliness of the

old English pastoral poetry, and with the
loveliness of the English countryside itself
meditated by an eye that so evidently knows
and loves it with its own passionate observa-
tion." R: Le Qallienne

f N Y Times p5 Mr 20 '21 310w

"Some day he must develop the vein of way-
wardness tnat is now nearly hidden. Within
his self-imposed boundaries his work is satis-
fying and vigorously simple. Mi- Blunden is
not only a writer of a very high order of
talent, he is a poet, a man whose work inter-
prets that of whicli he writes, even to those
who seemed to know it best."

H Spec 125:342 S 11 '20 500w
"Mr Blunden is a real poet, beyond all ques-

tioning, and a poet of lirmly marked origin-
ality."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p555 Ag
26 '20 240w

"If Mr Blunden's language indicates a taste
for magic—and where would poetry be without
ItV—his work on the whole suggests a declining
inclination to pursue magic lor its own sake
or to confuse it with poetry. 'The silver bird
01 Herndyke Mill' and The gods of the earth
beueatii, liis two chief early poems, are both
fantastical in idea, and in spite of incidental
felicities and a very higli level of workmanship
generally, are unconvincing in their poetic sub-
Lance."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p564 S
2 '20 700

w

BLUNT, WILFRED SCAWEN. My diaries, be-
ing a personal narrative of events, 1888-
19i4. 2v $12 Knopf B or 92 21-22305

These notes in diary form of conversations
and reflections during the last thirty years are
the result of the author's long and friendly in-
tercourse with the groups of men who control
the domestic and foreign policies of the British
empire. "A diary, when it is written by a man
of Mr Blunts opportunities, capabilities and
weaknesses, is a wonderful observation post from
which the philosophic historian can watch the
mental and material disintegration of a com-
plex society. . . One of its main concerns was
politics, and particularly the politics of imper-
ialism. . . The reader of these pages becomes
conscious that he is being given a vision of an
era of politically tremendous events in which
the chief actors have no ideals, no hopes, no
beliefs, no principles, no understanding—only
personal ambitions, personal vanities, personal
loves and hates. . . Mr Blunt is a knight-
errant of lost causes, and the cause which
dominates this book is the cause of subject
peoples and savage races. . . A great part
of his diary is taken up with the secret his-
tory of the occupation of Egypt, the policy of
Lord Cromer, and the Sudan expedition."—^Ath

"The diaries are a social document of the
first importance."

+ Ath p286 My 2 '19 140w
"One is tempted to read it, as it is written,

leisurely and lastidiously, turning it this way
and that, and watching it throw out from many
angles its sparkles, its radiance, and its occa-
sional flicker of malice. When the great men
and the more numerous little great men who
throng Mr Blunt' s pages have passed through
this ordeal there are not, in the reader's eyes,
many shreds of greatness left to them. Mr
Blunt humbles famous men in an unobtrusive
way which is singularly effective. . . The
political side of the diary is amazingly inter-
esting and Mr Blunt deserves all possible credit
for his tilting at the giants of imperialism."
L. W.

-I Ath p971 O 3 '19 1700W
"Mr Blunt's entries, recorded from year to

year and almost from day to day, are like little

windows opening and shutting upon the scenes,
and upon the behind the scenes,' of history.
One gets so vivid an impression of the charac-
teristics of our age that one feels that one has
not only grasped its external appearance and
the springs of its mechanism, but the very
taste and flavour of it." L. W.

+ Ath p210 F 13 '20 lOOOw
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 Ja 11 '22 1600w
"Wilfrid Blunt, it may be prophesied, will be

reckoned among the great observers of times
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and the affairs of men—with Saint-Simon,
Horace Walpole, and Crabbe Robinson." R. M.
Lovett

4- Dial 69:519 N '20 3500w

"They are worth a ton of conscious propa-
granda by destructive critics, for their worth
lies in the deadly significance of the writer's
dispassionate accounts of what his friends and
acquaintances said and did." E. A. Boyd

+ Freeman 2:67 S 29 '20 llOOw

"To read them is lilce living again through
the greatest events of over thirty years, and
that with a guide who moved among the con-
trolling forces of the time and was himself a
force. No future history will be complete with-
out frequent references to these volumes, for

here the secrets of many obscure events and
dubious intrigues stand revealed. Here we are
set face to face with men and women who
made the world, and we are shown them not by
the common courtier or flattering biographer,
but by as stern a critic as we ourselves are of
our ordinary friends." H: W. Nevinson

-f Lit R p278 D 17 '21 1550w
"These thousand crowded pages are difficult

reading if the main course of the argument is

to be followed through the countless side-issues,
social, literary, artistic, geographic, philosophi-
cal, religious. Had the material been sifted,
rearranged, and rendered more compact, the
result would have made for lucidity; but the
loss would have been greater than the gain, be-
cause there would have vanished from the
record an Impression of sincere and spontane-
ous conviction." S: C. Chew

+ Nation 111:249 Ag 28 '20 IGOOw
"It is as a textbook of the decadence of the

Victorian Age that Wilfrid Blunfs 'Diaries' will
be studied. On the one hand they give an
unrivalled picture of the splendors of that age,
Its material, social, spiritual riches, by one who
was born to enjoy them—and on the other a'

study of the degradation of the world, its hypoc-
risy, Its lust for possession, its brutal sacrifice
of the weak, and above all of its incredible
stupidity. They are a faithful record of the
seed sown, of which today we are teaping the
bitter harvest." R. M. Lovett

-f New Repub 29:159 Ja 4 '22 2000w
N Y Times p27 Ag 21 '21 lOOw

"There are infinite riches contained in these
diaries, by far the most attractive and valuable
volumes of their kind published in our time."
R: Le Gallienne

-I- N Y Times p7 N 20 '21 330w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 8 '20 400w

"As a historical document this diary has no
very remarkable Importance; it throws what
is usually styled 'a sidelight' on the events
of its time, but the light is coloured by the
personal lens through which it is projected.
The future historian could not rely on Mr
Blunt's word without sifting the evidence for
himself."

-| The Times [London] Lit Sup p249
My 8 '19 1800w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p83 F

5 '20 2650W

BLYMYER, WILLIAM HERVEY. Isolation
plan; with papers on the Covenant. 2d ed
$2 Cornhlll co. 341.6 21-14306

"This brochure sets forth a plan, originating,
so we are told, with the author, for regulating
International relationships to the exclusion of
war. The scheme envisages first general
disarmament, then compulsory arbitration of
disputes and compulsory acceptance of the
Judgments rendered by the arbitrators, with the
penalty for non-compliance with these two
latter steps to be a fixed one, namely, a her-
metic boycott and blockade of the offending na-
tion by all other countries acting in concert."

—

Lit R

League of Nations, in the attempt to show that
this inst;tution is inferior to, and should be sup-
planted by, the plan which he himself sponsors.
Some of these arguments, as here presented,
seem captious, some incredible without further
proof, and some already disproved."

h Lit R pl31 O 29 '21 340w

BOAS, RALPH PHILIP, ed. Youth and the
new world. $1.50 Atlantic monthly 814

"These papers were all published in the
Atlantic Monthly and all deal more or less with
problems of current thought and living. Other-
wise they are as heterogeneous as they could
well be. In mood and point of view they range
from bewildered spinster to belligerent radical,

from labor leader to college president. In
manner they range from familiar essay to
timely article and philosophical discoursi.'. . .

Dean Briggs on 'Intercollegiate athletics and
the war,' J. N. Larned in 'A criticism of two-
party politics,' John Mitchell on 'The econ^^mic
necessity of trade-unionism,' Bertrand xius-

seli on "National independence and interna-
tionalism,' Mr Canb>- on 'Sentimental America,'
and Dr Gordon on 'Reasonable hopes of Ameri-
can religion'—these papers suggest the scope
and quality of the book."—Lit R

"As a whole, the book sets forth reasonably,
from divers angles but without undue pre-
judice, the more important tendencies and
•problems' of current living, social, material,
sestlietic, political, even religious."

-I Lit R p58 O 1 '21 540w

BODKIN, MATTHIAS M'DONNELL. When
youth meets youth. *$2 (3c) Kenedy

A story told in autobiographical form of the
childhood and youth of Gerald Burke, an Irish
doctor's son. His boyhood days are whole-
some and normal as revealed in tales of his
sports and his pranks at school. He studies
for his father's profession when he grows up.
The little girl who played on the sand with
him grows up, too, and the course of their
ripening love furnishes the romance of the
book. She adds bits of her autobiography to
his, and altho their true love meets obstacles,
they are happy in the end.

The proposition contains no more than the
normal proportion of fallacy incident to any
formula for the governance of human conduct,
but the author vitiates his case by the animus
of a none too profound attack upon the

"It is a suitable gift-book for the young; as
a novel its merit may be said to be a straight-
forward simplicity."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl29 F
24 '21 50w

BOGART, ERNEST LUDLOW. War costs and
their financing; with an introd. by Russell
C. Lefflngwell. (Problems of war and of
reconstruction) •$3 Appleton 336 21-7133

A study of the financing of the war and the
after-war problems of debt and taxation. Pro-
fessor Bogart, sometime assistant foreign trade
adviser of the Department of state, traces the
course of events that transferred to the United
States the financial primacy of the world and
shows her relation to the financial rehabilita-
tion of Europe. He discusses the basis of na-
tional and international credit, the effect in the
United States, at the outbreak of the war, of
the disorganization of the European security
market, the question of paper money and bank
credit, war loans and taxation. In considering
the proper methods of financing a war, the
author reverts to the Civil war and the financial
lessons to be drawn from. it. He brings to-

gether in usable form much scattered informa-
tion relating to war finance and draws such
conclusions as seem warranted by the evidence
in hand.

"The book admirably supplements Professor
Bogart's earlier volume on the 'Direct and in-

direct costs of the great world war.' "

+ Am Pol Scl R 15:457 Ag '21 60w
Booklist 17:328 Jl '21

Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 490w

Reviewed by J. E. Le Rossignol
+ Lit R p5 Ag 27 '21 900w
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BOGART, ERNEST LUDLOW—(7on«wued
"It is an excellent text-book on the subject,

for it contains all the essential information well

arranged and lucidly presented, and will be a
very handy manual of reference." T: F. Wood-
lock

-f- Weekly R 5:279 S 24 '21 760w

BOGART, ERNEST LUDLOW, and MATH-
EWS, JOHN MABRY, eds. Modern com-
monwealth, 1893-1918. (Centennial history of

Illinois) il $2 Illinois centennial comm,
Springfield; for sale by McClurg 977.3

20-27159

"The elaborate historj' of Illinois, written
to commemorate the first centenary of the
formation of the state, is completed in this

volume in the period from 1893 to 1918."

(Spec) "There are chapters on the growth of

education, art and letters, agricultural
changes, manufactures, trade and transporta-
tion, labor organization, the civil service, and
finally, the part taken by Illinois in the great
war." (R of Rs)

R of Rs 62:558 N '20 60w
Spec 124:54 Jl 10 '20 210w

BOJER, JOHAN. Life; tr. from the Norwegian
by Jessie Muir. *$2.50 Moffat 20-19764

"Captain Riis was a retired army officer. All

of his misfortune he attributed to the wicked
enmity of General Bang, who had been his

rival at the military academy. While the

Captain cherished a sludge which embittered
all his life and to which he sacrificed his

children, both his dissolute son Ivar and his

lovely young daughter Astrid, the heroine of the

story, the General was quite willing

to be friends with him at any moment, and
received Astrid gladly when .^he came to the
house as his daughter Inga's guest. For Astrid
and Inga had met as fellow-students and be-

come intimate without the Captain's knowledge.
Astrid met Inga's brother, Reider, who, of

course, fell in love with her, as she did with
him. But she was not the only one who craved
the sunshine of happiness; and because
another wanted it, and took it, her life was
ruined, just when it seemed most full of

promise."—N Y Times

Booklist 17:115 D '20

Dial 70:230 F '21 40w
Freeman 2:525 F 9 '21 240w

"There is a wavering, indecisive quality in

ihe conception of this story. Throughout the
whole book there is a perceptible contradic-
tion between mood and idea. 'Life' is a work
of transition, and its indecisiveness must be
attributed to the fact that the author had not
yet adopted definitely that philosophy whose up-
lifting sonorousness has proved so irresist-

ible." E. A. Boyd
] Lit R p8 D 31 '20 900w
"Despite their rugged strength and austere

honesty of conviction Bojer's novels lack one
essential quality of great literature. They lack
humanness. The author is too much preoc-
cupied with his ideas to deal fairly by his
characters." W. H. C.

^ New Repub 27:120 Je 22 '21 270w
"If less perfect in artistry than some other

of its author's books, 'Life' is an interesting,
realistic and at times powerful novel, full of
well and clearly individualized characters."

-I NY Times p20 N 7 '20 850w
"The work possesses none of the graphic

portrayal of life or the high gripping ideals
that made 'The face of the world' and 'The
great hunger' so meritorious. The theme is

Interesting, but the work lacks the conviction
and swift sure manner that have made his
other works of dramtlc interest."

-I
Sprlngf'd Republican p7a D 26 "20

330w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

Weekly R 4:16 Ja 5 '21 SOOw

BOLLES, ALBERT SIDNEY, Putnam's handy
law book for the layman. $1.90 Putnam
347 21-18875

An alphabetical compendium, of important
legal principles, including legal forms of every-
day use. Though offered to the layman with
the thought of saving him frequent and costly
consultations with an attorney the book lays
particular stress on tlie dangers of over-con-
fidence in dealing, without professional advice,
witli legal questions.

"Mr Bolles is an eminent authority on bank-
ing law and his several treatises on the sub-
ject are held in high esteem by the legal
profession. Much that is here will be well
worth the reader's while."

-{- Boston Transcript p4 N 2 '21 230w
"Tlie book is intelligently planned, as com-

prehensive as its size permits, and con-
veniently arranged and indexed as to subject.
If the reader will not consider it a chief sub-
stitute for professional advice, it will serve
him as a very useful little manual."

+ Lit R pl54 N 5 '21 llOw
Sprlngf'd Republican plO D 10 '21 120w

BOLTON, ETHEL (STANWOOD) (MRS
CHARLES KNOWLES BOLTON), and
COE, EVA JOHNSTON. American samp-
lers, il $10 Massachusetts society of the
colonial dames, 2 Lynde st., Boston, Mass.
746 21-18488

"The Massachusetts Society of the Colonial
Dames of America some five years ago set
about collecting a record of American samp-
lers. Sister societies and individuals cooper-
ated in the work, and as a result some 2500
descriptions and some 400 photographs of
samplers were secured. These descriptions
and 12G photographs have now been published,
with illuminating text by Mrs Bolton and Mrs
Coe. To each of the descriptions of samplers
by centuries, Mrs Bolton has written an in-
troduction, in which the specimens considered
are treated in an engaging manner to show
the evolution of the American sampler and its
value as a reflection of the life of the time.
Other chapters discuss sampler verse; schools
where the making of samplers was taught,
with. some considerations upon the early teach-
ers; materials, designs and stitches, and em-
broidered heraldry, the work being supplied
with an excellent index."—Boston Transcript

"The work has been done well, and the
book is one which no collector of these rare
and valuable links to the past can afford to
be without." G. H. S.

+ Boston Transcript p6 N 23 '21 490w

BOLTON, HERBERT EUGENE, and MAR-
SHALL, THOMAS MAITLAND. Coloniza-
tion of North America, 1492-1783. 11 *|4.25
Macmillan 970 20-16766

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"To lucidity and general accuracy Professors
Bolton and Marshall have added a quality less
common in text-books, originality." V. W. Crane

-f- Am Hist R 26:540 Ap '21 520w
Booklist 17:213 Mr '21

"The project has been carried through with a
precision and a comprehensiveness that is cer-
tain to give immediate place to the book, at
least for purposes of reference, wherever thor-
ough instruction is offered in American history."
E. E. Robinson

+ Lit R plO My 7 '21 850w
"The book is distinctly a college text, but the

style is simple, direct, and clear, so that it will

be found very useful to high-school students for
supplementary reading. To all teachers of
American history, whether in the public schools
or in the colleges and universities, it will bring
a viewpoint which is new and stimulating." J. F.
Rippy

+ School R 29:310 Ap '21 650w
"The pages are packed with information, often

imperfectly coordinated and welded, and the
style is rot alluring, because wanting in those
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qualities of ease, vivacity, flexibility, and charm
which are necessary in order to render attrac-
tive so comprehensive a treatment. Despite
these defects, however, we welcome the work
as a pioneer in the field."

h Weekly R 4:253 Mr 16 '21 420w

BOLTON, LYNDON. Introduction to the the-
ory of relativity. $2 Dutton [5s Methuen]
530.1

This book is founded on the author's essay
which won the Eugene Hi^gins five-thousand-
dollar prize for the best discussion on relativ-
ity and gravitation. The winning essay has
been extended to about twelve times its length
to produce the book. The essay was particu-
larly successful in keeping to v/hat was strict-
ly relevant to the main issue, and the book
departs from the essay in one important re-
spect only, the free use of mathematical sym-
bols. The mathematical knowledge assumed
in the book is small, however. The author
has in mind the non-technical reader who de-
sires an understanding of the general drift of
the principle of relativity. Each chapter is

provided with a brief summary, and there is a
general summary, a bibliography and an in-
dex.

Sat R 132:616 N 26 '21 60w
"Mr Bolton's style is clear and precise, and

he is obviously aware of many of the difficul-
ties experienced by the ordinary reader who
attempts to follow the theory of relativity."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p739 N
10 '21 150w

BONE, DAVID WILLIAM. Brassbounder. •$2
(3c) Dutton 21-10400

New edition of this sea classic, first published
in England in 1910, revised by the author,
with an additional chapter and a special in-
troduction. " 'The brassbounder' is the story
of a voyage in a square-rigged vessel from
Glasgow to San Francisco and back again to
Falmouth and Sligo. As a book it defies clas-
sification. It Is listed among the novels, but
it has neither love interest nor plot—indeed,
the very human interest Is subordinate to the
author's theme. Capt. Bone's theme is man's
calling on the sea—or, to be more exact, life

'aboard square-sail.' The matter is of course
autobiographical, but the brass-bounder—i.e.,

British sea apprentice—who tells the tale is a
mere literary figment. He does not take an
active part in any of the incidents related;
he scarcely ever mentions himself, except In
the beginning for purposes of identification.
. . The only complete portrait is that of old
Martin, the essential sailor." (Lit R)

Booklist 18:58 N '21

+ Bookm 53:541 Ag '21 lOOw
"A book that no one who loves books can

afford not to read. Capt. Bone ha.'s solved the
age-long problem of getting his story over in a
manner all his own. He can handle a ship
as well as write a book; yet many men who
have never done anything but write books could
learn from him." Hulbert Footner

+ Lit R p3 Jl 23 '21 1500W
"Neither the technicalities nor the dialect

can spoil a story that has all the strength, ter-
ror and majesty of the sea behind it."

H NY Times p24 Ag 28 '21 380w

BORDEN.TURNER, MARY (BRIDGET MAC-
LAQEN, pseud.). Tortoise. *$2.50 (4c)
Knopf 21-15949

Helen Chudd, very beautiful and very proud,
has for her husband an Englishman of strength
and character and distinction, but heavy and
inexpressive, who loved her greatly but never
possessed her. "Keeping her had been his
gamble with fate" and at the opening of the
story William Chudd knows that he is about
to lose her to a Frenchman with an abundance
of the charm which was lacking in himself.
The war offers him an outlet for the tragedy
of his loss, as :t offers her, when her French-
man failed her, escape from herself and her

hurt pride. Both gave themselves to the ut-
most in service, she as nurse, he as private,
and at the war's close they found each other.

"The theme of her story is so commonplace,
its denouement so banal that possibly some
readers will consider the verbal trappings an
addition to the narrative."— Boston Transcript p6 S 7 '21 260w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

Ind 107:91 O 22 '21 400w
"Her style is so arresting that when once you

open the book and catch sight of her extrav-
agant metaphors and rich, strange thoughts
you chase the glowing words in fascinated
wonder."

+ Lit R pll S 10 "21 500w
"The author writes with emotional intensity

and with a certain dramatic quality that in-
fuses vitality into even the most everyday sort
of happening. When the events are of great
consequence in the lives of her characters it is
strained to so high a pitch as to lessen their
reality."

-\ NY Times p22 Ag 28 '21 350w

BOREHAM, FRANK W. Home of the echoes.
$1.75 Abingdon press [6s Epworth press]
814 21-18691

"Taking his title from the Maori legend
that 'the home of the echoes' is in the heart,
the author has built a pleasantly thoughtful
book about his musings and experiences as a
minister in Australia. He reveals intimacy
with many of the classics, drawing from them
applications to incidents in the everyday lives
of the members of his congregation. The na-
ture background is well done. The essays
are miscellaneous in subject matter."—Lit R

Boston Transcript p6 N 16 '21 220w
"A book of essays wonderfully illuminating

the common things of life. The writer is an
artist in his work. He has been called the
'Preacher Essayist.' One longing to preach
and by preaching to touch life into being can
find genuine inspiration here."

+ J Religion 1:664 N '21 30w
-f Lit R plO S 10 '21 70w

BORLEY, GEORGE COLBY. Lost horizon. $2
Dodd 21-17082

"This is a Central American tale of 'silver-
paper Republics' and 'ten-franc Dictators.' Mr
Borley paints three types of adventurers whose
varied exploits, during their flight from a rev-
olvition in the petty state of Torriaca, form
the main motif of the story. Most attractive
of the trio is the Frenchman Montplessis, with
his Nietzschean ethics and philosophy of
Chance. Morales, the fatalist, with his cow-
ardice and want of initiative, and Reynolds,
the dissolute Englishman, are mere puppets
in the hands of the wily Frenchman. Only the
fact that they are all regarded as accomplices
in the murder of one Zamoretas binds them
together."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"The story is interesting for local color,
cnaracter drawing, and plot, and holds the
reader's interest from start to finish."

+ Lit R pl28 O 29 '21 140w
"Mr Borley writes in a vivid manner and

with no small degree of literary dexterity."
-f- N Y Times p26 N 27 '21 50w

"In the hearts of even the most prosaic of
us smoulder the fires of Adventure. This
book will not fail to fan them into flame."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p637 S
30 '20 170w

BOSANQUET, BERNARD. Implication and
linear inference. *$2.75 ('lOs 6d) MacmlUan
160 20-20435

"In this book Dr Bosanquet has undertaken,
as he tells us, 'to develop and elucidate the
non- syllogistic principle' on which his 'Logic'

was founded. In doing this, he has brought
his views on a number of fundamental logical

questions into relation wtih those of certain
other contemporary- and recent writers, and
thus given additional significance and inter-
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BOSANQUET, BERNARD—ConMnued
est to the present discussion. The book is
the outcome of Dr Bosanquet's long and fruit-
ful occupation with this subject, and contains
some of the more important logical doctrines
at which he has arrived."—J Philos

"It is difficult to believe that any theory of
logic can be valid which requires a particular
view on a moot point of an empirical study
such as psychology. For our part, we cannot
see any basis for the suggested view of logic,
except the partial immunity from error which
it is supposed to secure; but this is a basis
in desire, not in psychology." B. R.— Ath p514 Ap 16 '20 1850W

"It would be difficult to find anywhere with-
in the same compass a treatment of inference
so complete and philosophical." J. E. Creigh-
ton

+ J Philos 18:52 Ja '21 llOOw
"In the present volume, there are conclu-

sions not easy to reconcile with one another.
They are reconciled no doubt in the author's
mind, but the process by which it is done is
not plain to the reader."

-I- The Times [LondonJ Lit Sup pl97
Mr 25 '20 1450w

BOSANQUET, BERNARD. What religion is.

•$1.40 Macmillan 201 20-20919
"Mr Bosanquet's book, the value of which is

exceptional, may be described as a study in
orientation:—'What I hope and desire is to be
helpful to persons who, while feeling the neces-
sity of religion, are perplexed by the shape in
which it comes before them. I am not think-
ing about historical criticism. I have in mind
more fundamental things. We may be disap-
pointed in an experience which we have been
taught to regard as all-important, not because
it offers us too little, but because it offers not
just what we were prepared for. Everything
depends on the expectation and the hope with
which we approach it. Religion is the knot,
the center, of all human difficulties; and if
we ask it the wrong questions it will give us
misleading responses.' "—Spec

Ath pll Jl 2 '20 450w
"All the time his reader has the feeling

that here is a high-class chef laboriously con-
descending to bake simple, wholemeal bread.
It lacks spontaneity and lightheartedness; and
again and again the habit of intellectual sub-
limation runs away with the writer's 'simple
purpose' without his being aware of it. In
the end, Mr Bosanquet lands you—well, much
where you were before." R: Roberts— Freeman 2:261 N 24 '20 950w

+ Spec 126:22 Ja 1 '21 400w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p461 Jl 22

'20 3200w

BOSTWICK, ARTHUR ELMORE, comp. Li-
brary and society. (Classics of American
librarianship) $2.25 Wilson, H. W. 020

21-26543

A collection of pai)ers and addresses by
statesmen and publicists, as well as librarians,
on the relation between libraries and the
communities they servo—"that of the com-
munity to the library, consisting of financial,
material and mor.nl support expressing itself
partly in the appointment of adequate boards
of tru.stee.'s and their proper backing, and
that of the library to the community, show-
ing Itself largely in the provision of books,
the collection of information, the control and
guidance of reading, and so-called 'community-
centre' service." Among the contributors are
Moses Coit Tyler, Andrew Carnegie, George
Ticknor, Jo.slah P. Quincy, Thomas W. Hig-
ginson. Mary S. Cutler. Melvil Dewey. James
Russell Lowell. Edward Everett, Grover Cleve-
land. W. H. P. Faunce, and many prominent
librarians.

"This book, which contains a good index, Is
a compact volume in rather fine print, so that
reading it at length is somewhat tiresome to
the eye. However, it is a mine of information,
not only with reference "to the present outlook
on the social significance of libraries; to libra-
rians and library trustees especially, it should
prove a great stimulus." S: J. Ranck

-f- Survey 47:26 O 1 '21 450w

BOTTOMS, PHYLLIS (MRS FORBES DEN-
NIS). Crystal heart. 11 $1.90 Century

(Eng ed 21-3285)

Joy Featherstone, of the crystal heart, was a
young English girl the radiance of whose spirit
warmed and lighted everyone who came
in contact with her. She was beloved of afi
and herself loved everybody, especially those
who suffered. A spirit so bright, so sensitive
to the hurt of others was equally sensitive to
Its own hurt. First, it was the death of the
stable cat that wrung her child's heart; then
the death of a younger and ailing sister, whom
she had made her special charge; later, the
misunderstanding with Nicolas, who loved her
best; and finally, the cruel wound of a friend.
Then the Inevitable happened. The crystal
heart, which could not be corrupted, broke.

"Romance of a modern and original type."
+ Outlook 129:230 O 12 '21 40w

Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 40w

BOTTOM LEY, GORDON. King Lear's wife;
and other plays. $3.50 Small 822 21-3285

"Mr Gordon Bottomley is one of the few
writers of poetical plays whom it is neces-
sary to take very seriously. His five pieces,
'King Lear's wife,' 'The crier by night,' 'The
riding to Lithend,' 'Midsummer eve' and
'Laodice and Danae,' have now been brought
together for the first time and published In a
single volume." (Ath) " 'The crier by night'
was written twenty -one years ago. 'Midsum-
mer eve' followed 'The crier by night' In
1901-2. It was not published till 1905.
'Laodice and Danae' appeared In private cir-
culation in 1909 and was reprinted In the
United States in 1916. 'The riding to Lith-
end' was written a year later than 'Laodice
and Danae.' 'King Lear's wife' was printed
In the 1913-1915 edition of 'Georgian poetry.' "

(Lit R)

Booklist 17:325 Jl '21

Lit R p9 Je 4 '21 130w

"Mr Bottomley's poetical qualities very
much outweigh his defects. His real distinc-
tion lies in his dramatic power. His charac-
ters have solidity and life."

-I Ath p302 S 3 '20 500w
Booklist 17:341 Jl '21

"He has Indeed displayed many gifts im-
perlshably bright. His name should stand
high In the roster of modern English verse."
W: R. Benet

+ Lit R p3 F 19 '21 1200W
"The five plays contain blank verse that is

practically unique today for variety and sin-
cerity, delicacy and weight. He is so much a
master of the poetry inhering in old times and
far places that his volume seems already to
have been a long while written, his lines seem
this soon to have gathered luminous mold."

+ Nation 112:796 Je 1 '21 300w
"The five plays in this book are unique

in English letters. There Is no writer llvmg
who could turn out such work. The flexible
beauty of the blank verse of these five plays
is sufficiently marked to raise them to a high
place among modern poetic dramas." H. S.
Gorman

4- N Y Times p6 Je 5 '21 lOOOw
"In 'King Lear's wife' not only the poetry

but the interest and the delineation of char-
acter is far superior, and we cannot believe
that even time and familiarity can ever en-
dow the other poetic dramas with the terse
virility of the play that first delighted us."

-I Spec 123:151 Jl 31 '19 900w

"Mr Bottomley is a poet and justifies his

use of poetic speech; he is eloquent, incisive,
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has a blank verse of his own which he writes
with increasing mastery; but he does not jus-
tify liis use of the dramatic form."

-1 The Times [London] Lit Sup p681 O
21 '20 1500W

"There is not one among the plays that has
not vision, dramatic quality, characterization
and poetry above the average. In all the plays,
there are evident two remarkable qualities of
Mr Bottomley's work. One is a deep under-
standing and portrayal of the women characters,
their minds, hearts and motives; the other is a
subjective quality in the writing itself that
makes it seem always to come from the deeper
consciousness."'

+ Theatre Arts M 5:250 Jl '21 300w

BOUCHER, FRANQOIS, comp. American foot-
prints in Paris. *$2 Doran 914.43 21-5668

"A guide book of historical data pertaining to
Americans in the French capital from the earli-
est days to the present times" (Sub-title), com-
piled by Frangois Boucher and translated, re-
vised and edited with preface by Frances Wil-
son Huard. It is a sort of descriptive street
directory of those streets and houses of Paris,
Versailles, and suburbs of Paris which have at
any time harbored Americans of note. There
is also a list of American consuls at Paris, from
1789 to 1914; of American .vriters in Paris, with
date and descriptive circumstance; of American
charitable organizations in Paris; and a table of
references to historical events, personalities,
ceremonies, etc.

planation of the structure of the German state
and the gradual undermining of it by socialism.
When it comes to the revolution itself, the
march of his narrative is direct, clear, and free
from entanglement." (N Y Times)

Booklist 17:298 My '21

Lit R pl2 Ap 2 '21 210w
"Much useful information and some surpris-

ing omissions."
H Nation 112:921 Je 29 '21 20w

R of Rs 63:558 My '21 50w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 .11 26 '21 260w

"The items about the literary and artistic as-
sociations of the city are interesting." E. L.
Pearson

+ Weekly R 4:296 Mr 30 '21 70w

BOULNOIS, HENRY PERCY. Municipal en-
grineering. (Pitman's technical primer ser.)
$1 (*2s 6d) Pitman 352.5 21-13500

A brief survey of the scope of municipal en-
gineering of the statutory position, training,
appointment and administrative duties of
municipal engineers.

BOULTON, B. C. Manufacture and use of
plywood and glue, il $3 Pitman 674 21-14138

The materials for this book have been com-
piled from The Aerial Age. Although originally
intended for the use of the aircraft industry,
the subject-matter is so complete as to be of
value to all branches of Industry interested in
woodwork—joinery, cabinet-making, coach-
building, and allied trades. Contents: The
manufacture of veneer and plywood; The
general properties and uses of plywood; Ply-
wood strength tables; Desigrn of various aero-
plane parts of plywood; The manufacture and
use of glues in aeroplane construction; Testa
on thin plywood as a substitute for linen in
aeroplane construction; Appendices; Index.

BOUTON, STEPHEN MILES. And the Kai-
ser abdicates. •J2.50 Yale univ. press
943.08 21-201

"The author of this treatise, long a resident
of pre-war Germany and given the best op-
portunity possible to study the war during the
war, entered Berlin on November 18, 1918,
one week after the armistice had been signed
and a number of weeks before any other en-
emy correspondent was similarly privileged.
He looked down from the galleries on the Na-
tional assembly at Weimar and was an eye-
witness of the two Spartacist revolts in Ber-
lin." (Lit R) "He announces, in his preface,
that he aims only to 'give a truthful and
adequate picture of the matters treated, with-
out any "tendency" whatever.' The first few
chapters lay the basis, by means of an ex-

"A thoughtful, mainly unbiased picture of
events."

+ Booklist 17:246 Ap '21

"It is a book of the times, for it mirrors al-
most contemporary Germany in both the light
of history and of personal observation, and will
do much to give the American people a correct
and comprehensive idea of the victories and
defeats of the new republic of Germany."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 200w
Brooklyn 13:83 Ja '21 30w

"Clearly-stated, consecutive and well-con-
sidered report of an eye-witness. His text is

thorough and logically arranged." L. B.
+ Freeman 3:46 Mr 23 '21 170w

"His book appeals to the present writer as
the most significant war book that has thus
far come to his hands, for Mr Keynes's treat-
ise is after all on the peace." A. W. Porter-
fleld

+ Lit R p6 D 31 '20 720w
"It is a very informing bit of writing by a

man who has first observed carefully and then
reflected maturely on what he has seen and
heard." W. K. Stewart

+ Nation 112:343 Mr 2 '21 820w
"He writes to uphold no theory and, appar-

ently, is entirely unconcerned about whose ox
may be gored. That, of course, is necessary
where one aims to present a 'truthful and
adequate picture.' His method is that of Gib-
bon, or that which Macaulay recommended
but did not altogether follow in practice, as
contrasted with that of a modern professor
with a theory to uphold and that of a mere
annalist like the early mediaeval monlts."

-j- N Y Times p7 Ja 2 '21 ISOOw

+ Spec 126:628 Aly 14 '21 2i)0w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p247 Ap
14 '21 150w

BOWEN, WILLIAM. Old tobacco shop; a true
account of what befell a little boy in
search of adventure, il ?1.75 Macmillan

21-18318

When Freddie was quite a little boy, his
father sent him one evening to the old tobacco
shop for a certain kind of tobacco. As Freddie
stood musing on the wooden figure of Mr
Punch before the shop door, out came the
little man who owned the shop and told him
the most astounding story about Mr Punch.
After that Freddie often came to see the
little man and his old aunt, who lived back
of the shop, and many were the stories he
heard, and many, many adventures came his
way.

"It is a story of a kind of which there are
altogether too few." E. L. Pearson

+ Ind 107:192 N 15 '21 180w
Lit R p324 D 31 '21 150w
Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 lOOw

BOWER, B. M., pseud. (BERTHA MUZZY SIN-
CLAIR) (MRS BERTRAND WILLIAM SIN-
CLAIR). Casey Ryan, il $1.75 (4c) Little

21-13416

The lure of gold was in Casey Ryan's blood
although he was by profession a stage-coach
driver on the trail out from Cripple Creek. Col-
orado. He was a very daredevil and when the
automobile got in the way of his coach and
four, the speed craze got the better of him and
he bartered his horses for a Ford. After many
and unique adventures in which he made money
and lost it—the latter usually from tender-
heartedness—he took up prospecting again and
at last found not only the gold mine, on the
track of which he had been for years, but a
wife.

Booklist 18:53 N '21
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BOWER, B. M., pseud.

—

Continued

Bookm 54:493 Ja '22 80w
"A most amusing tale."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 31 '21 170w
"The author has done nothing better artist-

ically and nothing more entertaining than this
picture of Casey Ryan. It is all written with a
light, humorous touch that, while it seems to
play about Casey and never take him seriously,
nevertheless succeeds in making a clear, vital,

all-round picture of him. It is a rollicking
story, full of mirth and laughter from beginning
to end."

-f N Y Times p22 Ag 14 '21 920w
Wis Lib Bui 17:210 D '21 20w

BOWER, B. M., pseud. (BERTHA MUZZY
SINCLAIR) (MRS BERTRAND WILLIAM
SINCLAIR). Cow-country. 11 *$1.75 (2Vic)
Little 21-491

Bud Birnie was born in the cow-countxy.
His first recollection was of a drive across the
plains behind a trail herd. He had killed rat-
tlesnakes and fought Indians before he was
half grown and had graduated from the school
of braver>-, hard-knocks and resourcefulness
before he came of age. His mother was of

gentle nurture and a musician, so when Bud
left home to seek his fortune, with three
thoroughbred horses as his working capital,

his pack contained besides his necessaries and
camping outfit, several musical instruments.
His adventures, although something of a
lark, were not those of a tenderfoot. When
he found himself, by chance, in the midst of

a gang of desperados he was instrumental in

the breaking up of the gang and witnessed as
well as took part in some killings. He res-
cued a much wronged little woman from in-

tolerable conditions and sent her home to his
mother, where he found her later on and the
two were happy ever after.

"Somewhat above the author's average."
+ Booklist 17:219 Mr '21

"All the Ingredients of the successful western
story are here."

4- Bookm 54:266 N '21 80w
"Admirers of Miss Bower, and they are leg-

ion, will undoubtedly find it up to and pos-
sibly a little above the level of her former
novels."

+ Boston Transcript p9 Ja 26 '21 230w
Lit R pll Ja 29 '21 90w

"Here is a live, well-told western romance
which bears above all else the impress of
truth in its descriptions of both persons and
country."

-f N Y Times p22 Ap 10 '21 400vvr

" 'Cow-country' Is a capital tale, as good as
anything in its class." R. D. Townsend

-+- Outlook 127:268 F 16 '21 70w
Reviewed by R. S. Lynd

+ Pub W 99:161 Ja 15 '21 360w
Sat R 132:492 O 22 '21 190w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p664 O

13 '21 30w
"The author tells a better story than most

writers of western fiction and her atmosphere
Is probably truer to life."

+ Wis Lib Bui p75 Ap '21 30w
.

BOWLEY, ARTHUR LYON. Official statis-
tics. (World of to-day ser.) $! Oxford [2s
6d Mllford] 310 21-8913

" 'What they contain and how to use them'
is the sub-title of this useful pamphlet by the
leading English expert in the use of statistics;
and separate chapters deal with statistics of
population, industry, trade and prices, Income
and wages, social conditions. Professor Bowley
has reduced the method of 'sampling' to an
exact science."—Survey

"Although his little book deaUs entirely with
English figures, it should be helpful to all who
are called upon from time to time to Interpret
official figures."

-f Survey 46:566 Ag 1 '21 90w

BOWMAN, ISAIAH. New world, il $6 World
bk. [21s Harrap] 910 21-16079

The object of the book is to provide the
backgrround of political geography that Is
necessary to an understanding of the main
international questions of the new world aris-
ing from the upheaval of the great war. These
questions concern new boundaries, concessions,
colonies, mandatories, spheres of influence
and protectorates now appearing on the map
of the world; the kind of people composing
the new states; the survival of new democra-
cies; the elements of economic strength and
weakness possessed by the new states, and
the increase or decrease, by treaty, of the
resources of the old states. A very large num-
ber of maps is included, but though some of
these have been engraved several times to in-
clude the latest boundary decisions, it has
not always been possible to keep pace with
the changes. There is a fifteen-page biblio-
graphy, a list of the principal treaties and agree-
ments, 1814-1920, and a full index. The author,
who is director of the American geographical
society of New York, acted as chief territorial
specialist of the American commission to
negotiate peace.

"Profusely illustrated with maps and photo-
graphs of uncommon value, admirably clear in
arrangement and equally so in the presenta-
tion of its multitudinous historical and politi-
cal details, the book is one to be read care-
fully and thoughtfully, and to be owned if pos-
sible." P. B.

-I- Boston Transcript p8 N 30 '21 490w
"An indispensable work of reference, en-

riched by a wealth of maps and diagrams and
condensed information. Nowhere else has so
much of value been brought together for this
purpose in a way that illuminates as well as
informs." C: H. Haskins

+ Lit R p222 D 3 '21 760w
Reviewed by M. F. Egan

+ N Y Times p22 N 20 '21 2100w
"All in all, there is no volume in English

now available which contains so much infor-
mation on post-war geography."

-f R of Rs 64:557 N '21 lOOw

BOYLE, JAMES ERNEST. Rural problems in
the United States. (National social science
ser.) »$1 McClurg 630.1 21-3976

"Following a brief discussion of the food-
supply question, and a chapter outlining rural
conditions and needs, the body of the booklet
is devoted to a consideration of rural institu-
tions. A final chapter deals with 'The soul
of rural community.' The institutions dwelt
upon are the following: home, school, church,
store, bank, newspaper, and farm and home
bureau. To each of these a chapter is given."—Am J Soc

"A little book on statistics by so well-known
an authority as Prof. Bowley is sure of a wel-
come from the educated public."

+ Nature 107:549 Je 30 '21 lOOw
Spec 126:660 My 21 '21 150w

"With a pretty sure sense of what is vital,
and a fairly nice balancing of material, ho
canvasses much of the field of rural life; and
has succeeded in producing a readable booklet,
which the general public will find Informing
and stimulating." N. L.. Sims

-f- Am J Soc 27:122 Jl '21 220w
Booklist 17:280 My '21

"Dr Boyle's book Is supplementary to the
busy worker's knowledge, and In no way ex-
hausts or is exhaustive."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 29 '21 150w
Springrd Republican p8 Je 29 '21 230^
Survey 46:14 Ap 2 '21 220w

BOYLE, JAMES ERNEST. Speculation and
the Chicago board of trade. 11 *$2.50 Mac-
millan 332.G 20-17502

"Under the title of 'Speculation and the
Chicago board of trade' Professor James B.
Boyle of Cornell university presents the re-
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suits of an intensive study of the marketing
of grain. I'"ive chapters are devoted to such
subjects as fundamental economic functions
of a market, Chicago as a grain market, the
Chicago board of trade viewed as a piece of
marketing machinery, and the Chicago board
of ti-ade and the problem of speculation. The
emphasis, however, is put on the problems of
future trading and speculation. The conclu-
sion is that organized speculation is beneficial
because it stabilizes prices, registers prices,
furnishes a wide and continuous distributing
risk, and is an enemy of monopoly."—Nation

Reviewed by H. B. Vanderblue
+ Am Econ R 11:301 Je '21 llOw

Booklist 17:17G F '21

"For the general reader, to whom it is pre-
sumably addressed, the book should prove
both interesting and useful, though marred by
its controversial atmosphere. Economists and
other special students of marketing and of
speculation, on the other hand, will be disap-
pointed that a work so well done and so well
worth doing should not have been done bet-
ter." C: O. Hardy

-I J Pol Econ 29:81 Ja '21 1450w
Nation 112:410 Mr 16 '21 170w

BRADDY, NELLA, ed. Masterpieces of ad-
venture. 4v *$5 (3c) Doubleday 21-4510

"In these volumes the word adventure has
been used in its broadest sense to cover not
only strange happenings in strange places but
also love and life and deatli—all things that
have to do with the great adventure of liv-
ing." (Editor's note) The four volumes are
devoted to: Stories of the sea and sky; Sto-
ries of dc-'ert places: Adventures within
walls; and Oriental stories.

BRADDY, NELLA. Young folks' encyclopaedia
of etiquette. *$1.50 Doubleday 395 21-7043

"The book is an attempt to strip the word
(etiquette) o:' the petty and overnice formalities
commonly associated with it and to present
only the essential basis of all pleasant social
intercourse—good manners." (Author's note)
After di.scussing the various uses and forms of
good manners—at tlie table, in the home and
family, in company, in public, in school, etc.—

a

great part of the book is devoted to suggestions
lor parties and other entertainments, and to
describing one hundred indoor and outdoor
games.

+ Booklist 17:307 My '21

Boston Transcript p6 My 7 '21 190w

BRADFORD, GAMALIEL. Shadow verses.
*$1.90 Yale univ. press 811 20-22319

"These 'Shadow verses' as Mr Bradford
calls them from Webster's couplet in 'The
Duchess of Malfi'

—

In what a shadow or deep pit of darkness.
Doth womanish and fearful mankind live!

—

are the forms thrown upon experience by the
lights that burn in the minds and souls of
man at the source of his complexed fates. In
this, however, nothing is presented as a
preachment, hut as a revelation, a record set
down, as is implied in the first poem, 'The di-
ary,' of a probing imagination which has been
put to work by an intense mental and emo-
tional curiosity. The idea of God puzzles the
poet as it puzzles mankind in general, and
this in spite of all the solace and convictions
imposed by faith, but Mr Bradford's puzzle-
ment contains a more steady and workable
rationalism."—Boston Transcript

"Into these verses flow the clear, independ-
ent thinking of a vivid biain, yet they are not
the result of that intellectualism which in
some contemporary poets is nothing more
than unbalanced prejudices; the clear think-
ing here is the result of deep feeling with
roots bedded in connnon experience." W: S.
Braithwaite

-f- Boston Transcript p4 F 9 '21 1050w

Lit R p29 O 23 '20 50w
"Remarkably charming." S. P. Sherman

+ Yale R n s 10:635 Ap '21 90w

BRADLEY, MRS MARY (HASTINGS). Inno-
cent adventuress. *$2 (5i/^c) Appleton

21-977

Maria Angelina Santonini, beautiful daughter
of an ancient Italian family, is sent to relatives
in America to retrieve fallen fortunes by a
rich I'lairiage and to leave the field clear for
her u lattractive sister Julietta. Her inherited
notions of propriety and chivalry suffer a rude
shock when she is plunged into the freedom
of American society life and she feels herself
hopelessly compromised wlun she is lost in
the Adirondacks with a millionaire admirer and
forced to spend the night with him in a moun-
tain shelter. She is rescued from her plight
by a handsome young journalist whom she
had met and viewed favorably on the day of
her arrival in America and whom a recently
acquired fortune enabled to meet her material
as well as her emotional needs.

"On the whole, 'The innocent adventuress'
is a pleasant, well told little story, running
true to type—an exemplary Saturday to Mon-
day novel."

+ Boston Transcript p9 Mr 19 '21 230w
"Altogether, Mrs Bradley's book goes forth

like its heroine, with no heroic purpose, but
with a cheerful disposition and an innocent
heart.

'

'

-1- Lit R plO F 19 '21 llOw
"Mrs Bradley commands a sprightly albeit

rather thin style and makes the most of the
rather meagre plot she has outlined. It is to
be r<;ad for enjoyment only."

-j NY Times p27 F 20 '21 400w
"Mrs Bradley's strength lies in her situations,

which she never allows to wander from the
realm of light comedy. She is at home with her
theme and her audience. The result is an easy
spontaneity which is sure to appeal."

-I Sat R 131:403 My 14 '21 250w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p325 My

19 '21 130w

BRAILSFORD, HENRY NOEL. Russian work-
ers' republic. *$2.50 Harper 914.7 21-4970

The author spent two months in Soviet Russia
in the autumn of 1920 and divided his time be-
tween city and country. Never, he says, has
he been more anxious to arrive at the objective
truth. The book contains the six articles first

printed in The New Republic with a good deal
of new matter. His conclusions are that the
communist revolution was the despeiate effort
of a society in the last stages of dissolution and
despair to reconstruct itself upon a new founda-
tion and that, in spite of its deviations from the
practice of democracy, he had, during his viBit,

the sense of watching a gigantic effort of crea-
tion. He finally sums up the tendency of the
revolution in the sentence: "It is, in a land
where a feeble and dilatory civilization had
touched as yet only a minute minority of a
gifted population, a great and heroic attempt
to shorten the dragging march of time, to bring
culture to a whole nation, and to make a co-
operative society where a predatory despotism,
in the act of suicide, had prepared the general
ruin."

Booklist 17:234 Ap '21

"Mr Brailsford's study of the workings of the
Communist party and its dictatorship are ex-
tremely informing." Harold Kellock

-I- Freeman 3:545 Ag 17 "21 1400w
"Henry Noel Brailsford takes practically the

s.nme point of view aa H. G. Wells, tho with a
shade more sympathy for the communistic ideal.

He admits, and regrets, that there Is neither
liberty nor democracy in soviet Russia. As a
liberal idealist and pacifist he has no liking for
the dictatorship of the proletariat and the reign
of terror. But he is much encouraged by the
educational experiments of the soviet govern-
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BRAILSFORD, HENRY NOEL —Continued
ment. which he describes interestingly and with
enthusiasm."

H Ind 104:388 Ap 9 '21 ISOw

"Characterized by a certain moral conviction

and fervor. His book is a valuable and stimu-
lating description of one phase of the 'Soviet

experiment.' " M. W. Davis
-f Lit R p6 S 10 '21 360w

Reviewed by Dorothy Brewster
Nation 113:179 Ag 17 '21 620w

"Mr Brailsford's book cannot be dismissed
as an ex parte statement. It contains facts

in abundance upon which he bases his conclu-

sions. And he is not a witness who sees all

the roses on one side and the thorns on the
other His criticism of the Communists, par-
ticularly with regard to the dictatorship, the
terror, and the bureaucracy, is as severe^ as
their mo^t violent opponents could wish for"

+ Nation and Ath 29:475 Je 25 '21 750w

"Vigorous, sane, and broad discussion of the

most difficult problem in current history. The
lucidity, ease and humane quality of Mr Brails-

ford's style needs no commendation." M. J.

^1^ ^ isiew Repub 17:250 Jl 27 '21 1600w

N Y Times pl7 My 8 '21 1700w

R of Rs 63:559 My '21 70w
Spec 126:563 Ap 30 '21 140w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p263 Ap

21 '21 70w
Reviewed by Jerome Landfield

Weekly R 5:81 Jl 23 '21 200w

BRAITHWAITE, WILLIAM STANLEY
BEAUMONT, ed. Anthology of magazine
verse for 1920; and year book of American
poetry. *$2.25 Small 811.08

"A thinner volume than any of its predeces-
sors since the first. The bibliographical appa-
ratus, which in some years has been the most
valuable thing about the book, is reduced by
omitting the Biographical Index and the re-

views of Important Volumes of Verse; and the
poems themselves are considerably fewer. The
first retrenchment has not done harm, while
the second has done good. The introduction,
an analysis of America's poetical soil called

Tap-Root or Melting Pot, is reprinted from the
editorial pages of The Nation."—Nation

Booklist 17:181 F '21

"It seems to me that there is a great deal
of surprising technical excellence in this book,
though few new things are said and there is

little originality in simile or metaphor. Many
thoughts and moods are expressed clearly, if

not with actual power. Great power of pure
imagination seems conspicuous by its ab-
sence." W: R. Benet

H Bookm 52:560 F '21 600w

+ Boston Transcript p8 D 18 '20 1400w

Dial 70:352 Mr '21 90w
"This year's anthology Is disappointing as a

storehouse of poetry that Is worth while, but
this may well be the fault of the material at
hand. It falls decidedly below the previous
annual compilations. Where is the vastness,
the authentic inspiration, the fine urge and
spontaneous gestures that were so evident
three or four years ago?" H. S. Gorman

h Lit R P9 N 13 '20 400w
"The number of trivial performances In-

cluded is negligible when set over again.st the
admirable body of deeply spirited poetry
brought here."

4- Nation 112:124 Ja 26 '21 150w
"Mr Braithwaite unfortunately has not

mastered certain points in syntax and punctua-
tion, while some standard idioms are un-
familiar to him. and his style in general is irri-

tatingly maladroit." Lawrence Mason— New Repub 27:360 Ag 24 '21 1900w

"Mr Braithwaite in this year's 'Anthology*
continues the steady improvement which has
gone on year after year in his annual com-
pilations of the work of American poets. As

a book of reference the volume suffers some-
what from the fact that several well-known
mag:azines are not represented in the attached
bibliography."

-I Outlook 126:767 D 29 '20 180w
-f- Sprlngf'd Republican p7a D 26 '20

760w

BRAND, MAX. Night horseman. *U-90 (3%c)
Putnam 20-20942

Like "The untamed," by the same author,
this tale is of Whistling Dan, that wild spirit
of the desert whose equally wild companions
are the black stallion Satan and the wolf dog.
Black Bart. With all his untamed ways.
Whistling Dan has won the love of Kate Cum-
berland, and the story tells of her struggles
to win him away from the call of the wind
and the night which is always wooing him
from her. Dan's mysterious personality gets
him into many critical situations and his
path is bestrewn with enemies with whom he
has desperate encounters and over whom he
invariably triumphs.

" 'The night horseman' is, first of all, an
excellent portrayal of a strangely complex
character, and it is also a well told romance
of the western country."

+ Boston Transcript p8 F 2 '21 230w
"This is a nightmare performance, an attempt

at a grown-up fairy tale. It is as realistic SiS

a wabbly cinema picture of the early days of
that industry."— Lit R pl8 D 4 '20 60w

BRAND, MAX. Seventh man. $1.90 (3%c)
= Putnam 21-18472

"The hero is 'Whistlin' Dan Barry' again,
and with him Satan, the black stallion, and
Black Bart, the wolf-dog. This iSi the third and
last of the stories of the mysterious follower
of the wild geese and his faithful friends. The
novel is complete in itself, but is a sequel to
'The untamed' and 'The night horseman.' "

—

Springf'd Republican

N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 60w
Springf'd Republican plSa Ja 15 '22

60w

BRANDT, LILIAN. How much shaU I give? |2
frontier press 361 21-17352

This little book analyzes the motives which
impel people to give and the forces which
determine the amounts they give; shows, on
the basis of statistics compiled from Income
tax returns, how much they actually do give;
brings together some answers which moral
philosophers and practical teachers of the past
have given to this question; and examines
American ideals of giving. The volume Is a
real source book of ancient and modern methods
of giving.

"A unique book, written in a scientific spirit
and an engaging style. . . The prize essay of
the American Economic Association in 1920, it

will be many a year before this first book takes
second place among books dealing with this
new cycle of economic phenomena into which
the war plunged us without warning and in
which peace still holds u.s."

+ Lit R pl54 N 5 '21 I90w
Springf'd Republican plla D 25 '21 200w

"A unique contribution to the subject of con-
tributions. It is a notable and, so far as I know,
the first scholarly, thoughtful, comprehensive
presentation of the fine art of giving." Homer
Folks

+ Survey 47:86 O 12 '21 580w

BRANGWYN, FRANK, Bookplates: with
foreword by Eden Phillpotts, and techni-
cal note by E. Hesketh Hubbard, il •$12.50

Lippincott 097

"Mr Brangwyn's versatility as an artist and
his craftsmanship are well shown in the sev-
enty bookplates here gathered together and
presented in monochrome or in one or other
agreeable combination of tints. Some are rep-
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produced from pencil sketches of rare delica-
cy, but many, if not most of them, are ap-
parently printed from wood blocks cut by the
artist himself, who has designed expressly
for this volume a number of initials, decora-
tions, etc."—Int Studio

"Originality, the sense of fitness, charm and
sheer beauty mark these little masterpieces."
N. H. D.

-f- Boston Transcript p5 N 27 "20 430w
"The drawing is sharp and solid; there is

an abundance of form in the incised outlines;
and the execution of the plates is faultless."

+ Dial 70:354 Mr '21 70w
"The collection as a whole displays in an

unusual degree the resourcefulness of his alert
Imagination in adapting his designs to the
circumstances of each case."

-t- Int Studio 72:163 D '20 140w
"Sometimes he rises above his craft; the

book plates for children especially carry one
away with their youthful gusto. Other draw-
ings are artistically trite, and one feels that
men of less fame could do as well."

-I-
— Lit R pl6 D 4 '20 150w

"All very clever and many very unconvinc-
ing. Here as elsewhere there is a feeling
about Mr Brangwyn's work of strain; a really
tall man does not need to stand on tiptoe.
Nevertheless, no one can fail to recognize the
vitality and variety of the work."

H Spec 126:113 Ja 22 '21 80w

BRANNER, JOHN CASPER. How and why
stories, il $2.25 Holt 21-18007

The author was brought up in the South be-
fore the war and these stories were told him
as a child, by his negro "aunts" and "uncles."
They tell in negro dialect such things as why
the palms of a negro's hands are white; why
tlie snake has no feet; how the stars were
made; why the owl stays up nights; why the
pig grunts; how the cat came to have nine
lives; etc. The versions of some stories differ
slightly from those of Joel Chandler Harris.
Mr Branner is President emeritus of Leland
Stanford university.

"The tales are more diffuse than 'Uncle Rem-
us,' shaped less definitely into literary units.
But the rambling of a 'darky' speaker has a
unity of character delineation that is quite
perfect in itself."

+ Lit R p339 Ja 7 '22 150w

BRAWLEY, BENJAMIN GRIFFITH. Short
history of the English drama. $1.50 Har-
court 822.09 21-14639

A treatment in brief compass of the whole
field of English drama from the earliest
miracle plays to the work of our contemporary
dramatists, intended for the general reader,
as well as for members of dramatic clubs and
tor students and teachers of the drama. The
book is simple in arrangement, giving enough
biographical data about each dramatist to
supply the background for his work, and short
critical analyses of his best plays. Bibliog-
raphy and index.

Booklist 18:75 D '21

"Tn :lefault of any thoroughly satisfactory
pre.centatioTi of the entire subject within the
limits of a single volume, his book will some-
times he useful to beginners and convenient
for occasional reference even to more advanced
.students of the drama, provided they are
taught the lesson of not relying too implicitly
on the authority of others. That lesson, in
its deeper implications of scholarship, Mr
Brawl^y has not yet fully mastered." G: H:
Nettleton

h Lit R p86 O 15 '21 920w
"Mr Brawley does not in these pages reveal

any intimacy with the art of the drama, anv
understanding of the principles of playmaking,
any insight into the conditions under which the
dramatic poet has to work, any consciousness
of the pressure exerted upon the dramatist by
the theatre of his time (its shape, its size, its

scenery and its machinery), by the actors of
his time (for whom he is writing parts) and by
the playgoers of his time (whom he has to
please)." Brander Matthews— NY Times p7 S 11 '21 1350w

Wis Lib Bui 17:209 D '21 30w

BRAWLEY, BENJAMIN GRIFFITH. Social
history of the American negro. $4 Mac-
millan 326 21-15578

Besides being a history of the negro problem
in the United States, the book includes a his-
tory and study of the republic of Liberia.
Since in other books on the negro, political
and military features have been emphasized,
this volume attempts to present their his-
tory from the social point of view, to study
the actual life of the negro people in itself
and in connection with that of the nation.
Beginning with the coming of the negro to
America and the colonial era, during which
the negro passed from a condition of servitude
into real slavery, the various phases of his
social condition up to the Civil war are
described. "With the era of enfranchisement
the negro problem is brought down to our own
time and to the outlook for the future. There
is a select bibliography and an index.

BRECKINRIDGE, SOPHONISBA PRESTON.
New homes for old. il •$2.50 Harper 325.7

21-13300
The book is one of the series of American-

ization studies made under the directorship of
Allen T. Burns. It is a plea for community
hospitality toward the immigrant, for a break-
down of the spiritual barriers existing between
the newcomer and the native-born, and for
helping the former In acquiring a national con-
sciousness through a successful adjustment to
his new environment. The material was col-
lected from information given by the different
agencies organized to help in solving these
problems, from interviews with leaders of
various national groups, from schedules ob-
tained from a limited number of selected
families and talks with their women-folk. One
of the aims of the report is to suggest ways
for overcoming the difficulties of making the
immigrant home an integral part of the do-
mestic development in this country and to point
out the waste resulting from non-adjustment.

Booklist 18:6 O '21

"Throughout, the book is written with the
warmest sympathy for the immigrant, and
understanding of the bewilderment, the difficul-
ties, often even the despair, which attend the
effort of the foreign-born to establish them-
selves in the new countrv."

+ Lit R p62 O 1 '21 380w
"It will be of the greatest importance to all

Americanization workers, and it will, or at least
ought to. interest deeply all those concerned
theoretically with Americanization efforts and
the problem that confronts the country."

+ N Y Times p25 N 20 '21 1700w
R of Rs 64:336 S '21 160w

"In sharpening the appetite for more, the
study serves a valuable purpose. Its readers,
if they would see the Americanization process
as a whole, must not forget that other stu-
dies of this series are at hand or on the w.ny.
. . There are few unfamiliar spots in the
range of problems presented, but they are
lighted up by old-world interpretations." Mar-
garet Leal

-!- Survey 47:404 D 10 '21 240w
"Valuable work for students and Americani-

zation workers, but may be less interesting to
the general reader than other volumes of the
series, because of the documentary form in
which the material is presented."

-I- Wis Lib Bui 17:184 N '21 40w

BRENT, JOHN. Man's game, il $2 (2i^c) Cen-
tury 21-14796

A New York Croesus, threatened with blind-
ness, hears of a promising railroad enterprise,
set on foot by some Americans in a South Amer-
ican republic but Iialted thru internal intrigue,
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BRENT, JOHN—Continued
From his New York sitting room he undertakes
to finance and conduct a revolution that will
make him virtually lord of the entire country.
The story tells in detail how this is done and
how, after his successful coup, he at once sets
about to work out a good school system for the
country and start it on the road to civilization.
Then, the doctor permitting, he is free to shake
himself free from New York and boredom and
start a new enterprise in the desert of Sahara.

acing the one by the other. Browning's "Es-
say on Shelley," a poet's praise of a poet, is
added as "no unworthy sequel to a poet's
praise of poetry itself."

"As fiction hardly carries conviction."— Lit R pll S 3 '21 200w
"This is the soit of book to be taken on the

Pullman car or the steamer, for it will prove
an excellent antidote to ennui. It is safe to
assert that the reader will not regret his choice.
If he is looking for literature, however, that
is another story."

H NY Times p22 S 11 '21 370w
Springf'd Republican p9a O 16 "21 90w

BRETT, OLIVER. Defence of liberty. $2.50
(6c) Putnam 320.1

The book is a plea for liberalism versus
conservatism. Human beings naturally fall in-
to either one of these classes—there is no
third classification possible. The earmark of
conservatism is a refusal to believe in prog-
ress, combined with a determination to pre-
vent its taking place. That of liberalism is a
belief in progress and in an ever-increasing
measure of liberty. Every institution that
tends to crystallize into a system is in its na-
ture conservative, hence socialism in its re-
actions is conservative. The object of the
book is to demonstrate the conservative and
reactionary tendencies of socialism and to
show that liberalism alone holds out the prom-
ise of increasing individual liberty. Contents:
A prologue of modern reflections; New worlds
for old; The static state; State idolatry; State
control; Imperialism, war, and revolution;
Freedom of thought and action; The philos-
ophers; Socialism and labor; Socialism and
bureaucracy; The liberal future.

"Makes his points interestingly and with
occasional flashes, but makes no constructive
proposals."

H Am Pol Scl R 15:453 Ag '21 180w
Ath p653 N 12 '20 230w

"Some may deem this book unworthy of
attention because of Its lightness of touch and
the absence of profound scholarship. What it

loses in solidity it gains in freshness." Zech-
aiiah Chafee, jr.

-\ Lit R p5 Ap 16 '21 1500w
N Y Times p9 F 20 '21 1550w

"There is in this book hardly a trace of
recognition of the idea that progress may be
in the nature ot a spiral in which humanity
seems to move now forward and now backward,
both conservative and liberal forces helping
to determine the actual movement and its
real direction. . . One finds in Mr Brett's book
chiefly platitudes and passages that imply
sweeping conclusions."— No Am 214:863 D '21 390w

R of Rs 64:111 Jl '21 30w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p707 O

28 '20 lOOw

BRETT-SMITH, H. F. B., ed. Peacock's Four
ages of poetry; Shelley's Defence of poet-
ry; Browning's essay on Shelley. (Percy
reprints) $1.50 Houghton 808.1

(Eng ed 21-17141)
Thomas Love Peacock's "Four ages of poet-

ry," which appeared one hundred years ago,
though a provocative piece of critical writing,
is important chiefly for the answer which it
drew from Shelley. Thi.<5 "Defence of poetry"
was not published until after Shelley's death
^nd the evidences of its polemical character
were removed by striking out the half dozen
direct references to the "Four ages" and it.s

author. The object of the present edition is

to enable the reader to trace the connection
between the attack and the defence by pref-

"The three papers make an excellent ar-
rangement .together in a most attractive small
volume."

+ Lit R p234 D 3 '21 90w
"Mr Brett-Smith was exceedingly well-In-

spired when, in the present well-printed httle
volume, he reissued Peacock's delightfully im-
pish and wicked attack upon poetry and Shel-
ley's bewildered defence of it, and added to
these two Browning's essay upon Shelley.
This juxtaposition of the views of two prac-
tising poets and one admirable prose writer
and litterateur on the subject of poetry will
seem interesting to a great number of read-
ers if we consider that almost throughout the
three essays tor the word 'poetry* we may, if

such is our bent, substitute any word express-
ing the purely aesthetic function of any other

+ Spec 127:706 N 26 '21 1050w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p685 O

27 '21 2250w

BREUNING, MARGARET, You know Charles.
$1.60 (4y2c) Holt 817 21-19845

Charles is someone's thoroughly good-na-
tured but absentminded, scatter-brained and
irresponsible husband. As told by his long-
suffering wife, his escapades are exceedingly
funny and cover the entire field of conjugal
possibilities: his little vanities, the dog and
servant girl, shopping, dining out, domestic
helpfulness et al.

BRIARLY, MARY. In his own image. *$2.25
(2c) Macmillan • 21-7411

The theme of this serious political and social
novel is the freedom of women, or the lack of
it, in both marriage and industry and especially
as this question concerns four women, two of
the working class and two society women,
mother and daughter', who were radicals and
social reformers. Their lives weie continually
touching each other and each had to face a dra-
matic crisis. Much of the story is built up
about the discussion and fight attending the
passage of the Erb act.

"Mary Briarly writes very well and extremely
seriously, but some of her political opinions are
almost incredibly naive."

H Lit R pl7 Ap 23 '21 120w
"Here is a story by an author who has some-

thing to say and who says it seriously, ear-
nestly and with not a little cleverness. As a
first novel the book is a rather noteworthy
achievement."

+ N Y Times p25 Jl 3 '21 680w
+ Outlook 128:340 Je 22 "21 40w

" 'In his own Image' is a painstaking honest
type of novel, dug out with a commendable
tenacity of purpose and carried to a sort of tri-
umphant conclusion that indicates on the part
of the author, if not youth, at least youthful
arteries."

+ Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21 150w
"With all its excess of argumentation and de-

tail, it is a book whose action and characteriza-
tion, as well as spirit, are not to be dismissed
as trivial." H. W. Boynton

h Weekly R 4:494 My 21 '21 150w

BRIDGE, SIR FREDERICK. Twelve good
musicians. *$2 Dutton 927.8 or 780.9 21-8622

"Sir Frederick Bridge has collected in a small
volume entitled 'Twelve good nmsicians' a series
of lectures given by him at the London uni-
versity on English musicians of the seventeenth
century: John Bull, William Byrd, Thomas
Morley, Thomas Weelkes, Orlando Gibbons,
Richard Deering, John Milton (father of the
poet), Henry Lawes, Matthew Locke, Pelham
Humfrey, John Blow, and Henry Purcell."

—

Freeman
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"The.\- are so excellent, oo full of fresh and
interesting information . . . that one cannot help
regrettmg that he did not spend a little more
time on them and eliminate the evidence of
hasty preparation, not of the material indeed,
but of putting- the material together.

"

+ — Boston Transcript p9 Je 4 '21 330w
"The book is frequently instructive and

am.using:." D. G. M.
+ Freeman 3:118 Ap 13 '21 210\v

Spec 127:116 ,11 l!0 '21 13U\v

The Times [London] Lit Sup p740 N
11 '20 140w

BRIDGMAN, HOWARD ALLEN. New Eng-
land in the life of the world; a record of
adventure and achievement, il *$4 Pilgrim
press 974 21-183

"From this narrow lielt of territory stretch-
ing for a few hundred miles along the Atlan-
tic coast has gone forth, throughout three cen-
turies, power which has molded communities,
given character to great commonwealths and
helped to transform distant nations." (Fore-
word) To describe the labors and conquests of
typical pioneers who went forth to leave their
mark on states outside of New England and
on other countries Is the object of the book.
The book has an index, a bibliography and
portraits of the various pioneers.

Outlook 12T:34S Mr 2 '21 70w
Reviewed bv Lyman Abbott

-f Outlook 128:296 Je 15 '21 160w
R of Rs 63:334 Mr '21 190w

+ Springf d Republican p8 D 22 '20 900w
+ Springf d Republican plO Je 15 '21 600w

BRIFFAULT, ROBERT. Psyche's lamp: a re-
valuation of psychological principles as
foundation of all thought. *$4.50 Macmil-
lan 150 21-12ul9

"The main thesis is to establish 'the illusion
of individuality.' A prodigiously copious and
Ingenious dialectic is brought into operation
to prove that the individ\ial life is only one
link in a continuous process. The 'individual'
is an artificial unit; the break in cognitive
consciousness between one generation and an-
other a superficial and irrelevant matter."

—

The Times [London] Lit Sup

h Nature 107:583 Jl 7 '21 30w
"A remarkably lucid interpretation of the

principles of psychology as they are now gen-
erally accepted and—one step in advance. It

is this step into the still-to-be-proved that
gives to the book its chief interest."

-f Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Je 3 '21 440\v

The Times [London] Lit Sup pllO F
17 '21 200w

BRINCKMEYER, HERMAN. Hugo Stinne.?; ti-.

2 1from the German bv Alfred B. Kuttner.
$1..50 (7c) Huebsch B or 92

The house of Stinnes of which Hugo Stinne.s
is the present representative has been power-
fully connected for a century with the develop-
ment of the Rhine-Westphalian industrial sec-
tion and has branched out into transport, com-
merce and mining on a great scale. Hugo Stin-
nes i.s one of the main forces behind the move-
ment for consolidation which is well under way
in German industry. "Mining, the coal business
and water transportation, form the fulcrum
from which he operates, as was the case with
his grandfather, Mathias Stinnes. He runs
his own mines and ore-concentration plants. He
acquires ships for commerce both on inland
waterways .nnd on the high seas. He is a coal
dealer with international markets." Mr Brinck-
meyer shows his part in the World war, the
ways by which he has attained his present
monopoly and the significance of the Stinnes
trust in German economic development.

"Dr Brinckmeyer is one of those Germans for
whom Stinnes is a demigod, an out-and-out
genius, Germany's main hope for the future,
and he is not at all reluctant to .show his ad-

miration. Aside from that, however, the book
contains a mass of information, a great num-
l)er of details about Stinnes's life before he
Viecame famous, about the methods and family
traditions which have placed him on his pres-
tMit pinnacle of leadeiship, which are most use-
ful and welcome." T. R. Y.

-1 NY Times p3 O 2 '21 2600w

BRISCOE, WALTER ALWYN. Library ad-
vertising. (Coptic ser.) il $1.50 Wilson, H.
W. [*7s 6d Grafton] 021.7 21-12257

This little book by the city librarian of Not-
tingham, England, discusses the need and value
of publicity methods for libraries, including
posters, press notices and articles, library pub-
lications, publicity work for children, and the
cinema and the library. Numerous illustrative
examples in each of these fields are given.

The Times [London] Lit Sup pl98 Mr
24 '21 60w

BROOKS, CHARLES STEPHEN. Hints to pil-
grim.';, il *$2.50 Yale univ. press 814 21-8939

"The title essay, 'Hints to Pilgrrims,' is a
satirical account of New York, with more than
half its pages given up to Greenwich Village.
Of the rest of the essays some are pure fun and
nothing more—golf yields a joke or two, and so
does the after-dinner parlor trick. Others are
more earnest in their matter, though they stick
to the flippant manner; there is a dig at ttie
perennial reformer and a pretty picture of au-
tumn. There are also some childish reminis-
cences for those who like them and a 'Chapter
for children,' a phantasie of kings and princesses
and jesters."—Lit R

Booklist 17:342 Jl '21

•'In flavor it is too delicate to be analyzed: its
originality too grateful to be coldly dissected.
Witty, spontaneously humorous at times, de-
liciously whimsical at others, and always
kindly, Mr Brooks' essays offer a rare refresh-
ment." F. B.

-f Boston Transcript p5 O 5 '21 300w
"Mr Brooks is a very pleasant and genial

essayist. He is the kind of man who can dis-
cuss trifles with a wealth of humor, interesting
allusion, whimsicalness, and good feeling, that
make him a most delightful companion."

-I- Cath World 114:102 O '21 80w
" 'Hints to Pilgrims' are essays in relaxation,

written with composure and grace." L. B.
+ Freeman 3:382 Je 29 '21 130w

"They are playful whimsies to pass an idle
hour, to chuckle over, but not quite to forget."
H. V. C. Ogden

H Lit R p3 Je 11 '21 650w
"A guide-book to tranquil enjoyment on a

lonely evening, when one wants a book that
lures its reader on and on without offering any
definite destination. The essays are miscellan-
eous but all of them entertaining."

+ Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 30w

BROUN, HEYWOOD CAMPBELL. Seeing
things at night. $1.75 (4i^c) Harcourt 814

21-19407

Reflections on anything and everything by
the New York World's column-writer. Though
'he title might suggest dramatic criticisms,
ihese make up but a small part of the book's
< ontents. The title suggests rather "newspaper
articles of any sort done more or less on the
spur of the moment for next day's consump-
tion." Partial contents: How to be a lion
tamer: H. G. AVells of England; Alcoholic
liquors; Bacillus and circumstance; H. 3d

—

the review of a continuous performance;
Southpaws; Buying a farm; Turning thirty;
Holding a baby; Spanking manners; Mer-
rick's women; Gray gods and green goddesses;
A Jung man's fancy; Deburau.

"It has Broun, himself, as its unity—for all

the books and plays and people that pass
through his fey mind come out recognizably
colored and encrusted. And it has another
unity—the unity of an unflagging hostility
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BROUN, HEYWOOD CAMPBELL

—

Continued
against all bigotry, the world around. The
collection contains most of his best work and
not much of the inferior stuff into which he
occasionally flounders." Alexander WooUcott

+ Bookm 54:389 D '21 920w

•'Mr Broun has done some very good writ-

ing. If he had used the same talents on liter-

ary and dramatic excellencies and failures

which he puts into conjecture on how to bring

up a child on Jurgen, he would have produced
a book that would have satisfied the public

more but, possibly, Heywood Broun less.

_' +" Boston Transcript p6 D 10 '21 390w

"He could have omitted most of his essays,

and retained all of his excellent puns, and kept
from the immortality of print those startling

and endearing artistic judgments which so ex-

actly touch the taste of literary New York."
Gilbert Seldes— + Dial 72:95 Ja '22 220w

"Mr Heywood Broun's sense of humor is all

but perfect. His writings strike me as invaria-

bly amusing, good-humored, and readable." E.

L. Pearson
-f Ind 107:166 N 12 '21 200w

"Heywood Broun represents for me the
happy criticism of the future—a criticism not

for pedants, but for people, a criticism that
does not need a special Jargon to express
Itself in, but is content with common words
that refer to common emotions, a criticism

that has got down off the high horse of special

revelation and become healthy and human,
a criticism that is not biliousness in disguise
nor yet the attempt to exhibit the critic

before the public as a superior being, but
simply the exuberance of a sane and sym-
pathetic intelligence." Floyd Dell

-f Liberator 4:30 D '21 1450w
" 'Seeing things at night' is not Broun at

his best. The thirty-odd sketches in the
book are trivial and in places nonsensical.
At his best Broun is sane and broad-minded,
courageous but tolerant. The author's style is

commendable for its simplicity and direct-
ness." P. B. McDonald

1- Sprlngf'd Republican plla N 27 '21

leow

BROWN, ABBIE FARWELL. Round Robin.
(Little schoolmates ser.) il $2 (4c) Dutton

21-18417

A camping story for girls in the middle
grades. A healthy, normal crowd of girls and
boys spends a summer in a camp near the
sea, doing all the usual camping stunts. Be-
sides, they try to take the haughtiness out of a
rich young girl who is inclined to think too
well of herself, and they succeed. The book
is one of the Little schoolmates series.-

"Not the equal of author's earliest stories
either in style or conception."— Booklist 18:124 Ja '22

BROWN, ALICE. Louise Imogen Guiney. $1.50
Macmillan B or 92 21-17399

The tribute of a friend to the unique genius
and radiant spirit of this New England poet
and essayist. "Her portrait, painted here
chiefly for the friends who marveled at her and
equally at their own luck in the fortunate in-
cident of ever so slight a knowledge of her,—may best be done with the broad strokes of
a brush dipped in remembrance, against a
blurred background of time and place." Greatly
believed in and admired by a few, the product
of her genius was not, in any large sense, mar-
ketable. Inevitably she was among the "de-
licate spirits pushed away in the hot push of
the noonday," and like much else that is
beautiful in this modern world "the victim of
majorities."

possess. It gives us a touching, even a thrill-
ing picture of the woman's beautiful char-
acter." J. E. Chamberlin

+ Boston Transcript p8 O 29 '21 IBOOw
"Alice Brown's graceful 'Louise Imogen

Guiney' exaggerates in crediting her with 'the
most authentic and exquisite verse America
has yet produced;' it is nearer justice when it

gives high praise to Miss Guiney's fcrose, which
deserves a very large share of honor for its
tapestried allusions and firm texture and golden
TDGrtnGSS "

H 'Nation 113:603 N 23 '21 220w

BROWN, ALICE. One act plays. $2.25 Mac-
millan 812 21-16405

Several of these plays have been given by
Little theater companies in Chicago and New
York, notably "Joint owners in Spain" and
"The hero." Some new plays are included which'
have not been published before nor as yet
presented. Contents: The hero; Doctor Auntie;
The crimson lake; Milly dear; The web; The
loving cup; Joint owners in Spain; The sugar
house; A March wind.

"Miss Brown's dramatic writing in general
is not 'literary'; that is to say, not closet
drama. Characterization, dialogue, situation,
suspensive interest and genuine climax maJce
her work practicable drama." R: Burton

+ Lit R p221 D 3 '21 400w
"In this new volume of plays by Alice Brown

there are two good plays and one play that ia
very good. And to say that of any one-act
volume, packed together as such volumes are
today to fill out the space between covers, is to
say a good deal."

4- Theatre Arts M 6:80 Ja '22 160w

BROWN, ARTHUR JUDSON. Mystery of the
Far East; the story of Korea's transforma-
tion and Japan's rise to supremacy In the
Orient, il $4.50 (2c) Scribner 950 21-18082

A revised and cheaper edition of a book first
published in 1919 and generally praised for Its
honesty and fair-mindedness, and for the ac-
curacy of its information.

BROWN, BRIAN, ed. Wisdom of the Chinese:
their philosophy in sayings and proverbs,
ed. with a preface by Ly Hoi Sang. •$2.50
Brentano's 895 21-142

"This digest of the great Chinese philos-
ophers . . . contains the culled best of their
wisdom."—Lit R

Booklist 18:110 Ja '22

"Her book is an admirable and a feeling ap-
preciation of Miss Guiney's life work. It
asslgrns to her poetry and her essays the high
value which indisputably they must be held to

Bookm 52:551 F '21 llOw
+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 5 '21 700w

Reviewed by Temple Scott
Freeman 3:137 Ao 20 '21 630w
Lit R pl2 Ap 23 '21 920w

"Too little apparatus leaves it anonymous
and blind, and to that extent ineffectual. The
material itself, of course, is very great, and
worth reproducing In any form at any time."

-I Nation 112:300 F 23 '21 200w
"An extremely readable book that offers In

succinct form the best of the old Chinese
philo.sophers." H. S. Gorman

-I- N Y Times plO Ap 24 '21 SlOOw

BROWN, EDNA ADELAIDE. Journey's end.
•$1.75 (H^c) Lothrop 21-6895

A wholesome story about normal people. Dr
Amory Russell, when he returns from the war,
decides to locate in Freeport, the little Mas-
sachusetts town where he had spent his child-
hood In the Quaker home of his Aunt Eunice.
During his absence a new family has come to
live next door, and Amory soon becomes Inter-
ested in the youngest daughter, Elizabeth. The
path of their love is not altogether smooth, and
there is a bit of mystery surrounding them,
but these little ripples do not mar the general
serenity of the course of events.

Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

Boston Transcript p7 S 10 '21 llOw
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"The atmosphere of this book is charming.
The scenes depicted are as intimate as those

of a home letter. Yet the life of such homes
affords a deeper note than is struck in this

story. The peculiarities of Quaker life are

overdone and its response to present-day con-
ditions is weakly handled. This same weak-
ness holds in presentation of other characters
and In the plot itself."

-I Lit R ptl My 7 '21 160w

BROWN, EDNA ADELAIDE. Silver bear. 11

51.50 (6>^c) Lothrop 21-2695J5

A story for little girls about Lucy Merrill

and her adopted sister Dora. All through
one delightful summer they played, went to

picnics and the vacation school which really

wa^ not like a school at all. Then one day
they found Arcturus, the little silver bear
charm, and with its aid the mystery of Dora's
parentage was solved.

Booklist 18:88 D '21

"The charm of the book is in its direct sim-
plicity of style and in the mysterious element
that attaches itself to little Dora."

-f- Lit R p211 N 26 '21 50w
Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 11 '21 40w
Wis Lib Bui 17:211 D '21 40w

BROWN, IVOR JOHN CARNEGIE. Meaning
of democracy. $2 McClurg 321.8

(Eng ed 20-4617)

An attempt at a re-definition of democracy,
to show what it is when stripped of its false
clothing, to discover the essential elements of
the democratic Idea and to give a precise con-
tent to Its phraseology.

"Mr Brown neither wrings his hands be-
cause we cannot, for physical reasons, attain
the most perfect form of democracy, nor does
he tear his hair because, for moral reasons,
apparently, we cannot administer in the best
possible way such forms of democratic govern-
ment as are feasible. Instead, he sanely
urges renewed and concentrated effort on the
part of each citizen, in what may be called a
campaign of attrition against the forces of
evil towards a goal that can never be com-
pletely reached."

-f Lit R pll Jl 23 '21 620w

BROWN, PETER HUME. Life of Goethe. 2v
11 •$10 Holt B or 92 21-4272

These posthumous volumes have been edited
with a prefatory note by the author's friend
and collaborator in Goethe research, Viscount
Haldane. The chapter on the second part of
"Faust" was written by Lord Haldane with
the aid of the author's notes. He says of
Professor Hume Brown: "Goethe was his
favourite teacher as well as his favourite poet,
and his ambition was to try to make the
greatness of the man clear to the Anglo-Sax-
on world." Volume 1 includes Goethe's child-
hood and youth in Frankfort, his student days
in Leipzig and his early career in Weimar
with the Frau von Stein episode. Volume 2
treats of the later writings, his attitude
toward the French revolution, his friendship
for Schiller and his declining days. The work
is illustrated and indexed.

"Lewes' life, no doubt, is more brilliant,
amusing and penetrating, but necessarily, from
its date, less complete and documented.
Goethe, indeed, does not live in the volumin-
ous page.s before us; but tlie materials are
there for anyone who wants to make him
live." G. L. Dickinson

+ Ath p37 Ja 14 '21 1800w
Reviewed by G. L. Dickin.son

Ath p68 Ja 21 '21 1200w
Booklist 17:215 Mr '21

"Goethe is followed from the begrinnlng to
the end of his career with a closeness of
touch and a power of delineation which make
him live." Edmund Noble

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 2250w

"Important and thoughtful work, well written
by an earnest student, of wide reading and
with a broad background, who has himself
eagerly studied afresh all the original sources
accessible to him." L. L. Mackall

-f Lit R p4 S 3 '21 2400W
"He is capable ... of scattering up and down

his two volumes verse translations of lyrical
passages that are incredibly muddy and Jejune.
But he has done all that scholarly care and in-
telligent devotion can do. His book is less lively
than Lewes's or even than James Sime's. It is,

of course, immensely more solid and compre-
hensive and will be consulted with profit If

scarcely read with pleasure for many years to
come. But that is the inevitable and merciless
difference between a beautiful, living book and
a standard work." Ludwig Lewisohn

H Nation 112:920 Je 29 '21 1200w
"An authoritative work, indispensable to

every student of Goethe, which must be con-
sulted by all future writers on the theme. The
style has more sincerity than luminosity." W:
L. Phelps

-I NY Times p5 Jl 31 '21 1900w
"It says much for Professor Hume Brown's

literary skill and taste that he mastered his
materials and presented a comprehensive and
well-balanced account of Goethe which will long
remain the standard English authority. We
must congratulate Lord Haldane on his Judi-
cious editing of the book."

+ Spec 126:271 F 26 '21 1150w
"We have Goethe's career set before us with

a judgment, learning, and research unequalled
within its own scope by any previous Eng-
lish biography of the poet. But this work does
not belong to that order of biographies which
succeed in evoking the very 'form and pres-
sure' of the subject. Professor Hume Brown,
in short, had no eye for picturesque or signifi-
cant detail."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p805 D 9
'20 2300w

BROWN, ROBERT NEAL RUDMOSE. Prin-
ciples of economic geography. (Pitman's
economic lib.) $4 Pitman 380 21-13663

Economic geography deals with the influ-
ence of the environment, inorganic and or-
ganic, on the economic activities of man. It

embraces all geographical conditions affecting
the production, transport and exchange of
commodities and includes the settlement of
lands, mig:rations of people, and the economic
problems involved in the meeting of diverse
races. Contents: The physical environment;
The influence of climate; The influence of
vegetation; The influence of animal life; Some
important crops—food crops and stimulants

—

industrial crops; Live stock and animal prod-
ucts; The distribution of minerals; Sources of
mechanical power; Location of manufactures;
The distribution of population; Labour; Race
transference and colonization; Transport and
communication; The development and course
of trade; The origin and growth of towns;
Trade routes by sea; Land routes; Appendix;
Index.

Reviewed by G: G. Chisholm
Nature 107:774 Ag 18 '21 460w •

BROWN, ROLLO WALTER, ed. Writer's art
by those who have practiced it. '$2.50 Har-
vard univ. press 808 21-2947

"Here in one volume are gatheVed twenty-
eight essays by great writers about the art of

writing. It is a notable list of authors, almost
every one a master—Stevenson, Herbert Spen-
cer, Edgar Allan Poe, George Eliot, John Rus-
kin, De Maupassant, Thackeray, De Quincey,
Buffon, Hazlitt, Schopenhauer, Henry James,
Frank Norris, A. Quiller-Couch."—Lit R

Booklist 18:75 D '21

-1- Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 280w

"The great advantage to be obtained from
a book like this is that the reader finds within
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its covers a number of fugitive pieces not
otherwise readily accessible, and can analyze,
compare and synthetize at leisure."

+ Cath World 114:261 N 21 240\v

D-lal 70:716 Je '21 lOOw
"Would you become an essayist? Then read

'The writer's art.' The book, it is true, makes
no mention of this particular subject, but the
oversight is unimportant. The articles will

serve you because they themselves are essays."
Winthrop Parkhurst

-f- Freeman 4:20 S 14 '21 950w
"This Is a valuable book, and on the whole

the selections are well made." F. L. M.
+ Grinnell R 16:428 My '21 320w

"The young writer will find it profitable to

read all of them; the old hands will find help-
ful words of the masters. It is good to have
them all in one volume."

+ Lit R p9 Mr 19 '21 120w
Nation 112:630 Ap 27 '21 30w

"Apart from [one little leader] there is not
an article in the book which the young author
(or the old) might not read with the greatest
profit and pleasure."

+ New Statesman 17:392 Jl 9 "21 1150w

"Practical help to any one who writes or
wants to write."

+ N Y Times p29 My 8 '21 50w
"This is an excellent selection. ... I am

glad to express mj'" gratitude for the bringing
together of the useful and interesting passages
collected in this volume." Brander Matthews

H NY Times p2 My 22 '21 1900w

"It represents a wide range of materials
which have been selected by an editor who
shows an unhackneyed appreciation of what is

weighty or suggestive."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 My 10 '21 180w

"A book to be desired and enjoyed even by
those who do not use it for instruction." E. L.
Pearson

4- Weekly R 4:275 Mr 23 '21 lOOw

BROWN, WILLIAM ADAMS, jr. Groping giant;
revolutionary Russia as seen by an Ameri-
can democrat. *$2.50 Yale univ. press 914.7

21-125

The author, who went first to Russia in Sep-
tember 1917 as a Y.M.C.A. secretary, was in
Moscow during the early days of the October
revolution. Later he joined in the work of the
American committee on public information. He
studies from the American and democratic
point of view the three gieat classes of modern
Russia—the masses, the Bolsheviki and the in-
telligentzia—as they came within the range of
his experience thru daily contact. He also tries
to make clear what are the permanent psycho-
logical factors in Russia, independent of rapidly
changing political situations, which will ulti-
mately determine the course of her history.
His sympathies are with the masses, not with
the Bolshevik proletariat. His conclusion as to
the Bolshevik government is that "though it

might live long, it could not be permanent, be-
cause it no longer e.xpresses any broad aspira-
tion of the people. . . The stable govern-
ment of Russia, for which we are all longing,
must have its roots in tlie consent of the
masses, and must look upon their needs with
understanding and sympathy."

hearsay. Mr Brown has contributed hardly
more than a piece of conscientious journalism."
Gregory Zilboorg

h Nation 112:820 Je 8 '21 280w
"His friends were amongst the Intelligentsia

and he sees with their eyes."
New Statesman 17:196 My 21 '21 170w

"We know of no writer who has portrayed
more effectively the character and tempera-
ment of the Russian people themselves. Mr
Brown is a very understanding person.'

+ Outlook 127:477 Mr 23 '21 220w
R of Rs 63:559 My '21 70w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Jl 13 '21 600w

"One of the best books of observations and
impressions that has yet been written about
Bolshevist Russia. We cannot too highly rec-
ommend it to people who want to know what
Bolshevist rule is like, but wlio very naturally
wish to take their information from a source
that is Vjeyond suspicion of propagandist aims
or personal anti-Bolshevist bias."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p220 Ap
7 '21 780w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p295 My 5

'21 40w
"A really valuable contribution to the de-

scriptive literature of revolutionary Russia."
Jerome Landfleld

+ Weekly R 5:81 Jl 23 '21 40w
"Brown is an observer, and a good one at

that and he draws conclusions from his observa-
tions. His book is written in a light and charm-
ing style." Alexander Petrunkevitch

-I- Yale R n s 10:657 Ap '21 520w

BROWNE, BELMORE. Frozen barrier; a story
of adventure on the coast of Behring sea.
il $1.75 (31/20 (8s 6d) Putnam 21-18805

Follows the adventures of George Draper
and Fred Morgan, which were begun in "The
quest of the golden valley," and "The white
blanket." The boys, with Dr Spencer, one of
their university professors, started out to make
a summer trip thru the Behring sea region.
On one of their hunting trips they found an
Aleute Indian boy terribly wounded and starv-
ing, his boat having been stolen by two hun-
ters. After the Indian's recovery the same
men stole the boat belonging to the boys, so
George and Johnny, the Indian boy, set off
across the mountains to head off the thieves.
After terrible hardships the men were captured.

"Juvenile readers and othei's who are fond
of adventure stories of the purely action type
will enjov 'The frozen barrier.'

"

-j- Lit R pl08 O 22 '21 80w
"A pleasing story."

-]- N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 40w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p816 D

8 '21 300

w

BROWNE, EDITH A. Cocoa. (Peeps at indus-
tries ser.) il *$1.50 (5c) Macmillan ['Ss
Black] 663.9 (Eng ed 21-12867)

The book is based on experience, observa-
tion, information, and pictures harvested "on
the spot.'" It is the story of a trip to Cocoaland
in a British colony on the west coast of Africa
and tells of every step in the production of
cocoa from the growth of the berry to its
harvesting, marketing and manufacture into
dainties in the factory of Fry and Sons at
Bournville.

"So fast is history being made in Russia
that most of the recent books on that country
have been out of date by the time they were
presented to the public. This is an exception.
Here is a volume that is just as valuable to-
day as when it was written, and will be just
as valuable ten years from now."

-I- Cath World 114:253 N '21 270w
+ Ind 105:388 Ap 9 '21 60w

"One fails to find anything particularly
.scholarly in thi.s book. It is a half-lyrical half-
meditative series of impressions combined with
'historical facts' apparently based largely on

Booklist 18:20 O "21

"Miss Browne writes for children, but many
grown-up people will read her book with plea-
sure. It is well illustrated."

+ Spec 126:58 Ja 8 '21 150w

BROWNE, WALDO RALPH, comp. What's
- what in the lai)or movement; a dictionary

of labor affairs and labor terminology. $4
Huelxsch 331.03 21-21281

In this guide book to labor affairs and labor
terminology, every topic and every term is

separately dealt with under its specific heading
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and numerous cross-references are siven. All

of this material, comprising some fifteen hun-
dred separate subject entries and nearly a
thousand individual cross-references, is pre-
sented in dictionary form under a single alpha-
betical arrangement. In each of the general
subjects, and in all important phases or sub-
divisions of the lalior movement, the outstand-
ing facts and theories ai-e explained and the
general terminology defined—each topic and
each term under its own separate heading.
While chief attention is devoted to American
and British labor affairs, the more important
aspects of the continental and the foreign field

are covered also.

BROWNELL, AGNES MARY. Thankful Spio-
ers. il ^IM (6c) Scribner 21-14547

The annals of the Spicer family. Fanny
leaves school to go to work, is persuaded by her
employer to return to school and after gradu-
ation, to go into business again with him, this
time as his wife. Jed finds a helpmate in Net-
tie Devore, who lives next door, and founds a
family of his own. Little Evaleen wins first

prize in an essay contest at school. Father
Spicer distinguishes himself by being very ill

and learning how his friends love him, while
Mother Spicer always finds something to be
thankful for. even when things are at their
worst.

"Safe mixture of humor, shrewd epigram-
matic wisdom and sentiment. The charac-
ters are all vivid."

-I- Boston Transcript p6 S 21 '21 230w

Lit D p50 N 5 '21 30

w

"It is well told, sincere, thoroughly whole-
some, and also entertaining in a gentle
fashion."

4- Lit R pl2 S 2 '21 130w
N Y Times p22 S 11 '21 190w
Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 80w
Wis Lib Bui 17:212 D '21 20w

BRUCE, ANDREW ALEXANDER. Non-par-
tisan league. (Citizen's lib of economics,
politics and sociology) *$3 Macmillan 329

21-12012

The author is no friend of the Non-partisan
league, which he considers a menace to a
grovernment of law and order. As a political
movement he sees in it an attempt to capitalize
politically the present general unrest and dis-
trust of government. As a union between
the farmer and the laboring man it is illogical

and absurd and can not long continue. To
the opportunist socialist it is an entering
wedge for his millenium and "the least
criticism of the leaders of the League will

be that they have sought to destroy the faith

and the comradeship of America."

"The book is a thorough analysis of an inter-
esting experiment in state socialism and is a
substantial and critical piece of work because
its con<:^lusions are based on an intimate knowl-
edge of the facts." G: M. .Janes

+ Am Econ R 11:668 D '21 .550w

Booklist 1S:38 N '21

"As a plain matter of analysis, he stands
out clearly as one utterly unfitted to under-
take the ta.sk of impartially recording the story
of the League: and he reveals this unfitness
in almost every chapter of the book." Josiah
de Nio— NY Call p8 O 23 "21 1650w
"A remarkably interesting study of the Non-

partisan League by one whose competence
can hardl.v be challenged. . . The book does
not pretend to be unbiassed. It is in fact a
very able brief against the ideas and policies
of the league. . . .Judge Bruce's hook, notwith-
standing its uncompromising partisanship, is

the best source of information on the political
history of the past six years in the North Da-
kota laboratorv." E: T. Devine

+ Survey 47:123 O 22 '21 720w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p755 N
17 '21 80w
Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 50w

BRUCE, HENRY ADDINGTON BAYLEY. Self-
development. ?1.50 (21/20 Funk 174 21-18678

"A handbook for the ambitious" the author
calls this book of advice based on the doctrine
of unused resources and hidden powers acces-
sible to all who would learn to make use of
them. He calls attention to the great store-
house of the subconscious mind, discovered
by the new psychology, and shows how its

riches can be made available for everyday liv-
ing and success. He ends by giving a list of
the important success-winning characteristics,
with suggestions for drawing up a definite
course in self-government.

"A young man could not possibly read this
particular volume without being benefited. But
if such books are really necessary the modern
man in the making is a pretty unimaginative,
uninformed, and unpromising specimen."

h Lit R pl34 O 29 '21 330w

BRUCE, PHILIP ALEXANDER. History of the
(Jniversity of Virginia, 1819-1919; the
lengthened shadow of one man. 4v il "IIS
Macmillan 378.7 20-22846

"These four handsome volumes are published
as a part of the celebration by this historic seat
of learning of the completion of its first hun-
dred years of active life. Mr Bruce considers
successively—after an introductory chapter
which sets forth the extent and vitality of Jef-
ferson's impress—the period of the struggle for
the incorporation of a university in which Jef-
ferson was the great protagonist, that of ger-
mination, of construction, of the early years, of
reformation and expansion, of the Civil War, of
the years of reconstruction and expansion, of
the years of restoration which followed the &reat
fire of 1895, and finally of the recent years when
the drift has been toward a broader spirit or
democracy."—N Y Times

Reviewed by W. P. Trent
+ Am Hist R 26:808 Jl '21 720w

Reviewed bv W. P. Trent
Am Hist R 27:132 O '21 420w
Boston Transcript p6 F 5 '21 880w

"Is the most interesting history of an Amer-
ican university yet written."

+ Nation 113:103 Jl 27 '21 220w
N Y Times pl4 Je 26 '21 1800w

BRUES, CHARLES THOMAS. Insects and
human welfare, il $2.50 Harvard univ.

press 632 21-1364

"In a slim volume of one hundred pages the
author has treated of insects in relation to

health, food supply, the forest, household, and
the outlook for the future. . . The book gives,

in brief, the entire world problem of the war-
fare which man must wage in order to main-
tain his artificial alteration of the earth s

flora—his gardens, enormous wheat fields, his

replanted forests."—Ind

"All confusing details are omitted, and in

well-written and balanced generalities we are

presented with the principles and practices or

economic entomology."
+ Ind 107:241 D 3 "21 150w

"Though popularly written, the reader Is

surprised on completing the book, to find what
a wide range of useful as well as interesting

information he has acquired.," Jean Broad-
hurst

+ J Home Econ 1.3:333 Jl '21 500w

"An instructive essay."
-I- Spec 127:403 S 24 '21 90w

"The detailed description of the different m-
sect pests and the means of their prevention
and eradication, on which these thoughts are
based will be useful to a much wider circle

than only students of entomology." B, L.

+ Survey 45:867 Mr 12 '21 460W
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BRUES, C: T : —Continued
"It Is in all respects an interesting and

valuable treatise."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p511 Ag
11 '21 560w

BRUETTE. WILLIAM ARTHUR. Complete dog
* book, il $3 Stewart Kidd 636.7 21-19862

The characteristics of all the different breeds
of dogs recognized by the American kennel
club are given, also the standards for judging
each breed and scales of point.'; as laid down
by the specialty clubs in America and Great
Britain. The latter portion of the book is
devoted to the breeding and management of
dogs and their care and treatment in disease.

"It is a concise, business-like book, compact
of detail, but nevertheless fluently readable."

+ Lit R p324 D 31 '21 250w

BRYANT, MARGUERITE (MRS PHILIP
MUNN). Courageous marriage. $1.90 Duf-
field 21-5171

By the author of "Christopher Hibbault, road-
maker." Its scene is laid in the English coun-
tryside. Theo Dane, left penniless by the death
of her unpractical father, receives through his
lawyer an unusual offer of marriage from a
wealthy recluse. This marriage, which was ex-
plained as a mere formality required in fulfil-

ment of the conditions of a will, would insure
her a good income and she enters upon the ar-
rangement from frankly mercenary motives.
Her husband proves to be in the grasp of an ap-
palling fate, a serious mental trouble which sur-
rounds him with mystery. Her pity for him is
gradually transformed into love and the contest
for his recovery, between the powers of light
and of darkness, ends in a victory of courage,
faith and love.

Booklist 18:49 N '21

"The story is very well written; its details
have been carefully and cleverly worked out,
and Theo is a cheerful, sensible, plucky heroine.
The supernatural element of the story is intro-
duced in a deft and gradual way which gives it

an air of plausibility."
-f N Y Times pl9 Ap 24 '21 500w

"Unfortunately, the solution of the mystery is

not as satisfying as one hopes it will be. To
many readers It never seems quite to be playing
the game in fiction to explain everything by
hypnotism or psychism or super-normal condi-
tions." R. D. Townsend

-I Outlook 128:260 Je 8 '21 120w
"Whether one believes in spiritualism or not,

there Is much that is exciting in the story."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 150w

"The characters are rather more natural
than Is usual in such tales."
+ — The Times [London] Lit Sup p438 Jl 7

'21 150w

BRYANT, WALTER WILLIAM. Kepler. *80c
Macmillan B or 92

"The volume is prefaced with a brief sur-
vey of astronomy before the day of Kepler.
A chapter about Kepler's early life tells how
he became acquainted with Tycho Brahe and
later associated himself with that noted fellow
scientist. There is an exhaustive r6sum4 of
Kepler's laws. An appendix includes a list of

dates, bibliography and other information, some
of it technical."—Sprlngf'd Republican

"We commend the little book as giving a
clear Idea of Kepler's scientific work in re-
lation to his time, and some lengthy and charac-
teristic quotations from Kepler's writings."

+ Ath pl31 F 4 '21 980w
"Though very readable, is not altogether

satisfactory."
1- Nature 107:713 Ag 4 '21 120w
Springfd Republican plSa My 1 '21 80v

BRYCE, JAMES BRYCE, viscount. Modern
democracies. 2v 'IICSO Macmillan 321.8

21-5466

Beginning with some two hundred pages of
general introductory matter on the historical
evolution and theoretical foundations of democ-
racy, its relations to liberty, equality, education,
religion, public opinion, etc., and a very brief
treatment of the republics of antiquity and of
Spanish America, Lord Bryce goes on to dis-
cuss in analytic detail the actual workings of
six modern democracies,—Prance, Switzerland,
Canada, the United States, Australia and New
Zealand. The last half of the second volume is

given to a general examination of democratic
institutions in the light of the facts which have
been set forth and to some general reflections
on the present and future of democratic gov-
ernment suggested by the forms that it has
undergone and the tendencies that are now af-
fecting it. There is a very full index, by the
assistance of which these two volumes may be
used almost as an encyclopedia of the subject
of democracy. The chapters on the United
States are not an abridgment of the author's
"American commonwealth," but a wholly fresh
study of American institutions.

"A work which sounds the depths and scales
the heights of political science, in the broadest
meaning of the term, and brings together in
orderly array such data and conclusions as
only a lifetime of observation by a master ob-
server could possibly achieve." F: A. Ogg

+ Am Hist R 27:91 O '21 1150w
Am Pol Scl R 15:303 My '21 160w

"American political scientists do not need to
be told that James Bryce's latest work is one
of the most important ever written on the prin-
ciples and practice of (Jemocratic government."
A. N. Holcombe

+ Am Pol Scl R 15:433 Ag '21 1550w

+ Booklist 17:270 My '21

"No writer so well equipped with the ad-
vantages of intellectual capacity, practical ex-
Eerience, and broad opportunity for observation,
as ever written on modern democracy. The
work is therefore, as might be anticipated, a
masterpiece of political Inquiry, a monument of
political prudence and sagacity. The limitations
of this remarkable work are found chiefly in its

scope, in its method, and in the social and po-
litical environment of the author." C: E. Mer-
riam

-I
Bookm 53:355 Je '21 1650w

Reviewed by E. J. Carpenter
+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 13 '21 1450W

"Is written clearly and soberly, with no heat
and very rarely with colour." Lindsay Rogers

^ Freeman 3:497 Ag 3 '21 1400w

Ind 106:80 Ag 20 '21 580w
"Monumental work. Is less discriminating

and accurate than is his wont." C: W. Eliot

-I Lit R p4 Jl 30 '21 8000W

"We have here the largest, clearest, and
best-Informed attempt that has yet been made
to bring together, for Judgment and political

guidance the diverse experiments, among peo-
ples of various types and under various physi-
cal and mental conditions, in the art of popu-
lar self-government." J. A. Hobson

-f- Nation 112:666 My 4 '21 1950w

Nation and Ath 29:170 Ap 30 '21 1500w

"A stock-taking of democratic institutions by
one than whom there is no one better able to

make a thorough inventory." H: J. Ford
+ New Repub 27:223 Jl 20 '21 2100w

"With all its limitations It will long remain as

the rtiost instructive, as it is the most compre-
hensive, of the works in which the world s po-
litical evolution during the past century and a
half is analysed and Judged. We are not per-

haps Justified in regretting that, where Lord
Brvce has given us so much out of his experi-

ence, he has not given more. Tet it Is hard to

repress a feeling that these two extensive vol-

umes contain almost everything except such a

comparative survey of th? various expedients
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and organs of democratic government as would
he directly serviceable to the political reformer."
S. W.

H New Statesman 17:134 My 7 '21 1350w
"Hasty conclusions and rash predictions he

leaves to others. His own controlling desire is
to amass the facts, balance the evidence, and
simply put the reader in a position intelligently
to make his own deductions."

-r N Y Times p6 Ap 17 '21 2000w
"He has presided over the grand inquest into

the status of democracy. He has marshalled
all the testimony and all the facts, pro and
contra. He has elucidated the meanmg of
every fact, interpreted all the legal points in-
volved, summed up for both sides, and charged
the jury. But he renders no verdict and pro-
nounces no sentence. It is the very culmina-
tion of the author's triumphant logic to leave
the conclusion of the whole matter to the judg-
ment of the Demos." W. F. Johnson

-f No Am 213:753 Je '21 1950w
"The first thing that strikes the reader of

these two scholarly volumes is their freedom
from cant and prejudice." L. F. Abbott

+ Outlook 128:578 Ag 10 '21 1500w
Reviewed by M. H. Anderson

+ Pub W 99:582 F 19 '21 440w
-f R or Rs 63:671 Je '21 370w

"We cannot leave the book without congratu-
lating the venerable author on his mastery
of facts, on his lucid arrangement of a mass
of materials, and on the sagacity of his com-
ments."

-t- Spec 126:622 My 14 '21 llOOw
Sprlngfd Republican p6 Ap 16 '21 450w
Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

750w (Reprinted from The Times
[London] Lit Sup p203 Mr 31 '21)

Springf'd Republican p6 My 14 '21 390w
"Will inevitably become one of the chief ref-

erence and source books for any student who
gives to the broader problems of government
his serious attention."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Jl 24 '21 1400w
"For this magnificent piece of work Lord

Bryce has laid under obligation to him the
whole world. The author's attitude throughout
is conservative and judicial in spite of the fact
that his sympathies often lie with experiments
in democratic procedure or extensions of demo-
cratic rule, that, though they have failed be-
cause of minor flaws or accidental circum-
stances, seem to him worth further considera-
tion." B. L.

4- Survey 47:85 O 12 '1:1 650w
"The book is a storehouse of useful informa-

tion on the laws, customs, and actual working
of democracy in the six countries with which
it deals. England is not included in its survey.
This omission of the oldest but one of free
governments, and by far the most famous, is

a serious drawback to the completeness of the
book."

-J The Times [London] Lit Sup p203 Mr
31 '21 3900W

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 4:363 Ap 20 '21 200w

"The book is unsurpassed—perhaps unequaled
—in our time as a protest against both the pro-
vincialism and the dogmatism by which the
treatment of democracy has been encumbered
and perverted. ' H. L. Stewart

+ Weekly R 4:561 Je 11 '21 2300w
"The reader is conscious of a certain didactic

quality in the later part of the work, as though
the author would drive his points home even at
the risk of tiresome repetition." Allen Johnson

h Yale R n s 11:170 O '21 2150w

BUCHAN, JOHN. Path of the king. $L90 (3c)
Doran (Eng ed 21-12555)

"The notion t^at the descendants of a heroic
race transmit its quality with its blood, and that
long after all trace of it has been lost in ob-
scurity its fire may break out again in some un-
expected quarter, and thus account for the ap-
pearance of genius in humble surroundings, is

the basis of this series of tales. Whatever the
philosophic value of that notion, it has the ad-
vantage of enabling Mr Buchan to supply Abra-ham Lincoln with an imaginary ancestry among
the Northmen before the Norman conquest of
England, and thus to 'account' for him. It also
gives Mr Buchan the opportunity to string to-
gether on a common thread a series of romantic
episodes set in consecutive periods of European
and American history."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup

Booklist 18:16 O '21

"This casual story is worth a dozen more pre-
tentious and more professional romances. For
those who like history, who used to read Scott,
Dumas, Cooper, in their youth, it is to be highly
recommended. '

'

+ Lit R plO Jl 2 '21 330w
Nation and Ath 29:293 My 21 '21 200w

"It is certainly a fascinating theory which
Mr Buchan here puts before us. And he has
presented it with a skill and power rising to
their climax in his wonderfully fine and sympa-
thetic portrait of Lincoln." L. M. Field

-f- N Y Times p9 Jl 3 '21 2700w
Outlook 128:422 Jl 6 '21 40w

"The idea which is in the author's mind is
both ingenious and interesting, and Mr Buchan
may be congratulated on the way in which he
has developed it."

+ Spec 126:466 Ap 9 '21 1450w
"It is pretty far fetched; but Mr Buchan tells

his stoiy entertainingly and successfully en-
gages the close attention of the reader."

-f- Springf'd Republican p7a Ag 14 '21 300w
"Mr Buchan cannot spare more than a single

chapter for any one period of history, and it is
a necessity of his theme that each of the chap-
ters should constitute the briefest of sketches.
The rare and peculiar gift of the sketch-\^Iter
who can set before us a vivid picture of life In
the fewest possible words is needed here for
success. Mr Buchan uses the conventional
methods of popular romance, and the result is a
dimness and uncertainty of impression which is
unlike his best work."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p210 Mr 31

•21 450w

BUCHANAN, ANGUS. Wild life in Canada, il

$4.50 Stokes 917.12 (Eng ed Agr 20-924)
"Captain Angus Buchanan is a naturalist. His

expedition in the summer of 1914 into the wild
northern part of the province of Saskatchewan
was for the purpose of collecting specimens of
the birds that are to be found there for the pro-
vincial museum at Regina. Unfortunately, his
intention to pass the winter in the neighborhood
of Fort Du Brochet at the north end of Reindeer
Lake was frustrated by the outbreak of war,
news of which reached him at the end of Oc-
tober, and determined him to return to civiliza-
tion with all possible speed, to offer his services
to his country. The book which he now pub-
lishes is a belated account of his travels and of
his observations on the natural history of the
country, and yet it contains the latest informa-
tion on the subject, because no traveller since
1914 has passed that way, or at least made any
report of his passage."—Canadian Hist R
"He was an observant student of the animals,

birds, and fishes, a graphic delineator of the
scenery, and an understanding friend to the
Cree and Chipew>'an Indians, who are well por-
trayed in the photographs. The catalogues of
birds are valuable, and the book is full of prac-
tical information for future explorers."

+ Ath p527 Ap 16 '20 80w
Booklist 17:298 My '21

"The valuable portions of the book are his
observations on the habits and migrations of
the caribou and the chapters descriptive of the
animals seen and the birds of which he collected
specimens. To this one must add his very in-
teresting and sympathetic account of his Indian
companions and their sledge-dogs." H. H. Lang-
ton

-f- Canadian Hist R 1:416 D '20 220w
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BUCHANAN, ANGVS —Continued
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl67 Mr 11
2e 1050W

BUCK, CHARLES NEVILLE. Roof tree, il

•$1.75 (l%c) Doubleday 21-4167

The dialect of the Kentucky mountaineers
is used in telHng the story of a feud between
the Harpers and the Doanes. It is a feud of
long standing dating back a hundred years or
so. In the present generation the factions
are led by Kenneth Thornton and Bas Row-
lett, and the cause for the outbreaking of
strife after a long truce is Dorothy Harper's
marriage to Thornton instead of to Rowlett
who has ardently wooed her. The war rages
with bitter hatred on both sides until finally
Kenneth and Dorothy are free to enjoy their
happiness in peace under the old "roof tree"
planted by their ancestors.

"A well constructed though not unusual story
of a Kentucky feud."

+ Booklist 17:251 Ap '21

"It gives an interesting picture of the typ-
ical mountaineer." J. S. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Mr 12 '21 480w
"Dramatic and well-handled tale. The author

has an intimate love of nature and feeling for
romance and is a master of mountain dialect."

+ Cleveland p34 My '21 40w
"Despite much skilful gun technic and

"Wagnerian love-making, Mr Buck gave us
only one jar. This came in contemplating the
dialect of the characters and realizing the
depth of deterioration to which a once pure
English speech has fallen."

-\ Lit R pll Mr 5 '21 270w
"It is a good, closely woven tale, with

plenty of action and dramatic situations, with
the interest constantly kept at high tension
and a pretty but stormy love tale."

+ N Y Times p24 Mr 6 '21 550w
"An unusual and vigorous picture."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p565 S 1
'21 SlOw

BUCKROSE, J. E., pseud. (IVIRS ANNIE
EDITH [FOSTER] JAMESON). Girl in
fancy dress. •?1.90 (2V^c) Doran 21-26078

Fashioned out of the stuff of fairy tales is

this story, in which a youth and a maiden
who have never escaped from the intoxication
of fairy land, play the leading parts. Cynthia
Raybum, an heiress, is visiting friends of her
godmother's, the Walgroves, who are anxious
to marry her to their only son, Anthony. Led
on by a high sense of adventure, Cynthia plays
the part of a poor country cousin, who is also
expected at the Walgroves on the same day.
She gets herself into many embarrassing sit-
uations from which she cleverly extricates
herself by the simple confession of her iden-
tity. But during the period of her disguise,
Cynthia and Anthony have launched into a
whimsical, a fairy-like love affair which ends
seriously for both. Cynthia's revelation for a
time breaks the spell of the romance but
eventually the goose-girl and Pierrot decide
to occupy together their ginger-bread house.

Booklist 17:190 P '21

"The book is light, wholesome, interest-
compelling, and refreshing."

-f Bookm 52:551 P '21 120w
" 'The girl in fancy dress' does nothing to

enhance the author's prestige and much to
damage it."— Boston Transcript p9 N 30 '21 270w
"The author has a delicate touch in perfect

consonance with her theme, and in addition a
knowledge of human nature that never fails."

+ Cath World 114:118 O '21 70w
Cleveland p26 Ap '21 70w

"One need not be ashamed of liking it. Im-
perceptible beneath the charming frills and
laces of the style there is the skeleton of a
well-planned novel."

-I- Lit R pll Ja 29 '21 300w

"The story is charmingly told, but while it
is ostensibly written both for 'grown-ups and
growing-ups,' it is to the latter class, par-
ticularly of what used to be known as 'the
softer sex,' that it will most strongly appeal."

+ N Y Times p23 P 6 '21 580w
+ Spec 125:505 O 16 '20 20w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p602 S

16 '2(1 130VV

BUCKROSE, J. E., pseud. (MRS ANNIE
EDITH [FOSTER] JAMESON). House
with the golden windows. "^LgO (3i^c)
Doran 21-10399

When Milly Wimperley received by Inheri-
tance the Wimperley house and fortune, she was
accounted a lucky girl. And when handsome
Geoffrey Martin fell in love with her, she
thought her happiness was complete. But her
mother knew she was not entitled to her good
fortune, for she was not really a Wimperley at
all, but only a waif whom they had taken
in as a baby. A crisis revealed this fact to
Milly herself and when, on top of her loss of
the property, Geoffrey proved to be a black-
guard who only wanted her when she was rich,

her Joy was turned to bitterness. But the love
of an honest man brought back her faith In
herself and in the world.

"This is fairly good literary artisanshlp;
fluent narrative, an orderly if rather conven-
tional plot, and some good character drawing.
The heroine is a live figure, done with more
than the usual understanding of the psycholofiT
of youth."

H Lit R plO Je 4 '21 80w
"Mrs Buckrose is always gentle and agree-

able in her stories of English country life.

This is, however, not one of the strongest of
her novels."

H Outlook 128:340 Je 22 '21 20w

-f- Spec 126:467 Ap 9 '21 70w
"Care, precision, thoughtful meaning is ex-

pressed in it, but it has no glamour. The
author is bent upon a balanced happiness from
the outset, and, as with many another writer,
when the happiness approaches the interest

H
' The Times [London] Lit Sup pl81 Mr
17 '21 350w

BUELL, JENNIE. Grange master and Grange
lecturer. (Farmers' bookshelf) $1.50 Har-
court 630.62 21-15180

The object of the book is two-fold: to point
out the aims and scope of the oldest and best
known of the farmers' organizations, the Na-
tional grange; and to offer suggestions con-
cerning ideas and methods to the incumbents
of the offices known as Grange master and
Grange lecturer. "It contains a brief sketch
of the causes that prompted the forming of
such an organization among and by farmers;
and it recounts some of the Grange's early
history as a basis for the later parts of the
book, which deal more especially with methods
of developing the human material which a
country neighborhood offers to a Grange"
(Preface)

Booklist 18:41 N '21

Wis Lib Bui 17:185 N '21 70w

BUGGE, JENS. Practical minor tactics. '$2
Appleton 355.4 21-9721

"The book was originally prepared for the
use of the cadets of the United States Military
Academy, both to teach them something of

minor tactics and also to illustrate how to in-

struct others in thi.s important branch of

the military profession. The work considers
the patrol, advance guard, rear guard, out-
posts, and small combats. The subjects are
explained and then illustrated by small prob-
lems, these being followed by suggestions for

instructors—all but the last for beginners in the

study of tactics."—Foreword by Major-Gen-
eral John F. Morrison
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"Every military school and national guard
organization should have a copy."

+ Lit R p31 S 17 '21 250w

BULL, ALBERT E. Conducting a mail order
business. (Pitman's popular business books)
75c (2s) Pitman 6o8 (Kng ed 22-1315)

This little volume addresses itself chiefly to
beginners in a form of business that "may be
regarded as having passed from experimental
regions into the status of an exact science."
The author considers British and American
mail order methods, the commercial and finan-
cial arrangements, the warehouse and dispatch
department, the bookkeeping, card indexing
and advertising.

BULLARD, ARTHUR (ALBERT EDWARDS,
pseud.). A B C's of disarmament and the
Pacific problems. ?1.25 (5c) Macmillan 341.1

21-18876

In discussing the problems before the confer-
ence on the limitation of armaments at Wash-
ington the author says: "Whatever results
come out of this conference will be based on
voluntary, open-eyed and loyal agreements. . .

All projects for reducing aimaments fall flat,

imless a basis is establislied for confidence and
good will." He considers the "vital interests"
of the various nations and shows three danger
zones where those interests are at odds: (1)
Anglo-American naval competition; (2) trade
rivaliies in the Far East; (3) the fate of Cliina.
He concludes that the conference will probably
not result in any clear-cut decisions but that
much will depend on the "will to peace" of the
people of the United States.

Lit R p324 D 31 '21 70w
"Mr Bullard knows his subject, which is a

good reason for reading his book. He has not
only observed and studied the situation as a
traveler, journalist and diplomat, but as the
acting head of the Russian division in the de-
partment of state he has had access to the in-
formation gathered by our Government in his
study of Eastern Europe and Asia. He has, in
other words, seen things both from 'inside and
outside.' His easy and colloquial style and his
humorous hits make his book- 'very agreeable
reading." J: A. Gade

+ N Y Times p4 N 20 '21 2200w
Springf'd Republican p8 D 7 '21 280w

BULLOUGH, EDWARD, ed. Cambridge read-
ings in Italian literature. •$2.50 Macmil-
lan 850.8

"The object of this collection is 'to present
a picture of Italian thoug.it in the nineteenth
century,' and it covers the period from the
end of the eighteenth century to the beginning
of the war. It takes just over 60 authors,
giving extracts from their works (without
translation). The extracts are ranged under
five headings:—Dio, Natura, Italia, Vita, Pen-
siero. A short account of each author in
small print is prefixed to his first appearance
in the volume. Each section is prefaced by
a little selection (In small print) of relevant
quotations from Italian classics, reaching back
In some cases to the twelfth century."—The
Times [London] Lit Sup

"He has concentrated his energies on the
writers of the new Italy, and has wrestled with
the difficulties of copyright with such suc-
cess that he has been able to Include almost all

living writers of importance, even young men
like Prezzolini and Paplni, Govonl and Luigi
Siciliani." L. C.-M.

+ Ath p370 Mr 19 '20 560w
"Mr BuUough'a purpose is not to concentrate

upon the well-knovsni writers, but rather to
Introduce the reader to what is for the average
Englishman and American still in large part
a virgin fleld. In the fulfilment of this pur-
pose lies the special value of his anthology."
J- p Rice

'

-f Lit R p4 My 28 '21 520w
"Mr Bullough's book Is the very thing that

many English people have long needed; namely,
a guide to the best Italian authors of the nine-

teenth century."
+ Spec 124:355 Mr 13 '20 170w

The Times [London] Lit Sup pl42 F
26 '20 lOOw

BUMPUS, THOMAS FRANCIS. Cathedrals of
England and Wales, rev ed il $5 (6^c)
(21s) Stokes 726 (Eng ed 21-21077)

This popular description of the English and
Welsh cathedrals is here republished in one
volume, having first appeared in 1905-6 in three
volumes. The editor of the present volume
has added to the original work a short descrip-
tion of the latest edifice to attain cathedral rank—the parish church of Chelmsford. There are
many excellent illustrations and a glossary of
architectural terms sufficient to enable an un-
instructed reader to comprehend the discus-
sions of the various styles of architecture
treated.

"Mr Bumpus writes entirely for the average
reader and his historical sketches and archi-
tectural explanations are well suited for the
general public. The illustrations are very good
and verv numerous."

+ Lit R p206 N 26 '21 160w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p664 O

13 '21 180w

BURCH, HENRY REED. American economic
life in its civic and social aspects. $1.72
(Os) Macmillan 330.973 21-4955

This book is adapted to the needs of the
elementary student of social science and is
therefore entirely elementary in character and
largely descriptive and illustrative. The em-
phasis is always on the concrete problem

—

the economic life and welfare of the people

—

rather than on theory. The need and the pos-
sibility of progress are everywhere pointed
out and the actual efforts made and the va-
rious theories for its achievement are out-
lined. At the end of each chapter is a list of
questions for recitation, problems for discus-
sion, and books for supplementary reading.

"The language has the ease and concrete-
ness of conversation yet is scholarly and ma-
ture." A. C. Ford

+ Am Econ R 11:490 S '21 lOOw
+ Am Pol Scl R 15:458 Ag '21 40w

"Obviously the writer of a textbook on
economics who thus stresses the social side
will find himself deep in many questions not
usually regarded as purely economic. In a
book intended for secondary school use this
is undoubtedly just as well. It is much more
Important that the army of high school boys
and girls should have sound principles of
economic and social living than that thev
should be taught one carefully squared-off
field of subject matter." W. C. Ryan, jr.

+ Lit R p8 Ag 20 '21 llOOw
New Statesman 17:604 S 3 '21 130w

"It is none the less readable for its system-
atic .Trrangement, and it is written in the light
of all the new factors existing in the sphere
of America's economic production and distribu-
tioH'. It deals very fairly with labor programs
and the various projects under discussion for
governmental action in the field of business
and industry."

-I- R of Rs ff4:671 D '21 70w
School R 29:553 S '21 80w

"This book should be particularly helpful to
high school students." .A. E. Morey

-I-. Survey 46:717 S 24 '21 360w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p534 Ag

18 '21 30w

BURCHARDT, CARL JOHN BIRCH. Norwe-
gian life and literature: En.q-lish accounts
and views especially in the nineteenth cen-
tury. *$5.25 Oxford 839.8 21-6811

"The first part of Mr Burchardt's book is
concerned with the English interest In Norway
and the Norwegian peoples, while the second
and larger part is entirely taken up with a
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BURCHARDT, C. J: ^.—Coniinued
study of English interest in the litoratuio of
Norway. This began early and by the middle
of the nineteenth century had become very
extensive."—Boston Transcript

"Mr Burchardt makes important contribu-
tions to our know^ledge of the place of all the
men from Holberg to Ibsen and Bjornson, but
his study of Ibsen in England will doubtless
offer a wider place for his book than any
other one subject of its discussion." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 9 '21 900w
"It is obvious that this is not a theme of

very wide public interest, bvit it has its im-
portance, and Mr Burchardt's conscientious
treatise fills a gap. if not a particularly large
one."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p644 O
7 '20 500w

BURDETT, OSBERT. Idea of Coventry Pat-
more. 'IS-TS Oxford 821 21-10255

"Patmore's 'idea' is the glorification of
married love. It is the philosophy of domestic
love as expounded in 'The angel in the house'
and 'The victories of love' that constitutes
Patmore's challenging contribution to poetry,
Mr Burdett believes. Patmore's conception of
love is contrasted with the conceptions of Plato
and Dante."—Springf'd Republican

"One accepts generally all that Mr Burdett
claims for the 'Idea' of Coventry Patmore, as
It embodied his conception and function of love
In man and woman, and in the deeper and
more abstract relation to the mystery of the
Creator. Where one is likely to differ is in
accepting the quality of art wherein Patmore
expressed the philosophy of love." W: S.
Braithwaite

-1 Boston Transcript p9 Je 4 '21 lOOOw
New Statesman 17:248 Je 4 *21 1300w

"All that sympathy and understanding can do
for interpretation Mr Burdett achieves. But
his worship of Patmore is so little qualified
that he accepts and indulges in platitudes, and
beyond admitting that Patmore lacked the
capacity for friendships with men, hardly trusts
himself to speak with anything but acceptance
and adoration."

•\ Springf'd Republican p6 My 24 '21 750w
"Patmore was Inspired by a doctrine, and

Mr Burdett has written a commentary on it

which is well worth reading, because the doc-
trine is important in itself and because he
understands it. It is a defect of Mr Burdett's
book that he does not see that Patmore was
an oddity; but even where we disagree with
him, we do so with respect."

-f — The Times [London] Lit Sup pl04 F
17 '21 ISOOw

BURGESS, FREDERICK WILLIAM. Silver:
pewter: Sheffield plate. (Home connoisseur
ser.) il $6 Button [12s 6d Routledge] 739

This book is designed primarily for the
amateur collector, for "home connoisseurs"
who desire to know something about their own
treasures and relics of family silver. Special
prominence is given to silver, but pewter and
Sheffield plate are Introduced for the con-
venience of the collector when he comes across
examples of these composite metals. There are
Introductory chapters ranging thru prehistoric.
Egyptian, Jewish, Greek and Roman silver and
a summary of the silverwork of the middle
ages is included. There are eighty-five illus-
trations.

"The book, which is pretentiously written,
would appear to contribute nothing to the sub-
jects of which it professes to treat and to
serve no useful purpose whatever."— Sat R 132:410 O 1 '21 70w
"Mr Burgess is entirely uncritical in his

rapid survey. The book is not adequately illus-
trated, several of the blocks revealing very
Uttle detail, and several of the objects are

very madequately described, no indicating date
being given in a large proportion of cases."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p654 O

13 '21 G50w

BURKE, THOMAS. More Limehouse nights
(Eng title. Whispering windows). *$1.90
(4c) Doran 22-656

More tales of London's Chinatown. Contents:
The yellow scarf; A game of poker; Katie the
kid; The heart of a child; The dumb wife; Blue-
bell; A family affair; The little flowers of
Frances; The perfect girl; The affair at the
warehouse; Big Boy Blue; Mazurka; The scar-
let shoes; The good Samaritans; Twelve golden
curls; Miss Plum-Blossom; The cane; The song
of Ho Ling.

"Poignant studies of crime and human frailty.
If we miss something of the delicate fantasy and
the wistfulness of certain stories in Thomas
Burke's earliest companion volume, we have
here a developed sense of the grotesque and
the powerfully moving story that just misses
melodrama."

-i-Bookm 53:461 Jl '21 90w
"On the whole the book is a worthy but by no

means a superior successor to the original
'Limehouse nights.' Burke's danger lies In the
degree to which mere artifice in the short story
fascinates him. His power is in his profound
sense of the poignance of sordid life." W: R.
Benet

+ Lit R p3 Jl 9 '21 400w
"The work of an author who has got to the

bottom of his Inkpot where there is more de-
posit than liquid."— Nation and Ath 29:476 Je 25 '21 320w
"Sometimes it strikes one as the work of a

man past his best; the search for beauty in foul
places becomes a little jaded; the reader be-
comes demoralised and is disappointed when a
story fails to provide the accustomed ghastli-
ness. Mr Burke has fine powers of description,
and he Impresses us with his pictures of Lime-
house or of Shadwell." Allan Monkhouse

1- New/ Statesman 17:106 Ap 30 '21 330w
"As a collection these short stories of Mr

Burke's have a force and vividness alike im-
pressive and unusual. Direct, swift moving and
dramatic, they are lacking neither In psychology
nor in subtlety. The twin virtues of simplicity
and economy of style are evidently, despite an
occasional 'literary' flourish, favorite ones with
the author."

-^- N Y Times p25 Jl 3 '21 llOOw

Sat R 131:444 My 28 '21 30w
"Contains over a dozen thrilling stories equal

in conception and workmanship to anything Mr
Burke has done. Lack of analysis prevents Mr
Burke's work from being great in the sense in
which many of the Russian and French short
stories are great."

-h — Springf'd Republican p9a Jl 31 '21 250w
"The chief criticism of this book is that the

themes are wearing out. We cannot help wish-
ing that Mr Burke could find a fresh field for
his clever pen."

Y The Times [London] Lit Sup p258 Ap
21 '21 450w

BURKE, THOMAS. Outer circle; rambles In

remote London. $2 Doran [7s 6d G. Allen
& U.] 914.21 21-16150

With discursive humor the book sings the
praises of the London suburbs, attempts to
introduce the far suburbs one to another,
to lure them on to discover their own souls

and those of the adjoining suburbs. The cir-

cle followed by the author marks the eight-
mile radius from St Paul's and includes:
Tottenham; Eltham and Woolwich; Fortis
Green; Edmonton; Clapham and Tooting;
Stoke Newington to Harringay; Wood Green;
Bowes Park to Enfield; Hackney; Waltham-
stow; Ilford; Crouch End; Lewisham and
Rushey Green; Stratford to East Ham; Bark-
ing to Cyprus.

Booklist 18:78 D '21
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"Here Is the epic of clay-soil suburbs, of
one-man greengrocer shops, and homeward
bound sailors. Burke Is not an informer, but
an appreciater par excellence, a splcer of the
commonplace, a specialist in salt-and-pep-
pery comment." Laura Benet

-f- Lit R p50 O 1 '21 540w
"They are lively, talkative, clever, and, in

spite of the author's besetting weakness of
glorifying the drab, the vulgar, and the com-
monplace for the sake of color and effect, con-
tain some miscellaneous knowledge of in-
terest "

—
-J- Nation and Ath 29:476 Je 25 '21 350w

"You soon see that he is not a student but
an adventurer, and that he will do his best
to encourage the adventure. So, of course, he
has luck in his encounters. He finds charac-
ter in mediocre places, and he can always
fall back on history. You may say that it is

all just tip-top journalism, but there is noth-
ing to discourage in that . . . there is nothing
here for a man of genius to be ashamed of."
Allan Monkhouse

-I- New Statesman 17:106 Ap 30 '21 480w
"Mr Burke's 'The outer circle' gives us

everything we miss in W. L. George's 'A
London mosaic' Besides, Mr Burke is a poet,
which, if Mr George is, he conceals care-
fully. He is not too bookish, but just suffi-

ciently bookish. Mr Burke is a psychologist
of places. He finds the temperament and the
moods of each London suburb." M. F. Egan

-f N Y Times p23 O 2 '21 llOOw
"If you like this carefree style of explora-

tion, Mr Burke is an admirable guide."
-h Sprlngf'd Repubiican p6 N 21 '21 300w

"There is hardly a laugh for the reader in
his book."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p273

Ap 28 '21 430w

BURLiNGAME, ANNE ELIZABETH. "Battle
of the books" in its historical setting. '$2
Huebsch 809 21-5947

The object of the book is to trace the de-
velopment of a critical attitude toward classi-
cal authors in the seventeenth and early
eighteenth centuries; to show how only after
an emancipation from the letter of the clas-
sics did their spirit enter into the minds of
living generations, that "not until men had
disavowed servitude to the dogma of Hellen-
ism, did the spirit of Hellas reappear." Pro-
fessor James Harvey Robinson, in his intro-
duction to the book, briefly sketches its out-
lines and purpose. In the introductory chap-
ter the author describes the attitude toward
the classical authors during the medieval per-
iod and the humanistic phase up to the first

free spirit, that of Montaigne. The other two
chapters deal with the scientific phase of the
struggle—with such names as Francis Bacon,
Galileo, Descartes and Thomas Hobbes—and
the literary phase as it raged about Temple,
Wotton, Bentley, Swift and Fontenelle. The
book contains notes and a bibliography.

ized Theresa who loves Stephen and the sen-
suous one who falls under the spell of Howard.
By keeping the one intact she gains freedom
for the other and Howard learns that he can
keep her only by himself acquiring a soul.

"With great discrimination and high scholar-
ship the author has recorded one of the most
dramatic and far-reaching episodes in the life

of reason."
+ Outlook 128:659 Ag 24 '21 70w

BURNET, DANA. Lark, il $1.90 (5c) Little
21-17078

Of the two brothers, Stephen and Howard
Millard, Howard the younger, was the way-
ward one. On the eve of enlisting in the
French army he seduces Theresa, his brother's
young prot6g4, a foundling brought up in a
Cuban convent. To protect her from the con-
sequences, Stephen marries her and brings her
to New York to complete her voice culture.
She becomes a great singer and although she
professes to hate Howard, she is still domin-
ated by the memory of him. When Howard
returns from France, Stephen at once realizes
this and the shock kills him. Theresa now
feels that there are two of her, the spiritual-

Reviewed by Burton Rascoe
Bookm 54:480 Ja '22 60w

"Mr Burnet is by no means, as yet, so much
at home in the technique and effects of prose
as he is in verse. . . There is a frequent sen-
sation that the tale might have been far more
succinctly and vividly told in verse. But
throughout there is no compromise at all with
what the author believes to be reality for a
facile and successful appeal to those emotions
of the public that are so stirred by false 'big
scenes.' It is a better novel, both in the man-
ner of its writing and the originality of its end,
than most of those of the year." S. V. Benet

H Lit R p220 D 3 '21 240w
"Burnet has written his tale with a degree

of literary distinction that adds much to its
charm. Steadily mounting up to an unfore-
seen and unconventional ending, the book is
to be considered in the forerank of the sea-
son's light fiction."

-f N Y Times p25 N 13 '21 llOw
"This story has more plot interest and con-

structive plan than anything that Mr Burnet
has written hitherto."

-I- Outlook 129:438 N 16 '21 50w

BURNET, MARY QUICK (MRS H. B. BUR-
2 NET). Art and artiste of Indiana, il $6

Century 709.772

A history of Indiana art from its beginnings
in pioneer days, to the present. Separate chap-
ters are given to the art of the New Harmony
community, to George Winter and his contem-
poraries, Jacob Cox and his friends, John Love
and the first Indiana art school, William M.
Chase and Samuel Richards, the Hoosier group,
the Art association of Indiana, art schools and
their pupils, Wilhelmina Seegmiller, sculpture
and the work of Rudolph Schwarz. Addenda
contain "Who's who in Indiana art," a list of
all those artists who have lived and worked in
Indiana during the past century; a catalog of
Indiana illustrators and designers of book
plates; lists of Indiana art schools, art asso-
ciations and art clubs; list of portraits of In-
diana governors: list of the public monuments
of the states; and a bibliography of Indiana
artists. Fully illustrated.

"Mrs Burnet writes with the enthusiasm
born of personal knowledge and experience.
Director of Prints of the General Federation of
Women's Clubs since 1916, chairman of the
committee of art of the Indiana Federation of
Women's Clubs, long a resident of Indianapolis,
the art centre of her State, and knowing per-
sonally many of the painters and sculptors
whose work she studies, her book has a de-
lightfully 'intimate' touch added to its value as
one of reference for all lovers of art."

-t- Boston Transcript p4 Ja 11 '22 300w

BURNHAM, ATHEL CAMPBELL. Commun-
ity health problem. *$1.60 Macmillan 614

21-251

The book is a complete saivey of the com-
munity health problem and of the growth,
present status and future possibilities of the
federal health service. Its object is to give
a fairly comprehensive understanding of social
medicine in its relation to community health
to the welfare worker, public health nurses,
practicing physicians and all those interested
in the community welfare movement.

+ Am J Soc 2(5:661 Mr *21 20w
+ Booklist 17:207 Mr '21

"The chapters on woikmen's compensation,
compulsory health insurance, industrial medi-
cine and state medicine, while necessarily brief,
are well handled. A bibliography is appended,
but here the fault is the same as in the text,
a far too slight considei'ation for child welfare
problems." J: C. Gebhart

-j J Home Econ 13:331 Jl '21 290w
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BURNHAM, A. C. —Continued
R of Rs 63:335 Mr '21 40w

"Excellent little book. Specialists in many
branches will complain of omissions or de-
ficiencies in a book of 150 pages which can
be carried in a coat pocket, but from the stand-
point of the thousands who need just such a
book, we can congratulate the publisher and
the author on issuing it at this time." M. M.
Davis, jr.

-\ Survey 46:89 Ap 16 '21 530w

BURNHAM, MRS CLARA LOUISE (ROOT).
Key note. $1.75 (214.C) Houghton 21-19849

Diana Wilbur, daughter of a Philadelphia
steel nabob, takes refuge from high society
in a second rate summer bearding house in

Casco bay. There she meets Philip Barrison,
a native of the island and a rising young
tenor, who good-naturedly lends a helping hand
to the boarding-house mistress in getting her
place in order. The story records the various
phases in the love adventure of the two young
people and how Diana still found time to de-
vote to a poor orphan boy, who, in the
clutches of a cruel designing uncle, was being
robbed of his maternal inheritance and of his
birthright to a normal development.

BURR, JANE, pseud. (ROSALIND MAE GUG-
GENHEIM PUNCH). Glorious hope. $2
(6c) Seltzer [8s 6d Duckworth] 22-855

The story portrays the adverse psychological
effect that the love of two people for each
other has on both of them. Evelyn Kerwin
marries Stanley Bird in the hope that her
mothering will stimulate his delicate genius
into activity. As a result he slumps more and
more into discouraged apathy and her own
ambitions become paralyzed. WTien she finally

breaks away from him her undertakings suc-
ceed beyond expectations and he too begins
<o make a name for himself as a cartoonist.
They lose sight of each other and Evelyn
.'secures a divorce and remarries, still with a
lonely hunger for Stanley in her heart. When
Ihey meet again in Paris, he has become a
great artist under a French name, with a
French wife and French children. Simul-
taneously with the discovery that their old
love is still alive :n both of them, comes tRe
discovery of its old baneful effect.

N Y Times p32 D 25 '21 120w
"A story which lacks nearly every quality

desirable in a novel."— Sat R 132:20 Jl 2 '21 40w
Spec 126:817 Je 25 '21 40w
Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22 150w

"It is bright and busy all through, and is

quite the novel for those who do not mind
artificial cheerfulness and artificial pathos."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p358 Je
2 '21 120w

BURR, JANE, pseud. (ROSALIND MAE GUG-
GENHEIM PUNCH). Passionate spectator.
$1.90 (4c) Seltzer 21-3290

A novel that attempts to answer the ques-
tion. Is marriage a success? The author's
decision is that it is not, since neither faith-
fulness nor happiness results from it. The
only relief seems to lie in love affairs outside
of marriage and she frankly champions this
course for women as for men.

"Yellow -journal stuff."— Bookm 53:176 Ap '21 180w
"If such novels are going to be multiplied—

and there will probably be more of them, for
the spirit of Mary MacLean is again abroad
in the land—we must learn to recognize crude
egoism when we see it and not confuse it

with the ardent longing within every human
liein^c for a jtersonality and for self-expres-
sion " K'athiiiine Anthony— Nation 112:407 Mr 16 '21 380w

BURR, WALTER. Rural organization. $2.25
(12s) Macniillan 630.1 21-14308

"The work presented here is the result of
the author's experience in rural organization
in local communities, first as a local leader
and later as a rural organization specialist on
the federal and state cooperative basis. As a
part of that experience the author made a
careful study of many types of rural work
throughout the United States, and has kept
in touch, in so far as possible, with rural
development abroad. His purpose has been to
secure the best for those communities for
which he has felt a special responsibility."
(Preface) Part one outlines the general prin-
ciples, organizations, and institutions of the
rural community. Part two considers the
economic functions—farm production, market-
ing, securing supplies, finance, communication
and transportation. Part three treats of the
social functions—education, sanitation and
health, recreation, beautification and home-
making. Questions and research problems are
added to each chapter.

"An excellent book. . . This volume is a
welcome addition to the growing literature of
a most timely and pressing subject."

-f R of Rs 64:671 D '21 160w
Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 50w

BURROUGHS, EDGAR RICE. Thuvia, maid
of Mars, il $1.75 McClurg 20-19579

"The adventures of Carthoris. son of the
Virginian John Carter who made himself War
lord of Mars in the last volume of this au-
thor's Martian series, show that the boy is
almost as fierce a fighting man as his father.
He comes up against fresh adversaries, how-
ever, in his pursuit of the kidnapped "Thuvia.
Thuvia, the heroine, had played a part in one
of the adventures of Carthoris's father. After
being kidnapped once before she had been a
slave to the Holy Therns for fifteen years be-
fore Carthoris was born: but as the Mars folk
live for 1,000 years, unless they die violently,
it hardly matters for the girl to be so much
older than the boy. He finally marries her in
triumph owing to the kindly forbearance of
a Martian monarch in cancelling his own be-
trothal in lavour of the hero's superior
claims."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"To say that the book is at all times in-
telligible would be stretching a point. Events
inove so quickly and are so intertwined that
the reader unconsciously develops a 'head.'

"

— NY Times p24 Ja 30 '21 470w
The Times [London] Lit Sup pl29 P

24 '21 320w

BURROUGHS, JOHN. Under the maples. $2
Houghton 814 Nature 21-19772

A collection of posthumous essays, written for
the most part during the last two years of the
author's life. Most of them are descriptions
of life in the open. One of them is an account
of a short vacation with Theodore Roosevelt at
Pine Knot, Virginia. Another, under the title,

"A strenuous holiday," recounts a two weeks'
automobile trip with his friends Edison, Ford,
and Firestone. "Under genial skies" brings to-
gether some nature notes made in California.

Booklist 18:107 Ja '22

"These essays, representing as they do some
of the latest conclusions of a long life devoted
to the study of Nature, possess a notable signif-
icance." F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p8 N 26 '21 400w
"Serene and observant and philosophical

—

and above all, kindly. . . The graces which
characterize almost all of his work are to be
found here." L. B.

+ Freeman 4:310 D 7 '21 SOw
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:297 D 17 '21 SOw
"Abounding in flavor, health, and reality."

+ Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 40w
Springf'd Republican plla N 27 '21 360w
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BURT, KATHARINE (NEWLIN) (MRS MAX-
WELL STRUTHERS BURT). Snow-blind.
$1.50 (7c) Houghton 21-15108

In a fit of rage a man had committed murder.
When the stoiy opens he had for fifteen years
been in hiding in a wilderness cabin. With
him were Bella, a cousin who had always loved
him, and a young brother who was a child of
six at the time of the murder. One day Hugh
Garth finds a young girl in the forest. She
had strolled away from a group of snow-
bound, itinerant actors, become snow-blind and
lost her way. In her blindness she clings to
Hugh, who tells her fantastic stories about
himself and makes her love him. But she re-
gains her sight, without the others being aware
of it, watches them closely, gradually divines
the truth and fails in love with young Pete.

BURT, MAXWELL STRUTHERS. Chance en-
counters, il $1.75 (3c) Scribner 21-16794

Included in this collection of short stories is

"Each in his generation" which has been
awarded the O. Henry memorial prize for 1920.
In a few strokes the author draws a picture
of the difference between the older and the
younger generation and the animosities aris-
ing between them from want of understand-
ing. The other stories are: The scarlet hunter;
Ebcperiment; Shining armor; Devilled sweet-
breads; "A dream or two"; The blood-red one;
"Bally old" Knott.

Booklist 18:120 Ja '22

" 'Chance encounters' will, of course, enter-
tain and divert its own cycle of readers; all

the stories are competently written and not
without a certain flair. If its characters ap-
pear limp and unconvincing, it is because of the
complete absence of color, vitality, and authen-
ticity in their delineation."

h Lit R p90 O 15 '21 280w

BURTON, ALEXANDER. After dinner
speeches; how to make them. •$1.25 Clode,
E. J. 808.5 21-1222

The result of a good dinner in good com-
pany, says the author, is a sense of well-be-
ing in which mental effort would prove irk-
some. The brilliant idea, the tremendous ap-
peal, the erudition of the scholar should,
therefore, be rigorously barred from the after-
dinner speech. Simplicity and geniality should
be its chief characteristics and the object of
the book is to tell how these are to b'e ac-
quired. The contents are: Simplicity; Genial-
ity; Wit and humor; Telling a, story; Prepara-
tion of an address; Mental memoranda; An
historical address; Illustrative anecdotes; The
application of stories; Toasts and sentiments;
A collection of toasts and sentiments in poetic
form from well-known authors is added in
conclusion.

BUSH, CLARA GOODYEAR BOISE. Grinding.
•$2 (2%c) Holt 21-12083

Catherine Maine, a spoiled child of wealth,
the day after her triumph as queen of the
carnival learns that a bank failure has left

her penniless. With her half-brother Fergus,
she retires to a dilapidated sugar plantation,
their sole remaining possession. Amid the
picturesque life on the bayou, where the years
are marked by the annual grinding of the
sugar-cane, the grinding down of Catherine's
character now begins until it has lost all its

supercilious arrogance, all its artificial hard-
ness, and a loving tender woman comes to the
surface.

Booklist 18:49 N '21

"The real charm of the story exists, however,
less in its dramatic features than in the reve-
lation of this remote Creole life, with its
quaintness and its memories of long ago." D.
L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 850w
Cath World 114:261 N '21 150w

"A book of descriptive sketches by the au-
thor on these subjects should be a readable
and delightful volume. But the New Orleans
eociety girl who goes from wealth and the

glory of the Mardi Gras court of Rex to poverty
on a ruined plantation and the other central
characters of 'The grinding' are wooden dolls,
and the story is slight and flimsy."

h Lit R pll Ag 6 '21 90w
"In mellow feeling for country ways and in

carefulness of telling it lies a cut above the
usual romantic love story In a romantic set-
ting."

-f- N Y Times p25 Jl 31 '21 400w
"The construction of the story might be im-

proved, but otherwise it is of rather unusual
quality and promises well for future work from
this author."

-I Outlook 128:701 Ag 31 '21 70w

BUTLER, ELLIS PARKER. In pawn, il $1.90
(S^ic) Houghton 21-18166

The scene of the story is a Mississippi
river town, the town of Mr Butler's last hero,
Swatty. A popular and no-longer-young school
teacher with rare gifts as a liar, iSwatty's
friend Lem Redding, and Lem's lazy father,
who put his son in pawn as security for his
debts, are at the center of the comic com-
plications of the story.

Booklist 18:82 D '21

"There are some funny things in it, but
there are two many lean streaks. We do not
know what to make of the volume. Is it meant
for a .sordid drama of real life or a comedv?
It is neither. We wish that in future Mr But-
ler would label his output." I. W. L.— Boston Transcript p8 O 22 '21 450w

"Ellis Parker Butler's new book maintains
his standard as a delightfully humorous enter-
tainer."

+ Lit R p59 O 1 '21 390w
"It is a pleasant, mildly amusing little story.

The various threads of the complicated plot are
not very firmly held nor very well developed,
and the writing is sometimes careless. There is,
however, a pervasive air of good humor to the
little tale which will make it attractive to those
who like placid fiction."

f- N Y Times pl6 O 16 '21 300w
"The book is rich in its ensemble and has

some irresistible comedians, albeit unconscious-
ly so, within its covers."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 180w

BUTLER, FRANK HEDGES. Fiftv years of
travel by land, water, and a'ir. 11 •$6
Stokes B or 92 (Eng ed 21-26224)

Travelling was an inherited instinct with
the author and he always kept a diary—from
which the reminiscences of this book are
drawn. After numerous small trips with his
parents, he made his first extended walking
tour through Switzerland at the age of seven-
teen. After that the whole world became his
prey and aeronautics his last enthusiasm. The
book has eighty-nine illustrations, appendices—referring chiefly to aeronautics, and an in-
dex. The contents are: Boyhood and early
travels; The West Indies, British Guiana, and
"Venezuela; The vineyards of France, Spain
and Portugal; Palestine, India and Ceylon;
Early days of motoring; Moiocco—a journey
to Tetuan; Lapland and its people; Big-game
hunting in East Africa; The world at war
(three chapters): Land and air journeys in
1919; IMy hundred balloon ascents; Airship and
aeroplane flights.

+ Booklist 17:214 Mr '21

"As a book of travel this is not of great
importance, but as a brilliant and entertain-
ing life story of one who has passed many
years in adventure, it is exceedingly read-
able." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 F 23 '21 590w
-f N Y Times pl8 My 29 '21 980w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p800 D
2 '20 130w
The Times [Londonl Lit Sup pSSG D

30 '20 OCOw
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BUTLER, SIR GEOFFREY GILBERT. Studies
in statecraft, being chapters, bioirraphical
and bibliographical, mainly on the sixteenth
century. *U Macmillan 321 21-8606

Five essays on some fifteenth and sixteenth
century thinkers who anticipated the League
of nations and world peace. Among these
are Roderic, bishop of Zamora, who had a
debate with Platina, historian of the papacy,
on the nature of peace and war; William Postel,
and his idea of a "pax Gallicana" resting on
the might of French arms; Sully and his "Grand
design"; and Emerich Cruc6 whose thesis in-

cluded even the doctrine of the mandate.

"The essays are of value as showing the
movement of international ideas among the les-

ser lights. But one reader at least was irked
by the discursiveness of the essays, which
savor, to him, more of the platform which the
author adorned during the war than of a
scholarly book on political theory." G. C S.

H Am Hist R 27:111 O '21 400w
Am Pol Sol R 15:310 My '21 40w

"The author has done well In collecting these
luminous essays."

+ Ath p72 Ja 21 '21 260w
Reviewed by Preserved Smith

Nation 112:717 My 18 '21 420w
"The Prelector in Diplomatic History at Cor-

pus Christi College, Cambridge, has turned his
learning to good purpose in these biographical
essays."

+ Sat R 131:72 Ja 22 '21 840w
"The various essays in the book are the

reverse of pretentious, and they are illuminated
by a light and engaging charm of writing that
makes their historical detail interesting even
when it is most technical. The book has deep
and permanent value for the historian and
for the student of politics."

-f Sprlngt'd Republican plO Je 1 '21 330w

"The personalities he writes of are remote;
not more than one of them will be known to
a general reader, and some have almost
escaped the specialist. Yet they put on life

as one reads, and their ideas, skilfully elicited,

are seen at many points to anticipate our
own. The book ought not to be confined to
students."

-1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p884 D
30 '20 950w

BUTLER, GEORGE FRANK. How the mind
cures. •$2.50 (Si/gC) Knopf 131 21-5463

"A consideration of the relationship be-
tween your outside and your inside individ-
ualities and the infiuence they exercise upon
each other for your physical and mental wel-
fare." (Sub-title) The author follows both
the Socratic and the pragmatic method in

teaching the fundamentals of mental and
physical hygiene, in the form of conversations
between a doctor and his patient. The pa-
tient, or seeker, coming to the doctor with a
splitting headache, for which he is himself to

blame, is led on by talk to see a light and
follow it until, after a series of sessions, he
is reeducated into health and happiness. He
is given a history of psychotherapy, learns
how he is made up and all about life-cells:

how to command his emotions, his air and
food supply, how to exercise and work, how to
avoid fatigue and poisons and to rule himself.

Lit R pll Ap 9 '21 140w
"A fitting culmination to the work of an able

physician." Van Buren Thome
+ N Y Times pl6 Ag 28 '21 2550w

BUTLER, NICHOLAS MURRAY. Scholarship
and service; the policies and ideals of a
national university in a modern democracy.
$2.50 (5c) Scribner 378 21-17197

These papers by the president of Columbia
university consist of portions of his annual re-
ports, commencement day addresses and ad-
dresses on other special occasions. They "are an
effort to interpret the modern university in

terms of its ideals, of its problems, and of its

counsels. Although the illustrations are drawn

from the life of but one university, the principles
which they make plain are common to all

universities worthy of the name that seek to
minister to the mind and the spirit of man,
organized in his modern democratic society."
(Introd.)

"Even a layman would find this book of value
as a guide to the aims and ideals of a great
college."

-I- Boston Transcript p3 N 30 '21 600w
"There is perhaps an inevitable lack of

variety about these academic aves and vales.
Drowsing over Ihem, one wishes that Dr Butler
had reprinted his political addresses instead,
for they are more enlivening, but . . . it is not
too much praise to say that at his best Dr But-
ler is only a step from the sublime." H. K.

H Freeman 4:405 Ja 4 '22 1200w
"Orations are better spoken than printed; the

thoughts upon which these are founded are
very conservative and at times they will be
most interesting to Columbia readers."

H Lit R pl51 N 5 '21 SOw
R of Rs 64:671 D '21 180w
Spec 127:668 N 19 '21 1300w

BYE, ARTHUR EDWIN. Pots and pans, or
Studies in still-life painting, il $6.20 Prince-
ton univ. press [25s Milford] 754 22-922

"Mr Bye traces the origins of still-life paint-
ing, from even before its greater elaboration by
the Dutch, who, he recognizes, were its right-
ful originators. A preliminary chapter is de-
voted to those whom he calls the Forerunners.
Then follow rather carefully-described ex-
amples of pots and pans, trophies of the hunt,
fruit and fiowers, herring and wine, as depicted
by Dutch and Flemish painters. In the same
way follow the notable works of the Vanitas
and Bodegone painters of Spain, Vasquez,
Velasquez, Valdes Leal and Pereda; the Na-
ture morte artists of France—Chardin espe-
cially, Courbet, Manet, Fantin-Latour, Vollon,
Cezanne and the Impressionists and Post-Im-
pressionists. From them he leaps to China
and Japan, (but says nothing of Korean—who
are really the chosen people) ; comes back to
the modern Dutch and concludes with a chap-
ter on American still-life painters, among
whom he ranks Emil Carlsen as the greatest,
and his young son. Dines, as not far behind."
—Boston Transcript

"Valiantly and persuasively, fitted with an
excellent equipment of technical knowledge and
with wide opportunities for observation he
stands forth in defence of a branch of art
which he chivalrously feels 'has never been
given its due.' The work is on the whole
remarkably well conceived and carried out.
It is interesting and in many respects mas-
terly; though perhaps some may think there
is a little too much special pleading." N. H. D.

+ Boston Transcript p4 N 2 '21 850w
"Mr Bye's contribution to the symposium is

striking. At one moment he seems at home,
the next he is hopelessly at sea. My criticism
must not be taken for condemnation. Mr Bye
has ione something which was needed, and
his book is exceedingly valuable."

-I Int Studio 74:183 D '21 750w
"In large format and with many excellent

reproductions."
+ N Y Times p3 D 4 '21 40w

BYNG, LUCY MARGARET (GREENLY)
(MRS ANTHONY SCHOMBERG BYNG),
tr. Roumanian stories: tr. from the orig-
inal Roumanian. $1.50 (2c) (6s) Lane

21-12857

The book has a preface by the queen of Rou-
inania who characterizes Roumanian literature,

in which the short story and poetry prevail,

as poetic, picturesque and with a fatalistic

note of sadness, corresponding to racial strain.

Another preface l)y Professor S. Mehedintzi
contains a descriptive note on each of the

authors chosen. The selections are from M.
Sadoveanu, I. L. Caragiale, C. Negruzzi, M.
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Beza, I. Creang'a, T. Al. Bratescu-Voineshti, I.

Slavici, Ion Popovici-Banatzeanu, B. Delav-
rancea.

"Mrs Byiig is fortunate in having a laree
field of practically fresh material from which
to draw and she has found many delightful
pieces. In particular the work of Beza posses-
ses a mystical touch, a thrill of fatalism and
horror combined, which few writers can
achieve."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 31 '21 290w
"Comparatively free of the romantic influ-

ence, these tales are the legitimate expression
of a world of villagers, robbers and primitive
conditions generally: their mystery, directness
and universality are all free from self-con-
sciousness and attain at times a barbaric sim-
plicity and splendour. They follow no rules,
and, if they have passed the barrier of the
American publishers, it is because they are
translations and because a queen has given
them her blessing." T. P. C.

-f Freeman 4:285 N 30 '21 120w
"Fifteen stories by some of the best writers

of Roumania. Of this number the two stories
of I. L. Caragiale are the best. The other
stories are really moods and sketches, beauti-
fully and poetically rendered moments, treated
with as much delicacy and tenderness as the
poems of De Musset; but stories they are not."

+ Lit D p8 Ag 27 '21 720w
"These tales deal mainly with peasant life,

which is harsh and rugged. There is scarcely
one of thein in which the characters are peo-
ple of the town. The characters live, the at-
mosphere is charged with emotion. Roumania
has been for years in travail and her litera-
ture has taken on a sombre hue; yet now and
again the music of the reedpipe is heard, and
then the voice of poetry breaks silence. And
in one story at least, 'The bird of ill omen,'
there is laughter."

-h New/ Statesman 17:168 My 14 '21 320w
"Whether or no there is question of high

art, these stories have importance. They lure
the proud American beyond his Anglo-Saxon
confines of thought and increase friendly un-
derstanding between nations."

4- N Y Times pl9 S 25 '21 430w
"Mrs Byng's English is a thing of life, pre-

cision, and grace."
+ Spec 126:309 Mr 19 '21 240w

"They make pleasant reading; but some are
so episodic as to be not worth the setting
down."

-|^ — The Times [London] Lit Sup pl40
Mr 3 '21 440w

BYNNER, WITTER (EiVIANUEL MORGAN,
pseud.)- Pins for wings, il $1.75 Sunwise
turn 817

A series of five-or-six-word caricatures of
some two hundred of Mr Bynner's contem-
poraries, chiefly poets. Some are two-word
paradoxes, as "Overalls rhyming" for Walt
Mason, "Dew purring" for Jessie Rittenhouse,
Edgar Lee Masters is "A graphophone in the
morgue" and George E. Woodberry "Grape-
juice in the Holy grail." There are illustra-
tions by William Sophier and Ivan Opffer.

"Combines the art of metaphor with that of
criticism, brilliant in the one, gently malicious
in the other. They are brilliant, or shocking,
or immeasurably appropriate, or amusingly
wrong, but always audacious and good fun."
E P

'+ Dial 70:108 Ja '21 50w
"By Juggling with the most Incompatible

Images Emanuel Morgan at least succeeds In
reconstructing with surprising aptness three
score or more modern poets." K. B.

+ Freeman 3:286 Je 1 '21 200w
"It is a sort of Roman candle Ignited on

Parnassus; the fire dies down quickly, but it

is exciting while it lasts."

-f Lit R plO D 31 '20 300w
"There are too many for them all to be

clever, of course; but a few have the deli-

cate tang of wit." H. M.
+ Poetry 18:52 Ap '21 130w

BYRNE, DONN. Messer Marco Polo, il $1.25
(5»Ac) Century 21-16000

This little story of the love of Marco Polo
for Golden Bells, daughter of the grreat Kubla
Khan is told by Malachi Campbell of the Long
Glen, an aged Irishman. It was springtime In
Venice when the young Marco Polo, listening to
the travel tales of a Chinese sea captain, Hrst
hears of the beautiful Tao-Tuan or Golden Bells.
The thought ot her possesses him, and he asks
father N'icolo and uncle Matthew to take him
with them op their next expedition to China,
It was a time of great Christian revival, even
Kubla Khan had heard of it in far China and
Had charged the travellers Polo to send him a
Christian teacher for his people. The young
Marco Polo, who was an ardent believer, is
chosen to bear the message. Thus he comes
to know Golden Bells, who was his first convert
and who learned to love the messenger as
well as the message he brought.

Booklist 18:82 D '21

"Don Byrne seems to us consciously and de-
terminedly romantic in 'Messer Marco Polo.'
He has done an excellent job and actually
achieved beauty in this rapidly moving story,
but except in rare instances the job is not so
good but that one can detect Mr Byrne in the
act of straining every muscle." Heywood Broun

4- — Bookm 54:396 D '21 160w
" 'Mes.ser Marco Polo' shows how well the

author can look through the wrong end of a
telescope and dwarf an epic into an attractive
bit of bric-a-brac. This love story of Marco
Polo and Golden Bells furnishes an opportunity
for a deal of colorful writing."

h Dial 71:714 D '21 70w
"A charming book, an unusual book, a book

one loves."
+ Lit R p84 O 15 '21 800w

"Mr Byrne, without apparent effort or shame,
writes perfectly of beautiful happenings and
seems no whit afraid of elaborated diction. . .

'Messer Marco Polo' is a very magically beauti-
ful book." J. B. Cabell

+ Nation 113:506 N 2 '21 1050w
"Out ot the ordinary, this little book. Beauti-

fully written, in something of Robert Louis
Stevenson's style, it is lilting, poetical and
wliolly atmospheric. . . It is its own style and
manner of telling, a certain richness of phras-
ing and description, that charm so immensely."

4- N Y Times pl8 O 9 '21 440w
"An utterly delightful tale. It is a tale rem-

iniscent of 'Aucassin and Nicolette* in its del-
icacy; only it is more riotous in its beauty."

+ Springf'd Republican plla O 2 '21 240w

BYWATER, HECTOR C. Sea-power in the
Pacific; a study of the American-Japanese
naval problem. $5 Houghton (18s Constable)
359 21-13868

In view of the political relations now ob-
taining between the United States and Japan,
the book "deals mainly with the naval resources
of those two powers and the strategical prob-
lems likely to arise in the unhappy event ot
an armed conflict for the mastery of the
Pacific." (Preface) After reviewing the ques-
tions at issue between America and Japan, the
author analyzes the comparative strength of the
two navies, discusses the question of strategy
in the Pacific, and ends with an examination
of the possible features of such a war, and the
political and economic factors working for and
against. He sees nothing but disaster in a
struggle which would inevitably be terrible and
protracted and full of novel elements and un-
certainties. The text is illustrated with charts
and four maps.

Booklist 18:46 N '21

"This extremely important volume, with its

careful descriptive passages; its unquestionably
accurate statistics; its keen Insight into condi-
tions and situations, geographic and defensive;
Its plenitude of carefully prepared maps and
charts; its thorough understanding of the
Japanese character, must be regarded as alto-
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BYWATER, HECTOR C—Continued
gether the most valuable exposition of world
conditions today which has yet appeared in

print." E. J. Carpenter
+ Boston Transcript p6 A{,' 24 '21 lOOOw

Reviewed bv C: A. Beard
Freeman 4:237 N IG '21 470w

Reviewed bv W: O. Stevens
Lit R p85 O 15 '21 490w

"Mr Bywater is probably as well-informed a
writer on the American-Japanese naval prob-
lem as could be found anywhere to-day; and,
although he is capable of quoting Admiral
Mahan with the solemnity to which we were
accustomed twenty years ago, he has made a

serious contribution to a momentous subject
of the hour."

^ New Statesman 17:528 Ag 13 '21 550w

"An admirable study of the American-
Japanese problem in all its phases. The two
most ."Striking chapters in the book are those
dealing with strategy in the Pacific and the
operations that would be undertaken by both
nations in the event of war. The author's
description of the United States and Japanese
Navies is as complete as research can make
it. To speak of his tables as 'the last word'
Is not to exaggerate. An associate of the
Institute of Naval Architects, he is competent
to compare warships."

-I- N Y Times p3 Jl 10 "21 1750w
R of Rs 64:446 O '21 70w
Spec 1-26:751 Je 11 '21 1650w
Springf'd Republican p6 O 15 '21 60w

"A book like Mr Bywater's which aims at
informing us of the nature of the problem, and
leads us to think—even though we may disagree
with some of his conclusions—of the course
and effects of the possibly resulting struggle,
Is of value. Mi- Bywater sees clearly that
the great factor in the strategy of a war be-
tween the two Powers is distance."

-t- The Times [London] Lit Sup p330 My
26 '21 1950w

Reviewed bv F. W. Williams
Yale R n s 11:409 Ja '22 220w

CABELL, JAIVIES BRANCH. Cord.'^ of vanity:
a comedy of shirking. *$2 McBride 20-21191

Thi.s is one of the fir.st volumes of an in-
tended new edition of the author's works. Mr
Wilson Follott, in his introduction to tlie book
calls the revision an act of fresli creation
by which the author has made of the story.
"without detriment to any truth whatsoever, a
far le.'ss unnleasant book" for its hero "has
been subjected to such a process of growth
,T^ li.Ti made him commensurate in stature with
the other two modern writers of Mr Cabell's
invention. . . Sardonic it still is, by a neces-
sary implication, but not wantonly, and with
a mellowness. The irony, which at its harshest
was capable of rasping the r.erves, has be-
come capable of wringing the heart." The first
edition was pulilished in 1909.

"Among tho.se who appreciate felicity of
phrape. a consistent point of view maintained
throughout, and careful workmanship, a plea-
sure is in stoi-e." R. D. W.

+ Boston Transcript p6 F 12 '21 480w
"On the whole, this 'comedy of shirking' is

put on with much veracity and some sardonic
humor."

H Dial 71:372 S '21 lOOw
"Quite the best thing of its particular type

that contemporary fiction, at least, affords."
H. W. Matlack

+ Grlnnell R 16:449 Je '21 290w
N Y Times p3 F 13 '21 1700w

"Has been improved by a thorough rewriting,
but is not yet as well centered and vital as it

Is original."
H Outlook 127:347 Mr 2 '21 30w

CABELL. JAMES BRANCH. Figures of
earth. *$2.50 (3i^c) McBride 21-3415

This "comedy of appearances" (Sub-title) is

still another of the author's alleged legends of
Poictesme. It tells the tale of Manuel, who
began his career as a swineherd and ended
as Count Manuel the Redeemer. He was
marked with an Alf charm and his mother
had laid "a geas" upon him to make himself
a figure in the world. He therefore modeled
figures of clay but could do none to his lik-

ing, although some of them came to life

—

limping. Under all circumstances he insists:
"I am Manuel and I shall follow after my own
thinking and my own desires," i.e. to travel
everywhither to the ends of the earth that he
might judge them. He achieved much world-
ly success but did not reach the ends of the
earth, for even with the aid of sorcery and
witchcraft he only succeeded in striving like
an ape reft of his tail, reeling blunderingly
from mystery to mystery, with pathetic
makeshifts, not understanding anything, greedy
in all desires, honeycombed with poltroonery.
And he rode out of this life on Death's black
steed, bearing on his shield the motto "Mun-
dus vult decipi."

"Poetic, fantastic, ironic and most subtle,
it lacks the color of 'Jurgen' and its allegory
is uncertain and difficult of interpretation."

H Booklist 17:302 My '21

"Mr Cabell's stories have the unusual quality
that, no matter how frequently one reads them,
all the more may one rejoice in their subtleties.
It is only so that they truly reveal themselves.
It is for the few fortunate ones that 'Figures
of earth' has been written." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 6 '21 llOOw
Cleveland p34 My '21 60w

h Dial 71:242 Ag '21 90w
"Only those readers who are well-enough

disciplined to follow closely a conscious artist
in his work of self-realization will grasp the
nature and the intricacies of certain thematic
strands. Mr Cabell remains a cate ambrosial
for the experienced and determined adult."
H: B. Fuller

-^ Freeman 3:186 My 4 '21 1650w
"If you can behold unabashed the revelation

of truth divested of the dusty wrappings of
superstition, you will find Mr Cabell a delight-
ful and even a wise comrade in this vale of
tears." H. W. Matlack

-f Grlnnell R 16:449 .Te '21 580w
"I admit the huge zest with which it is all

provided and sustained, the animal spirits, the
great gusty sunny w^eather which pervade it;

the shrewd hits at pedantries (in a book itself

pedantic to weariness), hypocrisies, and worse.
I admit the learning behind it all, and the
significance of it—but it is not for me. It is in
parts disgusting, in other parts excessively
wearisome, and in any case the baser appetites
bore me after a few hundred pages." Maurice
Hewlett

f- Lit R p3 Ap 23 '21 1450w
"The movement of the book is slow because

it is so sly; irony lurks behind every syllable,
peeping; the story never runs on by the mere
momentum of narrative. There are not
enough stage directions to explain the busi-
ness of the fable. To catch all the allusions
one must be learned in all the books of myth
and tradition that have been written—and in
several that have not been written. From
'Figures of earth' it is a good many miles to
naturalism." C. V. D.

+ Nation 112:381 Mr 9 '21 680w
"Mr Cabell follows his fancy rather than

any fixed pattern, and his book is an ex-
traordinary mixture of beauty and cynicism,
of poetry and whimsicality and a Jesting
sometimes deft and sometimes rather obvious
and clumsy. This new novel is, very much
of it, beautifully written."

4- _ N Y Times p22 Mr 6 '21 lOSOw

Reviewed by F: T. Cooper
+ Pub W 99:572 F 19 '21 420w

-\ Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 16 '21 70w
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"Here is a story which is neither sombre nor
passion- driven. Rather it is whimsical, half-

mocking, wholly gay, written, one is persuaded,
for the joy of the writing. His true gayety
of spirit saves the reader from boredom."

-I
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 3 '21 330\v

"As a whole the book is light and amusing,
but tedious in parts, and too fantastic to repay
thinking out."

-f — The Times [London] Lit Sup pl91 Mr
24 '21 840w

CABOT, ELLA (LYMAN) (MRS RICHARD
CLARKE CABOT). Seven ages of child-
hood. *$2.75 (3c) Houghton 136.7 21-5397

The seven ages of childhood into which the
author divides the period between birth and
the coming of age are: Babyhood or the de-
pendent age; The dramatic age; The angular
age; The paradoxical age; The age of the
gang; The age of romance; and The age of
problems. She points out the characteristics
of each, its possibilities for growth and its

dangers that can be used and avoided by the
wise parent who understands child nature.

"Somewhat sentimental but full of practical
wholesome suggestions for all directors of

children."
-f- Booklist 17:267 My '21

"The book has an undeniable message to

parents and teachers."
+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 3 '21 160w

"The author shows heiself to be in touch
with the modern literature of child psychology.
She presents this in a style which is at once
entertaining and clear. The book deserves
wide reading, and is an excellent example of
the careful presentation of accurate technical
material in a lucid, popular style."

-I- El School J 21:630 Ap '21 640w
"The manner of the book, for all that it

has perception and humor and much grace of
thought and charm of phrase, is sentimental-
ized, largely allusive and commentative, a lit-

tle laden with the sprightly essay style. The
book in its viewpoints and standards is sym-
pathetic and largely sane—it has sensitiveness
and balance and proportion."

H Lit R p9 Mr 26 '21 320w
"Her understanding and her sympathy are

beyond criticism. Greatest of her admirable
characteristics and one that makes her books
on this subject all but invaluable is he- sim-
plicity."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla My 22 '21

260w
"Like other ethical hooks by Mrs Cabot, this

has an especial value in its natural and simple
atyle, and the great variety of illustrations
drawn directly from real life."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 26 '21 150w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p632 S

i9 '21 70w

CADMAN, SAMUEL PARKES. Ambassadors of
God. new ed •$3.50 Macmillan 251 20-19175

"This volume has grown out of lectures on
preaching to theological students. It assumes
the personality of God and man's duty of
love and loyalty to Him, and makes it the
especial function of the minister so to act as
an ambassador of God as to inspire in man the
spirit of love and loyalty and interpret to
men what that spirit requires. Addressed to
ministers. It is neither professional nor
ecclesiastical."—Outlook

his own advice and seeks the foundation of
ethical and religious belief 'in the facts of
human experience as registered and attested by
consciousness.' The volume should have an
important influence wherever it goes." Lyman
Abbott

4- Outlook 127:227 F 9 '21 480w

CAINE, SIR HALL. Master of man; the sto-
ry of a sin. $1.75 (IV2C) Lippincott [6s
Heinemann] 21-15826

The scene is again the Isle of Man, the hero,
Victor Stowell, the son of the deemster or
Judge of the island. He is of fine nature and
traditions, but under great provocation and the
sting of a disappointed love commits sin
against a woman. His sin follows him relent-
lessly and its concealment makes of his whole
life a falsehood. The climax comes, when,
having succeeded his father as deemster, the
first judicial act required of him Is to pass
judgment upon the woman who was his com-
panion in guilt. He is compelled, as judge, to
condemn her, but helps her to escape from
prison, thus adding another link to his chain
of guilt. Unable longer to quiet a torturing
conscience, he confesses all and accepts his
punishment. His act of renunciation regains
for him his lost love Fenella, who comes to
live out his prison term with him.

"It Is rich in material, stimulating to inde-
pendent thought, displaying wide reading and
clear thinking."

+ J Religion 1:331 My '21 30w
"Especially valuable are the studies of the

Prophets and Jesus. The volume as a whole is
one of the most stimulating of recent homilet-
ical studies." O.. S. Davis

-I- J Religion 1:554 S '21 700w
"The reader will find few. if any. attempts

at exact definition; but the preacher will find
coun.'=;el all the wiser because the author follows

Booklist 18:49 N '21

"The plot is complicated and worked out with
considerable skill. The characters are all pup-
pets and there is nauseating talk of sin-stained
men and pure women. The logic and morality
is puerile, wh'le frude instincts are patently
pandered to. In fact the whole book Is all the
more to be regretted for being so readably
written."— Bookm 54:171 O '21 llOw

"Of the picturesque and romantic qualities
in the story, there can be no question, and it

is these that make possible its reading with
any degree of interest or patience by the
many who will see in its pages scarcely any-
thing more than the crudest of melodrama
and all the machinery of sensational fiction.
He repeats not merely what others have writ-
ten from time immemorial, but he also re-
peats himself." E. P. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 S 3 '21 lOOOw
"Old-fashioned melodrama, with a moral not

suggested, but shrieked aloud in strident tones,
over and over again."— Lit D p48 O 29 '21 620w
"What Sir Hall Caine set out to portray

was a strong man struggling vainly in the web
of fate. What he has succeeded in depicting
is a frantic puppy dog getting himself all
tangled up in a ball of string." Stanley Went— Lit R pl9 S 17 '21 850w

"Sir Hall Caine might, if he was viewed
through the veil of a translation, look some-
thing like a great man. The peculiar violent
idiocy of the style which is the damning sign
of his real lack of imagination would be put
down as the fault of the translation. . . He
has a real technical ability which it would be
crass snobbishness to denv." Rebecca "U'^est— New Statesman 17:548 Ag 20 '21 600w
"The story moves slowly." L. M. Field— NY Times p22 S 4 '21 860w
"In certain parts of 'The master of Man'

there is evidence of an honest dramatic skill
such as may raise ordinary melodrama above
contempt as an entertainment. This is par-
ticularly true of the court scenes and of the
escape. A certain simplicity and directness
of style, and a rather thin though persuasive
effect of primitiveness in the Jtanx environ-
ment, deepens the impression. But the novel
as a whole is condemned by its sham inevi-
tableness and its reckless idealizations."

h No Am 214:716 N '21 440vv

"The descriptive passages are excellent, the
customs and ancient traditions of Manx life
are interesting. The situation is tense and
anguishing—too tense, too anguishing, too
long drawn out. As drama and as writing the
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effect could have been better obtained in half
the space. Altogether one feels that the story
is extravagantly emotional." R. D. ToAvnsend— Outlook 129:187 O 5 '21 250w
"Almost certainly 'The master of man' has

all the ingredients which the great British
public demands. Sometimes there is a creak
from the machine as it unrolls this 'Story of
a sin,* but the British public will not notice
that and will rejoice in the full-blooded fus-
tian which leaves nothing to the imagination."— Sat R 132:152 Jl 30 '21 3S0w
"Those who are able to road Mr Hall Caine's

books will find everything they are accustomed
to exoect from him in this his latest story."— Spec 127:402 S 24 "21 30w
"Within its scope, characteristically over-

wrought, the story has strength and force. It
is, of course, sentimental, melodramatic and
preachy."

H Sprlngf d Republican p9a S 25 '21

600w
"Sir Hall Caine works over his material un-

til it is moulded to the shape aimed at; but
there is something inert in the material—its
resistance is not active. The reader does not
ask himself what the characters will do next,
but what their creator will compel them to
do." — The Times [London] Lit Sup p483 .Tl

28 '21 880w

CALKINS, RAYMOND. Social message of the
Book of Revelation. *$1.50 Womans press
228 20-21082

The Book of Revelation is one of the least
used and least understood books of the Bible,
says the author. Its strange figures of speech
and fantasies and its noise of battle make It

a gigantic riddle to most people. Bible stu-
dents do little to solve it by claiming that it

tells us about the end of the world, the phys-
ical second coming of Christ, the millenium,
the second death and the general resurrec-
tion. As a matter of fact, however. It is one
of the most practical books of the Bible, bear-
ing directly on our everyday problems, our
daily struggle against evil in ourselves and in
the world. The object of the present volume
is to interpret its underlying message. Con-
tents: Purpose and message; Language and
style: The ethical value of apocalyptical pro-
phecy: Outline and rontent.=i; The introduction
and the messages to the churches; The eter-
nal background; Judgment and salvation; The
sound of the trumpets; The second interlude:
The dragon and the beast; The beginning of
the end: The doom of evil; The blessed con-
summation; Bibliography.

"Of all the books on Revelation, this Is on
the whole one of the most satisfactory."

-I- Boston Transcript p9 Ja 29 '21 120w
Pub W 99:579 F 19 '21 150w

CALLWELL, SIR CHARLES EDWARD. Ex-
periences of a dug-out, 1914-1918. il •$?
Button 940.342 (Eng ed 21-341)

"The author, who held the Important posi-
tion of Director of Military Operations during
the early part of the war, has here given us
his reminiscences and criticisms of various war-
time celebrities as well as his opinions about
the general conduct of the war. The most in-
teresting chapters are those on Lord Kitchener
and on the Munitions question."—Ath

Ath p8H D 10 '20 240w
"Out of the multitude of war hooks which

have been published this Is certainly one of
the most readable." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 570w
"Sir C. E. Callwell Is an entertaining gossip.

In the matter of criticism the general Is fear-
less. But really he has little Information to
Impart."

-I Lit R pl4 Jl 30 '21 240w
"Sir Charles Callwell is one of the soundest

military critics In the country. He is a vigorous
writer; he has had varied experience In the

field; he has read military history, and he has
thought long and carefully about military prob-
lems."

+ Spec 125:776 D 11 '20 2500w
"The book will be read less for Its contribu-

tion to the understanding of controversies naany
of which—for good or evil—are half forgotten
than for the pictures of living people and of
types that were brought Into notice In the war,
but did not die with It."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p768 N
25 '20 1500W

"General Callwell has much to say on other
men and other matters, but never Is he more
readable than when he Is writing of his great
chief [Lord Kitchener]." E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 5:36 Jl 9 '21 150w

CAMBRIDGE history of American literature:
ed. by W. P. Trent, John Ersklne, Stuart
P. Sherman, and Carl Van Doren. 4v v 3-4
ea *^5 Putnam 810.9

"The third volume of the series begins with
Mark Twain and continues the later national
period through the writings of Lincoln. In ad-
dition to chapters on the outstanding writers
there are discussions of the minor humorists,
the later poets, essayists, historians, on theology,
philosophy, magazines, newspapers and political
writing, on travellers and explorers, the drama
and education. "Volume four concludes the
work. Contents: Economists; Scholars; Patri-
otic songs and hymns; Popular Bibles; Book
publishers and publishing; The English lan-
guage in America; Non-English writings; Bib-
liographies; General Index."—Booklist

Am Hist R 26:812 Jl '21 780w
Booklist 17:243 Ap '21 (Review of v 3

and 4)

-I- Boston Transcript p7 Mr 12 "21 840w
(Review of v 3)

"An account of our literature that Is at once
the most comprehensive and the most scholarly
that has yet been written. The new volumes
emphasize these qualities even more than those
previously published." Norman Foerster

+ Freeman 4:380 D 28 '21 lOOOw
"It Is not a great history, but It remains a

highly useful one. It Is not In any sense
definitive; but It Is Indispensable. It fails as
a whole in criticism and in coherence, though
it succeeds In parts. It succeeds as a whole In
weight and comprehensiveness of included In-
formation." H: S. Canby

-] Lit R p4 Jl 23 '21 2300W
"Other histories of American literature will

still be read for the light that comes when
filtered through a single mind. In all other
respects, in breadth of scope, in variety of in-
terest, in the happy union of the Individual
topic and the specialist best qualified to deal
with that topic, and especially in the generous
and generally exhaustive bibliographical ap-
paratus supplied, the Cambridge 'History' su-
persedes all earlier attempts to tell the story and
to appraise the achievement of our national
literature." S: C. Chew

^ Nation 112:sup552 Ap 13 '21 2000w (Re-
view of V 3 and 4)

"On the whole the dullness of the essays is

due largely to the flatness of the material and
to the historian's obligation to include for the
sake of completeness writers of no interest ex-
cept to the historian and, to judge from the
results, not of much Interest to him. The pre-
vailing stupidity of these sections of this his-
tory is a quality Inseparable from historical
accuracy." J: Macy

1- New Repub 27:52 Je 8 '21 1500w (Re-
view of V 3 and 4)

"On the whole the history is a treasure-house
of information exhibited to the curious by in-

telligent guides. Not the least Important part
of these two volumes Is the va^t Bibliography
index, covering 237 pages of small but clear
type. Every Important author has his detailed
and dates list of works; and the word 'Im-
portant' Is used generously; then there is an
Immense list of critical books and articles, In-
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valuable to any one who wishes to 'work up' an
author or a movement. The discussion of the
New poetry, to which two or three vague sen-
tences are devoted, is painfully inadequate."
W: Lr. Phelps

-I NY Times pl6 S 4 '21 2100w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p614 S

22 '21 40w

CAMMAERTS, ^MILE. History of Belgium;
from the Roman invasion to the present
day. (Story of the nations) il $3.50 (SVeO
Appleton [*12s 6d Unwin] 949.3 21-19606

This book covers, in moderate compass,
the history of Belgium from its origins to
the present. It is not a work of original re-
search but is avowedly based on the labors
of others, especially, for the earlier portion,
on the well-known work of Henri Pirenne.
The book is designed particularly to show the
development of Belgian nationality and the
essential unity of the Belgian people which
was too strong to be impaired by differences
of race and language or by centuries of
foreign domination.

Booklist 18:45 N '21

Boston Transcript p4 S 3 '21 260w
"It is not profound, and it is not original, but

neither would be of the slightest use to the
average reader." H. W. van Loon

-I Lit R p5 Ag 13 '21 680w
Nation and Ath 29:139 Ap 23 '21 230w

Reviewed by C: W. Thompson
N Y Times p7 Je 26 '21 2500w

"A brilliant as well as an informing volume."
-+- Outlook 129:230 O 12 '21 SOw

"M Cammaerts, who has done so much by
his verse and his prose to make Belgium and
Great Britain better known to each other, has
contributed a most interesting short history
of his country to 'The Story of the Nations'
S6ri6S "

'+ Spec 126:433 Ap 2 '21 llOOw
"Not only is the narrative ,easy and th8

presentation clear, but a well balanced propor-
tion between the different periods is main-
tained throughout. M Cammaerts is happiest
when he can weave literature and art into
his political history."

-^ The Times [London] Lit Sup p236 Ap
14 '21 1700W
Wis Lib Bui 17:186 N '21 50w

CAMP, CHARLES WADSWORTH. Guarded
heights, il '$1.75 (2c) Doubleday 21-7336

On the guarded heights of wealth dwelt
Sylvia Planter to whom, while thinking her
unconscious from a fall, George Morton, her
groom, whispered words of love. Her anger
and contempt roused him to a fierce ambition,—to climb, by his own efforts, to the coveted
heights and force her to her knees. He works
his way thru Princeton, wins football honors
which open society's door to him, and give
him a footing in the world of finance. From
time to time he meets Sylvia socially, always
In open warfare—on her side anger and pride,
on his, persistent challenge. The latter wins
out.

"The novel is more than a strong, although
not always a pleasant story. It is more than
a skilful analysis not only of a remarkable
personality but of a period of extraordinary
conflicting Ideals. It is an interpretation, sane,
sympathetic, of the post-war unrest."

-I- Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 420w
"Princeton comes into its own again in this

very entertaining novel, for the every-day life
of those who make up the student body is
limned with a sharpness of outline, together
with a sympathetic • sincerity, which cannot
but be satisfying to tho.se familiar with the
scenes described, as well as informative to the
reader who knows the great university only
from the outside."

+ N Y Times p24 Je 12 '21 560w

"The narrative is conventional in outline,
but has engaging qualities and always com-
mands the reader's attention."

4- Sprlngf'd Republican plla My 22 '21

270w

CAMP, WALTER CHAUNCEY. Training for
sports. (School, college, and service athlet-
ics) 11 *$2 (7c) Scribner 613.7 21-6268

Training for athletics is here used as an
incentive toward a consistent course of regular
exercise, so important in building up a strong
physique. One of the objects of the book is

to show how the bad after-effects of such train-
ing can be avoided by making it cumulative
but not exhaustive to the vitality. There are
illustrations, an appendix containing the Daily
dozen set-up, and the contents are: General
physical condition; General training according
to age; Why athletes go stale; Mental and
nervous conditions; Taking care of injuries;
Diet; Sleep; Exercise as distinguished from
practice; Effect of driving boys too young and
the effect of age on condition; Storing up
energy; Specialized training for football—for

baseball—for track athletics—for rowing.

+ Booklist 17:288 My '21

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Ap 9 '21 40w

CAMPBELL, EVELYN. Knight of Lonely Land.
il •Jl.gO (3c) Little 21-4716

Billie Stranger had won his ranch from a
dissipated Englishman, at cards, and presently
finds himself with a beautiful English girl on
his hands—plus an old butler and housekeeper
—who had taken possession of the place in the
belief that it still belonged to her uncle. He
gallantly accepts the trust, keeps the truth
from her and even falls in love with her. This
arouses the savage jealousy of "Little Britches,"
daredevil daughter of a neighbor and once a
favorite of Billie, who now ranges herself on
the side of his enemies and the cattle-rustlers

for his undoing. She would have succeeded
had she not, in the last extreme crisis, thrown
her life into the balance and saved him.

"A tame tale of the wild West, with the

usual ingredients and without any saving
qualities. The characters and situations are

so vapid that the story falls far short of the

target."— Lit R plO Ap 16 '21 50w

"A very entertaining narrative. As for the

scenic setting of the story, it is graphic, color-

ful and vivid." ^^ ^„„
-I- N Y Times pl6 Je 19 '21 180w

CAMPBELL, JOHN CHARLES. Southern high-
lander and his homeland. *%ZM Russell
Sage foundation 917.5 21-7819

"The author of this book spent nearly a
quarter of a century—all of his active years—
in Appalachia. As a teacher first. Then as an
explorer threading mountain trails on horse-
back. Finally, as secretary of the Sage Founda-
tion's Southern Highlands Division and as a
kind of lay bishop, to whom mountain peda-
gogues, mountain social workers, and mountain
dominies came with their problems. Few
'fotched-on furriners' (Campbell was a
Northerner, educated at Williams and Andover)
have known the rriountains so broadly or the
mountaineer so Intimately. Specialists will nna
in this book a history of the mountains, an
exhaustive analysis of their resources, and a
most painstaking account of mountain life and
ways."—Outlook

Ind 105:626 Je 11 '21 140w

"Mr Campbell's volume is rich in statistics

and carefully collected data. It is a compre-
hensive work on the history, geography, pop-
ulation, and problems of Southern Appalachia
—the product of twenty- five years of unremit-
ting labor." B. R. Redman

-1- N Y Times pl8 Je 19 '21 1950w

"Despite his tenderness, Campbell avoided
sentimentality always, and in dealing with such
matters as illiteracy, moonshinlng, and feuds
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his book is uni'ailingly judicial. Yet of senti-
ment—tlie real thing, not its counterfeit—he
had much."

+ Outlook 128:71 My 11 '21 1150w
"The volume is a genuine contribution to the

story of the shaping of our American nation-
ality."

-f R of Rs 63:G72 Je '21 160w
"This is not an academic survey of the

mountain people. It pulses with life and vivid
description by one who wielded a human pen
and lived in the mountains and sought to serve
his neighbors with an eye to their ultimate
welfare."

-h Sprlngf'd Republican p8 O 7 '21 240w

CAMPBELL, REGINALD JOHN. Life of Christ.
*$3 Appleton [12s 6d Ca.ssell] 232 21-1224;J

Dr Campbell, a well-known preacher, for-
merly minister of the City Temple, London,
here presents a preacher's life of Christ. Ac-
cording to his preface he "has endeavored to
commend a special point of view, the point of
view of Christian experience, as being of first
importance for the study of the gospel records;
and he has never lost sight of his congregation.
Hence the homiletical method predominates in
the treatment of the contents and the principles
governing their selection." He excludes all
purely dogmatic questions and confines him-
self to our knowledge of Jesus as derived from
the record of his earthly ministry and nineteen
centuries of Christian witness.

Booklist 18:37 N '21

"Undoubtedly this volume comprises all that
modern scholarship can tell of the life of Jesus
the Christ." E. J. C.

-f Boston Transcript p6 Ag 17 '21 650w
"Disappointing in critical grasp of material

and not notable in spiritual insight."— Nation 113:356 S 28 '21 30w
"Dr Campbell says he intends his book lor

the use of the aveiage man or woman who
is in the habit of attending public worship.
But the average per.son has a right to be treat-
ed with more respect, and to be given the best
thought available. He had better have left
this alone."— Nation and Ath 29:770 Ag 27 '21 700w
"Would have been more effective if it had

been published in its original sermon shape."— Spec 126:177 Ag 6 '21 580w
"Mr Campbell's book, sensitive, fine-temp-

ered, poetically intense, is neither an emotional
affirmation of traditional faith nor a critical
reply to the rationalists. It recognizes the
critics, but does not refute them."

-t- Sprlngf'd Republican plla S 4 '21 950w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 27 '21 160w

"It is a thoughtful 'Life of Christ," and those
to whom it is offered, if they would get the best
out of it, will seek to acquire something of the
devout sincerity which is so apparent in
Dr Campbell's impressive work."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p494 Ag
4 '21 800w

CANBY, HENRY SEIDEL; BENfeT, WIL-
LIAM ROSE; and LOVEMAN, AMY. Sat-
urday paper.s. U (8J/2C) Macmillan 804

21-2090G
This collection of essays is the first volume

of selections from the Literary Review of the
New York Evening Post. The essays, which
are brief and pointed, are on literature, espe-
cially the novel, on readers, and on reviewing.
In each essay a definite point is made, with
dijectness and evident sincerity.

transition is a test, and there is a familiar
warmth in them which even the cold correct-
ness of book print cannot chill."
+ — Lit R p257 D lU '21 270w

CANFIELD, GEORGE LEWIS, and DALZELL,
GEORGE W. Law of the sea. *%Z Appleton
3!(./ 21-13228

This is the third volume of the Shipping
series edited by Emory R. Johnson and Roy
S. MacElwee. "It is designed to be an out-
line of the subject primarily for the student,
more especially the student layman who desires
to inform himself of the general principles of
admiralty law." (Author's preface) For this
purpose only the salient features of the statutes
have been noticed and references given to all
of them. The appendix contains a summary of
the navigation laws of the United States by
Jaspar Yeates Brinton; the Merchant marine
act of 1920; a table of cases; and an index.

"This treatise should prove very helpful to
owners or masters of vessels as well as to the
student who may wish to acquire information
concerning the main facts and principles of
iTiaritime law without attempting to acquire
such a mastery of the subject as is possessed
by an admiralty lawyer."

+ Am Pol Sol R 15:623 N '21 140w
"Uncommonly lucid in its expression, giving

to all concerned with the sea and seafaring a
concise summary of Maritime Law. The index
might perhaps have been made less cumber-
some by better typesetting." D: W. Bone

H Lit R p5 S 10 '21 1750W
The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N 3

'21 40w

CANNONS, HARRY GEORGE TURNER, ed.
Bibliography of industrial efficiency and
factory management; books, magazine ar-
ticles, etc.; with many annotations and
indexes of authors and of subjects. (Effi-
ciency books) *$5 Dutton 016.6 20-9376

Both the economic and the technical sides
of the author's subject, scientific manage-
ment, are treated, his sixty-four sections com-
prising such heads as Buildings and equip-
ment; Machine-shop methods; Statistics; Tool
department; Labour-saving devices; Motloc
study; Time study; Wages and welfare work;
Academic study and teaching; Principles of in-
dustrial efficiency; Factory and workshop man-
agement; Scientific management applied to spe-
cial branches of industry; Fatigue study;
Hours of labour; Personal factor in scientific
management; Safety methods.

"These essays are too short. On the first
page of this 'Review,' where they were orig-
mally printed, they struck the bottom of the
column with a bump and recoiled into a con-
clusion which still seems too abrupt as we re-
read them. So few ideas can really be ex-
pounded in 800 words! The ideas themselves
. . . still seem valid, which in an age of rapid

Ath p620 My 7 "20 lOOw

-f- Booklist 17:173 F '21

-h Nature 105:641 Jl 22 '20 250w
-f Survey 46:218 My 14 '21 70w

CANTACUZfeNE, PRINCESS COUNTESS
SP^RANSKY, ne6 JULIA DENT GRANT).
My life here and there, il $3 (3i^c) Scrib-
ner B or 92 21-19148

These reminiscences begin with the author's
childhood recollections of her grandfather, U. S.
Grant, cover an interesting career among
American and European celebrities, especially
the latter, and end just before the beginning
of the Great war. Her life In Russia, at the
court of the Czar and among high officials,

is minutely described with many allusions to
court gossip and intrigue. The illustrations are
chiefly family portraits.

Booklist 18:117 Ja '22

"Is as impersonal as a railway folder. Never-
theless, the material in the book resists her
best efforts to be dull."

h Bookm 54:490 Ja '22 150w
"If the Princess Cantacuzfine had called upon

some kind and heartless friend to separate the
chaff from the grain, the volume would be only
one-third its present size but more readable.
Perhaps, however, all those who know her per-
sonally will find every detail Interesting, for
even the heartless critic, irritated by irrele-
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vance, angered by awkward phraseologry, yields

eventually to the gentle personal charm of the
author which pervades the book." L. H. G.

+ — Boston Transcript p6 N 5 '21 490w

N Y Times p9 O 30 ' 1\ 1850w

"Probably no more entertaining reminis-
cences have been written in recent years by
a native American woman than these. The
charm of the narrative is great; and this is

probably due to the fact that in all the subjects
the author treats, from the last days of General
Grant to the last court function at St Peters-
burg she is so thoroughly and simply Amer-
ican."

-f No Am 214:862 D '21 180w
R of Rs 64:667 D '21 60w

"As a personal narrative, this chatty auto-
biography naturally has less significance than
the author's 'The Russian people' but it has
quite as much significance as is necessary to a
running personal story in the lighter type of
autobiography. It emphatically is thought and
written from the feminine (not the feminist)
angle."

-\- Springf'd Republican p8 N 9 '21 320w

CAPABLANCA, JOS^ RAOL. Chess funda-
mentals. 11 $2.50 Harcourt 794 22-127

In part one the chess champion of the world
explain.s the general principles of chess thru
eighteen illustrative games. In part two he de-
scribes fourteen games played between the au-
thor and other famous players. Illustrated
with 150 diagrams.

GARDEN, PERCY T, Murder of Edwin Drood.
il •$2.75 Putnam

"Around 'The mystery of Edwin Drood' a
whole literature has grown up. Famous men
have racked their brains to answer the puzzle
which Dickens left behind him when he died.
Every word of the uncompleted story has been
minutely studied." (NY Times) "The latest
investigator of the mystery is Mr Garden, and
by the very title of his book, 'The murder of
Edwin Drood,' he reveals his position on one
aspect of the problem. He starts with the
assumptipn that Edwin Drood was actually
murdered, and by hi.s sub-title, 'Recounted by
.John Jasner,' indicates tliat he has no doubt as
to the Identity of the murderer. The entire
substance of the story may be found in the
introduction by Mr Matz, in the author's pref-
ace, and in a series of appendices dealing with
certain phases of the plot and some of its sec-
ondary problems." (Boston Transcript)

Ath p807 D 10 '20 580w
"A valuable contribution to a inuch vexed

problem." E. F. Edgett
-)- Boston Transcript p6 F 5 '21 1450w

Reviewed by T. R. Ybaria
N Y Times p5 Ja 30 '21 IBOOvv

CARPENTER, GEOFFREY DOUGLAS HALE.
Naturalist on Lake Victoria, il *$10 Dutton
590 (Eng ed 21-1441)

"The origin of this book was a request made
to the author in 1910 by the Tropica! diseases
committee that he would investigate the haliits
of the tsetse fly, with a view to combating the
sleeping sickness, of which it is the carrier.
Forty months' close study on the shores and
islands of Lake Victoria have enabled Dr Hale
Carpenter to give not only an account of the
history and symptoms of the sleeping sickness,
and of the natural history and best methods of
att.-icking the tsetse fly, but also to describe
the scenery, climate, animal and insect life

of the lake and the method of navigating it

in the Sesse canoe. There are a great number
of illustrations, charts, tables, and a map of
the Sesse Archipelago."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup

-t- Ath pS64 D 24 '20 lO.'.Ow

"The book is profusely illustrated in half-
tones from excellent photographs. There is

also a valuable sketch map of the lake and Its

islands and a carefully prepared index."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Mr 12 '21 400w
Brooklyn 13:81 Ja '21 40w

"Hale Carpenter has in this volume provided
us with that unfortunately too rare combination
of a trustworthy scientific account that is yet
so interestingly told as to be thoroughly inter-
esting to laymen." Kermit Roosevelt

-f Lit R p4 Mr 26 '21 1300w
"The book contains not a little matter of

interest to the general reader but its appeal
is piimarilv to the specialist."

+ Outlook 127:268 F 16 '21 80w

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p670 O
U '20 120w

CARPENTER, GRANT. Long sweetening; a
romance of the Red woods. $1.90 (4c) Mc-
Bride 21-19768

A wealthy San Francisco banker, John Ar-
nold, did not scruple to deprive of his inheri-
tance an orphaned mountain boy who had
been kind to the banker when he was lost in

the red-wood forest. The helpless boy goes
out into the world nursing his resentment. In
due time he becomes an able lawyer. Forced
to recuperate from overwork he returns to his
old haunts and camps in a cave near the Ar-
nold bungalow. There he is discovered by
Bettv Arnold, who not only condones his tres-

passing on her father's estate but joins him
surreptitiously on his forest expeditions. Al-
though later the opportunity comes to Wade
Carson to take his revenge on Arnold and
ruin him financially, his love for Betty has
taught him how to mitigate the blow and to
prevent disgrace from following the ruin.

"Is not only appealingly but consistently
drawn."

4- Boston Transcript p4 D 24 '21 250w

"There is nothing unusual about the story;
it is more or less commonplace. But the de-
scriptions of the redwood country are good."

-i Lit R p307 D 24 '21 200w
"Hackneyed material this, hut clean and

wholesome and very pleasant."
^ IM Y Times pl8 Ja 8 '22 250w
"While not exceptional in plot and manner

of presentation and with no attempt at liter-

ary distinction, the story is wholesome and
leaves pleaiiant memories."

-i Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21

200w

CARR, HERBERT WILDON. General principle
of relativity in its philosophical and his-

torical aspect. *$3 Macmillan 530.1

"Dr Carr in this brief exposition restricts
himself to the philosophical and historical as-
pect of the problem of relativity. He expounds
the reformed concepts of space and time and
movement, which are the basis of the new
working formuUe, and gives special attention to

the historical aspect of the principle as
illustrated in the works of Descartes and Leib-
nitz."—The Times [London] Lit Sup N 4 '20

"The theory of relativity is a mysterious sub-
ject; Professor Carr, to us, makes it more
mysterious than ever."— Ath p621 N 5 '20 1250w

-f Nature 106:431 D 2 '20 670w
"His fundamental thesis that the theory of

relativity demands a Bergsonian philosophy
seems to me just a bit of intellectual violence."
M. R. Cohen— New Repub 27:173 Jl 6 '21 60w
"Like all books on this subject, it requires

careful reading and unbroken attention, but
the time these necessitate, even for this short
book, will be found to have been thoroughly
well spent." Viscount Haldane

+ N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:4 Ja '21

70w (Reprinted from Nature D 2 '20)

Spec 126:527 Ap 23 '21 180w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p723 N 4

20 50w
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CARR, HERBERT Wl LDON —Conrtnued
"He explains the Import of the new theory

In a way for which the uninitiated may be
grateful, thanks to the absence of formulas
and the use of illustrations. His point of view
is philosophic and historical."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p814 D 9
'20 1250W

CARRIER, JEAN BAPTISTS. Correspondence
of Jean-Baptiste Carrier; collected, tr. and
annotated by E. H. Carrier, il »$5 Lane
944.04 or B 20-16360

"Carrier was the commissioner sent by the
Convention to Brittany in 1793-4 to suppress
the 'brigands' who disliked the atheistical rev-
olution. He is known to history as one of
the most brutal of the commissioners. He
devised the 'noyades,' drowning his prisoners
In batches in the Loire, and he ordered the
extermination of the insurgent Breton people,
without distinction of age or sex. After Robes-
pierre's fall he was very properly guillotined.
Mr Carrier thinks that his namesake's 'per-
sonal character and political reputation have
suffered from undeserved obloquy.' He has
gone to great trouble in collecting the commis-
sioner's correspondence with the Convention
and translating and annotating It."—Spec

Ath p701 My 28 '20 620w
"The letters, at least in their English dress,

have no literary merit whatsoever, and are
frequently bombastic to the verge of absurdity.
Nor do they throw any appreciable light on
their author's brief but atrocious career of
criminality."— Cath World 113:114 Ap '21 270w
"This volume has real value for historical

students interested in the period which it
covers. The general reader, we think, will
leave it severely alone."

-I Sat R 130:299 O 9 '20 240w
Spec 124:698 My 22 '20 260w

CARRINGTON, HEREWARD (HUBERT LAV-
INGTON, pseud.). Death: its causes and
phenomena; with special reference to im-
mortality. •$3 Dodd 577.7 21-4408

The present volume is a considerably abridged
edition of an English work which appeared
some ten years ago over the joint signature
of J. R. Meader and the present writer. Several
chapters of the original edition—embodying Mr
Meader's own views—have been omitted:
material relating to psychical rasearch has been
condensed into a single chapter; and part I,
deahng with the physiological aspects of the
subject, has been brought up-to-date to In-
clude the latest researches.

'If it is too paradoxical to say that he has
endowed his subject with life, it can be said
with all soberness that he has given us a vital
treatment of the subject." F. W. C.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 9 '21 620w
"The most useful part of the volume is the

review of the literature on death, a brief his-
tory of man's belief in immortality, and a di-
gest of the more important evidence for spirit
communication." English Bagby

H Lit R p9 S 3 '21 750w

'I'^il®
speculations of both M Flammarion

and Dr Carrington as to the future life seem to
be as futile as those arguments of the decadent
scholastics as to the number of angels who
could dance on the point of a needle!" M F
Egan — NY Times p2 Jl 17 '21 lOOOw

CARRINGTON, HEREWARD (HUBERT
LAVINGTON, pseud.). Problems of psy-
chical research, rev ed il *$3 (SMiC) Dodd
134 21-2456

The book embodies the author's experiments
and thooiiei-- in the realm of the supernatural
but deals with the psychological side of psy-
chical research lather than with physical

manifestations. It Is to some extent an abridg-
ment of the first edition which appeared
seven years ago, omitting much matter that
was oiiginally included. A new chapter on
recent experiments in psychic photography,
and a brief chapter on the scientific investiga-
tion of psychic phenomena, by means of labora-
tory instruments, have been added. The book
is illustrated with numerous psychic photo-
graphs.

Booklist 17:312 My '21

Boston Transcript p8 Mr 30 '21 780w
Reviewed by C: Piatt

Lit R p5 My 21 '21 850w
N Y Times p27 Jl 3 '21 500w

CARVER, THOMAS NIXON. Elementary eco-
nomics, il $1.75 Ginn 330 21-2451

This book is intended for use as a high-school
text in economics. It is general thruout, be-
ing a presentation of principles rather than a
discussion of problems. Economic theories are
introduced so gradually as to be freed as much
as possible from difficulty, the opening chap-
ters preparing for the later more technical
discussions.

"The aim of the book is to promote national
welfare. No youthful student of economics
could fail to profit from intimate acquaintance
with a book of such evident and earnest sin-
cerity and zeal for the truth, for right thinking
and right living." C: E. Persons

-t- Am Econ R 11:274 Je '21 1150w
Booklist 17:234 Ap '21

"Each chapter is shot through with the
wholesome conservatism, a liberal conservatism
one is tempted to call it, so typical of the au-
thor."

-I Lit R p8 Mr 12 '21 640w
"Professor Carver's text has high merit both

in its presentation and in its doctrines. It
possesses clarity and progressive organization

—

two cardinal virtues in a textbook."
+ School R 29:237 Mr '21 330w

Reviewed by A. E. Morey
Survey 46:17 Ap 2 '21 llOw

CARVER, THOMAS NIXON. Principles of na-
2 tional economy. $3 Ginn 330 21-16306

"Not only is this book written from the na-
tional point of view; it is frankly a theory of na-
tional prosperity. . . Prosperity is assumed to
be desirable and worthy of the highest efforts
of the scholar in economics as well as the states-
man. . . The author frankly argvies for those
habits, policies, and institutions which are most
likely to contribute to national prosperity."
(Introd.)

"He has brought together nearly all the best
ideas and suggestions for our national economic
welfare that are known to and accepted by
intelligent Americans. The informed reader
would derive as much benefit from a much
shorter book, but Professor Carver seems in-
tentionally to have done most of the reader's
thinking for him."

-1- Lit R p323 D 31 '21 lOOw

CASEY, ROBERT J. Land of haunted castles,
il $6 (5V^c) Century 914.93 21-16670

Folk lore and fact, legend and history are
curiously blended in this description of the
Grand duchy of Luxemburg—the most beauti-
ful country in northern Europe—the home of a
dozen races and the battleground of a dozen
wars, for a thousand years a strategic center
of Europe. If ghosts must walk the earth,
they could find no spot on the globe where
their appearance would be more natural, or
better understood. The book Is profusely il-
lustrated.

"The chapters are all well written, while the
pictures will amuse and entertain even a child.
They translate you to another land—and an-
other world."

+ Lit R pl36 O 29 '21 280w
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"History and romance are well intermingled
in a spirited narrative that tells of recent per-
sonal experiences as well as of the stirring rec-
ords of past times. Many attractive photo-
graphs embellish the clearly printed pages."

+ Outlook 129:306 O 26 '21 50w

CASSERLY, GORDON. Elephant god. $1.90 (2c)

Putnam 21-18317

BadBhah, the great one-tusked elephant was
sacred to Gunesh, the god of wisdom of the
Hindus. He was indeed endowed with super-
human wisdom, as Major Dermot had oppor-
tunity to find out, after he had rescued the
animal from the tortures of an attendant and
had become his friend. Badshah, although a
tame elephant, was still the leader of his wild
herd and could summon it at will to come to

his and his master's assistance. Throughout
the story, which tells the tale of a conspiracy
and uprising of the natives against English
rule, and of the romance of an English girl,

Badshah remains the hero. His wonderful ex-
ploits Inspire awe and worship in the natives
and because of his absolute loyalty to Dermot,
and Dermot' s power over Badshah, the white
soldier becomes the elephant god and as such
Is enabled to quell the uprising.

Boston Transcript p8 O 8 '21 600w
"His story has the thrill of first-hand obser-

vation."
+ Lit D p50 N 5 '21 50w

"A wealth of rich, breathless description is

the setting for a common-place love story.
The pictures of Indian life are colorful and
authentic, and the dramatic battles with wild
elephants, recounted in simple, vigorous Eng-
lish, make powerful reading."

H Lit R p75 O 8 '21 160w
"The characters are not very real, the plot

is the flimsiest of structures, humor never creeps
into a single page, and yet the tale is intensely
Interesting."

-I NY Times p8 D 4 '21 340w
Spec 126:176 F 5 '21 90w

"Those parts of the novel which are drawn
more or less directly from personal knowledge
are more convincing and individual than the
imaginative part of the work, which is fairly
conventional. Although Badshah does things
•which only an elephant of romance could be
expected to do, he is a very real elephant all
the same, and easily the most lovable person
In the book."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p781 N
25 '20 ISOw

CASTLE, AGNES fSWEETMAN) (MRS
EGERTON CASTLE), and CASTLE, EGER-
TON. Pamela Pounce; a tale of tempestuous
petticoats. $2 (2c) Appleton [7s 6d Hodder
& S.] 21-20538

This sprightly story of court ladies and gal-
lants harks back to the authors' "The Incom-
parable Bellairs." Its heroine, Pamela Pounce,
Is a little milliner of remarkable genius in her
art and as remarkable kindness of heart,
shrewdness of wit, and tact. All these qualities
bring her into constant contact with high life.

She not only supplies the fine ladies with won-
derful creations in the form of "heads," but
becomes their good fairy in many a delicate
situation. To Jocelyn Bellairs—scapegrace
nephew-ln-law to Lady Kilcrony, one-time
Kitty Bellairs—she becomes fate. She saves
him from a suicide's grave, from a debtor's
prison, resists his wanton love-making, and
at last makes a new man of him and marries
him.

speech and soul gives her a quite irresistible

piquancy."
-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p645 O 6
'21 210w

CATTERSON -SMITH, R. Drawing from mem-
ory and mind picturing, il $3 Pitman 741

Believing that the effort to make a drawing
from memory of an object that has been seen
is far better training than is gained, as a rule,

by drawing directly from the object, and that
memory drawing is a valuable aid to the de-
signing power of the artist, the author writes
this book to explain the methods he has devised
to stimulate the memorizing faculties and to

establish the habit of using them. The illus-

trations show the interesting results of these
methods as he has used them with his students
in the Birmingham school of art.

CECIL, GWENDOLEN, lady. Life of Robert,
- marquis of Sali.sbury. 4v v 1-2 $12 Doran

[42s Hodder & S.] B or 92

"These two volumes record the up-bringing
and then the emergence into journalism and
politics of Lord Robert Cecil, as he was at first,

and afterwards Lord Cranbourne and Lord Sal-
isbury up to the election of 1880 and the death
of Lord Beaconfleld, which left him leader of

the Conservative Party. Acute and sympathetic
as e/ery page is which deals with Lord Salis-

bury himself, most readers will probably find

that the main interest of Lady Gwendolen
Cecil's chapters lies in her description of the
antagonism between her father and the leader
of his party in the House of Commons, Dis-
raeli."—Sat R

N Y Times pl7 D 18 '21 140w
Oulook 129:571 D 7 '21 60w

"We are glad, then, to catch in this volume
one more glimpse of our old friends. But we are
not sure that the newcomer is not a brighter
star than all our established favorites. The un-
ion In this maiden of a superfine sense of the
modish elegances with a healthy rusticity of

"Lady Gwendolen succeeds in these volumes
in enabling us to see Lord Salisbury in habit
as he was. Many touches having to do with
his intellectual life, his fads and foibles, his
domestic affections, his manner of working, his
characteristic sayings, are both delightful and
revealing. They help to round out the picture
of a real personality."

-I- N Y Times p3 Ja 8 '22 1550w
"Good biographies written by women are rare;

good family biographies of the first quality are
nearly as rare. Lady Gwendolen Cecil has suc-
ceeded in both tests, and though only two out of
the four proinised volumes are now published,
covering only the period up to 1880, that is to
say before the real operative period of Lord
Salisbury's career as a statesman, they are
enough to show that here is a book which will
take its place as one of the handful of signifi-
cant and distlngviished lives of statesmen in our

-f- Sat R 132:642 D 3 '21 1150w
"The present writer has read almost all the

big political biographies that have appeared in
the past twenty years, and he can say with con-
viction that he has never seen abler or more
dexterous handling of material than that shown
by Lady Gwendolen. She knows when to be
short and when to be full. She comprehends
exactly what is trivial and what of consequence.
Yet she never runs into the other extreme—that
of leaving out the human touch for fear that
somebody might call it trivial."

+ Spec 127:704 N 26 '21 1250w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p741 K

17 '21 2650w

CHADWICK, GEORGE WHITEFiELD. Hora-
tio Parker. 60c Yale univ. press [3s Mil-
ford] B or 92 21-14735

"The loyal and affectionate tribute paid by
Mr Chadwick to his pupil, friend and colleague
was delivered as an address before the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Letters in July last
year. After giving a brief resum6 of his edu-
cation, life-work and accomplishments both as
a composer and as a writer, he says In con-
clusion: 'He was easily the most distinguished
musician in the American Church, and It was
perhaps inevitable that he should be classed as
an ecclesiastic composer. But he was not a
mystic or an ascetic; he was a simple, devout
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CHADWICK, G: \N . —Vontinued
Christian gentleman, who loved his church and
all her offices, and he gave the best that was
in him to her service. . . But many pages of
his music, from 'Cabal and Mor' throughout
his orchestral works and operas, show that
his real place is among the romanticists, and
it is a high one."—Boston Transcript

with her and just let her be as imaginative as
she likes."—Lit R

Boston Transcript p4 Jl 30 '21 120w
"But few traces of warmth and colour vita-

lize Mr Chadwick's brief oration in his honour.
Still, in spite of this failure and the infelicity
of the style, Mr Chadwick's sketch must stand
at least for the present as a useful chapter in
American musical history." L. M.

H Freeman 4:93 O 5 '21 140w

CHADWICK, J. Radioactivity and radioactive
2 substances; with foreword by Sir Ernest

Rutherford (Pitman's technical primer ser.

)

11 85c (2s 6d) Pitman 537.53

"An introduction to the study of radioactive
substances and their radiations, the nature of
radioactivity and the bearing of radioactive
transformations on the structure of the atom."
(Sub-title)

CHAFEE, ZECHARIAH, jr. Freedom of speech.
•$3.50 Harcourt 323.4 20-22239

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Am Hist R 26:819 Jl '21 540vv

"The writer's exposition of the evolution of
the constitutional guarantees of free speech ia
wholly admirable and the book shows inde-
fatigable industry and a remarkable breadth of
historical citation. As an authoritative work
the volume suffers because it lacks the imper-
sonal tone and occasionally betrays the tem-
perament of a partisan—albeit one of high-
minded and generous impulses." J: L. O'Brian

-\ Am Pol Sci R 15:285 My '21 500w
Reviewed by C. L. King

Ann Am Acad 97:191 S '21 340w
Booklist 17:202 Mr '21

"The great merit of Professor Chafee's book
is that he understands the complexity of the is-
sue of free speech and places his readers in a
position to reach intelligent conclusions of their
own. There is room for difference of opinion
as to his personal equation and his manner of
expressing it. He is not wholly free from that
intensity of emotion that is a potent factor in
excesses of intolerance from which we have suf-
fered. This sometimes regrettably comes out
in irony, innuendo, and sarcasm." T: R. Powell

-I Nation 112:377 Mr 9 '21 2000w
"With a wealth of argument and illustration,

he develops a principle which, if fairly applied
by courts and legislatures, will give full scope
to the free expression of opinion, without en-
dangering the security of life and property."
G. C. H.

+ New Repub 26:112 Mr 23 '21 1150w
"As a protest against some of the egregious

outcroppings of an over-developed war psychol-
ogy the book is distinctly worth while—has in-
deed already rendered noteworthy service." E:
S. Corwin

H Weekly R 4:277 Mr 23 '21 2550w

CHAMBERLAIN, GEORGE AGNEW. Cobweb.
$2 (3c) Harper 21-16430

"This is a double-barrelled affair; really two
stories, dovetailed together so that each is a
complement to the other, the whole being aimed
towards a demonstration of how to treat a
wife. One of the matrimonial problems mvolves
a very intelligent lady who Is merely bored;
'tired of looking out of windows' and a common-
place existence without thrills. The treatment
indicated for her was kidnapping by her hus-
band, after she had left him. She is properly
subdued by the 'treat 'em rough' method. The
other case is more difficult, since the lady is
of the 'imaginative' type and needs to be treated
with extreme subtlety. But all goes well when
her husband is clever enough to 'play the game'

"The author's treatment of this theme is very
clever. For the most part he handles it with a
light and sure touch, and he is always enter-
taining. Mr Chamberlain is a good workman
and the story is distinctlv above the average."

+ Lit R p59 O 1 '21 220w
" 'Cobweb' is the sort of tale that requires

a pen at once stronger and more delicate than
that of the author."— NY Times p26 N 27 '21 90w

CHAMBERLAIN, GEORGE AGNEW. Is
Me.xico worth saving? *$2.50 Bobbs 327

20-19423

"Whit Mr Chambt'rlain means is not precise-
ly expre.s.=ed in h's title, 'Is Mexico worth
savins?' What he means is that Mexico can be
saved only in one way; is that way worth
taking? Shall we deprive her of self-determina-
tion, decide for her what she .''hall do, and
end the chaos? Shall we thus bring about an
orderly nation, capable of being dealt with by
other nations? This is his question. To it he
admits that there i.s an alternative, but that
alternative is to let chaos continue forever, as,
he believes, it certainly will unless we take
the course he outlines."—N Y Times

Boston Transcript pl2 D 8 '20 350w
Reviewed liv Howard Briibaker— Freeman 2:453 Ja 19 '21 1200w

N Y Times plO N 7 '20 1850w
"The author :speaks with conviction and

sincerity of the period of his residence in
Mexico, but with a tone of exasperation that
makes his opinion non-judicial." H. I. Priestley

1- Survey 45:770 F 26 '21 380w

CHAMBERLAYNE, EDWARD SCHUYLER.
Little back room: being the social and polit-
ical adventures of Peter Cadogan. *$2 (2c)
Stokes 21-5654

The story is told by Peter Cadogan himself.
He emerged from the slums of a small town
and we meet him first, at the age of seventeen,
returning to consciousness after an accident,
that is, after having been mercifully prevented
by a blow from shooting a man. He had
meant to avenge the seduction and death of
a young girl whom he knew but slightly. The
incident was the turning-point of his career.
It introduced him, almost at once, into "the
little back room" of the political game. It

made him the protege of the leading politician,
gave him an opportunity to study law and
opened the doors of the exclusive social set
to him. All this did not dim the fascination
pugilism had liad for him nor did it abate
his desire to bring the girl's destroyer to jus-
tice. The opportunity for this came at last
to the young lawyer whose clean and upright
soul, even the dirty work he did for his political
patrons, could not soil and who always, in the
eyes of his friends, remained "a good deal of
a fool."

Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

"For a first novel this is an unusually prom-
ising one." D. L. M.

-f- Boston Transcript p8 Je 4 '21 lOOOw

"The book merits wide reading."
-f Lit D p52 O 8 '21 1400W

Lit R plO Ap 9 '21 170w
"It is no propaganda production, but a book

which graphically describes political conditions
as they exist to-day in the average city." G:
R. Lunn

-\- Lit R pl4 My 7 '21 500w
"While there is no lack of incident which,

if more skillfully handled, might have kept the
reader keyed up and eager for the outcome, we
have instead long-drawn-out, often wearisome,
descriptions, with characters whose fiabbiness
is doubtless more the fault of their introducer
than due to their own inherent weakness. Alto-
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getlver, 'The little back room' strikes one as
a novel that a merchant would class as 'sec-
onds.' "

h N Y Times p24 Je 26 '21 360w
"Readers will find something fine and courage-

ous about the principal character."
4- Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21

260w

CHAMBERS, JULIUS. News hunting on three
continents. $3.50 Kennerley B or 92

21-20637

'In this volume are gathered anecdotes from
a newspaper man's memory of famous news
stories, widely known persons, and individual
experiences large and trivial. Coming to New
York fresh from college (Cornell, '70>, he was
brusquely turned down by Horace Greeley
when he sought a job on the Tribune, but
promptly got one from Whitelaw Reid. He
worked on the New York Herald, in the old
days when 'Commodore' Bennett was in his
prime. He managed the Herald as nearly to
Mr Bennett's satisfaction as was humanly
possible, and that is why he was called abroad
to start and be first editor of the Paris Her-
ald. He sei-ved with distinguished success as
managing editor of the World under Joseph
Pulitzer."—Lit R

Booklist 18:117 Ja '22

"Told with the simplicity and vividness that
made Chambers a great reporter."

-f Lit R pl51 N 5 '21 320w
"It is a fine story; and the book is full of

fine stories. One reads it with intense inter-
est, from the first page to the last, even if

one does repeatedly feel that the practice was
too sharp and that the methods were too un-
scrupulous to bear the test of the highest
journalistic standards."

-h The Times [London] Lit Sup p745 N
17 '21 540w

CHAMBERS, ROBERT WILLIAM, Little red
foot. *$1.90 Doran 21-9590

In this novel, Robert W. Chambers has re-
turned to the manner of "Cardigan," and his
early historical novels. The story is of the
bloody struggle in northern New York, 1774 to
1782, between the Tories, with the Iroquioa
Indians and the Hessians on their side, against
the Colonists with the Oneidas friendly to them.
The historical facts are built about the love
story of John Drogue, formerly overseer for
Sir William Johnson, now fighting for the
colonies, and the winsome Scotch girl, Pene-
lope Grant. The horrors of Indian warfare in
the revolutionary era are made very real.

Booklist 18:49 N '21

"If he will go on doing work as honestly
commendable as 'The little red foot' with all

its deficiencies, he will probably hold a sub-
stantial majority of his faithful public, and
another and smaller public will again have to
accord him some of the respect that is the
birthright it supposed he had long since sold."

H Lit R p8 Je 11 '21 820w
"The book must be added to the three that

have preceded it and which treat of thla
period ot history. For in them the author is an
authentic writer of American history, a man
who gives added values to his fictional achieve-
ments because of the authoritative knowledge
that is injected into them."

-i- N Y Times pll Je 19 '21 1750w
"The horrors of the Indian and Tory raids

are described with historical accuracy and
dramatic intensity. The love story included
stands out delightfully before this historic
background."

4- Outlook 128:340 .Te 22 '21 80w
"The narrative is among the best that Mr

Chambers has written."
+ Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 470w

"It moves too slowly all the way through, and
it is carried on too far. so that the final climax
comes in what is realb' an epilogue, when the
conflict of the tale is long since ended, and

one s mterest in the two chief characters
already satisfied. His Indians are very real and
attractive human beings."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p563 S 1
'21 410w

CHAMPNEY, ELIZABETH (WILLIAMS)
(MRS JAMES WELLS CHAMPNEY),
and CHAMPNEY, FRfeRE. Romance of
Russia; from Rurik to Bolshevik, il $5
(21s) Putnam ^ 21-18855

"Eleven tales of 'Russian life and history,
which the author has heard from the lips ot
the people themselves, tales, which are not
found in their literature, but which have been
brought down by word of mouth, from gener-
ation to generation, through the centuries.
The initial tale, 'The quest of the Titan,' can-
not but remind the reader of the old English
story of King Arthur and the Round Table, of
Galahad, of Guinevere and of Merlin. The
story is interspersed with many cliarming
songs with a lilt and a swing."—Boston Tran-
script

"Picturesque stories all, many no doubt
with a flavor of truth, but all savoring of ro-
mance and related in a vigorous, searching
fashion, which compels attention." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p9 D 10 '21 500w

CHANCELLOR, EDWIN BERESFORD.
XVIIlth century in London; an account
of its social life and arts, il *$12 Scribner
942.1 21-5924

"Mr Beresford Chancellor, confining himself
to a single century, sets out to describe his
period at length, under the . heads of social
life, street topography, pleasure resorts, clubs,
coffee-houses and taverns, great houses and
public buildings, the churches, and the arts,
with a supplementary chapter on the architec-
tural remains of eighteenth-century London
which are still to be seen."—The Times [Lon-
don] Lit Sup

Booklist 17:247 Ap '21

"The index is quite inadequate. Scholars
can only be grateful to a man who has gathered
for their use so imposing an array and deplore
(if they be so churlish) that it is not easier to
find their way about in a book which, because
of its real value, ought to be made as suscep-
tible of consultation as a dictionary." C. B.
Tinker

\ Lit R p6 My 14 '21 980w
-f N Y Times p4 F 6 '21 1900w

"Hi.s story, it is true, rambles a little. But,
taken as a whole, the book makes a rare
picture of a rare period."

+ Sat R 131:30 Ja 8 '21 920w
"He has handled an engaging theme most

engagingly, and has contrived to convey a con-
siderable mass of historical information with-
out a hint of heaviness. It would have been
even more valuable had it included a few
maps."

-I- Spec 126:590 My 7 '20 650w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pSll D 9
'20 620w

CHANNING, EDWARD.. History of the
United States; v 5, The period of transi-
tion, 1815-1848. il $4.50 Macmillan 973

Volume 5 of his history is devoted to the
years from 1815 to 1848, the "period of transi-
tion," whose social development consisted
chiefly in the expanding settlements beyond
the Appalachian mountains, the result of in-
ternal improvements and broadening transpor-
tation facilities. Politically, the period includ-
ed the enunciation of the Monroe doctrine, the
adoption of the Missouri compromise, the era
of Andrew Jackson, and the nullification
movement in South Carolina. The volume
closes with the ending of the war with Mex-
ico.

".Vmong the group of historians identified
with the best and most modern methods of
research and writing, Professor Channing oc-
cupies a very high place. . . Professor Chan-
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CHANNING, EDWARD—Continued
ning's estimate of events Is invariably sound.
On the other hand his estimate of character
varies in its soundness. One cannot put down
Professor Channing's volume without a sense
of there being something left to be desired.
It seems to us that the biographical touch is

too greatly missing." S. L. Cook
H Boston Transcript p4 D 21 '21 1650w
— Fr«eman 4:356 D 21 '21 lOOOw

"Nowhere in these massive six hundred pages
is there any departure from the canons of the
American historical guild. There are no revela-
tions, no striking divergences from accepted
views, no new interpretations of ancient facts,

is-otwithstanding the author's severe regularity,
this volume differs in many respects from those
that have gone before it in the series. The in-

terpretation is old and reputable, but the em-
phasis departs from the previous rules. The
ancient political story—presidential campaigns,
cabinets, and party intrigues—is curtailed, al-
most savagely cut." C: A. Beard.— New Repub 29:160 Ja 4 '22 1250w

"It departs from the method of sober politi-
cal analysis and chronicle, and gives a com-
prehensive and entertaining picture of the so-
cial, industrial, educational and public life of
the times."

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22

1200w

CHANSON de Roland. Song of Roland; done
into English by Charles Scott Moncrieff.
•$3.50 Dutton 841 (Eng ed 20-6312)

"Here, line for line and almost word for word,
the old French epic poem has been made into
English. So far as the English language will
allow, the original verse form has been kept
with its endings of assonance and its short,
sharp iambic stresses. The story emerges en-
tire, with its mediaeval spirit unbroken, a fit

song for Normans going into battle. The
book is also worthy of note for its introduc-
tion by Mr G. K. Chesterton, its preface by Mr
Saintsbury, and for the three fine, sombre-
spirited poems dedicated by Mr Moncrieff to
warrior friends of his own whose death has
put him in the mood for Charlemagne's grief
over Roland and Oliver."—Dial

"Perhaps the highest praise which can be
paid its scholarship—that is to say, its truth—
is to say that Mr Moncrieff has made the his-
toric old story absorbingly interesting again:
that he has made us feel that its chief value
is less as a piece of literature than as a piece
of life."

-f Cath World 113:538 Jl '21 240w
H Dial 70:594 My '21 llOw
"Merely as high romantic poetry the volume

is worth reading even by the ordinary lay-
man."

-f- Lit R pl2 F 19 "21 220w
"The present version makes its special ap-

peal to the literary student and may well be
read with the original." K. L. Bates

-f N Y Times p2 Ap 24 '21 llOOw

CHAPIN, FRANCIS STUART. Field work and
social research. (Century social science
ser.) •$1.75 Century 360 20-20195

"Part 1 of this book outlines the principles
of the inductive method as applied to social
research, and gives a chapter, based on the
great work of Langlois and Seignobos, deal-
ing with the principles underlying the critical
examination of documentary sources which
should precede the collection of new material.
Part 2 is concerned with the different types
Of investigation and their problems. Profes-
sor Chapin discusses three—the intensive in-
vestigation of individuals or families; the par-
tial canvass, or the investigation of a repre-
sentative portion less than the whole; and
the complete enumeration, noting .steps in the
procedure for each, and describing actual in-
vestigations of the different types. Part 3
deals with the preparation of schedules and
their editing, and with the transcription, tab-

ulation and interpretation of the collected
data, "—Survey

"As a practical handbook for persons en-
gaged in social research this study is most
valuable. Unfortunately, the discussion of case
work is not entirely adapted to the actual prob-
lem of the Investigator in a large proportion of
the case work studies made for purposes of so-
cial investigation." G: B. Mangold

H Am Econ R 11:534 S '21 270w
"There are a number of minor inaccuracies;

but the book is valuable and will prove useful
to those interested in social research." S. M.
Harrison

H Am J See 26:784 My '21 200w
Booklist 17:176 F '21

"This book will be found helpful; it would
be more so, perhaps, had more space been
given to details of technique and had the
general principles laid down in the earlier
chapters been more freely illustrated in their
application to actual situations." K. H. Clag-
horn

-i Survey 45:432 D 18 '20 520w

CHAPIN, HAROLD. Three one-act plays. 75c
French, S: 812 21-9876

"The three plays in the present volume have
been going the rounds of Little Theatres and
have served to give distinction to many an
otherwise mediocre bill. 'It's the poor that
'elps the poor' Is perhaps the author's best
play. 'The autocrat of the coffee stall' is re-
markable for this characterization of the old
army olHcer, down and out, who keeps some
relic of his former fire and even something of
his dignity. 'Innocent and Annabel' is a far-
cical trifle, with an old situation."—Theatre
Arts M
"Among recent writers of short plays few

equal Harold Chapin in subtlety and delicacy
of characterization and a blending of humor and
humanity."

-H Theatre Arts M 5:254 Jl '21 150w

CHAPMAN, ARTHUR. Cactus Center. •$150
Houghton 811 21-3133

"Poems of an Arizona town" is the publisher's
description of this collection and the titles
of the poems confirm it. Some of them are:
The hoss of Pecos Doyle; The legend of the
sagebrush; Journalism in Cactus Center; Grad-
uation day in Cactus Center; Classic dancing
in Cactus Center; Cactus Center's marshal;
Discipline in Cactus Center; The peace con-
ference in Cactus Center; A frontier drama;
The cattle rustlers; The fire -fighters; Arroyo
Al's antediluvian bronco.

Booklist 17:243 Ap '21

"The author of 'Cactus Center' is at his
best in the more interpretative and less narra-
tive poems, for he knows the country well,

and can make even a mere easterner under-
stand it when he does not paint it over too
thickly with loqal color."

+ Bookm 53:264 My '21 130w

"Those of Cactus Center, wherever it may
be, will relish the poems; those beyond its

horizon will also. Invention, originality, ob-
servation, zest abound." R. D. W.

+ Boston Transcript p4 F 23 '21 650w
Cleveland p39 My '21 40w

"The Cactus Center poems themselves are
unsuccessful in their attempted humor: they
strike not one poetical note; they are not racy;

they are not even sincere. The West they give

us is the West of the movies. The pieces in the

latter half of the volume are better, and oc-

casionally show feeling that is genuinely poetic."

F. L. M.
h Grlnnell R 16:426 My '21 240w

" 'Cactus Center,' in vigor of style, irresist-

ibly suggests a transplanted Kipling and might
almost as pertinently have been called 'Bar-

room ballads.' Perhaps a better descriptive

analysis might be: Bret Harte set to Kipling.

-t-
— Lit R pl2 F 19 '21 460w
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CHAPMAN, ARTHUR. Mystery ranch. $1.75
(3>^c) Houghton 21-19577

"This novel is what the title Implies—a mys-
tery story of the West. Moreover, it is a
murder story, and the chief mystery concerns
the identity of the slayer and of the slain.
Woven throughout the tale are episodes of
theft, kidnapping, and gunflghting in remote,
mountainous regions; in fact, we have the en-
tire paraphernalia of the typical Western sto-
ry, even to the designing villain and the gal-
lant hero who rescues the damsel in distress."
—Lit R

"On the whole, the story may be interesting
to those who relish the melodramatic, but it
will provide little for the seeker after literary
values."— Lit R pl90 N 19 '21 130w
"Mr Chapman has been known heretofore as

a poet of the West. In his first novel, he dis-
plays himself as a clever technician in a new
field."

+ N Y Times p25 N 13 '21 90w

CHAPMAN, JAMES CROSBY, and CHAPMAN,
DAISY ROGERS. Trade tests: the scien-
tific measurement of trade proficiency, il

•$4 Holt 607 21-2768

Under the necessity of meeting one of its
urgent problems, that of placement of its
skilled personnel, the War department has de-
veloped a trade test procedure which the pres-
ent volume is making available for industrial
purposes. After describing the nature of the
army, problem, the contents are grouped under
the headings: The oral trade test; The picture
trade test; The performance trade test; A writ-
ten group trade test; and The place of the
trade test in Industry. Of this last group the
contents are: The analogy between the army
and the industrial employment problem; Prob-
lem of occupational analysis; What the trade
test is not; The use of the various types of
trade tests; The adaptation of trade test
methods to the training of employees; The in-
stallation of trade tests; Some further applica-
tions of trade test methods. There is also a
bibliography, and an index and illustrations.

"The book will be of real utility to all person-
nel managers, employment agencies, and others
who are studying the problems relating to the
satisfactory employment and placing of men in
modern industries." T: Conyngton

-f- Administration 1:701 My '21 800w
"The book is well organized, has much excel-

lent material, and Is well worth careful study."
C: L. Stone

-f- Am Econ R 11:506 S '21 380w

-I- Booklist 17:280 My '21

+ Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 350w
R of Rs 64:335 S '21 120w
Survey 46:447 Je 25 '21 200w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p374 Je 9

•21 200w

CHAPMAN, ROBERT WILLIAM. Portrait of a
scholar, and other essays written in Mace-
donia, 1916-1918. •$2.75 Oxford 824 21-8395

"It is not quite clear whether all these essays
were written in Macedonia, but the date at the
end of each indicates that they were. As
evidence of the preoccupations of a scholar on
active service they have therefore a peculiar
interest, for apparently the author was able to
contribute these purely literary studies to such
papers as the Times Literary Supplement with
the same ease as if they had been composed
in a comfortable study lined with books. Not
a breath of actuality other than literary is evi-
dent. Shaw's 'Pygmalion' suggests an excellent
paper on 'Spelling reform,' and the essays on
'Rhyme,' 'The art of quotation,' 'Johnson in
Scotland,' and 'The textual criticism of English
classics' abound in references which make it

difficult to imagine that they were written far
from the sources to which they refer."—Lit R

gant, ebullient prpciousness of a writer over-
flowing with life and for ever seeking new
strange forms in which to express himself."

+ Ath p9 Jl 2 '20 430w
"These excellent essays ought to be read by

every student of English literature who de-
sires to become cultivated."

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Je 25 '21 250w
"No echo of war disturbs these bookish pleas-

ures, which carried the author through the
Macedonian campaign. Moreover, no reader of
the essays can fail to be infected by their tone
of mellow learning and captured by their un-
affected style."

+ Lit R plO Je 25 '21 320w
"Show a scholar's sensitiveness to style and

a .scholar's taste."
-I- The Times [LondonJ Lit Suri p354 Je 3
'20 llOw
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p381 Je
17 '20 950w

CHAPPELL, GEORGE SHEPARD (WALTER
E. TRAPROCK, pseud.). Cruise of the
Kawa. il $2 Putnam 817 21-18412

This book, a burlesque on the South Sea
school of writers and the lure with which they
have so thickly invested the islands, is lovingly
dedicated to Kippiputuona (Daughter of pearl
and coral), Lupoba-Tilaana (Mist on the moun-
tain), and Babai-Alova-Babai (Essence of
Alova). The discovery of the Filbert islands,
so named because of the extraordinary quan-
tity of nuts found there, is thrillingly related,
and the life of the islands, their fauna and
flora, their wonderful color, smells and sounds
are described, also the marital relations of the
author and his two companions. There is a
chapter on the unique fatu-liva bird and the
square eggs which it lays. "Prof. Traprock, it

is divulging no secret to explain, is George S.

Chappell of Vanity Fair, and his hardy band
of explorers includes such notables as Heywood
Broun, Charles Hanson Towne and Frank
Crowinshield, all of whom and others are pic-
tured in native or other costume in the photo-
graphic illustrations."—Springf'd Republican

"Mr Chapman is a careful and accomplished
writer. His preciousness is not the extrava-

"It's true that much of the delightful infor-
mation given in South Sea books from the days
of London to our own is little short of sweet
sentimental rubbish dished out to convince
those who must stay at home that their pre-
conceived ideas about the Southern Isles are
not unlike the reality. It is true that a suspi-
cion of this is rising in the public mind; it is

happily true that the public is willing to laugh;
and it's fortunate that the public has found in

Walter E. Traprock so hilarious a leader."
Hector McQuarrie

+ Bookm 54:260 N '21 540w
Reviewed by Gilbert Seldes

Dial 72:95 Ja '22 30w
"It is not only amusing in itself, in its text,

form, and pictorial decorations, but its publi-
cation will curb the absurdities of the South
Sea school of writers, who were rapidly trans-
forming the islands of the Pacific from an
earthly Paradise into the most author-ridden
section of the globe." E. L. Pearson

+ Ind 107:38 O 8 '21 120w
"What Frederick O'Brien, Gauguin, Safroni-

Middleton, and Joseph Conrad have done for
the South Seas—but what have they, compared
with that which the present intrepid explorer
has done to them? . . The book is exhaustively
—not to say exhaustingly—thrilling. It con-
tains infinite enjoyment fot the judicious." W:
R. Benet

+ Lit R p23 S 17 '21 600w
"The burlesque is effective and well-managed,

and the story is told entertainingly enough to
provide good reading even for one who is igrno-

rant of the fact that anything has been writ-
ten about the South Seas since Robert Loula
Stevenson and Herman Melville."

-f Springf'd Republican p6 O 31 '21 400w
"Easily the most delightful book of the

month." E. L. Pearson
+ Weekly R 5:274 S 24 '21 480w
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CHAUVELOT, ROBERT. Mysterious India, il

$3.50 (6>/2C) Century 915.4 21-16078

The author's concern is with the India of
the past, its rajahs, its Brahmans, its fakirs,
and only in passing does he allude to English
Imperialism as India's good fortune. The book
consists of a series of sketches of various as-
pects of India; its mysterious past, its temples
and dead cities, its ancient customs and rites,
all told with literary elegance and distinction.
The translation from the French is by Eleanor
Stimson Brooks and there are numerous illus-
trations.

Booklist 18:78 D "21

"A book to be prized, this, and a book to be
perused!" I. W. Lawrence

-i- Boston Transcript p6 Ja 7 '22 2000w
"Very charming book, worthy of a literary

impressionist trained in the school of Flaubert,
but curiously dumb about the real India,
writhing in the pain of a new social birth."
Austin Hay

^ NY Times pl8 O 2 '21 2450w
"His descriptions are often amusing and al-

ways vivacious."
+ Outlook 129:144 S 28 '21 70w

"A colorful journalistic style, coupled with
good taste in selection of material, marks 'Mys-
terious India,' as a travel book of charm."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 N 9 '21 320w

CHEKHOV, ANTON PAVLOVICH. Horse-
stealers, and other stories; from the Rus-
sian bv Constance Garnett. •$2.25 (3c)
Macmillan 21-12357

Many of these stories have a hospital setting
and all deal with the seamy side of life, the
characteristic lethargy of the Russian psychol-
ogy, induced by a deeply rooted sense of the
futility of all effort. In the longest of the
stories, "Ward No. 6," a hospital physician,
gentle and disoerning, but weak of will, does
not attempt to change the horrible conditions
under which the hospital is conducted. After
a while he finds that the only man in town with
whom he can carry on an intellectual con-
versation is an Inmate of the lunatic ward. He
spends long hours with him, until his own
sanity Is suspected, and he ends his life in

that same ward as one of its inmates. Con-
tents: The horse-stealers; Ward No. 6: The
Petchenyeg; A dead body; A happy ending;
The looking-glass; Old age; Darkness; The beg-
gar; A story without a title; In trouble; Frost;
A slander; Minds in ferment; Gone astray; An
avenger; The Jeune premier; A defenceless
creature; An enigmatic nature; A happy man;
A troublesome visitor; An actor's end.

Reviewed by Allan Nevins
Lit R p200 N 26 '21 360w

"Extremely fine short stories that have here-
tofore been locked away In the intricacies of
the Russian language. Perhaps the one that
stands out most vividly is that long one, almost
a novelette, which is entitled 'Ward number
six.' This is a tale which is based directly
on Chekhov's years as an active doctor in a
hospital."

-f- N Y Times p24 Ag 14 '21 660w

CHEKHOV, ANTON PAVLOVICH. Note-book
of Anton Chekhov; tr. by Samuel Solomon-
ovlch Koteliansky and Leonard Sidney
Woolf. $1.50 Huebsch 891.7 21-21967

The years covered by the "Note-book" are
from 1892 to 1904, the year of Chekhov's death.
The notes, which range from random jottings
for plays and novels to passages of profound
meditation on life and death, were made for
works which Anton Chekhov Intended to write.
They show his methods of artistic production.
The fact that he re-copied most of this mate-
rial Into a special copy-book shows the sig-
nificance which he attached to it.

charm of this book is that tlie reader has the
sensation of perfectly intimate, easy inter-
course with Tchekhov himself. While that in-
tercourse lasts the reac^er himself feels ob-
servant, gentle, disillusioned, humorous and
wise."

-f- New Statesman 17:52 Ap 16 '21 500w
"While throwing no astoundingly new light

on Chekhov as he was already known through
his stories, these two books taken together af-
ford us a very well-rounded interpretation of
him." Kenneth Burke

+ N Y Times p2 Ja 1 '22 550w
"The note-books consist mainly of raw mate-

rials for his stories and plays, some so raw as
to be unintelligible, at least to an English
reader; yet we would rather have them all
than selections, for the whole is a document
interesting to writers, and to anyone curious
about human nature. . . Tchehov is not a
writer who sees life steadily and sees it
whole; watching him at work in his kitchen
we become aware that he has favourite in-
gredients; there they are spread out before us
uncooked, undisguised with sauces; and there
are not many of them."

+ The Times [London] Lit .Sup p257 Ap
21 '21 2100W

CHEKHOV, ANTON PAVLOVICH. School-
master, and other stories. $2 (3V^c) Mac-
millan 21-18803

This is the eleventh in the series of Chekhov's
tales translated from the Russian by Constance
Garnett. They range between the extremes of
tragedy and farce, the farcical element being
uppermost. Contents: The schoolmaster; -Ene-
mies; The examining magistrate; Betrothed;
From the diary of a violent-tempered man; In
the dark; A play; A mystery; Strong impres-
sions; Drunk; The marshal's widow; A bad busi-
ness; In the court; Boots; Joy; Ladies; A
peculiar man; At the barber's; An Inadvert-
ence; The album; Oh! the public; A tripping
tongue; Overdoing it; The orator; Malingerers;
In the graveyard; Hush! In an hotel; In a
strange land.

"They are below the level of his best; with
this volume we have a feeling that the sup-
ply is running thin. His art is not so perfect
as elsewhere, and reminds one irresistibly
of the jottings in his 'Note-books.' From
that point of view the stories are highly
interesting to any reader of Tchehov. It is
not only that they resemble jottings turned
into stories with the least possible expense;
they show all the attachment to inconse-
quences, the vision of human beings as absurd,
erratic little toys, which was so conspicuoi^s
in his notes."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p609 S 22
'21 650w

CHEKHOV, ANTON PAVLOVICH. School-
mistress and other stories. (Tales of
Chekhov) •$2.25 (3c) Macmillan 21-1276

The stories are translated from the Russian
by Constance Garnett. They are sketches of
human souls and are characteristically Russian.
Contents: The schoolmistress; A nervous
breakdown; Misery; Champagne; After the
theatre; A lady's story; In exile; The cattle-
dealers; Sorrow; On official duty; The first-class
passenger; A tragic actor; A transgression;
Small fry; The requiem; In the coach-house;
Panic fears; The bet: The head gardener's
story; The beauties; The shoemaker and the
devil.

Boston Transcript p4 Ja 11 '22 220w
"It is extraordinary how interesting these

notes on human nature are, though they are
brief and their point sometimes vague. .

". The

"This book contains some of the finest stories

that ever Tchehov wrote, stories into which
his quintessence was distilled. 'Exile,' 'Misery'
and the 'Cattle-dealers' belong to this super-
lative clas.s." J. M. M.

-I- Ath pll Ja 7 '21 llOOw
"They will be wanted in large libraries, at

^^ ' + Booklist 17:191 F '21

"They are as meticulous and unforgettable
as the details of a Memling, but there is no re-

pose in them. Though there is no movement of
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plot, one is constantly present at an intense,
personal drama, whose passion is stronger for
being implicit."

+ Dial 71:242 Ag '21 40w
"This, after all, is Chekhov's genius—he was

a master of mood. His stories offer not only
an extraordinary panorama of scenes, actions,
situations, hut, more importantly, a range of
states of consciousness, which is perhaps un-
paralleled." Conrad Aiken

-f Freeman 3:90 Ap 6 '21 2100w
"Its score of tales present a variety and

reach a level of merit not surpassed in any
previous volume. The note of humor is struck
three or four times, usually with ironic under-
tone—it is humor with philosophy." Allan Ne-
vins

+ Lit R p3 F 5 '21 700w
"The new volume makes the same first im-

pression as its predecessors, that of extraor-
dinary perfection of ci-aftsmanship. Other im-
pressions come later, but one's first feeling is

admiration for one of the most highly skilled
creators of short stories that the world has
known. They are indubitable masterpieces
after their fashion."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p756 N
18 '20 600w

CHERINGTON, PAUL TERRY. Elements of
marketing. *$2.10 Macmillan 338 20-14531

"A short advanced treatise on the economics
of marketing, considered as an applied science,
by a Harvard teacher of Business Administra-
tion. Bibliographical references, questions, and
problems, accompany each chapter."—The
Times [London] Lit Sup

his honesty by subjecting it to the severest
test he could discover. And, of course, his
chum, "Toad" Jessup, went with him. What
happened to these two after they had gone
away together makes up the thread of the
plot."—N Y Times

" 'The elements of marketing' is a brief state-
ment of clean-cut principles deduced froiu con-
sideration of the marketing functions. The
availability of the book will be limited very
largely to those institutions located close to
large business centers which afford laboratory
facilities for intensive field study." H. B. Van-
derblue

H Am Econ R 11:293 Je '21 850w
Booklist 17:140 Ja '21

"On the whole the book is one in which teach-
ers and advanced students of marketing will
find considerable material of use, and more of
suggestion. The book does not say enough for
elementary students, and advanced students
should already know most of the things that are
said." L. S. Lyon

-f — J Pol Econ 29:349 Ap '21 900w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p801 D 2

'20 30w

CHERRINGTON, ERNEST HURST. Evolution
of prohibition in the United States of Amer-
ica. $1.35 Am. issue 178 20-21319

"A chronological history of the liquor prob-
lem and the temperance reform in the United
States from the earliest settlements to the con-
summation of national prohibition." (Sub-
title)

CHESTER, GEORGE RAN DOLPH, and OH ES-
TER, LILLIAN ELEANOR (HAUSER)
(MRS GEORGE RANDOLPH CHESTER).
Son of Wallingford. $1.90 (3c) Small

21-14133

".Although J. Rufus Wallingford, otherwise
and better known as Get-Rich-Quick Walling-
ford, was himself a crook, he v/anted his son
to be an entirely honest man. And this son,
Jimmie, had been born with lol)eIess ears.
His ears proved Jimmie a born crook, and
some of his conduct endorsed their testimony.
J. Rufus worried a good deal about all this,

taut not until Jimmie had tricked him out of

the very high-priced car he had just bought,
did he take the matter up with the young
man. Meanwhile, other people had taunted
Jimmie with his lobeless ears and his descent
from a notorious swindler. Forthwith, Jimmie
decided to go out into the world and prove

"Those to whom this kind of story appeals
will rejoice exceedingly in the 'humorous' de-
velopment of the amazing financial plots
wherein two master-minds of shrewdness con-
tend for supremacy, and the vigor, not less
amazing, of the dialogue."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 '21 2G0w
N Y Times p25 Ag 7 '21 430w
Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 21 '21

220w

CHESTER, S. B. Life of Venizelcs. ?6 Doran
L21s Constable] B or 02

The volume is two parts of which Book I,

Crete before and during the rise of Venizelo.s,

deals with the origin and early career of Veni-
zelos and the part he played in the Cretan
struggle for independence from the Turk.
Book II, Venizelos as the maker of modern
Greece, shows him as the political genius and
man of destinv of Greece. An insert map
showing the growth of Greece during Veni-
zelos' s administration is appended.

"The composition is lucid, rind there are num-
erous but not wearisome quotations from con-
versations and documents of all kinds, but un-
fortunately the sources for these are seldom
given. A marked vivacity of style helps to

sustain interest during the bewildering mazes
of intrigue and negotiations, but leads to occa-
sional lap.ses from dignity." W. A. Oldfather

1- Am Hist R 27:320 Ja '22 lOOOw

Booklist 18:47 N '21

"He builds about the central figure of Greece
that country's mcr!<=M'n history in a manner that
takes away the tediousness of long names and
complicated diplomacy, making the acquire-
ment of knowledge a pleasure. The book of-
fers good reading, interesting biography, and
an enlightening record of facts."

+ Bookm 54:491 Ja '22 lOOw
"A biography of the greatest importance and

the most thrilling interest." E. J. Carpenter
-t- Boston Transcript p6 S 21 '21 1550w

"As a biography it will not prove attractive
to everybody, for while it must be granted that
only a man of outstanding talent and resource-
fulness could have made his name familiar, as
Venizelos has done, in every country in Eu-
rope, yet his biographer has not been able to
make convincing that greatness of mind and
character which we are assured the Greek
statesman possesses."— Nation and Ath 29:479 Je 25 '21 190w
"A sympathetic and scholarly study. . . If

any criticism of the plan of the book were to

be ventured, it might be that a disproportion-
ate amount of space is devoted to the early
career of Venizelos in Crete, while the astound-
ing political overturn of 1920 is compressed
within a fev/ pages." J. W. Duffield

-I NY Times p4 O 30 '21 2900w
"It is impossible not to feel that the narra-

tive, because not .sufficiently interpretative,
does not do full justice to Venizelos. . . For
lack of interpretation, too, American minds
may find difficulty in conceiving the circum-
stances under which Venizelos was called to
power in Greece."— No Am 21-1:713 N '21 880vv

"Very well worth reading."
-f- Spec 120:814 Je 25 '21 980w

"He makes but little improvement upon the
ordinary style of Greek party journalism in
his references to the political opponents of his
hero; and by so doing he detracts from the
forcefulness of the character of M. Venizelos."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p351 Je

2 '21. 880w
Reviewed bv E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 5:188 Ag 27 '21 90w
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CHESTERTON, GILBERT KEITH. New Jeru-
salem. 'iZ (Vic) Doran 915.69 21-6683

The author calls his book an uncomfortably
large note-book, as It consists largely of notes
taken on the spot while traveling in Palestine.
He gives his impressions of the country as it

is today, of the Jewish problem and of Zionism,
in characteristically Chestertonian manner, but
impresses the reader with the gravity and
reality of a Jewish problem.

•'We hasten to pay at once that Mr Chester-
ton's new volume is one of his better books.
It has the humanity and the humour that
marked the author of 'Heretics' and 'Ortho-
doxy.' We do not say that it possesses these
virtues in as full a measure as did those
earlier books, and it certainly lacks none of
their vices, but the maddening little circle that
the war seemed to have drawn round Mr Ches-
terton is here broken through." J. W. N. S.

^ Ath p832 D 17 '20 llSOw
"The chapter on the problem of Zionism will

arouse resentment among the Jews."
+ Booklist 17:298 My '21

"A delightful succession of stories historical
and romantic." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Ja 29 '21 680w
"Full of brilliancy, charm, and wisdom, over-

flowing with that personality which Is so large
and so buoyant that it has Impressed powerfully
and for good the literature of our day. The
children of light, whether they are Chesterton-
lans or not, cannot afford to pass by The new

+ C'ath World 113:240 My '21 720w
"The chapters, keen of observation, are more

than travel descriptions." Walter Williams
-f- Educ R 62:452 D '21 580w

Reviewed by C. E. Bechhofer
Freeman 4:139 O 19 '21 600w

"The volume Is thoroughly irritating in style.
The witty rush of paradox, the picturesque
oblique-march of ideas, have slowed up and be-
come mechanical. The final chapter emphasizes
the disappointment of the book. It is dull,
though by a man who can epitomize originality
and interest; unwholesome, though by a man
from whom we expect stalwart healthiness."
Allan Nevins

h Lit R p4 F 19 '21 1600W
+ N Y Times p3 Ja 30 '21 24O0w

" 'The new Jerusalem' is an uneven book;
at times a rather confusing book; but it is

always thoughtful, always thought-provoking.
To comment on the brilliancy of thought and
expression in a book by Mr Chesterton would
be superfluous. But the catholicity of attitude
which characterizes 'The new Jerusalem' is
noteworthy." Joseph Mosher

+ Pub W 99:165 Ja 15 '21 540w
"The best part of the book, perhaps, is the

discussion of the meaning of the crusades. The
least valuable part is the final chapter, on Zion-
ism and the Jews."

H R of Rs 63:446 Ap '21 150w
St Louis 19:83 Ap '21 20w
Spec 126:80 Ja 15 '21 720w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p783 N

25 '20 40w
-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p789 D 2
•20 1950w

"Because of its fine moments, this book ex-
asperates the reader; he wishes more of thena.
There are many pages of vivid and accurate de-
scription which will rank with the best work
of Mr Chesterton. But to reach these pages,
the reader has a wearisome Journey. Too much
of the book seems merely a collection of the
uninspired weekly pages Mr Chesterton con-
tributes to the London Illustrated News." E: B.
Reed

H Weekly R 4:276 Mr 23 '21 1600w

CHESTERTON, GILBERT KEITH. Uses of
diversity. '$2 Dodd 824 21-2592

In this book of essays the author has newly
earned for himself the sobriquet of "laughing
philosopher." In most of the essays the humor-

ist and the paradoxical writer prevails, but in
some of them the real man can be identified.
Partial contents: On seriousness; The spirits;
The domesticity of detectives; The Irishmaji;
Ireland and the domestic drama; Christian
science; The lawlessness of lawyers; On pigs
as pets; The futurists; The pseudo-scientific
books; The duty of the historian; Questions
of divorce; Pageants and dress; The Yule-
log and the democrat; Dickens again; The
plan for a new universe; Four stupidities;
On historical novels.

"Anyone who has himself tried to write
brightly yet thoughtfully for the newspapers
will read these republished articles of Mr
Chesterton's with a peculiar gloom. This is

what bright thoughts look like when in book-
form! Thirty-five damp and dishevelled little
lumps sticking to one another like sweets that
have been forgotten, or (more gruesome yet)
that have been sucked and replaced in their
box by malignant children."— Ath p612 N 5 '20 540w

-f- Booklist 17:211 Mr '21

"Most of these essays are light, effervescent
things, sparkling and delightful, but in no way
to be accused of the sin of seriousness."
S. A. C.

+ Freeman 3:526 Ag 10 '21 300w
Reviewed by C. B. Tinker

+ Lit R p4 F 19 '21 1300w
Reviewed by Preserved Smith— Nation 112:484 Mr 30 '21 720w
" 'The uses of diversity' is clever and even

brilliant. It would make a good first book for
a rising young author."

+ N Y Times p5 V 13 '21 1650w
"On the whole, this collection shows our

famous British visitor in his most genial and
witty mood and even when mentioning his
manifold aversions, he roars as gently as any
suckling dove." Katharine Perry

-f- Pub W 99:582 F 19 '21 360w
"The literary essays, on Tennyson and

George Meredith and Jane Austen, are the
best; 'Futurism' and 'Stage costume,' the
average; and we will not mention the others.
At his worst Mr Chesterton has the fatal
habit of doing his thinking on paper; we over-
hear the mistakes, and the promptings and
the vain repetitions."

H Sat R 131:32 Ja 8 '21 420w
Sprlngf'd Republican plla Ja 1 '22

500w
"Mr Chesterton, in spite of his defects, does

not fall a prey to them; he writes as well €is

ever he did, and as ill. And the reason, we
think, is that in all his writing he is really
talking and keeps the spontaneity and the
hastiness of the good talker. His prose has no
texture; between the good things it is just like
casual, slipshod talk."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p717 N 4
•20 950w

CHEYNEY. EDWARD POTTS, Introduction to
the industrial and social history of Eng-
land, rev ed 11 •$2.60 Macmillan 330.943

20-17087

"In the second edition of this favorite hand-
book, practically no change has been made in
the description of what happened before 1820.
The account of developments since 1820 has
been rearranged and expanded."—Am Hist R

"The book has long been recognized as an ex-
cellent manual, accurate in matters of fact, well
proportioned, clear and Interesting. The revi-
sion has distinctly enhanced its usefulness."
C. D.

+ Am Econ R 11:279 Je '21 60w
"In the rearrangement, it Is not certain that

the topics, admirably treated as they are In
themselves, follow In the happiest sequence."
H. L. Gay

_| Am Hist R 26:568 Ap '21 620w
Booklist 17:222 Mr '21
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"Prof. Cheyney's sensitively intelligent pres-
entation of his material, showing the ideas
at work at various periods, gives the book a
vitality which the style alone would never
have won for It. He tells Just what the stud-
ent wants to know and in the way which the
student understands. Few textbooks of his-
torical research have had the influence of this
one."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 N 4 '20 130w

-I- Weekly R 3:626 D 22 '20 360w

CHILD, CHARLES MANNING. OriRin and de-
velopment of the nervous system, from
a physiological viewpoint. (Science ser.) il

«$1.T5 Univ. of Chicago press 612.8
21-2063

The book is based on three main theses of
fundamental importance for biological theory:
"first, that development is a physiologically
continuous process; second, that the problem
of organismic pattern conceived in any other
terms than those of relation to the external
world becomes essentially a metaphysical
rather than a scientific problem and it is
necessary to postulate an entelechy, a soul, or
some other metaphysical ordering and integrat-
ing factor; third, that in the excitatory re-
lation between protoplasm and the external
World and the efforts of such excitation on
protopla.sm we have an adequate physiological
basis for organismic pattern and for the
physiological continuity of development." (Con-
clusion)

CHILD. RICHARD WASHBURN. Velvet black.
•$2 Dutton 21-4910

"These short stories are almost all centered
around horror, danger, and crime impending
in absolute darkness. Hence the title."—Out-
look

Booklist 17:303 My '21

"The characterization is well worked out and
varied; the style above the average."

-f Cleveland p42 Je '21 20w
"He thinks in term.s of plots, which he

works out carefully; the characters as a rule,
are an after-thought. He writes good English

—

a remarkable feat in this age. And he possesses
the irritating virtue of making one feel that
he is capable rf a great deal more if he only
tried."

-) Lit R pll Ap 2 '21 180w
"Distinguished by a strong dramatic sense, as

well as a keen knowledge cf the ways and
habits of thought of those who live by preying
on society."

-I- N Y Times p22 Je 5 '21 620w
"They are ingenious and forceful, but not

always agreeable."
4- Outlook 128:174 My 25 '21 30w

"If they sometimes miss the ultimate thrill on
the last page, they come nearer to sustained In-
terest than most stories of their class. And
their good workmanship places them far above
the average." E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 4:418 Ap 30 '21 70w

CHILDS, W. M. Holidays In tents, il •$2 Dut-
ton [f)S Dent] 796

"A little book on how to camp and how to
outfit, with a very pleasant narrative back-
ground and plenty of useful advice. The value
of this book for the American reader is not.
however, on camping as we ordinarily use the
word. Mr Childs camps, not in the woods but
In open country, and his favorite trip is by
trek-cart. This little book, though written of
England and Wales, would give stimulus and
practical advice which would need only trifling
modifications."—Lit R

Mr Childs Is very helpful and clear, while his
descriptions, from old camp diaries, of moun-
tain nights and mornings and the friendly
nooks that sheltered him have often a fas-
cinating freshness."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p264 Ap
21 '21 580w

CHIROL, SIR VALENTINE. India old and
2 new. $4 Macniillan 954

"The first part of the book is a rapid sketch
of India from the time before the Mahom-
medan invasions, through the rule of the Com-
pany and the Mutiny to the outbreak of sedi-
tion in 1907 and the Morley-Minto reforms.
We are thus led naturally to a critical discus-
sion of the outstanding events of recent years—the effect of the War on India, the establish-
ment of the Reforms and the latest expression
of Hindu revolt under Gandhi."—The Times
[London] Lit Sup D 8 '21

"If knowledge alone sufl^ced, he would be the
most reliable of guides through the complexi-
ties of the Indian situation. Other qualifica-
tions, however, are required; and though Sir
Valentine Chirol, after a life-time devoted to
the investigation of political and particularly
of Oriental questions does not lack shrewdness
in judging of men or the ability to distinguish
the real from the ostensible springs of political
action, he seems devoid of the ability to co-
ordinate sound enough individual judgments
into a helpful general view."

h Sat R 132:589 N 19 '21 340w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p719 N 3

'21 40w
"A fearless and on the whole impartial sur-

vey of the political conditions of to-day and
the causes which led up to them."

-1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p796 D 8
'21 780w

CHISHOLM, ARCHIBALD. Labour's Magna
charta. *$3.40 (*8s 6d) Longmans 331

21-7589
"A critical study of the labor clauses of the

peace treaty and of the draft conventions and
recommendations of the Washington Interna-
tional Labor Conference."—Survey

Freeman 3:406 Jl 6 '21 210w
Survey 46:282 My 28 '21 20w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p293My 5 '21 20w

CHOLMONDELEY, MARY. Romance of his
life; and other romances. $2 Dodd r6s Mur-
ray] (Eng ed 21-14711)

A collection of short stories in various moods.
Contents: The romance of his life: The dark
cottage; The ghost of a chance: The goldfish:
The stars in their courses; Her murderer;
Votes for men; The end of the dream.

+ Lit R pl2 Jl 16 '21 230w
New Statesman 17:140 My 7 '21 90w

"On all practical points, from the choice of
tents and how to transport them and where
to pitch them to the details of camp cookery.

Booklist 18:83 D '21

"They are original in plot conceptions, highly
dramatic, yet never theatrical, and brimming
with romance. . . Miss Cholmondeley has a
rare, unfeminine sense of humor." D. P. G.

-I- Boston Transcript p6 S 7 '21 560w
"Her very numerous faults cannot quite ob-

scure the merit of her original ideas, which are
good enough to make an able writer yearn to
plagiarize so he could do them over again
right."

-\ Lit R pll Ag 27 '21 230w
N Y Times p30 N '21 60w

-I- Spec 127:149 .11 30 '21 840w
"Nowhere in the book do we lo.se sight of its

prevailing characteristic—an outlandish, faery
charTTi that compensates for deficiencies,
recommends absurdities, and even, as in 'The
goldfish,' casts a glamour over the grisly and
sinister **

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p386 Je
16 '21 700w
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CHOULANT, JOHANN LUDWIG. History and
bibliography of anatomic illustration in its
relation to anatomic science and the graphic
arts; tr. and ed. with notes and a biog:-
raphy by Mortimer Frank, il •|10 Univ. of
Chicago press 743 21-5620

The book is a classic contribution to the
history of anatomy both from a scientific and
an artistic point of view. It has long been
out of print in the original and has been
carefully revised and rearranged in the trans-
lation, with the addition of a life of Johann
Ludwig Choulant. The book also contains a
memorial sketch of the translator, Mortimer
Frank (1874-1919) and additions have been
made to the appendices by Fielding H. Garri-
son and Edward C. Streeter. It is indexed
and has a description of the Illustrations.

CHOWN, ALICE AMELIA. Stairway. •$1.75
Cornhill co. B or 92 21-8168

"In a very readable journal, extending from
1906 to 1919, is set forth the gradual emanci-
pation of a modern, educated woman from the
shackles of convention and current prejudices.
Intellectually, many of the steps of her stair-
way are slippery; some are so steep that only
few will want to follow her. In her narrative we
meet labor leaders, Jewish working girls, settle-
ment workers, immigrant farmers, young
people striving for self-development, old people
looking back upon lives of neighborly helpful-
ness, women who have cut themselves loose
from marriage bonds and men who suffer for
their ideals of economic readjustment, . . .

folks who matter, not because their aim is
right but because they are sincere in the ex-
pression of their convictions through the re-
lationships of daily life."—Survey

"Miss Chown's experiences are for those who
are moved by introspective studies of personal
development. We fear they may be caviare
to the general."

H Boston Transcript p7 Ap 23 '21 260w
"As she describes the steps by which she

emerges from the restrictions of a little pro-
vincial town into an increasing experience,
even the critic most easily irritated by triteness
must find himself wondering at the naive
literalness with which she eagerly applies his
inert axioms of conduct, at the way she learns
by doing; and his wonder will be tinged with
something of awe before the magic of her in-
fallible capacity to quicken and inspirit her
motley acquaintances." G. B. K.

+ Freeman 3:549 Ag 17 '21 260w
"The egotism of her narrative is veiled byhumor and charm of diction; it is entirely for-

given by the fascinating portraiture of themen and women she meets and who, sometimes,
go a stretch of the a.scent with her." B. L.

H Survey 46:123 Ap 23 '21 300w
CHRISMAN, LEWIS HERBERT. John Rus-

km, preacher; and other essays. $1.25
Abingdon press 814 21-18405

"In eleven essays the author makes declara-
tions of his pnnciples and examines the re-
ligious side of Ruskin, of Whittier, Carlyle,
Lowell, Thoreau, and several others. . . His
message is that only 'good' men can be great
men. In his opinion 'Sesame and lilies' and
Sartor resartus' are the two greatest volumes
of the nineteenth century."—Lit R
"Essays of marked interpretative value."+ J Religion 1:G64 N '21 20w
"The book is thoughtfully written; but the

value of Profes.sor Chrisman's critical judg-
ment is seriously diminished bv his austerity
and piety, qualities rarely found in sympathetic
interpreters of literature. His didactic essays,
though replete with poetic quotations, are ser-mons—in all probability good sermons, for he
calls attention to many truly noble thoughts
in our puritanical literature."

f- Lit R p74 O 8 '21 180w
CHUNG, HENRY. Case of Korea. $3 Revell

951.9 21-12244
"A statement of the Korean side of the con-

troversy regarding Japanese rule in that coun-

try, together with an account of the develop-
ment of the Korean Independence movement, by
a member of the Korean Commission to America
and Europe."—R of Rs

"Dr Chung, in spite of his scholarly training,
has presented a piece of special pleading." P.
J. Treat

H Am Pol Sol R 15:612 N '21 270w
"Mr Chung is a brilliant scholar, and has

presented the case of Korea in a scholarly way,
authenticating his facts so that the reader may
be convinced of their genuineness." F. W. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Je 22 '21 1200w
"He has made out a very convincing case,

both for his people and against Japan"
+ Cath World 114:405 D '21 lOOw

Reviewed by W: E. Grifils
Lit R p6 Je 18 '21 1200w

"His book is one that should be read carefully
by any one wishing to arrive at a correct under-
standing of the case of Korea against Japan."

+ N Y Times pl5 Je 26 '21 1700w
R of Rs 64:110 Jl '21 80w

"A trenchant expos6 of Japanese domination
in Korea."

-I- Sprlngfd Republican p8 Je 8 '21 470w
Reviewed by S. L. Gulick

-t- Survey 46:565 Ag 1 '21 150w

CLAPHAM, JOHN HAROLD. Economic de-
velopment of France and Germany, 1815-
1914. $6 Macmillan [18s Cambridge univ.
press] 330.94 21-11048

"This is a fairly compact outline of the eco-
nomic development of France and Germany
during the century preceding the late war. It
is written for mature students who already
know something about the political history of
western Europe and about its geography. It Is
based chiefly on secondary and even tertiary
sources, but these are the best of their kind
and they are critically used. The choice of the
year 1815 as the starting point, the year 1848
as the breaking point in the narrative, and the
year 1914 as the end—all political dates—indi-
cates a belief in the influence of political on
economic life. At the end of the book there is

a brief epilogue on the lot of the common man
during the century."—Lit R

"His text is well proportioned despite wide
differences in the accessibility of materials;
his judgments are sound and free from the doc-
trinaire elements that disfigure much writing
on the period; he shows a remarkable range of
genuine sympathy, treating with absolute
equality of interest and appreciation the entire
list of topics." A. P. Usher

-f- Am Pol Sci R 15:599 N '21 630w
"Subject to almost inevitable limitations, the

present work covers probably with final com-
pleteness a great era of continental expansion
with logically firm terminal periods at each
end." G. B. Dihblee

+ Eng Hist R 36:605 O '21 920w
"It conveys in systematic shape information

that can be found in no other work, French,
German, or English. Though handling heavy
materials he has not neglected form and style
but has produced a book that can be read with
ease bv any who cares to know the facts."
C: A. Beard

-f Freeman 4:42 S 21 '21 340w
"If one would admit that economic history

can be interesting, then he must confess that
there are very few dull pages in this book. In
the use of statistics, the author is not only
critical but effective, not only scientific but ar-
Istic." N. S. B. Gras

-t- Lit R p20 S 17 '21 720w
New Statesman 17:168 My 14 '21 llOw

Reviewed by T: Q. Beesley
N Y Times pll A^ 14 '21 1600w

"A valuable and much needed book."
-1- Spec 127:112 Jl 23 '21 1050w

"Judiciously conceived, well-written study."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 1 '21 180w
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"The book is one a careful study of which is

as important to the poUtical as to the economic
student. While full of learning the author is

diffident in his conclusions. But his diffidence

seems to arise from the very wealth of his

knowledge." „^, ^+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p394 Je
23 '21 1850W

CLARK, JOHN JESSE. Slide rule; an ele-
mentary treatise; published by arrange-
ment with the Technical supply company,
Scranton, Pa. $1 McKay 510.8

The principles underlying- the operation of
the slide rule are explained in such a way
that anyone with a fair knowledge of arith-
metic can understand them.

CLARE, JOHN. Poems. *$3.75 Putnam 821

This collection of poems, chiefly from manu-
script, by the "Northampton peasant poet"
(1792-1864) is selected and edited by Edmund
Blunden and Alan Porter and is supplied with
a biographical sketch by the former, which
gives a pathetic picture of this gifted son of

a farm laborer, his life- long struggle with
poverty, his mental collapse and his closing
years as inmate of an asylum. The poems
are grouped as Early poems; Middle period;
Asvlum poems. The appendix contains a
specimen of Clare's rough drafts and a bib-
liographical outline.

"Messrs Blunden and Porter's edition of
John Clare is the first to present a full-length
portrait both of the man and his work." H.
J. Massingham

+ Ath p9 Ja 7 '21 ISOOw
"One very valuable feature of this edition

of Clare is the correction of biographical de-
tails of the poet's life. Mr Blunden, who
writes this biographical account of Clare, has
done an admirable piece of work in the brief
compass of forty-flve pages that he devotes
to it." W: S. Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p7 My 21 "21 1400w

CLARK, G. GLENWOOD. Tiny toilers and
their works, il $1.75 Century 595.7 21-15881

Sketches of the lives and every day doings
of some of the artisans of the insect world,
told for children. There are stories of the life

cycles of many kinds of ants, w^asps, bees,
spiders, and caterpillars, so interestingly told
as to read almost like fiction. - Siiould be use-
ful in the middle grades of school.

Booklist 18:89 D '21

"Although ingratiating enough in its diction
to make interesting reading for the adult, this
collection of papers on ants, spiders, wasps,
etc., must be considered primarily as a juve-
nile. Mr Clark pre.<^ents solidly scientific facts
in delightfully simple English. Illustrating his
points as regards the insect with everyday ex-
amples from the life of the human being, he
imbues his book with a charm that is at once
popular and' literary."

+ Lit R pl32 O 29 '21 160w
Reviewed bv M. H. B. Mussey

Nation 113:sup684 D 7 '21 30w
"The author is always accurate, and he has

the faculty of presenting his information en-
tertainingly."

-f- Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 40w

CLARK, G. N. Unifving the world. *$1 Har-
court G50 20-22612

The book is one of the International rela-
tions series pdited by G. Lowes Dickinson
and contains Modern methods of communica-
tion; Cominunications, national and interna-
tional; Effects of war and commerce on com-
munications; International politics and com-
munications; Bibliography.

Reviewed bv H. M. Kallen
+ Lit R p6 Ap 30 '21 380w

R of Rs 63:560 My '21 90w
Springf'd Republican p6 My 9 '21 140w

"It Is not, of course, a book for the special-
ist in international economics or politics; but
It gives the general reader a very adequate
Idea of processes which he is apt to take for
granted. In their relation to problems of cur-
rent statesmanship." B. L.

+ Survey 46:566 Ag 1 '21 350w

CLARK, RUTH. Anthony Hamilton. '$6 (*21s)
Lane B or 92 21-10281

Though Anthony Hamilton (1645-1719) was
an Irishman of Scotch extraction, his literary
characteristics are more decidedly French than
those of many Frenchmen, and by his
"MSmoires du comte de Grammont" he takes
rank with the classical writers of France. The
first part of this book is devoted to his family
history, and shows us a cavalier family and
their fortunes in the troubled times of the
civil war, the restoration, the revolution of
1688 and the years of exile in St Germain. They
spent much of their time in France and An-
thony Hamilton's sister married the Count of
Grammont, whose memoirs he wrote. The
second part of the book is devoted to Hamilton's
works, the "M6moires," the "Contes" and his
minor works. There is a bibliography and an
index.

"Technically it is remarkable, its myriad facts
marshalled with that simplicity of method of
the best literary style, which eliminates con-
fusion. Its 'minor' portraits are as clearly out-
lined as that of Anthony Hamilton himself."
F B

+ Boston Transcript p7 My 21 '21 860w
"Miss Clark has strangely detached herself

from most of those matters which make An-
thony Hamilton interesting. Anthony Hamilton
might be made the focus of highly interesting
study of Restoration character and manners. If

Miss Clark has preferred rather to gather chaCt
it is simply because she has no temperamental
fitness for the other task. She chose her topic
because she was in need of a subject and the
curse of thesis writers fell upon her." J. W.
Krutch— Lit R p9 Jl 9 '21 1150W
"Her method is frankly that of the minute

scholar who neglects no fact, but does not at-
tempt to take any general or philosophic view of

her subject. The result is that she has writ-
ten a book which is rather heavy to read, but
will certainly have to be read by anyone who
wishes to get a close acquaintance with the
personal and intimate history of that small
circle of gallants and beauties, devout and
rascal, who formed the courts of St James', of

Versailles and of St Germain in the days of
Grammont and Hamilton."

^ New Statesman 17:83 Ap 23 '21 390w

"A most competent and attractive study."
+ Spec 126:529 Ap 23 '21 1550w

"A piece of thorough historical research,
illuminated by sound criticism, and animated
by wholesome sympathy."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p225 Ap
7 '21 2050w

CLARK, THOMAS ARKLE. Discipline and the
derelict. •$1.50 (2i^c) Macmillan 378 21-6136

In this series of essays on the delinquencies
of college undergraduates, the author, from
an intimate acquaintance vrith students at the
University of Illinois, and on the ground that
human nature is strangelv similar, makes some
general deductions. He shows how, when dealt

with judiciously and firmly, with human kind-
liness and understanding, most of these delin-

quencies, handicaps and shortcomings can be
overcome without the extreme measure of ex-
pelling the culprit. The essays are: Disciphne
and the derelict; The borrower; The under-
graduate and graft; Youngest sons and only

children; And some must work; The politician;

The cribber; The athlete; The loafer; The fusser.

Booklist 17:329 Jl '21
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CLARK, THOMAS AHKLE. —Continued
"His generalizations are unconvincing; his

specific observation is not."— + Lit R plO My 21 '21 220vir

"It is not so much a book of pessimism as of
disappointments. There is good in the college
boy who goes wrong; the author tells enough
stories to prove that and gives his own opinion
besides. But the good does not predominate.
Illusions fly as Professor Clark goes his way."

+ N Y Times pl7 My 15 '21 2450w
'.'The observation here shown is acute. It will

Interest a wide public."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 My 16 '21 580w

CLARKE, GEORGE AUBOURNE. Clouds. 11 $8
Dutton 551.57 [21s Constable]

(Eng ed 21-12806)

"In five chapters of moderate length Mr
Clarke sets forth a very good digest of up-
to-date scientific knowledge of the formation,
heights, directions, and velocities of cloud types;
and in the final chapter the relation of clouds
to weather, or rather the association of certain
types and certain pressure distribution. There
are some ninety pages of descriptive text and
forty plates, most of which contain two photo-
graphs of cloud forms. These are nearly all

the work of the author, who can sketch as
well as photograph. The author is the official

cloud observer at the University Observatory,
King's College, Aberdeen; and since 1903 has
been, one might say, the cloud sharp of the
British Meteorological Office. The book opens
with an appreciative preface by Sir Napier
Shaw, the premier meteorologist of Europe."

—

Lit R

+ Boston Transcript p4 Jl 16 '21 750w
"The text is precise, but not too technical

nor beyond the layman's comprehension. The
photographs are superior to any existing col-
lection. The one point of criticism of the
book is the absence of detailed information
regarding cloud photography, and also failure
to describe cloud measuring instruments or
nephoscopes." Alexander McAdle

H Lit R p5 Ag 13 '21 llOOw
"Beautiful and instructive guide for artists,

meteorologrlsts, and the general reader. Let us
make our only complaint at once. The book is

tough reading."
4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p53 Ja 27
'21 g50w

CLARKE, ISABEL CONSTANCE. Tresslder's
sister. $2.50 (2c) Benzlger 21-9441

When Audrey Tressider went to live with
her brother Hubert, she found him a shrewd
but cold factory owner, and was somewhat
disappointed in him. Then Adam Kemp came
into her life. Altho he was her brother's
bitter enemy, politically and industrially, he
fell in love with Audrey. She resisted his love,
but it proved stronger than her loyalty to
her brother and she finally gave in to It.

Tragedy at the end of the story brings an
unexpected conclusion. The story Is permeated
with the Catholic teaching which is char-
acteristic of Miss Clarke's novels.

"Like all of Miss Clarke's novels, this book
has the pronounced virtues of a 'best seller.'
The story is well and Interestingly told. But
superadded to these qualities Miss Clarke's
novels are always—what best sellers are not
always—irreproachably moral, and they are
always—what best sellers are never—strongly,
splendidly, and compellingly Catholic."

+ Cath World 113:256 My '21 120w
"This religious novel has the unusual dis-

tinction of a surprising climax."
-I Lit R DlO Ap 2 '21 lOOw
"The book leaves on us the impression that

a competent novelist has allowed religious en-
thusiasm to divert artistic integrity."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p594 S 15

•21 440w

CLAUDEL, PAUL. City; tr. from the French
by John Strong Newberry. •$2.50 Yale
univ. press 842 20-22679

"The instability of social order, unless based
uix)n so.Tiething more solid than whim or
sentimentalisni and personal desire, is the
theme of the drama. The city which turns
against its political leader, learns amid its
own ruins that it can find a new birth and
stabilize law and order only when it bows be-
fore the wisdom of the Crucified, and makes
His precepts the keynote of its government.
Then only will men approach contentment,
though at the price of self-restraint, and
come to know the mpaning of loyalty and
unselfishness. In form, 'The city' is a drama in
three acts."—Cath World

"The long and frequently obscure speeches
would ruin any play before the footlights.
M Claudel has an admirable theme. Few
American readpr.s, however. will feel their
curiosity regarding his method of handling It

potent enough to carry through to the end."— 4- Cath World 113:115 Ap '21 290w
Nation and Ath 28:828 Mr 12 '21 580w

"The thought is so tightly packed in it that
it would never be successful on the stage. For
reading purposes, however, it will be found
to be finely translated and well worth study."
H. S. Gorman

-I- N Y Times plO Mr 29 '21 200w
"This free verse with its glorious throb and

s-s\nng, its weight of thought and passion, its

lyric splendor and rapture, is an Irresistible
torrent of power upon which one is borne
with a sense of exhilaration and delight. Play
it is not, ever by the wildest stretch of de-
finition. Astonishing poetry it certainly is."

4- Theatre Arts M 5:165 Ap '21 220w

CLAYTON ALBERT EDMUND. Power factor
correction. (Pitman's technical primer
ser.) 11 $1 (•2s 6d) Pitman 621.31

(Bng ed 21-18181)

Explanation of the meaning and Importance
of power factor and a description of methods
for Its Improvement.

CLAYTON, REGINALD. Steam boiler maln-
' tenance. (Pitman's technical primer ser).

il 85c (2s 6d) Pitman 621.18

"The object of this primer is to express clear-
ly and concisely the rudiments of first-class
practice in the maintenance, general overhaul
and regular inspection of those boilers, their
fittings and the principal accesssorles which
are to be found in the boiler-house of the aver-
age industrial factory. The book is intended
to act as a guide to the attendant In charge of
plant, to mechanics and students, and to all

who are interested in the safe, efficient, and
commercially economical supervision of boiler-
house plant!" (Introd.)

CLEMENTI, MARIE PENELOPE ROSE
(EYRES) (MRS CECIL CLEMENTI).
Through British Guiana to the summit of
Roraima. *$4 (9i^c) Dutton 918.8

(Eng ed 21-1683)

"Mrs Clementl is the only woman who ever
climbed Roraima, that legendary mountain at

which meet the frontiers of Brazil and "Venezu-
ela and British Guiana, She left Georgetown
with her husband in December, travelled up
the Demerara and Essequibo rivers, and then
through the Jungle till she reached the high
savannas below Roraima. The mountain itself

ts ringed by almost impassable cliffs, but there

Is one narrow ledge by which her party reached
the cloud-drenched summit. The country she
passed through is that described by W. H.
Hudson in 'Green mansions.' "—Lit R

"It Is competent in the sense that no ob-
stacles are put In our way, but neither are we
offered anv great Inducements to follow on.

J W N S—
-f Ath p581 O 29 '20 280-W
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"A unique Interest was attached to Mrs
Clementl's Journey; an Interest her narrative
happily reproduces." F. B.

-|- Boston Transcript p6 Je 25 '21 680w
Brooklyn 13:82 Ja '21 40w
Lit R pl4 Jl 2 '21 130w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p688 O 21

•20 70w

CLODO, EDWARD. Magic in names and in-
other things. *$6 Button 398.3

(Eng ed 21-4577)

"A study of the superstition which holds
that magic, black, or white, can be worked
upon persons through their blood, hair, teeth,
portrait, or shadow, and specially through
names and words. It is enlarged from a lec-
ture delivered at the Royal institution In
March, 1917."—The Times [London] Lit Sup
O 14 '20

Ath p649 N 12 '20 880w
"By reason of the scope of his illustration

his book is of great value to the professional
student of social forms."

+ Lit R p6 Ap 2 '21 220w
N Y Times p7 Jl 10 '21 2500w
Spec 125:606 N 6 '20 180w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 16 '21 120w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p669 O

14 '20 40w
"Mr Clodd is always interesting. He is

hearty and robust in his bias; and thereby
fails to follow that scientific method he ac-
claims."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p693 O
28 '20 llOOw

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 3:648 D 29 '20 lOOw

CLUTTON-BROCK, ARTHUR. Essays on
books. $2 Dutton 804 (Eng ed 21-10252)

Essays in literary criticism reprinted from
the Literary Supplement of the London Times.
Their approach is chiefly by way of the person-
ality of the author discussed and they seek,
thru an attempt to understand the man him-
self, to interpret his work. Contents: Shakes-
peare; Shakespeare's sonnets; The prose ro-
mances of William Morris; Dickens; Algernon
Charles Swinburne; The wonderful visitoi';

Donne's sermons; The Brontes; Dostoevsky;
The promise of Keats; The note-books of Sam-
uel Butler; The life of Samuel Butler; Turg-
enev; The clash of East and West in thought.

"Mr Clutton-Brock has the prime virtue of
the critic: he interests us. At his best he Is a
psychological critic of a very high order, with
a gift of expressing profound intuitions with a
deceptive simplicity. This simplicity is, how-
ever, something of a danger. It seems to lead
him to address an imaginary audience of well-
intentioned optimists, and so to a false simplifi-

cation."
H Ath p755 D 3 '20 600w

Booklist 18:110 Ja '22

"The book is an example of the high-flying,
complicated intuitive criticism, which, upon
analysis, can be resolved into nothing more for-
midable than a series of tritenesses." Fillmore
Hyde — Bookm 54:257 N '21 600w

Boston Transcript p5 S 3 '21 500w
"Although the essays deal chiefly with liter-

ary figures concerning whom it is generally ac-
cepted that the last word has been said, Mr
Clutton-Brock's critical perceptions are not
clouded over bv other men's pronouncements."

+ Dial 71:715 D '21 70w
"Mr Clutton-Brock is a happy critic—sym-

pathetic, good-tempered, discerning, resource-
ful." L. C. M.

+ Freeman 4:262 N 23 '21 130w
"These essays are all concerned with masters

and, since they are called forth by events ex-
traneous to the work of the authors, seek an

orlgrinal point of departure and generally make
no greater contribution than a thorough dis-
cussion of that point. However, Mr Brock la
thoroughly at home In a literary discussion and
is able to give special poignancy even to old

— *-f- Lit R p58 O 1 '21 140w
+ Lend Mercury 3:450 F '21 320w

Reviewed by R: Le Galllenne
N Y Times p3 S 25 "21 2800w

"Well worth reading."
+ Outlook 129:104 S 21 '21 30w

"Mr Clutton-Brock is always sound If not
always inspired, and his writings bring
pleasure to many."

-f Spec 126:26 Ja 1 '21 50w

CLUTTON-BROCK, ARTHUR. More essays on
books. $2 Dutton [6s Methuen] 804

21-27476

Pleasantly written essays on the accepted
figures of literature, reprinted from the Liter-
ary supplement of the London Times. Con-
tents: Walt Whitman; George Herbert; George
Meredith; The scholar's religion; Light
and humorous verse; A new planet; The de-
fects of English prose; "God the invisible
king"; Edgar Allan Poe; Worldly wisdom;
Marvell and Vaughan; Leo Tolstoy.

Booklist 18:111 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p7 O 12 '21 550w
Boston Transcript p7 D 31 '21 500w

Reviewed by B. L. Pearson
Ind 107:38 O 8 '21 70w

"Like the previous volume, 'Essays on
books,' this collection does not depart from
the beaten track, either in choice of subjects
or in the critical attitude of the author. Mr
Clutton-Brock's writing is just a little dull."

h Lit R pl06 O 22 '21 220w
"He is an expositor with high standards in

life and literature, who worships beauty in
the temple of reason. His essays, though
slight in form, are rich in matter. They are
fragments of a philosophy as well as com-
ments on authors." Robert Lynd

4- New Statesman 17:624 S 10 '21 1750w
"Mr Clutton-Brock approaches everything In

art with a strong desire to enjoy, and he is

always rewarded. This is not to say that ha
does not apply to such works criteria of taste,
for he is singularly instructed. It would be
rash to assert that Mr Clutton-Brock is in-
fallible in all his judgments, but he starts, at
least, in a much more favourable condition
than the critic who is purely bent on destruc-
tion."

H Sat R 132:379 S 24 '21 920w
Spec 127:637 N 12 '21 190w
Sprlngf'd Republican plO N 4 '21 420w

COATES, JOHN RIDER. Christ of revolution.
*$1 Revell 232 (Eng ed 20-23202)

"This belongs to the Christian revolution
series, edited by Mr Nathaniel Micklem, tutor
and chaplain at Mansfield college, Oxford,
which represents the thought of a group of
religious thinkers who believe that fellowship
Is the great need of the world, and that the
key to it is to be found in the life and teach-
ing of Christ. Mr Coates starts from the
belief that Jesus is not only the supreme con-
tributor to the solution of human problems,
but that He is 'the leader of the revolution of
man,' and is at this moment actively engaged
in completing the plan which He outlined in
His bodily ministry."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup

-I Ath p240 Ag 20 '20 ISOw
"Though written in a popular style, it is

plainly the work of a ripe and well-equipped
scholar." R: Roberts

+ Freeman 2:477 Ja 20 '21 210w
The Times [London] Lit Sup pl59 Mr

4 '20 120w
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COBB, IRVIN SHREWSBURY. One third off.

il $1 (5!^c) Doran 817 21-14550

A humorous account of the "grreat reduction"
by which he became two-thirds of his former
self. He tells the steps by which he reached
a realization of his true proportions, how he
finally sought the doctors, who, disagreeing
about everything else, prescribed spinach "by
acclamation," and how, after some backslidingS
he had his reward.

Mrs Hampton is soon convinced that she is
harboring her own daughter and when after
some exciting events the time comes for an
all-round disclosure there is no longer any need
to make another change.

"A clever, witty, restful piece of literature."
+ Boston Transcript p6 S 21 '21 250w

Lit R p28 S 17 *21 40w
"Humorous as it was intended to be, and

almost brilliant in spots."
4- Springf'd Republican p9a S 11 '21 90w

COBB, IRVIN SHREWSBURY. Plea for Old
Cap Collier, il *75c Doran 817 21-14551

This little book of 56 pages, reprinted from
the Saturday Evening Post, is a humorous de-
fence of the dime novel. Mr Cobb compares
Its swift directness with the "long-winded"
classics of his youth that were so slow in get-
ting under way and with the old school read-
ers whose heroes, like Casablanca and the
youth of Longrfellow's "Excelsior" seemed lack-
ing in a certain quality of common sense. He
advises boys to read these sensational stories,
to read them openly and for the thrills that
are in them, and not to mind their crudeness.

Booklist 18:11 O '21

Bookm 54:172 O '21 lOOw
Boston Transcript p5 Jl 23 '21 900w
Springf'd Republican p8 S 13 '21 130w

COBB, THOMAS. Impossible Apollo. •$2 (*8s 6d)
(3c) Lane 21-4553

"The impossible Apollo" was Davy Giles,
fine in physique and character, but impossible
socially and financially. As a boy he had
sacrificed his chances to his sister Grace, who
had thus become a successful novelist, and
who repaid him by her passionate gratitude.
When Davy fell in -love with Jean Norring-
ton, whose social status was above his, her
family bitterly opposed their marriage. Here
Grace came to the re.'^cue, altho at the risk of
sacrificing her own happiness, for she was
in love with Jean's brother Boyd. The situa-
tion therefore called for very delicate manip-
ulation, but eventually is worked out satis-
factorily for all.

"An entertaining story well and sympathet-
ically written."

+ Ath p71 Ja 21 '21 lOOw
Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

Lit R pll Ap 2 '21 60w
"A really charming light novel."

+ N Y Times p22 Je 5 '21 460w
"Am-jsins: double love story with a happy

ending-, told with unusual r3kill."

+ Sat R 131:222 Mr 12 '21 80w
"Mr Cobb deals with the situation arising

out of the friendship of two comrades in the
war. and works it out with much quiet
humour."

+ Spec 126:2'I2 F 10 '21 40w
Springf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21 250w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p46 Ja

20 '21 90w

CODY, HIRAM ALFRED. Jess of the rebel
trail. $1.90 (21/20) Doran 21-17011

Twenty years before the time of the story
two women in a private hospital had mixed up
their babies. The mother of the son had
wanted a daughter and the mother of the
daughter was in need of money. But when
the Randalls required Jess to marry against
her will, she simply ran away and took refuge
on the "Eb and Flo," giving the appearance
of having been drowned. This leads to many
complications and John Hampton, the girl's
real lover, having discovered her, brings her
for protection to his mother's house. There

"It is an interesting tale, and the plot has
some Ingenious complications, but in some un-
definable way the author fails to be convincing.
He is never far from being melodramatic.
. . We are constantly under the impression that
we are in contact not with a first hand and
individual product but with something stereo-
typed and standardized."

1- Lit R p236 D 3 '21 lOOw
"A story that never lapses in interest."

-t- N Y Times p27 N 13 '21 60w

COFFIN, LEWIS A., jr.; POLHEMUS, HENRY
M.; and WORTHINGTON, ADDISON
FOARD. Small French buildings, il $10
Scribner 728 21-20931

This fine quarto consists of 183 plates illus-
trating the minor architecture of old France in
town and country, with a few pages of text
introducing each group of buildings. Included
are cottages, town houses, chateaux, manors,
and farm groups, with a few chapels and
churches. A few of the plates illustrate archi-
tectural details.

Boston Transcript plO D 7 '21 380w
"Mainly composed of delightful photographic

plates. The book brings before the eye the
charm and loveliness of old France."

-f- N Y Times p24 D 4 '21 50w
"The book supplies a beautiful and admirable

half-tone survey of French town and country."
+ Springf'd Republican plla D 4 '21 320w

COHEN, HELEN LOUISE, ed. One-act playa
by modern authors, il •$2.25 Harcourt 808.2

21-7282
Contents: The boy will, by Robert Emmons

Rogers; Beauty and the Jacobin, by Booth
Tarkington; The Pierrot of the minute, by
Ernest Dowson; The maker of dreams, by
Oliphant Down; Gettysburg, by Percy Mac-
Kaye; Wurzel-Flummery, by A. A. Milne; Maid
of France, by Harold Brighouse; Spreading
the news, by Lady Gregory; Welsh honeymoon,
by Jeannette Marks; Riders to the sea, by John
Millington Synge; A night at an inn, by Lord
Dunsany; The twilight saint, by Stark Young;
The masque of the two strangers, by Lady
Alix Egerton; The intruder, by Maurice Maeter-
linck; Fortune and men's eyes, by Josephine
Preston Peabody; The little man, by John Gals-
worthy. "An introduction by the editor pre-
cedes the text and includes more than the usual
information in regard to the organization of
little theatre groups and the new tendencies
in design, lighting, play writing, play construc-
tion and so forth. The illustrations show some
of the best of modern stage designs." (Theatre
Arts M)

Booklist 18:43 N '21

"Should be of great service to amateur pro-
ducers." Kenneth MacGowan

+ Freeman 3:548 Ag 17 '21 60w
"Miss Cohen's 'One-act plays by modern au-

thors' is convenient and valuable. She has an
excellent introduction." W: L. Phelps

-f N Y Times p4 N 13 '21 1650w
"The book will be of interest to teachers who

may wish to inake use of all or part of the
selections in classwoik. It will also appeal to
persons of purely literary interest as a con-
venient collection of representative plays of
contemporary dramatists of recognized stand-
ing."

+ School R 29:717 N '21 380w
"There has been no better collection of one-

act plays among the many that have appeared
in the last two years. Almost all of the plays
would act well. Practically all of them read
well and are worth a permanent place in a
dramatic library."

+ Theatre Arts M 5:252 Jl '21 240w
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COHEN, OCTAVUS ROY. Highly colored. 11 $2

(4c) Dodd 21-18806

Six humorous and rollicking stories of negro

life some of them reprinted from the Saturday
Evening Post. Contents: Auto-mtoxication;

All's swell that ends swell; The survival of

the fattest; The ultima fool; Mistuh Macbeth;
Here comes the bribe.

"The characters are rather caricatures than

delineations, introduced into complicated plots

with verbal burlesqueries."

f-
Lit R p240 D 3 "21 40w

"Mr Cohen's humor is not at all subtle; he
writes in a broadly farcical vein, and many
of the laughs lie in the pronunciation and
dialect oi his colored gentleman and ladies.

It is safe to state that readers who get into

the opening story, 'Auto-intoxication,! will

want to read the book entirely through."
-f N Y Times p26 N 27 '21 50w

"Like his former books, this is funny in dia-

logue and even funnier in the queer twists of

the events described."
+ Outlook 129:618 D 14 '21 50w

COHEN, OCTAVUS ROY. Six seconds of dark-
ness. *$1.(5 (Si/ic; Dcdd 21-755

Carroll, the young detective in charge of this
murder case, thus sums up the facts: "We have
one of the most prominent men in the city
murdered in his own study—and immediately
following the murder the confessions of his
ward, a society belle; a young artist, and a
half-crazy old man. Then tlie head of our
regular detective force brings in a burglar so
tightly hemmed around with a net of circuin-
stantial evidence that he wouldn't' have a
breathing chance before a jury." The problem
therefore is not so much one of finding the
guilt as of discovering tlie innocence of these
suspects. This Cari-oll proceeds to do by
methods of his own, and altho the murderer is

mentioned in his re.sumS of the case, he is

not any one of the four suspects, strange as
this may seem.

maps and statistical tables are included and
the book is indexed.

Booklist 18:79 D '21

"Canada appears to receive a consideration
that is in excess of its economic or geographic
importance. In spite of this lack of proportion,

the book will prove of great value in supplymg
classes in geography with materials for collat-

eral reading that are not ordinarily available
in institutions with limited library facilities."

-\ Lit R p60 O 1 '21 120W

Margin of hesita-
21-19672

COLBY, FRANK MOORE.
tion. $2 Dodd 814

The refrain of this volume of essays appears
to be that the object of language is to obscure
thought. Various topics of the day are dis-

cussed with humorous sarcasm, showing up the
artificial upholstering of a simple idea into con-
fused medleys of thought. Partial contents:
Trolley cars and democratic raptures; The
language of feminist debate; Thinking it

through in haste; Hating backwards; After the
war in Tliompsontown ; The lesson of literary
war losses; Incorporated taste; Reviewer's
cramp; The classic debate; The choice of bad
manners.

Booklist 17:217 Mr '21

"It is quite characteristic that Mr Cohen
should have secured the little different ar-
rangement of the familiar problem. For readers
of detective stories Mr Cohen has doubtless
painted his arrow a bit too clearly."

-I Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 250w
"We are prepared for a good deal of assorted

violence in books of this kind, but the way
they torture probability and mangle verisimili-
tude is hard on weak nerves."— Lit R pll Ja 29 '21 130w
"The somewhat novel twist gives added in-

terest to a tale which is plau.sible, and well
worked out to a satisfying climax."

+ N Y Times p22 Ja 30 '21 460w
Sat R 132:301 S 3 '21 90w

"A thrilling story."
+ Spec 126:179 Ag 6 '21 50w

"A clever story."
-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p325 My
19 '21 150w

COLBY, CHARLES CARLYLE, comp. Source
book for the economic geography of North
America. $4 Univ. of Chicago press 917

21-15575

This compilation, brought together by the
assistant professor of geography in the Univer-
sity of Chicago, consists of magazine articles
and extracts from government publications of
Canada, Mexico and the United States and is
intended for use as a source-book in college
courses. The material provides a survey of
the different sections of the continent from the
viewpoint of industrial opportunity. Seven
chapters are devoted to Canada, five to the
United States, and two to Mexico. Agricul-
tural, mineral and other resources are treated
and geographical influences in the development
of centers of industry are discussed. Many

Reviewed by Gilbert Seldes
Dial 72:95 Ja '22 70w

"Mr Colby is a born ironist. . . His style is

not quite the perfect medium for ironic dis-
course. It is too hard and direct; too insistent.

It not only hits the nail on the head; it imme-
diately repeats the performance—and then
does it again. The skill is wonderful; but the
iteration is occasionally damnable. Irony, to
be consummate, demands a softer and subtler
movement; a more secret flow." L. W. Dodd

H Lit R p277 D 17 '21 1400w
"Unfortunately the essays are by no means

equally forceful in style. There are passages
in which Mr Colby presses his points too far.

He is occasionally like the public speaker, who
apparently unconscious of having made a neat
perioration, attempts to hold our attention for
yet another half hour."

1- Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22

420w

COLCORD, SAMUEL. Great deception. $1.50
Eoni & Liveright 341.1 21-18877

The sub-title, "Bringing into the light the
real meaning and mandate of the Harding vote
as to peace," is the clue to the book. The au-
thor's object is to show that the phenomenal
vote for Harding is not to be interpreted as a
repudiation by the people of every form of
league or association of nations and that dis-
armament alone is not a sufficient guaranty
for world peace without the backing of some
form of international cooperation.

Boston Transcript p7 N 16 '21 650w
"His arguments would be more convincing if

his style were more forthright." E. L. Pearson— Ind 107:192 N 19 '21 520w
Lit R p324 D 31 '21 350w

"One may dissent from the author's conclu-
sions, and yet be constrained to admire the
tone and temper of the book. There is an utter
absence of the polemic spirit, and his oppo-
nents are treated with scrupulous fairness and
courtesy." J. W. Duffleld

+ N Y Times pl4 D 4 '21 2850w
Springf'd Republ.ican p8 D 2 '21 500w

COLE, GEORGE DOUGLAS HOWARD. Guild
socialism; a plan for economic democracy.
*$1.60 Stokes 335 21-4821

In his preface to this American edition of his
book the author points out that although guild
socialism in America, owing to different indus-
trial and psychological conditions, is likely to

take on a different form than it has taken in

Great Britain, the ideas behind it are in the
main universal. A correct understanding of Its

attitude depends on three points: "first, what
are the fundamental assumptions about society
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COLE, G: D. H.—Continued
which the guildsman makes; secondly, how he
visualizes the situation with which the indus-
trialized communities of Europe, America and
Australasia are at present confronted; and
thirdly, what are the forces and institutions
In wliose development he believes that the
Bolution of the problem principally lies." With
these points in view the author elucidates guild
socialism as a theory of institutions and as a
policy directed to the transformation of the
social structure.

chapters include recollections of his boyhood,
his days at Eton and Cambridge and his mus-
ical and artistic friends. His own recollections
are supplemented by reminiscences of his pro-
fessional life as Clerk of assize on the Midland
circuit, contributed by two of his associates.

"Mr Cole's society Is a body without a head.
For the rest, the exposition is clear and con-
cise, and if there is little new said about guild
socialism, except on the subject of sovereignty,
the reiteration is competently done."

^ Ath p654 N 12 '20 240w
Booklist 17:271 My '21

Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 llOw
Brooklyn 13:80 Ja '21 40w

Reviewed by W. H. Crook
Freeman 3:236 My 18 '21 580w

Reviewed by Mary Lee
Lit R p6 My 7 '21 2250w

"Ought to be read by every one who likes

to know what is going on in other people's
minds, whatever they think about his ideas.

The chief impression that it is likely to leave
on the mind of any one who is not a fanatic on
the subject is one of wonder that a man so in-
telligent as Mr Cole undoubtedly is, so earnest
and sincere, should be willing to spend his time
In the spinning of an extensive, complicated, de-
tailed economic theory, when he ought to have
learned long ago that human progress does not
advance in that way, but by slow evolution, by
trial, by compromise, by combination of what
Is good in present conditions with new ideas
that seem worth trying."

H NY Times p6 Ap 10 '21 llOOw
"The main objection, however, to Mr Cole's

fanciful schemes is that he makes an enor-
mous and, as it seems to us, a wholly unwar-
ranted assumption. He assumes that the or-
dinary man will work not only happily but well
If he be inspired by a desire to do public ser-
vice and is wholly divested of any wish for
private gain."— Spec 125:741 D 4 '20 1250w

Survey 46:249 My 21 '21 190w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p723 N

4 '20 80w

COLE, WILLIAM MORSE, and GEDDES,
ANNE ELIZABETH. Fundamentals of ac-
counting. $3.50 Houghton 657 21-18502

Although thousands of students of account-
ing graduate every year comparatively few
prove competent for responsible positions. Some
of the reasons are that accounting calls for
a type of native capacity that happens to be
rare and that students have taken accounting
as if it were a body of scientific facts to be
memorized rather than a philosophy of ac-
counting conduct. The method of this book
Is the philosophical. It starts with the
simplest obvious facts needing record, property
and ownership, and from this develops the need
of particular accounts. Although It deals with
fundamentals it is not superficial, but is com-
plete as far as it goes. The book has been
written with the collaboration of Anne Eliza-
beth Geddes who has contributed the combined
view of the student, the young Instructor, and
the practitioner. Questions and problems at
the end of each chapter give concreteness to
the principles and there are appendices and an
Index.

COLERIDGE, ARTHUR. Reminiscences; ed.
by J. A. Fuller-Maitland; with additions
by F. Warre Cornish, W. Ryland Adkins,
and L. Spencer Holland. $5 Button [10s 6d
Constable] B or 92

Arthur Coleridge, 1830-1913, a grand-nephew
of the poet, Samuel Taylor Coleridge, was dis-
tinguished for his versatility, his friendships,
his unique personality. These autobiographical

"Of necessity such a book as this is a dis-
jointed product. The book is entertaining
reading."

-f- — Boston Transcript p6 Jl 27 '21 200w
"It will appeal not only to those who knew

him, but also to lovers of Devonshire and of
music, to Etonians and Cambridge men, and
to those who care for glimpses, however fleet-
ing, of people with 'names.' "

+ Lit R pll Jl 23 "21 170w
"The book, a mere collection of trivial notes

on worthies, is disappointing. This exuberant
singer of oratorios, this faithful attender of
Church services and devotee of the clergy be-
longs to a mid-Victorian type that got thrust
into a lumber-room at the outbreak of war
amid the fierce values of the times. Now, a
few years later, in these days of disillusion-
ment with 'wide issues,' it is very restful to
dust their portraits and to be able to feel the
excellence of their particular values and limi-
tations once more."

h New Statesman 16:766 Ap 2 '21 260w
"Pleasant and entertaining book, which is a

worthy tribute to a good man's memory."
+ Spec 126:556 Ap 30 '21 1550w

"Will probably be chiefly welcomed as a
treasure-house of good stories. But the book
is more than this. Arthur Coleridge through-
out his life came in contact with many not-
able figures of the reigns of Victoria and Ed-
ward VII, and his reminiscences are a docu-
ment which no historian of the social life of
England in the latter part of the nineteenth
century can afford to neglect."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl92 Mr
24 '21 720w

COLLIER, V. W. F. Dogs of China and Japan
in nature and art. 11 $12.50 Stokes 636.77

(Eng ed 21-20740)

"The author of this work has made the study
of dogs his hobby throughout a flfteen-year
residence in the Far East. After tracing the
natural history of Eastern dogs and their place
In Chinese life and religion, he enters fully
into their representation in art. It is here that
the real interest of the book is to be found. Mr
Collier explains the depiction of dogs on
bronzes, porcelains, and pictures, in woven ma-
terials, etc. Eight color plates and a num-
ber of illustrations in half tone, which include
reproductions of Chinese and Japanese paint-
ings, porcelains and bronzes, make the book of
genuine art value."—N Y Times

"Mr Collier, in his account of Eastern dogs,
presents an elaborate and fascinating array of
historical and national facts and customs, lore
and legend, art and philosophy, of China and
Japan." W. S. B.

+ ' Boston Transcript p4 S 28 '21 540w
"The reader will find In Mr Collier's book

'all, and more than all—except what the
angels know'—about the dogs of China and
Japan." Margaret Armstrong

+ Lit R pl47 N 5 '21 620w
"A unique volume treating a unique sub-

ject."
+ N Y Times p3 D 4 '21 70w

"A handsome and scholarly book."
+ Spec 127:713 N 26 '21 60w

"Mr Collier explores with abundance of Ori-
ental lore and a great number and variety of
Illustrations a subject well worth a much clos-

er attention than has hitherto been paid to

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p598 S
15 '21 40w

COLLINGWOOD, HERBERT WINSLOW. Hope
Farm notes. •$2 Harcourt 814 21-7511

This volume contains some twenty-flve
articles by the editor of the Rural New Yorker,
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most of them originally printed In that weekly
during a period of about twenty years. They
picture the brighter and more cheerful side of
farm life. Partial contents: The sunny side of
the barn; A Hope Farm sermon; Grandmother;
Laughter and religion; The baseball game;
Lincoln's birthday; Uncle Ed's philosophy;
Christmas every day; "Columbus day"; The face
of liberty; Professor Gander's academy; How
the other half lives; Ike Sawyer's hotel; Old-
time politics.

Bookm 53:352 Je '21 240w
"He has written all his life, yet he still writes

awkwardly. He has reflected all his life, in the
abundant intervals of his farm work, and his
reflection is so ripely human that it surmounts
the infelicities of his prose style."

-i Lit R pll My 14 '21 270w
R Of Rs 64:334 S "21 30w

"The casual reader can open the book at any
page and be gripped by the human interest
there."

+ Sprlngfd Republican p6 My 10 '21 360w

COLLINS, JAMES HOMER. Straight business
in South America. *$2.50 Appleton 382

20-22995

This aptly-named volume aims "to tell

the truth as our business men see it when
they investigate for themselves." (Preface) A
description of the Latin American countries
from a geographical: ethnological, historical
and iKjlitical point of view, introduces the
subject. The author then proceeds to teach
the American business man to sell goods, in-
chiding in his discussion "other aspects of
trade, such as buying, investments and the
development of South American resources."
(Preface) Some typical chapters are: Wanted—business imagination for export; Tools of the
trade; The other fellow—our competitor; What
do South Americans think about Yankees?
What chance for me in South America. An
index makes the material easily accessible. The
book grew out of a series of articles written
for the Philadelphia Public Ledger during an
eight months' tour of South America.

Reviewed by C. T. Murchison
-f Administration 1:841 Je '21 2550w

"As a whole, the volume is interesting and
helpful. Mr Collins' observations are generally
keen, sane, and well judged." H. R. T.

+ Am Econ R 11:297 Je '21 140w
"It has a lively, popular style—but contains

a good deal of common-sense information be-
tween illustrative stories."

4- Book'Ist 17:234 Ap '21

Reviewed by B. R. Redman
-I- N Y Times pl5 Ja 16 '21 SiOw
-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p293 My
6 '21 50w

COLTON, CHARLES. My orient pearl. •$1.75
(*7s 6d) (3c) Lane 21-6898

A young Englishman, taking a holiday in
Japan, falls in love at sight with a Japanese
girl. Following her traces assiduously and
making the acquaintance of a friendly priest,
he is able to ascertain that his love is re-
turned but also that, as an orphan in charge
of two cruel half-brothers, she is already
pledged in marriage to a dissolute old man.
The lovers plan flight but the brothers, not
to be outwitted, remove O Tetsu to a place of
safety in a mountain wilderness and cause the
Englishman's arrest and imprisonment. His es-
cape, the finding and rescue of O Tetsu, the
pursuit by one of the brothers and his hired
thugs, the deliverance from impending death
on the brink of a precipice, thru O Tetsu's
presence of mind, and their final happy union,
form a thrilling tale.

enough to hold one's attention through the
direst of absurdities."

h Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 90w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a S 11 '21 80w

COLUM, PADRAIC. Golden fleece. 11 $2.50 Mac-
millan 292 21-21308

"The stories he retells have been told
countless times before to countless genera-
tions of men, but there is one great out-
standing difference between Mr Colum's book
and all others on the same general subject.
It is this: where the others are books of short
stories, Mr Colum's is one continuous narra-
tive. He has taken practically all the old
Greek tales outside of Homer and welded
them together, using Jason and his quest of

the Golden Fleece as the central theme. This
gives the Colum book a unity and an epic
flavor which none of the others possesses."

—

Lit R
"Another of Mr Colum's extraordinary suc-

cesses in prose, the fourth in his series of
classic myths and at least the eighth of his
books for children, not one of which fails of
perfect construction, constant humour and se-
duction of the mind, and lovely English."

+ Dial 71:612 N '21 60w
"He is the master of a rhythmic English as

beautiful as it is simple. Yet his flavor isn't in
any sense academic or bookish. He is a scholar,
to be sure, but he is also a poet and a story
teller. It is this rare combination of gifts and at-
tainments that has enabled him to rewrite
these old stories in his own way without doing
them violence." Parker Fillmore

+ Lit R pl63 N 12 '21 660w

COLVIN, SIR SIDNEY. Memories and notes
of persons and places, 1852-1912. $3.50
Scribner [18s E. Arnold] 920 21-27477

The author has brought together the per-
sonal memories most vividly present in his
mind of famous men whom he has, during a
long life, known closely or even casually. The
longest chapter is naturally devoted to Robert
Louis Stevenson, and the next longest to Box
Hill and George Meredith. The other memories
are of Ruskin, Burne-Jones, Rossetti, Brown-
ing, George Eliot, G. F. Watts, Fleeming and
Anne Jenkin, Gladstone, Sir Charles Newton,
Edward J. Trelawny, Victor Hugo and Gam-
betta. The places he writes of are the East
Suffolk of his boyhood; the British museum,
which he served for nearly thirty years as
keeper of prints and engravings; Athens as
visited by him in 1875; and the coast of Brit-
tany.

"The story Is Impossible and its material is
the absurdest romance. However, it is built
on what seems a very thorough knowledge of
Japanese life, and it is told straightforwardly

Booklist 18:117 Ja '22

"In the midst of many autobiographies. Sir
Sidney Colvin's takes high place because of
a personal quality that is intimate with-
out being egotistical, and because of its unpre-
tentious manner as a series of impressions of

the scenes and people about him, in which
he plays the part of the onlooker. More-
over, it contains much that is new and
permanently valuable in its contribution to
the biographical records of its time." E. F.
Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 N 12 '21 1450w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Ind 107:237 D 3 '21 140w

Lit D p41 D 24 '21 llOw

"His praise is never indiscriminating, and
his handling is as honest and as certain as it

is gentle. So it is that these reminiscences are
documents of abiding value for those who may
want to know what manner of men these artists

and these authors were outside of their studios
and their libraries." Brander Matthews

-H N Y Times p2 D 4 '21 1700w
"While by no means lacking in the charm of

concrete detail and in the sentiment that at-

taches to the past, their remarkable feature is

the critical spirit in which they are written.
Sir Sidney gives us much precious truth, un-
alloyed and well polished. It may be said that
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COLVIN, SIDNEY—Continued
no man of letters has produced a book of rem-
iniscences more charmingly literary and at the
same time freer from the vices of 'literature'

as practiced nowadays."
-f No Am 215:140 Ja '22 280w

"The book has all the surface attributes of
quality. It is of course well and in certain pas-
sages very charmingly written. . . The diffi-

culty [is that] Colvin's judgment of writers and
artists gave insight to their audiences when
these men were contemporary, but the passing
years have made that judgment a part of our
attitude toward them, thereby depriving the
criticism of any special distinction to the reader
of today." L. R. Morris

H Outlook 129:657 D 21 '21 1200w
"This book is a model of what such books

should be; it is well-bred, balanced, informing,
and yet it is light and readable all through."

+ Spec 127:705 N 26 '21 1400w
"This book of reminiscences interests and

pleases the reader in spite of the inclusion
of considerable trivial matter and In spite,
too, of a style that at times is leisurely to the
verge of diffuseness. The author has had
exceptional opportunities to meet interesting
people and his personality endeared him to
many of them. He has a capacity for friend-
ship and for judging character."

-J Springf d Republican plla N 27 '21
1200W

"Such dreams, such memories as these, are

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p695 O 27
'21 2100W

COMFORT, WILL LEVINGTON. This man's
world, il $1.75 (2i^c) Doubleday 21-19387

A South Sea story telling the struggles of
a white man to protect the natives against the
cruelty and guile of his own race. Tom
Steepe, a waif in the Chicago streets, was
picked up by an American soldier deserter
who brought him to the Philippine Islands
where he lived the life of the natives.
Hunted down on a false charge, and swimming
to escape his pursuers, he saw peering down
at him from the rail of a rescuing ship "the
face of all days to him." Tom and Lone
Anstey, the girl, discovered each other thru
their common hatred of the ship's pirate crew
and in their common struggle to protect the
natives from treachery and greed.

Booklist 18:120 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p4 D 3 '21 300w
"Mr Comfort has written a graphic story. His

characters possess distinct personalities."
-f Lit R pl52 N 5 '21 540w

"It is the dime-novel life between cloth cov-
ers. It should make sought-for material for the
moving-picture directors, because it has no re-
lation to reality nor art." F: O'Brien— NY Times p28 Ja 8 '22 600w

COIVIMITTEE ON THE WAR AND THE
RELIGIOUS OUTLOOK. Christian unitv:
Its principles and possibilities. *$2.85 Assn.
press 2S0 21-4733

Partly a.<5 a result of the war, partly owing
to causes that long antedate it, the movement
toward unity among the churches has been
developing with startling rapidity. This book
survey.s the different forms which the move-
ment for unity hap, taken, not only among
the different denominations of Christians, but
within each of the more important Christian
churches. The report also considers the
growth of sentiment in favor of the com-
munity church and of local federations. To
thesA^ discussions of the existing situation are
added some historical studies that furnish a
background of information. These deal with
the development of denominations in the
United States and their attitude toward one
another at different periods and with the ef-
forts to secure united action among the
churches themselves. There is a bibliography
and an index.

"A very distinct and permanently valuable
service has been rendered by the publication of
this volume." Graham Taylor

+ Survey 46:413 Je 18 '21 410w

COMMONS, JOHN ROGERS, and others. In-
dustrial government. $3 (17s) Maemillan
331.8 21-12718

"This volume sums up the observations
made in the summer of 1919 by the author and
eight associates in manufacturing plants
scattered from Wisconsin to Maine. The pur-
pose of this group of investigators was to seek
out the most successful methods used in

dealing with factory employees. The principal
cost of the investigation was borne by four
leading Wisconsin manufacturers. Thirty
establishments were visited, and eighteen of
these are described in the present volume.
After reporting upon these eighteen experi-
ments, the authors devote the last five chap-
ters of the book to the inferences that they
have drawn from what they saw and learned."
—R of Rs

"Most of the stories are told in a colorful and
attractive way, with the human interest note
well sustained throughout. Professor Com-
mons' chapter of inferences is definite and
thought-provoking." D. A. McCabe

+ Am Econ R 11:702 D '21 550w
Booklist 18:41 N '21

Reviewed by P. H. Douglas
J Pol Econ 29:844 D '21 500w

Reviewed by C: A. Beard
Nation 113:543 N 9 '21 620w

Reviewed by Lyman Abbott
Outlook 129:229 O 12 '21 1350w
R of Rs 64:335 S '21 140w
Springf'd Republican p6 O 29 '21 lOOw

"The book has interest for those who want
to know what was going on in the minds of
representative industrial managers during the
summer of 1919. It needs as a companion vol-
ume the story of what is passing through the
same minds today." W: L. Chenery

+ Survey 47:82 O 12 '21 220w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p629 S

29 '21 90w

COMMONS, JOHN ROGERS, ed. Trade union-
ism and labor problems; second series.
(Selections and documents in economics)
$4 Ginn 331 21-5151

"This book is a new edition, not a revised
edition, of 'Trade unionism and labor prob-
lems,' published in 1905. As before, the book
is planned for use not only as a collection of
reprints, but also as a textbook. It provides
raw material, theory, and discussion. It draws
upon men of affairs and students. It is in-
tended to give concrete cases and generaliza-
tions." (Preface) The chapters set forth five
principal aspects of labor problems: security,
through workmen's compensation and insur-
ance; the labor market; the part played by
employers, through labor management; the
part played by labor unions; the part played
by the state, through legislation, administra-
tion and judicial decision.

"An excellent index is provided. The book
furnishes valuable material for both the stu-
dent and the man of affairs." G. M. J.

+ Am Econ R 11:516 S '21 llOw
"The writers included are widely representa-

tive and the contributions well chosen."
+ Survey 47:93 O 12 '21 80w

COMSTOCK, HARRIET THERESA (SMITH)
(MRS PHILIP COMSTOCK). Shield of
silence, il *$1.75 (2c) Doubleday 21-6908

Joan Thornton had a twin sister. They had
both been adopted by an aunt, Doris Fletcher,
her mother's sister. They had had a happy
childhood, in a home that lacked nothing. They
were entirely different; Joan, the stronger,
"high-strung and reckless," Nancy, "sweet,
sensitive and fine." But Doris knew that they
were not twins and that one was a waif from
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the Virginia mountains. She herself did not
know which was which; did not want to know.
Ignorance of this fact was the only safeguard
against partiality of treatment and the possible
claims of her unworthy brother-in-law. It was
not until Nancy was happily married and the
wretched George Thornton slunk back with sor-
did designs on his daughter's money, that he
saw in Joan the image of his mother and knew
her for his own. This time it was again Joan's
strength of purpose that extended the shield of

silence between danger and her sister Nancy.

Booklist 17:348 Jl '21

"Underneath the story interest is a substan-
tial idea. But it does not take from the interest
of the human story." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 13 '21 780w
"Whether the scene is laid in New York

drawing rooms or in the Virginia mountains
it rings true, and so do the characters, and
the story is in Mrs Comstock's best vein."

+ Lit R plO Ap 9 '21 140w
" 'The shield of silence' is distinguished by

its broad sweep, its accuracy of detail and,
above all, by its intimate understanding of hu-
man motives and their natural development.
The literary style is singularly even and capti-
vating, while the descriptions of people and
places alike bear that stamp of convincingness
that bespeak the born story-teller whose eyes
and ears are ever open to passing impressions."

+ N Y Times p24 Je 5 '21 250w
Springf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 120w

CO IVlSTOCK, SARAH. Daughter of Helen Kent,
il $1.75 Doubleday 21-17911

"A tandem love story which involves a mother
and daughter, a successful physician of middle
age, and an impecunious but engaging young
architect. The mother, Helen Kent of the
title, is a very ornamental but competent
business woman. That she herself should
have been straying down the same primrose
path from which she has warned her daughter
does not occur to the lady until she has almost
allowed herself to lapse again into matrimony.
. . The daughter, Rebequita, is a delightful
young person with a mind and 'heart, too, of
her own. One knows from the beginning that
the gods of fiction will not be able to deprive
her of faith, love and art, no matter through
how many chapters her mother may contrive
to thwart them. New^ York is the tapestried
background for the two love affairs, but once
the honeymooning stage is reached, it is in-
gloriously discarded for Southern California."

—

N Y Times

Booklist 18:120 Ja '22

"The plot is well handled, logical enough If
its premises can be granted, but the whole
thing leaves one with a sense of unreality.
Such a theme calls for greater subtlety than
is shown here."

h Lit R p91 O 15 '21 70w
"A stor>' that makes pleasant telling."

-I- N Y Times p30 N 6 '21 340w

CONKLIN, EDWIN GRANT. Direction of hu-
man evolution, il *$2.50 (4c) Scribner 575

21-5544
Taking as his premise that evolution in the

widest sense is accepted by most men of sci-
ence, the author's purpose is to consider the
course of past evolution only in so far as it
bears upon the present and to apply the prin-
ciples which have guided evolution in the past
to the present and future evolution of the
human race. His investigations lead him to
the conclusion that "although the limits of in-
dividual evolution may have been reached, at
least for the present . . . we have barely be-
gun to realize the possibilities of social evo-
lution." The contents fall into three parts:
I: Paths and possibilities of human evolution;
II: Evolution and democracy; III: Evolution
and religion.

discussed. Nevertheless, the effort to bridge
the intolerable gap between social science and
'natural' science is notable and valuable to stu-
dents of social problems." C. E. Merriam

h Am J See 27:399 N '21 140w

+ Booklist 17:280 My '21

Reviewed by J: Macy
-f- Freeman 3:429 Jl 13 '21 250w

Reviewed by B. W. Kunkel
+ Lit R p9 Je 18 '21 820w

"A discussion, not valuable but lucid, of the
commonplaces of evolutionary doctrine." E:
Sapir

+ Nation 113:237 Ag 31 '21 820w
"It is a book happily free of the orthodox

biological jargon, and, without attempting new
definitions of accepted data or breaking new
ground or being in any way conspicuous for
boldness and originality of thought, takes the
consistently liberal point of view, and is

throughout a very useful and stimulating re-
minder that science is not for specialists, but
for the practical and even emotional service of
human life."

-I Nation and Ath 29:201 S 3 '21 1250w
"Temperate, informed and sanely reasoned

discussion."
-)- N Y Times pll My 15 '21 2350w

R of Rs 64:111 Jl '21 80w
"A lucid and interesting interpretation of

present-day knowledge on this subject."
+ Survey 46:218 My 14 '21 50w

CONKLIN, GEORGE. Ways of the circus, il

*$2.25 (3c) Harper 791 21-2760

The book contains the memories and adven-
tures of George Conklin, tamer of lions, as
set down by Harvey W. Root. Don C. Seitz
says of Mr Conklin in the introduction: "He
was a circus man through and through, ac-
complished, not only in his own particular
line, but able to turn a facile hand to any
part of the game. His story is the epic of
the circus; its ways and wanderings, its

great leaders, its freaks, its followers, and
fal%;ers. I believe it to be the only history of
the kina ever written—certainly no other ever
told so much or so well."

"There is a lack of specific relation between
scientific biology and social problems as here

Booklist 17:208 Mr '21

+ Bookm 53:162 Ap '21 180w
-j- Boston Transcript p6 Mr 26 '21 1150w

"Altogether, a most entertaining book, with
all the lurid fascination of a circus handbill."
L. B.

+ Freeman 3:334 Je 15 '21 150w
"Will have power to please young and old

alike."
-f- Lit R pl2 F 19 '21 250w
4- N Y Times p22 F 13 '21 1650w

-I- Outlook 127:308 F 23 '21 20w

CONNOR, RALPH, pseud. (CHARLES WIL-
2 LIAM GORDON). To him that hath. 11.75

(3c) Doran
The story takes the reader to a manufactur-

ing town in Canada, after the war, and de-

scribes with some detail the labor unrest that

followed in the wake of peace, the strained

relations between employers and workers, and
the efforts made by John Maitland, just back
from the war, to reorganize his father's planing
mill, along lines of economic justice and fair

play. Before Jack's ideas have taken shape a
general strike is forced, with the help of pro-
fessional agitators, in which personal animosities
of a romantic nature play a part. In a riot, a
bullet intended for Jack Maitland wounds a
girl. The catastrophe clears the atmosphere.
Satisfactory economic adjustments are made and
the lovers come into their own.

Lit R p323 D 31 '21 60w
"He has always the story-telling instinct, and

so there is no lack of story interest. There Is

also one of the best and most sympathetically
understanding interpretations of the effect of
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the war upon some of the young men who saw
service at the front that any novelist has yet
made."

+ N Y Times p20 D 18 "21 300w

"Like all of the author's stories, is inspired
by wide human sympathy and belief in mutual
effort for advance and accomplishment. There
are stirring incidents and tense situations."

+ Outlook 130:71 Ja 11 '22 40w

CONRAD, JOSEPH. Notes on life and letters.
•$1.90 (2c) Doubleday [9s Dent] 824

21-8153

These essays and sketches, contributed over a
period of twenty years to various periodicals
and the daily press, have more to do with life

than with letters. In the words of his introduc-
tory note their revelations are of "Conrad liter-
arj', Conrad political, Conrad reminiscent, Con-
rad controversial. A one-man show—or is it

merely the show of one man? . . . This volume
is as near as I shall ever come to deshabille in
public." The section devoted to Letters includes
essays on Henry James; Alphonse Daudet; Guy
de Maupassant; Anatole France; Turgenev;
Stephen Crane; Tales of the sea; The censor of
plays. Among the essays on Life are Autocracy
and war; The crime of partition; Note on the
Poli.sh problem; Poland revisited; Tradition;
Some reflections on the loss of the Titanic; Cer-
tain aspects of the admirable inquiry; Protection
of ocean liners.

-1- Booklist 17:291 My '21

Dial 71:374 S "21 90w
"Like most criticism written by men of

genius, these papers are interesting for what
they say about another man of genius and
also for what they say about the critic. One
of the most satisfactory essays in what It

reveals of Conrad is least satisfactory as ob-
jective criticism." J: Macy

+ Lit R p3 Je 4 '21 1800w

Reviewed by B. R. Redman
Nation 112:921 Je 29 '21 680w

"A proud and formidable character appears
rather more clearly here than in the novels.
The character will never be really clear, for one
of two reasons. The first reason has already
been indicated: the writer's dread of intimacy.
But we also may not see it clearly because it

is essentially unclear."
^ Nation and Ath 28:881 Mr 19 '21 1700w

"We find him writing here about the loss of
the Titanic with humor and the most generous
anger. His article called Autocracy and war,
wntten while Russia and Japan were still

fighting each other, is remarkable for the kind
of wisdom that is foresight." P. L.

+ New Repub 27:25 Je 1 '21 1400w
"In this volume it is Joseph Conrad the critic

whom we meet, and meeting, learn that had the
wonderful Pole not been a great novelist he
must surely have won such meagre fame as
falls to the lot of the best among critics." l* M.
Field

-I- N Y Times plO My 8 '21 2050w
"In some ways this book gets us closer to

Mr Conrad's remarkable personality than any-
thing he has written."

+ Outlook 128:297 Je 16 '21 80w
"It Is a book full of explanation to the lover

of Mr Conrad's novels."
-I- Spec 126:624 My 14 '21 200w

"The paper on Anatole France is the longest,
most pretentious and altogether most satisfy-
ing, though even that makes no attempt at
being a serious critical piece of work."

-}- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ag 2 '21 520w
"Some of these ephemeral pages have lasted

already twenty-three years; and why should they
not last as many more, since they have about
them the gravity, the finality, of literature? It

Is of the essence of Mr Conrad's genius that the
(draught he offers us should have been stood for
a moment in the cool. It is the nature of thoB«

convictions for which we honour him that they
tend to still the unquiet blood."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl41 Mr 3
'21 1650W

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 4:363 Ap 20 '21 90w

CONVERSE, FLORENCE. Garments of praise;
a miracle cycle. $2 Button 812 21-16010

The cycle consists of four plays. "The blessed
birthday," a Christmas miracle play, shows the
childhood of Jesus with His earliest manifesta-
tions of peacemaking, returning good for evil,
and healing. In "Thy kingdom, come," the
soldiers guarding the tomb of the crucified
Christ, discuss Him in worldly fashion. Galilean
children come and talk to them about the
Master and after they are gone the soldiers
fall asleep and their respective dreams appear
in visions showing the change of heart in each.
In "Soul's medicine," a Whitsuntide miracle of
healing, reality and vision are blended in such
wise that the seven knights of the spirit, the
court of King Arthur, the procession of the
Holy Grail appear before a holy anchoress and
help her to convert a sinning world. 'Santa
Conversazione,' an All Saints miracle, takes
place in a ruined church in France and shows
soldiers of every nationality and a Belgian
child, in the fiesh, conversing with the vision
of saints.

"They afford little strictly dramatic move-
ment, but offer interesting possibilities in the
way of pageantry and costuming. One won-
ders at the constant interchange of Biblical
quotations, which are too obviously didactic,
and broad modern slang, which destroys the
historical and allegorical effect, at the same
time converting many of the lines into burles-
que."

1- Lit R p26 S 17 '21 270w

CONWAY, SIR MARTIN. Mountain memories;
a pilgrimage of romance. 11 •$5 Funk 796

20-23197

"The raw material for this book was fur-
nished to Sir Martin Conway by expeditions
that he has carried out in Switzerland, Kash-
mir, Spitzbergen, and South America; but
the scene of the pilgrimage that is his real
subject lies in his own mind, where the moun-
tains are refiected in their essential qualities.
Here and there he lets fall a hint of his own
mountain craft, of toil that he has undergone,
of some danger that has threatened him, of the
geographical or geological import of certain
formations—but technical ingenuity, physical
adventure, and the analytical knowledge that
blasts fancy, all pall upon him at times, and
he refers to them only incidentally. It is not
the facts but the emotions they excite that
concern him here. The story begins with Sir
Martin's earliest experiences in Switzerland,
when to climb the Breithorn—a cow mountain
—was an intoxication, and it ends, fittingly,

in Tierra del Fuego, the end of the world."—
The Times [London] Lit Sup

4- N Y P L New Tech Bks. p88 O '20

150w
"He confesses that the writing of the book

was 'a sudden impulse.' The impression left

is that, while writing under that impulse, he
gave of his best—and that Is saying much

—

but, as the impulse fades, so do the colour and
life of the book."

-I Sat R 130:57 Ag 17 '20 580w

"It has a psychological interest far greater
than that of the ordinary book of adventure.
He writes for an educated public."

-t- Spec 124:585 My 1 '20 2250w

-H Sprlngf'd Republican plO Ap 24 '20

350w (Reprinted from The Times
[London] Lit Sup pl85 Mr 18 '20)

"The beauty and strangeness of mountains,
the colour, form and majesty through which
they interpret nature to the mind—of these

he has never tired, and it is in them he finds

the romance of which he writes."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pl85 Mr
18 '20 880w
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COOK, GEORGE CRAM, and SHAY, FRANK,
eds. Provincetown plays. •IS Stewart
Kldd 812 21-6633

This collection of plays is supplied with an In-
troduction by Hutchins Hapgood, who says of
them: "These are not the best plaj'S ever writ-
ten; but they are written in a pure spirit; they
sprang from an attempt made by a group of
men and women to express something sincerely,
with no regard for fame, money, or power—and
whatever they have of value is due to that."
The plays are: Suppressed desires, by George
Cram Cook and Susan Glaspell; Aria da Capo,
by Edna St Vincent Millay; Cocaine, by Pendle-
ton King; Night, by James Oppenheim; Ene-
mies, by Neith Boyce and Hutchins Hapgood;
The angel intrudes, by Floyd Dell; Bound East
for Cardiff, by Eugene G. O'Neill; The widow's
veil, by Alice Rostetter; The string of the
samisen, by Rita Wellman; Not smart, by Wil-
bur Daniel Steele.

Booklist 18:12 O '21

"The plays are some of the best of all the
one-act plays of the last torrential decade."

+ Dial 71:245 Ag '21 40w
Reviewed by R: Burton

Lit R p3 My 28 '21 300w
Reviewed by W: L. Phelps

N Y Times p4 N 13 '21 80w
"The reader feels a certain insincerity in six

of the ten, and imitation in at least three. The
Introduction to the volume would seem to indi-
cate that these modernists among our play-
wrights deliberately prefer to delve into the
underworld for their inspiration. As a result,
their worli is either flippant in its lack of under-
standing, or morbid in its desire to understand.
The relentless morbidity of Eugene O'Neill,
however, bears the redeeming feature of charac-
ter analysis."

f- Springf d Republican p6 Jl 5 '21 320w
Theatre Arts M 5:254 Jl '21 210w

COOPER, COURTNEY RYLEY. Cross-cut. 11

•$1.90 (2c) Little 21-7409

When Robert Fairchild, at his father's
death, was left the deed to the Blue Poppy
mine, he determined to go to Colorado, work
the mine, and get what he could out of it. In
Colorado he discovered that his father's name
was stained by the suspicion of murder. He
also learned that he had bitter enemies in
the Rodaines, father and son, and his third
discovery was that Anita Richmond, engaged
to young Rodaine, was a very charming
young person. Robert therefore had his
hands full in working his mine, in thwarting
the evil designs of his unscrupulous enemies,
in clearing his father's name, and in winning
Anita. Thanks to persistence, the loyalty of
his friends, and a measure of good luck, he
at length achieved all these purposes.

N Y Times p25 Je 19 '21 310w
Springfd Republican p7a Jl 10 '21 150w

COOPER, FREDERIC TABER, ed. Argosy of
fables, il $7.50 Stokes 808.8 21-18406

A representative selection from the fable
literature of every age and land, with twenty-
four illustrations in color by Paul Bransom.

Booklist 18:89 D '21

"The fables are meat enough for many a
day's feast of reading. There are a quaint-
ness and literalness in their philosophy that
even a child's mind can digest when pictures
are present to lure it along. Every school, li-

brary, and nur-sery should be introduced to
this book."

+ Lit R p211 N 26 '21 130w
"It is the sort of book that is universal in

Its appeal, which ranges from the youngest to
the oldest, with material of value for all."

+ N Y Times p3 D 4 '21 40w
"Parents and teachers who believe in the

efHcacy of the fable for communicating wis-
dom to tlie young will find that type of litera-

ture presented with unusual fulness and not-
able beauty in this book. . . The illustrations
by Paul Bransom exhibit a firm draughtsman-
ship, a rich and fanciful use of color and a
considerable degree of power in imparting ex-
pression to the animals' faces."

+ Springf d Republican plla N 27 '21
200w

COOPER, HENRY ST JOHN. James Bevan-
wood, baronet. ^$2 (2c) Doran 21-5083

The triangle of the story consists of Jim
Woods, a young carpenter suddenly promoted
to a baronetcy; Enid Foster a laundry girl of
seventeen, with a nature innocent and una-
wakened, whom Jim had married just before
he came into his inheritance; and Geoffrey
Clare, a philandering cousin who induced Enid
to elope with him. This experience had the
effect of awakening Enid's mind and con-
science and of sending her back repentant to
a forgiving husband.

"Neither villain nor villainess is particularly
convincing. The author's clear and agreeable
style and sympathetic outlook give the story
some attractions."

H Ath p523 O 15 '20 140w
"The working life chapters are the only real

ones in the book. This is because its author
refused to be humorously romantic when that
became the only real thing to be!"

H Lit R pll Ap 2 '21 160w
"Enid's persistent ignorance of the facts of

life is too unbelievable to make it more than
a pretty story; and it must be called less suc-
cessful than the author's 'Sunny Ducrow.' "

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p621 S
23 '20 70w

COOPER, JAMES FENIMORE. Legends and
traditions of a northern county. $5 Put-
nam 917.477 21-14065

A book about Otsego county, New York, and
Cooperstown, by the grandson of the novelist.

It contains, in addition to the legends and
traditions of the locality, much Cooper family
history, some early letters of the Cooper family
and Susan Fenimore Cooper's unfinished
memoir of her father, for the first time printed.

"It is heterogeneous and none too coherent,
but contains much that the student of pioneer
life in America will want to consult."

H Lit R pll Jl 16 '21 180w
"The reminiscenses of Susan Fenimore Cooper

are undoubtedly interesting and it is regret-

table that she did not carry them on into the
years that were to come. They form un-
doubtedly the most entertaining portion of the

present Mr Cooper's book, giving it a value it

would not have without them, for the bulk

of the material in the book is hardly of wide
interest or sufficiently well written to prove

its own excuse for being."
-j NY Times p5 Ji 24 '21 3000w

COPPARD, A. E. Adam and Eve and Pinch Me.
2 $2 Knopf
A collection of twelve unusual tales with an

atmosphere of remoteness from reality and of

mystical significance. In the title-tale, "Adam
and Eve and Pinch Me," a man, evidently a
writer, has a miraculous experience. He finds a
strange man with his wife and both ignore him
entirely, appearing not to hear him. In the
garden the gardener wheels his barrow through
him as if he were air. Then he realizes that
he is detached from his body. Three children,

his own children, Adam and Eve—and Gabriel,
come into the garden. They act strangely and
likewise do not see him, except Gabriel, who
seems to take momentary cognizance of him.
Later, when he is re-united with his body and
his wife takes him to see the children asleep,
there are only two. Gabriel is the one not yet
born. The other stories are: Marching to Zion;
Dusky Ruth; Weep not my wanton; PifRngcap;
The king of the world; The princess of king-
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dom gone; Communion- The quiet woman; The
trumpeters; The angel and the sweep; Ara-
besque: the mouse.

"The atmosphere of beauty in all these tales

puts them in the classic line of tradition with
English work of this kind. Yet Mr Coppard has
given them something that is thoroughly mod-
ern and which really makes them a point of

departure from a mental and spiritual point of

view. There is substance in every one of these
twelve tales, a substance that pours up out of

the very body of life itself." W: S. Braithwaite

-I- Boston Transcript p4 Ja 18 '22 700w

"Coppard writes well enough to carry off these
tours de force; his technique consorts well with
his chosen subjects. He uses both landscapes
and people in obtaining his effects, and he uses
them both in the same way. They are the
materials with which he builds; he shapes them
skilfully and dispassionately. . . The beauty
which he attains is satisfyingly restrained."
Malcolm Cowley

4- Dial 71:93 Jl '21 800w
"The prose poems before us are of fragile,

cobwebby texture, so fair and fine that they
are difficult to handle and defy dissection. The
ground covered is extraordinarily varied and
shows this particular phase of the writer's art
in its narrative; idyllic, fantastic, and allegorical
forms, separately and in combination. Of at
least three it is possible to say that they have
the cameo-like perfection of detail which be-
trays the great in the small, and the imagina-
tive truth and classical restraint which are the
hall-mark of literary achievement."

-f- Spec 126:755 Je 11 '21 400w
"To Mr Coppard life seems to be a blend of

fantasies from which wraiths of deep meaning
float away just ixi th^ moment of apprehension.
When he writes soberly, he ascends into quite
another plane of excellence. The stories called
'Communion' and 'The quiet woman' are ad-
mirable, and the disagreeable little study un-
accountably called 'Weep not my wanton' is all
the more vivid for its sobriety of statement."

f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p243 Ap
14 '21 360w

CORELLI, MARIE (IVIINNIE IV1ACKAY). Se-
cret power. $1.75 (2c) Doubleday [6s
Methuen] 22-116

The plot of this story is built up around a
peculiar triangle. There is Roger Seaton, the
brilliant scientist, who has fled the world to a
remote California mountainside to perfect his
discoveries, and who holds that there is no
such thing as love, but only animal magnetism
betv/een the sexes. Then there is the nature-
bred woman, Manella, whose heart controls
her mind and who could lay down her life
for the man she loved—in this case Roger
Seaton. Finally there is Morgana Royal, the
millionairess, who has been pronounced by an
old Scottish witch as fey and who is incapable
of love in the human sense. Morgana also is
a scientist—by inspiration. Both she and Sea-
ton are experimenting with the hidden forces
of nature and when the latter's discoveries
have proved catastrophic and have, among
other things, reduced him to imbecility, Mor-
gana leaves him in the loving care of Manella
and betakes herself to the city of immortals,
the Brazen City, which she has discovered in
the Egyptian desert.

"Multitudes will doubtless enjoy this story,
even as they have enjoyed Miss Corelli's prev-
ious prophetic novels. But there will be a few,
however, who will not hesitate to say that it
is nonsense as science, as philosophy and as
literature. Imagination is a great thing, but
not imagination as it runs riot in Miss Cor-
elli's Action." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 N 19 '21 850w
"The whole thing is too fantastic to be in-

teresting."— Lit R p239 D 3 '21 150w

"She is popular in spite of being fallacious
in her conclusions, melodramatic and obvious
in her action, and full of cheap appeals to
large numbers of readers. If we look for the
source of this popularity it will possibly be
discovered in a certain vitality of personality,
a deliberate sweeping along, and a power of
making the reader see just what the writer is

presenting."
1- N Y Times p22 D 18 '21 180w

CORNYN, JOHN HUBERT. Around the wig-
wam fire, il $1.50 (21/2C) Little 21-16186

Thirteen Indian hero tales for boys and girls,

told as the Indians themselves tell them
around the wigwam fires. Each one tells of
some wonderful adventure of a youth or maiden
of the Indian tribe. There is the story of
Chacopee, who killed off all the giants; of the
earth-maiden who married the Morning Star,
and of Scar-Face, their son, who became a
mighty hunter; of little Omemee who sacrificed
hfer own life to save her tribe from the Erie
warriors and from whose slain body sprang
the wild honeysuckle; and many others. Be-
sides the story interest, the tales give glimpses
of Indian life and customs.

"A good book in spite of too much conversa-
tion, a book written imaginatively and well,

which should supply background for minds that
will follow young muscles to holiday woods and
streams."

+ Lit R pl54 N 5 '21 200w

CORTISSOZ, ROYAL, Life of Whitelaw Reid.
2v il *$10 Scribner B or 92 21-4401

"Perhaps no man can be named who had a
more complete 'inside' knowledge of Repub-
lican party politics in the United States from
Lincoln to Roosevelt. He had a stirring ca-
reer as editor and (after Greeley's death) pro-
prietor of the New York Tribune, at that
time the leading Republican paper of the
country. Later he served as Ambassador to
France, and during the administrations of
Roosevelt and Taft was Ambassador to Great
Britain. The correspondence on which the
authoi- has freely drawn in preparing these
volumes covers a period of more than fifty
years."—R of Rs

"It is put together with a skill that makes
it a veracious portrait of the Tribune and its
policies. Its only defect is the deep underlying
conviction that the Tribune and Reid were al-
ways right." F: L. Paxson

H Am Hist R 27:135 O '21 470w
"Mr Cortissoz has done his work extremely

well."
+ Am Pol Scl R 15:303 My '21 130w

-I- Booklist 17:249 Ap '21

"There is hardly a chapter but gives the
reader many personal glimpses that carry de-
light, many a deep or witty letter from Reid
and his notable correspondents, and very often
some explanation or description of historical
facts viewed from the inside." S. L. Cook

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 20 '21 1900w
"As a political record, this work is more than

adequate, but as a biography it fails somewhat.
Moreover it is told in an vmfortunate manner.
There are far too many sentences of spineless,
even of careless structure, too many roundabout
colloduialisms, to make the reading of the book
anything but a discomfort."

H Dial 71:121 Jl '21 llOw
"At a few places he openly assumes the rOle

of defender. This attitude, while it becomes a
bit wearisome, is a minor blemish upon a very
interesting and authoritative biography. Mr
Cortissoz writes in a vibrant, swinging style.

Moreover, he has the novelist's knack of

organizing his material so that it marches
steadily forward." R. J. Davis

H Lit R p5 My 7 '21 2200w

"Mr Cortissoz has a lively newspaper style

and has written a book which is easy reading.

No important facts of Reid's public career ap-
pear to have escaped his pursuit. His con-
sistent presentation of Reid's view of the case.
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however, to the virtual exclusion of any other,
robs his work of the critical character which
political biography at least ought to possess,
and gives us a book which in all essential
respects is as partisan as was Reid himself."
W: MacDonald

-{ Nation 112:794 Je 1 '21 520w
"Right well has Mr Cortissoz performed his

task. Possessing, as he does, an unerring in-
stinct for literary form and good taste, he
has produced what may best be described as
an elegant biography. It is altogether befit-
ting that an elegant biography should be writ-
ten of Whitelaw Reid. Nevertheless, one can-
not help having the somewhat vulgar wish
that his life might have been analyzed in some-
thing like the scientific spirit of aloofness that
a biologist might dissect and study the ana-
tomy of a peculiar sort of crab." B. B. Kend-
rick

H New Repub 27:119 Je 22 '21 1050w
New Statesman 17:284 Je 11 '21 150w

"While Mr Cortissoz has never been notable
as a politician he has a full understanding of
the necessity of that part of an editor's life
and enough ability to give the lights and
shades; and he is a newspaper man and a
Tribune man, which gives him the necessary
understanding of the other side of Reid's
career. He has so buried himself in Reid that
Reid's views become his. . . The two vol-
umes are fairly studded with epigrams from
conversations and letters, most of them new."
C: W. Thompson

+ N Y Times pl5 Ap 3 '21 2000w
"He has, in fact, written the political his-

tory of a period, with Reid as its central
figure—a record painstaking and exact, show-
ing the man in his setting. The facts are
salient. The whole narrative is remarkably
clear-cut, definite, and convincing."

4- No Am 214:140 Jl '21 1250w
"More valuable to the special student than

to the general reader." Lyman Abbott
+ Outlook 128:701 Ag 31 '21 750w

"Mr Cortissoz has executed a task of great
difficulty with infinite patience, industry and
discrimination. With the instinct of a trained
journalist himself, he has wisely recognized
that here was not a case for a partisanship
biography, an openly enthusiastic and highly
colored narrative." Calvin Winter

+ Pub W 99:1236 Ap 16 '21 380w
-f R of Rs 63:448 Ap '21 180w

"Mr Gortissoz's English readers will probably
vote his last six chapters worth all the rest put
together, insular though the view may be."

-I- Sat R 131:461 Je 4 '21 1150w
"Mr WTiitelaw Reid's biographer has done his

part with very great skill and discretion."
+ Spec 126:750 Je 11 '21 lOOOw

"It is a pity that Mr Gortissoz's style, though
vigorous and picturesque, is considerably less
pure and direct than his hero's."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p299
My 12 '21 1900W

CORY, VIVIAN (VICTORIA CROSS, pseud.).
Daughters of heaven, il *$1.75 (3'^c) Ma-
caulay co. 21-4092

Thi.-s oollertion" of love stories has one
theme: the deathliness of love as a physical
passion and its triumphant spiritualization.
In the first story the theme is treated some-
what symbolically. The fountain geyser in
Yellowstone park is taken as the symbol of
the sex passion bursting its bounds. It swal-
lows up a >oung girl who. rescued by her
lover, dies in his arms. Contents: The bachelor;
The vi.sion of love; The price of an hour; Their
honeymoon; Triumph: More cruel than the
beast of prey: Playing the game; The butter-
flies' dance; The ride into life.

esque description. The general moral Is that
[men are] a deuced bad lot."

-i Lit R plO Ap 2 '21 220w
"While the reader will find suffering in the

lines, there is a haunting serenity throughout
that serves as a solace. There is little motion
or waste conversation."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21

llOw

COUCHOUD, PAUL LOUIS. Japanese impres-
sions; with a note on Confucius; tr. from
the French by Frances Rumsey. •$2.50 Lane
915.2 21-8926

The book is honored with a long preface by
Anatole France in appreciation of Dr Gouchoud
as a man, a physician, and a writer, and de-
scriptive of the book. This consists of an in-
troductory chapter and four essays. In the first,

"The Japanese quality," the Japanese are de-
scribed as combining Indian ardor and delicacy
and Chinese power of reason with Japanese
force of will. "The lyric epigrams of Japan" is

devoted to the haikai, a short poem of three
verses and of exquisite descriptive power.
"Japanese patriotism" is a digest of notes kept
in Japan during the first two months of the
Russo-Japanese war. The last essay, "Con-
fucius," describes a visit to the tomb of the
sage, for whose "doctrine of reason" the author
expresses great reverence.

Dial 71:375 S '21 120w
"M Gouchoud, it would seem, went to Japan

Loti-ized, and the first part of his book is a
vivid, though carefully meditated, picture of a
happy place where all the inhabitants note,
glad at heart, the spray of blossom, the light
on running water. Then, while M Gouchoud
was still in Japan came the war with Russia,
and he prints the diary he kept during the first

two months. We see him adjusting him.self,

a little startled, perhaps, to an unanticipated
Japan. The particular interest of M Gouchoud's
book—and it is very interesting and instructive
—lies, of course, just at that point of contrast."
Vincent O'Sullivan

+ Lit R p2 Jl 2 '21 1550W
"This is an interesting book, v.-hich might

have been a fascinating one. . . M Gouchoud
has something individual to say, and says it

"An almost indescribable medley of aston-
ishing crudities and awkwardness, with some
flashes of real imagination, some soundly
dramatic situations, and a little truly pictur-

gracefully. His gift of compression is remark-
able."

_| New Statesman 17:163 My 14 '21 1050w
"Delicate, dispassionate, acutely sympa-

thetic." G. L. Harding
+ N Y Times pl3 Ag 14 '21 1800w

R of Rs 64:222 Ag '21 lOOw
"There are no illustrations in M Gouchoud's

book, but none is wanted, for each page is a
picture in Mrs Frances Rumsey's admir-
able translation."

-f Sat R 131:440 My 28 '21 380w
"It is scarcely an exaggeration to say that

no work concerning things Japanese has ap-
peared in English that touches the radiant
charm of M Gouchoud's 'Impressions.' Even in
translation, his style has retained much of its

original beauty."
-f Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 12 '21 440w

"It is the chapter on 'Japanese Patriotism'
which strikes us as having the most solid value.
When Dr Gouchoud speaks of art, we suspect
him of being out of his depth. In his literary
judgments he is obviously handicapped by ig-

norance of the Japanese written language."
h The Times [London] Lit Sup p223 Ap
7 '21 620w

COUPERUS, LOUIS MARIE ANNE. Hidden
- force; tr. from the Dutch by Alexander

Teixeira de Mattos. S2 Dodd 21-20659

The story describes the Dutch colonial life

of Java in 1900. It shows how every European,
sooner or later, succumbs to the hidden force
of India which is a combination of climate, with
its mysterious brooding nights and enervating
heats, and of the incomprehensible character of
the native Indian, with his mysticism and deep-
rooted hostility for the foreigner. The author
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COUPERUS, L: M. A. —Continued
sums it up as "the unutterable thing, the thing
that lurks in the ground, that hisses under the
volcanoes, that slowly draws near with the far-
travelled winds, that rushes onward with the
rains . . . the thing that flashes from the
black, mysterious gaze of the secretive native,
that creeps in his heart and cringes in his
humble harmat; the thing that gnaws like a
poison and a hostile force at the body, soul
and life of the European, that silently attacks
the conqueror and saps his energies very slowly,
so that he wastes away for years; and in the
end he dies of it."

"Louis Couperus's sensitive style informs the
book with a rich melancholy. Our one criticism
is that Malay words occur frequently (almost
one to the page) without adding particularly to
the color."

-I Bookm 54:490 Ja '22 70w
"This novel, with its vivid, dramatic plot, its

admirable character drawing and its finely sus-
tained theme, is also a perfect mine of infor-
mation concerning the methods and customs of
the Hollanders in Java, but information which is
always incidental to the story." L. M. Field

+ N Y Times p28 Ja 8 '22 lOOOw

COUPERUS, LOUIS MARIE ANNE. Majesty;
newly tr. by Alexander Teixeira de Mattos.
•$2 (2i^c) Dodd 21-7406

This story of the Dutch novelist, written in
1894, is entirely of royalty, but of royalty as men
and women first. Between the tender-hearted
and vacillating Othomar, crown prince of Ll-
paria, and a certain unhappy dead emperor it
Is easy to trace a resemblance, but the interest
of the story does not depend upon this or any
other fancied parallel among the characters to
living or dead kings. "Stripping them of their
titles and decorations, he paints his group ofmen and women who have been born to rule, as
others are born to till the soil; to marry for love
or reasons of state, as others marry for love or
reasons of convenience; to experience such emo-
tions as are common to all men, and to face the
special duties and dangers apportioned to their
caste." (Preface by Stephen McKenna)

Booklist 17:354 Jl '21

"We know Couperus now as one of the
Btrangely intuitive, unusually gifted minds of
our age. I think in none of the books brought
out in this country has he more fully Justified
this estimate of him than he does here in
this romance of kings and queens." D. L.Mann

-I- Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 950w
"Doubtless the central figure Is somewhat

Idealized, just as certain of the Incidents are
not without a touch of stiffness; but the nar-
rative as a whole is veracious and entertain-
ing." L. B.

+ — Freeman 3:358 Je 22 '21 130w
"No doubt the romantic troubles of this mod-

ern Hamlet will arouse the interest of those un-
acquainted with the authentic biographies and
autobiographies of royalty. In these one rarely
finds any trace of that sensitiveness, that diffi-
dent shrinking from the responsibilities of high
oince, which make up the study of Othomar."

H Lit R plO My 21 '21 270w
"Louis Couperus has done no more remarkable

piece of work than his full-length, carefully de-
tailed portrait of this prince with the sensitive
conscience, terrorized by thought of the weight
of responsibility which he feels himself unfit to
carry. Sympathetic and broad-minded, inter-
esting, often dramatic, the book is full of scenes
which linger in the reader's memory."

-I- N Y Times p22 My 8 *21 980w
"As he depicts with a friendliness quite un-

usual in Its understanding and tenderness the
life royalty Is forced to live, he stirs our sym-
pathies In a way that constantly surprises us."

4- Sprlngfd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 400w

COURNOS, JOHN. Wall. '$2 Doran ['Ss 6d
Methuen] 21-26724

"Second in the series of novels relating the
history of John Gombarov, 'The wall' is a
study of the years between his twentieth and
his thirty-first birthdays. They are years of
submission to economic pressure, of caring for
the brilliantly clever yet completely helpless
family. Above all, they are years of falling
In love, not once but several times. But for
a struggling journalist who is the principal
support of a large family marriage is too ex-
pensive a luxury, and so Gombarov loses all
the women he loves. It is shortly after the
breaking of his engagement to Winifred
Gwynne that we leave him, starting at last on
the journey to London of which he had dreamed
for so many years. 'Gombarov did not know
that his life was just beginning.' "—N Y
Times

Booklist 18:16 O '21

"Mr Cournos has a power which few writers
possess, a power over word and situation which
fix them indelibly. He understands human
character with marvelous keenness." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 S 17 '21 1050w
Dial 71:372 S '21 90w

"If Mr Cournos continues to mature as rap-
idly, both in power and technique, as is indi-
cated in his second book, he will bring a quality
to the English novel that, with such a towering
exception as Mr Hardy, it has long lacked—an
unflinching desire to take life seriously even
when it is playing its roughest jokes." L. C. M.

4- Freeman 4:238 N 16 "21 180w
"A novel of genuine merit; it shows a real

penetration into character and the forces that
underlie character; it depicts the experiences
of Gombarov vividly and faithfully, so that
we see him before us as a man whom we can
know and understand, whose emotions we can
enter into, and whose virtues and short-com-
ings alike we can appreciate." S. A. Cob-
lentz

4- Lit R p9 Jl 16 '21 680w
— Lond Mercury 3:674 Ap "21 250w

"Packed with so many irritating tricks and
mannerisms, and so loose and ungainly in
structure, that it is hard to see it for what it

is, a very earnest and, at times, penetrating
study of a thwarted and highly-sensitive per-
sonality."

-\ Nation and Ath 29:137 Ap 23 '21 330w
"The book belongs to that very large class

of modern novels possessing little form and
less plot. It is more interesting than many
of Its kind, because the mind it reflects is a
more Interesting one, and the character serv-
ing as the author's mouthpiece less common-
place than the average. His studies of wom-
en, too, are interesting if somewhat circum-
scribed."

-I NY Times p24 Jl 17 '21 850w
Spec 126:498 Ap 16 '21 60w

"The story is sincerely if somewhat roughly
written, and is far more Interesting than some
others of its type."

4- Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21

270W
"Mr Cournos has humour, 'and uses it, but

somewhat sparingly. His is hardly the comic
attitude. His manner, which serves him well,

is at least akin to the realistic, purporting
merely to relate facts while avoiding direct ex-
pression of any personal attitude to them, and
leaving the significance of the work to emerge
from his selection of them."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl43 Mr 3

•21 750w

COURTHOPE, WILLIAM JOHN. Country
town and other poems. *$1.75 Oxford 821

21-4105

"William John Courthope, who was born In

1842 and died in 1917, rightly deserves a mem-
orial; and the present volume of selections

from his poetry, with the biographical introduc-
tion by Mr A. O. Prickard and the handsome
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portrait falls not far short of the ideal. Though
it would be wrong to say that he was out of
sympathy with his age, he may not have been
altogether conscious how far he was in opposi-
tion to it, for his politics were not those of
his period nor were his canons of verse-writ-
ing those of his contemporaries. He deliber-
ately harked back to Chaucer and Spenser,
but through the medium of the polished
eighteenth century; it is as if his spirit had
been reclothed in the language of Pope and
Goldsmith."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"To read any page of this book Is to be
haunted with the melancholy thought that per-
haps oblivion is better than survival." J: G.
Fletcher

1- Freeman 2:524 F 9 '21 150w
"To a loyal few, at least, it will be pleasant

to see form so strictly and so skilfully ob-
served. It is given only to the greatest to
harbour genius and to legislate for all time;
but sane men of talent, like Courthope, will
prefer obeying the law to breaking it."

-1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p346 Je
3 '20 950w

COUSINS, FRANK, and RILEY, PHIL MADI-
SON. Colonial architecture of Philadel-
phia. 11 'JIO Little 728 20-22831

"Much of the best Colonial domestic archi-
tecture in America is to be found in Philadel-
phia and Germantown, and in its study of
these beautiful dwellings the present volume
Is particularly rich and interesting. After a
general chapter on Philadelphia architecture
as a whole, the authors take up the different
types of dwellings—Georgian country houses
of brick, city residences of brick, country
houses of ledge stone, plastered stone and
hewn stone; then the interesting architectural
details—doorways and porches, windows and
shutters, halls and staircases, mantels and
chimney pieces. The public buildings, which
are so much better known, are treated in one
final chapter."—N Y Times

"There is a great deal of delightful anecdote
and of guidebook value in the , narration,
which is not too technical for the lay-reader."
N. H. D.

+ Boston Transcript p4 D 31 '20 1200w
"The volume contains a wealth of detail,

yet is not overladen, and is always of a very
real interest to the general reader. The vol-
ume is illustrated with ninety-flve plates, many
of which contain two photographs. They are
all real illustrations—clear in detail, beautiful
In finish, a gratifying feature in an excellent
and valuable book"

+ N Y Times pl2 My 15 '21 520w

CRABB, ARTHUR, pseud. Ben Thorpe. 11 $2
(li^c) Century 21-15717

"Ben Thorpe at the age of twelve is dis-
covered in a railroad yard at Spuyten Duyvil
and adopted by John Thorpe. Ben never
knew who his father was and his mother had
been sent to the Island. His early life had
convinced him that there were no good wo-
men, and his subsequent career only strength-
ened the conviction. Young Thorpe is unusual-
ly successful in everything he undertakes. . .

Finally he decides to become a surgeon, and
with his usual good fortune, reaches the top
of his profession. During all this time the
author has taken good care that Ben has
never met a woman who is not either shallow
or designing or sinister of character. Ben
doesn't believe that a friendly good comrade-
ship between men and women can exist. Fi-
nally one fine woman, whom Ben had known
as a child ten years younger than himself, pro-
poses, and he accepts, after ascertaining that
in all probability his father had come from a
fine family and his mother had not always
been a bad sort."—Lit R

"A story that is always interesting and which
has been written with no small degree of lit-
erary ability."

-I- N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 50w
Outlook 129:206 O 19 '21 30w

"It Is an excellently told story, that hasn't a
dull page, and is devoid of melodrama."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla N 20 '21 400w

CRABB, ARTHUR, pseud. Ghosts; a Samuel
Lyle mystery story, il •$2 (4^c) Century

21-4550
George Duncan Webb was advised by his

physician to go to Rose Hill, because "noth-
ing ever happens there that could by any
possibility excite you or make you use your
brain." But when he arrived, he found there
was Marjorie Thurston to excite him, and the
mystery of the Brown Jewels to exercise his
mmd. He promptly fell in love with Marjorie,
and almost as promptly found Mrs Brown's
jewels, which had been stolen the year before
in such a way that it seemed as if ghosts
alone could have been responsible. Though
the jewels were found that did not solve the
mystery of their theft, and it was not until
Samuel Lyle, criminologist and student of hu-
man nature, who was spending his vacation
nearby, began to delve into the matter, that
it was cleared up. Incidentally he tried to be
of some use to Duncan in his campaign for
Marjorie.

"Wholesome but not absorbing."
+ Booklist 17:303 My '21

"He pretends to write a detective story and
really produces a very pretty little tale of true
love."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 400w
"A smoothly-written, logical tale. The mys-

tery Is skillfully handled by the author, as
well as by Samuel Lyle himself, and the reader
is never confused or irritated by the fact that
two distinct stories are running along side
by side."

-i- N Y Times p22 My 15 '21 550w
Sprlngf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

140w

CRANE, THOMAS FREDERICK. Italian social
customs of the sixteenth century. (Cor-
nell studies In English) *$6 Yale univ. press
390 20-8728

"Professor Crane's exhaustive work is a
compendium of all information available con-
cerning Italian social customs of the sixteenth
century and of the tour preceding centuries as
well, and the influence of these customs upon
those of England, France, Germany and Spain.
Professor Crane gives innumerable references
in the text and in the notes to the literary
sources from wliich he derives most of his in-
formation."—Grinnell R

"As a novel it is a bit depressing; as a study
In psychoanalysla it Is an interesting bit of
work."

1- Lit R p43 S 24 '21 480w

H Grinnell R 16:334 Ja '21 310w
"The title of this erudite book is niislead-

ing, for in its 659 large pages it only covers
a small part of what might be legitimately
expected to be the field of such a survey. Dr
Crane, with inexhaustible assiduity, has pro-
duced a massive compendium in which hun-
dreds of authorities are quoted extensively on
the same subject."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p433 Jl

8 '20 600w

CRAWFORD, O. G. S. Man and his past, il

$4.75 Oxford [10s 6d Milford] 571 21-15895

"This book is written for the intelligent lay-
man in archaeology and related subjects. It Is
a plea for anthropology as this is made to in-
clude ethnology and history. Mr Crawford is
not well pleased with those individuals who
regard the professional excavator as a man
who goes poking about in old ruins looking
for curios or hoping that he may dig up some-
thing valuable in the commercial market. He
himself looks upon the finder of sherds, vases,
and their like as an explorer who takes up
where the historian perforce leaves off."—Lit R

Cath world 114:112 O '21 650w
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CRAWFORD, O. G. S.—Continued
"His enthusiasm for his subject is so fervid

and sustained as to seem almost unscientific,
but if this volume cannot develop an interest
in this great field, then we might as well con-
sign archaeology to the realms of darkness and
dulness and confess that our intellectual hori-
zon extends only to yesterday and our neigh-
bor."

+ Lit R pl2 Ag 13 '21 430w
"The fascination as well as the importance

of archaaological studies are clearly brought
out in this very humanistic book."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p494 Ag
4 '21 6S0w

CRAWFORD, WILLIAM JACKSON. Psychic
2 Structures at the Goligher circle, il $5 Dut-

ton 134 21-22160

The author attempts to explain the structure
and mechanism of the psychic rods that issue
from the medium's body, during spiritualistic
seances, to produce such phenomena as levita-
tion, rappings, materialization and the like. He
also tries to prove that not only psychic force
but matter, in the form of "plasma" issues
forth from and returns to the medium's body
during the sittings, leaving behind tracks to
show the course it has taken. The argument
is elucidated with diagram and numerous photo-
graphs.

"This book will strongly recommend itself to
those who urge a systematic scientific study of
psychic phenomena."

-I- Boston Transcript p8 D 28 '21 300w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p221 Ap

7 "21 900w

CROCE, BENEDETTO. Ariosto. Shakespeare
and Corneille. *$2.50 Holt 809 21-1379

These three essays are translated into Eng-
lish for the first time by Douglas Ainslie, who
says of them that they should inaugurate
everywhere a new era in literary criticism.
Croce's theory of the independence and au-

tonomy of the aesthetic fact, which is intuition-
expression, and of the essentially lyrical char-
acter of all art, is the only one that coznpletely
and satisfactorily explains the problem of
poetry and the fine arts." (Translator's pref-
ace) Contents: Ariosto—A critical problem;
The life of the affections in Ariosto, and the
heart of his heart; The highest love; harmony;
The material for the harmony; The realisa-
tion of harmony; Historical disas.sociations;
Shakespeare—The practical personality and tlie
poetical personality; Shakespearean .sentiment;
Motives and development of Shakespeare's
poetry; The art of Shakespeare; Shakespearean
criticism; Shakespeare and ourselves. Cor-
neille—Criticism of the criticism; The ideal of
Corneille; The mechanism of the Cornelian
tragedy; The poetry of Corneille.

'It is no exaggeration to say that this new
book represents the soundest and most bril-
liant bit of critical analysis of its kind.
Certainly no foreigner has ever approached the
study of Shakespeare with such insight and
liberality, coupled with so graceful a sense of
humility as has Benedetto Croce." S. B. C.

-f- Boston Transcript p5 Mr 26 '21 1250w
"To the decaying and crumbling standards of

modern criticism he brings a new vigour, sur-
prisingly simple, in his direct search for the
intuitional expression."

-I- Dial 71:244 Ag '21 50w
"By his severe and just strictures on the

excesses of the philologists, by giving the
death-blow to the classification of unique
aesthetic facts, by Insisting upon the philo-
sophical nature and function of criticism, Signor
Croce has cleared the air and stimulated
aesthetic thinking. His positive theory Is
vitiated by a lack of content, by ignoring
fundamental facts of experience concerning
which even a small poet, if he were sincere
and theoretically articulate, could have Instruc-
ted him." Ludwig Lewisohn

H Nation 112:819 Je 8 '21 980w

Nation and Ath 29:773 Ag 27 '21 S20w
"Douglas Ainslie, as Croce's interpreter, has

performed an obviously difficult task in a man-
ner which leaves the Italian reader possessed
of nothing which is not made accessible to the
reader of English." Walter Littlefleld

4- N Y Times p30 Jl 3 '21 2200w
"This is a book that marks a stage in the

history of literary criticism. There are other
able literary critics in the present day, but
none make the springs of criticism so clear as
Croce, and none are fresher and more enter-
taining."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 S 5 '21 lOOOw
"Never have we read a better essay on

Shakespeare, one that will help the reader more
to experience Shakespeare's art. Like the other
two essays, it is an illustration of critical
method, but it is also a fine piece of particular
criticism."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p393 Je
23 '21 2350W

CRONIN, BERNARD. Timber wolves, il •|2
(2c) Macmillan 21-3631

The timber wolves of this story are the
land grabbers of Tasmania, who, after getting
timber concessions out of the government by
fair means and foul, ruthlessly waste the for-
ests at the expense of the whole country.
When Jack Heritage, a young lawyer from
Melbourne, is sent out by his partner in
search of the legatee of one of their clients,
he finds conditions at their worst. Quickly
making friends he forms a company to fight
the illegal trusts on the g-round. The tale is
one of adventure and daring, of savage pas-
sion and human wickedness on the one side,
of honest aspirations, simple trust and love
on the other. When Jack and his friends
have been foiled in everything, robbed of
their honest toil and their best beloved help-
er, the sought-for legatee is found in the per-
son of the father of his adored Peggy Adaire,
and hope once more looms for the enterprise.

"A story which has unusual interest from
the fact that its frontier is in little-known
Tasmania."

+ Booklist 17:303 My '21

"An excellent story for those who like
Cooper and worth while for the freshness of
its scenes. As a novel of Tasmania it is val-
uable; as an offspring of matrimony between
muckrake and backwoods fiction it is toler-
able; as a book for those who like plenty of
plot, we recommend it."

-I Lit R plO Mr 19 '21 160w
Outlook 128:72 My 11 '21 50w

"A long and spirited romance of adventure
and good feeling."

+ The Times [Londonl Lit Sup p458 Jl
15 '20 40w

CROSS, ROSELLE THEODORE, My moun-
tains, il •$2.50 Stratford co. 796 21-10695

The writer lived with the Rocky mountains
for one-third of a century, intensely enjoying
and loving them. They were his by "spiritual
discovery and appreciation." He writes of this
appreciation, of living with the mountains as
neighbors, of camping in and climbing them,
of their waterfalls and brooks, their parks and
valleys, their canyons and passes, their forests,
flowers, caves, mines, and tunnels, their snow,
ice and glaciers. He quotes many poems and
his book is indexed and well illustrated.

R of Rs 64:222 Ag '21 30w
"Dr Cross is a cheery story teller and a com-

panionable guide. The book will make no per-
manent dent in literature, but it will revive
a host of memories for other travelers."— Springf'd Republican plO N 22 '21 240w

CROTHERS, SAMUEL MCCHORD. Ralph
Waldo Emerson: how to know him. (How
to know the authors) •$2 Bobbs 191 21-2536

In a series of essays the author elucidates
the various phases of Emerson's mind and
his attitude toward the world and philosophy
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and gives some clear and simple advice as to
how to approach this great thinker. "We
must discard any conventional idea of the
literary man or the philosopher. . . . There
is no Emersonian system of philosophy, only
an Emersonian way of looking at things, and
that is perfectly simple. . . . Each sentence
makes its own appeal and it is for us to de-
termine whether it rings true or false. But
we must not hold him responsible for the in-
ferences which we may draw."

+ Booklist 17:249 Ap '21
* + Bookm 53:368 Je '21 llOw

Boston Transcript p8 Mr 9 '21 950w
Cath World 113:684 Ag '21 450w

"Dr Crothers achieves a remarkably just es-
timate of Emerson's significance as a philos-
opher." N. A.

+ Freeman 4:142 O 19 '21 230w
"There is no biography, and no attempt to

place Emerson in relation to his time; but this
was not the author's purpose. His method

—

abundant quotation and discriminating comment—is suggestive and stimulating, and if as we
close the book we have been awakened rather
than instructed, this is after all the aim of the
author, as it was of Emerson." T. M. Parrott

+ Lit R p4 Ap 16 '21 700w
Nation 113:74 Jl 20 '21 120w

"The critic is himself too near to Emerson,
too much committed by his own profession and
environment to a point of view similar to that
Of Emerson, to accomplish a distinguished, im-
partial and objective study of the sage. The
light in this book comes from Emerson; there
Is no turning of light upon him. The result is
a dilution of Emersonianism." S. C. C.

h New Repub 27:175 Jl 6 '21 420w
"The little volume is helpful, informative, ex-

cellent. It is a real introduction to Emerson,
It is a good book for us to read, all over Amer-
ica, and at any time."

-I- N Y Times pl4 S 11 '21 280w
"Appraisals of the universality and modernity

of Emerson's contributions are presented in a
fresh and stimulating wav." Joseph Mosher

+ Pub W 99:9G4 Mr 19 '21 310w
"He focusses his appreciation upon the dis-

tinguishing facets of Emerson's mind, and
gives them a happy name, and expounds them
so gently and luminously that the reader's
edification is a process of delight."

-f Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 31 '21 250w

CROWELL, JOHN FRANKLIN. Government
war contracts. *$1 Oxford 940.373

The book is published under the auspices of
the Division of economics and history of the
Carnegie endowment for international peace.
It is one of the series of Preliminary economic
studies of the war edited by David Kinley. The
major part of the study is descriptive in char-
acter, a minor portion is given to rigid analysis,
and a still smaller part to the formulation of the
theoretical aspects of government war contract-
ing. One of the important outcomes of war time
contracting, says the author, "has been the dis-
covery of vast and as yet undeveloped powers
of cooperation between private enterprise and
governmental authority."

CRUIKSHANK, ALFRED BYRON. Popular
miscrovernment in the United States. '$3
Moffat 342.7 20-22162

"Manhood suffrage in this country is a com-
plete failure. This is the thesis which Mr
Cruikshank develops to the extent of 450 pages.
Everything that is wrong with our govern-
ment can be traced to our abandonment of
the property qualification for voters. The
scandal of our municipal government, the In-
efficiency and corruption of our state legisla-
tures, the defects of our foreign policy, the
low tone of our public life, and, to cap the
climax, the Civil war, are all directly traceable
to manhood suffrage."—Lit R

three generations ago against manhood suf-
frage, but today it fails as an interpretation of
social and political forces. Obviously the
work was not intended as an objective, sci-
entific study of suffrage, and if it fails as an
interpretation, little value remains in it, ex-
cept as a compendium of passing political at-
titudes, outworn in the new time." C: E. Mer-
riam — Am J Soc 27:399 N '21 260w
"A volume which deserves attention because

of its rather unusual point of view. While
extreme positions are assumed in several chap-
ters of the book there are nevertheless some
fairly good discussions of various topics more
or less closely allied to the suffrage question."

-) Am Pol So! R 15:306 My '21 180w
Reviewed by Harold Kellock

Freeman 3:284 Je 1 '21 680w
"With the bulk of Mr Cruikshank's facts

it is impos.sible to quarrel. Misgovernment is
only too common in city, state and nation. But
to argue that the remedy is to impose a
property qiialification for voting is so fantas-
tic as to give the entire book an air of un-
reality."

1- Lit R p8 Ja 29 '21 440w
"The hook is of interest rather as a criticism

of our democratic institutions than as a prog-
ram of reform. When he courts subtlety, he
achieves futility."— -f- Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ja 30 '21

120w
Weekly R 4:420 Ap 30 '21 520w

CRUMP, IRVING. Boys' book of railroads. 11

$1.65 (SVaC) Dodd 656 21-15867

One of Mr Crump's vocational books for
boys. Every department of railroading Is taken
up and described, from the work of the engi-
neers, conductors and firemen to the members
of the freight train crews. Each chapter in-
cludes anecdotes of actual happenings in that
department. Contents: Raw material; In the
cab; AVith the train crew; The vigilance of the
station agent; Secret service stuff; Operating
the road; The man in the tower; In the round-
house; In the freight yard; The wrecking train:
Giants of the line; The division's king; Railroad
history.

"A generation ago this would have been a
good argument against woman's suffrage and

"This boolc is written by the editor of the
Boy Scouts' magazine. Boys' Life, and he
knows just how to fashion his material in or-
der to grip the adventurous imagination of the
healthv vouth"

+ N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 60w
"It is not so weighted down with technical

explanation as to di.scourage a young reader,
and it is filled with stories of the rail that off-
set the dangers. It portrays railroad life
faithfully and with spirit, though, naturally,
with some errors of detail."

H Sprlngf'd Republican p8 D 14 '21 220w

CULPIN, MILLAIS. Spiritualism and the new
psychology; with an introd. by Leonard
Hill. '$2 Longmans 134 21-26285

"A simple analysis of spiritualistic pheno-
mena and beliefs in the light of modern
knowledge. Mediumship is interpreted as an
abnormal mental state resulting from conflict,
repression or dissociation."—Booklist

"This is the first book, so far as we know,
which systematically applies the psychological
conception of dissociation to account for
'spiritualistic' and allied phenomena. An at-
tempt is made to bring the latter within the
scope of those psychological manifestations
which we are accustomed to regard as 'ner-
vous.' We think that it is a very successful
attempt."

+ Ath p870 D 24 '20 lOOOw
Booklist 17:232 Ap '21

"The book is brightly written, is flavoured
with the spice of satire, and contains much
criticism that is not only clever, but also
pertinent and acute." C. L. M.

+ Nature 107:166 Ap 7 '21 480w
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CULPIN, MILLA\S —Continued
N Y Times p22 Jl 31 '21 180w

"Excellent little book by a disciple of
Freud."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p812 D
9 '20 650w

CUMMINGS, BRUCE FREDERICK (W. N. P.
BARBELLION, pseud.). Last diary; with
a preface by Arthur J. Cummings. •$2
(8c) Doran B or 92 21-3420

Barbellion, whose real name was Bruce
Fredericic Cummings, announced his own death
at the end of his "Journal of a disappointed
man" but he lived several years longer to keep
this diary, which is here edited by his brother,
with a biographical sketch and critical appre-
ciation. The diary is a record of the heroism
of a doomed man.

"We insist that it is as the revelation of a
young scientific man that the diaries are chiefly
valuable, and that if Barbellion had turned to
a predominantly literary career—as he very
probably would have done—it is precisely his
scientific quality which would have given his
contribution its chief value." J. W. N. S.

+ Ath p757 D 3 '20 580w
Dial 70:717 Je '21 60w

"Barbellion's three books of confessions will
stand, from a literary standpoint, with the
best ever written." B: De Casseres

+ Lit R p6 Mr 19 '21 360w
+ Nation 112:630 Ap 27 '21 150w

"This diarj' contains some brilliant bits of
writing, but its mixture of slang and literari-
ness, of wit and self-exposure, grows weari-
some."

h Nature 107:743 Ag 11 '21 ISOw
"This "Last diary' was written evidently with

definite thoughts of publication. The self-
revelation is not obscured on that account;
rather it becomes if possible more apparent.
But there is a loss in artlessness; there is more
concern for 'effect.' The rough edges are
smoothed away; there is greater finish, a finer
ease and limpidity. Not that any element of
insincerity has crept in." S. C. C.

4- New Repub 26:268 Ap 27 '21 900w
"This 'Last diary' is the work of a tired man,

but the fiame still shoots up from time to
time in the book, as it still shone in his eyes.
The book's sincerity is actually painful; it

contracts the heart. Here, in good truth, is a
human soul to study. It is a book which will
make you suffer, and yet it Is good to read."
Hildegarde Hawthorne

-I- N Y Times pl6 Mr 26 '21 1700w
+ Spec 125:781 D 11 '20 750w
-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p812 D
9 '20 650w

CUNNiNGHAIVlE GRAHAM, ROBERT GALL-
NIGAD BONTiNE. Cartagena and the
banks of the SinG. •$6 Doran 918.6 21-2967

"Although Cartagena is the oldest town in the
present Republic of Colombia, and possibly of
the whole continent of South America, relatively
little is known of its picturesqueness, scenic and
hi£;torical. Through this 'old world' regime,
practically unchanged in its customs since the
days of its Spanish conquerors, Mr Graham
travels. His primary object for this journey is
to study conditions of the cattle-raising indus-
try relative to the establishment of a packing
house. But it is of the country itself that he
chiefly writes; its wonders of tropical vegeta-
tion, its vast and well-watered plains, surpassed
only by those of the Argentine; above all of the
quaintly picturesque customs of old Spain still
surviving; and the stately life lived today, after
the fashion of their Spanish ancestors, by the
owners of the great haciendas set like little
islands in seas of tropic verdure."—Boston
Transcript

virility stimulating as wine. The romance oZ
Cartagena is one of Mr Graham's finest books."
F R

+ Ath p889 D 31 '20 630w
+ Booklist 17:298 My '21

"A very able and readable book." J, F.
+ Bookm 53:352 Je '21 190w
-|- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 19 '21 720w

"Unfortunately, time and travel have hardly
mellowed the stern Scotch character of the au-
thor, and occasional flashes of brutal bigotry
mar the pages of what would otherwise be a -
very worthy book."— + Cath World 113:689 Ag '21 550w
Reviewed by C. L: Hind

4- Freeman 3:237 My 18 '21 900w
"Cunninghame Graham is before all things a

lover of nature. Decay of man-made things
becomes to the ardent nature lover a species
of triumph, although he may not be conscious
of outward exultation. And in Graham the ex-
ultant note is discernible. For things of man,
however, he has only unconcern, and it is for
this reason that his criticism is satirical and
purely intellectual." G: Kent

+ Lit R p2 Mr 19 '21 1500w
"Does what it should be the supreme object

of every travel book to do: he takes his reader
with him on his travels." Clennell Wilkinson

-+- Lond Mercury 3:459 F '21 440w
"A most attractive book."

-I- Spec 126:25 Ja 1 '21 180w

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p847 D
16 '20 880w

CUNNINGTON. SUSAN. Stories from Dante,
il $2.25 Stokes [7s 6d Harrap] 851 A21-1821

An introductory sketch of Dante's life in
Florence and of Beatrice is followed by the
life stories of the principal characters in the
"Inferno," "Purgatorio" and "Paradiso."
These deal with such historical and romantic
figures as Virgil, Bertrand de Born, the Em-
peror Frederic II, Count Ugolino of Pisa, Man-
fred of Sicily, Sordello, Charles I of Anjou,
Cimabue and Giotto, Constantine the Great,
the emperor Justinian, Charlemagne and Ro-
land, Rom^o, Saint Dominic, Saint Francis of
Assisi, and Albertus Magnus. The illustra-
tions, by Evelyn Paul, are in color.

"The histories are colorfully, succinctly
sketched and the illustrations of the book are
entirely delightful."

+ Lit R p90 O 15 '21 80w

CUNNISON, JAMES. Economics. |2 Dutton
330 L21-43

"An attempt to condense and restate for the
benefit of the general reader the basic principles
and problems of the science of wealth. The
production, distribution and control of wealth
are discussed in this little book in simplified
form." (R of Rs) The author is lecturer in
social economics in the University of Glasgow.

"Of colour above all he Is a master. The
pages of this book are dyed deep in It; they
glow In the heat and brilliance of the scenes
he evokes; and they have a strength and

"Throughout the style is closely packed and
unadorned. Much matter Is compressed Into
few words." C. E. P.

+ Am Econ R 11:490 S '21 210w
"The writer's point of view is modern and in

accord with the most advanced economic think-
ing of our day."

+ R of Rs 63:335 Mr '21 70w
Springf'd Republican p8 Ap 9 '21 30w

Reviewed by A. E. Morey
-t- Survey 46:17 Ap 2 '21 50w

CURLE, JAMES HERBERT. This world of
ours. •$2.50 (3c) Doran 910 21-6038

After several trips In his boyhood days to
Australia and Africa, the author's avidity for
world knowledge made him dedicate himself
to travel. At the age of twenty the problem
became one of ways and means: how was he
to carry out his purpose? He hit upon gold-
mining—this supplied all he needed; adventure,
an income, the ysdde world. In the pursuit of
his calling "I travelled so far, so wide, that
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perhaps no one has caught me up." He tells
a good story but concludes that, having seen
the whole world, he has no notion what it all
means. Two things he has grasped: the world's
beauty and glamor are balanced by its horror,
and in man, too, as in nature, good and evil
keep a perlect balance. Contents: The world
my oyster; How I opened the shell; Beyond
the lilaauwbt-rg; Australia to the Klondyke;
Atrican scenes; The Plaza of Caracas; Pacific
coast and Andean plateau; Ecuador and
Columbia; Central and Northern America; The
Caribbean sea; Up and down Europe; Ar-
changel to Astrachan; Jerusalem and the Jews;
The JMahoniedan East; India; China and Cochin
China; The Archipelago; The South seas.

Roger, who perishes in the fire, an unfortunate
brother and one of the best and greatest of
men.

"A really good, vivid, sometimes quite
unique book of travel, which will appeal par-
ticularly to men."

+ Booklist 17:247 Ap '21

"Mr Curie has written an excellent book,
because to opportunities of travel he added
a strong, eager, definite personality." Rex
Hunter

+ Lit R p9 Mr 5 '21 280w
"This book of world-travel holds the atten-

tion of the reader; he finds himself with one
who thinks aloud; who jots down his thoughts
as they come, caring but little whether they
be pleasing or displeasing, fine or foolish."
T. A- R.

-j Mining and Scientific Press p479 Ap 2
'21 2250w

"Mr Curie can write! His book is formless
and planless; he jumps nonchalantly from a
page about America to something thousands
of miles away; he tucks in bits of naive
philosophy, childlike lucubrations, admonitions
often heard before, but with them go pages of
excellent description, striking anecdote, humor,
Bhrewd observation, good sense, and, above all

else, irrepressible optimism and kindliness.
Here is a man who has learned the secret of
exuding the sunshine which he has absorbed
in all the lands of the earth." T. R. Ybarra

-f- N Y Times pl6 F 6 '21 i!9pOw

"An unusual book of travels. The -author be-
gan his Journeys at the age of fourteen and
traveled literally throughout the world—nearly
a million miles, he estimates. The comments
of a mystical, wondering spirit pervade the
multitude of descriptive details and make the
book a fascinating one for 'shut-ins' and 'stay-
at-homes.' "

+ Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 60w
Pittsburgh 26:253 My '21 50w
R of Rs 64:222 Ag '21 50w

+ Spec 126:437 Ap 2 '21 lOOw
"This is bound to be one of the best travel

books of the year."
-f- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 4 '21 390w
4- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl99 Mr
24 '21 280w

CURWOOD, JAMES OLIVER. Flaming forest;
a novel of the Canadian Northwest, il $2
(21/^0) Cosmopolitan bk. 21-13417

The story relates the adventures of David
Carrigan, sergeant in the Royal northwest
mounted police of Canada, sent out on a mis-
sion into the forests of the far North, to
bring in, alive or dead. Black Roger Aude-
mard, a savage murderer of some fifteen years
ago. On his first day out he is shot at
from ambush and almost killed by a woman
who then, alleging a mistake, nurses him
back to life. He is taken to the brigade of
St Pierre Boulain, fur king of the grreat north
country, giant and man of mystery. He falls
in love with Jeanne Marie-Anne, supposed
wife of St Pierre, and his would-be murderess
and rescuer. St Pierre mystifies him at every
turn, appears to have two wives and asserts his
Identity with the fiend, Black Roger. But
after Carrigan has rescued him from the flames
of a forest fire all the family secrets are re-
vealed. Jeanne turns out to be a sister and

Booklist 18:50 N '21

"Mr Curwood himself has not surpassed its
interest in those colorful tales of the Far
Northwest which stirred our blood and im-
agination as few if any other novels of wilder-
ness adventure have done."

+ Boston Transcript p6 S 14 '21 490w
"The entire action covers a few weeks. There

is not tlie slightest shred of character develop-
ment and precious little of character por-
trayal. There are occasional spots of good
writing—they are found mostly at the beginning
of the chapters—and a deal of reference to the
natural tauna of the woods in Canada. But this
is not enough to make a novel."

h Lit R pll Ag 13 '21 440w
"The story is rather thin, very repetitious,

and not very convincing; by no means up to
the average of Mr Curwood' s work. But it has
a well-done and exciting climax In the fire
which gives the book its title of 'The flaming
forGst *

"

— '+ N Y Times p22 Ag 28 '21 380w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a S 25 '21 150w

CURWOOD, JAMES OLIVER. God's country:
the trail to happiness. $1.25 (6c) Cosmopoli-
tan bk. 210 21-4478

In four essays the author unfolds his religion
of nature. He had been a great hunter, a great
killer, in his time, killing for the joy, the ex-
hilaration of it, till a giant grizzly, one day,
taught him the brotherhood of all life, and his
monstrous egoism, that man is the crown of
all creation, collapsed. The essays are: My
secret of happiness; I become a killer; My
brotherhood; The road to faith.

Lit R pl2 Ap 2 '21 170w
"It is easy to find weak places in his religion,

but he has written a sincere book."
H Nation and Ath 30:185 O 29 '21 260w

"If you are a lover of nature in the true sense,
you will welcome this book as a 'Credo.' You
will find in this 'religion of a nature-loving man'
the belief expressed in words of beautiful sim-
plicity that we are kindred to every leaf that
nods in the breeze, to every bird that spreads
a wing, to every four-footed creature in the
world, and that the life of a blade of grass, a
robber blue-jay, a baby bear, is not different
from yours and mine." Emma Lindsay Squier

-f- N Y Times p22 Ap 3 '21 750w
"This book wasn't written for ministers and

'good folks,' in fact its theology is its weakest
point—but who cares for theology when some
of the original vital stuff from which theology
was squeezed can be had!" R. S. Lynd

-I- Pub W 99:964 Mr 19 '21 270w
"If an Incomplete, at least this is a fair, sum-

mary of the message he feels himself called to
deliver. His sincerity, at least, and his devout-
ness are transparent enough in the printed
page."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p607 S 22
•21 780w

CUTHRELL, FAITH (BALDWIN) (MRS
HUGH HAMLIN CUTHRELL). Mavis of
Green Hill. ?1.90 Small 21-15101

"The first hundred pages are a combination
of Mavis's outpourings to her diary and a series
of letters exchanged between her and 'Richard
Warren,' author of "The lyric hour,' a book of
verse that enchants her. She is a semi-invalld,
although in the course of the story she be-
comes completely cured, and the correspond-
ence gradually develops into a momentous thin^r
in her daily life. 'Richard Warren' Is a nom
de plume, and one guesses too early In the
game that it is the pen-name of the youngr
Dr Denton who attends her. She detests Dr
Denton, and love comes to her through the
mysterious 'Richard Warren.' If one gave
away the manner In which this entanglenaent
of emotions and personalities is handled, one
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CUTHRELL, FA\rH—Continued
would divulge the essence of the book."—N Y
Times

Boston Transcript p5 O 1 '21 140w
"It is clean and bright and written with a

certain freshness, charm and sensitiveness that
are reminiscent of Myrtle Reed and those of

a similar- school. There is a sweetness and
purity about it that smacks of poetry, but not
of real life. The characters are all essentially
good, and have no counter- balancing faults
in prominence to make them real people."

H NY Times pl9 O 30 '21 330\v

CYRIAX, TONY. Among Italian peasants;
with an introd. by Muirhead Bone, il *^5
Button 914.5 (Eng ed 20-6679)

"Living with and among Italian peasants in

a mountain village beneath the shade of Monte
Moro, overlooking the plains of Lombardy,
Miss Tony Cyriax has recorded the life, man-
ners and mental outlook of her hosts and
neighbours. Of incidents in the book there
are practically none. A visit to a mountain
hut; an attendance at a village dance; the
gathering of a hay crop in the mountains; the
harvesting of silk; the blessing of the crops at
seedtime by the village priest, and the tragic
ruin of them by a hailstorm, these and the
like are the common things of life which Miss
Cyriax has set down as they occurred. Miss
Cyriax uses the apparently simple method of

recording conversations with her peasant
friends and chronicling the very simple annals
of the poor."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

don School of economics. He considers it fully
from the ethical and historical points of view,
and under the heading of categories of income
and of the division of income between persons.
He deals with the matter as a scientific student,
not as a political partisan; but he suggests lines
of practical policy which should tend to greater
equalization."—The Times [London] Lit Sup O
14 '20

Ath p95 Ja 16 '20 140w

"Her title does not belie her. This is not
a book about Italian peasants. From the very
first page we are, as she promises us, among
them. The book is, perhaps, a little too long."
L. C.-M.

-I Ath p334 Mr 12 '20 lOOOw
"Parts of the book are interesting, to be

sure. One likes to see vivid pictures of home
life of any people, no matter what the worldly
goods of the people may total in value. But
even vivid pictures may grow tedious, and Miss
Cyriax's book will not grip one who looks for

something rather substantial by way of nourish-
ment to offer one's spirit."

H Cath World 113:408 Je '21 210w

+ Int Studio 73:121 Je '21 360w

"For some of us the sketches in this book
may seem too naive, or too vivid, or too raw
to last. Others may view them as so ob-
viously lacking in certain esthetic principles
that the mere suggestion of classifying them as
'art' may be resented. Nevertheless, all are
apt to agree that they reveal originality and
an essentially human quality which could only
have had its outgrowth from the experience
and personality of the artist."

^ NY Times pl5 F 20 '21 1500w

"Miss Cyriax has written a book which is

not only entertaining in itself, but also throws
much light on the domestic problems of Italy."

-I- Spec 122:775 D G '19 280w

"The result is an extraordinarily vivid and
realistic picture of the intimate life of an
Italian village. Some of the characters thus
portrayed stand out as clearly as those in any
novel." _+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p761 D

18 '19 960w

D
DALTON, HUGH. Some aspects of the In-

equality of incomes in modern communities.
(London school of economics and political
science. Studies in economics and political

science) •$5 Dutton 330 21-2398

"Mr Dalton, a trained economist, began the
.study of his subject when, in 1911, he was
elected to a research studentship at the Lon-

"A few seeming inaccuracies and oversights
in the book are out of harmony with the general
carefulness of the work. The book throughout
is thoroughly scientific and is characterized by
abundant references and a logical style of pres-
entation." W. I. King

-J
. Am Econ R 11:100 Mr '21 950w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p669 O 14

'20 140w
"This is an interesting book on a very inter-

esting subject. We think that the work now
before us loses something by its compression
and excision."

-\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p691 O 28
'20 950w

DALY, CHARLES DUDLEY. American foot-
ball, il $2 Harper 797 21-15500

"The author of this eminently vigorous book
is now football coach at West Point. He writes
clearly and concisely of organization work and
the essentials for football trainfng, and then
launches his readers into a minute account of
the tactics of the game. Not the least interest-
ing part of Mr Daly's book are the football axi-
oms he lays down for all good players."—Bos-
ton Transcript

"It is a reliable guide and a sound contribu-
tion to the rapidly growing list of books on the
great American game." James Gould

-t- Bookm 54:258 N '21 360w
"School coaches and captains will find this

book invaluable. Fathers who cheer their sons
to victory may also find this book of interest."

-f Boston Transcript p4 O 5 '21 150w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:106 O 29 '21 150w

DANA, JOHN COTTON, Library primer, il

*$3 Library bu., 43 Federal st., Boston 020
21-2082

"Of the primer as first published in 1896,
and slightly revised in 1909, very little remains
in this edition. I have omitted all contributions
from others, have rewritten or dropped nearly
all my own work, have added much, and thus
have made an entirely new volume. The name
is retained, for the book has still in view the
same kinds of readers as did the first edition of
twenty-five years ago—beginners, ambitious as-
sistants and managers of small libraries."
(Preface) The supplement contains lists of
dealers in library supplies and mending
materials, a directory of library schools and li-

brary commissions, and various lists of ref-
erence books and periodicals.

"Invaluable even to those possessing the
older editions."

+ Booklist 17:222 Mr '21

"Mr Dana's well-known prejudices appear
occasionally in the presentation of his infor-
mation, but making allowance for that, the
book is one that deserves commendation for
having brought together considerable important
library information in one place and to the
aspiring librarian who has yet a long journey
before reaching the goal, it will prove a valu-
able tool."

-f Public Libraries 26:153 Mr '21 250w

DANA, JOHN COTTON. Suggestions. (Useful
reference ser.) $1 Faxon 020 21-26545

Brief, pointed paragraphs on libraries and
their influence, on books and reading. "This
book is made up of extracts from what I have
written; though some, short as they are, were
written as complete essays. I reprint them
because they seem to be as true now as when
I wrote them, and because I seem not able
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to say the same things again In any better
way, and because I believe that much of what
is here included can help the beginner in li-

brary work to look at her calling with fresh
Interest." (Introd.)

Booklist 17:325 Jl '21

Wis Lib Bui 17:184 N '21 30w

DANA, RICHARD HENRY. Hospitable Eng-
land in tlie seventies; tiie diary of a young
American, 1875-1876. il *$5 (5c) Houghton
914.2 21-2845

The author of the present volume came to
England from Bo.ston in July, 1875 for a fifteen
months' trip, after his graduation from Har-
vard, equipped with letters of introduction
from his father, Henry W. Longfellow, and
James Russell Lowell. "The volume is compiled
from his diary and gives an account of the
distinguished personages he met, the houses
he visited and the dinners he had eaten. He
pictures English hospitality at its best and
takes a position somewhat between that of
Matthew Arnold—who admired the English
aristocracy—and Henry Adams—who saw in its
sociability nothing but an unbroken and futile
routine^and finds the English "the most de-
lightful, well-bred, courteor.s, true-hearted,
generous people, by and large" that he lias
ever come in contact with. The book is in-
dexed and illustrated and besides a record
of the author's visits to France, Greece,
Egj'pt and Italy, contains: Althorp House;
Earl Spencer's via Warwick and Birmingham;
Lord Young's via York and Edinburgh; Rossie
Priory; Lord Kinnaird's; Inverary Castle; The
Duke of Argyll's (Princess Louise) via the
Trossachs; Lord Coleridge's; Lord Tenterden's;
Hursley Park; Sir William Heathcote's and
general review; Oxford and Cambridge.

the occasion that brought on the crisis. She
realizes that by marrying herself, she will trans-
mit the taint. When her mother is on the
point of yielding, out of pity, and is about to
renounce her own happiness, Sydney steps in,

claims the father as "her job" and forces her
mother to depart with her husband-to-be.

Booklist 17:214 Mr '21

"Without in any sense being an instructive
treatise or yet a travelogue, a remarkably
bright mirror of English life, English politics,
and international wanderings during the
seventies."

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 9 '21 330w
"Entertaining volume of reminiscences. . .

Mr Dana paid little attention to the slums of
England, and still less to the English smart
set, the nouveaux riches, or the literati. He
concentrated on the English governing classes."
J: B. Wheelwright

Freeman 3:476 Jl 27 '21 1150w
"Mr Dana is chatty rather than illuminating.

His booli will serve to pas9 a pleasant evening,
but hardly to satisfy the desire of the reader
who looks for more than superficialities in a
memoir."

h Lit R p8 F 26 '21 660w
+ Nation 112:922 Je 29 '21 70w

Reviewed by T. R. Ybarra
-I- N Y Times p4 Mr 6 '21 IGOOw

R of Rs 63:558 My '21 130w
"It is really an amazing record. As literature,

it is, let us admit frankly, quite inferior in
range and significance to the 'Journals' of
George Ticknor, with which one naturally com-
pares it, but the record has an honest charm
of its own, and even some political importance
in these days of smouldering international
jealousies."

H Weekly R 5:261 S 17 '21 170w

DANE, CLEMENCE, pseud. (WINIFRED ASH-
TON). Bill of divorcement: a play. *$2 Mac-
millan [3s 6d Heinemann] 822 21-6628

Margaret Fairfield, divorced from an insane
husband, is about to marry again. She is still
young, although she has a daughter, Sydney,
aged seventeen, who is on the point of becoming
engaged to the parson's son. Suddenly the first
husband returns—well. He has recovered from
his shell shock and wants his wife whom he
still loves passionately. During the excitement
that follows Sydney hears from an aunt of
her father's that there is indeed insanity in
her family and that the shell shock was only

Booklist 17:341 Jl '21

"Clever and characteristic dialogue and the
emotional situations are really poignant. Is an
exquisite bit of psychological observation."
V. G.

-f Freeman 3:621 S 7 '21 240w
Reviewed by R. A. Parker

Ind 107:111 O 29 '21 500w
"Miss Dane treats the situation with great

skill, though ono is not quite sure if the char-
acters live. Tlie plot is too thin for three acts,
but it would liave been very dramatic in one."

H Lit R p9 Ap 9 '21 210w
"It is done with no little skill, with the tact

and refinement of an accomplished lady novelist.
The movement and the interest of it are handled
with genuine technical facility; even though it

is the kind of technique that can be put on and
off, and can be fully explained by lecturers
and professors. This is one of those trim
pieces of work that may be said to have almost
everything except the blur, the undercurrent,
the accident, the shudder, the mystery, of the
human spirit." Stark Young

^ New Repub 27:198 Jl 13 '21 880w
" 'A bill of divorcement' is not 'the greatest

play of the year,' but it is certainly one of
those offering a leading challenge to the higher
criticism of the drama. It is first of all a
problem play in the old fashioned sense. A
situation is created bristling with intellectual
and moral implications. . . It is, in the second
place a tight piece of dramatic construction,
the action concentrated upon the situation and
controlled by the plot." R. M. Lovett

^ New Repub 29:1.30 D 28 '21 1300w
Theatre Arts IVI 5:337 O '21 90w

"Miss Clemence Dane has a sense of the
theatre almost equal to Mr Galsworthy's own.
She has a quick, uncommon intellect. She
has a sharp, easy dialogue and a command of
technique. She knows what effects she wants
to produce and gets them with an unfailing
assurance." Storm Jameson

+ Yale R n s 11:429 Ja '22 120w

DANIELSON, FRANCES WELD. Methods
with beginners. (Third year specialization
ser.) 60c Pilgrim press 268 21-16733

The rapid development of the Sunday-school
curriculum has made the thorough preparation
of teachers indispensable. The Sunday school
council of evangelical denominations for all the
Protestant churches in the United States and
Canada has prepared a standard course of text-
books in teacher training of which the present
volume is one. It presents an unusually com-
plete study of the methods of work to be u.sed

with beginners, with observation and practice
work as an important part of the course.

DAVENPORT, CYRIL JAMES H. British
heraldry, il $2.50 Dutton [6s Methuen]
929.6 22-1952

This brief handbook, with two hundred and
ten illustrations by the author, includes a list

of the most common heraldic terms, a list of

crests of peers and baronets, 1912-20, also a
list of supporters. The last chapter is devoted
to the royal heraldry of Great Britain and Ire-

land.

"The disease of dry rot is one to wliich
manuals of heraldry are especially prone. The
present little volume, hov.-ever, stands out as
a singularly cheerful exception among its kind.
The relevant facts of the matter are clearly
set forth, not as so many dusty formulae, but
with the life of things growing naturally out
of living traditions."

+ Sat R 132:408 O 1 '21 420w
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DAVENPORT, C. J. H.—Continued
"Begrlnners may find It helpful."
H Spac 127:435 O 1 '21 lOOw
"Mr Davenport has prepared useful tables of

the crests and supporters in modern use among
the peers and baronets now extant with a
survey of badges in the past."

-\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p629 S 29
•21 550w

DAVEY, NORMAN. Pilgrim of a smile. |2
Doran

One night, in London, four friends, more or
less drunk, betook themselves to the Embank-
ment to ask one of the bronze sphinxes at
the foot of Cleopatra's Needle, for gifts. The
poet asked for love—to love and be loved by
the most beautiful. The painter asked for the
power to make the unmeasured sorrow in the
hearts of men live on his canvas. O'Donoghue,
the actor, asked for money, while Matthew
Sumner only asked to know why the sphinx
smiled. The book then gives an account of
many adventures which Matthew Sumner has
with human kind. After two years the sanae
friends meet again. The sphinx had granted
to each his desire but only O'Donoghue, who
had asked for money, was well contented. The
poet and the painter ask the sphinx to take
back her gift and when Matthew Sumner is
asked whether he too is seeking another gift
his answer is, "I want to die."

" 'Clever' and 'entertaining' are the two
epithets we should choose for his book, which
is not innocent of the influence of the 'New
Arabian nights.' " O. W.

+ Ath plOO Ja 28 '21 180w
"Sincerity may not be essential In a book,

but one is apt to miss it, and not even con-
siderable cleverness makes up for the lack.
However, the sophisticated will doubtless And
the contents to their taste."— Bookm 54:266 N '21 70w

"It has considerable charm, and no little
whimsicality: it has a certain irony which
does not run too deep. The vein of humor which
is nearly always present is at no time very
rich or rare, sometimes it is thin; but It Is a
good deal in these lugubrious days to even
have the appearance of being humorous. If
the book was Just a bit funnier it would be
amusing." W. T. R.

-|- Boston Transcript p4 S 24 '21 390w
"Its pessimism is so deep and unrelieved, its

hopelessness so utter, that it seems as though
it could appeal to only a small circle of read-
ers." H. V. C. Ogden— Lit R p35 S 24 '21 780w

" 'The pilgrim of a smile,' which is a first
novel, begins with an amusing description of a
well-known club. But after this promising in-
troduction the book degenerates curiously. Mr
Davey indulges here and there in a little mild
and dreary impropriety. The episodes in the
book to which this criticism does not apply are
magazine-stories of the middling sort." E. S.— Lond Mercury 3:444 P '21 220w
"There is nothing amateurish about it; the

style is flexible, the characterization clever, the
climaxes well brought about and sometimes
genuinely surprising."

-1- N Y Times p22 S 11 '21 920w
"Clever, cynical, and humorous, although

some of the episodes are in doubtful taste."
+ Outlook 129:144 S 28 '21 lOOw

"It is a clever book with the bold cleverness
of youth."

+ Sat R 131:266 Mr 26 '21 90w
"It is a long time since we encountered a

book which had so completely recaptured the
Stevensonian faculty of amusing the fastid-
ious."

-I- Spec 126:210 F 12 '21 lOOOw
"He has an ingenious fancy, a sense of hu-

mour, and what one might call the faculty of
agreeable patter. His slightly exaggerated rhe-
toric and his fondness for quoting poetry at
length will, we hope, be restrained when he
settles down to his craft. In spite of all his
liveliness Mr Norman Davey cannot avoid

monotony In this frequent repetition of the
same idea; and the monotony is inevitably In-
creased by the fact that few of the episodes
are credible, and few of the characters flesh and
blood."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p90 P 10
'21 450w

DAVIES, MARY CAROLYN. Husband test 11

$2 Penn 21-6032

"How Bettina Howard, bored with the ways
of convention, postpones her decision to mar-
ry by planning to try out Temp, the Green-
wich Village poet, and William Clark, the
lawyer, for one month each on 'trial mar-
riage' is the plot that clinches Miss Davies'a
novel of Greenwich Village. Betty's 'trial'

with Temp consumes the bulk of the book;
yet what happens at the end Just when
Betty's marriage to William Clark is almost
consummated compensates for the rather one-
sided treatment."—Lit R

Bookm 53:367 Je '21 50w
"The author, herself a Villager, knows her

Village and helps the reader to know by hav-
ing Betty elbow her way past those people
every one hears of—Romany Marie, Bobble
Edwards, Harry Kemp, and Sonia. Athough
at times a little trite and extravagant of ex-
pression. Miss Davies fuses a happy, whimsi-
cal touch with a quiet streak of seriousness
that makes for human appeal."

+ Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 150w
"It is brightly worked out, but suffers

rather—at any rate at starting—from the
strain of an effort to write wittily."

-J The Times [London] Lit Sup p293
My 5 '21 40w

DAVIES, WILLIAM HENRY. Captive Hon,
and other poems. $1.50 Yale univ. press
821 21-16524

"Davies is fifty years old. This is his
eleventh volume. He passed many difficult

years as laborer and vagabond in England and
America before some of his poems had the good
fortune in 1905 to fall into the hands of Bernard
Shaw, who as soon as he had 'read three lines
perceived that the author was a real poet.' He
writes of quiet things, but only after a life of
uncomfortable, blasting passion; carves the tin-
iest images out of Nature, but only as large
ugly men sometimes do fragile things—accu-
rately and well."—Nation

"His poems always deal with what are very
simple things. At his command is always a
felicity of musical rhythm, strung with a pen-
dant of charming and haunting rhymes." W: S.

Braithwaite
+ Boston Transcript p5 S 24 '21 1200w

"There are those who think him the most de-
pendable poet in England—the poet who most
seldom flats—and it is true that scarcely a page
of his is barren of some indestructible kernel
of poetry, some perfect inflection, some bold,
unobtrusive conceit that is art. He always is

either definitely good or definitely bad, for he
deals less in words than in facts; whether we
like or detest what he brings, something at
least is there." Mark Van Doren

+ Nation 113:sup422 O 12 '21 600w
"He is not a great singer, but he is delight-

ful in his own peculiar field of poetry, and it

is much to his credit that he does not try to
leave those methods and suDjects that are so
well suited to him."

-f N Y Times p24 N 20 '21 lOOw
Springf'd Republican p8 N 11 '21 410w

DAVIS, ELMER HOLMES. History of the New
York Times, 1851-1921. il $2 New York
Times co. 071 21-26721

This history of the New York Times was pre-
pared in commemoration of the quarter-cen-
tenary of the present management. The early
history of the newspaper from its beginnings in

1851 is sketched, its battle with the Tweed ring,

and the direction of its Influence in national
politics from 1872 to 1896. Its restoration and
rapid development under the control of Mr
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Ochs. its editorial policy and methods of news-
gathering and the story of its service dining
the war are told with considerable detail. Sta-
tistics of its advertising and circulation growth
are also given. The illustrations include fac-
simile pages of important issues.

"If it was the aim of Mr Davis to answer
certain charges brought in recent years against
the Times, he has admirably succeeded. If he
sought to show who was responsible for the
commendable success of the Times, he is to be
congratulated upon his fairness. If modesty
and restraint are sometimes lacking in the
matter of such praise, it should be remembered
that the volume is a house publication; that its

author is a member of the editorial staff. If

his view is at. times myopic, inside facts are
given with a degree of authority that would be
lacking in the work of an outsider." J. M. Lee

-^ Lit R p202 N 26 '21 750w
"On the fundamental questions of newspaper

management, Mr Davis's history of the New
York Times is the best book that we liave ever
read."

+ Spec 127:563 O 29 '21 620w
Springf'd Republican p8 Ja 6 '22 150w

"The reader who takes the trouble to elimin-
ate the inessential for himself will find much to
Interest him in the residuum."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p652 O
13 '21 600w

DAVIS, GEORGE WESLEY. Sketches of
Butte, il $1.50 Cornhill co. 917.86 21-17101

"From Vigilante days to prohibition" the
author of these pen pictures of Butte has
called his book in its sub-title. In a rambling.
Journalistic style, he discusses various phases
of life in the mining camp-city under the
chapter headings: "Dope" colony; Cemeteries
of Butte; Foreign population; Extremes In
society; Some interesting characters; Patriots
and traitors; The hanging of Frank Little;
Mainly about houses; The plague (influenza
epidemic, 1918); Going dry; At the present
time, etc.

"Clear, vivid, entrancing are mild words with
which to express the character of these

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 160w
"A decided fondness for the sentimental

characterizes this mildly Interesting volume of
sketches."— Lit R p28 S 17 '21 120w

"Written In racy journalese."
-f N Y Times pl9 My 29 '21 380w

DAVIS, MICHAEL MARKS, Jr. Immigrant
health and the community. (Americaniza-
tion studies) il •$2.50 Harper 614 21-9530

A complete survey of health conditions
among immigrrants, of the special health
problems affecting them, and of the agencies
for improving these conditions. Among the
special Immigrant problems studied are the
medical quack, maternity customs, midwifery,
and immigrant diets; among the agencies for
Improvement are field work, hospitals and
dispensaries, industrial and public health
work. A program of community organization
for health is outlined. The appendix gives
recipes for the foreign born.

Booklist 18:9 O '21

Boston Transcript p4 Ag 13 '21 250w
Reviewed by C: S. Bernhelmer

Lit R p9 S 3 '21 850w
R of Rs 64:224 Ag '21 30w
Survey 46:282 My 28 '21 60w

Reviewed by C: H. Keene, M.D.
-f Survey 46:525 Jl 16 '21 800w

DAWES, CHARLES GATES. Journal of the
great war. 2v 11 $10 Houghton 940.373

21-16200

Qen Dawes was general purchasing agent
In Europe for the American expeditionary

force and representative of the United States
army on the Military board of allied supply.
His Journal and the official statements printed
with it cover his operations and the evolution
and accomplishment of his plan for the uni-
fication of the supply service. Tlis notes on
the "Principles of army purchase and supply"
are Included, and the appendices contain: (1)

report as American member of the Military
board of supply; (2) report as general pur-
chasing agent and chairman of the General
purchasing board of the A.E.F.; (3) daily re-
ports as general purchasing agent; (4) report on
boat drill on army transports. There Is naturally
much material concerning Gen. Pershing,
whom as man and commander the author
warmly admires. Numerous ilhistrations, in-

cluding many excellent portraits.

Booklist 18:4.T N '21

"Volumes which delightfully combine the
hard, practical narrative of military procedure
from day to day, with high lights of anecdote
and narrative. . . Especially warm Is Gen-
eral Dawes In his informal eulogies of Gen-
eral Pershing. There are many bits of descrip-
tive biography which, some day, the writer of

the 'Life' of Pershing wil find a mine of de-
lightful material for his use." E. J. Carpenter

-i- Boston Transcript p3 Ag 20 '21 1950w

"Gen Dawes's journal will interest the gen-
eral reader because of the vividness and frank-
ness with which it presents the daily impres-
sions of an intell'gent and sympathetic obser-
ver whose official no.sition gave him an inside

view of many of the great events of the war."
P. D. Cravath

-1- Lit R p223 D 3 '21 1500w

"While these two stout volumes of personal

and documentary records are concerned chiefly

with the author's own experience and accom-
plishment, thev gleam with sidelights on the

attitude and behavior of some of the most
conspicuous figures in the war." Austin Hay

-I- N Y Times p4 Ag 21 '21 2400w

"General Dawes's book is destined to be
much quoted and often referred to because it

contains materials for a just mea.^^urement and
true appreciation of the administrative work
accomplished by Americans in France."

-f No Am 214:711 N '21 780w

•The fact that it is written In an offhand and
unstudied way certainly makes It peculiarly

readable. It is not a history, but it is valuable

as affording authentic and first-hand material
for more elaborate historical studies. It is

brimming over with energy and vitality." R. D.
Townsend

+ Outlook 129:143 S 28 '21 2150w

"Not merely illumines the technical problem
of military supply but Incidentally casts light

on the war as a whole. While this JpurnaJ
throughout is interesting to any mtelligent

reader, we could wish for a condensed edition.

+ Weekly R 5:256 S 17 "21 1150w

DAWSON. CONINGSBY WILLIAM. Tt might
have happened to you. •$1.25 (3c> Lane 914

This "rontemporarv nortralt of central and
ea.stern Europe" (Sub-titlel is a series of heart-

rending nictures of .starvation In Austria. Hun-
gary Poland and other European countries, for

which the author chiefly blames the arbitrary

boundaries erected between the countries by the

peace treatv. The only hope for peace at pres-

ent is food for the i^tarviug. for "central Europe
at the moment is In.sane with hunger. ^?"]®
of the chapter headings are: These my I'ttle

ones; The sign pf the falling hammer; Christ-

mas eve in Vienna; A ho.spltal In Buda; The
.<?oul of Poland: An Imperial hread-Hne; Does
Poland want peace? The problem of Dantzlg;

Young Germany.

Booklist 17:345 Jl '21

Bookm 54:172 O '21 210w

-f Boston Transcript p4 Je 8 '21 880w
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DAWSON, C. W:—Continued
"In spite of its occasional treatment of

economic subjects, Mr Dawson's book does
not read like an economic discourse. Rather,
it has the tone of a vivid work of fiction, of

a historical novel written by some craftsman
capable of making real again the horrors of

a past happily long outlived."
+ Lit R p8 My 7 '21 550w

"Mr Dawson is an accurate and careful ob-
server. The little book is an important contri-
bution to after-war history; it is worth read-
ing, and worth keeping in the library as the
testimonv of a soldier who could not harbor
rancor against the children of a defeated foe."
Herbert Hoover

+ N Y Times pi Mr 27 '21 2050w
"All the power of the trained novelist has

gone into this small hook. With the poignancy
of utter simplicity Mr Dawson shows us how
Austria and Poland are suffering. He doesn't
stop with the picture. He has a great deal to
say about the causes of the present situation,
and some remedies to suggest." D. W. Webster

+ Pub W 99:1235 Ap 16 '21 220w
R of Rs 63:559 My '21 80w

"Mr Dawson means well, but he injures
a worthy cause by his misrepresentation of his-
tOl'iC f3.Ct!S

"

1- Spec 127:213 Ag 13 '21 160w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p407 Je

23 '21 llOw
"Brief, direct, vivid, and terrible." E. L*

Pearson
+ Weekly R 4:340 Ap 13 '21 30w

DAWSON, CONINGSBY WILLIAM. Kingdom
round the corner, il $2 Cosmopolitan bk.

21-8836

"Before the war Braithwaite had been valet
to Lord Taborley; he emerges as a general,
whereas the noble lord, after service in the
ranks, comes out a mere lieutenant, and with
a lame leg, too. Braithwaite aspires to marry
the very girl to whom Lord Taborley consid-
ers himself engaged, and, of course, his lord-
ship is too magnanimous to betray his former
valet's secret. The girl fancies she loves
Braithwaite, but can't trust him. The noble
lord goes philandering after sundry other wo-
men, and the story wanders off after him,
leaving the valet in the background. In the
end neither of them gets the girl—fortunately
for her. Braithwaite returns to 'normalcy"
and his former housemaid-sweetheart, and
Taborley pairs off with a mature lady whom
he has met just twice."—Lit R

Booklist 17:349 Jl '21

"The author evidences considerable re-
straint and insight and accomplishes some bits
of great charm imtil he muddles things at the
end."

H Bookm 54:79 S '21 80w
"This is a simple, straightforward, well-

written tale of manly and womanly people
who have their share of troubles, but have
also the moral courage to face difficult cir-
cumstances without bitterness and to triumph
over them without snmgness."

+ Lit D p58 Je 11 '21 420w
"It is a nice situation, but it rather peters

out."
H Lit R plO My 21 '21 240w
"A fascinating and highly instructive story.

It has enough action to satisfy the most ex-
acting motion-picture director, and it is as
naturally and truthfully told as if each of the
characters had been a living acquaintance of
Mr Dawson and had made him father-con-
fessor." Gertrude Atherton

-f N Y Times p5 My 15 '21 ISOOw
-] Springf d Republican p9a Je 5 '21

300w
"Rather silly than unwholesome. It is based

on a respectable movie situation." H. W. Boyn-
ton — Weekly R 4:535 Je i 'ii 360w

DAWSON, LOLETA I., and HUNTTING, MA-
^ RiON DAVIS. European war fiction in

English, and personal narratives; bibliogra-
phies. (Useful reference ser.) $1.75 Fax-
on 016.8

The first bibliography, "European war fiction
in English," aims at completeness and includes
translations of fiction into English and bound
collections of short stories when more than
half the stories in the volume are on war
subjects. The stories included have their set-
tings strictly within the war period from Au-
gust, 1914 to Armistice day. They are group-
ed according to the country which forms the
background of the story and subdivided by the
chief war interest discussed. The annota-
tions are from tlie viewpoint of war content
and not of literary merit. The second bibliog-
raphy, "Personal narratives of the European
war," includes both books and periodical ar-
ticles and only such material as has been
found worth while. This list is not anno-
tated.

DAWSON, WARRINGTON, Gift of Paul Cler-
mont. $1.75 (2c) Doubleday 21-17270

This book, which is avowedly a tribute to
the French people, symbolizes, in its young
hero, the author's conception of the spirit of
France, and in the friendship of Paul Clermont
and the Ainerican, the relations between
France and the United States. The story fol-
lows Paul thru his childhood in a little French
village before the war, and when the war
comes, thru his struggles with himself, his suc-
cessive emotions, his life at the front and in
hospital, and his death on the battlefield.

"Paul is but one of the thousands of wistful,
talented youths who fought the fight to the last.

The story of his life must needs he dull; on the
other hand, the story of his death is stirring
and inspiring. Indeed, in the last part of his
book the author redeems himself completely."

-I Lit R p75 O 8 '21 250w
"It is beautifully written throughout, con-

taining some thrilling battle pictures and vivid
descriptions of prison existence."

+ N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 50w
"It is a theme conceived in simple unity and

developed with dignity, restraint, earnest en-
thusiasm, and a command of means—a reverent
if not an artistically perfect tribute to admir-
able qualities of the people of France."

+ Springfd Republican plla O 23 '21 440w
"The most interesting thing about 'The gift

of Paul Clermont' is the way in which it is

written. . . Mr Dawson uses, in turn, the im-
personal narrative, a personal narrator, or re-
porter of events, and the direct narrative of
the principle character, and he passes from one
to the other, at times, in an almost bewilder-
ing way, loosely linking up the impersonal with
the pei-sonal narrative."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p787 D 1
'21 500w

DAY, CLARENCE SHEPARD, Jr. Crow's
nest, il $2 Knopf 817 21-22331

In this collection of sketches the author
chats leisurely and humorously on things past
and present, on men and their ways, books
and their writers, on nature, art and reli-

gion, and illustrates it all with his own comi-
cal drawings. Partial contents: As they go
riding by; Odd countries; Sex, religion and
business; Objections to reading; The enjoy-
ment of gloom; The seamy side of Fabre; Im-
proving the lives of the rich; From Noah to

now; How it looks to a fish; A wild Polish
hero.

"Mr Day's ideas are never gummed together
with their hereditary associations. He talks

always as if he had just come into this uni-

verse and were reporting it for other persons

as intelligent as he. What a compliment to

mankind!" Carl Van Doren
-t- Nation 114:45 Ja 11 '22 650w
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"Clarence Day has a supreme quality among
all the critics and essayists In America today—he thinks naturally, writes naturally, draws
naturally." Francis Hackett

+ New Repub 29:131 D 28 '21 1450w

DAY, HOLMAN FRANCIS. When Egypt went
broke. •|2 (2c) Harper 21-11634

Egypt was the name of a town that was so
thoroughly in the grip of a usurer that all Its

inhabitants went bankrupt. When the story
opens this usurer, Tasper Britt, banker, was
after still other gain, a pretty young wife, in
the person of Vona Harnden, his bank clerk.
The chief obstacle to be overcome in this game,
so thought Britt, was his cashier, young Vani-
man, Vona's lover. Britt staged a bank robbery
and engineered Vaniman into state prison.
Most unusual events follow, with wild escapes
and wilder pursuits, the exodus of an entire
town and bedlam let loose generally, with
Britt, turned madman, frantically tearing up
the ceihent floor of his bank to assure himself
of the safety of his treasure.

Booklist 18:50 N '21

"If the whole of this book were as good as
the opening chapters it would take a high place
among the humorous novels of the time. It
starts out to be an ironic character study and
attains a humor and a piquancy that are de-
lightful; it ends by being a melodrama," S. A.
Coblentz

h Lit R p8 Jl 30 '21 600w
"The author's best grifts in the writing of fic-

tion are in the ingenuity with which he can
complicate his plots and the fertility of his in-
vention of incident. Mr Day's style is more
vigorous than it is distinguished, and he is fond
of using the broad brush of caricature."

-j NY Times p24 Jl 24 '21 600w

DEALEY, JAMES QUAYLE. Sociology; its
development and applications. '{S Apple-
ton 301 20-20107

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"This new edition will preserve for many
years the honored place held by the author's
earlier book." H: P. Fairchild

-f Am Econ R 11:272 Je '21 170w
"Lucid style and wholesome treatment." E. B.

Woods
+ Am J See 27:245 S '21 420w

Booklist 17:312 My '21

Brooklyn 13:80 Ja '21 40w
Cleveland p35 My '21 20w

"In the discussions of our social problems
Professor Dealey is both vigorous and careful,
seeking to avoid the usual dogmatic assurance
of the social reformer and his belief in panaceas,
but always speaking to the point." L.. K.
Frank

+ Pub W 99:167 Ja 15 '21 420w
"The author is evidently less interested in

estimating the efficiency of programs of reform
than in showing their general relation to the
whole process of social advance. This per-
haps signalizes both the greatest strength and
weakness of the book—its fine, broad view and
its lack of concrete detail." Howard Woolston

H Survey 46:184 My 7 '21 350w

DEALEY, JAMES QUAYLE, State and govern-
ment. •$3 Appleton 320 21-2772

The pi-esent volume is based on a previous
work of the author's, "The development of the
state," completely rewritten and enlarged by
seven chapters. It is a generalized study of
the development of the state, its sovereignty,
and its differentiated governmental organiza-
tion, to serve as a background for detailed
studies and as an Introduction to the study of
political science and history. The author has
aimed to indicate the socio-economic and in-
tellectual factors that determine variations in
grovernment. Part 1—Definitions and develop-
ment of government—contains: Government
and the state;' The social background of the

state; The development of political government;
Definitions and explanations; Sovereign powers,
taxation and war; Internal peace, family, and
church; Economic regulation. Part 2—Organi-
zation of government and democracy—discusses
the distinction between state and government,
its legal sovereign and the constitution and
deals with the functions and divisions of gov-
ernment, its machinery, policies and achieve-
ments, and the growth of democracy. There
is a bibliography and an index.

"As an epitome of political science the book
Is well-balanced and accurately written."

+ Am Pol Scl R 15:306 My '21 140w
Ann Am Acad 95:306 My '21 50w
Booklist 17:312 My '21

"One of the ablest books on government
published in a long time." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 16 '21 580w
"The style of the book is interesting, the

material well arranged, and the discussions
clear, though often too abbreviated for even an
introductory text; on the other hand, there is

a strong tendency to repetition and occasion,-
ally a rather loose use of technical terms." A.
R. EUingwood

-\ J Pol Econ 29:694 O '21 480w
R of Rs 64:336 S '2'1 60w

Reviewed by J: M. Gaus
SprlnQf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21

280w
Reviewed by A. J. Todd

Survey 47:58 O 8 '21 130w
"Most useful as a colle&e text, but may also

find readers in the public library."
+ Wis Lib Bui 17:185 N '21 50w

DEAN, ARTHUR W. Modern publicity. $1 (5c)
Pitman 659

The booklet is "a plea for art in advertising"
(Sub-title)—that art should dominate the crafts
of advertisement writing, illustrating, printing
and block-making. Contents: A definition of
publicity; The dominion of art; The idea; The
public and its relation to media; Originality;
"Copy"; Letterpress, white space, and the
border; Blocks; On the preparation of lay-outs;
The American advertisement; On uniformity;
The symbol; 1913 and to-day.

DEAN, EDWARD OWEN. Opportunities out-
of-doors. (Opportunity books) •$1.25 (4c)
Harper 374.1 21-956

The object of tne book is to help boys in
making an intelligent and wise choice of an
occupation and to show them the opportunities
for health, contentment and material well-be-
ing which are to be found in out-of-door work.
(Contents: Wanted—men out-of-doors; Con-
struction; Fortstry; The lumber industry; Tree
surgery; Rural motor express; Collecting and
growing medicinal plants; Landscape garden-
ing.

Booklist 17:234 Ap '21

+ Lit R pl2 Ja 29 '21 160w
Sprlngf'd Republican p7a Jl 10 '21 80w
Wis Lib Bui 17:73 Ap '21 20w

DE BUNSEN, MRS VICTORIA ALEXAN-
DRIA (BUXTON). Old and new in the
countryside. •$3.25 (.*ds) Longmans 914.2

20-21076

"The chapters in 'Old and new' describe as-

pects of country-house life and of the London
season in the eighties of the last century; the
attempt to illuminate the villages by folk-song
and niori-is-dances; the small country town, its

rulers and its slums; the influences of clergy
and county families; and close with the coun-
trv-house where they began, in 'The passing
Of" the old order.' "—The Times [London] Lit

Sup D 23 '20

"All are marked by distinction of style and
svmpathetic understanding of the subject."

-I- Lit R plO Ja 8 '21 360w
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DEBUNSEN, MRS U. A.—Continued
•'The cnapters on Clayberswick—a country

town—art as realistic as the novels of the
Five towns, but written by one with broad
and keen sympathies who not only records but
analyzes and seeks for remedies."

+ Nation 112:347 Mr 2 '21 320w
"She is a shrewd observer and an agreeable

•writer."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p783 N
26 '20 60w

"Though the present studies avoid some of
the difficulties of the historian of his times by
presenting types rather than individual char-
acters, they do not escape the trouble of the
artist who has not room enough to stand
back from his subject so as to get the whole
of it in full perspective."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p871 D
23 '20 490w

DELAND. ELLEN DOUGLAS. Secret stairs,
il $1.75 (4c) (7s) Appleton 21-15254

When Isabel Rodney was fourteen, the wid-
owed aunt with whom she had always lived
suddenly decided to marry again. This meant
that Isabel must be sent to her uncle and three
maiden aunts who lived near Boston. And then
to her great delight she learned that her half-
brother lived there too. All her life Isabel had
longed for a family and yet the thought of all

these new people terrified her. The exciting
trip to Boston over, Isabel found that there was
little cause to be frightened, although there
was a mystery about her mother and the secret
stairs. But in the end, after some misunder-
standings, the mystei*y was solved.

"It is somewhat unusual, and pleasing, to
find a 'juvenile' with a clever and well-man-
aged plot, involving considerable 'suspense' and
mystification as is the case with Miss Deland's
story. The other elements of the book, espe-
cially its differentiation of characters, are
above the average."

4- Lit R p76 O 8 '21 90w
"Well constructed and delightfully told."

4- N Y Times pl8 N 13 '21 20w

DE LA PASTURE, EDMiE ELIZABETH
MONICA (E. M. DELAFIELD, pseud.).
Heel of Achilles. •J2.50 (2c) Macmillan

21-11026

Lydia Raymond, whose career is the sub-
ject of the story, was left an orphan at twelve.
She Is a self-centered little person caring for
nothing so much as to be the centre of in-
terest of her own little world. Her clear-
sighted Intelligence, her shrewd weighing of
circumstances before making a choice, bring
her all the success in life that her unemotional
nature could envisage. She achieves an edu-
cation, economic Independence, early literary
success and marriage above her station. If
she sometimes feels left out of the world of
human affections she does not realize that she
reaps not because she has not sown. Even
her love for the only person whom she has
ever truly loved, her daughter, is of a selfish
nature. When it does not meet with the ex-
pected response from Jenny, who shows but a
too great eagerness to be married and away
from her, the revelation to Lydia is of the
nature of a tragedy.

Booklist 18:50 N '21

"The hook drags .somewhat at the end. but
it is competently written and always readable."

H Bookm 54:264 N '21 60w
"In this new novel Miss Delafleld's strik-

ing qualities as a novelist are displayed with a
skill that grows finer with each work. Miss
Delafieid shows herself a triumphant artist."
W: S. Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ag 20 '21 1200w
"For all its cheerless Implications, the story

Is projected in a vein of sharp humour; its ac-
tion and interaction Is well-paced and convinc-
ing, and the drawing of character throughout
Is remarkably skilful and Intelligent." L. B.

-f Freeman 4:70 S 28 '21 250w

"Miss Delafleld should not despise structure,
and rely too much on her great natural talent
for character delineation."

H Lit R pll Ag 27 '21 450w
"Dry and precise and ironic. Circumstances

rob the second half of Miss Delafleld's book of
the force and Inner eloquence she leads us to
expect."
+ — Nation 113:269 S 7 '21 520w
"It is the best book Miss Delafleld has

written. With the grave exception that Lydia's
married life is almost entirely ignored, not one
psychological verity is missed. Lydia is the
most vivid portrait among all Miss Delafleld's
competent portraits of unpleasant women,
and perhaps this is because Lydia has a dash
of pleasantness." Signe Toksvig

-I- New Repub 27:362 Ag 24 '21 430w
"From first to last, the novel Is all Lydia,

Hers is a very interesting character, carefully
and accurately portrayed, admirably developed.
She is at once an individual and an easily
recognized type. The novel is Interesting and
well written. There are one or two weak
places in it, but for the most part it is very
real. The many minor characters are all

living people, with the exception of the man
Lydia married, who is never much more than
a shadow. It hks cleverness, insight and
variety."

-(- N V Times p26 Jl 31 '21 750w
Outlook 128:701 Ag 31 '21 llOw

"For once the author has had an object, and
Is not concerned with drawing Illuminating
portraits to Illustrate the foibles of human na-
ture. The portraits are all there given with
the merciless cynicism to which 'The war
workers' and 'The pelicans' have accustomed
us, but this time there is something beyond."

+ Spec 126:625 My 14 '21 1500w
"She wishes to describe a certain set of

people and a certain milieu exactly as she
sees them; they may be, many of them, rather
depressing, lower-middle-class people, living In
depressing circumstances, but she sets about
their portraiture as relentlessly and with as
little care for aesthetic susceptibilities as the
camera itself. The conversation, for instance,
of her characters is so faithfully reported that
our ea'-s often seem filled with the actual
voice of the speaker. Miss Delafleld Is scrupu-
lous against the sin of exaggeration, unless,
indeed, it be urged that her humorous passages
are sometimes just a little too good to be
true."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p243 Ap
14 '21 630w

"The satire of 'E. M. Delafleld' is always
acute, but it lacks generous proportions. She
is the sort of humorist who seizes a theme
and holds its nose firmly to the grindstone.
Lovable persons are not absent from her score;
but they seem always to exist by second in-
tention, as foils to the unlovable central figrure
upon whom the story-teller's eye is sharply
and even maliciously fastened." H. W. Boynton

h Weekly R 5:126 Ag 6 '21 260w
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 50w

DELL, ETHEL MAY. Obstacle race. $2 (iy2C)
Putnam [7s 6d Cassell] 21-19201

"The heroine is a young woman belonging to
a rather rapid social set of position and wealth
in London who grows tired of it all and flees
under a false name to a remote place on the
coast, where she lives the simple life, becomes
the companion of the wife of the local squire
and falls in love with the village school teacher.
That she is some one other than the inconse-
quent person she pretends to be, and that the
school teacher's temperament and character in-
dicate possibilities of origin and destiny greater
than are apparent, the reader quickly begins to
suspect, and the answers to these questions
form the chief surprises of the story."^N Y
Times

Booklist 18:121 Ja '22

"The mystery of the story Is a genuine mys-
tery and it comes with a real thrill of surprise.
Juliet Is much more real, much "more attractive
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than are the majority of Miss Dell's heroines.

It Is evidence of Miss Dell's ability that she

should show the tendency to soft pedal the ele-

ments which have become fixed and therefore

hackneyed in her books and should offer us a

new tvpe of story." D. L. M.
+ Boston Transcript p5 O 1 '21 960w

"Miss Dell is an unusually facile and vigorous
writer and she dispatches her banalities with

a force of conviction which gives them new life.

The value of her effects may be questioned, but

there is no doubt that she gets them, which is

something." ,^^ „„„- + Lit R p27 S 17 '21 280w

"The whole storv has so little in It of life-

likeness that, notwithstanding the concessions
due to the romantic method, the judicious

reader is likely to find In it frequent cause for

amusement."— NY Times pl8 O 9 '21 380w

"There is little spontaneity and strength in

Ethel M. Dell's latest story."— Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '21

lOOw
"In 'The obstacle race' Miss Dell provides

even more than her usual measure of senti-
mental love interest."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p485 Jl 28

'21 380w

DELL, FLOYD. Briary bush. $2.50 (2c) Knopf
21-20265

The sequel to "Moon-calf" takes up the life

of Felix Fay, dreamer, at about the point where
the earlier book left him. It shows him, with
young Rose-Ann, caught fast in the brlary-
bush of marriage, which was rendered more
than necessarily thorny by the theories and
fears which they brought to it. Eager and
undisciplined young modems, intensely self-

centered, rebellious at the old things but un-
practised in the new, asking all of life, but
afraid of giving-, they pursued their elusive
ideal of freedom. At the end of two years
when the book leaves them, they had per-
haps learned something, that in playing with
life and marriage, they had been more cowards
than anything else, that the reality might have
been more beautiful than their theories about
It.

Booklist 18:121 Ja '22

" 'The moon calf gave Mr Dell a definite
place in our present day letters, but 'The briary
bush' has done more. It has added to this
reputation, defined it more clearly and char-
acterized it with clear outlines. It is most em-
pathically a young man's book, but it is not
often that a young man can see so clearly the
appeal of youth and the problems of youth."
D. L. Mann

-f- Boston Transcript p8 D 10 '21 lOoOw
Dial 72:104 Ja '22 50w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Ind 107:237 D 3 '21 520w

"There la a time to take off one's hat to the
theory and practice of realism in fiction; and
there is a time to keep one's hat on one's
head and try to stare this same realism out of
countenance. A proper time for the gesture
of repudiation is when this realism, now not
so benevolent in its despotism, compels Mr
Floyd Dell to write. In 'Mooncalf and 'The
brlary-bush,' the two volumes of a far less
good novel than he has It In him to write
and would naturally produce under different
auspices." Wilson FoUett— Lit R pl99 N 26 '21 2850w

"Praise [cannot] possibly be withheld fiom
Floyd Dell's steady, sure-handed style, his sen-
sitive insight into a hundred subtle occasions,
his seldom-failing vein of lyric beauty touched
by cannv wisdom."

4- Nation 114:19 Ja 4 '22 700w
"Mr Dell is clearly master of his quiet, slow,

mild mood as a narrator, and he commands
many significant incidents and a number of fine
symbolic and gracefully chosen bits. But
throughout 'The briary-bush' he gives no sign
that he feels he is dealing with mediocre per-

sonalities, personalities full of Illusions about
life and not deep or large in their feelings."
Francis Hackett

h New Repub 29:78 D 14 '21 1050w

"The book Is well written, sometimes very
well written, though there are times when one
feels that some few at least of its 425 pages
might well have been omitted. Comparison
with its predecessor would be difficult, and
scarcely fair, for the simple reason that they
are essentially not two novels, but one." L.
M. Field

4- N Y Times p28 N 27 '21 950w

"The story is not at all boresome even if it

does irritate one's nerve of reasonableness." R.
D. Townsend

1- Outlook 130:33 Ja 4 '22 400w

DEMAN3EON, ALBERT. America and the
race for world dominion. •$2 Doubleday
330.9 21-8302

The author's major premise is that the means
to happiness lies in the possession of economic
strength. The object of the book is to show
that Europe had been the center of the world's
economic strength until the end of the nine-
teenth century but the results of the war have
made it clear that there has been a decentral-
ization and that Europe must now share with
North America and Japan the fruits of material
civilization. The French titl-J of the book waa
"Le dSclin de 1' Europe" and the translation is

by Arthur Bartlett Maurice.

"The forecasts and conclusions are based
upon a very careful study and analysis of com-
parative economic data concerning the finances,

sea power, and industry of the various coun-
tries, but the reader can scarcely refrain from
feeling that the author has painted the picture

darker than it really is."

^ Am Pol Scl R 15:624 N '21 120w

Booklist 17:329 Jl '21

Boston Transcript p7 My 28 '21 400w

"Professor Demangeon's book is written so
clearly and with such a wealth of statistics

that it is full of food for thought." Ellsworth
Huntington

H Lit R pl84 N 19 '21 1250w
Reviewed by T. R. Ybarra

N Y Times pi My 22 '21 2250w

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 23 '21 280w

DE MORGAN, WILLIAM FREND. Old man's
youth; and the young man's old age. "$2

(Ic) Holt 21-4504

Eustace John Pascoe, the fictitious narrator
of tliese memories, finds himself at seventy
stricken in a London infirmary, alone in a world
that does not even know his real name. To fill

and cheer his declining days he writes the remi-
niscences of his youth. In the well-known De
Morgan manner, discursive and humorous, he
reconstructs the Victorian London of his youth,
his life in the old home In Mecklenburg Square
and in the later Retreat, his father, mother ana
sisters, the somewhat tragic figure of the
governess, who became the second Mrs Pascoe,
the faithful nurse Varnish, his friend Cooky
who went to India and died in the Mutiny, and
"Adaropposite," who lived on the other side of

the Square, and who somehow seemed so much
more attractive to him than his own sisters.

The story, which was left unfinished at Mr De
Morgan's death, extends only through Eustace
John's young manhood, but Mrs De Morgan has
added a few pages In the middle and about
twenty-five at the end, -to elucidate the plot.

"Its mood Is a pervasive bitterness underly-
ing a humor sometimes fantastic. 'The old
man's youth' is a book rich In at least one at-

tribute: the deep and lingering sadness which
is somehow inseparable from all authentic
beauty." H. T: FoUett

+ Bookm 53:543 Ag '21 SOOw
"These reminiscent pages are not for the

hurried reading of anyone who revels in the en-
tanglement and disentanglement of a plot.
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DE MORGAN, W: F. —Continued
They will be enjoyed for their manner, for their
vivid impressions of the scenes and incidents
of childhood, and for that peculiar quality which
has made Mr De Morgan a law unto himself in
fiction." E. F. E.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 30 '21 1050w
"A curious blend of the Victorian and the

modern in spirit, and deriving an added in-
terest from the fact that it is more or less
autobiogra"phical."

+ Dial 70:714 Je '21 40w
"It is all delightful reading, highly to be re-

commended to all who have acquired the De
Morgan taste, tho not the best of his books."

H Ind 106:132 S 17 '21 160w
"Mrs De Morgan was able to give, in con-

cise but sufficiently full outline, the missing
steps of the plot. She has done so with great
skill and to sound dramatic effect, but one
misses the warmth and the breadth of hand-
ling that De Morgan would have given it."

H Lit D p56 My 14 '21 740w
"Tinged with ineffable sadness, the story

possesses also a high and simple courage,
somewhat as the ruthlessness of observation is
balanced by a very human warmth." R. H.

+ New Repub 27:226 Jl 20 '21 250w
"Mrs de Morgan has done her best to pre-

sent the story in the most suitable way, and
we must be grateful to her though she has
not been successful. She was ill-advised to
attempt such a kind of collaboration. The
parts which she has written do not harmonise
with the rest and the barest memoranda of
intentions would have been preferable. The
bulk of it is de Morgan, but it is not all the
best de Morgan." Allan Monkhouse

H New Statesman 1G:758 Ap 2 '21 680w
"This last novel is more 'demorganatic' than

any of the later books by its author. There are
long passages which can be called frankly dull

—

analysis is carried to an intolerable length. On
the other hand, there are chapters written in
his best manner, and the last hundred pages of
his own composition in this book are magnifi-
cent. . . The hundreds of thousands who
loved 'Joseph Vance' and 'Somehow good' will
gladly follow this slow moving tale for the sake
of the inimitable passages that unexpectedly
bloom." W: L. Phelps

-\ -NY Times pl2 Mr 13 '21 4100w
"If one would not select 'The old man's

youth' as a reader's introduction to De Mor-
gan, it should surely be read by all confirmed
admirers. It has his touch and his charm, if
not his full flood of vitalitv." R, D. Townsend

+ Outlook 128:27 My 4 '21 1250w
"Insight, sympathetic and humorous, into the

psychological processes of a child's development,
is one of De Morgan's most distinguished at-
tributes, and for its expression in words his
casual, confidential discursive wav of writing is
singularly well adapted." Ruth Eliot

+ Pub W 99:955 Mr 19 '21 360w
"Obviously and entirely delightful. The sto-

ry is ambling and charming, but is blemished
by one piece of melodrama. Such a book will
give the modern reader, and we hope the
modern novelist, a great respect for the tech-
nique and ability of a past generation."

H Spec 126:562 Ap 30 '21 450w
+ Sprlngf d Republican plla S 4 '21 500w

"For the power of calling out of limbo the
very lineaments of a society recent enough to
be remembered yet old enough to be quaint Wil-
liam de Morgan's novels are unrivalled in our
time. He began to write at an age when life is
stripped of its pretences; his humorous con-
tempt for affectation is one of his most en-
gaging qualities."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl77 Mr
17 '21 1250W

"The book will be valued by the lover of De
Morgan for something beside the story; as an-
other chapter in his chronicle of Victorian man-
ners, and as another installment of his auto-
biography. The persons of the storv are less
clearly projected than usual." H. W. Boynton

H Weekly R 4:442 My 7 '21 lOOOw

DENNY, CLAUDE W. Electro-deposition of
copper and • its industrial applications.
(Pitman's technical primer ser.) il $1 (•23
6d) Pitman 537.85

Brief treatment of the principles and prac-
tice of electro-deposition, with special refer-
ence to recent developments and applications
in the electro-deposition of copper.

DENTON, FRANCIS M. Elementary principles
of continuous-current armature winding.
(Pitman's technical primer ser.) il $1 Pitman
621.316 21-13078

Contents: Classification of windings; wind-
ing rules and definitions; The use of multiplex
windings; Equalizing connections; Chord wind-
ing, number of slots and commutator segments,
equality of inductance in parallel paths;
Schedule of winning rules; Practical notes and
data of modern armatures; Index and illus-
trations.

DESMOND, SHAW. Gods. $2 Scribner
21-20440

"A boy, uncouth, uneducated, yet hiding the
spark of genius, emerging from the most un-
appetising surroundings of poverty and sec-
tarian bitterness into a more spacious world,
and winning the love of a beautiful aristocrat"
(Sat R)—this is the story which Mr Desmond
tells, with Ireland for a background, and var-
ious gods contending—the church, power,
beauty, love, patriotism, for the possession of
Finn Fontaine's soul. The story is episodic
in form and discursive in manner.

"It is excellently done, very well written, ser-
ious and intense; but throughout there is a
feverishness, a passionateness, that hampers
the storv's clarity. Undeniably it is some-
thing big, but what exactly is it all about?"

H NY Times p31 Ja 1 '22 450w
"Mr Desmond has not the magic, the hu-

mour, the experience of life or the philosophy
of Mr Wells and Mr Bennett, although he has
some of their tricks; and we found it weary
work to get to the end of this lengthy book.
Where the author is more individual and less
edifying—in the scenes descriptive of the Irish
couatryside and peasantry—he reveals a
strong vein of poetry and mysticism."

h Sat R 132:622 N 26 '21 120w
"The 'wild Irish' element is very much to

the fore in Mr Desmond's book—too much so
for its success in the matter of cohesion."— Spec 127:830 D 17 '21 50w
"The book is a chaos, in which much that

is beautiful and vital and true, jostlts more
that is tawdry and extravagant and second-,
rate."

(- The Times [London] Lit Sup p787 D
1 '21 450w

DEUTSCH, BABETTE, and YARMOLINSKY,
^ ABRAHAM, trs. Modern Russian poetry;

an anthology. SI. 75 Harcourt 891.7
22-1307

A selection from the lyrical poetry of Russia
for the last hundred years. The plan of the
selection is to give a brief general idea of the
classic poets and to treat in greater detail the
modern and contemporary poets, including ex-
amples of proletari.in verse. All the poems
have been translated expressly for this volume
and most of them appear in English for the
first time. An introductory essay sketches the
development of Russian poetry during the
period and thore are brief notes on each poet
from whom selections are made.

"The English ver.se is clever and ingenious,
but not particularly impressive. Whatever
Russian poetry may he to a native, it has
never shaken the outside world. However,
there are occasional pages in this attractive
volume that makes a universal appeal." W: L.
Phelps

h N Y Times pl3 Ja 8 '22 210w
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DEWEY, EVELYN, and others. Methods
and results of testing school children, il

•$5 Button 136 20-19288

"The first report has recently appeared of
a survey which was begun in 1915 in a public
school in the conge-sted Jewish district of New
York city. A series of tests were given to
six hundred children, fifty of each sex of each
age from eight to thirteen inclusive. The chil-
dren were so selected as to represent fairly
their respective age groups in school progress.
To these children were given nineteen indi-
vidual tests, drawn from the experiments of
Dr Healy, Mrs Wooley, and others, and eleven
tests of the Binet scale. A study was also
made of the home conditions of the children
by personal visitation and they were given
physical tests. The present report gives the
raw data from the mental and physical tests
in very elaborate statistical form, gives re-
sults of the social study in more summary
form, and presents a maturity scale for boys
made up of seven mental tests, and one for
girls composed of six mental tests."—El
School J

Booklist 18:4 O '21

"The criticism of the present report is made
partly on account of its very excellence. This
consists in the careful statistical procedure.
But the reviewer feels this procedure to be
out of place in three ways: first, a more satis-
factory preliminary selection could have been
made by less elaborate methods; second, the
elaborate report should contain results from
the application of the scales; and third, the
distinction should be made between a technical
report of the entire procedure for specially
trained readers and a simpler report of the
application and results of the final scales for
teachers and administrators." F. N. Freeman

H El School J 21:470 F '21 440w
Lit R plO Ag 20 '21 150w
Survey 45:611 Ja 22 '21 230w

DEWEY, JOHN. Reconstruction in philosophy.
$1.60 (3c) Holt 191 20-17102

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"This little book serves two distinct purposes,
and should be judged accordingly. On the one
hand, it is a sketch of the development of
European philosophy. On the other hand, it

is a recapitulation and defence of Professor
Dewey's own particular brand of the new phil-
osophy. Judged in relation to the first of these
purposes the book has great merits. When we
turn to Professor Dewey's own philosophy we
find a sort of distant clearness which does not
bear close and attentive scrutiny." R. B. Perry

-I Dial 70:454 Ap '21 1250w
"Professor Dewey, facing the world with

open eyes and honest mind, sees that the task
of the philosopher is not 'to keep alive' eternal
ideals in their remote eternity, but to make
eternal ideals alive by making them effectively
relevant to time, place, and circumstance."
H. M. Kallen

-f Freeman C:140 Ap 20 '21 1300w
Reviewed by C. M. Smertenko

-(- Grinnell R 16:378 Mr '21 1200w

DEWING, ARTHUR STONE. Financial policy
of corporations. 5v $12 Ronald 332 20-20106

The five volumes deal respectively with: Cor-
porate securities; Promotion; The administra-
tion of income; Expansion; Failure and reorgan-
ization. Each volume is Indexed and volume
five has an additional general index.

"His numerous citations of facts; his fre-
quent references to the best sources of infor-
mation; and the inany extracts of documen-
tary materials scattered throughout the five
volumes, furnishes the reader a reference
book as well as a textbook on fundamental
financial principles. This kind of combina-
tion is exceedingly difficult to accomplish,
but Professor Dewing has worked it out suc-
cessfully." A. M. Sakolski

+ Administration 1:271 F '21 1950w

+ Booklist 17:235 Ap '21

"It is at the same time a clear, readable,
well-balanced survey of its field and a library
of source material—a rare combination indeed.
The author with great skill has combined his
text material with a most detailed and elab-
orate equipment of footnotes, into which he has
emptied a voluminous notebook crammed with
illustrations. The work easily takes rank as
the leading publication in its field, and renders
obsolete much that has been considered very
good material." C: O. Hardy

+ J Pol Econ 29:612 JI '21 llOOw
Ue\ lowed by C. M. Anderson

Lit R p9 F 12 '21 llOw
"Treats, with a wealth of detail and yet with

careful selection of material, all the angles of
practical corporate development." Ray Morris

i- Yale R n s 11:207 O '21 320w

DIBBLE, ROY FLOYD. Albion W. Tourg^e.
*$1.50 (4c) Lemcke B or 92 21-21788

A brief biography of Albion Tourg6e, 1838-
1905, whose varied talents expressed them-
selves in his career as novelist, judge, politi-
cian, carpet-bagger, political writer and editor.
Judge Tourgee is best known for his novel
"A fool's errand," published in 1880 and In its
time widely read.

"This biography of one of the most many-
sided, and yet not extremely versatile, indivi-
duals who ever played a role in American life
and letters has three distinct merits: (1) it

gives the facts of Tourgfee's life and they are
not generally known; (2) it gives careful an-
alyses of his novel, which based as they are
on reconstruction in the South, are at least im-
portant as documentary evidence, and (3) it

shows, without too much preaching, why
Tourgee failed despite the breadth of his ex-
perience, his immense ambition, and his oppor-
tunity."

+ Lit R p207 N 26 '21 180w

DICKINSON, EDWIN DEWITT. Equality of
states in international law. (Harvard
studies in jurisprudence) *$4 Harvard
univ. press 341 21-99

"This book is not an academic discussion
of an abstract question of a philosophical na-
ture, but a fundamental study of a practical
problem of normal international law and of
the very nature of international society. Dr
Dickinson shows the confusion of thought
that has long existed concerning this dogma
of equality and . . . the surreptitious manner
in which the doctrine of equality crept into
the literature on international law. The legal
significance of the principle of equality in the
modern law of nations, according to Dr Dick-
inson, involves two important legal principles—'equality before the law' and "equality of
capacity for rights.' He holds that 'equality
before the law is not inconsistent with the
grouping of states into classes, and the at-
tributing to the members of each class of a
status which is the measure of capacity for
rights.' "—Lit R
"Quite apart from the wide and deep re-

search attested by the list of materials con-
sulted, there is everywhere manifest an in-

tellectual effort to get at the truth which
contrasts strongly with some of the lighter
work of the war period in political science."
P. B. Potter

-f- Am Pol Sol R 15:287 My '21 750w
Booklist 17:272 -My '21

"Professor Dickinson's work is satisfactorily
comprehensive and both profound and elemen-
tal." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Ja 26 '21 750^-

"However one may be inclined to quarrel
with Dr Dickinson's conclusions, there is no
denying that his analysis of the whole sub-
ject of equality is a masterly contribution to

political thought, and to the establishment of

international law on a sound basis." P. M.
Brown

+ Lit R p5 Mr 19 '21 650w
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DICKINSON, E. D.—Continued
The Times [London] Lit Sup p342

My 26 21 80w
"Scholarly and well-written volume." E: S.

Corwin
+ Weekly R 4:203 Mr 2 "21 1300w

DICKINSON, GOLDSWORTHY LOWES. Causes
of international war. (Handbooks on in-
ternational relations) *$1 Harcourt 172.4

20-22G14

The author shows that war is a comparatively
recent activity of the human race. Out of tlie

desire for plunder came the institution of war
and out of this institution came the existence
of states and the state sentiment known as
patriotism. Mr Dickinson sees in governments,
foreign oftlces and diplomats no hope for the
abolition of war. Its remedy lies In "intellect
prompted by humanity." In school, press and
pulpit "internationalists must contend with im-
perialists for the mind and soul of the peoples.
. . They must treat war as a problem, not
an axiom, a catastrophe not a glory, a disease
to diagnose not an achievement to realize."

"Very readable study."
-(- Booklist 17:203 Mr '21

"This monograph in a series under the general
editorship of Lowes Dickinson [Is marked by]
compactness, clarity, and force." H. M. Kallen

-I- Lit R p6 Ap 30 '21 750w
New Repub 28:141 S 28 '21 500w
N Y Times p22 O 23 '21 1500w
R of Rs 63:560 My "21 90w

"Mr Dickinson attacks with a keen pen the
equivocations of patriotism." D. S. Muzzey

+ Socialist R 10:78 Ap '21 390w
"Mr Dickinson's reflections on the causes of

international war are not only instructive; they
introduce us into a new way of thinking—that
is, new for the young student and the man in
the street, who have thought or, have been
taught to think that war is a law of nature and
the sublimest expression of a great and laud-
able national mission. War is the ugly crea-
tion of man and the outgrowth of his abnormal
rather than his normal social order and there-
fore it can be abolished by its creator." Greg-
ory Zilboorg

+ Survey 47:253 N 12, '21 360w

DICKINSON, SYDNEY. True tales of the
weird; with an introd. by R. H. Stetson,
and a prefatory note by G. O. Tubby. •?2
(5c) Duffleld 134 21-194

This "record of personal experiences of the
supernatural" (Sub-title) comes with the en-
dorsement of the American Society for psy-
chical research and the author insists that they
are not "founded upon fact" but that they are
fact. One of the unusual occurrt^nces described
is how the spirit of a departed extracted some
dried flowers from a sealed letter en route
from Italy to New York and deposited them
on the table of the person for whom they were
intended, ten hours before the arrival of the
letter. The tales are in two groups. The first
group contains: A mystery of two continents;
"A spirit of health"; The miracle of the
flowers; The midnight horseman. The second
proup under the heading of "The haunted
bungalow" records a series of phenomena that
accompanied a great crime.

Booklist 17:267 My '21

DICKINSON, THOMAS HERBERT, ed. Chief
contemporary dramatists; second ser. •$4.50
Houghton 808.2 21-7435

Mr Dickinson's first collection of contem-
porary drama, published In 1915, contained
twenty plays. His second collection contains
eighteen. These are Milestones, by Arnold Ben-
nett and Edward Knoblock; Our betters, by W.
Somerset Maugham; Abraham Lincoln, by John
Drlnkwater; Mixed marriage, by St John
Ervine; King Argimenes and the unknown
warrior, by Lord Dunsany; The easiest way, by

Eugene Walter; The piper, by Josephine Pres-
ton Peabody: Yellow jacket, by G. C. Hazelton
and Benrimo; A loving wife, by Georges de
Porto- Riche; Cyrano de Bergerac, by Edmond
Rostand; Pasteur, by Sacha Guitry; Moral, by
Ludwig Thoma; Living hours, by Arthur
Schnitzler; The concert, by Hermann Bahr;
Gioconda, by Gabriele d'Annunzio; Bonds of in-
terest, by Jacinto Benavente; Lower depths, by
Maxim Gorki; Tragedy of love, by Gunnar Hei-
berg. The editor provides brief biographies of
the authors, notes on the production of the
plays, a working booklist in contemporary
drama, a reading list of contemporary drama-
tists, and an index of characters.

Booklist 17:291 My '21

"Admirable volume."
-f Grlnnell R 16:454 Je "21 130w

"We can recall any number of collections
that are superior, any number that contain
better plays and a more critical selection."
Frank Shay— Lit R p9 Je 18 '21 650w
"In the making of an anthology we must al-

low liberally for the personal equation of the
maker thereof. Mr Dickinson has done his edi-
torial work in workmanlike fashion." Brander
Matthews

H 'NY Times p4 Ap 24 '21 llOOw
"A welcome collection. Here are eighteen

plays, recent or nearly so. The majority of
them stand the test of reading admirably."

-f- Outlook 127:688 Ap 27 '21 60w
R of Rs 63:557 My '21 70w

DICKSON, EDWARD ROBERT, ed. Poems
- of the dance; an anthology (1500 B.C.-

1920 A.D.) il $2.50 Knopf 808.8 22-269

Mr Louis Untermeyer, in his prefatory essay
to this collection of one hundred and seventy-
five poems, says of it that it "is not only a
unique assembling but an illumined commen-
tary: a record of how poets of various centuries
and frequently opposed temperaments have
responded to this seemingly neglected art. . .

He selects from the ancient Chinese and Hindu
cla=;si-?s as well as from the most experimental
moderns; If he seems partial to the Elizabeth-
ans, it is not because he is unaware of the
Georgians. From Jeremiah to James Oppen-
heim, from Shakespeare to Carl Sandburg, from
William Blake to William Ben6t—one Is given
a wide variety of a fundamental passion." The
book is illustrated with pictorial photographs
by Mr Dickson, and has an author and title

index.

DILLON, EMILE JOSEPH. Mexico on the
verge. $3 Doran [21s Hutchinson] 917.2

21-21362

The author has had exceptional opportuni-
ties for studying conditions in Mexico. He
knew the country In the Carranza days and
has traveled thousands of miles with General
Obreg6n. He says that Mexico today is the
subject of an experiment which bids fair to
lihk it with one of the most fateful and far-
reaching changes in the basic relations of po-
litical communities with one another; that It is
making the first deciding move in the work of
transfiguring those relations and setting the
state-systems of the world upon wholly new
foundations; that the cosmic innovations that
are anxiously expected from eastern Europe
are in reality shaping in Mexico and that their
results may, in the near future, be adopted by
the older continents.

"This volume is written with all his custom-
ary lucidity and inclslveness of style. He
makes a very strong plea for the continuance
of the full Independence of Mexico."

+ Sat R 132:591 N 19 '21 450w
"A powerful statement of the case for Mex-

ico in her controversy with the United States."
+ Spec 127:671 N 19 '21 880w

The Timet [London] Lit Sup p739 N
10 '21 20w
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"He Is very sparing of solid Information. As
for Dr Dillon's belief In Obregon, that Is an
expression of a personal conviction, and con-
cerns us not at all."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p760 N 24

•21 760w

DITCHFIELD, PETER HAMPSON. Old village
life; or. Glimpses of village life through
all ages. 11 •$2.50 Dutton 309

(Eng ed 21-26225)

"Taking the agricultural labourer's point of
view, the author glances through the history
of rural Elngland, beginning early, even In th«
Neolithic age, and coming down to the present
day. The merriest time in England seems to
have been when the villages were highly cen-
tralised, containing each its own food supply,
trades, law court, church and sources of
amuse nent. Local talent was thus wonder-
fully developed. Under the Normans, however,
the feudal system was established, and in time
welded all into one great working whole. The
noble record of the church in the education
and care of the people is duly emphasized,
and in those days not only education, but the
keeping of roads and bridges, etc., was deemed
a work of charity. A very Interesting account
is given ot the work of the various guilds
in country villages. The boolt concludes with
a sketch of tlie changes in rural life in
modern times and especially since the war."
—Sat R

"The treatment of the manor Is especially
good. Some forty illustrations and drawings
from ancient records greatly illuminate the vol-
ume. More for the general reader than for the
scholar." N. L. Sims

-I- Am J See 27:264 S '21 150w
H Ath p333 S 10 '20 270w

-f Booklist 17:213 Mr '21

"The real stimulation of interest is the en-
thusiasm, well controlled and backed by care-
ful consideration of data, with which Mr
Ditchfleld treats a subject that might only
too easily be rendered dusty, stale and un-
profitable."

-+- Boston Transcript p4 My 11 '21 250w
Freeman 3:261 My 25 '21 240w

"So far as it goes the volume is both inter-
esting and informative; but the author gives
the impression of having tried to paint too
large a picture on too small a canvas."

h Lit R pll Ja 22 '21 130w
Reviewed by C. E: Morris

N Y Times p8 Ja 30 '21 1950w

+ Outlook 127:348 Mr 2 '21 40w
+ Sat R 130:361 O 30 '20 420w

"If Mr Ditchfleld's book has not quite the
value it might have had as an aid to the
reconstruction of our village life, it is an at-
tractive survey of rural conditions from the
earliest times down to the present day. The
book is marked by all that infectious enthu-
siasm for his subject which is characteristic
of JMr Ditchfleld's writings."

+ — Spec 126:113 Ja 22 '21 400w
"There is in this book a too evident deter-

mination to gild the pill of archaeology and be
entertaining at all cost.s. He has made a brave
attempt to popularize antiquarian Information.
In the choice of epithets he is very infelicitous,
and they are applied so immoderately that
their force is v.-asted. His historic imagina-
tion is of a curious kind."

4- — The Times [London] Lit Sup p578 S
9 '20 960w

DIVER, MAUD. Far to seek; a romance of
England and India. $2 (Ic) Houghton [8s 6d
Blackwood] 21-16315

The hero of the tale is the son of an English
baronet, and a Rajput princess. Roy Sinclair is

a blend of the best in the two races, and the al-
together happy marriage of his parents typifies
for him the bond which ought to exist between
England and India. Brought up in England,
his only knowledge of India is derived from his
mother's teaching. Though she refrains from
influencing her son In favor of her native coun-

try her unconscious influence, thru his great
love for her, flres him with ambition to go to
India and help in strengthening the bonds be-
tween the two countries. His adventures and
loves in India make the larger part of the story,
but he returns to England to marry the English
playmate of his boyhood.

Booklist 18:83 D '21

"In the skill and intensity of her story, Maud
Diver compels and retains unflagging atten-
tion."

-I- Bookm 54:264 N '21 160w
"Never have we been more fully convinced of

Maud Diver's ability nor of the debt we owe the
author of so fine and understanding a noveL"
D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 O 12 '21 1400w
"It is a strong, beautiful book worth reading

for many reasons, of which not the least, per-
haps, is its exposition of the effect of recipro-
cal spiritual influences working upon highly
unlike but fine racial strains."

-I- N Y Times pl2 N 20 '21 620w
"A stirring and vivid tale, including some

feats of arms, and introducing us to agitators
of many varieties, to Hindoo graduates from
Oxford, male and female, to British officers
and Simla belles."

H Sat R 132:210 Ag 13 '21 330w
"The warring currents in Roy Sinclair's na-

ture are well described, and the admirers of
this author's work will be interested in meet-
ing once more some of the characters whose
acquaintance they have made in Mrs Diver's
former novels."

+ Spec 127:149 Jl 30 '21 llOw
" 'Far to seek' is a good example of what a

method essentially sentimental can—and can-
not—achieve without the help of impartiality
or humour. Mrs Diver does not watch her
characters either with pity or with smiles.
Rather she admires and idealizes them, and
holds them up to us for admiration. The re-
sult is a certain unreality."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p339 My

26 '21 500W

DIXON, THOMAS. Man in gray; a romance of
the North and South. 11 $2 (2c) Appleton

21-19924

The man in gray is General Robert E. Lee
and the author says of his book, which depicts
in fiction form the events and opinions that led
up to the Civil war and the war itself, "Every
character in it is historic. I have not changed
even a name. Every event took place. . . I

have in my possession the proofs establishing
each character and each event as set forth."
Side by side with the narrative of events the
story unfolds a picture of the genial social life

of the South before the war, with romantic
accompaniments. Much space Is given to the
activities of John Brown who is depicted as a
"criminal paranoiac" under the influence of
religious fanaticism. The point of view is

southern throughout.

"A book that holds one in spite of common
sense. It is obviously badly written. Strained
and bumptious speeches abound, melodramatics
are squeezed dry, and there is an obvious bias
to the author. Yet the book hangs together
and proclaims the fact that although Mr Dixon
is not at all distinguished as a novelist he is a
story-teller."

h N Y Times p26 N 27 '21 lOOw
Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 ISOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p862 D

22 '21 lOOw

DIXON, WINIFRED HAWKRIDGE. West-
ward hoboes; ups and downs of frontier
motoring, il $4 (3V2C) Scribner 917.8

21-18191

Two Boston girls, with intention "to drift,
to sketch and write when the spirit moved,"
shipped their automobile to Galveston and then
proceeded, by automobile, by rail and by
horseback, thru Texas, New Mexico, Arizona,
then north to the Canadian Rockies, and by a
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DIXON, W. H.—Continued
northern route back home. The story of their
itinerancy is told with much humor and a
keen appreciation, not only of the pleasures of
the road, but of the many hardships and mis-
haps. Plentiful illustrations accompany the
descriptions of out-of-the-way places thru
which they travelled.

Booklist 18:114 Ja '22

"The illustrations, from photographs, are ar-
tistic and far more interesting than the text."

H Lit R p292 D 17 '21 70ijV

N Y Times p8 Ja 1 '22 300w
Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 50w

"Besides being a fine travel volume, the book
bears witness that two women can be as
good sports as any two men under similar mis-
adventures."

-t- Sprlngf'd Republican pl2 D 13 '21 250w

DOBIE, CHARLES CALDWELL. Broken to
the plow. $2 (4c) Harper 21-14545

Fred Starratt Is just a clerk, a cog in the
machine of business when he decides to "stiffen
his backbone" and branch out for himself. His
first attempt makes him the easy victim of a
business combine, and as a punishment for his
opposition he is confined in the State home for
inebriates, in reality an insane asylum. When
he gets out, an anarchist finds him, as he says,
"like a field freshly broken to the plow," readv
for his purposes. In the end, some of the
standards Starratt thought he had laid aside
restrain him from becoming a mere tool in the
hands of this evil-doer, and with this decision,
manhood begins to awake in him again.

"Were it not for the glimpses of real people
saying real things that are caught at rare in-
tervals, one would appraise this as an ultra-
mediocre novel."

h Bookm 54:267 N '21 lOOw
"His style is a pleasing one." G. M. H

+ Boston Transcript p7 S 10 '21 34bw
"One wonders if it was worth all the imag-

inative ingenuity that the author has undoubt-
edly put into it."

(- Lit R p26 S 17 '21 300w

DOBSON, AUSTIN. Later essays: 1917-1920
•$3.25 Oxford ['Gs 6d Milford] 824

21-11350
Studies of some little known eighteenth

century figures: Thomas Edwards, who in his
Canons of criticism" answered Bishop War-

burton; Dr William Heberden. an "Eighteenth
century Hippocrates," beloved physician ofmany men of mark; James Harris, the author
of Hermes": John Howard, prison reformer;
the learned Elizabeth Carter whom Johnson
praised; and the Abb6 Edgeworth, Louis XVI's
confessor.

Freeman 4:406 Ja 4 '22 280w
"Mr Dobson, unlike some of the younger

school m England, has the rudimentary but de-
lightful notion that it is his business to in-
terpret the people with whom he is dealing andnot merely to make us laugh at them. He dis-
plays the courtesy and the polish of the age he
loves.

+ Lit R pll Ag 27 '21 250w
"Seven essays of dainty erudition "

+ Nation 112:749% My 25 '21 90w
r.f TJ^^T?^^^ value of these excellent studies
?L vLiw'^f^V.l?' perhaps, to confirm one in

^^1 c^''^ -. ^n"^*^ i^« ^^^ °f ^^ Johnson wasnot so vitally different from our own time

"

-t- New Statesman 16:762 Ap 2 '21 52bw
=v,3^+i^

^^^ informed with minute scholar-
f/i.^'fu ®^ ^^^ ^Xei" precise and never pedan-
tic, they are kitcats of biography, deftlvstippled miniatures of men and women too
r/JJ?^'"^J°*.v,'^^"'^"<* full-length portraits-Brand er Matthews

-f N Y Times p2 My 29 '21 1550w
Spec 126:757 Je 11 '21 120w

One page of his neat narrative, with all Its
sidelights and implications, is worth volumes
of philosophizing about periods and Ingenious
suggestion of motives."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl41
Mr 3 '21 800w

DODGE, LOUIS. Everychild; a story which
the old may interpret to the young and
which the young may interpret to the old.
il $3 (5i^c) Scribner 21-15822

Everychild, a sensitive little lad whose par-
ents do not understand him, has a wonderful
adventure. He fights with the giant Fear, and
overcomes him; then he sets out in quest of
Truth. On the way he meets many fascinating
story-people and a few real people. There are
among others Aladdin, Hansel and Grettel,
Cinderella, the Old woman who lived in a shoe
and her many children, and little Prince Arthur,
nephew of King John. They all Join Every-
child and go with him to find Truth.

Lit D p42 N 5 '21 SOw

DODGE, LOUIS. Tawi Tawi. *$2 (2c) Scribner
21-5080

Victorjano, the silent ranchman, whose out-
standing quality is strength—of body, character
and heart—has been Fidesia's neighbor and
companion since childhood. Ramon, the son of
a banker in San Antonio, is a man of the world
with admirable social qualities. Both are her
suitors and she likes them both. Will her heart
know its own after a year of separation? Dur-
ing the year the young men meet by chance in
the Philippine Islands during the Spanish-
American war. Danger and adventure reveal
Ramon to Victoriano as more of a man than the
latter had thought him to be. Together they
revisit the ranchhouse in the desert and the
change in them both once more throws Fidesia
into a predicament. Once more she dismisses
them on the plea that she must give all her
care to her aged father. The two friends then
agree to force the issue by a duel. Surrepti-
tiously Victoriano empties his own revolver of
its cartridges and before Ramon can pull his
trigger he succumbs to his second attack of
heart disease since his Philippine days.

Booklist 17:349 Jl '21

"Aside from its merits as a story of adven-
ture the tale has real value in its develop-
ment of the two men's characters, their in-
terplay, and realization of each other. The
book, as a whole, stands out a distinctly in-
dividual thing among the commonplaces of
current fiction."

+ Lit R pll My 14 '21 280w
"The tale is not only an absorbing romance

of adventure but is also what romantic tales of
adventure so often are not, a story that is be-
lievable, convincing, Impressive."

-f N Y Times p24 Ap 17 '21 670w
"Those who take up the story are assured of

live enjoyment and something different from
Mr Dodge's usual type of story."

-f Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 290w

DONALD, CHARLES H. Companions, feathered,
furred and scaled, il *$2 (6c) Lane 591.5

21-5033

In lieu of human company, the author, at his
post in the Indian jungles, made friends of the
animals, and the pets he gathered about him
were "a weird assortment of all shapes and
sizes." Among them were Bhaloo, the bear
cub, Spots, the panther, Vick, the fox, Satan,
the rock python, a brace of cobras, to say noth-
ing of the fiying squirrels and birds. He de-
scribes them all fascinatingly and shows us
their pictures. Contents: Bhaloo, the bear cub;
The weavers; Tippitty; Juggins, the golden
eagle; The haunts of Isabeline; Mike; Satan
and some others; A tragedy of the sands; Darby
and Joan; The autobiography of a Hodgson's
hawk-eagle; Vixen.

Booklist 17:336 Jl '21
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"The narrative is sprightly and sympathetic,
but Mr Donald does not make the very com-
mon mistake of humanizing his animals too
much."

+ Lit R pll Ap 30 '21 140w
"It is not a book of natural history, although

many a valuable hint may be found there and
the sketches show that the author studied his
pets with great care."

+ N Y Times p32 Jl 31 '21 400w
R of Rs 63:556 My "21 30w

"D3als in a pleasantly discursive fashion with
the author's Indian pets. The photographs are
interesting."

+ Spec 125:710 N 27 '20 30w
"A book of animal stories a good bit out of

the ordinary run of such literature."
+ Springf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21

270w
"Chatty sketches by a keen and courageous

naturalist."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p886 O 21
'20 60w

"A humorous and enjoyable book, about
animals which are rather novel to us." E. L.
Pearson

+ Weekly R 4:418 Ap 30 '21 90w

DONALDSON, ALFRED LEE. History of the
Adirondacks. 2v il 'SIO Century 917.47

21-9060

"Mr Donaldson Avas first a haunter of the
Adirondacks by choice, and later a habitant
of Saranac Lake by necessity. The 'History'
is much more than historic narrative and
pageant of personality. It contains all that
an Adirondacker should know, and nearly
everything that anybody else might wish to
inquire into: lists of the Adirondack mam-
mals, birds, and trees; a summary of weather
data; the mountains listed altitudinally; ac-
counts of the old military roads, the stage
routes, the railroads, the clubs, the old iron
industry, the lumber romance of the past,
the Indian deeds, Emerson's poem. Volume II

contains the only complete Adirondack bib-
liography ever published—sixty- four pages of
titles with descriptive commentary. Also
there is the first exhaustive summary of
Adirondack legislation. Portimately, there is

an elaborate index of the 770 pages. Espec-
cially noteworthy are the illustrations—forty
with six maps."—Lit R

and colored graphic circles are provided in
illustration. There is one chapter each on the
individual income, the child's income, and the
student's income and the final chapter gives
suggestive questions for discussion.

"A history that is standard from the
minute of publication by virtue of its having
been composed so accurately, so affectionate-
ly, and so well. Leaving no legend, record,
patriarch, librarian, or friend alone until he
had yielded his bit and then treating each
item to a crossfire of verification, he has
sorted out the truth until it stands naked on
every page." T. M. Longstreth

-f Lit R p6 Je 4 '21 1050w
"A peculiarly complete and entertaining

narrative of the historical and social growth
of a region that is starred with memories of
such men as Robert Louis Stevenson. Thoma.^;
Bailey Aldrich, Dr Trudeau, Ralph Waldo
Ernerson, .John Cheney, John Brown of Ossa-
watomie, Paul Smith and the old guides."

+ N y Times plG Je 12 '21 2200w
4- Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 lOSOw

"He ha.s evidently spared no pains in research
while his enthusiasm has carried him spiritedly
through what might easily have been an ap-
palling mass of details."

-4- Weekly R 4:610 Je 25 '21 820w

DON HAM, S. AGNES. Spending the familv
income. $1.75 Little 647 21-20126

Making due allowance for the individual solu-
tion of individual problems, the author at-
tempts to show how a successful family budget
can be made to cover the essentials of living

—

shelter, food, clothing, operating and develop-
ment, and also provide for savings. She ex-
plains the standards for these six essentials as
determined by income. Sample proportions
and percentages are given for various budgets

Lit R p323 D 31 '21 140w

DONOVAN, FRANCES. Woman who waits.
*S2 (8c) Badger, R. G. 331.4 20-15928

The author of this volume of the Studies
in sociology series collected her material at
first hand by working as a waitress in various
kinds of eating houses. She says: "This book
is an intimate per.sonal and realistic ac-
count of the life of a wailiess in Chicago
restaurants. . . It has no other purpose than
that of making a certain situation intelligible."
Among the chapter headings are: The woman
who waits; My first experience as a waitress;
Working extra; A supper girl: A tea room for
men; Home hungry Janet: Where the wait-
less works; The work of the waitress; Where
the waitress comes from; The Illinois wait-
resses' alliance: Tipping; The lure of dress;
The sex game; The price of independence.

"The very readable style in which it is
written adds to the vividness of the picture
which Mr."? Donovan aims to draw and in no
way detr.'^cts from the scientific worth of the
\\ork. The most striking feature of 'The wo-
num who waits' is the intimate knowledge
of all the details of the waitress' life which
it conveys to the reader. The process of get-
(in-r a job and being fired, the necessity of
'jollying along' the guests for the much-
de.sired tip, the making of dates with patrons,
the advantages of belonging to the Waitress'
alliance or the Waitress' union—these and other
phases of the waitress' existence are de-
.sorilied from a sympathetic point of view which
lends more than a semblance of reality to
the jjrinted page." Phvllis Blanchard

-f- Am J See 26:640 Ivlr '21 350w
Cleveland p39 My '21 40w
St Louis 19:74 Ap '21 30w

"A very chatty, readable book. Through-
out, however, too much emphasis is placed
on the attitude of the waitress toward her
'men cu.stomers' and 'gentlemen friends.' "

Nelle Swartz
-I Survey 45:G75 F 5 '21 320w

DONOVAN, JOHN JOSEPH, and others.
School architecture; principles and prac-
tices, il '*|20 Macmillan 727.1 21-6135

"A monumental work, discussing all im-
portant phases of school bi:ilding in principle
and practice, illustrating the most important
experiments in recent years to adapt school
architecture to a wider use of school premises
and greater diversification of classes." (Sur-
vey) "Howard Gilkey describes the landscape
development of school grounds; E. Morris
Cox outlines the organization of junior high
.schools as it affects buildings, and Clarence
D. Kingsley does similarly for the senior high
school. The special building needs of voca-
tional education, physical training and hy-
giene, school administration, kindergartens,
the music department, the sciences, commer-
<"ial subjects, drawing, industrial arts, and
'">me economics ai-e all treated by experts.
There are special chapters on the library, on
beating and ventilation, plumbing, electricaJ
installation, and a concluding statement on
'Standards of Schoolhouse Planning,' by
Frank Irving Cooper." (Lit R)

"Mr Donovan and his associates have not
only produced a work of obvious practical
value on school buildings; they have created
a picture of American education in the towns
and cities of the United States that will
stand for many years." W. C. Ryan, jr.

-f Lit R p4 My 28 '21 1150w
"Likely to remain the standard text for

years to come."
+ Survey 46:250 My 21 '21 40w
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DONOVAN, J: J., and others—Continued
"This is a book which should be purchased by

every school board in the land and by every
architect whose practice brings him into any
sort of contact with the field of school house
building." J. K. H.

+ Survey 46:652 S 1 '21 250w

DORGEL^S, ROLAND. Wooden crosses. •$2

(2cj Putnam 21-3809

In this young Frenchman's war reminis-
cences all the rollicking side of war-life is

brought out, the determined spirit of sports-
manship, the laughter in the face of hardship,
the making light of everything so as not to
break under the strain. In none was there a
grimmer determination to play up to the game
than in the pampered youth, Gilbert Demachy.
In the most casual way he took upon him-
self every burden, every difficult task and
when fatally wounded died with a song on
his lips.

"Dorgeles has certainly tried to be more
true to facts [than Barbusse in his 'Under
flre']; he has portrayed more photographically
the infinite variety and the incongruous con-
trasts inherent in the soldier's life, but by
the same token he has dissipated his energies
and in so doing runs the danger of losing his
readers' attention." H. T. E. Perry

1- Lit R plO O 23 '20 450w
" 'Wooden crosses' was written far back in

1916, and, by some caprice of the censor, re-
fused publication until after the armistice. . . .

Like [Barbusse's] 'Under fire' this novel is

the story of a squad. It is written in some-
what the same style: a mixture of rhetoric
with argot des tranch^es; there is the same
powerful infusion of mud and brutality." Mal-
colm Cowley

-f Lit R p6 Mr 26 '21 800w
Springrd Republican p6 My 10 '21 80w

DOS PASSOS, JOHN RODERIGO, Jr. Three
soldiers. $2 (2c) Doran 21-26886

The story Is a terrible indictment of militar-
ism. Beginning with the training camp in
America, it gives the military history of three
young men very different in temperament,
mentality and social background. Dan Fuselli,
of Italian parentage, had been in the optical
business in San Vrancisco. His ambition was
not to "get in wrong" with the authorities and
to advance in rank. Chrlsfleld was a farmer
boy from Indiana whose disillusionment took
the form of sentimental homesickness for
"God's own country." John Andrews, the col-
lege man, was an aspiring musician, and re-
sentful from the start at being forced into the
army for which he had no use and was entirely
unfitted. They all survive the war, but all

three of them are broken by army life, which
the book describes with distressing detail. The
greatest sufferer, because the most keenly sen-
sitive and the subtlest observer of his own
mental and spiritual processes, is John An-
drews. The reader follows him thru his various
phases of dull resignation, defiant and self-re-

Eroachful moods, to open rebellion and leaves
Im facing the fate of a deserter with the calm-

ness of desperation.

"It is a great pity that the propaganda and
the pages of barrack pettinesses, which Mr Dos
Passos puts in to prove his case, should be al-
lowed to make the book cuiiously top-heavy:
for, Judged apart from its thesis 'Three soldiers'
is a work of marked distinction. It is aestheti-
cally honest and quite fearless." H: Boston

H Atlantic's Bookshelf D '21 520w
Booklist 18:83 D '21

"We are not disposed to class the book either
among lamentations or revelations. . . It is
not important whether there were ten men in
the army like Andrews or ten thousand. We
feel sure that there must have been at least
one, which is ample for the purpose of any
artist. N'othlng which has come out of the
school of American realists has seemed to us
so entirely honest. There is not an atom of

pose in the book. It represents deep convic-
tions and impressions eloquently expressed. .In-
deed the eloquence sometimes carries the writer
a little beyond the province of realism. There
is at times a little more lyricism than is quite
compatible with life in the army or elsewhere."
Heywood Broun

H Bookm 54:393 D '21 280w
"What makes 'Three soldiers* so indubitably

count is its story of the army, its concentra-
tion of the rancours of countless individuals
into something not at all mean or plaintive,
the harmonious expression of a well-chewed
rage." W. C. Blum

-1- Dial 71:606 N '21 880w
"Mr Dos Passos hits from the shoulder and

hits straight, but he is willing to paint the
bruise with iodine afterwards. His sense of
beauty is on every page. Colour is a part of
his being, and he has the gift of making one
see with his eyes. Certain of his descriptions
of Paris are little masterpieces; and some of
the least of his incidental characters are un-
forgettable. . . Some people will loathe this
book and forbid their sons and daughters to
read it (not that that will make much dif-
ference). Others will praise it and urge it

upon all and sundry. But whichever way it

takes them, it will take them hard." A. H.
Gibbs

4- Freeman 4:282 N 30 '21 820w
"All the profanity and obscenity of talk in

the barracks is reported with the pedantic ac-
curacy of a dictaphone, and a consequent lack
of reality, a complete loss of artistic truth.
The exactions and annoyances of military dis-
cipline, which undoubtedly grind upon the sen-
sitive spirit, but which are accepted with
grumbling philosophy and humor by 95 per cent
of the men, are represented by Mr Dos Passos
as intolerable and fiendish insults—reasonable
cause for desertion or for murder." E. L. Pear-
son — Ind 107:16 O 1 '21 450w

" 'Three soldiers' must be set down as a
rather brilliantly written piece of sordid, nar-
row-minded realism—the technique and spirit
of 'Main street' applied to the war. If it has
any general significance it is less the cry of
Young America than the cry of Greenwich Vil-
lage.'" H. N. Fairchild— Ind 107:97 O 29 '21 2000w
"Whether or not it is a masterpiece, there Is

no question that it is an intense, a skilful, and
an utterly sincere expression of throbbing
human nature, and therefore real literature, to
be discussed respectfully as such. . . It is not
a pretty narrative. Mr Dos Passos is not
licentious in his art, but he writes in the Latin
rather than the American tradition. He calls
a spade a spade, although never brandishing it.

Dainty readers will now and then be shocked.
. . In short, this is by no means a perfect book,
but It is a very engrossing one, a first-hand
study, finely imagined and powerfully created.
Its philosophy we may dismiss as incomplete;
its conception of the free soul tortured,
deadened, diseased by the circumstances of war,
we cannot dismiss." H: S. Canby

H Lit R p67 O 8 "21 1900w
"This novel gives to American literature a

document as pitiful and vivid as those which
Barbusse and Latzko have been giving to
Europe. . . But it is first of all a com-
petent work of art." Three Other Soldiers

+ Nation 113:480 O 26 '21 1750w
"Not a readily classified book. He has, quite

plainly, written v'th fiery ardor and almost
savage energy; at times his observation of de-
tail is intense'. Without the propagandist In
him, which is apt to mar a clear case by ex-
tremism, Mr Dos Passos may rank among those
few who have attempted finely to take away
the reproach aimed at recent literature by cer-
tain war-imprisoned spirits." E. B.

H Nation and Ath 30:148 O 22 '21 1250W
"It is unlikely that it will find great favor

with the American Legion, or that it will seem
entirely just and salubrious to those who
worked at G. H. Q. or with the Intelligence
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corps. It should certainly infuriate the Y. M.C A. But it is written of the common soldier
by a common soldier out of a full heart and an
extraordinarily quickened spirit. Mr Dos Pas-
sos has the great sense to embody his theme in
his characters, to let them speak and act from
their own centres. Consequently our atten-
tion Is never transferred to the abstract
consideration of the author's position. It is

passionately absorbed in his presentation of
fact'" Francis Hackett

+ New Repub 28:162 O 5 '21 1600w
'The story is told brutally, with calculated

sordldness and a blind whirlwind of rage which
respects neither the reticences of art nor the
restraints of decency. The book fails because
of its unmanly Intemperance both in language
and in plot. The voice of righteousness is never
once sounded; the only voice heard is the voice
of complaint and petty recrimination. There are
scenes in it which are tragic and powerful as
a storm, but the intention of all this wealth of
energy Is dismal vituperation." Coningsby
Dawson— NY Times pi O 2 "21 2600w
"What it reveals is not the life of the men

who fought in France but the mind of the au-
thor—^and that proves neither agreeable nor in-
teresting."— Outlook 129:306 O 26 '21 50w
"The book surely is a protest against war.

But considered as such in itself it must be re-
garded as a failure. It fails because it will
provide ammunition for the militarists. . . It

fails in another way, in that it is written with
a too restricted view. Despite pictures drawn
with much amazing skill and despite the won-
derful accuracy in its description of little things,
it Is not lair." A. E. F.— Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22 800w
"To one who knew the A. E. F., 'Three sol-

diers' has an immense and all-inclusive famil-
iarity, and he must read it in a passion of ex-
citement and recognition. To one who did not
know and will still learn, it is a social docu-
ment of supreme importance." Sidney Howard

+ Survey 47:221 N 5 '21 520w

DOSTOEVSKII, FEDOR MIKHAILOVICH.
Friend of the family; or Stepantchikovo
and its inhabitants; and another story.
*$2.50 (2c> Macmillan 21-4911

Contains two sharply contrasted short novels,
the last of Constance Garnett's translations
of Dostoevsky's works. The first is a farcical
tale of comic intrigue concerning the in-
habitants of a counlry house,—the easy-go-
ing, long-suffering squire and his numerous
relatives and retainers—and especially Foma
Fomitch, the favorite of the squire's half-
witted tyrannical mother and an impossible
egotist and poseur, who holds full sway over
this "regular Noah's ark of a hou.sehold!" The
second story, "Nyetochka Nyezvanov." is a
tragedy of a drunken violinist and the girl-
hood life of his step-daughter. Most of the
characters live all the time on the verge of
hysteria.

ment. The states are Arkansas, Kansas, North
Carolina, Wisconsin, Ohio, Texas, Colorado,
California.

"They are both remarkable productions: they
have both been somewhat slighted by critics,
simply, one supposes, because they are, nat-
urally, less remarkable than 'The idiot' or
'Crime and punishment' or 'The brothers Kara-
mazov.' They share, they show, none the less,
their author's genious." Conrad Aiken

+ Freeman 4:378 D 28 '21 2150w
"Neither is of the first importance, but they

are interesting and characteristic." Dorothy
Brewster

-I Nation 113:155 Ag 10 '21 SOOw
Spec 126:305 Mr 5 '21 310w

DOUGLAS, ARCHER WALL. Merchandis-
ing studies of the states; their resources
and development; with preface by Merle
Thorpe. $2 Ronald 917.3 21-313

In the interests of the forward-looking
business man the author has set forth the
stories of certain .states of the Union which
he considers typical of the countrv's develop-

"The reader who enjoyed Mr Douglas* 'Mer-
chandising' will be very much disappointed in
the present volume. It is not a book on
merchandising at all. Anecdotes, literary and
historical references, some optimistic prophecy,
and not a little of the shrewd philosophy which
makes Mr Douglas' earlier volume so readable,
are scattered through the text." H. B. Vander-
blue

1- Am Econ R 11:297 Je '21 90w
Booklist 17:235 Ap '21

"Forty years' experience and services in a
large American distributing house have gone
to the compilation of this practical manual
of tra-Je methods."

-|- The Times [London] Lit Sup p570 S
2 20 30w

DOUGLAS, LLOYD C. Wanted—a congregation.
$1.75 Christian century press, 508 S. Dear-
born St, Chicago 21-8041

"A minister who is preaching to a small and
eminently respectable congregation in a large
church is invited to a birthday dinner with a
college classmate; meets there three success-
ful men—a manufacturer, a doctor, and an edi-
tor; is inspired with a new spirit of energy,
enterprise, and initiative, and goes home to put
into his business the spirit which they put Into
theirs and to employ much the same sort of
methods."—Outlook

"It is a good book for ministers to read,
because a spirit of energy, enterprise, and in-
itiative is a good spirit for ministers to ac-
quire. Bui to imitate the Rev. Dr Preston
Blue's methods and expect from the methods
the Rev. Dr Preston Blue's success would be a
great mistake. I commend the book for In-
spiration but not for imitation." Lyman Abbott

-j Outlook 128:297 Je 15 '21 220w
"If the specific ways and means here suggested

are literally followed, the imitation is more
likely to make more of a failure than a suc-
cess. The personal equation involved in the
success narrated by the story is strangely as-
sumed or ignored, as though every minister had
the personality of the author, which discloses
itself as strong enough to make these or other
methods succeed and also to offset the pe-
culiarities, not to say eccentricities, of style and
taste such as crop out frequently throughout
the volume." Graham Taylor— Survey 46:414 Je 18 '21 270w

DOUGLAS, NORMAN. They went. •$2 (4c)
Dodd 21-4164

The scene of this fanciful tale is a pagan,
pleasure-loving city by the sea. The story
revolves about the beautiful and energetic
Princess, who was always trying to make
the city more beautiful, Manthis, the elderly
druidess and her convent for girls, Theophilus,
the mysterious Greek merchant, Kenwyn, the
Christian missionary, and Aithryn, the rover
king. One by one, the fantastic characters
of the tale "went," the resolute and resource-
ful Princess being responsible for several of
the goings, and finally the beautiful city it-
self "went," wiped out by the avenging sea.

"Mr Norman Douglas is a writer who
pleases us. We like his manner; we like his
sense of beauty and his irony; we like above
all. perhaps, his intelligence and his point of
view. . . His novels are but the romantic,
^vhi!Tlsicnl, and ironic expression of his own
philosophy of life." F. R.

+ Ath p471 O 8 '20 620w
"His characters are all vivid and droll—his

princess, the drollest. This novel is a gorgeous
piece of fooling."

+ Bookm 53:249 My '21 350w
"The plot of this pseudo-historic tale is

slight. "The descriptions are full of rollicking
nonsense, quite original and individual fooling."

+ Boston Transcript p7 Ag 10 '21 420w
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DOUGLAS, NORMAN—Continued
Reviewed by John Mosher

-f Dial 70:580 My '21 1050w

"One only wishes that the author were con-
tent to let his characters adorn a tale without
insisting on their pointing a moral, especially

when he attempts to sugar the propaganda
with certair trite witticisms that are wholly
foreign to his usual subtle humour. Fortu-
nately such blemishes are rare: most of the
time Mr Douglas sticks to the diverting cari-

cature he does so well." J. S. N.
-j Freeman 3:501 Ag 3 '21 350w

"Allegory seems to peep tantalizingly from
out the fantastic tapestry of the story. Then
it vanishes again. But the story would be

nothing m itself without the style. It is entire-

ly the Douglas manner of writing which en-
lertain.'? us and enchants. He has a sharp
bizarre flavor all his own. The heavyminded
may have none of him. To the essentially

lightminded, to lovers of the grotesque, sa-

tirical, wliinisical, he will remain a constant
plea&ure." W: R. Benet

+ Lit R p4 Mr 19 '21 950w

"The gentle reader may find in the book
salient truth, or he may say, 'Balderdash!'
quite dazedly and close it with an earsplitting
bang. 'They went' is a smile with a twist in

it. One feels that Norman Douglas wrote it

with difflculty, while a joke and a truth most
annoy) ngly chased his convictions and his

sensibilities in and out of his fertile brain.

_| Springfd Republican p5a My 15 21

380w
"Having read \i tv/ice, we are still unable

to say whether it has a moral. We should be
inclined to say that its moral was that morals
are cumber.some affairs which chain men to

the earth. Some people will call it pagan,
and some irreverent, and some heartless. It

is all a question of the point of view. One
thing nobody could deny is that it tells a
story with an irresistible charm, the charm
of months of sunny afternoons."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p615 S
23 '20 920w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p262 Ap

21 '21 240w
"The virtue of the tale is in its telling; and

one who has keenly relished its pointed quietude
of manner and the fresh savor of its sardonic
humor can only guess that other palates may
welcome it with equal gusto." H. W. Boynton

-I- Weekly R 4:421 Ap 30 '21 950w

DOUGLAS, PAUL HOWARD. American
apprenticeship and industrial educa-
tion. (Studies in history, economics and
public law) $3.50 Longmans 331.86^

21-10319

"This work begins with a historical survey
of the development and decay of apprentice-
ship in America, and proceeds to set forth

the present conditions of American children

In industry, the educational requirements and
the modern substitutes for an apprenticeship.
Four concluding chapters consider the sub-
ject in its social aspects."—R of Rs

"The author undertakes to cover a wide field.

His work is comprehensive in a topical way and
contains a mass of material conveniently ar-
ranged. It furnishes a helpful outline of the
problem, a summary of what has been done,
and an exposition of the many inadequacies of
present practice. He has not, however, at-
tempted a first-hand intensive study, on the
ground, of the systems of industrial training of
which he treats." D. A. McC.

H Am Econ R 11:705 D '21 130w
R of Rs 64:224 Ag '21 50w

"The book is exceptionally well written,
and, although historical and in many places
statistical, it is very readable." E. T. Filbey

-t- School R 29:548 S '21 540w

DOWD, EMMA C. When Polly was eighteen.
$1.90 (3c) Houghton 21-15109

"Polly of the hospital staff" grown up Is
just as charming as she was when a little

girl. We find her taking charge of the chil-
dren's ward, during a shortage of nurses;
taking little crippled children for a ride in her
car; and then establishing a summer camp for
incurables in the mountains of Vermont.
Finally we leave her engaged to a brother of
one of her charges.

Booklist 18:50 N '21

"Polly is attractive and wholesome, and if

her philosophy is neither so deep as a well
nor so wide as a church door, it will serve."

+ Boston Transcript p4 S 24 '21 290w
"The somewhat slender plot is developed

chiefly through a deluge of conversation that
is sometimes sprightly, but quite as often
commonplace. A genuine surprise awaits the
reader as the story ends."— + N Y Times pl3 O 2 '21 80w

DOWD, QUINCY LAMARTINE. Funeral man-
agement and costs. '$3 Univ. of Chicago
press 393 21-8380

This survey of funeral and burial customs and
costs throughout the world is a revelation of the
high cost of dying. The book gives statistics
of burial expenses and describes the unneces-
sary elaboration of funerals which is fostered
by coffin-makers and undertakers. It deals also
with the abuses of industrial or burial-benefit
insurance, with laws relating to burial, with
cemetery management, with the monument
trade, with religious control of burial and with
cremation, which the author believes the quick-
est, most sanitary and beautiful way of dis-
posing of the dead.

Booklist 17:329 Jl '21

"The material in the book is not well pre-
sented—due, one surmises, to inexperience in
book writing. An introduction by Graham
Taylor, head of Chicago Commons, who knows
the unprivileged as few people know them, lends
authoritativeness to the facts. Mr Dowd has
broached a subject meriting more discussion
and exposure." W. D. Lane

H Lit R p5 My 14 '21 780w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p573 S 8

'21 950w

DOWDALL, MRS MARY FRANCES HARRIET
(BORTHWICK). Three loving ladies. $2
(2c) Houghton ['Os Duckworth] 21-26725

An English story with almost no scenery or
action, m which women act and talk, and men
exist only as appendages to them. The three
loving- ladies are Mrs Fulton and her two
daughters. Mrs Fulton decides for her hus-
band, the general, when he was offered com-
mand of the array post of Millport, that he
should accept it though he had every intention,
at the time the offer came, of retiring from
the army and living a life of ease. In Mill-
port, as in the general's household, women are
supreme and their days are devoted to phil-
anthropy and social uplift, their conversation
to woxld problems. The story is told with a
huniorous irony and detachment and there la

mucli c.ever conversation. "Mis Dowdall, lika
her own three heroines, is eager, anxious,
charming, and helpless; she does nothing, feels

much, and talks more. She talks and talks; she
talks nerself calm again. But in the end she
i.s obliged to admit that she has proved nothing.
0;i the other hand, who can say that it was
her intention to prove anything?" (Lit R)

Booklist 18:16 O '21

"Although Mrs Dowdall views her sex with
the eyes of an Amazon, her book will be read
with pleasure by all amiable and reasonable
people. For it is a delightful and entertaining
book. Mrs Dowdall chooses to be gay rather
than solemn, and diverting rather than depress-
ing. Sue is a rebel, yet she is a polite one; she
would like everybody else to be polite. She is a
."satirist, but her bright, ironic style is without
beauty. ' Robert Nathan

H Lit R p4 Je 25 '21 500w
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"Cleverly written, cleverly welded together,
cleverly rounded out, it is an unusual blending
of gay humor and serious problems probed to

their depths. One fault, perhaps, Is the niea-
greness of plot, the lack of any very definite

struggle, complication or suspense."
-I NY Times p24 Jl 17 '21 500w
"It is very far from exciting, but it has a

gentle sense of humor."
+ Outlook 128:550 Ag 3 '21 60w

"The book is exceedingly readable and is en-
livened by this author's usual touches of wit
which have a decidedly subacid flavour."

+ Spec 126:720 Je 4 '21 40w
"Clever character drawing. The plot—what

there is of it—straggles along in an untidy
fashion, getting nowhere."

-[ Springf d Republican p7a Ag 14 '21 80\v

Reviewed by H. W. Boynton
+ Weekly R 5:83 Jl 23 '21 580w

DOYLE, SIR ARTHUR GONAN. Wanderings
of a spiritualist, il $2.50 Doran 134

This account of a lecturing tour in Australia
and New Zealand is a compound of notes of
travel and of discussions of spiritualism. The
author is tremendously in earnest, and being
convinced that the literature of spiritualism
was not reaching the people, he set himself the
task of a face to face presentation of the sub-
ject. Having journe>ed all over Great Britain
and found interested audiences he went by in-
vitation to Australia and conducted a mission
on behalf of spiritualism there. The book is

an account of his experiences.

"Always candid and often aiuusing."
+ Spec 127:403 S 24 '21 70w

DRAPER, GEORGE O., comp. School, church,
and home games. $1 Assn. rress 790

21-16199

Over three hundred games arranged for the
convenient use of teachers, church leaders,
Y. M. C. A. secretaries, social workers or par-
ents. The equipment requirements are sim-
ple.

Booklist 18:43 N '21

"The equipment for the games has the ad-
vantage of being so simple that it is readily
available in the most remote places."

+ Playground 15:524 N '21 120w
Springf'd Republican plla O 2 '21 50w
Wis Lib Bui 17:208 D '21 40w

DRESBACH, GLENN WARD. Morning, noon
and night. •$1.50 Four seas co. 811

The writer oi this collection of poems ad-
heres to the old torms, meter and lyric lilt.
Home of Lhe poems are: Songs in the burro
mountains; Tho nest of the bluebird; Good-
night song; The dreamers; O restless spirit;
Since youth is all tor gladness; To one be-
loved; Autumn nocturne; Dewdrops; To the
night wind.

"This slim little volume contains as de-
lightful verse as we have seen in some time.He has a real gift for the singing line in
which the sense is borne along on the lilt of
the meter, and a true eye for color."

+ Cath World 113:253 My '21 350w
"His lovely poems are very lovely Indeed.

. . The other half is almost the exact op-
posite of this. In long-winded, rugged, un-
pleasant blank verse he tells ugly realistic
stories. The theme of most is marttal Infidelity
In some especially sordid form. Both the sweet
poems and the disgusting ones are wrapped in
an atmosphere provided by the southwest."

H Lit R pl4 Ap 2 '21 440w

DREVER, JAMES. Psychology of everyday
life. $2.50 Dutton [6s Methuen] 150

The province of psychology lies within two
groups of related facts: the facts of experi-
ence apd the facts of behavior. For the for-
mer the source of its data Is introspection;

for the latter, the study of behavior under
experimental conditions. As our whole active
life may be said to be devoted to the con-
trol and modification of our behavior by our-
selves or others, the study of psychology be-
comes the study of such phenomena as de-
sires, wishes, purposes, thoughts, beliefs, im-
aginings, recollections, perceptions, and the
like, as causes of the very real happenings
of daily life which in recent times have come
prominently into notice in connection with
various developments in medicine, education,
and industry. The book has a bibliography of
the hundred best books in psychology and an
index.

"Comprehensiveness and thoroughness,
united with brevity, involve serious attention
on the reader's part, but the style of the book
is clear and interesting and the effort it ex-
acts is well repaid.''

+ Lit R p28 S 17 '21 210w
"The emotions and the higher forms of

imagination which are involved in or are the
mechanism of religion or of art are not given
their proper place by Professor Drever. This
is a serious fault. The book, however, provides
with this one ratlier unfortunate omission, a
wonderfully concise and thorough picture of
the present state of inquiry in this field, and
we strongly commend it to those general
readers who are content to read rather hard
for their livings."
+ — Spec 127:271 Ag 27 '21 600w

DREVER, JAMES. Psychology of industry.
$2.50 (4V2C> Dutton 331.015

The object of the book is to acquaint the
intelligent public with the results of applied
psychology in the fiells of industry and com-
merce. The problems are arranged under three
groups: (1) Problems of the worker—his char-
acter, intelligence, vocational fitness and the
like; (2) Problems of the work, and the factors
upon which efficiency depends, such as fati-
gue, length of work and rest periods,
economy of movement, conditions of working
and the like; (3) Problems of the market

—

of demand and supply from the psychological
point of view. The book is strictly impartial,
concerning itself solely with the facts of
human nature as they manifest themselves
in human behavior. The appendices con-
tain a bibliography and a foot-rule for intelli-
gence testing. There is an index.

-I- Boston Transcript p5 S 10 '21 600w
Nation and Ath 30:64 O 8 '21 llOw
Spec 127:271 Ag 27 '21 640w

DRINKWATER, JOHN, Mary Stuart. •$1.25
Houghton 822 21-6124

This short play has, like the author's "Abra-
ham Lincoln," much more than an historical
or biographical intent. Thru conversations with
three of her lovers, emphasized by a prologue
in which a young man of to-day takes to an
old and philosophic friend his grief over his
wife's confession of her love for another man,
the secret of Mary's tragedy is revealed and
the tragedy of other women of her type. She
Is pictured as a greatly loving woman, "love's
servant, but she found no lord," "who could
have made the greatest greater" yet who had
for her barren stock of lovers, such men as
Riccio, Darnley and Bothwell. Thru her the
author seems to ask for.women a greater free-
dom and a kindlier tolerance.

Booklist 17:243 Ap '21

Cleveland p43 Je '21 40w
+ Grlnnell R 16:451 Je '21 180w

"Out of Mary's entire turbulent career, Mr
Drinkwater has distilled within a single episode
the heart of her tragedy and the significance
of her character. He has dignified and at the
same time humanized this portrait by showing
her conscious of her weaknesses and powerless,
because of them and of the conditions and per-
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sonalities surrounding her, to combat them."
O. M. Sayler

+ Lit R p3 Mr 26 '21 1200w
"There are power and dignity in the char-

acter of Mary Stuart as John Drinkwater
paints her. There are moments in the play
when . . . this personiflcation of the Scottish
queen is touched with the vitality of a
Shakespearean character. The language of
the play is thoroughly worthy of the situa-
tion which it shadows forth. Yet the produc-
tion as a whole fails to satisfy as 'Abraham
Lincoln' satisfied."

H Outlook 128:12 My 4 '21 840w
"Certain speeches have the depth and sweep

of drama, they have the flesh and blood of

drama; but they should be incorporated in an-
other play." Laura Sherry

-I Poetry 19:96 N '21 460w
Reviewed by M. H. Anderson

Pub W 99:1234 Ap 16 '21 SOOw
"Mr Drinkwater's play is in prose, which was

no doubt prudent in the dramatist, but weak
in the poei.. At the chief moments of the
play you can hear through the prose the beat-
ing of the wings of poetry. There are two ways
of treating Mary—one is the way of John
Knox, the other that of Swinburne. Mr Drink-
water falls between the two, and finds the truth
of neither."

1- Sat R 131:505 Je 18 '21 500w
"Frankly, Mr Drinkwater's 'Mary Stuart' is

to me a disappointment. As a matter of fact,
however, I do not think this sort of play suits Mr
Drinkwater's genre. I am not quite sure
that it was worth his while to write this play,
which is really a sort of dignified plea for
polyandry. Aa for the language and atmo-
sphere of the play, it is for the most parto tisfA,ctory "

h Spec 126:561 Ap 30 '21 360w
"Mr Drinkwater has drawn us the portrait

of Mary as a great lover. Within its own limits
of time and action, the play is convincing.
Mr Drinkwater's neat prose is all—or nearly
all—dramatically alive; and we can feel Mary's
love and Mary's queenllness and Mary's sor-
rows, her fine temper, her courage, her wis-
dom, and her unsatisfied heart and brain, all

quivering in the apparently simple dialogue."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p225 Ap
7 '21 1050W

"The play is remarkable in its restraint and
its delicate lights and shades. The envelop-
ing action which Is modern and fatiguing, is

only an unfortunate excrescence."
H Theatre Arts M 5:253 Jl '21 200w
"Mr Drinkwater has a fine and noble imagina-

tion, which conceives greatly, and is well served
by his sense of dramatic harmony. 'Mary
Stuart' moves surely with a tense rising emo-
tion, to a foreseen end. It is a poet's tragic
vision, made manifest by a dramatist's cun-
ning." Storm Jameson

+ Yale R n s 11:425 Ja '22 450w

DRINKWATER, JOHN. Oliver Cromwell. $1.50
Houghton [3s 6d Sidgwick & J.] 822

21-21414
The drama is built up about a period of fif-

teen years in the life of Cromwell, from 1639
when he was becoming a village leader, fighting
for his fellow villagers of Ely against the denial
of their rights of pasturage; thru the passage
of the bill of remonstrance, thru Edgehill,
Naseby, and the king's execution, to his lord
protectorship. Thru the introduction of his
mother, wife and daughter into the drama,
something of the domestic side of his character
Is portrayed.

afforded of Cromwell at particular stages of
his progress, without much reference to inter-
vening adventure." J. R. Towse

h Lit R p221 D 3 '21 850w
"He dismisses all that is rough or prob-

lematic. He lets echoes of tumult touch the
edge of his action—never more than the edge.
His eight scenes are idyls in the origrinal sig-
nification of the word—little pictures. His se-
lection and combination of details produces a
result which is obviously unreal, unhistorical,
and aims after a soft, fragile, and persuasive
beauty. Such beauty his little scenes undoubt-
edly reach. The figure of Cromwell's mother
contributes to it. . . Such a reading of his-
tory will assist Mr Drinkwater's play during its
immediate hour of life on the stage. It will go
far toward robbing it, despite his literary skill
and charm, of permanent significance and
worth." Ludwig Lewisohn

h Nation 114:20 Ja 4 '22 400w
"Here is a play which avoids gross errors,

which deals with great characters in a simple
and dignified spirit, which will send us back
to our books with renewed pleasure, but which
will also keep us attentive in the theatre. More-
over, the prose in which it is written is beau-
tiful. . . Its defects are a certain monotony
and a certain flatness of treatment."

H Spec 127:788 D 10 '21 800w
''The Drinkwater model is a relief from the

ordinary historical play. The ordinary histor-
ical play must have a stage crowded with
flgures bearing historical names, lest the au-
thor be suspected of not knowing' his period.
Mr Drinkwater gives us Cromwell and his
family, a glance at Hampden and Ireton, the
King, two or three soldiers, some peasants, and
a few 'odds and ends.' He knows what his
point is, and he keeps to it. . . It is a compre-
hensible and consistent Cromwell, and a very
good hero for a play."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p785 D 1
'21 llSOw

DRINKWATER, JOHN. Pawns; four poetic
plays. *$1.50 Houghton 822 20-21989

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920,

Booklist 18:111 Ja '22

"Although it Is not without its moving inci-
dents, or occasional action, and steadily holds
the Interest of the reader, it is not in its es-
sence dramatic. On the contrary, it is, in the
main, discursive and descriptive. . . Strictly
speaking. It is not a play, but a succession of
disconnected episodes in which glimpses are

Booklist 17:181 F '21

Reviewed by W. P. Eaton
Bookm 53:174 Ap '21 80w

"Compact, actable little dramas expressing
a poet's visions of beauty, quiet and equality."

+ Cleveland p43 Je '21 90w
Reviewed by Ludwig Lewisohn

Nation 112:sup564 Ap 13 '21 900w
"He is always a careful writer, elevated in

manner, albeit a bit didactic at times and
somewhat too concerned with the message he is

carrying to a benighted world at large. But
he is an authentic poet inspired more frequently
than not and, above all things, an admirable
workman. It is to be noted, too, that each
piece appears thoroughly actable." H. S- Gor-
man

H NY Times plO Mr 20 '21 ISOOw
Reviewed by Laura Sherry

Poetry 19:94 N* '21 500w
"All these plays are essentially dramatic,

moving slowly through scenes of quiet prepara-
tion to sudden and inevitable close.

The verse always adequate, is often noble and
beautiful. Written by a poet who knows th^
theatre, they should 'act' well, but should be
attempted onlv by actors who understand the
use of blank-verse, before audiences who will

understand that verse when they hear it—

a

severe limitation!
"

+ Theatre Arts M 5:165 Ap '21 120w

Reviewed by S. P. Sherman
Yale R n s 10:631 Ap '21 90w

DUBNOV, SEMEN MARKOVICH. History
of the Jews in Russia and Poland; tr. from
the Russian by I. Friedlaender. 3v v 3

$2.50 Jewish pub. soc. 296

"The third volume of the translation of tWs
notable history barings the fltory begMW m th«
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preceding volumes up to date, taking up the
thread at the accession of Nicholas II. It

traces the rise of Zionism, recounts the
Kishinev massacre, the pogroms incident to the
Russo-Japanese war and the counter revolu-
tion, and the oppression that has been the
fate of the Jews up to the present time. To
the text is added an exhaustive bibliography."
(Lit R) Volumes 1 and 2 received notice, respec-
tively, in the Digest Annuals for 1917 and 1919.

"The picture is too overcharged and lurid,

the tone is too frequently strident and shrieic-

ing, to make quite the proper effect." R. H. L.— Am Hist R 26:833 Jl '21 580w
Booklist 17:201 Mr '21

Ind 105:388 Ap 9 '21 20w

-I- Lit R pll Mr 26 '21 190w

"It speaks well for the author that hi.s book
is not a political tract, but remains a history."

+ Nation and Ath 29:136 Ap 23 '21 520w

N Y Times pl3 Ap 17 '21 660w
R Of Rs 64:112 Jl '21 40w

DUCLAUX, MME AGNES MARY FRANCES
(ROBINSON). Victor Hugo. (Makers of
the nineteenth century) il $3 Holt B or t)2

(Eng ed 21-13162)

Mme Duclaux, English by birth and F"rench
by long association, is well qualified to inter-
pret this great Frenchman to English-speaking
people. Her book gives us Victor Hugo's pri-
vate life, his poetic life and his political life.

She also gives rapid summaries of his work
and quotes freely from his poems, often pro-
viding verse renderings of her own.

Booklist 18:117 Ja '22

"The picture of the man and his period is

vivid."
+ Bookm 54:490 Ja '22 90w

"Neither with over-praise nor with extenua-
tion, she sets down the main facts of Victor
Hugo's unusual life, in a manner wholly fas-
cinating and veracious. Even a blurred closing
cannot seriously mar this remarkably brilliant
biography." C. K. H.

4- Boston Transcript p8 O 22 '21 470w
Freeman 4:310 D 7 '21 1250w

Reviewed by G: Boas
Nation 113:623 N 30 '21 550w
Nation and Ath 29:331 My 28 '21 lOOOw

"Madame Duclaux' s excellent biography
should send many readers back to the work of
this great preposterous lover and legend-
maker of his fellow men." Robert Lynd

+ New Statesman 17:133 My 7 '21 2300w
"Madame Duclaux has presented a vibrant

and vivid portrait. That she is an idolatress
does not detract from its life and truth,
though her worship does not always discrim-
inate values."

-I Sat R 131:401 My 14 '21 1350w
"Madame Duclaux has excelled herself in her

new 'Life of Victor Hugo,' which is by far the
best account in English of that astonishing
man."

+ Spec 126:685 My 28 '21 1600w
Springf'd Republican plla D 4 '21 640w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p245 Ap

14 '21 80w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p272 Ap

28 '21 2950W

DUDLEY, BIDE. Bolivar Brown, il $1.60
(3%c) Harper 21-16376

" 'Bol' Is or was ostensibly a Juvenile citizen
of the Paw Paw Corners, in the vicinity of St
Joe, Mo. There is a good bit of similarity
between Bol and another famous Missouri
l)oy, Tom Sawyer, although Mr Dudley's story
stands squarely on its own merits. Bol and
his chums are genuine boys, full of mischief,
preferring the river to church Sunday morn-
ing, and eventually out of their use of a cave
making a discovery that meant much for their
future fortunes."—Springf'd Republican

Lit D p50 N 5 '21 50w
"The setting of a middle western country

town and the character of the irrepressible
Bolivar are well handled, but in his rather un-
necessarily grown-up plot the author is not so
convincing."

H Lit R p288 D 17 '21 50w
"While boys will simply devour the story,

people who once were boys will find it hard
to refrain from finishing the book at a single
session.

"

+ Springf'd Republican plla N 6 '21 160w

DUFFUS, ROBERT L. Roads going south. $2
(2c) Macmillan 21-15817

"It gives us the life of a New England boy
from babyhood to that dividing moment when
he makes his choice of a way In life. . . Joe
Chapin simply cannot escape the New England
which is in him. His father, the doctor (more
hero of this book than the hero), is Vermont
embodied, pioneering New Englandlsm. His
mother is from Cape Cod, where a culture,
brought whole across feeas, makes a freer New
England. It is her freer blood that works the
divergence in Joe; yet, though this divergence
is the motive power in Joe's life, it is not a
revolt in the last analysis. Mother and father
remarry in Joe. The book works out not on
lines of revolt, but of return to the early spirit
of New Englandism. Its vision is the winning
of the rare things of life and of the spirit,

through, not because of, a hard experience of
life."—Lit R

" 'Roads going south' through interminable
pages reminds us that people have hearts in

the right place and that there is fresh air in

the suburbs and sunshine on the country-side.
I wish that the book had been less consciously
pastoral, for Mr Duffus has a knack and his
heart, too, is in the right place." Burton Ras-
coe

• h Bookm 54:480 Ja '22 180w
"The quiet and capable writing is punctuated

interestingly by lyrical paragraphs, which have
the effect of a Greek chorus chanting the pro-
cessional of the Seasons of Time, behind a
Vermont village. Indeed, these unexpected
lyric passages are but part of an epic concep-
tion of life which gives the real thrill to this
otherwise restrained book. 'Roads going south'
is an excellent book, a true and moving book,
but it misses the soar that is sincerely in it

because the constraint of environment is still

upon it." Marion Ponsonby
H Lit R pl43 N 5 '21 1150w
"Severely true in its realism, the story yet

holds to the higher levels of the spirit, and
it is written with such surety of touch and
such insight into the heart of man as to in-
dicate that its author, newcomer though he
is to the ranks of our fiction writers, possesses
gifts that make it worth while to watch for his
future performances."

-f- N Y Times pl8 N 20 '21 650w

DUGANNE, PHYLLIS. Ruthie. il $1.75 (2c)

Harcourt 21-14706

Ruthie Blake had never been to a real
school a day in her life, although she was thir-

teen and a half. Her father was a construction
engineer, and all her life had been spent in

traveling from one part of the world to an-
other. So when the Blakes finally settled In

Holloway, Ruthie was overjoyed at the pros-
pect of going to school. At first she made
some very funny mistakes, but she was such
a lovable small person that she soon made
friends, and her mistakes were forgotten.
With Moya and Peg for chums she spent a
most delightful year at the King Street school.

Booklist 18:125 tJa '22

N Y Times pl6 N 13 '21 50w

DUNCAN. CARSON SAMUEL. Marketing.
il •$3.50 Appleton 338 21-103

"There is to be found in this book something
more thnn a mere de.scription of the existing
distributive organization. . . It aims in a real
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sense to be a book of "applied' economics."
(Preface) The introduction defines and
describes the terms used and the ground
covered. Suggestions for study at the end of
each chapter mark it for a textbook for schools
and colleges. The text falls into two parts: 1,

Raw materials and foodstuffs; II, Manufactured
products. The general method of approach is

through an analysis of the commodity,
analysis of the market, and analysis of the
trade organization. The book is illustrated with
charts, diagrams and forms, and it has an in-

dex.

"A valuable, and in many respects, a brilliant
book. It is not altogether satisfactory. Its
faults are of the kind we least expected from
the author of 'Comm^cial research,' namely
those of inaccuracy. The style is vivid and
breezy. Such mistakes as have been mentioned
are only blemishes and are not sufHciently ser-
ious to detract materially from the value of the
book." G: B. Hotchkiss

H Administration 1:274 F '21 480w
"His greatest contribution is that of organiz-

ing a wide variety of scattered material into
a logically developed summary." H. B. Vander-
blue

-f- Am Econ R 11:293 Je '21 680w
"Fuller and more detailed than Cherington.

Written from both practical and teaching ex-
perience."

+ Booklist 17:272 My '21

"This book is rather encyclopedic in character
and contains much repetition. The weakest
chapters are those on cost and market price, as
these do not show a thorough grasp of economic
analysis. The book is broadly conceived and
contains a large amount of useful information
and discussion." L: H. Haney

H J Pol Econ 26:429 My '21 650w
R of Rs 63:336 Mr '21 60w

"Keeps well within the scope of the practi-
cal and should be of real assistance to the
trader who cares to understand the principles
under which his business is operated."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21

140w

DUNCAN, GEORGE, and DARWIN, BERN-
ARD. Present-day golf, il $9 (3i^c) Doran
[15s Hodder & S.] 796 22-26025

The double authorship of the book divides
It Into two parts. George Duncan deals with
the technique of the game in detail, analyzing
the methods of Mitchell, Vardon, Braid, Tay-
lor, Herd, Ball, White, Mayo and his own,
with illustrations of their strokes. Bernard
Darwin generalizes on the art, history and
problems of the game, with reminiscenoes of
great golfers.

"It would be difflcult to imagine a better
book on golf than this one. Like most Eng-
lish writing on sports, the entire book is tho-
roughly readable and interesting, the style is

good, and the sportsmanship is thoroughly in
evidence."

+ Lit R p44 S 24 '21 360w
"It is very instructive, and those golfers who

are anxious to perfect their game will find
many helpful lessons between its covers. Cer-
tain it is there are few who are better quali-
fied to teach golf than Duncan. He is conceded
to be one of the greatest players the sport has
ever known, and not only is his ability a nat-
ural gift, but he has made an exhaustive study
of sport in all of its many details as well."

-f N Y Times p29 O 23 '21 400w

DUNK LEY, W. G. Belts for power transmission.
(Pitman's technical primer ser.) il $1 (2s
6d) Pitman 621.85

"Systematic treatment of belt materials and
types of belts, and of the transmission of
power by belting, with specially calculated
tables." (Sub-title)

DUNN, JOSEPH ALLAN ELPHINSTONE.
Man to his mate, il $2 Bobbs [8s 6d Hurst
& B.] 20-18765

"Jim Lund, the protagonist of this story, is
as ravenous a sea-wolf as one could find in the
seven seas. We go with him in the stout
schooner 'Karluk' on an Arctic voyage in quest
of a great gold treasure. The ship's company
is full of dramatic possibilities: a shanghaied
newspaper man from 'Frisco, a questionable
sea-captain dominated by a cold-blooded villain
masquerading as surgeon, the captain's
splendid young daughter, an inscrutable Jap
cook, a bolshevistic crew of sailors and seal
hunters, and Jim Lund, a towering, barrel-
chested, broad-whiskered sea-wolf. The game
on the part of the malevolent entente, headed
by the supposed surgeon, is to beat Jim and
his ally, the newspaper man, out of a rich
gold deposit which the former has discovered
on a previous voyage. In point of numbers it
is a handful arrayed against overwhelming
odds; but in sheer power,—oh, what a pal is
Jimmy! In the m616es which ensue, after lurk-
ing villainy has been dragged into the open,
Jim Lund is like that famed person who so
efficaciously wielded the jaw-bone of an ass."
—Pub W

Booklist 17:217 Mr '21

-1- N Y Times p23 F 27 '21 360w
"All in all, the tale has a sturdy punch."

Joseph Mosher
+ Pub W 98:1889 D 18 '20 420w

DUNN, JOSEPH ALLAN ELPHINSTONE.
Man trap, il •$1.75 (3i^c) Doubleday

21-4163

Simeon Sangster is a swindler, who poses
as a paralytic in a wheeled chair pushed by
a sinister deaf and dumb Pueblo Indian. His
game is to trick young millionaires, with the
lure of a big investment into depositing large
sums of money with him, and to send them
into the lava beds of the Bad Lands into
conditions that spell certain death. The beau-
tiful daughter, who follows his wheeled chair,
is used by him as a bait. Jimmy Crewe, the
mining engiheer, is too canny to fall into the
trap at once and when he finds that his
friend George Birdsall is missing and sets
about to trace him, his investigations lead
him into the tracks of Sangster to the undo-
ing of the latter. Many thrilling adventures
lead up to the denouement and romance of
the story and the wizard lore of the Pueblo
Indians plays a part in the narrative.

Booklist 17:251 Ap "21

DUNNING, WILLIAM ARCHIBALD. History
of political theories from Rousseau to
Spencer. $4 Macmillan 320.1 20-21933

The last of a three-volume work, of which
the two earlier volumes were published in

1902 and 1905, respectively. "Professor Dun-
ning in his three volumes has joined the
qualifications of the historian to those of the
political scientist. His history is, predomi-
nantly, one of political speculative writings
rather than an analysis of political institu-
tions and policies. Within the four hundred
and twenty pages of his text, he reviews the
writings of between forty and fifty authors,
closing with the year 1880. The mode of
presentation is a combination of the chrono-
logical with the topical: chronology governs
when this is possible. Rousseau alone is

honored with a chapter all to himself—forty-
four pages being devoted to this extraordinary
man." (Am Pol Sci R)

"There is hardly a thinker, American, Eng-
lish, French, Italian, or German, who is not
treated, and treated adequately, so far as the
scale of the volume permits. Perhaps the
most serious defect in Professor Dunning's
volume is his treatment of Rousseau." Ernest

H Am Hist R 26:772 Jl '21 580w
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"Professor Dunning's volumes are notable,
not only for their comprehensiveness and for
the eminently judicial quality, but for their
clearness and lucidity of exposition—in short,
for the combination of qualities which go to

make a great and scholarly work in the do-
main of political science." C: E. Merriam

+ Am J Soc 27:250 S '21 200w
"Within the limits which Dr Dunning has

set for himself, he has done all that any one
could do in the way of stating in a few lucid
sentences the substance of often complicated
doctrines." W. W. AVilloughby

-j Am Pol Sol R 15:283 My '21 1050w

Booklist 17:235 Ap '21

"It is a monumental task ably and admirably
performed. Mr Dunning is not an advocate, but
throughout an historian." W. J. Shepard

+ Nation 112:437 Mr 23 '21 I050w

"The whole result of his three volumes is to

give his reader not a little information not
otherwise easily accessible. But it does not in-

struct him in the significance of that knowledge.
There is absent that sense of values which,
if clearly present in the writer's mind, could
make a book such as this a mine of political
wisdom. As it is, little more is offered to us
than an elaborate guide to university examina-
tions." H. J. L.— Nation and Ath 30:183 O 29 '21 800w

New Statesman 17:396 Jl 9 '21 200w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p295 My 5

'21 30w

DU PONT, MRS BESSIE GARDNER. E. I. Du
Pont de Nemours and company; a history,
1802-1902. il *$3 Houghton 662 20-13339

This book is more than an authoritative ac-
count of one of the most interesting and suc-
cessful of American business enterprises. It is a
contribution to American social history as well.
The founder of the company was a French
"moderate," a friend of Lafayette, Talleyrand,
Franklin and Jefferson, who escaped with his
family to this country from the French revolu-
tion, bringing scientific training to an America
which had little knowledge of phemical indus-
try. The business, established" in 1'802, and from
the beginning controlled and administered by
direct descendants of the first Du Pont, has
been intimately connected with critical periods
in American history.

any circumstances. This good Samaritan takes
his patient on a yachting expedition to the
Cornish coast, and there under the soothing
influences of the sea—the "mind healer' of the
title—he recovers mental and bodily health,
and clears himself triumphantly of the charges
alleged against him. Further, he obtains
favourable terms from a publisher, and a con-
sequent release from uncongenial drudgery."

—

Sat K

Booklist 17:238 Ap '21

Boston Transcript p8 F 12 '21 500w
"This history is a record of unremitting labor

and infinite risk. It will repay reading by those
who wish to understand better what really went
on behind politics, wars, and society in the
making of America. The author lived for many
years within hearing of the Brandywine mills.
She writes, therefore, with a personal touch
and her documents are interpreted with sure-
ness and familiarity."

+ Lit R p8 F 19 '21 450w
"The volume is one of unusual interest."

+ Outlook 128:297 Je 15 '21 50w
Survey 46:447 Je 25 '21 70w

"It requires but a moderate sequel of imagin-
ative capacity on the reader's part to enable
him to get a picture from these pages of some-
thing very human indeed, and to one who has
some knowledge of the hazards of human en-
terprise, and the price at which conspicuous
success is attained, the story is fascinatingly
supportive." T: F. Woodlock

-I- Weekly R 4:250 Mr 16 '21 520w

DURAND, RALPH ANTHONY. Mind healer.
n.75 (2c) Putnam [7s 6d Collins] 21-18474

"A bank clerk endeavouring to combine
literary activity with the daily routine, sud-
denly loses his memory, and is subjected in
consequence to undeserved suspicions of mal-
versation. Under both these afflictions he is
comforted and succoured by a physician
Ignorant of his antecedents and by no means
convinced of his innocence, but true to the
professional instinct for relieving suffering In

"This is delightful comedy, tending now and
then towards farce, but always handled with
deftness and kept just within bounds. The
texture of Mr Durand's style is also above
the ordinary. The humor of the book is

genuine and also clean, and the portrayal of
the erratic doctor is a character sketch of
some subtlety."

+ Lit R pl52 N 5 '21 230w
"The fishing and sailing adventures are

described with much spirit, as likewise the
doctor's various manoeuvres for outwitting the
sleuth-hounds of justice. The female charac-
ters are slightly but sympathetically drawn."

+ Sat R 131:443 My 28 '21 280w
"A breezy and vivacious tale."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p293 My
5 '21 150w

DURHAM, MARY EDITH. Twenty years of
Balkan tangle. •?3.75 (4c) Putnam 949.6

(Eng ed 20-20081)

In August, 1900, the author made her first

trip to the Near East in search of recupera-
tion and for twenty years thereafter took a
two months' holiday in the Balkans every
summer. She was drawn into the political
entanglements, with and without her knowledge,
and played her part. The book is an account
of the plots and counterplots thru which she
lived and which she learned to view in a new
light by later developments.

Boston Transcript p6 Mr 25 '21 200w

-f Cath World 113:535 Jl '21 370w
"Miss Durham's sprightly anecdotes and the

picturesquely told results of her indefatigable
and courageous travels fade into mere story-
telling. The wary reader can still find much of
interest, particularly on uncontroversial sub-
jects, but he has to pick and choose with ex-
asperating care. It is very disappointing." H.
F. Armstrong

h Lit R p4 Je 11 '21 lOOOw
Spec 125:643 N 13 '20 250w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p746 N

18 '20 1200W

DUTTON, CHARLES JUDSON. Underwood
mystery. $1.90 (iy2c; Dodd 21-870

John Underwood, noted financier, is found
dead in the library of his summer home. His
son, Robert, a college youth, is under sus-
picion because of some misunderstandings with
his father. Underv/ood's wife, formerly an
actress and a great deal younger than him-
self, Ransome, a playwright living next door
to the Underwoods and Vance, secretary to
Underwood, seem to be in a conspiracy to
cast suspicion on Robert. Though the odds
turn alternately, first against Robert, then
against Vance, and finally against Ransome,
all three are exonerated thru the efforts of
that brilliant detective, Bartley, who brings to
justice the real culprit and bares the motive
for the crime.

"Well written."
+ Booklist 17:217 Mr '21

"The whole book has an atmosphere of
restraint and good-natured appeal which
makes it pleasant reading in spite of its under-
lying tragedy."

-I- N Y Times p22 Ja 30 "21 620w
"Murder and detective story of the old type,

not very well written, but ingeniously planned
to lead the reader on false trails, while the true
one is completely concealed." R. D. Townsend

-] Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 30w
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EALAND, CHARLES AUBREY. Animal Inge-
nuity of to-day. (To-day ser.) 11 $2.25 Llp-
pincott 591.5 21-1444

"This book deals with such matters as the
humble-bee's nest, the wasp that uses a little

pebble for beating down the soil closing the

entrance to its burrow, the animated honey-
pots of the honey-ants, the aquatic beetle that

taps the water-lily's store of air, the male
water-bug called Zaitha, which is made to carry
the eggs, and the male cuckoo's abetting of

his 'paramour's' foisting of her egg into an-
other bird's nest."—Nature

Booklist 17:281 My '21

"We strongly recommend his book of won-
ders to the young in years and to the young in

spirit. Mr Ealand's book is extraordinarily in-

teresting, though he is sometimes not critical

enough." ^^ „„„
H Nature 106:660 Ja 20 '21 330w

"Readers who do not wish to pursue any
branch of natural history very deeply may find

legitimate satisfaction in these twenty-seven
chapters describing a large number of the most
interesting adaptations and habits of species

ranging from the great apes to sea-urchins and
liver-flukes. The author writes with picturesque
clearness, and appears to draw from first-hand
experience as well as very liberally from the

writings of others." „^, ^ „
4 The Times [London] Lit Sup p654 O 7

•20 270w

EARLE, EDWARD MEAD. Outline of modern
history; a syllabus with map studies. $1.60

Macmillan 940.2 21-11797

The course of study here outlined is in large
part the outgrovnh of a syllabus used with
great success in a beginning course in modern
history in Columbia university and is, in fact,

a complete revision and enlargement of a third
edition of the syllabus published in 1916. It

Is intended as a guide for both students and
teachers and is believed to offer to teachers a
useful plan for collegiate courses in history.

Contents: European society in the sixteenth
century; Dynastic and colonial rivalry; "Liberty,
equality, fraternity"; Democracy and national-

ism; National Imperialism; The great war.
The appendix is devoted to the subjects of

studying and note taking and to map studies.

Booklist 18:77 D '21

"No student could wish a better guide."

-f- Lit R p27 S 17 '21 240w
"It is rich in map studies and bibliographical

notes."
-i- R of Rs 64:447 O '21 30w

"The syllabus is very much up to date, and
throughout the instructions are of the most
practical kind." ^

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p701 O
27 '21 200

w

EARLE, OLIVE. Lampshades: how to make
them, il $2.50 Dodd 645 21-15945

This book gives full directions for making
lampshades at home. It shows how to con-
struct all manner of .shades from the simplest
to the most elaborate and at minimum ex-
pense, as contrasted with the prohibitive cost
of ready-made ones. The book is fully illus-

trated.

"A useful book on an important subject and
one to which but little thought has been given
by those who neither run nor own art stores."

-f- Lit R p44 S 24 "21 170w

EARP, EDWIN LEE. Rural social organization.
$1 Abingdon press 260 21-8181

"An outline Intended to guide the rural social
worker and to stimulate him to a scientific

study of questions of organization. The second

part deals with the training of ministers in
rural work."—Survey

"It contains some useful general information,
but it is primarily addressed to the country pas-
tor, and it tells him of the many things to be
done under the social centre parish plan."

Lit R pl5 Je 11 '21 160w
R of Rs 64:336 S '21 30w
Survey 46:315 Je 4 '21 30w

EASTMAN, MAX. Sense of humor. $2 Scrib-
ner 157 21-21572

This is an attempt at a philosophy of humor,
a solution of the problem of humorous laughter.
In part one the author states his own theory
as to what humor is and shows its application
to the various things we laugh at. In part two
he gives an account of the historic attempts of
mankind to explain humor and state the causes
of laughter, classifying these attempts and
criticising them from the standpoint of his own
theory.

"Mr Eastman pretends to nothing more than
the ability to analyze humor, and in this book
he establishes his ability to do it. The au-
thor's familiarity with literature and his un-
assuming style make the treatise notable." E.
L. Pearson

-f Ind 107:297 D 17 '21 90w

EDDINGTON, ARTHUR STANLEY. Space,
time and gravitation; an outline of the
general relativity theory, il *$5 Macmillan
530.1 20-22808

"The avithor, who is professor of astronomy
at Cambridge university, aims 'to give an ac-
count of this work without introducing any-
thing very technical in the way of mathe-
matics, physics, or philosophy. The new view
of space and time, so opposed to our habits
of thought, must in any case demand unusual
mental exercise. The results appear strange;
and the incongruity is not without a humor-
ous side. For the first nine chapters the task
is one of interpreting a clear-cut theory, ac-
cepted in all its essentials by a large and
growing school of physicists. . . . Chapters
X and XI deal with very recent advances,
with regard to which opinion is more fluid.

As for the last chapter, containing the au-
thor's speculations on the meaning of nature,
since it touches on the rudiments of a philo-
sophical system, it is perhaps too sanguine to
hope that it can ever be other than contro-
versial.' "—N Y P L New Tech Bks

Brooklyn 13:81 Ja '21 30w
+ Electrician 85:401 O 1 '20 280w

"Those who want to get a clear insight in-

to a difficult problem, those who have felt

the insufficiency or the ambiguity of the New-
tonian law of gravitation, and demand some-
thing more satisfying, that will accommodate
itself to the new facts or explain what is ob-
scure, will hail the book with delight, but we
imagine that these form only a small portion
of the public that Professor Eddington is ad-
drGSsinfiT

'*

H Engineering 110:757 D 10 '20 2000w

+ Nature 106:822 F 24 '21 llOOw

"Though it is based on a thorough mastery
of the mathematics of the subject, and written
with a great deal of verve, the book suffers

from a certain systematic unclearness as to

fundamentals. There is no very clear distinc-

tion between mathematical analogies and physi-

cal identities." M. R. Cohen
_| New Repub 27:172 Jl 6 '21 250w

N Y P L New Tech Bks p86 O '20

120w
"Admirable exposition." B: Harrow

-f N Y Times p3 Ap 17 '21 2450w

"Of all those who have attempted the Im-
possible task of interpreting Prof. Einstein s

theory of relativity to an untramed public.

Professor Eddington seems to us to come
nearest to success. If we take pleasure in

Professor Eddington's gallant attempt, and
interest in his philosophic wanderings, so
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much the better. But if after all we fall to
understand him, we shall not be a penny the
worse."

+ Sat R 130:200 S 4 '20 950w

+ Spec 126:527 Ap 23 '21 90w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p481 Jl

29 '20 2150W

EDOUART, AUGUSTIN AMANT CONSTANCE
FID6LE. Ancestors in silhouette. 11 '$20
Lane 741 21-6621

The book contains reproductions of silhouettes
cut by the famous French artist, August
Edouart, with illustrative notes and biographical
sketches by Mrs F. Nevill Jackson. In the first

chapter, August Edouart and his work, a sketch
of the artist's life is given with a careful des-
cription of his working method and of his most
famous collections of portraits. Other chap-
ters are: Sir Walter Scott, his friends and
contemporaries in Edinburgh and Glasgow; The
second exile of Charles X at Holyrood; Bath
characters: American citizens (1839-1849). The
book is indexed and the appendix contains lists

of towns and districts visited by Edouart,
and lists of his sitters.

"Mrs Jackson's book is a monument to the
talent, industry and conscientious method of
the "black profile taker,' who claimed, with
more justice than appeared at the time, that
his work was a 'national undertaking.' " R.
H. W.

-t- Ath pl32 F 4 '21 1150w
Boston Transcript p5 My 11 '21 460w
Int Studio 73:125 Ap '21 360w

"The binding of the volume is in excellent
tsiste. The excellence of the plates goes without
saying. The highest praise which can be given
Mrs Jackson's text is to say that it is almost
as charming." Peggy Baird

-t- Lit R p5 Je 11 '21 700w
"Mrs Jackson, who is the author of several

works on silhouettes and other curious forms
of art, brings to her task an enthusiasm and
a carefulness of study not often seen in works
of this kind."

-f- N Y Times pl2 My 22 '21 llOOw
"It is undeniable that the silhouette en bloc

is monotonous. The text of the book, moreover,
is scrappy and inaccurate. Indeed, the text
Injures the book. With all its faults this is

a book that was wanted, it adds to our stores
of knowledge."

H Sat R 131:73 Ja 22 '21 470w
"Though Mrs Nevill Jackson, the compiler

of this fascinating book, has collected a great
deal of gossip about all the sitters, her book
suffers from the fact that she assumes a good
deal of minute knowledge in her readers which
they will not probably for the most part possess.
As to the merits of the silhouettes themselves,
they are all delicious."

-I Spec 126:336 Mr 12 '21 480w
"The title of Mrs Nevill Jackson's book shows

that she Is alive to the genealogical interest
which is impaired by the loss of many thou-
sands of Edouart' s silhouettes. His frequent
tours, his industry, the fullness and accuracy
of his notes, made his work comparable in
this respect with a set of the front pages of
The Times."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p888
D 30 '20 900

w

EDSON, CHARLES L. Gentle art of columning.
•$2 Brentano's 070 21-297

"This is a book on the proper methods to
be followed by writers whose professional duty
It is to be amusing. It Is a manual of voca-
tional training prepared by an expert. Mr Ed-
son has himself been charged with the re-
sponsibility for supplying a dally column of
variegated witticisms . . . and he has been
f9rtunate enough to extract revelatory confe.s-
sions from other journalistic eiaculators of
jocularity. Three of Mr Edson's friendly com-
petitors have kindly provided nrefaces—Don
Marquis, Frahjtlin P. Adams and Chrl^opher

Morley, and a paper by George Horace Lorimer
la also reprinted here to serve as a fourth
preface."—N Y Times

-f Booklist 17:266 My '21

Brooklyn 13:82 Ja '21 20w
+ Cath World 113:411 Je '21 60w

Cleveland p27 Ap '21 30w
"The author's filp is at least engaging, his

technique good, and except that he praises
and helps to perpetuate a notorious lapse in

taste on the part of one columnist, the choice
of illustrations is excellent"

-I Dial 70:475 Ap '21 60w
"One only regrets that the author, instead

of regarding his subject so entirely from the
standpoint of the coterie who carry it on, did
not devote more attention to the forces which
have made this type of personal journalism so
paramount." L. B.

-I Freeman 3:47 Mr 23 '21 200w
"In one of the liveliest books of the year

Mr Edson marshals a host of bad newspaper
Jests and defeats it with a host of good from
F. P. A., Don Marquis, Christopher Morley,
and B. L. T."

+ Nation 112:597 Ap 20 '21 330w
Reviewed by Brander Matthews

+ N \ Times p2 Ja 9 '21 2000w

EDSON, DAVID ORR. Getting what we want:
iiow to apply psychoanalysis to our own
problems. *$2.25 (4c) Harper 130 21-6817

By understanding the structure and evolution
of our mind as v/e do our physical organism,
the author holds, we can learn to guide it as a
skilled mechanic can guide a machine.
He enlarges in turn upon the various
subconscious sections of the mind, as dis-

closed by the psychoanalyst, shows their
reactions on our conscious selves and points

the way to their control. Partial contents:
The mind as a machine; Deficients; The drive
for greatness; Sublimation; The psychic cen-
sor; Dreams; Psychopathic and psychophysical;
Blonds and brunets; Mental inheritance; Mental
glossary; Parallelism; Dreams and the archaic;
Adaptation; Life formulas and hungers; Brain
patterns and the chemistr>- of action; Blond and
brunet chart (insert).

"For those who lack the ripeness of experi-

ence, this book may help to interpret the sup-
pressed desires of persons in other strata of

life and explain thoughts and acts impossible

of solution otherwise."
h R of Rs 64:67 2 D '21 40w

"While it makes a rather fantastic use of the
racial and temperamental distinction between
blond and brunet, [it] is breezily suggestive.

without being mawkish or platitudinous."
+ Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 21

350w

EDWARDS, MATILDA BARBARA BETHAM-,
tr. French fireside poetry; with metrical
translations and introd.; ed. by Bernard
Miail. •$1.25 Small [3s 6d Allen & U.]

841.08 A21-663

"In this volume Miss Betham-Edwards has
given us versions of a number of those
pleasantly sentimental pieces beloved by the
French reciter. A few of the classical great

have been admitted; but for the most part the

poems included are by such minor writers as
Nadaud. Delpit, Paul D6roul$de, Florlan.

(Ath) "The poems treat not of kings, marshals,

and fairies, but of oxen, owls, and rabbits.

They are written in the ponderous Alexand-
rines." (Lit R)

-\ Ath p354 Mr 12 '20 120w
Booklist 17:242 Ap '21

+ Lit R pl2 Mr 19 '21 240w

"Many of the pieces are mediocre in transla-

tion because they were insipid in the original,

hut eleven fables from Florian are included, and
thev are delicious."
+ — Nation 112:630 Ap 27 '21 70w
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EDWARDS, M. B. B. —Continued
"Few metric translations of French poetry

are successful, and the present anthology Is no
exception. Nevertheless, it is interesting for

the light it throws on the soul of the French
people and for the learned introduction on the
place of poetry in French life."

H Survey 44-351 Je 5 '20 120w

EGGLESTON, DE WITT CARL, and ROBIN-
SON, FREDERICK BERTRAND. Business
costs, il •$7.50 Appleton 657 21-4822

The book is one of the College of the city of
New York series in commerce, civics, and tech-
nology and covers every important subject or
problem in cost accounting. It is indexed, con-
tains many illustrations and forms, and is

divided into seven parts: Cost accounting; Pro-
duction and costs; Material costs; Labor costs;
Overhead expense; Collecting and recording
cost data; Examples of complete cost systems.

"A wealth of illustrations and forms, in all

over two hundred, have been well chosen and
are conveniently distributed throughout the
text. One of the especially desirable features
of the work is the large number of arithmeti-
cal calculations illustrating definitely and con-
cretely various problems and principles. The
essential characteristic of the book is con-
creteness. It lacks, however, an adequate
presentation of the philosophical, controver-
sial, and moot aspects of the subject." M. J.

Shugrue
H Am Econ R 11:508 S '21 220w
"As a whole, the work is a comprehensive

and thorough presentation of the principles and
practice of cost accounting."

H Lit R pll .11 9 '21 650w

EINERT, MARGARET TH^RfeSE. Rhythmic
dance book, il $1.50 (4s 6d) Longmans 793

21-6505

"The interest which is at present evident in
the development of rhythmic dancing is found
alike in the lower schools and in the universi-
ties. . . The first chapter of the book gives a
detailed account of the evolution and function
of rhythmic dances. Such dances are advo-
cated in the school not alone for their value
as physical exercises, but also because of the
emotional response and the natural spontaneity
aroused. The following chapters are devoted
to detailed instructions for various types of
rhythmic exercises, verse dancing, plastic pos-
ing, and a series of nine stories in movement.
If rhythmic dancing is adopted in the schools
simply as a fad, it will accomplish little. If.

however, it is wisely correlated with other
types of physical activity, and its real pur-
poses are kept uppermost, it should function
in a useful way. 'This latter view is empha-
sized throughout the entire book."—El School J

Booklist 18:43 N '21

El School J 22:157 O '21 160w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p293 My

5 '21 40w

EINSTEIN, LEWIS DAVID. Tudor ideals.
$3.50 Harcourt [14s Belli 942.05 21-14884

This history of the political, social and lit-

erary ideals of sixteenth century England takes
no account of the sequence of events but
analyses the spirit and tendencies of the age
in its various aspects. The author calls atten-
tion to the fact that Tudor England in many
respects resembles our own age in that It
marks the disintegration of an old world and
the beginnings of a new amid more or les.'s of
violence and disorder. He shows how the
modern conception of English life dates from
Elizabeth, during whose reign a harvest, sown
by the renaissance and by previous upheavals,
was ripening in silence. Contents: I. The
crown; IT, The individual; III. Ideals of life
and thought; IV. The enrichment of life. There
are copious notes of references and an index.

dents for assistance in their historical re-
searches. It is too rambling and contradictory
a volume for such a purpose, bewildering the
mind with its vast accumulation of material
loosely put together." Llewelyn Powys— + Freeman 4:236 N 16 '21 560w
"His observations indicate thought; and his

reading of the sources, as far as these are in
Etiglish and French, is wide and fresh. . . Over
against some apt and accurate observations
must be set a number of statements showing
confused thought, or erroneous information."
Preserved Smith

H Nation 113:454 O 19 '21 420w
Outlook 129:306 O 26 '21 90w

"The arrangement of the material is not al-
ways helpful to coherency. One gains an im-
pression that the book is, as indeed Mr Ein-
stein explains, a part of a larger study. As a
result there is a lack of finish, an almost out-
line treatment of some parts. There is never-
theless an abundance of penetrating comment
on the significance of this period." J: M. Gaus

-I Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 500w
"Mr Einstein provides guiding and represen-

tative facts rather than historical investiga-
tions. But his facts are well chosen, and in
his generalizing there is often a strong thread
of philosophical wisdom as well as historical
summary, so that on the whole, he comes out
of his courageous, not to say audacious, enter-
prise with success."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p781 D 1
21 1300W

"Throughout, the book is novel in conception.
But it will not. I think, quite satisfy the read-
ers for whom it was intended. They are cer-
tain to feel that there are altogether too many
'ideals' and that many of them are not ade-
quately developed in the few pages given to
them." Wilbur Cross

f- Yale R n s 11:420 Ja '22 330w

ELDRIDGE, FREDERICK R., jr. Trading with
Asia. $3.50 Appleton 382

The book, which Is designed as a handbook
on Far Eastern trade, undertakes to give the
fundamental facts concerning the history, gov-
ernment, and commerce of the oriental
peoples and includes only such references to
habits and customs as are necessary to bring
out important economic facts, i.e. why certain
commodities dominate the trade of certain
regions. The pre.'^ent development of our for-
eign trade is analyzed fully with a view to point-
ing out the lines of permanent and profitable
growth. The appendices, giving concrete in-
formation for reference purposes, form an Im-
portant part of the book. The subject is

divided geographically into four parts: China
and Japan; Philippine Islands and the Dutch
East Indies; British India, Burma, and Ceylon;
Malaysia. French Indo-China. and Siam. A
bibliography is attached to each part and there
are maps and an Index.

Booklist 18:113 Ja '22

"It would he unfair to deny a certain volue
to 'Tudor ideals,' though onp suspects that it

is hardly likely to be selected by exacting stu-

"Mr Eldridge shows forth a vast amount of
information. With remarkable industry have
these immense masses of information been col-
lected, the whole forming a body of facts of
the greatest utility to those directly interested
in the commerce of the East." B. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p6 D 31 '21 490w

ELIOT, SAMUEL ATKINS, ed. Little theater
classics. 3v v 3 il *$2 Little 808.2

The plays selected for this volume are:
Bushido. from "Terakoya" or "Matsu," by
Takeda Idzumo; The old wife's tale, by George
Peele; Pericles, from Shakespeare; and The
Duchess of Pavy, from "Love's sacrifice" by
John Ford. The first is an act from a typically
feudal, i.e. medieval, Japanese play. The other
three, of which The old wife's tale is unadapted,
epitomize "the naive spring, blooming summer,
and gaudy autumn of the great epoch in Eng-
lish drama that closed with the winter of Purl-
tan prohibition." (Preface)

Booklist 17:342 Jl '21

Bookm 54:77 S '21 90w
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Boston Transcript p7 Je 11 '21 440w
"Amateurs everywhere should bear in mind

these 'Little theatre classics' as splendid ma-
terial for their intelligent use and purpose." R:
Burton

+ Lit R p3 My 28 '21 650w
"Though the theatre material in this third

volume is perhaps not equal to that in the
first and second volumes of the series, the
work has been done with the same intelli-

gence and care. The suggestions as to all the
phases of production are full and illuminat-
ing."

-I- Theatre Arts M 5:253 Jl '21 200w

ELIOT, THOMAS STEARNS. Sacred wood;
essays on poetry and criticism. •$2.50

Knopf 804 21-26286

These essays are introduced by some remarks
on Matthew Arnold as a critic and on literary
criticism in general, and the essays are: The
perfect critic; Imperfect critics—Swinburne as
critic—A romantic aristocrat (George Wynd-
ham)—The local flavour—A note on the Amer-
ican critic—The French intelligence; Tradition
and the individual talent; The possibility of a
poetic drama; Euripides and Professor Murray;
Rhetoric and poetic drama; Notes on the blank
verse of Christopher Marlowe; Hamlet and his
problems; Ben Jonson; Philip Massinger; Swin-
burne as poet; Blake; Dante.

"Criticism is a science In its practice; in its

theory it is rather a part of philosophy. In both
branches Mr Eliot seems to us, even when we
strongly disagree with his theories, judgments,
or analysis, to contribute something solid,
something which can serve as a foundation for
knowledge, a keener or juster appreciation, and
even creation." L. W.

-f- Ath p834 D 17 '20 1150w
"Interesting and helpful for the student of

literature but lacking inspiration for the general
reader."

H Booklist 17:243 Ap '21

" 'The sacred wood' is a thoughtful book.
One of the chief charms of Mr Eliot's criticism
is that in his withholding of praise, an author
would feel no pain. But when his praise is un-
mixed, the effect is completely brilliant as in
the opening paragraphs of the essay on Ben
Jonson." Marianne Moore

+ Dial 70:336 Mr '21 1600w
"The main defects of the book are two: he

does not clearly tell us what it is he looks for
in literature and he nowhere gives us a clear
picture of his notion of satisfactory criticism.
His essay on Ben Jonson is wholly admirable.
His essay on Marlowe is well worth reading."
E. S.

h Lond IVIercury 3:447 F '21 760w
"Eliot is not a perfect critic, because he does

not write well enough in prose; but in the
course of his essays he has drawn permanently
valuable distinctions, and he has vindicated with
rare intelligence the right, Indeed the necessity,
of the critic to think and to go on thinking."

-f Nation 112:669 My 4 '21 350w
"Mr Eliot has made a serious tactical error

in not doing his utmost to eliminate the traces
of a superior attitude. There is a great deal
in :Mr Eliot's criticism with which I do not
wholly agree, and more that irritates me in
spite of my own agreement: but I am convinced
that there is only one modern book of poetical
criticism that compares with it for suggestive

-

ness, and that is the poet laureate's 'Milton's
prosody.' These very different books have in
common a rare distinction: they both approach
poetry as a, poiesis; they are in an exact sense,
'creative criticism.' " J: M. Murry

H New Repub 26:194 Ap 13 '21 1550w
"The book is one of those that give impetus

and direction to a tide caught on the turn.
Those who are not carried away by that tide
will entertain two main doubts: whether the
deper.=;onalised, scientific attitude towards art
that Mr Eliot professes is not more apparent
than real, and whether the cogency of his judg-
ments does not partly depend on the strategic

advantage which that attitude gives him, rather
than on the soundness or delicacy of his sensi-
bility."

-I New Statesman 16:733 Mr 26 '21 1550w
"His criticism is sane without being dull or

imitative; original without eccentricities; pro-
found without obscurity; cultured without affec-
tation; vigorous without being superficial. The
only qualifications I would make are tliese:
sometimes his phraseology is a little too ab-
stract; sometimes he uses words with a re-
stricted meaning which is not always clear to
the reader. Again, in a very slight degree he
tends to take the opinion of distinguished con-
temporaries instead of investigating for him-
self." R: Aldington

H Poetry 17:345 Mr '21 750w
"Scholarship, acuteness of mind, delicacy of

perception and many ideas are his; but though
he writes of poetry, he is coldly detached from
it, and though life is the stuff of literature, we
cannot feel that he has ever lived. It is a dis-
embodied voice that speaks. The result is an
extraordinary brittleness, even when truth Is
spoken; the moment a conclusion, after much
painful groping, is reached, it dissolves Into
dust."

1- Sat R 131:281 Ap 2 '21 880w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p741 N 11

'20 40w
"Mr Eliot is more grudging of praise than

blame; often, indeed, he seems to grudge us
our enjoyment, as if he took a pleasure in rub-
bing the gilt off the gingerbread, when really
it is not gilt at .all or mere gingerbread. And
because of this we are tempted to read him
with resentment, to resist even the many good
things which he says."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p795 D 2
'20 1300W

ELLIS, B. ELDRED. Gloves and the glove
trade, il $1 (*3s) Pitman 675 21-15481

This short handbook in the Pitman's com-
mon commodities and industries series gives a
history of the glove and the various processes
involved in the making of both leather and
fabric gloves. Contents: The antiquity of the
glove; The glove as a symbol; The glove in the
realm of fashion; Leather gloves: skins and
their origin; Skin-dressing and treatment; Dye-
ing and dressing the leather; Glove-cutting:
Sewing and finishing leather gloves; Fabric
gloves: origin of the industry; Making of
fabric gloves; Marketing; Distribution of the
indu.stry; British glove trade organisations;
Glossary, index and illustrations.

ELLIS, EDITH M. O. (LEES) (MRS HAVE-
LOCK ELLIS). New horizon in love and
life: with a preface by Edward Carpenter
and an introd. by Marguerite Tracy. $4
Macmillan [10s 6d Black] 173

(Eng ed 21-13073)

"Edith Ellis was one of the few feminists
who kapt their head.s during the grind and
tumult of a whole lifetime dedicated to the
freedom of her sex. She fought for the sanc-
tity of motherhood under all conditions, for a
genuine scientific understanding of all sex
questions. 'The new horizon in love and life'

is a collection of essays and lectures (posthu-
moush- issued) embodying the author's gospel
for womankind. Those dealing with political
questions are more conventional and less con-
vincing than the chapters on love and mar-
riage, on which she was an undoubted author-
ity."—Lit R

"In all of these essays one observes the
clarity of style, the passionate poetic expres-
sion that characterize her novels, for Mrs El-
lis was a woman of unco:nmon literary gifts."
E: E. Paramore. jr.

-t- Lit R p69 O 8 '21 780w
"Though we disagree with a great many of

Mrs Havelock Ellis's opinions on marriage,
love, and eugenics, her posthumous volume is

an interesting book, the second prwt of it par-
ticularlv."

+ Spec 127:24 Jl 2 '21 130w
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ELLIS, EDITH M. 0.~Continued
"The somewhat startling message of a sensi-

tive, intelligent but highly individualistic wo-
man, whose ideas doubtless obeyed the im-
pulses of her own temperament."

h Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21

300w
Weekly R 5:260 S 17 '21 290w

ELLIS, HAVE LOCK. Impressions and com-
ments: 2d ser., 1914-1920. $2.75 Houghton
[12s Constable] 824 (Eng ed 21-26726)

This is the second volume of short jottings
from a mind of rich experience, penetrating
insight and broad interpretations. They con-
tain everything from flashes of memory, des-
criptions of scenery and travel, comments on
current events and philosophic reflections. "No
title could be more distinctly apt than this
which is applied to the almost day by day
thoughts and impressions of Havelock Ellis,
and the comments he has made upon what
passed in this busy world of 1914-1920. It
has something of the ideal diary about it,

the diary in which a man stops long enough
to write something of those thoughts which
have absorbed him during the day. It is a
record of realities, for there is much more of
reality here than in the general diary with Its
concern with mundane affairs. One Is con-
scious from time to time of the current of
world affairs, but it seems that Mr Ellis under-
stands that there are more poignant realities
than these. So, as we come to read more
deeply here we feel more and more that this
Is an abiding record of war years Just be-
cause It is so little concerned with the din of
battles." (Boston Transcript)

Booklist 18:11 O '21

"This is a book to be read carefully and re-
read, for it repays the time spent upon It.

It is full of sentences or paragraphs which we
would store away in the memory, and the
author who leaves with us something which we
would wish to remember has done his work
well." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ag 13 '21 920w
"His writing was never better than in this

volume. His style, especially towards the
end, takes on a sort of glowing clarity. It is
English that is as transparent as a crystal,
and yet it is English that is full of fine colors
and cadence." H. L. Mencken

+ Lit R p37 S 24 '21 720w
"The extracts from the journal here publish-

ed are the casual comments of an intelligent,
inauisitive, essentially lay and amateur mind
on a great variety of subjects. In almost
everything he says, Mr Ellis shows himself
less as a philosopher than as a delightful com-
panion and oauseur." Preserved Smith

1- Nation 113:542 N 9 '21 520w
"Two pathetic notes recurring throughout

these reflections give an austere beauty of feel-
ing which is the character and unity of the
book. One is the familiar pathos of the past,
the gleaning of memories of persons, scenes
and events which have gone. The other is
that sen-se of the littleness of the formal place
of Man in Nature." .7. A. H.

+ Nation and Ath 29:545 Jl 9 '21 1550w
"Mr Havelock Ellis may hold strong views.

he may deal boldly with dangerous subjects,
but he expresses himself so calmly, so frankly,
and with an undercurrent of such delicate
numor that It were surely Impossible to take
offence. That which gives a poignant and
peculiar quality to the book is the clear-eyed
realKsation of approaching departure. Weseem to see an honoured worker, resting from
his labours on the deck of a ves.sel that bearshmi over calm waters to a serene sunset. He
looks forward and backward with equal mind
and ever and anon pens some brief message
of wisdom or good cheer for those whom he ia
leaving on the shore."

4- Nature 107:743 Ag 11 '21 220w
"In this diary of scattered thoughts, vagrant

impressions and vivid comment one does not
look for a considered gospel, but one has con-
tinually the impression of talking to a man
of rare sensitiveness, of acute pity, whose

sense of curiosity is no less lively than his
sense oi beauty. It Is a deep sense of the
loveliness in life which has always kept Mr
Ellis's philosophy noble."

+ New Statesman 17:338 Je 25 '21 470w
Reviewed by C: W. Thompson

N Y Times p23 Jl 31 '21 185&W
"There are other entries in these diaries

which might disturb old controversies, or
start new ones; but it Is better to take them
as they are, the mellow fruit of a ripe and
well-tried tree."

-1 Sat R 132:209 Ag 13 '21 440w
"The storehouse of Mr Ellis's mind as he

opens a window upon such widely differing
prospects as Little Dunmow or the Old Testa-
ment, Beethoven's Fifth Symphony, or Wells
Cathedral, Eternity, or a field of poppies, must
charm the most pedestrian of readers. And
if one object of recording thought in book
form is to provoke thought in those who read,
these second Impressions leave nothing to be
desired."

-I- Spec 127:150 Jl 30 '21 ISOw
"These extracts, as one may suppose them

to be, from a journal make no pretence to be
more than jottings; yet the writing of some
of them is as well worth study as that of an
essay by Steele."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p353 Je
2 '21 1200W

ELLIS, HAVELOCK. New spirit. (Modern lib.

of the world's best books) lea '950 Boni
& Liveright 804 21-26226

This book, which was first published thirty
years ago, contains six essays,—on Diderot,
Heine, Whitman, Ibsen, Tolstoi and Huysmans,
but the underlying theme which links them
all is religion, as the author writes in his con-
clusion: "Each study brings us face to face
with religion. . . . We may find it in Diderot's
mighty enthusiasm, in Heine's passionate cries,
in Ibsen's gigantic faith in the future, in Whit-
man's not less gigantic faith in the present. . .

The men who have most finely felt the pulse
of the world, and have. In their turn, most
effectively stirred its pulse, are religious men."

Booklist 17:223 Mr '21

"The spirit which was indeed new In 1890,
when the book was first issued, has now been
a good while in the world, and the more
alert members of the present generation will
find a good deal that seems accepted doctrine
in these broad and bland essays."

h Nation 112:349 Mr 2 '21 llOw
"He leads the discussion along a path where

the healthy-minded can hardly fail to follow
him, and he does so with that combination
of enthusiasm and tolerance which is so rare
in a man of his sensitiveness." F. H.

4- New Repub 26:139 Mr 30 '21 1250w

ELLIS, IDA. Catechism of palmistry. 11 $1.50
McKay 133.6

The book is a third "extensively revised and
enlarged" edition of the author's science of
chirognomy and chiromancy, in the form of
questions and answers.

ELLISON, MRS EDITH NICHOLL. Desert and
the rose. 11 $1.75 (4c) Cornhlll co. 917.89

21-15190

The sketches In this volume are from the
journal of a ranchwoman in New Mexico. The
ranch is in the Mesilla "Valley, near El Paso,
Texas, whither the writer has come for her
health. She tells of her experiences from the
day of her arrival, of her struggles to adapt
herself to the new life, of her work and her
successes and how "the spirit of the great
desert" has entered into her soul for all time.
Some of the sketches are: The arrival of the
tenderfoot: The graduation of the tenderfoot:
The Rio Bravo, irrigation and crops: The peon;
The Indian, the Mexican and the church; The
wonderful country; Healthseekers and matters
pertinent; Crossing the desert.

"Interesting and enlightening."
+ Lit R p2B S 17 '21 140w
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"The life of a woman rancher in the Mesilla
Valley. She employed Mexican help and has
much to narrate about the peons. The book
is extremely readable throughout."

+ N Y Times pl9 My 29 '21 440w

ELLSWORTH, FRANKLIN FOWLER. Band-
wagon; a political novel of Middle-America.
$1.90 (.SViC) Dorrance 21-13061

The scene of the story is Minnesota, which,
says the author, had "the most corrupt and
relentless political machine in existence,"
vhere, in fact, "three men actually selected
or dictated every political committee in the
state." It was Truman Treadwell who under-
took to fight this machine single-handled, over
the heads of the leaders, and in the face
of repeated defeats. To avoid being crushed
by the political band-wagon, he created "an
indispensable, omnipotent, clean and over
powering band-wagon for the use of honest
and everyday people." Neither the well-or-
ganized power of the bi-partisan bosses, or the
cleverly manipulated social intrigues daunted
him and when at last he was elected gover-
nor, his election heralded the dawn of a new
political order.

"A flanie with the courage and the faith of
the conviction that 'honesty in politics is not
outlawed," this study of present-day American
politics is both inspiring and—admonitive."

+ Boston Transcript p7 Ag 10 '21 680w
"In many respects the story has serious

shortcomings: it is too superficial; it confines
itself too largely to trivial and inconsequential
events. And as a novel the woik Ls marred
by glaring defects. The fact that, in spite of
striking limitations, he has written a book of
interest and value is convincing testimony
that he has something really worth while to
say." S. A. Coblentz

1- Lit R plO S 3 '21 480w
"This book has the crudity of an amateur

performance. Its continued use of italics is

fairly distressing. But often there is a com-
pensating freshness aljout the fiction of an
unprofessional writer, and we feel it here."
H. W. Bovnton

H Weekly R 5:2.57 S 17 '21 280w

ELSON, HENRY WILLIAM. Modern times and
the living past, il •$2.40 Am. bk. 909

21-1841

"In this volume Professor Elson has responded
to the recommendations of the committee on
history and preparation for citizenship of the
American Historical Association for a review of
world history in the latter years of the high
school. It is the purpose of this recommended
course to help the pupil to understand contem-
porary social, economic, and industrial condi-
tions as an outgrowth of the historical develop-
ment of mankind."—Lit R

Booklist 17:296 My '21

"There is in evidence much effort to help
children to appreciate the art, the customs of
the times under consideration, representing
man's achievements and progress. But it

seems to the reviewer that the author has not
seen the lessons to be drawn from all this his-
tory in understanding the age-old struggle be-
tween the 'haves' and the 'have-nots,' the re-
sources of progress and reactions. . . The Il-

lustrations are very valuable, especially the col-
ored plates. The maps are purposeful and
clear. The author's style is simple and direct."
P. L. L. Cox

-I Lit R p6 Mr 12 '21 750wr

ELTON, OLIVER. Survey of English liter-
ature: 1780-1880. new ed 4v •$16 Macmillan
820.9 21-26295

Professor Elton's first "Survey of English
literature. 1780-1830" (listed in the Book Re-
view Digest for 1913) appeared in 1912 and is
now re-issued with the addition of two volumes
which cover the period from 1830 to 1880—the
Victorian era, from Carlyle to Meredith.

"Excellent manual. He arrests the attention
without startling, he edifies without being a

bore. The whole book is good, within the limi-
tations of its scheme." E. M. F.

H Ath p93 Ja 28 '21 1400w (Review of v 3
and 4)

Booklist 17:243 Ap '21 (Review of v
1-4)

"The mechanical defect of the four books is
their gravest fault; as one passes to the mat-
ter of these nobly written pages, one scarcely
knows how to praise discriminately, or where
to lieffiii." H. M. Jones

H Freeman 3:r)nG Ag 31 '21 1450w (Re-
view of V 1-4)

"The value of these two imposing volumes
lies mainly in this fresli, fair spirit of inquiry
and analysis, by means of which Professor El-
ton has succeeded in higher degree than any
one else in determining piovisionally the verdict
of time." Norman Foerster

+ Lit R p5 Ja 29 '21 1200w (Review of v 3
and 4)

"A lively encyclopedia interspersed with
long, well-documented, and clearly argued es-
says on the greater writers of the last cen-
tury. Seldom have so many sensible judg-
ments on modern English literature been as-
seml:iled together." .1. C. S.

-I- Lond Mercury 3:563 Mr '21 700w (Re-
view of V 3-4)

"Professor Elton brings to the task of survey-
ing Victorian literature three qualifications that
ordinarily flourish only in separate men: sound
scholarship, wide sympathy, and originality of
judgment. Sound scholarship is shown in the
author's wide and thorough reading, in the all

but total absence of errors of fact, misquota-
tion, and the like, and in the justification offered
for the choice of dates, 1830-1880. Catholic sjth-
pathy is shown in the capacity to recognize the
merits of opposites. of personalities as unlike
as Carlyle and Pater, Browning and Rossetti,
Dickens and Swinburne. Originality of judg-
ment is shown everywhere, yet there is original-
ity not of eccentricity but of an eager, unim-
peded insight." Norman Foerster

-f Nation 112:407 Mr 16 '21 880w (Review
of V 3 and 4)

"When attention has been called to the some-
what antiquated form in which the former part
of the 'Survey' now reappears, there Is very
little to criticize in Professor Elton's remark-
able work and very much to praise. It Is a work
of quite extraordinary poise and equanimity,
and of an admirable evenness of execution that
sustains itself at a high level without ever be-
coming monotonous or dull." S: C. Chew

H New Repub 26:197 Ap 13 '21 760w (Re-
view of V 1-4)

"It is impossible to do more than hint at the
wealth of critical exegesis to be found in these
four volumes, so well nourished with learning,
so 'enjoying' and so sensitive in taste, and so
entertaining and distinguished in style; so flex-

ible, compressed and yet so suggestive. Knowl-
edge so broad and exact is seldom found in com-
pany with so engaging a manner." R: Le
Gallienne

+ N Y Times p22 Je 12 '21 2800w (Review
of v 1-4)

"The book will certainly prove one of the au-
thoritative text-books for this period. The
reader must note that this is not a polite way
of saying that it is dull, for it is not. No book
of this sort can be both good and dull."

-f Spec 126:23 Ja 1 '21 360w (Review of v 3

and 4)

"A great and sober book 6f literary history,

a book which combines professorial judgment
with human appreciation."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p505 Ag
11 '21 2700W (Review of v 3-4)

"The outstanding characteristics of this 'Sur-

vey of English literature' are its catholicity and
aesthetic common sense. Occasionally we nnd
something to challenge. But in general the vast
range of the author's reading is less remarkable
than the unerring versatility with whi<^I, n»8

taste threads so many labyrinths." F: E. Pierce

+ Yale R n s 10:878 Jl '21 1750w (Review
of V 1-4)
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EMERSON. DAVID B. Modern building
* superintendence and tlie writing: of speci-

tications. $1.75 (8c) Scribner 690 21-15849

Tlie object of the book is to describe the new
methods in building construction that have
come into use since the last important work on
the subject was written. It follows the con-
struction of a large, modern, fully equipped
office building, equipped in the best manner
possible, from excavation and foundations
through every phase of construction, to the in-
stallation of the plumbing, drainage and heat-
ing systems, the electric wiring and elevators.
Part two is devoted to the writing of specifica-
tions.

EMPEY, ARTHUR GUY, Madonna of the
hills. •$2 (li/^c) Harper 21-1673

This story of a New York cabaret girl and
of the New York underworld shows human na-
ture at its lowest and, incidentally, at its
highest. It presents an appalling picture ol
the graft game with which human sharks
outwit one another and prey upon the un-
wary; of the r51e played in it by the police,
and of the dangers to which women are ex-
posed in this murky flood. Mollie Eastman's
mother was caught in it and went down and
Mollie herself struggled long against the tide
and kept herself pure—thanks to the kind
mothering of Mrs Henderson—even after she
was engulfed. When she realized the fact
that she had been trapped into a gambling
den and that the man whom she thought she
loved was a criminal, she fled into the moun-
tains and allowed the past to fall away from
her. The one-time cabaret girl marries a
country parson after an enthusiastic Italian
artist has painted her picture as the Madonna
of the hills.

"The story has but one moral: anything's
all right, so long as you get away with it.
But authors, as well as other humbler folk,
should remember that occasionally you don't."
I. W. L.— Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 750w
"When the scene shifts from New York to

the country the story becomes dull and per-
functory, but, though crude, it is a straight-
forward and fairly entertaining, if rather old-
fashioned, tale of the powers that prey."

-i NY Times p25 F 20 '21 1300w

ENELOW, HYMAN GERSON. Jewish view of
Jesus. *$1.50 Macmlllan 232 20-9145

"This is an unprejudiced and popular appre-
ciation of Jesus by a Jewish rabbi who Is
familiar with modern historical methods of bib-
lical study and who is unbiased by the acri-
monious controversies that have so often made
the very name of Jesus anathema to the Jews.
The author writes in a spirit of undisguised
admiration for Jesus and concludes with the
hope that he may yet serve as a bond of union
between Jew and Christian."—Bib World

"Mr Enelow ha.s stuck his head out of the
window, but his voice still comes from within
the ark. And he is interesting for that very
reason. His exposition is free from rancour."

H Ath p891 D 31 '20 300w
Bib World 54:649 N '20 70w

"Dr Enelow has made a notable addition to a
small class of comparatively recent books by
distinguished Jewish authors contributing to the
better understanding of Jesus. One of the best
points In the book is its repeated emphasis of
the 'personal element' in Jesus' teaching." B: I.
Bo.sworth

-I J Religion 1:217 Mr '21 420w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p671 O 14

•20 60w

ENO, HENRY LANE. Indian summer. $1.25
DufHeld 811 21-793

".Several sonnets, a few miscellaneous pieces,
narrative and imaginative, and some songs fill

out this volume's seventy-three pages."'

—

Springf'd Republican

"Mr Eno awakens melodies. Sir Philip Syd-
ney, on a summer's night, did just such verses
underneath the trees. The sonnets, on nothing
at all, love and moonbeams, are done with
an originality of picturesque thought which
makes them charming."

4- Boston Transcript p7 F 19 '21 150w
-I- Lit R pl2 My 14 '21 30w

"Tlie verse is quiet and well-toned in the
interpretation of beauty."

4- Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

120w

ERDMAN, HENRY ERNEST. Marketing of
whole milk. (Citizen's lib. of economics,
politics and sociology) il $4 (21s) Mac-
millan 338.1 21-12290

"Dr Erdman's book deals fully with every
aspect of milk from the time It leaves the cow.
He treats of its place as a food and as an
agricultural product; of the modern govern-
ment standards set for its purity; of its col-
lection, railway transportation, and urban
delivery; of the various methods of fixing
prices; and of the rise of collective bargaining.
Nowhere has the problem of obtaining milk
at a fair price to dairymen, distributer, and
consumer been solved and Dr Erdman states
that he does not believe it can be solved so
long as a triangular warfare among the three
Interests continvies. He believes that the best
present remedy is a combination of collective
bargaining and a State commission to keep
rates within proper bounds."—Lit R

Booklist 18:39 N '21

"His work is a competent survey of a field
which has an extensive literature, and clearly
emphasizes the common-sense economic prin-
ciples which govern the milk business."

+ Lit R plO Ag 13 '21 320w
"Those interested in an adequate supply of

pure milk at a price that would make it avail-
able for families of low economic status should
thoroughly study this book before advocating
any plans looking toward a control of the milk
industry." J. F. Steiner

4- Survey 47:439 D 17 '21 240w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p754 N 17

'21 20w

ERSKINE, BEATRICE (MRS STEUART ERS-
KINE). London as an art city. 11 $1.26
(5i^c) Stokes 914.21

This little book sets forth In brief compass
the art treasures of London, Its architecture as
exemplified in Westminster Abbey and St Paul's
cathedral, its public and private art collec-
tions. There is a chapter on literary London
and one on modern art and artists.

Lit R pl06 O 22 '21 80w

ESHER, REGINALD BALIOL BRETT, 2d vis-
count. Tragedy of Lord Kitchener, il $3
(9c) Dutton [10s 6d Murray] B or 92

21-17567

Lord Esher had been for a long time before
the war, and was, during the period of Lord
Kitchener's secretaryship for war, in close con-
tact with him. "My object is to put on record
my impression of Lord Kitchener and of cer-
tain events connected with him which came
under mv personal observation during the
months between August, 1914, and June. 1916."

The essay is based on a diary recording pass-
ing events and impressions and purposely left

uncorrected by later reflection. To the author
the heart of Kitchener's tragedy was not In the
sinking of the warship which was carrying him
to Russia, but In the failure of those aualitles

of mind and character, which had commanded
such success during his earlier career, but
which seemed unequal to the last task set him.

Booklist 18:79 D '21

"His narrative was evidently written 'from the
Inside' and although he probably lays bare no
Briti.ih war secrets, much that he tells us has
never been told before and probably could not
have been told so comprehensively by another
hand." E. J. C. „ „. ^^^

-I- Boston Transcript p4 N 12 '21 660w
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Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Ind 107:106 O 20 '21 GOw

"Lord Esher is a discreet but illuminating
writer. Like his privately printed Diaries this
book hints at a great deal of omitted matter."
Shane Leslie

+ Lit R pl45 N 5 '21 1200w
"We confess to a sense of the historic worth-

lessness of this book, and therefore to a mood to
which its incidental shrewdness and justness of
view make only a minor appeal."— Nation and Ath 29:742 Ag 20 '21 620w
"Lord Esher is too inclined to an indiscrimi-

nate habit of generalisation to make his esti-
mate, either of character or of situations, of
more than personal value. The material for
judgment [whether or not Kitchener was a
great man] may be in existence, but it is not
disclosed either in this essay or in the official

biography, and until it is, the tragedy of
Kitchener would be more suitably called a mys-
tery."— New Statesman 17:574 Ag 27 '21 900w
"He writes with a background of knowledge

that is at once broad and minute; and his liter-
ary skill is exceptional."

-I- R of Rs 64:666 D '21 250w
"He contrives to give us a picture vivid and

sympathetic, and yet at the same time one
which we believe to be in essentials exactly
true."

+ Spec 127:237 Ag 20 '21 1450w
"Lord Esher's study is at once intimate and

detached; it is commendably brief, but the mat-
ter is packed and meant to be chewed slowly,
and though the book has been compiled from
the contemporary journals that he kept, it has
unity of tone and treatment. The interest of
the book is in its judgments, not in new facts.
It contains little but fresh illustration of what
was already known, and should be read as an
appreciation, not as an instalment of secret
history."

-)- The Times [London] Lit Sup p507 Ag
11 '21 920w

EVANS, CHARLES, jr. (CHICK EVANS).
Chick Evans' golf book; the story of the
sporting battles of the" greatest of all ama-
teur golfers. *$3.50 Reilly & Lee 796

21-5387

"Evans's volume is both autobiographical and
hi.storical of the game. He begrins with his boy-
hood days at Edgewater as caddie. In 1906 he
began to play in important tournaments. From
that year on he missed few such events and his
book becomes historical in describing the an-
nual matches, all the great golfers of recent
years appearing in its pages. His experiences
in Canada and in Europe are also recorded."

—

Lit R

Booklist 17:241 Ap "21

"Here is no stale and unprofitable book on
how to play golf. In simple phrase, with can-
dor almost pathetic, it sets forth the childhood,
youth, and early manhood of a lovable per-
sonality." Ben Miller

+ Bookm 51:7G S '21 380\v

"The book except in the last two chapters is

not a treatise on the art of playing golf. It is

a book of experiences, wholesome, hearty, re-
freshing, and one which will be full of interest
to the golfer."

+ Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 170w
"The volume is of interest and value to golf-

ers, but does not purpose to be a book of in-
struction. There are, however, a number of
pages of hints to golfers on style of play—sound
and helpful advice. Of particular interest is

Evans's description of his several changes of
grip before arriving at his present adaptation of
the Vardon style."

+ Lit R pll Mr 19 '21 350w

EVANS. JAMES WILLIAM, and HARDING,
GARDNER LUDWIG. Entertaining the
American army, il '$4 Assn. press 940.477

21-2750

"The purpose of this volume is to sketch
some of the adventures and experiences of

what we may term 'our American troubadours,
professional, semi-professional, and amateur,
who followed our army thru the war; to show
what the entertainers, the American stage and
lyceum, did in the world war." (Preface) This
vast undertaking, involving more than 3500 men
and women, enlisted the cooperation of actors,
lecturers, musicians, song leaders, motion pic-
ture stars, vaudeville performers; in short, any
one capable of lightening for a moment the
plight of the doughboy "over there." Regard-
less of their own comfort and at the very risk
of their lives, these valiant souls brought the
"gospel of laughter" to the boys sometimes in
the theatre, but usually in a cow-barn, tent,
railroad station or even in the open road. Per-
sonal anecdotes and 4 number of portraits and
illustrations make very vivid this story of an
unusual phase of the war.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 230w
"A constructive addition to the annals of the

war."
-{ Lit R pl2 Mr 12 '21 300w

R of Rs 63:447 Ap '21 60w
Survey 46:653 S 1 '21 220w

EVARTS, HAL GEORGE. Bald face; and
other animal stories. 11 $3 (4c) Knopf

21-20536

Logo is a grizzly bear whose imaginary
life history, based on much intimate knowledge
of wild life, the author relates. He shows us
how much of an animal's Instinctive knowledge
is a matter of experience and how Logo
acquired his. The reflections on human nature
that crop up in these studies of animal life

illustrate the similarity of the basic instincts
of beast and man, even the most civilized. The
other stories are: Tawny menace (mountain
lion); Palmated pioneer (moose); Vanished
squadrons (white crane); Traveling otter;
Black ram of Sunlight (mountain sheep) ; Dog
town (prairie dog); Black and cinnamon twins
(bear); Savagery; Last move (antelope).

"Splendidly written stories. The author cer-
tainly knows the habits of wild animals and he
has presented them in a peculiarly entertaining
fashion."

-f N Y Times p32 D 25 '21 80w
"The reader has both the thrill of following

the fortunes of an individual and the profit
of absorbing some attractive doses of natural
history, for Mr Evarts has made a life study
of wild life and raising fur animals in captiv-
ity."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 N 29 '21 140w

EVARTS, HAL GEORGE. Yellow horde. 11

•$1.75 (6c) Little 21-6797

Breed is half wolf, half coyote, combining
the qualities of both with the yellow fur of
the latter. This is the story of his wanderings
and killings; how he became the leader of a
coyote pack, and mated with Shady, the coyote-
dog half-bieed and pet of the old wolfer Col-
lins: hov he lured Shady from her home and
how she. although with divided fealty, clung
to Bleed: how he penetrated with his pack
farther and farther north and fulfilled Collins'a
prophecy that the coyote would not stop until
he had reached the Arctic.

-f Cleveland p42 Je '21 50w
"It i>- c-learly and often vigorously written,

a very good specimen of the particular type and
class of fiction to which it be'ongs."

-f- N Y Times p25 My 15 '21 320w
"He knows animals. His coyotes are so

real ngu c^m fairlv .smell 'em!" R. S. Lynd
"

-i- Pub W ?9:12.31 Ap 16 '21 240w

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21

ISOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p534 Ag

18 '21 lOOw
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EVERETT, LEOLYN LOUISE. Hills of Arcetri.
" $1.50 (5s) Lane 811 21-10201

"In a series of color symbols, Mrs Everett has
attempted, in eleven free verse poems, to inter-
pret the moods of Italian life. The colors in
which the poet symbolizes Italy are Gray,
Ochre, Magenta, Gold, Sapphire, Sepia, Chryso-
prase. Russet. Mauve, Purple, and Rose."—Bos-
ton Transcript

Boston Transcript pll D 10 '21 390w
"A book of poems, the faults and the virtues

of which are equally apparent. Chief among the
faults is the choppy, free verse in which the
poems are written; the lines seem to have
been sawed out roughly with a hacicsaw. Among
the virtues, tiie foremost is a love for Italy,
which does not lose the present in the past, or
the past in the present."

h Lit R pl2 S 3 '21 ISOw
"They are in vers libre—in America regular

metrical verse is simply 'not done' nowadays in
the best circles—and on the whole it justifies it-
self. But one often asiis oneself what the ex-
act gain is."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p310 My
12 "21 180w

FABRE, AUGUSTIN. Life of Jean Henri Fabre,
the entomologist; tr. by Bernard Miall. $2.50
Dodd [5s Hodder & S.] B or 92 21-19233

This life of the great naturalist, consisting
entirely of a collection of articles written for
the Journal d'Aveyron, draws largely from
Fabre's own works, the "Souvenirs entomo-
logiques," and is inspired by sincere enthusi-
asm. It describes the life of the child, school-
boy, student, teacher and professor and his ob-
servations of insect life after his retirement to
Sfirignan.

Booklist 18:118 Ja '22

Reviewed by F. E. Lutz
Freeman 4:429 Ja 11 '22 130w

Reviewed by J: P. Gavit
Lit R p256 D 10 '21 960w

Reviewed by R: Le Gallienne
N Y Times p8 Ja 8 '22 3150w

"This book brings the reader closer to Fabre
the man than anything that has heretofore ap-
peared."

+ Outlook 129:618 D 14 '21 90w
R of Rs 64:668 D '21 60w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p597 S

15 '21 40w
"So far as the Abb6 has tried to give a

picture of the man, he has relied chiefly on
copious extracts from Fabre's own works, which
indeed brighten dull pages but add nothing
to our knowledge. There is still abundant room
for an objective life, and we trust that some-
one better equipped with the art of construc-
tive book making and less free with chppings
from familiar sources will undertake the task."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p621 S

29 '21 980w

FABRE, JEAN HENRI CASIMIR. Animal life
In field and garden; tr. from the French
l>y Florence Constable Bicknell. il $2.50
Century 590 21-15957

In simple and homely narrative form for
children the famous French naturalist deals
with birds, in.sects, reptiles and rodents that
are helpful or harmful to man and his works.
He tell.s of their ways of living, their habits
and aptitudes and the services thev render us.

other hand, they realize that the value of Fabre's
records is greatly impaired by his impatient
unwillingness to give correct names to the
creatures under observation" F. E. Lutz

H Freeman 4:430 Ja 11 '22 200w
"Some of the information deals with animals

and birds peculiar to France or Europe, and
hence of little value to the youthful nature
seeker of our own countryside; much of it is
universal, and all, with the exception of a few
slips, is accurate. But the language—stilted
and verbose—together with the constant use of
elaborate phraseology in the place of simpler
words and sentences, is tlie greatest objection."

-I • Ind 107:109 O 29 '21 190w
"Mr P^abre brings the animal world closer to

the child in this book; his word-pictures bear
the same stamp of authority and excellent vis-
ualization tliat characterizes all his works; and
the voyages of discovery upon which he takes
his readers are in equal measure, novel and in-
forming."

+ Lit R pl32 O 29 '21 170w
"Deliberately written dovoi for children. Our

naturalists may lack something of Fabre's
philosophy but they know more of child psy-
chology. Fabre, when he attempted to in-
struct Jules by a story, wrote in a vein reminis-
cent of the Rollo books. Mabel Osgood Wright
could have given him lessons."— Nation 113:380 O 5 '21 50w

N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 30w

FABRE, JEAN HENRI CASIMIR. More hunt-
ing wasps; tr. by Alexander Teixelra de
Mattos. $2.50 Dodd [8s 6d Hodder & S.]
595.79 21-15568

The fourteen chapters contained in this vol-
ume complete the list of essays in the "Sou-
venirs entomologiques." The remainder are
found in the two earlier volumes of this col-
lected edition entitled "The hunting wasps"
and the "Masonwasps" respectively. Like the
others of this eminent scientist's works the
book combines tireless observation with
eloquent interpretation

Booklist 18:89 D '21

"Most entomologists rate Fabre's observation-
al powers very highly and are keen enough to
detect his facts, even though the facts are
somewhat masked by literary verbiage. On the

Booklist 18:41 N '21

Reviewed by F. B. Lutz
Freeman 4:429 Ja 11 '22 650w

"There are fourteen chapters in Fabre's well-
known exclamatory, delightful style, with a
host of the careful, ingenious, naively stated
observations and experiments for which he is
preeminent."

+ Ind 107:171 N 12 '21 350w
"This book is as entirely delightful as all

the rGst
"

+ Lit R p30 S 17 '21 80w
"One more in the long series of translations

of Fabre's genial, fascinating semi-philosophi-
cal and sometimes just a bit loquacious stud-
ies in his garden. Those who Itnow the rest
of the series will relish these almost as much
as the classic studies of ants, spiders, and

Nation 113:380 O 5 '21 70vv

"A splendid addition to man's knowledge of
these insects, for it is the result of the most
meticulous observation."

H- N Y Times pll S 25 '21 1650w
Outlook 129:188 O 5 '21 20w

"It is extraordinary to note how the interest
of a layman is sustained through a second vol-
ume of the same material. As an example of
real science, the product of lifelong study and
experiment, made fascinating to any reader,
however unfamiliar with the subject, by the
delightful simplicity of style and attitude, the
book i.s rivaled only by other works of the same
man."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 Ja 6 '22 400w

FARIS, JOHN THOMSON. Seeing the sunny
South, il $6 (25s) Lippincott 917.5 21-27469

The book is a companion piece to the author's
"Seeing Pennsylvania" and "Seeing the Far
West." The tour began in the Shenandoah
valley, taking its course south to Florida, west-
ward along the gulf thru Louisiana to Texas,
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then north again thru Arkansas and Kentucky
to the pan-handle of Virginia. It is an enthu-
siastic description of the scenic beauties and
natural resources of the country below the
Mason and Dixon line, with frequent allusions
to tradition and history. The book is indexed
and profusely illustrated.

"If it succeeds In sending Northerners, West-
erners, and Easterners to the States it glorifies

it will have achieved an enviable end, despite
the chatty tone in which it is written, a chatti-
ness that sometimes exceeds the limits of dig-
:iity."

-f — Lit R pl36 O 29 '21 230w
"Written in agreeable style and with much

of local history of noncontroversial character
included."

-t- Outlook 129:400 N 9 '21 30w

FARMER, R. C. Industrial and power alco-
» hoi. (Pitman's technical primer ser.) il 85c

(2s 6d) Pitman 661

A brief primer treating the sources, produc-
tion and denaturing of alcohol, its applications
in industries and manufactures and its use as
a fuel for internal-combustion engines.

FARNOL, JEFFERY. Martin Conisby's ven-
geance. $2 (3c) Little [7s 6d S. Low]

21-17370

"Readers of 'Black Bartlemy's treasure' were
left wondering what happened to Martin
Conisby, Lord Wendover, after he had been
marooned on a desert island by pirates; in this
book Mr Farnol gives in full measure the in-

formation required. What happens includes
further adventures with pirates; capture by and
escape from the Inquisition at Nombre de Dios;
and marriage with the lady who was heroine
of the former book. In this book a dramatic
first chapter presents us to another lady, a fe-

male pii-ate, whom Mr Farnol does to death
half way through the story for aspiring to be
heroine. Her place as furnisher of thrills is

then taken by the father of the first lady. He
is the contriver of Martin's woes; and Martin,
hearing he is prisoner of the Inquisition, makes
his way to Nombre de Dios, apparently to exact
further vengeance. The vengeance he takes Is

a contrast to the unpleasant practices of the
pirates and the Inquisition."

—^The Times [Lon-
don] Lit Sup

Booklist 18:83 D '21

"As a chronicler of fights between two men.
or of ships battling on the high seas, Mr Farnol
writes with a vigorous hand." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p8 O 8 '21 1250w
"He does not yet possess so good a formula

for pirates as for highwaymen. Apparently
he dislikes geography and therefore omits all

local color. The result is that the reader, if

he has not read the reference to the Spanish
Main on the jacket, must navigate uncharted
seas. . . Mr Farnol's characters cannot be im-
agined ever to have been real; they are com-
pletely mechanical."— Lit R p238 D 3 '21 190w
"He has again produced a spirited, rapidly

moving romance, filled with thrills and of sus-
tained interest."

-I- N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 50w
Outlook 129:400 N 9 '21 20w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S 29

'21 220w

FAURE, ELIE. History of art; v 1, Ancient
2 art; tr. from the French by Walter Pach.

il $6 Harper 709 21-21073
This is the first of a four-volume history of

art and is devoted to the development of an-
cient art—prehistoric, Egyptian, oriental,
Greek and Roman. The author is a distinguished
authority on art and archeology, and hie work
differs from most histories of art, in that it is
an interpretation rather than a chronicle. It
reconstructs the life of the people and shows
their art as an expression of this life, tracing
the effect of materials, physical surroundings,
daily dcti\ities. beliefs. In this way art history

becomes folk history. The history is one of
ten works recommended to America by theComit6 France -Am^rique. It is fully Illus-
trated.

"Art, according to Elie Faure, is the plastic
poem. Upon this concept he has constructed
the most mteresting ^nd seductive history of
the subject that has yet appeared. No other
writer has succeeded so well in creating the il-
lusion of the ancient world, the illusion of fabu-
lous antiquity; in tracing the remote exphca-
tion of tnose religious and social forces which
have conspired to liberate the unitary rhythms
imprisoned in the soul of man." T: J. Craven

-f- Dial 72:208 F '22 1050w
"It is diflicult to learn from it by rote, but

easy by suggestion. It assumes on the part
of the reader a passionate curiosity as to the
origins of ideas taking form in works of art at
different periods, and by the assumption suc-
ceeds in creating something of this curiosity
in minds where it has not before existed."

+ N Y Times p20 Ja 1 '22 780w

FAWCETT, HAROLD W., and HOOPER,
2 GEOFFREY W. W., eds. Fighting at Jut-

land, il $8 Macmillan 940.45
(Eng ed 21-18958)

"Prepared by two naval officers. They have
collected a number of personal narratives by
officers and men who were present, and they
have arranged and edited these accounts, withmany plans and drawings, so as to give an idea
of the battle, in its successive phases as it was
seen by those who took part. The book with
seventy-two narratives, was printed privately
last spring for the officers and men of the Navy,
and it was so well received that the editors
have now given the public the opportunity of
buying an abridged edition, with forty-five nar-
ratives."—Spec

"The publication of the anonymous personal
experiences of sixty officers and men who took
part in the Battle of Jutland fills the human
side left undescribed in dispatches, charts and
film.s. It is the best account of Jutland ex-
periences that is ever likely to be collected."
Shane Leslie

+ Lit R p318 D 31 '21 1500w
"A most fascinating book. Most of the ac-

counts, we are told, were written immediately
after the battle or from notes taken at the
time. They all bear the stamp of truth, and
some of them show descriptive power of a high
order."

+ Spec 127:530 O 22 '21 950w
"The compilers have here done their best to

save Jutland from becoming dim to us. We
can spare the jocose tone of a few of the wit-
nesses. But in the main and with few excep-
tions, what is given us is a clear account ofwhat happened worded without display or
pedantry."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p618 S
29 '21 1350W ^ ^

FAY, CHARLES RYLE. Life and labour in
the nineteenth century. 'JS Macmillan 331.8

20-16219
For descriptive note see Annual for 1920

"The volume embodies the fruits of mucb
scholarly research; It is not a sketchy or super-
ficial outline of the subject."

4- Am Pol Scl R 15:130 F '21 50w
Booklist 17:330 Jl_ '21

"While Mr Fay has, in abundant measure, the
happy gift of interesting narration, in which
persons and affairs, incidents and movements,
are clearly seen and strongly drawn, he is also
a diligent and competent researcher." L. 1«.

Price
+ Eng Hist R 35:609 O '20 880w

"The first two-thirds of it contains a fairly
consistent account of English industrial prob-
lems down to 1850. After that its author wan-
ders off into a series of more or less discon-
nected essays on mining operations, the his-
torical basis of capitalism, the co-operative
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FAY, CHARLES RVLE.—Continued
movement, and such like. His account of the
Eng'lish co-operative movement since 1844 is

unusually good, and his chapters on the 'His-
torical basis of capitnlism' make a contribu-
tion of real importance to the understanding
of that subject." Conyers Read

H J Pol Econ 29:774 N '21 270w

"A series of separate though not unrelated
essays. The individual pictures have been por-
trayed with fine scholarship and with a rich
reference to the primary sources. He has con-
tributed to the understanding of British indus-
try and British labor by the excellence of his

work."
+ Survey 46:249 My 21 '21 260w

FEDDEN, KATHARINE WALDO (DOUGLAS)
(MRS ROMILLY FEDDEN). Basque coun-
try, il $6 Houghton [20s Black] 914.4

A21-124.5

Travel sketches in the three French provinces
comprised in the department of the Basses-
Pyr6n6es. Within these narrow limits live the
Basques, a strange, self-contained people who
"for more than twelve centuries have been the
freeholders of the country they conquered, and
form in the realm of France a race apart, dis-

tinguished by a language and laws which have
come down from the remotest ages." The first

two chapters are devoted to the origin and his-
tory of the Basques, and to their laws and lan-
guage, and throughout the book the history and
traditions of the places visited are recounted.
There are twenty-four illustrations in color, and
numerous illustrations in the text.

Booklist 18:13 O '21

-f Boston Transcript p4 Jl 16 '21 900w
"The method is not original—history, scenery,

and plcturesqueness artfully mixed—but Kath-
erine Fedden is a traveller who enjoys with dis-
crimination and everything that she has be-
comes yours."

-f- Lit R pl5 Jl 9 '21 200w
"It is a charming book for home reading

and it would be invaluable for the traveler
who wishes to visit the Basque covmtry."

+ N Y Times pl3 Jl 17 '21 700w
New Repub 27:333 Ag 17 '21 190w

"An exceptionally attractive book. The
Basque country has probably never before
been so fully and intimately described."

-f Outlook 128:517 Jl 27 '21 30w
"Her book will certainly take its place

among the 'authorities' on this charming sub-
ject. Her description of what she saw and
heard in such places as Sare and Bayonne, St
Jean de Luz and Ascaln, Fontarabia and Pau,
shows a highly acceptable level of observation,
imagination and literary craft."

-^ Sat R 131:527 Je 25 '21 250w
"Mrs Fedden has written a pleasant book

mainly about the French Basques, and the at-
tractions of her book are Increased by her hus-
band's spirited watercolor drawings of Basque
towns and villages."

+ Spec 126:722 Je 4 '21 210w
"The text of this book is full of Interest."

-1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p269 Ap
28 '21 900w

FEDERATED AMERICAN ENGINEERING
SOCIETIES. COMMITTEE ON ELIMINA-
TION OF WASTE IN INDUSTRY. Waste
in industry: with a foreword l)y Herbert
Hoover. $4 McGraw 331.8 21-19580

The industries surveyed in this report are
building construction, men's ready-made cloth-
ing, boot and shoe industry, printing, metal
trades and textile industry. The material
gathered is presented in three parts: (1) sum-
mary of the detailed reports; (2) six chapters,
each of which con.sists of the engineer's report
on one industry; (3) seven chapters of genera)
reports, dealing with unemployment, .strikes
and lockouts, legal machinery for adjusting dis-
putes. Industrial accidents, health of indii.s-
trial workers, eye conservation, and purchas-'
ing and sales policies. The wastes disclosed

are classified under four heads: (1) low pro-
duction caused by faulty management of
materials, plant, equipment, and men; (2) in-
terrupted production, caused by idle men, plant
and equipment; (3) restricted production, in-
tentionally caused by owners, management and
labor; (4) lost production caused by ill health,
physical defects and industrial accidents.

"The value [of the report] lies in the pres-
entation of a method of industrial assay that
can be rather easily applied to any industry;
in the qualitative conclusions, i.e., in the
definite classification of wastes and indication
of the corresponding methods of elimination^
in the quantitative results in certain indus-
tries, which results in general terms are trans-
ferable to other industries: and finally, in the
stimulating character of both the specific in-
dustry and the general reports."

+ Engin News-Rec 87:823 N 17 '21 650w
"It would be too much to say that this book

is an event: it does, however, mark an impor-
tant step and possibly the beginning of a new
phase in our thinking and planning about that
set of problems which we group under the term
'labor questions.' " W. L. Stoddard

H Lit R p334 Ja 7 '22 1450w

FEIS, HERBERT. Settlement of wage dis-
putes. ?2.25 Macmillan 331.2 21-16761

Any settlement of wage disputes that will
insure the maintenance of industrial peace, de-
pends on two essentials: it must represent con-
vincingly the effort to divide the product of in-
dustry so as to satisfy the conceptions of jus-
tice; it must command the voluntary support of
all groups whose cooperation is necessary. After
considering the present industrial situation the
author discusses the principles of wages; the
relation between wages and prices; the
standard wage, the living wage and the regu-
lation of wage levels. Without outlining any
definite system for the regulation of the three
economic factors,—labor, capital, and the direc-
tion of industrial activities,—the author be-
lieves that two ideas will be likely to endure
and be accepted by society: viz., that the wel-
fare of the wage earners is one of the major
questions in the conduct of an industry, and
that the wage earners should participate in
those activities of direction by which the condi-
tions of labor are determined.

"The employer who believes In decent wages
and reasonable hours for labor—will find Pro-
fessor Feis's book a valuable aid. So, too, will
the great rank and file of workers." H. D. C.

+ Boston Transcript p5 D 14 '21 1050w
"An able and exhaustive treatise."

4- Sprlngf'd Republican plla Ja 1 '22

130w

F£LICE« ROGER DE. French furniture under
Louis XV; tr. by Florence Simmonds. 11

•$1.50 Stokes 749 (Bng ed 21-1532)

This is the third of the Little illustrated books
on old French furniture. It describes the va-
rious pieces of a set of Louis XV furniture,
after giving a sketch of the history of the style
and indicating the various techniques in favor
at the period, and ends with suggestions for the
furnishing and decoration of a town flat and a
country house in the Louis XV style. It has
illustrations and an index-glossary.

-I- Booklist 17:180 F '21

"This is certainly the book for the amateur
and dilettante, and of interest and profit to
anyone who has interest in period furnish-
ings."

-|- Boston Transcript p4 Ag 6 '21 200w

FenCE, ROGER DE. FVench furniture under
Louis XVI and the empire; tr. by F. M.
Atkin.son. il *$1.60 (51/20 Stokes 749

21-26287

This is the fourth volume of the Little Il-

lustrated books on old French furniture. The
history of the two periods of furniture is traced
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and the characteristics and details of the styles
described. The book is well illustrated and has
an index-glossary.

Booklist 17:241 Ap '21

"It is refreshing to find a well-bound, well il-

lustrated volume written, by a man of taste who
is also a man of letters, in a style at once terse
and scholarly, and translated by someone who
knows the use of English."

+ Sat R 131:282 Ap 2 '21 780w

FENGER, FREDERIC ABILDGAARD. Golden
Parrot, il •$2 ((SVsC) Houghton 21-5174

A unique treasure hunt is the subject of
this story and the telling of it is unique. Two
old cronies, both in the sixties, with the
spirit of romance still in their blood, buy an
old yacht, the Golden Parrot, and go cruising.
At first they stay within reach of old Boston,
but at last, beguiled by the idle tale of an
old junkman, they actually set out for the
Vir.i^in islands, in search of treasure. Fool's
luck accompanies them and with many an ad-
venture, with ludicrous variations, they carry
off a treasure of Spanish doubloons. On sober
second thought they decide that the quest
was worth more than the treasure, which
they do not need anyway, and part with it

to their various helpers.

"A leisurely tale of the sea, the ways of boats
and of masculine friendship, told with consider-
able charm and cleverness."

-f- Booklist 17:251 Ap '21

"This simple and never very moving story of
quiet thrills, has the unusual charm of seeming
possible. Boys should like it."

-f- Bookm 53:367 Je '21 50w
"The author's skill as narrator seems not at

all matured, his way of telling is not to be highly
commended, and yet 'The golden parrot' im-
presses one—despite all its frailties—as a rat-
tling good yarn of adventure."

-j Boston Transcript p6 My 14 '21 240w
Cleveland p34 My '21 80w

"It is a diverting story. Possibly it is be-
cause Mr Fenger describes the two old men
so truly and so skilfully that the worn story
of treasure hunting in the Antilles finds new
and credulous readers."

-f Lit R pll Mr 19 '21 lOOw
" 'The golden parrot' is original in its con-

ception, plot and treatment and the salty tang
of the ocean permeates it through and through."

-I- N Y Times p23 Jl 10 '21 400w
"Jolly tale."

-t- Outlook 127:688 Ap 27 "21 80w

FENWICK, CHARLES GHEQUIER. Political
systems in transition; war-time and after.
•$3 Century 342 20-20220

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"A judicial spirit, a detached point of view,
evidence of thorough study and mastery of ma-
terials, and a clear, vigorous and attractive
style characterize the volume throughout." P. O.
Ray

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:302 My '21 270w
Booklist 17:177 F '21

"A review, concise and dispassionate, of the
outstanding political results of the Great War.
In a work so temperate in tone and so carefully
done there is little with which one can profitably
quarrel." C: A. Beard

-f Nation 112:297 F 23 '21 900w

FERBER, EDNA. Girls. $1.75 (2y2C) Doubleday
21-18477

"In 'The girls' Miss Ferber has told the story
of three spinsters in the Thrift family. These
three spinsters can be said to represent three
generations; great-aunt Charlotte of the civil

war period: her niece, Lottie of the nineties,
and her grandniece Charley of to-day. Each
reveals an epoch and stands as a symbol for
her times. Each is shown in conflict with the
generation preceding her own. In the case of

Aunt Charlotte there Is no conflict. Timid,
ignorant, she folds her hands and surrenders,
in her hoops and crinolines. Lottie, born be-
tween the 'then' and the 'now,' wishes to rebel,
but never dares—never quite dares, until the
end. Yet, even then her rebellion is carried
through with some apologies. Charley, young
yesterday, old to-day—the brave, unhappy
member of a generation already outdone, em-
barrassed, and discomfited by its younger
brothers and sisters, is rebellious from the
first."—Lit R

Booklist 18:83 D '21

"There is emotion in 'The girls' and with It

a persuasive clearheadedness. It is eloquent in
its appeal for the right which the new genera-
tion seems to insist upon before all others

—

the right to be wrong. Miss Ferber has not
quite forgotten that she is a writer of short
stories and she is inclined to be satisfied at
times with fast blocking in of two-dimensional
folk. She tries occasionally to make a sen-
tence or so do the work of a paragraph. . .

'The girls' seems among the most vigorous
pieces of work done recently by any of the
young Americans." Heywood Broun

H Bookm 54:393 D '21 260w
"Miss Ferber has written her latest book too

liurriedly. . . It is a careful catalogue of
clothes, customs and conversation, and the
characters are puppets on which these things
are hung, rather than people moving through
the eras in which they lived. The book is

good enough reading for an evening, but it is

not good enough writing for Edna Ferber, from
whom we have learned to expect the best."

1- Boston Transcript pl2 D 7 '21 230w
"Flashily written, with an endless enumera-

tion of uninteresting detail. The book is plot-
less, leaving one with the disappointed feeling
that Edna Ferber has sold her narrative gift

for a mess of mannerisms."— Dial 72:104 Ja '22 80w
"The book has virtues and faults. Miss

Ferber is bright and amusing. She has a gift

for caricature, for swift, surprising, and not
wholly superficial characterization; for the
simple, extraordinarily deft Une. But she sees
and feels so little. One can almost say that
beauty passes her by. She has no eye for

color, no nose for odors, nor ear for the faint

scurry of life in the middle-distance, no sense
of space beyond the near horizon. There is

no landscape here, no background; here is only
action and conversation." Robert Nathan

H Lit R p99 O 22 '21 1250w

"It is that fascinating thing, a novel of com-
munity, viewed with an enormous command of

detail and a fine observation, a real enthusiasm
for theme and for the bright race of life. Such
infidelitv as, to my view, it exhibits is essen-
tially serious. The story, at the end, reveals
the flatness of an alloy. Yet doctored, true
metal is there." Francis Hackett

-I
New Repub 29:158 Ja 4 '22 1350w

"Edna Ferber's new novel is not only the
best, and very much the best, book she has
as yet written, but it is also one of the best

that has so far been produced upon its par-
ticular subject. A truthful, broad-minded and
very interesting narrative." L. M. Field

-f N Y Times pl6 O 30 '21 1200w

Wis Lib Bui 17:210 D '21 70w

FERGUSON, JOHN ALEXANDER. Dark Ger-
aldine. il *$2 (21/2C) Lane 21-12086

A mystery story centering about a sketch and
inscription of cryptic significance which comes
into the hands of Peter Graham, a young Scot-

tish lawyer. Possession of the sketch has al-

ready caused the death of two men, and Peter is

not anxious to become the third victim. His at-

tempts to unravel the mystery are therefore de-

termined. They lead him into the tangle of Irish

politics and patriotism, as well as into a per-

sonal romance.

Booklist 18:50 N '21
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FERGUSON, J: A. —Continued
"As a member of Its class this book is a

worthy citizen; as an individual it will not go
far."

+ Lit R pl2 Jl 9 '21 190w
"Is cleverly and ingeniously worked out, and

holds the reader's interest as all good mystery
stories should."

+ N Y Times p26 Jl 31 '21 370w
— Outlook 128:517 Jl 27 '21 20w

"A most exciting mystery story."
+ Spec 127:276 Ag 27 '21 60w

"Some details of the plot are rather bewilder-
ing, but Mr Ferguson can write well, and the
characters of the girl and the dour Scotch con-
stable are cleverly depicted."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p405 Je 23
•21 220w

FERGUSSON, FRANK F. Fundamental prin-
ciples of water power engineering. (Pit-
man's technical primer ser.) il $1 Pitman
621.2 21-13077

Describes types, applications and operation of
water turbines, and develops the fundamental
formulae of water power engineering. Contents:
Types of turbines and their applications; The
turbine runner (Francis type) and the theory
of its design; Specific speed—conditions in the
turbine runner—formulae and constants; Pelton
wheels; Water velocities in hydro-electric
plants; The pipe line; Regulation of speed and
pressure rise; Bibliography, index, and illustra-
tions.

N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:9 Ja '21 20w

FERGUSSON, HARVEY. Blood of the con-
querors. $2.50 (4c) Knopf 21-18316

Ramon DelcaSar came from an ancient Span-
ish family who had for generations lorded it
over a large grant of land in New Mexico, re-
ceived from the king of Spain for distinguished
military services. Lands and family fortunes
had dwindled when Ramon appeared upon the
scene, and his proud Spanish traditions en-
countered American enterprise and contempt
for the "greaser." Hot blood and an impulsive
nature were no match for shrewd business
methods. After some bold attempts to retrieve
his fortunes along traditional lines, when his
ineffectual use of modern tactics had failed
him. and after being foiled in his love affair
with an American girl, he buys back an old
ranch that had once been a family possession
and settles down into monotonous animal con-
tentment as a real Mexican paisano.

"A capital first novel." Hevwood Broun
-I- Bookm 54:395 D '21 llOw

"He writes well, easily, limpidly with a bril-
liance that glitters in a hundred sharp and
garish colors. His tale is, after the manner
of the day, flashingly impressionistic." G. M. H.

-f Boston Transcript pl2 D 7 '21 1200w
"It is not a perfect novel, not a grreat novel

but a novel which is well worth while—one
which even in a day of important achievement
should be ranked with the best." T: Pearson

+ Lit R pl83 N 19 "21 560w
"The style does not carry really the author's

matter; he has invented much more than hismedium conveys; and has conceived more than
he has quite seen. And this more than any-
thing else in what leaves the 'Blood of the con-
querors' more interesting as a first novel than
as a round achievement." S. Y

H New Repub 29:186 Ja 11 '22 850w
"A remarkably effective and clean-cut piece

or writing, based on sound psychology and setdown with telling skill."
4- N Y Times pl9 O 30 '21 320w

^^^^^^R' JAMES CHAMPLIN. Historic Eng-
lish. (Standard educational ser.) $1.90 Funk
420.9 21-12269

It had been the late author's idea to show that
the English language is what it is because of theway it caine into being. His conception of Itwas that it originated as a language of the com-

mon people; that it grew and developed as their
thought and life and power developed; that It
never lost its basic simplicity of structure and
directness of statement; that it took to itself
from all sources what it needed to make It ex-
press the fullest range of thought of the entire
people. The evolution of the language is illus-
trated by frequent quotations. Contents: Native
English; Anglo-Saxon achievement; The Nor-
man transformation; Anglo-Saxon to English
speech; Chaucerian English—contemporaries of
Chaucer; Chaucer; The English Bible; English
etymology a helpful study; Specimens of power;
English as a world-language.

"A fine sense of the fitness of words, and a
true appreciaJjon of all that is beautiful in
our speech eniitles this volume to high rank
in a literary aspect. A concise but useful and
trustworthy guide to the history of our mother
tongue."

+ Lit D p53 S 3 '21 330w
"Should be useful for the general reader and

the student who wishes a brief survey. It is

readable and competent."
+ Lit R pll Jl 9 '21 50w

FERNALD, MABEL RUTH, and others. Study
of women delinquents in New York state;
with statistical chapter by Beardsley Ruml;
preface by Katharine Bement Davis. (Pub-
lications of the Bureau of social hygiene)
•$5 Century 364 21-456

The authors of this book are experienced so-
cial workers and the work is based on case
studies of women delinquents, taking into con-
sideration social, physical and mental factors.
The case studies have a threefold value: (1) as
indicating the actual treatment of the case
within the institution; (2) as providing a stand-
ard by which to measure the inmates of one in-
stitution with another; (3) as pointing out with
greater definiteness the causes of delinquency.
"It has not been our object either to defend any
specific thesis or to combat established ideas re-
garding the characteristics of these women.
We have merely aimed to determine, so far as
possible, the facts. Our efforts were directed
toward . . . securing as much information as
possible with regard to their mental capacities
and the main facts of their personal and en-
vironmental histories." (Introd.)

Reviewed by W: Healy
-i Am J Soc 27:99 Jl '21 1200w

"This book emphasizes the conservative posi-
tion that it is not a question of delinquency, but
of individual delinquents that must be faced.
The conservative note is maintained in the book
to the very end."

H Oath World 113:105 Ap '21 580w
Cleveland p39 My '21 50w

"The volume, an exhaustive one and contain-
ing multiple statistical deductions and records,
will prove of much interest and value to the
social worker or student of corrective pro-
cedure."

+ Sprlngfd Republican p6 Ap 5 '21 820w
"This study should prove exceedingly valu-

able to the student of the problem. It is not
likely, however, to appeal to the general reader."
P. L.. Benjamin

+ Survey 46:154 Ap 30 '21 980w

FERRERO, GUGLIELMO. Ruin of the ancient
civilization and the triumph of Chris-
tianity; with some consideration of condi-
tions in the Europe of today; tr. by the
Hon. Lady Whitehead. $2.50 (71/20) Putnam
937.06 21-20284

In this volume Dr Ferrero has made a care-
ful analysis of the causes that undermined the
Roman Empire and the civilization that had
been established by that Empire. The sum-
mary covers the period between the death of
the emperor Severus in 235 and the close of
the reign of Constantino in 340. Ferrero's
main thesis in this volume is that the condi-
tion in Europe in 1918 at the close of the war
is in many ways similar to that of the Roman
world, eastern and western, at the close of
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the reign of Constantine. He points out that
belief in authority, upon which belief must
depend the effectiveness of government, has
been undermined. The rule of divine right has
passed, while there are grave grounds for
questioning the intelligence of the rule of the
whole people.

Booklist 18:113 Ja '22

"Out of his extensive knowledge of the
causes that led to the decline and disappear-
ance of the Roman Empire, Signor Ferrero
has become convinced that the factor chiefly
responsible was a moral one. And he has de-
veloped his thesis in relatively small compass
with all of his accustomed perspicuity and vig-
or of purpose." Robert Cresswell

-f Lit R p333 Ja 7 '22 1150w
"It is pleasant and perhaps instructive to

read Ferrero's interpretation of ancient Rome;
it is diverting but misleading to follow his
modern analogies." Preserved Smith

-I Nation 113:707 D 14 '21 600w
No Am 215:137 Ja '22 300w
Outlook 130:34 Ja 4 '22 220w

FIELD, GUY CROMWELL. Moral theory; an
introduction to ethics. $2.50 Button [6s
Methuen] 171

The book does not attempt to give an ac-
count of all the chief ethical theories and
problems, but confines itself to clearly defining
the province of moral philosophy and to start-
ing the student on his own critical investiga-
tions of moral categories. The method fol-
lowed by the author is to take two specimen
authors, representing different points of view,
and to examine and criticize them in detail.
The authors are Kant, as representing the
good in itself, and Aristotle, as representing
the good as purpose. Part III of the book
aims at a constructive theory and deals with
the desire for the good,—its psychology, ideals
and problems.

Boston Transcript p4 S 3 '21 390w
"Mr Field is a scholar, and writes as one;

he offers an introduction to ethics, -which will
be found useful to elementary students. Mr
Field's constructive work is curiously old
fashioned in some ways. It seems to take for
granted a rather out-of-date psychology, and
its pure metaphysics are weak; but it is clear,
honest and helpful."

-I- New Statesman 17:224 My 28 '21
200w

"The whole book is the work of one who is

profoundly and patiently interested in his sub-
ject."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p398 Je
23 '21 2200W

FILON, PIERRE MARIE AUGUSTIN. Recol-
lections of the Empress Eug6nle. 11 *$5
Funk B or 92 21-8539

"M Filon was appointed in 1867 tutor to the
Prince Imperial, then eleven years old. The
brilliant young lecturer gained the confidence
of the Empress and acted as her private secre-
tary during the troubled weeks of her Regency
in 1870. from the Emperor's departure for
the front to the fall of the Empire after Sedan.
He accompanied the exiled court to Chislehurst
and continued his duties as tutor until 1875,
when the Prince Imperial was declared of
age. Ho remained the devoted friend of the
Empress until his death in 1916, and left his
memoirs, at once discreet and candid, with
the injunction that they were not to be pub-
lished while the Empress lived."—Spec

"It stands by itself as the work not only of
a first-hand authority, but of an artist and a
psychologist." D. L. M.

-f Ath pl54 F 11 '21 2200W
+ Lit D p50 My 14 "21 2300w

"He writes with passionate loyalty to the
Empress, but without cant, and he sensibly
restricts himself to matters which have histori-
cal or psychological Interest. M Filon not only

gives a vivid picture of the confusion of the
republican revolution, to which he was an eye-
witness, but also throws actual light upon
some of the events of that troubled time." J.
W. Krutch

+ Lit R p2 Je 11 '21 490w
"His narrative is well planned and extreme-

ly interesting. For the events of August and
September, 1870, M Filon is a witness of the
highest character, and his admiration of the
Empress is not untempered with criticism."

+ Spec 126:20 Ja 1 '21 1250w

PIPPIN, ELMER OTTERBEIN. Rural New
Yoik. il $2.50 Macmillan 630 21-5864

The book is one of the Rural state and
province series edited by L. H. Bailey. It Is
mainly descriptive and its aim is to present
a bird's-eye view of the agricultural aspects of
New York. It is the outgrowth of fifteen years
of intensive study of the agricultural resources
and development of the state and makes its
approach from the side of the soil. Contents:
The physical and climatic setting of New York:
History of agriculture of New York; Soils of
New York; Other resources of New York state;
Agricultural industries, plants and crops of
New York; Animal industries of New York;
Markets and marketing; Rural manufactures
of New York; The administrative and regula-
tory organizations of New York; The educa-
tiona' and research organizations of New York;
Outlook. The book is illustrated and indexed.

-f R of Rs 63:672 Je '21 lOOw
4- Springf'd Republican p8 My 17 '21 500w

FISH, ELMER HENRY. How to manage men,
the principles of employing labor. 11 $5 In-
dustrial management 331.8 20-11379

"The book is divided into four parts. Part
1 sets forth the need for a general policy on
the part of the management in working out
labor relations. Part 2 deals with the problems
of the employment manager, such as develop-
ment of the labor supply, selection, placement,
follow-up, attendance and transfer of em-
ployees, etc. Part 3 is concerned with the pro-
motion of industrial relations, the rights and
duties of labor. Part 4 takes up the subject
of industrial education."—Am Econ R

"In the main, the volume is an excellent,
more or less compendious, handbook for man-
agers, superintendents and foremen. It is

certainly worth being consulted by every In-
dustrial plant that has or is planning to have
a personnel department." W. J. Matherly

H Am Eton R 11:298 Je '21 680w
Booklist 17:272 My '21

FISH, HORACE. Great way. $2 dVic) Ken-
nerley [8s 6d Cassell] 21-14439

"The joyful, the sorrowful, the glorious"
were the stages of Dulce's great way. She
was a Spanish street dancer and singer who
from a mere child lived on her charms. But
the Hrst time she loved a man, whom the
street had brought her. she experiences a
change of heart. Before this, she tells her-
self, she had been taking what did not belong
to her. Now she sees that she owes a debt to
society which must be paid. Novel ways of
paying occur to her and unusual are her ad-
ventures. In due time she becomes a great
singer but always she communes in spirit with
her one-time lover, Jos4 Luis. When, after
her greatest triumph, she finds him again as
the husband of the friend" to whom she owes
her greatest inspiration, she betakes herself to
"Montserrat" to offer up her life to God in a
mood of religious exaltation. She is snatched
from the brink of the precipice by the arms
of Jos4 Luis and after a soul reunion they re-
nounce each other for the Isabel who lovea
them both.

"Mr Fish's publishers tells us that he took
eight years to write this tale. One feels in-

clined to wish he had not taken so long. The
first half of the story is better than the last.
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FISH, HORACE—Continued
. . Dulce lacks the true lines of life; a painted
picture in spite of all the emotional stress with
which the author overloads her." C. K. H.— Boston Transcript p5 S 24 '21 420w

"It has obvious faults, but it also has life,

dramatic power—in spots—and a striking cen-
tral idea. The texture of his style is uneven;
sometimes extraordinarily good, sometimes
spread on too thickly. But the live qualities
of the story outweigh its defects. It has
much extraordinarily vivid and moving descrip-
tion and its portrayal of elemental human
passions is often masterly. It is a frank book,
not at all for the 'young person,' but is wholly
free froin any morbidity or uncleanness. It is

in no sense pathological fiction of the sort so
common of late."

h Lit R P43 S 24 '21 310w
Reviewed bv Allan Monkhouse

New Statesman 17:161 My 14 '21 390w
"The novel is one that is deserving of all

praise, for it is a serious attempt to fashion
a book with a genuine theme. There is much
beauty in the tale and no small amount of
power and distinction in the prose, although
at times the author is a bit inclined to long,
rambling sentences. As a first novel, it is

more than promising, for it does bring before
the reader many vivid pictures and presents
a type that stands distinctly forth."

-t- N Y Times pl6 O 23 '21 580w
"The author of this book has an unusually

good story to tell, but an unfortunate manner
makes it difBcult for him to do it full justice.
The story is always losing itself in a morass
of fanciful, facetious, and sentimental digres-
sions, which are very little to the point, and
make us feel that the 440 pages of the book
are far too many."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p261 Ap
21 '21 160w

FISHER, DOROTHEA FRANCES (CAN-
FIELD) (MRS JOHN REDWOOD FISH-
ER). Brimming cup. *$2 (l%c) Harcourt

21-4168

Into this problem story many of our most
modern questions throw their shadow: world
problems, the education of children, some
practical implications of analytic psychology,
individual self-determination in married life.

"The latter is the crux of the story. Marise
and Neale Crittenden married on the solemn
compact always to remain utterly true to
their highest lights. Marise, the brilliant wo-
man and musician, was the happy mother of
three flue children when Vincent Marsh found
her in her home in an obscure Vermont vil-

lage. When his admiration turned into love
his insistent interpretation of life and happi-
ness temporarily obscured the light for Miar-
ise. But her husband's wisdom, in making
her the responsible arbiter of her own des-
tiny, helped her to find herself and to choose
right.

+ Booklist 17:217 Mr '21

Reviewed by M. K. Ford
+ Booknn 53:453 Jl '21 780w

"Dorothy Canfield has done good work, fine
work, before, but now it seems that every-
thing extraneous has been burned away. She
has become a force, welding the culture and
grace of the older fiction with the rugged
frankness, the fearless honesty, of the new.
'The brimming cup' is a bigger, a finer, a
more searchingly honest, a more penetrating
novel than 'The bent twig' ever promised us
that Dorothv Canfield could write." D. L. Mann

-f- Boston Transcript p4 Mr 16 '21 1350w
"An able and Intensely interesting story."

-f- Cleveland p34 My '21 130w
"While the chief interest of the story lies

in the situation In which Marsh and Marise are
placed, there is much besides. The author is

a skilled delineator of New-England rural life
and character, and her scenes and people are
well drawn and lifelike."

-I- Lit D p57 Je 11 '21 990w

"It is saved from being a thesis story by the
sharp individuality of the characters, by the
admirable pictures of scenery in summer and
winter, by the art displayed in mere composi-
tion, by the profound insight into human na-
ture. If I might venture a word of warning to
so distinguished a writer, I should suggest that
in every record of human life there is always
room for humor, by which I do not mean
'comic relief,' but something elemental, in-
separable from life itself." W: L. Phelps

-f- Lit R p3 Mr 19 '21 1700w
"If Dorothy Canfield would face the intensity

of love and the lure of freedom as willingly as
she faces the reality and depth of family life,
she could make a memorable contribution to
current thought." Freda Kirchwey

h Nation 113:sup676 D 7 '21 400w
"The author of 'The brimming cup' is so in-

tent on solving the problem she has set for
herself that she fails to give her characters any
possibility of existence outside their artificial
niches in the story. Some of the minor char-
acters are more skilfully drawn and the back-
ground of nature and rural life is occasionally
effective. The style is never distingruished and
is often crude." R. H.

1- New Repub 26:204 Ap 13 '21 290w
"A book that is worth reading, though the

author is distinctly one of those who are
saved by works rather than by grace. The
moral nexus in which she enmeshes her peo-
ple is unreal, but the people themselves are
real." Rebecca West

H New Statesman 17:444 Jl 23 '21 900w
"Many of the domestic scenes are portrayed

with a great deal of realism, and there is a
very interesting description of the old tradi-
tional Vermont dances which is the best thing
in the book. It is a far cry from 'The brim-
ming cup' to Mrs Fisher's admirable 'Home-
flres in France.' " L. M. Field

H NY Times p22 Mr 27 '21 820w
"Mrs Fisher has told the story as it would

seem to the people in it, has stepped out of the
stage with an unobtrusiveness which many
authors, from Meredith down, have sadly
lacked." D. W. Webster

4- Pub W 99:575 F 19 '21 540w
"The book is genuinely a first-class achieve-

ment."
-j- Sat R 132:90 Jl 16 '21 330w

"While one may dispute the accuracy of Mrs
Fisher's choice of her principal, this is not to
be taken as a criticism of the story itself. It

is a strong narrative, developed with intelligent
insight and careful literary workmanship.
Best of all are the notable portraits of char-
acter and the descriptions of the author's be-
loved Vermont scenery and human character-
istics and customs. It is a more ambitious
story than she has heretofore written, but in

some respects it lacks the spontaneity of 'The
bent twig' and 'The squirrel cage.' "

4 Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 3 '21 750w
— The Times [London] Lit Sup p435 Jl

7 "21 SOOw
+ Wis Lib Bui 17:75 Ap '21 20w

FISKE, BRADLEY ALLEN. Invention; the
master-key to progress. 11 ?4 Button 609

21-18784

It is to inventors mainly, says the author,
that we owe all that civilization is, and it is

to inventors mainly that we must look for all

that civilization can be made to be. The book
is a survey of all human inventions from
primeval times, thru antiquity and the middle
ages up to our most modern achievements.
The author has no doubt that the future of

invention is to be as brilliant as its past,

provided that the greatest of all machine.-?,

the machine of civilization, can be properly
safeguarded. At present its functioning is

threatened by two powerful influences, the
"bolshevistic" and the "paciflstic." The book
is indexed.

Booklist 18:108 Ja '22
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"Rear-admiral Fiske, himself an inventor,
[treats] invention as the basic factor in human
advance, and renders his thesis all the easier
by his inclusion within the term not only of
material appliances and machines properly so-
called, but also of other agencies that have
resulted in progress, such as religions, laws,
systems of government, and even military
campaigns. His book is rich in illustrative
detail, ranging from the cave man's rude im-
plements of flint and stone to the discovery of

the X-ray and radium."
Boston Transcript p5 N 23 '21 990w

"The really interesting feature of Admiral
Kiske's book is not the enumeration and des-
cription of great inventions, but rather the sort
of importance that he attaches to invention."

-I- No Am 215:138 Ja '22 650w

FISKE, GEORGE CONVERSE. Lucilius and
Horace; a study in the classical theory of
Imitation. (Studies in language and litera-
ture). 52.50 Univ. of Wis. 877 20-27254

"From an elaborately methodical study of
Horace's indebtedness as a satirist to Lucilius
and the Scipionlc circle, and in turn of the in-
debtedness of that circle to the Greeks, Profes-
sor Fiske proceeds with a general plea for the
classical idea of imitation of masters in art

—

'not in the spirit of verbal imitation, but in
that of generous rivalry'—damning as he goes
the itch for originality which he says is modern
and romantic (and traces to Rousseau), and
leaning rather heavily, as one might have sup-
posed, on the heavier portions of Irving Bab-
bitt."—Nation

"Professor Fiske's study of the relation be-
tween Lucilius and Horace is at once a valuable
contribution to scholarship and an omen of
danger to literary criticism." R. K. Hack

-t- Freeman 2:523 F 9 '21 1250w
"A work immensely learned, impatient, and

controversial. It is conceivable that he speaks
the truth, but it is certain that he speaks it,

like Professor Babbitt, without effect. Like
Professor Babbitt, he will inform a few critics
and historians of literature, but he will pique
and inspire no poets."

h Nation 111:786 D 29 '20 220w
"A clearly outlined restatement of the class-

ical theory of art, illustrated by the practice
of that most painstaking of literary artists,
Horace. The book is scholarly and Intelligent,
perhaps prejudiced a little in favor of classical
art, but on the whole moderate and fair
minded." A. J.

-^ New Repub 24:174 O 13 '20 360w
"Mr Fiske has two objects: to show how much

Horace in his early work took from Lucilius,
and to prove that, as he used it well, he was
right to take it. Mr Fiske claims that Horace
'absolutely reshaped the Lucilian ore and
stamped upon it the Image of his own life

and world, social, intellectual, and spiritual.'
"

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p550 Ag
26 '20 1550w

FITCH, ALBERT PARKER. Preaching and
paganism. '$2 Tale univ. press 251 20-19512

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:202 Mr '21

"In the long and not.able series of 'Yale lec-
tures on preaching,' no volume is more search-
ing and provocative than this. Nowhere is

there a more interesting combination of
theological radicalism with religious conserva-
tion than in this book. The advanced position
is not obtruded, but is never concealed." W.
H. P. Faunce

-I- J Religion 1:320 My '21 680w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p309 My

12 '21 220w

FLAMMARION, CAMILLE. Death and its
mystery; before death; proofs of the exist-
ence of the soul; tr. by E. S. Brooks. 'IS
Century 134 21-7559

The first volume of a trilogy which represents
the results of this noted French astronomer's

fifty years of observation, investigation and
classification of facts concerning immortality.
Proof of the existence of the soul independent
of the body involves treatment of intuitions,
divinations, seeing without eyes, telepathy, pre-
monitory dreams, etc. Much of the book con-
sists of carefully authenticated and reported in-
stances of psychic communication.

Booklist 17:327 Jl "21

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ap 23 '21 lOOOw
"Style is always clear, concise, and fasci-

nating, and holds the reader's attention
throughout." Hereward Carrington

+ Lit R p9 Ag 6 '21 780w
"As a collection of marvels, it is interesting;

as a contribution toward a process for the
discovery of immortality it is without vaJue."
M. F. Egan

1- N Y Times p2 Jl 17 '21 2500w
Outlook 128:422 Jl 6 '21 60w

Reviewed by Lilian Whiting
Sprlngf'd Republican plla My 22 '21

400w
Weekly R 4:418 Ap 30 '21 80w

FLEITMANN, LIDA LOUISE. Comments on
2 hacks and hunters, il $3.50 Scribner 798

21-20736

The authors apology for writing another
book on horses is that the n»ajority of books
obtainable on the subject are English and apply
to English conditions whereas this one is in-
tended to fill the needs of the American horse-
man and horsewoman. It gives information
and advice on the buying and judging of horses,
on riding, jumping and hunting, on showing
horses and managing horse-shows, and on
dress and equipment. The book is profusely
illustrated and has a reference list of appoint-
ments.

FLEMING, BRANDON. Crooked house. •$1.75
Clode. E. J. 21-1277

"One is plunged into the baleful atmosphere
of the crooked hou.'se at the very beginning.
Christine Manderson, stage beauty, is found in
the garden, shortly after, brutally murdered.
Victorian Dupont soon established a connection
in one's mind between her death and those
of Collette d'Oi-sel and Margaret McCall. Sus-
picion is cleverly shifted from James Layton,
millionaire philanthropist, to George Copple-
stone, the eccentric and satanic host at the
crooked house; then to Jenny West and then
to Phyllis Astley-Roble, society beauty, to one
Gluckstein, a shady financier. But the denoue-
ment is a real surprise."—Pub W
"Throughout, it is cleverly done, the narra-

tion is rapid, the detail not uninteresting, the
characterization good. The crooked house, its

peculiar occupant, his follies and foibles, the
manner of the crime, and its aftermath all

make for originality, which is a rare virtue in
detective tales of the present day."

+ Boston Transcript p9 Mr 19 '21 240w
"The tale is potent enough to produce a

satisfactory shudder."
+ Lit R plO Mr 19 '21 130w

"It will be pretty sure to be read through,
but the readers will be annoyed at the lack
of good workmanship and the strain on the
credulity."

^. N Y Times p22 Mr 5 '21 650w
"It is a mystery story of the first rank. It

is not only a tale in which the conclusion is

impossible of anticipation but it is a well
turned story with definite and positive char-
acterizations, sure motivation and complete
fidelity to the unities of space and time." G:
DuB. Proctor

+ Pub W 99:577 F 19 '21 300w

FLETCHER, F. MORLEY. Wood-block print-
ing, il $3.50 Pitman 761

One of Pitman's artistic crafts series, the
book is a description of the craft of wood-cut-
ting and color-printing based on the Japanese
practice. It is one of the primitive crafts, re-
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FLETCHER, F. MORLEY—Continued
quiring the simplest tools and materials, the
need for which has not ceased with the advent
of machinery. It is recommended as a means of
livelihood to artists who cannot hope to succeed
within the bounds of academic art. The process
and the tools for cutting, coloring, and printing
are carefully described with adequate illustra-
tions and there is an appendix of collotype re-
productions of various examples of printing and
an original print designed and cut by the au-
thor. The illustrations are by the author and
A. W. Seaby. There is also a list of book refer-
ences and an index.

FLETCHER, JOHN GOULD. Breakers and
granite. 'll.TS Macmillan 811 21-3798

"This is a collected edition of such old or new
poems by Mr Fletcher as lend themselves to in-
clusion in an imagist's panorama of America.
The panorama begins with 'The arrival.' dated
May, 1920, an impression of New York harbor
after Europe and the Atlantic, and proceeds as
if by rediscovery through Manhattan, New Eng-
land. Chicago, the lower Mississippi, the old
South, the far West, and the Arkansas river to
a concluding American symphony which itself
concludes with deservedly the best known poem
of Mr Fletcher's to date, 'Lincoln.' The re-
discovery is fictitious—many parts of the pano-
rama were composed as far back as 1914 or
1915."—Nation

Many of these places are described so well
that one feels the author must have spent his
life In them."

-f Booklist 17:292 My '21

-I- Cleveland p42 Je "21 40w
"In this case he is a poet led astray by the

desire for infinity. This is a criticism of the
general plan of the volume; it does not applv
to the individual poems. Here his virtues are
Just as obvious: when he pauses in his head-
long course to paint a particular landscape he
can be thoroughly satisfying." Malcolm Cow-
ley

-! Dial 70:700 Je '21 720w
"There are fine things in It—notably the

experiments in 'polyphonic prose,' such as
'Clipper ships,' and 'The old south.' But the
book as a whole does not satisfy. It is true
that Mr Fletcher's attempt to summarize
America lends a solidity and a fragmentary
grandeur to this book which one can not find
In his others—one's historical sense is re-
freshed by it, certainly; but despite one's
pleasure in this, one comes awav from the
book with the feeling that Mr Fletcher has
laboured heroically at a theme not designed
to do him justice." Conrad Aiken

\- Freeman 3:405 Jl 6 '21 960w
"The book contains some good -writing is

full of industry and of misguided conscience
and its experiments in polyphonic prose with
casual interior rhyme will have an interest for
versifiers. But it is a tedious book except for
persons who are infatuated with the new andwho do not mind the beginnings of age in their
novelties." O. W. Firkins

h Ind 107:195 X 19 '21 600w
"What Mr Fletcher has not is patent enough:

he has no instinct for telling a storj', he employs
neither wit nor satire, he is dramatic only in
the large. What he has are his own unique per-
ceptions and impressions, great knowledge, love
of color, form, and significance, and understand-
ing to interpret the forces behind the actions ofmen." Amy Lowell

-I- Lit R pi Ap 16 '21 2250W
"As clearly as any one volume of recent vears

it reveals the whole uncanny strength ofimagism—its dauntless deflniteness of phrase
Its concentration, its care, its surface accuracv'
Yet if his book reveals imagism's strength it
reveals more clearly its weakness. If one was
not convinced before, one will be convinced now
that Imagism not only had an inferior aim but
lacked the very means of achieving it. There

IS scarcely a line of his, or an Image, which la
not admirable, but there are many poems which
fail of great effect." Mark Van Doren

-I Nation 112:sup562 Ap 13 '21 SSOw
"It is one of the fine books of the year. He

has thought and felt deeply and sincerely. The
results are evident in his work. 'Breakers and
granite' is a digrnlfled book. It is a healthy
book. It is a vigorously honest book, both ob-
jectively and subjectively. And finally. It is an
American book. Sometimes Mr Fletcher's
thoroughly delightful imagination runs riot."
Marguerite Wilkinson

H NY Times p6 Mr 13 '21 1800w
"It has a faint taint of propaganda and

preaching. Where he is purely descriptive he
is able but not impressive. His phrasing is
seldom inspired." W: R. Benet— Yale R n s 11:175 O '21 600w

FLETCHER, JOHN GOULD. Paul Gauguin,
his life and art. 11 $2 Brown, N. L. B or 92

21-14210

"The first biography of Gauguin In Eng-
lish. Within its small compass the author
has contrived to include not only the salient
features of Gauguin's life, but a full exposition
of Gauguin's Ideas, showing their relation to
the general ideas of his day, and an ample
discussion of Gauguin's art with its subtle re-
lationships to the work of other great painters,
past and present. . . Anybody who has read
W. Somerset Maugham's 'The moon and six-
pence,' and who believes that the story and
the character of Strickland In that book re-
present the life and the character of Gauguin,
owes it to his sense of fair play to read Mr
Fletcher's book. The true story Is an unhappy
one. Gauguin had a rough, savage nature; to
most of his associates he must have seemed
just such an inhuman and overbearing egoist
as the novelist represents. Mr Fletcher sup-
presses nothing of his unamiabillty, but points
to bis pictures."—Lit R

Boston Transcript p5 S 28 '21 780w
"A sound and admirable piece of work; far too

brief unfortunately but packed with matter."
Hulbert Footner

+ Lit R p68 O 8 '21 1500W
"An adequate and painstaking biography of

Paul Gauguin is still to be produced This is

not to detract from John Gould Fletcher's
essay, which is written in the spirit of a hand-
book—and an excellent handbook it Is. It is
solidly based on authentic fact as far as It goes;
and it should do much to reconstruct the popu-
lar distorted image of Gauguin as half god and
half devil. . . The most valuable thing in Mr
Fletcher's book is his attempt to find the
key to Gauguin's art and life In the principles
of synthetlcism. In the light of the facts we
possess, this interpretation Is suggestive and Il-

luminating." Glen Mullin
H Nation 113:sup416 O 12 '21 1700w
"Although Mr Fletcher's book Is an admir-

able piece of work, it is Incomplete. It is a
bit too academic, too formal to be satisfying.
Mr Fletcher has an enthusiasm In discussing
the art of Gauguin which he seems to lose
when he writes of the man. He has separated
him from the cluster of romantic anecdotes
which surround him. But he has not created
a living portrait of the esoter'c Gauguin,"
Henrietta Malkiel

H NY Call p9 S 18 '21 1800w
"It is a good biography as far as It goes.

but it does not go very far. . . It leaves much
to the imagination, and It dQ.es not develop
certam lines of thought that are suggested, but
it is a good introduction. And many readers
will desire no more than an introduction to
Paul Gauguin's life."

H NY Times p5 S 11 '21 3000w

"A straightforward and competent account
of one of the least understood artists of his
day."

+ Springf d Republican p8 Ja 6 '22 220w
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FLETCHER. JOSEPH SMITH. Borough trea-
surer. *%2 (2^c) Knopf 21-26728

Cotherstone, the borough treasurer of High-
market and his business partner Mallalieu, who
had just been reelected mayor, were both
considered highly respectable citizens. No one
but themselves knew that they had served a
term in jail for embezzling. Then came a man
to town one day who also knew their secret,
and on the evening of the day on which he had
communicated his knowledge to the partners,
he was murdered in a lonely pine wood. This
is the mysterj' which opens the book, but
there are other mysteries as well as other
murders before the plot is worked out to its

conclusion.

Yard, criminal experts, lawyers, newspaper men
and private persons are all engaged in solving
the mystery, but it is the skill of Scotland
Yard that finally shows up the deed as a com-
mon murder with roobery.

Booklist 18:16 O '21

"A clever portrayal of crime and charac-
ter." J. F.

-f Bookm 54:G8 S '21 lOOw
" 'The borough treasurer' is a thoroughly en-

joyable stor>' and will uphold the author's
reputation as one of the best of the present
writers of mvstery fiction."

-f- Lit D p40 D 3 '21 360w
"This story is up to the level of Its popular

predecessors, which have earned for Mr
Fletcher a well deserved reputation as a skil-
ful maker of mystery yarns. His contruction
is sound, the suspense and puzzlement are
cleverly kept up, and the solution Is logicaL
His criminals also are rather interesting as
criminals, quite above the average of character
drawing in such stories."

+ Lit R pll Ag 6 '21 90w
"Mr Fletcher possesses not only that plot-

skill which Is the first requisite of an author
of mystery stories, but an excellent style and a
feeling for character which place his books
above the ordinary, merely complicated tales
of theft and murder."

-f N Y Times p25 Jl 24 '21 600w

FLETCHER. JOSEPH SMITH. Chestermarke
Instinct. •$2 (2i^c) Knopf 21-6796

John Horbury, manager of an English coun-
try bank, mysteriously disappears ope Satur-
dav night. At the same time bank securities
and valuable jewels which have been entrusted
to him vanish. "With the solving of the mystery
of the whereabouts of manager and valuables,
the story Is concerned. Many people are in-
volved and various startling events occur before
the solution is reached.

"A rather well written detective story."
4- Booklist 17:303 My '21

"The plot is not improbable and its various
threads are kept well in hand, the story un-
folding naturally to a swift climax."

-i- Bookm 53:462 Jl '21 llOw
"To tell a story so well as this Is told is a

literary achievement equal In its way to the far
higher achievements of the greater leaders of
fiction. Mr Fletcher's work is of course
ephemeral, but It Is nevertheless masterly work
of Its kind." E. F. Edgett

-f Boston Transcript p6 My 28 '21 lOOOw
"Any one who enjoys the solving of the seem-

ingly unfathomable will find pleasure in this
book."

-f- Lit R pll My 7 '21 loOw

FLETCHER, JOSEPH SMITH. Herapath
property. ?2 (2c) Knopf 21-20196

This study In criminology discloses an In-
tricate network of suspicion and crime. The
immensely rich Jacob Herapath is found
murdered in his ofRce one morning. In the
absence of a will all the property would have
gone to his nephew, Barthorpe Herapath. But
a will Is found leaving all to a niece, Bar-
thorpe's cousin. The contesting of the will
within a few days of the murder, thru con-
spiracy with a former secretary of the
murdered man, and other most incriminating
circumstances all point to Barthorpe as the
malefactor and lead to his arrest. Scotland

"Mr Fletcher has an ingenious fancy, a
fluent style, and a commendable regard for
the plausible, qualities that make his detec-
tive stories engaging reading. This latest tale
is interesting without being especially dramatic
and holds attention rather through its puzzle
than through its incidents. '

-J Lit R p209 N 26 '21 60w
"So cleverly does Mr Fletcher guard his

mystery that any reader may safely bet
against his being able to turn the knave be-
fore the author wants him to do so."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p257 Ap
22 '20 IGOw

FLETCHER, JOSEPH SMITH. Orange-yellow
diamond. •$2 (2c) Knopf 21-26085

A young novelist, Andrew Lauriston, down
on his luck, is forced to pawn some of his valu-
ables to pay his debts. As he enters the pawn-
shop, it is apparently empty, but on Investiga-
tion he finds the dead body of the pawn-broker
at the oack of the shop. He immediately re-
ports the murder to the police and finds him-
self suspected of the crime with the alleged mo-
tive, robbery. But as the Investigations are
carried deeper, developments arise which show
that the robbery is on a much larger scale than
l8 at first thought. An orange-yellow diamond
worth eighty thousand pounds is In fact in-
volved. Lauriston's innocence Is quite easily
established, but it is more difficult to put any-
one in his place, and added to that problem is
that of recovering the diamond and its price.
This latter is undoubtedly accomplished but
whether the pawnbroker's murderer is actually
discovered must be left to the reader to decide.

Booklist 17:189 F '21

"It is a pleasure to read his stories, not
merely for their entertaining qualities, but also
for the agreeable appeal of their manner and
their style. They are well proportioned stories,
too." E. F. Edgett

-f- Boston Transcript p6 My 28 '21 150w
Cleveland p35 My '21 50w

"The author is one of the few who is able
to keep his readers in the dark until the proper
moment arrives for their Illumination."

+ Lit D p57 Ap 23 '21 400w
"Here is a story that is notable for the

careful thought with which the complications
are devised, but lacks the hurricane swift-
ness of movement which the connoisseur of mys-
tery stories demands."

-^ Lit R plO Mr 19 '21 80w
Reviewed bv M. A. Hopkins

-I- Pub W 99:164 Ja 15 '21 390w

FLEURON, SVEND. Grim: the story of a pike-
tr. from the Danish bv Jessie Mulr and
W. Emm6. il •$2 (S'^c) Knopf

21-19589

The life-history of a giant pike from its
first moment of consciousness, as it lay sun-
ning itself in the warm reeds of the lake, a
creature measuring scarcely a finger's length.
Preyed upon and preying, Grim found life just
one adventure after another, its end and aim be-
ing "to devour others and to avoid being de-
voured oneself." Finally this doughty old pike
of many adventures, now of monster propor-
tions and famed as an almost mythical ser-
pent, after marvelous escapes from hook and
gun and trap, falls victim to little Rasmus with
his beanpole rod and his old steel hook.

"Grim's life-history from the egg upwards Is

narrated in detail and with much spirit, the
author making a conscientious endeavour to
place himself at his heroine's point of view."

-1- Ath p621 My 7 '20 120w
Booklist 18:50 N '21
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FLEURON, SWEND—Coniinued
"Excellent illustrations for a book far out

of the ordinary."
+ Bookm 54:79 S '21 140w

"A narrative of epic proportions, thoroughly
readable both for its story and for the crystal-
clear style in which it is told—for this we are
obliged in large measure to the translators."
L. B.

+ -Freeman 4:70 S 28 '21 130w
"Fleuron makes his subject interesting. And

he succeeds in doing something that few of our
American nature writers have accomplished;
he makes Grim's life cruelly significant."

+ Lit R pl4 Jl 2 '21 330w
" 'Grim' is admirable in its originality. The

cruelty of life beneath the surface of the water
is relentlessly depicted."

+ N Y Times p21 Jl 3 '21 620w
R of Rs 64:334 S '21 20w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 27 '21 130w

FLOYD, JUANITA HELM. Women in the Ufe
of Balzac, il '$3 Holt B or 92 21-5792

The book contains an introduction by the
Princess Radziwill, a niece of Balzac's wife and
an inmate of their home, who says of the au-
thor's work, that it is the best description that
has ever been given of that phase of Balzac's
life that has to do with his friendship for so
many distinguished women. The contents are:
Biographical sketch of Balzac; Relatives and
family friends; Literary friends; Business and
social friends; Sentimental friendships. The
book contains eleven portraits, a bibliography
and an index.

title 'Primitive Christianity,' the editors jointly
write fovu- chapters dealing, respectively, with
(1) the career of Je.sus. (2) the work of the
di.vciples in Jerusalem and the beginnings of
preaching among Gentiles, (3) the growth of
speculation on the subjects of the spirit, the
chuich and baptism, and (4) Christology."—

J

Religion

Booklist 17:347 Jl '21

4- Bookm 53:367 Je '21 220w
Boston Transcript p4 Ap 16 '21 900w

"Displays all the erudition and industry of
the manufacturer of a thesis, while sadly
missing the great opportunity. It is all very
piously done, and yet it seems to leave every-
thing unsaid." Montgomery Belgion

1- Freeman 4:19 S 14 '21 580w
"Making all allowance for the generovis ardor

of literary sponsors, this should be a book of
more than cursory interest. And so It proves
In the reading, If rather in its close packing and
lucid arrangement of its materials than in any
special grace or charm of presentation. You
may say that it is Ph.D. stuff of the best sort."
H. W. Boynton

-I- Lit R p9 Je 11 '21 1150W
"It is a serious history, not a chronicle of

gossip, and, though it is written in an animated
way, it is not written lightly." C: W. Thompson

+ N Y Times plS Ap 17 '21 2100w

FOAKES-JACKSON, FREDERICK JOHN, and
LAKE, KIRSOPP, eds. Acts oi the Apos-
tles; V 1, Prolegobena. (Beginnings of
Christianity) *$7 Macmillan 270.1

(Eng ed 20-19927)
"The plan of the series as announced bv

the publishers assigns three volumes to the
mterpretatlon of Acts, as follows: I, The Jew-
ish, Gentile, and Christian backgrounds; II,
Literary criticism of Acts; III, Text and com-
mentary. The first main division of volume I
is given up to a description of the Jewish
world of early Christian times. Professors
Jackson and L.ake, writing jointly, give an
account of Jewish political history, Mr C. G.
Monteflore writes a chapter on the 'Spirit of
Judaism,* to which the editors add a survey
of varieties of thought and practice in Judaism
and a sketch of Jewish life in the Diaspora.
The Gentile background for a study of Acts is
presented in two sections, one by Professor
H. T. F. Duckworth of Trinity college, Toron-
to, on the Roman system of provincial ad-
ministration, and the other by Professor Clif-
ford H. Moore of Harvard university, on life
and thought within the Roman empire. In the
third main division of the book, under the

"After all the fine Avork that lies behind
this volume, the editors seem to have missed
that mysterious something which turns the
Gospels into an organic whole and gives them
a vitality which makes an abiding appeal to
men."

H Freeman 2:476 Ja 26 '21 820w
"As a whole, this book is always stimulating,

and if sometimes more interesting than con-
vincing, it is probably only what good 'Prole-
gomena' should be—an accurate statement of
matters no longer open to question and an
arresting presentation of debatable issues." S.
J. Case

H J Religion 1:98 Ja '21 700w
"The editors have given us an important

work, stimulating even where we profoundly
disagree with it."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p394 Je
24 '20 ISOOw

FOAKES-JACKSON, FREDERICK JOHN. In-
" troduction to the history of Christianity,

A.D. 590-1314. $4 Macmillan 270 21-18940

The author, who is professor of Christian
institutions in Union theological seminary.
New York, calls his book an "introduction to
the history of the middle ages." Since this
was a period when the Christian ideal domi-
nated society, the history is largely ecclesiasti-
cal, but the author does not make it wholly
so. The main features of the period are
treated in chapters which are essays rather
than chronicles and among the topics discussed
are the development of the papacy, the church
empire of the West, the crusaders, learning
and heresy, the friars, the schoolmen, the uni-
versities, Dante and the decay of medievalism.
Authorities are cited for each chapter, and
there is a table of important papers, and an
index.

FOLGER, JOHN CLIFFORD, and THOIVISON,
SAMUEL MABLE. Commercial apple in-
dustry of North America. (Rural science
ser.) il •$3.50 Macmillan 634.1 21-3984

The book deals entirely with the commercial
phase of apple growing, omitting the whole sub-
ject of propagation. In collecting their material
the authors have visited practically every im-
portant apple-growing country in the United
States. Contents: Importance and history of the
apple industry; Leading apple regions of the
United States; Commercial apple production In
Canada, Australia and New Zealand; Locality
and site for the commercial orchard; "The farm-
management phases of apple-growing; Estab-
lishing the apple orchard; Cultivation of the
orchard; Irrigation; Fertilizing the commercial
apple orchard; Diseases and pests of the apple
and their control; Fruit setting and pollination;
Pruning and thinning; Renovation of old
orchards: Handling the crop; Marketing and
storage; Yields; By-products of the apple In-

dustry; Cost of production; Varieties of apples.

Booklist 17:336 Jl '21

"The book is an intensive survey of apple pro-
duction and marketing. Individual regions are
carefully analyzed, and Individual varieties of

fruit are described and discussed in relation to

the various districts. There .is, of course, a full

account of diseases and pests of the apple. 'The

information is practical and seems to be ade-
quate." „ ._, „-.

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Ap 8 '21 520w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p390 Je
16 '21 60w
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F0LT2ER, JOSEPH. Artificial silk and its
manufacture; tr. from the French by T:
Woodhouse. (Pitman's textile ser.) il $7.50
(•21s) Pitman 677 21-16040

English translation of a French standard
work, with the addition of a considerable
amoimt of new material and drawings concern-
ing improvements which have taken place in the
industry since the original was published. The
manufacture of artificial silk yarns is also ex-
plained and illustrated and the production of
artificial ribbon, lace, cloth, leather, etc.

FOOTNER, HULBERT. Owl taxi. •$1.90 (2c)
Doran 21-1679

Gifgory Parr, in the middle of a December
night, suddenly found that he was in possession
of a decrepit taxi, for which he had just bart-
ered the last two hundred dollars of his inheri-
tance. Deciding to make the best of his bar-
gain, he was about to admit his first fare, when
to his horror, he found the taxi already occu-
pied by the body of a dead man. This grue-
some event led to his meeting a charming
young girl masquerading as a boy, and from
then on he was concerned in exciting adven-
tures. They had to do with the political affairs
of the little republic of Manaquay; the girl,
with the best interests of the country at heart,
was fighting treachery in her own household.
Gregoi-y is with her, heart and soul, in her
fight, and after a series of stirring pursuits, the
country is saved from the further perfidy of the
villain.

+ Lit R pll Mr 12 '21 200w
"The hook may be recommended without qual-

ification for a reading before the fireplace on a
dull night. It is warranted to cause a flutter in
the pulses of the reader."

+ N Y Times p24 F 13 '21 470w
+ Pub W 99:577 F 19 '21 180w

FORBES, ALLAN. Towns of New England
and old England, Ireland and Scotland. 2v
il $12.50 Putnam 917.4 A21-1855

The aim of these two finely illustrated vol-
umes, published in commemoration of the Pil-
grim tercentenary, is to present by means of
historical sketches and pictures, essential facts
regarding the connection between certain New
England towns and their namesakes in the old
country. The book also recalls messages,
gifts and visits which have passed between
the new and the old. Much interesting local
history not widely known is contained in
these chapters and the illustrations, many of
them from old prints, are of much value.

Booklist 18:79 D '21

"A most useful storehouse of information."
+ N Y Times pl8 S 11 '21 1800w

"The novel idea is carried out with signal
success in these two handsome volumes."

+ Outlook 129:188 O 5 '21 50w
"An unexampled collection of material, both

text and pictures."
-F R of Rs 61:447 O '21 120w

"Interesting facts not widely known could
be gleaned from every chapter of this work."

+ Sprlngfd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21
700w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p783 N

25 '20 100

w

"There are many good photographic illustra-
tions, and reproductions of a number of inter-
esting gold prints and engravings, both Amer-
ican and English, showing the bygone aspect
of mother and daughter villages and towns."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p890 D 30
20 680w

FORBES, ROSITA. Secret of the Sahara:
Kufara. il $5 (6c) Doran [25s Cassell & co.]
916.6

The author set out to reach Kufara across
the Libyan desert, by a route never previously
traversed by any European. The string of des-
erts which she had set her heart upon visiting

were not absolutely unknown, the German
trader Gerhard Rohlfs having succeeded in
reaching them forty years ago, but the
jealousy of the Arabs had prevented him from
entering the principal oases or seeing the
sacred city of Taj, the seat of the Senussi
fraternity who have since Rohlfs time for-
bidden all access. Mrs Forbes began by mak-
ing friends witli the powerful Sidi Idris, the
ascetic head of the Senussi, by whom she was
enabled to make her journey, disguised as a
Bedouin woman and accompanied by Ahmed
Bey Hassanein, an educated Egyptian, who
acted as courier. She travelled under condi-
tions of extraordinary risk but reached her
objective. Her book gives a lively account of
her experiences and adventures and the series
of photographs, taken by stealth, are a great
feature. There is an introduction by Sir Harry
Johnston, and a map.

"Her adventures and escapes form a story
that almost makes the flatulent pages of 'The
sheik' pale. And this she does—she creates
the magic atmospliere of the desert. . . Our
only quarrel with her is that she does not al-
ways choose exactly the right adjectives."

-I Bookm 54:476 Ja '22 250w
N Y Times p20 D 11 '21 220w

"One would have to look far for a better
narrative of adventurous travel than Mrs
Forbes gives us."

-h Spec 127:301 S 3 '21 1250w
"The volume bears signs of haste, but it has

the Impress of actuality. Arabic phrases are
used much more than is necessary. We prefer,
too her narrative style to her 'purple patches.' "

-] The Times [London] Lit Sup p492
Ag 4 '21 1300W

FORBES, WILLIAM CAMERON. Romance of
business, il $1.65 (3c) Houghton 650

21-19063

In this series of chapters the author describes
In a simple, graphic way the romance that
surrounds the business of supplying even the
simplest needs of an average American citi-
zen. Beginning with our foods, as served at
an ordinary breakfast table, and passing on
to the clothes we wear, and other articles in
daily use, he shows how the study of these
things leads us inevitably thru the whole prog-
ress of the human race. He shows also the
great service rendered by steel, the manner
and extent to which electricity has entered in-
to our lives, the essential part that transpor-
tation plays, the system of banks and currency
that has developed from these manifold needs,
and the services of capital and thrift in im-
proving living conditions.

Booklist 18:108 Ja '22

"It compacts much into small space and
every page brims with information. The style
is fl,ttr£Lctiv6."

-I- Boston Transcript p6 D 17 '21 350w
Lit D p38 D 24 '21 16&W

"It is written in the past tense in more than
one sense of the term. Where the faults ol
business, big or little, are mentioned, it Is In-
dicated that business used to be bad, but
is now good. Doubtless there is much truth
in this observation, but a defence of the in-
stitution of private property and capitalistic
enterprise, even one designed especially for the
young, unthinking and inexperienced, would
more surely attract the mature mind if It ap-
pealed a little less to sheer conservatism and
gloating over the material achievements of this,
the best of all possible worlds."— Lit R p308 D 24 '21 230w

Sprlngf'd Republican plO D 16 '21

850w

FORD, JAMES LAUREN. Forty-odd years in
the literary shop. 11 $5 (5i^c) Dutton 920

21-18689

A book of reminiscence and anecdote con-
cerning people and events that have come un-
der the author's notice during more than
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FORD. JAMES LAUREN—Continued
forty years' exnerienoe as a journalist in New
York. During all this time he has been parti-
cularly interested in theatrical matters and so
his volume is rich in memories of actors,
actresses and managers from Lester Wallack's
day to our own. Almost as much space is de-
voted to authors and makers of magazines and
newspapers. There are pages on prominent
members of New York's foreign colonies, on
some East Side politicians and on noted or
notorious resorts and restaurants. There are
numerous illustrations, chiefly portraits.

"Mr Ford, because of the variety of his con-
tacts with high and low life in New York, his
sympathetic quality as an expositor, and his
endless chain of picturesque acquaintances,
has managed, in these cross-sectioned memoirs,
to recreate for us much of the color and move-
ment of the kaleidoscopic life which he has
known so well and enjoyed so keenly." Frank
Crowninshield

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf Ja '22 500w
Booklist 18:80 D '21

Reviewed by A. B. Maurice
Bookm 54:48t Ja '22 700w

"Many men of many walks in life have writ-
ten their reminiscences but none has succeed-
ed in making them so discursive, so lively,
so filled with the spirit of comradeship as Mr
Ford. He seem.g to have known everybody both
of major and minor importance in all the
professions, and to have lived a life of cen-
tinuous physical and mental activity. His
pages are a rapidly shifting panorama of their
time." E. F. Edgett

-f Boston Transcript p9 O 29 '21 100(hv

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Ind 107:106 O 29 '21 460w

"Random flotsam though many of them are,
drifting for another unexpected moment out of
their obscurity, we find ourselves realizing
that in them is the very essence of New York,
for through theni New York becomes the city
of a. thousand adventures, a city of variety
and color without end." H. F. Armstrong

+ Lit R p203 N 26 '21 350w
"This is a pleasant book, unpretending and

cheerful." Brander Matthews
-^ N Y Times p7 N 6 '21 1300w

"A wholesome astringent quality in these
memoirs, an absence of the usual sentiment,
a complete freedom from solemnity of any kind,
and with all these admirable traits, a genuine
untheoretic appreciation of sound character and
of good work, make the book one of those few
valuable contributions which the real man of
the world occasionally makes to popular edu-
cation."

-I- No Am 215:141 Ja '22 380w
"Infallibly entertaining glimpses of a New

York which has vanished."
-I- Sprlngf'd Republican plla Ja 1 '22
145»w

FORD, SEWELL. Inez and Trilby Mav. il $2
=! (SV^c) Harper 21-20437
The two girls of the story are Inez Peter-

sen, a big Swede, good to look at but dull and
passive, and Trilby May Dodge, quick of wit
and long of talk. They hail from Duluth, Min-
nesota, and have come to New York for adven-
tures and to find an uncle of Inez, supposed to
be rich and living under an assumed name
which she does not know. Their adventures
are many and of a farcical nature, Inez looking
the part and Trilby May furnishing the inspira-
tion. The uncle is really found, he proves to be
rich, and after due caution, he warme up to
Inez.

"One of those crisp, bantei'ing tales, com-
pact with amusing slang and the rather ob-
vious humor that formed so large a part of
the success of tlie Torchy stories."

+ N Y Times p29 Ja 1 '22 60w

FORSTER. EDWARD MORGAN. Howard's
End. *$2.50 (2I2C) Knopf 21-17626

Two women figure in this storv, the sisters
Maigjiret and Helen Schlegel. Half English and
half German, they seem to have inherited the
better part of both races and Margaret, indeed.
is something of a supprwoman. With advanced
Ihoupht. a clear intellect and high ideals she
combines the understanding heart that can
Hhhor a sin and love the sinner. Thus, after
havinsT maried a widower, the smug father of
a smuij English family, and having discovered
in.'^incerities and weaknesses under the smooth
exterior, which in their ramifications and con-
setiuences bring trouble upon his own family
and on her sister Helen, she knows how to
gather the broken threads tngetlier and. weave
them one (^ i:iore into a livable life for them all.

Bookm 54:172 O '21 210w
"The author has a keenness of perception

of small encounters which is one of the essen-
tials of fine narrative. His people are nervous,
sensitive, alive. It is in his effort at symbol-
ism that he fails, and spiritual values blur in
the too sharp light of melodrama."

+ — Dial 71:483 O '21 80w
"Here is a story which, although it is peopled

with odd sorts of characters, is held together
by a logical and lucid mind. Out of the tangled
threads of many lives, Mr Forster weaves an
attractive narrative, touched with irony and il-

luminated by his imaginative grasp of motive
and character." L. B.

+ Freeman 3:431 Jl 13 '21 90w
"Few modern flctionists have revealed so

robust a sense of the elusive and intangible as
one finds in this novel. . . The book is

entrancingly human with much of that deep-
running humor that bubbles up from the heart
of things." R. H.

-f New Repub 26:246 Ap 20 '21 630w
"The work is one to linger over. It is the

sort of book you are impelled to read with your
pencil. It is fully of wise sayings. It gives
one a sense of space, of amplitude, that most
new books lack. And it is remarkably sane."
G: B. Dutton

+ — Springf'd Republican plla Ja 1 '22

850w

FOSDICK, HARRY EMERSON. Meaning of
service. $1.25 Assn. press 248 21-237

"Dr Gifrifpll's s.'iyincr. 'Religion is action, not
diction,' is Harry Emerson Fosdick's keynote
in h\< 'The meaning of service.' the third
oi' 111,; tri!ns>\' nii thp meaning of Christianity.
of wlprli t'u^ fiist two were 'The meanine of
prayer' and 'The meaning of faith.' Dr Fos-
dick, well-known as special preacher. First
Presbyterian church. New York City and
prol'es.^oi- of T)iacticfil theologx'. Union theoloeri-
cal seminai'y, throws down this challenge: 'We
nerd a now h.ntred of uselessne^s in institutions
and persons, and a new baptism of sacrificial
and eflective service. Hnloss Christianity can
f:ice the trenierdons; tasks that this new gen-
eration presents with an outpouring of self-
sacrificing service and good will proportionate
to the need, we shall register a lamentable
fai'iue intsead of the success which we might
aoliievp.' The matter is presented in the form
of daily leadings."—Pub W

"Trilby May, who tells the story, tells it with
a wealth of slangy, delicious similes and a
pithy philosophy which at times out-Torchy
Torchy. It is &n entertaining tale."

-f Lit R p307 D 24 '21 140w

Booklist 18:37 N '21

Reviewed bv Lvman Abbott
4- Outlook 127:347 Mr 2 '21 InOw

Pub W 99:579 F 19 '21 160w
"Tjilllc volume of rare informational and in-

spirational value." Graham Taylor
+ Survey 45:772 F 26 'I'l 240w
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FOSTER, GEORGE BURMAN. Christianity in

its modern expression; ed. by Douglas
Clyde Macintosh. 11 'JS-TS Macmillan 239

21-3787

"This posthumous volume contains the lec-

tures on the dogmatics and ethics of the Chris-
tian religion as last delivered to his theolog-
ical classes by the professor of the philosophy
of religion in the University of Chicago."—Lit R

Booklist 18:5 O '21

"Throughout the author is the student, the
inquire.", rather than the dogmatician. . . It is

doubtful that a modern theologian can be
found who is more thoroughly aware of the su-
preme issues theology must face today because
of the tremendous changes that have recently
come over the spirit of the thinking public, or
who is more modestly aware of the imperfect
character of all those formal statements that
attempt to exhibit to intelligence the innei-
movement of the modern Christian spirit God-
ward and manward." G: Cross

+ J Religion 1:G57 K '21 1300w
"The reader will welcome the leadership of

such a fearless guide who for himself did not
hesitate to penetrate the circles of infernal
doubt. There is a brilliance in his digressions
and a freedom from apologetic prejudices which
commend this book to every reader who wishes
to see how Christianity justifies itself on the
most purely analytical grounds."

-I- Lit R pl2 Je 4 "21 330w
"The book will be read in the world now

making as a record of the thinking of another
day, and for this purpose it has worth. . .

It was little service to Mr Foster's memory
to publish bald class-room lecture outlines,
filled In with presumably student notes." H.
F. Ward

f- Nation 113:47 Jl 13 "21 470w
Sprlngf'd Republican plO S 20 '21

llOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p35B Je

2 '21 70w

FOSTER, HERBERT HAMILTON. Principles
of teaching in secondary education. $1.75
Scribner 331.4 21-20123

"The major part of the book is given to a
discussion of the aims of teaching, the funda-
mental factors of method, and the principal
modes of instruction. In addition to this gen-
eral body of material the author discusses
methods of study, lesson organization and plan-
ning, the application of educational measure-
ments, and problems of individual and so-
cial instruction. As the title indicates, the
fundamental purpose of the book is to formu-
late the general principles vipon which methods
of teaching must be based. In a large mea.?ure
the author leaves to the teacher the problem of
adapting and applying these principles to in-
struction in the various secondary-school sub-
jects."—El School J

"The book contains little that is new, but as
a statement and discussion of fundamental
principles of teaching, it is a meritorious piece
of work."

^ El School J 21:793 Je '21 390w
"WTiile the discussion and the lesson plans

seem somewhat out of date, the book as a whole
offers material which will be of considerable
assistance to both experienced and inexperi-
enced teachers."

h School R 29:556 S '21 150w

FOUR years in the underbrush: adventures as
a working woman in New York. $2.50 (4c)

Scribner 331.4 21-20123

To gain first-hand experience for the de-
lineation of one of her characters in a novel,
the author entered the world of unskilled work-
ing women of New York city, "the under-
brush." The experience lasted for four years,
during which time she held twenty-five differ-
ent positions in almost as many different fields

of work. She directed envelopes, she was a
saleswoman in a department store, she folded

circulars, packed cigarettes, served as waitress
in a fashionable hotel, was a packer in a
cracker factory, a chocolate dipper in a candy-
factory, a chambermaid in a millionaire home,
maid-of-all-work in a small family, assistant
In a banking institution, proof-reader, inspec-
tor in a gas-inask factory, etc. She became In
reality a member of the working class,
watched its development into a caldron sim-
mering with suspicion, fear, and hate, and in
the present volume describes conditions as
they actually exist.

Booklist 18:107 Ja '22

"First-hand experience and observation are
always more appealing than statistics, and the
record cannot fail to touch any but the hope-
lessly callous. As literature, however, the
worlv leaves something to be desired."

H Lit R p291 D 17 '21 350w
"An unusual ;!Ocio!ogiC£il document of a

somewhat pessimistic character."
+ Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 70w

"It is a straightforward and excellently
written account of experiences that a woman
writer, obviously well known, forsook all the
creature comforts of existence to go through
with; and she had the pluck to carry on for
four years when any hour she could have de-
serted and returned to her comfortable life in
'higher' civilization."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican pS N 25 '21 500w

FRANCE, ANATOLE, pseud. (JACQUES-
ANATOLE THIBAULT). Monsieur Ber-
geret in Paris; a translation by B6reng6re
Drillien; ed. bv James Lewis May and
Bernard Miall. $2.50 (41/20 (7s 6d) Lane

21-20221

One of the least important of France's writ-
ings, this book is translated into English be-
cause it is his work and contributes to an
understanding of him. "The sage turns his
gaze from the contemplation of the universe
to the tiny bickerings of the political world
of his own country. The mechanism of the
book is of the simplest. M Bergeret the
professor is Anatole France. He muses on
the 'affair' [Dreyfus affair]. Certain scenes
in Royalist society with which he has scarce
any connection are interpolated into his mus-
ings, these scenes gradually taking a larger and
larger part in the book until at the end M
Bergeret is almost lost." (Sat R)

"M Bergeret and his dog Riquet are de-
lightful, but the political .scenes are simply
political propaganda. Anatole France is en-
titled to his political opinione, entitled also to

be an ardent politician when he chooses, but
we do expect from the man who stands like

a tower above the world of letters, who is

able to put the history of mankind into an
allegory that ranks with the greatest master-
pieces of literature, that even as a politician

his gaze shall be above the m§16e." Cyril
Falls

H Sat R 132:200 S 3 '21 920w

FRANCE, ANATOLE, pseud. (JACQUES-AN-
TOLE THIBAULT). Mummer's tale; a
translation by Charles E. Roche; ed. by
James Lewis May and Bernard Miall. *$2.50

(•7s 6d) (7c) Lane 21-10755

The heroine of this psychological story is a

neurotic French actress subject to hallucina-
tions. She is haunted by the distress of a

rejected lover and terrified by his threats of

an impending tragedy. He tracks her steps
when she goes about with her new lover and
shoots himself before their eyes. After this, al-

though F61icie's and de Ligny's love for each
other is greater than ever, F61icie is no longer
able to give herself to her lover. Always at

the moment of yielding she is terrified by the
apparition of the dead man, and Just as she
is becoming a great actress she must renounce
happiness. The narrative is interspersed
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FRANCE. ANATOLE, pseud.—Oontinued
throughout with the homilies of Dr Trublet,

"old Socrates." the physician of the theatre,

half cynic and half sage, but always a fatherly

adviser to little F61icie.

"Distinctly a minor work of the great ironist.

Many will find the chief attraction of 'A mum-
mer's taJe' in its theatrical background and in

the autnor's moralizings."
_| Lit R pl27 O 29 '21 250w

"The simplicity, the clarity, the penetration
of his stvle is achieved with such ease that it

is hardly noticeable. The result is a work of

literature which conveys a rare pleasure, the
kind of pleasure which surely deserves to be
called aesthetic." G. S.

+ Nation 113:240 Ag 31 "21 720w

"The novel is one to read not once, but
several times, for its wisdom, its understand-
ing, its vivid characterization and occasional
caustic comment."

N Y Times p22 Je 26 '21 1150w

"It is not one of the most popular of

Anatole France's tales, but for its length, it

is one of the best. It displays the author's
knowledge of the topsy-turvy world of the
stage, of its ambitions, successes, and idiosyn-
crasies, insurpassable as it is true."

+ Sat R 131:384 My 7 '21 180w

"The story is told at once tenderly and
Ironically, with humanism and skepticism
mingled; as a whole, it is true to M France's
essential principle which is to laugh at and
pity the follies of mankind at the same time,

and to respect the generous emotions of simple
and humble folk or the unselfish labors of

scholars and scientists while satirizing the
pretensions, moral, material and intellectual,

of the rest. The translation, by Charles E.

Roche, is faithful to M France's meaning, but
is deficient in nuance and finish of phrase."

+ Sprlngf d Republican p9a Je 19 '21 580w

FRANCIS, DAVID ROWLAND. Russia from
the American embassy; April, 1916-No-
vember, 1918. il $3.50 Scribner 947

21-14064

This account of Ambassador Francis's ex-
periences in Russia is drawn from his notes
of incidents. Interviews, and impressions that
interested him and from letters to family and
friends. It covers the period from his arrival

at Petrograd in April 1916 and his interviews
with the still reigning Czar, to the report of

his speech on occasion of a banquet tendered
to him on his return to St Louis in October
1919. His last word is his hatred of bolshevism
and soviet rule.

"Stands out as the most authoritative and
the least sensational of the books so far pub-
lished on the subject."

+ Am. Pol Sci R 15:621 N '21 250w
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 17 '21 llOOw
"Ambassador Francis's record of his Russian

impressions is amazing in its carelessness,
ignorance and illiteracy. It is amusing to see
how every considered judgment of Mr Francis's
upon contemporary Russian political condi-
tions has been proved wrong by the subsequent
course of events." J: Bradley— Freeman 4:283 N 30 '21 400w

"The tale of his sorry attempts at anti-bol-
shevist propaganda and of his endeavor to
persuade the President to send him back at
the head of an army reverts to the note of
childish romanticism that is characteristic of
the book." L. S. G.— Nation 113:354 S 28 '21 800w
"The word authoritative can more surely be

applied to Ambassador Francis's book on Rus-
sia than to any other so far published on the
subject. As interesting a story as has been
written about the revolution."

+ N Y Times pl5 Ag 21 '21 1950w
"Though it has no special literary quality,

few if any volume.s put forth concerning Rus-

sia have the decisive ring of this. It is worth
a place in any library of books on Russia, If

for nothing else than for its collection of offi-

cial despatches; these have a graphic quality
not generally found to this extent in such docu-
ments." E. F. B.

+ Outlook 129:437 N 16 '21 700w
R of Rs 64:446 O '21 170w

FRANCK, HARRY ALVERSON. Working north
from Patagonia, il ?5 (IMiC) Century 918

21-16648

The book is the narrative of a journey,
earned on the way, thru southern and east-
ern South America. Though an entity in It-

self, it is a continuation and the conclusion
of a four-year journey thru Latin America
and a companion-piece to the author's "Vaga-
bonding down the Andes." He describes the
countries and the people, their characteristics
and industrial and social life.

Booklist 18:46 N '21

"I doubt if anyone has so completely des-
cribed the varied aspects of South America in
a volume as has Franck. He is informative,
critical, and always interesting. "With a vast
fund of comparisons from many parts of the
world, he interprets what he sees in instruc-
tive and often fascinating passages. . . He is no
amateur wandering among strange sights, but
a seasoned adventurer sizing up civilization,
and apportioning credit and debit with a
trained and fearless hand." F: O'Brien

+ Bookm 54:388 D '21 490w
Boston Transcript p8 O 22 '21 750w

"Excepting a very few lapses that suggest
what Mr Franck might do if he were not gear-
ed to quantity-production of standardized
goods, its 650 pages are written in a banal and
slovenly fashion. One can hear the typewriter
pounding without intermission from start to
finish. The book is marred, moreover, by its
tendency to make odious comparisons between
South American civilization and our own, and
by its Anglo-Saxon contempt for the 'frail-

ties' of the Latin races." E. T. B.— Freeman 4:358 D 21 '21 270w
"Mr Franck has helped discredit the old-

fashioned, pompouci book of travel; his style is
simple, familiar, it never interrupts your en-
joyment of the narrative." E. L. Pearson

-f- Ind 107:38 O 8 '21 130w
"The arts of generalization, of choosing from

a heap of facts the illuminating one. of going
behind the facts or distilling from them their
emotional significance, are not practiced by Mr
Fi-anck. He starts his recording machine going
as a movie operator starts turning his crank,
and accepts, it seems, hit or miss, whatever
comes along. . . Of form or selection or sympa-
thetic interpretation, the book has little. Its
merit is in its accumulation of things seen. If

he does not fly high, he at any rate covers a
vast lot of ground." Arthur Ruhl

h Lit R pl44 N 5 '21 llOOw
"He makes you feel that you are with him all

the time, seeing the things he sees, under-
going the same experiences. He is perhaps not
the most elegant of writers, and yet his writ-
ing must be good because he holds your in-
terest so firmly that you reach the end of the
book (which contains as much reading matter
as three average-length novels) without feeling
that it is a long book." Austin Hay

-f N Y Times p6 O 16 '21 1700w
"The variety and extent of Franck's travels,

his keenness as an observer, and the astonish-
ing copiousness of his narrative place him ab-
solutely in the fore-front of present day travel-
ers. In this book his talents as a narrator are
especially evident. The author's independence
of judgment and frankness of expression add
greatly to the value of his writing."

-f Outlook 129:266 O 19 '21 lOOw
Springf'd Republican plla Y) 4 '21

1050W
Wis Lib Bui 17:186 N '21 40w
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FRANKAU, GILBERT. Seeds of enchantment;
being some attempt to narrate the curious
discoveries of Cyprian Beamish, Ren6 de
Gys, and Richard Assheton Smith, in the
golden land of Indo-China. *$1.75 (Ic)

Doubleday 21-9367

The scene of the story, which is a mixture of
adventure and satire, is a fanciful enchanted
land of Indo-China peopled by descendants of a
band of French royalists. The three adventur-
ers of the tale, an Englishman of the capitalist
class, a Scotchman, who called himself a Fabian
socialist, and a French Annamite. are lured by
the sight of a beautiful woman who had been
abducted from this fabulous land, to seek out
the country from which she came. After many
adventures they find the land of the FlC'Wer
people, so-called from the little purple flower
seeds which they ate and which drugged them
into happiness. In this land of Harinesia a
primitive state socialism prevailed where all

effort was banished and only pleasure existed.
After more adventures, including hours of en-
chantment with three lovely ladies, and some
excellent fighting, the three adventurers escape,
the socialist thoroughly cured of his self-con-
fessed "delusions, the drugs of weak souls."

"Beauty and horror and an interest which
rarely flags are blended in the narrative."

-f Ath pl27 F 4 '21 120w
"The author so often retards the progress of

the mystery to acclaim the virtues of milita-
rism, (which surely are out of place in a Chi-
nese mystery story, and virility generally, that
the reader grows impatient."— Bookm 54:173 O '21 80w
"Of one thing we are certain when we have

finished the reading of this romance. Gilbert
Frankau belongs to the line of the real story
tellers. He has discovered the ability to take
us out of reality and built us a new realm full
of strange things, of amusing and difficult and
dangerous elements, yet possessing as only a
genuine mystery can that appeal which belongs
to real romance." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 My, 25 '21 660w
"Mr Frankau is clever; almost too clever, as

there is an annoying, perky smartness, not only
in his style but sometimes in his ideas, that
mars an otherwise entertaining and edifying
book. If he can outgrow his exasperating man-
nerisms he may do something to give him a
distinctive niche in the worthwhile section of
current literature." H. L. Pangborn

-j Lit R p3 My 7 '21 600w
"A curious example of a foreign theme

creeping into what might otherwise have been
an excellent book and wrecking it." E. S.— Lond Mercury 3:444 F '21 300w
"The adventures are good, the fighting excel-

lent, the love-making purely animal, and the
writing capable."

H Sat R 131:222 Mr 12 '21 90w
"Mr Gilbert FVankau, although he tells us that

hie story is meant for pure adventure, has not
been able to resist the temptation of making it

a social satire as well, and these two ideas do
not mix well together."

H Spec 126:306 Mr 5 '21 240w
"The story begins with large promise of a

conventionally exciting tale. That element is
wanting at no point; but when well under way
the author throws credulity to the winds. He
becomes more and more extravagant until the
reader is satiated with impossible adventuring."

H Sprlngfd Republican plla Mv 22 '21
140w

"There is thought, beauty, and fancy in the
tale, and the last of the three may be taken to
Justify phrasing that some will find too ornate
and unconventional to be read without irrita-
tion. As a work of art it suffers from the re-
peated guying—it is guying—of specified and
definite political and social aims; and there Is
a crudity akin to this in Mr Frankau's careful
elucidation of his Jokes."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p42 Ja 20
•21 680w

FRASER, CHELSEA CURTIS. Secrets of the
earth, il $1.60 Crowell 553 21-17208

The book takes up the phases of economic
geology that are of most interest to young
leaders, giving the known facts in simple story
languac^e with an occasional anecdote. After
the stories of coal and its by-products, and of
oil, come those of the various metals. Duo
respect is paid to the diamond, after which
come such common but useful minerals as
graphite, limestone, sand, clay and salt, and
some of the rarer minerals.

"It is a book which will interest any boy
and will be engro.ssing to yoimgsters who have
a scientific turn of mind. Mr Curtis is con-
tent to rely upon direct exposition, without
dressing up his work with fictional elements.
His style is clear and his grasp of facts is

excellent."
+ Lit R p242 D 3 '21 120w

FRASER, CHELSEA CURTIS. Work-a-day
heroes, il $1.60 (21/2C) Crowell 604 21-17217

"This book tries to make you better ac-
quainted with that sterling class of men whose
every- day jobs bring them in almost constant
finger- reach of Death. . . The exploits treated
are all true—actual experiences of the men
mentioned." (Preface) Contents: The miner;
The structural iron-worker; The steeple-Jack;
The "high-up" painter; The window washer;
The city policeman: The estate patrol; The
Royal Canadian mounted policeman; The city
fireman; The diver; The wild animal catcher;
The wild animal trainer; The air-mail man.

"There is no attenipt to exaggerate the sen-
sational effect of the activities which are re-
counted. Even so, they are exciting enough."

4- Lit R p266 D 10 '21 50w

FRASER, WILLIAM ALEXANDER. Red
^ Meekins. $1.90 Doran , 21-17192

The story is woven around the sturdy figure
of Red Meekins and his companions of the min-
ing town of Silver City. The happenings on
the trail, when Red is acting as a guide to an
Englishman, are greatly added to by the treach-
ery of the half-breed Felix Dubois. Some
comment is caused when the "Englisher" in-
quires about a certain Lord Harry who has
mysteriously disappeared and of whom Dubois
by his suspicious actions seems to know all.

The gold-luring Cobalt sometimes makes
strange men of these prospectors, and though
flieir adventures are often both thrilling and
terrible they have humor as well.

FREEMAN, JOHN. Poems new and old. 'IS
Harcourt 821 21-6984

"John Freeman's first volume was published,
ns one learns from the note prefixed to this edi-
tion, in 1909, though he was quite unknown In

America until 1916. The 'Twenty poems' of 1909
was followed by a collection of 'Fifty poems' In

1911; and two volumes, the 'Presage of victory'
and 'Stone trees' were published in 1916. It was
the latter collection which gave Mr Freeman his
place among the 'younger' English poets; this
collected edition with the new and hitherto un-
published poems that open the volume will con-
firm and distinguish his position."—Boston Tran-
sciipt

"The fundamental defect of his poetry is that
it is extremely dull. With studied restraint of
rhyme and rhythm and vocabulary, with great
accomplishment and the most impeccable taste,
deliberately and at considerable length, Mr
Freeman tells us—almost nothing at all. It is

only very occasionally, two or three times In

these three hundred pages, that one comes upon
something that penetrates and remains.'
A. L. H.

h Ath p732 Je 4 '20 880w
Booklist 17:342 Jl "21

Bookm 54:173 O '21 120w
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FREEMAN, JOHN —Continued
"Those who know INIr Freeman as the poet of

'Stone trees' and the war-time poem 'Happy is

England now,' will find in these collected poems
a wealth of unsuspected loveliness."

+ Boston Transcript p4 My 4 '21 1150w
"Simply-worded, deeply passionate, and sin-

cere expression of the feelings life stirs in a
poet."

+ Dial 71:373 S '21 70w
Reviewed by J: G. Fletcher— Freeman 3:453 Jl 20 '21 450w
"It is hard to name a poetical virtue that

the Englishman lacks. Yet the effect, though
good, is not proportioned to the outlay. Mr
Freeman's high traits, appear to us perhaps
too much in the light of equipment or equipage,
as if nature had scrupulously met an exacting
order in his case." O. W. Firkins

H Ind 107:196 N 19 '21 350w
"A very considerable body of even work, not

any of which is hurried or shoddy in concep-
tion. But it is monotonous; over three hundred
pages of melodious monotony, of verse en-
livened only at the rarest intervals with the
true fire of unself-conscious poetry. Freeman's
poems have the fluency and ease that come
from much writing, and the accompanying
weakness of diffused strength. They lack
'muscle.' " H: Chapin

-I Lit R p3 Jl 30 '21 400w
"Mr Freeman pursues an impressive and

very independent path of reverie through Na-
ture and the past of his own mind. Honesty,
to which he is willing at any time to sacrifice
pleasantness and strength, is his virtue; thin-
ness, which not always can be called insignifi-
cance, is his defect."

-I Nation 113:127 Ag 3 '21 70w
"If one were asked what the two most im-

portant volumes of poetry out of England were
this season there can be no doubt that the an-
swer would be 'Poems,' by Wilfred Owen, and
'Poems new and old,' by John Freeman."

-f 1^ Y Times pl3 My 15 '21 1050w
"The appearance of the book is undoubtedly

something of an event. His effects, both metri-
cal and combined, are pale in tone, but they are
intricate and subtle, so finished often as to seem
rather things of the slow growth of nature than
the improvisations, the hit and miss creations
of man."

+ Spec 124:871 Je 26 '20 460w
"What is most unusual, it is honest to the

degree of being non -imitative. It is unique,
without master, and without school."

-f Sprlngfd Republican p8 O 18 '21 750w
"Too faint and diluted." W: R. Benet— Yale R n s 11:178 O '21 160w

FREEMAN, LEWIS R. Down the Columbia,
il $3.50 (3i^c) Dodd 917.11 21-18791

An account of a boat trip down the Colum-
bia river, from its glacial sources to its mouth.
Running thru mountains all the way to the
sea, with no slack water in all its course, and
many rapids, the river is tumultuous, "going
somewhere all the time, tumbling over itself
all the way trying to beat itself to the finish."
The author's account of his adventures and
of the grandeur of the scenery thru which he
passed is fully illustrated with photograph.s
taken along the way.

Booklist 18:115 Ja '22

"The book depends to a great extent—as such
books must—upon the mishaps and narrow
escapes which attend the participants in the
adventure. There is much worth while des-
cription of scenes and iand.scapes before which
even the movie camera winds hopelessly. The
book provides an entertaining picture of the
enterprise from the moment of its conception
to its completion."

-f Lit R p292 D 17 '21 230w
"A stirring account of an adventurous trip."

-I- Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 40w

FREEMAN, LEWIS R. Hell's hatches. •$2
(2c) Dodd 21-4091

The narrator of the story is a marine painter
and devotee of the "Green lady," absinthe.
At Kai, among the South Sea islands and its
beach-combers, he witnesses and participates in
the prelude of a drama which includes the
navigation of a shipload of plague-stricken
blacks from there to an Australian quarantine
station. This brings into prominence and makes
a hero of "Slant" Allen, disreputable son of
a prominent Sydney family. It also involves a
derelict sea-captain, Bell, and his beautiful mis-
tress, the half-caste girl Rona; her horrible
revenge on Allen, whom she holds responsible
for Bell's death, and Allen's transformation,
after the dreadful ordeal from an all-round hard
character and desperado to a normal, depend-
able man and worthy friend.

"Just misses being very good. An involved
style obstructs its progress at times."

-I Booklist 17:303 My '21

"The book is one of thrills and terror, at
times hideous, always colorful, yet never luridly
melodramatic."

+ Bookm 53:462 Jl '21 50w
"Mr Freeman's strong points are his atmos-

phere, his knowledge and his character-draw-
ing, a formidable compensation for his short-
comings." W: A. MacDonald

H Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 920w
Cleveland p42 Je '21 40w

"It grips one in spite of the fact that there
is a strong suspicion of the burlesque about
the principal characters. 'Hell's hatches' is so
packed with incident that there is never quite
time to focus one's skepticism."

H Lit R plO Ap 2 '21 220w
"The whole book would, in fact, be better for

a certain amount of judicious pruning; there
are times when the narrative loses in dramatic
force from too much deliberation. Yet it has
scenes which are potentially dramatic in the
extreme, and the three leading characters are
well and picturesquely conceived."

H NY Times p24 My 29 '21 620w
"Mr Freeman has written a stirring tale."

+ Sprlngfd Republican p9a My 29 '21

SOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p582 S 8

'21 170w

FREEMAN. RICHARD AUSTIN. Social decay
and regeneration: with an introd. by Have-
lock Ellis. .?5 Houghton 301

(Eng ed 21-26888)

The book includes both an analytical and a
synthetic part, of which the former occupies by
far the greater portion. The author defines
civilization as "the sum of those adjustments
by which men are enabled to live in large
aggregates." He then submits the progress
of events through which mankind has arrived
at its present adjustments to a searching analy-
sis, with the conclusion that "the advance in
physical and mental life which lifted man from
the sub-human to the human level and from
primitive barbarism to civilization does not
appear to have been maintained" and that,
whatever his extrinsic advances may still be,
there is a rapid instrinslc deterioration In
progress. This he attributes to four unfa-
vorable changes in the environment of man
which he calls "anti-conditions." They are:
the domination of human life by mechanism

—

tending towards an ever increasing automatism;
the rise of collectivism; the rapid increase of
the population; and the survival of the unfit.

In the synthetic part the author tentatively
considers the means of social regeneration, ot
which the successful elimination of the unfit
appear to him as the more certain, although
the negative portion, of eugenics.

Booklist 18:39 N '21
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"Is not always right in his economics and
history. The ideas he has of over-production
and the unemployment caused by technical im-
provements in machinery have been exploded
long ago." Preserved Smith— Nation 113:323 S 21 '21 880w

-1 Nature 107:452 Je S '21 840w
"The book as a whole is so virile, so inde-

pendent in its thinking:, that it is well worth
the perusal of those who are interested in
sociological problems. It is of particular conse-
quence because of the author's clearsightedness
in linking up the eugenic problem with collect-
ivism and with the domination of man by
mechanism."

-f N Y Times pl4 O 2 '21 2200w
"Mr Freeman has produced a very thoughtful

and interesting book. It is possible to dis-
agree with most of his conclusions, and with
almost all his suggested remedies, without in
any way detracting from the service he has
done In drawing attention to some of the
diseases of the modern social organism."

+ Sat R 131:463 Je 4 '21 550w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p247 Ap

14 '21 60w

FREMONT, CHARLES. Files and fllinp; tr.

under the sapervision of George Taylor-, il

*$7.50 Pitmrai 621.92 (Eng ed 21-21591)

This work on the technology of file making is

a translation from the French. Its five parts,
beginning with the prehistoric file made of skin,
bone, shells and stone, tells of the Origin and
evolution of the file; Use of the file; The cut
of files: The using of the file; Testing of files.

There are numerous illustrations and tables.

FRENCH, JOSEPH LEWIS, ed. Great sea
stories. $2 Brentano's 21-15.S1S

Contents: Spanish bloodhounds and English
mastiffs, by C. Kingsley; The club-hauling
of the Diomede, by Captain F. Marryat; The
cruise of the Torch, by M. Scott; The merchant-
man and the pirate, by C. Reade; The mutiny
of the Bounty, anonymous: The wreck of the
Royal Caroline, by J. F. Cooper; The capture
of the great white whale, by H. Melville; The
corvette Claymore, by V. Hugo; The merchant's
cup, by D. \V. Bone; A storm and a rescue, by
\V. C. Russell: The sailor's wife, by P. Loti;
The salving of the Yan Shan, by H. de V. Stac-
poole; The derelict Neptune, by M. Robertson;
The terrible Solomons, by J. London: El Dorado,
by J. Masefield.

"Has the limitation of all anthologies and
collections: the final selection represents not
wholly what its editor would choose in an ideal
world, but what the restriction of copyright
and generosity of author or publisher permit.
It includes therefore great, but not necessarily
the greatest, sea stories." E. L. Pearson

h Ind 107:38 O 8 '21 70w
"We can think of no good collection of the

kind before the appearance of the present
book. . . The condensation necessary to bring
some of the selections into proper compass
has been done with judgment and discretion."

-f Lit R p74 O 8 '21 250w

FRIDAY, DAVID. Profits, wages, and prices.
•$2 Harcourt 338.5 20-18150

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Reviewed by O. C. Lockhart
H Administration 1:561 Ap '21 1300w
"The book is one of the most valuable com-

pendiums yet published covering statistics in
this field." W. I. King

H Am Econ R 11:140 Mr '21 ISOOw
"An interesting volume which endeavors to

explain who made the money that was made
in the United States during the war. It also
attempts a vindication of the excess profits tax
from the standpoint of its economic soundness."

H Am Pol Sol R 15:137 F '21 60w
•f R of Rs 63:335 Mr '21 lOOw

FRIEDEL, J. H. Training for librarianship; 11-

brai->' work as a career. (Lippincott's train-
ing ser.) il *?1.75 (4V2C) Lippincott 020

21-26296
"This book is written by one who knows ol

the opportunities for library development and
who realizes the necessity for more library
workers. It describes the different kinds of li-
braries, . . . giving fact6 that will be useful to
anjone who contemplates entering this profes-
sion." (Introd. note by Carl H. Milam) Besides
describing the different kinds of libraries, there
are chapters on: The technical and administra-
tive work of a library; Library commissions;
Training schools and agencies; Library associa-
tions; Filing as a profession. There is an in-
serted list of the library training schools in the
country ar.d suggestions for further reading and
illustrations.

"Somewhat overweighted on the side of special
libraries. The information on schools is verv
clearlv tabulated."

4- Booklist 17:231 Ap '21

"It has the merit of definiteness, even to in-
cluding addresses of library commissions and
schools." R. D. W.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 400w
"As a supplementary reader for courses in

vocational guidance it will be of particular
value."

-f El School J 21:717 My '21 280w
School R 29:478 Je '21 340w

"The book is a glowing account of possibil-
ities and of actual progress achieved in recent
years. It tduches upon, and in most cases il-
lumines, every important aspect of library
work, and tells candidates for the profession
how best to prepare themselves for it." B. L.

+ Survey 46:123 Ap 23 '21 240w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p326 My

19 '21 40w

FRIEDLANDER, GERALD. Shakespeare and
the Jew: with an introd. by Maurice Mosco-
vitch. $1.60 Dutton 822.33 21-20917
In this little book, the author takes excep-

tion to Shakespeare's Shylock as a caricature
and a travesty and maintains that "Shake-
speare's greatest error lies in his complete fail-
ure to understand the true nature of a Jew's
heart and soul." The author contrasts with
Shakespeare's portrait of Shylock, which rep-
resented the prevalent opinion of the day with
regard to the Jew, the favorable picture of a
Jew in "The three ladies of London" by Robert
"Wilson, a contemporaiy Of Shakespeare. The
famous story of the "bond" with its penalt.v of
the "pound of flesh" is traced back to its his-
torical source and it is shown that the earliest
versions of the legend make no reference to a
.Jew. The last chapter is devoted to the Jew
in po.st-Shakespearian drama, especially in Les-
sing's "Nathan the wise."

"Mr Friedlander's business is to attack
Shakespeare's Shylock and he does it with a
good deal of knowledge and in much detail."

-h The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S 29
'21 IGOw

FRIES, AMOS ALFRED, and WEST, CLAR-
ENCE JAY. Chemical warfare. il $3.50
McGraw G23.4 21-16752

"This book will be of interest to persons of
two widely separated standpoints. For those
who believe that a nation should be armed
and prepared to defend itself at a moment's
notice, who regard war and its methods as
one of the most interesting of human activ-
ities, it presents a clear and accurate descrip-
tion of the technique of the newest form of
warfare. On the other hand, for those who
feel that the continuation of warfare as a
method to settle international disputes must
result in the suicide of the human race, this
book presents a picture—however uninten-
tional on the part of the authors—of the mili-
tarists' standpoint and of what war as prac-
ticed is."—Lit R
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FRIES, A. A., and WEST, C. J.—Continued
"Few readers can lay it down without real-

izing that nothing can now prevent the wars
of the future from being as largely chemical
in character as the resources of the partici-
pants allow." Yandell Henderson

-f Lit R p201 N 26 *21 llOOw

FROST, STANLEY. Labor and revolt. •$4
Dutton 331.8 20-20627

"This is a graphic but not scientific story of
'Red' designs and artifices to mislead organized
labor into furthering the aims of the revolu-
tionists. The author devotes himself to expos-
ing: covert aims, to pointing out the sources of
danger and to urging fair treatment for labor.
He believes that the majority of the organized
workers are fair-minded and patriotic and that
they have been given legitimate cause for com-
plaint. That offers the revolutionist his chance,
and although there are good grounds for hope,
we cannot afford to be complacent or inactive.
In any event, he holds, labor is to have great
power in the future and it is going to be a
big task to educate labor up to the just and wise
exercise of it."—Am Econ R

"The book gives the impression of exagger-
ation and lack of discrimination. It contains
many facts which are beyond question and ol

intrinsic importance, but much of what is of-
fered as evidence is of doubtful value and many
of the conclusior» are not warranted in their
present form of statement." D. A. McC.

1- Am Econ R 11:305 Je '21 170w
Boston Transcript p6 Je 29 '21 210w
Ind 105:170 F 12 '21 30w

"In Mr Frost's development of the thesis
there are two principal defects: the facts on
which he bases his arguments are questionable
and the arguments themselves are swayed by
sentiment rather than cold reason."— Lit R pll D 31 '20 170w

"In so far as it tends to keep alive in indus-
try a fear psychology—a psychology of strict
authority, military discipline and the iron hand

—

the book serves an unfortunate end. More
probably, however, its influence will be sligiit

because of its obvious bias, its turgid, repeti-
tions and its readiness to translate rumor into
fact without the annoyance of investigation."
Ordway Tead— New Repub 27:30 Je 1 '21 230w

FRY, ROGER ELIOT. Vision and design, il

•$7.50 Brentano's 704 21-17638

"Mr Roger Fry possesses the vision of the
artist. He has brought together the selected
writings of twenty years, essays which leave
no phase of the problem untouched. He is the
first Englishman to write purely from the artist's
point of view. He shows that every picture
worth a moment's consideration is built upon
design, and with this truth in mind his argu-
ment drives straight to the unanswerable con-
clusion, namely, that the meaning of art lie.';

in its forms. His insistence on this point is

developed in one aspect or another in each of the
twenty-five chapters; and the diversity of his
method is more satisfactory to the average
student than one solemn dissection carried out
at great length."—Dial

"It is a rare pleasure to follow the mind of
a critic who is unfailingly interesting, and the
luminosity of Mr Fry's critical method is inten-
sified a thousand fold by the limpid quality of
his style." O. R. D.

-I- Ath p896 D 31 "20 1350w
"For the layman beginning to take a serious

interest in the beautiful the essays will be of in-
estimable service—the author's erudition i.s

never intrusive; he writes of the new art with
convincing animation and discusses the old in

a language that is neither stale nor preten-
tious; his technical passages are always intel-
ligible and he avoids propaganda for any school
or movement. 'Vision and design' is one of the
few books written on art in the last decade
that are worth reading." T: J. Craven

-1- Dial 71:101 Jl "21 1800w

"The present volume gains an added weight
and interest from its deliberate and mature
character. It is not the latest annual flowering
of a thinker who already has many volumes to
his name, nor is it simply the final statement
of his long matured theory and criticism. The
essays are selected from accumulated writings
extending over a period of twenty years."
Howard Hannav

+ Lond Mercury 3:555 Mr *21 1300w
"Mr Fry's weakness as a critic Is that he

values too much the simplicity of solution caused
by poverty of content. But even that is an
interesting weakness, and the book has many
virtues."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p881 D
30 '20 3600w

FUESSLE, NEWTON AUGUSTUS. Gold shod.
$2 (3c) Boni & Liveright 21-15187

Fielding Glinden was in the third generation
of a family of would-have-been artists. In all
three, grandfather, father, and son, the artist
was nipped in the bud by an over-ambitious
worldly wife. Anton would have been a mu-
sician but became a physician instead. Ames
would have been a scholar and a writer but for
the mother and wife who shoved him into busi-
ness. In Fielding the creative urge, the longing
for expression, had not even crystallized into a
definite form when, by falling in love with Beth,
he felt the need of getting on in the world.
Her clear business sense and eagerness sent
him ahead in rapid spurts and we see him,
while still a young man, as multi-millionaire
and the head of a large motor company. But
he is vaguely unhappy. Occasionally his need
of beauty takes the form of an infatuation for
a woman; and his career is inteipolated with
"affairs." At last he breaks sufficiently away
from his well-ordered luxurious life to lead a
double existence. Then he tries to write and
finds it is too late. What remains to him now
is to become a patron of the arts and to find a
certain contentment in that.

"A highly competent and interesting novel
of American profiteering methods, a work of
fiction which is valuable as document and
which serves as a thoughtful criticism of the
American ideal of success." Burton Rascoe

H Bookm 54:479 Ja '22 500w
Boston Transcript p6 O 19 '21 lOOw

"The writing is at times tersely vigorous but
is often trite and forced and one seldom es-
capes the sense of a very self-conscious orches-
tration."— Dial 71:609 N '21 40w
"Mr Fuessle is not yet, at least, a great nov-

elist, but he is a sincere and capable one. His
style is clear and vivid, rather than eloquent or
distinguished; his character drawing, sketchy
rather than massive; his dialogue real enough,
but often, especially in the love scenes, with
something of the distressing flatness of actual-
ity. What distinguishes him and the whole
group of younger novelists is their obvious sin-
cerity and the absence of hokum." J. W.
Krutch

-I Lit R p51 O 1 '21 800w
"Mr Newton A. Fuessle has clear vision,

large experience, and the power of accurate and
telling reflection. 'Gold-shod' gives evidence
that he has within him the materials for an
American novel of epical proportions and tragic
ironv. The book that he actually gives us,

strikes one a little as though it had been writ-
ten on a subway expiess. He does not stop for

closeness or for adequate expression or for the
silence of creative moments. It is all inten-

tion. But the intention is everywhere admir-
able and verv rich in possibilities."

h Nation 113:379 O 5 '21 540w

Reviewed bv R. M. I>ovett
New Repub 29:48 D 7 '21 920w

" 'Gold shod' is essentially a 'man's size'

novel "

+ N Y Times pl6 N 6 '21 350w
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"Introduces the reader into practically a new
field of fiction material. The dialogue of the
story also is notably direct, terse, and life-

like." R. D. Townsend
+ Outlook 129:486 N 23 '21 180w

"It is a highly interesting tale, with excellent
character drawing and stirring climaxes."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 460w

FURLONG, CHARLES WELLINGTON. Let
'er buck; a story of the passing of the
old West. 11 $2.25 Putnam 917.8 21-15267

An account of the Pendleton Round-up, the
annual cowboy carnival held each September
at Pendleton, Oregon. Here cowboys, cow-
girls, Indians and cow-country people gather,
to compete in the most wonderful of Wild
West shows, lasting for three days. In this
pageant of the old range sports and pastimes,
contestants vie with each other In fancy roping
and trick riding, in cowpony and standing
races, In the relay and pony express, in roping
wild steers and bulldogglng Texas longhorns,
in stagecoach racing, and, above all, in riding
on bucking broncos, bulls, steers and buffaloes.
An introductory "frontierspiece" tells enough
of the early history of Oregon and the West to
set the stage for the Round-up and a chapter
is given to Til Taylor, the late sheriff of
Umatilla county and for eight years president
of the Round-up, who was loved and esteemed
even by the criminals he had arrested, but who
was finally shot by the man whose life his
mercy had twice spared.

Booklist 18:79 D "21

"For a vivid description of just what marvels
of riding are done by the American 'buckaroos'
Mr Furlong's volume would be hard to excel.
He goes at the task of telling his story with
rare dash. . . We have never seen before
such a group of photographic illustrations of
horsemanship as that Mr Furlong has gathered
here."

-I- Lit R pl2 As 13 '21 200w
Reviewed by T. R. Ybarra

-I- N Y Times p8 Je 26 '2l'2500w
"He has made a book that will stir the pulses

of old and young Americans alike."
+ Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 60w

R of Rs 64:558 N '21 30w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p732 N

10 '21 620w

GAD, CARL. .lohan Bojor: the man and his
works. •$2.50 Moffat B or 92 20-22678

"Gad's study take.s up in chronological form
the novels, fairy tales and plays that Bojer
has done. A phalanx of critical appreciations
are included with Gad's study, among them
bemg reviews of 'The great hunger,' by John
Galsworthy and Joseph Hergesheimer, of 'The
face of the world," by James Branch Cabell,
and of 'Treacherous ground,' by Cecil Roberts.
Llewellyn Jones has done an introduction for
the study and Howard Willard Cook has writ-
ten an appreciation of the frontispiece por-
trait of Bojer. which is by that talented
Syrian artist Kahlil Gibran. The study has
been translated by Elizabeth Jelliffe Macin-
tire."—N Y Times

Booklist 17:152 Ja '21

"The translation appears to be poorly done
In parts. On the whole, though, the book does
present Bojer in an extremely fine manner."

-I NY Times pl9 Ja 9 '21 1200w

GAINES. THOMAS ROBERT. Vltalic breath-
ing. 11 $2.50 Rellly & Lee 612.2 21-5160

"Mr Gaines presents a simple device, based
upon a sound and simple principle. We need
more air in our lungs. Breathing 'by sniffs'

while walking, while climbing stairs, while
exercising, at any moment when we can set
aside a few minutes to be healthy in, will do it.

The unvitalized man takes more time to ex-
hale than to inhale. Bad air is in process of
polng out longer than good air is rusliing in.

Breathing by sniffs will correct the error. The
book, clearly written, and with illustrations,
combines some simple rules for eating, with
vltalic breathing explained, demonstrated, and
applied."—Lit R

"It would seem that everyone interested in

hygienic progress should read and if possible
own this little book. For its explanations and
suggestions are absolutely sane. And its

method of a simplicity most grateful. It ap-
pears to put within the power of anyone of
sense and of perseverance the boon of physical
fitness."

+ Boston Transcript p7 My 28 '21 280w
"This book, says the author, is dedicated to

humanity; and humanity is likely to profit by
it more than by most health books that give
this system or that for attaining long life and
bodily comfort while living."

+ Lit R pll Je 4 '21 140W
"The book is a valuable addition to popular

health literature." Van Buren Thorne
-f N Y Times pl2 Ap 17 '21 2150w

GALE, ZONA. Miss Lulu Bett: an American
comedy of manners. $1.75 Appleton 812

This plav, which was awarded the Pulitzer
drama prize for 1921 as Ihe best American play
of the vear, is a dramatization of the novel of

the sanie name. It has been given on the stage
with two different endings, both of which have
been included in the present volume.

Booklist 18:111 Ja '22

"The characters are limned in high relief

and are rare stage stuff; they seem too good
until YOU remind yourself that life, whence
they are drawn, is like that, that truth Is

stran;:,'er than fiction." R: Burton
+ Lit R p221 D 3 '21 420w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p753 N
17 "21 200w
Wis Lib Bui 17:209 D '21 50w

GALE, ZONA. Secret way. $1.50 Macmillan
2 811 21-20293

In Miss Gale's first collection of verse are in-

cluded widely varying forms—Spenserian stan-
zas for her fairy plays, terza rima, sonnets and
love poems, and free verse for the "News
nptes of Portage, Wisconsin."

GALLICHAN, WALTER M. Textbook of sex
education. $2 Small 612.6 21-526

The object of the book is to serve as a
textbook of sex education for parents and
teachers. The author- asserts that to leave
children and adolescents to gain their knowl-
edge of sex at haphazard, casually and fur-

tively, is forcing them to drink from poisoned
wells; that sex education has become a prime
ethical and social necessity; that to understand
human nature we must understand sex. He
reinforces his arguments with the psychoanaly-
tic researches of Freud, Jung and others and
olearlv suggests the lines along which parents
and teachers should conduct their instructions.

The contents fall into four parts; the first

three under the headings; General considera-
tions; Scientific teaching; Educational factors.

Part four deals more particularly with the
menace of ignorance and of woman's part In

sex education.

"With his chief thesis one cannot quarrel.

On the other hand, one can easily find fault

with his method of presentation. His thinking
Is vague and generalized; although he uses a
great many scientific terms, he lacks the hard,
inductive reasoning of the scientist."
— 4- Lit R p8 Mr 12 '21 180w
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GALLICHAN, W. M.—Continued
"The work cannot be too highly praised for

Its matter and manner. It is replete with
useful information and convincing' argument.
It is wholesome and sanely optimistic." R. S.
Yarros, M.D.

+ Survey 46:314 Je 4 '21 240w

GALLOWAY, THOMAS WALTON. Sex factor
in human life; a study outline for college
men. (Pubhcation no. 320) •$1.25 Am. soc.
hygiene assn. 612.6 21-26412

"The author approaches the problem from
the viewpoint of all human appetites showing
how all these appetites must be properly con-
trolled and sublimated if one is to develop
strong character and properly perform the
work of life. The book is written primarily
for voluntary discussion groups of young men
in colleges and deals directly with the sex
factor as related to men. The Question-and-
answer method is xised, which gives the discus-
sion concreteness. The problem of educating
younger boys regarding sex matters is con-
sidered, as well as the specific pioblems of the
college period."—School R

Booklist 17:281 My '21

"The book will be most useful in the direct
manner in which it is intended to be used. It
is hardly suitable as a textbook, but will be
valuable to teachers in directing their own
thinking upon this subject, and in giving them
a clearer understanding of their own obligations
to young boys in these matters. As an inspira-
tion and guide to serious-minded college men
and teachers, this book can be very highly
recommended."

-f School R 29:396 My '21 300w
"This little book i^ literally invaluable to

young men and women, whether in college or
not, although the author calls it 'a study out-
line for college men.' It covers a wide field, but
every chapter and every paragraph betoken
careful thought and good sense in dealing with
the most delicate and controversial topics." R. S.
Yarros, M. D.

+ SAirvey 46:314 Je 4 '21 200w

GALSWORTHY, JOHN. Six short plays. $1.25
Scribner 822

Contents: The first and the last; The little
man; Hall-marked; Defeat; The sun; Punch
and go.

"Mr Galsworthy's one-act plays are neither
as felicitous nor as strong as his long ones.
What is admirable in them, as in all of his
recent work, is his unfailing sanity and in-
sight. They should serv'e excellently well
the purposes of our little theatres. Their re-
presentation would make for both art and tol-
erance, drama and decency." l^udwig Lewis-
ohn

H Nation 114:21 Ja 4 '22 150w
"The dialogue is awkward. Now, the whole

point of many of his plays is that they show
how people really behave in certain unusual
circumstances. Therefore it is particularly
unfortunate when the author makes them lapse
into unrealistic dialogue."— Spec 127:469 O 8 '21 160w
"The newest volume of plays by John Gals-

worthy assembles some of his best short work
and some of his worst—work which no other
Englishman can touch for true and tragic in-
tensity and work which makes one wonder
again that creative artists can sometimes be
so blind to the failures they encounter in fields
not theirs by right. The failures of 'Six short
plays' are two puerile light comedies of the
most obvious kind, 'Hall-marked' and 'Punch
and go.'

"

H Theatre Arts M 6:81 Ja '22 170w
Wis Lib Bu; 17:210 D '21 20w

GALSWORTHY, JOHN. To let. $2 (li>^c)
Scribner 21-15554

This story brings to an end the Forsyte series
comprising "The man of property," "Indian
summer of a Forsyte," "In chancerv." and

"Awakening." It is the romance of Jon, son
of the Jolyon Forsytes, and Fleur, daughter of
Soames Foisyte. To the old feud between the
two branches of the family is added the further
complication that Irene, the divorced wife of
Soames Forsyte, is Jon's mother. The swift
and inevitable result of a chance meeting be-
tween the two young cousins, who have been
kept in ignorance of this fact, brings a crisis
Into the lives of all concerned, and Jon is faced
with the necessity of making a choice between
his love for his beautiful mother and this new
and overmastering passion. But "Jon is a
giver, Fleur a taker," and Jon makes the giv-
er's choice.

Booklist 18:50 N '21

"Mr Galsworthy's narrative is carried along
by the charm of his style, which has all the ease
and mellowness of the old England whose
malady he has diagnosed with the affection of
intelligent discernment. Yet, in the last
analysis one feels th.at this superb instrument
has merely been plowing the sands, that the
seed of life has not been cast into the ex-
hausted, arid soil." Ernest Boyd

h Bookm 54:160 O '21 450w
Dial 72:103 Ja '22 150w
Lit D p43 O 29 '21 600w

'Mr Galsworthy illuminates certain impor-
tant sides of the World war with penetration,
though all too meagrely, too tentatively."
Robert Herrick

-I Lit R p65 O 8 '21 SOOw
"It is beautiful literatuie; it absorbs the

troubled lives of 2iien into the serenity of art."

-I- Nation 114:75 Ja 18 '22 430w
"A hook blurred by a central mystification is

hardly a complete work of art; but it is a fas-
cinating patchwork of beautiful writing and
delicately comprehended characters." Rebecca
West

H New Statesman 18:52 O 15 '21 650w
"He achieves a triumph of technical art in

managing the family complications and in-
volved relationships in such a way as not to
confuse the reader or put him off his course. In
sheer fineness and delicate shading of style; in
the pitiless rendering of the sordidness of
wealth-getting, and in the beauty of the love
that gives instead of takes, Mr Galsworthy is

at his very he.st in this book." R. D. Townsend
+ Outlook 129:186 O 5 '21 240w

Sat R 132:465 O 15 '21 540w
"He has given us a searching analysis of our

times, with a penetrating and illuminating ac-
count of some of the abiding springs of human
conduct, in a novel that is unified by a theme
of dignity and importance, and made beauti-
ful by symmetry of structure and purity of ex-
pression."

+ Springf'd Republican plla Ja 1 '22

1350w
"It is as swift, true, and lovely a love-story

as any living novelist could tell us—up to a
point. But stick at that point it inevitably
must."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p641 O 6
•21 1050w
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 50w

GAMBLE, SIDNEY DAVID, and BURGESS,
JOHN STEWART. Peking: a social sur-
vey, il $5 Doran 915.1 21-1896T

The first social survey of an oriental city
was conducted under the auspices of the
Princeton imiversity center in China and the
Peking Young men's Christian association. It

is a study of present-day social conditions in

Peking. Most of the material was gathered
by Chinese investigators working with ques-
tionnaires, and Chinese officials gave every
opportunity to study the work of governmental
agencies. The subjects covered by the survey
are history, geography, government, popula-
tion, health, education, commercial life, rec-
reation, the social evil, poverty and philan-
thropy, prisons and religious work. The sta-

tistical tables are assembled, in the appendix.
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where they fill more than a hundred pages.
The questionnaires followed in making the sur-
vey are also given in the appendix and the
book is indexed.

Booklist 18:115 Ja "22

"The book is an exceedingly valuable contri-
bution to many lines of study."

+ Boston Transcript p5 D 17 '21 240w
"The work has been done under great difficul-

ties but with commendable thoroughness and
intelligence. To serious readers it will be
lOund replete with entertainnient as well as
information."

-f Outlook 129:658 D 21 '21 60w
"An event in social service literature. Mr

Gambles circumstantial accoimt would be equ-
all.v important if it related to the survey of a
middle western boom town; but the fact that
it happened to be one of the oldest and most
picturesque cities on earth gives it additional
interest."

+ Survey 47:410 D 10 '21 lOOw

GARDINER, ALFRED G. (ALPHA OF THE
PLOUGH, pseud.)' Anglo-American future.
$1.50 (61/2C) Seltzer [2s 6d Milford] 327.42

21-9521

The author, an English liberal, convinced
that the spirit of Anglo-American relations is

the "chief secular issue of the future," writes
thfs dispassionate little book to help toward
a better understanding. He deals with our
temperamental as well as political and interna-
tional differences, recalling some of the old
memories that have hindered friendship and
stating with fairness present active issues like
the Irish question and British sea power,
which, with the persistent emphasis of the
anti-British' portion of our press, have become
sources of misunderstanding and suspicion.
His cliiff concrete -suggestion is a proposal "to
pool the naval resources of the two nations
and to dedicate them, not to any selfish na-
tional interest merely, but to the League of
nations and the enduring peace of the world."

Booklist 18:6 O '21

"The historical background he provides and
the fair-minded analysis of the irritants of
Anglo-American relationship commend the book.
It is easily read, for it is well written."

-f Lit R pl4 Jl 9 '21 120w
"Mr Gardiner knows his United States. He

writes chiefly to upbraid Englishmen. He
premises that there are faults on both sides,
and that it is for the Englishman to explain to
Englishmen where their fault lies, rather than
for the American to do it. No one can question
that if the two nations should enter into the
plan in Mr Gardiner's spirit war would be
impossible."

-f N Y Times p7 Je 12 '21 2250w
Survey 46:479 Jl 2 '21 60w

"He eliminates from the discussion every ele-

ment save that of genuine good will. And his
criticisms, like his appreciation, are inspired by
an obvious wish to be fair." P. W. "Wilson

+ Weekly R 5:191 Ag 27 '21 850w

GARDINER, ALFRED G. (ALPHA OF THE
PLOUGH, pseud.). Windfalls. il *$2.50

Button 824 21-1928

"In these essays, which are diversified with
little head and tail-piece drawings by Clive
Gardiner, the ways of nature and the habits
of men are characterized in n manner that
mingles a happy wisdom and a gentle humor
with a sturdy and practical common sense.
Bees and butterflies and flowers and other
things we come across in the garden give the
essayist a starting point for his themes in this
little volume. He makes, however, many ex-
cursions in the diiection of the eccentricities
of human nature, discussing such subjects as
On being tidy, Idle thoughts at sea. On wo-
man and tobacco. On keyhole morals. Fleet
street no more, February days, and On the
vanity of old age."—Boston Transcript

"His essays are simply agreeable, facile
papers on shoes and ships and sealing-wax,
maiked by no great originality, but, on the
other liand, betraying nowhere the mimicry of
the diligent ape." F. R.

-I Ath pG44 N 12 '20 280w
"In every respect 'Windfalls' is as good

as a ffood novel, or as enlivening as a series of
expert .«liort stories. The illustrations from
line drawings by Mr Gaidiner add not a little

to its imaginative force." E. F. Edgett
+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 19 '21 1600w

"A pleasant, informal and eminently discur-
sive collection of sketches." L. B.

+ Freeman 3:166 Ap 27 '21 220w
Spec 125:864 D 25 '20 40w

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p722 N
4 '20 50\v

GARDINER, FLORENCE HERRICK, comp.
Limericks, il *$1 Lippincott 827 21-6822

"In this collection of limericks the rhymes
have been gathered from a number of sources,
from Mother Goose and Edward Lear, and
from the columns of the daily and college
press."—Boston Transcript

Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 llOw
"The wTiting of limericks will never cease.

and other books of them may be published,
but this one has skimmed the cream of the
present supply."

-f Springf'd Republican p6 My 10 '21 70w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p615 S 22

'21 90

w

GARDNER, MONICA M. Kosciuszko. •$2.50
Scribner B or 92 21-1692

"Kosciuszko himself is depicted from the
point of view of a hero-worshipper. His career
in America is described carefully with ref-

erence to American sources, and the account
of the rising with which his name is specially
associated is plentifully illustrated by original
letters and proclamations. His interesting per-
sonal relations with Paul I, Alexander I, and
Napoleon are also descriped in some detail."

—

The Times [London] Lit Sup O 14 '20

Ath p618 N 5 '20 200w

Booklist 17:215 Mr '21

"Side by side with the records of his great
public deeds are many intimate details of his
private life and character, displaying him as
a vital, lovable personality."

+ Cath World 113:119 Ap '21 120w
"Vs'ithout any pietence to critical scholarship

or original investigation supplies in fairly sat-
isfactory fashion the lack of an English biog-
raphv of Kosciuszlvo."— + Lit R plO F 5 '21 310w
"Kosciusko rather suffers from his biogra-

pher'.? inability to find a fault with him. He
borders sometimes on the priggish. But he is

a noble figure, and whoever would be touched
hv that nobilit\- oi- would know something of

the history of Poland should read Miss Gard-
ner's book." Kenneth Pickthorn

H Lond Mercury 3:455 F '21 280w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p653 O

7 '20 70w
"The historical background is filled in very

sketchily. and the misfortunes of Poland are
portrayed as coming wholly from without. The
advantage of this method is that it serves to
concentrate attention upon Kosciuszko the man.
The book is pleasantly written and very read-
able." „

-\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p659 O
14 '20 800w

GARLAND, HAMLIN. Daughter of the mid-
dle border, il $2 (iy2C) Macmillan B or 92

21-19669

This volume is a sequel to the author's earlier

book, "A son of the middle border." Like the
first, it is autobiographical and relates circum-
stances connected with the bringing home or
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GARLAND, HAM L\ f>>. —Continued
the "new daughter," the author's wife, to his
aged parents. Both boolts together form "the
story of two families whose wanderings and
vicissitudes . . . are typical of thousands of
other families who took part in the upbuild-
ing of the Middle Western States during that
period which lies between the close of the
Civil War and the Great War of 1914." (After-
word)

The two concluding chapters sum up the
general effect of the war on international law
and the outlook for the future enforcement of
it. Bibliography 14 pp."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup N 18 '20

"Reading the book, one is rather in doubt
whether the heroine, the daughter of the mid-
dle border, is the author's mother, Isabel Mc-
Clintock, or his wife, Zulime Taft. As the
two women, the mother and the wife, appear
in this book they are very gracious figures,
and the reader sees none too much of either.
It is a strange book; in reality the journal, the
year-to-year record, of an American writer

—

pure literarj' autobiography, sometimes egotis-
tic, frequently direct and simple to the point
of naivete, but interesting and for the most
part really significant in its record of Amer-
ican intellectual development." J. E. Chamber-
lin

+ Boston Transcript p7 D 10 '21 1050w
"A successful sequel—that difficult thing

—

has been accomplished. Through evenness of
tone, the two books readily coalesce into one.
Each is a 'letter' indeed—long, intimate, and
written with a manly frankness that has noth-
ing to conceal. In a new field, in almost a
new form, he moves with freshness, original-
ity, confidence. He emphatically takes his own
way. Mr Garland has regained all the better
among his early qualities and has added others
to them." H: B. Fuller

+ Freeman 4:210 N 9 '21 1300w
"If it is difficult to overprize the documen-

tary value of his saga of the Garlands and the
McClintocks and of their son who turned back
on the trail, so is it difficult to overpraise the
sincerity and tenderness and beauty with
which the chronicle was set down." Carl Van
Doren

-f Nation 113:597 N 23 '21 190w
"Admirable sequel to 'A son of the middle

border. . . His McClintocks and Garlands,
much as he loves them, keep their human pro-
portions and frailties. They are the mo.si
vivid pioneer families in American literature."
C. V. D.

-h Nation 113:601 N 23 '21 400w
Outlook 130:70 Ja 11 '22 70w

GARLAND, MRS MARIE (TUDOR). Marriage
feasL *$2 Putnam 811 21-2543

' The title poem gives the keynote to this
entire collection of poems grouped under Mar-
riage; The mother; The woman; Other women.

"The poems are often musical and always
vivid, but there is some disparity between the
beauty of the thought and the sometimes
monotonous form of the verse. The rhythms
are too often stroked the wrong way."

H Dial 70:716 Je '21 70w
"Mrs Garland is another poet who uses free

verse and has something to say. Her intellec-
tuality and self-consciousness rather stand in
her way." R: Le Gallienne

H NY Times p5 Mr 20 '21 350w
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21

130w

GARNER, JAMES WILFORD. International
law and the world war. (Contributions to
International law and diplomacy) 2v •?24
(•72s) Longmans 341 20-21361

"It reviews in detail, from a standpoint of
profes.sed impartiality, the record of the bel-
ligerents in the late war in the matter of the
observance of international law; investigating
In the light of standard authorities all infrac-
tions of It alleged against either side in such
matters as treatment of enemy aliens, dealings
with merchant vessels, forbidden weapons and
instrumentalities, submarine and aerial warfare,
treatment of prisoners and deportations, block-
ades, and German military rule In Belgium.

"Professor Garner preserves throughout a
calm, judicial language suited to the formula-
tion of judicial criticism. It is a matter of
surprise and congratulation that a work so
broad in scope, so fair in purpose and so
thorough in detail, has been brought to com-
pletion almost as soon as the termination of
the war to which it relates." E. C. Stowell

-f Am Hist R 26:526 Ap '21 1750w
"In a work of this scope it is inevitable that

there should be errors occasionally creeping in
and that the reviewer should occasionally dif-
fer in point of view and in conclusions formed.
But in the writer's mind these defects do not
materially impair the great importance of this
work. It will be invaluable to the student of
international organization and law, and will be
con.sulted with great profit by all who are in-
terested in any aspect of world-affairs." A. B.
Hall

H Am J Soc 27:401 N '21 950w
"The work is a vast mine of materials and

a remarkably complete outline of the field. The
author will doubtless desire in later editions to
revise certain judgments, supply certain addi-
tional materials, and, in general, clear up many
confused passages in the text. All the more
will the work become the accepted treatise on
international law during the World War." P.
B. Potter

H Am Pol Sci R 15:597 N '21 550w
"Painstaking and scholarly compilation of

this special data concerning the recent war."
P. M. Brown

H Lit R p5 Mr 19 '21 430w
"The author has evidenced a good sense of

proportion in summing up the pre-war rules
and practices, to give a background to his dis-
cussion of the measures adopted during the late
war. But when, in some important chapters,
he draws conclusions from the facts—and he
has not always had access to disinterested or
reliable sources of information—commendation
must be more sparing." E. M. Borchard

H Nation 113:72 Jl 20 '21 750w
Spec 126:786 Je 18 '21 320w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p761 N 18

'20 150w
"The honesty and thoroughness of Mr

Garner's work are obvious in every page."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p806 D
9 '20 1550W

"His industry is admirable; little of the
available literature of the subject, whether of
private or official provenience has escaped him;
his condensation and ordering of his volumin-
ous material is excellent; and his statement
of issues is usually precise and just. It is,

therefore, regrettable that a quite excusable
bias has sometimes diverted him from strictly
logical conchi.sions and from the verdicts that
would have proved most helpful toward a re-
construction of international law." E. i^. Cor-
win

^ Weekly R 4:202 Mr 2 '21 820w

GARRETT, GARET. Blue wound. •$1.75 (5c)
Putnam 21-4103

The book is from the alleged manuscript of a
strangely obsessed individual and unfolds the
tale of a weird experience in the realm of
wonderland. The individual's obsession is that
he has found the man who caused the war.
He calls him Mered, meaning rebellion, and we
are led to surmise that it is Lucifer, son of
the morning. For him time does not exist and
he takes his companion to the beginnings of
man on earth when the curse of toll was laid
upon him in the garden of Eden. In symbolic
scenes he unrolls the history of civilization,
throughout the course of which the curse Is

working itself out. In vain has man fled from
it, rebelled against it—all history is a record of
his efforts to escape. There is no escape and
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Mered's final dictum is "man must embrace
the cui'se. ' He confesses to his companion tnat
he has foreseen the extinction of the human
race unless it learned a timely lesson, and
that he has brought on the war to teach that
lesson. It went unheeded. In a last vision—New
York in 1950—the reader perceives premonitions
of a still greater cataclysm.

"The book Is unique; it is the exposition of
an idea, a single idea which Is expressed
finally in simple, almost comprehensible terms.
Mr Garrett has not endeavored to be brilliant.
He seems to feel that he has a truth to con-
vey and that his purpose may best be served
by as simple, yet as effective means as possi-
ble."

h Boston Transcript p6 My 28 "21 330w
"There is a certain splendor of imagination

in the recital, but behind the imagination, and
furnishing it with the necessary material for
it to work upon, there is a very considerable
knowledge of the history of civilization. The
book is written with so much vigor and Its

panorama is so vivid that only a stupefied
mind could fail to find it as interesting as any
novel of adventure."

+ N Y Times pl8 Je 12 '21 760w
" 'The blue wound' is a bold book, and just

misses being a really memorable book."
-\ Weekly R 4:495 My 21 '21 280w

GARRISON, THEODOSIA (PICKERING)
(MRS FREDERIC J. FAULKS). As the
larks rise. $1.75 Putnam 811 21-7792

Among the poems in this collection are: As
the larks rise; The keepers of the light; The
coward; The empty room; Memorial day; The
free woman; Her heaven; At the road's end;
Good-bye, my youth; The house in trouble; A
ballad of Easter; Mors benigna; The witch-
wife; The soul of Jeanne d'Arc; The sea. bride.

+ Booklist 17:292 My '21

"Her latest book exhibits the same virtues
of simplicity, directness, and emotional appeal
as have caused her work to find favor with
many editors in the past. If it is of no partic-
ular originality either in conception or execu-
tion, at least the craftsmanship is honest."

-I Lit R p20 Ap 23 '21 180w
"She lives by spontaneity. Consequently in

her song there is a freshness and freedom
from strain, both highly desirable, and there
is a certain sincerity. For the same reason
Mrs Faulkes does not produce great verse. The
diction is commonplace."

-1 Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 5 "21 420w

GARVIE, ALFRED ERNEST, Christian
preacher. (International theological lib.)

$3.50 Scribner 251

"This volume deals with the choice of sub-
jects and texts, the contents, character, ar-
rangement, composition, and. delivery of the
sermon."—Outlook

Booklist 18:37 N '21

-I- J Religion 1:332 My "21 40w
Reviewed bv O. S. Davis

J Religion 1:662 N '21 550w
"The style Is clear and the reasoning force-

ful, but as a minor criticism we wish the
author had not employed so many divisions
and subdivisions." R. C. Knox

^ Lit R p8 Ap 30 '21 1250w
"The book is charged with simple, practical

counsels."
4- Outlook 128:223 Je 1 '21 40w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p762 N
18 '20 80w

"The historical part of the book, which oc-
cupies the first half of it, is in some ways
disappointing. It is even a little perfunctory.
Dr Garvie relies largely on certain American
collections of sermons, which were compiled
without much discrimination. His own read-
ing shows serious gaps."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p821 D

9 '20 IGOOw

GATES, PHILIP. Tool and machine setting
for milling, drilling, tapping, boring, grind-
ing and pres.s work. (Pitman's tecnnical
primer ser.) 11 $1 (•2s 6d) Pitman 621.9

A practical guide to the setting and mani-
pulation of tools and machines, with data and
examples from practice.

GEDDES, PATRICK. Life and works of Sir
Jagadis Chandra Bose. il •$5.50 (•16s) Long-
mans B or 92

Sir J. C. Bose, Indian pioneer of science,
educated in India and at Cambridge, was for
many years professor of physics in the Pres-
idency college, Calcutta, and is now (1921)
director of the Bose institute for research at
Calcutta. His researches, both physical and
physiological, have made him famous. From
his physical researches he passed to problems
presented by the response of living organisms
to various stimuli, and for the last twenty
years has devoted himself exclusively to the
study of the irritability and movement of
plants. The main part of this book is devoted
to an account of his work. It is illustrated
and indexed.

Reviewed by G: J. Peirce
Lit R p8 Ap 2 '21 700w

"His life and work are set forth with con-
spicuous literary skill, scientific knowledge, and
sympathy with the East. The result is a sin-
gularly instructive and eminently readable
book."

+ Nature 106:272 O 28 '21 880w
"It is all to the good that a trained biologist

should have given to the public this lucid ac-
count of researches that have evoked so much
controversy."

-t- Sat R 130:524 D 25 '20 760w
"Very interesting account of the life and

work of the only scientific man of the first

rank whom India has produced in modern times.
The biographical portions of the book are
evidently based on a close acquaintance with
their subject."

+ Spec 125:218 Ag 14 '20 190w
"The book shows a man who, in an uncon-

genial atmosphere and amid many trials and
difficulties, struck out a new path and devoted
himself to discovery in natural science without
hope of pecuniary reward."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p628 S
30 '20 850w

GELEY, GUSTAVE. From the unconscious to
the conscious, il ^$3 Harper 130 21-12059

Translated from the French by S. De Brath,
this book comes to us with a foreword by J.

D. Beresford who hails it as a great scientific
discovery equal, in its revolutionary effect on
the twentieth century, to the effect of Darwin's
"Origin of species" on the nineteenth. The
author subjects, in turn, the various classical
theories of evolution, of psycho-physiology, and
of philosophy, to a critical study and finds
them inadequate to explain known facts and to
bridge the gap between the conscious and the
unconscious. In parallel comment to this study
he elucidates his own theory of a creative
dynamo-psychism, acting outside the organism
which it conditions and which is its "represen-
tation." He asserts that this theory has been
absolutely demonstrated as a fact by some ex-
traordinary materializations; that it proves that
there is no abyss between the conscious and
the unconscious but an uninterrupted transi-
tion from the latter to the former as its evolu-
tion progresses. The contents fall into two
books: I: The universe and the individual ac-
cording to the classical scientific and philo-
sophical theories—a critical study: II: From the
unconscious to the conscious—sketch of a ra-
tional philosophy of evolution and of the in-

dividual. The appendix consists of photographs
taken by the author of the materializations
described in the book.

"Dr Geley's treatment is scientific and sound.
He proves conclusively the inadequacy of the
evolutionary theory as it is expounded both by
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GELEY, GVSrAWE—Continued
the Laniarckians and the Darwinians. Berg-
son's evolutionary philosophy he demonstrates,
not for tlie first time, to be equally inadequate.
The translation is trustworthy."

+ Ath p867 D 24 "20 580w
"In the critical part of his study a bitter

attack is made on the theories of Darwin and
Lamarck. The criticism which he offers is well
taken, but very much out of date. In other
words, the author gives inadequate expression
to the current attitude." English Bagby

H Lit R p5 My 21 '21 600w
"If we are to believe what we are told with-

out proof the photographs are unnecessary: if

we are to be allowed to criticise they are use-
less, for they could easily be imitated without
supernormal machinery." E. N. Da C. And-
rade — Lend Mercury 3:461 F '21 120w

Nation and Ath 29:25 Ap 2 '21 1600w
Nature 107:712 Ag 4 '21 290w

"Dr Geley herewith presents to the public an
explanation of the universe. In his gallant en-
deavour thus to satisfy a long-felt want, he runs
counter to most of the generally accepted max-
ims of science, religion and philosophy." H. E.— New Statesman 17:306 Je 18 '21 1400w
"The implications of this doctrine are worked

out with skill and ingenuity, but the weakness
of the author's destructive criticism of previous
theories is such that it is impossible to feel
much confidence in the rather wild speculation
which he proposes as a substitute."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p238 Ap
14 '20 750w

GELZER, MRS JAY. Street of a thousand de-
lights. $1.90 (4c) McBride 21-12706

In this collection of tales from the Chinese
quarter of Melbourne there is many a glimpse
of beauty and gentleness—one side of the Chi-
nese character, and also much of sordid vigli-
ness .and vice, in a measure due to the outcast
lot of the Chinaman among Europeans. There
is both tragedy and comedy and over it all the
strong hold of tradition and custom on the
Chinese mind. Contents: The Chinese Lily;
The blue eyes of Wang Hai; In the Street of
a thousand delights; The gorgeous jest; "Mel-
Li the beautiful"; China Rose; The gold-
lacquered box; A prince of China.

sutliciug text-book of inmiortality." But It
must be read with a larger scale of values
than has hitherto prevailed and in the light
of evolutionary science. By way of introduc-
tion, the book contains a biographical sketch
of the author by John Mason Tyler.

Booklist 18:16 O '21

"There is atmosphere here such [as] is sel-
dom found in books." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 31 '21 740w
"Descriptive power is discernible, but the

style is overloaded with imagery which grad-
ually stupefies the reader as potently as do
the opium fumes which are the invariable ac-
companiment of such tales. The stories are
too often an obvious unfolding of incidents—
not obvious in the sense of oeing inevitable,
but obviously mechanical."

h Lit R pl2 Ag 20 '21 220w
"It is a bizarre setting, and the effects the

author gets from it ha.e all the added inter-
est that sprins'.s from the unusual, the start-
ling, the picturesque. Interesting and well
told in themselves, the unusual and piquant
setting of the stories makes the liook a fas-
cinating companion for an idle hour."

-f- N Y Times p24 Ag 7 '21 480w
"All the t.ales form a connected story, which

is picturesque and impregnated with the
heady peifume of the East."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ag 21 '21

240w
Wis Lib Bui 17:211 D '21 20w

GENUNG, JOHN FRANKLIN. Life Indeed. $3
(3c) Jones, Marshall 218 21-3785

The present volume is one of the Amherst
books series and is "a review, in terms of
common thinking, of the Scripture history is-
suing in immortality." (Sub-title) The au-
thor maintains that the Bible is "in the most
exacting and authentic sense, the world's

"It is a work vital, strong and beautiful,
worthy of the life it expresses." F. W. C.

-I- Boston Transcript p6 Ap 9 '21 900w
"A sane, thoughtful, human presentation of

the religious life. These lectures, unmistakably
Christian as they are, could be read with ap-
proval and profit by Catholic, Protestant or
pagan."

+ Grlnnel! R 16:455 Je '21 60w
"It is not merely religious; it is in the

broadest and most inclusive sense a spiritual
book, because it is the full expression of the
personality of a spiritual man."

+ Ind 105:276 Mr 12 '21 60w
"It is in many ways a wonderful and fasci-

nating book, charged with solid learning, subtle
and powerful logic, lofty idealism, and raptur-
ous faith. Time given to a study of it will not
be wasted." J. R. Towse

+ Lit R p4 Ag 13 '21 1850w
"It is well worth careful, meditative reading

by all who care for the life of the spirit."
+ Outlook 128:223 Je 1 '21 320w

"Valuable as are the other portions of the
book, the greatest interest will swing around his
interpretation of the Carpenter of Nazareth."

-f Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Ap 22 '21 900w

GEORGE, WALTER LIONEL. Hall Columbia!
11 *$2.50 (4c) Harper 917.3 21-10868

"Random impressions of a conservative Eng-
lish radical" is the subtitle the author gives to
his book on America, after a six months' visit.
Not geography or scenic beauty, but men were
his objective; to understand the American and
describe him truthfully his ambition. To this
end he observed three rules; not to generalize,
not to compare; to accept things as they Im-
pressed him. He finds much to admire, and
much to marvel at and to shake his head over.
Among his causes for amazement are the extra-
ordinary political apathy of America and the
ease with which it submitted to the curtailment
of the freedom of speech and other liberties.

Booklist 18:14 O '21

"His book indeed is a very stimulating one.
He says some things about America end the
American people which we shall not forget."
D. L. Mann

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 1500w
"A racy volume, epigrammatic, sympathetic,

yet cool-headed and frank. It is a succession
of pictures accompanied with comment which
is always pointed, often humorous, never ill-

natured, and above all, significant." R. J. Davis
-I Lit R p5 Jl 16 '21 1500W
"Mr George consistently refrains from draw-

ing conclusions and stresses the fact that his
observations are only impressions, friendly, and
based upon what he believes to be facts." Irita
Van Doren

+ Nation 113:239 Ag 31 '21 800w
"He has taken a more interesting line on

this much-discussed country than most of the
observers who have preceded him. Mr George,
if one may venture it, belongs to the japalac
school of English journalism. His brightness,
his patent finish, is, for all his fiction, spick-
and-span modern journalism. It is, unfortu-
nately, too effective. It gives to the subject
too hard and too desolating a definition. It is

too immediatistic." F. H.
-\ New Repub 27:197 Jl 13 "21 1250w

"The author of 'Hail, Columbia!' understands
America remarkably well. Mr George spent six

months here, and apologizes for writing about
us on such extremely short acquaintance. If

he had stayed here six years, it is more than
likely that he would only have amplified his

conclusions, so correct are they."

-I- N Y Times p4 Je 19 '21 1900w
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Reviewed by Lawrence Gilman
f- No Am 214:554 O '21 2300w

"The wit and epigrammatic quality of the
book make it delightful, and the judicious and
receptive reader will find in it many a keen
thrust that will do him good."

+ Outlook 128:517 Jl 27 "21 50w
"The grace and wit with which he describes

our life and institutions go far to atone for
such shortcomings as would naturally be ex-
pected in the record of so brief a journey cov-
ering so much ground."

H R of Rs 64:222 Ag '21 70w
"This Englishman's observations about our

country are frothy and entertaining, with a tang
of provocativeness, but still stopping safely
short of the point where the normal American
might get hot under the collar. Mr George
viewed America with greater keenness than
many European visitors, but. while his point of
view is resolutely European, he escapes a
patronizing tone."
+ — Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 6 '21 680w

Wis Lib Bui 17:155 O '21 50w

GEORGE, WALTER LIONEL. London mosaic,
il $4 (12c) Stokes [15s Collins] 914.21

The author's mosaic is not pieced together
froni Baedeker; he avoids "quaint corners"
and "picturesque hits"; he approaches London
not as a student but as a lover; his explora-
tions are not a dutiful following of itineraries
but undertaken in lover-like submission to the
city's moods. Thus he tells us of its theatres,
its public houses, its street-life, its poor and
its eaters. The illustrations are by Philippe
Forbes-Robertson. Contents: Prelude; Play-
grounds; The friendly bowl: Wanderers; Soups
and stews; In search of vice; The poor; Stones;
Caf6 Royal.

Booklist 18:46 N '21

Bookm 54:493 Ja '22 70w
"Aspects of London as it is are observed by

Mr George with a friendly eye and described
with a friendly pen, much more genial indeed
than the eye and the pen which have been
utilized in the making of his novels." E. F. E.

+ Boston Transcript p7 'S 14 '21 570w
Reviewed by L: Mumford

New Repub 28:328 N 9 '21 420w
"If 'A London mosaic' has one evident fault,

ft is that it is too clever. Mr George never
gives us a rest. If you could have one of
those dull, misty, drowsy moments that are
so frequent in the English day and in the
English landscape you would be more content
with this brilliant, cynical, unmoral and rather
affected volume." M. F. Egan

f- N Y Times p7 O 2 '21 1900w
"There are, to be sure, many critical and

satirical passages in these essays, but they are
not very striking or suggestive."

h Sat R 132:563 N 12 "21 700w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N 3

'21 160w
"A gay book, worth reading and attractive

as a gift. Tlie colored illustrations by Phil-
ippe Forbes-Robertson are modified cubist
drawings and are amusing and appropriate."
B. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 5:254 S 17 '21 80w
Wis Lib Bui 17:186 N '21 60w

GEORGE, WALTER LIONEL. Ursula Trent.
$2 (li/^c) Harper [8s 6d Chapman & H.]

21-16926

The story depicts a woman who lives her life
inside out, according to her own natural im-
pulses rather than to social repressions. Ursula
Trent tells her own story. She is the daughter
of Sir William Trent of Ciber Court and her
aristocratic nurture has left her uneducated.
The war affords her the first opportunity to
escape from caste conventions. After the war
she rvms away from home and becomes the
primitive woman, without tradition or social
backgroimd. She makes the acquaintance of
poverty and the seamy side of life, submits to
her first sex experience out of curiosity rather

than love and becomes a manicurist. She falls
in love with a handsome man of great personal
charm, becomes his mistress and clings to him
thru a series of disillusionments. Her reactions
are sometimes atavistic, sometimes abject.
Throughout all her temptations she remains
true to her primitive instincts, she never sells
herself. At last a savior appears in the person
of a somewhat uncouth architect. There is real
love, a re.il marringe and peace with herself
and her family.

"All that he does with it is to rehash the story
of his first novel, 'A bed of roses.' A foreigner
of the prestige of Mr George is expected to dis-
play some subtler quality more nearly related
to literature. Possibly there are radical experts
in advanced thought who will be impressed by
the manner in which 'Ursula Trent' emerges
from promiscuous amours into eminently bour-
geois matrimony. But America can do this sort
of stuff just as well, and is doing a great deal
more that is better." Ernest Boyd— Bookm 54:161 O '21 290w

"Valiant and arduous as have been Mr
George's labors in the writing of 'Ursula Trent,'
it is by no means what he intends it to be. If

there were originality in the story, he might be
pardoned, but there is little in it that has not
already been described and written about in
innumerable novels." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p6 O 12 '21 1600w

Boston Transcript p5 N 9 '21 240w
"Ursula Trent is not a woman, she is a Mr

George in petticoats, uttering his favorite wit-
ticisms and profanities in falsetto. . . He can-
not create an Ursula, he can only invent one in

his own image. . . If this were a true story, it

would be dull enough; it is little better than
a collection of Georgisms, and rather cheap
ones." H. W. Boynton— Ind 107:140 N 5 '21 950w

"Altogether, 'Ursula Trent' is an interesting
experiment which anybody will enjoy reading,
but I doubt if it can do much to enhance Mr
Georges reputation or can provide the inter-
pretation of post-war England the Anglo-Sax«n
world needs." Montgomery Belgion

H Lit R p99 O 22 '21 1450w

Reviewed by Francis Hackett
New Repub 28:302 N 2 '21 1200w

"Mr George shows us the tainted surface, but
he does not probe down deep. Mr George takes
the scum from the boiling pot of life and asks
us to accept it as the pot's entire content." L.

M. Field— NY Times pl2 O 9 '21 lOOOw
"It is a tribute to his skill that time after

time we develop a suspicion that surely Mr
George has obtained some real Ursula Trent to

enter into secret collsiboration with him: here
a point of feminine weakness which only a
woman can have been unkind enough to per-
ceive, there an instinct for the breathlessly-
correct thing in feminine costume which no un-
assisted man can have divined."

+ Sat R 132:466 O 15 '21 410w
"The first section is the best portion of the

book, because the most real. In it are shrewd
analyses of English country families, their cus-
toms, and the causes which have shaped their
prejudices throughout recent years. Mr George
explains these better than LTrsula's revolt
against the traditions of family and caste."

-f Springf'd Republican plla N 27 '21

420w
"Mr George does the lurid parts as well as an-

other; and for readers- who are not critical the
life of Ursula Trent as a parasite upon a para-
site will provide plenty of espisode. But Eng-
lish readers, at all events, will need to be
singularly guileless not to detect the strain of

falsity, which is the outstanding fault of the
book. Mr W. L. George is far too knowing;
men and v/omen. aristocrats, plutocrats, and
demi-mondaines. he practically proclaims, have
no secrets for him. In this omniscient mood
he makes his fatal mistakes."

— The Times [London] Lit Sup p626 S 29
'21 600w
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GERSTENBERG, ALICE. Ten one-act plays.
?2 Brentano's 21-15257

Contents: He said and she said— ; Overtones;
The unseen; The buffer; Attuned; The pot
boiler; Hearts; Beyond; Fourteen; The illum-
inatti in drama libre.

and killings and is himself wounded. But at
la.st Beth, the little factory girl, wakes up
one fine morning to know herself as a million-
airess and the bride of Peter Nichols.

"As a playwright Miss Gerstenberg seems to
be very able. Her point of view is at all times
interesting, her consistency is never in doubt,
and her sympathetic psychology is always suc-
cessful in awakening in the reader (and we
think in the auditor) the emotions which she
prescribes." •

-I- Lit R pl22 O 29 '21 340w
"The plays are at bottom more or less mere

arrangments, cooked- up situations, with rather
flat dialogues and empty turns and reactions.
They have no important reality. But they
evidently meet a certain need since a number
of them have already had a good deal of suc-
cess in little theatres and amateur organiza-
tions."

h Theatre Arts M 6:82 Ja '22 60w

GIBBON, MURIEL MORGAN. Alternative
(Eng title, Helen Marsden). 'll.TS (2%c)
Doubleday

At seven Helen Marsden is spending a for-
lorn and misunderstood time in the home of
the Rev. Bernard Lawson, while her own
people are in India. Her only solace is Billy
Lawson, her own age and a good comrade.
She is rescued from this unhappy state by her
Uncle Adrian and her gratitude develops Into
passionate devotion to him. She learns early
In life that "you can't eat your cake and have
it too." As she expresses it

—"Fate took care
that she had one thing and only one. It was
always either . . . or . . . never both." This
lesson is borne out in the lives of her family
which are closely intermingled with hers.
Helen's life Is followed until she Is twenty-flve.
It is not a riotously happy , one; for her nature
is too unusual and not easily understood. But
when she has almost lost him, Billy's love
brings her the deep happiness she has not
hitherto known.

"She has moments of piercing recognition of
the frailties of her sex, which give us glimpses
of the novelist into which she may develop."
D. L. M.

-\ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 27 '21 800w
"Her greatest fault as a novelist is that she

tends to subordinate the whole to the parts.
Almost any section, taken alone, impresses one
more favorably than the whole novel. The
general effect of 'The alternative' is a little
confusing. Miss Gibbon, however, works cap-
ably and is a good Judge of character."

H Lit R p8 My 28 '21 320w
"A pleasant, well-written litte tale. The

author's stye Is good, and she has some sense
of character."

H NY Times p24 Je 19 '21 380w
Spec 127:22 Jl 2 '21 40w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p309 My

12 '21 220w

GIBBS, GEORGE FORT. Vagrant duke, il •52
(iy2C) Appleton 21-976

When the Bolshevik mob burned the Grand
DiiUe Peter Nicholaevitch's castle he fled to
Con.stantinople and thence to America, serving
as a waiter on shipboard and accepting a
po.-ition as superintendent of a millionaire's
forests in New Jersey, determined to bury
the ))ast and to begin a new life. At the
threshold of this new life he meets a pretty
factory girl and farmerette with a beautiful
voice, Bt-th Cameron. He also meets mystery
and the sh;idow of an ancient crime and,
Anally, Bolshevism come to America, ruthless-
ly betraying hi.s identity and plunging him
into new danger.'^. He meets everything with
the cool-headed resourcefulness and fearless-
ness of .-111 Arizona coAvHoy, tmravels the
nij-.Ntoiy, gets nuNtd up in himber camp fig^hts

Booklist 17:252 Ap '21

"All in all, the story is improbable, conven-
tional in its improbability, and it touches only
the surface of life and emotion. But it is
clean-cut narrative, with a little dash of com-
monplace idealism."

-I Lit R plO Mr 19 '21 250w
"This novel is a skillful and interesting story,

and, in addition, it makes some effort at in-
dividualizing its characters and giving to each
one some definite possessions of mind and
heart and temperament. In this respect it is
not so successful as it is in the mechanics of
its construction and development."

-) NY Times p22 F 6 '21 420w
"George Gibbs has the most entrancing way

with his books. A little of the mystery, detec-
tive, fairy and love story all stirred up to-
gether with a dash of humor. His is not pro-
found, analytical writing, but rather like the
movies—vivid, quick, ingenious, absorbing,
leaving only the details of the uncovering of
the plot to the audience." Katharine Oliver

-I Pub W 99:161 Ja 15 '21 320w
Sat R 132:241 Ag 20 '21 80w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p342 Mv

26 '21 210w

GIBBS, GEORGE FORT. Youth triumphant,
il $2 (2c) (8s 6d) Appleton 21-16797

Patsy Slavin was a gutter-snipe and, dressed
as a boy, sold papers in the street. One day
she ran away, hid in an automobile and while
asleep, was driven to a Westchester home of
wealth. The two maiden ladies of the estate
were persuaded by their nephew Sydney to
keep and adopt the child. It turned out that
her parentage was shrouded in mystery and
after she had grown to womanhood this un-
certainty so troubled her pride that she finally
ran away again. In the meanwhile the in-
vestigations set on foot by her adopted rela-
tives cleared up the mystery. When Patsy
was found and assured of being the issue of
a legal union she no longer hesitated to ac-
cept Sydney's love.

"The style has a fascination that keeps you
reading with more interest than you know it

deserves."
H Bookm 54:491 Ja '22 lOOw
"The theme, of course, is of that universal

order that will gain it readers everywhere,
for moving through the story are a number
of unique, humorous, mellow and original
characterizations. It is the characters as
much as the plot that makes this old story
live again."

-I- N Y Times pl7 D 18 '21 150w
Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 60w
Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja S '22

160w
"It Is all quite readable melodrama; but If

a third of the manuscript judiciously selected
had found its way into the waste-paper basket
before publication, it would, we think, have
made a better story."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p774 N
24 '21 120w

GIBBS, SIR PHILIP HAMILTON. More that
must be told. $2.50 Harper 940.3 21-19604

Looking over the three evil years since the
armistice. Sir Philip Gibbs makes a grave in-
dictment of the leaders of the old tradition
who are still for the most part in command of
the machinery of government. He deals un-
sparingly with the politicians who have re-
fused to ally themselves with the new ideal-
ism stirring among the peoples and contrasts
with them a few men among the still uncon-
quered idealists. He shows the new Germany
which is emerging from the defeat of militar-
ism, France borne down by the cost of her
victory, England passing through a profound
social revolution, Austria in decay. One long
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chapter is devoted to the quarrel between
England and Ireland and an attempt to state

fairly both sides of the quarrel. Another chap-
ter is given to the relations of the United
States to world peace, and the last chapter is

a call to youth to And its great adventure in

the building of a new world.

Booklist 18:113 Ja '22

Reviewed by S. L. Cook
Boston Transcript p5 D 17 '21 2100w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Ind 107:192 N 19 '21 9Cw

"The book is a gripping bit of reportorial his-

tory—profound, interesting, and in every re-
spect human."

+ Lit D p36 D 24 '21 240vv

"Sir Philip Gibbs's mood and manner are
neither quiet nor confident. During the war
he learned to dip his pen straight into wells of

Infinite agony and heroism, and he wrote with
eloquence. Now the same ink is still on his
pen, and his heart is bitter at what he has
seen. . . He is an idealist whose nerves are on
edge and whose voice is a bit shrill. . . Gibbs
thinks in pictures. There are no processes in

his book." Henry James, jr.

1- Lit R p301 D 24 '21 1250w
"No more relentless exposure of the spirit-

ual and mental incapacity of our governing
classes to govern has been made anywhere
than in 'More that must be told' ; no franker
admission that representative government as
worked by modern statesmen represents noth-
ing but selfish and greedy minorities. The
beauty and the poignancy of Sir Philip Gibbs's
book—for it has both beauty and poignancy

—

is its clear, unbitter realization of this fact
and its pathetic appeal to the youth of the
world to rise and take affairs out of the bung-
ling hands of these evil old men and to order
the new world in some better fashion than the
old."" Robert Herrick

+ Nation 113:600 N 23 '21 1300w
"Altogether Sir Philip Gibbs sustains con-

sistently his role of brave and honest journal-
ist. He is at all events a useful one. He is

truthful about Ireland, optimis.tjc about Ger-
many, apologetic in regard to Prance, open-
minded in regard to England, candid toward
the United States. He formulates much ma-
terial toward a better understanding of the pre-
sent world, and leaves further Inferences to be
drawn by his more informed and critical read-
ers." R. M. Lovett

+ New Repub 29:79 D 14 '21 1050w
"The book Is rich In spiritual values, though

from n^any of Its conclusions the reader may
dissent. The author writes from the heart as
well as the brain, and rises at times to
heights of passion and emotion. His diction is
choice, his style limpid and the work is
marked by charm and distinction. He is real-
ly a poet whose vehicle Is prose. In Its con-
tents, aim and spirit his book is a notable con-
tribution to the literature that deals with
post-war problems." J. W. Duffleld

H NY Times pi N 13 '21 2000w
R of Rs 64:669 D '21 llOw

GIBSON, WILFRID WILSON, Neighbours. •$2
Macmlllan 821 20-18067

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Gibson has always been a sort of rhyming
Journalist. There was a time when he had a
surprising grip on events, but he never pos-
sessed more than a surface understanding of
character. Especially does that weakness ap-
pear in the present volume."— Dial 70:477 Ap "21 lOOw
Reviewed by J: G. Fletcher

Freeman 2:571 F 23 '21 520w
"In 'Neighbors,' as in Mr Gibson's previous

volumes, are occasional touches of melodrama,
but the Intensity of his sympathy usually burns
away from our consciousness the dross of false
artifice." C. M. S.

+ Grinnell R 16:403 Ap '21 290w

"The importance of each individual life to it-

self is the thought that animates alike Gibson's
drab little dialogues and portraits of peasants."
S. P. Sherman— Yale R n s 10:631 Ap '21 130w

GILBERT, CHESTER G., and POGUE,
JOSEPH, EZEKIEL. America's power re-
sources, il $2.50 Century 339 21-15114

The book deals with the economic significance
of such energy resources as coal, oil, natural
gas, and water-power, the need of coordinated
development and elimination of waste, and
some possible avenues of advance for construc-
tive efforts. Contents: Human labor and
mechanical work; The foundations of indus-
trialism; Coal, the basis of national welfare;
Oil, the accelerator of progress; Natural gas,

nature's bonus to America; Water power, an
unused annuity; Smokeless fuel and civic

progress; Power and industrial progress;
Three dimensional transportation; The equali-

sation of industrial opportunity; Coordination
of industrial evolution. Illustrated with charts
and diagrams.

Booklist 18:39 N '21

Boston Transcript p6 S 7 '21 360w

"The authors have presented the subject in

well prepared detail, and the text indicates an
intimate knowledge of the matter, evidently the
result of extensive and careful research. The
book is instructive, and, while technical in

nature, makes interesting reading for all." F:

R. Weekes
+ Lit R p36 S 24 '21 lOOOw

GILCHRIST, BETH BRADFORD. Kit, Pat,
and a few boys, il $1.75 (3c) Century

The storv of a delightful summer spent in a
Vermont camp. The Ward family was large

and jolly; there were Father and Mother Ward,
three boys in their teens, Patricia and Marion.
At first it seemed as if the coming of Kather-
ine Embury would spoil the summer, but
Katherine was a good sport and before long
she was a favorite with the whole family. In

the end the lessons in self-reliance learned
from the Wards helped Katherine through a
period of very serious trouble.

Booklist 18:89 D '21

"A decidedly entertaining and thoroughly
wholesome story for girls."

4- Lit R pl72 N 12 '21 lOOw

"A wholesome story of the best sort of camp
life, with a suggestive appreciation of unself-

ishness." M. H. B. Mussey
+ Nation 113:sup684 D 7 '21 20w

GILL, CHARLES CLIFFORD. What happened
at Jutland; the tactics of the battle. 'JS

Doran 940.45 21-5557

The subject of the battle of Jutland, al-

though much written about, has become high-
ly controversial and has been confused by
somewhat misleading argumentative discus-

sions. The author of the present volume has
attempted "to gather together in one narra-
tive authentic information available from
both British and German sources, and to give,

as accurately as may be, an unbiased an-
alysis of the battle." (Preface) The contents
are: The tactics of the battle: Fleet move-
ments before the battle; The phases of the

battle: The battle (five chapters, correspond-
ing to the five phases of the battle); Conclu-
sion; Appendices; Twenty-six diagrams.

"The reader may feel assured that this book
la giving the real events of the battle as they
actually happened." T. G. F.

-f Boston Transcript p6 Mr 26 '21 040w

"An admirable book—readable for layman as

well as seaman—the most authoritative and
complete account to date." W: O. Stevens

-I- Lit R p9 My 14 '21 200w

R of Rs 63:447 Ap '21 lOOw
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GILL, CHARLES CL\FFORD—Continued
"It is unduly brief, and omits some significant

details, but it is precise and lucid."
H Spec 126:786 Je 18 '21 240w
"Commander Gill's book well deserves a per-

manent place on the shelves of those who study
naval history and tactics."

+ Weekly R 4:439 My 7 '21 450w

GILLIN, JOHN LEWIS. Poverty and depend-
ency; their relief and prevention. (Century
social science ser.) $4 Century 339 21-10527

"Dr Gillin is prqfessor of sociology in the
University of AVisconsin, and has here applied
his science in a volume which, thoug-h written
as a textbook, with the needs of college stud-
ents in view, will also be in large demand for
general reading. Base<l on material gathered
from what may be called the whole literature
of the subject, it sums up the facts about
poverty and dependency, furnishes insight in-
to their causes and olfers such remedies as
have suggested themselves to one who com-
bines cautious reasoning with the objective
outlook."—Boston Transcript

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ag 20 '21 940w
"The author has succeeded in bringing to-

gether and correlating a wide range of mate-
rial heretofore found only in scattered soui'ccs.
It is noteworthy also that the author devotes
more than one- fourth of his text pages to an
exposition of preventive agencies and meth-
ods."

-f R of Rs 64:33,5 S '21 80w
Springf'd Republican p8 S 1 '21 250w

GIPSON, LAWRENCE HENRY. Jared Inger-
.soll; a study of American loyalism in rela-
tion to British colonial government. (Yale
historical pub.) •$3.50 Yale univ. press
B or ft2 21-1611

"Study of the conservative American of the
period, the aristocratic class, from which came
the Tories as well as George Washington. Jared
Ingersoll was one of the three stamp commis-
sioners. How he and his class lost power in
America, were submerged by the revolution, to
emerge, those that were left of them, only with
the rise of the Federalist party, is the theme
of the book. It is written about colonial New
Haven, and incidentally gives a specific and
very interesting account of that town in the
latter eighteenth century."—Lit R

"Professor Gip.son's style is unhurried and
attractive; and his scholarship is convincing.
The hilDliographical essay at the close of the
volume shows wide researches, and is to be
commended to authors who desire to have
their bibliographie."; actually read." A. M.
Schlesinger

-f Am Hist R 26:807 Jl '21 650w
Am Pol Scl R 15:462 Ag "21 50w

"This historical monograph is of the greatest
value, as bringing to light, not only some here-
tofore hidden features of the pre-revolutionary
conditions in New England, but also as show-
ing forth in a broad light the intense opposi-
tion against which the patriots of this period
were forced to contend." E. .1. C.

-f- Boston Transcript p4 F 9 '21 850w
"Professor Gipson's concern is the presenta-

tion of a careful, well-told narrative of facts,
and the result is a valuable contribution to our
knowledge of pie-revolutionary New England."
^ F L

' + 'Grlnnell R 16:453 Je '21 450w
"Broadly drawn depiction of a very important

and veiT interesting social group which may be
described as the factor of aristocracy in early
American history."

-t- Lit R plO Mr 5 '21 IDOw
"This able account of the career of the loyal

American lawyer is an unusually good example
of the exhaustive manner in which American re-

search workers are turning their attention to
every conceivable aspect of the history of their
country."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p380 Je 16
'21 750w

GLASIER, JOHN BRUCE. William Morris and
the early days of the socialist movement;
with a preface by May Morris, il *$2.25
(6s 6d) Longmans B or 92 21-4481

"Mr Glasier was for many years a Socialist
leader in Glasgow, and first met Morris in 1884,
when he heard him speak, in Edinburgh, to the
local branch of the Social Democratic Federa-
tion on 'Misery and the Way Out.' Their ac-
quaintance soon became friendship, though they
met only three or four times a year in (Glasgow
or at Morris's house in Hammersmith; but
Morris was so open with any man he liked that
he was soon known, and this book proves that
no one knew him better than Bruce Glasier.
He admired Morris, this side of idolatry, as
much as any man can admire another; and,
even while he writes of his politics, it is the
man that interests him."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup

Booklist 18:47 N '21

-I- Boston Transcript p6 Jl 9 '21 280w
"From the smouldering coals of the late Mr

Glasier's narrative bursts the flame of a pas-
sionate admiration, an admiration through
which both the author and his friend are en-
nobled. From these reminiscences the picture
of Morris emerges once more with finer clarity."
L. C. M.

-f Freeman 3:358 Je 22 '21 2lOw
"This is a very charming book. The best

thing about it is that no one can possibly
mistake the absolute faithfulness and sincerity
of the picture which it presents. Mr Glasier
has confined himself almost completely to an
account of his personal relations with William
Morris, and has sought to convey the actual
impression which Morris made upoh him, and
to cull what Morris actually said and did on
the occasions on which they were together."

-f- New Statesman 17:54 Ap 16 '21 600w
Reviewed by M. L. Blumenthal

-f- N Y Times pl9 Jl 24 '21 lOOOw
"In this little book of reminiscences readers

will find a masterly account of the feelings of
worship Morris evoked everywhere, as he moved
among his followers. For this it is invaluable,
it gives the abiding impression he made. In de-
tails, among unfamiliar surroundings, it is per-
haps inaccurate; where everything was new, the
relative Importance of things is lost; it is the
defect of the way in which the author recon-
structed his memory, amply compensated for

by the picture of Morris at his best which he
presents."

H Sat R 131:504 Je 18 '21 880w

"The author's reminiscences of Morris at

Hammersmith and in Glasgow are charmingly
written."

+ Spec 126:498 Ap 16 '21 260w

Springf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 360w

"Mr Glasier has omitted no traits from his

portrait that could help establish its identity;

withal he has created a work of lasting beauty,

as creditable to the nobility of his own mind
as to that of the hero he worshipped above all

others." B. L.

-f Survey 46:477 Jl 2 '21 360w

"It is the best account of Morris on the

political side that has yet been written, and
there is never likely to be a better."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl75 Mr
17 '21 2150W

GLASS, FREDERICK. Drawing, design and
craft work for teachers, students, etc. u
*$6 Dutton 740

"The book contains a wealth of suggestive

lesson material relating to the entire field of

art education. Beginning with object draw-
ing of a single type, it progresses into studies
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of light and shade, design, lettering, color,
modeling, WAod-carving, gesso, leather work,
inlaying, and marquetry. The text abounds
with suggestions as to methods of manipula-
tion, interesting historical descriptions, and
suggestions for methods of presentation to a
class. Especially noteworthy is the wealth of
illustrations."—El School J

"For the amateur teacher or one working
with limited facilities the concrete nature of
the book will be particularly helpful."

+ El School J 21:477 F '21 220w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p800 D

2 '20 70w

GLASS of fashion; some social reflections by
a gentleman with a duster, il $2.50 Putnam
914.2 21-15124

The "Gentleman with a duster" here turns
his attention to English fashionable society
and laments its decadence in manners and
morals. "By the term Fashion I mean all

those noisy, ostentatious, and frivolous people,
patricians and plutocrats, politicians and fi-

nanciers, lawyers and tradesmen, actors and
artists, who have scrambled on to the summit
of England's national life, and who, setting
the worst possible examples in morals and
manneis, are never so happy as when they
are making people talk about them." To
avoid any charge of vagueness or extravagance
he proposes to test fashionable society by its
own documents only, and chooses for this pur-
pose those classics of indiscretion. Col. Rep-
ington's diaries and Margot Asquith's au-
tobiography. The author is an earnest up-
hoW-:^ of aristocracy and preaches a return
to the Victorian virtues, coinparing Margot As-
quith, whom he styles the "grandmother of
the flapper" with Mrs Gladstone and with La-
dy Harrowby, among her contemporaries.

"Greater brevity in the treatment of some
topics would surely have yielded greater im-
pressiveness. So too would the removal of a
certain effect of repetition—not so much of
words as of ideas. Such are the obvious
blemishes. On the other hand, the book, es-
sentiall.v an expansion of the admirable final
chapter of 'The mirrors of Downing street," has
positive and distinctive merits. The utter
verity of much that it contains is one of them."
M. A. D. Howe X

1- Atlantic's Bookshelf N '21 460w
Booklist 18:47 N '21

"Brilliant and at the same time ferocious at-
tack on English society." D. L. M.

-\ Boston Transcript p7 S 10 '21 1050w
Freeman 4:430 Ja 11 '22 260w

" 'The glass of fashion' is at once one of the
most brilliant and one of the healthiest books
that this publishing season has given us, and
it is with heartfelt gratitude that the present
critic welcomes a crusader of such prowess in
so fine a cause. It was time for some one
to speak out upon the follies and dangers, the
humiliating and not seldom disgusting freaks of
behavior, the posing and posturing, and gen-
eral humbug that are associated with what i.s

called 'Fashion.' " H. L. Stewart
+ Ind 107:89 O 22 '21 1600w

"This book, following up the success of the
"Mirrors of Downing street,' is the bitter cr>-
of reaction, the strong shriek of Victorian
prudery. Never was a critic so dismayed, so
distraught, so overwhelmed by print as our
unfortunate, though well-selling, author. He
writes as though State and Church could be
saved by a proper castigation of the offending
wife of .a Liberal Premier." Shane Leslie— Lit R p2 Ag 20 '21 1450w
Reviewed by Francis Hackett

New Repub 28:50 S 7 '21 1750w
"This is a very brilliant, interesting and

well-written book." M. F. Egan
-f- N Y Times pll Ag 28 '21 2650w

Reviewed bv L. F. Abbott
Outlook 129:305 O 26 '21 380w
R of Rs 64:448 O '21 40w

"He takes isolated and, we think, unrepre-
sentative instances of decadence and folly in
high places. He has not used his mirror to
reflect Fashion en masse, but rather, as a
naught.v schoolboy might, to play the sun up-
on faces of individuals. "The book is altogether
less arresting [than 'The mirrors of Downing
street']; a large part of it is nothing more
exciting than a review of Mrs Asquith's mem-
oirs, and Colonel Repington's diaries, about
which the world has ceased to bother."— Sat R 131:441 My 28 '21 840w
"Though the style is generally somewhat

forced, the book contains many good things
well said, and there is a real air of sincerity
about the generalizations."

H Spec 126:587 My 7 '21 2600w
Springf'd Republican p6 Je 4 '21 190w

"In so far as the book is an attack on
fashion, it is often shrewd and searching."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 30 '21 720w
"The purpose of this volume is, no doubt,

sincere, but it does not make such good read-
ing as the sketches of politicians in 'The
mirrors of Downing street.' "

-4- — The Times [London] Lit Sup p278 Ap
28 '21 200w

GLEASON, GEORGE. What shall I think of
Japan? $2.25 (12s Gd) Macmillan 915.2

21-9229

The author has been the secretary of the
Y.M.C.A. in Japan for nineteen years and sums
up in this book what he knows, good and bad,
about the Japanese. His conclusion is that the
imitative and ambitious Japanese have learned
too well the lessons taught them by the great
occidental powers. They have watched the
world tendencies and conformed to them. By
the same token, with the changing atmosphere
of the West "when the Powers show signs of
establishing a new system of international deal-
ing Japan lets up in her so-called aggressions."
The author places his hope in a completely
Christianized Japan. Partial contents: Japan
pro and con; The Siberian expedition; Foreign
diplomacy to 1914; Japan in Manchuria—Korea

—

China; Japan and America; The future of
Japan: Bibliography: Index.

Booklist 18:14 O '21

Boston Transcript p6 Je 25 '21 620w
"Mr Gleason's stimulating hopeful attitude

is supported by impres.'jive evidence. In dis-
proving conclusively a number of typical stories
circulated to the detriment of Japan's good
name in America he clears the air of noxious
ga.'jes of unfriendly propaganda." O. D. Wan-
namaker

+ Lit R p6 Jl 23 '21 750w

"An exceptionally fruitful and thought-com-
pelling study." G. L. Harding

+ N Y Times pl9 Jl 10 '21 2000w
Outlook 129:356 N 2 '21 130w

"The book is marred by inadequate state-
ments, and by doubtful generalisations. But,
even when inaccurate, Mr Gleason has made an
honest attempt—and on the whole a success-
ful one—to be neither anti- or pro-Japanese^
and, above all. to be up-to-date."

h Sat R 132:381 S 24 '21 340w
"He sees and frankly acknowledges Japan's

faults, blunders and wrongdoings, but he also
has a spirit of sympathy for Japan and tries

to get at the exact facts in every case." S. L.
Gulick

+ Survey 46:564 Ag 1 '21 270w
"His book is valuable both for its temperate

judgments of the real Japan and for his con-
scientious examination of the sources of mis-
understanding between the Japanese and their

foreign critics." F. W. Williams
-I- Yale R n s 11:411 Ja '22 180w

CLEAVES. ALBERT. Hi'^tnry of the transport
service, il *$6 Doran 940.45 21-2087

In relating the "adventures and experiences
of United States transnorts and cruisers in the
world war" (Sub-title), the author has given
the stories of the ofiicers and men of the trans-
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CLEAVES, ALBERT —Continued
ports, a.s lar a:s possible, in iheir own words
and from their official reports. Partial contents:
The naval mission—summary of transport oper-
ations; The first expedition; The stay in France
—the return voyage; Safeguarding the troop-
ships; Development of transport force—return-
ing the army; U-boats bring war to American
shores; The work of the cruisers; Contacts of
transports and cruisers with enemy submarines;
Sidelights on transport life; Foreign transports
in U.S. convoy; Adventures of I-,ieutenant Isaacs;
Appendices. Illustrated with 127 photographs,
diagrams and charts.

"It is frankly a book for the man in the
street, whose interest will be held to the end.
The book is profusely illustrated, and con-
tains a valuable appendix giving all necessary
data concerning the cruiser and transport
force." E: Breck

+ Am Hist R 26:813 Jl '21 600w
"This hook is one of the most important

contributions to our knowledge of the war."
T. C. F.

+ Boston Ti'anscript p7 Mr 5 '21 1200w
Brooklyn 13:126 Ap '21 30w

+ Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 30w
R of Rs (,:,-:i2r, Mr '21 COw

GLENCONNER, PAMELA GENEVIEVE ADE-
LAIDE (WYNDHAM) TENNANT, baroness.
Earthen vessel; with a preface by Sir Oliver
Lodge. *$1.50 Lane 134 21-2977

"A volume dealing with spirit-communication
received in the form of book-tests." (Sub-title)
"She believes that through the mediumship of
Mrs Osborne Leonard, controlled by 'Feda' (al-

ready known to readers of Sir Oliver Lodge's
'Raymond'), she has been in communication
with her son, Edward Wyndham Tennant, who
met his death in France during the war. In
order to rule out a& far as possible unconscious
telepathy . . . T^ady Glenconner, with the al-

leged help of her spirit communicator, adopted
the book-test method which quite recently has
become largely practised, and which appears to
reduce to a minimum the possibility of fraud
on the part of the medium. No fewer than
twenty-seven of these book-tests are described
in detail, many of which were successful in
ev^ery particular."—Sat R

"It is agreeably written, and she has report-
ed failures as well as successes."

+ Ath p43 Ja 14 '21 470w
"Here are excellent data for open-minded

persons interested in such problems, and the
general reader will find the book of thought-
provoking interest."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 3 '21 350w
N Y Times p22 Jl 31 '21 770w

"No experienced or impartial reader can doubt
for a moment that the circumstances related by
Lady Glenconner took place exactly as she
states, for her method in carrying out the tests
is not unscientific, and, when presenting facts,
she is not influenced either by prejudice or feel-
ing, though her interpretation of those facts
may be prejudiced. . . . Many sympathisers
will be alienated by her dogmatism concerning
dreams."

-i Sat R 131:71 Ja 22 '21 lOOOw
Spec 126:300 Mr 5 '21 1650w

"Is not only one of the most evidential and
significant of recent p.sychical literature, btit

it Introduces a new departure in the way of
tests and proofs." Lilian Whiting

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p7a Ag 14 '21 180w
"It is not a faultless book by any means; but

Its faults are inessential. The main thing is

that she has told her tale with a candour which
at the same time charms and convinces."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p56 Ja 27
•21 880w

GLOVER, TERROT REAVELEY. Jesus in the
experience of men. •$1.90 Assn. press 232

21-3124
The author, whose former work, "The Jesus

of history," was widely discussed, is a clas-
sical scholar and lecturer in ancient history at
Cambiidge university, as well as an interpreter
of Christianity. "We have to understand Jesus
Christ, he says, "unless our universe is to be
chaos. . . His personality has been the most
baffling problem with which men have had to
wrestle; it is the key to any true intelligence of
human nature." He studies the effect of Jesus
in the experience of men as the revealer of
God. He reviews the belief in spirits, the prob-
lem of justice, salvation, forgiveness of sins,
immortality, the church in its relation with the
historical Jesus and the effects of the ideas of
Jesus on human progress and the human
spirit.

Booklist 18:105 Ja '22

"Written in clear, simple language, with
modern scholarship and 'literary charm.' "

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 250w
"The current of open air running through

its pages is singularly attractive; there is not
a word in it that is either perfunctory or un-
real. The book is alive."

-I- Spec 126:530 Ap 23 '21 580w
"The present book seems to us rather lack-

ing in arrangement and to be disproportionate
in its treatment of the subject with which it

deals, but the author is never in any doubt as
to what he wants to write, and he makes his
way with a firm and sure touch throughout
his argument."— + Sprlngf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 520w

Survey 46:414 Je 18 '21 50w
"Few English writers on religious matters

seem able to serve the unlearned yet thought-
ful reader so well as Dr Glover, and many will
gratefully avail themselves of the assistance of
a layman who shows that he knows how they
think and feel about religion, and can inter-
pret the meaning of Christianity in terms they
can readily understand."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p238 Ap
14 '21 780w

GODDARD, HENRY HERBERT. Juvenile de-
linquency. $1.50 Dodd 364 21-20945

"There are two million people in the United
States who because of their weak minds or
their diseased minds are making our country
a dangerous place to live in. The two inlllion
is increasing both by heredity and by train-
ing. We are breeding defectives. We are
making criminals." ' (Preface) The author
maintains that by a scientific handling of de-
fectives juvenile delinquency can be prevented
and a large part of adult criminality can be
eradicated. The book is based on the work
done by the Ohio Bureau of juvenile research.

GODIN, PAUL. Growth during school age; its

application to education; tr. by S: L. Eby.
(Lil)rfiiv of educational methods) il *|3
r.adgcr. R. G. 612.65 20-16103

"The translation of this book introduces
American readers to the work of a writer
who has for yeais been a careful student of the
science of education, and whose work has won
recognition from the hiphest scientific societies
in France. The view presented by Dr Godin is

expressed as follows: 'The only physical
measurements worth while are those which ad-
mit of comparisons with previous states of de-
velopment of the same individual. Such com-
parisons can be valid only when repeated
measurements are taken at regular intervals.
These icpeated measurements are necessary in

order to enable the teacher and educator to
know the child intimately and profoundly; it

makes possible a degree of individualization
of education unknown in the past. In its final

analysis successful direction of education
depends largely upon its individualization. It

is along this line that every child—the super-
normal, the normal, and the subnormal—will bo
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enabled to realize his whole self. The work here
presented is an example of the method of the
individualization of educational practice.' "

—

El School J

"The book is worthy of careful reading by
those interested in the scientific study of child
development."

4- El School J 21:311 D '20 580w
"The translation by Mr Eby is so filled with

awkward literalisms of expression that it seems
unlikely that many will undertake to wade
through this English edition. Any one who has
the will and the skill to negotiate these difficul-

ties will find a rich store of suggestions in this
most important field." J. K. H.

H Survey 45:611 Ja 22 '21 llOw

GOETHE, JOHANN WOLFGANG VON.
= Goethe's literar>' essays; a selection in

English arranged by Joel Ellas Spingarn.
$2 Harcourt 834 22-1472

Professor Spingarn calls his selection the
first attempt to include in a single volume
the whole range of Goethe's critical and esthe-
tic studies, and Viscount Haldane in his fore-
word to the book says: "Goethe's gifts as a
critic fell within a large whole of knowledge
which was his in a degree for which we must
look back over two thousand years to
Aristotle if we wish to find a rival." The
translations are from various sources and some
of the essays included have never before ap-
peared in English. The essays are grouped
under the headings: The theory of art; The
theory of literature; On Shakespeare; On other
writers; Extracts from the conversations with
Eckermann. There is a chronology of Goethe's
critical studies and an index.

GOFF, ALEXANDER, and FAWCETT, HUGH
ALDERSON. Macedonia; a plea for the
primitive, il *$6 Lane 949.5 21-6813

The civilization of Macedonia is of Biblical
primitiveness; the country has a rugged and
bizarre beauty and it possesses picturesqueness
of antiquity and decay to an extraordinary
degree. As travel is still difficult and dangerous
the authors offer this detailed description, from
a non-political and non-military standpoint,
based on a sojourn of three years with many
opportunities of studying the native at close
quarters. The physical geography of the coun-
try, its industries and resources, manners and
customs, history, architectural remains, and
flora and fauna are all considered. The book is

indexed and profusely illustrated—some of the
plates in color—and there is an insert map.

-f- Boston Transcript p5 My 28 '21 500w

Reviewed by C: W. Thompson
N Y Times p5 Jl 10 '21 620w
Outlook 128:579 Ag 10 '21 OOw

R of Rs 64:112 Jl '21 50w
"Well-written and interesting book."

+ Spec 126:339 Mr 12 '21 90w

GOLDING, LOUIS. Forward fiom Babylon. $2
Moffat (Bng ed 21-3034)

"We do not assume that this story of Philip
Massel, son of a Russian Jew exiled to a
smokv northern town in England, Is directly
autobiographical; but the element of individual
experience in it is obviously very strong. . .

Philip Massel's father, Red Monash, is the m-
carnation of Jewish tradition; a man deeply
versed in Hebraic law, an orator, a teacher.
His ambition is for Philip to follow in his

footsteps, to be above all a good Jew; and the

very passion of this ideal gives poetry to his

har.^h and narrow nature. But Philip is not

made for these bonds, and even in early youth
he revolts in spirit against the Hebrew school,

in which hia father gloomily preside-^. The
struggle is a bitter one, with cruelties on both
sides, and Philip wins. With a final act of

revolt he leaves his father's house for ever."

—

The Times [London] Lit Sup

"Of all novels of >outh that have come un-
der our notice, 'Forward from Babylon,' we
think, gets closest to reality. Those curious,
indeterminate years between childhood and
adolescence are evoked for us with a genuine
subtlety." F. R.

+ Ath p866 D 24 '20 320w
"To tell a boy's story and to make it Inter-

esting to the adult intelligence is In itself an
achievement; when the boy is of alien race. In
alien surroundings and of alien habits of mind
and custom, the achievement becomes a feat;
and, when the author is himself still in his
earlv twenties, his work compels recognition."
M. B.

-f Freeman 3:142 Ap 20 '21 170w
"It is a book written with a style. The

writing has beauty; it has at times a sonorous
and stately splendor. Mr Golding goes to work
wrapped in a warm emotion. The emotion is

evident in his prose, which is often deeply
moving." Robert Nathan

H Lit R pl83 N 19 '21 420w
"We are growing a little tired of analytical

descriptions in our fiction of the perfectly nor-
mal awakening of sex in the young human be-
ing, and there is very little in Philip's case
that differentiates this process in him from the
same process in other heroes of recent fiction.

Another weakness in what is, nevertheless, a

book of serious merit, is the rather abrupt and
inconclusive ending." „ „ „„ .„, „„„

h Nation and Ath 28:749 F 26 '21 300w

"It is a story from which much can be
learnt as to a rapidly growing section of 9ur
population which may prove a disintegrating

force if it be not properly utilised. A very in-

teresting book."
+ Sat R 131:96 Ja 29 '21 60w

"Mr Golding's sympathies are plainly on the

side of rebellion, but he has made the father a
very living figure, and a more finished creation

than his son. . . Philip and his unhealthy young
Jewish friends and their almost morbid en-

thusiasms are at times painful in their realusm.

but there is artistic life in them which cannot

be denied."
. , . ,. „ „ot xt

J The Times [London] Lit Sup p737 N
11 '20 320w

GOLDRING, DOUGLAS. Streets, and other

verses. $1.50 Seltzer [*53 Selwyn & B] 821*
(Eng ed 21-21108)

Most of these poems are attempts by one
who loves the streets of London to capture

something of their spirit and glamor. In the

main the effect is produced by brief dramatic
poems of varying moods.

"Measurably superior to the poetic efforts

which used to hide their heads in obscure

country papers, these poems are nevertheless

of the same genre. They contain no truly

Imaginative word, no sudden piercing of the

fog of wontedne.'is which hides reality from us.

The occasional ballades are as pithy as Mother
Goose, and quite as familiar."

I- Dial 71:483 O '21 90w

"A particularly charming example of urban
poetry . . Some of the verses represent

literary wild oats that should never have got

beyond the manuscript stage. Certain poems
are marred by careless technique or vitiated by
self-important cynicism. But, these exceptions

noted the book shows balanced craftsmanship
and real feeling. It will appeal not only to any
one who loves London but to any one who loves

life." J: S. Newberry
-I-
— Lit R p4 Jl 2 '21 lOOOw

Nation and Ath 29:656 Jl 30 '21 130w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p214 Mr
31 '21 220

w

GOMPERS. SAMUEL, and WALLING, WIL-
LIAM ENGLISH. Out of their own mouths;
n revelation and an indictment of sovietism.

$2 Button 335 21-12861

"Mr Gompers' po.'iition as president of the

American Federation of Labor is a sufficient

justification for producing this book ... a sum-
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GOMPERS, S: and WALLING, W: E.—Cont.
mary of the claims and pretensions contrasted
with the results of Soviet, or, more properly.
Communist party domination in Russia. From
the mass of conflicting propaganda and con-
tradictory evidence Mr Gompers has winnowed
facts attested by the Communists themselves
in their official publications, dispatches, or
speeches, and also the conclusions arrived at by
groups of accredited delegates who visited
Russia in the interests of labor organizations or
Governments for study and observation. Mr
Gompers acknowledges his indebtedness for the
collaboration of Mr William English Walling,
who is thoroughly familiar with the interna-
tional labor movement and the revolutionary
movements of Russia."—Lit R

Am Pol Sci R 15:626 N '21 70w
Cath World 114:398 D '21 360w

"The evidence that 'Out of their own mouths'
presents should lead to permanent conclusions."

+ Lit R p28 S 17 '21 500w
"This is a useful book, but not a pleasant one.

The subject, which it covers with convincing
fulness, hardly admits of pleasant treatment.
It supplies, not entertainment, but illumina-
tion." W: C. Redfleld

+ N Y Times p7 Ag 7 '21 3200w
Reviewed by W: L. Chenery

Survey 47:82 O 12 '21 50w

GOOCH, GEORGE PEABODY. Nationalism.
(Swarthmore international handbooks) '•$1

Harcourt 341 20-22618

A summary of the development of national-
istic ambition in Europe, Asia and parts of
Africa from the time of the French revolution
to the end of the world war.

Booklist 17:203 Mr '21

"A compact and articulate summary." H. M.
Kallen

+ Lit R p6 Ap 30 '21 750w
New Repub 28:141 S 28 '21 120w
R of Rs 63:560 My '21 90w

"Accurate, crowded, prosaic abstract. For an
expert in the history of the 19th century it

would serve as a clever, rapid outline; for the
ordinary business or professional man it can
be only a bewildering succession of names and
dates." D. S. Muzzey

h Socialist R 10:78 Ap '21 200w
"Mr Gooch has offered us a stateinent rather

than a commentary. He has exceptional skill

in historical exposition . . . but though the pre-
sentation of facts is always concise and lucid,
we find far too little criticism for our liking."

-\ Spec 125:670 N '20 1350w
"Highly condensed but able and dispas-

sionate."
4- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 My 9 '21 40w

"With the exception of a few introductory
pages, is nothing but a summary repetition of
what can be found in almost every old text-
book of modern history." Gregory Zilboorg— Survey 47:253 N 12 '21 70w

GOODALE, STEPHEN LINCOLN, comp.
Chronology of iron and steel; ed. by J. Ram-
sey Speer. lea $5 Pittsburgh iron and steel
foundries co., Pittsburgh 669.1 21-26413

The book is a complete record of what has
taken place in the iron and steel industries from
the earliest beginnings in prehistoric times, to
the twentieth centur>', dating the earliest trace
of the knowledge of iron back to about 7000 or
6000 B.C. The book is indexed.

GOODELL, THOMAS DWIGHT. Athenian
tragedy; a study in popular art. (Yale clas-
sical ser.) »$5 Yale univ. press 882 21-548

" 'The aim of these pages is to clear the way
to a better understanding of Greek tragedy.
They are intended for any who are reading the
plays with serious interest.' This is the pur-
pose which Professor Goodell set before him
in 'Athenian tragedy.' He gives us a compre-
hensive account of the background, conventions,
external and internal structure of Greek
tragedy with a minutely detailed exposition of
the plays of yEschjlus, Sophocles and Euripi-
des."—Cath World

"There is, perhaps, no single book in Eng-
lish which covers the ground so thoroughly and
with such fullness of information for the general

+ Cath World 113:247 My '21 350w
Reviewed by H: W. Prescott

Class J 17:109 N '21 700w
"Professor Goodell's scholarship was too thor-

ough and cautious for demonstraole errors to be
detected in anything to which he attached hia
signature, but our interest is naturally piqued
by some of his choices from among conflicting
views or methods of procedure." R. C. Flickinger

H Lit R plO Jl 9 '21 520w
Reviewed by Brander Matthews

-t- N Y Times p6 Mr 20 '21 1350w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 N 14 '21 170w

"A sensible and scholarly treatise."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p309 My
12 '21 150w

Reviewed by H. W. Boynton
Weekly R 5:82 Jl 23 '21 500w

GOODRICH, CARTER LYMAN. Frontier of
control; a study of British workshop politics.
•$2 (4c) Harcourt 331.1 20-20526

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:281 My '21

-I- N Y Times p5 F 6 '21 240w
"Is the only important work of its kind, and

its value for reference purposes is enhanced
by the inclusion of useful data in many fields
allied to manufacture of iron and steel."

+ Pittsburgh 26:188 Ap '21 50w

Reviewed by Eskholme Wade
-t- Administration 1:418 Mr '21 900w

"Well worth reading, both for Its content
and because it is excellently presented. As a
piece of writing, it is refreshing. The style
is direct, clear and informal; it is a very easy
book to read." D. A. McCabe

+ Am Econ R 11:513 S '21 700w
Am Pol Sci R 15:129 F '21 60w

"The book is an admirable sedative for the
oversanguine friends and the alarmist enemies
of the wage -earning classes." Leon Ardzroonl

+ J Pol Econ 29:257 Mr '21 650w
"In method and quality of workmanship Mr

Goodrich's study is a model." Ordway Tead
-I- New Repub 27:28 Je 1 '21 220w

"A book which is characterized by Mr R. H.
Tawney, late member of the British Coal In-
dustry (ilommission, as the best existing account
of the efforts of trade unionism in Great Britain
to exert its claims in the matter of shop con-
trol."

+ R of Rs 63:335 Mr '21 90w
"We do not know of any other book quite on

these lines."
+ Spec 126:269 F 26 '21 1700w

"A remarkably clear summary of the situa-
tion." W. R. Peabody

+ Survey 46:185 My 7 '21 260w

GORDON, JOHN. Broken shackles. $1.90

Dorrance 20-21004

"In a romantic tale of labor it is safe to

stake one's all on the turn of fortune's wheel.
If there be a hero he will be a son of the soil,

In the sense of being of its sternest and most
elemental stuff. But of a sudden there will

wink the golden opportunity. In a moment he
will be rising up and up. Not dizzily, however,
for as he soars he picks up in passing man-
ners, education, power, and love for his em-
ployer's daughter. Nor is his progress halted

until. In mediaeval fashion, he rescues his liege
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lady on the eve of a disaster, usually of a
financial smash. In regard then to the actual
narrative of 'Broken shackles,' it is enough to
state that it contains a hero."—Lit R

"One believes that Mr Gordon could write
good poetry, for he is original and clear-eyed;
less certain is it that he makes a good novelist."

H Boston Transcript p7 F 5 '21 llOw
"It is an irritating book, for mixed with a

story that is trite and with a style that is
false and mincing, when the author treats of
'high society,' there are chapters dealing with
the lumber folk of Slab Fork that are very
real."

h Lit R plO D 31 '20 300w
"Mr Gordon set himself a big task—and

failed." W. M. Josopait •

h Survey 46:123 Ap 23 '21 170w

GORE, JOHN ROGERS. Boyhood of Abraham
Lincoln, il •$2.50 Bobbs B or 92 21-6678

"This is a collection of stories told to the
author at vaiMous times by Austin GoUaher,
who was a childhood playmate of Lincoln at
Hodgenville, Ky. They are tales of the rela-
tions of two lads, inseparable in their com-
panionship, interested in the naive sayings and
doings of a pioneer community in the wilder-
ness. They deal with every-day happenings of
the most commonplace sort, with boyish plays
and pranks, squabbles and trivial adventures.
pets and playthings, hopes and fears and
ambitions."—Lit R

"On their face they bear the stamp of simple
sincerity and probability. With all allowances
made for po.'^sible apocryphal quality and
inaccuracy, this book is a distinct addition to
Lincolniana." J: P. Gavit

-I- Lit R p8 My 7 '21 320w

-f Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Je 28 '21 290w

GORKI, MAXIM, pseud. (ALEXEI MAXIMO-
VICH PYESHKOFF). Reminiscences of Leo
Nikolaevich Tolstoy. 'ILSO Huebsch B or 92

21-26297
For descriptive note see Annual Tor 1920.

Booklist 17:249 Ap '21

"Gorky's reminiscences of Count Tolstoy are
ultra-frank and not a little revolting. It is a
strange book. It will hardly add to the reputa-
tion of Tolstoy as moral reformer." N. H. D.

\- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 9 '21 420w
Oath World 113:399 Je '21 400w
Cleveland p27 Ap "21 fOw

"Cuts through the layers of incense-laden
linen which were rapidly making the great Rus-
sian into a mummy, and shows us the man. An
artist himself, Gorky is content to set down
what he has discovered in terms of reality. His
reactions are genuine, and the sum of these in-
timate stenographic notes is a full-length por-
trait—gnarled, brooding, and vivid."

+ Dial 71:120 Jl '21 50w
"These fragmentary reminiscences of Tolstoy

are of the highest biographical importance, and
Tolstoy, who in earlier biographies is dim and
cloud-like, is illuminated by the ardent can-
dour of his biographer." M. J.

-f Int J Ethics 31:231 Ja '21 600w
"The book leaves an unforgettable impression

of two truth-seekers, and gives a glimpse of a
third, for Chekhov is there, too." Dorothy
Brewster

+ Nation 112:379 Mr 9 '21 llOOw
"Vivid sketches from the hand of a master

artist. No collector of Russian literature or
lover of Tolstoy can afford to miss these
'Reminiscences.' "

-f Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 6 '21 230w
"What good taste Gorky has exhibited in

publishing these reminiscent fragments in just
the form in which he did publish them! They
are like echoes from the time when men could
still think and still believe in the good and
the beautiful in Russia." Leo Pasvolsky

+ Yale R n s 11:194 O '21 880w

GORKY, MAXIM, pseud. (ALEXEI MAXI-MOVICH PYESHKOFF); KUPRIN, ALEX-ANDER IVANOVICH; and BUNIN, IVAN
ALEXEIVICH. Reminiscences of Anton
Chekhov; tr. by Samuel Solomonovich Ko-
telian.=kv and Leonard Woolf. $1.50 HuebschB or 92 21-21415

Appreciations of Chekhov by three of his
friends. The first, by Gorky, is a character
sketch and criticism; the second and longest,
by Kuprin, descril^es Chekhov in his cottage at
Yalta, his garden, his dogs, his visitors, his
conversation, his death and funeral; the third,
by Bunin, reproduces snatches of his talk
about literature.

"\\'e now have a Goil^y Chekhov, a Kuprin
Chekhov and a Bunin Chekhov, each merging
into the other it is true, and yet each with a
distinct flavor. . . The book will be found in-
valuable to those who wish to see as much of
Chekhov as Chekhov himself deigned to dis-
close to his peers and intimates." Kenneth
Burke

+ N Y Times p2 Ja 1 '22 llOOw
"Their recollections of him verify the por-

trait he unconsciously drew of himself in his
letters, showing his geniality, vivacity, and
love of fun. . . The contribution by Gorki is
the most interesting." W: L. Phelps

-f Yale R n s 11:399 Ja '22 2000w

GOSSE, EDMUND WILLIAM. Books on the
table. $3 (4c) Scribner [8s 6d Heinemann]
804 (Eng ed 21-9470)

"Miniature monographs," the author calls
these literary sketches and reviews and adds
"They are a selection from the ten-minute ser-
mons which, for some time past, I have been
delivering every week to the congregation of
the Sunday Times." There are forty of them,
and the titles include The last years of Dis-
raeli; Boythorn in the flesh; The aristocrat In
literature; Pascal and the Jesuits; The letters
of Tchekhov; The unveiling of Tolstoi; "The
English poets"; The folk-lore of the Bible;
Edgar Poe and his detractors; The essays of
Mr Lucas; Autobiography and Mrs Asquith,
etc.

Booklist 18:11 O '21

"A volume of diminutive and fascinating
papers for the man who loves books from be-
fore Marcus Aurelius to beyond Margot As-
quith." J. F.

+ Bookm 53:541 Ag '21 250w
Dial 71:483 O '21 150w

"Undeniably Mr Gosse can be, at his poorest,
dull, inept, and stodgy. But at his best, as
in the essays on Mr de la Mare, on Gorky's
Tolstoy, on Carlyle, he can write with sen-
sitiveness, shrewdness, and urbanity." Newton
Arvin

(- Freeman 4:68 S 28 '21 750w
"Mr Gosse is one of those rare EngUsh

writers who have deliberately elected to be-
f;ome critics, being under the stress of neither
the newspapers nor the college classrooms. He
writes with the good journalist's faculty of
securi!ig even the indifferent reader's interest,
but preserves a quality of style and judgment
only too frequently blurred in the trivial round
of newspaper criticism." Ernest Boyd

+ Lit R p2 Je 18 '21 1250w
"Literature, the study of literary modes as

types of civilization, the delicate perception
of lines and shades, of form and style, an
irterest in the mechanical acts that have gone
to the preservation of letter.?—all these enter
into Mr Gosse' s connoisseurship." R. M
Lovett

+ New Repub 17:251 Jl 27 '21 750w
"Literature is for him a leisurable thing: he

is devotional, as it were, where Dr Saintsbury is
theological and Mr Middleton Murry philosoph-
ical. For him error is a matter of taste or
temper, not of dogma or character. This makes
him an unsatisfactory critic when he discusses
the bigger people of the literary world—his essay
on Tolstoy is almost as great an exercise in mis-
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GOSSE, E. V^:—Continued
interpretation as ills essay on Claudel; but it

makes him a charming purveyor of the lighter
kind of aesthetic discussion, based on sound,
inside information and a taste which is, within
its limits, fine and distinguished."

H New Statesman 17:362 Jl 2 '21 llOOw
"Their brevity needs no apology, serving as

it does to accentuate the rare skill with which
Mr Gosse continues to pack so many riches in

such little room, combining exactitude with dis-
cursiveness, with an ease and charm of manner
as though he had all the space and time in the
world. All are models of what such writing
should be." R: Le Gallienne

+ N Y Times p7 Jl 3 '21 2500w
Spec 127:115 Jl 23 '21 330w

Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 11 '21 lOOOw

"A pleasant but unimportant addition to Mr
Gosse's extended bibliography providing a nod-
ding acquaintance and something more, for the
reader without a library, with a critic who is

a bibliophile of the widest experience."
-4 The Times [London] Lit Sup p347 Je

2 '21 840w
"Mr Gosse's book of essays is written with

charm and with knowledge; few such books
have both qualities to any great degree." B. L.
PGfl<rson

^ Weekly R 5:36 Jl 9 '21 260w

GOSSELIN, LOUIS LfeON THEODORE (G.
LENOTRE, pseud.). Dauphm (Louis
XVII); the riddle of the Temple; from the
French by Frederic Lees, il $3 Doubleday
B or 92 21-20643

This narrative of the captivity of the
dauphin of France, son of Louis XVI and
Marie Antoinette, whose fate has remained a
mystery ever since his alleged death in the
temple in 1795, is based on ofTicial documents
and omits the doubtful legends which have
clustered about his name. M LenStre holds to
the theory that he did not die in the Temple.
but that he was abducted from his jailers at
least one year before his alleged death and
that another child was substituted for the
roval prisoner. He does not pretertd to elu-

cidate the mystery of the dauphin's fate from
the time of his abduction. The author is a
well known historian of the French revolu-
tionary period.

"Remarkable volume." E. J. C.
-1- Boston Transcript p4 D 14 '21 750w

"The book gives an interesting picture of

revolutionary France, as well as a very read-
able account of this historical mystery."

+ Lit R p228 D 3 '21 450w
N Y Times p29 D 18 '21 120w

GOULD, GERALD. Journey; odes and sonnets.
$1.50 Yale univ. press 821

A collection of ten odes and fifty sonnets by
an English poet who has already published a
considerable amount of verse.

"Mr Gerald Gould Is that rare thing in our
nge, a purely metaphysical poet. What makes
his case still rarer is, that he is a pretty ^ood
metaphysical poet. . . Each of his poems is a
struggle to grasp at truth, and in each one he
is baffled, defeated, still a searcher for the final

vision which ever eludes him. To those who
are weary of the conventional Georgian attitude
in poetry and who wish to read some really
brain-stimulating stuff. I can safely recom-
mend this volume." J: G. Fletcher

H Freeman 4:379 D 28 '21 580w
"Mr Gould's work shows a practiced hand, a

skilled and sure metric, a command of fine
phrase and large utterance, but nevertheless
manages somehow to miss the supreme and un-
mistakable accent of true poesy; it shows the
careful will to poetize rather than the glow of
genuine inspiration. Yet his flni.shed workman-
ship is thoioughly admirable, in these days of
slipshod Improvisation, and his ten odes and

fifty sonnets have enough intellectual fibre and
poetical substance to furnish a dozen books of
so-called 'new verse.'

"

H Lit R pl55 N 5 '21 70w
"Being a poet of subtle emotional experience,

in whom strength and rareness of feeling are
sometimes stronger than plasticity of language
striving to body them forth, he is not a week-
end poet. We must linger with him and see
closely within his thoughts, always straining
after the finer mysteries, the less tangible con-
summations. But when his language does un-
veil the full substance of his passionate search,
we find it hard to think of a modern poet who
excels him in the intimate spiritual revelation
of human love."

-I Nation and Ath 28:709 F 19 '21 360w
"There is a wistfulness, a chiming melan-

choly about his work that maJtes him partic-
ularly poignant as a singer of lost loves. At
times the spirit that Arthur Symons, Ernest
Dowson and the men of their times revealed
so often in their work is to be found in Mr
Gould's work."

-f- N Y Times p24 N 20 '21 150w
"A careful construction and amassing of

effects that consist chiefly in dignified meta-
phor, moving aphorism, and deep-toned vowel
music, appears to be Mr Gould's practical in-
terpretation of the modern ode. Mr Gould's
sonnets satisfy us more notably than his odes."

-j^ — The Times [London] Lit Sup p400 Je
23 '21 600w

GOULDSBURY, CHARLES ELPHINSTONE.
Reminiscences of a stowaway: a career of
adventure, il •$7.50 Button B or 92

"This narrative of the life of the late Alex-
ander Douglas Larymore is written in the form
of autobiography, partly from memory of con-
versations and partly from notes. Larymore's
adventures began at the age of 15, when he ran
away from home and hid himself in the fore-
castle oi a ship. For some years he was
buffeted by tyrannous skippers and storms, till

he became an officer in the Bengal police, and
later superintendent and inspector of jails. He
tells stories—usually long drawn out—of crim-
inals, dacoity, big-game hunting, snake charm-
ing, and other of the staple amusements of
India."—Ath

Ath p521 O 15 '20 220w
Boston Transcript p4 Ap 20 '21 230w

"The 300 pages of this book are crammed with
adventures. "There is no literary finish, but the
interest does not require it."

-J Lit R plO Mr 5 "21 250w
Reviewed by Clennell Wilkinson

Lend Mercury 3:458 F '21 60w
-1- N Y Times pis My 29 '21 980w

Sat R 130:378 N 6 '20 320w
" "The reminiscences of a stowaway" is capi-

tal reading, and for a schoolboy tired of pirates
and cowboy yarns it is simply a spellbinder!

''

-I- Springf'd Republican p8 Je 14 '21 550w
"The book is presented as a narrative of ad-

ventures. These are excellently told, stirring,
and various."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p712 N 4
'20 820w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 3:348 D 29 '20 60w

GOURMONT, R^MY DE. Decadence, and other
essays on the culture of ideas; auth. tr. by
William Aspen wall Bradley. (European lib.)

$2 Harcourt 844 21-15491

This volume, the third of Gourmont's works
to appear in English, brings together the more
closely related of the essays contained in his
two principal critical volumes, "La culture des
id6es" and "Le chemin de velours." "The
present volume gives an admirable presentation
of his critical method and contains some of his
profoundest and most telling philosophical
reasonings. In the introductory essay, entitled
"The Disassociation of ideas,' de Gourmont ex-
amines certain 'commonplaces,' or Ideas, so
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closely associated in the popular mind as to
have become almost identical and so universally
accepted that they are called truths, though
often diametrically opposed to each other. . . In
turn he anatomizes morality, aestlietics, gloi>-,

success, education, progress, woman in her re-

lation to language, literary style, subconscious
creation, and idealism."—Lit R. Contents: The
disassociation of ideas; Glory and the idea of
immortality; Success and the idea of beauty;
The value of education; Women and language;
St6phane Mallarm^ and the idea of decadence;
Of style or writing; Subconscious creation; The
roots of idealism.

with enough money to establish herself in a
small shop, and she continues her quest for
happiness amid minor adventures. She finally

finds it in marrying the prodigal, sick Dan,
after nursing him back to health, remaining
unto the end the same obscure and humble
brown moth. New York local color is a strong
feature of the book.

"Such labor [as Gourmont's] is predestined
to comparative isolation. It is the product of a
spirit who sought whatever illusion of free
thought this life concedes and wrote down his
findings in a beauty of expression which is but
an aspect of the thought itself. . . The essential
de Gourmont is here; the pagan esthete as
opposed to the Cliristian etliicist, the enemy of
fixed principles, of pigeon-holing, of every-
thing that may impede the free play of person-
ality; the whole man living in the vital present,
ever curious, never sated, eternally young in
the realms of thought." I: Goldberg

+ Boston Transcript p4 S 28 '21 2000w
Dial 72:107 Ja '22 160w

"His range and versatility are remarkable
even for a Frenchman. He took all knowl-
edge for his province. In spreading his inter-
ests wide ho never became thin; even when he
played on the surface of an idea he somehow,
in a page or two, showed the depth of mind
and matter underneath. . . De Gourmont is su-
premely the critic, the man who digests, in-
terprets, reorganizes the thoughts of other men
and in the process adds to those thoughts." J:
Macy

+ Freeman 4:354 D 21 '21 1700w
"To the present reviewer the title of the

book, for which, of course, de Gourmont is not
responsible, constitutes its principal blemish.
It is taken from the heading of the sixth essay,
'St6phane Mallarme and the idea of decadence.'
The essay itself is not characteristic of the vol-
ume, as, unlike all the rest, it deals primarily
with literature rather than philosophy. It
seems unfortunate that so equivocal a mask
should obscure for Anglo-Saxon readers the es-
sential philosophy of R^my de Gotirmont." J: S.
Newberry

-j Lit R pll7 O 29 '21 llOOw
"It is not his specific theories which make

him interesting. It is his complete detachment
and his determination tc follow analysis wher-
ever it may lead. For him contemplation has
become an end in itself. Thought does not exist
in order that life may be carried on, but lather
life is carried on in order to give material for
contemplation."

+ N Y Times p25 S 11 '21 980w
"We can take pleasure and proht from the

work of so keen and lucid a thinker, although
his philosophy of life is negation and his ab-
sorption in sex, due to preoccupation with a
phase of life experience of which was denied
him, is morbid and out of proportion. Setting
aside this over- emphasis, we have left essays
that are brilliant, startling, full of flashing
irony and sensuous charm."

+ Springfd Republican p6 O 10 '21 800w

GRAEVE, OSCAR. Brown moth. »$2 (2i^c)
Dodd 21-756

Lola Kargo, the brown moth of the story, is
one of the thousands of unnoticed New York
working girls whose motive force in life is to
"get on" in the world. She is engaged to be
married to Dan Briggs, a spineless fellow in
her own humble station. Dan, fired by desire
to please Lola, commits a petty theft and is
forced to flee the city. Lola helps him to
escape, rebels against the sordidness of her life,

and pays back the money to his employers in
order to buy her freedom. She falls under
the spell of William Ogden, her wealthy em-
ployer, whose service she leaves after they dis-
cover a mutual passion. Ogden provides Lola

"If such a book were written in some partic-
ularly new or startling way, there might be
some excuse for it, but the author unfortunately
has allowed him.«elf to be drawn Into the all-

pervading mediocrity. It is merely the uninter-
esting storv of an uninteresting person."— Bookm 53:176 Ap '21 230w

"Falls far short of its mark."— Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 "21 180w

"The author shows in his depiction of the
heroine's character and in that of her weak-
spined lover something of that quick and com-
prehending insight and good-humored observa-
tion that give to O. Henry's stories their im-
mortal flavor."

+ N Y Times p24 F 6 '21 320w

Wis Lib Bui 17:75 Ap '21 50w

GRAHAM, BESSIE. Bookman's manual; a guide
to literature. $2.50 Bowker 028 21-14572

The basis of this book was a course of les-

sons on book salesmanship, given at the Wil-
liam Penn high school, Philadelphia, and later

published serially in the Publishers' Weekly.
Of the many things which must go into the
training of a bookseller, this volume touches
but one field, the books themselves and their

editions. The classes of books covered are
bibliography, reference books. Bibles, philos-

ophy, English translations of classics, verse
anthologies, poetry, drama, essays and letters,

biography, fiction and history. One chapter
each is devoted to continental drama, French
literature, and Russian literature. Under the
individual author his books are listed, and a
brief biographical and critical note provided.

Bool<list 18:38 X '21

"Commendable as a convenient guide to

book icnowledge."
+ Outlook 129:230 O 12 '21 40w

"Granting that the scheme of the book is

practicable, the work should have been better
compiled and better written. At times, meaty
characterizations really tell something about an
author. But the compiler's own knowledge of

literature is obviously faulty, and the section on
reference worlcs is very inadequate."— SpV-ingf'd Republican p8 S 9 '21 440w

"Compi esses a great wealth of well-organized
material into small space."

+ Wis Lib Bui 17:184 N '21 50w

GRAHAIVI, PETER ANDERSON. Highways
and byways in Northumbria. (Highways
and bywavs ser.) il *$3 Macmillan 914.2

21-1537

"This is a new volume of a famous series.

Mr Anderson Graham writes with the enthu-
siasm and local knowledge of a Northumbrian
born, and the late Mr Thomson's illustrations

are numerous. The author works southward
from Berwick along the coast by Lindisfarne
and Baniburgh to Tynemouth and Newcastle,
and then strikes inland for the Roman wall.

Hexham and Tynedale generally, Redesdale,
the Coquet, Alrlwick and Morpeth. All these
names—a few out of many—have historic as-

sociations."—Spec

-I
Ath pl02 Ja 28 '21 240w

-I- Bool<list 17:248 Ap '21

+ Int Studio 73:84 Mr '21 130w

'The Ixiok is v\ ell balanced, and shows no
undue favour to any part of the country."

-J- Nature 107:168 Ap 7 '21 llOw

+ N Y Times p23 Je 19 '21 230w

+ Spec 125:863 D 25 '20 llOw
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GRAHAM, PETER ANDERSON—Continued
"Mr Graham's book is a good one of its

kind, a readable account of places with plen-
tiful illustrations. Mr Hugh Thomson's deli-
cate pencil drawings of buildings and land-
scape form a charming accompaniment."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p849 D
IG '20 750w

GRAPER, ELMER DIEDRICH. American
police administration. $3.50 (20s) Macmil-
lan 352.2 21-10675

"A handbook on police organization and meth-
ods of administration in American cities." (Sub-
title) One of the chief sources of this work has
been the material gathered by the New York bu-
reau of municipal research during the course of
some thirteen years devoted to the study of the
problems of police administration. By compar-
ison of this raw material with police reports,
state laws and city charters, and by selection
the best practices prevailing in police adminis-
tration have been set forth. The book is de-
signed for the use of superior police officers and
for those members of the rank and file who
would aspire to fit themselves for higher ad-
ministrative posts. Contents: The organization
of city police departments; Appointment, promo-
tion, and removal; Training of policemen; Gen-
eral patrol service; The regulation of traffic; De-
tective service; Special police service; Arrests;
Secretarial bureau; Compensation and welfare.
Index.

"As a whole the book is accurate, but in
discussing the police strike in Boston, a bad
matter is put in a far worse light than it really
was. The conclusions which the author draws
from the results of this unfortunate incident,
however, seem to be sound." G: H. McCaf-
frey

-I Am Pol Sol R 15:620 N '21 260w
"A large and comprehensive handbook. It

should be of value, not alone to the student
of municipal conditions, but to the policeman
of any rank who desires to give careful thought
to the various functions of his position." S. L.
Cook

-I- Boston Transcript p6 Ag 3 '21 960w

H NY Times p5 Jl 17 '21 3000w
Outlook 129:188 O 5 '21 40w

-i- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 27 '21 550w
"Contains much new material interesting to

the average I'eader as well as to the police of-
ficer."

+ Survey 40:614 Ag 16 '21 60w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p550 Ag

25 '21 llOw

GRAVES, CHARLES LARCOM, Mr Punch's
history of modern England. 4v v 1-2 il ea
$5 [63s per set of 4 vols Cassell] Stokes
827

"From the frontispiece to the first volume,
which represents the landed and titled aristo-
crat and the smocked laborer trampling on the
poor laws and the game laws through the two
volumes [thus far published], we see the past
revealed in terms which are so curiously like
the present (in somewhat different clothes)
that even the most hardened historian must be
astonished. This is. after all, the perennial
charm of 'Punch.' He holds the mirror up to
the past, and, behold, it is the present, but
little altered! Nowhere does this seem truer
than in these two entertaining volumes; and
the illusion is the more striking because in
large measure politics is excluded from them.
Their interest is chiefly that of their pictures."
—Lit R

"His choice of pictures, verses, and skits is
so good that there is scarcely one which is not
in some way amusing or interesting. . . This
book, by grouping the cartoons and skits in
chapters under special headings, makes start-
lingly clear the essential seriousness that has
always underlain Punch's facetlousness. Taken

in conjunction with Spielmann's 'History,'
these volumes give the general reader about all
he is likely to wish to have of the famous
periodical." R. M. Gay

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf D '21 470w
Booklist 18:77 D '21

Reviewed by E. F. Edgett
Boston Transcript p7 N 23 '21 1600w
Dial 72:106 Ja '22 200w

" 'Mr Punch's history of modern England' is
liberal with Its five hundred cartoons and illus-
trations which are to be scattered through the
four volumes, when the work is complete. But
there will be three persons to look at the pic-
tures for one who will read the ratror sober
text of Mr Graves, which accompanies them."
E. L. Pearson

+ Ind 107:16 O 1 '21 320w
"At all times 'Punch' has been a great social

force on the side of right and decency and hon-
esty and truth as they were revealed to its
editors. It made its huge mistakes. It reviled
Lincoln—and did penance at his deathbed. But
in the main it worked for righteousness with a
zeal and success which might make its frankly
serious co-workers envious." W. C. Abbott

+ Lit R pl98 N 26 '21 lOOOw
"The work of Mr Graves will make excellent

reading for historical beginners." H. W. Van
Loon

+ Nation 114:74 Ja 18 '22 950w
"Here is history in its most ingratiating

form; the muse does not strut or saw the air
overmuch, but it contrives to hold the mirror
up to nature and show the very age and body
of the time his form." L: Mumford

+ Newr Repub 29:50 D 7 '21 llOOw
"Mr Graves, though a wit of distinction, has

produced a book that is pathetic rather than
amusing. It is a cemetery of dead jokes.
'Punch,' indeed, has been for the most part a
grinner rather than a wit. It has had, and
still has, brilliant writers on its staff. But its
temper is not the temper of its most brilliant
contributors. Its attitude is that of the pros-
perous clubman who dislikes the advance both
of the new rich and of the old poor." Robert
Lynd — New Statesman 17:473 Jl 30 '21 1800w
"Mr Punch is now, as he always has been,

the interpreter of the well-meaning middle
class, always Insular and often parochial in the
narrowness of its vision. He has never ac-
quired the 'international mind.' But the na-
tional mind is his; and this is why his pages
are able to supply Mr Graves with cartoons
and epigrams, with satires in verse and in
prose, which are historical documents of abid-
ing value and of constant illumination. The
files of Punch are a 'source book' which no his-
torian of England can afford to neglect."
Brander Matthews

+ N Y Times p4 O 16 '21 2050w
"One of the best points in Mr Graves's wise

and skilful editing is that he does not at-
tempt to explain away; he acknowledges
faults candidly."

H- Spec 127:269 Ag 27 '21 1850w
"Mr Graves remembers all the time that

he is chronicling the evolution not only of
a period but of a paper, and he gives us
accordingly a good notion of what was hap-
penmg to 'Punch' in these years as well as of
what was happening to England."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p537
Ag 25 '21 2700w

GRAVES, CLOTILDE INEZ MARY (RICHARD
DEHAN, pseud.). Villa of the peacock, and
other stories. $1.90 (3c) Doran [8s 6d
Heinemann] 21-15825

The first of these seven short stories, which
gives the book its title, unfolds the adventures
of a subject of the imaginary kingdom of
Dorida who had the misfortune to be the double
of his ruler. "The formula of Brantin" tells

of the legacy of a wonderful formula for the
cure of alcoholism written in a curious kind of

thieves' cipher, and of the dramatic search of

the legatee for the key to the formula. "Doro
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tea et cie" is a ghastly tale of experiments in
radium. The other stories are: The slug's
courtship; The extraordinary adventures of an
automobile; The silver birch; Countess and
couturiere.

"Richard Dehan is always original. More-
over, you are usually sure of goose flesh sooner
or later. The book is specially recommended
as sure death to anvone with a nervous sys-
tem." I. W. L.

+ Boston Transcript p8 O 29 '21 520\v

"This is the book of a storyteller who de-
mands and deserves the full applause due to a
skilful professional entertainer happy in her
work." H. W. Boynton

Ind 107:39 O 8 '21 260w
"The first of these seven short stories, from

which the volume takes its title, is in some
ways the weakest of the collection. A curious
combination of farce and melodrama, and not
very good as either. A good deal more effec-
tive is the second story. The remaining sto-
ries all have imagination and color, but the
author seems cramped by the limitations of
the short storv."

h Lit R p59 O 1 '21 240w
N Y Times pl6 O 16 '21 700w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p405 Je

23 '21 210w

GRAVES, ROBERT. Pier-glass. $1.25 Knopf
[5s M. Seeker] 821 21-20421

Twenty-five poems by one of the youngest
and most gifted of the English poets make up
this volume. "Graves, like most sensitive Eng-
lishmen who endured four years of war, in the
aftermath has looked with pain into the mirror
he holds up to nature."—Lit R

"Graves seems to have built himself a house
of fantasy, furnished it with ballad themes,
decked it out with patterns familiar to his
readers, and then quietly gone to sleep in it.

With very few exceptions, 'The pier-glass' af-
fords uninteresting variants on earlier whim-
sies and leaves no freshened imjige nor quick-
ened thought. If the poet does not soon wake
up and go out walking he inust resign himself
to a slumber undisturbed by critical attention."— Dial 72:105 Ja '22 70w
"Every poem in the book bears an unmistak-

able stamp of its authorship. At best, this is a
rare combination of rugged strength and child-
like tenderness; at worst, a queer brainfagged
twist still creeps in, though noticeably less than
in the work which more immediately followed
after the war." H: Chapin

-f Lit R p3 Jl 30 '21 520w
"The author is more than smart; he is inter-

esting. Probably he is far from being impor-
tant just yet, but he is pretty sure to be
watched." Mark Van Doren

-I- Nation 114:48 Ja 11 '22 340w
Nation and Ath 29:63 Ap 9 '21 140w

"Graves is beginning to force his note. Of
his first passion there is little left but an after-
glow of emotion; instead of a headstrong or
fantastic imagination we have a mild fancy.
Though there are two or three poems contrived
to pique the memor>-. Graves spins his threads
so thin that they are continually breaking." L:
Untermeyer

(- New Repub 28:196 O 12 '21 lOOOw
"The cleanness of Mr Graves' technique was

from the first remarkable. His words are
young and vigorous. His rhythms, always ap-
parently simple, possess those subtle variations
which a poet alone can introduce. There is too,
an austerity, a renunciation of the garland-
fetters of surface decoration which can only
be practised successfully in a poem with a
sound core."

-+- New Statesm.nn 16:759 Ap 2 '21 650w
"Mr Robert Graves's work shows a tendency

to become rather obscure. In his new book
there are a great many very charming poems,
but there are not a few which are rather unex-
pressed as to plot and give the effect of a fuss

about nothing. This in spite of the distinctive
and peculiar atmosphere which even the least
successful of them contrive to create."

H Spec 12G:30G Mr 5 '21 600w
"Mr Graves thinks, feels, and writes in verse

by instinct. There is a peculiarity in the man-
ner in which his words link themselves to-
gether, and the poeti-y is conjured out of the
words as some painters get beauty of colour out
of the ver.v quality of their paint."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl92 Mr
24 '21 5S0w

GREEN, PETER. Problem of evil. $2.25 (6s)
Longmans 216 A20-1477

"Canon Green states the argument that God
could not make a free human creature without
admitting the possibility of evil as an inevitable
result of his choice of sin; and that if the
innocent sometimes suffer for the guilty, that
follows from what is the source of most of
our blessings—the solidarity of humanity. He
contends that on this basis the justice of God,
with which so much in human life seems to
conflict, cannot reasonably be impugned."—The
Times [London] Lit Sup

"It is quite true that the Canon's book is

now over-subjective, again, 'suflflciently vague
to mean anything,' at other times rather far-
fetched theologically, and so on; nevertheless,
the main argument of the book, the square
stand for a real freedom of the will, and the
sane views expressed in the concluding chap-
ter on the social problem are refreshing oases
in the mass or recent war hysteria literature
on the problem of evil."

H Cath World 112:682 F '21 490w

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup pl2G F 19
'20 540w

GREENBIE, MARJORIE LATTA (BARSTOW)
(MRS SYDNEY GREENBIE). In the
eyes of the East, il $3.50 (6c) Dodd 915

21-19664

"Miss Barstow sailed from Vancouver for
Shanghai in the party of a bishop and his
wife and incorrigible daughter, expecting to
see China and Japan and then come home.
But out in Japan she met Sydney Greenbie
and her program changed. She went over to
Manila for a little trip, intending to return
to Japan and be married: but a series of
events sent her on to Singapore, Burma and
India; and thence she could not return but
must go on westv/ard to America, where in

time Mr Greenbie found her. Marjorie Bar-
stow was always alert to her environment,
and her personality pervades every page of

the more than 400 in this big book. She
learned a lot about the women of the East,
things a man never would or could; and as
general events also were often thrlMing

wherever she went, the narrative never lacks

action and vivacity."—Springf'd Republican

"Mrs Greenbie has used the East merely as a
background for her personal romance, and her
feminine candor is devastating. The book is

less like a book of travel than a novel with a
happy ending. When the writer is not dis-

cussing her own romance she is gossiping about
the love affairs of fellow travellers, and natur-
ally the East gets but superficial attention."

Rex Hunter— Lit R p330 Ja 7 '22 220w

"If the reader likes a somewhat romantic
record of impressions received on a voyage
around the world, with plenty of conversation
and incidental story- telling, the book will en-
tertain and delight."

-j- Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 50w
"While this is a record of personal experi-

ence in more or less familiar routes of travel,

the author's reflections on the passing show
give it an individual quality that will make
the book to be remembered longer than the
usual tourist volume." . „ „^ .„, „»„

-f Sprlngrd Republican plO D 20 '21 300w
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GREENBIE, SYDNEY. Pacific triangle, il $4
(3c) Century 919 21-18395

Tlie book is a travel narrative, and, except
in tliose parts dealing witii tiie origin of the
Polynesian people and tlie historical approach
to the Pacific, it all conies within the scope
of the author's personal experience. The
"triangle" is, of course, Great Britain, Amer-
ica and Japan, and the problems discussed are
those affecting the primitive races in the new
state of the world and those involving the
more advanced races where their interests in

this region clash. The book is in three parts:
Historical and travel material; Discussion of

native problems, personal and social; Discus-
sion of the political problems, involving Aus-
tralasia, Asia and America.

Booklist 18:115 Ja '22

Boston Transcript pll N 30 '21 1250w

"A highly creditable piece of work marked
by a thoroughness that is unusual. . . The book
is so clear, so honest, so thorough and illum-
inating that it should find a place on the shelf
of every one intei-ested in the Pacific." Rex
Hunter

4- Lit R p330 Ja 7 '22 GOOw
"Greenbie has no thesis but a fair inter-

pretation of the facts of the countries and
peoples he visits. He has the naivet6 of
young manhood, the investigating spirit of
the student, and the lack of prejudice of the
accustomed traveler who has no position to
maintain nor anything tg sell. He is vigorous,
inquisitive and simple in his attitude toward
the Governments and the races he writes
about. His book is filled with incident, with
comparisons of natiye peoples, and with
shrewd comment." F: O'Brien

-f N Y Times p2 N 27 '21 3250w
"Its record of travel, its interesting observa-

tions on racial characteristics, and its general
discussion of international questions make it

valuable to the serious reader as well as enter-
taining to the lover of 'travelogues.' "

+ Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 60w

GREENWOOD, ALICE DRAYTON. History of
the people of England, il •$3.25 Macmillan
[8s 6d S. P. C. K.] 942

V 1. 55 B.C. to A.D. 1485.

The book is the first volume of the third
series of the Bede histories edited by Helena
L. Powell, this series being designed for tjie

age of fifteen and upward. The point of de-
parture of these books, from the usual political
histories, is the emphasis placed on the part
played by the church in the development and
the dally life of the English people. As the
dates Indicate, the book begins with the coming
of the Romans and ends with the close of the
feudal age. There are illustrations and maps,
genealogical and other tables, and an index.

GREENWOOD, JOSEPHINE HEERMANS. Our
heritage from the Old world, il *$2 Apple-
ton 909 21-1217

This book is a departure from the ordinary
grammar-school textbook on Old world history
in that it stresses the constructive activities
of the past more than mere facts. It is an
attempt to show life as it was lived; to trace
the causes of great historical events and to
compare and link them to the present; to
emphasize the brotherhood and interdependence
of man throughout the world. The suggestive
questions at the end of each chapter are in
line with the author's intention to stimulate
the child's imagination and to utilize his drama-
tic Instinct for fixing the attention. The con-
tents are: Ancient peoples; The Phoenicians;
The Hebrews; Our heritage from the Greeks;
Rome and the Roman peoples; The middle ages;
Life In feudal England; Religion In the middle
ages; The fraternity of men through trade;
The awakening of Europe; Spain in the New
world; Rivals of Spain. There are maps, an
index and copious illustrations.

"Especially valuable for Its early chapters
on ancient peoples and its chapter on the
awakening of Europe."

-f Booklist 17:308 My '21

-f- R of Rs 64:112 Jl '21 70w
"Vague references to 'hundreds of years ago,'

'gradually,' etc., take the place of accurate
dating. Place names are used in bewildering
jumble without aid to locate them on the map.
Nevertheless, the attempt was well worth mak-
ing; and the book, even if it cannot be used
to disDlace texts of the established kind, will,

because of its intrinsic interest, be welcomed
as additional reading." B. L.

A Survey 46:379 Je 11 '21 220w

GREGOR, ELMER RUSSELL. War trail, il

$1.75 (3y2C) (7s) Appleton 21-16804

"Prom the time that White Otter, the Sioux
war chief, gets the appeal for help from his
friend Sun Bird and starts on the war trail

to punish the Blackfeet, who have stolen the
lattor's horses, the action is lively and absorb-
ing."—Lit R

Booklist 18:125 Ja '22

"There is epic spirit to such a narrative,
and many a boy reader will have singing In
his ears the war-cry of the brave. Indian
guile pitted against Indian gruile is bound to
produce excitement."

+ Lit D p42 N 5 '21 SOw
"Should be welcomed not merely for the

novelty of the thing, but for its wealth of
tribal lore, cleverly worked into the narra-
tive."

+ Lit R pl72 N 12 '21 40w
"There are thrilling Indian battles galore in

this book, which has not a single white char-
acter in it."

-f- N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 SOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p816 D

8 '21 SOw

GREGORY, ISABELLA AUGUSTA (PERSSE),
lady. Sir Hugh Lane's life and achieve-
ment, il $7 Dutton [*18s Murray] B or 92

(Bng ed 21-10784)

Sir Hugh Lane, (1875-1915), nephew of Lady
Gregory, was an Irish connoisseur and art dealer
who took a leading part in the revival of Irish
art and whose dream was to form a collection
of modern art in Dublin. He lost his life on the
Lusitania and ever since his death a struggle
has been going on between London and Dublin
over the disputed legacy of his pictures.

Boston Transcript p4 Jl 30 '21 420w

"Intimate revelation of a rare personality."
+ Int Studio 73:167 My "21 180w

"Surelv one of the most informal biographies
ever written. In matters of fact it is frequently
erroneous. The charm and interest of Lady
Gregory's life of Lane are precisely in the
chatty, intimate account of men and women and
the seven arts in Ireland. She has contrived to

draw a most attractive sketch of the Irish world
to which Sir Hugh Lane belonged." Ernest Boyd

Lit R p5 Je 11 '21 920w

"Lady Gregory's book is more than biog-

raphy. It is more than a record of life and
achievement. It is the ro-creation of a per-

sonality." Francis Hackett
4- New Repub 27:275 Ag 3 '21 1900w

"Lady Gregory, with insight and sympathy
and that skill in characterization to which her
work has accustomed us, tells the story of his

dream. Her story is personal and intimate and
not without flashes of her native humour."

+ New Statesman 16:734 Mr 26 '21 1200w

"The central figure emerges from the pleasant

tangle of light reminiscence and trifling personal

detail with a singular clarity and firmness of

Mne A.11 the insignificances of the text have
contributed to the building of this personality,

at once frail and muscular, imaginative and
practical, lavish and austere, a personality vivid

enough for long remembrance."
4- N Y Times p20 Jl 3 '21 SOOw
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"The story of his career has been sympathet-
ically told by Lady Gregory, though in desultory
manner, interwoven with extracts from appre-
ciative correspondence and anecdotes from his
friends."

H Sat R 131:240 Mr 19 '21 1250w
"An entertaining life. It is unusual to have

a biography in the style of an Irish folk- tale, or
to be reminded of Cuchulain in a narrative of
the buying and selling of pictures."

+ Spec 126:469 Ap 9 '21 300w

GREGORY. JACKSON. Desert valley, il •$2

(2c) Scribner 21-7810

Professor Longstreet, when his eastern col-

lege dismissed him as an old fogy, determined
to show what a geology expert could accomplish
in real life in his own field. So he took his
daughter Helen and started for the desert
country to find gold. He was fortunate in

meeting at once with Alan Howard, a
ranchman well learned in western ways, and
Alan, after one look into Helen's eyes, count-
ed himself fortunate too. To his own troubles,
which included a struggle to pay off a heavy
debt on his ranch, coupled with a feud with
a "bad man," Alan now added the problem of
seeing that Longstreet wasn't robbed of the
fruit of his labor. The result of his efforts con-
cludes the story.

Booklist 17:349 Jl '21

"A lively tale of romantic adventure. And
the old professor is really something of a
'creation.'

"

+ Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 200w
"A mildlv Interesting narrative."

4- Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 150w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p582 S

8 '21 140w

GREY, ZANE. Mysterious rider. 11 •$2 (2c)
Harper 21-281

The situation at the beginning of this story
is a difficult one for Columbine Belllounds. Her
foster father, who has been the only father
she has known since he rescued her from the
plains as a baby, has planned that she should
marry and reform his worthless son Jack.
But she is in love with the young cowboy Wil-
son Moore. At this stage of the game. Hell
Bent Wade comes upon the scene. He is the
mysterious rider of the title, a man not just
understood but respected for his deadly aim
with a gun. From the time of his appearance
he dominates the situation, and ultirnately
works it out for Collie's happiness, which for
some reason not understood by her, he seems
to have deeply at heart. The trail Is a bloody
one, however, and ends in his death and that
of jack Belllounds, whom no amount of disci-
pline could make a man of.

Booklist 17:189 F '21

"The psychology is doubtful: emotional proc-
esses are distorted in order to further the
plot. The dialogue, much of it forceful, grows
melodramatic at times. On the whole, a good
story for those who prefer literary gin to
literary champagne."

H Bookm ,')3:178 Ap '21 120w
Boston Transcript p4 Ja 15 '21 420w

"The love of nature lifts this author's books
above the average story of their type."

-I- N Y Times p24 Ja 16 '21 780w
Pittsburgh 26:174 Ap '21 20w

"In his latest, Mr Grey reaches out to the
full length of his stride. The story is replete,
rounded, rich in every feature which pertains
to the genre in question. It is no exaggeration
to speak of 'The mysterious rider' as a master-
piece of its kind." Joseph Mosher

+ Pub W 99:159 Ja 15 '21 360w
"A pretty and exciting story with a back-

ground of majestic Colorado scenery skilfully
painted in."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p93 F
10 '21 90w

GREY. ZANE. To the last man. il |2 (2i4c)
== Harper 22-1457
A feud between two men, that had started

about the love of a woman, was carried from
Texas into Arizona, where the two deadly
enemies made use of the differences existing
between the sheep rangers and the cattlemen
to fan the flames of resentment that led to the
"Pleasant Valley war." With ghastly detail
the story describes the struggle, literally to
the last man. He was Jean Isbel, son of one
of the blood enemies. On the other side was
a daughter, Ellen Jorth, and as an antithesis
to the din of battle echoes the sounds of a
struggle between two souls for the right to love.

"After all, a story can be tremendously excit-
ing, filled with melodrama, and yet be done
with great artistic finish. Mr Grey has not
succeeded in producing such a masterpiece: he
has not even succeeded in reaching his own
former aveiage. Mr Grey has nevertheless a
very large public which is tremendously satis-
fied with the type of story he produces. They
will find that 'To the last man' is vivid, exciting
and full of movement. They will find it much
to their liking and on putting it down pro-
nounce it a 'regular storv." " S. L. C.— + Boston Transcript p4 Ja 18 '22 980w

GRIERSON, ELIZABETH WILSON. Things
seen in Florence, il $1.50 (6c) Button [3s
6d Seeley, Service] 914.5

A small guide-book to Florence, its build-
ings, street scenes, home life, fasts and festi-
vals. The last chapter is devoted to the little
sister city of Fiesole.

"This little book, pleasantly written and
well illustrated, deserves special commenda-
tion because it is not concerned with art
galleries and churches. Miss Grierson is, In
fact, a cheerful and helpful guide for those
who do not know Florence well."

+ Spec 127:435 O 1 '21 90w

GRIFFIS, WILLIAM ELLIOT. Welsh fairy
tales, il $1.60 (51/2C) Crowell 21-15510

"Mr Griffis has heretofore written Swiss,
Dutch and Belgian fairy-tales. In the present
volume he continues his international folk
hunt. He has a streak of Welsh in him, and
he claims that King Arthur and his Knights
were all Welshmen, and here he tries to show
that the best elves and fairies all came from
Wales."—Lit D

Lit D p50 N 5 '21 30w
"Mr Griffis has chosen well and apparently

with a keen sense of that quality that makes a
child book desirable—the pictorial manner. He
has selected stories that are essentially Welsh,
but he has not retained the real Welsh flavor.We regret, too, to find a more serious fault

—

It is lack of good taste. There is no reason
why in a child's book the kidnapping of the
Cymric wives should be made so intimate and
baldly realistic as here."

h Lit R pl70 N 12 '21 240w

GRIFFITHS, EDGAR A. Engineering instru-
ments and meters, il •$7.50 Van Nostrand
[*31s 6d Routledge] 530.8

Inasmuch as a knowledge of the construction,
accuracy and reliability of a measuring instru-
ment is of fundamental importance to the user,
the object of this volume is to enable him to
appreciate the advantages and drawbacks of the
various types of instruments for making any
particular measurement and to enable him to
choose the one best suited to his requirements.
Successive chapters are devoted to the measure-
ment of length, screw threads, area, volume,
velocity, force and the comparison of masses,
work, temperature. The book is indexed and
profusely illustrated and the references at the
end of each chapter serve in place of a com-
plete bibliography.
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GRIMSHAW, BEATRICE ETHEL. My South
Sea sweetheart. •$2 (2c) Macmillan 21-5076

The scene ol' the story Is an island in the
South seas, which had piven Dara Hamilton
her only knowledge of life. Here at twelve
she was married to Luke Ivory, three years
her senior, at the wish of her dying father.
Altho she hardly realized the significance of
this strange ceremony, she had already felt
the biush of love's wing, when Harry Eng-
land, a da.'ihing English captain, had made
a flying trip to the island. Years pass, and
Dara and her youthful husband are kept apart
while each is going to school. When she is
seventeen, she and Luke meet Just at the time
when Many ?::ngland again comes into her
life. The triangular drama is worked out in
an exotic setting of color and brilliancy.

game he has adventured with mostly. The
book has thirty- two illustrations from photo-
graphs.

"In spite of its unsatisfactory, though not
inconsistent, twist, an entertaining story. The
author knows the region well and is adept In
capturing its color."

4- Booklist 17:303 My '21

Cleveland p42 Je '21 20w
•'The story itself is melodramatic and awk-

wardly constructed, but it attains to life on
account of the vitality of the characters and
the Ijeauty ol the background."

H Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 llOw
"The book is very well written; the island

customs described are never dwelt upon over-
long, and are made to seem an integral part
of the narrative, not an attempt on the part
of the author to display her out-of-the-way
knowledge. Especially well done is her working
up ol the climax."

+ N Y Times p22 My 22 '21 600w
"The book is not particularly convincing, but

it is excellent reading for those vi^ho like sen-
sational adventures."

1- Spec 127:402 S 24 '21 llOw
"A vivid, colorful narrative."

-f Springf'd Republican plQ My 20 '21
400w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p518 Ag

11 '21 60w

GRINNELL, GEORGE BIRD. When buffalo
ran. 11 •$2.50 Yale univ. press 970.1

20-19425
"It is hard to classify this book. It might

be called a straightforward narrative of real
adventure in the fashion of Defoe; it might
be called a book for boys who like to read
the romance of the old West; it might have
been printed as a contribution to the sociol-
ogy of the American Indian. A plains Indian
tells the intimate story of his life, his child-
hood, and how he learned the morale of the
plains—learning to hunt, learning to fight,
learning to be a man, the casualties, the ad-
ventures, of nomadic life. The attempt is to
tell this true story as the Indian told it."

—

Lit R

+ Booklist 17:193 F '21

"That Mr Grinnell can produce such an in-
teresting document at once proves that he is
master in his craft, and a born story teller as
well."

-j- Boston Transcript p6 Jl 27 '21 200w
+ Freeman 3:141 Ap 20 '21 230w

"Libraries should have this book for adults
as well as children. One guesses that it will
appeal to the instructive sense for real ex-
perience that most children possess."

-f Lit R pl3 N 13 '20 160w

GRISWOLD, FRANK GRAY. Some fish and
some fishing. 11 $3 Lane 799 21-20508

The author has fished in both the Atlantic
and the Pacific ocean.s. but he is chiefly a
Catalina fisherman. His book is a collection
of brief fishing sketches, each devoted to a
particular kind of fish or a type of adventur-
ous catch. Tarpon, tuna, marlin, swordflsh.
salmon, shad, giant bass and boneflsh are the

' It is readable and informative, except
where it degenerates into rather bad verse.
And it is excellently illustrated."

+ Lit R p289 D 17 '21 50w
Reviewed by H. W. Smith

N Y Times p9 Ja 1 '22 3000w
"Lovers of big game fishing will enjoy Mr

Griswold's contributions to the literature of
their favorite sport."

+ Springf'd Republican plO D 23 '21

250w

GROSSMITH, GEORGE, and GROSSMITH,
WEEDON. Diary of a nobody. 11 •f2.50
Knopf 827 21-6906

To this new edition of an already famous
book, B. W. Findon writes a biographical sketch
as a memorial to the authors, both of whom
were comedians and artists of repute. The
diary itself is a delicious take off of the Eng-
lish petit-bourgeoisie.

Booklist 17:225 Mr '21

"Their book is a fund of mellow and delightful
humor and keen psychology, with only the faint-
est seasoning of malice." Peggy Baird

+ Bookm 53:458 Jl '21 660w
"The creators of Mr Charles Footer, the

'nobody' in question, have somehow contrived
to picture his exquisite stupidity without them-
selves ever becoming stupid." E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 3:558 D 8 '20 200w

GUEDALLA, PHILIP. Supers and supermen.
$5 Knopf 824

E.ssa>'s on politics and history with some
excursions into literature. They turn their
tiashlight on many periods and many types
of men. Among the men who are studied are
Disraeli, who is given three chapters, Frederick
the Great, Lord North, Louis Philippe, De-
lane of the Times, Thiers, Gambetta, King
Alfred, King John, King Hal, Henry James,
Lord Kitchener.

"It is Mr Guedalla's misfortune to be a wit
and not at the same time a humorist, and
whereas the finest wits at times provoke our
impatience, the humorists do not " D. L. M.

H Ath p646 N 12 '20 750w
"Beneath his exhilaration one is conscious of

an intrepidly truth-soeking Judgment and of
a mind singularly well-stored, singularly clear
in perspective. Guedalla's style is both fluent
and compact. His irony is often superb. . .

Palpable hits are many. Delicious remarks
omnipresent." W: II. Benet

+ Lit R p4 Ap 23 '21 1200w
"High spirits make good journalism, in fact

good journalism can't be done without them;
but what is sport in a review is mere death
in a bundle of them. Mr Guedalla does not
do himself justice, nor his readers either."
Maurice Hewlett— Lend Mercury 3:453 F '21 290w
"Few writers on history or politics have a

bettor sense of observation, a quicker eye, a
readier ear for the note of humbug than has
Mr Guedalla: but his wit is so unceasing, so
dazzling and :=;o concentrated that it too fre-
(juently distracts you from the subject. We
recommend the reader not to read all these es-
says at once; if he takes them singly, and
at reasonable intervals, he will enjoy, in the
best of thein, as witty and sound criticism as
he can ask for."

-\ New Statesman 16:205 N 20 '20 1250w
"Striking and novel work. A new comic es-

sayist of the highest rank has come."
-I- N Y Times p4 My 1 '21 22.^0w

"In che heroic attempt to make himself
heard his brilliant top notes are occasional-
ly a little strained, the emphasis a little forced,
the argument a little thin. In general, he
sticks to his last, which is to produce an
aniu.sing column."

h Sat R 130:438 N 27 '20 420vv
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"Brilliant vo1un;e of satires and essays."
+ — The Times [LondonJ Lit Sup p713 N 4

•20 SSOw
'•Ml- Gued&Ila is never dull." E. L. Pearson

[ Weekly R 4:340 Ap 13 "21 230w

GUfeRARD, ALBERT L^ON. French civiliza-
tion; from its origins to the close of the
middle ages. '$5 Houghton 944

(Eng ed 21-1390)

The immediate aim of the present volume is

"to provide the proper background for the study
of French literature, whilst the needs of the
general reader, who is interested in all as-
pects of French life, have been kept in mind."
(Note) The book falls into two parts: The
origins; and The middle ages—each again sub-
divided into two liooks. In part one the ele-
ments of French nationality are analysed his-
torically, geographically, linguistically, ethno-
logicaliy, anthropologically and psychologically.
Antiquity and the dark ages are described from
the prehistoric Gaul, the pre-Roman Gaul and
the Celts to the Roman Gaul—his conquests,
assimilation and decline—to the Franks, with
the beginnings of Christianity in Roman and
Frankish Gaul. Book two treats of the Chris-
tian commonwealth and lay society In the
middle ages. There are three maps, a biblio-
graphy, appendix and index.

"There are few brief works of its kind so
helpful in giving a . reader his bearings in an
extraordinarily rich and varied field of study.
The presentation is clear and systematic, and,
though the numerous headings and subtitles
break, in a certain sense, the continuity of the
narrative, nevertheless the author's power of
exposition and his sense of proportion make
the work of interest to the general reader as
well as to the student of a special subject."
C. H. C. Wright

-H Am Hist R ii6:755 Jl "21 540w
"Written in an Informal, readable style."

+ Booklist 17:296 My '21

"As a bare outline, written in a style that Is
almost conversational in its intimacj*. Profes-
sor Gu6rard's book is decidedly effective. Like
most histories of civilization, however, it suf-
fers from the ambitiousness of the task." S.
B. C.

-^ Boston Transcript p6 Mr 5 '21 550w
"It is a delightful book with much of the

charm of Froissart in its manner and the
erudition of Guizot in its matter. Clear, com-
pact, and vigorous, its brief space is crammed
full without loss of human colour or keen
ironic comment on the immaturities of old in-
stitutions and ideals."

+ Dial 70:717 Je '21 80w
"Always sensible and well-informed. Rises

sometimes to a simple eloquence and quite
often sparkles with a wit that is congruous and
unpretending." Kenneth Pickthorn

-f- Lond Mercury 3:455 F '21 220w
"If Mr Guerard's work lacks proportion and

occasional accuracy of detail it is well written,
entei taining, and above all stimulating. The
political and institutional features of the book
are among its best." W: A. Nitze

H Mod Philol 18:609 Mr '21 1400w
"A clear and beautiful style combines with a

thorough knowledge of the subject to make this
book a boon to the student and to the lover
of the country."

H Nation 112:855 Je 15 '21 360w
"M Guerard has given us a remarkably

judicial and objective account of medieval
B'rance and its origins—thoroughly readable."

+ Nation and Ath 28:750 F 26 '21 1150w
R of Rs 63:558 My '21 30w

GUERNSEY, IRWIN SCOFIELD. Reference
history of the war. il *%6 Dodd 940.3

20-20322

A compact history of the war to be consulted
or read for concise statements of facts. Con-
tents: The war in brief; Underlying causes of
the war; Outbreak of the war; Military opera-

tions; Naval opeiations; Aerial operations; Al-
leged atrocities; Destruction of art and archi-
tecture; Neutral nations at beginning of war;
Peace proposals and statements of war aims;
Relief measures; Financial and economic as-
pects; Peace conference and treaties of peace.
There are illustrations, maps, a bibliography,
and an index.

"Readable in stvle and clearly organized."
+ Booklist 17:246 Ap '21

+ Cath World 113:411 Je "21 40w

GUITERMAN, ARTHUR. Ballad-maker's pack.
$2 Harper 811 21-15178

The ballad-maker's pack has three compart-
ments labelled respectively: Of many lands; Of
his own country; Of his own times. The poems
in the first ure drawn from the legend and
history of all lands. Indian legends and the
history of our own country furnish matter
for the second, and patriotism, politics and
topics of current interest, the last.

"A rangy assortment of conventionally con-
structed verse. Some of the poems are of the
creator's best; some he has surpassed so far il

seems too bad they are included in this work."
f- Bookm 54:491 Ja '22 60w

"Mr Guiterinan is a competent master of the
forms in which he works, and creates light
lyrics with substance, wit, and variety. It is

noticeable that he responds to the more seri-

ous demands with quitel as much grace as he
commands for his gayer pieces." L.. B.

4- Freeman 4:238 N 16 '21 lOOw
"We miss, in the majority of them original

treatment and diversity of form. There is lit-

tle variety of metre, there are too few ringing
lines—and the latter, at least are simply indis-
pensable to a great ballad. Free verse would
be a genuine refreshment."— Lit R pl35 O 29 '21 350w
"Mr Guiterman rhymes delightfully and shows

a dexterous handling of verse technique that
would make him a great poet if he did not lack
one thing—namely, inspiration. It must be
admitted that he is first of all a versifier and
onh' secondly a poet." »

1] NY Times p24 N 20 '21 llOw

"His ballads, though less original in both
matter and form, than one might have expect-
ed, and somewhat lacking in surprise, are uni-

formly good. They have an unforced grace, a
brave" ring, a bold and ballad-like spirit."

+ No Am 215:144 Ja '22 250w

GUNN, JOHN ALEXANDER. Bergson and his

philosophy; with an introd. by Alexander
Mair. •$2.50 Dutton 194 (Eng ed 21-6175)

"This popularized restatement of the chief

points of a philosophy that is not particularly

easy to summarize or connect into a system is

the work of a Fellow of Liverpool university.

Mr Gunn [gives an] account of the Bergsonian
doctrines of change, perception, memory, time,

free-will, and evolution. The two concluding
chapters deal with the Ethical and political

implications of Bergson's principles. Two valu-

able features of the book are its ample biblio-

graphy of Bergson literature and its introduc-

tory biographical memoir, which gives some
interesting information about the relations be-

tween Bergson and William James, and throws
light on the problem of their mutual philosophic

indebtedness."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"Mr Gunn gives us no pedantic and misplaced
analysis; on the other hand, he has not the
expository charm of the master. But those
vsrith a mild curiosity as to the nature of

Bergson's speculations will find this book suf-

ficient."
^ Ath p473 O 8 '20 170w

-1- Boston Transcript p4 Ja 19 '21 940w

Dial 71:486 O 21 70w
"If you read Mr Gunn first, though he gives

an excellent summary of many of M Bergson's
ideas, you find yourself wondering why, after
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GUNN, J: A.—Continued
all, such theories should have created any grreat
stir in the world. On the other hand, if you readM Bergson first, then why read Mr Gunn! His
final chapters, however, are worth perusal on
their own account." G. B. King

H Freeman 3:380 Je 29 '21 600w
+ Nation 112:sup564 Ap 13 '21 520w

"In spite of its necessary concision it is
lucidly and brightly written."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p622 S 23
'20 210w

GUNNARSSON, GUNNAR. Sworn brothers;
tr. from the Danish by C. Field and W.
Emm6. •$2.50 (3%c) Knopf 21-18948

The story of two Norse vikings and their
exploits, in the days of King Harald Haar-
fager. Ingolf and Leif were cousins, sons of
the chieftains Orn and Rodmar, who as boys
swore blood-brotherhood and stuck loyally to-
gether throughout their adventurous lives. To-
gether they went on trading and plundering
expeditions to the lands south of them, to
Britain and to Ireland, together they migrated
to Iceland and made there a new settlement,
where they should be free of the heavy hand
of King Harald. The brothers' wooing of
Hallvelg and Helga, their viking expeditions,
the recital of Leif's untimely taking off, while
yet young, are all interspersed with descrip-
tions of old Norse life and customs. The tale,
which is of great historic as well as romantic
Interest, is the first of this Icelandic novelist
to be translated Into English.

"We are not stinted of fighting or adventure,
but our Interest is less in these things than in
the domestic side of an existence so different
from our own, and the artistic setting which
nature in those Northern latitudes provides.
The cult of Odin and Thor, with its accom-
paniment of animal and sometimes human sac-
rifice, is vividly described."

+ Ath p815 Je 18 '20 40w
Booklist 18:84 D '21

"It is a remarkable piece of historical fiction.
Gunnarsson neglects but few of the cultural
features of old Norse life that have been made
relatively familiar through the works of such
men as William Morris and Richard Wagner."
A. W. Porterfleld

+ Lit R p3 Jl 2 '21 550w
-|- N Y Times p21 Jl 3 '21 500w

"It Is a simple story, and is told with con-
siderable restraint. There are, however, two
grave defects in the book: we are not clearly
convinced of either time or place. This lack
of the Saga atmosphere is possibly due, in part,
to the translator."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p812 D
9 '20 880w

H
HACKETT, FRANCIS. Invisible censor. •$2

(4c) Huebsch 814 21-4809
The book is a collection of articles reprinted

from the New Republic, of which the title
13 the first. "The invisible censor" Is used in
a somewhat Freudian sense to signify the
conscious restraint writers exercise in the in-
terest of decorum. The author cites Mr Stra-chey s Eminent Victorians" as an instance ofa fine evaluation of decorum and a refusal to
let it stand in the way of our possessing the
racts. Some of the other essays are: Billy
Sunday, salesman; As an alien feels; Scien-
tific management; Henry Adams; The age ot
innocence; The Irish revolt; Youth and the
sceptic; William Butler Yeats; War experts;Okura sees Newport; The critic and the criti-
cized; And the earth was dry"; The aviator.

"The personal reactions—keen, by turn amus-
ing and subtif. aJway.^ fluent—of a shrewd
observer."

4- Booklist 17:244 Ap '21

"This new book of his is disappointingly un-
substantial, negligible, and, in vitality, sub-
normal." Alexander Woollcott— Bookm 53:361 Je '21 840w
"A delightful book. The sketches are maturer

work than was contained in 'Horizons.' There
is actually as much loss as gain in this, for if
Mr Hackett is less moved by an enthusiasm of
the moment, we can recall that we found in
his spontaneity and the force with which he
espoused a cause, one of our chief reasons for
liking the earlier book. There is apparent a
certain weariness here." D. L. M.

-i Boston Transcript p7 Ap 27 '21 llOOw
"The unity of impression is accomplished

largely by the ease and verve with which he
writes, the simplicity which is never palling,
and the zest which remains always good-
natured." R. M. Lovett

H Dial 71:218 Ag '21 ISOOw
"Sometimes he puts by the orthodox atti-

tudes with so deft an art and with so rich
and aggressive a sympathy, that his achieve-
ment is too infectious to be noted. Through-
out the book one is constantly making gay
discoveries—delicious peeps behind the cur-
tain upon a scene of sudden order and bright-
ness." G. B. King

+ Freeman 3:68 Mr 30 '21 720w
"His style, the matter of chief concern in

writing of this sort, is brisk and slim and
clear. Its clearness is like that of fine glass.
It glints, but it never glows. Like glass, too,
it rings with a pure, small, rigid note. He
remains overwhelmingly Irish—pale, quick,
shimmering, a little wistful and a little gay."
Ludwig Lewlsohn

+ Lit R p2 Ja 29 '21 700w
"Romantic, satirical, debative, discursive or

merely Jollying, they share a fine sense of
human values and grasp of realities." B. L.

+ Survey 46:60 Ap 9 '21 140w
"They are written in a delicately incisive

style that uses slang at the right moment like
the edge of a knife; they are too carefully
pruned of superfluities ever to be dull and they
give the 'invisible censor' of social hypocrisy a
fearful gruelling all through the fight."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pl98 Mr
24 '21 160w

HACKLEMAN, CHARLES W. Commercial en-
graving and printing. 11 $15 Commercial en-
graving pub. CO. 760 21-4570

The book is a manual of practical instruction
and reference, covering commercial illustrating
and printing by all processes, for advertising
managers, printers, engravers, lithographers,
paper men, photographers, commercial artists,
salesmen, instructors, students and all others
interested in these and allied trades. It as-
sembles in one volume, conveniently arranged,
a fund of nontechnical, practical and trust-
worthy information, illustrations and other data
pertaining to the subject.

"It is largely non-technical and Includes vir-
tually everything suggested , in the title plus
chapters on auxiliary subjects.

"

+ Dial 71:375 S '21 70w
"An unusually comprehensive, well illustrated

book."
-I- Quar List New Tech Bks Je '21 60w

HAGEDORN, HERMANN, Roosevelt in the
Bad Lands. (Publications of the Roosevelt
memorial association) 11 $5 (4*^0) Hough-
ton B or 92 21-19415

This is the story of Theodore Roosevelt's
ranching days in Dakota, from 1883 to 1887,
of his coming to the turbulent frontier com-
munity and of his leadership of the forces of
law and order. The author has been able to
draw upon the wealth of personal memories of
those who were a part of his great adventure,
especially Sylvane Ferris and William Merri-
field, who were Roosevelt's partners In the
Maltese Cross ranch. From these men and
from numerous others who knew most about his
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life on the ranch and the range was unfolded,
bit by bit, the story which they had refused to

reveal to the newspaper men but which they
yielded up to the bearer of letters of introduc-
tion from Koosevelt himself.

Booklist 18:118 Ja '22

"Colonel Koosevelt always claimed that no
part of his training meant so much to him as
these years in the Bad Lands. Certainly a
more stirring and exciting- tale of his life has
never been written." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript pS D 7 '21 lOOOw
"The Memorial Association is to be congrat-

ulated on the successful outcome of their first

offering to Kooseveltiana."
-f- Lit D p3S D 24 '21 IfiOw

"The book, with its studies of picturesque
and vanishing types and its many vivid and
aiiuisiiig frontier incidents, is more than a
short chapter in Roosevelt's life—it is an inter-
esting contribution to the history of the Amer-
ican frontier." Dorothy Brewster

-i- Nation 114:4b Ja 11 '22 300w
"Mr Hagedorn's volume is what every book

about Roosevelt must be—an intensely htunan
record."

-t- R of Rs 64:668 D '21 300w
Springf'd Republican pS N 19 '21 160w

HAGGARD, SIR HENRY RIDER. She and
-Ulan. *$2.25 Longmans 21-1178

"The followers of Sir Rider Haggard will feel
no surprise that the doughty hunter is the
center of activity in 'She and Allan,' or that
the long-lived and mysterious heroine of an
earlier narrative shares honors with the
famous 'Watcher-of-the-night.' With the prin-
cipals, familiar characters—Hans, Zikali and
others—cross these pages. Quatermain, the
mighty hunter and mightier romancer, tells the
story himself. Lvents begin in Zululand, when
Allan is virtually coerced by Zikali, the hideous
Zulu wizard, to journey into the far interior
to visit 'She-who-commands,' the greatest of
women witches. Armored with Zikali's 'medi-
cine' -Vhan is protected from external dangers,
yet his journey is a chain of adventures poten-
tially leading to death. Onward with small
cavalcade he moves into the untracked in-
terior, encountering savage tribes, wild animals,
and an isolated white settler, until the people
of the mysterious 'She' are encountered and
he is escorted into the presence of the fabled
'witch' who has lived for more than 2000 years."—Springf'd Republican

"Allan's adventures are as fantastic, improb-
able and thrilling as ever, though the mighty
Allan seems a little prosy at times."

H Booklist 17:303 My '21

"Time and the writing of many novels does
not seem to have lessened Sir Rider Haggard's
skill, and he is still the same master of the
sensational and the incredible that he was when
he first began his career nearly forty years
ago." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 22 '21 1700w
"Improbable, fantastic, magical as are the in-

cidents, a realistic atmosphere is created which
makes them for the moment almost credible.
'She and Allan' has no high artistic merit.
Both characters and plot are turgid. The
author's extraordinary imaginative guts seem
waslL-d, through lack of discipline and co-
ordination."

-i Grinnell R 16:430 My '21 lOOw
Lit R pll F 12 '21 160w

"The novel is as fresh, as vivid, as full of dra-
matic and exciting incidents as though its
author were a youthful enthusiast, while its
construction and deft manipulation of events
show the skill of the practiced narrator."

-f N Y Times p22 Ja 30 '21 llOOw
"It is seldom that the author has attained, in

h^s own special vein, the height and amplitude
of the present volume." F: T. Cooper

-f Pub W 99:164 Ja 15 '21 330w

"The author's powers of invention are as
fresh and buoyant as of yore. The tale is en-
thralling and emphasizes once again H. Rider
Haggard's skill as a fabricator of mystery-ad-
venture stories."

H- Springf'd Republican p5a Ja 23 '21 600w
The Times [London] Lit Sup pl43 Mr

3 '21 dOOvv

HAGGARD, SIR HENRY RIDER. Smith and
the pharaol-.L^ and other tales. $1.90 Long-
mans 21-14289

Six short stories, of which four might more
properly be called novelettes. The title story
is a characteristic Rider Haggard tale of an
archaeologist who falls in love with and man-
ages to reincarnate for a moment an Egyptian
queen dead three thousand years. "Little
flower" is the tale of a British missionary's
daughter and a Zulu witch doctor. "Magepa the
buck" is an incident related by Allan Quater-
main himself. "Barbara who came back" is a
romance of love and bereavement, and "Only
a dream," the shortest story in the volume,
tells what happened to a man on the night be-
fore his second wedding.

"The title story, an unimportant variation
on the now overworked theme of metempsy-
chosis, is by no means the best in the collection.

That honour must be assigned to 'Little flower,'

a really delightful study of missionary enter-
prise in 'Darke.st Africa.'

"

1- Ath p656 N 12 '20 150w
"This collection of stories will add little to

Haggard's total reputation. Some of the tales

are rather below par, but one of the longer
items, 'Little flower,' may rank with what
might he called his second-best output."

1- Lit R pll Ag 13 '21 2l0w
"Always in these tales the story, swift-

moving, vigorous, dramatic, stands out clear-
cut against its speculative and philosophic
background. It is a collection of tales of ab-
sorbing interest." L. M. Field

-r N Y Times p22 Ag 21 '21 llOOw

Sat R 131:96 Ja 29 '21 80w
Springf'd Republican plla O 2 '21 270w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p737 N

11 '20 540w

HAIG, ROBERT MURRAY, and others, eds.

Federal income tax; with introd. by Ed-
win R. A. Seligman. *?2.75 Columbia
univ. press 336.2 21-2114

\ series of lectures delivered at Columbia
university in December, 1920. They explain

the basic principles of importance to the

framer, the administrator and the payer of

the federal income tax.

Reviewed by C. C. Plehn
Am Econ R 11:523 S '21 1700w

"The addresses go to the heart of the in-

come tax problem; their authors are experts

of the highest authority in the treatment of

their several subjects; and the treatment it-

self is as a whole, well-informed and keenly
critical There is no more useful book for

the political scientist or economist who wishes

to investigate the theory or practice of mod-
ern income taxation." „ „ ,, ,„, ,,„

-f Am Pol Sci R 15:310 My '21 llOw

Booklist 17:273 My '21

HAINES, CHARLES GROVE, and HAINES.
BERTHA HARNER (IVIOSER)

.
(MRS

CHARLES GROVE HAINES). Principles

and problems of government. *$3 Harper
35Q 21-12ii,5y

It is not the object of the present volume to

dwell on the external characteristics of govern-

ing institutions, but rather to supplement the

works on the description and analysis of gov-

ernments by way of the study of principles and
problems. It attempts, therefore aUyays to

give the necessary setting for this study oi

principles and problems; to present them lor
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HAINES, C: G., and B. H. —-Continued
discussion rather than to impart Information;
to encourage the formation of opinions and
Judgments on political issues rather than to
train the memory by a repetition of facts; to
aid the student in the acquisition of a method
for the investigation of government problems
and give him a background for the pursuit of
Independent inquiries. The book is in four
parts. Part 1 is an introduction to the study
of principles and problems, including a his-
torical review. Part 2 presents the problems
of public control of government; part 3, of
organization and administration; and part 4,

some special problems in the operation of gov-
ernment, such as occur in the budget and
financial operations, in the regulation and con-
trol of public utilities, and in international
relations and world politics.

Boston Transcript p4 Ag 27 '21 300w
"While in treatment of specific phases the

book is a very valuable one, it is nevertheless
to be deprecated that the section on the origin
and development of government, on theories
and definitions, and on the function of govern-
ment are not Ijetter coordinated, more direct,
and less repetitious. Well documented, has an
excellent biljliographv."

J, Lit R pll S 10 '21 120w
R of Rs G4:336 S '21 60w

HALDANE, RICHARD BURDON HALDANE,
1st viscount of Clean. Reign of relativity.
$5 Yale univ. press [21s Murray] 110

"The theory of Relativity promises to develop
Into a principle as adequate of universal ap-
plication as was the theory of Evolution. . . We
have the first serious and determined attempt
to extend the meaning and application of Re-
lativity in this new volume by Lord Haldane.
The word, at first the name of a definite phy-
sical theory, expands till it becomes an im-
portant principle in metaphysical speculation,
till it becomes a guide to the relations of man to
society and also throws light on man's re-
lations to God. It is, therefore quite natural
that Lord Haldane should not spend, com-
paratively, much time on the restricted phy-
sical theory. The chief fundamental notions
of Relativity are sufficient for his purposes.
Having illustrated his general principle by the
particular case of Einstein's theory, Lord
Haldane proceeds to its philosophical applica-
tions."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

Reviewed by Edmund Noble
Boston Transcript p9 O 15 '21 1550w
Dial 72:107 Ja '22 220w

"It is not easy to run through Ilaldane's four
hundred solidly printed pages of solidly argued
metaphysics. The cursory reader who is seek-
ing a royal road to Einstein will not find the
volume to his taste. But to those who wish
to study the philosophical aspects of the theory
of relativity it will he found as essential as
the four former British contributions to the
subject." E. E. Slosson

+ Ind 107:238 D 3 '21 1250w
"The chapter on Einstein is the clearest ac-

count of his theory and method that has yet
appeared." H. W. Carr

+ Nature 107:578 Jl 7 '21 1500w
"Our quarrel with this book is that it stages

relativity wrongly. Instead of showing the har-
mony which prevails between that abstract doc-
trine and the general principles of science
and common sense. Lord Haldane tries to har-
monise it with his metaphysics, thereby ren-
dering it even less acceptable to those who
hold fast by established scientific methods. His
book will, we think, be appreciated by few
outside the little circle of professed metaphy-
sicians." Hugh Elliot— New Statesman 17:573 Ag 27 '21 ISOOw
"Lord Haldane i^ an adequate exponent of

other men's systems. He shows himself a
capable critic of their inconsistencies or omis-
sions. But he is not himself an original
thinker. His book will rank finally as a com-
mentary on the present position of philosophical

speculation, and as such it will possess per-
manent value; it will not be Included among
the books that have advanced thought."

H Sat R 131:485 Je 11 '21 1150w
"Lord Haldane, with his admirably trained,

judicial mind, has endeavoured in his book
to show us to what an extraordinary extent
the new truth will set us free, and in this task
he has succeeded admirably. . . One very con-
siderable drawback the book possesses. Lord
Haldane has unfortunately one serious gap
in his equipment for the task—he has not ap-
parently read any psychology since Bergson."

H Spec 126:811 Je 25 '21 1950w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 My 21 '21 160w

"The principle has in Lord Haidane's hands
shown itself applicable to a large variety of
problems, and we have no doubt that his book
will prove to be the vigorous fore-runner of a
long line of similar syntheses."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p352 Je 2
'21 lOOOw

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 5:188 Ag 27 '21 90w

HALDEMAN-JULIUS, EMANUEL, and HAL-
DEMAN-JULIUS, IVIARCET (MRS EMAN-UEL HALDEMAN-JULIUS). Dust. »$1.75
Brentano's 21-4909

" 'Dust' is in essence the tragedy of a Kansas
•woman who marries a man of fine potentialities,
but of coarse fibre. Martin is a hardened
pioneer of the fields, almost a cast-iron per-
sonality, while Rose is a malleable soul whose
very self-surrender becomes in her own eyes a
bond between them. The glamour of the first
days turns almost at once to dust, and the
entire progress of the tale is but a thicken-
ing shower of dust upon all the golden hopes
of the sacrificing woman. The soulless man
makes no attempt to deceive himself; there
is no love here. Goaded by the years of strained
relations between himself and his wife, he even
glows with a brief Indian summer of passion
lor an intruding maiden, who wakes up in
time to the reality of her position in Martin's
household."—Lit R

Booklist 17:349 JI '21

"The book has not the value of 'Main street'
as a social study, since the characters can
hardly be accepted as typical. But for that very
reason it gains something in humanity and be-
comes vital by the undeniable suggestion of in-
dividuality. Uneven, somewhat inadequate the
book may be, but it has its better parts and ex-
cellent they are."

+ Bookm 53:460 Jl '21 260w
"From beginning to end, 'Dust' is a work of

art, a searching probe into human souls
brouglit together by an indifferent fate and
parted by a caprice of nature, as it were. Un-
like so many of the season's books, it is short,
and every word is made to count." I: Gold-
berg

-f Boston Transcript p4 Ap 13 '21 1050w
"As a picture of the drudgery of farm life

on the Kansas plains, it is a substantial per-
formance, free from affectation and skilful in
characterization."

+ Dial 70:714 Je '21 30w
"The simple word of the title symbolizes not

onlv the direct simplicity of the authors'
method, but also the sum of all the human effort
chronicled in the pages of a book that is a
highly worthy addition to the best in our con-
temporary letters." I: Goldberg

-f Lit R plO Ap 23 '21 500w
" 'Dust' is a strong, spare, brief book. It Is

gray as granite, but through the stone runs
a crimson vein of tragedy. Its union of brevity
and completeness makes 'Dust' a notable con-
tribution to the new fiction in America. It is

forceful and exact, calm and luminous. It

would come near being a little masterpiece If

the diction itself were more sensitively select-

ed and more finely tempered. If the styllstlo

workmanship were. In the most liberal and crea-

tive sense, more literary in character."

-f- Nation 112:693 My 11 '21 420w
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"The pitiless skill with which the wretched-
ness of all their lives is set forth makes it at
times actually epic in its powerful, unsoftened
realism. Painfully gloomy as it is, 'Dust* must
be classed among the "big' novels of the year."

+ N Y Times p22 My 29 '21 540w
Survey 47:90 O 12 '21 320w

"The publishers back 'Dust' as 'a fine, grip-
ping novel of the Middle West.' So It is in

its way; but it grips with a cold hand." H. W.
Boynton

h Weekly R 4:370 Ap 20 '21 180w
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 50w

HALE, HARRISON. American chemistry; a
record of achievement; the basis for future
progress, il $2 Van Nostrand 660 21-13876

A simple and clear statement of the out-
standing facts of American chemistry, for the
purpose of calling attention to its fundamental
importance and to wonderful possibilities. It is

intended both for general reading and as col-
lateral reading with a course in general chemis-
try. Contents: Water and sewage; Sanitation
and medicine; Food and fertilizers: Textiles;
Coal tar—dyes; Silicate industries; Paints and
varni-shes; Electrochemistry in industry.

"As a concise summary of the achievement
of our chemical industry this book of 'Ameri-
can chemistry should be of decided interest to
the general public as well as to the chemist.
. . I'erhaps the one danger with such a book
as this is its over-optimism. The future in
Dr H.'ile's picture is all a golden path." C. S.
Leonard

-\ Lit R p9 Ag 20 '21 640w

HALL, ANSEL F., comp. and ed. Handbook
of Yosemite national park, il *$2.50 Put-
nam 917.94 21-14069

This is not the conventional travel book,
but rather a compendium of "definite infor-
mation concerning the history, etlinology.
botany, geology, camp- and trail-craft, natural
history, and related subjects so well exempli-
fied by the Park. Obviously no one man can
be a master of all these branches of knowl-
edge, so the Editor presents this collection of
articles, each by an eminent authority." (In-
troductory note) The editor is in charge of
information at the Park and many of the ex-
perts are from the University of California
faculty. The volume is illustrated, there is

an index and an appendix giving additional
information about weather conditions, fishing
opportunities and a key to the identification
of trees.

Booklist 18:14 O '21

"Explains the attractions of this vacation
ground for scientist, camper, motori.'it, and
historian. Most of it is a bit htavy with
scientific data."

h Bookm 53:556 Ag '21 40w
"Mr Hall has furnished a classic. This

'Handbook' is something more than a guide
to the roads and trails with attendant patter
descriptive of the favorite show places of the
region. INIr Hall has provided in this book an
introduction to the Yosemite that will insure
to its readers, even to tarry at home travel-
ers, a delightful intimacy of acquaintance
with the many worth-while things within
this thousand square miles of mountain
grandeur." A. C.

+ Boston Transcript p7 Je IS '21 490w

"Decidedly superior to the handbooks usually
available for the guidance of travelers. The
ideas and policy of actuating the best minds
of the nation in the creation, administration,
and use of such parks are admirably set

forth." G: D. Fuller
4- Bot Gaz 72:178 S '21 ISOw

"Convenient in size, but it seems to cover
everything that is known about Yosemite's
past." present, and future." Margaret Arm-
strong

+ Lit R plO Jl 23 '21 360w

"Probably nowhere else in one volume at a
moderate price can so complete a compendiuro
of information about the Yosemite be found."

4- Outlook 128:422 Jl 6 '21 40w
R of Rs 64:222 Ag '21 90w

"The Nature lover gets here some first class
illumination in his specialty, whatever it may
be; and if a chapter isn't full enough to
satisfy him, there's a list of books at the end
from which he can get more in quantity though
perhaps little of essential facts beyond what
the expert writer has presented in these
pages."

+ Springf d Republican p6 Ag 31 '21 2S0w

HALL, ARNOLD BENNETT. Popular govern-
ment. (Citizen's lib. of economics, politics
and sociology) *$3 (4c) Macmillan 321.8

21-11774

In this "inquiry into the nature and methods
of representative government" (sub-title) all

the practical political problems that have
claimed public attention in recent years come
up for discussion. The author holds that the
identification of popular government with the
machinery of popular elections has been an
all too common error, that electoral devices
are the mere form, while public opinion is the
substance of democracy. The first two chapters
consider the nature of a true public opinion
and the means of improving it and the rest
of the volume is an inquiry into how public
opinion must rule in order to rule the best.

Succeeding chapters are: Representative govern-
ment and direct democracy; The direct primary
and the state nominating convention; The
presidential primary; The initiative and ref-

erendum; Constitutional restraints and judicial
review; The recall of judicial decision; The
recall of public officers; The short ballot. There
is a list of suggestive questions at the end
of each chapter and a bibliography.

Boston Transcript p4 Ag 27 '21 SOOw

Reviewed by C: A. Ceard
Freeman 4:211 N 9 '21 600w

"Thorough, respectable and important. While
the author disclaims any new viewpoint, the
probability is that many well-seasoned political

students will find a good deal of food for new
thought in the way he puts things. His
treatment of the formation of public opinion,
with the emphasis it lays on suggestion, is

novel and stiong."
+ N Y Times pl7 Ag 21 '21 ISOOw

R of Rs 64:336 S '21 50w
Spec 127:714 N 26 '21 150w

"This well written volume is a model of mod-
erate and reasoned argument on .subjects that
ordinarily are debated more passionately." R:
S. Childs

+ Survey 47:124 O 22 '21 400w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p703 O

27 '21 30w
Wis Lib Bui 17:185 N '21 SOw

HALL, HAZEL. Curtains. $1.50 Lane 811
21-15176

Curtains, Needlework, and Spring from a
window, are the group headings of this col-

lection of poems, which reflect the thoughts
and moods of one shut in by four walls while
the world and life pass by outside. Pensive-
ness and resignation charHCterize them all.

"If Hazel Hall lacks the aggressive valor of

Anna Wickham and the fervent bravei-y of

Jean Starr I'ntermoyer. she lia.s. instead, the
profound courage of a cloister. 'Curtains' is a
rarelv beautiful book. In it 1 find a character
as firm as granite and, occasionally, the accc nt

of genius." Marguerite Wilkinson
+ Bookm 54:383 D '21 230w

"Hazel Hall has the individual gift of poetry.

Her Ivrical note is fresh, vivid, of an exquisite
verbal grace unaffected by any cheap tricks,

but natural and spontaneous." W: S. Braith-

4- Boston Transcript p6 S 7 '21 1350w
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HALL, HAZEL—Continued
"The first pan of the bo6k is by far the

best in versatility and treatment of subject
matter. The second division, 'Needlework,' Is
cleverer than its caption would lead on© to
suppose, but becomes monotonous. Throughout
the vCi'se forms are simple; in some cases
metrical and irregular rhythms are blended."

+ Lit R p29 S 17 '21 2G0w
" 'Curtains' is one of the few really charm-

ing volumes of verse published so far thi.s sea-
son."

4- N Y Times p24 N 20 '21 120w
"There is something in these poems as per-

sonal as the warm and vibrantly sympathetic
touch of a hand. The poet has given of her-
self with generosity, and she leaves one with
the sense of being near and intimate. More
as a confidant than as some strange reader, one
listens with wonder to her fragile fancies, so
musically given forth, and weeps at her isola-
tion." Pearl Andelson

+ Poetry 19:100 N '21 24Gw
"There is emotion that rinss true, there are

fancies that are odd, whimsical or lovely, and
thoughts that iTiay not be profound but are
striking, often beautiful. [In parts two and
three] the level of worth is much lower than
in the first half of the book."

-I Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 460w

HALL, JAMES NORMAN, and NORDHOFF,
CHARLES BERNARD. Faery lands of the
South seas, il $4 Harper 919.6

The authors, whose experiences as aviators
In the World war left them unreconciled to a
return to the white man's civilization, went
to the South seas two years ago as the best
place of escape. Dividing up the islands be-
tween them, keeping in touch with each other
by letters and meeting when they could, to
compare notes, they lived the native life and
gathered native lore. This book is the com-
posite of their experiences, of their attempt to
catch the spirit of the life of the mingling races
and the almost unreal beauty of the islands.
All the islands described are to be found in
the Paumota, Society and Hervey groups. The
illustrations are by George A. Picken.

Booklist 18:115 Ja '22

"A more fascinating story than this could
scarcely be written." E. J. Carpenter

-r Boston Transcript pG Ja 4 '22 1050w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:237 D 3 '21 120w
"A beautiful and true portrayal of life in the

atolls of the Pacific Ocean, which lie far be-
low the Line. [The authors] write in an
undertone, carefully, restrainedly, but with an
appreciation of the values of the romance and
the bizarre atmosphere of their activities that
la found in few recent books upon a theme dear
to the reading public." F: O'Brien

+ Lit R p226 D 3 '21 880w
"Both the authors are practiced descriptive

v/riters. They have given us here a book
which is neither super-romantic nor tediously
informative."

+ Outlook 130:34 Ja 4 '22 90w

HALL, JARVIS. Through Mocking Bird Gap.
il $2 Penn 21-6031

"A tale of romantic adventure along the
Mexican border. It deal.s with the exploits
and trials of an engagingly human mountain
girl, in company with two returned soldiers.
one of whom is a victim of shell shock and
minus an arm, and the other an aviator, a
rather rough diamond, hut a very good hero.
There is a raid of Mexican bandits—foiled, of
cour.se, by the pair of heroes, the first heroine
and her assistant heroine. "The girl and one
hero—equally of course—are captured by the
bandits and have a thrilling time in escap-
ing."—Lit R

"This is distinctly above the average. A
real, dramatic story, skilfully managed in its
plot and its people satisfactorily alive. It has
the further distinction of being clean, but
without any feeble conventionality. It avoids
hysterics, is lively without exaggeration, and
altogether makes a 'bully good yarn.' "

+ Lit R pll My 7 '21 160w
"There are several good situations in the

book; but Mr Hall takes a long time over his
preliminary canter. He contrives to convey
some impression of frontier life and manners
since the war."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p293 My
5 '21 190w

HALL, TROWBRIDGE. California trails; in-
timate guide to the old missions, il •$5
(714c) Macmillan 917.94 20-22631

The author follows the leading of El Carnlno
Real, visiting the twenty-one missions along
the way, from San Diego to Sonoma. He
supplies the background of history, legend and
customs, recalling the lives of the padres and
their Indian followers. The book is fully illus-
trated.

+ Booklist 17:299 My '21

Bookm 53:262 My '21 90w
"Chatty and interesting volume."

-f Oath World 113:251 My '21 140w
"This is no ordinary book of travel. It Is

replete with bits of Californian history and
folk-lore, all told in a manner at once so
leisurely and charming, that even one who has
no particular leading toward missionary en-
deavor cannot fail to be interested."

-h N Y Times pl7 Ap 3 '21 1950w
Outlook 127:268 F 16 '21 60w
R of Rs 63:223 F "21 80w

+ Springf'd Republican plla My 22 '21
300w

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p263 Ap
21 '21 440w

HALL, WILBUR. Salesman's kindergarten.
*$2 (4c) Knopf 658 21-13424

The chapters of this book, with the excep-
tion of the last on The office routine of buy-
ing, have appeared in The Saturday Evening
Post. They are the experiences in buying
and selling of Purchasing Agent Wiley, told
in story form. In the foreword, the author
says that the original of the fictional Wiley
is Perry W. Stamps, of San Francisco, and
that he has merely reported facts, illustra-
tions, business principles and philosophy from
Mr Stamps's experience. The chapters have
as much interest from the selling as from
the buying point of view.

"A story of movement, excitement and
decent exhilaration, its nature is perfectly
obvious and it is a bit above the average of
its kind."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 300w

" 'The salesman's kindergarten' contains
sound information and reads easily; it will be
well received by its chosen audience."

+ Lit R pll Jl 2 '21 llOw
"The book ought to sharpen the business

acumen of every reader. Merely as stories
the chapters have a gripping power."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 S 14 '21 lOOw

HALLAYS, ANDR6. Spell of the heart of
France. (Spell ser.) il '»$3 (6c) Page 914.4

20-21940

The author's interest is directed to the
towns, villages, and chateaux about Paris.
His translator, Frank Roy Fraprie, says of
him in the introduction: "He specializes In
the obscure and the little-known. He finds
that the beauty of out-of-the-way places and
objects ... is as great as can be found in

famous spots, and far more gratifying." He
sees his country with the eyes of the nature
lover and the architect and makes frequent
excursions into the realm of history, raising
many an obscure character from oblivion. The
book is well illustrated with old portraits and
prints, four colored plates and a map. Contents:
Maintenon; La Fert6-Milon; Meaux and Ger-
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migny; Sainte Radegonde; Senlis; Jullly; The
Chateau de Maisons; The valley of the Oise;
Gallardon; From Mantes to La Roche-Guyon;
Noyon; Soissons; Betz; Chantilly; The Cha-
teau of Wideville; The abbey of Livry.

+ Booklist 17:150 Ja '21

HAMBY. WILLIAM HENRY. Desert fiddler,
il *$1.60 (31/^c) Doubleday 21-8616

Music would have been Bob Rogeen's
choice of a vocation, but when he saw that
it was not getting him anj-^vhere he dropped
it and put his nose to the grindstone. When
the story opens he had not touched his fiddle
for eight years. It was then that he decided
upon a new venture and by way of steadying
himself reached involuntarily for his fiddle.
He played it at night in the desert where
Imogene Chandler heard him in her shack.
The scene of the story is the cotton region on
the Mexican border where the cotton grower
has to wrest the fruit of his toil not only
from the soil but from the hands of the wily
speculator. Bob Rogeen became a cotton
grower and a fighter and saved not only his
own cotton and investments from the criminal
clutches of Reedy Jenkins and his helpers,
but that of many others, among them Imo-
gene Chandler's.

Booklist 17:349 Jl '21

"Mr Hamby has no particular virtue as a
realist, but he has caught and set down In
cold print a good bit of the country, and its
folk. IMoreover, he has a certain quizzical
humor of expression, lamentably lacking In
most outdoor j arns, and he shows undoubted
promise as a writer of tales of the West."

-j Boston Transcript p5 My 25 '21 240w
Cleveland p42 Je "21 40w

"Lacking any special distinction, the story
is nevertheless diverting enough and is writ-
ten in fairly graceful English."

+ Lit R plO Ap 16 *21 90w
"Mr Hamby writes with such intimate

knowledge of the region that his tale makes
a colorful picture of an interesting locality."

-t- N Y Times p23 Je 5 '21 540w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 lOOw

HAMILL, MRS KATHERINE BERNIE
(KING). Flower of Monterey; a romance
of the Californias. il ?1.90 (2i^c) Page

21-12702

At a time -when the western coast still be-
longed to Spain a little American girl is set
ashore by a passing vessel. She is brought
up in the house of the governor of Monterey
and is given the name Pa.iarita—little bird.
A vivid picture of the Spanish missions and
military posts of those days accompanies the
description of Pajarita's growing up to woman-
hood in strange surroundings. The tender tie
that existed from the first between Don
Jos6 and his charge, ripens in time into
love on the part of the former, and Pajarita,
mistaking the nature of her feelings for him,
pledges herself to marry him. At the same
time a young Bostonian has come to the post
and, Pajarita's will to the contrary, youth
calls to youth. Once more Don Jos6's nobility
of soul asserts itself and he finds the strength
of renunciation.

"Has a carefully written historic setting."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 21 '21 70w

HAMILTON, CLARENCE GRANT. Music ap-
preciation; based upon methods of literary
criticism, il $2.50 Ditson 780 21-3301

The author treats music as the expression
of thoughts not dissimilar to literature and
the object of the book is to present "a plan
for arriving by very direct means at the
thought and expression in music." It has
three main divisions, the first dealing with
types of piano music, the second with types

of music for instruments In combination
(chamber and orchestral music), and the
third with types of vocal music. The book is
illustrated and indexed and contains a list of
the examples analysed, a book list, sugges-
tions for study and some preliminary questions
and answers elucidating certain terms con-
cerning the vital elements in music structure.

"Excellent for reference and for making up
programs."

+ Booklist 17:339 Jl '21

"A well thought out and logically developed
idea which should prove of great advantage
to modern musicians."

+ Cath World 114:120 O '21 240w

HAMILTON, ERNEST WILLIAM, lord. Irish
rebellion of 1641. *$8 Dutton 941.5

(Eng ed 21-8605)
"Continuing his record of Irish history be-

gun in the volume devoted to Elizabethan
Ulster, Lord Ernest Hamilton in the present
study gives us a detailed account of the
Irish rebellion of 1641, with the events that
led to and succeeded it."—Boston Transcript

"A valuable but somewhat ill-balanced
work." C. F.

H Ath pl07 Jl 23 '20 620w
Boston Transcript p6 S 1 '20 660w

"The whole Viook is filled with misstatements
and unwarranted conclusions ba.'^ed upon sourc-
es of themselves necessarily prejudiced. The
whole volume .•^hows the workings of a mind
warped by bigotry."— Cath World 114:116 O '21 340w
"For an impartial and statesmanlike ac-

count of the conflict, the historian, even
though he may learn here and there details
from Lord Ernest, will continue to turn to
the pages of Lecky." Preserved Smith

1- Nation 111:274 S 4 '20 400w
Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 lOOw
R of Rs 63:558 My '21 50w

"We should like to lay special stress on the
workmanlike manner in which the book has
been thought out and put together, and the
various parties, now coalescing, now separat-
ing and splitting up, are characterised and
distinguished. There are trifling inaccura-

-i-
— Sat R 130:161 Ag 21 '20 960w

"His treatment of a difficult period is not
exhaustive nor always clear, but he is, at any
rate, an honest historian."

H Spec 125:305 S 4 '20 1650w
"On the face of them, many of the stories

told by Lord Ernest Hamilton are incredible.
His account of the settlement of Ulster by
James I is very full and will be read with
interest, if only because it sets out the Ul.ster

point of view. But we regret that we have
again to call attention to disregard of original
authorities."

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p482 Jl

29 '20 2100W

HAMILTON, FREDERICK SPENCER, lord.

Days before yesterday, il '$4 (5c) Doran
B or 92 (Eng ed 21-1535)

The volume is complementary to the author's
previous book, "The vanished pomps of yester-

dav." The reminiscences go back to Sir Fred-
erick's childhood days, to family customs and
history and record many interesting and inti-

mate recollections of famous people, beginning
with the early "sixties," not related in the
earlier book, and including sketches of his

father and mother. The book is indexed.

"Out of his random reminiscences Lord
Frederic has managed to make a most enter-
taining and on the whole a rather instructive

°° + Mm Pol Sol R 15:310 My '21 50w

-f Booklist 17:216 Mr '21
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HAMILTON, F: S. —Continued
'It is a pleasant, rambling memoir that Lord

Frederick has written, and one that should ap-
peal in especial to the older generation."

4- Lit R p8 Ja 29 '21 840w

-f N y Times pl5 Ja 30 '21 ISOOw

+ No Am 213:71.^ My '21 630w
Outlook 128:659 Ag 24 '21 60w

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p629 S 30
20 780w

"A volume of reminiscences of the well-bred,
harmless, and mildly amusing type which the
gentlemen and ladies of England (excepting
Margot) know how to write so well—and so
often."^ E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 3:348 D 29 '20 170w

HAMILTON, FREDERICK SPENCER, lord.

Here, theie and everywhere. $4 Doran [IBs
Hodder & S.] B or 92 21-18329

Random memories, by a British diplomat, of
places where his ofiicial duties led him,

—

India, China, the West Indies, Argentina, and
South Africa. His pleasantly written reminis-
cences are sprinkled \vith memories and anec-
dotes of people met along the way. The writer
seems to have known everybody and he usually
has some intimate story to tell about the
people he met.

acquired; General education: and The founda-
tions of engineering. A chapter each is devoted
to the mechanical, civil, mining, electrical,
chemical, marine, and military engineer.

Booklist 18:118 Ja '22

"His pages flow along so easily that one
chapter melts into the next, and the reader who
took up the book for half an hour finds him-
self still entertained and eager at the end of
two or three hours.'

+ Ind 107:298 D 17 '21 1600w
"This is what might be called a very com-

fortable book. One can dip into it anywhere
with enjoyment; and Lord Frederic Hamilton,
having been accustomed to certain ease of life,

to good conversation, whether it was about im-
portant subjects or not, is an excellent talker.^^

M. F. Egan
-f N Y Times p4 D 4 ^21 2850w

Spec 127:637 N 12 '21 130w
"Once again the author achieves what we

have come to regard as the difficult feat of
being entertaining without being spiteful. The
tone of the book is gay, the tone of a writer
who keenly appreciates the many interests and
diversions that life has offered him and who
confines himself to those aspects of it that are
suitable for general discussion."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p623
S 29 '21 800w

HAMLIN, TALBOT FAULKNER, Enjoyment
of architecture, il $3 (4i^c) Scribner 720

Architecture, says the author, is both an In-
tellectual and an emotional art and a true,
spontaneous appieciation of it can only come
to one who studies it with an eager sympathy
and with all sides of his nature alert and
receptive. The object of the book is to give the
ordinary person a clearer understanding of
what architectue is. One chapter is devoted to
the social value of architecture in which the
future possibilities of town-planning are en-
larged upon. The book is well-illustrated and
has a bibliography and an index.

Lit R p74 O 8 '21 60w

HAMMOND, JOHN HAYS. Engineer. *$1.50
(5c) Scribner 620 21-26549

In this, booklet of the Vocational series the
subject of engineering is outlined in its various
ramifications, for the benefit of those about to
choose the profession as a life-work. It is

at once the oldest and the youngest of the
professions and i.s destined to come into ever
greater prominence in the future. The first
part of the book discusses The profession of
engineering; Advantages and shortcomings;
Qualities of an engineer; Ability which may be

Booklist 17:336 Jl '21

"Excellent little volume. It is the well-bal-
anced statement of difficulties and opportuni-
ties, or demands and rewards, coming as it

does from a man of wide experience and ob-
servation, that will be of value to the young
man who needs advice with regard to choos-
ing engineering as a profession."

+ Lit R p8 My 28 ^21 200w
Quar List New Tech Bks Je '21 .=50w

Springf d Republican p8 D 6 '21 120w

HAMMOND, JOHN HAYS, and JENKS, JERE-
MIAH W. Great American issues; political,
social, economic. *$2 (3c) Scribner 304

21-2774

The authors hold that the problems confront-
ing us to-day are immeasurably more compli-
cated than those that beset us before the war.
We must adjust our national life to new world
conditions which touch every element of that
life and involve tiie consideration of every vital
factor in the internal and external activities of
our g:overnrnent. The book restricts itself to
the discussion of primarily national problems

—

those of government, of labor, of business, and
of remedial suggestions, mistaken, helpful and
sound.

"The general tone is fair; the illustrations
are inteiesting and well chosen from a broad
range of facts. The reader is carried along
by the vigorous handling of the subjects. Above
ail the writers succeed in their main purpose
of impressing the tremendous gravity of the
present problems of the United States." F. H.
Streightoff

h Am Econ R 11:714 D '21 480w
"The book is discriminating in its selection

of topics, the material is well arranged and
the method of presentation is good.^'

-f Am Pol Sci R 15:311 My "21 50w
Booklist 17:273 My ^21

'To say that Mr Hammond and Mr Jenks
have spoken the last word on these questions,
would be giving the volume too great praise,
but to say that they have said many sound and
wise words is only just." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript pG Mr 5 '21 550w

+ Brooklyn 13:112 Ap '21 3bw
"Their work is well done and conclusive,

when allowance is made for their opinions,
which are not necessarily inspired, but sen-
sible in the main."

+ N Y Times p5 Ap 24 '21 2500w

"What wins confidence is the breadth of

view of the authors combined with their will-

ingness to pronounce definitely upon questions
which, though still more or less debatable,
are ripe for summing up. There is evidently
not only a fresh overhauling of the questions
studied "but a judicious weighing of the best
opinions. And the premises are sound."

+ No Am 214:143 Jl "21 800w

HAMP, PIERRE. People; auth. tr. by James
Whitall. (European library) $2 (4c) Har-
court 21-5478

The author of these short stories of the

comedy and tragedy of workers' lives is him-
self a workingman. The stories are snapshots
of life, revealing with few lines and simplest
touches men and women at their work,—
seamstresses, wom^n of the streets, carpenters,

shopkeepers, factory- hands, cooks and scullions,

whom the author sees "not as isolated indi-

viduals with romantic or tragic destinies, but
always as part of a complex social and
economic system, which exploits them, squeezes
them dry." Partial contents: The fried-potatq

Bisters; Nounou; The sweet smeUer; The tight-
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wads; A man with a soft Job; At the Chevalier
restaurant; "Miller, you're asleep"; A labour
demonstration; Boxers; The Joy boys.

+ Dial 70:714 Je '21 70w
"M Hamp always writes with perfect knowl-

edge and faultless understanding; and he is

master of a prose style that responds sensitively
to every demand made upon It There i-uns
through his pages, too, a robust philosophy of
'Justice and work' that gives a deeper signifi-
cance to his volume." Gilbert Thomas

+ Freeman 3:379 Je 29 '21 470w
"The extremely difficult task of translating

an author like Pierre Hamp has been done
with skill, intelligence, and good taste. Here's
hoping that the book will be widely read in
America and that every American reader
will get from it not only an extraordinarily
interesting picture of French working class
life, but what seems to me to rise from it,

strong and vital and enduring, the French
reverence for the intelligent and faithful do-
ing of good work." D. C. Fisher

+ Lit R p4 Ap 30 '21 1600w
"His portraits are deep-etched and memor-

able and an excellent translation keeps his
descriptions from being relaxed or blunted.
But he is no Gorki. He and his people have
a Latin hardness and definiteness."

+ Nation 112:718 My 18 '21 280w
"He is always wholly objective. He does

nothing but make his picture and draw his
characters, and he does it with such force
and color and vitality that they are as alive
as if the reader had himself been in their
homes, gone with them to their workshops."

4- N Y Times p27 My 29 '21 950w
"The style of the stories resembles a French

poster of startling black and white; no delicate
tinting or haziness of outline. It is obvious
but not crude, intense but not grotesque. The
translation by James Whitall is worthy of its

original."
+ Springf'd Republican p8 N 2 '21 520w

"This is a most moving, albeit dispassionate,
book. Without being merely photographic, the
author divests his stories of all interpretation.
There is no extravagance of words, sentiment,
or even of the sordid that mars much realism,
in the twenty-two short stories which make
this volume." M. C. Calkins

-)- Survey 47:91 O 12 '21 2G0w

HAMSUN, KNUT. Dreamers; tr. from the
Norwegian, with an introd. by W. W.
Worster. 51.75 (Gi/icj Knopf 21-20189

This story, written in 1904, shows a light and
playful Hamsun. It is pure comedy, its cen-
tral figure being a cheerful, roistering young
telegraph operator, who sports in fickle fashion
with the girls of the village, gets drunk at
times and scandalizes the parson by serenad-
ing his wife. His real love affair has many
windings, but appears at the close of the book
to be reactiing a happy consummation. "The
translator explains in his introductory note
that the Norwegian title is untranslatable, the
word "moths" partly expressing it

—"some-
thing pleasantly futile, deliciously unprofitable
—foolish lovers, hovering like moths about a
lamp."

" 'Dreamers' cannot rank with Knut Ham-
sun's later works. It can be enjoyed with or
without a previous knowledge of the author,
but it is not stupendous."

-\ Bookm 54:493 Ja '22 lOOw
" 'Dreamers' is an idyllic interlude in the

work of the master; for the reader who is re-
sponsive to genius in a sportive mood, and who
can appreciate deep insight even when it is not
on parade, it will proviile a few hours of rare
delight. It bears the stamp of its origin; the
man who wrote it is a great novelist not so
much because he is a deep psychologist and a
widely experienced human being, as because he
achieves his greatest effects through those
elusive intuitions the sum of which we call
Inspiration." I. G.

-f Boston Transcript p9 D 7 '21 1450w

Interestmg the book surely is to a student
of Mr Hamsun's work. How far this novel
will add to his reputation, and how much it
will interest the general reader, is another
question."

-i NY Times plO Ja 8 '22 400w

HAMSUN, KNUT. Growth of the soil. 2v *$5
(3c) Knopf 21-3287

Translated from the Norwegian by W W
Worster, who adds an account of Hamsun's
literary development with a short analysis ofeach of his works. The story of a man risen
in elemental strength and simplicity out of
the very soil of Norway. The reader meetshim first trudging under the weight of a sack
over marsh and moorland and thru forests toa spot in the primeval wilds where he de-
cides to settle. Out of the first rude sheltergrow the beginnings of a homestead, and, aa
his needs grow, along comes the woman to
share his toil and bear his children. Pros-
perity waits on toil, a large estate is built up.
a settlement grows, civilization encroaches
and leaves its mark on the next generation,
others are tossed about on the sea of passion
and ambition, but Isak, the original man, re-
mains firm as a rock in his simplicity.

Growth of the soil' is one of those few
novels in which we seem to escape from our-
selves and to take an invisible part. It Is
wonderfully rich, satisfying country, and of
all those who dwell in it there is not one who
does not hve." K. M.

+ Ath p7()7 Je 11 '20 700w
"A story told without plot tensity but with

a quiet sympathy that wins."
-r Booklist 17:218 Mr '21

"There is both nobility and sordidness in
the details of Isak's struggle for growth, a
struggle that is beaten out in years of dul-
ness, yet that fascinates through two volumes
—drab living transmuted into the most vivid
drama." J. F.

+ Bookm 53:351 Je '21 380w
"For a book like this a new adjective should

be created; not, however, because the adjec-
tive does not exist, but because it has been
squandered by wastrel, bass-drum reviewers.By its very simplicity, 'Growth of the soil'
challenges the adequate expression of appre-
ciation." I: Goldberg
+ -j- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 19 '21 1400w

"It has vivid, well-differentiated characters
and is of interest as a record of the develop-
ment of a self-conscious community from a
widely separated collection of isolated farms."

-f Cleveland p26 Ap '21 lOOw
"The book moves in a slow, leisurely tide,

uninipassioned, simple, almost Biblical in its
directness of exposition."

+ Dial 71:242 Ag '21 lOOw
"He has written a prose poem, in a marvel-

ousiy serene and elevated mood, in which the
homeliest incidents of peasant life are elabor-
ated with a minuteness which only genius
could make engrossing." C. M. S.

+ Grinnell R 16:450 Je '21 530w
"There is a curious haunting rhythm about

the style in which the tale is told. It is a book
of which you have to read every single word,
like poetry."

+ Ind 106:133 S 17 '21 210w
"The objective method, so bitterly resented

by sentimental moralists, was never so
poignant and effective as at the hands of
Knut Hamsun in 'Growth of the soil.' Those
who remember the bitter realism of 'Hunger'
and the passionate lyricism of 'Pan' and 'Vic-
toria' will marvel at the epic plentitude of
this work of Hamsun's maturity. The delir-
ium of 'Hunger,' the passionate egotism of
'Pan,' are gone." Ernest Bovd

+ Lit R p3 Mr 5 '21 850w
" "Growth of the soil' is a book full of no-

bility and beauty. It has skill and insight
and a large clarity of final effect."

+ Nation 112:486 Mr 30 '21 880w
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HAMSUN, KNUT—Continued
"Every portrait is perfect. Most delightful

of all the characters and most novel is Geis-
sler. His lilce has not been seen In fiction.
More's the pity, except that no one could
have limned him so well as Hamsun—Hamsun

+ N Y Times pl5 Mr 13 '21 2550w
"This work Is based on the theme that all

things spring- I'rom tlie soil and is marl<ed by
the simple grandeur, ilie terrible beauty and
the all-embracing- dignity that are integral
parts o; that motif. The translation by W. W.
Worstor seems entirely adequate." G: DuB.
Proctor

+ Pub W 99:576 F 19 '21 420w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p285 My
6 '20 60w

" 'Grov.th of the soil' appears to be his
ripest aa well as his latest work. Mr Wors-
ter fairly calls the tale epic. Like so great
a proportion of the deepest imaginative work.
It is based on an infinitely faithful realism
and even localism. [Isak is] a great figure in
a great boolc." H. W. Bo.'.'nton

+ Weekly R 4:320 Ap 6 '21 lOOOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 70w

HAMSUN, KNUT. Pan. •52 (5c) Knopf
21-19651

The book Is translated from the Norwegian
by W. W. Worster and has a long introduc-
tion by Edwin Bjorkman, who shows the dif-
ference between Hamsun and Ibsen and how
all of the former's work has been inspired by
his love for the primitive and for rural life,

with a hatred of everything urban. "Pan"
Is the story of a game of love played between
a young lieutenant, summering in the wilds
with his dog and gun, and a tradesman's
daughter. She exasperates him with her in-
calculable moods which he repays in kind. She
ends by marrying a count while for him the
aftermath is a ruined life.

"Comparatively fragmentary."— Ath p866 D 24 '20 370w
"The short tale that fills less than two

hundred pages unrolls vividly before the eye
through sheer force of the writer's artistic
sincerity. The story is largely poetry, although
the translator has wisely refrained from em-
ploying 'poetic prose' and has, as in his ex-
cellent version of 'Growth of the soil,' preferred
a prose instinct with poetry. Some of the
paragraphs are tiny lyrics in themselves." I:

Goldberg
+ Boston Transcript p4 Ag 6 '21 llOOw

Dial 71:610 N '21 70w
"Is as sood a romantic document in essence

as anything by Chateaubriand."
+ Nation 113:298 S 14 '21 580w

Reviewed by R. M. Lovett
New Repub 28:25 Ag 31 '21 1200w

"A strange and beautiful book. It is also
a book which requires a good deal from the
reader, both of sympathy with its mood, and
of a definite type of visualization. The author
seems to have shunned drama, as interfering
with the lyricism of his story. The pathos,
the drama the reader must discern for him-
self, through the power of his own sympathetic
imagination." L. M. Field

4- N Y Times p24 Jl 31 '21 1250w
"It is a lyric in praise of woods and moun-

tains, sustained in high ecstatic mood through-
out."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21
660w

Reviewed by H. "SV. Boynton
Weekly R 5:193 Ag 27 '21 370w

HAND, THOMAS E., and COCKERHAM, K. L.
Sweet potato, il •$3 Macmillan 633.4

21-1367
The book belongs to the Rural science series

edited hy L. H. Bailey and is intended as a
handbook for the practical grower. As one of

the most important food-producing industries
the growing of sweet potatoes is here treated in
all its phases: agriculturally, commercially, and
as a food for man and beast, including recipes.
The book is illustrated and indexed.

NANKINS, ARTHUR PRESTON. Jubilee Girl,
il ?2 (2c) Dodd 21-17083

"Tramps and trampdom come in for their
share of glory in 'The Jubilee Girl.' Through
the story of York Farrel, Arthur Hankins sets
forth all the lore and language of the itinerant
profession. York Farrel tires of city life, and
in order to discover the sort of men who are
being benefited by his father's will, and at the
same time enjoy a complete vacation, starts to
beat his way across the country. He acquires
a squire in the person of a likable young tramp
who teaches him the ins and outs of hobo
travel. Through all his wanderings he hears
praise sung ol Jubilee King, an eiticient, un-
usual young woman who is carrying on the
worrL of iier dCMd father as head of a con-
struction gang in New Mexico. Farrel wagers
that lie will meet her and win her favor, and
in a letter sent hand by hand, the Jubilee Girl
accepts his challenge. The inevitable love
affair follows and the story culminates satis-
factorily."—Lit R

"A readable, pleasantly different novel."
+ Lit R pl27 O 29 '21 90w

N Y Times pl2 D 11 '21 80w

HANNAY, JAMES OWEN (GEORGE A. BIR-
MINGHAM, pseud.). Adventurers of the
night. '»$1.90 (3c) Doran 21-15507

An elderly professor and his lovely daughter
seek hidden treasure on an island off the
western coast of Ireland. They are suspected
by the police of being Sinn Feiners, and by the
islanders of being revenue officers come to raid
their private still. The story is told by the
country parson who is a sharer in all the
amusing mishaps which occur before the mis-
understandings are cleared away, and the
policeman marries the lovely daughter.

Booklist 18:51 N '21

"With all his humor, he never overlooks the
fact that he has a story to tell, and although
its course may be devious and enter many
byways along the highway of the narrative, he
never forgets his plot and never fails to give it

the proper and logical sort of beginning, middle
and end."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 3 '21 1350w
"If admiration is aroused, it is at the skill

with which the author contrives to manufac-
ture a new story so absolutely faithful to his
usual recipe. There is nothing surprising in
the enjoyment readers still get from this type
of tale, but it is wonderful how the the author
of 'The Simpkins plot' and "General John
Regan' can still write it."

H Lit R pl2 Jl 30 '21 120w
"It is rather thinner and simpler in quality

than some of his previous novels, but it is a
good story, full of laughter and chuckles and
excitement."

-I- N Y Times p24 Jl 31 '21 520w

HANSHEW, MARY E., and HANSHEW,
THOMAS W. (CHARLOTTE MAY KINGS-
LEY, pseud.). Riddle of the mysterious
hght il "^$1.75 (31/2C) Doubleday 21-1283

The incomparable Cleek of Scotland Yard is
again the dauntlesr. detective hero of "The
riddle of tlie mysterious light' and the other
riddles ot crime whicli make up this book.
He employs his familiar metliods of disguise
and deduction and iiis problems have to do
with murder and theft. Even while ho is en-
gaged in solving other people's difficulties, he
is liimself evading the clutches of the Apaches,
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the band of criminals who have sworn venge-
ance upon him. He finally takes the one way
that he thinks will free him forever from the
schemos of his enemies.

Booklist 18:51 N '21

Boston Transcript pfi F 12 '21 270\v

Wis Lib Bui p75 Ap '21 30w

HARA, KATSURO. Introduction to the history
of Japan. *$2.50 (2V2C) Putnam 952 21-1917

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"A text of this kind, written in English by a
Japanese investigator, should be welcomed by
every student. If, occasionally, the author takes
too much for granted, and thus may confuse the
beginner, the student understands the reference
and welcomes the suggestive discussion which
accompanies many of the topics, and he will be
Interested in seeing how a native scholar evalu-
ates the events of Japanese history." P. J. Treat

H Am Hist R 26:539 Ap '21 500w
Booklist 17:246 Ap '21

"Mr Hara interestingly describes the me-
diaeval phase of Japanese history which has been
either generally ignored or superficially treated
by Occidental historians." W. H. Chamberlin

-I- Freeman 3:187 My 4 '21 450w
"Of interest to those who seek knowledge of

Japan's past, it will be found useful in achiev-
ing greater familiarity with the traditions of
her art and literature."

+ Outlook 128:702 Ag 31 '21 70w
"This book is clearly written, and has had

the collaboration of so eminent a scholar as
Professor Sayce, of Oxford."

-f R of Rs 63:446 Ap '21 70w
Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 19 '21 70w

Reviewed by S. L. Gulick
Survey 46:565 Ag 1 '21 lOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p614 S

22 '21 60w

HARDIN, CHARLOTTE. Coins and medals. *$2
Four seas co. 818 21-5554

Subtle and fleeting moods and impressions are
here described in prose poems of delicate diction
and elusive imagery. Part 2 consists of reveries
aroused by such works as the Young satyr of
Praxiteles and the Ceres of Rodin.

much of each other. John determines to burn
his bridges and exile himself to South Africa,
but in a last farewell their love becomes articu-
late and he proposes flight together. After a
severe struggle with herself, Marion's austere
principles prevail, and she chooses a life of
sacrifice at Margaret's Mead, where the moth-
ering of her dead sister's children involves a
loveless marriage to her sister's brother-in-law.

"Mrs Hardin has sensitively revealed impres-
sions of life in symbols."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 18 '21 170w
"A volume of prose poems whose models are

obviously French. There is great talk of vases
and satyrs and Tanagra figurines, so that with-
out straining the imagination one could easily
believe one's-self back in the '90s of the Symbo-
listes. Mallarm6 is not half so interesting in

translation."— Lit R pll My 7 '21 50w

HARDIN, CHARLOTTE. From a flat house-top.
*$1.5C Four seas co. 811 20-19076

The book is a first volume of poems gathered
from contributions to the Atlantic Monthly
and other periodicals. They contain moods and
sentiment.s and reflections on various things
that life and books have brought to the author.
The title represents the last cycle of the col-
lection. Some of the other poems are: Wind
scents; Musings of a pre-Raphaelite painter;
The singing shell; When I went in sandals;
Pippa in the factory; To the most loved; Too
long I sat at Spartan boards.

HARDING, JANE. Margaret's Mead. J1.75 (Sc)
Doubleday [7s 6d Heinemann] 21-19481

Marion Harland instinctively rejects the
grosser types of men that cross her path only
to single out one who is no longer free. John
Preston Is married to a drunken wife from
whom he has long been separated. When
Marlon comes to Margaret's Mead to nurse a
dying sister, John is staying with an old aunt
at the neighboring Greyladles and the two see

"The dialogue tends sometimes towards
polemics rather than free and intimate conver-
sation. The author achieves in this novel a
vehicle for her personal philosophy. She writes
with distinction and her character studies are
suggestive of Hardy."

h Lit R p241 D 3 '21 360w
"A country story which, though unoriginal in

plot, is excellent in treatment. The character-
drawing is admirably done."

+ Spec 127:751 D 3 "21 50w
"The disquisitions and the conversations are

disproportionate. We are told a great deal
about the characters, but they often do little
to act up to their parts. . . The alarming seri-
ousness of the book is broken by no hint of
humour."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p774 N

24 '21 250w

HARDING, WARREN GAMALIEL. Our com-
mon country; mutual good will in Ameri-
ca; with foreword by the editor, Frederick
E. Schortemeier. $1.50 Bobbs 308 21-10869

"Apparently the editor of this volume has
taken the speeches that were made by Mr
Harding during the campaign and the follow-
ing months and the addresses that have
been delivered to various groups of people on
various occasions by the President since he
entered the White House, and has sorted and
classified what he has said at these various
times into nearly a score of chapters, each
dealing with a special subject and addressed to
a special audience. Thus each chapter is in
the nature of a message to some group of
American citizens, and the editor has empha-
sized this feature by adding to each chapter-
heading a sub-title showing the group to which
it is especially addressed."—N Y Times

Am Pol Sci R 15:627 N '21 70w
"For the future biographer these excerpts

will be invaluable; for the American citizen
of today they are appealing in their thorough
sincerity and in the complete absence of the
mind self-centred." E. J. C.

-f Boston Transcript p4 Jl 23 '21 600w
Lit R pll Ag 6 '21 360w
N Y Times plS Ag 7 '21 450w
Springf'd Republican p8 Ja 12 '22 30w

HARE, AMORY (MRS ARTHUR B. COOK).
Tossed coins. *$1.50 Lane 811 21-609

A book of poems in llir -e parts: Joy o' life; In
sorrow; and Quietude. Some of them are re-
printed from Harper's, the Atlantic Monthly,
Contemporary Verse and other periodicals.

Booklist 17:244 Ap '21

"Though not a fine poet she is a sound and
self-respecting one." W. S. B.

H Boston Tran.scrlpt p7 F 19 '20 220w
"In her swinging rhythms are to be found

a deep regard and colorful expression of the
varying moods of nature and a defiance of the
maliciousness of fate that is admirable. Oc-
casionally she strikes a deeper and more in-
trospective mood, and here, too. she exhibits
technical ability and some degree of indubi-
table poetry." H. S. Gorman

4- N Y Times pl3 Mr 27 '21 90w
Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 40w

HARKER, MRS LIZZIE ALLEN. Bridge
across. $1.75 (2c) Scribner [7s 6d Murray]

21-20438

The "bridge across" is the bridge of under-
standing between youth and middle age, which
both may help to build. Raby Verdon Is the
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MARKER, L. A.—Continued
neglected daughter of a dissipated father, a
tomboy and scapegrace when the story opens,
with no companions but two faithful servants
and her horses. She is eager for friendship,
very appreciative when she finds it, in a much
older woman, and sensitive to Its influence.
The story follows Raby's development into a
fine, resolute young woman, her life as hospital
worker in wartime London, her loyal devotion
to father and friends, her youthful loves, and
her ability to discriminate among them.

"This is one of the pleasant books of the win-
ter. There is nothing very great about it, but
almost any one who wants to read a novel at
all will enjoy a couple of evenings spent over it.

The characters are well drawn and the con-
versations well individualized. There is a
pleasant atmosphere of out of doors in the
book, of horses and dogs and long country
days."

+ Lit R p339 Ja 7 '22 480w
"An agreeable romance."

+ Outlook 130:70 Ja 11 '22 50w
"Mrs Harker at her usual level of inevita-

bility, wholesomeness and charm."
+ Spec 17:751 D 3 "21 lOw

"In sketching character. Mrs Harker Is

almost always true to her instincts of justice

and penetration; it is In the handling of events
and of plot that her courage sometimes falls

her and makes her rely on rather well-worn
expedients as links in her chain."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p769 N
24 '21 400w

HARKER, MRS LIZZIE ALLEN. Montagu
Wvcherly: a rev. ed. of "His first leave."
*$2 {3c) Scribner 21-7412

Against the background of an English coun-
try-side, the love story of Herrick and Montagu
"Wycherly is unfolded. Montagu, on leave from
his duties in the Indian civil service, again
takes up the rounds of a peaceful, leisurely
existence among the kind-hearted people at
Bredon. The genial hospitality, so much prac-
ticed in this little community, creates many
opportunities for the young peopje to meet.
The result is inevitable when man and maid
"stand face to face, though they come from the
ends of the earth."

"It holds the interest well, never offends
good taste, but it appears to be lacking in
vital tissue, in red blood. The English is as
perfect as the manners and ideals of the
principal characters. It does afford a picture
almost Utopian of the better-class Britisher."

H NY Times p23 Mr 13 '21 600w

HARKNESS, GEORGIA ELMA. Church and
the immigrant; with an introd. by G. W.
Tupper. $1.50 Doran 325.7 21-14651

"The book presents the European background,
and the significance of the same for American
life, together with practical suggestions as to
ways in which the active church can contrib-
ute to our immigrant neighbors."—J Religion

"We cannot but follow the statements of
Miss Harkness with definitely awakened interest
and approval."

+ Boston Transcript p4 O 5 '21 60w
"Not a profound book but a splendid Intro-

duction to the problems facing the imml-

+ J Religion 1:664 N "21 30w

HARPER, GEORGE MCLEAN. Wordsworth's
French daughter. $1 Princeton univ. press
[4s 6d Milford] B or 92 22-951

"The author furnishes documents which
authenticate the gossip long current about
Wordsworth and his optimistic period iq
France. At Orleans, it seems, he had a love
affair with Marie-Anne Vallon, and It made
him In December, 1792, the father of a daughter.

Anne Caroline, whom he acknowledged in the
birth certificate which Mr Harper has unearthed
among the Archives communales of Orleans.
Ten years later Wordsworth went on an agitat-
ed visit to France, saw the lady and his child,
and returned to marry Mary Hutchinson with-
in two months. In 1814, 'at the risk of losing
a reputation for peculiar correctness of con-
duct,' the poet gave acknowledgment and con-
sent to the marriage of 'Anne Caroline Words-
worth' at Paris to Jean Baptiste Martin Baud-
ouin—the license for which Mr Harper repro-
duces in his little book."—Nation

Lit R plO Jl 30 '21 500w
Nation 113:51 Jl 13 '21 260w

"The story, as Professor Harper tells it, is

not a scandal; it is merely a puzzle. The figrures
in the story are names and shadows: we know
almost nothing as regards their feelings for
each other or what it was that prevented a
marriage between the lovers. Professor Harper
has discovered an interesting episode in Words-
worth's life . . . but we do not yet even know
enough about the circumstances to get any
fresh light from it either on his work or on
his character." Robert Lynd

New Statesman 17:572 Ag 27 '21 1850w
"Beyond its value as biographical detail, its

publication may help to remove the still

lingering delusion that Wordsworth's was a
cold and a dull nature."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p545 Ag
25 '21 440w

HARRADEN, BEATRICE. Spring shall plant.
•$2 (SVaC) Doran 21-5082

Patuffa, "the damned child," was a handful.
She had altogether too much temperament, too
rebellious a will to power, which m.ade her the
tyrant of the nursery, tlie terror of the house
and caused her to be expelled from school
after school. But underneath all was an affec-
tionate nature and a fine sense of honor and of
responsibility, once she saw her way clear. In
spite of her devilish behavior she made friends
of importance, and after disaster had overtaken
the family, Patuffa became a rock for her
mother to lean on. We leave her as the pro-
t^g^e of a great violinist, headed for a musical
career.

"She gets the effects by a distinguished and
able use of the words that are in the best
and simplest use. There is not a note in her
whole gamut that she cannot attain by the
use of unstrained tones. She is a literary Schu-
bert, not a Donizetti. Hers is consistent
melody, not bravura. This is the most delicate
and soundest literary art." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 19 '21 620w
"Hardly a story for intermediates but Is in-

teresting as an odd piece of characterization."
+ Cleveland p34 My '21 50w

"Since 'Ships that pass in the night' no
work has come from the pen of Miss Harra-
den which could in any degree compare with
that piece of delicate and delightful charac-
terization. But in her new book, 'Spring
shall plant,' we have a story with something
of the earlier manner, somewhat of the sub-
leties of delineation, the niceties of feeling
that made her first novel so deservedly popu-
lar." K. D. Sweetser

+ Lit R plO My 14 '21 640w
"Patuffa is a cleverly drawn character. The

book is well told, with many skillful touches,
and will appeal especially to those who like

stories about children."

-t- N Y Times p23 Ap 17 '21 630w

"The whole book shows that ability of hand-
ling to which Miss Harraden has accustomed
her readers. But the new fashion of publishing
novels in a series of disconnected volumes
makes the opening chapters a little dlflflcult to

judge ''

H Spec 125:539 O 23 '20 130w

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p614 S
23 '20 460w
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HARRIS, CORRA MAY (WHITE) (MRS
LUNDY HOWARD HARRIS). My son.
•$1.90 (2%c) Doran 21-6805

The author of "A circuit rider's wife" has
written in "My son" further experiences In a
Methodist minister's household, now from the
standpoint of the preacher's mother Instead of
the wife. The story has no definite plot, ex-
cept the growth of the son Peter from a suc-
cessful modern pastor of the business-manager
type, to a deeply earnest and spiritual man
like his father before him, who had been his
mother's Ideal. Many of the problems of the
day are seen thru the mother's eyes. The
book has appeared in serial form in the Satur-
day Evening Post.

"The characterization of the old mother is

clever—but on the whole the story is not the
equal of the earlier one."

+ Booklist 17:304 My '21

"Problems confronting the mother of a
Methodist preacher do not sound gripping
nor even interesting. But the heroine of
Corra Harris's novel has made them so with
her sense of humor, her shrewd, witty obser-
vations, her illuminating intuitiveness."

-I- Bookm 53:367 Je '21 70w
" 'My son' is hardly a brilliant successor to

the 'Circuit rider.'
"

f- Boston Transcript p6 Je 18 '21 230w
"The mother does not seem to be a ficti-

tious character. She is as real as one's
grandmother, and speaks with the same
homely, old-fashioned wisdom. The charac-
ter sketches with which the book is filled are
crisp, delightful and true to fact."

+ N Y Times p25 My 1 '21 340w
"Humor, religion and common sense adorn

this easy-to-re'ad story." K. P. Shaw
-f- Pub W 99:1229 Ap 16 '21 140w

"The narrative is written in a homely in-
timate style, with a knowledge that only a
person having a deeprooted understanding of
human frailties could impart."

+ Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21

180w
"Shrewd soliloquies on human character that

are generally penetrating, often witty, and
never peevish."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p485 Jl

28 '21 3.')0w

HARRIS, FRANK. Contemporary portraits;
.second series. $3.50 The author, 57 5th av.,

N.Y. 920 20-12111

"In this volume Mr Frank Harris gives us
seventeen more pen-pictures of celebrated men
of his time with whom he has come into con-
tact. Here are the ingredients, in the order in

which they are set before us: George Bernard
Shaw, Rudyard Kipling, Ernest Dowson, Theo-
dore Dreiser, George Moore, Lord Dunsany and
his illustrator, Sidney Sime, James Thomson,
Lionel Johnson, Hubert Crackenthorpe, Pierre
Loti, Walter Pater, Herbert Spencer, Mr Bal-
four. Mr Lloyd George, Viscount Grey, and M.
Clemenceau. And there is a portrait of Mr
Shaw painted by himself, with the sub-title
'How Frank ought to have done it.'

"—The
Times [London] lAt Sup

"One can not read it without offence, nor can
one read it without profit. Slovenl.v in form
beyond forgiving, it is nevertheless strewn with
apt phrases and keen observations. Its many
quick judgments are now brilliant and now
ridiculou.s."

H Freeman 2:454 Ja 19 '21 190w
"Despite its faults, and they are grievous,

the book is Immensely worth while. Though
the portraits might be truer, they could hard-
ly be more mteresting." J. .7. S.

-^ Grinnell R 16:426 My '21 90w
"This third series is as valuable .as the earlier

ones. You cannot read these sixteen sketches
without feeling the warm romantic insight, the

spiritual energy, the power to catch the soul in
motion, the just perspective of fine taste."
Francis Hackett

-1- New Repub 29:21 N 30 '21 650w
"This is a revealing book; we should not care

to say that Mr Harris's impressions are always
correct, but his literary skill is such that his
subjects live, and we do not doubt that he saw
them as he here shows them to us."

H The Times [Loncfon] Lit Sup p7 Ja 6
'21 2350W

HARRIS, JOHN H. Africa: slave or free? 'JS
Dutton 916 20-21328

"Mr Harris needs no introduction. His long
connexion with the Anti-slavery and Aborigines
protection society and his previous writings
have made him well known to the public, and
his pro-native, and especially pro-African,
sympathies have been for many years in evi-
dence. Sir Sydney Olivier contributes a preface
to the present book. He has had West Indian
experience, and, as governor of Jamaica, has
been brought into close and daily contact with
the African race on the other side of the At-
lantic. The fact that the book has been pub-
lished by the Student Christian movement gives
the standpoint from which it should be read
and reviewed. Presumably it is intended to
answer the question, What should be the atti-
tude and policy of those who preach, practise,
and profess the Christian religion towards
Africa and the Africans?"—The Times [Lon-
don] Lit Sup

Booklist 17:183 F '21

"It is dull and semi-religious in its tone."
Llewelyn Powvs

H Freeman 2:522 F 9 '21 200w
"The book is one that will rouse wide in-

terest among consoientiou.s reader.*!."

+ Outlook 128:517 Jl 27 '21 70w
"The author inspires confidence when he faces

these difficult problems in such a practical
spirit."

+ Spec 122:814 D 13 '19 1300w
"Mr Harris has performed a genuine ser-

vice in giving us so clear and honest a pic-
ture of the actual conditions of our own day
in Africa."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 Je 17 '21
5G0w

-I- Survey 46:375 Je 11 '21 580w
"The book lends itself to the criticism which

commonly lies against books written by men
who hold a lifelong brief for a cause. There
is a tendency to exoggerated or one-sided state-
ments, to generalizations which are not quite
sound, and to a perspective which is not quite
true."

-I-
— The Times [London] Lit Sup pl5 Ja 8
'20 IGOOw

HARRIS, KENNETT. Meet Mr Stegg. *$1.90
(2c) Holt 21-495

This collection of frontier stories consists of
yarns told by "Mr Stege." an old bullwhacker
in thf> Bl;ick Hills country of Dakota. The
introductory sketch is devoted to a description
of this engaging old driver of oxen and his
yarns are: The hrachycephalic bohunkus;
Getting even; Concerning cautious Clyde; The
bird in the hand; The metamorphosis of Mary
Ann; Benny and her familee; Tobermory; Rosy-
light-of-dawn.

"The rich humor that impregnates Mr Harris's
stories makes them extremely entertaining.
The tales are carried off with a gusto that en-
hances their plausibilltv."

-f- N Y Times p22 Je 26 "21 580w
+ Springf'd Republican p5a Ap 3 '21

200w
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HARRISON, MARGUERITE E. Marooned in

» Moscow; the story of an American woman
imprisoned in Russia. $3 (5c) Doran 914.7

Unable to get permission to go to Russia as

an American newspaper correspondent. Mrs
Harrison entered surreptitiously thru the Polish

front. She stayed for eighteen months of

which ten were spent in prison
,^

I" ^fT J^°°*^
she gives a straightforward account of her ex-

neriences and in her final summing up of Rus-

sfan condiuons as she found them she says:

"We may not like the Soviet Government but

it it ^ real government. . . I believe that our

only sine polfc^ from the political and the eco-

nomic as well as from the humanitarian stand-

point it chelation to the fullest extent with

the Soviet Government."

"«?he is an impartial and clear-headed wit-

ness and does not hesitate to point out both

good and bad features of the present system

fn Russia-her aloofness is amazing, when one

conSrs^all the things that ha^pPened to her

She stands completely outside the cncle of her

own sufferings and views Russia with the eyes

of a skilled reporter. I have not seen any book

§n contemporary Russia more intei;esting and

valuable than this and none that inspires more

credence. It is a great task honestly and com
petently performed." W: L. Phelps

-jl N Y Times pl3 Ja 8 22 b^ow

R of Rs 65:220 F *22 150w

HARROW BENJAMIN. Vitamines; essential
"

?ood f'acfors '$2.50 Button 641.1 21-2304

"This book contains 219 pages. The first half

of it is devoted to the other food factors and

their various interrelations. Following an ex-

haustive consideration of the vitamines there

are tables showing their distribution in the

commoner foodstuffs, a memorandum issued by

the British committee on accessory food fac-

tors in 1919 for the guidance of those engaged

in administration of food relief to famine-

stricken districts, and an extensive biblio-

graphy."—N y Times

Booklist 18:9 O '21

"\11 who have to do with feeding others,

mothers, nurses, dietitians, institution direc-

tors. Army officials will find in this book the

infol-mation they need, put in a form that can

be easily understood and applied.

-{-Boston Transcript p5 Ag 27 21 240w

"As a popular treatise on nutrition, for which

the book was intended, it is excellent. f. i±>.

"°^'^+
J Home Econ 13:521 O '21 520w

Reviewed by H: T. Finck
Lit R p9 My 14 '21 750w

Reviewed by Van Buren Thorne
^®''' NY Times pl8 Mr 27 '21 2000w

"A very useful little book."

+ Spec 127:114 Jl 23 '21 580w

"The title is somewhat of a misnomer; for

this book is a painstaking attempt to explain

to the popular mind the whole question of

nutrition. What the general reader most wants

to know Just now Is what are vitamines and

what is the latest knowledge about them? It

Is doubtful whether he will have the patience

first to delve through eight chapters on fuel

values, carbohydrates, fats, proteins, mineral

matter, water and oxygen, the amlno-acids, and

the like." Margaret l^asker

f- Survey 46:59 Ap 9 '21 510w

HART. JOSEPH KINMONT. Community or-

ganization. (Social welfare library') 'JS-SO

Macmillan SOI 21-101

"An increasing number of men and women in

this country is engaged in what is known as

'social work,' and a few of these are interested

in effor*.s undertaken for the community as a
whole. The author of this book, from experi-

ence in the War camp community service and
In earlier work in western states, analyzes the

general problem of community organization,

and shows how plans already formed for deep-
ening and giving expression to a community
sense mav have a democratic application." (R
of Rs) Contents: Backgrounds; The present
situation; The individual as the basis of
community; The function of the social sci-
ences; The democratic ideal; Some important
tasks; Types of preliminary effort; Obstruc-
tions developing community deliberation; The
inclusive program: From deliberation to action;
Keeping the program human; and The prob-
lem of leadership.

"The term 'Community,' throughout, is used
in an ambiguous sense. Most of the time it

implies simply any large social group, but par-
ticularly a nation or state. At other times it

reverts to the concept of a local community
without any apparent recognition of the dis-
tinction. There is much sound philosophy In
Mr Hart's book. It points out clearly the fal-
lacy of individualistic ideals and the waste in
attempts to reform a few evils piecemeal. While
there is little that is new to the sociologist,
there is much of value for the citizens and the
social worker who have been thinking of par-
ticular pieces of social betterment as isolated
enterprises." C. C. North

1- Am J Soc 27:408 N '21 520w
Am Pol Sol R 15:136 F '21 40w
Am Pol Scl R 15:459 Ag '21 30w
Booklist 17:177 F '21

"Prof. Hart possesses an extensive back-
ground in study and experience."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 230w
"The book is extremely well WTitten. The

language i.s clear, simple, and understandable.
The author's vie\vpoint is thoroughly modern
and reflects his wide practical experience in the
field of social service."

+ El School J 21:476 F '21 540w
"It is unfortunate that the author has not seen

fit to incorporate in his book definite examples
of community policy and reaction which his
experience as community organizer must have
afforded him. The chief value of such a book
as this is the stimulus which it affords to more
comprehensive thinking along social welfare
lines." R. D. McKenzie

-I J Pol Econ 29:351 Ap '21 380w
"Professor Hart's purpose to have us think

and act in terms of the community will
receive stimulus from his volume. He argues
for the acceptance of a programme that will
integrate and relate fragmentary and special
social plans and studies . . . but does not
analyze the movement in the light of the prin-
ciples which he has laid down." C: S. Bern-
heimer

-\ Lit R p8 Jl 23 '21 520w
R Of Rs 63:335 Mr '21 80w

HARTLAND, EDWIN SIDNEY. Primitive so-
ciety. $2.50 Button [6s Methuen] 392

(Eng ed 21-19463)

The book is a review of the various re-

searches into the beginnings of the family and
the reckoning of descent, and a summing up
of their findings. Its object is to show how
the whole human race, in its social evolu-
tion, has passed thru the stage in which the
mother alone, and not the father, was re-

garded as the stock of descent and the
source of kinship. The various vestiges of

primitive cultures still to be found in differ-

ent parts of the world are adduced as ev"
dence to show how matrilineal societies have
gradually changed to patrilineal thru a vari-

ety of causes, and that the course of evolu-

tion has always been from the former to the

latter. There is an index and a bibliography.

Boston Transcript p6 N 26 '21 420w

"Erudite knowledge conveyed in a pleasant

and readable form."
-(- Cath World 113:683 Ag '21 490w
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"There Is some attempt to do justice to the
descriptive literature of recent years, but the

spirit that pervades the book is the spirit of

1880: the whole work is a dogmatic assertion
of one cardinal doctrine of the antiquated evo-
lutionary sociology of that generation." R. H.
Lowie— Freeman 3:595 Ag 31 '21 200w

"Apart from the central argument, the book
contains much interesting detail concerning
tribal marriage customs in all parts of the
world, but the author's desire to make cer-

tain that his reader has grasped every rele-

vant fact makes his style seem a little prolix

at times." „, ,.„
4- _ New Statesman 17:198 My 21 '21 loOw

"A very able and interesting statement of

the case for descent through the mother as
the rule of primitive society."

+ Spec 126:563 Ap 30 '21 160w
4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p263 Ap
21 '21 340w

HARTLEY, GEORGE INNESS. Boy hunters
in Demerara. il $1-75 (SVzc) Century

21-16536

"A story of wild life and hunting in British
Guiana, in which the jungle is pictured in

grraphic colors. Exciting adventures surround
the characters, and make even a city chap,
who wears white flannels in dark places, change
ids ways."—Lit D

Lit D p50 N 5 '21 40w
"Surely no two lads ever enjoyed more perfect

hunting than the young heroes of Mr Hartley's
book. And yet there is a most convincing air

of fact about it all."

+ Lit R pl91 N 19 '21 lOOw
Reviewed by M. H. B. Mussey

Nation 113:sup684 D 7 '21 50w
"The framev.'ork of the story permits descrip-

tion of much wild life and natural features of

this little-known territory."

-f N Y Times p2l N 6 '21 30w
"Interwoven throughout, but in such a man-

ner and dosage as not to detract Irom a satis-
factory amount of action, is to be found much
authoritative information relative to the jungle
region in British Guiana on the northern coast
of South America."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 320w

HARTLEY, GERTRUDE. Use of projects in
* religious education. (Judson training

manuals for the school of the church) il

$1 Judson press 268 21-15413

A little book which applies the project method,
"learning by doing," to Sunday school teach-
ing. It shows how handwork can be
used in the presentation of lessons and out-
lines problems successfully developed in actual
practice. The illustrations of posters, models
and other picture material represent the work
of boys and girls in many Sunday schools.

HARTLEY, MARSDEN. Adventures in the
arts; Informal chapters on painters, vaude-
ville and poets. 13 (4i^c) Boni & Liveright
704 21-16781

The book has an Introduction by Waldo
Frank, on the relation between creator and
critic, in which he calls the essays "the auto-
biography of a creator." Between an auto-
biographical foreword, "Concerning fairy tales
and me" and an afterword on "The importance
of being 'Dada' " are twenty-eight essays on
artists of every type and on artistic tendencies.
These the author would have valued for their
directness of impulse rather than for the weight
of their argument. Partial contents: The red
man; Whitman and C4zanne; American values
in painting; Modern art in America; Our im-
pressionists; The appeal of photography; Some
women artists; The twilight of acrobats;
Vaudeville; Henry James on Rupert Brooke;
The dearth of critics.

"Hartley's book assembles, among many
dainty papers, some of the happiest essays on
American art that have been written. Hartley
has striven to make his writing a superior sort
of talk, part of a seriously developed aesthetic
of a spirit exquisitely temperate and urbane."
Paul Koscnfeld

-f Bookm 54:385 D '21 1300w
Cath World 114:542 Ja '22 650w

"All the way through the 'Adventures' are
as smart as possible. Only the nicest people
are mentioned. Mr Hartley really emerges as
a guide only when he begins going, up and down
in the world of his contemporaries. Here where
all has been dark and disconcerting to inquir-
ing Americans he waves a reassuring torch. It
is not so much that he supplies dogma or alge-
braic proof but merely that he shows himself
enjoying himself fearlessly. As a writer Mr
Hartley is uneven." H: McBride

h Dial 71:704 D '21 950w
"Books like Mr Marsden Hartley's 'Adven-

tures in the arts' increase the appetite for art
rather than develop our critical organs of di-
gestion. . . WTiile Mr Hartley whets our ap-
petite for a feast he refuses to aid us any
further. As a means of assaying new values,
and of establishing the advances that have been
made in modern art, the method leaves some-
thing to be desired." L. C. M.

h Freeman 4:358 D 21 '21 180w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:106 O 29 '21 lOOw
"The appearance of a book of critical essavs

by a painter is always an exciting event and
it is especially so when the painter-critic's work
is so strongly individualized as is Hartley's.
. . It is Hartley's critical essays on his con-
temporaries and forerunners that must interest
us most, and, despite a certain impediment in
the flow of language and a not too coherent
form, these contain much meat."

-I Int Studio 74:119 N '21 460w
"These fugitive essays not only have the pro-

vocative charm which magazine readers have
learned to expect from Mr Hartley, but, taken
as a collected whole, produce a more vivid and
memorable impression than either their titles
or their careless style might suggest. The style
preserves the incomparable freshness and spon-
taneity of good talking, but has not received
even such pruning as would remove garrulous
repetitions and annoying solecisms." C. M.
Smertenko

H Lit R p228 D 3 '21 560w
"Not the least merit of the chapters Is that

they are short and not too subtle."
+ Outlook 129:356 N 2 '21 20w

HARVARD UNIVERSITY. BUREAU OF BUSI-
NESS RESEARCH. Labor terminology.
$2 Bu. of business research. Harvard univ.
331 L21-102

This bulletin of the Bureau of business re-
search of Harvard university is a first attempt
to give definite meanings to the terms employed
by labor unions in their disputes with employ-
ers. The object is to simplify the solution of
labor problems to the extent of avoiding verbal
misunderstandings between employers and em-
ployees. References are given wherever feas-
ible and copious transcripts from the constitu-
tions and other documents of labor unions, and
of legal enactments are included In the bulletin.

"On the whole the book is well done and it

will be a very useful addition to the working
libraries of those who are interested in labor
problems." C. W. Doten

-f Am Econ R 11:518 S '21 80w

HAVELL, ERNEST BINFIELD. Handbook of
Indian art il *$10 Dutton 709.54

(Eng ed 21-26227)

"The author has devoted years of study to
the art, the literature, the religion, the ideals
of India, he has written half a dozen or more
books upon them and he served for a long
time as principal of the Government school of
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HAVELL, E. B. —Continued
art and keeper of the Art gallery at Calcutta.
The three sections of the book deal respective-
ly with architecture, sculpture and paintings,
with as much as three-fourths of the space
devoted to architecture."—N Y Times

Booklist 17:209 Mr "21

"Informing, authoritative and lavishly illus-

trated volume." E. N.
-I- Boston Transcript p8 F 2 '21 980w

"His appreciation of Indian art is as genuine
as his study is deep. It would be unfair to

demand of him an equally exhaustive knowledge
of the literatures, philosophies and religions of
India extending over a period of five or six
milleniums. The course has been admirably
planned out by Mr Havell; the details must now
be filled in by some one more fully conversant
with the varied—and, to a foreigner, complicat-
ed and puzzling—phases of Hindu life and
thought," V. S. Sukthankar

H Freeman 4:309 D 7 '21 1250w
"This present volume is an admirably con-

ceived survey, at once concise and comprehen-
sive, of the whole subject of Indian art,
penetrated through and through with the
author's wide knowledge and sympathetic un-
derstanding of the history, the religion, the
development and the soul of India."

+ N Y Times pl3 F 13 '21 2200w
"Mr Havell knows so much about his sub-

ject, and from the point of view of the na-
tive artist, that we wish he had given us more
help than he has to enable us to understand
the purely artistic aims of those who created
these wonderful monuments."

H Spejc 126:81 Ja 15 '21 300w
Sprlngfd Republican p6 Jl 9 '21 230w

"The photographs are uniformly good, and
their arrangement enhances them. The story
woven round them is a tale which loses noth-
ing in the retelling."

-1- The Times [London] Lit Sup plOl F
17 '21 1050W

HAVILAND, MARY S. Character training in
childhood, il *$2 (5c) Small 173 21-2397

The author, who is research secretary of the
National child welfare association, considers
her .•subject from every angle and presents
it in a popular style which should make a
wide appeal. The first section, devoted to The
physical basis of character, treats of heredity,
prenatal care, infant feeding, etc. The re-
maining sections take up Early habit forming;
Growth througli pla>-; Growth through study;
Growth through work; The child and his vo-
cation; The religious education of the child.
There are illustrations in the form of health
charts and posters.

"Good Judgment, experience and a knowledge
of psychology underlie this simply and sensibly
written book."

+ Booklist 17:232 Ap '21

+ El School J 21:796 Je '21 380w
Lit R p8 Mr 12 '21 200w

"It is in no sense a technical work. It meets
the mother on her own ground, and tells her
exactly what she wants to know."

-|r Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 29 '21 70w
"In view of the many worthless, frequently

carelessly written and occasionally mislead-
ing books on the subject of child training which
constantly appear on the market, it is partic-
ularly refreshing to come across a dependable,
common-sense statement of the subject."
Bernard Glueck

+ Survey 47:88 O 12. '21 130w
Wis Lib Bui p72 Ap '21 40w

HAWES, CHARLES BOARDMAN. Great
quest. 11 $2 (3c) Atlantic monthly

21-17013
The time of the story Is 1826 and Its point

of departure a small New England village. A
prosperous merchant there is coerced by a vil-
lainous adventurer—a one-time native—to sell

his store and invest his all in a ship bent on
a mysterious quest of great promise. Seth
Upham's nephew, Joe Woods, and his two
clerks accompany him. From the start a
struggle begins on board ship between the
slave trader Gleazin and his accomplices, and
the honest part of the company. Once in
Africa there are thrilling tights with the sav-
ages, close escapes, the death of unhappy aeth
Upham, the rescue of a missionary's daughter
and a shipwreck. At last Joe Woods returns
to his native village, a poor man but a happy
one.

Booklist 1S:89 D "21

"Its spontaneity throughout carries one eag-
erly along, and at the end, the neat tying of
all threads leaves one satislled. It is a boom-
ing, adventurous, romantic tale. Every lover
of Stevenson's 'Treasure island' will find some-
thing to delight him in this tale, too."

4- N Y Times pl6 O 30 '21 180w
Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 50\v

HAWKSWORTH, HALLAM. Strange adven-
tures of a pebble. (Strange adventures in
nature's wonderlands) il $1.60 Scribner 551

21-14943

Geology is brought within the comprehen-
sion ana enjoyment of children in this story
of the earth and its structure, which is re-
presented as being told by a pebble. Not
only in the text is special emphasis laid on
tlie interpretation of landscape, but the illustra-
tions, tliru their character and arrangement,
are intended to train the eye to read the story
of tlie earth as recorded in the forms of val-
ley, mountain, field and shore. As a further
invitation to the child reader the bibliographical
references at the end of each chapter appear
under the attractive caption "Hide and seek
in the library."

Booklist 18:56 N '21

"The story is told in a wonderfully entertain-
ing way and is illustrated with a great number
of carefully selected illustrations."

+ Boston Transcript p6 S 7 '21 200w
"The delightful intimacy between author and

subject, and between author and reader, puts
reader and subject into friendly relations at
once." M. H. B. Mussey

-j- Nation 113:supG84 D 7 '21 80w
"Done in such a delightful manner that it

reads like the romance that it really is."

4- N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 50w
"The work is admirably designed to expand

the intelligent young person's scientific imagina-
tion."

+ Springf'd Republican plla D 11 '21 40w

HAWORTH, PAUL LELAND. Trailmakers
of the Northwest, il $2.50 (3c) Harcourt
971.2 21-14947

The book tells the stories of many of the
famous explorers, fur-traders and prospectors
in the American Northwest: Henry Hudson's
discovery of Hudson bay, Pierre Radisson's
founding of the Hudson Bay company, and
the stories of Samuel Hearne, M De L,a Veren-
drye, Mackenzie, Alexander Henry, Sir John
Franklin, Amundsen and others. 'The author
himself has been an explorer and trapper. "For
many years I have been an eager reader of
the literature of the subject, and repeatedly
I have myself made expeditions to the dwind-
ling regions that yet remain unexplored. The
present book is the outcome of this reading
and of tliese first-hand experiences." (Preface)

"It is true that it makes no definite contribu-
tion to our knowledge of the history of Ameri-
can discovery and exploration and will there-
fore appeal to the general reader rather than
to the special student, who has long been famil-
iar with the sources from which Mr Haworth
has drawn. The volume is absorbingly inter-
esting, however." W. E. Stevens

+ Am Hist R 27:364 Ja '22 400w
Booklist 18:77 D '21
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"Apart from Mr Haworth's account of his own
expedition in 1916 to the hitherto unexplored
area lying between the headwaters of the Peace
and Laird Rivers, there is practically nothing
in this book that was not already conveniently
accessible in printed form. For the purpose it

is intended to serve, is on the whole an excel-

lent piece of work." L. J. Burpee
^ Canadian Hist R 2:372 D '21 520w

"In spite of certain shortcomings, he has pro-
duced a fascinating narrative for those who have
not the opportunity to consult the original
sources, a book far more exciting and more
real, it might be remarked, than most of the
red-blooded fiction that purports to deal with
that part of our continent."

H Lit R p63 O 1 '21 120w
"It is full of the spirit of the primitive life

of the wilds and furnishes stimulating reading."
+ Outlook 129:144 S 28 '21 50w

"Although not fiction, will be more interesting
than a story to the average boy of intelligence."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 150w

HAY, JAMES. Unlighted house. •$1.90 (3c)
Dodd 21-4090

This story deals with a double mystery: first,

the theft of some important state papers from
Senator Buckner, and then the murder of Ed
Revis, who had been mentioned as the pos-
sible thief of the papers. Both problems center
about Mary Haskell, for she is the fianc6e of
the Senator, and has had some previous knowl-
edge of Revis which she refuses to divulge.
That she was at the scene of the crime near
the time of its occurrence further implicates
her. George Darden, the detective on the case,
works on it in accordance with a theory of
his own, and finally solves it with satisfac-
tion to all but the convicted criminal.

"One cannot help wishing the confusion In the
plot did not extend so often to the writer's
style."

H NY Times p25 My 22 '21 390w

HAYDEN, ARTHUR. Chats on old Sheffield
plate. (Collectors' ser.) 11 •$4 Stokes 739

(Eng ed 21-1533)

"Mr Hayden covers the hundred years or so,
starting from the invention of silver plating, by
fusion in 1743, during which the finest speci-
mens of genuine Sheffield plate were produced.
There are abundant illustrations of candelabra,
candlesticks, salt-cellars, tureens, tea-pots, etc.,
turned out under the process, and three pages
of makers' marks."—The Times [London] Lit
Sup

+ Booklist 17:288 My '21

"To collectors and lovers of the antique In
art this book will appeal with great force."
E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Mr 16 '21 800w
"Lucid style and with abundant illustration."

-I- Outlook 128:517 Jl 27 '21 30w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p780 N 25

•20 70w

HAYDEN, RALSTON. Senate and treaties,
1789-1817. (Univ. of Michigan publications.
Humanistic papers; •$1.50 Macmillan 341.2

20-22696
" 'The Senate and treaties, 1789-1817,' Is a

study of the development of the treaty-making
functions of the United States Senate during
the formative period, by Prof. Ralston Hay-
den of the University of Michigan. Prof. Hay-
den gives us in this book an account of the
development of the relations between the presi-
dent and the Senate in treaty-making in those
early years of the republic when casual prac-
tices early developed into set precedents."

—

Springf'd Republican

"Well planned within its definite fixed limits,
and Judiciously presented." J: M. Gaus

4- Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21

300w

HAYES, EDWARD GARY. Sociology and
ethics. •$3 (15s) Appleton 170 21-10872

The purpose of the book Is to show that, if

the next generation is to have an ethic, it must
come not along the path of a priori speculation
or mystic faith but along the path of science.
It must be based on reason and a true concep-
tion of human life; It must further not only the
richest individual life but be capable of a social
cooperation; it must be a phase of and the work
of sociology.

Booklist 18:5 D '21

"Ostensibly a treatise on the relations be-
tween sociology and ethics this work is far more
essentially and profoundly the author's plea for

a view of life based on a knowledge of its real-

ities as against metaphysical and mystical esti-

mates of it founded on its illusions. A contro-
versial issue is subsumed all through, but It is

frankly met in an argument rich in both illustra-

tive material and ratiocinative power." Edmund
Noble

-f Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 "21 SSOw
J Religion 1:665 N '21 50w

"His book is made no less interesting by this

skipstop system of dashing past the familiar
stations of controversy. A more serious criti-

cism is his tendency to 'view with alarm' the
encroachments of 'ravening' individualism. Pro-
fessor Hayes's inquiry is handicapped by his dis-

trust of too radical a questioning."

H Lit R p212 N 26 '21 600w
"Students and teachers of ethics will find

here a fresh viewpoint."
+ R of Rs 64:224 Ag '21 40w

Sprlngf'd Republican p6 N 21 '21 310w

Reviewed by H: Neumann
Survey 47:92 O 12 '21 150w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p739 N

10 '21 90w
Wis Lib Bui 17:184 N '21 60w

HAZEN, CHARLES DOWNER. Modern
Europe, il *$2 Holt 940.2

"The present volume is, in large measure,
a new edition of my 'Modern European his-
tory,' altered, however, in important partic-
ulars, (flhapters on England in the seven-
teenth century, on France under Louis XIV
and on tiie industrial revolution have been
added, as well as one on the Conference of
l^aiis and the present situntion of the world.
The book covers, therefore, approximately
three centuries of European history and comes
down to the close o) the year 1919." (Preface)
The book is Indexed and profusely illustrated.

Contents: The French revolution; Napoleon; Re-
action and revolution; Unification; Armed peace;
The Near and the Far East; The world war.

Reviewed by E. S. Brown
Am Hist R 26:591 Ap '21 330w

Outlook 129:438 N 16 '21 40w

HEARD, ADRIAN. IvoiT fan. *$2 (2y2C) Put-
nam 20-19434

Catherine Arlsea was blessed with a sym-
pathetic father and a most unsympathetic
mother. Unfortunately her father died while
she was still a child. Finding life unbearable
in the stifling atmosphere of herr mother's
home, at eighteen .she escaped from it by
running away with Norman Swaine, a young
actor. But she did not wish to marry him, ar-
guing that she would thus lose the freedom
she had gained. When this arrangement finally

terminated, Catherine felt she was the richer
for it for she had learned to live and to face
life. Eventually, however, she found a deeper
happiness with a man who had remained her
friend thru everything.
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HEARD, ADRIAN —Continued
•'The style has an ease and fluency unusual

in these circumstances, but the story shows
something of that audacity which we associate
with inexperienced autliorship."

H Ath p379 S 17 '20 190w
"The whole history of Catherine Arlsea la

shifted away from the normal by a slight frac-
tion, but sufficient to make the study of her
character an interesting one. If there Is one
side of the story which veers from probability,
it is that there is not reason enough in Cather-
ine as we see her, for the strange attraction she
exercises over the majority of those who know
her."

-I Boston Transcript p7 Ap 27 '21 200w
"Certainly the reader will enjoy reading this

cleverly written work, because it is eminently
readable, even though it never allows one to
forget for a moment that the author is airing
what appears to be a favorite sex theory of
his own."

+ N Y Times p24 F 6 "21 490w
"A verv good first novel."

+ Sat R 1.30:485- D 11 '20 70w
"The evident merits of the book do not re-

mo^e the suspicion that in general the novel
is the wrong medium for the discussion of the
gravity of matrimony."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p570 S
2 '20 220w

HEARN, LAFCADIO. Books and habits. $2
Dodd 804 21-17288

This collection of lectures delivered to
Japanese students has been selected and edited
With an introduction by John Erskine. With
the exception of three, which here appear for
the first time, they have been selected and
reprinted from "Interpretations of literature,"
"Life and literature," and from "Appreciations
of poetry." They all attempt to interpret west-
ern life and literature to the oriental mind.
The first three deal with the western attitude
towards woman. Contents: The insuperable dif-
ficulty; On love in English poetry; The Ideal
woman in English poetry; Note upon the
shortest forms of English poetry; Some foreign
poems on Japanese subjects; The Bible in Eng-
lish literature; The "Havamal"; Beyond man;
The new ethics; Some poems about insects;
Some French poems about insects; Note on the
influence of Finnish poetry in English litera-
ture; The most beautiful romance of the mid-
dle ages; "lonica"; Old Greek fragments.

Booklist 18:129 Ja '22

"The charm of perfectly written things is that
in the beauty of the book one takes no ac-
count of the manner of its writing. Some of
Hearn's stories may offend by the decadence
of the subject chosen, but even here his work-
manship is always perfect. When he interprets
literature, his book immediately takes its place
among those volumes that one must have close
at hand, for reading and re-reading." L. H. G.

+ Boston Transcript p4 N 2 '21 480w
"All but three of the lectures in the present

volume have been printed before and none is
especially important. Hearn's skill with words
was always greater than his intellectual pow-
er, and he was always more interested in ex-
pression than in the thing expressed."— Lit R pl51 N 5 '21 240w
Reviewed by R: Le Gallienne

N Y Times p2 D 4 '21 2200w
"Hearn is discriminating but never supercil-

ious; he is not too exotic to quote appreciatively
Tennyson and Longfellow. He is engaging when
dealing with French poems on insects, he is
at his best when explaining the univer.'=;ality and
contemporariness of ancient Greek writings."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Ja 11 '22 400w

HECHT, BEN. Erik Dorn. $2 (2c) (8s 6d)Putnam 21-18581
Erik Dorn was a brilliant Journalist towhom life was nothing but a succes.sion of

shifting scenes without depth or meaning
Possessed of an ever-flowing vocabulary he

intoxicated himself with his own phrases and
became in turn a complacent cynic and an ex-
perimenter in emotions which he did not feeL
As life began to bore him, he threw over,

first, his wife who had loved him devotedly
for seven years, and then the girl whom he
had dazzled and bewitched. He then plunged
into the turmoil of European revolutions, en-
joying it as a good show while he experimented
still further with women. After he had shot
the enraged and jealous lover of Rachel in

self-defence, he returned to America persuading
himself that his wife Anna was waiting for
him with the old love and ready to offer him a
haven of peace. But Anna's love is dead and
we leave Erik with an empty house, an empty
life and the tedium of silence.

"Hecht's style is splendidly in keeping with
the theme of the book. . . The verbal pat-
terns, the pungently evocative word-combina-
tions, the strange richness of metaphor in

'Erik Dorn' cause it, if for no other reason,

to stand out as a distinct new model in the
mechanics of expression. Hecht is our first

great epithetician." Burton Rascoe
+ Bookm 54:164 O '21 1150w

"Whatever faults the book displays-r-and they
are there together with the striking virtues,

—

are due directly to the exuberance of that per-
sonality. 'Erik Dorn," with all its surfeit of
cleverness, its hero's penchant for talking in

newspaper headlines, or snatches of epigram
and metaphor that sound like the imagist stir-

rings of a vers-librettist, with all its contagion
of verbal glitter that infects almost everybody
with whom Dorn comes into contact, is a dis-
tinct addition to the literature of our day. In
'Erik Dorn' Hecht has added a chaiacter and a
personality to American fiction." I: Goldlserg

4- Boston Transcript p6 O 19 '21 1400w

"Mr Hecht looking at life thinks of a cine-
matograph. He is successful only in his action
and even here the movie technique is obvious
for he is alternately retarding and speeding up
his film. . . The rhythm of life, as simple and
as unpredictable as the pulse-beat, has escaped
Mr Hecht entirely. For the most part it has
been lost in a torrent of words." Gilbert Seldes

h Dial 71:597 N '21 820w
"To turn from 'The triumph of the egg' to

Mr Ben Hecht's 'Erik Dorn,'- is to make a
descent from literature to journalism—first-class
journalism, to be sure, vivid and brilliant and
interesting, brimful of ideas and opinions, which,
however, because they are untouched with emo«
tion or philosophy, are apt to become wearying
platitudes at the second reading." M. M. Colum— Freeman 4:282 N 30 '21 8S0w
"The theme of Mr Hecht's novel is derel-

oped with relentless sincerity. . . The world is
mad, but Mr Hecht is perfectly sure of his
method. It is one thing to handle a mess and
another to make a mess of the handling. Dorn
is the author's dramatic mask, as a rule,
consistently worn where it should be, and yet
the author somehow manages to keep de-
tached. How the author manages this must
win the admiration of readers curious of the
technique of fiction. The style is admirable;
the images are fresh and diversified, showing
abundant verbal resources." J: Macy
+ — Lit R p3 Ag 20 '21 llOOw
"We should like to see larger audiences

conie in contact with the fruits of his talent
and reflection. But that cannot be hoped for
until he ceases to 'bombinate' and begins to
write." L. L.— Nation 113:453 O 19 '21 920w

"Clever men, for some reason, are supposed
to be brittle, supposed to be incapable of sus-
tained and intricate performance. Mr Hecht's
novel is striking evidence to the contrary.
Far from falling in a rain of sharp fragments
or a shower of firework stars, it whizzes
with cold and elaborate ardor through the
full length of 409 pages, with Erik Dgrn il-

luminated in its vivid radiance throughout.
. . But with incomparable grim honesty
there goes a pert cynicism. Also there is a
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tiresome stridency which is characteristic of

Ben Hecht not less than Erik Dorn. There
is infinitely too much clattering comment.
"Erik Dorn' does not, like a more rounded novel,

carry within itself the humane constituents
which command and assure one's sympathy."
Francis Hackett

^ New Repub 28:24 Ag 31 '21 1650w

"It is not so much a story as a series of
word pictures of amazing strength and realism.
When Ben Hecht gets himself well in hand,
America will have another great realistic

writer of novels."
+ N Y Times pl2 O 9 '21 520w

"Here is no marshalling of events and motives
and personalities into a harmonious or even an
intelligible relationship, but merely an intoler-
able scurry of noise and jar and strain, a roar-
ing mechanism of existence in which the soui
of man is ground and ground until it becomes no
more than a bundle of twitching nei-ves. The
thing called Erik Dorn is not made in the like-
ness of man; it is a mere name, an empty
husk."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N 3

'21 240w
"A book of mockery and pessimism." H. W.

Boynton— Weekly R 5:257 S 17 '21 ISOw

KECHT, JOHN S. Real wealth of nations; or,

A new civilization and its economic foun-
dations. ?2.40 World bk. 330 21-10727

The author defines real wealth as "anything
tangible or intangible beyond man's immediate
necessaries of life which contributes to the
welfare and improvement of the human race,"
and attempts to prove liow our present system
of economics fails to accomplish its proper ob-
jective, "the maximum wealth-production at
least labor-expenditure, combined with an
equitable exchange and distribution thereof."
He repudiates internationalism, considers free-
trade as one of our foremost economic delusions
and outlines a new system of government in
which the production, exchange, and distribution
of wealth will be controlled by its producers.
Prefaced by thirty-one "Real axioms of eco-
nomics" -the book is divided into five parts:
Economic truths; National economics; Inter-
national economics; Economic delusions; Re-
construction. There is an index.

Most of the testimony appears in the appendix
which occupies one-half of the book. Contents:
Social and political causes; The directory; The
Batko; The soviet power; The Denikin regime;
Self-defense; Pogrom pictures—a few episodes;
Results; Appendix.

"The book is utterly devoid of scientific
value and inadequate in its approach to the
problems it seeks to solve. The author can-
not be classified as a member of any school,
from any point of view. The book is at times
paternalistic, without over being socialistic,
and it is strongly nationalistic. The range of
topics treated is small, and while discussion
is often verbose, it is never adequate."— Lit R pl30 O 29 '21 280w
"There is ample evidence that the book is

the outcome of the author's own reflections,
untouched, perhaps one might say uncorrected,
by the teaching of others. Mr Hecht has his
own ideas on a large number of subjects more
or less connected with economics, and they
all are given a place in a volume in which
there is much discursive thinking expressed
dogmatically, but with ingenuity and plausi-
bility."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p413 Jl
1 '20 900w

HEIFETZ, ELI AS. Slaughter of the Jews in
the Ukraine in 1919. $2 Seltzer 296 21-4110

The ai'thor of the book is the chairman of
the All-Ukrainian relief committee for the
victims of nogronis. under the au.spices of the
Red cross. The aim of the committee was not
only to render every kind of aid, but to do-
tpiTninp the true chnracter of the events and to
ascertain the circumstances in which they oc-
curred. It made careful investigations, ques-
tioning witne.'ises of all descriptions, the suf-
ferers them'^elves, onlookers, and men in of-
ficial or public positions. The book represents
the nii+hoT's per-op^l conohisions drau'n from
the material and from his own observations.

"It is a very fair, intelligent and comprehen-
sive survey of a neglected phase of the Russian
revolution." W. H. C.

+ Freeman 3:214 My 11 '21 380w
"A moving and trustworthy story of fearful

deeds "
'+ Nation 112:922 Je 29 '21 20w

New Repub 26:5] Mr 9 '21 750w
"It is evident that the account of the Ukrain-

ian pogroms is not only comprehensive and
detailed, but as accuiate and dependable as
human intelligence could make it."

+ N Y Times p8 Ag 14 '21 560w
R of Rs 63:560 My '21 30w

Reviewed by C: Zunser
Survey 46:378 Je 11 '21 450w

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p326 My
19 '21 270w

HEMING, ARTHUR HENRY HOWARD.
Drama of the forests, il $5 (6i/^c) Double-
day 917.1 21-27470

It is romance and adventure jn the great
forests of the Canadian northland that the
author, an artist, pictures to us; and it is

with reproductions of his own paintings that
the book is illustrated. It had been his boy-
hood's dream to see the world "not as men
had mauled and marred it, but as the Master
of Life had made it." . . He travelled
twenty-three times thru various parts of the
northern woods between Maine and Alaska and
it took hiin thirty-three years to gather the
information contained in this volume in the
form of a continuous narrative. Hunting, fur-
trading, wild animals, Indians and half-breeds,
their daily lives, marriage and giving in mar-
riage, are all treated as part of the author's
experience, and told with many a hunter's yarn.

Booklist 18:115 Ja '22

"Mr Heming's literary style is rapid and
picturesque and the interest is well sustained
to the narrative." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 N 19 '21 620w
Reviewed bv E. L. Pearson

Ind 108:15 Ja 7 '22 70w
N Y Times p3 D 4 '21 30w

HfeMON, LOUIS. Maria Chapdelaine; a tale of
the Lake St John country; tr. by W. H.
Blake. ?2 (5c) Macmillan 21-21094

The scene of this simple and moving tale is

the back country of Quebec, about Lake St
John. Maria is the daughter of a French-Ca-
nadian pioneer whose passion was for the
clearing, rather than for the tilling of the
earth, who repeatedly built up a comfortable
farm, only to sell out and seek the unbroken
ground again. There were few visitors from,
outside, but these few found Maria beautiful
and desirable. Her first lover, Frangois the
trapper, from farther north, was caught and
lost in a fierce snowstorm, and when it came
to a decision between her two other lovers,
one from the States and the other her nearest
neighbor, after some wavering she made the
choice of a pioneer's daughter and decided to
stay with her own people.

"Every chapter of M Hemon's book discloses
or turns upon an action, an emotion, an in-
ner experience, that is grandly serious. Thus
he proceeds with the infallible sureness of that
mastership which really knows what it wants.
He knows what elements in the life before him
he can use, picks those out and those only,
uses them, and leaves the rest untouched. . . In
point of method, he appears as a true artist in
virtue of the austere self-restraint, the classic
severity and economy of language which he em-
ploys in order appropriately to depict his great
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HEMON, l.OV\S—Continued
subjects. His book is an example of purely
modern literature in a purely classic style." A.
J. Nock

+ Freeman 4:513 F 8 '22 1300w
"In many ways the book is like music, espe-

cially because It succeeds In saying, as music
does, things that do often lite too deep for tears.
Full of the material of profoimd melancholy,
without one brilliant high light of superficial
enjoyment in it, the book exhales an atmos-
phere of serenity and peace." D. C. Fisher

-+- Lit R p299 D 24 '21 750w
"There is a fine imaginative power in this

novel which makes us seem to hear with our
own ears and see with our own eyes all that
the author wills us to listen to or to look
upon. It is a very simple and a very im-
pressive story." L. M. Field

+ N Y Times p24 D 25 '21 2250w
" 'Maria Chapdelaine' has the supreme sim-

plicity of a master work. The theme and the
manner are not unlike those of Knut Hamsun's
'Growth of the soil.' Hevwood Broun

+ N Y World pll Ja 31 '22 330w

HEMSTREET, CHARLES. Don Quixote of
America. *$1.75 (8c> Dodd 21-2386

Not like the sorrowful figure of Cervantes'
thero was this modern Don Quixote, John
Eagle of Vinehaven, New York. He was fat,
very fat, and of a smiling countenance. And
his emblem was not a sword but an axe, for
It was not chivalry that lured him, it was
empire. He was John Eagle, the Empire
builder. His Sancho Panza was Van Dawson,
the village vagaliond. The village believed in
their hero and knew the map of Vast Eagle

—

the mighty city that was to be built on the
site of primeval forests and barren deserts

—

by heart. At last the start was made and
John Eagle, his faithful follower, the axe and
the huge map, went as far a.s the train would
cairy them—via Los Angeles. There their ad-
ventures are manifold and of a startling na-
ture. Swindlers fall in with their scheme, to
the extent of providing even a Dulcinea in the
form of a down-and-out actres.s, and relieve
them of all their money. The trees they chop
down in the "primeval forest" lead to the
lock-up. Finally, under cover of a sensational
newspaper story, anent a ten-million dollar
promoter, they escape from Los Angeles and
find their way hack, pcnnile.ss and minus the
precious axe and map, to Vinehaven, where
John Eagle, in blue pajamas, and still a hero,
addresses the assembled citizenry from the
porch of his house.

Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 280w
"The adventures of his hero are meaningless,

In so far as the author has sought to illuminate
them, and they are unimaginative and flat in
themselves. Impelled by an apparent desire to
spin his material to the length of a book, the
writer falls into the most obvious and prolix
style of which he is capable." L. B.— Freeman 8:94 Ap 6 '21 190w
"Whimsical and delightful."

-I- Lit R pl2 Mr 5 '21 lOOw
"Such a story, of course, is scarcely to be

taken literally! It is readable, amusing, full of
whimsical details. And the reader can ponder
over it—well, just as much as he wants to!"

-t- N Y Times p25 My 22 '21 400w
Sprlngf d Republican p5a Ap 24 '21 140w

HENDERSON, HELEN WESTON. Loiterer in
Paris, il $6 (6c) Doran 914.436 21-20551

The author, who has previously loitered in
New York and New England, offers in this
volume, not a general guide book to Paris, but
a description, chiefly, of its treasures of art
and architecture. Its cathedral, churches, mu-
seums, and other monuments, are described,
and the treasures of art contained in them, as
well as some scattered monuments. There are
more than a hundred illustrations and a full
index. A suggestive schedule for a two weeks'
stay in Paris is also given.

.Booklist 18:116 Ja '22

"Miss Henderson has not written a guide
book in the usual but in the unusual sense.
She has tried to make clear the things of the
spirit, feeling that business will take care of
itself and is much the same in all cities. That
she has confined her attention to pre-war Paris
is to the advantage of her study."

+ Lit R p292 D 17 '21 260w
"The authoress of this useful and instructive

volume is not really a loiterer; far from it; she
is a resolute investigator, who knows absolutely
what she has gone out for to see and who is
no reed shaken by the fitful winds of whimsy.
What she has rigidly planned is an itinerary,
which is alm.ost as archaeological as it is ar-
tistic in its aims." Brander Matthews

-I- N Y Times p2 D 18 '21 1050w

HENDERSON, WILLIAM JAMES. Early his-
tory of singing. 'Jl.SO Longmans 784

21-4932
"A history of the development of the modern

art of singing, from the beginning of the Chris-
tian era to the time of Alessandro Scarlatti, is
found in this interesting little book. "The
changes brought into vocal art by the advent of
opera and a general survey of early ideals of
lyric interpretation are given."—Boston Tran-
script

Booklist 17:289 My '21

"The book is full of charming anecdotes and
valuable information."

+ Boston Transcript p5 My 7 '21 400w
"Well written manual."

-{ Cath World 113:682 Ag '21 llOw
Reviewed by H: T. Finck

Lit R plO Jl 16 '21 800w
"This book forms a valuable companion to an

earlier work of his, 'Some forerunners of Italian
opera,' and the two should be studied in con-
Junction. There are a few signs that tlie book
has been put together rather hastily, but its ma-
terial has been collected with careful scholar-
ship."

-j The Times [London] Lit Sup p336 My
26 '21 750w

HENDRYX, JAMES BEARDSLEY. Pralr.ie
flowers. *$1.90 (4c) Putnam 21-1672

Montana is the scene of this story, and the
hero is the same Tex Benton who figured
prominently in "The Texan." by the same
author. After a year of abstemiousness, he
goes to Timber City, to get "lickered up." He
achieves his purpose, but the results are far-
reaching and involve many others, Including
Alice Endicott and her husband Win. In an
effort to save Tex from the results of his folly,

Alice is placed in great danger, but thanks t >

the quick action and rapid gun play of hfr
friends, she is unharmed and reunited with
her husband. Tex's own love story is inter-
woven with the rest.

"The characterization, so skillfully done, i."*.

Indeed, the outstanding literary merit of the
work. Mr Hendryx can be always depended on
for a rattling good western yarn. 'Prairie
flowers' is a hummer in every sense of the
word."

-I- N Y Times p24 F 6 '21 350w
"A cow-boy tale of the first quality. It con-

tains a touch of real distinction in the char-
acters and even more in the racy dialogue."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup 801 D 2
•20 160w

HENRY, ROBERT MITCHELL. Evolution of
Sinn Fein. •$2 (3c) Huebsch 941.5 21-5302

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"This volume affords the fullest account of
Sinn Fein so far given. It is the particular
merit of the book that the author quotes fre-
quently and extensively from the writings and
speeches of Sinn Fein leaders, a source of prim-
ary importance." Raymond Turner

-1 Am Hl8t R 26:623 Ap '21 600w
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Am Pol Sci R 15:460 Ag '21 30\v

Booklist 17:296 My '21

Cath World 112:828 Mr '21 330w
"A concise and dispassionate account of the

rise of Sinn Fein. Any American who is con-
cerned in having an understanding of present-
day Ireland will find here a coherent narrative,
vivified by the interplay of distinguished and
heroic personalities." Harold Kellock

+ Freeman 2:569 F 23 '21 ISOOw
"Sinn Fein, to Mr Henry, is the only creative

movement in the country. But he is no advo-
cate for Sinn Fein; he writes as a disinterested
critic. And the temper, the detachment, and
the information of the book make it wholly ad-
mirable." Padraic Colum

+ Nation 112:345 Mr 2 '21 llOOw
"Throughout the book Professor Henry writes

with an admirable detachment. But for all his
detachment, Professor Henry is partisan.
Though he does not declare himself a Sinn
Feiner, he carefully keeps out of his book any
argument that might seriously damage the Sinn
Fein cause, which he sedulously interprets in
the best light." N. J. O'Conor

H NY Times p21 Ap 10 '21 lOOOw
"The whole Irish issue of today is illuminated

in a masterly fashion."
+ Survey 46:59 Ap 9 '21 320w

HENRY, STUART. French essays and profiles.
$2.50 Dutton 840.4 21-12884

Of the essays in this volume the first two
are sketches of I.econte de Lisle and Madame
Marie Mennessier-Nodier, revealing the spirit
of their time. The other five illustrate various
aspects of French life and character: The great
era of the French ballet; The sociological role
of the forest; Hedda Gabler and the Parisians;
The production of noted persons in France; The
gray and gay race. The "Profiles" are brief
pen pictures of noted personages: Jules Clar-
etie; Frangois Copp4e; Coquelin the elder;
Dumas the elder: Dumas the younger; .Tudith
Gautier; Henry Gr^ville; Gyp; Jeanne Hugo;
Jules Lemaitre; Pierre Loti; Rosita Mauri:
Fr^d^ric Mistral; Georges Pellisier; Edouard
Rod; Rosny the elder; Victorien Sardou.

Their silhouettes are unforgettable in their
brilliant outline and subtle suggestion." F. B.

-f Boston Transcript p4 Jl 30 '21 660w
Reviewed bv Ernest Bovd

Freeman 4:43 S 21 '21 130w
"A sympathetic volume of essays and per-

sonal sketches. He has picked up the torch
that the war almost extinguished and hears it

aloft with graceful, if not magnificent, gesture."
"Walter Littlefield

+ N Y Times p4 Ag 14 '21 2700w

HEPBURN, ELIZABETH (NEWPORT) (MRS
CHARLES LEVIN HEPBURN). Wings of
time. $1.90 Stokes 21-17081

"Sally and her mother li^'ed in a Washing-
ton boarding house, one of those dim old houses
down Fourth street, one imagines, where life
was cheap. Another occupant of the board-
ing house was Alfred, the inventor, whose
stor\' keeps cropping up, all through the book.
These two were the beginnings of Sally's life.
Then came the Grahams, and her friendship
with Jim and Don. Then boarding school,
which brought her Anne. She grew up by
degrees, a very delightful youngster, and
finally became a woman of brains and courage
and humor."—Boston Transcript

"The story is charming, and though a bit
idealistic, kept from sentimentality by a def-
inite virility." I. W. L.

+ Boston Transcript p7 N 19 '21 300w
"There is an effort by the author to obtain

coherence through intense characterization of
Sally and of nearly every one of thirty other
characters, but the effort is not successful,
and there is much over-writing in many
places."— Lit R pl08 O 22 '21 90w

"To the reviewer who is surfeited with
stories in which the love element is the only
or the chief factor, a novel in which there
are so many other interests is almost as re-
freshing as the rare one in which there are
no women at all. . . It is a good story, with
real people in it, a story in which tliere i3
neither sham sentiment nor sham cynicism,
which takes a sanely philosophic and hopeful
view of life."

-H N Y Times plS N 20 '21 4.'30w

HERBEN, BEATRICE SLAYTON. Jack
O'Hcalth and l\-g O'Joy; a fairy-tale. il

60c Scribner 21-15571
Here is cleanliness and health in story and

jingle. All the essential rules of bodilv clean-
liness and health that a child must "learn to
observe are given in the form of rhvmes and
jingles woven into a sprightly story that can-
not fail to hold a child's attention. The jingles
are written by school children of Public school
No. 15 of New York city. There is a foreword
by Annie Carroll Moore and illustrations by
Frederick Richardson.

Survey 47:84 O 15 '21 OOw

HERBERT, ALAN PATRICK. House hv the
river. •$2.50 (4c) Knopf 21-3815

Stephen Byrne was at the height of his
powers as a young poet, his work and worth
were recognized, he was happily married, had
a charming little daughter and all life seemed
rosy before him. Then one evening, by ac-
cident, he murdered his house-maid. He mere-
ly playfully tried to kiss her, and when she
resisted, almost before he knew it, he had
strangled her to hush her cries. His friend
John Egerton just then appeared unon the
.scene and was thus drawn into the gri.sly aff.-^ii-.

How it worked out, with its effect upon the
lives and characters of the two men, is told
in a satiric and almost humorous stvle.

"We heartily commend this book; it is ex-
cellent entertainment, and it is, in a wav not
quite easv to define, 'something new.' " K. M.

-I- Ath p472 O 8 '20 950w
"Mr Herbert is coming forward to take his

place among the foremost younger English
stylists. 'The secret battle' brought him very
near the goal, 'The house by the river' brings
him still nearer. Its faults may be forgiven it
for its essential cleverness, its flaws are over-
whelmed by its careful characterization, and ita
improbabilities in no way spoil its qualities of
interest and entertainment." G. M. H.

-I Boston Transcript p6 Ap 23 '21 340w
"It engages your every sense, nerve, and fibre.

But when you are done with it, you are done
with it. As food for reflection it offers nothing.
But in the architecture of murder epics this
house by the river is a leader."

+ Lit R p9 Ap 16 '21 580w
"It is all so real, so vividly and simply por-

trayed, in a style of such crj'stalline clearness!
'The house by the river' is a noteworthy, a
dramatic, an intensely interesting and thor-
oughly artistic novel." L. M. Field

-I- N Y Times r24 F 13 '21 llOOw
"No doubt in essence the story is the story

of a 'shocker.' but it will give pleasure and
iimusement to many readers who have no
taste for ordinary sensational fiction."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p567 S 2
'20 650w

HERBERT, ALAN PATRICK. Little rays of
3 moonshine (Eng title, "Light articles only).

$2 Knopf 827

Most of these humorous pieces appeared orig-
inMlly in the pages of Punch. "Wrong num-
ber.-?" tells of a diverting game that can be
played at the telephone when a -vvrong num-
ber is given you. In "Five inches" ten leg-
less men find ample entertainment in the hu-
morous incidents accruing from their misfor-
tunes. Very funny is the advice given in "The
art of drawing" and "The art of poetry." Many
of the sketches abound in satire.
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HERBERT, ALAN PATRICK —Continued
"IVIr Herbert is surely one of the best of moa-

ern humorists. His humanity and scholarship

flutter on the wings of a most fantastic mven-
tion."

+ Spec 127:788 D 10 '21 360w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p813 D 8

•21 280w

HERBERT, SYDNEY. Fall of feudalism in

France. $2.75 Stokes [7s 6d Methuen] 944.04

"At the beginning of his book Mr Herbert
has four pages of authorities, yet out of the

seventy works quoted only two have English
titles. These facts show that in France a great

deal of work has been done on the subject

of Mr Herbert's book, but that he is opening
almost a new field for English readers. It is a
field well worth exploring under his guidance.
For most Knglishmen the French was a poli-

tical and an urban revolution. But the revolu-

tion which was made in Paris was ac-
companied by a revolution made by the pea-
sants in rural France. It accompUshed its

object, the destruction of feudalism, and its

achievements were not the least important,
and certainly the most permanent, of the
revolution. It is the history of the peasants'
revolts and the fall of feudalism which Mr
Herbert traces in his book."—New Statesman

Boston Transcript p9 O 8 '21 520w

"It is an admirable example of intensive
historical study reduced to -a form and to
dimensions in which it can be digested by
the student and the ordinary reader. Clear,
concise, documented, it is also readable, and
that is why it may appeal to the ordinary
reader as well as to the historian."

+ New Statesman 17:312 Je 18 "21 630w

"An able little book."
+ Spec 126:815 Je 25 '21 810w

"The theme sometimes seems to disappear
beneath its mass, and the reading of the 200
pages becomes a formidable task. Mr Herbert
has evidently read widely in his subject, but
his methods of presenting the results of his
reading are not happy. Mr Herbert's work
is valuable, for those at least who cannot
study the subject in the works of French
writers."

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p300 My
12 '21 340w

HERGESHEIMER, JOSEPH. Cytherea. $2.50
« (4c) Knopf 22-1720

"Cytherea in the story is a doll with a glam-
ourous countenance, bought and cherished by
Lee Randon as a symbol of what he did not find
in his married life, what no man finds and
keeps, because it is an illusion. Cytherea is

Lee Randon' s longing for emotional satisfac-
tion, a satisfaction that is not to be of the
body merely. And when he meets Savina
Grove, a pathological case, whose violent sex
emotions have been inhibited to the bursting
point, he thinks (and fears) that he has found
his heart's desire. In the old stories their
elopement would have been their grand, their
tragic romance. In this cruel novel it is tragic,
for she dies of it; but she is not Cytherea; she
is earthly merely; it is felt that she is better
dead. It is a cruel story, cruel in its depiction
of an almost worthless society; cruel in its un-
sparing analyses of man's sex impulses. It is
cruel study of women. . . cruel to us all in ex-
posing so ruthlessly how distressing it is to live
by stale morality, yet how devastating to act
with no guide but illusory desire."—Lit R

Nevertheless 'Cytherea' confirms a judgment
long held that Mr Hergesheimer is one of the
most skilful craftsmen in English in our day.
It is unfortunate that it is a partial portrait of
important motives in people who themselves
are of little importance." H: S. Canby

1- Lit R p363 Ja 21 '22 1300w
"Mr Hergesheimer, for the most part, handles

his difficult and complicated subject with a fine
restraint. One feels the book to be a sincere
effort to set forth, clearly and honestly, certain
aspects of life as it is, of the eternal struggle
between the desires of the individual and the
demands which society, for its protection,
makes upon him. The book is very beautifully
written." L. M. Field

-f- N Y Times pl8 Ja 8 '22 720w
"Mr Hergesheimer's novel is the most per-

suasive tract in favor of clean living which we
have ever encountered. After reading most of
the book the only tribute we can pay to the au-
thor is that he has performed the difficult feat
of making passion seem one of the dullest
qualities in life. . . Reading 'Cytherea' is a
little like sitting out fifteen successive dances
with a slightly intoxicated young woman who
wants to tell somebody why she does not love
her husband. But some of the dulness belongs
not to the characters in the book but to Mr
Hergesheimer himself. There is more style to
the page in 'Cytherea' than any novel of the
season." Heywood Broun— NY World pll Ja 13 '22 320w

H^RICOURT, JULES. Social diseases; tr., and
with a final chapter by Bernard Miall. *$2.50
Dutton 61G S&20-90

"Writing primarily for the French public, the
author lays down the general principle that
the four diseases, tuberculosis, syphilis, al-
coholism, and sterility, two of which are strict-
ly voluntary disorders, may be held responsible
for a gteat part of the moral suffering of the
human race. The campaign against the first of
these diseases is essentially one against con-
tagion, and isolation of advanced cases is ad-
visable in the interest of the community. At
the same time sanatoria must be made more
attractive, and greater attention should be
paid to educational propaganda. In regard to
the prevention of venereal disease the author
believes that it is necessary to invoke psycho-
logical influences that are known to possess
strongly deterrent action upon the will; persua-
sion through fear and persuasion through in-
terest. In the case of alcoholism and sterility
the only remedies appear to lie in education."
—Ath

Bookm 54:576 F '22 260w
" 'Cytherea' is a very fine novel. One can-

not read it without stopping to think and it

leaves one with thinking still to be done, for
there is more here, much more than meets the
surface." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 18 '22 1150w
"He is so much and so lusciously at home

with cocktails, legs, limousine parties, stair-
sittings, intra-matrimonial kissings that one
distrusts the sudden sarcasm of his finale.

Ath p338 S 10 '20 190w
Nature 105:543 Jl 1 '20 120w
Springfd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21 390w

• "Altogether, this is a vitally interesting
book." J. B. Kidner

+ Survey 45:867 Mr 12 '21 680w

HERTZ, JOSEPH HERMAN, comp. Book of
Jewish thoughts. •$2.25 Oxford 296

21-5297

"This anthology, consisting in the main of ex-
tracts from Jewish literature compiled by the
chief rabbi, is divided into five parts. The
first, headed 'I am an Hebrew,' covers the
chief aspects of the life and consciousness of
the Jew; the second, 'The people of the Book*
deals with the Jewish people's contribution tc
the religion of mankind; the third, 'The testi-

mony of the nations,' is assigned to tributes oi
Judaism from non-Jewish sources. In the
fourth part, 'The voice of prayer,' the sacred
occasions of the Jewish year are reviewed, and
in the concluding section, 'The voice of wisdom,'
a collection of the sayings of Jewish sages is

provided. Notes, index of authors, and sub-
jects."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"Such a volume as that which the chief rabbi
compiled three years ago for the consolation of

Jewish soldiers and sailors in the British forces,

and which is now presented in an extended

form will If given adequate publicity among
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non-Jews, assuredly be a counter-action [to the
recent wave of anti-Semitic propaganda]."
T. M.

+ Ath p835 D 17 '20 570w
"An anthology of prose and verse is here

brought together by perliaps the most compe-
tent of Jewish authorities. Among them all

there is not a selection that is not truly beau-
tiful."

-f Boston Transcript p4 Ap 13 '21 ISOw
Reviewed by Temple Scott

Freeman 3:137 Ap 20 '21 630w
"Learned collection of the profoundest trib-

utes that have been paid to the Jewish race
by its own members and others."

-f Nation 112:630 Ap 27 '21 50w
"Well worth reading, particularly the con-

cluding sections."
+ Spec 125:506 O 16 '20 90w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p671 O 14
'20 lOOw

HEWITT, CHARLES GORDON. Conservation
of the wild life of Canada, il $2.50 Scribner
690 21-15480

Canadian territoiT constitutes a distinct
faunal region because it contains certain spec-
ies of animals not found elsewhere. Nature
has therefore laid upon the shoulders of the
Canadian people an obligation and an oppor-
tunity for the presei-vation of wild life, not for
this hemisphere alone but for the whole world
The book undertakes to answer the questions:
Of what does our wild life consist; what is its
value; what are the factors that are responsible
for its reduction and ultimate extermination;
what steps are we taking to conserve it and
how can we improve on present methods?
There are numerous illustrations, maps and
charts, and an index.

"It will give new impetus to the cause to
which it is devoted. Its beautiful English, its

fresh facts and its exhibits combine to render
it irresistible." W: T. Hornaday

-h N Y Times p6 O 9 '21 2200w

HEWLETT, IVIAURICE HENRY. Flowers in
the grass; Wiltshire plainsong. '*$2 Dutton
821 (Eng ed 21-308)

"In the pre;;ent volume, with the exception
of 'Helgi and Sigrun,' a saga ballad rendered
from the Icelandic, the poems are songs and
ballads with roots firmly planted in English soil

of Wiltshire earth."—Boston Transcript

"It is not in the narrow sense any moral de-
ficiency that puts Mr Hewlett out.side the pale
of poetry; it is a fundamental vice of taste,
that is evident in his commonplace rhythms,
and his misuse of language."— Ath p472 Ap 9 '20 300w

-j- Boston Transcript p8 O 16 '20 520w
"He never rises in style above a certain jog-

trot facility, nor in thought above a sentimental
liking for common people and their lives and
ways. Mr Hewlett has neither the stiffness nor
the hardness nor the intensity that comes from
living the life which he elects to describe.
'Flowers in the grass' is pretty-pretty and
maundering." J: G. Fletcher

f- Freeman 2:524 F 9 '21 150w
"Mr Hewlett's knowledge of love is excessively

restricted, and he is capable of rhyming 'some
Is' with 'promise.' With these reservations, hia
book is attractive."

h Spec 124:495 Ap 10 '20 30w
"In this new collection, 'Flowers in the grrass,'

we feel at times that neither the content nor the
method is truly poetical, or, in other words, that
the theme is not justified of its form."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p235 Ap
15 '20 1200W

HEYER, GEORGETTE. Black Moth. ?1.90
(2c) Houghton [7s 6d Constable]

The story takes us back to the cavalier days
of the eighteenth century, the days of powder
and wigs, fencing and duelling and courtly

love-making. The Black Moth was a sneering,
cynical and insolent dandy, who disdained
powder and rouge, and who was led by the
blackness of his hair and the pallor of his
face to adopt black and white as his only
colors. But the hero of the tale is Lord John
Carstares, who. taking the guilt of his younger
brother—a cheat at cards—upon himself, is
leading the life of a social e.xile and has taken
up highway robbery as a profession. In that
capacity he rescues innocent maidens from
their abductors and finally wins the fair lady
and is reinstated into his rightful position.

"A tale of love and adventure is this, and
withal, a tale of personages well met in the
old streets of London, of character work of
a clearness and charm, and an originality to
delight ... a tale to stir one's blood." I.

W. L.

-f Boston Transcript p6 N 23 '21 640w
"There is not an original idea in it—but then,

what would you? The eighteenth century at-
mosphere is very cleverly recreated, and after
a few chapters you lose the feeling of watching
a costume play, and take interest in the
characters for their own sakes."

+ Lit R p241 D 3 '21 320w
"The story moves rapidly and has a pleasant

amount of thrilling adventures that will no
doubt hold the attention of the reader. Twenty
years ago this book would have been a great
success."

H NY Times pl7 D 18 '21 80w
"The author has made quite a re.'ipectable

story of these old properties, far more life-
like than could have been expected."

+ Sat R 132:542 N 5 '21 60w
"In workmanship and interest it is an agree-

able specimen of the historical type of novel."
+ Springf'd Republican plla D 25 '21

120w
"It is a well filled story which keeps the

reader pleased."
-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pC14 S
22 '21 70w

HEYLIGER, V\/ILLIAIVI. High Benton—worker,
il $1.75 (3c) Appleton 21-12854

To Steve Benton the fire at the Tarkan-Bay-
lert assembling works at first spelled ruin.
But when he was sent to the Rock City plant
to learn salesmanship things brightened again.
Steve was only nineteen, and he had some big
lessons to learn. At first he made mistakes and
got in with the wrong kind of people, but
thanks to his good sense and the influence of a
level-headed old Scotchman, he saw his mis-
takes. After some particularly good work for

the company Steve was given the chance he
had long wanted and became a full-fledged
salesman.

Booklist 18:90 D '21

Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21

200w

HIBBARD, BENJAMIN HORACE. Marketing
2 agricultural products. $2.50 Appleton 338.1

21-18420

The book is intended to serve as the basis for

a studv of marketing, both for college students
and for persons directly connected with the ac-
tual operations of selling farm products. In

part one are treated the problems and mechan-
ism of marketing—the middleman, transporta-
tion, grades and standards, assembling and
storing, exchanges, future trading and price

determination. Part two treats reforms thru
general organizations and politics—farmers' or-
ganizations, the Grange, the Non-partisan lea-

gue, and the tariff as a marketing issue. Part
three treats reforms thru cooperative business
organization—the cooperative company, grain

marketing reforms, control of live stock and
milk and the cooperative marketing of cheese
and butter. References are given at the end or

each chapter and there is an index.
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HIBBERT, L. J. Manual of photographic tech-
nique, describing apparatus, materials, and
the details of procedure. (Pitman's tecii-
nical primer ser.) il $1 Pitman 770

(Eng ed 21-11337)
The purpose of this boolt is "to deal thorough-

ly with the elementary stages of photographic
technique. . . Special stress has been laid
upon those points which experience siiows to
be the principal stumbling-blocks. . . The ad-
vanced stages of photographic technique are
reserved for treatment in a separate volume."
The author Is lecturer in photography, photo-
optics and photo-chemistry at the Polytechnic,
London.

N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:9 Ja '21 20w

HICHENS, ROBERT SMYTHE. Spirit of the
time. •$2 (4c) Doran 21-26414

An Englishman seeltlng the recovery of his
health In Switzerland meets there an alleged
Russian princess to whose mystery and charm
he surrenders and whose financial straits he
relieves by purchasing her pearls for six thou-
sand pounds. As mysteriously as she came
out of Russia she disappears into Asia leaving
as his most tangible memory the discovery
that her pearls are false.

Booklist 17:304 My '21

"His prose is choppy and twi.sted in places:
cumbersome phraseology and turbid thinking
mark the first himdred pages especially. When
he finally gets into his stride and reaches the
big scenes, however, his old mastery comes
forward again and he produces his effects
swiftly and clearly." A. A. Coates

(- Bookm 54:73 S '21 750w
"The story is told with a clear and convinc-

ing logic." E. F. Edgett
+ Boston Transcript p6 Mr 26 '21 llOOw

Lit D p44 Jl 23 "21 llOOw
"This latest of the long succession of novels

by Robert Hichens held me, by reason of its
really masterly ease of narrative and the liveli-
ness of its presentation, from the opening page.
His workmanship has the real joy in efHciency
that the war has talcen away, yet the closely
knit novel is a bit too nearly related to the 'con-
structed' short story." Marion Ponsonby

H Lit R p3 Ap 30 '21 1150W
"It is of course beautifully written and skill-

fully developed, holding the reader's attention
with a firmness which has the added virtue of
seeming entirely effortless. Appealing more to
the intelligence than to the emotions, it has dis-
tinction, atmosphere and no small degree of
fascination, essentially tragic though it is." L.
M. Field

-f N Y Times pl8 Ap 10 '21 1050w
"It is skilfully written, and, despite a mini-mum of plot, firmly holds its appeal to the

reader's imagination."
+ Springf'd Republican pl3a My 1 '21 630w

"In 'The .spirit of the time' the inspiration ofMr Robert Hichens has fallen rather low.
Where a thin situation is decked out in everykmd of trivial ornament to cover its tenuity,
then there is not much room for admiration ''

T.Til? Zl"^^^ [London] Lit Sup p243 Ap
14 21 330w

"The difficult theme is handled with a re-
straint and finesse not to be found in 'The war-
den of Allah' or 'The call of the blood.' " H. WBoynton

4- Weekly R 4:536 Je 4 '21 320w

HIGGINS, AILEEN CLEVELAND (MRSJOHN ARCHIBALD SINCLAIR). Psychol-
ogy of nursing. •$2.50 Putnam 150 21-4805

Psychology, says the author, is a subject that
cannot be omitted from a nursing curriculum.The object of the book is to set forth the ele-ments and principles of psychologv that are
the direct concern of the nurse. It is based
on talks given at the Stanford school for nurses.
Orreat stress is laid on the nurse's physical andmental re-education of herself.

"The first [book] of its kind. It Is not a
profound book, although based on the work of
such authorities as James, Thorndyke, and
Pillsbury, but is a friendly guide to an under-
standing of fundamental principles."

+ Lit R p20 Ap 23 '21 270w
Springf'd Republican p9a S 25 '21 250w

"Its language is clear, its illustrations are
every-day occurrences and its teachings are
easily applicable to the professional life of the
average nurse." J. E. Hitchcock

+ Survey 46:525 Jl 16 '21 140w

HIGGINSON, THOMAS WENTWORTH. Let-
= Lers and journals of Thomas Wentworth

Higginson, 1S46-1906; ed. by Mary Thacher
Higginson. $4 Houghton B or 92 21-21571

The "Letters and journals of Thomas "Went-
worth Higginson," 1823-1911, cover a period of
sixty years and are crowded with references to
famous contemporaries at home and abroad. Or-
dained a Unitarian minister, he left the minis-
try to engage in active anti-slavery agitation.
He served with distinction in the Civil war, and
after the war devoted himself to literature, lec-
turing and work for woman's suffrage, with
some incursions into politics. The g^reat inter-
est he felt in all the people he met is evident
on every page and his simple, unstudied im-
pressions of personalities and events as well as
the revelation of his own vital personality make
his autobiography especially readable.

"These collected extracts from his letters and
journals give a cursory though clear view of
his many-sidedness and of his wide acquaint-
ance with men and affairs." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 D 24 '21 950w

HIGHAM, CHARLES FREDERICK. Looking
forward; mass education through publicity.
•$2 (7c) Knopf 659 20-16524

The author, a well-known English advertising
man who took a principal part in England's
war-time publicity campaign, attempts "to
show the educational value of organized pub-
licity in educating people in the mass." (In-
trod.) He applies the principles of business ad-
vertising to social needs, and under such chap-
ter headings as Public opinion, The value of the
emotional appeal. War-time publicity. The fu-
ture of the cinematograph. Civic publicity, and
Labour and publicity, he pleads for a proper
use of publicity methods in public affairs and,
definitely, for the creation of a national pub-
licity bureau as a permanent organ of the state.

"Mr Higham is as naive, candid, enthusiastic
as a schoolgirl. He is so at home with the
'mass mind' that, as we read on, the concep-
tion of humanity as a collection of different in-
dividuals gradually fades away; there are no
faces in this crowd, merely little oval spaces
all of the same size and shape."— Ath p477 Ap 9 '20 720\v

Booklist 17:337 Jl '21

Spec 124:660 My 15 '20 140w
"He knows all the arguments in opposition

to governmental 'propaganda' but is able to
answer them—very effectively on the whole.'
B. L.

+ Survey 46:122 Ap 23 '21 320w
"The public value of publicity and its most

serviceable methods aie here urged with a good
deal of force."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl75 Mr
11 '20 340w

HILL, DAVID SPENCE. Introduction to voca-
tional education, a statement of facts and
principles related to the vocational aspects
of education below college grade; with an
introd. by IM. V. O'Shea. 'IlSS Macmillan
371.42 20-13127

"This volume considers the various problems
involved in the administration of vocational
training for a democratic citizenry from the
point of view that vocational and cultural edu-
cation are two aspects of a necessary general
training, each a requisite part thereof and
contributing uniquely toward the final aim.
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This discussion touches almost every phase of

vocational education as it is now conceived.
Following an explicit statement of the aim and
function of a democratic system of education,
the writer defines vocational training as 'a

phase of education wherein emphasis is laid

upon preparation for and participation in occu-
pations of social value,' and takes the position
that 'merely to add vocational courses to the
existing school as though they were something
different from the educational process and in-

tended only for a distinct group of pupils Is a
wrong conception of public education. The
v/hole fabric of education—elementary, secon-
dary and higher—needs renovation in accord
•with a vocation and compatible with democ-
racy and universal education.' "—School R

Booklist 17:330 Jl '21

"The book is well organized for use as a
textbook."

+ El School J 21:149 O '20 760w

+ School R 28:712 N '20 440w
"It is a source book of rare value, but in it

he also gives you himself. At no point are you
in doubt as to his opinion, nor that his opinion
is that of a vigorous and enlightened American
educator." R. W. Stimson

+ Survey 45:610 Ja 22 '21 520w

HILLQUIT, MORRIS. From Marx to Lenin.
$1; pa 50c Hanford press, 7 E. 15th St., N.Y.
335 21-10882

"The purpose of Morris Hillquit's book is to
clarify the chief issues and the main problems
of the Socialist movement as it now exists
throughout the world. The old Socialist organi-
zation as it existed before the war, the Second
International, was rent asunder first by the
world conflict and later by the Russian Revolu-
tion. It is the Russian Revolution that Is now
causing most of the disunion in the Socialist
ranks. The basis which Mr Hillquit proposes
for once more unifying the Socialist ranks is

the study of the theories of Karl Marx in the
light of recent events and the application of
Marx's doctrine of social revolution in such a
way that it will be practical and' effective as
a solvent of the present political and economic
situation."—N Y Times

"This is a clearly written book. All those
Interested in Socialistic doctrines ought to read
It." D. F. G.

4- Boston Transcript p4 Jl 30 '21 380w
Nation 113:324 S 21 '21 120w

Reviewed by T: Q. Beesley
N Y Times p25 Ag 14 '21 920w

Reviewed by W: L. Chenery
Survey 47:82 O 12 '21 lOOw

"A book which students of the Russian Revo-
lution will find useful, as putting concisely be-
fore them the conditions—very unfavourable
ones—under whieh Marxianism raised Its ban-
ner."

4- The Times [Londonl Lit Sup p471 Jl

21 '21 130w

HILLYER, ROBERT SILLIMAN. Alchemy: a
symphonic poem. •$2 Brentano's 811

20-20450
" 'Alchemy* Is a long poem divided Into four

movements, like a symphony. The musical
Btructure goes much deeper than this; there are
main themes and secondary themes, and skilful
restatements in a different key."—Dial

"Hlllyer has little to say, but he says It richly
and melodiously. As a result the poem Intoxi-
cates one Immediately, like a thin, heady wine;
almost as soon, the ecstasy dies away, leaving
no trace, not even a headache."

1- Dial 71:120 Jl "21 70w
"His adherence to convention, his sentimen-

tality, is emphasized, unfortunately, by the dec-
orations to the volume. But the poet is more
robust than the illustrations, and his verse is
more a matter of flesh and blood and less con-
cerned with draperies. Hlllyer is in his middle
twenties, and already he has published three

volumes, each of which marks a distinct prog-
ress. With this book he definitely ends his ap-
prentice years. 'Alchemy' proves that he has
acquired utensils that most of our poets lack

—

the tools of his craft." Malcolm Cowley
H Lit R p8 Ja 29 '21 lOOOw

HIND, CHARLES LEWIS. Art and I. $2.50

(10s 6d) Lane 704 21-2391

"A collection of the weekly essays on art

which Mr Hind contributed to the Christian
Science Monitor."—Lit R

Booklist 17:241 Ap '21

Freeman 3:549 Ag 17 '21 150w

"Art to Hind is no abstraction, but a human
contact. Hind is art's lover, art's wooer, art's

worshipper. Sometimes he chooses to poke fun
at her. Sometimes his mood is serious; but he
never dogmatizes, preaches, lectures, or be-
comes dull."

-h Int Studio 73:101 My '21 780w

"His chief weakness is facile enthusiasm. His
strength lies in a thorough knowledge of paint-

ing, which enables him to support each state-

ment with examples ranging from Botticelli to

Albert Ryder and from Claude Lorrain to Man
Ray—and to have something interesting to say
about each one of them."

-I
Lit R plO F 19 '21 140w

"Collection of short conversational articles,

free from the technicalities of the studio. . . .

That public which knows a little about art and
would like to know more will welcome Mr
Hind's book."

4- New Statesman 17:54 Ap 16 '21 150w

"Mr Lewis Hind is a literary art critic with
a touch of genius. He is a sort of Malvollo of

literary art criticism. He either treats the ar-

tist with a lofty condescension, or he exudes a
molassine adulation. The figure of Mr Hind
obtrudes itself everywhere; he is a high priest

who almost obliterates the altar before which
he worships."— Sat R 131:422 My 21 '21 1150w

"Misleading and whimsical title. The per-
manent underlying mood of the man is serious
enough, but he displays an overmood of face-
tiousness that has little in it of that rare
hilarity that we have learned to associate with
the 'Rose of joy.'

"

— Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ag 3 '21 800w

"It is a great virtue in Mr Hind that he makes
painting seem exciting, and for the good reason
that it is really exciting to him. His defect is

that he perhaps thinks it is easier to know
good from bad than it really is."

_j The Times [London] Lit Sup p270 Ap
28 '21 lOOOw

HIND, CHARLES LEWIS. Authors and I. $2.50

Lane 804 21-1739

These essays on authors have been collected

from the writer's contributions to the Christian
Science Monitor under the heading "A book-
man's memories" and contain the harvest of his

seven years' of experience as editor of the Lon-
don Academy. The short sketches are idiosyn-
cratic reactions of one author to the books of

others. Fifty-eight authors are chosen, among
them: Henry Adams; D'Annunzio; Max Beer-
bohm; Hilaire Belloc; Arnold Bennett; G. K.
Chesterton; Joseph Conrad; John Drinkwater;
John Galsworthy; Thomas Hardy; Bret Harte;
"O. Henry"; Howells; 'Kipling; Maeterlinck;
Masefield; Meredith; Stephen Phillips; Walter
Pater; George Moore; Shaw; Mrs Humphry
Ward; H. G. Wells; Edith Wharton; Walt Whit-
man; W. B. Yeats.

+ Booklist 17:293 My '21

Freeman 3:549 Ag 17 '21 150w

"Mr Hind chats easily about books and au-
thors he has known, as if he were talking to a
friend by the fireside. At the right moment he
introduces an appropriate anecdote, and as he
has omitted very few pronalnent names from
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HIND, CHARLES LEWIS—Continued
his survey his book will be welcomed as a use-
ful and entertaining source of biographical gos-
sip."

+ Lit R plO F 5 '21 300w
Reviewed by J. M. Murry

Nation and Ath 29:441 Je 18 '21 1550w

New Statesman 17:424 Jl 16 '21 360w
Reviewed by C. B. Sherwood

N Y Times plO O 16 '21 IDOOw
"Of all the pronouncements he makes on flc-

tion and poetry there is not one that is his own:
he sees merely what tens of thousands of others
have seen: what is hidden from the man in the
street is hidden also from him. But we readily
forgive Mr Hind for his very commonplace book,
if only for his short paper on Mr Edmund Gosse.
The book is full of mistakes of spelling."

1- Sat R 131:460 Je 4 '21 460w
"All through his book Mr Hind is honest In

statement and clear in self-revelation. Mr
Hind's neat way of describing tells effectively;
and though little of criticism has been stated, a
great deal has been implied by anecdote, remi-
niscence, or personal touch."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p336 My
26 '21 650w

HINDENBURG, PAUL VON BENECKEN-
DORFF UND VON. Out of my life; tr.
by F. A. Holt. 2v *$7.50 (6c) Harper B or
92 21-9228

In these two volumes the warrior describes
his birth into an old military family, his
early training in the art of war, his early
career and participation in the Franco-Prus-
sian war, his retirement and re-installment
into the army at the beginning of the great
war, with the course of events to the end.
The whole is in five parts: I, Days of peace
and war before 1914 (leading up to his re-
tirement); II, The campaign in the East; III,

From our transfer to main headquarters to
the collapse of Russia; IV, The fight for a
decision in the "West; "V, Beyond our powers.
An index and three maps are included.

"Von Hindenburg throws a new light on
more than one interesting question." J: Bige-
low

-I- Am Hist R 26:96 O '20 1150w
Ath p570 Ap 30 '20 1050w
Booklist 18:77 D '21

Reviewed by E. J. Carpenter
Boston Transcript p4 Je 8 '21 1800w
Cleveland p47 Je '21 50w

Reviewed by C: A. Beard
Freeman 3:571 Ag 24 '21 1450w

"His book, unlike Ludendorff's, is not pri-
marily a brief in his own defense. It is an
unadorned narrative of the war as Hinden-
burg saw it, with vituperation and whining
reduced to a minimum. He writes as one
would expect an old soldier to write whose
sword is mightier than his pen. He is abrupt.
He is rough. He is not afraid to blame him-
self for certain things. He records facts
which redound to the credit of his adversar-
ies." T. R. Yharra

-t- N Y Times pi My 29 '21 2650w
"A most humanly interesting book."

+ Sat R 129:372 Ap 17 '20 980w
Spec 124:617 My 8 '20 1200w

"It is too formal and conventional to be of
great interest as a personal narrative; and as
a history it will be spoiled for the average
reader by the admixture of propaganda. In
spite of his florid copper-plated style, in spite
of his extensive omissions, his elusive
euphemisms, his elaborate way of beating
about the bush, of never calling a thing by its
own name, and a generally indirect and gruarded
method—in spite of all this—Hindenburg man-
ages often to sum these decisions with a
certain clearness and soundness of statement."
T. H. Thomas

1- Sprlngfd Republican p9a S 11 '21

2600W

"As history Hindenburg's book is, especially
when compared with Ludendorff's, frankly dis-
appointing. The party pamphleteer overpowers
the military historian. This is no frank present-
ment of the military events of the war, but an
engaging pamphlet in defence of the militarist
party :ind of its conduct of the war."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p231 Ap
15 "20 1700w

HOBART, GEORGE VERE. Idle moments in
Florida. *$1.25 Doran 817 21-5483

These humorous sketches in prose and vers
libre give a vivid picture of the idle life lived
by the northern rich on the Florida beaches in
winter. The sketches are: On the way; With
Uncle Gilbert; St Augustine; Music hath
charms; Palm Beach; Snap shots; Miami; Mr
Eidel Weiss; Come ye back! "The back of
Ro Tary.

HOBBS, WILLIAM HERBERT. Earth evolu-
- tion and its facial expression, il $3 Macmil-

lan 551

The superstructure of our modern earth sci-
ence has been built upon the nebular hypothe-
sis as a foundation, and this, after remaining
for more than a century the orthodox doctrine,
has now been found to be untenable. The
long accepted idea of a liquid earth interior
has also gone into the discard. The author
who is head of the department of geology at
the University of Michigan, tells how our geo-
logical theories must now be either abandoned
or profoundly modified in order to harmonize
with the new findings. He shows how the
earth has changed its figure as it has evolved
and how it presents today quite different faces
on its Pacific and Atlantic sides. The manner
of the growth of mountains, of coral reefs and
islands and the origin of lava are all treated
from the new viewpoint.

HOBHOUSE, LEONARD TRELAWNEY. Ra-
tional good. $2 Holt [8s 6d Allen & U.] 171

21-14577

Man lives in a society of defined standards,
established relations, expressed or implied un-
derstandings under which he has grown up and
to which his sense of right and wrong has
adapted itself. What is the relation between
this world of values and the world of truth and
reality? What is the function of reason In
practical life? Is there a rational, and there-
fore a demonstrable, standard of values to
which the actions of man and the institutions
of society may be referred for judgment? In
the course of these inquiries the author con-
siders the psychological springs of action, the
part reason plays in the control of impulse and
Instinct, and the nature of the good. The last
two chapters are devoted to the applications
and implications of his findings to evolution
and ethics.

Booklist 18:105 Ja '22

"His book is one of the best I have ever read.
Its impressiveness consists, I think, in the con-
ception that Mr Hobhouse has of reason as a
faculty wound up with feeling and not, as is so
often "expressed, divorced from feeling, frowning
on it and regarding all feeling as disorderly
caprice. . . At all events, it is only in this
book that I have as yet found the barriers be-
tween reason and feeling, egoism and altruism,
pleasure and egoism, intelligibly removed."
Francis Hackett

+ New Repub 28:353 N 16 '21 1400w

"His little book deserves careful reading."

-f Spec 127:213 Ag 13 '21 230w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Je 11 '21 240w

HOBSON, JOHN ATKINSON. Problems of a
new world. *$2.50 (3%c) Macmillan [7s 6d
Allen & U.] 304 21-8551

The book is divided into five parts, of which
the first, entitled "Collapse of the old order."
discusses how war surprised us in 1914. The
second part considers "The civilian mind," its

credulity, unreason and intolerance, its tendency
to become the herd mind. The third part.
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"Tragi-comedy of war idealism," portrays the
variance between the apparently sincere ideals

and the actual conduct of both politicians and
peoples. The last two parts of the book are
more constructive. In "A new industrial revo-
lution" the author outlines his own idea of a
form of moderate Socialist-communism, a revo-
lution by consent, carried out without violence
by appealing to reason and justice. Among- the
problems considered in the last part, "A new
world," are changes of national status, the
League of nations, self-determination, and the
mutability of human nature.

Freeman 3:598 Ag 31 '21 360w
"Interesting, if not always intellectually

satisfying, analysis is made of the conditions
leading up to the war. It is worth reading."
Robert Cresswell

H Lit R p8 Jl 23 '21 440w
"Clear, straightforward thinking, precise

statement, quiet, unpretentious rationality, and
a steady march to a conclusion. Mr Hobson
can write nothing which is not welcome." R:
Roberts

-+- Nation 113:121 Ag 3 '21 400w
"This is a characteristic work by one of the

most alert and freshly vigorous minds now writ-
ing upon public affairs. Mr Hobson con-
fronts squarely the issues raised by the after-
math of war; and if his attitude cannot be
described as hopeful, it has the far deeper
merits of honesty and truthfulness." H. J. L.

+ Nation and Ath 29:133 Ap 23 '21 lOSOw
"He eschews even satire and irony. He writes

in that great tradition of English persuasive
eloquence which goes back to Hooker, with
winning gentleness, reasonableness, patience."
R. M. Lovett

-1- New Repub 28:78 S 14 '21 llOOw
"His book is ceitainly stimulating and per-

haps his most challenging contention is that
human nature can and does change."

-t- New Statesman 16:736 Mr 26 '21 IGOw
Reviewed bv C: W. Thompson— NY Times pl9 My 1 '21 1200w

R of Rs 64:110 Jl '21 60w
Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 23 '21 lOOw

"Mr Hobson is as usual, pungent and mor-
dant—perhaps more than usually bitter, cen-
sorious and fierce in his invectives against his
numerous adversaries. Decidedly able, but from
first to last one-sided, the book is a remark-
able example of the prevalence in political dis-
cussion, especially when it borders on econoinics,
of unjudicial or unscientific methods."

-i The Times [l_ondonl Lit Sup pll5 F
24 -21 800w

HOGAN, JAMES. Ireland in the European
system; v 1, 1500-1557. $5 (12s 6d) Long-
mans 941.5 20-22710

"The profe.=;sor of history at University col-
lege, Cork, has undertaken a survey of the
history of Ireland in its foreign relations from
the sixteenth century to the present day.
He has begun at the point where Irish civili-
zation, unable l>y its very distinctive and
periiliar orsranizatiop to create an efficient
military machine, turned toward Europe for
support in the struggle against England. . .

That background is indispensable to an under-
standing of the national movements which
were the outcome of those early attempts at
independence."

—

lAt R

"To secondary material he makes but slight
reference and it is apparent from his text that
he has ignored much of it. As a piece of
serious original research his work hardly de-
serves attention." Conyers Read— Am Hist R 20:768 Jl '21 700w

"It is not with any object of partisan propa-
ganda that the author has written. He is
merely a scholar, intent upon historical truth
for its own sake and its own interest."

+ Cath World 113:396 Je '21 270w
Lit R pll Mr 12 '21 320w

Reviewed by Preserved Smith
+ Nation 112:717 My 18 '21 200w

"Mr Hogan has seiecied a subject full of
interest, importance and romance. He has
made considerable eltorib to laniiliarize him-
self with the original n.atcnals for the
history of his subject, and. if he fails in his
use of tiioi-e materials, he only betrays a
lack of training which is shared by most of
the popular \vriterb of history in England
as well."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p884 D
30 '20 1800W

HOLDING, MRS ELISABETH SANXAY. An-
gelica. $1.90 Dor.an

Beauty and a passion to make something
of herself weie Angelica's assets; her draw-
backs were diie poverty and a street gamin
education. She finds her way into a rich house-
hold where one of the two sons, Eddie, is a
successful business man and a coirect prig;
the other. Vincent, a poet, dissolute, irre-
sponsible and emotionally unbalanced. Eddie
sets about to improve Angelica's mind and
manners with a view to mariying her, but
Vincent takes her by storm. They have a
wild week together and Angelica returns to
her janitress mother to become a mother her-
self. The rest of the story shows us Angelica,
on the one hand, fiercely determined to live
down her past and coldly calculating to marry
Eddie and become mistress of the big house;
on the other, still helplessly exposed to Vin-
cent's power over her. Even after his death,
on a transport, his face haunts hgr and impels
her to the abject confession on her wedding
day which puts an end to her dreams of suc-
cess.

"The story on the whole is cheap and un-
convincing, but it is written in a pleasant,
easy style that drifts you along without effort
or jar to the end of the book."

h Lit R p262 D 10 '21 250w
N Y Times p31 Ja 1 '22 250w

"Biting satire on modern society and a rom-
ance with some real comedy sandwiched in
makes a fairly likable tale."— + Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22

240w

HOLDING, MRS ELISABETH SANXAY.
Rosaleen among the artists. *$1.90 (3V^c)
Doran 21-1454;^

Rosaleen is a poor orphan, who aspires to
be an artist but whose qualities of heart far
outweigh both her talent and her intellect.
Nick Landry, socially from another world,
divines her true character and falls in love
with her at first sight. They drift apart and
Rosaleen is thrown among artists, where she
resists the attentions of a distinguished painter
but marries him out of pity when he is poor
and threatened with blindness. With intense
loyalty and benevolence she endures his ab-
ject poverty, his ingratitude and abuse, until
he casts her from him in a fit of passion.
Rosaleen's genius for self-effacement, sacri-
fice and resignation then devotes itself to a
married sister and her family, and she is a
wornout, discouraged and dejected woman of
thirty when at latt she is free to marry Nick.
This eventuality the always devoted friend now
faces half-heartedly while a fierce determina-
tion is born in Rosaleen to assert herself. She
has found a new power.

Booklist 1S:16 O '21

" 'Rosaleen' has one virtue, at least, that of
compactness. Description and characterization
in it are condensed. What action there is

moves rapidly. The crisp style has neatness.
It is a book that a swift reader can absorb
and, we regret to say, dismiss as averagely
ephemeral in under an hour."

h Lit R p8 Jl 30 '21 380w
"The story itself does not greatly attract or

absorb, but the people are interesting enough
to hold the attention straight through. As a
character satirist Miss Holding has struck a
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Continued
distinctive vein in fiction in which, If she
carries out her promise, she will do very cap-
able and entertaining work."

-\ NY Times p24 Ag 7 '21 600w
Sprlngf'd Republican plla O 23 '21

220w

HOLLAND, HENRY SCOTT, Henry Scott
Holland; memoir and letters; ed. by Stephen
Paget, il $5 Button [16s Murray] B or 92

21-6172

"These memories of Canon Holland recreate,
by excerpts from letters and from diaries, and
by personal reminiscence—a character whose
strength and innate austerity were equalled by
a rare tenderness and love of humanity. The
memories of Canon Holland's youth, gleaned
from his letters while at Eton, witness strongly
that peculiar blend of boyishness and maturity
of thought and expression so characteristic of
one phase of mid-Victorian cultivation. And
indeed this trait holds throughout Canon Hol-
land's later life, whether as a student at Ox-
ford, as Canon at St Paul's, and as Profe.ssor
of divinity at Oxford. The story of Canon Hol-
land's work at St Paul's is especially inspiring,
for it formed a conspicuous part of that pro-
gressive movement which lifted the old cathedral
from simply a parish church of London to 'the
parish church of the British empire.' "—Boston
Transcript

"No one who reads carefully Mr Paget's dig-
nified yet wholly sympathetic study of Canon
Holland can fail to feel at its close a sense of
having come into actual contact with a great
personality." F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p7 My 7 '21 620w
+ Lit R p9 Je 4 '21 360w

Reviewed by Maurice Hewlett
Lond Mercury 3:678 Ap '21 700w

"The 'Memoirs' will be valuable chiefly to
those who already know Canon Holland as a
writer and desire to add to that knowledge
some information concerning him as a citizen,
friend, and familiar correspondent." Lyman
Abbott

-I Outlook 128:296 Je 15 '21 160w
Sat R 131:262 Mr 26 '21 1350w

"He has kept his book within manageable
dimensions because he has a true gift of se-
lection. There is not a page that does not add
a lineament to the features of Scott Holland
as the reader sees him."

+ Spec 126:333 Mr 12 '21 2500w
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21
llOOw

Reviewed by F. M. Crouch
Survey 46:413 Je 18 '21 450w

"In writing this book Mr Stephen Paget has
been under a disadvantage, since manv others
have preceded him with memoirs of their
friend, but he has given us a skilfully written
'Life' which presents Holland with considerable
realistic power."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pS5 F 10
'21 960w

HOLLANDER, BERNARD. In search of the
.soul and the mechanism of thought, emo-
tion, and condLict. 2v •$20 Dutton 128

21-2854
"Volume 1 undertakes 'The historv of

philoi^ophy and science from the ancient "times
to the end of the 17th centurv.' and surveys
opinion on the soul, mind, and brain, in the
middle ages and in the 18th and 19th cen-
turies. When he comes to the 19th century,
he devotes over 200 pp. to the founder of
phrenologT. 'Francis Jo.seph Gall: an unac-
knowledged genius.' The rest of the volume Is
also historical, tracing the course of brain in-
ve.stigation. and briefly of French, English.and German philosophy, of biology and sci-
ence gp-nerally in the 19th century. The sec-
ond volume takes 'The origin of the mental
capacities and dispositions of man and their
normal, ahnormal, and supernormal manifesta-
tions.' "—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"The work Is truly gigantic. . . The
author has put every student of the mind
under obligations to him." F. W. C.

H Boston Transcript p9 Mr 19 '21 1250w
"We cannot commend this work to anyone

who Is not addicted to the hobby of collecting
startling mistakes."— Oath World 113:397 Je "21 770w
"A monumental work. The second volume is

disappointing. His treatment of the question
of insanity is in the style of a very common-
place abridged text-book."

h Nature 107:644 Jl 21 '21 1400w
Reviewed by S. A. Coblentz

N Y Times pl6 O 9 '21 2500w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p878 D

23 '20 290w

HOLLIDAY, ROBERT CORTES. Turns about
town. $2 Doran 814 21-17221

Humorous essays, most of which appeared
originally in newspapers and periodicals. Par-
tial contents: The hotel guest; Seeing Mr Ches-
terton; When is a great city a small village?
Our last social engagement as a fine art; Tak-
ing the air in San Francisco; No system at all

to the human system; Literary lives; A humor-
ist's note-book; Recollections of landladies; A
dip into the underworld; Nosing 'round Wash-
ington.

Booklist 18:75 D '21

Freeman 4:430 Ja 11 '22 160w
"It is possible to commend Robert C. Holli-

day's 'Turns about town' without reserve, as
his best book of essays." E. L. Pearson

+ Ind 107:38 O 8 '21 230w
"It is for his extraordinary quality as a re-

porter, an interviewer, that one reader most
highly values Mr HoUiday. Anybody can patch
up a passable essay on occasion. But how
many people now writing can approach him in
the knack of establishing contact with a per-
sonality in a dozen paragraphs or hitting off a
portrait sketch in a dozen words? But in some
of the present papers he seems to be taking off

himself, or obviously playing down to his audi-
ence." H. W. Boynton

-I Lit R p86 O 15 '21 1350W
Springf'd Republican pl2a D 4 '21 220w

HOLLINGWORTH, MRS LETA (STETTER).
Psycholog>' of subnormal children. (Brief
course series in education) il •$1.80 Mac-
millan 371.9 20-10633

"Considering primarily the instructional as-
pect of the problem of subnormality, the writer
bases her observations vipon the results of
psychological research and endeavors to define
the possible outcomes of such instruction in
terms of these data. In the first four chapters
there is a general discussion of variability in

mental capacity, the social aspects of sub-
normality, methods of classification and identi-
fication. Chapters V to IX, inclusive, treat of
the nature of the defective with respect to the
process and the limits of development, variabil-
ity in the degree of feebleness of different
capacities of the individual, physical traits, the
instincts, and emotions. The nature and possi-
bilities of educational training for defectives
are discussed in the remaining chapters under
the following headings: How do the mentally
defective learn? Can the mentally deficient be
made normal by any system of education? The
causes and the prevention of mental deficiency.
Secondary cases. Nervous and mental disorders
which may complicate mental deficiency. Spe-
cial classes and special schools."—School R

+ Booklist 17:141 Ja '21

-f El School J 21:73 S '20 280w
"The lucidness of the writing and clear cut

formulation of thought need mere mentioning
to emphasize the agreeable scientific spirit of
the book. Possibly an over-assuredness in the
conclusions throughout is a defect. Chiefly for
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its method, but also for Its conclusions which
are stimulating, the book very much deserves
Study." T: K. Davis

+ J Phllos 18:301 My 26 '21 820w
School R 2S:637 O "20 280w

"A simple, infoiming and useful book." H: W.
Thurston

+ Survey 45:611 Ja 22 '21 400w

HOLLISTER. PAUL MERRICK. Famous co-
= lonial houses, il $7.50 McKay 917.4

The smallest part of the description of these
houses is architectural, history and tradition
Claiming- most of tlie author's attention. The
houses described are Monticello; The haunted
house, New Orleans; Doughoregan Manor; The
Jumel mansion; Mount Vernon; The Quincy
homestead; The Timothy Dexter mansion; The
Kendall house; The Longfellow house; Cliveden;
The Wentworth mansion; The Pringle house.
There is an introduction by Julian Street and
a full plate illustration in color by James Pres-
ton for each of the houses.

Boston Transcript p7 D 14 '21 220w
"Mr Hollister writes all these narratives with

notable felicity, bringing out in each one the
human drama, which has gone on under the
roof in question and given to each mansion as
definite and individual a character as if it

were a human being."
+ N Y Times p23 D 23 '21 340w

"The author has written like an artist or a
poet, and not at all like a contractor or an
annalist. Hollister gets the main facts and
the atmosphere and traditions, fanciful or true."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 D 12 '21 280w

HOLMES, OLIVER WENDELL. Collected legal
papers. '$4 Harcourt 340 20-22316

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

tend to prevail over others, and the relation
of these selective agencies to various factors in
our social environment. The elTects of disease,
mental defect, crime, the declining birth rate,
natural selection, consanguineous marriages
and miscegenation, industrial conditions and
religion are discussed at considerable length.
There are bibliographical references at the end
of each chapter.

"These collected papers are substantially a
book on ideals and ideas—their origin, growth,
power, and the manner in which they possess
men; together with a collection of the author's
own ideas on a surprisingly large portion of the
problems and aspects of life that, most interest
intelligent men. The interest of this volume to
Justice Holmes himself, as he indicates in the
preface, is that it presents his philosophy of life.

. . Some of these 'Collected papers' are highly
Bigniflcant for the history or rationale of the
law, but they are intelligible to lawyers only."
F. S. Philbrick

+ Freeman 3:378 Je 29 '21 2150w
"Scattered throughout the pages of these 'Pa-

pers'—most of which are concerned with strictly
legal subjects—there are sentences and thoughts
which are strongly reminiscent of the genial
'Autocrat of the breakfast table.' " F: T. Hill

4- N Y Times p9 Ap 3 '21 950w
"The book reveals the high-minded teacher,

Justice, and idealist. His addresses sometimes
make it clear that he is of the blood of the
'Autocrat of the breakfast table.'

"

+ Outlook 127:477 Mr 23 '21 320w
"The papers which have been collected in this

volume are of the keenest interest to any even
remotely interested in the law."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 4 '21 440w

HOLMES, SAMUEL JACKSON. Trend of the
race. •$4 Harcourt 575.1 21-12294

This study of present tendencies in the
biological development of civilized mankind is

the outgrowth of a course of lectures on
eugenics given in the University of California.
By way of ascertaining the truth of the con-
tention that tlie racial influence of civilization
is bad the author investigates the forces which
are modifying the inherited qualities of modern
civilized peoples, and discusses the inheritance
of those human traits which are of especial
significance in relation to the progressive or
retrogressive development of mankind. After
the first few chapters on this general topic
the rest of the book is mainly concerned with
a treatment of the selective agencies that
determine what types of human inheritance

Booklist 18:42 N '21

Reviewed by Edmund Noble
Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 '21 700w

"Finely balanced and well documented sur-
vey of the racial prospect from the pen of an
impartial and highly qualified zoologist who
has made a most careful study of the litera-

ture of the sul)ject and placed all eugenists
in his debt." Dr C. W. Saleeby

-I- Lit R p38 S 24 '21 620w

"Readable as well as reliable." Preserved
Smith

-f Nation 113:324 S 21 '21 200w
N Y Times p6 Ag 28 '21 1950w

"The subject is one of concern to every
C'tizen. and the general reader will find this

book an aid to scientific thinking on questions
which to many consist entirely of hazy general-
ities. If Prof. Holmes provokes dissent at

certain points it is only what is .to be ex-
pected, and his moderate, undogmatic temper
may be cordially approved."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 29 '21 SOOw

HOLMES, THOMAS K. Heart of Canyon Pass.
= il $1.75 (4c) Sully 21-18944

Canvon Pass is a godless mining town and the
Reverend Willett Ford Hunt, a young New
England pastor, discouraged with his sleepy
congregation at Ditson's Corner, upon the sug-
gestion of his college chum, Joe Hurley, mme
owner in Canyon Pass, sets out to awaken its

soul. The tale tells how, amid some exciting
scenes, he overcomes the opposition of the
"rough-necks," winning them over to decency
and the building of a church, how he makes
Nell Blossom, the cabaret singer with the beau-
tiful voice, love him, and how his sister Betty,

shrinking from the wild western life and from
a dark spot in her past, becomes free to ac-

cept the love of Joe Hurley.

"The absorbing interest is sustained to the

very
^'^^^^^^^^ Transcript pl2 D 7 '21 lOOw

"The setting is vivid and the characters are

interesting, but the novel is marred by the

introduction of the conventional type of melo-

dramatic villain."
+ — Lit R p2S4 D 17 '21 70w

N Y Times p32 D 25 '21 50w

HOLT. ISABELLA. Marriotts and the Powells;

a tribal chronicle. $2 (2c)
M^'="^''^f!;'i7g22

When the impecunious Vesey Pow-ell brings

his family to Chicago, hoping to derive ad-

vantage from being near his wife's prosperous

Marriott cousins, there is consternation in the

ranks of the rich and fear of social embar-
rassment There is an attempt, however, to

Se the best of a bad situation. Cousin

Edgar Marriott, particularly, takes a keen in-

terest in throwing the cousins of the young
generation together, and helping them, sym-
Bathetically and financially, to work out their

ideas. His only son Edgar and Amy Powell s

daughter Diantha stand out from the group,

and their development and slow coming to-

gether make up the central interest in this

family history.

"A conscientiously written but exceedingly

commonplace novel of Middle Western l>fe. •
•

A redeeming sense of humor—a light touch now
and then—might help the reader 9"*. but the

book remains heavy, possessing neither humor
nor high lights of beauty or interpretation.

-- Lit R p236 D 3 '21 270w
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HOLT, ISABELLA—Con«>i«cd
"The sort of story that gets hold of one;

there is soniethintj satisf.\ing and at the same
time inspiring- in its tribal scope. Its family
backg-round will inevitably wake in many of
us echoes from our own long-past experiences,
while its characters must inevitably suggest
the people that come into our lives from day
to day. And it is a story woven on the warp
of sound, hard-thought ideas."

-[-NY Times p8 D 4 '21 820w
"The book will be appreciated for its keen

understanding, its pleasing style, the unde-
monstrative yet unmistakable sympathy and
humorous appreciation indefinably felt through-
out it. It is a highly promising first novel."

-f Springf d Republican plla D 1 "21 7S0w

HOLT, LUCIUS HUDSON, and others. Mili-
tary correspondence, reports and orders.
*$1.75 Stokes 355.6 21-2607

As a mistake in military communications is
usually fatal the object of the book is to teach
officers to word their correspondence, reports
and orders in such a manner tliat they can-
not be misunderstood. The contents are: Mil-
itary communications: general; Oflicial corres-
pondence; Business and social correspondence;
The official report; Field messages; Orders.
The appendices contain: Forms for field orders,
administrative orders and annexes; Sample
orders and tables; Abbreviations.

HOOKER, FORRESTINE COOPER. Prince
Jan, St Bernard; how a dog from the land
of snow made good in the land of no snow,
il $1.75 (61/^c) Doubleday [5s Heinemann]

21-17576
"The life of a dog, a St Bernard, who is

an actual and lovable personage. It is as dif-
ficult to make animals intimate and real as
it is to picture lifelike and natural children.
The many adventures and shifting scenes
through which Prince Jan takes his way keep
the interest fresh and vigorous. Perhaps the
story is a true one."—Lit R

"This biography of a dog is sympathetic and
true to nature, and all children and dog lovers
should enjoy it. The author has done a genu-
ine and human piece of work."

-1- Lit R p210 N 26 '21 50w
"This story cannot fail to interest old and

yoimg alike."

-f Sprlngf'd Republican p8 D 5 '21 150w

HOPKINS, GERARD MANLEY. City in the
foreground. $2 (2c; Dutton [8s 6d Con-
stable]

"A novel of youth" the author calls his story.
It is a picture of Oxford undei-graduate life
and it mirrors the characters, the interests, the
attitudes toward life of the young manhood of
England just before the war. More particularly
it is the story of Hugh Kenyon, a student,
somewhat morbid, too introspective and crit-
ical, seeing himself always from the outside,
too clear-headed for illusions and barrenly
drifting, in consequence, always expecting
something from life instead of grasping it with
youthful enthusiasm. When the war breaks
out he is first overwhelmed by a prophetic
vision of its terror, its misery, its brutality and
degradation. Then he dreams himself into the
one great illusion of his life, gives himself over
to the luxury of complete surrender, the peace
and calm of an unqualified decision. He goes
to war. When we take leave of him in 1918 he
is once more .sobered, and philosophically re-
signed to a purposeless life.

has occured in modern English literature." D.
F. G.

+ Boston Transcript p8 D 3 '21 750w
"A first novel is always a first novel, no mat-

ter how good it is. Its wisdom is not so much
mature understanding as youthful precocity; its
extended conversation i.=i not excusable garru-
lity, but rather inconsequential wordiness. Mr
Hopkins's heroes are not so worthy that the
minutiae of their lives and thoughts are inter-
esting nor so absurd that they are amusing.
The book has value, however, as a study of the
English undergraduate, besides whom our own
university men are only exalted high school
students."

h Lit R pl08 O 22 '21 70w
"His pages are amusing. The book is young,

brilliant, charming, marked by distinction not
only of manner but of mind." Forrest Raid

+ Nation and Ath 29:28 Ap 2 '21 2G0w
"The author succeeds in limning very suc-

cessfully several undergraduates of the Oxford
of before the war. . . There is a deal of literary
criticism that would perhaps better have been
eliminated. The leisurely days of Oxford could
have been suggested aptly enough without re-
tarding fvirther a narrative already slow-paced.
Whatever incidents are introduced are used
mainly to serve as touchstones to the charac-
ters."

H NY Times pl6 O 30 '21 330w
Spec 126:467 Ap 9 "21 90w

"The characters never really come to life,

probably because the author, in trying to
create them, has drawn upon his actual ex-
perience and not upon his imagination."— The Times [London] Lit Sup pl82 Mr

17 '21 90w

HOPKINS, R. THURSTON. Kipling's Sussex,
il *$3.50 Appleton [*12s 6d Simpkin] 914.2

21-26550

"The object of this study is to describe briefly
these bits of Sussex which have served as a
background for so many of Kipling's songs and
stories. From Burwash, the home of Kipling,
the writer will attempt to carry the reader in
imagination, first to the Weald and Marsh, and
then to the Downs. The notes in this book are
all based on intimate personal knowledge. Al-
most every old building, church or out of the
way place mentioned by Kipling, has been ex-
amined by the writer . . . and the descrip-
tions given are based upon notes collected dur-
ing the last twenty years." (Introd.) The places
visited in these rambles are Burwash, Northiam,
Winchelsea, Rye, Bexhill, Pevense.v, Wilming-
ton, Seaford, Newhaven, Lewes, Worthing and
Seal's Island.

"The entire story is written at white heat. It
is sincere, without the slightest affectation.
There is no sentimentality creeping into the
stor>-. It is masterly in its realism. It gives
us a picture of a soul, heartrendingly sensitive.
It is indeed one of the best studies of the
creative temperament, in its unfolding, that

Booklist 17:345 Jl '21

"One thing his volume lacks, and that is a
map of the region he visits and describes. With-
out it, the book is wofully incomplete." B. F.
Edgett

-I Boston Transcript p6 My 7 '21 1000-vr

"The Kipling reader will find it useful, but
its chief interest is for those who know or pro-
pose to know Sussex."

-f Lit R pl2 My 7 '21 50w
Nation and Ath 29:100 Ap 16 '21 160w

"Mr Hopkins writes easily and well of the
Sussex of yesterday and to-day."

+ New Statesman 17:84 Ap 23 '21 ISOw
Reviewed by A. B. Maurice

N Y Times p4 My 22 '21 1350w
"When we say that he keeps to the beaten

track, we mean not only that he covers the
old ground, both in a literary and literal sense,
but also that he keeps too much to earth. He
is dull."

h Sat R 131:322 Ap 16 '21 940w
-1- Spec 126:405 Mr 26 '21 60w

"He is a little too ready to repeat the legends
of the shire unsifted, as if all the humours of

a century ago remained alive and current to-

day."
-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p207 Mr

31 '21 400w
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HORN, HOLLOWAY. Harlequinade. •$1.25 (2c)
Stokes 21-4501

The story of Maurice Kennedy, born in a
conventionally respectable English family. His
father was typically the civil service type, but
from his mother he inherited enough of an
adventuious spirit to leave his home and go
into bachelor apartments at twenty-four.
Among his friends was Max Bateman, socialist,
and from him Maurice sought light on the
Issues of the day, socialism, feminisrti, and
when the war came, pacifism. Being young,
he also adventured into the field of love. He
was just on the way to becoming a successful
author when he enlisted in the war, which in-
terrupted his literary career.

"The plot is well conceived and well worked
out, and the casual, by-the-way treatment of
the topics of the day is excellent. Moreover,
the book is well written in crisp, clear Eng-
lish."

+ Lit R pll Ap 2 '21 140w
"Although the author treats his subject

rather lightly at times, it will speedily be dis-
cerned that he has thought deeply about the
subjects introduced into the book. He is young;
he is crude at times in his handling of situa-
tions; but he has a real tale to tell, and does
It with a professional degree of deftness." H.
S. Gorman

-h N Y Times pll Jl 10 '21 360w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

Weekly R 4:494 My 21 '21 340w

HORNADY, JOHN R. Book of Birmingham, il

- 33.50 (5c) Dodd 976.1

A history of the city of Birmingham, Ala-
bama, founded fifty years ago and today the
most populous post-bellum community of the
South. Illustrated by W. Paul Pirn.

HOUDINI, HARRY. Miracle mongers and their
methods. *$3 Dutton 791 21-2761

"The aim and intent of Mr Houdini's book,
which is a merciless exposure of miracle-
mongers who claim to be endowed with mys-
terious powers, can best be shown by extracts
from his preface: 'My business has given me
an intimate knowledge of stage illusions, to-
gether with many years of experience among
show people of all types. My familiarity with
the former, and what I have learned of the
psychology of the latter, has placed me at a
certain advantage in uncovering the natural
explanation of feats that to the ignorant have
seemed supernatural.' These quotations make
It clear that Mr Houdini is engaged in un-
ma.'5king pretenders. The sub-title reads: a
complete expose of the modus operandi of fire

eaters, heat resisters, poison eaters, venomous
reptile defiers, sword swallowers, human os-
triches, strong men, etc."—N Y Times

Booklist 17:209 Mr '21

"Into his volume Houdini has gathered an
exceptional amount of valuable and entertain-
ing material."

+ Boston Transcript p7 F 12 '21 570w
"Vei-y companionaljle and entertaining book

—

a book that does not even lack the tinge of
melancholy all really charming things must
have." L. Y. Tarleau

-t- Lit R p5 Ap 9 '21 720w
"Mr Houdini's book is well written and it is

Interesting to read. But I think that its real
value lies in its pitiless exposure of fakes and
frauds." Brander Matthews

-f N Y Times p2 F 20 '21 1850w
Springf'd Republican p8 S 13 '21 190w

Reviewed bv E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 4:223 Mr 9 *21 90w

HOUSE, EDWARD MANDELL, and SEYMOUR,
CHARLES, eds. What really happened at
Paris; the storv of the peace conference,
1918-1919. *$4.50 Scribner 940.314 21-8042

This series of talks on the most salient sub-
1ects of the Peace conference, by American
delegates to the conference was given in the

Philadelphia Academy of music unier the
auspices of the Philadelphia Public Ledger. The
actual facts of the negotiations are told by
men who sat In conference day by day with
the heads of states. Contents: Preparations
for peace, by S. E. Mezes; The atmosphere
and organization of the Peace conference, by
Clive Day; The new boundaries of Germany,
by Charles H. Haskins; Poland, by Robert H.
Lord; The end of an empire: remnants of
Austria-Hungary, by Charles Seymour; Flume
and the Adriatic problem, by Douglas W.
Johnson; Constantinople and the Balkans, by
Isaiah Bowman; The Armenian problem and
the disruption of Turkey, by William L. Wester-
mann; The protection of minorities and natives
in transferred territories, by M. O. Hudson; The
trial of the Kaiser, by James B. Scott; Repara-
tions, by Thomas W. Lamont; Economic settle-
ment, by A. A. Young; The labor clauses of the
treaty, by Samuel Gompers; The economic ad-
ministration during the armistice, by Herbert
Hoover; The Atlantic fleet in the great war,
by Admiral Mayo; The problem of disarma-
ment, by T. H. Bliss; The making of the
League of nations, by D. H. Miller; The Ver-
sailles peace in retrospect, by E. M. House. The
appendix contains stenographic notes of ques-
tions asked and answers given after each lec-
ture.

"The volume provides the best general sur-
vey of the whole work of the conference known
to the reviewer." W. E. Lunt

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:437 Ag '21 580w
4- Booklist 17:274 My '21

"As a work of reference, this book is price-
less to the students of modern American his-
tory." M. F. Egan

-I- Bookm 54:487 Ja '22 lOSOw
Reviewed by E. J. Carpenter

Boston Transcript p4 My 11 '21 450w
Lit R p4 Je 11 '21 650w

"Viewed as a considered story of the Peace
Confei-ence as a whole, 'What really happened
at Paris' is inadequate. But as a series of
footnotes to a story already told often enough
in its main outlines the book is of high value."

h Nation and Ath 29:548 Jl 9 '21 1200w
volume are in a position to tell much. They
gave their frankest views before the Public
Forum of the Philadelphia Academy of Music.
The point most insistently dwelt upon is that
the Peace Treaty was not the work of four
superiDen or submen, but the; collective per-
formance of a large number of specially .qual-
ified experts." Alvin Johnson

H New Repub 26:3G1 My 18 '21 1200w
"It would have been fortunate if a less am-

bitious and more descriptive title had been
given to this volume by the American experts,
which, even as it is, stands out as the most
informative and authoritative work yet printed
aljout the Peace conference of 1918-19. For the
wealth of material collected in this volume, it

is certain to be valued and long consulted. No
such light on the difficulties presented at Paris
has been thrown by any previous publication."

+ N Y Times p3 My 15 '21 2450w
"It cannot be said that it is an optimistic

book. It is simply a statement of facts, em-
bodying a common-sense view of the treaty.
It is not an enlightening book in the sense that
it anticipates or tries to anticipate the verdicts
of history."

+ No Am 214:571 O '21 700w

"A volume of first-class importance. Ex-
haustive treatment is impossible by its meth-
od, but, with its documentary appendices, the
volume as a whole has significance and value."

-1- R of Rs 63:670 Je '21 140w
"A very interesting book, and we are sure

also a verv sincere book."
4- Spec 127:141 Jl 30 '21 2200w

"One is struck throughout the book, not only
by the tremendous amount of statistical mate-
rial brought to bear upon the various problems
and the conscientious effort to consider all sides
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HOUSE, E. M., and SEYMOUR, C:, eds.-CoHt.
of every claim, but by the spirit of Impartiality
Injected Into the solutions by the American dele-
gation from the President In the 'Big Four' to
the experts on the commissions."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Je 13 '21 540w
Survey 46:250 My 21 '21 60w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p407 Je

23 '21 80w

HOWARD, SIDNEY. Swords, il $1.50 Doran
" S12 21-20425
The play is set in the period of the medieval

struggle between the popes and emperors, in
the days of Guelphs and Ghibellines. It repre-
sents the saintly Fiamnia, wife of Damiano,
held as hostage by a baron of the Ghibelline
faction, in her struggles with her captor Ugo-
lino and his villainous accomplice Canetto. To
save her husband and child she ostensibly
yields herself to Canetto and having trapped
him in her room kills him.

"There seems to be even less warrant for
its publication as a book, than for its produc-
tion as a play. It is nobly conceived, to be
sure, but it is atrociously executed. It is ob-
scure in plot, inexcusable in its disregard to
the axioms of technique, and utterly banal
and conventional in poetic figure."— Lit R p283 D 17 '21 230w
"Soars out and up on the wings of poetry

and vision. As drama, it suffers a little from
verbal meanderings and parentheses; just
enough, perhaps, to dull its fierce and glowing
plot. But, as a whole, such free and dynamic
verse has never been produced in our native
theatre."

+ Theatre Arts M 6:8 Ja "22 130w

HOWE, FREDERIC CLEMSON. Denmark; a
cooperative commonwealth. *$2 Harcourt
334 21-5532

"Denmark seems to me to be quite the most
valuable political exhibit in the modern world.
It should be studied by statesmen. It should
be visited by commissions, especially by com-
missions from the agricultural states of the
American West. Denmark is one of the few
countries in the world that is using its polit-
ical agencies in an intelligent, conscious way
for the promotion of the economic well being,
the comfort and the cultural life of the people."
(Preface) Contents: Impressions; From the
ashes; A peaceful revolution; Cooperative
movement; Some gains from cooperation;
Economic foundations—farm ownership; A
prophet; The people's high schools: Making
farming alluring; Elementary education; The
soul of the people; A government of farmers;
Ending landlordism: Social legislation: Rail-
wa^•s; Taxes; Some lessons from Denmark;
Index.

"It contains nothing new about Denmark
but it does present very forcibly the funda-
mental reasons for the high degree of intel-
ligence, democracy, and .social progress and
economic prosperity for which the Danes are
conspicuous. The hook is not statistically exact
nor .scientifically accurate in statement. More-
over, those portions which deal with condi-
tions of American agriculture and the appli-
cation of Danish methods of agricultural
policies in the United States are very super-
ficial." A. K. Cance

H Am Econ R 11:503 S '21 320w
Reviewed liy V: E. Helleberg

Am J Soc 27:239 S '21 130w
Am Pol Sci R 15:453 Ag '21 90w

-f- Booklist 17:299 My '21

"What distinguishes Dr Howe's book from
others on the -an:i3 subject is the fact that he
never lo.ses sight of fundamental principles. Co-
operation in Denmark he shows, has .succeeded
because it is based on democracy." G. I. Col-
bron

-I- Freeman 4:428 Ja 11 '22 950w
"They do many things surprisingly well in

Denmark, and any one wishing to become fa-
miliar with their ways can do so by reading this

volume. It is as full of facts as a 'World al-
manac' and in moralizing is the equal of John
Bunyan."

H Lit R pll Ap 30 '21 350w
"Mr Howe has written a very intelligent and

Intelligible book on the economics of Danish
democracy. And if one does not find his treat-
ment of the Danish soul wholly adequate, he
may turn to the writings of Nex8." A. J.

-I New Repub 27:26 Je 1 '21 650w
" 'Denm.*rk' Is easily read; it is a notebook of

essential facts, not unnecessarily elaborated."
M. F. Egan

-H N Y Times p8 My 29 '21 2400w
+ Outlook 128:72 My 11 '21 50w

R of Rs 64:111 Jl '21 140w
"As a comprehensive Americanized interpre-

tation of Denmark's unique experiment, this
book should serve as a useful source of sugges-
tions for possible emulation where conditions
in this country and the genius of its people will
permit."

-j- Sprlngf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 620w
"The book as a whole, devoted as it is to

plain statements of fact with an entire absence
of doctrinaire propaganda, and written in Mr
Howe's usual lucid style, has a high educa-
tional value and is to be recommended
especially for use in agricultural colleges and
normal schools." B. L.

+ Survey 46:718 S 24 '21 350w

HOWE, FREDERIC CLEMSON. Revolution
and democracy. *$2 Huebsch 330 21-4956

The author's argument is that the present
plight of the world is due to capitalistic
imperialism of which the treaty of peace rep-
resents the Ipst word. During the last half
of the last century economic changes have
been going on that have placed the political
state in the hands of monopoly and privilege
and it is only by converting the political state
into an industrial democracy that peace can
be restored. The author would secure this by
the enactment of a half dozen laws all look-
ing to freedom—"to freeing the land, to
freeing the means of communication, to free-
ing credit, to freeing industry, to free-
dom in trade and most important of all

to freeing the minds of men."

Am Pol Sci R 15:452 Ag '21 140w
"Mr Howe is a typical American reformer,

earnest, moderate, confident, and hurried. A
strong emotional current sweeps through the
pages, but there is no intellectual compul-
sion in them. Not that Mr Howe is all wrong;
jierhaps he is mostly right. The trouble is

that no one reallv knows, least of all Mr
Howe himself." W. C. Mitchell

h Lit R p5 Ap 16 '21 900w
Reviewed bv C: W. Thompson— NY Times pl9 My 1 '21 1200w
"The book is remarkable for its earnest con-

viction as well a.s for its total lack of either
tolerance or humor."

H Outlook 128:622 Ag 17 '21 llOw
R of Rs 63:560 My '21 50w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 4 '21 160w
Survey 46:185 My 7 '21 320w

HOWE, HARRISON E, New stone age. (Cen-
tury books of useful science) 11 '*$3 Century
691.5 21-1189

"The story of concrete and cement, their
possibilities and preparation, written to give
the non-technical reader an idea of their uses,
characteristics and limitations. Author is mem-
ber of the National research council."—Book-
list

Booklist 17:207 Mr '21

"This story as here presented is written from
the scientific standpoint, but in non-technical
language. Indeed, it is a story full of roman-
tic interests and as full of surprises as a rom-
ance."

+ Boston Transcript p4 F 23 '21 450w
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Ind 105:278 Mr 12 '21 140w
Lit R pl2 F 12 '21 50-w

"He makes lapses from correct literary form,
but these will not annoy the average reader,
who will give more attention to the matter
than the manner of the author's writing, and
he will find the book pleasantly informative."

j^ — Mining and Scientific Press p851 Je
18 '21 1750W

-f N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:7 Ja '21

50w
Outlook 128:340 Je 22 '21 60w

+ Spec 126:661 My 21 '21 180w
Spec 127:304 S 3 '21 lOOOw

HOWELLS, WILLIAM DEAN. Mrs Farrell:
with an introd. by Mildred Howells. $2
(21,20) (7s 6d) Harper 21-17086

This novel, which first appeared under the
title, "Private theatricals," in the Atlantic
Monthly in 1875, while Mr Howells was editor
of that magazine, has never before been pub-
lished in book form. Its scene is a New Eng-
land farm boarding-house and the story is con-
cerned with a captivating young widow whose
flirtations drive her into a position of extreme
difficulty in relation to two men.

Booklist 18:121 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p7 Ag 31 '21 750w
"There is a warmth and, let us say, a cre-

dulity about 'Mrs Farrell' which is endearing.
It is the story of one who still looks with
affection as well as with amusement upon the
world of women." H. W. Boynton

+ Ind 107:18 O 1 '21 380w
" 'Mrs Farrell' is the only novel Howells ever

wrote which is not completely lucid. It ends
abruptly and inconclusively." Carl Van Doren— Lit R p3 S 10 '21 lOSOw
"As a love story it is as freshly and whole-

heartedly charming' as anything Howells ever
wrote." Alexander Black

-)- N Y Times p3 S 4 '21 1850w
"Mighty good reading, and as a study oT per-

verse feminine psychology it is Howells at his
best." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 129:186 O 5 '21 310w
"One hesitates to say that Mr Howells did

as good work in his fourth decade as in his
eighth or in between, but this novel of his
earlier period, his third or fourth attempt at
fiction, has all the hallmarks of his well-known
style."

4- Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 11 '21
650w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S

29 '21 70vv

Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 60w

HOWLEY, JOHN F. W. Psychology and
mystical experience. $2.50 Herder 201

SG21-42
"In an introductory chapter. Professor How-

ley outlines the matter and method of the
study of religious experience. Passing to con-
version which, naturally, holds a central
place in the study of the inner life, he criticizes
the theories of those who, like William James,
look for the explanation of it in the ill-explored
realm of the sub-conscious. In the two fol-
lowing chapters the author analyzes conver-
sion as it is witnessed In Evangelical revivals,
and sets forth the true nature of it as it is
exemplified in Catholic circles. In the second
part of the book Professor Howley deals with
various conceptions of mysticism."—Cath World

HOYT, ARTHUR STEPHEN. Pulpit and
American life. •$2.50 Macmlllan 251 21-1297

"The story begins with colonial days. Jona-
than Edwards the author considers to be the
greatest preacher of his age, and one of the
greatest thinkers America has produced. In
addition to Edwards, Lvman Beecher, W E
Channing. Horace Bushnell, Henry Ward
Beecher and Phillips Brooks are given a chap-
ter each. The remainder of the book is given
to the development of the pulpit in its differ-
ent aspects."—Boston Transcript

Booklist 17:232 Ap '21

"A good review of the pulpit in American
life witn an emphasis on New England to the
neglect of the West and South."

-\ Boston Transcript p7 My 21 '21 490w
,

"Chiefly biographical studies, showing the
influence of the pulpit in determining the ideals
of America. An encouraging verdict for both
pulpit and pew, rendered in a judicious and
pleasing manner."

-f J Religion 1:333 My '21 30w
"The attention given to Lyman Beecher is

deserved. This study is by far the most in-
teresting and profitable of the biographical
chapters." O. S. Davis

-f- J Religion 1:556 S '21 430w
Springf'd Republican p8 S 16 '21 440w

HOYT, FRANKLIN CHASE. Quicksands of
youth. *$1.75 Scribner 364 21-3111

The author of the book is a judge in the
juvenile court and here presents, in narrative
form, a number of incidents from the records,
for the purpose of stimulating popular interest
in the problems of delinquency and neglect
and of bringing about a clearer understanding
of present-day needs and future possibilities.
Contents: The spirit of the children's court;A recruit for law and order; Citizens in
the making; Twenty months after; The gang
in embryo; In quest of change and adventure;
Sometimes we smile; "Sore let and hindered";
When the call comes to them.

Ath pl7 Ja 7 '21 250w
"A book which for sanity of thought,

acuteness of analysis, and masterly grasp of a
vast and difficult subject will for a long time
to come hold a place all its own in the litera-
ture of mysticism."

+ Cath World 113:393 Je '21 650w

"Should interest all who have anything to do
with children, especially parents and social
workers."

+ Booklist 17:204 Mr '21

"There Is humor, pathos, and an understand-
ing of the psychology of citv streets."

+ Bookm 53:249 My '21 200w
Brooklyn 13:128 Ap '21 40w

"The Incidents described are highly instruct-
ive. The tone throughout is optimistic, but It
never departs from the region of facts. The
tone of this volume is most wholesome."

+ Cath World 113:406 Je '21 190w
"They have all the charm and some of the

manner of fiction, and yet are true. The reader
who likes good stories will find at least as
much entertainment in them as will the student
of social problems. In a time of pessimism
such a book makes one feel good all over."

+ N Y Times pl6 Mr 6 '21 1700w
"I am able out of my own experience to as-

sure the reader that if he does take up this
book he will not put it down until he has fin-
ished it, so full Is it of hopeful, humorous, and
appealing Incident." J: Finley

+ Outlook 128:222 Je 1 '21 970w
"The book is full of interest, adventure, pathos

and humor, and depicts in a graphic way youth's
eternal struggle for self-expression. It com-
bines vision and common sense in pointing out
the way to meet some of the problems relating
to citizens of tomorrow."

-+- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 11 '21 220w
"The dramatic statement, the simple, vivid,

glowing language, the twist and twang of inter-
est so alien to many books written by social
workers, the use of colloquial words, the
homely Incidents plucked from back alleys and
smelly of soapsuds, places this book of sketches
among the kind of thing done by Jacob Rlis."
P. L. Benjamin

+ Survey 45:738 F 19 '21 680w
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HOYT, FRANKLIN CHASE —Continued
Reviewed by J: C. Rose

+ Weekly R 4:374 Ap 26 '21 310w

HUBER, JOHN BESSNER. Why die so young?
•$2 Harper 613 21-2833

The boolc emphasizes the sound mind in the
sound body that can be secured by physiological
and hygienic living. The contents are ar-
ranged according to the famihar seven ages of
man: Infancy; Childhood; Youth; Maturity;
The prime of hfe; Threescore and ten; Old
age. There are appendices and an index.

Booklist 17:282 My '21

"His book is a sane, practical survey of
living, personal care and practice."

-t- Boston Transcript p9 Mr 19 '21 360w
"Its author has succeeded in handling much

worn topics with real interest, and without ever
becoming platitudinous."

+ Lit R pll Ap 30 '21 180w
"As an example of medical literature for pop-

ular consumption, Dr Huber's book ranks high.
Its literary flavor and the warmth and eloquence
of its sympathetic appeal immediately intrigue
the attention of the reader." Van Buren Thorne

+ N Y Times pl4 My 8 '21 2450w
"Pleasantly written, though in parts slightly

dogmatic."
+ Sprlngfd Republican p5a My 15 '21 40w

Revlev/ed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 4:223 Mr 9 '21 250w

HUDSON. JAY WILLIAM. Truths we live by
*$3 (2M!C) Appleton 170 21-9C22

This book is an attempt to face the present
conflict of ideals and to seek, through the puzz-
Img succession and contradictions of moral
standards a sure foundation for that moral con-
fidence so needed to solve the problems of our
time. Part 1 discusses the present conflict and
moral skepticism; Part II, three great verities—mimortality, God and freedom of the will;
Part III, present tendehcies toward moral
faith as revealed in democracy, religion and
practical idealism.

Booklist 18:5 O '21

""The book is an extremely readable study
of the moral background of the modern world."

+ Boston Transcript p4 Jl 23 '21 560w
"His criticism of atheistic, 'scientific' mate-

rialism IS enormously suggestive and illuminat-
ing. If he does not reinstate the Eternal Veri-
ties in the mind of the modern skeptic, he at
least demonstrates that the controversy is farfrom finished, and that pseudo-scientific" mecha-
nism has overreached itself in claiming the vic-
tory prematurely. Added to the ability to
write clearly and reason closely, he has the
courage to accept the entire verdict of modern
science and all that it implies, and then plead
nis case on demurrer." E. E. Paramore, jr

+ Lit R p314 D 31 '21 850w
"It is a modest volume that ought to helpmany a doubtful person to find once more sure

ground of faith in a moral order."
-f- N Y Times p6 N 13 "21 820w

"A study of the moral and religious be-
liefs of which present-day scepticism, fortified
by science, is more and more demanding re-
vision."

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Ap 9 '21 46w
"Argument will not entirely satisfy all. But

the author does not pose as a lawgiver, and his
method of popularizing an idealistic philosophy
is to place himself in friendly and helpful re-
lation to the questioner."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 S 12 '21 660w
,„The Times [London] Lit Sup p739 N 10
21 lOOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:184 N '21 60w

HUDSON, W. H. Traveller In little things. $3
(7c) Button [10s 6d Dent] 824 21-19489

The title of these leisurely sketches was
prompted by a chance conversation Mr Hud.-'on
had with a pompous commercial traveller who,

comparing his own important "line" with what
he considered the author's lesser one character-
ized him as a "traveller in httle things."
A.niong Mr Hudson's little things are English
villages and villagers, apple blossoms, the van-
ishing curtsey, little girls, of whom he is a de-
vout worshipper, churchyards, birds and in-
sects. Of these the author writes with his ac-
customed imagination and feeling for the innerand more elusive beauties.

Booklist 18:111 Ja '22

"This is one of those excellent books about
which there is httle to say critically, because its
quality is like the charm of upland pasture or
the odor of an April wind, better described than
analyzed. It is decidedly not a book with
which to begin an acquaintance with Mr Hud-
son's calm, rich prose, but it is a good book for
lovers of Hudson, precisely because it is frag-
mentary and various, a note-book, really, of a
personality long since matured, and now begin-
ning to settle accounts with hterature." H: S.
Canby

+ Nation 113:762 D 28 '21 450w
Nation and Ath 30:151 O 22 '21 260w

+ New Statesman 18:52 O 15 '21 800w
Reviewed by R: Le Galllenne

N Y Times p3 Ja 1 '22 260w
"The pleasant humor, the keen observation

and the kindly touch of these essays at once
win the reader."

-h Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 40w
"Some of the things are very small, as small

as small beer, for Mr Hudson is so good a
draughtsman, that he must draw all he sees
with too little care in selection. But when that
is said, the worst is said. Gems there are of
great price. 'How I found my title,' is one,
and for pure wayward laughter, the story of
the sweep and his jackdaw is hard to parallel
in literature. Yet something that we expect
in Mr Hudson's best work is missing."

H Sat R 132:536 N 5 '21 470w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 O 15 '21 40w

"It is the experience of human beings that
gives unity to Mr Hudson's casual pages, which
in other hands would be a mere bag of uncon-
sidered trifles. Just as the note of his prose is
that it turns conversation into melody, so his
whole way with the people is in the largest
sense conversable, and reveals an impulse of

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p625 S
29 '21 1700W

HUEFFER, FORD MADOX. Thus to revisit.
•$6 Dutton [16s Chapman & H.] 820.4

21-26730

A book of reminiscence, criticism and theor-
izing on some modern English poets and prose
writers. Part I, "Before moonrise," is a chap-
ter addressed to the "uninstructed reader."
Part II, which Mr Hueffer calls "Prosateurs,"
in which he revisits some writers whom it has
been his good fortune to know, is more definite
in character than the rest of the book. He
tells how he collaborated with Joseph Conrad,
how he walked and talked with Henry James,
gives some glimpses of Stephen Crane, and
Henri Gaudier-Brzeska, and devotes a chap-
ter to adulation of W. H. Hudson. Mr Hueffer
Is an enthusiastic champion of Ezra Pound,
F. S. Flint, H. D., Carlos Williams and others
of the vers libristes, imagistes and vorticists,
whom he treats in Part III, under the heading
"The battle of the poets."

Booklist 18:11 O '21

"We are unusually conscious of the author
himself in these later reminiscences. It Is a
manner which has grown upon him. He is
whimsical and he is provocative, but he makes
us conscious of his intention to be so. That
limpid inevitability of utterance is lost in his
conscious style." D. L. Mann— -I- Boston Transcript p6 Jl 27 '21 1550w

Dial 71:715 D '21 290w
"Indiscretion is the essence of these gar-

rulous reflections, which have been solemnly
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criticized for tlioir lack of style. But Mr Huef-
fer does not, I fancy, rely upon this book to

establish a reputation which rests upon more
serious accomplishment. These are the diver-
sions and confessions of one whom the prac-
tice of letters has neither tired nor in-

timidated." Ernest Boyd
-I

Freeman 3:610 S 7 '21 1200w

"Mr Hueffer loathes the safe, conventional
literature of the aciidemic tradition. He
de.sDises it as much as, if not more than, he
despises the purveyors of best sellers. He has
given u.s a volume of reminiscences which are
as /efreshins and original of their kind as the
Review he so ably conducted." Ernest Boyd

-h Lit R p5 Jl 16 '21 lOOOw

"An often wild and shallow book, but one
that is very gallant." Mark Van Doren

-I
Nation 113:624 N 30 '21 650w

Reviewed by J. M. Murry
Nation and Ath 29:32S My 28 '21 280w

"He has, j)erhaps, a less reliable sense of
what is important when he compares authors
than any other reputable critic now writing.
The fact is that Mr Hueffer is continually
making generalisations which can only be made
safely by a genuine historian of literature;
and every page of his book shows that his
knowledge even of modern literature is

narrow."— New Statesman 17:282 Je 11 '21 570w
"The typical uninstructed reader will not

make head nor tail of huge segments of the
book. It is too concerned with the meticulous
search for many things, le mot juste and what
today is termed vers libre among other things.
But both the uninstructed and instructed
readers cannot fail to relish the fine tidbits of
literaiy gossip, character-illumination and
memories that Mr Hueffer has set down so
happily."

1- N Y Times pl6 Jl 17 '21 2000w
"We found his matter, apart from his manner,

uncommonly rewarding and admirable. He has
courage, candor, insight, flexibility, a singular
vividness in projecting a condition, an expe-
rience, a personality, a picture, which comes
through and registers in spite of the, sometimes
execrable style that has to serve as its me-
dium. He is exhilaratingly untrammelled by
prepossessions or taboos or genteel academic
reverences." Lawrence Oilman

-\ No Am 214:697 N '21 2300w
"The book is, in fact, one of those com-

paratively rare and precious volumes that can
be put into the hands of an intelligent person
who has no previous knowledge of the sub-
ject of which they treat. Here is a book which
is calculated to charm the fastidious."

+ Spec 127:368 S 17 '21 1150w
"Mr Hueffer, from a stylist of distinction, is

in danger of becoming a busybody of literature:
and his latest book is singularly devoid of il-

luminating thoughts or arresting sentences.
His style, in fact, has become surprisingly
commonplace. . . In some cases, however, the
book will have an interest for those who are
attracted by the personal side of authorship."

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p310 My
12 '21 300w

HUESTON, MRS ETHEL. Eve to the rescue.
11 •$2 Bobbs 20-19182

"The scene is laid in southern California and
the tale revolves about a pretty heroine who Is
deeply interested in Americanization and a
campaign to keep her friends from the trage-
dies that arise from preconceived notions of
duty. Her ventures are successful, though
sometimes not quite in the way she expected.
She finds she can Americanize individuals, not
masses, and she succeeds in converting a pretty
little Mexican revolutionist who had been
brought to her by a Bolshevist. We know fiom
the beginning that she is going to marry the
hero."—Lit R

"There is keenness of insight in this book, and
for all its playfulness it is a true study of life

from a certain angle. Its aim is amusement, an
excellent one and it hits the bullseye." Hilde-
garde Hawthorne

+ N Y Times p22 F 6 '21 280w

HuGEL, FRIEDRICH, frelherr von. Essays
and addresses on the philosophy of religion.

?6 Button [15s ! lont] 201

"Tlie author, who derives his title from the
Roman Catholic Church, is an Austrian who
has lived most of his life in England, devoting
himst-lf to studies in the historical criticism of

the Bible and the psychology and philosophy of

religion. The present volume consists of eleven
essavs, most of which appeared originally in

English and American journals, dealing with
such subjects as responsibility in religious be-
lief, religion and illusion, the teaching of Jesus,

the essentials of Catholicism, institutional

Christianity, Christianity and the supernatural.

"The author has a decided leaning towards
German and non-Catholic authorities, some of

whom are already quite old. From his heterodox
authorities, the author has accepted statements
that need serious qualification. . . These es-

says are fit reading only for those who have
a keenly developed critical sense, and sufficient

knowledge to discriminate."— Cath World 114:544 Ja '22 450w

"It is impossible to study these essays with-
out intellectual and religious gain. The au-
thor's name carries deserved weight in what
may be called the higher world of religion. . .

He has a singular gift of raising disputed ques-
tions from the level of controversy to that of

ideas and principle."
+ Spec 127:708 N 26 '21 llOOw

The Times [London] Lit Sup p839 D
15 '21 1450W

HUGHES. RUPERT. Beauty, il *$2 (2c) Har-
per [Ss 6d E. Nash] 21-9366

As an Adirondacks house party in late
autumn was hurriedly breaking camp to escape
an approaching blizzard, Clelia Blakeney, a
young girl of great beauty, beloved of all and
especially of the men, was found missing.
Search was fruitless and the guests departed,
leaving Gad Larrick, of Texas and New York,
with several others of the party, to make
further search. Larrick later discovered Cleli?
embedded in the frozen waters of the lake, a
bloody gash on her forehead and her hands
folded as if in prayer. The mystery of her
death still undiscovered, but her beauty im-
mortalized in sculpture, Larrick, heart-broken
and otherwise broke, went back to Texas. He
straightway acquired a second fortune in cinna-
bar, and was soon followed there by Nancy
Fleet, a faithful admirer of his New York
days, who brought him not herself only, but
a simple though hardly to be dreamed of
solution of Clelia's death.

+ Lit R pl9 D 4 '20 120w

Bookm 54:172 O '21 120w
"It is impossible not to notice that this Is not

so firmly knit a story as some of Mr Hughes's
novels, that the machinery actually creaks in

places, not because the material Is without
sufficient interest, but because of the manner
in which it is fitted together." D. L. Mann

\- Boston Transcript p4 Je 8 '21 900w
"Mr Hughes piles on an extra amount of the

Improbable and impossible, stretches his story
to 408 closely printed pages, and pads out his
narrative with a tract upon, not for, the times.
He seems to take a savage pleasure in the
bluntness with which he tells the unexpected,
the unbelievable, in his stark realism of the
impossible, so to speak. No excuses, no explana-
tions for him. The six reels flit on; if you don't
believe such things could happen, just sit and
watch the events described in frank detail."— Lit R p3 Je 11 '21 llOOw
"Although the book contains so many des-

criptions of physical charm, it does not contain
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one flesh-and- blood character, one luiman be-

ing who lives and wliose fate is a matter of

importance to the reader." L. M. 519'"
*^ _ N Y Times p22 Je 5 '21 920w

"
if s'^rin^gf-^d ^eTub.i^an p9a Jl 24 '21 260w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N
3 '21 320w

HULIT, LEONARD. Fishing with a boy; the
2 tale of a rejuvenation, il $2 (7c) Stewart

Kidd 21-lb80o

The book is supposed to be the true record

of the experiences of an overworked busmess
man recuperating in the country and going

"fishin' " with a country boy "Matt." The boy

is nature-wise and knows all about iish and
fishing. His good sense and uprightness make
friends for him whom he can help and who
help him, and the reader is treated to much
fish-lore.

"Next best to enjoying personally the happy,
health-giving experiences Mr Hulit records la

to follow Matt vicariously through those woodsy
places fragrant with the breath of pine and
spruce where slip streams beloved of trout."

+ Boston Transcript p9 Ja 14 '22 220w

"A prize for the fisherman, be he young or
old." M. H. B. Mussey

-\- Nation 113:sup684 D 7 '21 20w

HULL, EDITH M. Sheik. •$1.90 (2c) Small
21-975

Diana Mayo is a young English girl, self-

willed and fearless. When she plans a tour m-
to the desert, unchaperoned, and with only
natives in attendance, neither her friends nor
her brother can dissuade her. So she starts,

but very shortly Is captured by the Sheik, an
Arab chieftain with no standards of morality
save those of a caveman. His caveman treat-
ment of her, however, wins ner, for after a few
months of agonizing and despair, she suddenly
finds herself desperately in love with him, and
only fearful lest she may have to leave him.
Incidents of her attempted escape and return,

her capture by a hostile tribe and her thrilling

rescue, add to the lurid atmosphere of the story.

"The story is entertaining in description and
episode. It does not lack thrills. It is unusual
in many ways. In this case the unusual is

made to become commonplace, though the in-

terest is maintained from the beginning."

H Boston Transcript p5 Ap 16 '21 410w

'The central idea of it stands out, poison-
ously salacious in conception. It is not prudery
to stamp it as vicious. The story has undeni-
ably vivid scenes of dramatic value."

h Lit R pl2 Mr 5 "21 270w
"Outside of the shocker-appeal it must be ad-

mitted that the novel is written with a high
degree of literary skill in so far as the hand-
ling of Incidents and suggestion of the reality
of the characters Involved is accomplished. . . .

Such a otory, viewed from a sane literary
standpoint, is preposterous."

i- N Y Times p24 My 1 '21 500w

HUMPHREY, GRACE. Women in American
history. *$1.25 Bobbs 920.7 19-8005

The fifteen women chosen by the author for
their record of courage, of service, of splendid
achievement and as typical of true American
patriotism, are: Pocahontas; Anne Hutchin-
son; Betsy Ross; Mary Lindley Murray; Molly
Pitcher; Martha W^ashington; Jemima John-
son; Sacajawea; Dolly Madison; Lucretia Mott;
Harriet Beecher Stowe; Julia Ward Howe;
Mary A. Livermore; Barbara Fritchie; Clara
Barton. Bibliography and Index.

HUMPHREY, JOHN. Drugs in commerce.
(Pitman's common commodities and indus-
tries ser.) il $1 (3s) Pitman 581.6

The book comprises the source, preparation
for the market and description of the chief
drugs of vegetable cr animal origin at present
in coiumerce. All the more Important drugs
which are official in the British pharmacopoeia,
together with others, are included. The short
descriptions should serve as a guide to their
identification. The chief constituents of each
drug are also given and the book is indexed and
illustrated.

HUNEKER, JAMES GIBBONS. Steeplejack.
2v il •$7.50 Scribner B or 92 20-16114

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Mr Huneker is extremely readable. He
stimulates without fatiguing. A rapid succes-
sion of incongruous and startling images in-
duces a pleasant feeling of mental activity;
at the same time no argument or image Is
sufficiently precise to require understanding.
What is communicated is a feeling of enthu-
siasm, of being in the very front of the newest
movement." J. W. N. S.

+ Ath p69 Ja 21 '21 1450w
"Mr Huneker had scarcely a precursor; he

was unique while he lived; and he has no suc-
cessor. There is much in Mr Huneker' s story
of his adventures among people and emotions
that the Huneker of a decade ago would have
modified or suppressed—surprising trivialities,
commonplaces, conformities; much that is in-
consequential and trite, and sometimes a little

cheap." Lawrence Oilman
H No Am 213:556 Ap '21 1700w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p73 F 3
•21 ISOOw

HUNEKER, JAMES GIBBONS. Variations. $2
(4i^c) Scribner 814 21-20568

A posthumous book of essays on a wide
variety of themes by this highly individual
journalist and critic of the arts. Contents:
Various; How not to be a genius; The recan-
tations of George Moore; Crushed violets;
Baudelaire's letters to his mother; The two
temptations; The Flaubert anniversary; Roose-
velt and Brandes; Pennell talks about etching;
In praise of prints; New Russia for old;
Cezanne; Eili Eili lomo asovtoni? Socialism
and mediocrity; Chopin or the circus? Art and
alcohol; The tragic Chopin; Phases of the
greater Chopin; The twilight of Cosima I;

Idle speculations; The master builder; Verdi's
Otello; Faust and Mephisto; Bohemian music;
The music of yesterday? Liszt's only piano
sonata; Dreaming of Liszt; A Brahma of the
keyboard; Contemporary bran; A mood reac-
tionary; Musical "Potterism"; My "Childe
Roland"; "Oscar" and Dvorak; Enrico Caruso.

"A useful collection for any library, with good
material for women's club papers or for reading
by older girls. Written with lively interest in
small feminine details."

-I- Wl» Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 40w

Booklist 18:111 Ja '22

"A delightful collection of essays, reminiscent
in parts, always laden with information and
with a fresh point of view."

+ Lit D p37 D 24 '21 180w

HUNTER, DAVID SMITH. Golf simplified;
cause and effect. 11 •$! (22c) Doubleday
796 • 21-11478

The author of this little book Is a professional
golf teacher and well-known golf authority. The
point in his teaching which he emphasizes is

"pronating,—or, the proper turning of the
wrists and forearms at the beginning; of the
swing." He says—"I have proved to my entire
satisfaction that not only Is it the most Im-
portant point, but that It is practically all

there Is to the game of golf. . . My purpose
now is to begin by describing. In as simple a
manner as possible, the correct grip, stance, and
swing—or in other words the correct way to play
golf—and then dwell on the most common
faults of the golfer, and by analysing these,
to show why they are made, and how they can
be prevented." (Preface) The book is illustrated
by photographs.
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"A sound book of golf advice which will

be read with profit."
+ Lit R pl2 S 10 '21 lOOw

HUNTING, HENRY GARDNER. Their friendly
enemy, il $1.75 (5c) Macmillan 21-16180

Two girls just out of hif^h school, Hallie Rec-
tor and Marah Whittle-sey, decide they do not
want to teach school, so when a chance comes
to buy out the town paper, the Penwater Clar-
ion, they borrow money and become real edi-
tors. At first things run beautifully; then there
are difficulties over the attitude of the paper
toward the town water system, and troul)le
comes thick and fast. Just when it seems as
if things could not be worse, a fire breaks out
which threatens to wreck a whole section of

the town. But this instead of being the end,
turns out a blessing in disguise.

Lit D p52 N 5 '21 30w
"It is an excellent story."

+ Lit R p242 D 3 '21 80w
"Good stories for girls are rare. This should

please those of high school age."

-f Outlook 129:438 N 16 '21 60w
"An unusual type of story. Though its t^vo

heroines are barely out of high school, it deals
neither with sports nor with sentimental af-
fairs. The young reader, or an older one, for
that matter, can learn much that is valuable.
not only of the practical details of editing a
newspaper, but of the underlying ethics." H.
L. Reed

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 140w

HUNTINGTON, ELLSWORTH, and GUSHING,
SUMNER W. Principles of human geo-
graphy, il •$3.50 Wiley 573.4 21-502

" 'Principles of human geography' is, first of
all, a full r^sum6 of the main points of contact
between man and the physical world: his rela-
tions to climate, land and water bodies, animals,
plants, minerals, etc., all of it discust from the
'human' standpoint, showing how far and in
what ways civilization is molded hy geographical
elements. But it is much more than a scientific
summary. It touches the problems of to-day
in politics, international dealings, economics,
food supply, immigration, tariffs, conservation,
and use of natural resources."—Lit D

Reviewed by R. E. Park
Am J See 26:786 My '21 llOw

-f Booklist 17:207 Mr '21

Boston Transcript p7 F 12 '21 650w
"While it is primarily a school text-book, it

is also of fascinating interest to the genera!
reader, and so 'meaty' in suggestion that it is

of value to the constructive statesman—a book
that may well have a wide influence in many
directions."

+ Lit D p56 Ap 23 '21 620w
"The authors have performed a real service

in preparing a book in which are analyzed and
summarized our present knowledge of the
character and of the effect of geographic in-
fluences." G. B. Roorbach

-)- Lit R p9 Ag 20 '21 550w
"One of the excellent features of the book

is the number of ingenious and thought-
provoking exercises at the end of each chap-
ter." G: G. Chisholm

+ Nature 107:774 Ag 18 '21 460w
"Its importance as a textbook is possibly sec-

ondary to Its value as a 'human document.'
Moreover, its style Is admirable; direct, lucid
statement, but also vivid and colorful in its in-
cidental description, and even illuminated with
occasional sparks of humor, and now and then
a satirical touch."

-I- N Y Times p27 Je 5 '21 400w
"Into this work of Messr.s Huntington and

Gushing has gone an expert understanding of
this larger aspect of geography, and they pre-
sent a highly intelligent and comprehensive
survey of man's activities as governed by Na-
ture."

-f- Springf'd Republican p8 Ap 12 '21 500w

HURD, ARCHIBALD SPICER. Merchant navy
in the war. (History of the great war based
on official documents, by direction of the
Historical section of the Committee of im-
perial defence) •$7.50 (•21s) Longmans
940.45 21-3339

The official or semi-official history of the
war at sea is being issued in three sections.
The first volume of Sir Julian Corbett's
"Naval operations" and the first volume of
Ernest Fayle's "Seaborne trade" have already
been noticed. Archibald Hurd has now pro-
duced the first volume cf a history of the war
service of the merchant navy. His book and
Mr Fayle's cover some of the same ground,
for their subjects are closely allied. Mr Hurd
begins by recalling the early days of the
British merchant marine and the development
of the Royal naval reserve. He goes on to
describe the German cruiser campaign which
in the first few months of the war captured
seventy-two merchantmen and sank fifty-four.
He then discusses the general policy of the
admiralty in regard to merchantmen and the
methods by which the merchant service was
guided, the auxiliary patrol and its early opera-
tions. The rest of the volume is concerned
with the development of the submarine menace
and the sinking of the Lusitania. The book
Is illustrated with photographs and contains
three charts.

"The feature of all these volumes published
by the British Historical Section that especially
challenges the admiration of the modern his-
torian is their thoroughness and comprehensive
arrangement. . . The mass of detail is ex-
traordinary, but the dryness of a large por-
tion of the data is relieved by spirited descrip-
tions of such events as the actions against sub-
marines, and the sinking of the Lusitania."
E: Breck

+ Am Hist R 27:122 O '21 750w
"The book constitutes one of the most lucid

pictures of the war of a sequence of events
which, from the importance of all of them,
needed wide knowledge and a sense of values
to give a balanced and reasoned account of
them." Muriel Harris

+ Lit R p8 Je 18 '21 llOOw
"Mr Hurd's book is well planned and care-

fully written, and promises to do justice to a
worthy subject."

+ Spec 126:273 F 26 '21 350w
"It was to be expected that Mr Hurd would

find a difficulty in keeping within the bounds
supposed to be assigned him by the scheme of
the 'Official history of the war.' It -is per-
fectly fair to note that the division of labour
has been so ill-made as to lead directly to
endless repetition and even confusion."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p83 F

10 '21 1950W
"The first volume covers only the period

from the outbreak of hostilities in August, 1914,
to about June, 1915. When completed, the
work promises to be as imposing in magnitude
as it is valuable in contents." C. F. Good-
rich

-f Weekly R 4:536 Je 4 '21 lOSOw

HURLBUT, JESSE LYMAN. Story of Chau-
tauqua, il $2.50 Putnam 374.9 21-14568

Beginning with biographical sketches of its

founders, John Heyl Vincent and Lewis Miller,
the book is a detailed history of the Chautauqua
movement from its first beginnings as the
"Sunday school teachers' assembly" on the
Fair Point camp grounds, in 1874, and the
launching of "The Chautauqua literary and
scientific circle," in 1878, to its present great
dimensions, both geographically and intellec-
tually. Numerous illustrations show the growth
of its domicile on Lake Chautauqua. There is

an appendix and an index.

"It abounds in anecdotes, in kindly person-
alities, and in realistic accounts of meetmgs,
events, and occasions, although in the later
chapters, where considerations of space havo
evidently made thenjselves felt, the style be-
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comes rather annalistic. It would be unfair to
examine a book of this type too closely for the
accuracy of all its statements of fact." W. G. L..

-I Am Hist R 27:161 O '21 370w
Booklist 18:6 O '21

"His story is not only of wide interest but
it is important because of the large place
which the Chautauqua movement has fiiled in
the past fifty years." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Jl 16 '21 720w
"He writes as one who has been involved in

it from the beginning, and so from the point of
view of the old Chautauquan. The story is
very well worth the telling, and the future
historian of the country will not be able to
ignore it if he wishes to tell the whole story."
P. H. Boynton

+ Ind 107:65 O 15 '21 1800w
"Excellently written, vivacious story."

+ Lit R pl4 Jl 2 '21 320w
N Y Times p27 Jl 24 '21 llOOw
R of Rs 64:447 O '21 lOOw

"The reader will find it an interesting ac-
count, especially because of its lucidity of style
and the idealistic serenity characterizing all
the leaders and the followers of Chautauqua."
Gregory Zilboorg

+ Survey 47:26 O 1 '21 650w

HURST, FANNIE. Star-dust; the story of an
American girl. 11 •$2 (2c) Harper 21-4908

, ,7J^^
author's first novel. It covers the life of

Lilly Becker from childhood to forty, or
thereabouts—her stru&gle against a hated en-
vironment and her resolute re-making of her
life. The story opens in a "middle West, mid-
dle class, medium of price and meagre of
meal ' boarding house, where Lilly lived with
her doting but uncomprehending parents, fol-
lows her thru her early marriage and abrupt
leaving of her husband after three weeks, her
escape to New York and her successful struggle
against almost overwhelming odds till the
final if incomplete, fulfilment of her own
life In that of her daughter Zoe.

" 'Star dust' is not a good novel, though
It has. it is true, many 'pulsebeats of life,'
some of them so violent and prolonged as to
lead one to suspect heart trouble. On the
other hand it is undeniably interesting, es-
pecially the earlier parts. Miss Hurst is, at
present, a better short story writer than a
novelist."

h Bookm 53:460 Jl '21 170w
Boston Transcript p5 Ap 16 '21 880w

"She is liable, here, as elsewhere, to a tur-
gidity and ungainhness of style in her efforts
after individual expression. The story suffers
moreover, from the writer's earnestly propa-
gandist motives."— Cath World 114:119 O '21 170w
"The first part of 'Star dust' is full of ob-

servation of human nature in its daily way
vividly written, emotionally all there. From
Lilly's marriage on, Fannie Hurst preserves
the liking of the average man and relieves her-
self of the embarrassment of writing real drama
by presenting—a movie scenario." Marion Pon-
sonby

-j Lit R p3 My 14 '21 800w
"Mi.ss Hurst's novel is thoughtful and sin-

cere. It gives the reader a general conviction
tnat .she has something to say, and is saving
It because she wants to and not merely " be-
cause she thinks it will be popular. Theauthor .« style, like her novel, would be the
better for rigorous pruning."

H NY Times pl8 Ap 10 "21 900w
Fub W 99:1227 Ap 16 '21 70w

HUTCHINS, FRANK W., and HUTCHINS,CORTELLE J. Sword of liberty; the story
of two revolutions, il $1.75 (2%c) Centurv

21-18492
"Lafayette, the American Revolution, the

French Revolution, Washington, the relations

of France with the New World, Ben Franklin,
Louis XVI—these are the principal points con-
sidered in this narrative woven symbolically
about a sword presented to Lafayette."—Lit R

"The book is not rightly a history, neither is
it fiction, in that there is no plot. Still, despite
the not altogether pleasing style in which (he
book is written, many people, especially young
people, will read it."

h Lit R pl72 N 12 '21 70w
"A new freshness of color and personality,

as if told by an eye-witness, characterizes this
account of the American Revolution." M. H. B.
Mussey

-I- Nation 113:sup684 D 7 '21 60w
N Y Times pl2 D 4 '21 30w

"The whole story is simply and clearly told
and, while there is a little too much time and
space given to the military maneuvers of the
American Revolution, there are descriptions of
people and scenes that are strikingly vivid, and
the account of the French Revolution is breath-
less from start to finish."

+ Springf d Republican plla D 11 '21 350w

HUTCHINSON, ARTHUR STUART-MEN-
TETH. If winter comes. *$2 (4c) Little

21-15552
When the story opens, in 1912, in Penny

Green, England, Mark Sabre is thirty-four years
old and has been married eight years. He is
a whimsical, lovable idealist, always in the
minority on every question, bound to be mis-
understood, and most of all by his wife Mabel,
who is practical, conventional, without humor
or imagination, and a snob. The ability to see
another's point of view, which Mark has had
from childhood, enables him to understand and
excuse his wife's criticism and he remains
loyal to her. Business relationships are as
unsympathetic as those of home, but in lone-
liness and misfortune, and finally, bitterest
tragedy, his character develops and deepens till

it becomes really Christlike. Through all there
is one woman who understands and who in the
end restores for him the light and vision
which cruel wrong and misrepresentation had
for the time almost extinguished.

"It is an artist's book—its structure is close
and exquisite as a fiower, its humor pervasive,
its character studies keen and varied, its per-
sonal note spicy and fresh, and best of all, its

dealing with the great fundamentals of life and
death, of God and the soul, courageous, poig-
nant, intuitive and nobly Christian." H. E. Her-
sey

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf pl2 N '21 430w
Booklist 18:84 D '21

"The home background of the war, touched
only slightly, was never more skilfully done
even in 'Mr Britling.' Hutchinson's dialogue
sparkles, hits, jumps, races—does practically
everything that human talk should." J. F.

+ Bookm 54:157 O '21 340w
"Few novelists have ever succeeded in know-

ing and in loving a character as Hutchinson has
loved Mark Sabre. The book is not a great
novel because the author does not possess suf-
ficient understanding to go all the way round.
He has not breath enough to animate the rest
after making Mark Sabre live." Heywood
Broun

-\ Bookm 54:396 D '21 380w

"No review, no amount of comment or
praise, can reveal the warm humanity of this
story. If ever the mirror were held up to na-
ture, it is held up by Mr Hutchinson in 'If

winter comes'; if ever man were re-created in a
literarv image that man is his Mark Sabre."
E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ag 13 '21 1650w

Dial 72:103 Ja '22 150w

"It has the style of a 'novel of ideas'; the
characterization of a novel of purpose; the mood
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of a novel of sentiment; and the mechanism
of a novel of sensation. Finally, and the best
thing to be said of it, it is a book of faith and
optimism; a bool< in which, for our comfort in

a credulous hour, the dream and the business
seem not too hopelessly far apart."

h Ind 108:17 Ja 7 '22 800\v

"The histoiy of IMark Sabre is one of the
most poignant in recent fiction, only endurable
to the keenly sympathetic readei' because of
the promise held out in the title."

+ Lit D p46 D 3 '21 700w
"If Mr Hutchinson had given us nothing- more

than the picture of Mark Sabie we should
have been perfectly content. But he has done
more than this. He has woven a thrilling:
story around him, spiced with melodrama, per-
haps, but none the less thrilling for that. The
word 'great' is apt to be misused; but in
Mark Sabre Mr Hutchinson has surely created
a great character." Arnold Whitridge

+ Lit R p35 S 24 '21 1200w
"It ingratiates itself at once with the not too

literate and the not too severe. Nor will thi3

really severe be wholly excluded from the circle
of Mr Hutchinson's admirers. . . But it is dif-
ficult not to believe that its popularity is due
to its gliding rather than to its searching, to
what it hides rather than to what it reveals,
to the element in it represented by the comic
maid-servants rather than to that represented
by Mabel Sabre." L. L.

h Nation 113;sup684 D 7 '21 430w
"In spite of the soft places in 'If winter

comes,' real life is in it. When Mr Hutchin-
son has his feet on the ground he is fine, but
he doesn't seem quite able to manage his
ecstacies." Signe Toksvig

h New Repub 28:198 O 12 '21 580w
" 'If winter comes' is not only a thrilling

tale, it is an important work of art. It has
a real and skillfully constructed plot; the hero
is unforgettable, and even the minor characters
are impressively human; it abounds in humor
and wit, the laughter of fun and the laughter
of the mind; it is based on the spiritual
truth revealed to the world some nineteen
hundred years ago. Its author is & creative
artist and a spiritual force." W; L. Phelps

+ N Y Times pl4 Ag 14 '21 2000w
"Mark is whimsical and natural; the reader

enjoys him, believes in him, and suffers with
him. The story of his life and of the many
people who misunderstood him and the few
who loved him is both humorous and spiritually
arousing. It leaves a good taste in the mouth."
R. D. Townsend

-I- Outlook 129:186 O 5 '21 620w
"Falls little short of being a first-rate novel.

Were it not that one feels that the scales arc?

loaded too heavily against Mark throughout,
that all the people among whom his daily life

was spent could not have so misjudged him
at the crisis of his misfortunes, no qualification
of our verdict would have been needed. The
book is one of the highest promise and great
achievement."

H Sat R 132:468 O 15 '21 llOw
"The battlefield is that old debatable ground

where the social code comes into conflict witli
the Christian covenant, but the battle is rc-
fought in the book before us with a vividness-
and sincerity which are decidedly impressive."

-I- Spec 127:674 N 19 '21 270w
Springf'd Republican p8 N" 12 '21 190\v

"Despite the flaws, and despite a certain
jerkiness and angularity of style, 'If winter
comes' is a novel well worth reading. Mr
Hutchinson is a close observer, and he certainly
does not shrink from hard conclusions. He
has, too, a whimsical humour that shows it-
self in many delightful touches; he has al.so
at moments the rare gift of delineation—of
seizing and presenting to us just those details
of a scene or episode that make it significant,
and leaving out the rest."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p594 S
15 '21 4.'-)0w

Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O ^1 30w

HYDE, GRANT MILNOR. Handbook for news-
paper workers; introd. by Willard G. Bleyer.
$2 Appleton 070 21-16955

The book, designed as a desk-book for news-
paper "cubs" as well as for the beginner stud-
ent in the school of journalism, treats of gram-
mar, punctuation, English, diction, journalistic
structure, typographical style, accuiacy, head-
lines, proofreading, copyreading, type, cuts,
libel, and other matters of office practice. "All
of its material is presented in outline form,
with sections numbered and indexed for ready
references, and the onus of understanding is

loaded upon examples." (Preface) The appendix
contains a list of books on journalism and a
sample style sheet.

"A satisfactory mechanical handbook, pre-
senting with directness every phase of copy
preparation, from punctuation to proof reading,
and including as well chapters on the writing
of news, accuracy in writing and the law of
libel considered chiefly in its relation to jour-
nalism." S. Jj. C.

-f- Boston Transcript p4 N 12 '21 430w
Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 40w

HYNDMAN, HENRY MAYERS. Evolution of
revolution. *$4.50 Boni & Liveright 335

21-1234

"In this work, dedicated to 'My comrades of
the old Social democratic federation," the vet-
eran Socialist leader reviews some of the chief
social revolutions, violent and gradual, of the
past, including the rise and fall of slavery, the
development of exchange and usury, the Jac-
querie, the peasants' rising in England and
the German bauern krieg, the 'two great bour-
geois revolutions,' viz., that against the Stuarts
in England and that of 1789 in France, the
growth of capitalism and Socialism in the
nineteenth century, and 'The present time'

—

a chapter which includes some plain speaking
against Bolshevism."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup N 18 '20

"The author's mature scholarship and wide
experience give to the volume an unusual value,
and we can therefore pardon such defects as
the involved sentences and the rather obvious
failure to take into consideration the work of
contemporary economists and sociologists, par-
ticularly in the field of social origins." G. B.
L. Arner

-I Am Econ R 11:538 S '21 210w

"The author chose the title at the suggestion
of a friend. It was a brilliant conceit, but it

contains a promise which the book does not
redeem." A. W. Small— Am J Soc 27:94 Jl '21 650w

+ Booklist 17:274 My '21

"In spite of its somewhat pompous spread
of learning and appearance of stout English
oak, from the title to the last paragraph, it is

a shell full of decay and corruption." J:

Macy — Freeman 3:502 Ag 3 '21 2500w

Reviewed by W. C. Abbott
Lit R p8 Ap 23 '21 llOOw

"Mr Hyndman is first a Socialist and then a
historian. It Is hopeless to look to his pages
for any light on the past. Not only does he
use few and poor sources, but his bias is such
against the possessing class in history that he
can hardly find a good word to say for any
famous character that ever lived." Preserved
Smith

1- Nation 112:717 My 18 '21 160w

"Mr Hyndman's clear, close writing, always
readable, always carrying you along, never
confusing or seducing you by the extravagan-
ces, the audacities, the extemporary digres-

sions of writers who, having no military ob-
jective, stop repeatedly to play with history,

obliges us to entertain his book seriously, and
either confute it or let his case win by default.

It is quite competently put, with no nonsense
about it. Mr Hyndman. steadily Intellectual
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as a historian at long range, is (being human)
prejudiced as a current politician." G. B. S.

H Nation and Ath 28:703 F 19 '21 3400w

"The study is not industrial history as com-
monly known. There isn't enough historical
detail. As a piece of economic analysis it is

rather sketchy and quite general. It seems
highly probable that certain general ideas of

the book are sound." W: K. Ogburn
-j New Repub 26:326 My 11 '21 llOOw

"His conception of evolutionary revolution al-

most ignores and takes note rather contemp-
tuously of those tremendous spiritual forces and
aspirations which have meant so much in all

the evolutions and revolutions of mankind. The
readers of his book must take it with a clear
understanding of this curious limitation and
accept It for what it is, an interesting, dramatic-
ally written account of human struggles, that
senses them very largely as class wars and
sees them as efforts toward material benefit."

-J NY Times p6 Ap 10 '21 550w
"Mr Hyndman's whole book, though confused

or only half successful in Its method, may prove
enlightening. It has perspective, if not pene-
tration. One does not believe that Mr Hynd-
man and his school possess the secret of social
evolution; but one cannot help feeling that
this book is In a measure prophetic."

H No Am 213:855 Je '21 900w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p763 N

18 '20 90w
"Mr Hyndman, like most writers of history

with a purpose, tries to prove too much. The
real truth seems to be that to earn Mr Hynd-
man's good will the surest method is to fail to
govern the country."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p822 D

9 '20 800w
"If Mr Hyndman were careful in his relation

of past events one might have more confidence
in his forecast of the future, but his many in-
accuracies of statement and emphasis show that
history to him is but the handmaid of Marxian
doctrine." J. E. LeRossignol— Weekly R 4:419 Ap 30 '21 1650w

IBSEN, HENRIK. Early plays; tr. from the
Norwegian by Anders Orbeck. (Scandina-
vian classics) ?2 Am-Scandinavian founda-
tion 839.82 21-26891

Ibsen's three earliest plays, "Catiline," "The
warrior's barrow," and "Olaf Liljekrans," with
an introduction by the translator.

Booklist 18:44 N '21

"This English version, doubtless, was worth
the making, if only as a matter of record, but
is not an Important addition to dramatic liter-
ature and will not add much to the reputation
of the author. . . Only the most devoted wor-
shippers of Ibsen will find much to admire in
these youthful performances." J. R. Towse

f- Lit R plOO O 22 '21 550w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 O 1 '21 90w

INGALESE, RICHARD, and 1NGALESE, ISA-
BELLA. Fragments of truth. *$2.50 (4c)
Dodd 133 21-4336

The fragments of truth offered in this volume
are fragments of occult knowledge. The authors
believe that the world has now reached the
evening of a cosmic day, that we are now living
In the Piscine age whose grossness, immorality,
selfishness and ignorance is soon to disappear
In the darkness of oblivion and that the human
race will then approach the Aquarian cycle of
wisdom and spiritual power. The occultists, an-
cient and modern, are even now the custodian
of some of this wisdom of which the book lets
us glimpse a light here and there. The essays
by Richard Ingalese are: Psychic phenomena;

Miracles, Moses the magician; Stray leaves of
occult history; Death and after; The spiritual
renaissance of the nineteenth century; The
esoteric Christ. Isabella Ingalese contributes:
Vibration; Cosmic evolution; Soul slavery; Van-
ity; Reciprocity; Infinite intelligence—God;
Judgment Day. The book is indexed.

INGE, WILLIAM RALPH. Idea of progress;
the Romanes lecture, delivered in the
Slieldoiiian theatre 27 May, 1920. pa •90c
Oxford 192 21-1697

"Its general thesis is that progress is a sup-
er.-tition which has enslaved three philoso-
phies, those of Hegel, of Comte, and of Dar-
win. Moreovei' the belief in a law of progress,
which the autlior admits he has criticized un-
mercifully, he holds to be a nearly worn out
foi-ni of that liope eternal in the breast of
man which has such 'indomitable tenacity
and power of taking new shapes.' "—Survey

Ath p791 Je 18 '20 210w
Reviewed by Temple Scott

Freeman 3:500 Ag 3 '21 1800w
"His brilliant lecture de.serves every In-

telligent reader's appreciative thought. . . Dean
Inge contends that there has been no
physical progress in our species for many
thousands of years. He doubts substantial
inoral improvement."

4- Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ap 10 '21

900w
Reviewed by A. J. Todd— Survey 45:898 Mr 19 '21 340w
"Whether his readers accept his unsparing

analysis or not, they have learned to treat hlra
with respect as one of the few minds of the
time that are free from shibboleths. An Inde-
pendent judgment which is obviously an ex-
pression of character gives his lecture the true
ring of personality."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p357 Je
10 '20 1700W

INGRAM, ELEANOR MARIE. Thing from
the lake. $1.90 (3c) (7s 6d) Lippincott

21-21550

"Upon a musical composer's first night In
his newly acquired farmhouse, and almost
nightly thereafter. Intrude two mysterious
presences: an Invisible lady who whispers
strange warnings and leaves behind tangible
souvenirs of her visits, and a nameless,
ghoulish terror that affects him physically and
mentally. A scientific and an occult solution
are offered for the reader's choice."— Cleve-
land, D '21

Cleveland plOO D '21 60w
"The weird experiences and their connexion

with a lake which exuded poisonous gases,
shocks, and strange noises, and with the
general horror that brooded over the farm are
worked out quite cleverly and successfully."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p664 O
13 '21 70w

INMAN, ARTHUR CREW, Red autumn. •$2
Dutton 821 20-22324

"A volume of verse which Is characterized by
love for all things vernal and autumnal."

—

Lit R

"Mr Inman is a spontaneous singer, content
to apply the Imagery evoked by his mood, and
one never has the feeling that he is achieving
his effects with a self-conscious dexterity.
Nothing here is novel, but, on the other hand,
nothing Is trite, for it has been griven authentic
personal exnression." L. B.

+ Freeman 2:454 Ja 19 '21 120w

-f- Grinnell R 16:452 Je '21 80w
Lit R pl2 D 31 '20 40w

"Possessed of a genuine melodic note, he
sings of these subtle moods and flares of beauty,
In a manner that Is always delightful to read."
H. S. Gorman

-f N Y Times pll Ja 9 '21 140w
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"Writers such as Mr Inman are pleasant
and satisfying to read because they permit us
to interpret Nature for ourselves. Their pur-
pose is to suggest a text rather than to
preach the sermon."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Je 7 '21

300w

INTERCHURCH WORLD MOVEMENT.
COMMISSION OF INQUIRY. Public opin-
ion and the steel strike. $2.50 Harcourt
331.89 21-190G2

"The report on the steel strike of 1919 by
the Interchurch World Movement conmiission
is now followed by a companion volume con-
taining detailed studies by special investi-
gators. The volume contains researches on
the use of labor spies, the denial of civil

rights, the social mind of the foreign-born
employees, the welfare work of the' United
States Steel Corporation, and the relation of
the pulpit and the press to the strike. Each
of these topics is a chapter and the authors
are the able investigators, Heber Blankenhorn,
George Soule, Robert Littell, David Saposs and
Karl Wisehart. The technical work was su-
pervised by the Bureau of Industrial Re-
search."—New Repub

Booklist 18:107 Ja '22

Reviewed by J. E. Le Rossignol
Ind 107:216 N 26 '21 1400w

"Today, a year and a half after publication,
not one of the statements of fact in the Inter-
church report has been challenged. The com-
panies have by silence pleaded guilty—and
abused the investigators." H: R. Mussey

+ Nation 113:623 N 30 '21 1300w
"The contents are significant, particularly

because of the high standard of the special in-
vestigations." \V. F. O.

+ New Repub 28:220 O 19 '21 lG50w
Sprlngf'd Reppblican p8 Ja 3 '22 380w

IRELAND, ALLEYNE. Democracy and the
human equation. •$3 Dutton 321.8 21-955

"Mr Ireland is a writer of British birth who
has spent much time In America, and is a
sympathetic student of our institutions. He
is disturbed by what he regards as the virtual
disappearance of the principle of representative
government from the American political sys-
tem, and our rapid drifting into a system of
direct democracy which he regards as the very
negation of representative republicanism."—

R

of Rs

Am Econ R 11:332 Je '21 80w
"The critical reader will find fault with its

lack of systematic organization, its looseness
of expression, and the provoking ease with
which nice, difficult questions are frequently
ignored. Nevertheless, the book is refreshing
in its point of view and in its effort to grapple
with the real psychological phenomena of poli-
tics." A. B. Hall— 4- Am J Soc 27:250 S '21 270w
"Mr Ireland argues cogently and writes

well. He has a considerable grasp of political
literature and has inserted an unusual num-
ber of quotations in his text. His discussion,
however, is at times aggressively partisan
and betrays a rather scant tolerance for di-
verging opinions."
+ — Am Pol Scl R 15:308 My '21 150w

Booklist 17:236 Ap '21

Bookm 53:263 My '21 240w
Cleveland p37 My '21 30w

"The biology may be sound and the political

views may be well reasoned, but there is noth-
ing in the biology to support the political argu-
ment; indeed there is absolutely no relation
between them, and the author's effort to es-

tablish a relation fails completely." J: Macy
h Freeman 3:429 Jl 13 '21 llSOw

"Mr Ireland has painted a dark picture which,
if it has not the accuracy of a photograph, con-
tains sufficient truth to merit serious consider-
ation." H: L. West

-i Lit R p4 F 12 '21 950w

"Mr Ireland's suggestive book would be even
more helpful if the opening chapters were not
somewhat overdrawn. We get the impression
of straining to make a case and of reasoning
from what the author thinks must be the re-
sults of wrong conditions rather than from
fully ascertained facts." W: C. Redfleld

H NY Times pll Ja 30 '21 2500w
"Mr Ireland's criticism is broad in Its scope,

and it is of the kind that promises well be-
cause it draws ideas from many different
sources; but it hardly aims to be more than
thought- provoking.

"

H No Am 213:568 Ap '21 800w
"His conclusions will not generally be ac-

cepted by Americans as justified by the facts.
Yet there is much truth in his severe criticism
of the practical workings of our state and na-
tional legislatures."

-\ R of Rs 63:334 Mr '21 90w
"It is frankly readable. The author has a

vigorous, yet easy style. The net result of
the book is altogether wholesome, because it

constitutes a strong plea for decent living con-
ditions and improved education." A. J. Todd

4- Survey 47:58 O 8 '21 400w
Reviewed by E: S. Corwin

Weekly R 4:420 Ap 30 '21 520w

IRWIN, INEZ (HAYNES) (MRS WILLIAM
HENRY IRWIN). Out of the air. •$2 (4c)
Harcourt 21-4318

David Lindsay is a young author, who, after
his leturn from the war, retires to the country
to write a biography of Lutetia Murray, a long
dead romantic novelist who has become a sort
of "Platonic, long-distance, with-the-eye-of-the-
mind-only crush" of his. To steep himself more
thozoughly in the proper atmosphere, he goes
to live in Lutetia's house. He soon realizes that
the house is haunted, not only by Lutetia's
ghost, but by the ghosts of others, and that they
are trying to tell him to do something. At first
he can not understand what they want but It
finally comes to him, and in carrying out their
wishes, he finds the girl whose story has been
running beside his throughout the book. In
finding each other, he and the girl not only
bring happiness to themselves, but to the ghosts
as well, who walk no more.

"The story is not ill written. Her style is
graceful and clever, her spirits and apparitions
are smoothly operated."

+ Lit R p9 Ap 9 '21 380\v
" 'Out of the air' is a charming tale, told

with many touches of humor, with a keen
feeling for the beauty of both nature and
character, with the skill of a trained crafts-
man of the pen."

4- N Y Times p22 My 29 '21 450w
"Mrs Irwin injects a spirit of adventure into

the tale; but the ghostly manifestations are free
from terror. All the people concerned are nor-
mal and in no sense morbid. Vivid descriptions
and a vein of humor give the story added
qualities of entertainment for those who can
accept the psychic premises."

+ Springf'd Republican plla O 2 '21 330w

IRWIN, INEZ (HAYNES) (MRS WILLIAM
HENRY IRWIN). Story of the woman's
party. 11 •$3.50 Harcourt 324.3 21-3312

The book is an account of the struggle for
the federal amendment giving suffrage to
women, as it was inaugurated by Alice Paul
and Lucy Burns in 1912. It tells of the pres-
sure brought on Congress, on the president,
on the country at large; of the picketing and
parading; of the arrests and prison terms and
of the final victory in 1920. The book is illus-
trated and indexed.

"Whatever is lost in the omission of the
relation of the militant effort to the rest
of the suffrage movement and its connection
with other questions of the day is largely made
up in the colorful detail which the novelist
author has so tellingly used and in the appre-
ciation she has shown for the camaraderie
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which characterized the work of the groups
of women and distinguished It in the field
of political endeavor." Amy Hewes

+ Am Pol Scl R 15:448 Ag '21 340w
+ Booklist 17:204 Mr '21

"The novelist's art has made her worlc not
simply the history of events but of living human
beings, with one vivid figure dominating the
whole." Alice Rohe

+ Bookm 54:255 N '21 900w
"Mrs Irwin's volume is not only a com-

plete narrative and of real historical value to
future historians—whether of the suffrage cru-
sade or of the times in general—it is replete
with comedy and drama." S. L. C.

-f- Boston Transcript p9 Mr 2 '21 600w
"Her history is a thoroughly official docu-

ment, obviously approved by the highest
authority in the Woman's party; and while
it is also a spirited and amusing narrative,
occasionally even a stirring one, it is, because
of this very official character, curiously unin-
forming as to the real motive behind much of
the party's activity and even of the nature
of much of its work."

H Freeman 4:4G S 21 '21 290w
"A exact and practically statistical account

of the Woman's party movement. It is un-
fortunate that with a real fund of human In-
terest to draw on Mrs Irwin has given us only
glimpses."

H Lit R pl2 Mr 26 '21 300w
"When she uses the word 'suffragist' she

means a member of the Woman's party. This,
it is needless to say, is a perversion of his-
tory, and Mrs Irwin should >not have made it.

This is the most serious fault in the book,
probably the only one."

-i NY Times pl3 Ap 3 '21 1450w
Pub W 99:169 Ja 15 '21 60w

"Mrs Irwin vVrites intimately, in good jour-
nalese, but her book has the unfortunate ef-
fect of making the reader wonder if slush-
slinging is not always to form even a greater
part of political campaigning than mud-sling-
ing; for the book is wet with sentiment." M.
C Calkins

-I Survey 46:184 My 7 '21 440w
"Fully illustrated and popularly written."

+ Wis Lib Bui 17:72 Ap '21 50w

IRWIN, WALLACE ADMAH (GINGER,
pseud.). Seed of the sun. '•$2 Doran 21-928

"In 'Seed of the sun' we meet the question of
whether the most fertile land of California is to
be wrested from the native born Americans not
by individual Japanese—but by the backing of
the Imperial government. In other words we
are presented with a picture of what this mat-
ter of peaceful occupation really means. Two
New York girls go out to the little town of Bly,
California. Avhere the older girl owns a fruit
farm. They intend to run it with a Japanese,
who will farm the place for half shares of the
profits. The proposition sounds well and the
grirls need money. Moreover their father has
lived some years in Japan and they have had
the pleasantest of associations with the Japan-
ese, and feel only friendly admiration for
Japanese enterprise. It Is not the type of situ-
ation where one expects the race problem to
present itself. Therefore the difficulties that
arise and the conclusions which are reached
are much more dramatic in their intensity."

—

Boston Transcript

"It is no derogation to the cleverness and
educational quality [of 'Main street'] to say
that 'Seed of the sun' is a far bigger book; and
of equal importance to the United States at
large. Wallace Irwin apparently knows how
the Japs feel as well as the natives, he is
always sane, lucid, informative and convincing.
He might be a whole committee sifting evi-
dence." Gertrude Atherton

+ N Y Times p7 Ja 16 '21 2400w
"Here is something that should be read by

all to whom the Japanese problem means any-
thing." D. W. Webster

-f- Pub W 99:162 Ja 15 '21 450w
"All the descriptions of Japanese life in

California are full of spirit and colour. One
feels instinctively that they are good."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S
29 '21 290w

IRWIN, WILLIAIVI HENRY (WILL IRWIN).
Next war. •$1.50 Dutton 172.4 21-9231

The author deals in no abstractions but
presents staggering facts and statistics to
show the utter suicide of a possible "next war."
the intensity of which as developed by modern
science must inevitably lead to the wiping out
of whole populations, the extinction of the
human race. He discusses the probable develop-
ments of aerial and chemical warfare, other
implements of war and defenses against them,
the tactics of a future war, its cost in lives
and money, the discipline of peace and pro-
posed ways to peace. He believes there must
be such a rousing of public opinion that the
nations will combine themselves against this
final horror.

+ Booklist 17:218 Mr '21

"There is very little doubt that Mr Irwin has
Offered us a picture of the conflict of the races
in California which will remain in our memo-
ries.

+ Boston Transcript p8 P 2 '21 300w
"Considered as a story the book is an en-

tertaining one of the idle hour type Con-
sidered as propaganda there is a certain shal-
lowness about it."

- + Ind 106:80 Ag 20 '21 80w

"Highly authoritative, accurate, reliable, and,
what is more, concise and readable." C. J.
Bushnell

+ Am J Soc 27:252 S '21 llOOw
Am Pol Scl r' 15:459 Ag '21 60w
Booklist 17:327 JI '

'21

"A powerful book."
+ Bookm 54:77 S '21 180w

"A book which cannot be too widely or too
carefully read, for it contains a real and vital
message." D. L. Mann

-t- Boston Transcript p4 Je 15 '21 ISOOw
Boston Transcript p4 O 1 '21 660w
Cath World 114:110 O '21 300w

"Mr Irwin deals not with the political exi-
gencies which may bring about the next war,
but with the mechanical destructive possibili-
ties of future warfare, when the devices which
had scarcely more than retail use in the late
war sliall be employed wholesale. He discusses
it in impressive and hair-raising fashion and
all yhould listen." Vv'ade Chance

H Lit R p8 Je 4 '21 1650W
"To the lethargic ininded citizen who thinks

"Men have always fought and always will
fight, but the world has survived many wars
and will outlast my time,' Mr Irwin addresses
himself with an array of big figures and
startling facts that may whip his jaded im-
agination to fresh conclusions." Robert Her-
rick

+ Nation 112:691 My 11 '21 1350w
"Magnificent book with hard common sense,

witii clean obedience to unalterable idealism."
Francis Hackett

+ New Repub 27:224 Jl 20 '21 1400w
Reviewed by C: W. Thompson

N Y Times p3 My 29 '21 1150w
R of Rs 64:110 Jl '21 70w

"There is nothing new in Mr Irwin's ap-
proach or analysis—he acknowledges his debt
to Angell and Jordan. But in the compelling
simplicity and rugged idealism of his presenta-
tion, its logic and its faith—he has made a
notable contribution to world thought in the
campaign against the institution of war. None
of us can afford to pass lightly by on the other
side of the road."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 S 23 '21 520w
Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 40w
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ISAACSON, CHARLES DAVID. Face to face
with great nuisicians: foreword l)y Frank
Crane; introd. by Frank La Forge; second
group. $2 (8s 6d) Appleton 927.8 21-15318

The author, who has done a unique work in

New Yorli city in popularizing the best music,
thru the Globe concerts, provides here a sec-
ond series of sketches of great composers,
singers and instrumentalists. These word pic-

tures are intended to stimulate the imagina-
tion both of the artist who interprets the work
of a musician and of the music lover who
listens. The musicians considered are Wag-
ner, Rossini, Berlioz, Adelina Patti, C6sar
Franck. John Field, Donizetti, Auber, Schu-
bert, Balfe, Abt. Rubinstein, Cristofori, Ste-
phen Foster, Grieg, Palestrina, Gounod, Coucy,
Spohr, Purcell, the Scarlattis, Tschaikowsky.
Garcia, Dvorak, Bizet. Moussorgsky, Lalo,
Weber, Mozart, and M. N. I. (the author's
father)

.

"The author has cleverly extracted from
standard books picturesque incidents in the
lives of musicians and made them journalis-
tically palatable by making it seem as if he
were actually interviewing these musicians. In
some cases it would have been fairer if he had
not kept the sources of his information se-
cret." H: T. Finck— Lit R pllS O 20 '21 140w

ISWOLSKY, ALEXANDER. Recollections of

a foreign minister (Eng title, Memoirs of

Alexander Iswolsky). •$2.50 Doubleday 947
21-49G9

Owing to the illness and death of the author
these memoirs remain fragmentary but reveal
much Intimate knowledge of Russian affairs and
contemporary history. The author was minister
of foreign affairs from 1906-1910 and ambas-
sador to France from 1910-1917. His transla-
tor, Charles Louis .Seeger, calls him a meliorist
who advocated moderate liberal reforms, such
as a representative government, but was op-
posed to extreme measures. Contents: Rus-
sia's political situation, 1905-1906; The secret
treaty of Bjorkoe; The first Duma: Count Witte;
The provincial nobility; The Goremykin cab-
inet; M. Stolypin and the cadets; Terrorism;
The Emperor Nicholas II.

party bitterness, no trace of that pugnacious
disposition which M. Iswolsky sometimes dis-
played as minister of foreign affairs. The pen-
portraits of individual statesmen are admirable,
and no fairer characterization of Count Witte
than that given by M. Iswolsky has yet ap-
peared."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p675 O
21 '20 ISOOw

IVES, GEORGE BURNHAM. Text, type, and
stvle; a compendium of Atlantic usage. $2
Atlantic monthly press 029 21-14574

"Following an introductor>^ chapter of inter-
est in setting forth the purpose of the book, ad-
vice is given regarding proofreaders and their
work, and also as to spacing and syllabification.

Especially valuable is the chapter on punctua-
tion, with numerous examples of correct and
incorrect use of the various punctuation marks.
Spelling also is considered, with advice, where
two ways of spelling a word are permissible.
Use of compound words and of relative pro-
nouns, an important matter, and of verbs, ar-

ticles, conjunctions, of the hanging participle

and the split infinitive, as well as of special
words and phrases round out the pages of a
book which is of help and value whether one
writes for publication, for business purposes, or
merely in private correspondence."—Boston
"ITranscript

"Though disappointing to the student of dip-
lomatic history. M Izvolski's volume is inter-
esting and valuable as a revelation of himself
and as an intimate picture of political cross-
currents and personalities in Russia in the
years 1905-1907. Among the author's admirable
portraits of the leaders of the period—Lams-
dorff, Goremykin, Stolypin, Miliukov, Trepov,
and the tsar himself—the most complete and
discriminating is that of Witte." S. B. Fay

H Am Hist R 27:120 O '21 540w

"The volume is liberal in attitude, temper-
ate in tone and extremely readable."

-f Am Pol Sol R 15:308 My '21 80w
"It is extraordinarily interesting to the

student of contemporary history, and one can
only deplore the fact that it is so fragmentary."

-I Ath p693 N 19 '20 520w
-1- Booklist 17:249 Ap "21

-I- Boston Transcript p6 Ap 2 '21 660w
Freeman 3:310 Je 8 '21 210w

Reviewed by H. F. Armstrong
Lit R p2 Mr 26 '21 1300w

"Iswolsky's 'Recollections of a foreign
minister' is without a rival in its effectiveness
In throwing light on the difficult Russian prob-
lem. That it is incomplete is regrettable;
but so far as it goes it is really the most satis-
fying book we have yet had on the condition
of the country." M. F. Egan

-1- N Y Times plS F 20 '21 3000w

St Louis 19:83 Ap '21 20w
"Straightforward, well-balanced account."

+ Sat R 130:501 D 18 '20 840w

+ Spec 125:501 O 16 '20 1350w

"The narrative is marked by singular
lucidity and balance. There is no hint of

"Much sensible advice and many practical
hints of value to all writers for publication
are set forth."

. __ „_„
-j- Boston Transcript p7 S 7 *21 270w

"The book is extremely readable. Even idio-

syncrasies make interesting reading, and this

compendium ought to further the writing of

good English and of clean copy."
H Lit R pll Ag 20 '21 420w
"The toplofty airiness which is evident in the

first half of this volume dealing with type and
text is even more obvious in the second hall

dealing with the usages of the English lan-

guage. In discussing typography Mr Ives is on
his own ground, but when he undertakes to

lay down linguistic laws he is all at sea."

Brander Matthews— NY Times plO N 13 '21 1900w

"Discussed with a reasonableness, open-raind-
edness, and fullness of detail scarcely to be
found in any other manual of the kind."

-f Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 40w
"A useful contribution alike to the science of

correct printing and the art of careful writing."
+ Springf'd Republican p6 S 12 '21 340w

IVEY, PAUL WESLEY. Principles of market-
ing; a textkKDok for colleges and schools
of busine.=;s administration. $3 Ronald 338

21-8010

"Within the past few years the study of

marketing as a branch of economics has come
rapidlv into piominence. There are now pro-
fessorships of marketing in several State uni-
versities. Dr Ivey, who holds such a chair
in the University of Nebraska, has compiled
a text-book of the subject for colleges and
schools of business administration. This book
is intended to introduce the student to the
marketing process. Emphasis is laid on the
marketing of manufactured products rather
than that of raw materials and agricultural pro-
ducts, because It is in connection with manu-
facturers that a more decided 'buyers' mar-
ket' has developed. Here also the high costs
of marketing, with which the public is most
familiar, are more frequently in evidence."—

R

of Rs

"The book is clearly written and ought to
prove a useful text. One defect of the book
is the tendency to categorical treatment of

matters not yet well enough worked out to

justify that sort of treatment."
H Lit R p9 Ag 20 '21 340w

R of Rs 64:335 S '21 llOw
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IWASAKI, UICHI. Working forces in Japanese
politics. (Studies in history, economics and
public law) pa $1.50 Longmans 354 21-7669

"He has presented briefly those elements in
Japanese politics which seem most significant—the emperor, the Elder Statesmen, the peers,
the bureaucrats, the militarists, the parties,
the capitalists and the workers—giving a
sketch of their development since the revolu-
tionary changes of 1867, when the shogun was
deposed."—Springf'd Republican

Am Pol Sol R 15:626 N '21 lOOw
Booklist 17:274 My '21

"Notable for its frankness and its objective
treatment. Rarely have the interrelations of
foreign policy, army and navy, and capitalism
been so bluntly unmasked as In this survey of
Japanese politics."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 My 25 '21 520w
Reviewed by S. L. Gulick

Survey 46:565 Ag 1 '21 160w

lYENAGA, TOYOKICHI, and SATO, KENOSKE.
Japan and the California problem. •$2.50
Putnam 325.25 21-7667

The authors assert that "the Oriental prob-
lems in California, originating as they did in the
conflict of local, economic, and political in-
terests, have in recent years come to assume
more and more the character of cultural and ra-
cial questions"; that it is a grave error to mag-
nify out of proportion this local racial conflict;
that only in the light of friendship and cooper-
ation and with the spirit of fairness and justice
can the problem be solved. "Whether one likes
it or not, the world is already made one, and
any human attempt to divide it into air-tight
compartments is hopeless." Contents: Jap-
anese traits and philosophy of life; Japan's
Asiatic policy; Background of Japanese emigra-
tion; Attempts at emigration—results; Causes
of antl-Japanese agitation; Facts about the
Japanese in California (two chapters) ; Assimila-
tion; General conclusion. Much space is given
to appendices with extracts from Japanese-
American treaties, immigration and alien land
laws, reports and statistics. There is a bibli-
ography and an index.

'After a brief introductory statement the
authors enter upon an illuminating discussion
of Japanese traits and philosophy of life which
stand out as a real contribution to a better
understanding of our Japanese immigrants. Un-
fortunately, instead of building up their volume
around this discussion of the mental attitudes
of the Japanese and the modifications that re-
sult under American environment, the authors
turn to a review of Japan's Asiatic policy, and
in the remammg chapters depatt but little from
the customary method of analysis of the Jap-anese problem. The book throughout is marked
P7 ^^.^^'J'Pess and sanity in its point of viewthat IS highly commendable." J. F Steiner

H Am J Soc 27:407 N '21 220w
Booklist 17:330 Jl '21

Reviewed by E. J. Carpenter
Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 960w

"The authors make a plea to California to
2^"^*^*^^I ^^^^i and to reconstruct her policies

advice tn"^^h^^ ^t"*^
^' ^^^ ^^"'^ ^'"^6 offer candfdadvice to the Japanese government and to theJapanese m California to do everything to dis-

fr^^.^^nf^'^'iP 1"^, "^Z" ^^^ confidence of Call-
hc„o'f"^-^.^^® ^°°^ ^^ a" orderly and compre-
Obata

'^'^*'"^^'°" °^ "'« subject." Shigeyoshi

-f- Lit R p4 My 14 '21 1200w
"•Their statement of the facts is good andserviceable, but when they come to the ?emtdythey seem to get no nearer than those whohave traversed the ground before"
^^

1- New Statesman 17:528 Ag 13 '21 550w
"Partisan spirit is absent from this treat-ment of the respective rights of Amerfcansand Japanese In the States and the behaviorof the one people to the other. Japaneseshortcomings and limitations are not spared

What will strike the reader at once is that
the authors know their case thoroughly."

-h N Y Times pl4 Je 12 '21 1250w
"The book is absolutely free from bitterness

or from any tendency to extreme statement.
It is a model, in its way, of calm, well-con-
sidered exposition."

-f R of Rs 63:671 Je '21 200w
Spec 126:757 Je 11 '21 220w

"The authors are, perhaps, capable of writ-
ing on the subject in a manner as nearly ap-
proaching impartiality as it is probably pos-
sible for any one not entirely disinterested to
attain."

-I- Springf'd Republican p8 N 8 '21 820w
Reviewed by S. L. Gulick

Survey 46:565 Ag 1 '21 150w
-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p375 Je
9 '21 150w

JACKSON, JAIV1ES. Handicraft of woodcarv-
ing. (Pitman's handwork ser.) il $2 (5s)
ritman 73G

A manual for beginners in woodcarving, ex-
plaining the method of working, the sharpen-
ing, handling and adaptability of the tools,
and the particular uses and characteristics of
woods. There is an appendix on imagination
in education and a plea for introducing wood-
carving into elementary and secondary schools.

JACKSON, JOSEPHINE AGNES, and SALIS-
BURY, HELEN M. Outwitting our nerves;
a primer of psychotherapy. $2.50 Century
616.8 21-9069

"A popular treatment of nervous disorders
from the psychoanalytic point of view."—
Springf'd Republican

Booklist 17:327 Jl 21

"Heavily documented with cases, written In
a cheerful style, and not merely showing where
the trouble lies but pointing the way out. It
should be helpful."

-f Lit R pll Je 4 '21 200w
"This book should prove a valuable addition

to the library of the average medical practitioner
who has neither the time nor Inclination to read
the more extended and highly technical works
on psychoanalysis. The book can also be read
understandingly and with profit by laymen and
women." Van Buren Thome

-f- N Y Times plO Jl 10 '21 2200w
"Psychoanalysis is, it is true, a base upon

which is built this excellent structure; but the
other side of the pedestal is upheld by a very
thorough knowledge of medicine and anatomy.
It is remarkably interesting, and valuable."

+ R of Rs 64:672 D '21 90w
"The authors of this book manage, on the

whole, to hold the reader's attention and appeal
to his common sense. They do this for the most
part without often going Into extravagances,
though some of their concrete remedies for com-
mon ills, such as headache, may be of doubtful
wisdom, as is their talk about an emotional
spree."

H Springf'd Republican p9a My 29 '21 180w
Wis Lib Bui 17:185 N '21 30w

JACOBS, FREDERIC BURNHANI. Cam design
and manufacture, il '$2 Van Nostrand
621.83 21-6162

Explains some of the methods and appliance*
that are in actual use for laying out and cutting
cams.

JAMES, HENRY. Notes and reviews: with a
preface by Pierre de Chalgnon la Rose.
$5 Dunster House bookshop 804 21-8860

"This is a roundup of twenty-flve anonymous
book reviews written more than fifty years ago,
in 1864, 1865 and 1866, and originally printed in
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the Nation and in the North American Review.
They are specimens of Henry James's earliest
manner, when he was resolutely clear and con-
scientiously clever. Among the twenty-flve
books that he deals with, only three or four are
by American writers. There are perhaps as
many devoted to French writers—Victor Hugo,
the younger Dumas, Eugenie de Guerin and
Edouard Scherer. One paper is devoted to
Epictetus. The other reviews analyze British
writers."—N Y Times

Bookm 54:171 O '21 250w
"The reviews are daguerreotypes. They

leave us thiniiing tliat not only the process
but the subject differed from our slick snap-
shotted and art-photographed humanity." Gil-
bert Seldes

+ Dial 71:472 O '21 920w
"We rejoice in the evidences put before us

of the cheerful, if rather inky, vigour of his
prime."

4- Freeman 3:574 Ag 24 '21 1450w
"All of these twenty-five essays were unsigned

book reviews, but they show no carelessness in
composition, being written with deliberation and
distinction. They are naturally inferior to the
author's mature critical work, as exhibited in
such a book as 'Notes on novelists'; but they
are surprisingly good for anybody's early twen-
ties. There is one thing refreshingly absent in
these criticisms; although James was both
young and clever, he never tries to show off."
W: L. Phelps

+ Lit R p4 Je 4 '21 1700w
Nation and Ath 29:581 Jl 16 '21 1650w

"These firstlings of his muse, anonymous as
they were, unrecogmized and unreclaimed by
him, will be welcomed by all devout Jacobins.
To the rest of us these rescued essays will seem
less important, not to call them unimportant.
They are interesting because they reveal to us
a writer not yet sure of himself, a writer who
is sometimes a little overemphaiic and even a
little overbearing in consequence of his own
hesitancy, his own doubt in the sureness of his
footing." Brander Matthews

H NY Times p2 Je 12 '21 1850w

JAMES, HERMAN GERLACH. Local govern-
ment in the United States. 'JS-SO (18s)
Appleton 352 21-10525

The author points out that the difficulty of
treating the subject of local self government
consists in the infinite variations presented by
the forty-eight separate jurisdictions governing
the organization and operation of local govern-
ment and that the subject has not as yet
received due attention as a closely coordinated
whole. This need the book attempts to supply.
For the sake of comparison the first chapter
deals with local government in England and
France. The other chapters treat of the two
types of local government in the United States:
viz, the urban ajid the rural. After a survey
of the origin and development of local govern-
ment, the organization and functions of the
county and city governments are respectively
considered. Copious foot-notes supply general
and special references for more extensive study
of particular phases of the subject. The book
is Indexed.

"Professor James' book which emphasizes the
county and its subdivisions meets a real need
among those interested in local institutions.
The book should also attract attention because
of its attempt to cover in a single volume all
the units of local government, rural as well as
urban." A. C. Hanford

-f Am Pol Sci R 15:617 N '21 660w
Booklist 18:39 N '21

"It historical survey of the growth of these
forms of government from the earliest Colonial
days is of great interest and value. The book
has been prepared with great pains and has a
large number of valuable citations. It is well

worth the while of any man or woman whose
relations to the state give them any concern."
S. L. Cook

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ag 6 '21 1250w
"It is excellent both as a volume of reference

and as a constructive analysis."
+ Lit R pl2 Jl 9 '21 190w

N Y Times pl7 Ag 21 '21 70w
Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 180w
R of Rs 64:336 S '21 60w
Survey 46:526 Jl 16 '21 120w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p719 N

3 '21 160w
Wis Lib Bui 17:185 N '21 50w

JAMES, JAMES. Guide book to women. %2
Button [3s 6d Hurst & B.] 396 21-21970

The book has two prefaces, one for men only
and one for women only, and the successive
chapters discuss woman's beauty, dress, work,
types, brain, soul, life, religion, job, and finally,
herself. We find in it all the witty, derogatory
and cynical things ever said about woman, with
now and then a note of sincerity and sympathy.

Bookm 54:493 Ja '22 130w
"This guidebook is only one more expression

of man, with woman liaving nothing to do in
the matter. Only another revelation of a man's
notions about women, no true guide to woman
herself. She remains as undiscovered as before
this book was written." Hildegarde Hawthorne— NY Times p22 D 11 '21 1300w

JAMES, WILLIAM. Collected essays and
reviews; with an introd. by Ralph Barton
Perry. »$3.75 Longmans 814 21-112

"It was said on a previous occasion by
Professor Perry that if one could read the writ-
ings of James in a day and forget the order
of their publication, one would find there a
treatment of three great topics—'the nature of
the human mind, the structure and criteria of
knowledge and the grounds of religious belief.
Each of these themes is dealt with from various
points of view in the new glimpses of the Cam-
bridge philosopher here gathered into a volume
from his miscellaneous output as a contributor
to newspapers, magazines and reviews. There
are thirty-nine articles in all, dating back to
1869 and forward to 1910; the latest of them
was the 'Word about mysticism,' penned only
six months before the author's death. Under
various heads James takes up for approval or
criticism the views of Bradley, Royce,. Ladd.
Hodgson and a dozen others who had been
helpful to him in defining his own thought."—Boston Transcript

"All display a vast range of interest to which
nothing in human thought was alien. But
there were other merits, chief among them the
traits of open-mindedness, of intellectual
chivalry and hospitality." E. N.

+ Boston Transcript p7 F 19 '21 840w
"All the qualities which endear him to stu-

dents of philosophy are displayed here at their
very best—his unfailing felicity of phrase, his
wit, his gay humor, his unconventional alive

-

ness, his wide and catholic sympathy, his
quick apprehension, his vigor in praise or
blame, his rich and ample mind. He touches
no subject which he does not adorn." R. F.
A. H.

-I- New Repub 26:77 Mr 16 '21 650w
Reviewed by Lyman Abbott

-f- Outlook 127:347 Mr 2 '21 360w
"We do not wish the book shorter by even

a single paragraph; and frankly, James is one
of the very few writers on philosophy of
whom one would care to say that."

-I- Sat R 131:218 Mr 12 '21 1200w
"They have been selected with remarkable

skill. Not only do they amply fulfil their pur-
pose of tracing the stages by which James's
thought developed, they also make up, thanks
to the cunning way in which technical studies
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JAMES, W\L\-\AM—Continued
are blended with articles of wider interest, a
book that will attract alike the student of
philosophy and the general reader."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl73 Mr
17 '21 llOOw

JAMES, WILLIAM. Letters. 2v il *U0 Atlantic
monthly press B or 92 20-231'JS

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Reviewed by Joseph Jastrow
+ Dial 70:466 Ap '21 2700w

"What letters! The letters of Lamb, of Ed-
ward Fitzgerald, are not more delightful. The
best of them, naturally, are to philosophers and
men of letters, who evoked from him an amaz-
ing multiplicity of ideas and to whom he let fly

a delicious compound of sound reason and
Jocularity."

+ Freeman 2:574 F 23 '21 1850w
"These 'Letters' bring back the man, William

James, to those who were fortunate enough to
have known him by voice and presence; they
will help to make more real the personality be-
hind the published writings, even for those who
knew him only through these, and thereby will
contribute to a truer perspective and estimate
of his philosophy. The vivid personality of the
man, which radiates in the 'Letters,' will add to
the vitality of the philosophy." J. H. Tufts

-f J Phllos 18:381 Jl 7 '21 2650w
+ Nation and Ath 28:747 F 26 '21 1450w

"These letters are rich in their concise and
accessible condensations of James's profounder
convictions." Lawrence Oilman

+ No Am 213:411 Mr '21 2000w
"In what other collection of Letters shall we

find a writer so swift, so vivid, so varied and
so spontaneous? James reveals to us all his
moods, his likes and dislikes, his communing
with the universe, his fun. Unintentionally, he
writes his autobiography, in which we trace his
intellectual development." W: R. Thayer

+ No Am 213:693 My '21 1300w
"Delightful letters, which will endear the cor-

respondent to many who would hardly touch the
psychologist and philosopher."

+ Sat R 131:92 Ja 29 '21 1350w
"In spite of roughnesses James's power as a

letter-writer was always amazing. He seems
less to have a pen in his hand than a paint brush
full of colour; he splashes on the radiant hues
without effort because he cannot help it, and
yet the mind of the scholar Is always at the
back saving metaphor from excess, anecdote
from pointlessness, and epithets from super-
fluity."

+ Spec 126:237 F 19 "21 2300w
Wis Lib Bui 17:74 Ap '21 40w

"The artist in the man is revealed in many
ways. Pictures and portraits are many, and
scenes are depicted with a vividness which
readily brings them before the reader's eye."
F: J. E. Woodbridge

+ Yale R n s 11:182 O '21 2050w

JAMESON, STORM. Happy highways. *$2
Century 20-17966

" 'The happy highways' is partly a biography
of some young people from Yorkshire who came
to study at London university, and partly a
record of their protracted and violent discus-
sions. The.se young people are Joy, Mick and
Oliver, the three brothers, Margaret, who lives
in their lodgings, Anthony, another lodger,
Chamberlayn, son of an impossible duke, Ker-
sent, the bitter student from Walthamstow, and
the rest."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

demands, inconsistently calling the world both
sordid and glorious, yet one reads with enjoy-
ment and a sensation of reality."

H Lit R pll Ja 29 '21 270w
"Miss Jameson's book is very full and rich.

Despite its imitative and confused character
as a piece of writing, it has something of a
clarion quality in its mood and tone which
may summon those who are now young and
impassioned toward the vision of a more ra-
tional world."

-I Nation 112:749 My 25 '21 380w
"There is a good deal more than promise

here; the book is one that stirs feeling and
stimulates thought. If the author gets us no-
where she decidedly makes us sit up and take
notice." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 127:267 F 16 '21 470w
"The book is full of faults, with a Gothic

neglect of plan and general design, but it is
written with great energy and a peculiar kind
of humour like that of Dostoevsky or Gorky."

H Spec 126:531 Ap 23 '21 150w
"Talk, talk, talk—this long book is a deluge

of talk on every controversial subject in mod-
ern society, which makes the brain reel long
before the end."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p599 S 16

;20 690

w

JAMESON, STORM. Modern drama In Europe.
*$3 Harcourt 809.2 (Eng ed 21-5379)

A comprehensive study of the development of
the drama in Europe during the last half-cen-
tury. The author believes that this has been
the "history of a swift rise and a slow descent
to disintegration and unproductive repetition
. . . the drainatist is content to treat of second-
rate people, second-rate ideas, second-rate pas-
sions; to write of what all can see, to record,
to catalogue. J have attempted to trace the first

phase of the modern dramatic movement
towards realism and the circumstances which
gave it birth. This early movement . . . cul-
minated in the work of the Swedish dramatist,
Strindberg. At the same time, Ibsen perfected
a wider dramatic realism, and his work changed
the whole course of the drama of Northern Eu-
rope. After him come, in descending order, a
succession of playwrights of the second phase
of dramatic realism. I have classified them, not
with regard to their nationality, but to their
ideas." (Preface)

" 'The happy highways' is a book that
seems written with the very life-blood of the
author, with the very core of her brain fibre;
it is a book that will compel thought, a book
that deserves a widespread hearing."

+ Bookm 53:176 Ap '21 180w
"The author writes with something of the cool

detachment of Rose Macaulay, interspersed by
paroxysms of intensity. Her book makes vague

"A thorough, careful, detailed study."
+ Booklist 17:293 My '21

"The one book about the structure and con-
tent of modern plays which will be the start-
ing point, for- agreement or difference of many
others."

+ Dial 71:374 S '21 70w
"A book which is certain to attract attention

by its general interest, and is likely to please
but few. It is biilliant, fearless, and, in its

breadth of outloolt, instructive, but critically
defective because of its narrow preconceptions
and lack of catholic appreciation of the many
distinctive beauties in literature and dramatic
art. The modern record of the theatre is a
poor one, but Mrs Jameson makes it out to be
much worse and more hopeless than it is."

J. R. Towse
h Lit R p6 Ap 9 '21 1900w

"This is one of the best books that have been
written recently on the drama. The author has
a definite standard and a point of view. . .

Much may be forgiven her because she is not
deceived by the notoriety of any of the names
with which she deals. Where she is weakest is

in a feminine ruthlessness in matters of senti-
ment." W. J. Turner

_| Lond Mercury 3:330 Ja '21 160w
"Miss Jameson cliarges gorily up and down

Europe, bludgeoniiis' all the popular favorites,
and we often find her judgments sterile in tlieir

iconoclasm, and hei- definitions and appraise-
ments gravely stale. Nobody could fail, how-
ever, to marvel at the energy and assiduous
reading which make her unindexed book so
compendious and so pertinaciously stringent in
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loyalty to her own notion of what a play should
be, and it is this which saves the booU from
being wholly negligible."

\- Nation and Ath 29:G4 Ap 9 '21 6S0w

"It is a pleasure to read a work produced out
of such fullness of knowledge and written with
dignity and sincerity. It is a challenging, a
provocative book, as all good criticism should
be. . . Although her contempt for modern
drama is founded on a false conception, her
book is filled with individual criticisms and
philosophical judgments that are penetrating."
W: L. Phelps

H NY Times p5 Ap 24 '21 llSOw
Spec 12G:26 Ja 1 '21 50w

"Among all of the recitals of recent dramatic
achievements, this work is notable for compre-
hensiveness and penetration. . . Miss Jame-
son's work lacks the tranquility and poise of

a final appraisal. It is at times errant, at times
strident. But it is always courageous. It does
not avoid mistakes by evading responsibilities.
Its virtue is not the brittle virtue of negation.
The book is positive, creative." G: B. Dutton

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla N 6 '21 1300w
"In spite of its hectoring manner, it is a book

to enjoy. It says many good things and passes
many fine judgments. It trounces certain pop-
ular idols roundly. Miss Jameson's intellect is

seldom at fault. What makes her book unsatis-
factory and, at bottom, uncritical is the par-
tiality of her sympathy."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p792 D 2
•20 1200W

"Perhaps the most thoughtful and disinterest-
ed critique of modern drama yet written in
English. Though possessed of principles, the
author is apparently without initial prejudices.
She has read widely. Her appraisals are inde-
pendent and original. One may agree or disa-
gree with the multitude of searching critical
pronouncements in the book, but he is at least
likely to be stirred to reflection."

+ Theatre Arts M 5:333 O '21 250w
"A sane book, full of a wise insistence on

the reality and profundity of vision in drama-
tists if they are to write at all. It, is a little
pedestrian in thought sometimes, and in style
often so, but often in content admirable."
Stark Young

H Yale R n s 11:181 O '21 230w

JAQUES-DALCROZE, EMILE. Rhythm, music
and education, il $3.50 Putnam [15s Chatt.o
& W.] 780.7 21-21297

In the preface to the American edition of his
work, translated from the French by Harold F.
Rubinstein, the author says: "Education, as I
understand it, should have as its chief aim the
suppression of resistances of every nature which
hamper the individual in the externallzatlon of
his character, and should, further, enable him
in the most natural manner to give expression
to his sensibility and temperament." He pro-
poses to accomplish this by his method of
"Eurhythmies," a system of musical and rhyth-
mic training designed to regulate nervous re-
actions and effect a co-ordination of muscles
and nerves; in short, to harmonise mind and
body. Among the essays in the book are: The
place of ear training in musical education; The
reform of music teaching in schools; The Initia-
tion into rhythm; Rhythmic movement, solf&ge,
and improvisation; Eurhythmies and musical
composition; Rhythm and creative imagination;
Eurhythmies and moving plastic; Rhythm, time,
and temperament. There are illustrations and
a musical supplement.

Booklist 18:109 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p4 O 1 '21 660w
Dial 71:244 Ag '21 80w

"No man living can talk more authoritatively
on the intimate correlation of physical exercises
and mental training." H: T. Finck

+ Lit R plO Ag 27 '21 740w
"It was a happy thought to make this

stimulating and suggestive book accessible to

tho.se who read only English." W. J. Hender-
son

+ Weekly R 5:192 Ag 27 '21 700w

JASTROW, MORRIS, Jr. Song of songs; being
a collection of love lyrics of ancient Pales-
tine, il $3 Lippincott 223.9 22-1386

The author holds that the Solomonic author-
ship of the Song of songs is a pure tradition,

that the .songs are not allegorical or of a re-

ligious or mystical character, but simply a col-

lection of folk songs on the theme of .sexual

love, giving expression to the ecstasies of love

with the naivet6 of a primitive people. Part
one of the book is devoted to the origin, growth
and interpretation of the Song of songs. Part
two consists of the twenty-three songs in Eng-
lish translation with comments.

"This volume reproduces the Oriental charm
and imagery of these ancient love songs more
vividly than has before been done in transla-
tion." F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 11 '22 480w

"Mr Jastrow brought to his labors at once the
erudition and coinmon sense with which he had
already edited Job and Ecclesiastes and in ad-
dition a feeling for youth and love and poetry
which his latest theme particularly required. . .

In his treatment the 'Song of songs' is restored
to an ancient status which gives it a fresh,
modern meaning." Carl Van Doren

+ Nation 114:126 F 1 '22 360w

JELLICOE, JOHN RUSHWORTH JELLICOE,
1st viscount. Crisis of the naval war. il

*$7..50 Doran 940.45 21-1388

This is Admiral Jellicoe's second volume on
naval operations during the war and deals
especially with the defeat of the enemy's sub-
marine campaign. It describes "the changes
carried out in the admiralty staff organization;
the position of affairs in regard to submarine
warfare in the early part of 1917; and the
numerous anti-submarine measures which were
devised and brought into operation during the
year. The introduction and working of the
convoy system is also dealt with." (Introd.)
Contents: Admiralty organization: the changes
in 1917; Submarine campaign in the early part
of 1917; Anti-submarine operations; The intro-
duction of the convoy system; The convoy sys-
tem at work; The entry of the United States:
our naval policy explained; Patrol craft and
minesweeping services; The Dover patrol and
the Harwich forces: The sequel; "Production"
at the admiralty during 1917; Naval work; The
future; Appendices, index, illustrations and
maps.

"Technical in parts, but valuable for its com-
pleteness and authority."

-f Booklist 17:214 Mr '21

Reviewed by C. C. Gill

+ Bookm 52:562 F '21 920w
Boston Transcript p6 F 19 '21 GOOw

"It is to the historian and student of history
that this volume will make its appeal. Indeed
it is easily the most important work in its

field." W: O. Stevens
-I- Lit R p9 My 14 '21 600w

"To Americans the most important fact con-
nected with this book is that it substantiates
all the charges made by Admiral Sims as to the
extreme unreadiness for war of the United
States Navy department." B. A. Fiske

-f N Y Times p3 S 19" '20 2800w

-f N Y Times pl4 Ja 30 '21 1800w
R of Rs 63:336 Mr '21 90w

"It is difficult not to feel that it would have
been better if Lord Jellicoe had not written this
book, or, at any rate, had withheld It for a de-
cade. The book contains indisputable facts, of
which Lord Jellicoe may justly be proud. It is

a history of invention, experiment and output,
which does great credit to all concerned from
the first sea lord down to the factory hand. But—it is the book of a man with a grievance."

-^ Sat R 130:201 S 4 '20 650w
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JELLICOE, J: R. J.—Continued
"I^ord Jellicoe writes clearly and temperately,

and his book is an invaluable contribution to
the history of the war at sea."

+ Spec 125:145 Jl 31 '20 1300w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p479 Jl
29 '20 1050W

JENKINS, BURRIS ATKINS. Princess Sa-
lome; a tale of the days of camel-bells, il

•$2 (2c) Lippincott 21-6801
This is a story of Bible times and Bible

characters, following in part the gospel nar-
rative of Jesus' life and particularly His last
days on earth, but with a fictitious plot in-
volving the love stories of Stephen and Sa-
lome, the daughter of Herod's wife, and of
Paul and Mary of Bethany. Many phases of
oriental life are pictured.

"The author spares no pains in his efforts
to re-create the protagonists of the world-
drama, and he skillfully weaves into his
narrative all the strands of the Gospel story.
The spirit of the Gospel, however, is lacking."

H Cath World 113:697 Ag '21 140w
"Passionate love affairs between St Stephen

and Salome, between St Paul and Mary, of-
fend, not so much for their improbability as
because the romantic atmosphere of the mod-
ern love story is happily alien to the older
view of life. The one good thing in the book
is the vivid portrayal of some phases of ori-
ental life!"

1- Grlnneli R 16:430 My '21 80w
"In the treatment of his theme the author

has sacrificed neither reverence nor historical
accuracy, but has produced from the fusion of
these two qualities a tale of sustained inter-
est and dramatic power."

-j- N Y Times p24 Je 19 "21 490w
"An extraordinarily vivid story." Joseph

Mosher
+ Pub W 99:958 Mr 19 '21 340w

JENKINS, HERBERT GEORGE. Malcolm
Sage, detective. *?1.90 (2c) Doran 21-2758

Malcolm Sage, whose secret service work
during the war was recounted in "John Dene
of Toronto," has been established in a private
detective agency by the grateful John Dene
whose life he saved. This volume recounts
some of his cases and his methods of working
them out. The problems include murders,
stolen state papers, theft, a kidnapped prize
fighter, and to them all Malcolm Sage brings
rare perspicacity and remarkable powers of de-
duction.

"The episodes of which the book is composed
run true to type, but are better than the type
usually runs."

-f Lit R pll Mr 12 '21 180w
"Enough literary skill has been expended

upon Sage to develop him into a character that
the reader would recognize on the street. Such
a type as this must necessarily tax the in-
genuity of the author, for to make his detec-
tive plausible he must be exceedingly skillful
with his themes and display no small amount
of deductive art himself. Mr Jenkins is quite
up to this formula and the result is as happy
a group of detective tales as has been offered
the public this season."

-f N Y Times p24 F 13 '21 650w
"Malcolm Sage is a character who will, in

the slang phrase, 'get it across' to the public.
Just as surely as, in the other slang phrase
he 'puts it across' all known literary canons."
ius."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p621 S
23 '20 160w

JENNINGS, AL J. Through the shadows with
' O. Henry, il $2.50 Fly B or 92

"The author of this book was a famous train-
robber, one of those men who are apt to con-
vince us that in a primitive society piety and
virtue are on opposite sides of the fence. Roo.<?e-
velt saw that, in spite of nil his crimes, he was
a man of his word and pardoned him; but be-

fore this he .and Sidney Porter had met, first
as fellow-refugees ia Honduras, and later as
fellow-inmates of the Ohio penitentlarv, and
become fast friends. His book is the "history
of this friendship."—Freeman

'To Jennings, O. Henry was a hero, and the
record of their intercourse has all the charm of
an exceptional personal gentleness and good-
ness; it reveals, at the same time, certain
curious facts that would prevent us, even with-
out the evidence of O. Henry's work, from ac-
cepting the writer's estimate of his hero's gen-
ius."

H Freeman 4:430 Ja 11 '22 860w
"O. Henrj , man and author, is treated with

a delicacy of feeling and a sympathetic com-
prehension hardly to be matched elsewhere and
impossible to overpraise. Mr Jennings has told
his story very cleverly indeed. Of Bill Porter's
innocence he has no doubts whatever; and the
portrait he draws is sure to enlist the sympathy
of the reader and to add to O. Henry's reputa-
tion. The book was worth doing." H. E. Rol-
lins

-t- Lit R p332 Ja 7 '22 920w

JENNINGS, FRANCES. Tour in a donkey-cart,
il $7.50 (21s) Lane B or 92 21-10710

The book contains thirty-two collotype repro-
ductions of the author's drawings, a note by
Professor Henry Tonks—one of her teachers at
the Slade art school—and a biographical intro-
duction by Isabel Derby. It consists of a series
of letters written to a friend while on tour with
her donkey-cart. The writer was a young artist
of unusual promise and still more unusual per-
sonality, manifesting itself in an elf-Iike, child-
like spirit, absolute unworldliness and an almost
fanatical independence which had led her to
choose this gypsy life in a donkey-cart after
she was paralyzed in the legs and poverty
stricken. The reproductions are line drawings
of heads.

"The book is astonishing and heartbreaking.
The drawings here reproduced do really chal-
lenge comparison with Leonardo's; occasionally
the resemblance is probably intentional, but
Francis Jennings never gives one the impres-
sion of being a mere imitator."

f- Nation and Ath 29:582 Jl 16 '21 1250w
"In all these letters, though there is affection,

there is Httle evidence that Frances Jennings
was ever aware of anyone's personality but her
own. The rest of the world Is a decoration,
friendly or unfriendly, against which she drives
her little painted cart. She dreamt of great
things, and her dreams have a touch of mad-

New Statesman 17:224 My 28 '21 420w
"Narrative grips one and the pictures are

full of a strange power."
+ Outlook 128:550 Ag 3 "21 50w

JENNINGS, HENRY JAMES. Chestnuts and
small beer. *$6 Dutton B or 92

(Eng ed 21-9540)

"The author of these reminiscences is a
journalist of many years' standing. He was
for a considerable time editor of the Birming-
ham Daily Mail and subsequently of the Bir-
mingham Daily Times. Before reaching the
editorial chair he served a strenuous appren-
ticeship as a reporter at Bristol in the six-

ties, where, among much varied work, he re-

ported some of the last public executions in

the west of England. At an earlier age still

he had tried his fortune as an actor. The
transition to Journalism was a wise one. It

not only meant success for the courageous
young writer, but it brought him Into contact
with a number of famous men and women,
his memories of whom lend interest to this

volume. Dickens. Cardinal Newman, Gla,d-

stone. Bright, Sir Michael Costa, Oscar Wilde,
Sims Reeves, J. L. Toole, Calcraft the hang-
man, and Father Ignatius, the "Monk of Llan-
thony,' are a few from among the many well-

known figures about whom he has something
to tell us."—The Times [London] Lit Sup
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"The small beer is palatable, and people
who are partial to chestnuts will like these."

+ Ath p521 O 15 '20 200w
"Mr Jennings relates no 'chestnuts,' In the

American understanding of that term, but has
put together an exceedingly readable book."
E J O

'+"Boston Transcript p8 Mr 9 '21 660w
Freeman 3:238 My 18 '21 290w

"All in all, Mr Jennings has given us a fair

modicum of entertainment. There is nothing
very wise, nothing very witty, in his work, but
there is a constant flow of good spirits, an oc-
casional good story, and an easy transition
from one topic to another which dispels all

sense of ennui." T. M. Parrott
-I Lit R p9 My 7 '21 730w
"There are good bits in Mr Jennings's book,

but not enough to relieve the general flat

style and undistinguished moralizing. Two
hundred and forty-eight large pages of 'small
beer' are a stiff dose."

h N Y Times p21 My 29 '21 580w
"A keen and amusing series of comments

on persons and events of the last half-cen-
tury."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p654 O
7 '20 280w

JESSE, FRYNIWYD TENNYSON. White
riband; or, A young female's folly. $1.50
(lie) Doran lis 6d Heinemann]

A poignant tale of a little country girl who
gave her life for a white riband. To Loveday
Strick this bit of finery to be worn on "Flora
day" symbolized life itself, its hope, ambition,
love and despair. With all her might she strove
for the riband, sinned to attain it, and finally
hung herself with it. When she was buried
the fatal finery was about her neck.

"A prose idyl, very dainty and charming.
Mi.s.s Jesse herself describes the book as 'a bal-
lad in words,' and, though it is a tragedy, true
and symbolic, there is a lightness of touch
about it, a sort of satirical airiness, which
makes the term fitting. . . Miss Jesse is the
greatniece of Lord Tennyson, the poet, and, al-
though her medium is prose it is not difficult
to rtnd a certain likeness in their work."

-f Lit R p283 D 17 '21 350w
"The simplicity and beauty of the theme

make a pastoral of the story. The book really
turns out to be a rather appealing poem in
prose."

-I- N Y Times p32 D 25 '21 80w
Sat R 132:539 N 5 '21 330w

"A short tale from the pathos of which it is

impossible to escape."
-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p664 O 13
'21 20w

"It was a difHcult—a wilfully difficult task;
and Miss Tennyson Jesse has 'brought it off'

with a skill that must delight the epicure in
literary conventions. . . The cleverness is at
first absorbing. But a great part of the clever-
ness consists in rousing our sympathy with the
poor girl in her anguish and our envy of her
single and sufficient desire."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p712 N 3
'21 340w

JESSUP, &LON H. Motor camping book, il *$3
Putnam 796 21-7800

The purpose of this book is to give a prac-
tical working knowledge of how to camp out
along the way while touring in a motor car.
Much of the book is devoted to motor camping
equipment, which is described in detail and
fully illustrated, the trade names of many of
the articles being given. Partial contents: The
car and the pack; Water containers; Cooking
kit: Food boxes; Sleeping in the car; Combina-
tion beds and tents; Motor camping tents; The
camping trailer; Camp furnishings; Motor
camping tr.iil.s; WTieie to go motor camping;
The inw and tlio motorist; Inde.\'.

Booklist 17:339 Jl '21

"The illustrations tempt one to pack up and
set out at once."

+ Bookm 53:555 Ag '21 60w
Lit R pl9 Ap 23 '21 140w

"Will appeal as a practical recipe for a
maximum of joy at a minimum of cost. Mr
Jessup has given us an encyclopedia of the
road, a humanized Baedeker—'as easy to read
as a novel.'

"

-f N Y Times pl7 Ag 7 '21 1300w
Reviewed by Janet Barret

-f Pub W 99:583 F 19 '21 440w

-J- R of Rs 63:556 My '21 lOOw

JEWELL, EDWARD ALDEN. Charmed cir-
cle; a comedy. $2.50 (3c; Knopf 21-16930

Kenneth Bayard, at fifteen, is an enfant ter-
rible and a queer mixture of impish precosity,
childish innocence and animal spirits. He has
never known his parents, has made the rounds
of American schools, and been e.xpelled from
all and is now in Paris with Mr Bromley, his
guardian. He makes friends everywhere and
his good-natured pranks keep Mr Bromley on
the jump. In the pension where they live, the
air is sometimes charged with mystery and
Kenneth, mixed up in everything, becomes
the spirit that guides events. He engineers
the love affair between Bromley and the widow
Brathers into safe channels, away from the
jealous vindictiveness of the eccentric Spanish
senorita, who has turned out to be Bromley's
divorced wife. When Kenneth discovers that
the famous singer, in the apartment below,
whose friendship Bromley had forbidden him
to cultivate, is his own mother, inuch of his
freakishness appears to have been unconscious
heart hunger.

"What gives the book its highest quality is

the skill with which it has caught the color and
perfume of Paris—of Paris as seen through the
eye of the affectionate and remembered by
them." Carl Van Doren

+ Bookm 54:382 D '21 580w
"The best thing in the book, the real hero,

is the lad Kenneth, whom I expect to recall
as one of the few really outstanding boys in a
recent fiction. The machine of the story would
not work without him as god; and the grown-
ups from first to last are his puppets—for their
own good." H. W. Boynton

+ Ind 107:160 N 12 '21 1050w

"There is an extraordinary vigor in the sto-

rv and it is told with a whimsical sympathy
that is fresh and ingratiating. His characters
are all sharply individualized and fit compe-
tently into the picture. They are interesting
people and alive to the point of giddiness. Mr
Jewell has touched them with the fresh, elec-

tric buoyancy that distinguishes his book
throughout."

+ Lit R pl07 O 22 '21 350w
"There are possibilities in the story, but it

is all. so to speak, painted without any change
of tint, so that what dramatic values it could
have displayed are lost, obliterated in a kind
of submerging monotony."— NY Times p20 O 23 '21 300w

"A first novel by an author who writes with
vivacity and feeling."

+ Outlook 120:266 O 19 '21 40w
"There is a delicacy and distinctiveness of

style, personality and humor that will not be
appreciated by all."

4- Springf'd Republican plla O 23 '21

IfiOw

JOAD, CYRIL EDWIN MITCHINSON. Com-
mon-sense ethics. $2.50 Dutton [6s Meth-
uen] 171

The author has adopted the term common-
sense ethics for his attempt to distinguish
between philosophical ethical theories that have
no relation to life and the empirical ethics that

would assist man in the business of living.

The book therefore falls naturally into two
parts of which the first gives a brief survey
of the leading theories of philosophical ethics,

and the second has to do with psychology and
politics as the realms in which man struggles
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JOAD, C. E. M.—Continued
for the realization of his desires. This part
ranges from psychoanalysis to guild socialism.
Contents: Utilitarianism and the philosophy of
pleasure; Intultionism and the moral sense;
The form of the good; Summary of the ethical
theories and their results; The psychology of
impulse; The place of impulse in politics and
society; Impulse as the expression of the life
force. There is a preface by Professor H.
Wildon Carr and an index.

Boston Transcript p4 S 3 "21 450w
"An Interesting and a valuable contribution

to the province of philosophy which is called
ethics; he brings a fresh and vigorous mind to
bear upon some of the oldest and most impor-
tant of philosophical problems, and he not only
has continually something of his own to say
about the particular problems, but he also has
a point of view of his own with regard to the
general nature and purpose of ethics."

+ Nation and Ath 29:742 Ag 20 "21 900w
New Statesman 17:224 My 28 '21 580w

"Mr Joad is not a Pragmatist; but he seems
in his attitude to share that rather feminine
impatience with the processes of logical think-
ing and particularly with the standpoint of
suspended judgment, which characterized the
doctrine ot 'The will to believe.' But im-
patience does not seem to be good sense, how-
ever common it may be, either in ethics orm any other branch of theoretical enquiry."— Sat R 132:299 S 3 '21 lOOOw

The Times [London] Lit Sup p263 Ap
21 '21 40w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p269 Ap

28 '21 2100W

JOELSON, F. S. Tanganyika territory; charac-
teristics and potentialities, il *$5 (7i/^c) Ap-
pleton 916.7 (Eng ed 21-2316)
As a result of the war this territory, which

was formerly a German East African protector-
ate, came under British administration and was
re-named Tanganyika territory. The author
tells how German domination was established
and describes German methods of dealing with
the natives, contrasting these with British
methods. Life in Dar-es-Salaam, the capital, is
described and travelling in the bush. Native
characteristics, manners and customs, supersti-
tions and language of the natives are discussed,
also missionary work both Mohammedan and
Christian. The circumstances of German ca-
pitulation to Great Britain, which did not occur
till the signature of the armistice in Eui-ope,
are recounted and the author closes with a criti-
cism of British rule, which he considers too
lenient.

"Mr Joelson has written his book in a very
desultory fashion. The arrangement is suitable
to the coimtry which he describes. Is well
illustrated and contains a fine map of the
region" Joseph Gould

H Lit R p9 Jl 16 '21 700w
"Despite the rather ludicrous solemnity of

some of his head -shaking, he is, in the main,
fair-minded." T. R. Ybarra

H NY Times pl4 Mr 20 '21 1850w
"Apart from his insi.stence on what was plain

of itself, we have nothing but praise for this
book. Where Mr Joelson disagrees with people,
other than Germans, he is always at pains to
enter into their views and explain them lucidly.
His account of the natives is excellent."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p870 D 23
'20 980w

JOHNSEN, JULIA E., comi). Negro problem.
' (Handbook .ser.) $2.2.5 Wilson, H. W. 326
This volume is intended to be an interpreta-

tion of the leading aspects of the Negro prob-
lem of today, .suitable for the student, debater
or general reader. A preliminarv view of the
history and status of the Negro in our civiliza-
tion IS given, with other material of general
interest, followed by the more specifio pha'^es
of the subject—race prejudice, amalgamation,
education, violence, including Ivnching, race

riots and peonage, the Negro of the South and
the North, Negro suffrage, the Negro in indus-
try, segregation and colonization, and, lastly,
the expression of opinion as to the future or the
best way to racial peace. In accordance with
the general plan of the Handbook series, the
constant aim in both reprints and bibliography
has been impartiality toward all views, and sel-
ections have been chosen from both white and
Negro writers, from opposers and sympathizers
of the Negro alike.

JOHNSEN, JULIA E., comp. Selected articles
on unemployment. 2d and enl ed (Debaters'
handbook ser.) $1.80 Wilson, H. W. 331.8

21-14720
"The subject of unemployment has generally

been considered by debaters in one of two forms—the establishment of public labor exchanges,
or the supplying of work by municipal, state
or national agencies when normal channels are
Inadequate to absorb the surplus labor. The
present volume has been planned to cover both
of these questions, the brief and the greater
portion of the reprints being devoted to the
arguments for and against the various remedial
schemes suggested. At the same time a full
bibliography has been provided and an endeavor
has been made also to include a few articles
containing a general treatment of the entire
subject. About fifty pages of new reprints
have been added for this second edition, the
briefs and introduction have been revised and
the bibliography has been brought down to
date."—Publisher's note

Booklist 18:59 N '21

"Should prove of practical value just now."
+ Survey 46:688 S 16 '21 70w

Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 20w

JOHNSON, DOUGLAS WILSON. Battlefields
of the world war, western and southern
fronts; a study in military geography. 2v il

$7 Oxford [35s Milford] 940.41 21-8776

"Professor Johnson was directed to go to
Europe for the purpose of making special
studies for the use of the State Department in
connection with the work which Colonel E. M.
House was doing for President Wilson in an-
ticipation of the conclusion of hostilities and
the peace conference that would follow. Along
two parallel lines Professor Johnson conducts
his description of the important battlefields of
the western and southern fronts. For each
battlefield there is presented, with the aid of
maps, perspective diagrams and photographs
taken for the special purpose of showing essen-
tial elements of the terrain, a picture of the
stage on which the struggle took place. Then,
when the scene is set, there follows a com-
panion chapter describing the major military
operations which were carried out on it. There
are thus two chapters for each of the eight
battlefields with which the book deals."—N Y
Times

"He has produced a work that is of the high-
est credit to American scholarship and is un-
questionably the most valuable American con-
tribution to the study of the war. Few war
books are more readable, and the matter
covered is not only of fascinating interest in

itself, but is altogether essential to any proper
understanding of the subject. An indispensable
volume among war books. It deserves a place
In even the smallest collection." T. H. Thomas

-t- Lit R p201 N 26 '21 1400w
"Professor Johnson has produced a truly

monumental piece of research. The topograph-
ical descriptions are excellent in their clear-
ness, accuracy and avoidance of unnecessary
technicalities, while the narratives of the fight-
ing are luminous and well arranged in their
proper sequence."

-f N Y Times p2 N 20 '21 760w
"Excellent, most thorough, and a distinct

contribution to our knowledge; careful in every
detail, and well furnished with maps and

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p652 O
13 '21 780w
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JOHNSON, FRANK MACKIE. Reminiscent
tales of a humble angler, il 'Jl-SO (3c) Stew-
art Kidd 799 21-13522

As the title indicates this book of memory con-
sists of separate tales all sparkling with the
sportsman's enthusiasm for his hobby. Dr
James A. Henshall writes an introduction, giv-
ing a bibliographic survey of angling literature,
in which he refers to the author's larger book,
"Forest, lake, and river," as "the most superb
work on angling ever issued from the press."

"Pleasant little book."
-f Bookm 53:555 Ag '21 130w

"He writes very much as if he wei-e swap-
ping stories in front of a fire and his brother
fishermen will get much that sort of enjoy-
ment out of reading him."

+ Lit R pl2 Jl 2 '21 150w
R of Rs 64:334 S '21 20w

JOHNSON, GAYLORD. Star people, il $1.50
Macmillan 523 21-11593

"Here at last is an answer to a wish we all

have on a fine starry night, not for an astron-
omy book, but for a few easy charts of the
stars, an introduction in simple form to the
star people, a short explanation of their
whereabouts and identities."—Lit R

"Gaylord Johnson has succeeded in making
the study of the sky entertaining, in spite of
the fact, or partly because of the fact, that
he makes a game of the whole matter. His
drawings in the sand, his stories of the ways
of the celestial folk, his exceedingly plain
diagrams, should delight the parent or teacher
who appreciates what a joy it is to a child to
be able to find and name the more important
of the heavenly bodies." J. F.

-t- Bookm 54:67 S '21 160w
Lit D p44 N 5 '21 120w

"This little volume means a difficult bit of
e.xposition and harks back to a clear mind and
a fund of knowledge. We suggest birthdays
between si.x and sixteen. Or grown-up birth-
days when the juvenile variety are lacking!"

+ Lit R pl2 Jl 30 '21 150w

JOHNSON, GLADYS ETTA. Wind along the
waste, il *$2 (3i^c) Century 21-5917

This weird story is told by Ann Belmont, who
becomes governess to two children at Dune
House, an out-of-the-world place on the Pacific
coast. Ann realizes very shortly after her ar-
rival that there is something verj' mysterious
and terrifying about the house and household.
Grim Miss Eliza Haldayne, mistress of the
establishment, seems to live in constant fear of
danger, which is somehow connected with a
locked room which no one is allowed to enter.
Ann courageously undertakes to solve the mys-
tery herself, and in her attempts has various
experiences of a hair-raising nature. Altho at
times it seems impossible, the mystery has a
solution, a solution which comes out of the Far
East and which Ann, like the reader, has been
very far from guessing.

"Interesting, though highly improbable and
melodramatic, a thriller that savors of the mov-
ing pictures. There are bits of excellent writ-
ing, the descriptions of the downs have real
atmosphere, the solution of the mystery is un-
usual, but not convincing."

H Lit R plO Ap 16 '21 160w
"If this is her first long novel, then we may

welcome a new novelist of remarkable insight,
power and descriptive ability."

-h N Y Times p22 My 15 '21 640w
"It is such a good mystery .story that it could

have stood alone without the love interest
which the author has woven into the last half
of the book"

H Sprlngf d Republican pl3a Ja 9 '22 200w

JOHNSON, LIONEL PIGOT. Reviews and
critical papers; ed. with an introd. by Rob-
ert Shafer. $2 Dutton [6s E. Mathews] 824

(Eng ed 21-21106)

The present volume supplements an earlier
collection of Lionel Johnson's reviews, pub-
lished in 1912. The greater portion of his
prose (his work covered hardly more than ten
.\ears) consisted of comparatively short re-
views of new books, written for English per-
iodicals. Though, as the editor of these pa-
pers writes in an introductory note, Lionel
Johnson's reviews belong to the higher jour-
nalism, "they have a present interest from
their subject matter; they have some perma-
nent interest from his clear and spirited man-
ner of judging literary and human values."
The authors whose works are reviewed are
Rudyard Kipling. R. L. Stevenson, John Dav-
idson, William Morris, Mrs Humphry Ward,
George Meredith, Austin Dobson, Nicolas Caus-
sin, Cardinal Manning, and Richard Le Galli-
enne.

"All well done, they bear the unmistakable
hallmark of good craftsmanship, and more than
that, sincerity."

+ Boston Transcript p6 N 26 '21 190w
"However hurried and harried he must often

have been, Lionel Johnson seems to have been
proof against the slightest haste in judgment
or diction: and in these fugitive papers, re-
captured from various London reviews, one
finds the same serene, matured and spiritual
criticism which more ambitious work has for-
ever associated with his name."

+ Cath World 114:551 Ja '22 250w
Dial 71:715 D '21 150w

"His essays are tho.'se of a brilliant scholar
and a cultivated Englishman whose 'learned
good sense' was informed by prolonged con-
tact with the greatest and best in classical and
modern literature." Ernest Boyd

+ Lit R pl42 N 5 '21 410w
"There is bright, keen analysis, set forth in

a fresh and fiexible style."
+ Sprlngfd Republican plO N 4 '21 200w

"They have a double claim to be preserved
in a book. All that Johnson had to say is

worth preserving for its own value; and these
reviews have their special place in a day
wheni reviewers and reviewing are in bad od-
our. Every paper increases the reader's re-

spect for Johnson's judgment, the keenness of

his perception of the strong point and the
weak spot."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p431 Jl 7
'21 9.")0w

JOHNSON, OWEN MCMAHON. Wasted gen-
eration. .$2 Little 21-16375

The story is told in diary form by a young
American who at the oiitbreak of the war en-
listed in the Foreitrn legion. He writes in dis-
illusionment, with a sense of the horror and
waste of war, of the failure of the social order
and especiallv, of method.s of education which
had not instilled into the younger generation
worthy ideals or equipped them for leadership.
Along with this social theme is developed the
story of his hopeless love for a young French
girl." whom he is prevented from marrying by
an insurmountable obstacle, the nature of

which she withholds from him and which is

not revealed to the reader until the closing
pages.

Booklist 18:85 D '21

"To us the major portion of the book seems a
inelodramntic and conventional war novel. We
had hoped for something more because of the
auspicious l)eginning but we fear that Mr John-
son has created a literary blind tiger. He has
made a gestuie of something different but be-
fore he is done his vast public is regaling itself

once agnin with the stuff wliich inebriates but
does not cheer." Hevwood Broun— Bookm 54:396 D '21 lOOw
".Mthough 'The wasted generation' purports

to be a studv of American conditions, it is on
the contrary nothing more than a sensational
novel. Its .sen.'^ationalism is conventional and
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effective, but it has in it none of the elements
of the tragic which the novelist has sought to
put there." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 S 28 '21 1250w
"Mr Johnson seems to think that a lot of

earnest discoursing and argumentation about
topics and problems of our time, tacked to a
respectable amount of naturalistic detail, and
bungled into the gaudy vehicle of a sensational
plot, is a good recipe for an important novel.
His publisher and Mrs Gertrude Atherton and
nine-tenths of his reviewers seem to agree with
him. If the reader of this review agrees with
them, let him pass on in peace." H. W. Boyn-
ton — Ind 107:239 D 3 '21 650w
"Owen Johnson has taken a step forward in

this new book. He is not satisfied merely to
tell a good story, to build a seller. He has
thought over this novel, and felt over it, and
he makes the reader go with him In) thought
and feeling."

+ Lit D p49 D 3 '21 1750w
"One can hardly imagine a low-brow reader

who would fail to be bored by the constant in-
trusion of sociological debate into a sensation-
al plot otherwise much to his liking; and it is
more difficult still to conceive of a reflective
person who would consider a symposium of
momentous ideas to be seriously improved by
association with a tale so garish, harrowing,
and turgid, so dedicated to raw violence and
violent coincidence." Wilson Follett— Lit R p83 O 15 '21 1250w
"A book so much better than anv other of

Mr Johnson's recent productions that it be-
longs in an entirely different class. . . There
is plenty of action in the story and several
dramatic scenes, but its strong claim to con-
sideration lies in its presentation of certain of
the problems facing us todav." L. M. Field

-f N Y Times pl8 S 25 '21 llOOw
"It is an interesting example of the better

type of journalistic novels."
h Springf'd Republican plla O 30 '21
78UW

"Decidedly above the level of the author's
previous novels."

-f- Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 20w

JOHNSTON, SIR HARRY HAMILTON, back-
ward peoples and our relations with them.
(World of to-day ser.) $1 Oxford 325.3

21-1695
"He a.sks, first, 'Who are the backward peo-

ples?' and distributes them over India, Indo-
Malaysia, North and South America, and over
the different parts of Africa. He then answers
the question, 'Why are they backward?'
which may be condensed into the statement
that 'the backward peoples have mostly
stopped in some rut, some siding of human
culture, whereas the white man, during the
last thousand years, has gone speeding ahead.'
The concluding chapter deals with our rela-
tions with these backward peoples. 'The
white man niu.st realize straightaway that the
time for exploiting the black man and the yel-
low man is over, the days of forced labor are
gone.' "—Boston Transcript

"With sound good sense, with scientific prac-
ticality and respect for Christian morality. Sir
Harry solves the relationship that should exist
between western civilization and the less ad-
vanced inhabitants of the earth." W. S. B

-I- Boston Transcript p6 O 12 '21 680w
Lit R pl31 O 29 '21 390w
Nation 113:356 S 28 '21 30w

"This little book covers too much ground and
is, for that reason, too superficial. It abounds
in geneializations and amazing ex cathedra
pronouncements that are unsupported by fact
data or careful reasoning. It is to be regretted
that, with his great experience and generally
humanitarian attitude toward the problems of
race relations. Sir Harry Johnston has not
given the student more reasons for his manv
beliefp nnd fi more clear-cut outline of practical
policy." B. L.

-- Survey 46:566 Ag 1 '21 390w

JOHNSTON, SIR HARRY HAMILTON. Man
who did the right thing. •$2.50 (l%c) Mac-
millan 21-5712

Like "The Gay-Dombeys," a romance of the
author's well-known Africa. The scene alter-
nates between East Africa, where explorers,
exploiters, administrators and missionaries are
shown working side by side, and England, where
diplomats, politicians and peeresses pull the
wires. Germans, too, are shown playing the
African game and a particularly practical type
of missionary is described who combines
religious zeal with homely every-day teaching
and a vigorous patriotism. The story of Cap-
tain Roger Brentham, the "man who did the
right thing," both in his complicated love af-
fairs and for his country, who went to Africa
in the late Victorian age of the Empire and
whom the book leaves there In the days of
reconstruction after the great war, unifies these
pictures of colonial Africa and imperial Brit-
ain.

Booklist 17:349 Jl '21

"It is chaotic in plot and In its frequent
changes of scene, but despite all these and many
more shortcomings, there Is no chapter and no
page in it that is not of undeniable Interest as a
chronicle of personal happenings and as an en-
lightening revelation of the means and methods
of missionary work and governmental procedure
in a far-away corner of the great British em-
pire." E. F. Edgett

H Boston Transcript p6 Ap 30 '21 1200w
"A novel of extraordinary detail, a shrewd

and illuminating survey of empire building.
If only his people did not for ever talk in
Italics."

-] Dial 71:242 Ag '21 llOw
"He writes improvldently, with gusto; an

exuberant, slightly ribald humour rises in his
books; he is often as freely and liquidly senti-
mental as Thackeray. His" most serious short-
coming is his complete indifference to form."
C. M. R.

H Freeman 3:598 Ag 31 '21 240w
"Never quite inside any of his characters,

he is entirely inside the system of adminis-
tration which controls them, and he reveals its

workings with an astuteness which is a very
good substitute for a more subtle psychology."
Carl Van Doren

+ Lit R p3 Ap 23 '21 920w
"The chief beauty of .Johnston's portraiture

is its vitality, its stormy, dynamic, pulsating
vitality. We value an author's writings ac-
cording to the intensity of life that he feels
and that he makes us feel. Judged by this test,
Johnston's work belongs in the very first rank
of contemporary novelists. His books are con-
ceived in the great tradition of the English
novel—the Fielding-Dickens tradition—a big
canvas and a big spiritual attitude on the part
of the artist who handles the brush." Felix
Frendon

-f Nation 112:794 Je 1 '21 780w
Nation and Ath 29:512 Jl 2 '21 450w

"This novel of adventure (in treatment as well
as in action) is remarkable for its fidelity to de-
tail and its trenchant analysis of character. To
those who know something of the environments
and are acquainted with the types of the lead-
ing actors in this story—not excluding the au-
thor—the interest is unflagging and the appeal
irresistible. Truly it is a section cut out of real
life, transparent and convincing." A. S. W.

+ Nature 107:486 Je 16 '21 220w
"On some points one is obliged to criticize.

His letters, as a rule, are hopelessly unreal
attempts to reproduce the personal note. They
are out of character. But he has gravity and
serious feeling for the scene of his own active
life. He gives to the taming of Africa a human
and yet heroic frame." Francis Hackett

h New Repub 17:248 Jl 27 '21 1200w

"In this book it would be tiard to find any
page v.'ithout an interest of it;^ own. Tlio

descriptions of nature ire graphic, unlabored,
and altogether attractive. The intrigues con-
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cernLnff the Foreipn office and its relations with
the English appendages in East Africa are
among the most enlightening parts of the novel,
which is not at all a 'romance.' . . Sir Harry
Johnston is one of the few realists who can
be ruthlessly franli without being indecent."
M. R Egan

+ N Y Times pl2 Ap 24 '21 1950w
"Technically, there is no pretense of follow-

ing: tlie ordinary rules of fiction-writing; never-
theless there is so much life, vigor, and novelty
in the story that it decidedly repays reading."
R. D. Townsend

-f Outlook 128:260 Je 8 '21 ISOw

-t- Pub W 99:1228 Ap IG '21 320w
"We have seldom read a more attractive

description of wild nature."
+ Spec 126:659 My 21 '21 190w

"It is written not with so much art as
honesty. Sir Harry Johnston is a writer of
nicely restrained humor, a kindly understand-
ing of and sympathy with all sorts and condi-
tions of men and a keen interest in colonial
life."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21

180w
"As a novelist. Sir Harry Johnston belongs

to the primitive order of story-tellers. He
stands aloof from contemporary fashion in that
he pursues his tale for Its own sake, and with-
out any design of using it as a vehicle for the
expression of a deliberately formulated
'criticism of life.' The author has one or two
tricks of manner which interfere with the en-
joyment with which we read his tale."

-|- — The Times [London] Lit Sup p275 Ap
28 '21 580

w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
+ Weekly R 4:363 Ap 20 '21 90w

Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 60w

JONES, CHESTER LLOYD, Mexico and its
2 reconstruction. $3.50 Appleton 917.2

21-20532

There are many reasons why Mexico is a
problem to the outside world and especially to
the United States. The author studies these
reasons, the racial elements in the population
of Mexico, the character of its government, fi-

nance, industrial conditions, transportation, for-
eign and domestic commerce, internal coloniza-
tion schemes, the legal status and property
rights of the foreigner in Mexico and the rela-
tions of Mexico with other states, especially
with its neighbors. Believing that "order is

essential for the rehabilitation of Mexico and
for the protection of the broader foreign policy
of the United States," the author maintains
that this country should do all in its power to
help Mexico establish the public order upon
which her economic salvation depends.

JONES. E. B. C. Quiet interior. $2 (3y2C) Boni
& Liveright 21-17276

"This book of youth is a peculiarly feminine
book. We do not get the male point of view
at all. It is the story of a girl's initiation
into life and love. Claire Norris, a clever
modern girl of the well-to-do intellectual type,
loves Clement Parsons, and before his de-
parture for the front there is a brief time in
which she is able to hope that he will return
her love. But she is unable to take advantage
of his momentary attraction towards herself.
She lets her moment go by; and when Clement
returns wounded after a fortnight at the front
she has to watch him falling under the spell
of her younger and prettier sister. Clement Is
little more than the stimulus in response to
which Claire's heart opens and expands; he
has little individual importance."—"The "Times
[London] Lit Sup N 18 '20

" 'Quiet interior' i.i one of the best of recent
nuvol.s ;iii(l its author clearly a person who
may become a personage." D. L. M.

-j- Boston Transcript p6 S 21 '21 1200w
"The entire book keeps a very high level

of snnplicity, candor, reticence and conciseness,
and tlirougliout there is a feeling botli for
beaulj and lor whimsicality, the possession of
a highly civilized, appreciative, and somewhat
ironic mind. Tlie author has done a piece of
work as diMicult and circumscribed as a sonnet,
in the manner of a discriminating artist. The
booli can be read with admiration more than
twice."

-I- Lit R p59 O 1 '21 270w
"It plainly shows the hand of the novice, es-

pecially in its lack of light and shade, the
absence of variety. It is, to speak truth, more
than a little tedious; yet it is not without good
qualities. The descriptions, many of tliem, are
gracefully written, and there are occasional bits
of deft phrasing, and now and then flashes of
insigiit, wiiieli make the book one of some
promise."

1- N Y Times pl3 N 20 '21 400w
"The book is clever and gives excellent

studies of everyday life, but the heroine is a
tepid conscientious objector, and the author
does not manage to make her a very sympa-
thetic figure."

H Spec 125:862 D 25 "20 50w
"Mr Jones paints the shadows of life no less

truly than its lights. He has done more than
merely portray types. He has created at
least one personality."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p669 O 14
'20 170w

"The author, in Claire Norris, gives us an
attractive and indeed beautiful portrait of a
modern girl, capable of passion, and quite free
from sentimental illusions, but finely scrupulous

+ TheTimes [London] Lit Sup p757 N 18
'20 620w
Wis Lib Bui 17:210 D '21 20w

JONES, HENRY ARTHUR. My dear Wells, il

$3 Button [7s 6d E. Nash] 304 21-20200

The book consists of a series of letters ad-
dressed to H. G. Wells, upon bolshevism, col-
lectivism, internationalism, and the distribution
of wealth, reprinted from the London Evening
Standard and the New York Sunday Times.
Fearing that Mr Wells's theories tend to break
up the British empire, the author challenges
them with ridicule and sarcasm and attempts
to prove that they are "not only inconsistent,
ill considered, and unworkable, but apart from
the tragic mischief and misery they may cause,
they present themselves to me as a bundle of
crazy but delightfully amusing absurdities."

"This whole novel is carried beyond the
bounds of commonplace by its distinction of
style. For a first novel it Is remarkably well
constructed. The weakest part is the begin-
ning." K. M.

-I Ath p694 N 19 '20 640w
Booklist 18:121 Ja '22

"For so brilliant an analysis of the weakness
of collectivist thinking, and for so stalwart a
defence of our civilization, which with all its

faults looks too good for the scrap-heap, Mr
Jones deserves the widest reading and lasting
gratitude." F. J. Mather, jr.

+ ind 107:265 D 10 '21 500w
"In support of Mr Wells's disinclination to

argue with Mr Jones, it must be admitted that
Mr Jones has really no particular claim upon
the time of a man, who, misguided or not, is

at least busy. Mr Jones has been a success-
ful playwright, it is true. Fortunately he was
then the master of more humor than is appar-
ent in 'My dear Wells.' The truth is that, for
good or for evil, Mr Wells is on the world
stage, while Mr Jones is merely touring the
provinces." Muriel Harris— Lit R p230 D 3 '21 400w
"This is an astoundingly undignified attempt

to treat with low buffoonery and vapid pleas-
antry subjects of the utmost importance to

mankind."— Los Angeles Times p34 D 25 '21 450w

"Henrv Arthur Jones calling Mr Wells names
to the e"xtent of 270 pages is not particularly
edifying. Stripped of verbiage, the arguments
are. often shrewd, though seldom new or sub-
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tie; but it is lor their verbiage that they exist,

and it cannot be said that the matter justiftes

the manner." „„„— Springf'd Republican p8 Ja 6 '22 220w

"We are afraid that most intelligent readers,
whatever their views, will regard the book
rather as an essay on the rhetoric of invective
than as a serious contribution to thought."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p755 N 17

•21 30UW

JONES, HERBERT, Blue ship. •|l-50 ('Ss)

Lane 821 21-7211

The title poem of this collection is a long
narrative love poem depicting the yearning of

a man toward the companion of his youth,
while she holds back, cherishing the comrade-
ship above love—until it is too late. Some of

the other poems are: The true romance; In

England's lane; In Hertford; The house in the
woods; An ending; Mary and the sea-bear (a

new- world fairy tale).

"He is fortunate in theme and treatment, for

they represent a corner of the wide fields of

poetry that is at present almost uncultivated.
He is easy, graceful, and occasionally witty."

-I Lit R pl2 Ap 30 '21 90w
"Mr Jones writes fluently and possesses an

evident sense of colour and verbal music. A
mild eroticism tinges many of his pieces."

^ The Times [London] Lit Sup p94 F
10 '21 COw

JONES, T. H., and FRIER, J. D. Aeroplane
structural deslgrn. 11 $7.50 Pitman 629.1

21-8840

This book for designers, draughtsmen and
students has in its contents a general introduc-
tion on aeroplane construction; Wings (six

chapters); Fuselage (four chapters); Tail plane
and elevators; Landing gear and rear skid; Con-
trol surfaces (two chapters); Flying controls;
Detail designs; Appendix; Index, illustrations
and tables.

-f N Y P L Nevw Tech Bks 6:7 Ja '21 50w

JOURNAL to Rosalind. •$2 (%c) Huebsch
21-4476

This journal to his beloved, by a man no
longer in the first flush of youth but with ex-
periences, disillusionments and discourage-
ments behind him, is an apotheosis of love.
He has been recreated by his love and the
entries are variations on the theme: "You are
the wonder-worker who makes a man to fit

your majesty. You have taken a poor un-
worthy creature and breathed new spirit into
him, given him inspiration and endowed him
with a higher mind."

—N Y F L New Tech Bks (Reprinted from
The Times [London] Engineering Sup O '20)

+ N Y P L New Tech Bks p82 O "20 90w

JUSSERAND, JEAN ADRIEN ANTOINE
JULES. English wayfaring life in the
middle ages (XlVth century). 11 •$7.50
Putnam 914.2 (Eng ed 21-1689)

This is a new revised and enlarged edition
of a book originally written in French and
translated by Lucy Toulmin Smith. The sub-
ject matter is confined to the fourteenth cen-
tury and is a study of that side of the com-
mon life of England that has to do with the
character and quality of the chief kinds of
nomadic existence then carried on. It is pro-
fusely illustrated, has an appendix and index
and its contents are arranged in three parts

—

English roads, Lay wayfarers, and Religious
wayfarers.

"There are some fine descriptive and poetic
passages, although usually pitched in a
rather high key. Moreover, one may accept
the diary as sincere. One hundred and fifty
pages of it, however, produce a somewhat
cloying effect, but it remains of interest as a
psychological document, if one accepts it at
its face value."

-I Lit R p9 Mr 26 '21 220w
Springf'd Republican p8 S 27 '21 130w

"Written with real literary charm."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl82 Mr
17 '21 80w

JUDGE, ARTHUR WILLIAM. Aircraft and au-
tomobile materials of construction. 11 2v ea
$9 Pitman 620.1

V 1 Ferrous materials. 20-21979

V 2 Non-ferrous and organic materials.

"Contains a great deal of useful information
not elsewhere so conveniently accessible. The
facts given are so various and are derived from
so many fields, each of which suffices for the
undivided work of a specialist, that it will be
well for the reader to maintain a little scepti-
cism towards some of Mr Judge's statements."

Booklist 17:313 My '21

"A rarely valuable book of reference for all

students of moyen age in England." F. B.
+ Boston Transcript p6 F 19 '21 550w

"It Is a matter of difficulty to praise this
book sufficiently, so real and delightful Is the
pleasure one has In reading it. It is a classic,
and a classic that never bores." P. K. F.

-I- Discovery 2:51 F '21 720w
"No more authentic or distinguished essay

upon the archaeology of every day was ever
written. The whole book gives you the sensa-
tion of a walking tour in the past with a
particularly delightful companion." Maurice
Hewlett

+ Lend Mercury 3:451 F '21 320w
"The work is replete with learning made

entertaining by Gallic vivacity and literary
skill."

-f Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 90w
"To open the pages anywhere Is to find

pleasant and interesting reading."
+ Sat R 131:13 Ja 1 '21 300w

"On the width of view in general and the
learning shown in his work It is at this time
hardly needful to enlarge."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p824 D
9 '20 2500W

K
KAHLER, HUGH MACNAIR. Babel. •$2 (2c)

Putnam 21-3808

Six stories which originally appeared in the
Saturday Evening Post. The background is

business, the treatment humorous, and the
theme of each success won by paradoxical
means. Contents: Babel; The obligee; Wild
carrot; The hammer; The lazy duckling; The
buckpasser.

Booklist 17:252 Ap '21

"Their brevity is one of their chief charms.
Whatever Mr Kahler's stories may lack in style,
technique and all that sort of thing, they more
than make up in interest and enjoyment."

+ Boston Transcript p6 My 14 '21 270w
"The most striking feature in this collection

of short stories is the eccentric vocabulary,
which savors of the popular sporting page. The
other qualities are so mediocre that it were
too charitalile to praise or too harsh to con-
demn them."

-f- Lit R pll Mr 5 '21 70w
"The stories are all well written, in an agree-

able style and with a knack of narrative which
enables them to hold the reader's attention."

+ N Y Times p22 Mr 20 '21 520w

KALLEN, HORACE MEYER. Zionism and
world politics; a study in history and social
psychology. $3.50 Doubleday [12s 6d Heine-
mann] 296 21-17566

The book is an exhaustive study of the Jew-
ish traditions and psychology according: to
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which there existed, from the time tliat the
Jewish nation was a congeries ol tribes in

Palestine and throughout their centin-ies-old
disintegration and wanderings, an inextinguish-
able home-feeling for the land of their initial

extraction and a faith that the solution of their
racial problems was eventually to be found
there. The author deals in turn with the origin
and basis of Zionism, its religious and worldly
aspects, its history and development in Euro-
pean countries; the history and status of the
American .Jewry with respect to Zionism; the
effect of the war on the movement; the present
outlook.

"Dr Kallen has written a book which, on both
sides of its subject, is not only timely, but is

likely to be of lasting value. He stands mid-
way between the world of pure thought and the
world of action and brings to bear upon the
practical problems of his people and his gener-
ation a rare combination of psychological In-
sight and concrete knowledge and interests."
Alfred Zimmern

+ Lit R pl02 O 22 '21 1300w
"His mastery of the academic equipment in

the lields of philosophy, political theory, theol-
og.v, hi.story and economics is unusual. He
has been able to write witli the intimate knowl-
edge of one who knows the movement from
the inside, without at the same time being
either a violent paitisan or a soured opponent
. . . Not only is the work a masterly review of
the Jewish problem: it would be well worth
reading, if one had not the slightest interest
in this subject, on account of numerous brief
hut trenchant summaries of critical periods and
tendencies in cultural and economic history."
H. E. Barnes

+ New Repub 28:384 N 23 '21 1700w
"One of the ablest leaders of the American

Zionist Movement discusses in this volume the
whole Jewish problem of to-day. An interest-
ing feature is the author's study of the Gentile
attitude toward Zionisin, as revealed in the re-
actions of eminent writers, scientists and
statesmen."

H- R of Rs 64:557 N '21 70w
Sprlngfd Republican p6 O 15 '21 120w

KAUFMAN, GEORGE S., and CONNELLY,
= MARC. Dulcv; a comedy in three acts, il

$1.75 Putnam 812 21-20217

In this comedy a very lively, scatter-brained
young hostess is entertaining a heterogeneous
company at a week-end party in her suburban
home. In the course of one evening she al-
most succeeds in ruining her husband's busi-
ness prospects, sowing dissension between a
married couple and wrecking a young girl's

life. But the next morning everything
straightens itself out to everybody's satisfac-
tion. The book has a prologue by Booth Tark-
ington, a frontispiece l>y Neysa McMein, and
four illustrations from, the play.

KAWAB^, KISABURO. Press and politics in
Japan. *$2 Univ. of Chicago press 952

21-3790

"A study of the relation between the news-
paper and the political development of modern
Japan." (Sub-title) Political life in Japan dates
from the growth of the newspaper press in 1868.
The book gives a vivid picture of both the old
and the new Japan. Contents: ComTTiunication
and education in old Japan; The prejournalistlc
period (before 1868); The political situation at
the end of the Tokugawa r§grime; Development
of communication and education in new Japan;
Amateur journalism; The political situation at
the beginning of new Japan; Political journals
and the inovement for a constitutional govern-
ment; The reactionary movement and the
growth of nationalism; Commercial journals;
Independent journals and the rise of public
opinion; The political awakening of the masses;
Bibliography; Index.

"Dr Kawabe has written a most welcome,
illuminating and informing book. Nevertheless,
it is defective as regards the period before 1875."
W: E. Griffls

H Nation 112:745 My 25 '21 680w
New Repub 27:199 Jl 13 '21 140w
New Statesman 17:684 S 24 '21 lOOw

"There are of necessity in this excellent little
book too mariy wide gaps resulting from an
attempt to cover in 168 pages one of the most
remarkable periods in the history of any nation—the period of transition from hibernating
feudalism to proud imperialism. But the au-
thor reveals through the course of his book
a bias that no historian should permit himself.
He glosses over Japan's foreign politics, es-
pecially in regard to her neighbors, but does
not hesitate to say with regard to Korea that
the Japanese people 'had freed her (Korea)
from Chinese domination, under which she had
stood for the past several hundred years.' The
book is well worth while." Sidney Greenbie

-\ NY Times pl7 My 29 '21 880w
"lOxceedingly valuable." S. L. Gulick

+ Survey 46:565 Ag 1 '21 llOw

KAWAKAMI, KIYOSHI KARL, ed. What
Japan thinks. $2 Macmillan 327.52 21-17108

The book consists of fourteen articles chosen
by the editor "with a view to presenting what
may be called representative opinions of repre-
sentative Japanese on the foremost questions
of the world to-day, such as the Monroe Doc-
trine and the League of Nations, imperialism
and liberalism, democracy and autocracy, mili-
tarism and navalism, armament and disarma-
ment, race equality and race discrimination,
the 'white peril' and the 'j'ellow menace.' "

(Preface) The articles were addressed exclu-
sively to the Japanese and were not written
for foreign consumption and the editor has
purposely avoided articles written by profes-
sional statesmen or diplomats. The Japanese
side of the Yap controversy is fully presented
in the appendix.

Am Pol Scl R 15:313 My '21 4n\v

Booklist 17:266 My '21

Reviewed by W: E. Grifhs
Lit R p2 Ap 9 '21 1250w

Booklist 18:69 D '21

Springf'd Republican plla N 27 '21

1350W
"Mr Kawakami has assembled twelve impor-

tant di.scussions by eminent Japanese. They
give us a cross-section of the present day Jap-
anese mind. They range all the way from
pronounced anti-occidental and anti-white opin-
ion to broadminded internationalism. The edi-
tor introduces each writer with a brief bio-
graphical sketch which adds materially to the
interest and value of the volume." S. L. -Gulick

-f Survey 47:253 N 12 '21 240w

KAYE -SMITH, SHEILA. Green apple harvest.
$2 Dutton [8s 6d Cassell] 21-8028

"Sussex is again Miss Kaye-Smith's scene,
and Sussex people her characters. Almost the
entire action of 'Green apple harvest' takes
place on the farms, in the roads and within
the houses of that section of southeastern Eng-
land. Its principal characters are all mem-
bers of one family, the Fullers of Bodingnnares,
and Its story deals mainly with crucial episodes
in the life of Robert of that name. Robert
Fuller lived tumultuously. . . The chief fac-
tors in his life are women and religion, and
they both prove his undoing."—Boston Trans-
cript

" 'Green apple harvest' is an example of what
a country novel should not be. It is a novel
divided against itself, written with two hands
—one is the country hand, and the other is

the town hand. If the novel were ever alive

it would be pulled to death between them."
K. M.— Ath p304 S 3 '20 720w

Booklist 17:349 Jl '21

"The reek of the soil and the primitiveness of

the characters are no bar to a subtle and pene-
trating study of remarkable virility. Through
the book runs a bucolic vein of beauty which
humanizes a vivid narrative."

-f Bookm 53:461 Jl '21 180w
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KAYE-SMITH, SHEILA—Continued
"She proves again that she possesses the

power to turn real life to the illusive pur-
poses of fiction. " E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 My 4 '21 i050w
"Perhaps the most flawless of her novels."

+ Dial 71:609 N "21 50w
"It does not matter where her characters

live and act, for they have a significance trans-
cending frontiers. On that account Miss Kaye-
Smith deserves all the reputation she has ac-
quired in America." Montgomery Belgion

H Lit R p3 My 7 '21 1050w
"A book that the lover of the best among

contemporary English novels cannot afford to
miss."

-1- N Y Times p27 My 15 '21 750w
"A novel which is not only readable but ab-

sorbing."
+ Spec 125:604 N 6 '20 480w

"Told with an impassivity, an objectivity, a
kind of passionate concentration upon the fact,
that frees the story from mawlcishness or sen-
timentality. It is realistic but it is not merely
realistic. It will not be a best-seller, but it is
an honest and far from superficial piece of
work."

+ Springrd Republican plla Ja 1 '22
480w

"She has the feelings of an artist and the
pen of a craftsman."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p565 S
2 '20 940w

KEABLE, ROBERT. Simon called Peter. $2
2 (21/2C) Dutton 21-19926
"Peter is an Army Chaplain who goes to the

Front with the highest ideals and intentions.
He perceives that, owing to his cloth, his com-
panions entirely hide their real wishes and de-
sires from him, and steps down to thoir level
in order to obtain the sympathy of comprehen-
sion. Unfortunately, however, he does not
maintain a detached attitude, but really be-
comes a sinner himself, and his sentimental
adventures are related in minute detail by the
author."—Spec

"The book is very well writlen, and obviously
has a serious intention. It is, however, marred
by a tendency to revel in the descriptions of
the passionate episodes in which Peter is en-
gaged."

H Spec 127:21 Jl 2 '21 lOOw
"We get 'life,' depicted with the unmistak-

able touch of actuality by Mr Keable's brilliant
pen. . . But Graham himself does not live to
us; we can only regard him throughout as the
peg on which is to be hung a theory evolved
from various elements."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p290 My
5 '21 460w

KEATS HOUSE COMMITTEE, HAMPSTEAD.
John Keats memorial volume; ed. by G:
C. Williamson, il $7.50 (25s) Lane 821

21-8055
This book of homage to Keats, from a wide

variety of sources, is issued to mark the cen-
tenary of his death. It Includes contributions
by Ernest de S61incourt, Lascelles Abercrombie,
A. C. Bradley, A. Glutton-Brock, Sir Sidney
Colvin, Sir Ian Hamilton, C. H. Herford, Amy
Lowell, Arthur Lynch, J. W. Mackail, Hugh
Walpole, and G. C. Williamson. There are
poems in praise of Keats by Laurence Binyon,
Robert Bridges, John Drinkwater, Lord Dun-
sany, Alfred Noyes, Lizette Reese, Clinton Scol-
lard, Edith Thomas and others. There are
also foreign contributions, including poems in
Sanskrit, Hindi, Persian and Arabic. Thomas
Wise contributes an annotated bibliography of
the writings of Keats.

the poetry of Keats will be able to look at his
Memorial Volume without an acute sense of
shame." J. M. Murry— Dial 71:476 O '21 1350w

"All the irreproachables, all the respectables
are hero. Professors of poetry jostle lecturers
in English literature; the Ambassador to Italy
and the Master of the Temple join their mea-
sured voices to the choir. . . [here are some]
choice examples of professorial fatuity. On a
somewhat higher level, though marked by no
great distinction of utterance, are the contribu-
tions from a group of writers ranging in tem-
perament and tastes fioin Professor Ernest de
S61incourt and Professor A. C. Bradley to Sir
Ian Hamilton and Mr Hugh Walpole." Newton
Arvin— Freeman 4:186 N 2 '21 1700w

Lit H pll Jl 30 '21 210w
Lond Mercury 3:562 Mr '21 660w

Reviewed by J. M. Murry
Nation and Ath 28:746 F 26 '21 1950w
New Repub 26:386 My 25 '21 360w

Reviewed by R: Le Gallienne
N Y Times p4 Jl 31 '21 1400w

"Sumptuous volume, a notable example of
English book-making at its best."

+ Outlook 128:702 Ag 31 '21 220w
"There are some good contributions from

people who can write and know; but there are
also some mediocre and even vulgar ones that
add nothing at all to Keats' s fame, or the
standard of public taste."

H Sat R 131:194 Mr 5 '21 lOOOw
" 'The John Keats memorial volume' is bet-

ter than most of Its kind, and we do not feel
the usual awful contrast between the occasional
quotations from the master and the prose of
his lauders."

-f Spec 126:436 Ap 2 '21 950w
"The most interesting essays, from a critical

standpoint, are mere notes that cry for enlarge-
ment. Some of the articles are admittedly
expressions of personal reminiscence, or they
mirror the writer's affection. But there Is

much besides which increases our knowledge,
either by an addition of new fact or through
the specialization of an authority on a certain
period or poem to the exclusion of every other
consideration."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl38 Mr
3 '21 3150W
Weekly R 4:560 Je 11 '21 460w

KEIR, ROBERT MALCOLM, Manufacturing
industries in America; fundamental eco-
nomic factors. ?3 Ronald 670 20-21323

For the last ten years, says the author, all

books about America's manufacturing indus-
tries have been either highly technical treatises
written for specialists, or reportorlal descrip-
tions of the picturesque features of commodity
production. 'The present volume is intended to
fill the gap between these two classes and to fit

the requirements of business men and students
of the economics of business. Contents: The
resources of the United States and their
relation to opportunity; Development of manu-
facturing; The localization of industry; The un-
appreciated tin-peddler—his services to early
manufacturers; The iron and steel industry;
The cotton-manufacturing industry; Wool man-
ufacture; The leather industry; The shoe in-
dustry; The paper industry; Miscellaneous in-
dustries; Some effects and tendencies of manu-
facturing in America; Index.

Boston Transcript p7 Ap 3 '21 140w
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett

Boston Transcript p6 My 14 '21 520w
"Why should the centenary of a great poet

be officially commemorated by outbursts from
a host of bad ones? . . No one who cares for

"Useful background information for business
men and manufacturers. Simple enough to be
used for reference work with high school
students."

-f Booklist 17:274 My '21

Cleveland p45 Je '21 30w
St Louis 19:78 Ap '21 30w

"The value of his book arises from the at-
tention given economic geography. His social
interpretation is insignificant. As a short sum-
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mary of the more familiar material facts of the
development of the factory system his work is

useful."
+ — Survey 46:250 My 21 '21 140w

KEITH. JOHN ALEXANDER HULL, and
BAGLEY, WILLIAM CHANDLER. Nation
and the schools; a study In the applica-
tion of the principle of federal aid to edu-
cation in the United States. •$2.25 Mac-
millan 379 20-18397

"The thesis of this book, which is fully set
forth in the first chapter—the remaining chap-
ters being compilations of historical and sta-
tistical data arranged to support the argu-
ment—is the need of a national system of
education, centering in a department of edu-
cation, with a secretary of education in the
cabinet. The whole of American history is
interpreted in terms of a 'tendency toward
nationalism' in all other lines, the result of
'Imperative and fundamental needs.' Is there
any reason why education should not follow
the same tendency and develop Its national
program as well?" (Survey) "This book is the
first statement which has appeared from the
framers of the Smith -Towner bill discussing
in any way the fundamental principles which
they had in mind in making up the measure."
(El School J)

Booklist 17:330 Jl '21

"It is well that the statement should be
made; it is Informing, and it will g^ive the
careful reader much to think about. Their
arguments are hardly likely to persuade any-
one who is not already convinced through
partisan bias. Such arguments, when substi-
tuted for a careful analysis of the bill itself,
are in reality unscientific and misleading."

1- El School J 21:471 F '21 1300w
"The reader cannot fail to be impressed with

the splendid organization and the clearness of
presentation which characterize the historical
survey as given In the earlier chapters. The
second phase of the discussion is likewise
discriminating in its analysis of such weak-
nesses as are noted and the conditions from
which these arise. There are, however, two
outstanding features of the discussion which
seem not to comport with this original state-
ment oi purpose. In the first place, the sev-
eral chapters dealing with the specific provi-
sions of the Smith-'Towner bill and the condi-
tions these seek to improve refuse through-
out to recognize the possibility of any defi-
ciencies in the bill as it Is now designed."

H School R 29:68 Ja '21 1250w
Reviewed by J. K. Hart

Survey 45:610 Ja 22 '21 400w

KELLAND, CLARENCE BUDINGTON. Catty
Atkins, riverman. $1.60 (2%c) Harper

21-13064

"This is something more than a mere
'Juvenile,' although Its primary appeal is to
the youthful reader. The book is another
lineal descendant of 'Tom Sawyer' and 'Huck
Finn.' Catty is a little brother to Tom Sawyer;
a very little brother, but still genuinely of the
family. The stirring events of the tale take
place in a Maine logging camp, during the
winter and spring, with plenty of picturesque
description and good local color."—Lit R

Booklist 18:51 N '21

Lit D p52 N 5 '21 30w
"A soundly conceived, wholesome, entertain-

ing story."
-f- Lit R pl2 Ag 13 '21 llOw

"Another of Mr Kelland's always Interesting
stories for boys In their teens—and also for
glrla who like to read about boys' doings."

+ N Y Times p22 Ag 14 '21 480w
Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 11 '21

120w

KELLAND, CLARENCE BUDINGTON. Scat-
tergood Balnes. •$2 (2c) Harper 21-3632

Scattergood Balnes took off his shoes and
twiddled his toes whenever he wanted to think.

He never came to a momentous decision with-
out having twiddled his toes, and his decisions
were as momentous as his huge body. He per-
spired himself into Coldriver Valley one fine
day and decided that it was his valley. Then
he decided to pick the brains of all the country
fools, fill his own pockets and improve the
valley with the proceeds. There was a dam,
a mill, a railroad to be built and a lumbering
enterprise to be gotten under way. Then there
were several struggling young people to be
given a lift in life. He did it all while he
twiddled his toes.

"Leading character well drawn, but some
repetitions."

-f- Booklist 17:252 Ap '21

"It measures well up to his familiar standard."
+ Lit R plO Ap 2 '21 lOOw

"The book is not without a certain cleverness,
and those who like the kind of fiction it repre-
sents will no doubt find much to please them in
the history of 'Scattergood Baines.' "

-I- N Y Times p22 Je 26 '21 360w

KELLEY, ETHEL MAY. Beauty and Mary
Blair. •$2 (4c) Houghton 21-5173

A story of adolescence told with vivacity and
humor, from the viewpoint of eighteen sophisti-
cated years, by Mary Blair herself. She lives

in a New York apartment with a father and
mother who have never had any sense of re-
sponsibility toward their children, a married
and emancipated sister, and a twelve-year-old
brother who observes and comments upon the
infelicities of his parents. In the midst of this
disintegrating household Mary Blair pursues her
search for beauty, with youth'ful honesty and
ardor and even with a touch of idealism.

Bookm 54:266 N '21 70w
"Here is a rather interesting novel, not be-

cause of any freshness of story, or even excel-
lence of construction, although we have no
particular fault to find with it on these points,
but refreshing because of the frank and un-
usual idiom of which the author makes use."

-1- Boston Transcript p6 Ap 23 '21 160w
"A novel full of secret beauty and an extra-

ordinary instance of the possibility of writing a
profound study of adolescence without forsak-
ing for a moment the delicacy and humour of
an entertaining story."

+ Dial 70:475 Ap '21 120w
"The solution of the social situation involved

Is as unsatisfactory as the picture is adequate."
C. M. S.

H Grlnnell R 16:429 My '21 130w
"Superficially the novel is successful. In the

final scene—ancient blunder of the 'sugar-
coated' ending!—we find to our surprise that
all comes out well. From an artistic point of
view this is inexcusable. Perhaps the most
valuable feature of the book is to be found in
the comments on modern life which crop up
from page to page. They are written with a
moderate keenness and insight, but unfortunate-
ly are weakened by the style in which they are
presented." S. A. Coblentz

-\ Lit R p8 My 14 '21 700w
"In its theme, its characters. Its style and Its

slang it is right up to the minute, smart, cyn-
ical, disillusioned, utterly oblivious of all the
old-time reticences and decencies of life and of
art. The dialogue, in which much of the story
is written, is often cleverly managed smd the
whole story has an air of cynical smartness, of
sophistication which will doubtless attract many

-^ N Y Times p22 Ap 3 '21 800w
"A frank and courageous presentment of cer-

tain perils of adolescence under present-day
conditions. The phrasing of each thought and
situation Is that of the modern up-to-date New
York 'flapper'—in other words, flippant, pert,
even slangry. But the mood is serious, and sin-
cere." F: T. Cooper

+ Pub W 99:1230 Ap 16 '21 300w
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KELLEY, ETHEL MAY—Vuiitinucd
"Maiy IS delightfully illuininating' on the sub-

ject of her relations, and in seaixhing- tor the
elusive beautj- oi lite spares no one ana nothing
in her crude analysis of the world as she finds
it. She pursues her quest unuaunted, and we
are lett with a curious and most pleasant im-
pression of innocence untarnished in spite of
knowledge increased."

+ Spec 127:170 O 8 '21 HOw
"She presents the problems of youth ade-

quately and with an honesty that is appealing."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla Ap 17 "21

120w
"An acute and kindly study of the American

girl whose parents ace too self-absorbed to look
out for their children, even by setting them an
example of decent conduct. Mary has to blaze
her own path, and if she "comes out right," she
has only luck and that something in her—call it

purity, or sportsmanship, or love of beauty

—

which keeps her safe and sound through the
lonely adventure." H. W. Boynton

+ Weekly R 4:610 Je 25 '21 160w

KELLOR, FRANCES ALICE. Federal admin-
istration and the alien. 50c Doran 325

21-10524

The present volume is a supplement to the au-
thor's earlier book, "Immigration and the fu-
ture." There is real ground for the belief that
the immigration service is demoralized, says the
author, and that public opinion is fast crystal-
lizing in favor of a more humane policy toward
the alien and a more just policy for the country.
"This supplement deals primarily with the im-
mediate problems confronting the Administra-
tion. . . It seeks to place the responsibility
for an inquiry which will assure the foundations
of a permanent policy. It indicates the neces-
sity for considering immigration as part of the
larger international questions. . . It deals
with the individual alien, the problems he en-
dures as well as those he creates, apart from
the regulation of the amount of immigration. It

separates the man from the mass." (Foreword)

KELLOR, FRANCES ALICF.. Immigration and
the future. •$2.50 (3c) Doran 325 21-994

The author holds that the war has brought
lo all peoijles of the world a new epoch in
the hislory of ininiigration and that while
America is looking toward the assimilation of

races, Kurope is looking toward the separation
of races. This necessitates a change troni the
attitude of ignorance, indifference and pre-
judice, hitherto prevailing in America toward
the immigrant, into one of iiUernational un-
derstaadiiig and sympathy, if the result is to
be true economic assimilation and a more
humane, sagacious and sane policy on immigra-
tion.

-f Ann Am Acad 94:216 Mr '21 lOOw
Am Pol Sci R 15:460 Ag '21 50w
Booklist 17:204 Mr '21

Freeman 3:70 Mr 30 '21 170w
"A statesmanlike point of view is presented

in this volume. The facts are well marshalled
and the arguments well analyzed." C: S. Bern-
heimer

+ Lit R p8 Je 18 '21 820w
Reviewed by R. Staughton

Pub W 99:167 Ja 15 '21 300w
R of Rs fc3:334 Mr '21 lOOw

"A masterful exposition of the subject of im-
migration." Celia Razovski

-f Survey 46:651 S 1 '21 360w
Wis Lib Bui 17:72 Ap '21 70w

KELLY, FLORENCE FINCH (MRS ALLEN
KELLY). Dixons, a story of American
life through three generations. $2 Dutton

21-5655

"Mrs Kelly has written a panorama of
American life, a panoi'ama which unrolls over
all the period from the end of the Civil War
to the 'Preaty of Versailles. Her protagonists

ai-e four generations of one family, the Dixons.
Old Benjamin Dixon was a patriarchal farmer
in Illinois. His son William trekked with him
to Kansas. William had been wounded in the
war and had risen to the rank of colonel;
on his return to civilian life he entered
politics. His son Morris belonged to a genera-
tion that desired financial power; Morris
gained twenty millions out of railroads. "The
fourth and final generation that Mrs Kelly
treats is one that is interested in political re-
form and social service; Josephine and Her-
bert embraced Socialism eagerly, but abandoned
it at the outbreak of the Great War. Evidently
one of the points Mrs Kelly is trying to em-
phasize is the conflict between parents and
children, the change of emphasis with each
generation since the Civil War."—Lit R
"The novel shows a little prejudice in favor

of the past. But this is the only case of un-
fairness; Mrs Kelly, on the whole, is very open-
minded. In writing 'The Dixons' she has
used many of her personal recollections of
pioneer life and many of the vivid tales she
heard from other pioneers."

H Lit R p8 Jl 30 '21 380w
"Here is a novel based on an interesting idea

and a broad purpose. There is a splendid
gesture in laving out a book of such scope."

H- N Y Times pl8 Ap 24 '21 780w

KELLY, ROY WILLMARTH. Training indus-
trial workers; with an introd. by John M.
Brewer. $5 Ronald 607 20-18529

"Of the more than eight million persons en-
gaged in industrial pursuits in the United
States, not one-third have had a grammar
school education. Those who have had any
effective vocational training represent a much
smaller proportion of the total." (Preface) To
point out some of the economic and social
losses, due to these facts, some of the more
important difficulties to be overcome in pre-
venting them, and to suggest a practical
program for future action is the purpose of
this volume. Contents: Industrial training
and present-day industry; Inadequate indus-
trial training and its results; Earlier forms
of apprenticeship; Beginnings in modern in-
dustrial education; National and state aid for
vocational education; Technical secondary
schools and classes; Developing the possibilities
of the scliools: Relation of employment man-
agement to industrial training; The new ap-
prenticeship; Vestibvile training and improve-
ment in service: Training minor executives;
The foreman's training; Vocational guidance
In school and in industry; Organizing for
transfers and promotions; Rating employees;
Standards for rating schemes; The educational
value of democratic participation in manage-
ment; A factory survey to establish training;
A new emphasis in education; Fixing res-
ponsibilit.v for the new program. There are
an appendix, forms and illustrations, a bib-
liography and an index.

Am Machinist pl064i Je 16 '21 250w
"The material is not well arranged."— Ann Am Acad 97:192 S '21 20w
"A comprehensive survey."

+ Booklist 17:204 Mr '21

Boston Transcript p6 Mr 26 '21 220w

"Mr Kelly's book is a noteworthy contribution
to a constructive educational program designed
to harmonize the conflicting social and indus-
trial tendencies of the day. Its scope is broad.
All of it is valuable for the industrial educator
or manager but of less importance to the public-
school official."

+ El School J 21:786 Je '21 880w
Pittsburgh 26:242 My '21 lOw

"A handy working bibliography and an ap-
pendix containing detailed descriptions of
various types of plant educational plans in-

crease the value of this work, and make it

a very genuine contribution to the literature

not only of education, but of scientific per-
sonnel methods." A. J. Todd

-I- Survey 46:686 S 16 '21 400w
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KELMAN, JOHN. Some aspects of interna-
tional Christianity. (Mendenhall lectures)
•$1 Abingdon press 204 20-13171

These six lectures, by the pastor of the Fifth
avenue Presbyterian church. New York city,

discuss some of the aspects of Christianity as
a worldwide force. Contents: Kededication;
Relation of Christianity to patriotism; Indi-
vidual and national morality; A league of na-
tions; Statesmanship in foreign missionary
work; Britain to America. "The bearings of
these questions are not confined to the regions
of expert knowledge, and there is a place for
the impressions of the man on the street—his
general sense of moral values, his common
sense view of relative importances, and the
free play of his conscience upon the questions
of the hour as he understands them. It is In

his name and from his point of view that I

have prepared these lectures." (Preface)

"These lecture.*! are the product of an able
mind and one in profound sympathy with
America." P. W. C.

-t- Boston Transcript p9 F 26 '21 600w

"The book is lucid, persuasive and deeply
serious."

+ Ind 105:276 Mr 12 '21 COw

KEMAL, ISMAIL, bey. Memoirs; ed. by
Sommerville Storv; with a preface by Wil-
liam Morton I'uDerton. $7..';n Button B or
92 (Eng ed 20-23206)

"Ismail Kemal Ayas an Albanian who played a
prominent part at Constantinople for more than
forty years and served no less than four Sultans
of whom three were deposed and the fourth
survives as a puppet in the hands of the Young
Turks. He spent a lifetime watching the poli-

cies and testing the motives of half a dozen
Powers; and he witnessed the decay and vio-
lent death of one set of Balkan problems and
the troubled birth of another. A confirmed
liberal of a stamp which is daily becoming rarer
in some of the Western countries, he found a
congenial leader in Midhat Pasha. He became
a close friend and intimate confidant of this
great statesman; and shared his distrust of
Russia, his fear of Germany, and his accept-
ance of Britain and France as the traditional
friends of Turkey."—Freeman

fluence of alcohol, and the final cleansing of his
soul through the application of psychoanalytic
methods."— N Y Times

"The story is told with a remarkable sim-
plicity and detachment, and with a certain
quiet fatalism, the sign of an Eastern mind,
which is very refreshing in these days of Occi-
dental sensationalism."

-f- Ath p205 Ag 13 '20 900w
"A story verv well worth the reading."

E. J. C.
-I- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 20 '21 680w

"An invaluable hook." H. E. A. Cotton
+ Freeman 3:332 Je 15 '21 800w

"A historical document of extraordinary in-
terest. . . A record of fifty years of intimate
contact with Oriental rulers and politicians,
submitted by a man of unusual intellectual
powers to a European audience, and exhibiting
with uncommon detachment the picture of a
world that has vanished as utterly as last
year's film at the movies." F. W. Williams

+ Lit R p71 O 8 '21 380w
"A picture of Oriental character and states-

manship such as no student of politics in the
my.sterious East can afford to neglect."

+ Sat R 130:180 Ag 28 '20 800w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p431 .Tl

8 '20 1450w

KENYON, C. FRED (GERALD CUMBER-
LAND, pseud.). Poisoner. $2 Brentano's
r9s Richards] 21-16927

"A remarkable depiction of a musical genius
named Martin Stavart. Stavart composes
strange, unclean, morbid music, and the reader
knows from the beginning that there is some
hidden horror in his life. He is a dipsomaniac,
too. and the author has pictured in a cruel,
vivid fashion the collapse of the man, his ter-
rible life in London slums while under the in-

"In plot Mr Cumberland's story leaves much
to be desired. There are, however, authentic
skill and power in the portraits, and the atmos-
phere of 'The poisoner' Is compelling in its

intensity. London musical life Is competently
depicted, and the story is told In diction that
is both dramatic and distinctive. Stavart is a
ringingly vital individual."

H Lit R pl26 O 29 "21 290w
"It is a tale that could have been bungled

easily, and it is a compliment to Mr Cumber-
land "to assert that he has been thoroughly suc-
cessful in holding up the illusion of reality
throughout."

-f N Y Times p25 N 13 '21 280w
"It is a great book, and puts Mr Cumberland

in the front rank of the serious writers of fic-

tion to-day."
+ Sat R 131:344 Ap 23 '21 350w

"The descriptions of Stavart's various falls

are given in a detail which will be too realistic

for the taste of some readers. The opening
chapters, while the hero is comparatively him-
self, are the most attractive."

\- Spec 126:531 Ap 23 '21 60w
"Mr Cumberland can write, but there is only

one character in his book; the other characters
round Martin Stavart are of no account. Not
that even Stavart is of much account as a
credible character, but in two ways his creator
scores a certain amount of success. He does
convey the impression of musical genius. . . He
appears an artist: he appears, too, as a mag-
nificent dipsomaniac."

\- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl77 Mr
17 '21 560w

KEPHART, HORACE. Camping and wood-
craft. 2 v In 1. new ed il 'IS Macmillan
796 Camping 21-26228

"A handbook for vacation campers and for
travelers in the wilderness." (Sub-title) It

is based on a former book by the same title,

published in 1906. but is enlarged by several
chapters treating of the equipping and man-
aging of stationary camps, and the matter
of outfitting is given fuller consideration.

"A comprehensive, convenient pocket manual
At the same time he manages to entertain
with a humorous personal touch, imparting
quaint bit.s of wisdom and lore."

+ Bookm 53:558 Ag '21 150w
"We know of no better books on camping

and woodcraft than these two by Mr Kephart,
which are now bound together in one handy
pocket volume of some 900 pages. Mr Kephart's
style is conversational and meaty."

+ Lit R pll Ap 16 '21 70w

KEYES, FRANCES PARKINSON (WHEELER)
(MRS HENRY WILDER KEYES). Career
of David Noble. $1.90 Stokes 21-18092

"The chief characters are David Noble, a
Vermont farm boy, and Jacqueline Huntington,
vivacious daughter of a French dancer. After
an early romance the two are separated, the
dour David to become a famous surgeon, the
continental Jacqueline to be a sophisticated
belle in London. The troth is renewed and
broken again, but the author finally brings
matters to the customary happy solution."

—

Lit R

"A careful analysi.s of the 'Career of David
Noble' reveals it to be a book of big moments.
It is almost possible to feel that the book leaps
from peak to peak, while the in between grades
are uninn'ortant." D. L. M.

4- Boston Transcript p4 D 24 '21 1050w

"It is a bald and impossible story, theatrical

past the imaginativeness of melodrama."— Lit R p239 D 3 '21 160w

"A verv attractive story. . . The character
of David Noble is exceptionally well drawn."
Robert Lansing

4- N Y Times p6 D 4 '21 850w
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KEYES, FRANCES PARKINSON—Continued
"If not iiiifrequently it verges on the theat-

rical, the author draws it back in time to
escape the melodramatic. If the hero is super-
eminent in attainment beyond his years, and
the heroine super-perfect in her perfections,
we let the improbability pass because there
Is relief in such romantic dissimilarity between
Action and dull experience."

H Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 680w

KEYNES, JOHN MAYNARD. Treatise on
probability. ?6 (18s) Macmillan 519

(Eng ed 21-20432)

This treatment of probability is primarily
logical and philosophical, dealing only inci-
dentally with mathematical problems. The au-
thor holds the view that not all probabilities
are numerically measurable. After brief chap-
ters on the meaning of probability and its re-
lation to the theory of knowledge, the author
passes on to the development of symbolic logic
and the subject of induction. Then follow
chapters on some philosophical applications of
the theory of probability, and finally, on the
foundations of statistical inference. A vei-y
full bibliography of the subject is appended
and there is an index.

"His book will at once be ranked among the
most iinportant contributions to tiie subject."
C I* S

' + New Statesman 17:652 S 17 '21 1250w
"The general reader will find Professor

Keynes's new book at once attractive and diffi-

cult. But if the book is in some ways forbid-
ding, it contains a great deal that the general
reader will find both interesting and even ex-
hilarating."

-I Spec 127:399 S 24 '21 lOOOw
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ap 2 '21 60w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p590 S 15

'21 2350W

KILDUFF, EDWARD JONES. How to choose
and get a better job. '$2 Harper 374.1

21-12504

The book contains the results of the author's
study of vocational guidance and of his obser-
vations of business students. He attempts to
throw light on the questions of how one should
determine what his life's work should be, of
how to prepare oneself for it, of how to get
into it, and of how to get ahead in it. He
gives special attention to letters of application.
Partial contents: Planning your future; How
to go out after the Job; Answering advertise-
ments; Unsolicited letters of application; Ad-
vertising for a position; The personal Interview.
The appendix contains a bibliography of help-
ful books on business.

Booklist 18:40 N '21

"Every page bristles with wise and sensible
suggestions." C: W. Thompson

-i- N Y Times p30 Ag 14 '21 1350w

KILDUFF, EDWARD JONES. Stenographer's
manual. '{l.SO Harper 652 21-1212

This little iiook is likely to arouse even a
slip- shod stenographer to a sense of his or
her respon.sibillties and is full of helpful sug-
gestions for tiie conscientious one. It has an
introduction l)y George E. Roberts, is indexed,
and the contents are: The qualities of a good
stenographer; Your conduct in the office; When
you take dictation; Transcribing and typing;
The mechanical makeup of the letter: About
j'our spelling; Coiiiinon misuses of words; How
to ])unctualc and c.vpitalize; Miscellaneous in-
formation.

KILE, ORVILLE MERTON. Farm bureau
movement; with introd. by James Raley
Howard, il $2 Macmillan 630.6 21-18170

The two-fold object of the book Is to give
to interested non-agricultural groups a bet-
ter understanding of the background, origin,
structure and purposes of the movement; and
to farm bureau members and officers a sys-
tematic study of the underlying forces which
resulted in the present farm bureau movement
and an analysis of the strengths and weak-
nesses of the organization. Both the author
and J. R. Howard, president of the American
farm bureau federation and writer of the In-
troduction, are deeply impressed with the
movement's possibilities for good along econ-
omic as well as social and civic lines and
with the dangers that beset it.

Booklist 18:107 .Ta '22

Boston Transcript p7 N 23 '21 580w

KILMER, ALINE (MURRAY) (MRS JOYCE
KILMER). Vigils, n-25 Doran 811

21-19082

This little book contains thirty short lyrics.
They are vigils of a spirit In which love and
faith and sincerity are strong.

Reviewed by L,. C. Wilsey
+ Administration 1:408 Mr '21 390w
-f Booklist 17:208 Mr '21

Brooklyn 13:119 Ap '21 30w
+ Lit R pl2 F 19 '21 30w

Booklist 18:111 Ja '22

"It is a much finer book than Mrs Kilmer's
first offering. In 'Vigils' we find a new dignity
and austerity. We find a sensitive Intellect
throwing light upon the shadows of suffering.
. . Technically, too, Mrs Kilmer has grown.
The rhythms of these new lyrics, shaken as
they are by the realities that they express, are
more moving than the placid and even tunes of
her earlier poems." Marguerite Wilkinson

+ Bookm 54:384 D '21 310w
"Mrs Kilmer Is one of those rare poets who,

Jjy the exercise of patience and restraint, never
give anything less than thejr best. Her work
is always on a high level of predetermined ex-
cellence, marked by a delicacy and sureness of
technique that places her quite definitely
among the authentic artists."

-f Cath World 114:402 D '21 140w
"At no time does she strain after or over-

write lier theme. Each lyric tells its tale and
then ceases. Eixcept for their music the poems
might be simple, direct prose. . . This book,
like the song of children, is frank, wistful,
spontaneous—a distinct contribution to poetry
and a full cup to whoever will drink It." Laura
Benet

-f Lit R pl85 N 19 '21 330w
"There is a very real art behind these appar-

ently artless songs, far more, need one say,
than with many other poets who take their
'art' with an undortakerly solemnity. Mrs Kil-
mer, thank heaven, cannot be solemn about
anything; and she is content to allow the
quality of her laughter to reveal how serious
she is beneath her bitter coquetry, and how
deeply acquainted with sorrow, after the man-
ner of the Irish soul." R: Le Gallienne

+ N Y Times p5 D 18 '21 750w

KILMER, JOYCE. Circus; and other essays
and fugitive pieces; ed. with Introd. by
Robert Cortes Holliday. ?2.50 Doran 814

21-7283

Among the essays which formed the first

very limited edition of "The circus," published
in 1916, aie The day after Christmas; The
great nickel adventure; Urban chanticleer;
Noon-hour adventuring; In memoriam: John
Bunny. Among the fugitive pieces are The
ashman; Absinthe at the Cheshire Cheese;
Japanese lacquer; Sappho redivlva; Two lec-
tures on English poetry; and essays on Ches-
terton, Swinburne and Francis Thompson,
Thomas Hardy, Madison Cawein; Masefield, and
William Vaughn Moody.

"His sincerity and individuality gives them
a right to our interest. He may not convince
us—as a matter of fact, sometimes he does
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and sometimes he does not—but they have the
charm of an honest opinion fearlessly ex-
pressed." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 My 14 '21 820\v

"Clever essays. Some of them are light
'screeds,' while others comprise criticisms and
lectures on literature."

+ Cath World 113:681 Ag '21 350w
+ Ind 105:624 Je 11 "21 220w

"Kilmer's attitude is reflected in these essays
—an attitude sane, courageous, shrewdly humor-
ous, and invincibly gay." J: Bunker

+ Lit R p2 Jl 9 '21 900w
"As light essays, they have really a per-

manent value."
-f R of Rs 64:220 Ag '21 160w

Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ap 23 '21 70w
"When Kilmer dropped his gentle irony and

the clever twist to his style, and turned really
serious, his work suffered, becoming mundane
and rather uninteresting. Moreover, in some
of his literary criticism, Kilmer allowed his
enthusiasm for the Catholic church to give his
judgment a decided bias. All told, the book
is a readable, likable, human sort."

H Sprlngf'd Republican p9a My 29 '21 400w

KILNER, WALTER JOHN. Human atmos-
phere (the aura), il 2d ed *$5 Dutton 133

(Eng ed SG20-189)
"Mr Kilner is a Cambridge man of high

scientific attainments, and was for a time
electrician to St Tliomas's hospital, London,
where he had the opportunity to study all
kinds of persons with all kinds of physical
abnormalities. His attention was drawn to the
theory that every mortal is surrounded by a
definite and characteristic 'atmosphere,' tech-
nically called an 'aura.' Under the most
favorable conditions he made a number of ex-
periments until he convinced himself and others
not only that the theory is correct, but
that the aura is often visible and that it af-
fords a scientific method of diagnosis, since
it varies in form, in color and in texture
according as physical conditions change. His
present book is an enlargement of a previous
edition, enriched with further and eVen more
accurate delineations. It is Illustrated with
outline sketches of human 'atmosphere' and
with dozens of 'cases' wrhere it seems to be
definitely proved that a knowledge of the
method has been of great use to the physician."
—Boston Transcript

"He treats the subject with a certain sci-
entific modesty and yet with real enthusiasm."
N. H. D.

-I- Boston Transcript p6 F 5 '21 780w
Reviewed by Elwood Hendrlck

Lit R p6 Mr 5 '21 1350w
N Y Times pl3 Ja 9 '21 1600w

KING, BASIL. Empty sack. $2 (l%c) Harper
[7s 6d Hodder & S.] 21-15434

In this sociological novel the issue is be-
tween the efficiency principle in business and
social caste, on the one hand, and struggling
humanity and the under dog, on the other.
When the system laid its heavy hand on the
Folletts, father and son collapsed like empty
sacks. The old man laid himself down to die
and young Teddy, driven to desperation by the
sudden responsibility of providing for a family
of five, became a thief and a murderer. "The
sack that stood up with the weight of Its
own content, unaided by his father's money,
was Bob Collingham, the banker's son. He
taught Jennie Follett to love him, even against
her will, rose to almost Christlike sublimity
in his efforts to save the stricken family, with
the result that Teddy's death, in the electric
chair, partook of the heroism of a social martyr
and that Bob's own purse-proud parents un-
derwent a change of heart.

"Sincere and effective study of the predica-
ment in which the 'wiiite collar' cla.ss oi labor
finds itself. . . A situation which might easily
have been allowed to degenerate into mere
inclodrania is handled b.v the author with rare
skill, and the tangled love story of Bob Col-
lingham and Jennie Follett is developed with a
sure and delicate touch." Stanley Went

-f- Lit R p51 O 1 "21 560w
"More and more with each succeeding book

Basil King becomes interested in what he
wants to say rather than in the story he is
telling and the people he is portraying. But
he can still camouflage interestingly his didac-
tic purpose. In this new story he had various
things that he wanted to say and he uses his
people as the puppets whose actions and
words express what he thinks needs to be
said."

H NY Times pl3 O 2 '21 680w
Sat R 132:595 N 19 '21 160w

"Mr King has steadily developed since he
gained fame through his anonymous novel of a
few years ago, and this book is another step in
his growth."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla N 6 '21 450w
"It is a novel full of good writing, clean-

sighted study of character, human sympathy,
and fine tliought—in a word, a novel of real
imagination."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p697 O
27 '21 410w

KING, CLYDE LYNDON. Price of milk, il

*$2 Winston 338.1 20-19945
"Dr King's training in the Wharton School

of Finance and on the numerous city, state
and federal commissions appointed to inves-
tigate the economic phases of the milk ques-
tion has peculiarly qualified him to write on
the subject. His book is a digest of his own
investigations and those of other workers in
the field of milk economics. The subject ob-
viously demanded a statistical treatment.
Practically every aspect is touched upon from
the national significance of milk both as a
food and as a basic industry to the feeding
of cows, the regulation of price, and the
rights and policies of dairymen's organisa-
tions."—Survey

Booklist 17:274 My '21

"It is a book which should be useful to leg-
islators and those citizens who are either in-
terested in or are charged with the responsi-
bilities of government. The book, while large-
ly statistical, is very readable." J: R. Wil-
liams, M.D.

-f Survey 46:281 My 28 "21 440w

KING, GEORGIANA GODDARD. Way of
Samt James. (Hispanic notes and mono-
graphs. Peninsular ser.) 3v il *i9 Putnam
723 20-20323

"The professor of the history of art at Bryn
Mawr college has written a detailed and vivid
account of the shrines and churches that are
met by the pilgrrim on the way to the most
popular shrine of the middle ages, St James of
Compostela. Her general aim, as outlined in
a preliminary chapter, is to discover and record
the evidence of Spain's debt in architecture to
other countries, France in particular, during
the middle ages."—Cath World

Booklist 18:85 D '21

-|- Boston Transcript p4 S 24 '21 1450w

"She lacks the one thing necessary to write
sympathetically of a Catholic people—their
faith."

-I Cath World 113:106 Ap '21 460w
"Miss King goes over the road with the

zeal, if not the faith, of the ancient ecstatics.
It is a real pity that a subject so magically
ecclesiastical should have been developed in
so rationalistic a manner." T: Walsh

-j NY Times pl3 Mr 20 '21 1250w
"Apparently she could not make up her mind

whether to write a series of rather romantic
travel sketches or a serious work of research,
and she has confused the two. Yet the work
must necessarily rank as an authority on the
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KING GEORGIANA GOODABD—Continued
churcli architecture of northern Spain. The
biblio^aphy is excellent, if not exhaustive. The
illustrations could hardly be better."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p890 D
30 '20 2100W

KING, GRACE ELIZABETH. Creole families
of New Orleans, il *i6 Macmillan 929

21-4871
The purpose of this boolt is to trace the

genealogical records of the earliest families of
Louisiana, and in forty chapters, many old
family lines of French and Spanish origin are
followed in detail. Beside this genealogical
matter, the book contains historical and other
material showing the social life and customs
of the early days in Louisiana.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ap 23 '21 360\v

"With conscientiousness and accuracy Miss
King tells her story, spinning out the history
with the light touch of the novelist. She
reaches the personalities of her subjects with
an Imagination ever on the alert for the grace-
ful and pleasing things of life, for which New
Orleans furnished fertile soil." Mina Monroe

+ Lit R p5 Ap 23 '21 620w
"She has presented her suljject in a more

vital form than one might expect." B. R.
Redman

-f N Y Times pl4 My 1 '21 2200w
"The delightful atmosphere of old New Or-

leans is well reproduced in these accounts of
distinguished Creole families."

-f Outlook 128:72 My 11 '21 40w
"A fascinating story told with unfailing tact

and literary charm."
4- R of Rs 63:558 My '21 60w

KING, LOUISA (YEOMANS) (MRS FRANCIS
KING). Little garden, il $1.75 Atlantic
monthly 716 21-17360

"The little garden, as it will be considered in
these pages, means not exclusively the spaces
for flowers available in a town or suljurban lot.
It means, too, the setting for those spaces—the
ground about the house, and that in which the
garden lies. It is a comprehensive term, to
include the planting, planning, and treatment
of the whole of a piece of ground of a size to
be found most generally in towns and suburbs."
(Preface) Contents: Situation, soil, surround-
ings; The plan; Enclosing the garden: the wall,
the fence, the hedge; Accessories and adjuncts
of the garden; Flowers in the little garden;
Color in the little garden; Care of the little gar-
den: tools, pruning, spraying.

Booklist 18:73 D '21

"An excellent little book for the owner of a
small place or even a backyard. J^ike Mr.s
King's earlier book, it is more for amateur gar-
deners than for beginners. Especially valuable
are the suggestions for groui^ings of plants,
suggestions which are both practical and defi-
nite—like all of Mrs King's advice."

+ Lit R p267 D 10 '21 40w

KINGSFORD, S. M. Psychical research for the
plain man. $2.50 Dutton 134

"The purpose of this book, as explained
in the preface, is to sum up for the man in
the street, as the judge sums up for the jury,
the evidence in the case for the supernormal.
The author attempts, not to explain, but to
establish the 'facts' of telepathy, clairvoyance,
premonitions that turn out to be true, and the
other stock psychical phenomena: to present
cases in which something is known, or some
event happens, for which the laws of nature,
as we are at present acquainted with them,
provide no adequate explanation. Both the
cases and the comment upon them are for the
most part taken from previous publications,
chiefly the 'Journal' and the 'Proceedings' of
the Society for Psychical Research."—Lit R

'As a source book 'Psychical research for
the plain man' is unsatisfactory, for the negr-
ative never has a fair hearing, and the long
chapter of failure and fraud in the history of
psychical research is pas.sed by with scarcely a
reference. The material as a whole ia well
chosen, extravagant claims are avoided, and
both the extent and quality of the evidence
are far from unimpressive."

h Lit R pl2 Ag 27 '21 320w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p687 O

21 '20 50w

KINGSTON, CHARLES. Remarkable rogues,
il $4 (514c) (12s 6d) Lane 364 21-18431

The careers of some notaiile criminals of
Eui-ope and America are described in this hook,
the author using the reports of their trials
whenever this is possible. Among the twentv
criminals described are Belle Starr, the girl
bushranger: Madame Rachel, the beauty spe-
cialist; Madame Guerin, matrimonial agent;
Mrs Chadwick; The bogus Sir Richard Douglas;
James Greenacre: Emanuel Barth^lemy; Wil-
liam Parsons; Adam Worth. Illustrated with
portraits.

"The study has the greatest value, at the
.^anie time, for anthropologists and fictionists.
In the first place, it brings out national traits.
. . In the second place, the most fantastic
writers of detective stories should read this
book and see how their fiction droops in the
presence of some of the facts." A. W. Porter-
field

+ Lit R p228 D 3 '21 420w
Nation and Ath 29:477 Je 25 '21 720w
Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 80w

"Mr Kingston's vivacious sketches, unscien-
tific though they are, have the undeniable merit
of interesting, if they signally fail to edify. Mr
Kingston's characters are confined to fairly
recent times."

-I- Sat R 131:461 Je 4 '21 660w
"All who are interested in crime will like this

book, partly because it is honest and unpre-
tending, but chiefly because it goes outside the
beaten track of such compilation, and gives us
stories of criminals whose exploits are com-
paratively fresh."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p357 Je
2 "21 170w

"Mr Kingston's method of relation is just a
bit disappointing. Lack of space or lack of
gu.sto for his subject has hampered the author
and compressed his story." E. L. Pearson— Weekly R 5:188 Ag 27 '21 270w

KIPLING, RUDYARD. Selected stories; ed. by
William Lyon Phelps. $1.50 Doubleday

21-21759

Tliese thirteen short stories have been
selected by Prof. Phelps as Ijest representing
Kipling' .s tales both in regard to variety and
to excellence. In his most appreciative intro-
duction, the editor explains his choice of these
few talcs out of the many. Contents: The
man who would he king; The drums of the
fore and aft; The phantom 'ricksliaw; Wee
Willie Winkie; The courting of Dinah Shadd;
The man who was; Without benefit of clergy;
The incarnation of Krishna Mulvaney; "Rikki-
tikki-tavi"; The brushwood l)oy: William the
Conqueror: "They": An habitation enforced.

Boston Transcript p5 Ag 27 '21 160w

"This is the first collected volume of Kipling's
prose to be published under responsible aus-
pices in America." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p6 N 26 '21 480w

KIRKALDY, ADAM WILLIS, ed. Industry and
finance. $2.10 Pitman 330.942 20-1612

The book is the result of inquiries arranged
by the section of economic science and statis-

tics of the British association during the years
1918 and 1919 and is a supplementary volume to
one published at the beginning of 1918. It con-
sists of two sections. Section I deals with the
replacement of men by women in industry, dur-
ing the war, and gives a general survey of the
situation and of the position of women in in-
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dustry, covers the engineering and metal trades,
the clothing trades, and communication and
transport. Section II contains: The banking po-
sition; Currency; The foreign exchange; War fi-

nance; Reaping the Inflation harvest. There are
many statistical tables and an index.

formation about hotels and camping places,
equipment and other matter equally neces-
sary."—Spiingf'd Republican

"The whole volume is a mine of information
for writers on present-day economic questions."

-f- Ath p383 Mr 19 '20 70w

KIRKALDY, ANDRA. Fifty years of golf: my
memories; told to Clyde Foster, il $5 Dut-
ton [12s 6d Unwin] 796 (Eng ed 22-131)

"Andrew Kirkaldy has long been known not
only as a great golfer, but as a marked 'char-
acter.' Succeeding the famous Tom Morris as
professional at St Andrews, he has long main-
tained a reputation for being 'pawky' and 'dour'
and everything else that is typically Scotch.
Gifted with great plainness of speech and hav-
ing no fear of man—or woman—he has tramped
the links and trodden upon sensibilities with
a glorious liberty. In the course of these dis-
cursive and disconnected reminiscences Kirk-
aldy has many tales to tell of the mighty men
of the links and gives racy narratives of
remarkable matches in which he has taken part
or which he has witnessed, or wonderful shots
which he has brought off himself or seen
others make."—N Y Times

"The book is a perfect repository of golf
stories, old and new."

4- N Y Times pl3 Ag 21 '21 1500w
+ Sat R 132:237 Ag 20 '21 lOOOw

"Golfers will find this an entertaining book.
The well-known St Andrews professional tells
many good stories of the links."

+ Spec 127:23 Jl 2 '21 170w
"There are too many stories, and many of

them altogether lack the sting and point that
they would have in the original. Though
Bome of these stories provide the most quot-
able part of the book, it is Andrew's ac-
counts of his matches which are the most in-
teresting."—

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p397 Je
23 '21 1050w

KITCHIN, FREDERICK HARCOURT (BEN-
NET COPPLESTONE, pseud.), Madame
Gilbert's cannibal. *$2.50 Button 21-2067

"The hero of 'Madame Gilbert's cannibal,' a
Melanesian half-breed, falls heir suddenly to
an EngUsh peerage. Unsettled by this amaz-
ing transformation, the poor lad plunges Into
the vices both of civilization and savagery,
and, as might be expected, comes to a bad
end."—Ath

-f Ath p587 O 29 '20 lOOw
"The book is a good deal too long, and its

overabundant detail becomes wearisome at
times, but it is out of the ordinary and often
entertaining. The characters are cleverly
presented, the style is agreeable."

-\ NY Times p23 F 27 '21 5G0w
"Agreeable but without the romance of

Conrad."
+ Spec 125:641 N 13 '20 20w
4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p651 O 7
•20 480w

KITCHIN, WILLIAM COPEMAN. Wonder-
land of the East. (See America first ser.)
il $5 Page 917.4 20-21409

"Dr Kitchln lived for years in Japan, and
has traveled widely in this coimtry and in
Europe. He has therefore some background
figainst which to lay his impressions of eas-tern
New York, Vermont, New Hampshire and
western Massachusetts. About Vermont, Dr
Kitchin is especially enthu.siastic. Besides the
bibliography and index that increase the value
of this book, the puhli.shers add an afterword
that makes the book of practical use to motor-
ists. This contains maps and descriptions of
routes and trails, with running distance be-
tween places and definite and practical in-

"Displays no strikingly original or vivid
qualities but honest appreciation and rev-
erence.' '

-f-
— Bookm 53:558 Ag '21 200w
+ Outlook 127:268 F 16 '21 60w

St Louis 19:83 Ap '21 30w
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 N 24 '20 650w

KITSON, HARRY DEXTER. Mind of the
buyer; a psychology of selling. $1.50 Mac-
millan 658 21-15576

This book on the psychology of selling is
addressed to every one who is engaged in in-
fluencing men to buy. It deals not with the
technique of .selling but with principles and
m.ental processes. Attention, interest, desire,
confidence, decision and action, satisfaction are
treated as successive stages thru which the
mind of the buyer must pass to the act of pur-
chase.

"By a clear exposition of those principles
common to all forms of selling, the book can-
not fail to assist a salesman, advertising man,
or any one engaged in influencing men to buy,
to take the psychological point of view."

+ Lit R p323 D 31 '21 150w
"It is a book that may be read with profit

by students of salesmanship as well as by those
who are teaching or practicing that profession.
Indeed, it will often be helpful to read it, to lay
it aside for a period of mental digestion of its

ideas and ideals and then to read it again. An
experienced salesman will find illuminating
reasons given to explain why in his work he
has both succeeded and failed." W: C. Redfield

+ N Y Times pl6 N 20 '21 280w
"The scientific aspects of selling from the

standpoint of the psychologist engaged in

analysis of the underlying principles of action
in the buyer's mind are carefully laid down by
Professor Kitson."

-f R of Rs 64:559 N '21 60w

KITTREDGE, TRACY BARRETT. Naval les-

sons of the great war. *$2.50 Doubleday
940.45 21-6806

"A review of the Senate naval investigation
of the criticisms by Admiral Sims of the policies
and methods of Josephus Daniels." (Sub-title)
The book has an introductory note by Rear-
Admiral B. A. Fiske and is a record of oflBcial

testimony given to Congress by navy officers

under oath, to which the author adds his per-
sonal knowledge of the facts at issue. Partial
contents: Naval organization and prepared-
ness, 1798-1917; The navy and Mr Daniels,
1913-1919; The scope of the naval investigation;
The results of unpreparedness and inefficiency;

The causes of departmental inefficiency; Mr
Daniels' admirals and their smoke screen; Vic-
tory in spite of Daniels; The failure of the
Daniels administration; Index.

"As the case presented rests on the sworn
testimony given before the committee, it is

strong and convincing. But one cannot help
regretting the animus that betrays the writer
into such bad taste as 'Daniels and his hellions.'

Such temper suggests not truth but overstate-
ment."

-1 Lit R pl2 My 21 '21 160w
"The testimony brought out at the Senate

committee's hearings was so voluminous that It

was accessible only in official reports, the print-
ing of which lagged somewhat. The author
has extracted the marrow of it, and his com-
ments are always illuminating and useful. . .

The author is not Judicial, and evidently not
free from bias."

-I NY Times pll Ap 10 '21 2500w

KLINE, BURTON. Gallant rogue, il *%1M (2c)
Little 21-6907

In the old days in France, one Canardln
roamed abroad, a gallant rogue, who robbed
and plundered the rich, and did good to the
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poor and needy. The police of Paris of course
desired his capture above all things, yet it was
generally admitted that his methods gave a pic-
turesqueness to crime which would be missed.
When a lady Joined in his pursuit, Canardin's
Interest was aroused and he tried to make her
acquaintance. Thereafter his encounters with
the enemy, with the attendant escapes and
disguises and all the other paraphernalia of
the plot, have an added piquancy and all ends
happily for both the lady and him.

"The lover of romance will find much to
his liking in this tale." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p7 My 21 '21 lOOOw
"For a story of this sort it runs to a gi'eat

deal of talk and a modicum of action. It is no
better and no worse than a hundred others of
its kind. There is a certain measure of enter-
tainment in it, judged purely as a narrative.
The author appears to be wasting an undoubted
ability on very light matter."

H Lit R pl7 Ap 23 '21 290w

KNIBBS, HENRY HERBERT. Partners of
chance. $1.75 (8c) Houghton 21-19388

Cheyenne Hastings, clever gunman and
wanderer, on one of his trips to Arizona, meets
Bradley, a novelist from the East, and for a
time the two join forces. After many adven-
tures, Cheyenne finally meets the man who
stole his wife. There is a terrific struggle, but
luck is with Cheyenne, and he returns in safety
to the home from which he has been so long
an exile.

Booklist 18:121 Ja '22

"The author has a pleasant personality and
a love both for roughing it and the picturesque
qualities of the country which, from the point
of view of the boy in his middle teens, may
possibly counterbalance his lack of technical
subtlety and verbal felicity."

[- Lit R p237 D 3 '21 260w
"An excellently written tale of Arizona life

by an author who knows intimately the life
he is depicting. It holds up well in interest
and has its fair measure of thrilling scenes."

+ N Y Times p29 Ja 1 '22 70w
"This tale has the same qualities as 'The

ridin' kid from Powder River' although it is
somewhat slighter in plot and construction."

+ Outlook 129:571 D 7 '21 50w
"Those who enjoy stories of the rough-and-

tumble life on the colored deserts of Ari-
zona, will find entertainment in 'Partners of
chance.' "

-|- Springf d Republican plla i) 11 '21 60w

KNICKERBOCKER, EDWIN VAN B., ed.
Plays for classroom interpretation, il $1.20
Holt 792 21-11058

The editor of these plays was until recently
in charge of dramatics at the Evander Childs
High School, New York City, and has prepared
the book as a high school textbook in the class-
room interpretation of short plays. It is an
outcome of his efforts to overcome the difllcul-
ties encountered in his own work, and the
seven plays have been selected with a view
to their fitness for classroom work. Separate
chapters are devoted to the preliminary study
of a play and to detailed interpretation.
There are drawings by Olindo Ricci and
notes to the instructor. The plays are: The
golden doom, by Lord Dunsany; Two crooks
and a lady, by Eugene Pillot; Will o' the
wisp, by Doris F. Halman; Spreading the
news, by Lady Gregory; The turtle dove, by
Margaret Scott Oliver; Allison's lad, by Beu-
lah Marie Dix; Ulysses (scene 2, act III), by
Stephen Phillips.

Booklist 18:10 O '21

"The book is a contribution to a comparative-
ly new field, since most of the previous drama-
tic work in the high school has included plays
which wore either too long or which had rol^s
far beyond the power and maturity of the
average pupil. In addition to these actable

plays, Mr Knickerbocker gives a method of
procedure in classroom interpretation which is
suggestive and stimulating."

+ School R 29:796 D '21 270w
"Mr Knickerbocker's careful and detailed in-

troduction to his volume, which deals witli
every phase of the study and production of
classroom plays, should prove of great value
to both teachers and students. The plays
have been judiciously selected with a view to
the special needs and aptitudes of the pupils,
and all have proved themselves practicable by
actual use in the classroom."

+ Theatre Arts M 5:336 O '21 170w
Wis Lib Bui 17:155 O '21 40w

KNIGHT, FRANK H. Risk, uncertainty and
profit. (Hart, Schaffner & Marx prize es-
says in economics) '$3 Houghton 330.1

21-12860

"This book represents an attempt to state
the essential principles of the conventional
economic doctrine more accurately, and to
show their implications more clearly, than has
previously been done. It is a study in 'pure
theory'. . . The essay endeavors to isolate and
define the essential characteristics of free en-
terprise as a system or method of securing
and directing cooperative effort in a social
group. . . The particular technical contribu-
tion to the theory of free enterprise which
this essay purports to make is a fuller and
more careful examination of the r61e of the
entrepreneur or enterpriser, the recogrnlzed
'central figure' of the system, and of the
forces which fix the remuneration of his special
function."—Preface

Booklist 18:6 O '21

"It is frankly a study in pure theory and as
a source book reviewing the best contributions
to economic theories of profit, risk, price, and
uncertainty the work is unequalled." W. F.
Gephart

+ Lit R pl02 O 22 '21 580w
"Ought, to be useful to many who will not

agree with all his conclusions but who will
find in his painstaking work light to throw
upon their own more practical problems." W:
L. Chenery

-f Survey 47:82 O 12 '21 120w

KNIGHT, MELVIN MOSES; PETERS, MRS
IVA (LOWTHER); and BLANCHARD,
PHYLLIS MARY. Taboo and genetics; a
study of the biological, sociological and
psychological foundation of the family. '$3
Moffat 392 20-22080

"This book breaks with ignorance and super-
stition. Dr Knight undertakes to state the
problems of sex in terms of modern biological
knowledge. Dr Peters traces the origins of
these institutionalized sex taboos and shows
how baseless they are in biological fact, or
psychological necessity, and how much harm
they are now doing, however valuable they
may once have been in more primitive times.
And finally, Dr Blanchard gives a constructive
statement of the problem of sex in the light

of the facts of modern psychology."—Survey

"The book is prepared with every mark
of the modern library research method of an
unusually high grade." A. E. Jenks

-I- Am J Soc 27:106 Jl '21 lOOOw

Booklist 17:236 Ap '21

"Lucidly presented, the various physiological
findings of the three authors form a scientific

background for their study of ancient and
modern fetishisms."

-f Dial 71:121 Jl '21 30w
"A book like 'Taboo and genetics' appears

like a clean and clarifying Gulf Stream cleaving
the turgid waters. It should be widely and
studiously read bv women." Katharine Anthony

+ Nation li2:406 Mr 16 '21 850w

"All these discussions are straightforward,
balanced, judicious. They strip off the wrap-
pings of tradition, superstition, falsehood; they
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leave the body of truth standing out clean,
desirable, beautiful, though incomplete as yet."
T TC l-T

' + Survey 46:478 Jl 2 '21 320w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p629 S

29 '21 70w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p783 D 1

•21 llOOw

KNIPE, EMILIE (BENSON) (MRS ALDEN
ARTHUR KNIPE), and KNIPE, ALDEN
ARTHUR. Diantha's quest; a tale of the
Argonauts of '49. il $1.75 (2V2C) Macmillan

21-18585

An exciting story of the rush for the Cal-
ifornia gold fields in '49, told for boys and
girls. Diantha Carter and her mother, with
one old negro servant, had set out from Vir-
ginia to find Mr Carter who was supposed to
be in California. No news from him had been
received in a year, with the exception of maps
rolled on a queeriy carved stick. After long
weary months and many hardships, the Carters
finally reached California with no money and
only a vague clue to Mr Carter's whereabouts.
But Diantha was sure her fairy godmother
would help her in her search, and fairies or
no fairies, her quest was successful.

Booklist 18:90 D '21

"To the reader on the brink of her teens
or a little younger it will not greatly matter
that the thread of the plot is not quite
plausible. She will be deeply interested in the
experiences of Diantha and will bring away
from the reading certain definite pictures of
the country passed through and something of
a realization of day by day life as it went on
In wagon and camp during that romantic
episode in history."

-I Lit R p209 N 26 '21 210w
"Emilie Knipe and Alden Knipe unquestion-

ably have an inimitable knack of taking a
warp of historical or geographical facts, and
plain, every-day happenings and weaving
through them a bright thread of fancv."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican plO D 23 '21 150w

KNIPE, EMILIE (BENSON) (MRS ALDEN
ARTHUR KNIPE), and KNIPE, ALDEN
ARTHUR. Luck of Denewood. il $1.90 (3c)
Century

This is another story of Denewood brought
down to the present. The silver sixpence,
upon which superstition says the luck of
Denewood rests, had been lost for over a hun-
dred years, and the family fortunes are at low
ebb. The manor house has been rented to a
girls' school and Peg Travers and her bro-
ther are forced to live in the lodge. At the
end of the European war conies Beatrice de
Soulange, a distant cousin, to live at the
lodge. Together Peg and Beatrice set out to
find the lucky sixpence, and after all kinds
of thrilling adventures, the "luck" returns to
Denewood.

Booklist 18:90 D '21

"The girls are well characterized. They steer
the story from one adventure to the next, with
no male assistance. The tendency is encour-
aging and points toward real adventure books
for girls."

+ Lit R pl74 N 12 '21 170w
N Y Times pl6 N 13 '21 40w

"Another of those delightful stories for girls
for which these authors are justly noted. Clean,
wholesome, entertaining and written with a
high degree of art."

-I- Springf'd Republican plla D 11 '21

80w

KNIPE, JOHN. Watch-dog of the crown; a
romance of the Tower of London. •$1.75
(2c) Lane 20-22450

The time Is the England of Edward VI. The
Watch-dog of the crown is Sir Henry Talbot,
lieutenant of the Tower. He is always Just
and merciful, for all his uncompromising

sternness. It is he who officiated at the execu-
tion of the arch-plotter. Sir Thomas Seymour.
A part of these plots form subject matter for
the story, especially the use the Lord Admiral
made of the lovely young Frances Grey, her-
self a born plotter, to further his plans. After
Frances was committed to the Tower for life,

on the charge of high treason, Talbot,
tlu'ouqh his patienci\ love and gentleness,
tamed this fascinating shrew and in time
secured her pardon and made her his wife.

"No space is wasted in descriptions, yet
scenes and characters are vividly before us
and events move quickly. There are times
when the quick transition from incident to
incident is for a moment disconcerting, but it

is otherwise a good story, well told." F. M. W.
-\ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 15 '21 580w
"A well-written romance which holds the

reader's interest from first to last."
-|- Cath World 113:700 Ag '21 140w

"Historic fact and romantic fiction are
marvelously interwoven in this clever book,
and the result is a well-rounded, fascinating
bit of work."

+ N Y Times p25 Ja 16 '21 620w
"A capital old-fashioned historical tale." R.

D. Townsend
+ Outlook 127:31 Ja 5 '21 130w

"The story is a good one, the local colour is

reasonably correct, though the law is distinctly
novelist's."

+ Sat R 130:262 S 25 '20 lOOw
"This is an historical romance of the usual

pattern, told with a good deal of vivacity.
Tiie sham archaisms with which the pages are
thickly sprinkled go far towards impeding
and spoiling a narrative which would be
readable enough without them."

-] The Times [London] Lit Sup p474 Jl

22 '20 SOW

KNITTEL, JOHN. Aaron West; with a pref-
2 ace hv Robert Hichens. $2 Doran [8s 6d

Hodder & S.]

Aaron West, having inherited, besides a small
fortune, sea- faring blood and a wild and reck-
less spirit, sails out upon the seas in his own
schooner at the age of twenty-two. Returning
to London, after twelve years, more untamed
than ever, he marries a luxurious, pleasure-lov-
ing woman, endures land-life for a spell and
breaks away again to sea. On a tiny island
in the Pacific he- feels himself one with creation
and when he finds there a devout young girl,

half-breed daughter of an English missionary,
he turns to religion and for a time becomes a
fanatic, preaching on the streets of London.
Civilization and a treacherous wife drive him
back to the island and the saintly Sonina. Fail-

ure pursues him, his life with Somna termin-
ates tragically, and the reader finds Aaron, at

the end of twenty years, owner of a decrepit

yawl, cruising in English waters.

KNoWLES, MRS LILIAN CHARLOTTE ANNE
(TOMN). Industrial and commercial revo-
lutions in Great Britain during the nine-
teenth centurv. (Studies in economics and
political science) $2.50 Dutton [6s 6d Rout-
ledge] 330.942 21-3907

"It is really an introduction to the study of

British economic history from the Industrial

Revolution onwards, based mainly upon a study

of the changes in the methods of production
and the revolution caused by the development
of mechanical transport."—New Statesman

Boston Transcript -pS S 21 '21 120w

"It is the first adequate account of British in-

dustrial history in the last century, and will

form the starting point of any further work."
H * CIelv

+ Lit R p53 O 1 '21 1300W

"It contains a vast mass of useful informa-
tion, a great deal of which is not obtainable in

other economic histories. Moreover, this ma-
terial is, on the whole, well arranged and the

meaning of the changes is clearly and force-

fully stated. The defect is that the book is m
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many places carelessly written and shows
manifest signs of being based on lectures with-
out an adequate amount of revision."

H New Statesman 17:84 Ap 23 '21 260w
"It has singular merits, being packed with

information arranged on an orderly and logical
system, entirely tree from partisan bias, and
provided with full bibliography."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p61 Ja 27
'21 200w

KOR2YBSKI, ALFRED, count. Manhood of
humanity; the science and art of human
engineering. $3 Dutton 301 21-26732

The aim of this study of man and his na-
ture is to show the way to a new science and
art of human engineermg, or human welfare,
to show that by mathematical philosophy we
can arrive at the true conception of what a
human being really is and that in discovering
the nature of man we come to the science and
source of ethics. Ethics, law, economics,
politics and government have not kept pace with
the rapid progress made in the other great af-
fairs of man and it is this disparity that dis-
turbs the social equilibrium and results in
cataclysms like war and revolutions. What
is new in the author's philosophy, which has
been hailed in some quarters as "epoch-mak-
ing," consists in his definition of human beings
as the "time-binding class," as possessing a
remarkable capacity which is peculiar to them—the capacity to "summarize, digest and ap-
propriate the labors and experiences of the
past ... to conduct their lives in the ever-
Increasing light of inherited wisdom." The
author is a Polish nobleman, by profession a
mathematician and consulting engineer.

Booklist 18:7 O '21

"Is a work of the gravest importance. In
a fundamental way its scope embraces all of
the cardinal concerns of mankind. Its appeal
is, therefore, universal, which cannot be said
of many books. Not to read it and to medi-
tate upon the significance of its central thesis
is to miss the best thought of our troubled
times." C. J. Key.ser

+ Bookm 54:72 S '21 750w
"There is much that is inspiring in Count

Korzybski's book. His deep interest in the
welfare of his fellcwmen, his fervent enthus-
iasm for human improvement, cannot fail to
win the sympathy of his readers. But many
of them will fail to see how his argument
changes the situation, save to the extent of re-
defining progress with the aid of mathematical
formulae and clothing the old problem in a
new dress." Edmund Noble

H Boston Transcript p6 JI 27 '21 IBOOw
Dial 71:G14 N '21 120w

"To engineers it may prove an inspiration
and a solace; to others it will appear somewhat
less novel and less reassuring. But it is a forth-
right, earnest book by one who has seen a
vision and would share it with his fellows."
Ordway Tead

+ Freeman 4:140 O 19 '21 680w
"The pages in which the probable effect of

the introduction of the idea of the time-bind-
ing energy of man upon accepted social and
economic theories is discussed should be care-
fully read." Stewart Paton

-f- Lit R p4 Ag 20 '21 740w
Reviewed by W: J. Fielding

Nation 113:208 Ag 24 '21 lOSOw
"It places man in a new dimension. It Is

an entire new conception of the nature of
humanity. . . It is nothing less than the dis-
covery and the proof of a basic natural law."
Lilian Whiting

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p7a Jl 10 '21
800w

"A book rich in thought as well as of no
little value in the fine art of life."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 O 12 '21 650w
"What the author calls for in this book is

engineering. But it is not anything that democ-
racy will ever submit to, since submission
would mean that democracy had disappeared.

ju.st as it disappears alwa>s in war. That
does not mean that this boolc makes no con-
tribution. Its contribution is large. But it
fails to face the very first of its problems;
namely, how to get the cornnumity to under-
take in democratic fashion, tiiis great problem
of engineering." J. K. Hart

h Survey 47:221 N 5 '21 700w
"There will he many who will condemn it for

its contlu.'^ions and who will discard the basis
of the author's theories along with the theories
tliemselves. Yet the main principles are so
important thai the book not only deserves a
wide circle of readers, but should be very care-
fully studied by all men of science lest the ele-
ments of truth contained in it should be over-
loolved and remain idle instead of being trans-
formed into creative energy." Alexander
Petrunkeviteh
+ — Yale R n s 11:431 Ja '22 950w

KOUYOUMDJIAN, DIKRAN (MICHAEL AR-
LEN, pseud.). Romantic lady. $1.90 (2c)
Dodd 21-21093

Tlie four stories of this collection represent
studies of women whose complex natures are
not fulfilled by a singe love for a single man
but whose romances brancii off in several direc-
tion.?. In the title story an exceptionally "per-
fect" woman has a succession of huslaands each
one of whom assists her in acquiring the next.
She follows a unique method: having picked out
a victim she receives him at her house as a
favored guest and exacts a promise, on leav-
ing, that he will neitiier learn the name of the
street nor look at the number of the house.
The husband pro tem is there to see if the
promise is kept. The breaking of it marks the
guest as the next husband. The other stories
are; Fay Ilichmond; Consuelo; and The ro-
mance of Iris Poole.

"It is a depressing world to which he intro-
duces us, a world where nobody ever says a
witty thing, or does a wise one."— Sat R 132:694 D 17 '21 140w
"Though these four stories betray their liter-

ary descent on every page, they are much more
than mere echoes of Henry James. "The ro-
mance of Iris Poole,' in particular, reveals
enough of originality and of passion to have
stood well the test of expansion into a more
important literary form."

+ Spec 127:751 D 3 '21 40w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p701 O 27

'21 18t)w

KRAFFT, HERMAN FREDERIC, and NORRIS,
WALTER BLAKE. Sea power in American
iiistory; with an introd. by William S. Ben-
son, il •$4 Century 973 20-22044

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Though the scope of the work prevents the
meticulous treatment of any one phase of marl-
time history that might be demanded of a Gen-
eral Staff historian, nevertheless the historical
references are correct and the presentation of
policies and situations sound, while nothing is

omitted that serves to preserve the continuity of
record." E: Breck

-^ Am Hist R 26:589 Ap '21 480w
"The present writers have brought Mahan's

ideas together; they have also added some
good material of their own. Particularly valu-
able is their discussion of the merchant marine
in its relation to sea power."

+ Am Pol Sol R 15:458 Ag '21 80w
Booklist 17:247 Ap '21

"Our authors do not venture into the future.
Neither do they inquire into the forces that
lie behind the sea-power. Their rhetoric is

conventional and their philosophy well fitted for
commencement-day addres.srs." C: A. Beard— Freeman 4:238 N 16 '21 200w
"This book has two characteristics that make

for success: it is well planned and is written
with enthusiasm. The authors have laid great
stress on the men who commanded the ships
and worked the guns."

-j- Lit R pl5 Ap 23 '21 GOOw
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Reviewed by B. R. Redman
N Y Times pl2 F 20 '21 1850w

"In spite of sundry flaws, the book is really

valuable, especially in its comments on com-
merce and trade openings."

\- Weekly R 4:255 Mr 16 '21 200w

"Is one of the most refreshing books that
has been written about the United States
navy." R. W. Neeser

+ Yale R n s 11:216 O '21 230w

KRAPP, GEORGE PHILIP. Tales of true
knights, il $1.75 (2^^c) Century 398.2

21-15890

Fifteen stories for boys and girls, founded
on legends and allegories mainly from the per-
iod of the middle ages. Contents: Sir Cleges;
King Horn; Havelok the Dane; Adam Bell,

Clim of the Clough, and William of Clouses-
ley; Sir Gawain and the green knight; Laun-
fal and the elf-queen; The rival friends; Sir

Orfeo; Eustace; Constance; Patient Griselda;
Gargouille and Romaine; WerAvolf; The three
revelers; Sparrow-hawk castle.

Booklist 18:90 D '21

"He has retold in language that cannot fail

to charm young and old alike stories from
the Middle Ages, the 'authors' of which are
unknown, though no one has ever disputed
their enduring value and beauty."

+ Lit R p42 S 24 '21 210w
N Y Times pliO N 2U '21 30w

KREY, AUGUST CHARLES, tr. First crusade.
$3.15 Princeton univ. press 940.1 22-1292

"Professor Krey has performed a work o(
historical value in gathering and translating
from the Latin the four main chronicles of the
eye-witnesses of the First Crusade and some
supplementary re-writes of the Gesta done in
the eleventh and twelfth centuries."—Boston
Transcript

"This book is the extensive elaboration of a
source-problem in medieval history, and as such
should claim the attention of university teach-
ers. The book is arranged topically and the
appropriate extracts from each source follow
one another under each heading, so that the
student finds the work of selection already
done and can concentrate his attention on the
problems in criticism presentc-d iiy the different
passages." R: A. Newhall

+ Am Hist R 27:339 Ja '22 350w
"A work of vital importance, not only to the

student of Europe at the time of the First
Crusade, nor to ecclesiastical historian, but also
to the mind of the creative artist who will find
In these pages the details of a movement whose
accuracv is essential to the conception."
W. S. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 N 16 '21 600w
"The translations by Mr Krey and his band

of helpers are smooth and homogeneous; rarely
do they precipitate one into the present day.
All the same, a sub-air of gusto persists. Hia
people are close to him, and he brings them
close to us. His plan of giving complementary
and even contradictory accounts of the same
event by Independent authorities heightens the
interest.'

+ Lit R p285 D 17 '21 340w
Reviewed by Preserved Smith

Nation 113:573 N 16 '21 220w

KUMMER, FREDERIC ARNOLD, and CHRIS-
TIAN, MARY. Pipes of yesterday. 'n-TS
Century 21-2817

This love story in letters between two artists
is, in essence, something of an old story. It

was love at first sight, but he was married
and his wife was his friend. The artist lovers
are both rational and far-sighted and do not
mean to lose the ground under their feet. But
the ground slips and the two are carried Into
an out-of-the-way cottage in Normandy,
France, where they enjoy a year of illicit hap-
piness. When the time comes for the union
to be legalized the pipes of Pan have lost

their one-time lilt. Janie drifts back to Amer-
ica and the two exchange letters of regret and
longing; but Janie, though tempted, is deter-
mined not to yield a second time.

"Hackneyed story of illicit love. The end Is

convincingly drawn."
1- Lit R pl8 Ap 23 '21 200w
N Y Times p22 Mr 20 '21 780w

KUNO, YOSHI SABURO. What Japan wants.
$1 Crowell 327.52 21-16501

The purpose of this book Is to show Amer-
ican readers the state of public opinion in
Japan regarding Japanese ambitions in Amer-
ica, in the Pacific, in China, in Korea, In
Siberia and at home.

Booklist 18:70 D '21

"There is not the least mark of the Jingo
in the author's approach to his subject. No-
where does he write lilie one having a grievance
or bent upon making a case. His temper is
admirably objective. On the other hand Pro-
fessor Yoshi does not impress the reader as
possessing an extraordinary grasp of the prob-
lem of Japan, California, and the Far East,
nor as a writer of such skill in brief state-
ment us the succinct presentation of his sub-
ject would demand." O. D. Wannainaker

H Lit R p202 N 26 '21 820w
"A frank and straightforward statement of

Japanese aims."
-{- R of Rs 64:557 N '21 40w

"This statement of Japan's aims should help
to clauly public opinion in this country. The
inherent vveigiitiness and adequacy of the
statement carry their own authority."

-f Springf'd Republican pG O 3 '21 860w
"The book gives fresh evidence that Japanese

can write objectively and sanely about their
own country." S. L,. Gulick

+ Survey 47:253 N 12 '21 50w
Reviewed by F. W. Williams

Yale R n s 11:411 Ja '22 250w

KYNE, PETER BERNARD. Pride of Palomar.
il $2 (4c> Cosmopolitan bk. 21-16182

" 'The pride of Palomar' is concerned with
the efforts of Don Mike Farrel, a gallant young
Californian, to save his ranch from falling into
the hands of a New York financier named
Parker, who holds a mortgage over it and in-
tends to make a deal with Okada, a Japanese,
as the result of which the land will be culti-
vated by Japanese farmers. Parker being an
Easterner and not sharing the prejudices of the
Californian, can see no reason against a very
profitable deal with Okada. In the end, by va-
rious schemes and manoetivres, Don Mike suc-
ceeds in raising enough money to prevent
Parker from foreclosing. There is, of course,
a heroine as splendidly and romantically unreal
as the hero. She is Parker's daughter, but her
love for Don Mike is so great that she schemes
against her father as an independent financier.
Finally she marries the hero, and this part of
California at any rate is saved from the menace
of Japanese colonization."—N Y Times

Booklist 18:85 D '21

"The book is not overloaded with its medica-
ment. It is a very good stcy of love, romantic
and strenuous adventure, and of business in-
trigue; a well-made plol carried through by
competent and lifelike actors, and the thread
of the Japanese peril is integrally a part of
the plot, though not its main theme. It is a
well-proportioned, vigorous story."

+ Lit R pl07 O 22 '21 420w
"A remarkable outpouring of sentiment

against the Japanese people is the most note-
worthy feature of Peter B. Kyne's new novel."— NY Times pl2 O 2 '21 1050w

"In places the writing and dialogue are emo-
tional and sentimental."

-\ Outlook 129:400 N 9 '21 40w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S 29

'21 230w
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LABOR and industry. *U ('123 6d) Longmans
331 21-1001

"These dozen lectures, by as many differ-
ent people, were delivered last > ear in the
Department of Industrial Administration of
the College of Manchester and present var-
ious phases of the labor movement in Eng-
land. J. H. Whitle>' sets forth the purposes,
methods and possibilities of works committees
and industrial councils. G. D. H. Cole puts
into brief space, under the title 'Democracy
in industry,' the general outline of g'uild so-
cialism. Professor J. B. Baillie's address on
'Industrial unrest' traces some of its causes
and indicates some possible remedies. Sir
Malcolm Delevingne sketches the history of the
development of international cooperation of la-
bor and the formations, aims and methods of
the International labor organization. R. H.
Tawney's 'Recent thought on the government
of industry' is a concise statement of the
present conditions in British industry."—N Y
Times

"The book doe.-5 not treat al) aspects of the
question from one point of view, nor one
aspect from all points of view, but theories,
practical proposals, diagnoses and points of
view are strung together indiscriminately, so
that one feels the authors are not discussing
the state of industry, but imitating it."

h Ath p72 Ja 21 '21 220w
"The work gives, altogether, an interesting

and fairly satisfactory birdseye view of the
most important of the aims and ideas con-
cerning the industrial situation that are now
milling about in forward-looking British
minds. '

-(-NY Times p6 Ap 10 '21 320w
Survey 46:185 My 7 '21 380w

LAGERQUIST, WALTER EDWARDS. In-
' vestment analysis; fundamentals in the

analysis of investment securities. $6 Mac-
millan 332

The danger that the author has attempted
to avoid in the treatment of his complex sub-
ject is, on the one hand, to be thorough and
scientific without being so complex that only
an expert can follow, and. on the other hand,
not to be so superficial as to fail to establish
a foundation upon which the student may build
in the future. Both the topical and the func-
tional method of analysis have been used and
the text has been grouped into the four main
divisions: (1) General fundamentals and their
application in the analysis of securities; (2>
Corporation securities; (3) Securities dependent
primarily on land and real estate; and (4) Civil
loans. There is a bibliography and an index.

"The book not only instructs the layman, but
furnishes a reliable guide to the trained sta-
tistician and bond dealer."

-f- Boston Transcript p6 N 26 '21 lOOw
"The author follows up a clear, compact,

classification of securities with a study of the
corporation report as a guide to security val-
ues, and then goes on to apply general rules
to particular fields of investment. The man-
ner of treating each phase of the subject sug-
gests that the author has had a great deal of
practical experience in appraising investment
values "

+ Lit R p323 D 31 '21 lOOw

LAMPREY, LOUISE. Children of ancient
Britain, il $1.50 (3i^c) Little

Stories concerning the everyday lives of the
children in ancient Britain, woven together to
make a continuous narrative. There were many
small tribes in those days, known according
to their mode of living as the Tree people, the
River people, the Flint people, the Cave people,
and so on. These glimpses into their mode
of living will interest children from nine to
twelve.

"LiK"C mo.st works written from the informa-
tive aiigli!, this ont^ is interesting—and slightly
dull. Children will learn from it, but not as
they would learn from a folk-voice bearing
iluougii the ages sonie vivid unit of life."

H Lit R p324 D 31 "21 lOOw

LAMPREY, LOUISE. Days of the discoverers.
(.Great days in American history ser.) 11

$2.50 Stokes 973.1 21-17105
Authentic stories, interestingly told, of the

days of the early explorers of America. The
stones date from 1348 to 1614, and besides
giving new light on such well known explorers
as Columbus, the Cabots and Henry Hudson,
there is much material on some of the little
lieard-of adventurers of those days. Will be
of use as a supplementary reader in history.

Booklist 18:90 D '21

+ Lit D p45 N 5 '21 70w
"A book with beauty of diction, sincerity of

purpose, and fineness of achievement."
+ Lit R p287 D 17 21 llOw

Wis Lib Bui 17:212 D '21 50w

LANDRIEUX, MAURICE, bp. Cathedral of
lijims; the story ot a German crime; tr.
by Ernest E. Williams, il '$8 Dutton 726

20-8G06
"The Bishop of Dijon, who is also Archpriest

of the Cathedral, speaivs whereof he was an
eye- witness in his account of the wounds re-
ceived day by day by this 'august and splendid
monument of human genius and faith.' Tlie
story of Reims' martyrdom is told in photo-
graphs as well as in text, detail by detail. There
are nineiy-six plates in all."—Cath World

"To the student of art and the student of
history thij work will prove most valuable; It
is also replete with interest for the generai
reader.

4- Cath World 112:686 F '21 190w
"The story is the record of a personal trage-

dy—it is born of genuine suffering."
-f- N Y Times p7 O 17 '20 2300w

LANE, WINTHROP D. Civil war in West
Virginia; a story of the industrial conflict
in the coal mines; with an introd. by John
R. Commons. (Freeman pamphlets) pa
50c Huebsch 331.87 21-15863

"As special correspondent of the New York
Evening Post, Mr Lane spent several weeks
investigating conditions in the coal mining
regions of West Virginia. The resulting ser-
ies of az'ticles appeared last February and
March. They constitute the nineteen chapters of
this book. The narrative reveals a conflict
over unionism, 'a deep-seated and continuous
struggle,' which began thirty years ago with
attempts of miners to organize, and which
has been intensified and embittered in recent
years."—Lit R

"Mr Lane tells the story of the industrial
conflict in the coal-mines with fairness to
both sides." W. H. C.

-f Freeman 3:622 S 7 '21 320w
"The book gives a comprehensive view of

the situation in the non-union coal mining
districts. It is clear and informing." B, H.

+ Lit R p9 Ag 27 '21 420w
R of Rs 64:670 D '21 llOw

"Valuable as an aid in understanding the
conflicting newspaper reports."

+ Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 6Cw

LANGE. DIETRICH. Raid of the Ottawa. U
$1.50 (2%c) Lothrop 21-15824

A story for boys, about the adventures of
three American lads at the time of the French
and Indian wars. Little ten-year-old Fred is
stolen by an Ottawa Indian and taken back to
the Indian camp. Fred's brothers start out to
find him, but the trail is long and hard. They
meet and make friends with a French boy who
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knows much of forest lore and together they
push on. After a long year full of adventure
their quest is successful.

"There is more Ihan a passing reminder of

Fenimore Cooper in this tale."

+ Lit R pl72 N 12 '21 80w
" "The raid of the Ottawa' is by one who

not only is an authority on the subject of the
North American Indian, but who is well ac-
quainted with the natural history of the region
he describes."

+ Springf'd Republican plla D 1 "21

llOw

LANGFORD, GEORGE. Kutnar. son of Pic.

il $1.75 (4c) Boni & Liveright

This is a sequel to "Pic the weapon maker"
and is another thrilling story of the days of
prehistoric man, told for boys and girls. To
the land of Pic and his son Kutnar comes
Gonch the muskman, searchlns; for the secret
of the superior weapons which make Pic and
his followers the envy of more unfortunate
groups. To his surprise Gonch finds the fol-

lowers of Pic do not kill for the mere lust of
killing; that there are certain prohibitions in
this land, and that here man does not eat his
fellow man. Failing to learn Pic's secret, Gonch
by a clever ruse sets out for his home taking
with him Kutnar, who although only a boy is

a mighty hunter. But with the help of a mam-
moth and rhinoceros Kutnar is rescued by his
father.

"Unlike most prehistoric personages in fic-

tion Pic and his son are definite and vivid
characters, not mere lay figures upon which
the author may drape his strenuous fancies.
Nor does Mr Langford cumber his plot with a
world of 'educational' detail, of 'descriptive'
writing concerning the daily doings of his
cave people. Instead, he has made them fully
as comprehenyible characters as if they lived
today instead of in those dark days before his-
tory began."

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Ja 7 '22 150w
"It is good historical romance. The critic,

however, must strongly object to Mr Lang-
ford's style. His material is so fascinating
that children love his books in spite of his
pedantic vocabulary. He constantly indulges
in a choice of words entirely unsuited to his
audience or to his subject, a choice which
adds little to the scientific and almost destroys
the literary values."

H Lit R pl91 N 19 '21 280w
"As a book that will teach the boy what life

was before history began it is invaluable."
-1- N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 90w

"For the reader liking strange adventures,
strange peoples and even stranger surround-
ings, the author has produced a more than or-
dinarily creditable work."

-f- Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 200\v

"Full of action hut marks a falling off from
the standard of the earlier book."

-I Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 30w

LANSBURY, GEORGE. What I saw in Russia.
•$1.50 (3c) Boni & Liveright 914.7 21-434

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 190w
"However misguided Mr Lansbury may seem

to many people, his sincerity, ardor and per-
sistent religious faith are not to be questioned."

h Cath World 113:255 My '21 390w
Ind 105:388 Ap 9 '21 60w

"One cannot expect a thoroughgoing analysis
in so small a volume as that of Mr Lansbury's,
but it is regrettable that he did not try to sur-
vey the internal factors which were instru-
mental in Russia's economic collapse independ-
ently of the blockade. One would expect a more
clear-sighted survey from Mr Lansbury." Greg-
ory Zilboorg

i-
Nation 112:820 Je 8 '21 380w

"Mr Lansbury took with him to Russia a
temperament, a point of view, and an evident
determination to see things in the rosiest light
possible, and these impediments that he car-
ried interfere seriously with the credibility of his
testimony. Nevertheless his book contains in-
formation of great importance on certain mat-
ters." S. C. C.— -1- New Repub 27:121 Je 22 '21 250w
"Mr Lansbury's book at least does credit to

his Christian charity, if not always to his
keenness of vision."

1- R of Rs 63:559 My '21 60w
"The book is so full of wrong statements that

the only excuse seems to be his readiness to be-
lieve every BoLshevik statement, his extreme
happiness at having had the chance to get into
Bolshevik Russia." Alexander Petrunkevitch— Yale R n s 10:659 Ap '21 120w

LANSING, ROBERT. Big four, and others of
the Peace conference, il $2.50 (6c) Hough-
ton 923.2 21-18521

These .<?ketches of the four leading figures
of the Peace conference undertake to analyze
their personalities and compare their char-
acteristics as they appeared to the writer,
former Secretary of state and himself a mem-
ber of the so-called Council of ten. There are
four full portraits: Clemenceau, Wilson, Lloyd
George, and Orlando; and four impressions:
Veniz^los. Emir Feisul, General Botha, and
Paderewski.

Booklist 18:114 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p8 D 7 '21 IGOOw
"Mr Lansing describes these personalities in-

cisivelv and with discrimination."
+ R of Rs 64:667 D '21 70w

LANSING, ROBERT. Notes on sovereignty;
from the standpoint of the state and of the
world, gratis Carnegie endowment for in-
ternational peace; division of international
law 320.1 21-7501

Of the four papers which comprise these
"Notes," the first three are reprinted from the
American Journal of International Law and the
last one from the Proceedings of the Ameri-
can political science association. The first pa-
per discusses the nature of sovereignty and
its manifestations in a single state and in a
federal state; the second, internal and ex-
ternal sovereignty and the subjects of inde-
pendence, civil liberty, state liberty, constitu-
tions and law in their relations to sovereignty;
the third, the more extensive type of sover-
eignty which affects politically the entire human
race and territorially the whole earth; the
fourth, the theories and definition of sover-
eignty.

LANSING, ROBERT. Peace negotiations; a
personal narrative, il *f3 Houghton 940.314

21-26234

This narrative is a record of the relations
between President Wilson and the author in

connection with the peace negotiations. The
author shows that the divergence in judgment
between himself and the President dated from
the latter's decision to be present at the Peace
conference, and continued throughout the pro-
ceedings on matters of great importance.

Am Pol Sol R 15:304 My '21 140w
Booklist 17:205 Mr '21

"As an historical document, this volume Is

priceless; as an illumination of Dr Woodrow
Wilson's psychology, it is scarcely so valuable
though it has some value in that respect, too;
as an apologia for Mr Lansing's course during
the Peace conference it is most enlightening."
M. F. Egan

4- Bookm 53:250 My '21 1900w

"It gives the impression of being an excep-
tionally honest book; it is certainly important."

+ Dial 71:122 Jl '21 llOw
"Mr Lansing is concerned only with himself

and his relations with the President. He does
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LANSING, ROBERT —Continued
not even pretend to write a book, about the
Peace conference, and the title that he has
chosen is utterly misleading. It should hav
been called: 'My difficulties with Woodrow
Wilson.' A spirit of dislngenuousness pervades
the whole book. It does not seem to be honestly
written. With every pretence of fairness, with
a show of candor and continual protestations
of lack of prejudice, the book nevertheless
teems with covert suggestions as to the Presi-
dent's motives. Altogether the book is not
only a disappointment, it is a disillusionment."
R. B. Fosdick— Lit R p5 Mr 26 '21 2150w
"He has now set forth, with obvious effort

to be just and to confine himself to a lawyer's
presentation of the facts, the exact story of
what took place in Paris."

+ Nation 112:472 Mr 30 '21 3550w
"Mr Lansing is a temperate man, he has

written almost without bitterness an account
that is none too flattering to himself. He has
given the most revealing account of the Fiume
episode so far written by an American. Yet
it is plain from his account that he could tell

more if he wished. On a variety of matters,
his comments are Illuminating and worthy of
careful attention." Walter Lippmann

+ New Repub 26:137 Mr 30 '21 2500w
Reviewed by Felix Frankfurter

New Repub 26:198 Ap 13 '21 1900w
"It is evident that his prejudice impairs not a

little his judgment both of the League and of
President Wilson's efforts to establish it.

Nevertheless, what he has said is important,
coming as it does from an American of his
standing."

\- New Statesman 17:137 My 7 '21 1400w

"Even Mr Lansing's friends must gravely
doubt the wisdom of his publishing this book.
He was in a strong and dignified position after
the President had called for his resignation.
His advantage of February, 1920, he has too
much frittered away by this volume. No doubt
it was unfortunate that Mr Wilson did not
get on better with Mr Lansing, and was able
to make so little use of him at Paris, but this

fact has long been common knowledge, and
Mr Lansing's detailed insistence upon it now
has too much the air of hurt vanity."

1- N Y Times p3 Mr 27 '21 2200w

"In fairness to Mr Lansing, it must be said
that in spite of the title of his book he does not
pretend to explain the processes by which
peace was made, but to present in a dignified
manner his version of a long disagreement with
the President over essential policies of govern-
ment which finally terminated in the compul-
sory retirement of the Secretary of State. The
historian who reads Mr Lansing's 'The peace
negotiations' will almost instinctively classify
it with 'McClellan's own story,' in which the
deposed commander of the Army of the Poto-
mac set out to vindicate himself and ended by
provintj Lincoln's case against him."— NY World pl4 Mr 25 '21 1300w
"The book is, above all, a formidable book

—

formidable because it is honest, able, wholly
natural in feeling, and because for all these
reasons it will be believed. The book is, in
effect, a powerful destructive analysis not only
of policies but of character—a fact in which
lies its commanding interest. The narrative
is a kind of 'acid test'; in this sense, and
in this sense only, it is biting; for it contains
not a word of denunciation or of satire."

+ No Am 213:711 My '21 1750w
"My .sympathies are with Mr Lansing, and

they are increased by the courtesy, dignity,
and candor with which he has written his
book. It is by no means an attack upon
Woodrow Wilson, and those who buy it in
the hope that they are going to find some
spicy reading will be completely disappointed.
Mr Lansing's workmanship in the writing of
this book is admirable." L. F. Abbott

4- Outlook 127:549 Ap 6 '21 190(hv
" 'The peace negotiations' is a narrative

which no student of current events or world
politics can afford to miss." G: DuB. Proctor

-)- Pub W 99:963 Mr 19 '21 290w

"If we can forgive the breach of a rule, that
implied oath of secrecy which is in all great
affairs, which should bind like that of the
confessional, we must admit that Mr Lansing's
book is of deep interest. Mr Lansing's manner
of writing, especially in his official memoranda,
follow3 the best traditions of American legal
literature and these are the best traditions of
our race and language as a whole."

H Spec 126:525 Ap 23 '21 1500w
"There is a scrupulous, even painful, attempt

to be fair to Mr Wilson, giving him credit
for great qualities and ideals; and an endeavor
to suppress the bitterness at the downright
discourtesy so continuously shown to himself."
A. A. Berle, jr.

+ Survey 46:26 Ap 2 '21 300w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p235 Ap

14 '21 1650w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 4:296 Mr 30 '21 340w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 4:317 Ap 6 '21 560w
+ Weekly R 4:341 Ap 13 '21 2400w

Reviewed by C: Seymour
Yale R n s 10:852 Jl '21 1550w

LARSON, CHRISTIAN DAA. Concentration.
•$1 (SO Ciowell 131 20-19368

"The art of concentration is one of the
simplest to learn, and one of the greatest when
mastered; and tliese pages are written espec-
ially for those who wish to learn how to master
this fine u!i in all of its aspects; who wish
to develop the power to concentrate well at
any time and for any purpose; who wish to
make real concentration a permanent acquisi-
tion of the mind." (Page 1)

LASELLE, MARY AUGUSTA, ed. Joy in work.
*92c (2c) Holt 20-20427

A collection of ten short stories illustrating
the joy that comes thru work. The stories
are; A fisherman of Costla, from "Out of
Gloucester," by James B. Connolly; France's
fighting woman doctor, from "The day of
glory," by Dorothy Canfleld; The work of a
ranchman, from "The boys' life of Roosevelt,"
by Hermann Hagedorn; The Zadoc Pine labor
union, by H. C. Bunner; The thought and the
stone, by Mary E. Waller; The rules of the
game, by Stewart Edward White; The last
threshing in the coulee, from "A son of the
middle border," by Hamlin Garland; Dr Gren-
fell's parish, by Norman Duncan; The making
of a basket, by Kate T. Fogarty; and From
the depths of things, by Lawrence Perry. There
are brief notes about the authors and the
stories.

LASKI, HAROLD JOSEPH. Foundations of
sovereignty; and other essays. $3.50 Har-
court 321 21-15113

In the aggregate these essays are an arraign-
ment of the centralized state and of a monistic
state-philosophy that puts undue emphasis
upon purpose as distinct from fulfillment of
purpose. Such a state is never fully represen-
tative of the community and its interests, but
lather of a small group of property owners. It

renders the political personality of the average
citizen ineffective by closing up the avenues of
creative activity, which is liberty. The remedy
for this the author sees in the pluralistic state
which substitutes coordination for a hierarch-
ical structure. Contents: The foundations of
sovereignty; The problem of administrative
areas; The responsibility of the state in Eng-
land; The personality of associations; The early
history of the corporation in England; The
theory of popular sovereignty; The pluralistic
state; The basis of vicarious liability; The po-
litical ideas of James I; Index.

Booklist 18:70 D '21

"The whole discussion is fragmentary and
incomplete, leaving wide gaps in systematic
statement." (_'': E. Merriam— Lit R pl46 N 5 '21 lOOOw
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"Political philosophers will welcome Mr Las-
ki's book. It is carefully documented. It

is full of brilliant suggestions and it is written
in a playful style that recalls Maitland him-
self." C: A. Beard

+ Nation 113:482 O 26 '21 650vv

"As a book it has defects inherent in the
practice of republishing a group of self-con-
tained essays. Mr I^aski is repetitious. The
repetition of quotation and phrase, however, is

secondary to the repetition of idea, which runs
through "these studies. It is this repetition
which gives unity and coherence to this book
and, in fact, to all of .Mr Laski's published
work." ,1: M. Gaus

-^ Springf'd Republican plla O 30 '21

1150W
Reviewed by Gregory Zilboorg

Survey 47:374 D 3 '21 600w

LASKI, HAROLD JOSEPH. Political thought
in England from Locke to Bentham. (Home
univ. lib. of modern knowledge) •75c (Ic)
Holt 320.9 20-14002

For descriptive note see Annual foi' 1920.

"It is unpleasant to have to indicate the be-
setting vice of inaccuracy in what is otherwise a
stimulating book." T. C. Pease

h Am Hist R 26:572 Ap '21 390w
"An illuminating, not to say brilliant, little

book, studded with forceful epigrams and re-
flecting a very wide and fruitful reading." W. J.

Shepard
+ Am Pol Sci R 15:118 F '21 360w

-i- Ann Am Acad 95:307 My '21 90w
"Rarely has the task of summarizing the main

characteristics of an intellectual movement been
performed with more notable success." W: Mac-
Donald

+ Nation 112:629 Ap 27 '21 880w

LAUT, AGNES CHRISTINA. Fur trade of
America, il *^6 Macmillan 639.1 21-3477

"The haunts of the Indian trapper, the story
of the great fur companies, the habits of the
fur-bearing animals and the methods of hunt-
ing them and making their pelts into garments,
the attempts to raise these animals on farms

—

all are described enteitainingly and with full

knowledge. In addition, complete descriptions
of furs, dyed and undyed, are given, which
will be helpful to every woman who buys or
plana to buy a fur garment."—Outlook

-f Booklist 17:275 My '21

"The first part of the book is extraordinarily
useful and practical; the second part as fas-
cinating as any tale of adventure." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 6 '21 740w
"Unfortunately, there is no index, a fact

which is the more regrettable since the ar-
rangement of materials in the book is somewhat
haphazard."

4 Canadian Hist R 2:205 Je "21 130w
"The book is well worth reading by every

one. It is unfortunate that it has no index,
and that it bears evidence of having been
hastily put together, but in spite of these de-
fects it should have a place in the library of
all who have found their way into the world
of the wild-folk." S: Scoville. jr.

H Lit R p6 Jl 30 '21 1400W
"Whatever the phase she takes up she treats

It with knowledge, fills it with the local color
of its own surroundings, describes it with
sympathy and zest and a striking feeling for
its dramatic qualities."

-f N Y Times pl8 Ap 3 '21 1450w
Outlook 127:550 Ap 6 '21 80w

"A fresh and comprehensive treatment of one
of the oldest of the industries."

-f- R of Rs 63:448 Ap '21 170w

LAUZANNE, ST6PHANE JOSEPH VINCENT.
Great men and great days. •$3 (IVzc)
Appleton 920 21-3102

The author of these sketches of leading per-
sonalities is editor of "Le Matin" and was a
member of the French mission to the United

States. It is translated by John L. B. Wil-
liams and has an introduction by Nicholas Mur-
ray Butler. The sketches are based on a wide
knowledge of affairs and on personal acquaint-
ance. Contents: Th^ophile Delcass6—the man
who prepared victory; Marshal Joffre—the
father of victory; Raymond Poincarfe—the
president of victory; Woodrow Wilson—college
professor and president; Theodore Roosevelt

—

a man; Colonel House-—a wise counselor; Am-
bassador Jusserand and America; The world
passes in review; America in the eyes of the
world; David Lloyd George—a political eel;
Georges Cl^menceau—the tiger; Alexandre Mil-
lerand—president of France.

"The sketches of persons contain penetrating
observations, but after all are journalism, with
the familiar defects of that sort of writing.
However. M Lauzanne's book is good o'f its

kind."
h Am Hist R 26:836 Jl '21 360w
Am Pol Sci R 15:455 Ag '21 lOOw

+ Booklist 17:300 My '21

Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 520w
"An extremely valuable record of men and

deeds, as well as an interesting personal
estimate of events by which those who lived
thi-Qugh the world war were profoundly moved.
There is no pretence about the book. No small
amount of credit is due to Mr Williams for his
delightful trarislation." K. D. Sweetser

4- Lit R p2 Ap 2 '21 lOOOw
"Stephane Lauzanne is one of the cleverest

writers and observers of contemporary life; he
is more brilliant and acute than profound;
but his lack of self-consciousness and his
determination to put down sincerely things as
he sees them give this book unusual qualities.
At the same time—and it is a great pleasure
to say so—it is easy to read, in spite of one of
two awkward bits of translation, and it is

neither malicious nor offensively mordant." M.
F. Egan

-f N Y Times p5 Mr 27 '21 2450w
"Artistic, though never artful, nicely pro-

portioned in all their parts to the author's
purpose and to the needs of those for whom
he writes, exact in emphasis; above all as con-
vincing through good faith as through knowl-
edge or wit, these sketches by M. Lauzanne
are both informing and impressive."

+ No Am 213:566 Ap '21 980w

-I- R of Rs 63:448 Ap '21 130w
Weekly R 4:441 My 7 '21 1300w

LAWRENCE, DAVID HERBERT. Lost girl.

*$2 (2c) Seltzer 21-4161

The heroine is Alvlna Houghton, daughter of

an unsuccessful draper in the Midlands. For
a time Alvina escapes from her environment
to take nurses' training, but when she return.^

there is no opening for practice and she drops
hack into her old place in the household. She
is on the verge of old maidhood when her
father, in his downward course, becomes owner
of a small theater. Alvina plays the piano and
.so is thrown in with a troupe of wandering
players. With one of them, an Italian, she
has a love affair. She breaks this off to take
up nursing but eventually returns to her lover,

this time to marry him and go with hira to

Italy where their life together is cut short by
the war.

"In short, we are nonplussed by Mr Law-
rence's fifth novel. For a little while we In-

clined to explain the obvious loss of creative

vigour as a paralysis produced by the suppres-
sion of 'The rainbow'; but the cause proved to

be inadequate. Mr Lawrence's decline is in him-
self

"

f. Ath p836 D 17 '20 940w

"When we have read its last word, we are

no wiser about old maids, their makmg and
their unmaking, than we were when we opened
it at its first chapter. But we are much wiser

upon certain phases of life in general and
have had no little light throwri irito the re-

cesses of a woman's soul." E. F. Edgett

-I
Boston Transcript p4 F 16 21 1350w
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LAWRENCE, DAVID H ERBERT—CoJi/i««c(/
"The book means next to nothing until that

point where the middle-class English girl
eludes her spinsterish fate by eloping with the
Italian player. From here on there is a kind
of radiance of conviction in the pages. After
having threaded a futilely round-about way,
we are returned to Mr Lawrence's old revealed,
almost religious certainty." Evelyn Scott

-\ Dial 70:460 Ap '21 270w
"Although the quality of Mr Lawrence's gift

is more obvious in this novel than in any of
his previous books, he has made no advance in
the craft of novel-writing. Whilst he puzzles
many of his reviewers, they are all agreed
on one thing—his frequent tediousness. Never-
theless since Mr Lawrence's last book, 'The lost
girl' is the best novel written in English bv
any of the writers younger than Mr Conrad."
M. M. Colum

-I Freeman 3:357 Je 22 '21 800w
"Mr Lawrence is above those elemental things

that any competent novelist knows. He has the
something else that makes the story teller the
first rate literary artist—style may be the word
for it, but poetic imagination seems to be the
better and more inclusive term." J: Macy

-I- Lit R p3 Mr 19 "21 720w
"Mr Lawrence uses a rather deliberate in-

coherence of method. His thinking is incor-
ruptible."

+ Nation 113:269 S 7 '21 230w
"Apart from the great charm and under-

standing of his ending chapters, I find 'The lost
girl' mainly affecting not because Alvina is
mesmerized, which is unpleasant, but because
her escape from virginity is viewed unsenti-
mentally." F. H.

+ New Repub 26:77 Mr 16 '21 1300w
" 'The lost girl' is not a pleasant novel: very

beautifully written, there are moments when its
beauty is actually repellent. Many people will
dislike it, many will find it distasteful. But
those who are interested in the subtler re-
actions of human nature, as well as in its
occasionally profound and startling variations
from the stereotyped, when set forth with skill
and a complete freedom from vulgarity, will
find 'The lost girl' a thoughtful, artisfic and
absorbing novel." L. M. Field

+ N Y Times p24 Mr 27 '21 1250w
"Yet for all of its cleverness and its effect of

contact with a variety of life the book leaves
one with a feeling of disappointment in its
author." L. M. Robinson

-^ Pub W 99:572 F 19 '21 480w
"In the long and detailed story, which, it

must be confessed, often goes perilously near
being tedious, there are yet to be found not
only vividly drawn characters but pictures which
live in the reader's mind."

-\ Spec 126:147 Ja 29 '21 700w
"As a story it falls down in many places and

in many places disgusts the reader because of
a forced frankness which a numerous class of
critics is pleased to call enlightened, fearless,
modern, honest. As a study, however, of char-
acter. 'The lost girl' is intensely interesting.
In the same way. Mr Lawrence's descriptions
of places show a thrilling power of vmderstand-
ing and a faithful workmanship that set him
apart, a master-writer."

-\ Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a My 1 '21

520w
"Though the novel is probably better than

any that will appear for the next six months,
we are disappointed, and would write Mr Law-
rence off as one of the people who have deter-
mined to produce sea-worthy books were it not
for those momentary phrases and for a strong
suspicion that the proper way to look at 'The
lost girl' Is as a stepping stone in a writer's
progress. It is either a postscript or a prelude."

4- — The Times [Londonl Lit Sup p795 D
2 '20 900w

LAWRENCE, DAVID HERBERT. Psycho-
analysis and the unconscious. $1.50 (10c)
Seltzer 130 21-10192

In this critical study of psychoanalysis the
author take."; issue with Freud on what con-
stitutes the true unconscious. It is, he asserts.

the pristine life impulje, created in the fertil-
ized nucleus anterior to all mentality. It is the
point of departure from which the future
psychologist and educator must proceed in or-
der to realize the development of a free psyche,
to secure a spontaneous-creative fullness of
being and to prevent automatization through
ideas and ideals. With poetic speculations,
based on science, the author indicates the
course to be taken. The essays are: Psycho-
analysis vs. morality; The incest motive and
idealism; The birth of consciousness; The child
and his mother; The lover and the beloved;
Human relations and the unconscious.

"In so far as 'Psychoanalysis and the un-
conscious' directs attention to the nted of
bringing into fruitful interaction the dis-
coveries of Freud and his co-workers and our
moral ideas in general, it will have done for
the psychoanal.vtic movement the greatest pos-
sible service, that of clarifying its issues and
lending dignity and significance to its results."
L. L. Buermyer

4- Lit R pG Jl 16 '21 1050W
"If he had only used, to express it, the

imagery of fiction or poetry instead of the
intellectual terms which he distrusts, he might
have written a great novel." G: Soule

+ Nation 113:102 Jl 27 "21 920w
"Interesting, eloquent and half-baked."

Fiancis Hackett
H New Repub 27:329 Ag 17 '21 1200w

"It is a theory of individuality that he seeks
to capture in the meshes of his fine-spun,
fantastical reasoning. There is little philosophic
value or even novelty in the theory, though the
book, in spite of the tedious terminology, con-
tains a number of brilliantly-phrased defini-
tions."

1- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 My 24 '21 450w
Survey 46:315 Je 4 '21 20w

LAWRENCE, DAVID HERBERT. Sea and
2 Sardinia, il $5 (7c) Seltzer 914.5 22-1381

An unusual travel book, describing a trip
from Sicil>' to Sardinia, up the length of the
island to Terranova, across the sea to Civita
Vocchia and back to Sicily once more. Every-
thing is seen thru and colored by the author's
personality, of which the book reveals quite
as much as of scenes and people along the
way. The very modern poster-like illustra-
tion.'-- in color, by Jan Juta, are in keeping with
the text.

"The book is keen with personal emotion to
a generous extent, it is brand new in content,
and, in case we even now want to go there, it

contains all the prices paid for everything.
There are also some amusing and colorful
futurist pictures, not giving any particular
idea of anything, and almost entirely alike."
I. W. L.

-\ Boston Transcript p9 Ja 21 '22 850w
"What a remarkable writer D. H. Lawrence

is! He has been able to m.akc the record of a
few days' excursion into a Mediterranean is-

land an odd adventure for us, and he has put
into our memory the figures of strange men
and \\ompn and a bleak and heartening land-
scape. The roloured pictures by Jan Juta
that illustrate 'Sea and Sardinia' are remark-
able. W^ith their liright colour, their con-
centratedness, their dimensional design, they
give a re.ll revelation of an odd, an unfamiliar
life." Padi-aic Colum

4- Dial 72:193 F '22 1400w
"His eyes linger passionately along the tex-

ture of the scene, the costumes, the dingy in-
teriors, the rich displays of streets and mar-
kets. He is an imagist writing nervous, lum-
inous prose that for once has movement to it,

avoiding the concentration upon merely visual
images that so often causes eye-strain on the
part of those who read him and his fellow-
poets." Cirl "Van Doren

+ Nation 114:19 Ja 4 '22 250w
"It is a book shot through with beauty. Yet

it is an inept and silly exhibition, in many
ways, which makes it very hard to criticise.
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When he leaves out or lifts us over his grind-
ing account of his own temperament and ex-
hibits the attunenierlts of that temperament in
wintry but colored Sardinia, we have a superb
chance to enjoy Sardinia. For D. H. Law-
rence is so susceptible, so saturable, that what
one receives is as keen a sense of actual ex-
perience as any traveler ever gave." Francis
Hackett

-i New Repub 29:184 Ja 11 '22 940w
R Of Rs 65:224 F '22 40w

LAWSON, JOHN CUTHBERT. Tales of
Aegean Intrigue. *$5 Button 940.48 21-4001

"This volume records the lively experiences
of a Cambridge don who during the war served
as a Naval Intelligence officer under the British
admiralty, in the Near East. Mr Lawson had
acquired insight Into the Greek mind and char-
acter in travel about twenty years before the
war. He was familiar with modern Greek and
French, and these Qualifications, as the book
shows, carried him far, even among the in-
triguers of the.ffigean."—R of Rs

"His book is a book of yarns, and up to a
point the yarns are very good. But Mr Law-
son is not merely a spinner of yarns. His
book has a real interest for the historian, for
as secret-service agent in Suda Bay he was a
pawn In a grreat game played between M.
Venizelos, King Constantino and the Allies."

H Ath p648 N 12 '20 700w
"The book Is excellent in the narrative skill

displayed, in graphic humor, especially of situa-
tion. It could not have been published during
the war, but today is of value and interest."
R. D. W.

-f- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 30 '21 650w
"Not only is it commendable for an unusual

literary style, but its fairness and frankness
make it particulaily interesting."

+ Cath World 113:545 Jl '21 210w
"If any one is interested in hearing how he

almost caught the right spies and did catch
the wrong ones they can hear it all amusingly
told in this unimportant volume."

-I Lit R pl2 Ap 2 '21 140w

+ Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 50w
R of Rs 63:447 Ap '21 70w

"Mr Lawson's stories of intelligence work
In the JEgea.n during the war are delightful,
they are light while informing, high spirited
but scholarly, and they have a verbal resource
equal to Mr Lawson's diplomatic ingenuity in
Crete and elsewhere."

+ Spec 125:637 N 13 *20 2500w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 6 '21 .330W

The Times [London] Lit Sup p747 N
18 '20 1050W

"It is all readable, and more than readable,
since Mr Lawson is master of a witty style."
E. L. Pearson

-f- Weekly R 4:223 Mr 9 '21 250w

LAY, WILFRID. Man's unconscious spirit. *$2
(3c) Dodd 130 21-5839

The object of the book is to apply "psycho-
analytic facts to the claims made by the
spiritists, and to indicate . . . how the factors
revealed by a knowledge of the unconscious
bear upon the asseverations of the adherents
of spiritism, and what regions of the normal
human mind the spiritists have entered, with-
out knowing it, and brought back from sub-
liminal depths material that is not in any way
extraordinary, nor valuable as a logical proof
of the tacit assumptions of spiritism." (Chap-
ter III) The contents are in three parts: I:
Consciousness; II: The unconscious of psycho-
analysis; III: The unconscious spirit. There
is an index.

"In spite of his confused psyciiological theory,
Dr Lay is very suggestive and effective exam-
ination of spiritualism can be made along the
lines which he proposes." English Bagby

-I Lit R plO My 7 '21 270w
"The author has made a very penetrating

study of tlie forces which induce a state of
belief in the observer and which leads to in-
terest in spiritism on the part of practitioner
or witness." G. E. Partridge

+ N Y Times pl4 S 11 '21 500w
"While we are by no means as sure as

Professor Lay seems to be that his two ex-
planations will be found to cover the whole
ground and account for all the phenomena of
the seance, we cannot help thinking that his
theories will prove very valuable as an extra
sieve through which we may further test and
refine the facts."

H Spec 127:81 Jl 16 '21 920w
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Je 13 '21 380w

Reviewed by Bernard Glueck
Survey 47:85 O 12 '21 40w

"Clearly written but rather prolix little

book."
-\- The Times [London] Lit Sup p439
Jl 7 '21 140w

LEADBITTER, ERIC. Road to nowhere. '$2
Jacobs 21-1670

"A story of blighted English middle class
lives in which a shopkeeper's son marries above
him only to find unhappiness for himself and
disaster for his weak, bedazzled sister. There
is, however, a note of hope at the end when
he is at last conscious of the budding of Ideals
and taste."—Cleveland

Cleveland p26 Ap '21 40w
"Here is a book with all the fine, minute,

depressing artistry of a Dutch interior by an
old master." Calvin Winter

+ Pub W 99:960 Mr 19 '21 390w

LEADBITTER, ERIC. Shepherd's warning. $2
(3c; Jacobs 21-17621

"The life story of Bob Garrett, a farm
labourer, from the moment he reaches the
top of the hill until he is an old man. It is an
account of how his three orphaned grand-
children, who live with him, grow from little
children to young people in the prime of life.

It tells how little Sally Dean, whose father
murdeied his wife, grew up with the curse on
her and went to the bad herself, and, fascin-
ating Bob Garrett's two grandsons, made one
marry her that her unborn child, by another
man, might have a father. Sally is the wild
strain in the book; the thing that can't be
accounted for, that seems to be good for
nothing; she is the lovely poisonous weed that
Bob Garrett can't abide to see growing among
his plants, and yet he cannot stamp it out.
And we are shov/n how little by little she is
accepted, and with that acceptance she changes
in spite of herself."—Ath

"In addition to the book's value in showing
the importance of the psychoanalytic method In
spiritism it is of value in its treatment of con-
sciousness and the subconscious." F. W. C.

+ Boston Transcript p5 Ap 16 '21 550w

"In this extremely careful, sincere piece of
work, the author makes us feel that he knows
every step of the ground he treads, and that
his familiarity with it prevents him from
wasting time over anything that is not essen-
tial to the development of his story. There
is not a moment's hesitation; Mr Leadbitter
moves within the circle of his book, easy,
confident, and yet in some curious way im-
pressing us as one who is very reticent and
not given to exaggeration." K. M.

+ Ath p211 F 13 '20 600w
"What it lacks in chaim it makes up for in

sincerity. At least the author is true to his
vision; he will not swerve to right or to left to
please the crowd. This of itself is notable
achievement."

-I Lit R p315 D 31 '21 800w
"Its men and women are clearly seen and

well characterised."
-I- Sat R 129:514 Ap 17 '20 30w

"A most idyllic and charming country story."
+ Spec 124:392 Mr 20 '20 20w
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LEADBITTER, ERIC—Continued
Regardingr the book as a whole, we feel

that Mr Leadbitter has done, and will do again,
more finished worVc; but 'Shepherd's warning'
convinces us that he could never use his
delicate and graceful art to better purpose
than in portraying the comedy, pathos and
good cheer of a homely countryside."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p82 F 5
"20 320w

LEAGUE of nations starts; an outline by its

organisers. *$3 Macmillan 341.1 20-22557

"Men who took a personal part in the organ-
ization of the League of nations and were in-
terested in the creation of the League ma-
chinery have cooperated in preparing this
volume, in which are described the various
attempts to bring about international adminis-
tration in particular fields of activity. Each
of these writers confines his comment to his
ov/n individual field, and shows how the
League Is functioning in that field. The chap-
ter on the Permanent court of international
justice is contributed by no less an authority
than L§on Bourgeois of France, that on the
Reduction of armaments by the Spanish
Minister of war. El Vizconde de Eza, and that
on Economics and finance by Mr J. A. Salter,
Secretary-General of the Reparations commis-
sion."—R of Rs

R of Rs 63:335 Mr '21 120w
+ Spec 126:143 Ja 29 '21 1250w

"This volume may claim to fill a place not,
so far, occupied. "The unavoidable drawback
to the volume is that its authors had not be-
fore them the object-lesson given at Geneva."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p846 D
16 '20 1250W

LE BON, GUSTAVE. "World in revolt, a psy-
chological study of our times: tr. by Ber-
nard Miall. $4 Macmillan 940.3 21-10036

"More powerful than guns, men or ammuni-
tion in a war is the power to influence pub-
lic opinion, to raise or lower the morale of
a people. Such power is dependent for its
efficiency upon a thorough insight into the be-
lief and ancestral mentality of a people. The
skilful employment of such psychological fac-
tors was, the author believes, the deciding
force in the late war. . . Although fervently
nationalistic, Dr Le Bon is fully alive to the
defects of his own countrymen, and in his
analysis of the characteristic they displayed in
the war he does not spare them. His dissec-
tion of German character is mainly philosophi-
cal and he rarely shows animosity. . . He lays
down as a psychological law that through edu-
cation alone can a people change its ideals,
and through them its institutions. Its philos-
ophy, its literature, and its arts. To attain
this an entirely new system of education is
necessary—one that addresses itself more to
the character than to the intellect."—Lit R

Am Pol Sol R 15:624 N '21 200w
Boston Transcript p5 S 17 '21 1450w

"He has given to his conclusions somewhat
the form of notebook jottings, which, while
enlightening in themselves, do not give the
coherent culminating effect that is so satisfy-
ing in his other works." L. W. Hackney— Lit R p69 O 8 '21 lOOOw
"This must be very nearly the worst book

in the world. It is something of a scandal
that it should be offered as a 'psychological'
study. Why, it may be asked, take this rub-
bish seriously enough to review it? Because it
Is solemnly written down by a human being
with something of a reputation, is solemnly
translated by another human being, and wlil
be solemnly bought by others."— New Statesman 17:310 Je 18 '21 580w

"If at times there are lacunae in his logic,
a certain hazy and nebulous character at-
tached to his conclusions, these are due rathe-
to the 'twilight zone' that surrounds his chosen
science rather thfin to any lack of acumen in
its di-sciple." .7. W. Duflleld

H NY Times pl5 S 4 '21 2300w

R of Rs 64:446 O '21 60w
"Mr Le Bon's discusslofk of propagation of

beliefs and the orientation of opinion is pos-
sibly the best part of the book." G. S. Dow

-i Survey 47:254 N 12 '21 320w
" 'A psychological study of our times' sug-

gests something unbiased, detached, scientific.
Dr Le Bon has, in fact, written a rather loose
and rambling history of the war from the
orthodox French point of view; he manifests
no special knowledge or insight and reaches no
unfamiliar conclusions."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p359 Je 2

'21 170w

LE BUFFE, FRANCIS P. Hound of heaven;
an interpretation. $1.25 Macmillan 821

21-10965

"This is an attempt on the part of a Jesuit
father to bring out the depth of religrioua sig-
nificance and helpfulness in Francis Thomp-
son's poem. Father Le Buffe says in his pref-
ace: 'This little volume is offered as an as-
c'etical and Scriptural interpretation of the
poem. The author refrains almost entirely
from literary questions. His one aim has been
to attempt to clarify obscure passages and to
give all passages the atmosphere that is re-
quired for them from Sacred Scripture and
from standard ascetical principles." "—Lit R

"From the author's point of view the poem
is very clearly analyzed, there being sixty-two
pages of notes, taking up the 180 lines of the
poem word by word and phrase by phrase."

-f Boston Transcript p7 Ag 17 "21 70w
"Professor Le Buffe does indeed clarify sev-

eral ob.'^cure passages and say several fine
things about the poem; but, aside from de-
batable doctrinal matters, he ma,kes some
palpable errors, writes mediocre English and
permits far too many typographical lapses."
L. M.— Freeman 4:166 O 2^ '21 180w
"The interpretation has been carried out in

an interesting way both by an introductory
essay and copious notes."

-I- Lit R pl4 Jl 30 '21 50w
"Father Le Buffe has spent many years of

thougiit on this poem and his notes show it.

They are clarifjlng and suggestive, both for
Interpretation and collateral study, and one
cannot follow them without acquiring a deeper
love and understanding of Thompson's m.aater-
piece.

"

4- Springf'd Republican p8 N 1 '21 120w

LeCUYER, MME ANDR6E (HUSSON)
(ANDR^ CORTHIS, pseud.). For me alone
(Pour mol seule) ; tr. from the French by
Frederick Taber Cooper. $1.90 (S^^c) Stokes
[7s 6d Allen & U.] 21-6030

Tills story is a study of a woman who loves,
yet who will not surrender what she has not
the right to give. Alvfire I>andargues in her
girlhood lived a restricted life in a .French vil-
lage, where she and her mother and sister daily
faced ostracism and neglect because of a youth-
ful offence of Madame Landargues against so-
cial convention. Thru a romantic and then
painful experience with a philandering cou-
sin, thru a drab marriage with the village
doctor to whom she remains faithful even when
provocation for escape is strong and a tempt-
ing way offers, Alvfire rises to the full dignity
of her womanhood, and realizing her limita-
tions, accepts them, finding in her life, if not
satisfaction, tranquillity and even a quiet hap-
piness at times. 'The story, which is told with
simplicity and restraint by Alv&re herself, has
been chosen by Henri de R6gnier of the
French academy as one of the selected list
published under his editorship.

"She succeeds in revealing ordinary human
lives with a touch of that rare beauty which
never is sentimental nor mawkish. No one of
her characters is more than simply and path-
etically human. No one of them is there in-
capable at certain moments of rising to heights
that are divine." D. F. G.

+ Boston Transcript p6 O 19 '21 580w
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"Mme Corthis' novel is a psychological study
of such extreme sUbtlety and power, and its

translation sounds so nearly like original Eng-
lish, that the reader's delight in Mr Cooper s

craftsmanship is matched only by his pleasure
in coming into the presence of a heroine who
lives a convincing and moving drama without
havng to commit adultery, murder, or suicide."

+ Dial 71:609 N '21 90w
"Here are economy of matei'ial and control

of mood. Here the characterization is uner-
ring; the action, for all its slightness, a vigor-
ous unit, free from clutter of ornament or ir-

relevance. It is not a great novel, but it is

a real one, something alive and not merely
something made up." H. W. Boynton

H Ind 107:92 O 22 '21 320w
"The story is skilfully told and the leading

characters bear the stamp of reality. The
translation is very uneven. Mr Cooper is

regrettably polysyllabic, so that the simplicity
of the original is largely lost."

-1 Lit R pll5 O 29 "21 550w
"The novel is admirably constructed, well

and closely woven, developed with a fine and
delicate certainty of touch, a rare and quiet
artistry. It is absorbingly interesting, skillfully
worked up to a climax of much power. And it

is entirely real. 'For me alone' is a book well
worth the attention of the thoughtful reader."

-f- N Y Times p22 S 11 '21 660w
Sat R 132:566 N 12 '21 280w

"Madame Corthis's very able 'Pour moi
seule' is rendered by a translator whose per-
formance is stiff and mediocre, peppered with
Americanisms and not wholly free from inac-
curacies."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p7S6 D
1 '21 270w

LEE, FRANK THEODOSIUS. Old Testa-
ment heroes of the faith, and other Old
Testament character studies. $2.50 (4i^c)
Stratford co. 220.92 20-21081

"In the lectures or addresses which are
given in this volume, the constant aim has
been to present bird's-eye views ,over wide
Bible areas, hoping thus to deepen interest
and to awaken desire for further and more
minute study of the subjects later." (Fore-
word) The main aim has been to bring out
the subjects in their historical settings rather
than to discuss critical questions. The char-
acters cho.^en are: Abraham; Jacob; Joseph;
Moses; Joshua; Gideon (and other judges);
Samuel; David; Elijah; Amos; Isaiah; Jere-
miah; Nehemiah; Ruth; Esther; Jonah;
Daniel.

+ Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 lOOw

LEE, JENNETTE BARBOUR (PERRY) (MRS
GERALD STANLEY LEE). The other
Susan. $1.75 (3c) Scribner 21-15948

"Susan Claiborne was the most dependable
woman in Dalton. People always went to her
for advice and comfort; she was called upon
in time of sickness; her pies and cakes brought
the best sums at bazaars. Then suddenly
at the age of forty, Susan discovered that she
loved to walk in the moonlight and to revel
in the beauties of nature. She was startled
to learn that she loved another man than her
husband, the small- spirited Matthew. Every
day this love gained control over her, the
more- so since she sensed that it was re-
turned. How she solved this problem is the
thesis of the book."—Lit R

Booklist 18:85 D '21

"There is a singular quasi-sentimental flavor
about Mrs Lee's work which detracts from
the salient worth of character drawing, but
which accounts for her increasing popularity.
'Teasing' aptly describes what Mrs Lee does
to her readers. They hope for some fine
stark passionate scene which will culminate
either in a renunciation or a yielding. "They
are not so blest!" D. F. G.— Boston Transcript p8 O 15 '21 450w

"Written in Mrs Lee's best style. It is a
compelling, dignified story, set in a true-to-

life New England background. The novel prob-

ably would have been stronger if Mrs Lee
had not descended to a happy ending."

H Lit R p74 O 8 '21 250w

"A pleasantly written but conventional and
not verv interesting novel.'

-I
NY Times p30 N 20 '21 50w
Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 30w

LEE, JOHN. Management; a study of indus-

trial organization. $2 (5c) (5s) Pitman 331.

8

(Eng ed 21-22181)

The author calls his book a venturesome
essay into a subject which has yet to be
raised to the level either of a science or of an
art. It is an attempt to coordinate ideas born
of day-by-day practice and not yet fuUy
formed. It sets out on the quest of industry
in fellowship, and for the spirit which should
inspire industrial organization, and undertakes
to state the problem in all its aspects. Con-
tents: Industrial control; Functional manage-
ment; Co-ordinate managements; Directive
management; Immediate supervision; Train-
ing and scientific management; Promotion
and discipline; Theories of wages; Welfare
methods; Works committees and Whitley
councils; The evolution of management; Index.

"His book is well worth reading, for a good
deal of it goes outside the beaten track of

scientific management' and 'industrial effi-

ciency' treatises, and is clearly based on his

own actual experiences in the administration
of the telephone service. It is rather suggestive
than conclusive, but students of the newer de-
velopments of industrial psychology will find in

it a great deal that has been lacking- in

American treatises on the question— especially

a very wholesome diffidence in reaching dog-
matic conclusions on insufficient evidence."

+ New Statesman 17:254 Je 4 '21 250w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p278 Ap
28 '21 5nw

LEIGH, RUTH, pseud. Human side of retail

selling, il '$2 Appleton 658 21-2299

"A textbook for salespeople in retail stores

and students of retail salesmanship and store
organization." (Sub-title) Contents: Introduc-
tion by Ruth Fagundus; The salesperson; The
salesperson and her opportunities; Personal
qualifications for successful salesmanship; The
salesperson and her relationship to the store;

What a salesperson should know about mer-
chandise; Wliere merchandise knowledge can
be obtained; Arrangement and display of

stock; The customer: her actions and reac-

tions; Types of customers and how to handle
them;' The approach to a customer; Present-
ing the merchandise; Talking up the mer-
chandise; Closing the sale; Special types of

sales and suggestions for conducting them;
Trade-marked or standard brand merchandise;
Forms, records, and routine employed in «)n-

nection with the sale; Illustrations and index.

"The presentation of the material is simple,

direct, and well organized." Asher Hobson
4- Am Econ R 11:302 Je '21 24(hv

"A very readable, helpful guide to the ambi-
tious voung woman already in the work."

+ Booklist 17:208 Mr '21

Bookm .'34:493 Ja '22 40w

-i-
Brooklyn 13:119 Ap '21 20w

Reviewed by Alfred Lief
Outlook 129:29 S 7 "21 90w

Pittsburgh 26:187 Ap "21 20w

"We have never seen a book on retail counter
.selling which is so well gotten up, or which is

so interesting."
-I- R of Rs 64:559 N '21 60w

LENTILHON, EUGENE. Forty years bea-
' gling in the Unitr^d States, il $4 Dutton

636.7 21-20609

The merit the author of the volume claims
for himself is that he has for the first time
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LENTILHON, EVGtNE—Continucd
brought together the opinions of the prominent
beaglers and breeders of this country. "My
chief aim in writing the book has been to pre-
sent to the beagling world a quantity of valu-
able and interesting material taken from the
sporting papers of former days, now long out
of print and which a few years more would
have made entirely inaccessible." (Preface)
There is an Index.

LEON, RICARDO. Son of the Hidalgos; tr. by
Catalina P4ez. 'fLTS (2%c) Doubleday

21-26551

Santillana del Mar is an out-of-the-way
corner of Spain, where the forgotten glories
of a by-gone age, in ruin and decay, drag out
a dead-in-life existence in dull monotony. Born
Into this decay was Pedro de Ceballos, last
offshoot of an ancient nobility. He is, accord-
ing to his own verdict in mature life, one of the
"senile youths, born under a cloud, with
strength neither to maintain our heritage from
the past nor to create new visions for the
future." But in his first youthful ardor he
thought differently and broke away to seek
his fortune In the living outer world. He has
many adventures of the heart and mind, be-
comes imbued with the most modern ideas on
socialism, and religion, and leads a Bohemian
life among the artists of Paris. Disillusioned,
broken in health and spirit, he returns to his
old home. In vain he strives to rehabilitate
himself and spends his days in alternate fits of
melancholy depression and half mystic, half
sentimental exaltation. In one of the latter
moods he marries his cousin and youthful love,
Juliana, now a saintly lady. Awakening from
this Illusion also, he dies under delirious rav-
ings which raise him, in the eyes of the old
priest, to the status of a saint.

peror Alexander. Corsini is enabled to be very
useful in frustrating the plotters and plays his
part well. Incidentally the Prince has a sister
and her Corsini saves and serves as well as the
Emperor.

Booklist 17:350 Jl '21

"The character analysis of Sefior L,66n's storv
is remarkable in its intricate and accurate
scrutiny. But it is in his recreation of the
life of Old Castile that the story will appeal
most strongly to many readers. The admirable
translation has evidently reproduced not only
the text but the spirit of the original." F. B.

-f- Boston Transcript p6 My 28 '21 780w
Cath World 114:106 O '21 370w

"Ricardo Le6n's 'Casta de Hidalgos' is, by
general consent, the best novel of that author.
His Qualities are all evident in this novel

—

beauty of speech, a musical cadence of words,
and a subdued tone; in content a moralizing
view of life based upon the fundamental as-
sumptions of religion and patriotism. 'A son
of the Hidalgos' Is a contribution to literature.
not a substitute for the movies." Ernest Boyd

+ Lit R p8 Je 4 '21 640w
"A narrative of rare beauty in its imaginative

quality and in its diction. It is instinct with the
tragedy, the hopelessness, the neurotic reaction
to all the stimuli of life that characterized so
much of the Continental fiction of all tongues.
The translation deserves a word of praise for
itself, so exquisitely is it done."

-f N Y Times p24 Jl 3 '21 860w
"Though a gloomy story, it is in many as-

pects beautiful. This Is a strange book of un-
realities and hard facts; one to be read,
primarily, perhaps, because in its essence it is
Spanish."

-f Sprlng-Td Republican p7a Ag 14 '21

320w

LE QUEUX, WILLIAM TUFNELL. Intriguers.
11 •$1.75 (2c) Macaulay co. 21-4089

Nello Corsini, a young Italian violinist, rises
suddenly from obscurity to fame, and reaches
the pinnacle of his success when he becomes
Director of the Russian imperial opera. Nat-
urally he has influential friends who have helped
him attain this height, and they know what he
does not, that he is a pawn in the political game
that they are playing. The game concerns the
safety of the Emperor, for the time of the story
is 1888. Prince Zouroff is the ringleader of the
band of traitors who are plotting to kill Em-

Bookllst 17:304 My 21

N Y Times p22 Ap 3 '21 380w
"The stencil has been filled in this time by

Mr Le Queux with stirring scenes, more or less
possible—generally less; some fairly good situ-
ations, and several interesting characters."

H Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 260w
Reviewed by Caroline Singer

Pub W 99:961 Mr 19 '21 310w
"The story has interesting phases; but Le

Queux is not an adept at weaving extravagant
romances."

H Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21 190w

LE ROSSIGNOL, JAMES EDWARD. What Is
socialism? $2 Crowell 335 21-17351

The author undertakes an explanation and
criticism of the doctrines and proposals of
"scientific soci3.1ism" from the assumption
that there is no such thing as "sclentiflc"
socialism, that as a system of thought It Is
a caricature, and that it appeals only to people
of a sanguine, emotional, uncritical, visionary,
intemperate, and explosive temperament. After
stating the creed and defining the various
sects of socialism, the tenets of Karl Marx
are taken up one by one and refuted. 'The
appendix is devoted to the Non-partisan league.
There is a bibliography and an index.

Boston Transcript pl4 N 12 '21 1050w
"Done in a straightforward and simple

stjle, witii frequent thrusts of shrewd epi-
gram."

+ Ind 107:139 N 5 '21 550w
Lit R p323 D 31 '21 450w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p703 O

27 "21 240w

LESLIE, SHANE. Henry Edward Manning;
his life and labours. 11 $7.50 Kenedy [25s
Burns. Dates] B or 92 (Eng ed 21-12372)

"Mr Shane L,eslie has been able to write a
large book, 'as a supplement rather than as a
supplanter' to Purcell, by drawing upon the
half of Manning's papers and diaries which
were, it seems, unused by the earlier biogra-
pher. . . The greater part of Manning's life in
the Church of Rome was spent in bitter con-
troversies, whether personal, doctrinal, or ad-
ministrative, with other Roman Catholics. Mr
Shane Leslie disinters these ancient ecclesias-
tical quarrels. . . He deals briefly with Man-
ning's Anglican career, as Rector of Lavington
and Archdeacon of Chichester, but he devotes
much space to Manning's dealings with Ireland
and to his appearance in later life as a patron
of democracy and of labour agitation."—Spec

"Though this new Life comes almost
thirty years after Manning's death, it profits
by much correspondence that was out of Pur-
cell's reach; besides, being not only a biography
but the history of a period and a society, it

benefits by a standpoint remote enough to pro-
vide a good perspective and to escape from
partisan passion. Mr Leslie stands off; he is

calm and cool: he sees things steadily and
appears to see them whole—or at least in

their large relations and more general bear-
ings." H: B. Fuller

+ Freeman 4:233 N 16 '21 2700w

Nation and Ath 29:22 Ap 2 '21 2400w

"Mr Shane Leslie has succeeded in producing
a faultless biography, and it is without a dull

page." M. G. Egan
+ N Y Times pl5 Jl 31 '21 3500w

"In this able, and often witty. 'Life.' a good
deal of the missing papers has been recovered;

and for the rest Mr Shane Leslie has wisely ab-

stained from fighting a running battle with

Purcell, but disposing of him in a Preface, tells

his own story in his own way."
+ Sat R 131:302 Ap 9. "U U^Qw
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"While we cannot say that Mr Leslie modifies
in any serious respect the view of Manning
which English Protestants formed by reading
Purcell, he has produced an interesting biogra-
phy and printed much curious and significant
correspondence."

+ Spec 126:398 Mr 26 '21 1250w

LEVERAGE. HENRY. Ice pilot, il •$1.90 (3c)

Doubleday 21-2388

Horace Stirling, known as the Ice pilot, for
his familiarity Avnth northern waters, is shang-
haied aboard a whaler. The captain recognizes
him and offers to set him ashore, but faced
with the choice, Stirling chooses to join the
expedition. He learns shortly, however, that
whaling is only a blind. The ship is bound
on an illegal raid on the seal rookeries. He
also learns that there is a girl on board whose
identity is kept a mystery. Stirling's opposi-
tion to the captain's plans endangers his life,

but he is saved by an opportune attack by
Russian revolutionists. Later with the myster-
ious girl in liis charge, he tteers the ship
thru the northwest passage.

-f Booklist 17:253 Ap '21

-f Bookm 53:264 My '21 70w
"The more critical reader will undoubtedly

come to the conclusion that the story has too
much the air of having been concocted from
a standard recipe."

i Lit R pll Ja 29 '21 210w
"Of al! the writers of romance in the West

or on tlie far seas, there is none with a surer
touch than Mr Leverage. He is generally re-
cognized as the Jack London of today."

-f N Y Times p22 F 27 '21 800w

LEVISON, ERIC. Eye witness. •$1.75 Bobbs
21-3288

" 'The eye witness' is a forgery story. Ten-
dollar bills are being turned out that baffle—no
other word will do—even the bank officials, in-
cluding the president of the institution. And a
bright young man in the Federal service is sent
down to Jacksonville, Fla., to nab the culprits,
or at least some of them. It doesn't take him
long to spot the right man, but it uses up a lot

of time and excitement to get the goods on him.
And here, of course, the secret code comes in.

Our bright young friend is stumped by it, but
not Doc Lester, the huge fat man with the small
eyes. He reads it as easily as though it were
the sporting page of an evening paper during
the baseball season."—N Y Times

"There is very little doubt that this writer
could take high rank among the manipulators
of detective yarns if he would confine himself
to the purely intellectual side of the puzzle and
leave the heart throbs to his less capable
brethren."

H Lit R pll My 21 '21 50w
"Even though the reader finds it wise to skip

a good deal of 'The eye witness,' what remains
will provide him with an hour or two of excel-
lent entertainment." Hildegarde Hawthorne

-I NY Times p22 Ap 17 '21 700w
"The story is an ephemeral but highly enter-

taining bit of literature."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21 180w
"It is told in a natural, straightforward way,

and contains no startling surprises. Its merit
lies in the telling and the drawing of the prin-
cipal characters."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p598 S
15 '21 llOw

LEWIS, GEORGE GRIFFIN. Practical book of
oriental rugs, new, 5th ed. (Lippincott's
practical book ser.) il *$10 Lippincott 745

21-419

"A reprint of the 1913 revised edition. The
number of color plates has been increased from
twenty to thirty-two, and the price doubled."

—

Booklist

"This excellent book has already proved its
worth, and is now reissued with sixteen new
color plates and a very interesting preface on
the changes wrought by the war upon the mak-
ing of rugs."

+ Lit R pll Ap 30 '21 llOw

LICHTNER, WILLIAM OTTO. Time study and
job analysis; as applied to standardization
of methods and operations. $6 Ronald 658.7

21-16665

This book shows in detail how to standardize
production. It considers the principles of Job
standardization, and the organization of a staff
to carry out the work—the permanent staff
within the plant as well as the temporary
force required for the period of installation.
Then follows a detailed description of the tech-
nique which the author says may be used as a
textbook and guide in the actual development
of time study and job analysis in a particular
case. Finally, job standardization is considered
in its relation to industrial problems. Portions
of the book were printed serially in Industrial
Management, April-September, 1920.

Boston Transcript plO N 26 "21 250w
Springf'd Republican p6 N 5 '21 120w

Reviewed by Mary Senior
Survey 47:574 Ja 7 '22 360w

LIEBE, HAPSBURG. Clan call, il 'ILSO (2%c)
Doubleday 20-19762

Carlyle Wilburton Dale, son of the coal-king,
bolted from church on his wedding day and
escaped into the Tennessee mountains, be-
cause he felt the call of the wild and was sick
of artificiality and convention. He becomes
one with the mountain folk, falls in love, almost
Immediately, with a mountain grirl, helps to
settle an age-long feud between the Little-
fords and the Morelands, and starts a new
feud with another clan by developing the coal
vein on the David Moreland mountain. All
the while he is puzzled at the wild streak in
himself. But when his father comes to visit

him to make a revelation, by way of expiation,
and "Bill" learns that he is not his father's
son at all, but is David Moreland, Junior, all

is explained.

LINCOLN, ABRAHAM. Selected writings of
Abraham Lincoln; ed. by Albert Bushnell
Hart, il 75c Gregg 308 20-22042

The book comes under the Living literature
series edited by Richard Burton. Besides the
selections from Lincoln's writings, some of
which are complete .speeches, the book con-
tains an appreciation of the author, by way
of introduction, autobiographical material, a
Lincoln chronology and several portraits.

Booklist 17:313 My '21

Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 580w

Booklist 17:226 Mr '21

LINCOLN, JOSEPH CROSBY (JOE LINCOLN,
pseud.). Galusha the magnificent. $2 (Ic)
Appleton 21-11027

The latest of Joseph Lincoln's Cape Cod stor-

ies has for its hero Galusha Bangs, wealthy and
absent-minded entomologist, who comes to the

Cape to regain his health and takes up residence
with Miss Martha Phipps. Galusha proves to

be the deus ex machina in straightening out
Miss Martha's financial difficulties and the

tangle of little Lulie Hallett's love affair as
well He does it all in so lovable and laughable

i way that he endears himself to everyone and
especially to Miss Martha, who goes with mm
as his wife on his next Egyptian exploration

expedition.

Booklist 18:17 O '21

"It is a simple, an unpretentious story, and
its dozen or more characters come face to face

with the reader as if they were met actually

in the flesh." B. F. Edgett ^ ^, „ ,^, ,^„„
-f Boston Transcript p6 Jl 9 '21 1400w

"A delightful tale."
4- Lit R pll Jl 30 '21 200w
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LINCOLN, JOSEPH CROSBY—Continued
"It is an excellent book for reading , aloud.

The story is a wholesome, cheerful, American
yarn that will be read with equal pleasure by
the Down Easter or the Out Wester." Hilde-
garde Hawthorne

+ N Y Times p27 Jl 17 '21 800w
Outlook 128:701 Ag 31 "21 50w

"When Mr Lincoln sticks to the Cape and
its characters he is on familiar ground, but
when he e.xperiments with learned archeologists
the result is not so happy. This book, how-
ever, is really enjoyable with its robust whole-
someness, and salt tang of the sea, and Lincoln
admirers will find much of it up to their ex-
pectations."

-I Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 310w
"Mr Lincoln is pleasant and amusing, and

we come to feel a certain affection for his
hero."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p582 S
8 '21 350w
Wis Lib Bui 17:157 O '21 lOw

LINCOLN, NATALIE SUMNER. Unseen ear.
il •$2 (Si/^c) Appleton 21-2971

Judith Richards is seated alone In her
father's library at midnight, when a man en-
ters, rifles her father's safe, and is examining
his loot when a steel blade darts thru the
portiferes, pierces him and he falls dead to
the floor. Judith meanwhile has remained
undisturbed, for she is seated with her back
to the intruder and she is, moreover, stone
deaf. When she finally rises to leave the
room, she discovers the crime, and recognizes
the victim as the stepson of her uncle. De-
tective Ferguson comes to the conclusion that
the murder must have been an Inside Job, and
the menfbers of the household come under
suspicion. Ferguson was right in his theory,
but it is not until much evidence against each
has been untangled that it is discovered
which one was guilty.

-f- Booklist 17:253 Ap '21

Bookm 53:461 Jl '21 70w
"Despite the use of a familiar formula,

however. Miss Lincoln is so ingenious with
her clues and so perplexing with her assort-
ment of characters and their varying motives
that she is to be credited with what authors
of detective stories do not always achieve, a
singularly expert and workmanlike accom-
plishment."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Mr 12 '21 240w
"Romance and plenty of quick-developing

action are found in every chapter."
+ Springf'd Republican plOa My 3 '21

180w
"Too intricate to be completely successful."

\- The Times [London] Lit Sup p566 S
1 '21 90w

LINDERMAN, FRANK BIRD. Bunch-grass
and blue-Joint. $1.25 Scribner 811 21-12267

A book of verse from the cattle country of the
far West, in cowboy dialect. Some of the titles
are: Cayuse Bill; The lonely teepee; To the
coyote; Pard o" mine; Cabins; The cow-
puncher's yarn; Sour dough; Philanthropy
loafln'; The pioneeer; The old frontier; The
deer lick; Night in the forest; The perfume of
the pines; Old trails.

"A group of swift-riding and colorful little
poems. The verses are quite sufficiently
pleasant to read, and not at all taxing emo-
tionally."

-f C'ath World 114:265 N '21 60w
"The dialect verse is better than that not

in dialect. The longer narrative poems betray
a mediocre technique. None of the verses is
distinguished, even as dialect verse. The gen-
eral effect of the book is dulness."— Lit R p60 O 1 '21 120w
Reviewed by H. S. Gorman

N Y Times pH S 4 '21 ]20w

LINDERMAN, FRANK BIRD. How it came
aliout stories, il $2.50 (5i/^c) Scribner

21-15946
These stories, unlike the "Indian Old-man

stories" by the same author, are purely Imag-
inary. They tell how the bear and the weasel
once met and in the course of the conversation
began to speculate about some of their friends'
peculiarities—why the beaver can stay so long
under water, why the duck-people can swim in
water and fly in the air, but the flsh-people die
in the air—and the outcome of it all was that
they decided to call a great council of the ani-
mals. At this council many stories were told
and many secrets shared about animal habits.

"Tho mild in their inventiveness, they are
none the less genuinely entertaining."

H Lit D p45 N 5 '21 140w
Lit R p76 O 8 '21 80w
N Y Times 20 N 20 '21 20w

LINDSAY, NICHOLAS VACHEL. Golden book
of Springfield. '$3.50 Macmillan 20-19074

"The story begins with a history of present-
day people and their various prophecies of the
Springfield—Springfield. III., not Mass.—of a
hundred years hence. Then appears the 'Golden
book,' a symbol of ideal government and teach-
ing. The narrator, after sleeping out the cen-
tury, rises from his grave and takes his place
in the life of the Springfield of 2018. Then
follows an account of the city of that time, of
its government, of world government and the
struggle with Singapore, the wicked revolting
power of the Orient."—Springf'd Republican

"Has pleasing touches of fantasy but the web
of imagination, retrospect and prophecy is so
tangled that few will have patience to unravel
it."

+ — Cleveland p26 Ap '21 50w
Rc'\ic\ved by Gilbert Seldes

Dial 70:208 F '21 GfiOw
" 'The golden book of Springfield' is a story

interpolated with visions and inspiring speeches.
The visions and the speeches are more exciting
than the story; they are the core of the book:
indeed, they make the Koran that is em-
bedded in—the Koran that perhaps is

—'The
golden book of Springfield.' " Padraic Colum

-|- New Repub 25:234 Ja 19 '21 1950w
"Most of the book, while it may perhaps

please some people, others will find intolerably
dull, full of a symbolism which is frequently un-
intelligible. Here and there, however, one
comes upon flashes of poetry, an instant of flne
visioning."

h N Y Times p22 N 21 '20 520w
"What Mr Lindsay has given us may be char-

acterized as an extravaganza, tending to wordi-
ness and destitute of an impelling design, but
sparkling v/ith color and beauty, and holding in
the fantasy much that is satiric. The criticism
of the life of to-day is, for the most part, very
clever."

-I Springf'd Republican p6 Ja 17 '21 300w
"One curious and American characteristic of

the book is its large and almost loose impar-
tiality. It is impossible to review this book
coherently, for it is, itself, not coherent; yet
it has the vividness, the convincing power,
and sometimes the tedium, of a dream. To
some readers it may seem intolerable or
merely nonsensical; but we have read it with
bewildered pleasure, and at the end we felt

that we had passed through a real, if baff-
ling, experience."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pll8 F
24 '21 1550W

"There are sides on which Mr Vachel Lind-
sav's 'Golden book of Springfield' is open to
criticism. The Springfield of 2018 which it

paints is a composite of elements which
neither the realist nor the idealist within us
can accommodate in his mind with perfect
ease. On the side of workmanship, however,
there are no misgivings; the work is exqul-
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site. Read it for its poetry (not minding its

prose lonn), and your content will be un-
rtawed."

H Weekly R 4:300 Mr 30 '21 500w

LINGLEY, CHARLES RAMSDELL. Since the
Civil war. •?2.65 Century 973 21-574

"This book, the last in order but the first to
be presented, is one of tliree to be published
under the editorship of Piofessor Farrand of
Yale under the general title "The United States.'
This will be a history giving- our national events
more in detail tlian do tlie one volume epitomes
which statements exhaust the historical knowl-
edge of many a family and yet not being one
of those narratives of a single period running
into eight or ten volumes, which look so for-
midable to the casual reader." (Boston Tran-
script) "Beginning with Andrew Johnson he
carries us up to some very recent years of grace.
Indeed, we are brought through the world war.
Roosevelt, Taft, Woodrow Wilson, and all the
figui-es of to-day and yesterday step out of the
newspapers into the pages of history." (Lit R)

Am Econ R 11:280 Je '21 30w
"The historian is lucid, and despite his neces-

sary brevity he is never uninteresting nor
pedantic. His strokes are sure although they
are rapid. He is also fair. We cannot help be-
lieving, however, that this history should end
with the election of 1912." S. L. C.

H Boston Transcript p8 F 2 '21 820w
"Much of the phrase is inelegant. It has no

motion. He who reads for pleasure will soon
forswear the volume. He will turn to picking
flaws in the author's scholarship So that he may
justify himself for seeking to escape the labor
of perusing it at all." E. P. Oberholtzer

h Lit R p2 Ap 16 '21 880w

LINNANKOSKI, JOHANNES, pseud. (VIH-
TORI PELTONEN). Song of the blood-
red flower; tr. from the Finnish by W. W.
Worster. $2 Moffat 21-16802

"A story of youth, of its wildness and In-
temperance, its colossal and unconscious self-
ishness and its bitter struggle to reassert itself
spiritually in the face of the odds of past fail-
ings. Olof, [the hero], is a strongly sexed in-
dividual, a young man on the threshold of life

who passes among numberless women, loving
each one for a season or less, and then passing
on again to new entanglements. He is a robust
lover of life, a lumberman inured to the hard-
ships of life and of heroic dimensions. Most
of the hook is written in an idyllic vein. There
is scene after scene where love is presented in
almost swooning terms. Therefore it is like a
sudden wind to have such scenes as Olof's race
down the rapids on a whirling log interjected.
There is also a dynamic touch in that episode
where he loosens the log-jam."—N Y Times

Ath pl6 Jl 2 '20 120w
"Linnankoski is sophisticated. He has come

under the influence of Nietzsche and Ibsen and
Brandes. He has carefully read his Byron and
his Goethe. But though he has browsed in the
literatures of Cosmopolis. he has his feet solidly
on his native Finnish earth. His work has the
strong pine odors of Finland, the unspoiled
rustic merriment of the Finnish people, their
melancholy, and something of their verbosity.
But the tale is simply, directly, and at times
almost poetically told, and the book is well
worth reading." E. H. Cahill

+ Lit R p35 S 24 '21 520w
"The theme is of extreme delicacy, but one

cannot doubt the complete success of the au-
thor. The book is a concrete example of the
high literary merit of the younger Finnish
novelists."

+ N Y Times p22 Ag 14 '21 1250w

LIPPINCOTT, ISAAC. Economic development
of the United States. *$3.50 Appleton 330.973

21-2933

The volume treats economic history as a
record of development with statements of the
policies we have followed and a record of suc-
cesses and failures together with their reasong.

"Emphasis has been laid on the development
and use of raw materials, on technical improve-
ments, on the growing use of by-products, on
the expansion of our industrial organization,
on the growing specialization in all branches
of industry, on the introduction and develop-
ment of numerous commercial facilities, on the
growth of government regulation, and on the
development of business education, ... on
the effect of the expansion of our national
domain and on the acquisition of our new pos-
sessions on our economic growth." (Preface)
The book is indexed and falls into five parts:
I: Factors in economic development; II: The
colonial period; III: Founding of the national
industrial system, 1789-1866; IV: Expansion of
national industries, 1860-1914; The war period,
1914-1920.

"Tables of statistics, C[Uotations from stand-
ard authorities, and other illustrative material
have been so woven into the text that the
book is remarkably free from the usual im-
pedimenta of footnotes and appendices. There
is a table of contents and an index." A. C.
Ford

+ Am Econ R 11:499 S '21 560w
"This is not alone a model and exceedingly

valuable work on a profound subject but
plainly understandable and, above all, an ex-
ample of the task which enlightened scholar-
ship sets itself in the full realization of the
responsibilities of the educated man."

+ Boston Transcript p4 My 25 '21 350w

"Much of the treatment is necessarily
sketchy, but for students and others approach-
ing the general subject for the flrst tune—and
for these tlie l)ook is written—the work prom-
ises to serve its purpose."

H Engin News Rec 87:457 S 15 '21 80w
"Considered as a textbook for college courses,

the book Is excellent; for the general reader
who wishes to enlarge his knowledge of

this side of United States history or to

get a starting point for a study of special
questions therein, it should prove equally
valuable. On the whole. Professor Lippincott
has performed his task exceedingly well." J.

W. Pratt
-] Lit R p8 Je 18 '21 520w
Reviewed by Alfred Lief

Outlook 129:28 S 7 '21 290w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p700 O

27 '21 lOOw

LIVERMORE, GEORGE GRISWOLD. Team
play; a story of the Owl and the clan, il

$1.75 (3c) Macmillan 21-17271

Clarence Cuthbert Jones had one ambition in

life, to earn a real live nickname as so many
of the boys at Sweetwater academy had done.

He could not hope to be the Animal, or the

Owl, or Slippery Elm, for they were all taken.

But in time he earned his nickname. Antidote
Jones. Boys will like this book, for it is full

of school athletics and school fun, told with a

never-failing sense of humor.

"This story has sport and good animal spirit

and schoolboy English. While it has not the

excruciating humor of Owen Johnson s boy
stories, it has life and vitality and schoolboy

fun and bustle and moves right along.
4- Lit R pl91 N 19 '21 140w

"An entertaining tale of boarding school

life
"

+ N Y Times pl2 D 4 '21 30w

"There is a whole lot doing, and most of

it is done humorously." "

t^ ii '91
4- Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 11 -ii

lOOw

LIVINGSTON, FLORENCE BINGHAM. Cust-

ard Cup. •n.^O (2%c) Doran 21-6897

The Custard Cup was the common or garden

name applied to Cluster Court, which was the

Snical title given a group of rundown tene-

ment houses. Mrs Penfleld, Penzle for short

received free housing in the "leanest of them. In

exchange for collecting the rent a.nd <iealln| with

the tenants' complaints. Penzie was desper-
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LIVINGSTON, F. B.—Continued
atcly poor herself, but that did not prevent her
big heart from adopting three little orphans.
Together they struggled along, helping one an-
other, and having a happy time in spite of pov-
erty, until at least fortune smiled on them and
they were established In a comfortable home.
Whereupon they decide to adopt another baby.

Booklist 17:350 Jl '21

"There are imagination and some good char-
acter work in the tale. Mrs Penfleld is ultra-
optimistic and this is a book for those who like
the Pollyanna type of fiction."

-\ Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 180w
"The manage might be pathetic and even

pitiable; but in fact it is merely amusing, for
there is never the slightest suggestion of
whining or discontent."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p342
My 2G '21 60w

LOCKE, ARTHUR WARE. Music and the
romantic movement in France. (Library of
music and musicians) •|2 Button 780.9

21-8621

"Study of the place of music in the romantic
movement of art at the beginning of the nine-
teenth century. Music was a late comer Into
that movement. Mr Ware Locke traces the
reasons for this in a careful examination of
musical history antecedent to Berlioz. He pays
special attention to the developments of French
opera and the controversies which are asso-
ciated with the names of Rousseau and Rameau,
Qluck and Plccinnl. He outlines the mental
attitudes towards their art of such men as
Berlioz, Chopin, and Liszt, and compares them
with Chateaubriand, Musset, and Lamartlne,
creating a valuable synthesis between literary
and musical romanticism."—The Times [Lon-
don] Lit Sup

"On the scholarly side, at least, he is ob-
viously well fitted for the task he has under-
taken. He has read widely in musical litera
ture and biography and in general aesthetics.
His book is well documented, and contains
many interesting pages. But because of his
incorrigible tendency to generalize, to trace
schools. Influences and intellectual concepts in-
stead of envisaging individual artists, his treat-
ment is often unreal and irritatingly a priori,
and verges toward the dogged academicism of
the doctor's thesis." D. G. Mason— Freeman 3:45 Mr 23 '21 850w
"An index would have increased the value

of Mr Locke's book, which, for its size, is

amazingly comprehensive."
+ Spec 127:145 Jl 30 '21 560w

"The book is a careful and interesting study,
scholarly in treatment."

-I- Springf'd Republican p6 N 14 '21

150w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p722 N

4 "20 lOOw

LOCKE, WILLIAM JOHN. Mountebank •$2
(2c) Lane 21-2970

The hero is another "Beloved vagabond"—

a

circus clown who, on the outbreak of the
war, enlists in the British army, wins dis-
tinction and becomes a brigadier-general. On
leave in England, he is warmly received in
society, but holds in faith and honor the ties
that bind him to the companion of his circus
days. When demobilized, he quietly resumes
his grotesque profession, only to find himself
a misfit, his old skill diminished, the circus
crowds cold. Happily, the love of Lady Aur-
lol, who learned to know him in the days of
his military renown, proves equal to the
shock of discovering the general turned clown.

has most of the qualities that make for gay-
ety, with Locke dialogue that, if it does "not
sparkle quite so brightly as Locke dialogrue
once did. still pops the cork." J. F.

-f- Bookm 53:351 Je '21 200w
"The mechanism of this story is very clum-

sy and disconcerting. Furthermore, prefixed
and affixed to it are portions of the most
commonplace of conventional romances. It
does not ruin the picturesque story of his
career, but it comes verv near to doing so."
E. F. Edgett

-I Boston Transcript p8 F 26 '21 llOOw
-f Boston Transcript p7 Ap 3 '21 440w
(Reprinted from the Sphere)
Cleveland p34 My '21 60w

-I Freeman 3:454 Jl 20 '21 250w
"It is a delicious story, done with the char-

acteristic whimsicality of the author of 'The
beloved vagabond,' who possesses a touch
that no romantic writer of our day can quite
equal, and the way out of the impasse that
Mr Locke finds for his hero is as characteris-
tic in its combination of humor and pathos as
anything in the book." Stanley Went

+ Lit R p3 Ap 2 '21 650w
"If it lacks something of the spirit and

sparkle of many of its predecessors, if there
are moments, even, when it drags a trifle, it

has more of humanity, less of improbability
and of the grotesque than certain others." L.
M. Field

-I NY Times p22 F 27 "21 1150w
"Andrew Lackaday, general and clown, is

as solid a piece of character building as Mr
Locke has ever done." R. D. Townsend

-f- Outlook 127:431 Mr 16 '21 250w
"Andrew Lackaday is a notable addition to

the noble army of Locke heroes,—more silent
and serious than some; perhaps, more marked
by war and world stress, but with the same
peculiar lovableness, the same quixotic charm.
The story enmeshes us in that close-woven
spell, that genial, wistful, golden, Lockean
magic, until the final satisfied sigh attests
that it is all very good." K. P. Shaw

+ Pub W 99:955 Mr 19 '21 420w
"We incline to reckon him wjth that small

band of authors who have gained more than
they have lost from the experience of the war.
At the risk of speaking as the highbrows do,
we must say that he seems to have acquired
a truer sense of values."

+ Sat R 131:265 Mr 26 '21 300w

+ Spec 126:592 My 7 '21 420w
The Times [London] Lit Sup pl06 F

17 '21 530w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

+ Weekly R 4:277 Mr 23 '21 850w

LOCKEY, JOSEPH BYRNE. Pan-Americanism;
its beginnings. *$5 Macmillan 327 20-7662

F'or descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Not quite at his best perhaps, but satisfy-
ing to his many admirers and entertaining to
all."

4- Booklist 17:253 Ap '21

"William J. Locke has again written a sto-
ry with the freshness, the bravado, and the
camaraderie of 'The beloved vtigabond.' It

"Investigators in the field of the international
relations of the Hispanic-American states will

welcome this volume which explores some oi

its obscure corners; but the student of Pan-
Americanism, as that term is ordinarily under-
stood, will not encounter much of vital interest

until he has perused about one-half of Lockey's
book." W: S. Robertson

1- Am Hist R 26:559 Ap '21 llOOw

"The mode of presentation is somewhat con-
fusing, especially for the lay reader, and in

matters of emphasis the author is not always
happy. The best chapters are the sixth, on
Hispanic America and the Monroe Doctrine,
and the three dealing with the Panama Con-
gress." C. H. Haring

h Am Pol Scl R 15:292 My '21 230w

"The author has done his work thoroughly,
with a wealth of documentation that will make
this volume indispensable to every student of

foreign relations." L. S. Rowe
+ Ann Am Acad 97:191 S '21 130w

Reviewed by W: S. Robertson
Nation 113:180 Ag 17 '21 540w
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"Scholarly study."
+ Outlook 127:32 Ja 5 '21 50w

"If one wants a convenient, clearly written,
authoritative account of the early phases of
the rapprochement among the nations of the
Western Hemisphere, he will do well to keep
this book by him." H. I. Priestley

H Survey 45:771 F 26 '21 360w

LOCKHART, CAROLINE. Dude wrangler, il

*$1.75 (2c) Doubleday 21-8308

Wallie Macpherson was the pride of his aun-
tie's heart, but at twenty-four he had become
nothing more creditable than a porch ornament
at summer hotels. He was quite contented with
his role, until a girl from Wyoming Jeered at
him. Then he resolved to show everybody what
he could do. He took the battle into the ene-
my's country and went to Wyoming. He was
the tenderest kind of a tenderfoot there, and his
experiences are told in a lively and humorous
manner, ending with his "dude" camp where he
gave some of his eastern friends the benefit of
his hard-earned experience, in a personally con-
ducted trip thru the Yellowstone.

"It is a pleasure to read a western novel with-
out any of the hackneyed thrills and full of
honest laughter. The humor is omnipresent and
delightful; one could only wish that the plot
were a little better constructed."

H Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 180w
"Somewhat fresher than the usual run of

tales of this type. The tale is told in an
easyflowing style."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 5 '21

150w

LOCKITT, CHARLES HENRY. Relations of
French and English society, 1763-1793. '$2.50
(*6s 6d) Longmans 944.03 20-17099

"Mr Lockitt has ransacked certain contem-
porary sources (mainly letters, memoirs,
diaries) for information about English and
French society during the quarter-century be-
fore the revolution. . . He compares and con-
trasts the manners, tastes, and ideas of [the
upper] classes in the two countries, endeavors
to indicate the changes, what he calls the 'rev-
olution,' that occurred in these matters during
the period in question, and closes with a con-
sideration of the effect of the revolution on
the attitude of Englishmen towards France.
"The appendix contains a useful compilation of
the names of Englishmen who visited France,
and of the Frenchmen who visited England,
between 1763 and 1787, giving the date in each
case."—Am Hist R

"The book is a useful one because it is

packed with factual information, clearly and
concretely presented, very often in the foim of
quotation, and carefully documented. But the
comment by which the author endeavors to
interpret this information is naive and super-
ficial in the extreme." Carl Becker

-\ Am Hist R 26:575 Ap '21 390w
Ath p582 O 29 '20 700w

"His book, quite aside from its values as a
bit of research work in a deliberately restricted
field, is by reason of its liveliness of manner
and selection of incident a volume that should
hold the interest of the most casual reader."

+ Lit R p8 F 26 '21 420w
Spec 126:783 Je 18 '21 700w

"Thoughtful documented study."
-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p621 S
23 '20 70w

LODGE, HENRY CABOT. Senate of the United
States, and other essays and addresses, his-
torical and literary. •|2.50 Scribner 814

21-9671

The titles of these "essays and addresses,
historical and literary," are in most cases self-
explanatory. The title essay is reprinted, with
additions, from the Political Quarterly, Oxford,
1914. Several of the essays are commemorative.
A great library Is the title of the address
delivered at the presentation of the Widener

Memorial library to Harvard university, June
24, 1915. The address entitled Theodore
Roosevelt was delivered before Congress in

February, 1919. After the victory was delivered
at Harvard commencement, June, 1919. The
Pilgrims of Plymouth commemorated the land-
ing of the Pilgrims, and was delivered at Ply-
mouth, Massachusetts, Dec. 21, 1920. The
literary subjects are entitled Value of the clas-
sics; Familiar quotations; Prospero's island; and
New lamps for old.

"Excellent both in substance and style."

+ Am Pol Scl R 15:455 Ag '21 llOw
Booklist 18:12 O '21

"They constitute the plea of an ardent
champion of the classics for true culture and
breadth of vision as opposed to mere utihtarian
knowledge."

+ Bookm 54:78 S '21 180w

Reviewed by C: A. Beard
Freeman 3:173 Jl 27 '21 950w
Lit R pll Jl 9 '21 220w

"As he is a gentleman and a scholar, he
does not allow himself to float with the turbid
current of today. He holds fast to the in-

herited traditions of our stock. He is a respec-
ter of ancient landmarks." Brander Matthews

-t- N Y Times pl7 Je 19 '21 2000w

R of Rs 64:221 Ag '21 180w

LONDON, CHARMIAN (KITTREDGE) (MRS
JACK LONDON). Book of Jack London.
2v il $10 Century t36s per set Mills & B.]

B or 92 21-16675

"This book is written only for those sincere

and open-minded folk who want to know the

real and living facts that I can tell. So un-
usual a man should be honored with an un-
usual biography, and mine is bound to be frank
beyond the ordinary since I must approach it

with frankness or do a spurious piece of work.
. . For Jack London was my man of men,
and because I have answered these many
years to his call of 'my woman,' I am un-
afraid." (Preface) The many letters in which
Jack London communicates himself to his

friends make the books partly autobiographi-
cal. There are many illustrations and a Jack
London bibliography.

"In its sympathetic pages lives and breathes
the lovable, enthusiastic, very human Jack
London that Charmian London knew and
wants the world to know. ' C: B. Hawes

-I- Atlantic's Bookshelf Ja '22 400w

Booklist 18:80 D '21

"Those of us who knew Jack London ever so

slightly feel that in her book Charmian London
has given us a life-sized portrait of the man.
More than that, as his wile she has held her-
self up to him as the mirror for his person-
ality; and in her love, her devotion, her under-
standing, we see Jack London as it would
have been impossible for us to see him through
anv other medium. 'The book of Jack London
will be an inexhaustible source for other studies

of Jack London that may come." Sydney
Greenbie

-I- Bookm 54:391 D '21 900w

"An adoring widow with no literary skill

is naturally little qualified to paint in words
a faithful portrait of her husband, especially

when she thinks the most trivial fact or

thought worth record and preservation in print.

So sturdy a soul as Jack London deserves
.something better than this sentimental bio-
graphical account of his extraordinary life.

Fortunately, the biography is made up in part
of Jack London's own letters, and these offer

excellent antidote to his biographer's style."

E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p8 O 15 '21 1250w

Freeman 4:407 Ja 4 '22 1450w

"Some of it is rather trivial. Some of it

will Tail to atlrncl Ptlniiration for his person-
ality. But a dull book it is not." E. L. Pear-
son

-I
Ind 107:106 29 -'21 200\v
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LONDON, CHAR MlAN—Continued
"Great men, unfortunately, marry for love

rather than biographies. Charmian London
seems to have been a better wife than a
biographer. Honesty is among the writing
virtues and so is emotion, but they cannot
make a book when its author is merely mud-
dled by the depth of her feeling Instead of
inspired. Above everything else a certain dis-
passion is needed in biography." Heywood
Broun— NY World O 21 '21 380w
"The book as biography is such a thing as

no man could write, being both utterly frank
and not at all critical. The truth is all there,
and there is no concealment, no bias, but the
narrative manages to be all eulogy. It is a
great book for warm admirers of London, and
a great love story. We have had in recent
years several remarkably frank biographies,
but the frankness of biography can never have
quite the same value as the frankness of
autobiography."

+ No Am 214:856 D "21 1650w
R of Rs 64:559 N '21 70w

'Repellent is the really dreadful pseudo-
philosophical jargon in which Mrs London
writes when she remembers not to be her
natural sensible little self and consciously tries
to rise on her tip-toes to what she innocently
conceives to be the attitudes of thought and
diction appropriate to 'offlcial' biographies of
the great. There was no need for Mrs Lon-
don to be learned at all in order to do justice
to the deeply interesting story she had to tell."

h Sat R 132:533 N 5 '21 lOOOw
"Mrs London aims at strength, not precision.

Her narrative amounts to more than 800 pages;
it is illustrated with forty-one photographs

—

nearly all of its hero; in describing his char-
acter and career she confines herself to super-
latives . . . [but} under the trappings of the
demi-god proclaimed by Mrs London we dis-
cern a man who did in reality surpass ordinary
men both in natural gifts and in the power
of turning them to practical account."

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p709 N
3 '21 llOOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:210 D '21 40w

LONDON SOCIETY. London of the future;
under the editorship of Sir Aston Webb il

$15 Dutton [42s Unwin] 914.21
Says the Marquess of Crewe, in his contribu-

tion to this volume, The spirit of London: "This
hook on London of the Future represents a
civic survey, by competent observers, of the
Greater London which is the home of from
seven to eight million souls. They describe
what actually exists within that vast and teem-
ing area; what might be; and what cannot be
from the loss of opportunities that can never
recur. The various writers describe the streets
in which these millions live and move, the port
and the railways by which thev are fed and
provided, the parks and squares through which
they breathe and the smoke that chokes them "
The above is a good general summary of the
contents of the volume contributed bv various
members of the London Societv which" has been
at work since the spring of 1912 to work out
plans for the improvement of the city The
book is profusely illustrated with pictures^
plans and diagrams and has an index.

"This weighty volume has, of course, the
defects of all symposiums in the sketchiness
of the individual article, in the overlapping of
several parts, and the incoherence of the whole-
and while something like a London Society
policy emerges, it lacks the deflniteness of amore closely knit work. At the same time
the contributor.s exhibit scverallv a grasp of
the problems, and a vigor of imagination which
IS more than noteworthy." L: Mumford

H New Repub 28:328 N 9 '21 900w
"If an expert will stick to his subject andnot try to produce what he thinks 'fine writing'he f-a.Tnot fail to intercut an intelligent read-

er, and Sir Aston Webb, the editor, is to be

congratulated on the good discipline of his
team in this respect."

-I- Spec 127:565 O 29 '21 1450w
Springf'd Republican p6 S 24 '21 130w

LONG, HAN I EL. Poems. •$1.50 Moffat 811
20-22326

"In this slim volume Haniel Long presents
his rhymed lyrics in their various colors—pastel,
transparents, romantic and oriental opaques.
As usual the free-verse medium seems to make
the poet relax and be natural."—Poetry

"Is compact with delicate but tentative ap-
proaches towards poetic expression. His lyrics,
though slight, have a musical charm that
should please the reader who is not too critical.
Their excellence Is more potential than absolute,
however."

-i Dial 71:243 Ag '21 20w
"It Is a relief to turn to poets who always

do definite things and who sometimes do per-
fect things. If only in a small way. Mr Long
moves by preference through delicate, dim be-
tween-worlds. It Is his art that Is definite,
his naive quatrains and couplets that are per-
fect

"

+ Nation 112:86 Ja 19 '21 50w
Reviewed by Laura Sherry

Poetry 18:101 My '21 220w

LOOSMORE, WILLIAM CHARLES. Nerves and
the man; a popular psychological and con-
structive study of nervous breakdown.
*$2.50 Doran 613.8 21-10347

"A layman's kindly, readable advice to the
person who is losing his grip because of nervous
exhaustion. The author speaks from the ex-
perience of his own illness and details mental
and physical aids to restore poise."—Booklist

Booklist 17:239 Ap '21

+ Cleveland p44 Je '21. lOw
Reviewed by H. L. Mencken— Lit R p4 F 26 '21 450w

R of Rs 64:672 D '21 90w
"Little effort is made to go to the founda-

tions of things. Such observations and recom-
mendations as are made are not new." Pearce
Bailey

h Survey 45:868 Mr 12 '21 60w
"This is an admlmble little book. One can

hardly open It anywhere without finding some-
thing fresh and practical to help in* the man-
agement of body, mind, character, or be-
haviour."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p426 Jl
1 '20 320w

LORD, FRANK B., and BRYAN, JAMES
WILLIAM. Woodrow Wilson's administra-
tion and achievements, il $1 J. W. Bryan
Press, Washington, D.C. B or 92 21-12355

A compilation from the American newspaper
press concerning Woodrow Wilson's adminis-
tration and service. Among the material in-
cluded Is the estimate of his administration
published In the New York Times at the time
of the incoming of the new administration, the
interpretation of Mr Wilson by the editor of
the New York World, which appeared at the
same time, the appreciation by Gen. Jan Chris-
tian Smuts, and other briefer tributes Includ-
ing several poems. The Covenant of the
League of Nations Is added and there are
several portraits in photogravure.

LOUISE, PRINCESS OF BELGIUM. My own
affairs; tr. by Maude M. C. Ffoulkes. il

$4 (9c) Doran [21s Cassell] B or 92
(Eng ed 21-12090)

These memoirs are the story of the personal
wrongs suffered by the daughter of Leopold II

of Belgium. She was married at seventeen to
an Austrian prince, was an unhappy wife, be-
came estranged from her own children, was
wrongly confined in an insane asylum, escaped
and became the object of persecutions that
ended in a retreat in Hungary. The book
abounds in desciiptions of the sordid side of
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court life, of its intrigues and scandals, and
contains many pen-pictures of royal person-
ages. There is an index.

"She has written this thrilling and distress-
ing book in her age to vindicate herself, to

gain sympathy and perhaps a little money.
Her escapes and adventures make thrilling

reading. The translation is so laborious and
clumsy at times that one loses the force of

the original narrative." „_„
h Boston Transcript p9 N 26 '21 350w

"There are a few interesting glimpses of

Leopold's family life in the first half of the
book; for the rest, however, it is all recrimina-
tion, denunciation, and protest. Restraint
would have added greatly to the book's worth,
though so intemperate is it there would be
little left for the reader. The prmcess v.'rites

very consciously and covers pages in the de-
tailing of her wrongs."— Lit R p234 D 3 '21 230w

Nation and Ath 28:922 Mr 26 '21 260w

Spec 126:274 F 26 '21 80w
"The story, given by the Princess in a flu-

ent emotional style, is a personal one of little

historical value; but those who like to feel

themselves moving among Royal personages,
and read new pen pictures of Queen Victoria,

Kaiser Wilhelm, Franz Joseph, Prince Rudolph
and others, will enjoy her pages and her
graphic gift of portraiture."

f- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl45 Mr
3 '21 60w

LOWE, BOUTELLE ELLSWORTH. Interna-
tional protection of labor. |2.50 Macmillan
331 21-20199

"The mternational protection of labor is a
name for the movement which has resulted in

the adherence of nations to treaties and con-
ventions protecting workers. These agree-
ments tend to establish international standards
for the regulation of industry. The interna-
tional activities of socialists, trade-unionists,
social welfare workers and governments con-
stitute respectively the pohtical, economic, sci-

entific, and official phases of international
action which has affected this movement."
(Introd.) The book gives a complete survey of
the movement In all its phases, from its begin-
nings in 1818, In the person of Robert Owen, to
the present time, including the international
labor organization of the League of nations.
There are appendices on labor law Internation-
ally adopted and labor resolutions interna-
tionally subscribed, an index and an exhaustive
bibliography. The Supplement gives the com-
plete official text of the labor section of the
Peace treaty.

LOWE, GEORGE. Josef Holbrooke and his
work. •$2.25 Dutton B or 92 21-7038

"Mr George Lowe's study of 'Josef Hol-
brooke and his work' is the latest addition to
the Library of music and musicians edited by
Dr Eaglefleld Hull. Of the three hundred and
odd pages, two hundred and thirty-five are
devoted to an exhaustive analysis with many
musical illustrations of Mr Holbrooke's com-
positions; these are prefaced by chapters on
"The man and his music' and 'The critic and
his work.' There is also an introduction re-
viewing the progress of native music from the
Elizabethans onward."—Spec

Freeman 3:22 Mr 16 '21 120w
"This book is not the first example of the

dangers oi mdulgiusc in imciitical and prema-
ture lauds of the living."— Spec 125:819 D 18 "20 390w
"We are glad to read the pleasant things

Mr Lowe has to tell iis of his hero, and to
recognize his fairne.-^s in not plozing over
faults, but we should have liked to have these
views established on something a little more
secure; too nianj- of the statements have to be
taken on trust for the book to be really au-
thoritative."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p654 O
7 '20 150w

LOWELL, AMY. Legends; tales of peoples. •$2
Houghton 811 21-10006

Eleven poems based on the folklore of dif-
ferent countries. "The stories are neither new,
nor old; they are perennial, this is my ver-
sion, as the next man will have his and so
on forever. . . I have changed, added, sub-
tracted, jumbled several together at will, left

out portions; in short, made them over to suit
my particular vision. . . That inaccuracies
from the point of view of the student of folk-
lore have crept into the poems, 1 have no doubt,
nor does it make any difference to me. The
truth of poetry is imaginative, not literal, and
it is as a poet that I have conceived and
written my book." (Preface) Contents: Mem-
orandum confided by a yucca to a passion-
vine (Peru); A legend of porcelain (China);
Many swans (North America); Funeral song
for the Indian chief Blackbird (North Amer-
ica); Witch-woman (Yucatan); The ring and
the castle (Europe); Gavotte in D minor (Eu-
rope); The statue in the garden (Europe);
Dried marjoram (England); Before the storm
(New England); Four sides to a house (New
England).

Booklist 17:342 Jl '21

"These eleven dramatic tales are so bril-

liantly successful that we can only hope for

more of their kind. Both in subject-matter
and in technique Miss Lowell has surpassed
herself in these legends." J. F.

+ Bookm 53:448 Jl "21 550w

"The work of a poet remarkably alert to

what she can see, hear, touch—to the world
of sensation and experience. Miss Lowell's
wide reading, her keenness of feeling, her acute
intellect, give the throb and sparkle of vitality

to every page of "Legends' which sustains her
reputation as one of the foremost personalities
in the literature of the English-speaking world."
N. J. O'Conor ^,„„

-I- Boston Transcript p6 My 21 '21 1600w

"She shows remarkable ability to handle
large forms. In her brushwork, however, a
serious weakness appears. It is to her mis-
fortune as a writer that she reads so well.

Before an audience she can make her worst
lines sound convincing; for this reason she is

sometimes not so careful as a poet would be
who recited wretchedly." Malcolm Cowley

H Dial 71:222 Ag '21 1900w

Reviewed by I'adraic Colum
Freeman 4:18 S 14 '21 1150w

"The legends provide perhaps the .aptest

vehicle which Miss Lowell has so far hit upon
for the exercise of her peculiar gifts. They
are full to the brim of action, which flashes

incessantly into pictures. They offer an in-

comparable field for the author's trick of

metamorphosing erudition into imagery. Finally,

the rich variety of matter and movement is re-

flected in the ver-se, which—now rhymed, now
unrhymed. now metrical, now cadenced—varies
with the varying mood and tempo of the
theme. The book is highly original, immense-
ly interesting, and, in its choice of themes,
of the first significance." J: L. Lowes

-f Lit R p6 Ap 16 '21 2000W

"Is incomparably the best of Amy Lowell
thus far." Mark Van Doien

+ Nation 113:151 Ag 10 '21 700w

"While her chief forte is description, owing
to her extraordinaiy sensitiveness to sounds,
colors, and smells, she has given in 'Legends'
such a variety of beauty as to delight her
friends and to bewilder her enemies." W: L.

Phelps
H NY Times pl9 Je 12 '21 1550w

"They always seem absolutely free, spon-
taneous, sincere. They are not exempt from
faults, and sometimes these are grievous. But
the damning faults of affectation, and of ec-
centricity just for eccentricity's sake, which are
characteristic of the major portion of current
'free verse,' are never found in the poems of

Amy Lowell."
H No Am 214:283 Ag '21 880w
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LOWELL, AMY —Continued
Reviewed by H. G. Sampson

+ Springf'd Republican plla S 4 '21 800w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson— Weekly R 4:557 Je 11 '21 180w
"The style Is too self-centred, it is absolute,

instead of being relative to thought; and one
feels dimly that the thought moves with cir-

cumspection and almost breathes with caution
lest it should derange the felicity Of its ap-
parel." O. W. Firkins

f- Weekly R 5:38 Jl 9 '21 llOOw
"Weirdly beautiful work that could never by

any possibility be mistaken for the work of
anyone else. It is good fun to read; though
you have to be in the mood and have time for
it. There is some element Miss Lowell has
not, perhaps will never have, in her work. I

think it is what we call, loosely, genius." W:
R. Benet

^ Yale R n s 11:175 O '21 600w

LOWNDES, MRS MARIE ADELAIDE (BEL-
LOC). From out the vasty deep. '$1.90
(3c) Doran 21-26289

The crimes of the owner of an old English
country house are brought to light by one of
his guests during a house party. Bubbles
Dunster is a clever amateur medium whose
instinctive distrust of her apparently genial
host tempts her to exercise her spiritualistic
powers and to call up the ghosts which haunt
the house to confirm her suspicions. Her
love story develops with the unraveling of the
mystery.

Hughes; Lodge; Why not Knox? Hoover; Un-
derwood; Borah; La Follette; Lewis; Sims;
Pershing; Taft.

"A story which is interesting and readable
enough but hardly as convincing as some by
the same author."

H Booklist 17:253 Ap '21

"Mrs Belloc Lowndes has written with the
easy grace particularly her own. The subject
matter of the book is less satisfactory."

H Cath World 113:693 Ag '21 140w
"The narrative is a tale of crime and of

love whose conclusion leaves at loose ends the
spiritualistic episodes. However, since it is

both thrilling and enthralling, why cavil at
the deficiencies of its technique?"

H Lit R pll Mr 12 '21 230w
"The story is interesting and very cleverly

developed."
+ N Y Times pl9 Ap 10 '21 560w

"The figure of the very modern young lady
called Bubbles is well drawn, but the book on
the whole is not up to the level which Mrs
Belloc Lowndes has taught her readers to ex-
pect."

h Spec 125:861 D 25 '20 50w
"It is told with suspense for the reader

who can swallow Its improbability."
H Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

200w
"In Mrs Belloc Lowndes's new novel the

people who read the newspapers will find a
pleasure beyond that of a thrilling story. It

is the pleasure of seeing how cleverly an in-
genious mind can bring together the topics of
the moment, from prominent crimes to fash-
ionable crazes or newspaper 'stunts.' In
spite of want of continuity and here and
there a slip in craftsmanship, the tale is

thrilling, and not to be read by the nervous

+ — The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N
4 '20 390w

LOWRY, EDWARD GEORGE. Washington
close-ups. il $3 Houghton 923.2 21-18198

Many of these intimate, journalistic sketches
of some of Washington's public figures have
already appeared in the New Republic, Collier's
Weekly, and the Weekly Review. Contents:
Harding: the great emollient; Coolldge:
foster-child of silence; Bryan; Johnson: a
herald with trumpet; Lost in the mists (House
of representatives); Aide-ing the president;
TTays; Wood;- The gre;it Hitchcock enigma;
Norris; Washington's hardest job (secretary
to the president); From the House gallery;
Remarkable INTr Adee; Mellon; McCormick;

Booklist 18:118 Ja '22

"Our only complaint about Mr Lowry's book
is that he is much too kind. Again and again
he diverts himself from saying that some great
figure or other has no intelligence and con-
fines his comment instead to the excellent dis-
position of his subject." Heywood Broun

H Bookm 54:397 D '21 160w
"Somehow there seems to be something mis-

sing in these portraits. One feels as if the
characteristics of the celebrities he has por-
trayed are not the deep, inherent, important
qualities which govern their acts. It is as if

we had seen what actors term the 'make-up'
rather than the character. Mr Lowry gives
us practically only the surface of the Capital,
but here and there we get some illuminating
glimpses." S. L. C.

h Boston Transcript p7 N 12 '21 1050w
Ind 107:138 N 5 '21 150w

"The whole book shows the wide experience
and resources of the author, who knows Wash-
ington inside and out. His description of the
'Washington Scene' is one of the best pieces
in the collection." E. K. P. Stokes

+ Lit R pl85 N 19 '21 750w
New Repub 29:186 Ja 11 '22 lOOOw
R of Rs 64:666 D '21 230w

"Easy reading and good reading. At the
same time the appraisals are sound and dis-
criminating—more sound and discriminating
than the light style might occasionally lead the
uninformed reader to suspect. With humor
rather than with malice the author contrives
to indicate the limitations of these various ac-
tors on the national stage."

-|- Springf'd Republican plla D 4 '21

650w
"Mr Lowry's long experience as a Washing-

ton correspondent, his vivid writing, his deft-
ness in catching a statesman in his shirt-
sleeves, make these sketches as good and re-
vealing reading in a book as they were in the
weeklies where they first appeared."

4- Survey 47:440 D 17 '21 130w

LUCAS, EDWARD VERRAL. Rose and Rose.
$1.90 Doran [6si Methuen]

The story of the two Roses is told by an
old doctor who at thirty-four found himself
the guardian of Rose the first, an orphan girl

of seven, and at fifty-six was again called up-
on to father the seven-year-old Rose the sec-
ond, when her mother deserts her husband for
an earlier lover. In both cases the sympathet-
ic, sensible, liberal-minded doctor adapts his
bachelor ways to the ways of a young girl

and Ijecomes very truly her friend, loving and
loved. It is after the old man is comfortably
settled at last with both his Roses that he
tells their story, and, in the telling, reveals
some of his thoughts on love and marriage,
the rights of children and the changed outlook
of young people.

"It is not too much to say that his newest
book is by far the best thing Mr Lucas has
ever done." I. W. L.

+ Boston Transcript p5 Ja 11 22 850w

"Mr Lucas writes a great many books—

a

great many more books than one man can
write well. 'Rose and Rose' indicates facility,

superficial thought and imperlect ob.ser\'a-

tion. . . Though it is written sweetly and skil-

fully, is not the work of one who sees very
deeply into the complexities of men and wo-
men."

h Lit R p240 D 3 '21 230w
"There are a few deaths in Mr Lucas's lat-

est novel, an elopement, an estrangement, but
they do not disturb the quiet flow of the mel-
ody. It is all very soothing. His readers de-

mand charm from Mr Lucas and they will not

be disappointed."
H Sat R 132:384 S 24 '21 160w
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"The entertainment is very pleasant, and at
times exhilarating. But we miss those delight-
ful digressions and 'side-shows' which have
been so attractive a feature in Mr Lucas's ear-
lier stories, and which redeem and more than
redeem his disregeird tor the ordinary conven-
tions and formulae of novel writing."

H Spec 127:567 O 29 '21 520w
"The capital appeal of the book is Mr Lu-

cas's treatment of that rare and beautiful re-
lation of a girl and a man who is old enough
to be, but is not, her father. That he touches
on it with delicacy and charm need not be
said; but the magic lies in his way of making
it glow through the whole book, so that emo-
tion and reserve go hand in hand, it is the
conjunction of maturity and immaturity, each
giving great gifts to the other and making be-
tween them a world where love brings beauty
even out of trouble."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p611 S
22 '21 320w

LUCAS, EDWARD VERRALL. Roving east
and roving west, il $2 Doran 910 [15s
Methuen] 21-17088

Brief and random notes of travel in India,
Japan and America, the fruit of a hurried trip
around the world last year, from the experi-
ences and impressions derived from a seven
weeks' stay in India, three in Japan and eight
in America, the author is content merely to
observe and describe seme of the things that
most interested him. America seems to have
held him enchanted. He writes with enthusi-
asm of its hotels, newspapers, baseball, archi-
tecture, libraries and art treasures.

Booklist 18:79 D '21

"Unlike many of his kind, Mr Lucas has a
keen appreciation of humor, especially of the
unintended sort, and he has collected some
samples which are excellent."

-(- Boston Transcript p4 Ja 11 '22 400w
"The life of the Orient, as one sees it in the

Indian bazaar or the clattering streets of old
Japan, is portrayed in a way that is, in spirit
at least, Stevensonian. America, too, has
fared well at Mr Lucas' hands. He js neither
fulsome in his praise nor ill-mannered in his
blame; and such criticism as he offers, is of
the sort long since made of us by ourselves."

-I- Cath World 114:544 Ja '22 200w
"These superficialities are jumbled together

higgledy-piggledy, and one lays down the book
witli the feuling that Mr Lucas has been wetst-
ing his talent in their compilation, and the
reader his time in their perusal." C. E. B.— Freeman 4:285 N 30 '21 280w
"The volume is not in the least important,

but it is very readable; the author's observa-
tions are shrewd and kindly, and he makes no
pretence at recording anything deeper than
the impression left by a passing glance at
objects seen along the wayside."

H Lit R p335 Ja 7 '22 800w
"One's respect (not one's liking) for Mr

Lucas is diminished by the reading of these
notes of his journey round the globe." S. K. R.— Nation and Ath 29:655 Jl 30 "21 620w
"These brief glimpses of India, Japan and

America are light literature at its best. One
reads the fifty-two short pages on India, the
sixteen on Japan, and at the end of each sec-
tion one has received not only impressions, but
also subtle sensations peculiar to each country.
From the section on America there emerges a
distinctive and a very alluring atmosphere."

-f New Statesman 17:396 Jl 9 '21 440w
"What the rover East and "West has here

given us is the sketch-book of an artist in
words; and the leaves of his notebook delight
us with a succession of verbal etchings, dry
points, rapidly executed, with economy of
stroke and never over-bitten." Brander Mat-
thews

+ N Y Times p3 O 23 '21 1800w
"Even as the fruits of a pocket note-book,

Mr Lucas's latest volume is a disappointment.
Mr Lucas is not 'roving' at all; he is rush-
Ingr; no 'Cook's Tourist' could sweep along

more swiftly or definitely. Here and there, as
in his closing comment on Japan, he pene-
trates for a moment to the spirit of the
countrj- he is bustling through; but on the
whole, it would seem that India and Japan
made but a superficial appeal, and that only
to his sense of beauty. It is only in speaking
of America that anything of the charm which
is so particularly the gift of Mr Lucas strug-
gles through."— -t- Sat R 132:241 Ag 20 '21 220w
"Mr Lucas's notes of travel are excellent.

Their only fault is their brevity, and that
is a fault of which few travellers can be
accused. '

+ Spec 127:21 Jl 2 '21 460w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 O SI "21 680w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 5:274 S 24 '21 llOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:208 D '21 40w

LUCY, SIR HENRY WILLIAM (TOBY, M. P.,
pseud.). Men and manner in Parliament, il

*$5 (lUc) Button 328.42 (Eng ed 20-6136)
These sketches of English political procedure

and personalities originally appeared some
forty-rive years ago as a series of articles in
the Gentleman's Magazine. The author, a
veteran political journalist, has written under
various pseudonyms, having legularly tor many
years, during the parliamentary session, filled
a page of Punch, under the name Toby, M. P.
Among the personalities sketched in this book
are Disraeli, Bright, Gladstone, Robert Lowe,
W. E. Forster, G. W. Bentwick, Sir William
Harcourt, Henry Fawcett, and others less well
known. Illustrated with portraits and cartoons.

"Among the many good scribes who have sat
in the press gallery of the House of Commons
few liave achieved greater renown for intel-
ligent reporting tlian the veteran journalist Sir
Henry Lucy. . . In all about two liundred men
are passed in review and their strong and
weak points, their eccentricities, and their be-
havior on the floor of the house are indicated
and discussed in a manner that seems to be
quite free from partisansttip." L. M. Larson

-f- Am Pol Sci R 15:608 N '21 260w
'As a portrait gallery of public men of the

late Victorian period, the book is undeniably
interesting."

-j- Ath pl083 O 24 '20 80w
Boston Transcript p6 S 10 '21 90w

"It is a book that was well worth reprinting
and that should appeal both to those who lived
in the days when the figures it portrays were
active in the political forum and to those who
know of them, if they know of many of them
at all, only through history." Amy Loveman

-t- Lit R p9 Jl 23 '21 1200w
"Every page is bright with interest for men

who think."
-f N Y Times pl6 Jl 24 '21 3500w

"Its unusual value lies in this: that it is in
its final effect a portrait of Parliament rather
than of men in l^arliaineiit. Its interest lies

in the true Parliamentary and political flavor
of the scenes and persons it portrays: the zest
of the game is in it, and it is written by a
connoisseur of things Parliamentary."

+ No Am 214:569 O '21 560w
R of Rs 64:446 O '21 70w

"There is not in this book one single obsei-va-
tion, so far as we can discover, even on the
more prominent parliamentarians of the period,
sufficiently absorbing or profound to justify its

republication after so many years."— Sat R 129:64 Ja 17 '20 500w

LUDOVICI, ANTHONY MARIO. Man's des-
cent from the gods; or. The complete case
against prohibition. $4 Knopf [14s Heine-
mann] 178 21-13170

The argument of the book hinges on a
novel interpretation of the myth of Prometheus
as well as on the contention that ancient
mythologies, far from being a symbolic and
poetic account of natural phenomena, repre-
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LUDOVICI, ANTHONY MARIO

—

Continued
sent traditional records of actual events in the
history of ancestors. Thus the myth of the
flre-stealer is based on an actual event which
has been an evil to mankind instead of a boon.
It promulgated an unhealthy mode of life and
an unhealthy dietafy—viz. cooked food. So far
maji has been saved from extinction only
by the counteracting influence of Dionysus and
his fermented juices. If, by prohibition, men
propose to abolish Dionysus,, they can do it

with safety only on the impossible alterna-
tive of returning to a pre-Promethean civiliza-

tion.

"The book is annoying if not positively ob-
jectionable because of its reasoning. . . And
when he strikes a really hard problem he
merely refers to some 'eminent authority,' par-
ticularly of Germany. And yet the volume is

thought provoking in that it discusses some
things we either never think about or take
for granted." A. W. Porterfleld

h Lit R pl46 N 6 "21 700w
"To be effective, an argument must be clear,

temperate, and as free as possible from all

rash statements and from the entanglements
of extraneous material. There is room for
such a statement of the case against Prohibi-
tion. [This book] mixes vip with the main
thesis a large amount of alien matter which
will appear to the average reader impertinent
and illogical." Preserved Smith— Nation 113:601 N 23 '21 500w
"While there are undoubtedly fanciful ele-

ments in Mr Ludovici's application of modern
dietetic science to the interpretation of ancient
mythology, the new reading of the old legends
is one which will give classical scholars and
mythologians something to think about." Aus-
tin Hay

-I NY Times p4 O 23 '21 2150w
"This work is hardly likely to provide the

anti-Prohibitionists with much handy ammu-
nition for a popular campaign. Mr Ludovici
lets his sentiments get the better of him and
approaches his theme not at all as a logical
thinker, but as a simple emotionalist. Callow
pronouncements pervade the book; and they
will, we are afraid, prevent any intelligent
reader from accepting Mr Ludovici as a serious
thinker."— The Times [London] Lit Sup pl99 Mr

24 '21 54(hv

LUDOVICI, ANTHONY MARIO. Too old for
dolls. *%2 (2%c) Putnam 21-7408

The sex psychology of women is featured in
this novel and three aspects of it are typified
by Mrs Delarayne, an aging widow—pathet-
ically anxious to conceal her years—and her
two daughters. Cleopatra, the elder, has
always subconsciously sensed the potential
rivalry of Leonetta, eight years her junior,
and has Involuntarily conspired with her mother
to keep the child in school, away from home,
as long as possible. When "Baby," a nick-
name significant to the psycho-analyst, arrives
to take her place in the family group, as a
full-grown, very attractive flapper, and be-
gins to wield her power over the male person
quite ruthlessly, Cleopatra's hidden fear rises
Into consciousness. Into the struggle that en-
sues steps a noted nerve-specialist, Lord Henry
Highbam. He sees through and can explain
everything, from the love-lorn widow's des-
perate efforts to secure a youthful lover be-
fore it is too late, to the homicidal and sui-
cidal possibilities In Cleopatra's nervous break-
down, and the dangerous speed with which
Leonetta seems fated to wreck her future hap-
pine.s.s. With expert skill he restores the trio's
equilibrium and, as his wife, Cleopatra's
serenity is permanently secured.

point, he is successful; when he lapses tem-
porarily into essay style, he lapses also from
effectiveness. But his development of the
women characters and his occasional gleams
of insight into human motives place the book
decidedly above the rank and file of contem-
porary novels."

-I Lit R p8 My 28 '21 480w
"The book is interesting in spite of being

a novel with a purpose. It is a pleasure to
read a novel based on Freudian analysis which
deals with normal sex desires and with people
for whom one has both respect and liking."

+ N Y Times p22 Je 5 '21 330w
"The story, which is short, develops along

level lines. It is neither original nor amusing,
nor vital, nor thought-disturbing."— Sprlngrd Republican p5a My 15 '21

90w

LULL, HERBERT GALEN, and WILSON,
HARRY BRUCE. Redirection of high-
school instruction. (Lippincott's school
project ser.) $1.60 Lippincott 379.17

21-6514

"The aim is to set forth the function of the
high school as an agency in social adjustment.
It emphasizes instruction, not as an individual
experience witli an eye to understanding the
past, but as a social experience with a look
toward the future. It proposes substitutions of
up-to-date material for the traditional content
of the high-school curriculum. There are chap-
ters on Instruction in the prescribed subjects
of the junior high school and Problem-project
instruction, as well as four successive chapters
on the senior high school. It dips into business
and professional life today and carries us far
from the idea that a school is something set
apart from the community in which it exists."

—

School R

"A bit local in its flavor and a bit superflclal
in its treatment of the problems involved, this
book has the merit of being simple and clear
in its exposition of the social viewpoint and very
concrete and practical in the material which it

presents, whether this is illustrative or con-
structive. On the whole, the book is a helpful
manual for school folk wishing to get the social
point of view." Morton Snyder

H School R 29:472 Je '21 390w
"Extensive bibliographies make the book an

excellent tool for use in opening out the whole
field of high school reorganization, which is

probably the most generally accepted task of
educational reconstruction now going on in

America. The book blazes a trail through what
must seem to the beginning student a very
extensive wilderness." J. K. H.

+ Survey 46:315 Je 4 '21 200w

LUNDSFORD. HUGH. Law of Hemlock moun-
tain, il 'ILgO Watt 20-18609

"A young army officer in the Philippines is

wrongfully convicted of a murder, cashiered
from the service, and thrown over by the girl

he thinks he loves. He plunges into 'high fi-

nance' and is ."ent to the Cumberland Moun-
tain country to exploit an oil land scheme. En-
ters the usual mountain maid, with an eccen-
tric father and a complex of feuds, fighting,
and love making, entangled in 'big business.'
Of coarse ne comes out triumphant, his name
cleared, and they are prepared to live happily
ever after."—Lit R

"Mr Ludovici has given serious thought to
his analysis of the three women of his story.
He is as much interested in why a thing is

so as in the fact of its existence. For this
reason he throws new light on flapperdom."

-\- Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 290w
"In many ways a notable book. When Mr

Ludovici relies upon action to bring forth his

"It holds one's interest nretty well."

-f Lit R plO D 31 '20 120w
"He has written a love story that at all times

escapes sentimental mawkishness and banality.
And he obviously knows the mountaineers
about whom he writes; his excellent handling
of their difficult dialect proves that."

+ N Y Times p27 F 20 '21 430w

LUTZ, GRACE LIVINGSTON HILL (MRS
FLAVIUS J. LUTZ). Tryst, il •52 (2c)
Lippincott 21-9593

Patty Merrill is driven from home by the
knowledge that she is not wanted there. She
Is fortunate enough to become companion to
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a rich old lady who takes her south. There
she sees John Treeves, wlioni she knew as a
child, but she thinks it best not to renew the
friendship and refuses to recognize him. John
is the heir of a wealthy uncle, but instead of
living' in luxury as he might, he consecrates his
life to the ministry. For a time his life and
Patty's run along parallel channels, but never
touch. John, at his uncle's death, puts his
fortune into a model village where he hopes
to make practical the service to Christ which
is his life. Patty is enabled to help him in a
way which finally brings them together and
saves his village. Incidentally the unhappiness
of Patty's home life is explained.

"While there is plenty of mystery, youth, and
beauty, and even a murder and a dying crim-
inal's confession, there is nothing in this vol-
ume to stir the pulses of a censor. There is

more than a dash of religion in the book but
it has a definite note of sincerity."

+ Bookm 54:268 N '21 70w
"In mechanical contrivance and execution the

story moves along smoothly, even if its unex-
pected developments do sometimes jar the
reader's sense of the possible. The author is

always prone to be sentimental over her hero-
ines and she is especially loving and tender
over the pretty girl to whom she has given the
centre of interest in this book."

-j NY Times p25 Je 19 '21 410w
Springf'd Republican p9a Jl 31 '21 260w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p66fi O

13 '21 70w
Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 ,^0w

LYELL, WILLIAM DARLING. House in Queen
Anne square. *$2 (IV^c) Putnam 21-7338

A very long mystery story with an intricate
plot and a large cast of characters. Three dif-
ferent ones in turn narrate the story and it is

further complicated by a lapse of fifteen years
before the denouement is reached. The main
thread of the story deals with Harry Haviland's
death under suspicious circumstances and the
trial of Maria Langworthy, the beautiful young
girl charged with his murder. Several of the
other characters are shrouded in mystery as
well, and, in particular, the personality of
Maria's father completely confounds the lawyers
and friends who are defending her. But he is
the one whose explanation eventually clears all

mysteries up.

Booklist 18:.5i N '21

"The style is somewhat old-fashioned, per-
haps intentionally so, as the period of the tale
is the eighties, but . . . long as the story is, it

does not drag. The novel as a whole is compli-
cated, puzzling and entertaining."

-f- N Y Times p23 My 8 '21 620w
"Reminds us very much of Wilkie Collins

—

almost at his best, not only by the method of
telling, but by the very clever structure of the
storv, while the writing itself is better."

+ Sat R 129:478 My 22 '20 90w
"This is a curious book: thrilling in .=!omo

places, almost unreadable in others."
1- Spec 124:622 My 8 "20 340w

"The action is considerably quicker, the
conversational parts less wearisome and the
incidents of more interest than often charac-
terizes fiction with similar settings. The
great weakness is an involved plot."

J Springf'd Republican p9a Je .'> '21

lOOw

LYND, ROBERT. Art of letters. •$3.75 Scrlb-
ner 821 (Eng ed 21-26229)

This collection of literary essays contains ap-
preciations of authors, among whom are Mr
Pepys: John Bunyan: Thomas Campion; Cow-
per; Gray and Collins; Shelley; Coleridge; Ten-
nyson: Meredith and others, and a ninnber of
miscellaneous essays as: A note on Elizabethan
plays; The office of the poets; Georgians: La-
bour of authorship; The theory of poetry; The
critic as destroyer; Book reviewing.

"It shows at once, we think, the merits and
demerits of Mr Lynd's conception of criticism
that, while we enjoy his account of authors we
have not read, we gain very little from him
when he discusses literature with which we are
familiar."

h Ath pS65 D 24 '20 620w
+ Booklist 17:212 Mr '21

"His sudden, illuminating characterizations
reveal knowledge and understanding. 'The
art of letters' is finally discriminative, sanely
independent, justly sound, a touchstone and a
keystone to much in English literature." R.
D. W.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 580w
+ Cath World 113:540 Jl '21 150w

"Mr Lynd's book is clearly written and en-
tertaining; he is not afraid of quoting, and he
quotes with discrimination. His portraits of
Walpole and Shelley are exceedingly attrac-
tive. He likes the sensation of being just."
Sganarelle

-t- Dial 70:711 Je '21 350w
"Among the many volumes of critical essays

which have recently come to this country from
England this is assuredly the best. Here is a
critic who clearly has something to say and
knows how to say it." E. A. Boyd

+ Lit R p3 F 19 '21 1050W
"In his articles good sense is raised to the

level of genius." E. S.

-I- Lond Mercury 3:450 F '21 320w
"Mr Lynd continues as the undefiled and

healthy British critic, succeeding by his gusto
and good sense in making the books live that
he talks about but professing no definite or
difficult principles. He is not thoughtful; af-
ter superb beginnings at the surface he fails

to go deep; yet while the illusion lasts that
we are in the presence of his authors it is a
perfect illusion." Mark Van Doren

+ Nation 112:669 My 4 '21 230w
"Mr Lynd has wide sympathy. He loves

books and he enjoys talking about them; In-

deed, he talks about them with so much gus-
to that he makes the reader share his enjoy-
ment. He has a pretty wit and he delights in

displaying it. He is independent and he has
the courage of his opinions." Brander
Matthews

4- N Y Times p4 Ap 3 "21 1500w

-f R of Rs 63:557 My '21 20w
"The reason why Mr Lynd is both graphic

and helpful is that, for all his abstention from
the philosophy of criticism, he has the soundest
view.s of art."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p77a N 25
'20 920w

LYND, ROBERT. Passion of labor. *$1.75

Scribner 331.8 (Eng ed L21-35)

Brief discussions of political, social and eco-
nomic questions of the time, by the "middle-
writer" of the London New Statesman. He is

sympathetic to labor, and affirms in his opening
sentence that "labor in politics has but one
passion ... to make the world a better place

for the people who inhabit it"; but he is an un-
believer in brute force and these "appeals to
reason," as he describes his essays, are written
with the hope of helping to avert some impatient
movement of labor which might have disastrous
consequences. Another note which he empha-
sizes is the abolishment of poverty. Some of the

topics treated, bevond the title essay, are Labor
and the middle class; The working man and his

sense of dutv; Profiteers; The moral case
against prohibition; The British coalition gov-
ernment; The wiongs of birds; Nouveau riche.

"States clearly, and with admirable wisdom
and moderation, the case for Labour." F. R.

+ Ath p644 N 12 '20 90w
Booklist 17:205 Mr '21

"It is not so much for striking ideas or deep
insights that one reads Mr Lynd: it Is rather
for the pleasure of discovering the rich and
intricate patterns into which quite common-
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LYND, ROBERT—Continued
place ideas will weave themselves in a mind
whose various threads are not all of one
colour." Li. Md.

+ Freeman 3:286 Je 1 '21 lOOw
Lit R plO F 12 '21 180w

"Mr Lynd's writing is always characterized
by clarity oi vision and breadth of understand-
ing. His book is replete with sanity and
tolerance and good will, qualities that are
sorely needed if the world is to recover from its

late debauch of unreasoning hate and passion."
W. H. C.

-I- New Repub 28:27 Ag 31 '21 350w
"Mr Lynd is that rare person, a man with

a real talent both for thinking and preaching.
He not only thinks before he preaches, he even
thinks wliile he preaches. Anyone to-day who
craves for a wider vision, for a clearer air and
for hints at a sajier conduct of public affairs

may turn to this book. It has eminently quali-
ties which are desperately needed to-day, hon-
esty and disinterestedness."

+ New Statesman 16:174 N 13 '20 1450w

"The reading is so entertaining, the irony so
disarming, and the paradox frequently so ap-
parent that we prefer to enjoy the author's
method than to quarrel with his opinions." R:
L.e Gallienne

^ NY Times p6 Ap 24 '21 2500w
"He is a hard hitter, but a polished and

witty writer. His epigrams are not always
conspicuously fair, but they are for the most
part uncommon and amusing."

-I The TImeis [LondonJ Lit Sup p707 O
28 '20 70w

t-YNDE, FRANCIS. Donovan chance. 11 51-60
(2i^c) Scribner 21-14549

"A race in railroad construction provides
the plot for 'The. Donovan chance,' and it is

a thrilling race indeed. Naturally, its chief
figures are the boys, Dick and Larry, who
overcome opposition and foil dishonesty in a
quite grown-up fashion. Landslides, dynamite,
floods and runaway engines tax their ingenuity,
but Mr Lynde provides due solution for all

these problems without over-straining the
credulity of his readers."—Boston Transcript

tion against his father and the story tells of
the plucky fight he put up. He won it, too,
and the hand of Marion into the bargain.

Booklist 18:90 D '21

"The account of the railroad construction
is in itself suflSciently interesting to raise
"The Donovan chance' above the ruck and run
of such fiction, and Mr Lynde also has the
graceful art of making the actions of his
two boys more than ordinarily plausible."

+ Boston Transcript p5 S 24 *21 160w
Lit D p52 N 5 '21 80w

"The story is told well and interestingly, but
in intrinsic merit it is on a par with an Alger
tale."

1- Lit R pll S 3 '21 130w
"Not only is this a thrilling yarn, that holds

one in a tense grip from beginning to end,
but the author shows in every chapter that
he has much exact knowledge of engineering as
applied to railroad building. The two boys are
capitally drawn, as are the other characters
In this truly fascinating yarn."

-I- N Y Times p23 S 11 '21 600w
"A spirited tale, sure to be liked by boys and

young men. The action moves briskly, the
plot holds one in suspense, and there is fun as
well as excitement."

+ Outlook 129:144 S 28 '21 50w

LYNDE, FRANCIS. Fire bringers. il •$2 (2i4c)

Scribner 21-6900

Frederick Corydel was the son of a rich
father and as such, had no special call to
labor. So he played Instead and was idling in
a motor boat one day when It ran away with
him. He was rescued by an old friend, Tom
Jeff Gordon, and cared for by a new one,
Marion Pettus. He learned that both these
friends were facing financial disaster, because
his own father was not playing square In an
engineering project in which they were in-

terested. So he entered with them In opposl-

Booklist 17:350 Jl '21

"It is full of life and action and has all the
marks of verity. The characters are well drawn
and the story holds the Interest to the very
end."

-f- Lit R pl8 Ap 23 '21 120w
"Several elements that have already, in one

form or another, done fairly good service in
American fiction are taken up by Mr Lynde and
treated with such freshness, such humor, such
a constant sense of vitality as to give the story
almost as much interest as to its material as if

it were an exploration in a new field. A first-
rate story for Summer reading."

-h N Y Times p24 Je 19 '21 750w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 180w

LYONS, VYVYAN ASH LEIGH. Wages and
empire. $1.75 (4s 6d) Longmans 331.2

21-378

"The author develops and endeavors to il-

lustrate statistically the principle that all

wages are dependent on the ratio of available
agricultural land to the population. He begrins
logically by showing the use of the earth in
the production of food and the elements ne-
cessary for plant growth. He develops the
fact that only a comparatively small por-
tion of the earth's surface is naturally avail-
able for food production, leading to the gen-
eral principle that increase in agricultural
production must be developed along one of two
lines—either by increase of human power and
its eflScient use or by an increase in plant
yields. In general, progress in either (Erec-
tion will finally mean a greater amount of
human labor engaged in the production of a
given amount of food."—Am Econ R

"The little book is interesting and thought-
ful. It is marred by certain glaring errors. The
statistics are not always above question." A.
E. Cance

-f — Am Econ R 11:512 S '21 470w
"It is an interesting thesis, set forth in

considerable detail." A. E. Morey
+ Survey 46:447 Je 25 '21 170w

LYTTON, GRACE. Scenario writing today.
$1.50 Houghton 808.2 21-3128

The book has an introduction by Florence
Hull Winterburn, who says of it that it seta
forth the principles of scenario writing not from
a theoretical but from a practical standpoint,
omitting nothing vital to the topic and dwelling
with particular emphasis upon those parts of
it that are most obscure to beginners. By way
of illustration the author concludes her exposi-
tions by giving several brief synopses of well-
known scenario stories and the continuity and
scene plot of a model photoplay, "Telemachus,
Friend." Contents: How scenario writing
is different; How and where to get scenario
ideas; The thought back of your story; The
plot; The characters; The character cast; Lo-
cale and atmosphere; The commercial side;
Titles and screen terms; The art of picturizing;
What is and what is not possible on the screen;
Continuity and scene plot.

"Miss Lytton's book contains real inspiration
for the amateur writers. It is more than a
practical guide." J: C. Brownell

+ Bookm 53:257 My '21 380w
"The author has a special faculty for clear-

ness and conciseness which leaves no doubt
in the mind of the reader what he or she
sliould do in preparing practical screen script."

-\- Boston Transcript p6 Ag 3 '21 150w
Brooklyn 13:123 Ap '21 30w

"Miss Lytton's book answers many perplex-
ing questions, although it does not pretend to

be the last word on scenario writing."

-f- N Y Times pl4 My 15 '21 880w
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M
MACAU LAY, ROSE. Dangerous ages. $2 (4c)

Boni & Liveright [7s 6d Collins] 21-14854

The story deals with four generations of

women and their special problems—the dan-
ger-points in every phase of a woman's life.

In the great-grandmother the problem is

solved by resignation and the knowledge that
nothing much matters, with the end so near.

The grandmother, a woman of undisciplined
riind, after complacently drifting thru her
period of mothering a large family, finds her-
self at the age of sixty-three, still young
enough for an active life, but with nothing
to do. The result is fits of depression with at
last a desperate but futile plunge into psy-
cho-analysis. Her oldest daughter, Neville,
at forty-three, attempts to avert from herself
her mother's fate by taking up again the
study of medicine which she had dropped at
twenty-one for marriage, only to find that her
brain has lost its grip. To her unmarried
sisters woman's dilemma presents other
aspects, which Pamela solves prematurely
with grandmama's philosophy. Neville's young
daughter Gerda, in spite of her very radical
theories, takes up the same old burden that
her elders carried. The only solution offered
seems to be great-grandmother's and Pam-
ela's resignation.

Booklist 18:51 N '21

"The most striking and characteristic thing
about Rose Macaulay to our mind is her ability
to laugh at things and still preserve them
safe from ridicule in the land of desire. The
weakness of the book is the fact that the
people are just a shade too brilliant to be real.
They live in a world in which there are no
dishes to be washed." Heywood Broun

-I Bookm 54:395 D '21 210w
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p6 S 17 '21 llOOw

Dial 72:104 .Ta '22 90w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

Ind 107:19 O 1 '21 500w
"One does not know where to look, except

to Mr Galsworthy himself, for so adroit a
manipulation of the forces which make up the
drama of a modern family group—the inter-
play of personalities different from each other,
yet subtly alike; the cross-pull between dif-
ferent generations of the same blood, the poig-
nant intimacies, and the inexplicable barriers.
Unfortunately, when one has said this one
has said all, so far as 'Dangerous ages' is

concerned. This novel rich beyond most in
characters, is poor in subject. In focus, in
holding and carrying power. It has an effect,
slightly irritating when long sustained, of
being notably brilliant about nothing In par-
ticular." "Wilson Follett
+ — Lit R p67 O 8 '21 2100W
"It is doubtful whether in the older and

nobler and still valid sense such a book as
•Dangerous ages' belongs to what is beautiful
and permanent in literature. But it is time
that a distinction be made between the time-
less fixation of experience, through beauty,
and these vital and vivid and to us infinitely
important and significant documents which in-
terpret and so clarify and guide the practical
life of man. These books are part of the ac-
tual forces of the life of the age. They have
an energy which, during their briefer period of
endurance, surpasses the energy of pure liter-
ature. Among documents of this kind 'Dan-
gerous ages' occupies a very high place."

+ Nation 113:573 N 16 '21 llOOw
"Miss Macaulay handles the copious and none

too manageable material with the easy distinc-
tion and mature dexterity our past experience
of her work teaches us to take for granted.
There is plenty of good fun, slyly and demurely
cxDrGsscd *'

+ Nation and Ath 29:745 A^ 20 '21 550w

"If there is a fault in the structure of the
book it is that Miss Macaulay does not keep
her promise in regard to Neville—the promise
implied in the first alluring pages. This is

not due, however, to a lapse of purpose or a
failure of intention. With so many figures to

manoeuvre on a small stage, the author has
little chance to reserve the centre for the
star." R. M. Lovett
+ _ New Repub 28:108 S 21 '21 880w

"This is perhaps the best novel in which
the prim, humorous talent of Miss Macaulay
has disclosed itself. What one reads Miss
Macaulay's books for is the humour. There
is no one on earth who does this sort of

thing better." Rebecca West
-f New Statesman 17:277 Je 11 '21 780w

" 'Dangerous ages' may not be so signal an
achievement [as 'Potterism'] but it assuredly
does not suffer to any great degree by com-
parison. It is finely rounded in structure; it

develops its theme in a logical and absorbing
manner, and it is distinguished by its un-
forced suggestion of real life. The characters
in this book are flesh and blood; they live and
breathe and remain in the reader's mind,
after he has closed the book, as vital crea-

tures." „, „„„
4- N Y Times pl2 O 2 '21 720w

"It would be superfluous to ask Miss Mac-
aulav for a \voll-liuilt plot or centralized situa-

tion." As with her 'Potterism' one is more
than content to enjoy the give and take of her
clever dialogue and to savor her indulgently
satirical comment." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 130:33 Ja 4 '22 250w

"Besides being exceedingly amusing, the
book must necessarily be Interesting to the
student of modern womanhood. Men readers
will find the story altogether delightful."

+ Spec 127:83 Jl 16 '21 880w
"Miss Macaulay's artistic method is note-

worthy, but somewhat complicated. She has
the power of portraying scenes of great
poetic beauty, and even of mingled poetic

and dramatic quality. A critically aloof, in-

tellectual wit abounds. It is all individual and
unhackneyed. But it is not so big as its

theme." „.-.„,. ,„..+ — Sprlngf d Republican p9a S 25 '21

800w
"A delightful story, though she leaves some

of the ends hanging loose. The delightfulness
comes from her skillful characterization. If

her charm is mainly in the humour and a
certain quaintly conversational manner of

writing, perhaps the deeper and more abiding
quality of her work is in its sense of the

tragic struggle with self that rages in every

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p352 Je
2 '21 680w

"A moderately interesting story." E. L.

— Weekly R 5:274 S 24 '21 230w
Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 50w

MACBEAN, LACHLAN. Marjorie Fleming's
book, il *95c Boni & Liveright B or 92

21-26230

The present volume is a reprint of L. Mac-
Bean's "Marjorie Fleming's book—the story ot

Pet Marjorie together with her journals and her

letters"; and Dr John Brown's "Marjorie Flem-
ing—a, ptorv of child-life fifty years ago. ' The
two are here reissued in the Modern librar>-

with an introduction by Clifford Smyth.

Booklist 17:226 Mr '21

"There is still no more winsome epic of child-

hood."
-f Lit R plO F 19 '21 250w

"One of the most engaging volumes in all the

literature of childhood."
+ Nation 112:349 Mr '21 40w

N Y Times p9 Ja 30 '21 980w
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MCCABE, JOSEPH. A B C of evolution. '{LSO
(5c) Putnam 575 20-21418

It is the author's endeavor in this "new
primer" on the subject of evolution to show how
a grasp of the law is an aid to correct thinking
and how, though evolution may begin with the
stars, it leads to man and his development.
"No evolutionist can be a pessimist." The con-
tents are: Evolution the key to nature; The evo-
lution of the universe; Life in the primitive
ocean; Land life begins; In the grip of an Ice
age; The brontosaur and its cousins; The evolu-
tion of the flowers; The coming of the birds;
The triumph of the mammals; The origin of
man; Social evolution.

Dial 71:486 O '21 50w
"Among books of popular science few are

more instructive than 'The A B C of evolution.'
The book does not profess to be scholarly, but
It will be useful for all such as wish to have a
general view of present-day science into which
they can fit the special sciences so as to un-
derstand their interrelations."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 My 30 '21 loOw
"He treats very inadequately the baffling

problems connected with the origin of life, such
as reproduction and the origin of sex. He is.

as a rule, au fait with modern thought."
H The Times [London] Lit Sup p623 S 23

•20 llOw

MCCABE, JOSEPH. End of the world. *$2.50
Button 520 21-3991

"In 'The end of the world' Mr McCabe dis-
cusses for the popular ear the various solutions
to the question how it will end. End it will:
the only question is how. Mr McCabe sets all

[the theories] forth, the collision theory in-
cluded, and does not take pains to destroy any
of them except the idea that we are to be killed
by a comet. He does, indeed, pause to show
us that that particular method of homicide is
impossible; but for the rest he simply gives the
unlearned reader the different theories of the
wise men. He also gives frankly the theory he
favors, which is that we shall have an ice age
once too often and that it will stay."—N Y
Times

"We do not find the 'human interest' in Mr
McCabe's theme that he imagines it to possess.
Mr McCabe has written an interesting book,
but it is not quite up-to-date. Its information
is not quite the most recent and its spirit is not
quite modern. But it is, nevertheless, an in-
teresting and fairly reliable summary of con-
temporary astronomical speculations."

H Ath p804 Je 18 '20 1150w
+ Booklist 17:208 Mr '21

Boston Transcript p6 F 12 '21 680w
Lit R pl2 F 12 '21 200w

Reviewed by Preserved Smith
Nation 112:sup560 Ap 13 '21 560w

"Mr McCabe has succeeded perfectly in writ-
ing popular science; his style is brilliant and his
manner engrossing."

-f N Y Times pl4 P 13 '21 2800w
"Mr McCabe's gift for the acquisition and

lucid statement of knowledge stands him In
good stead in a strictly popular work such as
this."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p387 Je 17
'20 70w

MCCABE, JOSEPH. Spiritualism; a popular
history from 1847. •$3.50 (6c) Dodd 134

(Bng ed 21-5097)
The author calls his book a bird's-eye view

of the development of spiritualism—a simple
evolutionary interpretation of one of the most
remarkable movements of modern times. Be-
ginning with the Fox family of Hydesville, New
York, where two young girls, in fun, first duped
their parents and gradually the whole country
with their spirit rappings, he follows up all the
various movement.s, in America, England and
continental Europe, in their ups and downs,
showing how the downs usually ended in more

or less complete exposures, and finally considers
the very last phase with its more scientific pre-
tensions. The final conclusion is that the mod-
ern wave of 1919-1920 has begun to retreat from
its highest point and will give place to a deep
hollow; that public interest is waning and pre-
mature enthusiasm is cooling. The book is in-
dexed.

"We think that Mr McCabe could have com-
piled a n>uch nioie interesting history if he
had devoted mucn Itsy space, comparatively,
to cases ol manilest fraud, and had singled
out for detailed treatment those cases on
which spiritualists rest their claims."— Ath pG51 N 12 '20 620w

Booklist 17:327 Jl '21

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 31 '21 210w
"l''rom beginning to end it presents the fami-

liar picture of the ignorant, gullible crowd gap-
ing as usual at the worker of wonders, eagerly
swallowing obvious trickery, savoring however
absurdly of the ghostly, the mysterious." J:
P. Gavit— Lit R p8 F 26 '21 780w
"Mr McCabe writes with a definite disbelief

in the whole idea, but with a careful use of
sources chosen, on the whole, very fairly."

-f Nation 112:597 Ap 20 '21 380w
-f N Y Times pl8 F 27 '21 1850w

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 11 '20 60w
Sprlngf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21 360w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p722 N 4

'20 70w
"Mr McCabe has done a valuable piece of

work. His majiner of doing it is perhaps a
little too reminiscent of that of counsel open-
ing the case for the prosecution. (Thus we
think he does rather less than justice to Mr
He reward Carrington). But he is admirably
lucid."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p812 D
9 '20 650w

MCCALEB, WALTER FLAVIUS. Public fi-

nances of Mexico. •$2.50 Harper 336.7
21-7131

The book is published under the auspices of
the Doheny foundation. "We have tried to fix
the course of Hacienda in a setting of political
and economic elements, so that an impression of
the progress or retrogression of the country
would be in evidence. In some respects this
book is novel—it is neither history nor econom-
ics, but rather a chronological account into
which both are brought." (Introd.)

MCCARTHY, JUSTIN HUNTLY. Golden
shoe. •$2 (2%c) Lane 21-9517

Clarence March, when she knows herself to
be dying, persuades her chum, Cynthia Moon,
to exchange names with her. After her
death, when the wealthy relatives from whom
she has always been estranged, receive Cyn-
thia as their own. the latter understands why
the loving deception had been planned. Of
course the situation brings complications
which Cynthia does not always know how to
control. But one of her new-found relatives
has an understanding as well as a loving
heart, and smooths out all her difficulties to
the satisfaction of them both, and to the dis-
satisfaction of Handsome Higby, a distasteful
reminder of her former life.

"The imagination and wit, the power of
creating livmg, breathing men and women,
are gone. McCJarthy has become unforgrivably
banal. He seems to have grasped eagerly
the torch—or, shall we say, the gas jet?

—

handed down by Laura Jean Libbey."— Lit R pll Je 18 '21 230w
N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 lOOw

"A light-weight piece of fiction."

h Outlook 128:422 Jl 6 '21 50w
Spec 126:817 Je 25 '21 llOw

"The story is told with Mr McCarthy's usual
facility, and, while of no great consequence,
will divert many readers."

-I-
— Sprlngt'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 250w
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"One misses the gusto of the old melodrama.
What is wrong with Mr McCarthy writing
melodrama is that he treats the Ilaniboyant in
a drab way. Kven melodrama has not es-
caped the grey influences of modern realism."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p306

My 12 '21 420w

MCCLELLAND, MARION. Kaleema. *$2 Cen-
tury 21-1176

"Kaleema was merely a member of Dillon &
Shamon's, whose 'magnificent production' of
'Camille' has breathed its last in a snow-bound
North Dakota town as the story opens. A love
affair starts for Kaleema which quickly cul-
minates in marriage. Her young husband, a
New Yorker of a station in life which Kaleema
has never even glimpsed afar off, takes her
home, vv'ith no little trepidation, to meet his
conservative family. At first all goes well,
some of the conservatives being able to dis-
tinguish between Kaleema's soul and her
granmiar, and the two young people happily
establish themselve--^ in a flat at 104th street.
But suddenly all is over. Kaleema's mother
reappears, Kaleema tells her husband she must
go buck to work so that she can support her
mother. Training triumphs, and the husband
acts true to type. But what seemed to Kalee-
ma the end proves only the beginning."

—

Pub W
Bookm 54:77 S '21 150w

"There is a realism about her theatrical
scenes that holds the interest and compels
respect. A very attractive little tale."

+ Lit R pll F 12 '21 lOOw
"It is an exceptionally promising bit of work,

a book that is well sustained from beginning
to end and that is written in a vivid manner.
The success or failure of this book rests
primarily on the degree of reality with which
the principal character is devoloned, and from
this reviewer's point of view Kaleema West is
admirable and consistent."

+ N Y Times p26 F 13 '21 700w
" 'Kaleema' has its special benefit in the

detailed, precise, photographic picture of the
life of a young actress in a struggling "one
night' theatrical company. The tragedy of the
heroine's mother is worked too hard and be-
comes mere bathos." R. D. Townsend

H Outlook 127:2G8 F 16 '21 GOw
Reviewed by D. W. Webster

Pub W 99:163 Ja 15 '21 300w

MCCONNELL, FRANCIS JOHN, bp. Church
finance and social ethics. 'ILSO Macmillan
261 20-20984

"The author insists that church funds are
to be 'socially justified' no less exactingly than
those of other vested interests. As solicitor,
owner, investor, spender, philanthropist and
employer, the church is held to strict account.
Warning is given against identifying the finan-
cial interests of the church with an economic
and political order that may prove to be sub-
versive of the very spirit and aims of the gos-
pel. As employer, the church is also warned
not only against the injustice of under-paying
Its own ministers, missionaries and teachers,
but against failing to justify the workers'
standard of living and their right to protect
and advance the same by bargaining as col-
lectively and organizing as effectively as their
employers."—Survey

"He raises basic questions; but to say that
he answers them, one could less confidently
assert. Yet his full appreciation that church
endowments, denominational boards with their
vested interests and property accumulations do
constitute problems, is in itself a great gain."
Ordway Tead

h New Repub 27:28 Je 1 '21 400w
Reviewed by Graham Taylor

Survey 46:413 Je 18 '21 420w

MCCUTCHEON, GEORGE BARR. Quill's Win-
dow, il $2 (2c) Dodd 21-15954

Quill's Window is the name gi\en by a cer-
tain Indiana country population to the open-

ing of a cave high up on a rock, a. site con-
nected with many weird stories. It becomes
the center of this story, which relates the vil-
lainies of an invalided rake, posing as an ex-
service man while he is making love and se-
ducing country girls and trying to secure the
hand of a rich heiress. When his iniquities
have found him out, the cave becomes his last
refuge where he is hounded down and brought
to bay by the brother of one of his victims.

"The darker threads of the story are loosely
woven together and the end, if not perfectly
neat, is at least crashing."— Lit R pl20 O 29 '21 160w
"The story moves rapidly enough, it has

plenty of action and suspense, and much of it

is well worked up. Had he not been led to
expect so much in the way of thrills and mys-
tery, the reader would close the volume very
well contented with the entertainment afford-
ed him by 'Quill's Window.' "

— + N Y Times pl2 O 9 "21 330w

MACDONAGH, MICHAEL. Pageant of Parlia-
ment. 2v $14 Dutton [36s Unwin] 328.42

"The author's lifetime has been served as re-
porter in the press gallery of the House of Com-
mons, and his knowledge and practical experi-
ence are therefore beyond question. He describes
the entire procedure, from the summoning to
dissolution, with a vast lore of anecdote and in-
formation concerning traditions, personalities,
and ritual. He knows the precise dimensions of a
writ of summons and the amount of whiskey in
the cellars; he is as familiar with the intricate
machinery of standing committees as with the
mysteries of 'pairing' and the resources of the
library. Everything connected with the Houses
of Parliament finds in Mr MacDonagh a fasci-
nated and enthusiastic student, who delights in
the pomps, absurdities, comforts, and ingenui-
ties of English Parliamentary Government."

—

Lit R

"English books of the 'How we are governed'
type have been issued by the score, but nothing
quite matclies the information which this au-
thor puts into his story or the interest witli

which he invests it." Edmund Noble
+ Boston Transcript p4 Je 22 '21 1750w

"Its strength lies in its unrivalled store of
accurate information, rather than in the au-
thor's opinions on the various points of dispute
which the system has produced. Foreign read-
ers, as well as many English, will find these two
volumes an indispensable history of Briti.sh

Parliamentarv institutions."
+ Lit R pl2 Je 25 '21 380w

Nation 112:922 Je 29 '21 40w
"The book is a thorough piece of work, ex-

cellently written." C: W. Thompson
-f N Y Times p4 Je 26 '21 2550w

"He has written a complete account of Parlia-
ment in all its activities from first summoning to
dissolution in a manner which the plain man
with no previous knowledge will easily under-
stand. Though description of Parliament as it

works to-day is his first aim, he has happily
blended reminiscence, anecdote and history with
his exposition, and the result is an entertaining
book, engagingly written, which admirably ful-

fils its purpose."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p235 Ap
14 '21 insnw

MACDONALD, WILLIAM. New constitution
for a new America. $2 Huebsch 342.7

21-21559

It would be strange, the author argues, if the
profound and far-reaching changes that have
taken place during the century and a third
since the adoption of the constitution, should
not make its thorough revision a necessity.
Since the constitution itself provides the ma-
chinery for its own amendment, eveiT citizen
has the right to consider whether or not it shall
be put into operation. After a critical analysis
of the federal system as it stands, the book
outlines a new government and considers in
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MACDONALD, WILLI AM~Continued
successive chapters the changes that it would
imply. The constitution of the United States
is given in the appendix.

"Mr MacDonald has written an interesting
and important boolt. It should be widely read.
Teachers of government should use it in con-
nexion with their systematic texts. It will
stir fresh currents of opinion and dispel some
of the comic superstition that now hangs
around our constitutional law." C: A. Beard

+ Freeman 4:428 Ja 11 '22 550w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 N 12 "21 lOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p847 D

15 '21 140w

MCDOUGALL, WILLIAM. Is America safe
for democracy? $1.75 Scribner 572 21-11319

This book by the professor of psychology In
Harvard university is the substance of six
lectures given at the Lowell Institute under
the title "Anthropology and history, or, The
influence of anthropologic constitution on the
destinies of nations." The author holds to
the anthropologic rather than the economic
interpretation of history, his thesis being
"that the great condition of the decline of
any civilization is the inadequacy of the qual-
ity of the people who are the bearers of it."
In the development of this thesis he compares
the three great races of Europe,—Nordic,
Mediterranean and Alpine, and shows the in-
fluence of innate racial qualities upon the
course of national life. He concludes that the
factor which alone can secure the future of
America is the increasing knowledge «f hu-
man nature and of human society.

"The book will add nothing to Professor Mc-
Dougall's reputation. It is sensational, not only
in its title, but also in its treatment. It was
written too soon after the war for him to
be fair to the Germans or just to others. Had
Professor McDougall kept in mind the influence
of passion on reason, it would have been far-
better for the good name of psychology. He
has no apparent use for sociology; but if thts
book be psychology, it can offer little if any-
thing to students of social science." Ellsworth
Faris — Am J See 27:240 S '21 1050w

Booklist 18:9 O '21

Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 250w
"Not much is said about democracy; in fact,

the word does not appear in the index at all."
A. G. Keller— Lit R p6 Jl 23 '21 950w
"We may be rushing to our ruin, but this

book does not prove it. It is not so easy to
stop the world moving as some people think."
Preserved Smith— Nation 113:296 S 14 '21 1050w
" 'Our' ascendancy is the real inwardness of

the book. It is such a book as any pro-Teutonic
Englishman might have written forty years
ago." Francis Hackett— New Repub 27:145 Je 29 '21 1450w

"His distinctive contribution lies in the fact
that he conceives the problem as primarily
one of psychology of mind and morals, and
makes his ultimate appeal to good-sense and
righteousness. The terror that haunts Pro-
fessor McDougall lies in a very recent inven-
tion, the intelligence test." J: Corbin

-t- N Y Times p3 Je 12 '21 2250w
"It would be difficult to imagine a wiser,

more interesting, more generally acceptable
popular discussion of the vexed questions of
heredity and of race than this able psychologist
and philosopher has written."

-1- No Am 214:287 Ag '21 390w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ap 23 '21

130w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Ag 10 '21 800w

"This book has a large array of valuable
facts and arguments; hut its sincerity will be
questioned by many, since certain parts of it
are so obviously propagandist in character; and

Its permanent usefulness is not likely since
some of its arguments are obviously dictated
by temporary conditions." J. K. H.

1- Survey 47:92 O 12 '21 160w

MACE, HERBERT. Book about the bee. 11 S2
(7c) Dutton [4s Hutchinson] 595.7 22-1005

The book is neither a guide to practical bee-
keeping nor a scientific treatise. It is a good
general history of the honey-bee, describing
its many activities from personal observation
and giving an account of what goes on inside
of the hive. It is profusely illustrated.

"The entire natural iiistory of the bee is here
covered in attractive language, interesting to
all, but especially valuable to young people In
its educational quality."

-f Boston Transcript p6 S 7 '21 80w
Lit R p62 O 1 '21 140w
Nation and Ath 29:443 5e 18 '21 330w

MCFADDEN, GERTRUDE VIOLET. Maum-
bury Rings. •$2 (Ic) Doran [8s 6d Hodder
& S.] (Eng ed 21-14633)

Bathia Loveridge wa^ an expert horsewoman,
a tact which was exploited by two young noble-
men, the brothers Gervis and Felix Peverell,
for the rehabilitation of their fallen fortunes.
Without her Itnowledge they arranged for a
race in which large sums are wagered for her
championship. It brought a tyrannical father's
wrath down upon the innocent Bathia' s head.
To escape it she conceives the desperate plan
of marrying one of the brothers, making the
marriage the one condition of her riding. They
accept the condition and substitute a poor
schoolmaster as the bridegroom, who allows
himself to be so used for purposes of private
revenge. In the complications that follow the
young couple's hatred of each other gradually
turns into love and the schoolmaster's identity
as the true heir of Liord Maumbury, Just
deceased, is revealed.

"There is sufficient ingenuity in the inter-
weaving of the many threads of a very com-
plicated plot in this story to account for the
author's popularity in England. But it is
mechanical romance without any glamour . . .

a cleverly built puppet show, with the strings
that work the dolls rather too much in evi-
d6nc6 "

+ — Lit R pll Jl 30 '21 llOw
"Despite its numerous improbabilities, the

tale is interesting, and often entertaining."
+ N Y Times p23 Ag 21 '21 360w

"Good reading. The action is hurried from
one passionate crisis to another, and the
dialogue is unusually free from superfluous
archaisms."

+ Spec 128:498 Ap 16 '21 20w

MCFADDEN, GERTRUDE VIOLET. Trusty
servant. *$2.50 (Ic) Lane 21-3417

Demetrius Matravers, innocently condemned
for murder, is finally executed, after several
unsuccesslul attempts at hanging. His body
had previously been sold to a sculptor who
succeeded in resuscitating him but with
memory completely gone. To gain his end of
depicting horror on a human face, the sculptor
tells the gentle boy that he is a murderer,
and makes him his slave forever. With a hope-
less future before him the next obvious thing
for Demetrius to do is to take the guilt for
another villainous murder upon himself for the
sake of shielding the girl he loves. The shock
of another impending execution brings back his
memory, vindicating him, in his own eyes, from
tile first crime. The girl's love saves him from
tlie second hanging.

"It has a, nighly dramatic element, never de-
generating into melodrajna; a carefully con-
structed story, not impossible in any detail;
and an atmosphere which suggests more than
a superficial acquaintance with English man-
tiers and customs of a hundred years ago."

4- Ath p892 D 31 '20 150w
Lit R pl2 Mr 5 '21 240w
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"If you want excitement, grand, gloomy, and
peculiar, it is here wholesale. And it's not
badly written."

+ Outlook 128:72 My 11 '21 120w
"The characters all move, breathe, nnd talk

as real people, not puppets. If Miss McFadden
would cut the 'sensations' and be content to
create character!"

-I
The Times [London] Lit Sup p87S D 2S

'20 120w

MACFARLAN, ALEXANDER. Curtain: an
anecdote. *$2 (3c) Dodd 21-3811

The scene of this half exotic, half tragic tale

ja laid in Corsica. Hugh Cardinal, Briti.'=h

consul at Bastia, falls in love with Mabel
Cain, the blind violinist in a caf4 orchestra.
To all the world, Mabel was "anybody's girl,"

but to Huph she was the Madonna herself.
The story moves swiftly through the first de-
lirious days of their engagement, the restora-
tion of Mabel's eyes'ight, the treachery of
Hugh's uncle which causes blindness to Htigh
and the final denouement when Hugh realizes
that he his been worshipping a goddeB--^ of
clay. But all this time, there is Ellen Gay.
fine, courageous, sincere and devoted entirely
to Hugh.

"Mr MacFarlan's novel is light and thoroughly
readable, and although the characters, with the
exception of the hero, are a little trite, they
are neither badly drawn nor tiresome."

+ Lit R pl4 Mr 5 '21 90w
"Besides conveying the atmosphere of the

Island, both in its natural scenery and human
inhabitants, it presents many entertaining in-
terludes of conversation. This is the measure
of the book—it is well enough, all things con-
sidered."

-f N Y Times p23 Mr 20 '21 340w
"The book holds the reader's attention

throughout, and the descriptions of the en-
chanted island are exceedingly attractive."

+ Spec 126:531 Ap 23 '21 60w

MCFARLAND, RAYMOND. Sons of the sea. $2
(2c) Putnam 21-3810

Scott King, last and useless descendant of
a noble line of sea dogs, has received his
challenge at the hands of the woman he loves.
So he leaves Kingport, his native home, to
make a man of himself amoncr men. We
follow this fine young man of really generous
impulses and superb courage through many
thrilling- adventures on fishiner-banks. in pirate
ships, ini open dories, on high seas through
a Newfoundland blizzard until we see him
come home triumphantly as the owner and
captain of the "Pilot of Kingport." with her
sails gleaming ^^hite in the sunshine.

Booklist 17:350 Jl '21

"It is very well done, with much vivid de-
scription and enough dramatic characterization
to lift the people a little above the level of lay
figures."

-f Lit R pl2 Mr 5 '21 90w
N Y Times p24 Mr 6 '21 350w

"There is some tiresome melodrama in the
story, and there is an artless plot framed too
obviously to keep the lovers apart, but when
the characters are left to themselves they
sometimes say what is simple and true."

-^ The Times [London] Lit Sup p245 Ap
14 '21 240w

MCFARLANE, WILLIAM. Electricity in steel
works. (Pitman's technical primer ser.) il

$1 (2s 6d) Pitman 621.31 21-16039

Describes current practice in the generation
of electricity at steel works, the electric driv-
ing of rolling mills, the use of lifting mag-
nets, and the electric lighting of steel works.
Includes a bibliography.

MCFEE, MRS INEZ NELLIE (CANFIELD).
Tjittle friends in feathers. 11 $2.50 Barse &
Hopkins 598.2 Birds 21-14942

This is a book about birds for boys and
girls. There are chapters on the robin, blue-

bird, ihrushes, woodpeckers, kingfisher, blue
jay, sparrows, finches, grosbeaks, blackbirds,
tanagers, flycatchers, wrens, swallows, mock-
ing-birds, cedar wa.xwing, warblers, vireos,
cuckoos, and hummingbirds. The author
chooses the best-known types, giving their
common names, and a description, in simple
terms, of size, color, habitat, song, nest, and
eggs. This is followed by chatty observations
and anecdotes. Illustrated with color plates
and black-and-white drawings.

"A real child's book about birds. The in-
formation is written very simply, very enthusi-
astically, and with an enrichment of legends
and fanciful tales which will invite the child's
interest and also stimulate his memory to as-
sociate the birds with their individual colors,
habits, and mode of life. The whole atmos-
phere and style are spontaneous and charm-
ing."

+ Lit R pl32 O 29 '21 220w
"A fascinating bird book. It does not aim

to be scientific by giving only Latin names of
orders and species. It is as accurate as pos-
.sible in all its information and so sacrifices
nothing to popularitv of treatment."

-f- Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 90w

MCFEE, MRS INEZ NELLIE (CANFIELD).
Stories of American inventions. 11 $1.60
Crowell 608 21-17206

Twelve well-written descriptions of as many
American inventions, with a little of the life-

story of each inventor. Suitable for children In

the upper grades. Contents: A young teach-
er's ingenuity [cotton gin]; "Fulton's folly";
McCormick and the reaper; Morse and the
telegraph; The sewing machine; The Bell tele-
phone; Edison and the electric light; How the
phonograph was born; The submarine; Some-
thing about "the movies"; The aeroplane; The
electric furnace.

Lit D p45 N 5 "21 180w
"Mrs McFee relates in simple, interesting

style the history of the dozen most important
inventions by Americans. Mrs McFee's dram-
atization of her stories is not always happy,
and she is not scrupulously accurate. She is

hazy alx)ut the details of an invention when-
ever clearness demands an excursion into
technical terminology."

H Lit R p288'D 17 '21 160w

MCFEE, MRS INEZ NELLIE (CANFIELD).
Treasury of myths. (Treasury ser. for
children) il 75c (4c) Crowell 292 21-17378

Mythological tales mainly from Greece and
the Norseland, simpUfled for young readers.
Contents: Thor and his wonderful hammer;
Thor's visit to Jotunheim; Balder the beauti-
ful; The story of Phaeton; Apollo and the
crow; Prometheus; Persephone; King Admetus:
Arachne, the beautiful weaver; Cadmus and
Europa.

"The language is supposed to make an ap-
peal to young readers, but at best ancient
mythology is such a complicated affair that
it is difficult for any but a master hand to

work out the thread of a single story clearly,

and only in one or two chapters has Mrs Mc-
Fee accomplished her aim."

f-
Lit R pl73 N 12 '21 60w

MCFEE, WILLIAM. Harbours of memory.
$1.75 (2c) Doubleday 824 21-26979

In a long dedication of this book to Chris-
topher Morley, the seaman author gives an
amusing account of his earliest experiences as
a writer. The sketches are humorous remi-
niscences of sea voyages and ports and re-
flections on various subjects. Contents: Har-
bours /Of memory; The crusaders; The city of
enchantment; A new method of reviewing
books; On a balcony; The shining hour;
Knights and Turcopoliers; Some good but in-

sufficient reasons for silence; The idea; Lost
adventures; The market; Race; The artist
philosopher; A Port Said miscellany.

Booklist 18:75 D '21
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MCFEE, WILLIAM—Co/itirtMCfi
"Humor, colorful narrative, wise observation

of books, calm views of life: all told with the
tang of blown salt and the whistle of wind out-
side. . . This is a book that few can quarrel
over. The ingredients are of the first water
and McFee has not failed in the mixing." J. F.

+ Bookm 54:379 D '21 150w
"They are all written in the reminiscent and

dreamy vein that characterize his fiction." E.
F. E.

+ Boston Transcript p5 N 2 '21 550w
Ind lU7:13cS N 9 '21 50w

"The essentially modern character of Mr
McFee's sketches is their restfulness. They
have great charm, but they are not exciting.
It is his) excellence that he can make his jaunty
globe trotting fascinating and tantalizing to
the average anchored human to whom it is an
event to get as far as Paris, and to whom the
existence of Constantinople or Hongkong is as
much a matter of faith as the existence of
Paradise or Tophet." J. W. Krutch

+ Lit R pl21 O 29 '21 800w
"It is a volume to pick up at intervals and

enjoy in leisurely fashion. It is full of swift,
revealing phrases, touches which illuminate

-f N Y Times p24 N 27 '21 llOOw
"All [these essays] are delightful. Some are

entirely reminiscent, some descriptive, some
narrative, some contemplative; in every one
there is the atmosphere of ships and the sea
and foreign ports, and more than that, in each
there are living, breathing characters quickly
sketched, but so complete and real that they
cannot be forgotten."

+ Springf d Republican plO D 9 '21 600w

MCFEE, WILLIAM. Ocean tramp. '{l.TS (4c)
Doubleday 910.4 Voyages 21-8856

An American edition of "Letters from an
ocean tramp" published in London in 1908. It
is slightly edited by the author and further en-
riched by a long preface. "As originally put
out, this volume purported to be the random
letters of the author's dead friend. They do not
pretend to tell a story; they have no definite
structure or continuity; they are simply an
eager, crowded, tumultous outpouring of the
motley, thronging, kaleidoscopic memories and
impressions, visions and dreams, engendered
and wrought out thru the endless monotony of
days and nights deep down in the vitals of the
throbbing, pulsing engine-room." (Pub W)

Booklist 17:356 Jl "21

Bookm 53:542 Ag '21 lOOw
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett

-f Boston Transcript p4 My 11 '21 lOOOw
Cath World 114:260 N '21 170w

"Has vivid prose qualities whiQh give it

tang and buoyancy. With its alternate pas-
sages of actuality and speculation, of sea ex-
perience and bookish observation, it combines
a youthful candour and freshness with a
mature and pliant style."

-f Dial 71:486 O '21 80w
Freeman 3:526 Ag 10 '21 600w

"A remarkable commentary upon sea life and
sea character. The fine things of the book are
pure McFee—the McFee of 'Casuals' and
'Aliens' and 'Captain Macedoine's daughter.'
. . Why should I distrust this McAlnwick that
McFee has drawn for us? He seems brave and
outspoken. I am sure I would like to sail ship-
mates with him. Oh! Perhaps his chronicler
has omitted it intentionally—that leaven of hu-
mor, the master quality that goes so far to
make life good at sea." D: W. Bone

-^ Lit R p3 Je 4 '21 1400w
"The book itself reveals a taste for 'fine writ-

ing' for its own sake which the author has out-
grown in his more recent work. Nevertheless,
there are passages which, by their simplicity
and their clean descriptive strokes, prove them-
selves the rightful products of a talent which
has given us 'Aliens' and 'Casuals of the sea.'

"

B. R. Redman
-f Nation 112:921 Je 29 '21 220w

"It is the talk of men and the ship ways and
the ship wanderings that hold the reader of this
shipman's tale. There are some wonderful tales
told by the Mate in this volume that will bring
a laugh from the sheer humanness of them."
Hildegarde Hawthorne

-f N Y Times plO Je 19 '21 1050w
"An ocean -born philosophy, nurtured amid the

rhythmic life-throbs of that modern man-made
giant, the steam-engine, is something new,
something curiously thought-compelling—some-
thing that the exceptional man with a touch
of genius in him can perhaps give us just once,
before he has grown too sadly sophisticated."
F: T. Cooper

-f- Pub W 99:966 Mr 19 '21 490w
R of Rs 64:334 S '21 90w

"The book is rich in insight into human na-
ture, keenly introspective and uncannily clever
in puncturing the shams and pretenses of so-
ciety and national characteristics."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p7a Jl 10 '21 580w
Wis Lib But 17:186 N '21 50w

MACGRATH, HAROLD. Pagan madonna. 'ILTS
(21/ic) Doubleday 21-8310

Chance, the blind madonna of the pagan,
has a large part to play, in this story. It was
chance that prompted Jane Norman to buy a
string of glass beads of a Chinese dealer in
Shanghai, as she made a brief stop there on
her way home from Vladivostok. Because of
the glass beads, she was abducted and borne
away on the private yacht of Cleigh, an Amer-
ican millionaire and curio-hunter, whose son
she had already known under another name.
The tables are turned on them all, however,
by Cunningham, also a curio-hunter, but mad
for adventure. He becomes a pirate in a small
way, takes command of Clelgh's ship, and
chooses its course to serve purposes of his own.
What they are and what they lead to Is told
in a number of exciting chapters.

Booklist 17:350 Jl '21

Bookm 54:79 S '21 120w
"Although the plot is none too plausible, Mr

MacGrath's familiarity with exotic scenes and
skill as a story teller carry conviction."

-I- Lit R pl2 My 7 '21 180w
"The story is rapid, exciting, logical, and,

rarest thing of all, sustained."
+ N Y Times p25 My 15 '21 250w

"The story is told with Mr MacGrath's fa-
miliar grace and ability to enthrall the atten-
tion. It is among the most vivid mystery
stories of the season."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a My 29 '21 240w

MCGREGOR, ANNE LAURA. Supervised
study in English, for junior high school
grades. $1.60 Macmillan 420.7 21-2077

"Miss McGregor's book illustrates a technique
for the English lesson where the double period
has been introduced to obviate the necessity
for home work. A clear statement of a few
simple and well-grounded educational prin-
ciples Is followed by analytical reports of ac-
tual lessons in oral English, literature, com-
position and grammar. The lessons follow a
type plan of review, assignment, and silent
study, in which provision is made for the arous-
ing of interest by formulating a problem, for
differentiating the work to suit pupils of varied
ability, for supervision and guidance in study,
and for evaluation of results. A chapter on
projects in English concludes the book."

—

Lit R

"Can be recommended and accepted as a
book of value as an exposition of the technic
to be employed in guiding junior high school
pupils in the study and practice of the arts of
English." Walter Barnes

-1- Educ R 62:355 N '21 620w
"The author has been successful in produc-

ing a book which is highly serviceable to the
classroom teacher. The specific and detailed
manner in which the topics of oral English,
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literature, and composition are treated and the
excellent plans which are provided will Indeed
prove stimulating to the upper-grade classes."

+ El School J 21:717 My '21 120w
"A very practical and progressive book."

+ Lit R p9 Mr 12 '21 60w
"A more Immediately practical set of definite

suggestions of the sort required it would be
difficult to find."

+ School R 29:311 Ap '21 520w

MACGUIRE, JAMES A. In the Alaska-Yukon
gamelands. 11 '$3 (Si/^c) Stewart Kidd 799

21-6961

The expedition to Alaska and Yukon Territory
described in this volume, was undertaken for
the purpose of collecting specimens for the
Denver museum of natural history. Moose,
caribou, sheep and goats were procured and
some smaller game. The author, who is an
enthusiast on hunting and the out-of-door
life, devotes one chapter to clothing and equip-
ment for such a trip.

Booklist 17:339 Jl '21

Lit R pll My 21 "21 40w
"The book will give Joy to every one who

likes spirited accounts of hunting life In the
North."

-f- Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 40w
"The work smacks of the great outdoors."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 15 '21 210w

MACHEN, JOHN GRESHAM. Origin of
Paul's religion. (Union theological semi-
nary in Virginia. James Sprunt lectures) $3
Macmillan 230 21-17445

"These lectures undertake to refute the
view commonly held by students of compara-
tive religion that Christianity as taught by
Paul represented a large infiltration of ideas
from the Pagan mystery religions. Prof. Ma-
chen denies that Paul himself was influenced
by the mystery religions or that any great
number of his converts had lived in the at-
mosphere of the mysteries."—Sprlngf'd Re-
publican

"Prof. Machen frankly Identifies himself
with conservative exegesis. . . He reveals a
wide command of critical knowledge, profi-
ciency in the arts of controversy and a fine
clarity of presentation that is not distorted by
the mild sarcasm in which he occasionally in-
dulges when seeing an opportunity to score
£in inconsistency or oversight in the 'modern-
izing e.xegesis of the liberals.'

"

-I- — Sprlngf'd Republican plla N 20 "21

llOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p847 D

15 '21 180w

MCISAAC, F. J. Tony Sarg marionette book.
11 $1 Huebsch 793 21-21629

This little book tells about Mr Sarg's ex-
periences with marionettes since he first ex-
perimented with them in his London studio.
Text and illustrations by Mr Sarg himself,
show how the puppets are made and manipu-
lated and how the stage looks behind the
scenes. A chapter is devoted to puppet play
in history. The book, which is designed es-
pecially for children, gives complete instruc-
tions for putting on shows at home, for mak-
ing and lighting the tiny stage and managing
the scenery. Two fairy plays by Anne Stod-
dard, written especially for home-made mar-
ionettes, are included.

"He has given away lavishly the tricks of
his cunning trade, knowing full well that an
amateur needs must develop technique to
create illusion with such mannikins as he
suggests building."

+ Lit D p37 D 24 "21 230w
"The Immediate reaction is an Impulse to

get together all available material and set up
a theatre at once. We feel that, although we
could not gain the distinction, we at least
might experience some of the pleasure that

Tony Sarg had when he started his first per-
formance in the 'Old curiosity shop' rooms In
London."

-f Lit R p306 D 24 '21 130w
"If Imagination is worth anything in our

life, and if it is worth while to stimulate and
train imagination, then get this puppet book
for your children's delight and for your own.
It holds as much magic in it as the wonderful
lamp of Aladdin, and can create a whole
world in the twinkling of an eye." Hildegarde
Hawthorne

4- N Y Times p8 N 27 '21 1150w
Survey 47:407 D 10 '21 80w
Theatre Arts M 6:83 Ja '22 40w

MACIVER, ROBERT MORRISON. Elements of
social science. |2.50 Dutton [6s Methuen]
301

With elementary precision the author
sketches the nature and stages of society,
shows how environment is the vehicle of life,

how the structure of society depends on the
Interaction of Individual interests and asso-
ciation, and how the goal of social evolution
must be the perfection of personality. His
criticisms of existing forms of society are in-
cidental to his elucidation of the great law
of social evolution. The appendix consists of
notes for further reading and there is an
index.

"Ably written volume." E. N.
+ Boston Transcript p6 N 26 '21 750w

"Mr Maciver's contribution is among those
of real value. In visioning society as a living
unity, he examines, with a clarity which makes
the study easy to those who have not given
much thought to the subject, the nature and
meaning of society, the stages of its develop-
ment, the physical, social, and economic en-
vironments, and interests and associations.
His chapter on the great law of social evolu-
tion is finely suggestive."

4- Nation and Ath 29:443 Je 18 '21 400w
"This book is a good Introduction to the

study of social theory. It is not so good as
Professor Maciver's larger work 'Community,'
which is one of the most interesting socio-
logical studies published in recent years; but
it summarises, for the most part very well,

the essential doctrines which were more com-
pletely stated In the earlier book."

-)- _ New Statesman 17:142 My 7 '21 190w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p279 Ap
28 '21 50w

"As an attempt to state, in however ele-

mentary a form, anything worthy the name
of science this book seems to us frankly a
failure. When he is on the ground with which
he is most familiar, when he is dealing not
scientifically but in a common-sense way
with modern social problems, what he has to

say is often interesting and valuable."_ + The Times [London] Lit Sup p287 My
5 '21 980w

MACKAIL, DENIS GEORGE. Romance to the
rescue. $1.90 (2c) Houghton [7s 6d Mur-
ray] 21-19386

The milieu of the story is the London
theatrical world. Leo Cartwright, a famous
actor, is about to produce a play, "Romance
to the rescue," sent him by an agency under
a pseudonym. The real author is Mrs Cart-
wright, who has been separated from her hus-
band for many years. She is dismayed to

know her play is in the hands of her husband
who asks the" author for an interview. Having
discovered that the son of an old friend bore
the same name as her pseudonym she sends
him to withdraw the play in his name. He
only succeeds in complicating matters. The
play is produced but in the course of develop-
ments romance does indeed come to the res-

cue, old misunderstandings are cleared up and
a .second honeymoon results.

+ Lit R p241 D 3 '21 330w
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MACKAIL, D. Q:—Continued
"The author seems to have wavered be-

tween continuing the vein of 'What next?'
and writing a serious theatrical novel, and
though the form suffers in consequence, he
may be on the way to establishing a new
variety."

H Sat R 132:542 N 5 '21 70w
"We have had a good may pictures of the

ways and moods of the actor-rnanager lately
both in fact and in fiction, but Mr Mackail's
full-length portrait contrives to be original."

H Spec 127:074 N 19 '21 280w
"Mr Denis Mackail is a natural writer; any

subject that enters his mind clothes itself at
once in his words and disports itself in them
with assurance. That the people he is most
concerned with are amiable is one reason why
Mr Mackail's writing makes pleasant reading."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p642 O 6
'21 450w

MACKAIL, DENIS GEORGE. What next? •$2
(3c) Houghton (Eng ed 21-8311)

The events of this extravaganza take place
In three breathless days. The hero, Jim Grant,
a young man of expensive habits and sole heir
of a supposedly wealthy uncle, finds himself
at this uncle's death the legatee of a bank-
rupt estate. The collapse of Grant's fortune
inspires his faithful and resourceful valet Lush
with a brilliant idea, born of the information
and power of concentration derived from in-
numerable correspondence courses. He had
dreamed many schemes of advancement, but
heretofore success was lacking because of the
absence of two essential factors, money and
manner. So he proposes a partnership with
Grant, with five hundred pounds on each side.
In the brief space of three days their accom-
plishments are brilliantly successful, even to
the unmasking of the villain who had ruined
the rich uncle, the prospect of recovery of his
fortune, and the happy settlement of the two
principals' love affairs.

man who masqueraded as her father. Later
on. Desire and the professor each found out
what love really meant."—N Y Times

"The future may show deeper resources in
Mr Mackail, but his first novel challenges the
test of effervescence rather than of rare
quality." O. W.

-I Ath p890 D 31 '20 620w
Booklist 18:51 N '21

"This book is a wholly delightful entertain-
ment and has, moreover, a distinct originality
both in matter and manner. The humor is

thoroughly sound, never cheap, and always ef-
fective."

-i- Lit R plO My 21 '21 320w
"The story as a whole is somewhat labored

in the telling, and much of it is likely to be
less humorous to American perception than to
the British because of their national idiosyn-
crasies in the appreciation of different kinds of
humor."

H NY Times p25 Je 12 '21 640w
"An amusing and promising piece of work."

+ Sat R 131:96 Ja 29 '21 80w
"Mr Mackail's fairyland is an amusing place,

but not perhaps quite as diverting as it might
have been. His pen moves with a slightly in-
experienced stiffness, which no doubt time will
cure."

-I Spec 126:176 F 5 '21 190w
"Mr Mackail possesses an engaging and crisp

assurance which communicates his own high
spirits."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p777 N
25 '20 680w

MACKAY, MRS ISABEL ECCLESTONE
(MACPHERSON). Window-gazer. $1.90
(2V6c) Doran 21-18167

"The professor loved the beautiful young
girl who looked at him 'with level gray eyes
and lifted chin.' But he did not know that
he loved her when he married her. His rul-
ing passion then, he thought, was merely to
rescue Desire from her dangerous, lonely life,

and more specifically from the half-insane old

"An inconsistent story, but through it there
runs a thread of consistency in the character
of the girl, young and grave, free from fiut-
tering, direct in manner."

[- Lit R p339 Ja 7 '22 220w
"An altogether entertaining novel, rather

light, never dull, and seldom thought-provok-
ing. The author of 'The window-gazer'
knows the formula of popularity and writes
according to it with unerring skill."

H NY Times p24 N 27 '21 350w

MACKAYE, PERCY WALLACE. Dogtown com-
mon. $1.50 (8s 6d) Macmillan 811 21-10974

The theme of the poem is a legend connected
with one of the deserted Cape Ann villages. It
is the story of Judy Rhines, pretty niece of
Tammy Younger, the reputed witch, and of
John Wharf, the minister. It was Judy who
taught John that there was but one love and
that the love of Christ was the same as human
love.

"Mr MacKaye has invented a stanza of his
own. which is not unsuited to his purpose. It
is too complicated, too broken, too in-grow-
ing, to fit a bold, swift, objective story. But
it is entirely adapted for the subtle analysis of
old Massachusetts thoughts and souls. At any
rate, by devising it and using it, Mr MacKaye
has combined form and matter to produce a
most piquant and mordant revival of a ghost-
ly past." Gamaliel Bradford

H Atlantic's Bookshelf N '21 600w
Booklist 18:12 O '21

"Not only has Mr MacKaye a stirring story
to tell, but he has a fine narrative stanza
peculiarly well fitted to the type of poem, to
the quick turns and twists of speech, the rapid
action, and the quaint atmosphere of 'Dogtown
common.' " D. L. Mann

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 '21 1150w
" 'Dogtown common,' superb as mere gym-

nastic, is written on a wrong principle. It is

as if the poet said to himself that his tale was
dull and his reader was dull and bound himself
by an oath at any cost to make dullness ex-
citing to dullness. Accordingly he applies the
goad to both, and in the end both are reduced
to that impotence which results from too long
and harsh an application of the goad." O. W.
Firkins— Ind 107:194 N 19 '21 400w
"The characters are all presented vividly.

The dialogue is natural. Enough description
is given for background, but it is well com-
pressed. The whole telling of the tale is work-
manlike and dramatic. Occasionally the con-
densation is so telegraphic as to be confusing,
but not often. Mr MacKaye's technique can
hardly be said to be informed with such genius
as John Masefleld has brought in the past to
the treatment of local tales, but this work is

wholly Mr MacKaye's own and the story is

worth reading."
+ Lit R p8 Jl 30 '21 120w

"Mr MacKaye is quite often the antiquarian
first and the poet second. As a technician
he can hold his own with any writer in Amer-
ica, but there are times—and frequently—where
he is lacking in inspiration." H. S. Gorman

H NY Times pl4 S 4 '21 1300w
"One reads Mr MacKaye's poem with ad-

miration, if not always with pleasure."
h No Am 215:142 Ja '22 llOOw

Spec 127:603 N 5 '21 50w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 30 '21 70w
Sprlngf d Republican p6 Ag 24 '21 130w

MCKENNA, STEPHEN. Education of Eric
Lane. *$1.90 (2c) Doran [8s 6d Hutchin-
son] 21-10607

This story of English society life is a sequel
to "Lady Lilith" and the second part of Mr
McKenna's trilogy of the "Sensationalists."
Having finished with Jack Waring and tossed
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him lightly aside, Lady Barbara Neave takes
in hand the education of his friend Eric Lane,
a rising young dramatist, using the same weap-
ons which were so effectual in the subjugation
of Waring. Spotted as her prey and at first re-
sisting, Eric is soon laid about with her In-
escapable snares but when he is completely
"educated" he is no longer desirable. The dis-
carded Jack Waring, who meanwhile had gone
off to war and was reported wounded and miss-
ing, returns and, at the close of the book, seems
about to re-engage her errant interest.

Booklist 18:85 D '21

"Mr McKenna's is a style which gains by
familiarity and his grasp of the complexity of
life and its strange qualities, tojgether with his
power for fearless characterization, have never
revealed him more truly than in this latest book.
Whatever else we may feel about her, Babs
Neave is bewitching and unforgettable."
D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 13 '21 680w
Reviewed by Vivian Shaw— Dial 71:368 S '21 620w
"The neurotic and erotic adventures of Eric

Lane and Lady Barbara Neave. . . The vol-
ume has all the good qualities which one has
learned to associate with Mr McKenna's style

—

ease, precision, neatness of phrase, and a flair
for bright dialogue. To find out just what Lady
Barbara is, in her creator's opinion, the reader
will have to wait for the third volume." Stanley
Went

H Lit R p3 Jl 9 '21 760w
"The story is interesting; it is well written,

and there is a good deal of cleverness shown in
the portrait of Barbara, as well as in the
sketches of some of the minor characters. It is

a febrile .society Mr McKenna has painted for
us, grouped about the hectic and haggard Lady
Barbara."

-i NY Times p22 Jl 10 '21 560w
"The book is not a very notable specimen of

Mr McKenna's particular art."— Spec 126:720 Je 4 '21 50w
"There is much of the author's familiar

brilliancy in this book; but the truth, is, his
long drawn-out theme is beginning to pall. He
is getting away from realities."— Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 21 '21

540w
The Times [London] Lit Sup pl95 Mr

24 '21 750w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

— Weekly R 5:126 Ag 6 '21 280w

MCKENNA, STEPHEN. Sixth sense. *$1.90
(2c) Doran 21-6903

The possessor of the sixth sense was Lam-
bert Aintree, somewhat effeminate—hence the
nickname "Seraph"—anonymous author of
books that would have made him famous and
with a rare gift for friendship and loyalty.
His sixth sense manifests itself in the ability
to read the thoughts of those he loves and in
divining events tliat concern them. The scene
of the story i.=! laid in the upper strata of
social England at the time of the milita 't

suffrage campaign. Some of the aristocratic
ladies are abducted by the militants and held
as hostages while others are deeply involved
in the crime. The "Seraph," with friends on
both sides and. thru his sixth sense, more
knowing than the rest, gets himself Into a
peck of trouble from which he is rescued by
the intervention and sacrifice of friends, in
their turn.

+ Booklist 17:304 My '21 (Reprinted from
Cleveland p34 My '21)

"Rollicking little farce."
-I- Cleveland p34 My '21 50w

"This is an early novel of Mr McKenna's. In
his later work Mr McKenna has been extraord-
inarily successful in eliminating dull passages
such as punctuate the present volume; but one
cannot but wish that, while correcting such ob-

vious faults, he might have retained some of
the genuineness and candor that mark this story
of his generous youth." Stanley Went

H Lit R p3 Ap 16 '21 360w
"The novel is full of charm. Mr McKenna is

a writer to whom the technique of his pro-
fession is a thing of inoiuent, to whom the
English language is a precious tool, to be kept
bright and shining in tile work it does lo
be used with so great a skill that effort dis-
appears." Hildegarde Hawiliorne

-I- N Y Times p22 Mr 20 '21 1200\v
"With his usual deftness, Mr McKenna mixes

romance and politics in such manner as to
hold the undivided attention. Political noveliz-
ing has been Mr McKenna's forte. It requires
something akin to genius for an English writer
to make English politics interesting to the
partly informed American reader. But he does
this by giving politics a large share in the
lives of his people."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 21 '21
2S0w

MCKENNA, STEPHEN. While I remember.
$5 Doran [21s T. Butterworth] 914.2

21-20905
These memories of the generation which

closed with the peace of Versailles in 1919 are
set down by a novelist of thirty-three and
styled "memories of a by-gone civilization."
so completely, in the opinion of the author, is
this period cut off from all that follows. There
is nothing personal or autobiographical in his
recollections which are concerned with the
life of the generation passed, and not with
gossip about this or that notability. He writes
of politics and education, of public schools, of
the decadence of London society, of the rout
of liberalism, of the British mission to the
United States in the spring of 1917. of the
year of demobilization, of literary London and
of Oxford.

Boston Transcript p9 D 17 '21 820w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p701 O

27 '21 80w
"In attempting reminiscences, he has tem-

porarily strayed. He has not the careless, in-
timate, happy-go-lucky touch required for ex-
cellence in this branch of art. His book will
seem, to the future student of our manners,
to lack documentary value, though it will be
found bright reading by those who do not ex-
pect too much from it."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p760 N
24 '21 480w

MACKENZIE, COMPTON, Rich relatives. $2
Harper [9s Seeker] 21-20043

The author reverses the theme of a former
novel, "Poor relations," and tells the story of
the orphan Jasmine Grant, daughter of the
only unsuccessful member of an eminently
prosperous and respectable English family,
who is passed on from one to another of her
four rich uncles. Treated as an Interloper
and made use of in each home until her pres-
ence becomes an inconvenience, she receives
many buffetings but wins out in the end. The
humor and satire of the story are lavished on
the descriptions of the eccentric and disagree-
able relatives.

Booklist 18:121 Ja '22

"We seldom find so much engaging humor
mixed with such deft characterization."

+ Bookm 54:476 Ja '22 180v/
" 'Rich relatives' is filled with a humor that

is genuine without being uproarious, delicate
without being sickly. Mr Mackenzie has writ-
ten no more appealing story than this, even
though it is not filled with the rich realism
of some of his other novels." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 D 3 '21 1150w
'This may be farce, but it is certainly not

satire, which is regrettable, since Mr Macken-
zie is capable at his best of effective satire.

Viewed as farce, the first hundred pages of
the present volume are lively and entertaining.
But as the heroine is passed on from one set
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MACKENZIE, COMPTON—Continued
of relatives to another one grows bored by
adventures that only accumulate sameness
with every change.

"

— Lit R p307 D 24 '21 300w
Nation and Ath 29:8G2 S 17 '21 300w

"High spirits alone will not make a work of
art. The fun goes on too long. Mr Macken-
zie writes on and on, as if determined to
achieve his eighty or ninety thousand words
at whatever cost. That cost is heavy."

h New Statesman 17:684 S 24 '21 420w
"A rather bustling comedy. But the per-

sons of. the drama are too numerous and some
of them too exaggerated, and Jasmine herself
hardly succeeds in arousing the interest which
would draw the book into a coherent whole."

h Spec 127:306 S 3 '21 980w
"If the author relies a little too much on

the power of a series of vivid views to take
the place of a plot which develops, his gift
for portraying the eccentric in sharp outline is
undeniable. He seems to have an inexhaust-
ible stock of comic character to draw upon.
•Rich relatives' is a piece of puff pastry to be
enjoyed in a mood for light things, and not to
be dwelt upon too long."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p531 Ag
18 '21 500w

MACKENZIE, OSGOOD HANBURY. Hundred
years In the Highlands. 11 $5.75 Longmans
[163 E. Arnold] 914.1

"Mr Mackenzie's own memories reach back
to the middle of the nineteenth century and
they are supplemented by the volumes of man-
uscript memories left by his uncle, which cover
the period from 1803 to 1830. A great many
pages are given up to the reminiscences of
the author's experiences as a sportsman. At
the same time, the author brings back re-
markable pictures of the old life in the High-
lands, the Spartan manners, the simplicity,
and the strength of an almost extinct social
order, when the laird was a small monarch
and the great house with its dependent cot-
tages constituted a self-contained and happy
community."—Lit R

"The reminiscences present Highland cus-
toms and ideals from a refreshingly unimpaired
Highland viewpoint. Moreover, those vexed
political and religious problems too often les-
sening the charm or else fascinating Scot-
tish reminiscences are gratefully non-exis-
tent.'' Frances Bartlett

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Je 29 '21 lOOOw
Lit R p8 Jl 2 '21 420w

"Quaint and wholly delightful."
+ N Y Times pl3 Jl 17 '21 600w

Spec 127:309 S 3 '21 170w
"Mr Mackenzie makes no attempt at fine

writing. His narrative is fresh and full of
Incident; nor will any reader complain that
he has eked it out by exceeding the term ofA hundred years' set forth on the title
page."

^ T^J Times [London] Lit Sup p385 Je
16 '21 1050w

MACKINNON, JAMES. Social and industrial
history of Scotland from the union to thepresent time. •$6 (*16s) Longmans 330.941

.._, 21-8845
The title of Professor Mackinnon's book is amisnomer. His treatment of the eighteenthcentury is confined to fifty-seven piges. ofwhich eighteen are devoted to education, liter-

o^'i^f; o^o-
^^^ religious life. The allowance ofabout 213 pages to the nineteenth century andthe early years of the twentieth is more gener-ous, but scarcely more adequate for the intricate

Mppk'Jnn^^
character of the subject. What DrMackinnon has done is to compile a guide to the

H?.'Hnt\''-'
Scottish social and industHal historyduring his period and a summarv of some re-

[London]^L'it°s;fp
*"^-«t'^ations.''-The Times

The book as it stand.s is a collection of
rather detached topical studies. Yet altogether,
for a work so compact with detail, it is emi-
nently human and readable." R. G. Trotter

H Am Hist R 27:346 Ja '22 550w
"A readable and scholarly account of the de-

velopment of Scotland from the earliest times
to the Union."

+ Ath pl45 Jl 30 '19 320w
— Lit R pll Je 18 '21 270w

Sat R 131:507 Je 18 '21 560w
"Quite moderate in its compass, written by a

well-equipped authority."
-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p442 Jl 8
'20 80w

"As a survey of existing and recent conditions
in the more important branches of Scottish
manufacture and commerce his book is invalu-
able. His interest lies in modern conditions
rather than in historical development, and
these chapters constitute a genuine addition to
knowledge."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p315 My
19 '21 lOSOw

MACKINNON, LILIAN VAUX. Miriam of
Queen's. $1.90 (3c) Doran 21-17623

The story of a girl's college days and after.
Miriam Campbell came of Scotch ancestors on
her father's side, and her one dream of life
was to go to college. After a wonderful sum-
mer among her father's old friends and rela-
tives in Cape Breton, Miriam entered Queen's
university. Her college years were full of the
excitement, rush and interest of college life,

but it was back to Cape Breton where Miriam
finally found her real happiness.

"It is a book of side-lights rather than of
high-lights. College incidents are told fairly
well, often with a touch of humor. A quality
of wistfulness will communicate itself to the

+ — N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 120w
"Very amusing and readable little story."

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21

260w

MACKLIN, THEODORE. Bfflcient marketing
for agriculture; its services, methods, and
agencies. (Social science text-books) 11 S2
Macmillan 338.1 21-15705

On the ground that marketing consists in
rendering essential services and that without
the middleman both the producers and the con-
sumers of farm produce are at a loss, the
author undertakes to show that in the interests
of all concerned these services should be
rendered by the most efHcient methods and by
agencies which in functioning take a minimum
share of the consumer's dollar. The assembling,
grading and standardizing, packing, process-
ing, transporting, storing, financing and dis-
tributing of farm products are considered In
turn, and the best marketing methods, agencies
and price-making systems are discussed in de-
tail. To each chapter is added a condensed
summary and a list of selected reading. There
are illustrations, tables and maps and an in-
dex.

Boston Transcript plO N 26 '21 420w

MCLACHLAN, JOHN E. How to become a
private secretary. $1.50 Pitman 650

This practical handbook is intended to give
Information covering a wide field of work, that
varies greatly according to the circumstances of
different cases. Contents: What is a private
secretary? Qualifications; Looking out for a
situation; Opportunities of advancement; Cor-
respondence, etc.; The ethics of correspondence;
Initiative; The secretary of an institution;
Character.

MACLEOD, DELLA. Lantern of love. $2
Houghton 21-12705

This story is a return to sentiment and
romance of the old sort. Diana Cameron,
Southerner, proud and idealistic, and the pos-
sessor of a golden voice, for years remained
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faithful to the memory of a man, whose face
first seen in a fogr, flashed upon her three
times afterward, burning itself into her memory
and always inhibiting her when about to yield
to rich and importunate suitors. After years
of struggle to support herself in New York,
she came back to her uncle's impoverished
Mississippi estate, burdened with debt, her
voice, for the time, gone. And there, finally,
in the good old manner of romance, she met
and married the owner of the face, who had
been as faithful to memory as she.

competent; On the busy business man; On
ouija boards; On going to church; On why
not worry.

"She lacks a firm grasp and has endeavored
to reveal too much in the insufficient space.
Some of the episodes are unnatural. A firmer
hold on her story, a rejection of improbabilities
and an elimination of the vaguely religious will
make Miss MacLeod's next story better worth
while."— Boston Transcript p6 Ag 17 '21 150w

"In New York, Bermuda, and Mississippi
alike this story is always as 'Southern' as can
be. Sheer sentiment, pretty, unsullied, floods
every environment. This book will please be-
cause it is the real thing of its kind."

+ Lit R pll Ag 6 '21 130w
"While it is primarily a love story, and a

very romantic one, the novel has its realistic
pictures of life and of people in many and
varied surroundings, all of them infused with
such vitality—and especially those of the cot-
ton plantation—as to give the reader the feel-
ing of looking at real life. But the greatest
charm of the book, and it has a good deal of
charm, is that which comes from the per-
sonality of the narrator, the girl whose 'lantern
of love' lights her heart and her footsteps for
so many years."

-I- N Y Times p25 Jl 31 '21 520w
Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 ISOw

MACMANUS, SEUMAS. Story of the Irish
race. (Subscribers' ed) $6 Irish pub. co.
941.5 21-20642

The book ranges in time from the early col-
onization of Ireland to the conference invita-
tion extended by Lloyd George to De Valera
last October. The chapters are contributed by
various writers. "The chapter on the Danish
period is written by Dr Joseph Dunn, the Pro-
fessor of Celtic at the Catholic University of
America. Mediaeval Ireland down to Henry
VIII is covered in five chapters by a popular
Irish writer whose pen name is Sean-Ghall.
An Irish novelist, Miss L. MacManus, is re-
sponsible for the chapters on the Elizabethan
war and the period of William and James II.

Another popularizer, Mrs Helena O'Concannon,
has written about the 'Wild geese,' while the
story of Parnell has been intrusted to Profes-
sor O' Kelly of the National University, Gal-
way. The Sinn Fein movement and Gaelic
literature are desciibed by A. de Blacam, an
Irish journalist. The rest is, presumably, by
Mr MacManus."—Lit R

"The chapters are not always well connect-
ed; often their subjects seem to have been
chosen arbitrarily. But the net results, with
all allowances made for point of view, is a bit
of portraiture which does ample justice alike
to the romance and to the tragedy of the
theme." E. N.
+ — Boston Transcript plO D 10 '21 850w
"This bulky volume of over 700 pages has

none of the qualities which are expected of
the competent historical scholar. The book in
no sense records the achievements or reflects
the spirit of twentieth century Ireland."— Lit R p307 D 24 '21 300w

MCM ASTERS, WILLIAM HENRY. Originahty,
and other essa>s. •$2 (17i^c) Four seas co.

814 21-11525

A light touch characterizes all these essays
and a humor slightly caustic. They are short
and deal with topics of geneial human interest.
Partial contents: On originality; On the im-
penetrability of ignorance; On the matter of
advice; On the contracting of habits; On the

"These little essays are ingratiating and
witty. They are upon twenty widely divergent
and attractive subjects." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Jl 2 '21 650w
"In twenty pithy chapters Mr McMasters

discusses cleverly, and by no means thought-
lessly, our everyday life in its aspects both
gravf^ and gay. The valedictory, 'On why not
worry?' is a cheerful toil to some of the
whiU'-corj)uscled Pollyanna-isni that has been
circulating riotously within (he recent mem-
ory of man."

+ Cath World 114:405 ]> '21 120w
"This collection of brief essays follows along

the path blazed by Dr Frank Crane, but lacks
the ability that has given the writings of that
journalistic philosopher so wide a vogue. Mr
McMasters presents platitudes unembellished by
pithy expression."— Lit R pll Jl 30 '21 lOOw
"Mr McMasters combines with deflniteness of

thought the power to express himself crisply,

and the result is a small volume that offers
just the required tonic for the weary reader."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 21 '21 200w

MCMILLAN, MARGARET. Nursery school. 11

$4 Dutton 371 E21-83

"The nursery school is a new departure in
England, having been made a legal part of
their educational system in August, 1918. It

is distinct in aim and method from the baby-
welfare centers and infant schools which have
been established there for some time. The
book is made up of two general divisions. The
first of these gives a description of the work
of the nursery school and all that concerns the
children who attend it. There are chapters
explaining the buildings and garden, the diet
and clothing of the children, the content and
method of the work to be given and the social
life of the school. Part two is concerned
primarily with the teacher and her preparation.
It contains a wealth of suggestions for primary-
school workers, relating both to the actual
teaching and to the social activities of the
pupils. Of particular interest is the use of
outdoor experiences under the severe environ-
mental . handicaps of a city location."—El
School J

Booklist 18:7 O '21

"Professor Patty Smith Hill of the Teachers
College of Columbia University calls this book
of Miss McMillan's 'An epoch-making book
which all who have to do with the welfare of
children cannot afford to overlook.' " D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 S 3 '21 780w
"The book gives a complete and interesting

account of a growing social work and will be
of interest to many teachers in the field of
kindergarten and primary education."

+ El School J 22:153 O '21 550w
Reviewed by Elizabeth Jenkins

-I- J Home Econ 13:377 Ag '21 330w
Reviewed by Austin Hay

-f N Y Times pl3 S 4 *21 760w

MACNAUGHTAN, SARAH BROOM. My Ca-
nadian memoirs. *.'?5 Dutton 920

(Eng ed 21-9399)

"Miss Macnaughtan's hook, although a series
of essays on things Canadian, is chiefly a col-

lection of biographical sketches of prominent
Canadians. Her more prominent worthies are
Lord Strathcona, Sir William van Home, Sir
^Villiam Mackenzie, Sir Donald Mann and
Colonel Davidson." (Ath) "Other chapters
study Queliec. The Canadian Northern, Toron-
to to Montreal, Shipping and Reciprocity."
(Boston Transcript)

"Each sketch is readable and occasionally
vivid, but the effect of all of Ihom is to des
trov our confidence in any owe of them."

_| Aih p551 O 22 20 G20\v

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 9 '.'1 COOw
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MACNAUGHTAN, S. B.—Continued
Brooklyn 13:84 Ja '21 30w
Freeman 3:406 Jl 6 '21 150w

"Whex-e the pages are filled with perdonnl
reminiscence and observation, as the title
promises, they sparkle. UntoriunaLely, a go^^..
deal of che volume is mere interviewing an..
compilation."

H Lit R p9 Mr 19 '21 280w
"In it one finds the trained faculty of ob-

servation and the inherent interest in humanity
and its deeds of the capable novelist, and also
that skill wit"h words and that instinct for
exact expression which marked all of the au-
thor's work."

-h N Y Times pll My 29 '21 420w
"The development of a young nation is

always a fascinating subject, and Miss Mac-
naughtan. writes of it with the sympathy and
literary quality which distinguished all her
work."

+ Spec 127:85 Jl 16 '21 120w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pGUS O
14 '20 llOOw

IVICSPADDEN, JOSEPH WALKER, ed. Fam-
ous dogs in fiction, il $1.60 Crowell 21-18533

A collection of dog tales and adaptations of
stories of famous dog characters in fiction,
with an introductory chapter on "The dog in
literature." Contents: Rab and his friends,
by Dr John Brown; A dog of Flanders, adapt-
ed from the story by Ouida; Bill Sikes and
his dog, adapted from Dickens; Dora Copper-
field's "Jip," adapted from Dickens; Rip Van
Winkle and his dog, adapted from Washing-
ton Irving; Dandie Dinmont and his tenners,
adapted from Sir Walter Scott; Stories of my
dogs, from Tolstoi's "Stories for children";
Bob, son of battle, adapted from Alfred Olli-
vant; Beautiful Joe, adapted from Marshall
Saunders.

"This volume contains what the editor re-
gards as nine of the greatest dog yams to be
found in literature. . . And each tale is enter-
taining."

+ Lit R p206 N 26 '21 150w

MACSWINEY, TERENCE JOSEPH. Principles
of freedom. *$2 Dutton 941.5 21-2520

"These papers were the last work Terence
MacSwiney set his hand to, and he was in-
teirupted in the revision of such of them as
had appeared in the Irish press. It is an
amazing book; it is as if Emerson were the
leader of a political party, and had written a
series of philosophic essays on human con-
duct but with special refeience to that party.
For it is to his followers, not to the English,
that MacSwiney explains with anxious care
the 'Principles of freedom,' often obviously in
fear that they cannot be got at present to
understand these principles, though always
with a glorious faith that in the end they will
understand."—N Y Times

Am Pol Sol R 15:310 My '21 30w
+ Booklist 17:205 Mr '21

"Deserves study everywhere throughout the
world, in this period of the world's readjust-
ment."

+ Oath World 113:698 Ag '21 170w
"The author writes of liberty and shows why

it is worth dying for, but he has not the
slightest notion of the complicated thing that
liberty has become since the halcyon days of
Rousseau. Every question is reduced to its
simplest terms and the result is an assurance,
a confidence in the possession of absolute truth,
a certainty as to what is right and what is
wrong, which bewildered the sophisticated.
Thus, this book is an illuminating document,
for it reveals the mentality of the Sinn Fein
rank and file." E. A. Boyd— Lit R p4 F 5 '21 530w
"Whether on Biothers ;ind enemies, Wo-

manhood, The propagandist playwright, In-
tellectual freedom. The empire, or Resistance
in arms, I find MacSwiney strong, straight,
severe, sincere. He seems to have been prin-

cipled without priggishness, high-minded with-
out sterility, and liberal without a touch of
liberalism's constant equivocation." F. H.

+ New Repub 25:323 F 9 '21 1700w
"If one knew nothing about the man, one

would be tempted to dismiss it briefly as a dull
book by a dull dog. Knowing how very far
from a dull dog he was, one is resentful of this
posthumous presentation of him."— New Statesman. 18:24 O 8 '21 520w
"Nothing is more re'inarkable about this book,

which goes straight at the heart of everything
without fear or favor, than the fact that the
author manages to strike his sharpest blows
without ever mentioning a name. The book
is full of a hard abstractness and a close
reasoning. As for its republicanism, it is such
a book as Shelley might have written."

-I- N Y Times plO F 6 '21 2000w
"Judgments may differ about the Terence

MacSwiney whom the newspapers a few months
ago made known to us. But all who value good
literature will agree that a real literary gift
belonged to the Terence MacSwiney who wrote
these papers. Again and again there is some
vivid, sparkling phrase that makes us catch
our breath, some burst of incisive, satiric hu-
mor that makes us think we see before our
eyes a scene of Irish life, some paragraph of
indescribable pathos that makes us know we
are in the company of a poet." H. L. Stewart

+ Weekly R 4:372 Ap 20 '21 1250w

MADARIAGA, SALVADOR DE. SheUey and
Calderon, and other essays on English
and Spanish poetry. $6 Dutton 860.4

(Eng ed 21-8864)

"The volume contains four essays of equal
interest to Spanish and English-speaking
peoples. The first of these is 'Shelley and
Calderon,' which traces the similarities be-
tween the great English poet and the famous
Spanish dramatist and the influence upon
Shelley of his study of Calderon. The second
of the essays, 'English sidelights on Spanish
literature,' is calculated to rouse English in-
terest in Spanish authors by using a series
of parallel studies of English and Spanish
writers. The third essay is 'Spanish popular
poetry' in which the author strives to set forth
the most characteristic Spanish creation in
the whole field of literature. The fourth and
last of the essays he admits is the most dif-
ficult for he outlines a Spanish appreciation
of Wordsworth."—Boston Transcript

"Mr Madariaga's English is astonishingly,
enviably perfect; but the fact that his mind
is a Spanish mind and not an English one
comes out in unexpected short cuts, in a di-
rectness which is almost disconcerting and a
power of insight which, at times, seems al-
most too penetrating to be true. The Spanish
critic may be too plain-spoken for some
readers, but his essays will be of Immense
interest to anyone who really thinks about
the matter." J. B. T.

+ Ath p98 Ja 28 '21 1350w
Boston Transcript p6 Ag 24 '21 280w

"This is a volume of sound criticism which,
amidst the bulk of more pretentious tomes, is

all too apt to pass unnoticed." I. G.
-f- Freeman 4:94 O 5 '21 290w

"Some of the most delightful literary crit-
icism that the most exacting reader could
wish to find. In real distinction of style and
thought, in charm of presentation and buoyancy
of tone, he has produced a highly meritorious
contribution to its field." Lawrence Mason

+ Lit R p52 O 1 '21 lOOOw
"This book should do much towards reviving

English interest in the literature of the Pen-
insula." K. K. Roberts

+ New Statesman 17:47 Ap 16 '21 540w

"Apart, indeed, from the 'work of interna-
tional goodwill,' at which he aims, he reveals
himself as a writer of such distinction and
charm that it is to be feared the selfish

reader will be glad of him for his own sake,
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and perhaps even enjoy him most when his
Anglo-Hispanic 'entente' is least to the fore."
R: Le Gallienne

-f N Y Times p9 S 4 '21 2650w
"The langTiage and style are excellent. It

is a considerable achievement."
+ Spec 126:26 Ja 1 '21 80w

"The interest of this book is Spanish not
English. Mr de Madariaga says interesting
things about several English poets; and about
Shelley he even says Illuminating things,
things at once new and true. But it is about
the Cid and Juan Riz, Garcilaso and Lx)pe and
Calderon, and above all about the coplas,
that he has most to say and we have most
to learn."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p825 D
9 '20 ISOOw

MADELIN, LOUIS. Danton; tr. by Lady Mary
2 Loyd. 11 $5 (6c) Knopf B or 92

The public career of this great French revo-
lutionary figure was crowded into about five
years. George Jacques Danton died by the
guillotine at the age of thirty-flve. His biog-
rapher, a well-known student of the revolution-
ary period, bases his work on national archives
and other documentary material. His book is

on the whole a defence of Danton whom his
researches have failed to prove a monster of
iniquity or guilty of the venality with which he
has been charged. M Madelin finds that "this
muscular, full-blooded man, this athlete with
his hot heart and his realistic mind, this trib-
une with the powers of a statesman and the
inspiration of a true Frenchman, was, thanks
even to his vile faults, the man for the situa-
tion."

stories have been abstracted and retold; an
occasional attempt has been made to reproduce,
as nearly as possible, the original metre. "In
the concept of the higher unity of history, in
which the actual happenings are inextricably
blent with the unfulfilled longings and per-
petual dreads of a people, these ballads can
take an equal place with the documentary rec-
ords of the Russian State." (Author)

"M Madelin is not only one of the most dis-
tinguished students of the revolutionary per-
iod; he is a very lively and .spirited historian,
with the style of the Gallic man of letters at
its best. In the translation, alas! the style has
fled. Apart from certain tortuous phrases, due
to the literal rendering of French into English,
the translation is, however, adequate, if with-
out any particular distinction. The sole re-
spect wherein one is inclined to quarrel with
M Madelin is in his estimate of Danton's po-
litical character."

H Sat R 1.32:593 N 19 '21 250w
"The attitude of the tolerant and impartial

French historian, when dealing with men such
as Danton, Robespierre and even Mirabeau,
is altogether detached. He refuses to be what
he would call unjust to the man with whom
he is dealing because of the blood w-hich he
either shed or allowed to be shed. . . There-
fore we shall not grudge Danton his latest de-
fender. But perhaps we ought not to say, ad-
vocate, but rather judicial officer or examining
judge, inclined to make, on the whole, a not
altogether unfavorable report on Danton to his
superiors. That is really M Madelln's attitude."

-f- Spec 127:824 D 17 '21 1300w
"M Madelin, handling a huge mass of docu-

ments, is at the same time a very human his-
torian and does not disdain high lights. The
book has an unmistakable air of having been
written for French, not British, readers, and
for French readers intimately acquainted with
other works by the same author. The average
Englishman will find it rather difficult to follow
the moves in the political game, and to sort
out one from another the strange personS-gas
who crop up for a moment in its course and
then disappear for ever."

-| The Times [London] Lit Sup p744 N 17
'21 800w

MAGNUS, LEONARD ARTHUR. Heroic bal-
lads of Russia. $5 Dutton [12s 6d K. Paul]
398.2

Quite apart from their value as literature, the
ballads and folk-tales of Russia are intimately
linked with the history and psychology of the
Russian people. Since the extent of this folk
lore is enormous the author has limited his book
to a more or less detailed account of the prin-
cipal and original sources of balladry, that of
the Kiev and N6vgorod cycles. Most of the

Nation and Ath 30:185 O 29 '21 llOw

MAGONIGLE, HAROLD VAN BUREN. Archi-
tectural rendering in wash; with a preface
by Thomas R. Kimball, il $5 Scribner 744

21-15656

On the assumption that the reader is a be-
ginner and knows little or nothing about ren-
dering but wants to find out "this book is de-
voted principally to the rendering of geomet-
rical drawings—elevations, sections, plans and
details—what may be called formal or academic
rendering. It is not a general treatise upon
painting in water color, although ... an occa-
sional excursion and a considerable body of in-
formation upon rendering in full color and
sketching will be found here. But it is with the
aristocrat of architectural rendering, formal
rendering in India Ink. we shall deal princi-
pally." (Foreword) The book is indexed and
profusely illustrated.

MAHER, RICHARD AUMERLE. Works of
Satan. $1.75 (2c) Macmillan 21-14700

Satan was the most harmless of country
editors in a sleepy country tov/n. He was so
bored he had to start something. A casual
remark to the village liar did it. Things began
to happen that set all the town agog. It
started a run on the bank. It gave George G.,
the banker, a nightmare that landed him In
jail and woke up pretty Betty Saunders, his
bookkeeper, to the fact that she loved him
enough to break into the jail and free him.
More high pandemonium follows which ends in
Betty's and George G.'s informal marriage and
the finding of the supposedly stolen money. The
conti'ite Satan sets himself right again in
George G.'s esteem by giving first assistance in
the finding.

"This entertaining book is pure comedy. The
reader will find entertainment and many a
hearty laugh. The only possibility of disap-
pointment is in the title, which promises wick-
edness of the deepest dye, and is consequently
misleading."

-^ Cath World 114:262 N '21 70w
"The adventures are of a very entertaining

and incidentally of a thoroughly amusing va-
riety. The chief merit of the book, indeed, is

its humor, and there is little about it that we
can take seriously or that the author seems
to have intended us to take seriously. How-
ever, Mr Maher has committed one indiscretion
too great to be overlooked even in a novel
meant to be farcical—he has founded his en-
tire plot upon an old trick of story writers
which the reader will discover for himself."

-i Lit R pl27 O 29 '21 140w
"Its humor is clownish as a rule, its situa-

tions verging on the utterly absurd, and its

plot, if it has one, negligible."— NY Times p30 N 20 '21 70w

MAIS, STUART PETRE BRODIE. Why we
should read. $2.25 Dodd [9s G. Richards]
804 (Eng ed 21-20223)

The author has selected some of his favor-
ites among the English classics, current fic-

tion and literature and certain foreigners,
mostly Russian, and given his reasons for
liking them. His f'hoice is confessedly arbi-
trary and dependent on his own taste. "Tom
Jones," ""Wuthering heights," the "Eseays
of Elia," Boswell's "Johnson," Pepys's "Dia-
ry," and the poems of John Donne are among
the classics commented upon; Santayana,
Francis Brett-Young, Aldous Huxley,
Virginia Woolf, E. C. Booth, Ford Madox
Hueffer, E. M. Forster and Sheila Kaye-
Smith among contemporary writers; Mon-
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Continued
taigne, Nekrassov, Pushkin, LSrmontov, Tur-
genev, Dostoievsky, Tolstoy and Tchekov,
among foreign writers. Some books on the
Bnghsh language are commented upon in
Part III.

"Stuart Petre Brodie Mais, M.A. is what
the French amiably term a polygrapher, a
writer of many things—school texts, bad nov-
els, and book reviews. Unlike most review-
ers, however, he is able to collect his brief no-
tices of current literature into volumes. He has
now produced another of these scrappy, banal
collections of uninspired Journalism."— Lit R p42 S 24 '21 120w
"The author presents a succession of books

for reading haphazard, as a pleasant relaxa-
tion, not for information. Mr Mais writes in
his own style which is largely uncritical gush."— Sat R 131:403 My 14 '21 420w

MAITLAND, EDWARD MAITLAND. Log of
H.M.A. R 34; journey to America and
back, il *$3.50 Doran [10s 6d Hodder & S.]
629.1 (Eng ed 21-12715)

The R 34's journey from East Fortune,
England to Mineola, New York, in 108 hours,
12 minutes and from there back to Pulham,
Norfolk, in 75 hours, 3 minutes, was "one
long, wonderful and delightful experience.
. . Every word of this diary was written on
board the airship during the journey . . .

the writer perched in odd corners, and amid
continuous interruptions and everchanging
surroundings, to the silent accompaniment of
the wireless, like ghostly whispers across
lonely space. Every incident, important or
trifling, was recorded at the actual time of
happening." (Introd.)

"The story of this wonderful journey is

most fascinating. Commodore Maitland makes
no attempt at fine writing, but presents the
book simply as the formal log of the voyage."
E. J. C.

-f- Boston Transcript p9 Je 4 '21 580w
"From beginning to end a 'human docu-

ment,' dealing very slightly with technicali-
ties, this story of the first airship journey
over the Atlantic was written in pencil, hour
by hour in an ordinary school exercise book."
Cuthbert Hicks

+ N Y Times p4 Je 5 '21 1950w
"A most interesting and instructive record."

+ Spec 126:371 Mr 19 '21 lOOw
"The 'Log,' written from minute to minute,

from hour to hour, as the experiment was in
progress, is a record more vivid and more
useful than any elaborated narrative could
have been. The famous journey was much
more than a historic feat. Invaluable lessons
were learned from it."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p52 Ja
27 '21 660w

MAJOR, CLARE TREE. How to develop your
speaking voice. $1.25 Clode, E. J. 784.0

21-1159

The book comes under the "How to develop
series" and treat.s its subject in a simple but
thoroughly scientific manner. Many of the ex-
erci.ses are given with musical connotations
and a set of rf;view questions are given at
the end of each chapter. Contents: Sound,
how it is produced and how modified into
speech; Deep breathing, its use and culti-
vation; Deep breathing, its development and
control; The organs o£ articulation; Method of
sounding continuants; Lip vowels; Tongue
vowels; Compound vowels; The resonators

—

their effect on tone quality; Inflection; Emo-
tional interpretation; Some common faults and
their correction.

MANDER, JANE. Passionate puritan. *$2
(31/20 Lane 21-10174

Sidney Carey, an Australian school teacher,
had been sent to an out-of-the-way mill vil-
lage in the New Zealand bush. Brought up
In a conventional puritan manner by a senti-
mental aunt, she had formed a rather impos-

sible male ideal for herself, and meeting such
an ideal in Jack Ridgefleld, son of the mill
owner and manager of the mill, life for a
time lost its charm for her when Jack one
day brought back a wife with him from one
of his trips. Later she met Arthur Devereux,
an Englishman who had chosen the bush for
his abode. In the course of time they came
to love each other and it was only through
her strong convictions that Sidney was saved
from falling in with his freer ideas on sex
relations. Then she accidentally heard that
he was married and had also lived with an-
other woman. After much heart-ache and a
great physical and spiritual upheaval, Sidney
passed from black disillusionment to a broad-
er outlook on life and men, and forgave the
now divorced Arthur.

"Although the theme is skilfully handled and
the reaction of the Puritan confronted with the
disconcerting realities of life carefully worked
out, yet to many people the joy of the book
will be its vivid presentation of the life of the
bush. The book brings a stinmlating sense of
open spaces." Margaret Breuning

+ Lit R p9 Ag 13 '21 900w
"Jane Mander comes from New Zealand

and she writes about that most interesting
country with the surety of thorough knowl-
edge and with the insight of the born story
teller."

+ N Y Times pl5 Je 12 '21 1950w
Reviewed by H. W. Boynton

Weekly R 4:610 Je 25 '21 340w

MANLY, JOHN MATTHEWS, and RICKERT,
EDITH. Contemporary British literature;
bibliographies and study outlines. $1.25 Har-
court 016.82 21-14640

This bibliography of contemporary British
writers lists the authors of importance to
students of current tendencies in literature.
Some living writers whose work belongs en-
tirely to the Victorian period have been ex-
cluded while some writers who have died since
1914 have been included because their work is
still a living influence. In the alphabetical list
there is given under each name (1) Bio-
graphical facts; (2) Suggestions for reading;
(3) Bibliography, complete only in the case
of more important writers, representative in
the case of minor writers; (4) Studies and
reviews. The alphabetical list is followed by
classified indexes, including an index of au-
thors grouped according to subject, matter
and local color.

Booklist 18:44 N '21

"An exceedingly industrious compilation of
information viseful to students, and even
casual readers, of contemporary British lit-

erature. In the main, the facts are accurate
and the omissions are not serious, except in
the fields outside the main current of Eng-
lish. Useful little book."

-f — Lit R plO S 10 '21 200w

MANNERS, JOHN HARTLEY. Harp of life.
2 $1.25 Doran 822 21-20301

The action of this drama in three acts takes
place within twenty-four hours. In the first
act the boy, Leonard Brooke, aged nineteen, is

seen in his home with his father and mother,
the latter an unusual woman who has brought
up her boy along most modern lines. In the
second act the mother leams that her boy has
fallen in love with and intends to marry a
w^oman older than himself, a divorced with a
chequered career of which Leonard is ignorant.
The mother resolves to fight for him, to see to
it that he shall know the truth and then be free
to choose his own way. In the third act the
two women meet and the inother pleads her
son's case with the effect that the other tells
her lover the whole truth about herself and
withdraws herself from his life.

MANSFIELD. KATHERINE. Bliss, and other
stories. *$2.50 (31/20) Knopf 21-21554

Thi'r<! is 110 plot in these stories, they des-
cribe slates of miud so vividly that the people
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desciibocl live. "IJIisy." the tillo story, is a
state 01 mind. It i.s th.-it of a liappy young
woni.iii witii a Iveon zest for life—drunk with
life—aid appreciative of all the good things
it has given her. "I'relude," the first story,
deals with a whole family at the moment
of theii- moving into their new home. Of each
of them in turn we get a vivid picture and
are made to fee! them ps>'chologically. The
stories are: Prelude; Je no parle pas franf:ais;
Bliss: The wind blows: l's>choloKy ; Pictures;
The man without a temperament; Jfr Reginald
]'eaco-_'k's da.v; Sun and moon; Feuille d'alhum;
A dill pickle: The little governess: Revelations;
The escai^e.

"Till" \\(ii-hl of this book, despite liuman
abuse of it, illumined by human realization
of it, remains never else than lovely and
significant. As for Miss :\Iansfield's craftsman-
ship, her sense of construction, the precise,
concise progress of her stories—to watch them
in action is an aesthetic pleasure not less rare
than that bestowed bv her coming-alivedness."

-^ Ath p67 Ja 21 '21 llOOw
"One of those books which it is very hard

to forget. Yet 'Bliss" is not at all a likable
hook. In one sense is a book of neurotics: a
literary corridor of the psychopathic ward."
Malcolm Cowley

h Dial 71:3G5 S '21 850w
"Miss Mansfield is brilliant—she has, more

conspicuously than any contemporary writer of
fiction one calls to mind, a fine, an infinitely
inquisitive sensibility; a sensibility indefatigably
young which finds itself in the service of a
mind often cynical, sometimes cruel, and always
sophisticated. One has not read a page of
Miss Mansfield's book before one has said
'Chekhov'; but one has not read two pages
before Chekhov is forgotten." Conrad Aiken

+ Freeman 3:210 My 11 '21 960w
"Hints of Maupassant, of Henry James, steal

between the lines here and there, but taken
en large the hook is as strongly individual in
tone as it is fresh in material, and it should
make a rich contribution to the literature of
the short story written in English." Elizabeth
Houghton

+ Lit R p8 My 14 '21 600w
"Amid much that is genuine are also manner-

isms of style which mar quite as certainly as
would over-meticulousness which the author is

a little too obviously avoiding. Through abrupt
changes in the point of view the light frag-
mentariness is at times incoherent. Yet the
volume's final impression is of fresh and vivid
actuality." R. H.

H New Repub 26:114 Mr 23 '21 300w
" 'All's Avrong with the world, and I'm mucli

too clever to be a bit sorry for it.' is the im-
pression one recei\es of the author's general
mood. Here and thei'e are to be discovered
some well done bits of character work."

H NY Times n2.T F 20 '21 4inw
"Ably written, full of fine observation, care-

fully thought out, but repellent and uncalled
for. We see in Miss Mansfield's book an entire
ignorance of the repellent nature of her sub-
jects. She is not inhuman, but unhuman, ob-
serving the writhings of the objects before her
with interest indeed, but without either cruelty
or pity."

H Sat R 131:157 F 19 '21 240w
"With the possible exception of some of tin-

shorter sketches, they are all most successful.
Their tersenes.s and want of conventional ex-
planation, which gives them . their vividness
and power, may cause a hasty reader to miss
some of the neatness of diction and the varied
wit with which they are filled."

H Spec 126:83 Ja 15 '21 760w
"We may find in Miss Mansfield's stories

first a rare sensitiveness, not only to impres-
sion by beauty and ugliness, but to impression
by relativity of person to person and of per-
son to circumstance. We may enjoy, again, the
queer kind of coldness, which leaves all moral
Judgment, even all emotions, to the reader.
Miss Mansfield, with the air of dispassionately

roixuling, is n.aliin.g all the while her own
world. In other words, she is an artist in fic-
tion."

-f The Times rLondon] Lit Sup pSo5 D 16
20 imow

MARCOSSON, ISAAC FREDERICK. African
.idvcntuic. il $5 (7c) (21s) Lane 916.7

21-11322
A record of the author's travels in .South and

CJcntral Africa. Mr Marcosson entered Africa
at Capetown and his first chapter is a char-
acter study of Gen. Smuts, the statesman and
premier of .South Africa. From Capetown, the
author traveled by way of Kimberley, Johannes-
burg and Pretoria, to Rhodesia where he visited
the scenes associated with the life of Cecil
Rhodes. From there he passed into the Bel-
gian Congo, following Stanley's trail down the
Congo river and thence into the Congo diamond
fields and the domain of American enterprise
in Central Africa. Mr Marcosson writes with
much enthusiasm of the developments and possi-
bilities of the Congo and of the extent of Amer-
ican interests there. The book is well illustrated
and indexed.

Booklist 18:14 O '21

"The author writes interestingly of his travels,
for he has the sort of mind that is hospitable
to every suggestion of romance and adventure.
. . Interesting as it is as 'an African adven-
ture,' ]\Ir Marcosson's book is especially valuable
for its exposition of the modern commercial
development and possibilities of the Congo
region."

+ N Y Times pl8 Jl 3 '21 1150w
Outlook 129:356 N 2 '21 240w

"The most interesting chapters are those
describing the Congo region, in which present
conditions are graphically set forth. The
volume is timely."

-f- R of Rs 64:223 Ag '21 80w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p755 N

17 '21 60w

MARCOVICH, LAZARE, ed. Serbia and Eu-
rope, 1914-1920. *$5 Macmillan 940.3497

"Dr Marcovitch, who is a professor in the
University of Belgrade and was likewise a
member of the peace delegation at Paris, has
made this collection of papers touching the
interest of Serbia during the late war, for the
purpose of setting forth, especially to European
readers, the whole policy of Serbia during
that period. The volume is not to be regarded
as a study of Serbian politics, but simply as
a collection of articles published in La Serbie
in Geneva Vietween the years 1916 and 1919.
Although not written with that deliberate plan,
these articles taken as a whole give full In-
formation about the chief points of Serbian
policy and the ideal which guided the people
of that country in their national struggle."
—Boston Transcript

"Some of the matter here presented is val-
u,al>Ie historical material, some of it clever
r-ropaganda. This is in the nature of the case.
T5ut both v.ill he valuable to the future his-
torian, and particularly to one who cannot
have access to the complete files of La Ser-
I'ie." R. J. Kerner

-\ Am Hist R 27:154 O '21 3i)0w

"The articles are so short, they are concerned
so obviously with small points—none of them
i4i\iiig a comprehensive view of the whole
siluat'on—and they are arranged so carelessly.
that it is almost impossible to carry away any
iniiirf ;.«ioii from tlie perusal of them."

^ Ath p72 Ja 21 '21 90w

"A valuable contribution to the literature
of the war period."

-[- Boston Transcript p7 My 7 '21 480w
"He points out quite justly what disastrous

lesults grew out of British and French under-
estimation of Germany's expansionist aims in

the East, and draws the moral which a Ser-
bian has a right to draw—that the creation
of a self-reliant progressive Balkan state is

a prerc(iuisite of any successfvd British and
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French policy in the Levant and that Jugo-
slavia has proved by her actions in the war her
worthiness to be that state." H. F. Armstrong

+ Lit R p5 Ag 6 '21 540w
N Y Times p21 S 4 '21 650w
R of Rs 64:110 Jl '21 40\v

"Much solid history is to be found in these
pages, but the average reader will find some
difficulty in keeping track of it amid its ephe-
meral surroundings, and there is no index."
+ — The Times [London] Lit Sup p4 Ja 6

'21 360w

MARDEN, PHILIP SANFORD. Sailing son-'
il •$3.50 (5c) Houghton 917.29 21-2963

This beautifully illustrated book contains
the personal observations incident to casual
winter cruising in the environs of the Carib-
bean. It is offered, says the author, for inno-
cent enjoyment and diversion rather than for
instruction and useful information. Its three
parts deal respectively with Cuba and Pana-
ma; Porto Rico; and Jamaica.

+ Booklist 17:299 My '21

"Mr Harden has a remarkably pleasing way
of telling things. Like all successful, well-
trained newspaper men he has acquired the
habit of using well his eyes, and he writes of
many things which the fly-by-night observer
would not see at all." E. J. C.

-I- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 650w
+ Lit R pl2 Mr 19 '21 190w

"A delightful and intimate discursive recital
of the author's personal experiences as a tour-
ist."

-f N Y Times p9 Je 5 '21 620w
-f Outlook 127:601 Mr 13 '21 30w

MARETT, ROBERT RANULPH. Psychology
and folk-lore. '*$2.75 Macmillan 398 20-16347

"This book consists of eleven addresses, es-
says, and reviews, written or delivered on
different occasions, and the title of it is only
the title of the first, a presidential address
to the Folk-Lore society. Yet, as Mr Marett
says, "it provides a fair notion of the general
scope of the book.' He is concerned through-
out with the connexion between folk-lore and
psychology; he believes that only through
psychology, applied in the first place to our-
selves, shall we be able to understand folk-
lore." (The Times [London] Lit Sup) The
main subjects of his consideration are: War
and savagery; Primitive values; The psycho-
logy of culture contact; The transvaluation of
culture; Origin and validity in religion; Magic
or religion; The primitive medicine man; and
Progress in prehistoric times.

"The book as a whole is more in the nature
of critical commentary than a discussion of
principles, but both types of work occur and
are highly suggestive and stimulating." L. L.
Bernard

+ Am J Soc 27:409 N '21 440w
"Needless to say, Dr Marett's presentation

of his case in the eleven essays here reprinted
is vivid and arresting, if at times somewhat
one-sided." N. W. T.

-I Ath p697 My 28 '20 920w
Booklist 17:236 Ap '21

"Like the rest of us he has the defects
of his virtues and however appreciative of
the historical method he may be in the ab-
stract, he does not apply it in practice." R.
H. Lowie

H Freeman 1:453 Jl 21 '20 980w
"Readers will be delighted to pick up a book

which, without affectation of learning, brings
the combined results of philosophy, psychology,
anthropology, and sociology to the elucidation
of the prol3lems of man." Hutton Webster

+ J Phllos 18:301 Je 23 '21 330w
Lit R pl7 N 13 '20 330w

"The book is most pleasing to read thiough-
out, for it could scarcely be better written.

Yet It IS disappointing. It is too vagrue and
too general." F. C. Bartlett

-I Nature 106:207 O 14 '20 750w
"The subject is treated with a great deal

of learning, but a rather insufficient amount
of clarity. Mr Marett has extraordinarily in-
teresting things to tell us, but it is occasionally
difficult to find them, as trivial and important
seem stressed alike."

H Spec 124:88 Jl 17 '20 260w
"The book must move every reader to his

own reflections, if he has any. It brings folk-
lore to every man's fireside, shows him that it
is in his own heart, fills the past with voices
that he can understand."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p264
Ap 29 '20 1750w

MARIANO, JOHN HORACE. Italian contribu-
tion to American democracy; with an introd.
by F. H. La Guardia. $3 Christopher pub.
CO. 325.24 21-5772

A survey of the sociological and economic
conditions of the Italians in New York city.
Its purpose is to study their characteristics as
reflected through their social organizations
and other activities, and to show how much
this type is contributing toward the problem
of Americanization. The study is limited to
those Americans of Italian blood that were
either born here or who came here when they
were very young. The book brings together a
quantity of material on occupations, health,
crime, thrift, standard of living, material
progress, mental traits, education, organiza-
tions, culture, and other topics bearing on the
development of the second generation. The
method is largely statistical.

Booklist 17:331 Jl '21

"A mass of material has been gathered in
this volume, but it is of unequal value." C: S.
Bernheimer

-1 Lit R p8 Ag 13 '21 1800W
"His facts are not always clearly stated, and

at times he loses the critical sense. On the
whole, though, Mr Mariano attacks his subject
with intelligence, and writes in a tone com-
mendably free from jingoism or self-sufficiency
in regard to Americanization." Arthur Warner

H Nation 112:744 My 25 '21 1300w
"The volume is a fine example of analytical

and synthetical labor; the form of presenta-
tion has the best scientific approval. Dr
Mariano, as an able sociological architect,
should have furnished us with a few plans,
a few suggestions, a few hints. Possibly he
reserves these things for another volume that
shall be as inspiring in the constructive field

as this one is informing in the expository."
Walter Littlefield

-1 NY Times pl9 Jl 31 '21 1950w

MARKHAM, SIR CLEMENTS ROBERT. Lands
of silence; a history of Arctic and Antarctic
exploration, il $18 Macmillan [*45s Cam-
bridge univ. press] 919.8 (Eng ed 21-10339)

"The death of Sir Clements Markham in 1916
left his book on Arctic and Antarctic explora-
tion almost but not quite complete. Its com-
pletion and publication are due to the work of
Dr F. H. Guillemard, who filled in the outline
which the author had left of the recent expedi-
tions of Shackleton and Amundsen. The book
covers a remarkably wide field, and while it is

obviously impossible that the author should
describe the various exploring expeditions in

anything like the detail to be found in recent
works of Arctic and Antarctic travel, he has
brought together in one volume the history of

the exploration of these regions from earliest

times, beginning with the voyage of Pytheas
(about 330 B.C.) up to 1910 A.D. The book
is well illustrated both with woodcuts and
photographs and with maps showing the pro-
gressive discoveries of the various explorers. It

also contains a chronological table of explora-
tions, a very full bibliography, and an index."
—New Statesman
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"Clear and concise in its method of arrange-
ment of an ov^erwhelming mass of )iistorical
data, admirably conservative as to statement,
uncommonly impartial as a whole, and finely
enthusiastic through his interest in the subject
throughout his long life nearest his heart and
of which he was practically as well as theoret-
ically master, Sir Clements has given a re-
markable study of remarkable events and men."
F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 18 '21 llOOw
"It Is a volume which the student of Polar

exploration cannot afford to omit from his
shtlves."

+ Lit R p9 Jl 9 '21 900w
"If this beautifully named and stately volinne

were intended merely as a popular series of
impressions and appreciations, we could only
praise it as the most moving of all the romances
of discovery. But it claims to be a history; it

is written by the one man whose active life

embraced sixty years of experience in polar
voyages. . . We feel that readers of a new
generation should be warned that in many cases
the opinions of the author are not shared by
the majority of polar students." H. R. Mill

-^ Nature 107:291 My 5 '21 980w
New Statesman 16:736 Mr 26 '21 ISOw

"Markham is capable of great enthusiasm, but
only for Englishmen. Captain Amundsen's dis-
covery of the South Pole takes up three and
one-half pages in his book, while Captain Scoti's
last attempt to discover it takes up two chap-
ters. He does not allow that any American
ever did anything of importance, in the way of
exploration."— NY Times pl5 Je 19 '21 1950w
"Than the late Sir Clements Markliam, no

man was better qualified to write the history of
Polar Exploration. Himself a sharer, an instiga-
tor, or a counsellor of many of the expeditions
that he describes, and personally acquainted
with nearly every British and foreign explorer
over three-quarters of a century, from Parry
and Ross to Scott and Sir Ernest Shackleton,
the veteran has written with an authority and
an intimacy at the command of no living man."

+ Sat R 131:363 Ap 30 '21 1300w
"The nari-ative is well planned and most

comprehensive without being tedious."
-I- Spec 126:493 Ap 16 '21 1350w

"The book was written with the pen of the
scientist whose imagination did not allow him
to get the greatest dramatic effect from his
material, but whose direct presentation of facts
thrills with its very hardness. Parts of the
book are as cold as the polar ice; others are
as warm as the sympathetic heart of a 'man
who knows' could make them."

+ Springf d Republican p9a S 11 '21 880w
"It takes place as the standard work of

reference on its subject."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p204 Mr
31 '21 1600W

MARKHAM, VIOLET ROSA (MRS JAMES
CARRUTHERS). Watching on the Rhine.
•$2.50 (31/20 Doran [15s Hodder & S.]
914.3 21-26733

The author, an Englishwoman, and member
of the army of occupation in Germany, gives
an impartial account of her observations and
experiences in Cologne and elsewhere. The
Germans and their behavior as a conquered
people puzzled her greatly. She describes their
daily lives, their courtesy and indifference to-
ward the foreign soldiers, the sincerity and
impressiveness of their religious observances,
their political novitiate and struggles, their eco-
nomic sufferings and despair, the common man's
absolute horror of another war. She deplores
the complete failure of the Peace treaty to
envisage a normal and healthy life for Europe
and comes to the conclusion that the instinct
of the great mass of the people throughout
Europe is sounder and better than that of their
rulers. Partial contents: Cologne and the occu-
pation; The Kolner dom; Billets: Who pays?
Certain cities and the Saar basin; From Metz
to "Verdun; Some electioneering impressions;

Hatred; The German view of England; Watch-
man—what of the night?

Booklist 18:14 O '21

"A remarkably vital and significant study."
F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 13 '21 660w
"This is an extraordinary book. The style is

admirable. She has, in short, written a book
tiiat should interest any oi\e, regardless of na-
tionality or .sex, hero or slacker, cultured or un-
iiifoiined." A. W. Porterfield

+ Lit R p5 Jl 9 '21 880w
Nation and Ath 29:30 Ap 2 '21 320w

"The work proves her to be a woman who ob-
serves closely and who thinks clearly and to
definite purpose. She has taken great pains to
discern the spirit of the people and to find out
what are the facts as to present material con-
ditions and as to the outlook for the future and
her presentation and discussion of these matters
and of the pos.sibilities of Germany are so il-
luminating as to deserve wide reading. The
book is an important contribution to the study
of this problem, for it is full alike of truth and
of facts, it is broadly intelligent and it is very
human."

4- N Y Times pl3 Jl 17 '21 880w
Outlook 129:188 O 5 '21 lOOw

"We admire Miss Markham's plea for recon-
ciliation, but she unwittingly injures a good
cause by mixing it up with party politics."
+ — Spec 126:308 Mr 5 '21 350w
"Miss Markham has the ability of a really

successful writer of travel books to recreate
wholly for her reader the places and scenes
which impressed her. The strong effort to be
fair to the Germans is a welcome feature of
Miss Markham's book. She is endeavoring, one
believes, to avoid temporary-mindedness and
write an account which will not sound foolish
twenty years from now."

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21
720w

"She is all for clemency to the defeated, and
she writes in this strain for 300 pages with
earnestness, vigour, and a knowledge derived
from personal observation and experience. Miss
Markham is a sincere democrat, with fervid
hopes for the success of a German democratic
Government."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pll4 F 24
'21 850w

"Well worth reading today for the keen ob-
servations on German character, the terms of
the treaty and the relations of Germany and
France."

-I- Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 40w

MARKS, JEANNETTE AUGUSTUS. Willow
pollen. $2 Four seas co. 811 21-21624

This, the first collected volume of Mlsa
Marks' poems, is mostly free verse, but some
simple and conventional meters are employed.
The poems are full of the inspiration and im-
agery of nature.

"Jeannette Marks is at her best when she
writes brief and simple lyrics in conventional
metres. 'Willow pollen' is written without any
affectation." Marguerite Wilkinson

+ Bookm 54:384 D '21 60w
" 'Willow pollen' is the product of a genu-

ine and individual ai-t:stic spirit." W: S.
Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p9 O 22 '21 1050w
"This volume is a distinct disappointment to

those who have known Jeannette Marks
through her plays. Her vers libre is rather
lacking in rhythm; she seems not to under-
stand the es.sential quality of form and there
is a distinct lack of life in the poems."— Lit R p244 D 3 '21 270w
"Always a little too personal, Miss Marks's

poetry never quite achieves high distinction,
tending to become rhapsodic at the point
where real revelation ought to begin."

h No Am 214:864 D '21 360w
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"The poems show the same tendency as her

latest short stories, which have taken the
form of allegory, lor many of them are highly
and often subtly symbolical. This adds both
to their depth and richness. Unusual, individ-
ual, they frequently are in turn of thought
and choice of subject, full of the flavor of
personality."

+ Springf'd Republican pl2a D 4 '21

1350W

MARQUAND, ALLAN. Giovanni della Robbia.
(Princeton monographs in art and archa^ol-
ogy) il *$8 I'rinceton univ. press 734

20-18156

"This volume on Giovanni della Robbia con-
tinues his series of monographs already com-
prising 'Delia Kobbias in America' (1912), 'Luca
della Robl)ia' (1914), and 'Robbia heraldry'
(1919). As in the other members of the ser-
ies, the body of the monograph is a cata-
logue raisonnfi, followed by a bibliography,
but to the catalogues in the books on L,uca
and on Giovanni della Robbia he has prefixed
biographical and critical introductions as
precious as they are brief. The works of Gio-
vanni della Robbia, like those of Luca in the
earlier volume, are arianged in chronological
decades. The entries are accompanied by many
excellent illustrations."—Lit R

"Professor Marquand's work is highly
creditable to his artistic and critical ability

and will assuredly enhance the repute of

American scholarship."
4- Boston Transcript p4 Mr 16 '21 280w

"Another notable addition to the rapidly in-
creasing number of important works contribut-
ed by this countrv to the more modern and in-

telligent study of the history of art." C. R.
Post

+ Lit R p6 F 19 '21 1200W
"Admirably produced volume."

-^ Nation and Ath 28:701 F 19 '21 1400w

"Excellently illustrated."
+ Outlook 128:223 Je 1 '21 120w

Spec 125:863 D 25 '20 240w
"Of the value and the unequalled richness

of this material there can be no question. But
a quantity of trivial and conventional work has
been definitely named in a way that seems
bound only to introduce confusion."

-j- _ The Times [London] Lit Sup p5G0 S
1 '21 880w

MARQUIS, DON. Carter and other people.
$1.75 (7s 6d) Appleton 21-14288

All the stories of this collection are re-
printed from various magazines and news-
papers. The one-act play at the end, "Words
and thoughts," published for the first time,
shows an ingenious stage device for depicting
simultaneously what people say and what
they think in a given situation, viz. vv^hat

the" expectant heirs of an old and disagree-
able relative say to and think about that rel-

ative. The stories are: Carter; Old man Mur-
trie; Never say die! McDermott; Looney the
mutt; Kale; Bubbles; The chances of the
street; The professor's awakening; The pen-
itent; The locked box; Behind the curtain.

" 'Old Man Murtrie' is among the finest of
native short stories." Heywood Broun

-+- Bookm 54:397 D '21 60w
"As a story-writer, he is at his best not with

a merry humor but with a sardonic humor. He
is vei-y clever at inventing and working up a
situation as far as cleverness can serve." H.
W. Boynton

+ Ind 107:39 O 8 '21 260w
"Don Marquis is one of those happy writers

who can always be depended on to turn out a
workmanlike job. But besides this ability he
has what many workmanlike writers have not—an accurate and penetrating knowledge of
that curious compound, human nature. . . In

'The locked box' Mr. Marquis has achieved the
high-water mark of the book and even, per-
haps, of his career." J: Bunker

-f Lit R p99 O 22 '21 680w
"One expects stories of this type in the pop-

ular magazines; one is mildly astonished to see
them between the covers of a book and a little
disappointed at the signature under them of a
gifted man."— Nation 113:625 N 30 '21 290w

"The book of stories, as a whole, is of de-
cidedly good quality, proving once more that
Don Marquis's literary ability is not neces-
sarily comprised within the limits of a news-
paper 'column'."

4- N Y Times p22 S 4 '21 540w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p790 D 1

•21 40w
Wis Lib Bui 17:157 O '21 20w

MARQUIS, DON. Noah an' Jonah an' Cap'n
Jolm Smith, il $1.75 Appleton 811 21-19760

"Humorous verse, variously concerned with
things of the sea (like his most amusing title
poem), modern fables, the Bible, the universe,
cults, country life, and the newspaper world."—Boston Transcript

"Practically every verse in the book is amus-
ing."

+ Bookm 54:477 Ja '22 140w
"Some eighty poems comprise the collection;

good, very good, and not so good." R. D. W.
-\ Boston Transcript p8 N 30 '21 320w

Reviewed by J. B. Walker
Lit R p319 D 31 '21 350w

"Rhymed with unfailing felicity and phrased
with freshness. It is no less witty than Tay-
lor's, but it has a robuster humor. It is more
frankly comic verse, suggesting Hood and Bar-
ham rather than Holmes or Calverley."
Brander Matthews

-I- N Y Times p2 N 27 '21 750w
"Don Marquis is certainly an adept hand at

difficult verse forms, there are several ballades
in the book and other examples of vers de so-
ciete, and indeed the swing or the jingle and
the 'rhyme-iness' of almost all the verses make
them ring in the ear and mind and stay there.
Altogether, no one who delights in humorous
verse that is humorous should be without this
little volume. It is good to chuckle over by
oneself, but better yet to read aloud to one's
friends."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 O 27 '21 550w

MARQUIS, DON. Old soak; and Hail and
farewell, il *$1.50 Doubleday 817 21-10548

The old soak, in an a posteriori diary of
the good old days of rum, unburdens himself
of his sadness with reflections on the many
virtues of the bar room. It is "a kind of gol-
dinged autobiography of what me and Old
King Booze done before he went into the
grave and took one of my feet with him."
(Chapter one) Part second of the book is a
collection of verses in the same vein such as:
A last drink; A dipsey chantey; The last ca^e
of gin: There were giants in the old days;
Yearnings and memories; A Kansas tragedy.

"A burlesque which will enlist sympathy and
evoke reminiscence."

+ Dial 71:373 S '21 60w
"The amusing twists of phrase, and the

alternate veerings towards burlesque and sound
sense give a reminiscent flavour to the chap-
ters." L. B.

+ Freeman 4:118 O 12 '21 50w
"Here is American humor at its best; cer-

tainly the most delightful bit of philosophical
fooling and urbane satire since the lamented
Mr Dooley laid down his golden pen. It will

be read with equal delight by the most con-
firmed bon buveur and the most austere re-

former."
+ Lit R p3 Je 11 '21 580w

"In 'The old soak and hail and farewell' there
is to be found an individual touch that could be
placed there by no other living American writer.
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In his own particular field Mr Marquis has
reached a plane that may well be a standard
for other humorists."

+ N Y Times pl4 Jl 10 '21 llOOw
"One is interested, anuised, disgusted all

at once with the book, just as one is witli a
typical old soak. The book seems like subtle
satire concealed by the sparkle of the jest."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 16 '21 220w
Reviewed hv E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 4:534 Je 4 '21 360w
"There is plenty of fim in the "Old soak' and

not a little of that homely philosophy which
never grows the worse for restatement."
Michael Monahan

+ Weekly R 4:609 Je 25 '21 lOOOw

MARRIOTT, CHARLES. Modern movements
in painting. (Universal art sei.) il *$7.50
Scribner 759 (Eng ed 21-6S7C

)

"Modern movements in painting are described
and commented on by Mr C. Marriott. He
shows how the impressionists were only another
phase of the realists dealing with colour and
tone more than with form. They discovered
that greater realism in the way of represent-
ing colour and light could be obtained if form
was not insisted on, but essentially their out-
look was scientific. The revolt of the post-
impressionists was that they recognized that
art was a question of creative design and not
of imitation, going back to the great periods
of painting before scientific realism had
usurped the throne in the kingdom of art."
(Spec) "The theme of his book is the fact
that the metaphysics of painting, its funda-
mental assumptions, have lately changed; hence
the pictures which look so strange to those
who still, often unconsciously, keep the old
fundamental assumptions and do not know that
any others are possible." (The Times [London]
Lit Sup)

overcome it, of the morale and opportunity for
home life of motion picture actresses. One
chapter is devoted to David W. GrifiRth and his
methods of directing.

"The book as a whole is an interesting in-
troduction to the modern movements, and per-
haps it will be all the more valuable to the
unlnstructed mind on account of the reserva-
tions suggested by the author." O. R. D.

-I Ath p871 D 24 '20 720w

-I- Booklist 17:289 My '21

Reviewed by N. H. Dole
+ Boston Transcript p4 F 23 "21 1700w

Dial 71:484 O '21 llOw
Reviewed by Horace Brodzky

Lit R p6 F 26 '21 720w
Pittsburgh 26:189 Ap '21 30w

-f Spec 126:81 Ja 15 '21 180w
"This critic writes with a clarity that avoids

all doubtfulness of meaning, and he has the
depth of insight of the philosophical esthete
coupled with the knowledge of technic that an
artist only can appreciate. Withal he is a
thoroughly live man of the world, with a keen
insight into everyday concerns that sheds light
on his writing and keeps it interesting and il-

luminating even when it is most philosophical.
. . The book is the most attractive and stimu-
lating treatise on modern art published in recent
years."

-f Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 1 '21 900w
"Mr Charles Marriott, in his book, shows an

interest, rare among critics, in the metaphysics
of the art and a power, still rarer, of express-
ing them in concrete terms. Books like Mr
Marriott's should be read both by artists and
by the public. We may disagree with him
here and there in his particular judgments,
but he will help the painter himself to think
rightly, and so to paint rightly."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p745 N
18 '20 3300W

MARSH. MAE WARNER (MRS LOUIS LEE
2 ARMS). Screen acting, il $1.50 Stokes 792

A screen star writes sensibly of screen tech-
nique, of the qualities necessary to a star's
success, of personal appearance, make-up and
costuming, of self-consciousness and how to

N Y Times pl4 My 15 '21 860w

MARSHALL, ARCHIBALD. Hall and the
grange. '$2 dVac) Dodd 21-5540

A story of a quarrel between brothers, in a
setting of English country life. Squire Hayslope
and his younger brother William have always
been the best of friends, but the war has
brought to William money and a title, while
the Squire's fortunes have gradually diminished.
A slight difference of opinion arises about a
gardening project on their neighboring estates.
From a minor irritation the affair develops
into an open quarrel with charges of jealousy
and domineering between the brothers. The
two families are involved and are made very
unhappy by it all. The thing can not stand
still, it must turn for better or worse, and
finally the breach is healed when the Squire's
critical illness makes all differences forgotten.

Booklist 17:305 My '21

"Mr Marshall is soothing, therapeutic, a beni-
son to insomniacs. To read him is an approxi-
mation, the most perfect as yet devised, to do-
ing nothing at all, plus the ideal advantage of
doing it with an easy conscience. It is precisely
a sense of life that Mr Marshall lacks. One
protests, not against the inherent triviality of
his themes, but against his illusion that they
are important, that they are central to the
universe, that nothing else exists." Wilson
Follett

h Bookm 53:358 ,Te '21 1600w
"In the entire story is peace itself, and it

is related with that charm and realistic con-
vincingness of which Mr Marshall is a master."
E. F. E.

-f- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 6 '21 llSOw
"Archibald Marshall is dull but it's a pleas-

ant sort of dullness. The mature mind, like the
very youthful one, is often curiously fascinated
by simple narrative told in elaborate detail."

-t- Ind 105:624 Je 11 '21 190w
"In place of an idealization of country life in

England as it used to be lived, we have a faith-
ful account of that life as it is lived in many
a spacious home in the days of narrow things
that have succeeded the war. . . The care-
ful reader will note with delight the consum-
mate skill of the true realist with which the au-
thor builds up from the slenderest foundations
the fabric of a full-sized family quarrel. As
always in Mr Marshall's stories, his characters
are carefully chosen and as carefully elabor-
ated." Stanlej' Went

-I- Lit R p3 Ap 30 '21 1450W
"If the English governing classes really

re.sembled the insipid children of his brain Eng-
land would not now be a first-class Power,
but would by now have been beaten single-
handed by all other European nationalities, not
excluding the smaller Balkan States." Rebecca
West — New Statesman 17:444 Jl 23 '21 80w
"This is an after-the-war book, the final re-

actions to It cannot be as pleasurable as to
certain earlier ones of a happier period."

J^ NY Times p24 My 1 '21 850w
"The picture it gives of one phase of Eng-

lish life is so natural, so simply and vividly
true, that one almost doubts the painstaking
workmanship that has gone -to make it. Only
one knows that nothing so good as this 'just

happens' in any art." Marguerite Fellows
+ Pub W 99:1228 Ap 16 '21 300w

"It is a quiet, somnolent tale about somno-
lent, conventional country figures of the landed
classes, who call on each other. Improve their
e.^tates, fall in love and get married."— Sat R 132:152 Jl 30 '21 140w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p435 Jl

7 *21 450w
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MARSHALL, ARCHIBALD. Peter Binney. $2
(2i^c) Dodd 22-26035

This story was published in England in 1899
but has not before been published in America.
A successful, self-made Englishman of forty-
flve with a son just entering Cambridge, con-
trasting his own meager youth with the fuller
life of his son, decides to take a three years'
holiday from business and himself go up to
Cambridge. Being a man of determination he
finally succeeds in passing the entrance exam-
inations and becomes a fellow student of his
son. Not content with working quietly for a
degree, he goes in for all that college offered
in a social way, and many were the embarrass-
ments which his son suffered because of his
father's social aspirations. The humor of the
unusual situation is made full use of by Mr
Marshall.

" 'Peter Binney' is well worth while, as much
for itself as for the light it throws upon the
beginnings of a novelist's career." E. F.
Edgett

-1- Boston Transcript p6 N 16 '21 lOOOw
"The author has been able to soften—so he

confesses—'a few of the crudities,' but it re-
mains pretty much as it was written. . . The
bloom still remains, the freshness and spirit,
and the indulgent reader will find that these
qualities compensate for the undeniable imma-
turity of the work."

H Lit R p237 D 3 '21 390w
"In the present volume we have a burlesque;

a burlesque, however, without any of the
really astonishing extrava,gance which is pos-
sible to burlesque; for, after all, this is bur-
lesque written by a man who never loses his
identity as a realist."— NY Times pl8 Ja 1 '22 450w
"The situation is cleverly conceived and is

full of opportunities for humor, but the fun is

a bit overdone." R. D. Townsend
H Outlook 130:34 Ja 4 '22 SOw

MARSHALL, ARCHIBALD. Spring walk in

Provence, il *$3.b0 (41/2C) Dodd 914.4
20-17745

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"His sympathy with Provence and its people
and history is of the right kind. Inevitably, the
great shade of Mistral broods over it all. But
Mr Marshall's taste, no less than his adventur-
ous spirit, is his own."

+ Sat R 131:284 Ap 2 '21 600w
"Mr Marshall writes admirably about the an-

tiquities of Provence, but he is at his best when
he is writing about the Provengal people."

+ Spec 126:464 Ap 9 '21 540w
"It is all very nicely and simply done. He has

just jotted down his experiences of the road,
without any striving after literary effect or
yielding to the temptation of fine writing."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pl04 F 17
•21 960w

MARSHALL, BERNARD. Cedric the forest-
er, il $2.50 (3%c) Appleton 21-12883

England in the thirteenth century is the
scene of this story of adventure which tells

of the brave doings of Cedric, the low-born
son of a forester. How he first stood up for

his rights against the son of the Lord of

Mountjoy and immediately after saved his

life; how he thenceforward became the com-
panion and squire of young Sir Richard and
the hero of all their exploits until he was
knighted in reward of his prowess; how he
never forgot his lowly origin but always
risked his all for the rights of the churl and
peasant; and how he became one of the
drafters of Magna charta; all this is told in
the story, also many a gallant fight.

represented is one for which little story writ-
ing has been done." A. C. Moore

H Bookm 54:246 N '21 SOw
"Mr Marsiiall has made unusually effective

his English background, and action is para-
mount through the story. . . It is crammed
with adventurous characters. . . Boys and
girls from ten to fourteen ought to read and
delight in it."

+ Boston Transcript p6 O 19 '21 230w
"Boys will enjoy this book. There is none

of the magic of Scott. Nor is there the sound
historical background which underlies Scott's
work. Mr Marshall attempts the vocabulary
of the Middle Ages, but his anachronisms are
not restricted to terminology."

H Lit R pll S 3 '21 220w
"A singularly graphic and faithful picture

of the rude and hardy life of the twelfth
century, and of the conditions of the time,
in castle and court, in hall and forest, on
the march and in battle. The author has
evidently studied to good result the chronicles
of the time and has used a lively imagina-
tion in his resurrection of its life and man-
ners."

+ N Y Times p22 Ag 28 '21 540w
"A very satisfactory story happily told."

Springfd Republican plla N 6 '21 260w
Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 30w

MARSHALL, CHARLES W. Modern central
stations. (Pitman's technical primer ser.)
il 85c (2s 6d) Pitman 621.31

The book describes the principal features of
design, construction and operation in British
central station practice.

MARSHALL, EDISON. Snowshoe traiL 11

$1.90 (2c) Little 21-16002

In this wilderness drama a man and a girl

—

he, son of the forest, trapper and wilderness
guide, she, a city-bred girl who had come to
the forest in search of her lover, lost there six
years before—find themselves, overtaken by an
early winter and prisoners in a rough cabin,
far from human habitations. They lead a sort
of Robinson Crusoe life in a snow waste. But
Bill finds Virginia's lover—a degenerate, brutal-
ized by his life among half-breeds. With him
strife and trouble enter the cabin. There are
adventures of super-human endurance and
fights of primitive savagery which serve to re-
veal to Bill and Virginia their love for each
other, and in the course of which Bill accident-
ally rediscovers his father's rich gold mine,
lost to human ken for a generation.

Booklist 18:91 D '21

" 'Cedric the forester' is written in somewhat
stilted style, but the idea of freedom is ad-
mirably brought out and the historical period

Booklist 18:85 D '21

"An uncommonly good story uncommonly
well told." F. B.

4- Boston Transcript p5 O 1 '21 380w
"A good yarn of adventure."

+ Lit R pll S 10 '21 50w
"The book is full of adventure, and, no mat-

ter how much you may have read about moose
hunting, fights with bear, lost trails in the
woods in midwinter, with the mercury at 40
below zero, and similar experiences, it always
seems as if you now read about them for the
first time."

4- N Y Times pl8 S 25 '21 620w
"It is a book that waxes mightier as it

progresses, rising to some real thrills. One
will not quickly forget it, yet it seems to lack
incisiveness, is a little too wordy. Character-
ization and emotion are too often worked out
in print when they might well have been sug-
gestively left to the imagination of the read-
er."

-I Springfd Republican plla D 25 '21

150w
Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 60w

MARSHALL, EDISON. Strength of the pines,
il '^l.go (3c) Little 21-2387

Immediately following his foster father's
death, Bruce Duncan receives a mysterious call

to the far West. He goes at once, hoping to
find trace of Linda, the little girl whom he
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remembered from his orphanage days. He had
then thought her his sister. He finds her,
learns that their fathers had been friends who
had died together in a long-standing feud, and
learns too, that he has inherited that feud and
is looked to to work vengeance on their com-
mon enemy. There follows an exciting story
of love and adventure, in which both men and
wild beasts play a part. The author knows
well both the mountains and their animal life.

"A very readable out-of-door story, different
from the ordinary western tale."

+ Booklist 17:253 Ap '21

Bookman 54:265 N '21 SOw
"The story Is weird, increasing in exciting

developments as it proceeds."
4- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 330w

"It is a good story, well told."

+ Cath World 113:260 My '21 230w
"In depicting his characters he is not con-

vincing, but in telling us of the drama of the
wild things of the forest and in recounting the
battle of man with 'the killer' he is altogether
delightful."

-I- Lit R pll Ap 2 '21 200w
"His story is not convincing, either in it.s

plot or its incidents or its people. The glamour
of romance which he throws over it is a bit
crude and somewhat high in its color. If the
reader is not greatly concerned about proba-
bility, the story is contrived to keep his in-
terest keen for its developments."

h N Y Times p22 Mr 20 '21 370w
"His dominant, almost symbolic use in each

book, of some one form of wild life . . . these
are the things that give to what are otherwise
strong vigorous stories of the gripping, com-
pelling type, that added touch of real artistry
that helps to make books live." Philip Tilling-
hast

+ Pub W 99:160 Ja 15 '21 320w
'Gripping story pleasantly told amid charm-

ing woodland scenes and episodes of forest
lore."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S
29 '21 150w
Wis Lib Bui 17:75 Ap '21 50w

MARSHALL, LEON CARROLL, and LYON,
LEVERETT SAMUEL, Our economic or-
ganization, il $1.88 Macmillan 330 21-1230

"This book is intended for teaching. It is

not intended to replace the standard texts on
economic theory, but to be used for an intro-
ductory course preceding the study of general
economics. It is a new type of book, and is a
distinct contribution to the method and point
of view in teaching." (J Pol Econ) "In the
minds of the authors, the distinguishing fea-
ture of the volume is the effort to depict so-
cial structures in terms of what they do. The
functions, the uses, the work, of banks, of
business organization, of competition, of spe-
cialization, of government, of scientific man-
agement, of education, and of the other mul-
titudinous agencies which together make up
our modern want-gratifying machine, are the
matters with which the book is concerned. It

is a study of the devices which exist in indus-
trial society, primarily in terms of their ac-
tivities, and, quite secondarily, in terms of
their structures." (Preface)

"Although this approach to economics is

somewhat new and rather unorthodox, never-
theless there is much to be said in its favor.
It serves at the outset to develop an interest
in economics in the mind of the student, a
thing much to be desired." E. W. Goodhue

+ Am Econ R 11:663 D '21 lOOOw
"The book ought to find a wide field of use-

fulness in the preparatory schools. In sec-
ondary schools particularly the book is deserv-
ing of wide adoption and use." G. D. Hancock

+ J Pol Econ 29:615 Jl '21 640w
"Most valuable is the problem basis of study

which calls upon the pupil to apply the prin-
ciples that have been developed."

+ Lit R p8 Mr 12 '21 320w

"The high school, student or college fresh-
man who learns economics from Marshall and
L.yon will get something more of the back-
ground of economic history than it has been
customary to give in introductory economics
courses, even in college. Business organization
and financing receive in this book a treatment
rarely accorded in a book desigrned for begin-
ning students of economics." W. C. Ryan, Jr.

4- Lit R p8 Ag 20 '21 1650W

MARTIN, EDWARD SANFORD. Life of Joseph
Hodges Choate. 2v il *$10 Scribner B or 92

20-21406

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:187 F '21

Ind 106:81 Ag 20 '21 450w
Reviewed by Allan Nevins

Lit R p4 Ap 9 '21 lOOOw
"The book is not too well compiled. There

are gaps in the correspondence which one can
hardly think unavoidable. On the other hand,
there are tedious extracts from newspaper
articles, some of them the merest gossip,
others portentous leaders, which might have
been left in the albums provided for such
things." Maurice Hewlett— Lond Mercury 3:680 Ap '21 480w

"It is a pity that Mr Martin, with his rare
gifts, should have remained so largely the editor
and chronicler instead of becoming more the
biographer. The letters would have been more
effective as illustrative material than as the
principal part of the record." T: R. Powell

h Nation 112:482 Mr 30 '21 1400w
"Seldom, so far as I recall, has so intimate a

family portrait of a prominent man been com-
piled." W: R. Thayer

-i- No Am 213:688 My '21 700w
R of Rs 63:109 Ja '21 lOOw
Sat R 131:197 Mr 5 '21 940w

"Mr E. S. Martin has been most skilful in so
arranging Mr Choate's letters as to make them
tell the story of his life."

+ Spec 126:461 Ap 9 '21 1050w
"It has been said already that the editor has

allowed Mr Choate to be his own spokesman
through the book. That is not entirely fair to
Mr Martin, for he has evei-y now and then
spoken in a paragraph or a page a characteristio
word that is a verbal photograph."

+ Springf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21

1200W
"By far the most interesting part is the frag-

ment of autobiography which occupies the first

134 pages of the first volume. Very few men's
private letters can stand the test of continuous
reading; and Choate's, though pleasant and cul-
tivated, have no sufficient literary quality or his-
toric interest to make them an exception."

-4 The Times [London] Lit Sup p67 F 3 '21

1750W
"The editing is unusually well done. . . It

is a little puzzling how, in reading these letters,

one's interest is maintained to the degree it un-
doubtedly is, for after all, they are, for the most
part, mere chronicles, valuable for what they
tell rather than for the way in which they tell

it." J: C. Rose
-t- Weekly R 4:250 Mr 16 '21 960w

"With somewhat scanty material Mr Martin
has given us an excellent portrait of Mr
Choate." Moorfield Storey

+ Yale R n s 11:203 O '21 1450w

MARTIN, EVERETT DEAN. Behavior of
crowds; a psychological study. *$2 Harper
301 20-20958

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:177 F '21

"The book is more valuable as analysis than
synthesis." Ordway Tead

H Dial 70:705 Je '21 550w
"An important and stimulating essay, which

may be said to contain only the defects of its

virtues—and its virtues are many. Mr Martin
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MARTIN, EVERETT DEAN—Continued
is careful of his distinctions, diligent in his
search for historical analogies, clear in his logic,
and animated by a sincere desire to expose the
evils of what he terms 'crowd-mindedness.' But
Mr Martin, for all the vigour of his analysis, be-
gins in a sort of metapliysical morass and un-
fortunately ends there even if between those
two situations he has written a wise and valu-
able book." H. B. Stearns

i Freeman 3:330 Je 15 '21 2700w
"Dr Martin's style is clear, concise, and

readable, and a vital study of the social phe-
nomena of the day is presented in a form that
will appeal to the layman as well as to the
scientist. His is a thought-provoking book
and no student of present day conditions can
afford to miss it." L. W. Hackney

+ Lit R p6 Ja 22 '21 llOOw
"Mr Martin has written a stimulating book,

less valuable perhaps for its formal applications
of Freud and Schiller and James than for its
detailed diagnoses and its numerous illustrations
drawn from a rich experience."

+ Nation 112:630 Ap 27 '21 260w
"The reader of this brave book will encounter

three main ingredients: direct and penetrating
observation of actual crowds: explanation in
terms of the Freudian psychology of how they
behave; and a moral attitude that comes down
in a direct line from the spirit of William
James." W. L.

+ New Repub 26:22 Mr 2 '21 1550w
"In 'The behavior of crowds' Everett Dean

Martin not only carries the scientific study of
crowd psychology to an advanced point, but
offers an invaluable diagnosis of present-day

+ N Y Times plO Mr 13 '21 1900w
"His achievement is to have shown that

ci'owd-mind is psychopathic mind. Mr Martin
has not written a text-book but a treatise which
blazes with new and irresistible light into a new
region of thought—a book, further, which will
carry the non-technical reader with it into social
searchings and inner heart searchings the most
profound." J: Collier

-j- Survey 45:897 Mr 19 '21 760w
Reviewed by Joseph Jastrow

Weekly R 4:441 My 7 '21 620w
Wis Lib Bui 17:72 Ap '21 30w

MARTIN, GENE ALUEN. Make your own hats,
il $1.50 Houghton 646.5 21-18591

Explicit directions, illustrated, for the mak-
ing of hats at home. The book describes equip-
ment and materials, wire -frame making and
covering, trimmings, hand-made flowers, re-
modeling and renovating.

Boston Transcript p8 N 26 '21 70w

MARTIN, GEORGE (MADDEN) (MRS ATT-
WOOD R. MARTIN). March on. $2 Apple-
ton 21-19576

The scene of the story is an old Kentucky
town with its old homesteads. Its two most
Impressive figures are Mrs Lucy Wing, an
octogenarian, and her great-granddaughter of
the same name. The autocratic old lady is a
militant feminist and a passionate hater of
war. She has brought up the young Lucy
to walk in her footsteps, but to do her own
thinking and make her own decisions withal.
The old lady's hatred of war had made her.
In her youth at the time of the Mexican war,
break off her engagement to one Stephen Jan-
vier. Now history repeats itself when Stephen
Janvier's grandson, in love with young Lucy,
feels the call to enlist in the Great war, with
the difference that Lucy marries Stephen be-
fore he leaves. Much of the argument turns
on war infatuations and the part the new
woman is destined to play in the prevention
of war. Negro and other modern problems
are also touched upon.

method and style have real beauty of their
own, that their cloudiness .should mar the
final effect of a talent so strongly and incisively
imaginative?" Marion Ponsonby

H Lit R p276 D 17 '21 750w
"She had a special thing to do, a special

observation of life to embody in her charac-
ters and in their tragic tales, and she has
incarnated her message and given it to her
readers with a vitality, a flame of conviction,
a noble and sweeping force of portrayal that
show her in a new and greater mood."

+ N Y Times pt 2 plO D 11 '21 lOOOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:211 D '21 20w

MARTIN, HELEN (REI M ENSN YDER) (MRS
FREDERIC C. MARTIN). Marriage of
Susan. $1.75 (2c) Doubleday 21-15715

" 'The marriage of Susan' to Joe Houghton,
stepbrother of Sidney Houghton, the lover who
had refused to wed her, took place after she
had been made to believe that her baby had
been born dead, and Sidney had become the
husband of Laura Beresford. But of course, the
baby was not dead, and it was being passed
off by the faithless Sidney as the child of him-
self and his wife, in order to secure the inheri-
tance from a rich old uncle. Circumstances
caused Sidney and his wife to live very near
to Susan and her husband. Susan saw the little
George, and loved him, not knowing him to be
her son. It took her about seventeen years to
discover the truth during which time her ob-
noxious husband, who had all the stinginess of
the so-called Pennsylvania Dutch among whom
he had been brought up, was obliging enough
to die and leave her very well off."—N Y Times

"The complications and ramifications of the
involved plot are endless. That Mrs Martin is
able to keep any sort of command of the
tangled threads is creditable to her skill, but
the final solution seems hardly worth all the
preliminary bother. The most engaging scenes
of the present story are those in which she
escapes for a moment from the meshes of her
plot and plunges again into the atmosphere
made familiar to her readers by a number of
previous stories."

h Lit R p27 S 17 '21 240w
"The Pennsylvania Dutch ways and sayings

give the book a few amusing moments."— NY Times pl8 S 25 '21 440w
"All the threadbare properties of the old-

time melodrama are brought out and dusted
off for the setting."— Sprlngf d Republican plla D 1 '21

240w

MARTIN, MARCUS J. Electrical transmission
of photographs, il $2 (6s) Pitman 621.382

21-18337

The author presents in a simple and concise
foriTi the methods of the various systems de-
vised for the electrical transmission of photo-
graphs over metallic conductors. The object of
the book is to stimulate original research in the
rapidly growing science of photo-telegraphy.
Television and wireless transmission of photo-
graphs, as the latest branches of the work, are
also described and the last chapter contains full

working drawings necessary for the construc-
tion of a machine suitable for either tran.smit-
ting or receiving. Among the many illustra-

tions are some specimens of telautograph work.

"Mrs Martin's ideas, her analysis, her stuff
of human nature, her narrative, all are solid
and clear! Is it not a shame, even though

Nature 108:334 N 10 '21 llOw

MARTYN, CHARLES. Life of Artemas Ward,
the first commander-in-chief of the Amer-
ican revolution, il $3 A. Ward, 50 Union
sq., N.Y. B or 92 21-13156

"Biography of Gen. Artemas Ward, a Mass-
achusetts figure that looms large in the his-
tory of the formative and early days of the
Revolution and a personality that ought to be
far more often acknowledged to be of national
importance. Mr Martyn sketches his hero
from the times and customs of Harvard in

1744 to the days of the early national Con-
gresses, when Philadelphia was the American
Capital. Through these scenes we see Ward
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as a inajiistrate, soldier and politician, honest,
laithful and etHeient whether ridinff to Boston
in spite of physical suffering to take part in a
warfat-e that mipht result in death for treason,
or sitting- in Congress as a Fedei'alist and,
with a sense of party responsibility and the vi-

sion of the statesman, upholding- the policies
of the President whom he conceived had
wronged him; a sturdy figure to whom belated
justice is now done."—Boston Transcript

Reviewed bv C: H. Lincoln
Am Hist R 27:362 Ja "22 550w

"Mr Mart>n has done something better than
furnish us a dry history. He has given us a
-well sketched and well characterized picture
of the period." S. L. Cook

+ Boston Transcript p6 S 7 '21 lOOOw

"It is a contribution of no small importance.
Mr Martyn is restrained, judicial, and evident-
ly aims always at historical accuracy. His
style is unpretentious, but admirably adapted
to the subject; always clear, economical, and
direct without being arid. His biography
makes a very readable narrative throughout."
H. L. Pangborn

+ Lit R p9 S 10 '21 720w
Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 90w
R of Rs 64:447 O '21 30w

"Mr Martyn's great powers of historical re-
search have cast fresh light upon the battle for
'Bunker Hill' and have given us a new account
of the siege of the British in Boston, as well
as much other matter of value to future his-
torians. The reference notes are always to
the point."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p591 S
15 '21 680w

MARX, MAGDELEINE. You; tr. by Adele
- Szold Seltzer. $1.90 (5c) Seltzer 21-22103

"Anne Breven is a Frenchwoman of twenty-
six who has passed unawakened through 'the
stifled years of a Christian childhood,' the op-
pressed years of the war, and a not unsuc-
cessful apprenticeship in Parisian journalism.
She lives with an uncle, a novelist; it is a
chance word of his which rovises her to the
quest of her own self. The first step of the
quest is to liocome the mistress of a fellow
journalist. The affair flames and passes. A
second man aspires to her in vain. She
flings herself at the head of a third, and he
declines with thanks. This reverse cures her
of love, or rather convinces her of its inci-
dental nature, and she dedicates herself to the
cause in whose service she has already made
sacrifice. Or, let us say. she devotes herself
at the altar of that deity whom she has now
satisfactorily compounded of self and love,

and nature, and humanity."—Ind

"It is a striking book of the documentary
sort. "Where it strikes the new note, where it

trulv renresents the 'new woman' is in its

blending and fusion of emotional egotism and
mystical devotion to a cause." H. W. Boynton

-I- Ind 108:38 .Ta 14 '22 350w

MASEFIELD. JOHN. King Cole, il $1.50 Mac-
millan 821 21-18240

In this narrative poem, England's legendary
King Cole comes to the help of a travelling
circus in distress, puts heart into the dis-
couraged showman and so heralds the show,
that even the queen's court is enticed to at-
tend, the queen sending bags of gold to pay
the admission of all in town who might wish
to enter. The shabby circus is transfigured
and the inspired players perform with a zest
they have never before known.

"Much more than in any of his post-war nar-
ratives Mr Masefield touches this theme with
a glow of symbolic idealism. His verse has
still the singing, picturesque quality vivid with
Saxon phrasing which delights his readers." W:
S. Bralthwaite

-1- Boston Transcript p5 N 12 '21 1550w
"It carries one along with the gay and lei-

surely progress of the circus-van around

which it is built. There are passages of gen-
uine glamour."

+ Dial 72:105 Ja '22 IfiOw

"This latest poem is Masefleld at his ease,
rather than at his best. He tells the story
in his usual straightforward graphic style,

good, workmanlike realism, enlivened by gen-
uine poetry. We are not disappointed, though
the speed and colour and bright bhss' are not
as clamant as in the greater narrative poems
preceding it." W: R. Benet

-I Lit R pl66 N 12 '21 1050w
Hevievvfd bv Mark Van Doren

Nation 114:48 Ja 11 '22 550w

"Mr Masefield is writing too much: that's

one's chief impression on finishing his last

book. 'King Cole' is not one of Mr Mase-
field's star volumes." Amy Lowell

— NY Times p3 N 27 '21 2050w

MASEFIELD, JOHN
Macmillan 821

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Right Royal. *$1.75
20-18954

Cath World 113:255 My '21 70w
"Brass is not gold, though It may be made

to look Hke it." J: G. Fletcher— Freeman 2:621 Mr 9 '21 450w
"Mr Masefield has almost repeated the brilliant

success of 'Reynard the fox.' He miraculously
makes the reader a spectator of the dangerous
and exciting steeple chase, won by the very
human and very philosophical horse, 'Right
Royal.' The play of imagination around the
characters and incidents never retards but only
glorifies the swiftly moving story." C. M. S.

+ Grlnnell R 16:403 Ap '21 290w
" 'Right Royal' is a splendid poem in its own

right. Only John Masefield could have writ-
ten it. It is also a challenge to us to find the
poems in our own sports and pastimes."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ap 10 '21 620w

"His 'Reynard the fox' and this glorification

of the steeple-chase, 'Right Royal,' are great
poems of English sport; one can hardly imagine
a time when Englishmen will not love them, or

when they will not be the classical treatments
of steeple-chasing and fox-hunting. But they
are much more than sporting-poems." S. P.

Sherman
+ Yale R n s 10:638 Ap '21 420w

MASON", WILLIAM ALBERT. History of the

i/rt of writing, il *$6.50 Macmillan 652
20-20029

" 'A historv of the art of writing' is a volume
of the history of lettering. The history of writ-

ing is in a sense the history of the race. The
book covers the complete evolution of the art

of writing, from its very beginning to the

present dav. It devotes a chapter each to

Egvptian and Hittite hieroglyphics, Babylonian
tablet and IMioenician alphabetic writing, trac-

ing the inception of Greek and Roman alpha-
bets, and following out the perfection of script

bv medieeval copyists, comes finally to the

invention of the printing press, civilization .s

great agency of knowledge."—School Arts M

"This is a comprehensive, well written, In-

teresting, profusely and admirably illustrated

book. I have given a careful examination or

the discussion of the Egyptian, the cuneiform,

the Hittite, and the Phoenician scripts where
my own scientific studies have lain, and am
sorry to have to admit that the conclusions are
disappointing. These chapters, before publica-

tion, should have been submitted for advice and
criticism to experts." R. W. Rogers

_| Am Hist R 26:491 Ap '21 780w
Booklist 17:239 Ap '21

"On all hi.s .sources the author has drawn
with a skill in the work of selection and an
interpretative mastery of the yield that could

not well be surpassed." Edmund Noble
+ Boston Transcript p4 D 20 '20 ISOOw

"The book gives enough fact and illustrations

to make a useful summary, but hardly more.
Obviously Mr Mason too much lacks the neces-

sary linguistic and ethnological equipment to
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have succeeded in giving his book the tone and
background we should have liked to have. Far
more might have been done in half the space."
E: Sapir

H Freeman 3:68 Mr 30 '21 900w
Lit R p8 Ag 20 '21 SOOw

H Nation 112:671 My 4 '21 120w
N Y Times pl4 Mr 27 '21 2200w

"Interesting and well-illustrated study."
+ Outlook 128:579 Ag 10 '21 40w

"Mr Mason has not proved his thesis. It is

a fascinating story, clearly told. Yet in a sub-
ject that demands such scholarship may we not
plead for a more scholarly style? An index
exists, and that's the best we may say of it.

In a word, the author may be recommended to
study 'The art of writing.' "

h Sat R 131:323 Ap 16 '21 1450w
"The book should be in the hands of every

art teacher and in every school library."
+ School Arts M 20:351 F '21 lOOw

The Times [London] Lit Sup p93 F 10
'21 50w

"Apart from certain small mistakes, the book
appears to be admirably arranged, it is written
in a good and readable style, and the author's
views are always moderate and sane."

4- — The Times [London] Lit Sup p226 Ap
7 '21 1450w

MASSEY, WILLIAM THOMAS. Allenby's
final triumph. 11 $8 Button 940.42 21-8928

"This is the third and final volume of Mr
Massey's account of one of the most successful
campaigns in all military history. In his first

book he has told the story of the fighting at
the Suez Canal, the march up the Sinai Penin-
sula and the two battles of Gaza in which the
Egyptian Expeditionary Force was repulsed so
decisively that General Murray was relieved of
his command and General Allenby brought from
the western front to supersede him. His second
book begins with the capture of Gaza by Al-
lenby and ends with the taking of Jerusalem,
December, 1917. The present volume tells the
story of the great offensive of September, 1918
(for when Jerusalem fell, the Turkish armies
were not captured), and the utter annihilation
of the Turks."—N Y Times

"Throughout the book he is very much the
offlcial war correspondent. Every general comes
in for his due meed of praise, and the spirit of
the troops, like the organization throughout the
army, is excellent. Nothing goes wrong, every-
body is happy and satisfied. But inevitably,
perhaps, Mr Massey has spread the butter just
a trifle too thick."

H Ath p889 D 31 '20 670w
"If his style lacks adornment, it is clear

and straightforward. The book justifies its

claim as the first full record of the final phase
of the Palestine campaign."

-i-
— Lit R pl2 Jl 23 '21 380w

"His book is quite admirable as a complete
account of the fighting, but often the general
reader cannot see the forest because of the
trees and wishes there were less minute detail.

Mr Massey is accurate but not inspiring; there
is no flash of fire in his writings; he has not
the gift of vivid description." E: B. Reed

H NY Times pl3 Je 5 '21 1800w
"The book is a well-written and most inter-

esting record of a complete and far-reaching
victory."

+ Sat R 130:457 D 4 '20 720w
Spec 125:409 S 25 '20 520w

"In Mr Massey's account, through no fault
of his, it is practically impossible to visualize
the successive positions of the Turkish forces
as Allenby's troops swept on; and so this cam-
paign, which might one day furnish matter
for an epic, becomes rather too much of a
Homeric catalogue, provocative enough of rem-
iniscences, but a little heavy if one cannot put
somethin£ of one's own between the lines. Yet,

even as it stands, it is a great story, well told,
with the salient facts well brought out."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p590 S
16 '20 1050W

MASSINGHAM, HAROLD JOHN, ed. Dogs,
birds and others. See Spectator, The.

MASSON, THOMAS LANSING (TOM MAS-
SON). Well, why not? *$1.50 (3c) Double-
day 817 21-9088

Some of the titles in this collection of witty
and humorous short essays are: Some reflec-
tions on the personal pronoun in literature; The
care and treatment of golfers; A first night^
with a dog; My subway guard friend; Best sell-
ers I have never read; Women we are always
marrying; Among the poverty-stricken million-
aires; What are the requirements of a novel?
How to know the wild psychologists; An after-
noon at the Current Events club; Well, why is

Wall Street? To err is woman.

Booklist 17:342 Jl '21

"Mr Masson is nowhere stingy with his wit-
ticisms, he sparkles on and on forever, his
vivacity is boundless, his humor of the right
variety."

+ Boston Transcript p5 My 14 '21 190w
"There are times when a smile is as refresh-

ing as a laugh, and for such occasions 'Well,
why not?' is worthy of high commendation."

-f N Y Times pl4 Jl 10 '21 430w

MASTERS, EDGAR LEE. Domesday book.
$4.50 Macmillan 811 20-19678

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:212 Mr '21

"This poem by Masters can be considered only
as a magnificent, but badly written novel. '

H Dial 70:352 Mr '21 60w
"One's first healthy reaction, not to the idea,

but to the pages themselves, is that here is a
piece of metrical prosy dulness such as Words-
worth in the homeliest moments of 'The ex-
cursion' never approached. . . Four hundred
pages unrelieved by even an external music
of meter or phrase."— Ind 105:277 Mr 12 '21 580w
"Mr Edgar Masters has the vices of the

English school and of the American school, for
his verse is flat like most of the former and
crude with much of the latter."— New Statesman 17:362 Jl 2 '21 1200w
"The mere use of a ten-syllable iambic line

through hundreds of pages of course does not
make a poem; many of these monologues are
throughout the baldest prose, and even the
finest of them have passages which strain the
rather liberal amenities usually accorded to
the epic bard. However, after granting the
numerous and manifest deductions, 'Domesday
book' establishes its epic claim. It is life

—

modern life, unfaltering, uncompromising and
unashamed." H. M.

H Poetry 18:214 Jl '21 SOOw
"Related in curt prose, the book could not

have failed to be exceedingly interesting, but,
alas! he has rendered it in blank verse of
sprawling mediocrity. The book is all but im-
possible to read. We wish that he would give
it us back again in prose, for it is full of
interesting stuff."

h Spec 126:756 Je 11 '21 200w
" 'Domesday book' should not be criticized as

a pure work of art. It is more concerned
with message than poetry, with what it says
than how it says it; its philosophy is not meant
to be original; its characters are willful because
they are symbolical rather than representative.
'Domesday book' is not literature primarily, it

is social diagnosis. . . Masters has taken Elenor
Murray as his symbol of America." Florence
Fleisher

+ Survey 46:13 Ap 2 '21 1250w
"As a thinker, he may be right or wrong; but

he is certainly alert and drastic. He has a
keen though a limited observation, and he
almost always finds an original aspect. But,
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on the whole, we must confess to thinking a
great deal of his poem no more than an instance
of the 'waste of spirit' which is one of its main
motives."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p318 My
19 '21 850w

"Considered as 'a census spiritual, taken of
our America,' this ponderous inquest impresses
me as much ado about slush." S. P. Sherman— Yale R n s 10:636 Ap "21 400w

MASTERS, EDGAR LEE. Open sea. $2.50
Macmillan 811 21-19487

Many of the poems in this collection are
on historical subjects. In the Brutus group
the influence of the Brutus ideal is depicted,
as, for instance, its effect on John Wilkes
Booth. In the long poem, 'Decision,' a dream
vision shows us Lincoln's mental struggles
just before the declaration of war. 'The new
apocrypha' is a group of poems on New Testa-
ment subjects and in the miscellaneous group
the author expresses his views on life and
events. Some of the subjects are: Hip Lung
on Yuan Chang; The party; Invocation to the
gods; Comparative criminals; Monody on the
death of William Marion Reedy; God and my
country.

MATHERS, EDWARD POWYS, tr. Garden of
bright waters. $2 Houghton 890 21-13163

The book is an anthology of one hundred
and twenty Asiatic love poems, translated by
the author or versified by him from literal
translations of French and Italian scholars and
edited with notes. The countries or peoples
represented are. Afghanistan; Annam; Arabia;
Baluchistan; Burma; Cambodia; Caucasus;
China; Daghestan; Georgia; Hindustan; Japan;
Kaflristan; Kazacks; Korea; Kurdistan; Laos;
Manchuria; Persia; Siam; Syria; Tatars;
Thibet; Turkestan; Turkey.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Je 4 '21 480w
" 'The garden of bright waters' is as sweet

as forbidden fruit and flashes ever and anon
like a certain angel's sword of flame." E. P.

-I- Dial 70:108 Ja '21 80w
"A most cherishable book. . . Oriental love-

poema (but not too Oriental) put into English
by a man who has a rare sense of values in
words and rhythms. . . The translator's use
of free forms permits him to bring out the
splendid exotic imagery that is in this poet-
ry." P. C.

-I- Freeman 4:214 N 9 '21 320w

-f Grinnell R 16:430 My '21 90w
"Not the least interesting element in the

volume is the haunting character of the
rhythms employed. The imagery, whether
faithful to the original texts or not, is certainly
captivating." Babette Deutsch

-f Lit R p8 Mr 19 '21 470w
"The book makes extraordinarily agreeable

reading and forms a considerable advance on
the author's last volume."

-f Spec 125:821 D 18 '20 270w

MATHEWS, FERDINAND SCHUYLER. Book
of birds for young people, il *|3 Putnam
598.2 21-15409

The book records Parter's (grandfather's)
attempts to interest his grandson in bird life
and refers to real not imaginary experiences
in the localities described. The story is told
with humor and poetic allusions and has, be-
sides numerous illustrations both in color and
black and white, maps showing the migratory
routes of birds. It also gives, in musical
notation, the songs of thirty-five of the com-
moner singing birds and tells how to imitate
them by whistling. Special chapters are de-
voted to the months most teeming in bird life.

tion, and helpful in Identification. The table
of songs, reproduced as nearly as possible on
the piano scale. Is (although incomplete), very
valuable. The book has two distinct defects.
The careful and beautiful illustrations, since
they are not. always adjacent to the descriptive
paragraphs, should certainly be separately In-
dexed. And a definite indication of the bird's
size is not usually given, and will be much
missed by beginners."

+ Lit R pl2 Ag 13 '21 llOw
"His drawings, both in water-color and in

black-and-white, are strikingly lifelike.

+ R of Rs 64:334 S '21 COw
"Orthodox bird lore is presented in a vivid,

colorful style that takes entirely away from it

any dry-as-dust character."
-f Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Jl 31 '21 llOw

Reviewed by E. I.,. Pearson
Weekly R 5:80 Jl 23 '21 40w

MATHEWS, FERDINAND SCHUYLER. Field
book of wild birds and their music. 11 $3.50
Putnam 598.2 21-8773

"A description of the character and music
of birds, intended to assist in the identification
of species common in the United States east
of the Rocky mountain.s." (Sub-title) This Is
a revised and enlarged edition containing an
addition of many birds to the original group
and new musical notations. An introduction to
bird music is provided, also a musical key and
the musical scales of the thrushes. The il-

lustrations are in color, and there is an in-
dex and glossary.

MATHEWSON, PARK. Acceptances, trade and
bankers', il *$3.50 Appleton 332 21-4192

"The endeavor in this volume is to offer
simple and practical explanation of acceptance
principles and procedure, as demonstrated in
actual use by great numbers of bankers and
business concerns in the United States and for-
eign countries." (Preface) William Walker Orr,
in his introduction to the volume, says of this
commercial paper: "The trade acceptance lies
close to the very heart of the Federal reserve
system, for without it or related business paper
the Federal reserve system cannot properly
function for the welfare of business." The book
is indexed and illustrated and falls into three
parts: I: Acceptance theory, procedure, and
practice; II: Rulings and opinions of counsel of
the Federal reserve board on acceptance pro-
cedure; III: Data for trade acceptance cam-
paigns.

Booklist 18:57 N '21

"For the amateur bird-student this book
contains several especially valuable points.
The rather unusual descriptions of the habit
or manner of the bird while singing, nesting,
or flying are full of imagination and sugges-

Booklist 17:331 Jl '21

"Mr Mathewson has successfully combined the
theory of the trade acceptance with practice
under the acceptance system, and has graph-
ically illustrated the latter by means of charts
and diagrams. The volume should prove of
value to the student as well as to the business
firm which considers putting the acceptance
policy in force."

-1- Lit R p9 Ap 16 '21 90w

MATHIESON, WILLIAM LAW. England in
transition, 1789-1832; a study of movements.
*$6 (*15s) Longmans 942.07 20-18668

" 'No other period of equal length,' says Dr
Mathieson in his preface, 'has witnessed so
great a change in the political and social life
of England as that which extends from the
outbreak of the French revolution to the pass-
ing of the Reform bill; and the object of this
work is to distinguish and illustrate the forces—the economic, but especially the spiritual and
intellectual forces—which combined to bring
about that result.' The task that Dr Mathieson
has undertaken is clearly nothing more nor less
than a philosophic survey of the whole material
and spiritual history of England during the
period in question."—The Times [London] Lit
Sup

"The facts contained herein are well
arranged, but there are too many of them and
too variant to be in such close Juxtaposition.
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The result is a rather pleasant volume Of in-
formal chatty essays." W. P. Hall

H Am Hist R 26:576 Ap '21 520w
"The book can never take the place of the

longer and fuller treatises on the various move-
ments here included. It does not attempt to
do so. Its great value lies in the fact that it

correlates these movements and checks the
tendency to lay undue stress on one factor to
the neglect of the many other factors which
brought about the great change from aristo-
cratic to democratic England." A. G. Porritt

-f Am Pol Scl R 15:G0B N "21 520w
"Dr Mathieson has hardly secui-ed a firm

grip on the difficulties of his task, a good
deal of his book resolving itself into a narrative
of economic and social history taken in the
order of events. Still this is, on the whole, a
well-considered survey of the industrial revolu-
tion."

-) Ath pl28 F 4 '21 190w
-f- Cath World 113:258 My '21 360w

"Though not presenting us with any newly
discovered facts, nor perhaps containing any
new theory, is thoughtful as well as readable,
and deserves especial commendation for its

invariably temperate tone." W: Hunt
-i Eng Hist R 36:458 Jl '21 980w

"It is a book of sjmptoms, but it has the
air of the hurried morning call rather than
of the consultation and careful diagnosis.
Brevity is Dr Mathieson's virtue as a philo-
sophic writer of history, but in this book it

tends to arbitrariness." R: Rice— Lit R p6 F 26 '21 520w
"The estimation and illustration of spiritual

and intellectual forces require a high degree
of exactness of thought and clarity of expres-
sion. In these respects this book is not always
satisfactory. The chief value of the book
seems to be its commentary upon the develop-
ment of opinion which led to the Reform Bill."
Kenneth Pickthorn

f- Lend Mercury 3:682 Ap '21 620w
"Well-informed book."

+ Sat R 130:522 D 25 '20 llSOw
"Such a survey ought, above all things, to

be impartial and comprehensive, and it is in
its lack of both these qualities that the inade-
quacy of Dr Mathieson's book consists. It is,

for the most part, interesting reading. We
miss in Dr Mathieson's work that balance of
judgment and intellectual grasp that lift the
philosophic historian above the mere chronicler
of a phase of history."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p772 N
25 '20 1550W

MATHIEWS, FRANKLIN K., ed. Boy scouts
book of campfire stories; with inti-od. and
notes; published for the Boy scouts of
America, il $2.50 (3c) Appleton 21-14698

"Makes available to scoutmasters and other
leaders a goodly number of stories worthy of
their attention, and when well told likely to
arrest and hold the interest of boys in their
early teens." (Preface) Contents: Silverhorns,
by Henry van Dyke; Wild horse hunter, by
Zane Grey; Hydrophobic skunk, by Irvin S.

Cobb; The Ole Virginia, by Stewart Edward
White; The weight of obligation, by Rex Beach;
That Spot, by Jack London; When Lincoln
licked a bully, by Irving Bacheller: The end of
the trail, by Clarence E. Mulford; Dey ain't no
ghosts, by Ellis Parker Butler; The night oper-
ator, by Frank L. Packard: Christmas eve in a
lumber camp, by Ralph Connor; The story that
the keg told me, by Adirondack (W. H. H.)
Murray.

Booklist 18:91 D '21

"We can imagine no better time for boys
of twelve to sixteen than with these stories
culled from larger hooks. Mr Mathiews has
selected well."

4- Lit D ])\r, N 5 '21 150\v

"Tt is a book in which the Boy Scout may
find much to his liking, though the sole connec-
tion the tales have with his movement is that

they deal with outdoor life. The stories them-
selves are excellent."

+ Lit R p76 O 8 '21 90w
N Y Times i)21 N 6 '21 lOvv

Springf'd Republican i)8 N 15 '21 130vv

Springf d Republican p8 L 14 '21 70w
Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 30w

MATTHEWS, BRANDER. Essays on English.
$2 Scribner 420.4 21-16956

There are fourteen of these essays. The
question asked by the first essay, "Is the Eng-
lish language degenerating?" the author an-
swers in the negative. Tlie second, "What is
pure English?" supplies a definition of purity
in language. The third discusses American
English and British English and concludes that
the differences are sliglit and unimportant. In
the next two essays the author traces the rise
and fall of words. Then follow papers on news-
paper English, on the utility of local dialects,
on the best method of learning a foreign
tongue, on the chaotic state of our pronuncia-
tion, on the style of Mark Tv/ain and on the
need of a world language.

Booklist 18:75 D '21

"Lively volume of essays. . . The question,
'Is the English language degenerating?' with
which the volume opens, is an inexhaustible
theme foi- interesting and mconclusive discus-
sion. The aiillior's answer is an uncompromis-
ing no, and his arguments, as far as the>' go,
have real weight." H: Bradley

-I- Lit R p224 D 3 '21 2100w
Reviewed by Brander Matthews

N Y Times p2 O 2 '21 2700w
"The book is full of interesting points dis-

cussed in an amiable and sophisticated man-
ner. The chief fault is, perhaps, a too-great
amiability. Robustness and rigor possibly are
sacrificed to ease and agreeableness."

-] Springf'd Republican p6 O 24 '21 470w

MATTHEWS, FRANK. Commercial commodi-
ties, il $2.50 (12s 6d) Pitman 660

The purpose of the book is to give to the
student and general reader a not too detailed
idea of the more important raw, or semi-manu-
factured, articles used in trade. These com-
modities are treated in three groups: mineral
products; foodstuffs and drugs; materials of
mainly organic origin, including certain plant
juices and their substitutes, oils and fats,
leather and tanning inaterials, timber and
paper, textiles, dyes, manures.

"A systematic guide written with headed
paragraphs."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p309 My
12 '21 40w

MATZ, BERTRAM WALDROM. Inns and
- taverns of i^icl-;wick; with .some observa-

tions on their other associations, il $2.75
Scribner [10s 6d C. Palmer]

"In 'The inns and taverns of Pickwick,' Mr
Matz, who is editor of The Dickensian, and one
of the foremost Englisii authorities on Dickens
lore, has made a valualile contribution to his
subject. His volume, moreover, has an added
pictorial value by the inclusion of thirty or
more pictures, many of them from drawings,
of the inns mentioned in his pages."—Boston
Transcript

Reviewed 1>\ iO. ]'\ Edgett
Boston Transcript p6 D 10 '21 1400w

"The author does his investigations with a
patience that always marks the Dickens stu-
dent; he gives the tourist ample opportunity to
take his book as a Dickens Baedeker, and all

but ri'-creile the time."
-|- N Y Times !j5 Ja 3 '22 700w

Outlook ]:',0:34 .la 4 '22 30w
'Th'-' author's task lias obviously been a

pleasant one, and he has once more earned the
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gratitude of all tlic muiioious lovers of Dick-
ens's most famous book."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pSOO D
S '21 290w

MAUGHAM, WILLIAM SOMERSET. Circle; a
comedy in three acts. $1.25 Doran [3s 6d
Heinemann] 822 22-1230

An Enpli.^h comedy of divorce in which is

held up the disastrous romance of an older
generation to the affright of a younger. Into
the country house of a young English politician,
Arnold Champion-Cheney, and his wife Eliza-
beth, who is considering escape from her hus-
band with a man at the moment more satisfy-
ing, are injected two embarrassing guests,
Arnold's divorced mother and the man whom,
thirty years before, she ran away with. The
presence of Arnold's father and Elizabeth's
lover adds to the embarrassment. The wreck
of life which the older pair present, would seem
to offer no encouragement to the young lovers,
but the author takes full advantage of the
dramatic and comic elements in the situa-
tion in relation to the hesitating wife and the
deserted husband. There is some clever
dialogue.

"Thp work of a sentimentalist turned cynic.
He gives us a well-prepared situation, and he
treats it with great skill; but the conflict be-
tween his sentimentality and his cynicism pro-
duces a very curious lesult. It makes the
handling of the characters imcertain and robs
the play of an.v unity except that of theatrical
presentation." Frank Swinnerton— Nation and Ath 28:879 Mr 19 '21 1200w

" 'The circle' sets a new and higher standard
in Mr Maugham's performance as a play-
wright." R. M. Lovett

-f- New Repub 28:161 O 5 '21 620w
"Mr Maugham has, of course, long been

known as a dramatist of parts. The Inde-
finable thing called charm, however, has never
been one of his more conspicuous qualities. In
'The circle' we find all his good qualities—his
smartness of dialogue, sense of a situation,
and skill at indicating character."

H Sat R 131:509 Je 18 '21 250w
" 'The circle' brings out with equal vividness

Mr Maugham's powers as a playwright and
his infirmities as a teacher. The same auditor
may view it in two aspects; it should delight
the playgoer and repel the human being." O.
W. Firkins

Weekly R 5:275 S 24 '21 1450w

MAUGHAM, WILLIAM SOMERSET. Liza of
Lambeth. $1.75 (4c) Doran 21-17985

First published in London, in 1897, this book
has not hitherto been published in America.
Liza is a colorful figure in the drab, sordid,
vulgar environment of a London tenement dis-
trict. Externally she belongs entirely to that
environment, uses the same gross idiom and
enjoys the same pastimes and carousals. But
underneath is unspoiled human nature and
a warm heart reaching out for love. It comes
to her in the person of a man much older than
herself, married and the father of five children.
She experiences a short intense happiness,
cruel punishment at the hands of the incensed
wife and mother, and then a merciful death.

'"Mr Maugham does not in.spire confidence in
his knov.ledge of the girl; he apes the manners
of realism, but writes romance. Although
the stor.v is allowed to act itself out objec-
tively, the feeling persists that the whole per-
formance was arranged by a stranger who was
more struck with the oddities in garb and
speech of his characters, and with their de-
lightfully slummy background, than with the
essence of their stoi-y. The book is a sincere
and talented attempt to produce literature. It
falls short apparently because of an uncon-
r-cious tendency in tlic author either towards
ment:il laziness or mediocritx'."— Dial 71:714 t> '21 150w
"The success of ^Mr Somerset Mou^rhnm's

'Moon and sixpence' seems to have floated
'Liza of Lambeth' to New York. The book

relates to coster Ufa in (hat period which Mr
Middleton Murry has lately called 'the mysteri-
ous nineties,' and to read it is to plunge into
the London slang and bad language of that
time." S. G.— Freeman 4:262 N 23 '21 420w

"Tills is a tale of negative naturalism. Its
cocl'infy dialect is laboriously and tirosomely
rubbed in." H. W. Bovnton— Ind 107:193 N 19 '21 3S0w
"The story, unlike much of the early work

of popular authors 'dug up' after they have
attained celebrity, is well worth republishing.
It fairly pulsates with humanity, the humanity
of the slums, the violent, gusty loves and
hates, the rough humor and hardly less rough
tenderness of primitive emotions undisciplined
by education." Stanley Went

+ Lit R pl44 N 5 '21 650w
"When Somerset Maugham wrote 'Liza of

Lambeth' he wa.s not yet a very good writer.
Tliere is a lack of resonance in the style; there
are curious little experimentations in structure
that are not happy. But there is the piercing
vision that is at once critical and creative and
sets down the trutli that wounds the ideal
cherished in the mind." L. L.

-\ Nation 113:543 N 9 '21 900w
"In Lambeth Mr Maugham found something

which in modern literature is consistently
ignored. It is the thing that made Hogarth so
irresistibly interesting, the thing that flows like
rich juice from any slice of Shakespeare's out-
spokenness. It is something deeply English,
or at any rate deeply human. To have un-
derstood that and kept faith with it is the
triumph of 'Liza of Lambeth.' It is not only
racy and colored, it is sincere." Francis Hackett

-I- New Repub 28:221 O 19 '21 1700w
"This early book shows all the force, the feel-

ing for character and for dramatic develop-
ment, the acid power, which have helped to
make notable its author's later work. It has
less of subtlety, less of complexity." L. M.
Field

+ N Y Times pl2 N 20 '21 750w
"It is a miniature rather than a full-length

novel, but it is admirably self-contained, and
oliscrves a fine sense of inner proportions. . .

The novel has the defects of its qualities in a
narrowness of emotional range and an almost
businesslike efficiency. But it is a mordant,
poignant work, true to scale and to its own
atmosphere."
+ — Springf'd Republican plla N 20 '21

270w

MAUGHAM, WILLIAM SOMERSET. Trem-
bling of a leaf. $1.90 (21/20 Doran [7s 6d
Heinemann] 21-16317

Six short stories of the South Sea islands,
showing the effect on men who come from
other and colder climes, of contact with the
indolent enervating life of the islands. Each
story involves some white man's tragedy—loss
of ambition, lowering of standards, the gradual
weakening of mental and moral fiber. Contents:
The Pacific; Mackintosh; Tha fall of Edward
Barnard; Red; The pool; Honolulu; Rain; En-
voi.

"Each of these short stories by Mr Maugham
contains in itself the material for a novel.
But Mr Maugham, perhaps wisely, has chosen
to give them in a condensed and concentrated
form, so that the reader may learn their mes-
sage and enjoy their study of human nature.
And they are none the less stories, because
of their purpose." E. F. Edgett

-f Boston Transcript p4 O 5 '21 1550w

"These stories are undistinguished either by
brilliant colouring or delicate shading; of what
may be called the Conrad touch there is scarce-
ly "more than a suggestion, but they have a
cumulative force which brings them close to
reality." L. B.

1- Freeman 4:358 D 21 '21 250w
"The half dozen stories or sketches contain

the best work which Mr Maugham has done.
If I were to adopt the language of hyperbole
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MAUGHAM, W: S. —Continued
I should be tempted to describe them as the
fine flower of which 'Liza of Lambeth' was
the bud. In 'The trembling of a leaf Mr
Maugham gives us humanity—civilized hu-
manity—against the languorous, semi-barbarous
background of the Pacific islands. It is the
same background as was employed in 'The
moon and sixpence,' but it is used differently.

Here the background itself takes on the im-
portance of a character in the story, acting
and reacting upon the human character."
Stanley Went

-I- Lit R pl44 N 5 '21 650w
"Brilliant as always, keen in its discernment

of life's ironies and inconsistencies, his power
has strengthened and matured. There have
been many books telling of the wonders of the
South Seas, but little South Sea fiction as
well worth reading as Mr Maugham's 'The
trembling of a leaf." " L. M. Field

+ N Y Times pl6 O 16 '21 1050w

"Each separate tale is begun by inspiration
and completed by artistic perfection."

4- Sat R 132:540 N 5 '21 470w
"Those whose stomachs are not strong

enough to bear the ridiculous sentimentalities
and unlikely happy endings of the frequent
magazine Pacific love story are here given the
bright sun, the white sand, the brilliant sea,
the hot tropic night, the brown skins and red
hibiscus flowers, but all seasoned with a cer-
tain realistic cynicism which entirely prevents
them from cloying."

-I- Spec 127:638 N 12 '21 150w
"No one need shy from the stories because

they are 'psychological;' they are not psy-
chological in a desperate way. They show us
the psychology—the moral actions—of life in
the Samoan islands; that is what they are con-
cerned with. But they consistently show it

by means of concrete and objective narrative,
letting us infer the psychology from the act,
not the act from the psychology."

-f- Springf'd Republican plSa N 13 '21

520w
"At worst, there is not one of the people

depicted by Mr Maugham but in him is a
spark of something to excite compassion. Mr
Maugham is at no great pains with the
mechanical setting, but he is never crude in
his psychology."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p663 O
13 '21 420w

MAULE, MARY KATHERINE (FINIGAN)
(MRS JOHN P. MAULE). God's anointed,
il $1.90 (2c) Century 21-15255

A young Episcopal minister, on the thresh-
old of a promising career, marries a very
young girl with a practical, scientific mind
and no reverence whatever for dogmatic relig-
ion. Shirking all her responsibilities as a min-
ister's wife and interfering otherwise with his
work, she undermines his standing in the
church, and he is forced into an inferior posi-
tion in a small town where both come face to
face with unknown hardships. They become
estranged from each other. He is assailed by
doubts in his own faith, and she falls in love
with a young doctor and is only prevented
from eloping with him by a serious accident
that befalls her husband. After that they
agree to live separate lives under the same
roof. They remove to New York where she
enters a medical college while he, having left

the church, takes up social work and mental
therapeutics in the slums. With a change of
work comes a change of heart and in the
course of time Vera realizes that she loves her
husband more than she had thought she loved
Dr Mynell.

"It is not very well done; somewhat crude in
its conception and unconvincing in its psychol-
ogy." — Lit R pll S 3 '21 140w

MAUREL, ANDR6. Fortnight in Naples;
- auth. English ed. tr. by Helen Gerard, il $3

Putnam 914.5 21-20433

"Of pocket size, four hundred pages, it con-
tains sixteen maps and 120 photographs. For
good measure M Maurel crowds fifteen days
into his fortnight, each chapter covering one-
day's movements. This book is an interpreta-
tion, not a Baedeker; it is impressionistic, not
statistical; it presupposes adequate time to un-
derstand the city and its famous suburban
neighbors, and this is not the program of the
average tourist. After an introductory chap-
ter, four more are given to as many phases of
Neapolitan history. Then a day at the mu-
seum, and after that, in all too rapid transit,
Pompeii, Herculaneum, Castellammare, Saler-
no and Amalfl, Capri and Sorrento, Pozzuoli,
Baia and Miseno, Lake Avernus and Vesuvius."
—Springf'd Republican

"In these pages history and architecture ex-
plain each other, and an artist explains them
both."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 D 27 '21

150w

MAXWELL, CHARLES ROBERT. Selection of
textbooks. (Riverside education mono-
graphs) $1.35 Houghton 371.32 21-21561

In view of the great importance of right
selection of texts, this handbook sets itself

to examine the common basis for selection,
the advantages and disadvantages of methods
of selection and adoption in current practice
and the question of free textbooks versus in-
dividual ownership. The book then lays down
the e:eneral standards to be considered in
selecting a textbook. Outline aids for judg-
ing all texts and special outlines for evaluat-
ing texts in different subjects are an especially
valuable feature of the book.

"The general discussion in the book is well
organized and presents some very significant
problems. The analysis of standards of selec-
tion is excellent. But the outline scales for
the evaluation of texts have not yet arrived."
C T "R

-f — El School J 22:308 D '21 800w
Reviewed by N. B. Henry

School R 30:71 Ja '22 800w

MAXWELL, DONALD. Dweller in Mesopota-
mia, il *$7.50 Lane 915.67 21-4113

"Being the adventures of an official artist
in the Garden of Eden." (Sub-title) Though
the artist went to Mesopotamia for the Imperial
war museum the book is not about the war
but contains his impressions of Mesopotamia
in general. It is profusely illustrated with
sketches in color, monochrome and line. Con-
tents: The fiery furnace; The Venice of the
East; Sinbad the soldier; The wise men from
the West; Bv the waters of Babylon; Arabian
nights in 1919; In Old Baghdad; Paradise lost;

The desert of the flaming sword; The kings of

the East.

"The novel deals sympathetically and upon
the whole sanely with many of those problems
social and religious, becoming more and more
insistent, as the ideals of 'brotherhood,' of self-

development and of service to others lift higher
and higher." F. B.

+- Boston Transcript p6 S 21 '21 SOOw

"Enjoyable for its liberal pictures and descrip-
tions of a section of the East which will be
better known as time goes on."

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Je 29 '21 250w

"The method is both amusing and infor-
mative."

-f- Lit R pl2 Mr 19 '21 250w
"There ia about the whole thing an air of

casualness that is not without charm."
+ N Y Times p8 My 1 '21 850w

"Pleasant but superficial chapters. His pic-

tures are distinctly interesting."
+ Spec 126:309 Mr 5 '21 140w
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"The artist here has succeeded in putting
on paper the country of Mesopotamia as it

rcs^lly is.*

'

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p885 D
30 "20 500w

MAXWELL, DONALD. Painter in Palestine. 11

$2 (6s 6d) Lane 915.69 21-18086

The author took an impromptu journey thru
the Holy Land with Bible and sketch book, and
it is as an artist that he describes the holy
places and sacred cities of Palestine. This
point of view helps him to make illuminating
explanations of some difficult passages in the
Bible narrative and to bring some helpful and
unconventional suggestions to bear on problems
of modern criticism.

of fho dawn: Vagabondage: A song of drunken
weather; Chivah-y; The lover's silence; If ever
you come to die: Soiuiet.s trom an unfinished
sequence; Annimciation: Chastity; The image
of God; To the Easter dead (1918); Six
epitaphs; A fisheiman's story; Ballade of a lost
road.

"Mr Maxwell writes in a friendly, informal
manner and in a vivid style; he is equally the
artist whether his medium be prose description
or the sketch book. He attracts the reader
because his knowledge of the Bible and his
thoroughly reverential spirit do not preclude a
keen sense of the incongruous and the ludi-
crous." E: B. Reed

-f- Lit R p274 D 17 '21 500w
"An account of a most wonderful, unusual

and hazardous journey. He sees things from
the viewpoint of the artist, describes them
with a facile pen and sketches many places of
interest with a ready pencil."

+ Sprlngf d Republican plO D 9 '21

250w

MAYNARD, THEODORE. Divine adventure.
$2 (2c) Stokes [7s 6d MacDonald] 21-5172

A religious novel which shows the reactions
of two young men, friends, to the Catholic
faith and the monastic life. Michael Donovan
chose the religious life as an escape from a
greater love and proved himself unfitted for
the cloister. John Bradley chose it for its
own sake, not because of the circumstances
of his life, and found happiness. Incidentally
the book gives an attractive picture of the
strictly human side of monastic life.

"This novel's interest is not narrow, not-
withstanding that it concerns itself essentially
with Catholicism. Virility characterizes the
book; a good portion of the content records
the graphic, unconstrained talk of a group of
young men."

+ Cath World 113:692 Ag '21 360w
"Is distinguished for nothing but its lack

of humour. The plot is elementary and seems
merely an excuse to enable Mr Maynard to
air his views." J: G. Fletcher— Freeman 3:546 Ag 17 '21 360w

"It is this uncompromising sincerity which
gives the book its strength. At the same time
this uncompromising attitude endangers his ob-
ject. He can hardly hope to win sympathetic
listeners among those to whom he shows such
utter contempt as he does to all who do not
agree with him. Of the two main characters
one is poorly drawn and the other better."
H. V. C. Ogden

H Lit R p9 My 7 '21 500w
"The author has written, in 'The divine ad-

venture', a novel of decided entertainment,
while at the same time putting forth theories
that are likely to be more or less widely dis-
cussed. Altogether this is a book worth while."

-i- N Y Times p22 My 29 '21 440w
""Well-written hook."

-f- Sat R 132:90 Jl 16 '21 40w
+ Spec 126:498 Ap 16 '21 30w

"The peculiar air of simplicity and sincerity
gives the book a certain austere charm, not
much marred by the stiffness and awkwardness
of the craftsmanship in various passages."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p245 Ap
14 '21 330w

MAYNARD, THEODORE. Last knight, and
other poems ll.eo Stokes 821 21-2370

.Some of the other poems in this collection
are: The sc'mitar; The sword; The marriage

-f- Cath World 113:395 Je '21 280w
"Here and there he catches a gleam from Mr

Chesterton's rollicking blade of satire or
Francis Thompson's gorgeous panoply of song.
But, mostly, this book too is overburdened with
the watery dampness of sentimental pieties."
J: G. Fletcher

h Freeman 3:547 Ag 17 '21 llOw
"There is primal innocence in Theodore

Maynard' s poetry, and much of the 'beauty
beneath whose hand we make all that is noble
in our lives,' to quote his own fine phrase."
W: R. Benet

+ Lit R p8 Mr 26 '21 7S0w
Weekly R 4:321 Ap 6 '21 140w

Reviewed by W: R. Benet
Yale R n s 11:178 O '21 160w

MEADVILLE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL. The-
ological study today. *$1.50 (2V2C) Univ. of
Chicago 230 21-11646

These addresses delivered on occasion of the
seventy-flfth anniversary of the founding of the
Meadville theological school, June 1920, record
the changes that have taken place in the intel-
lectual, social and moral outlook of the Unitar-
ian minister since 1844. Among the addresses
delivered are: Old Testament study today, by
Henry Preserved Smith; Education in worship,
by Theodore Gerald Scares; and The modem
minister—his training' and his task, by the Pres-
ident, Franklin Chester Southworth.

MEANS, ELDRED KURTZ. Further E. K.
Means, il •$2 (2c) Putnam 21-1675

The book is a "further" collection of negro
stories by the well-known author of such. The
first, "The left hind foot," tells of the extra-
ordinary' escapades of a little white boy and
his colored pal, and of the varied fortunes of

a silver mounted rabbit's foot in a green plush
box. The other tales are: The 'fraid cat;

The consolation prize; The first high janitor;
Family ties; The ten-.share horse; A chariot
of fire.

+ Bookm 53:262 My '21 lOOw

"The stories are really funny, though oft

times, plot and situation are strained to make
them so." .„, „„„

-\ Boston Transcript p7 Ap 27 '21 270w

+ Cleveland p26 Ap '21 40w
"The author seems to be well acquainted

with the habits and ideas of his characters,

and those who have enjoyed his other books
will probably like this one."

-I-
_ N Y Times p23 F 6 '21 430w

-f Springf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21 200w

MEARES, JOHN WILLOUGHBY. Hydro-elec-
tric development. (Pitman's technical
primer ser.) il $1 Pitman 621.13 21-9386

The author of this little volume on the pos-

sible use of water-power in the United King-
dom limits his survey to the determination of

water-power possibilities, methods of utiliza-

tion, design and construction of works.
He aim.<5 throughout this work to "set down
in logical order . . . the points which require

.nttention in the disooverv. reconnaissance and
final design of a hydro-electric scheme." (Pre-

face) He proves that where water-power la

available and can be developed cheaply, no
other .source of power, heat and light can com-
pete with it. There are illustrations and an
index. The author is electrical adviser to the
government of India.

N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:9 Ja '21 20w
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MENCKEN, HENRY LOUIS. Prejudices; sec-
ond series. *$2.50 (-Ic) Knopf 814 20-20969

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:244 Ap '21

Reviewed by F. S. Fitzgerald
Bookm 53:79 Mr '21 1050w

"It is an intellectual adventure to read 'Preju-
dices,' and one that cannot be equalled in thrills
anywhere else in American letters." J. W. G.

-\ Grinnell R 16:404 Ap '21 450w
"Mr Mencken has no remedy for the state of

affairs he so insistently laments. Whatever is

is wrong-—except, perhaps, Joseph Conrad and
Theodore Dreiser. All is for the worst in the
worst of all possible Americas. And it always
will be. Nevertheless this second series of
'Prejudices' contains some rather tremendou.s
pieces of writing." S. K. Ratcliffe

H New Repub 26:191 Ap 13 '21 1300w
"Mr Mencken must be read, because of his

courage, his gusto, and his obvious good faith.

He takes no pleasure in the state of things
which he feels it is his duty to analyse, but
exposes It in the hope of remedying it."

+ Sat R 132:535 N 5 '21 720w
"We must refuse to take him seriously as

an aesthetic critic; but still we can be amused
by him and, what is more, interested in his
book as a symptom of rebellion."

-I
The Times LLondon] Lit Sup p659 O

13 '21 llOOw

MENZIES, LUCY. Saint Columba of lona; a
study of his life, his times, and his inllu-

ence. *$2.50 Button B or 92 21-26417

"This book, by a devoted admirer, attempts
to set forth in connected form the facts and
legends given in the early lives of Saint
Columba, together with the material found
through the researches of modern scholars."

—

Outlook

+ Booklist 17:301 My '21

"Especially grateful to the student and lover
of history is the clarity of the background
against which stands the stalwart figure of the
good Columba."

-f- Boston Transcript plO F 26 '21 480w
"From a Catholic standpoint Miss Menzies'

work is untrustworthy, incorrect and deficient."— Cath World 113:539 Jl '21 260w
Reviewed by Llewelyn Powys

-f- Freeman 3:69 Mr 30 '21 llOOw
"Miss Menzies's book is an unassuming but

essentially scholarly study of the historic
figure."

+ N Y Times pll Ap 10 '21 1300w

-I- Outlook 127:308 F 23 "21 60w

MEREJKOWSKI, DMITRI SERGIEEVICH.
Menace of the mob; tr. from the Russian
by Bernard Guilbert Guerney. $1.50 Brown,
N: L. 335 21-5781

"The three essays in this volume, 'The menace
of the mob,' 'The blossoms of bourgeoisie,' and
'When Christ shall rise again,' are all loosely
connected by their common preoccupation with
the contrast between revolutionary Russia and
bourgeois Europe. The 'mob' whose menacing
approach to power is predicted is not the prole-
tariat, but the bourgeoisie, for these essays were
obviously written at a time when Bolshevism
was unheard of and the old sentimental idea of
revolution was cherished in Europe. Merejkov-
ski's creed is a mystic doctrine of Christian
revolution, of which the Russian intelligentsia
are to be the priests."—ll.it R

MERRIAM, CHARLES EDWARD. American
political ideas. '*$2.75 Macmillan 320 20-18416

"Prof. Charles Edward Merriain's 'Ameiican
political ideas' is a study of the development
of American political thought from 1865 to 1917.
Prof. Merriam aims at an interpretation of
American political development by a study of
those ideas which have entered into our politics
or into wide- spread discussion. The book gives
a general impression of the development of laws
and instiliilion.s."—tipiungf'd Republican

Lit R p4 Ap 2 '21 430w
"One of the profoundest pleas for a real Chris-

tianity ever put forth. The author penetrates
beneath shams and pretences. He sees clearly
the tendencies of beliefs and his hook is thus
elevated to the realm of true prophecy."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 180w

"As the book advances, the mode of treat-
nient becomes less and less one of broad in-
terpretation and generalization, and more and
more a series of very brief comments upon
hundreds of separate books, pamphlets, and
magazine articles."

-i Am Hist R 26:551 Ap '21 520w
"Is unsystematic and often burdened with

repetition. For all who are interested in that
history it is indispensable." C: A. Ellwood

-I Am J Soc 27:247 S '21 350w
"His work is an indispensable guide to any-

one undertakmg a systematic consideration
of political developments in the United States."
H. J. Ford

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:119 F '21 360w
+ Ann Am Acad 95:307 My '21 150w

Booklist 17:331 Jl '21

"It is a book well calculated, in its plan,
to serve as an aid in national self-knowledge."
T. M. Ave-Lallemant

+ Freeman 3:188 My 4 *21 1200w
"The book is an admirable supplement to

the earlier work." V. L. Parrington
+ Nation 112:342 Mr 2 '21 700w

Reviewed by C: A. Beard
-I- New Repub 25:235 Ja 19 '21 880w

"The book is an able contribution to political
history, and the bibliography contained in the
foot notes is about as complete as one might
wish. It is serviceable and informative."
James Oneal

+ N Y Call p5 Ja 9 '21 620w
"Frequently stimulating and always sound

and well reasoned."
+ R of Rs 63:334 Mr '21 120\v

"One may now and then see reason for
disagreeing with Prof. Merriam's interpretat-
tions, his arrangement or his emphasis. But,
as a whole, the book is instructive and valu-
able either for reading or for reference."
+ — Springf'd Republican p5a Ja 23 '21

1200W

MERRICK, LEONARD. Chair on the boule-
vard; with an introd. by A. Neil Lyons.
$1.90 (21/20 Button 21-7797

Light-hearted and humorous tales of the
Montmartre quarter of Paris, recording fur-
ther adventures of the two friends Tricotrin
and Pitou of "While Paris laughed." Con-
tents: The tragedy of a comic song; Tricotrin
entertains; The fatal Florozonde; The oppor-
tunity of Petitpas; The Caf6 of the broken
heart; The dress clothes of Monsieur Pom-
ponnet; The suicides in the Rue Sombre; The
conspiracy for Claudine; The doll in the pink
silk dress; The last effect; An invitation to

dinner; The judgment of Paris; The fairy

poodle; Little-flower-of-the-wood; A miracle
in Montmartre; The danger of being a twin;
Hercules and Aphrodite; "Pardon, you are
Mademoiselle Girard!" How Tricotrm saw
London; The infidelity of Monsieur Noulens.

Booklist 17:305 My '21

"Stories in which are mingled with fantasti-

cally humorous skill the comedy and the ro-

mance of Paris bohemian life, with now and
then a note of the sombre that does not last,

and that frequently changes into humor with
the final words of the tale. Mr Merrick is

unquestionably both in imagmation and techni-

cal .'^Uill a supreme artist at the writing of a

story of any length." E. F. Edgett
+ Boston Transcript p6 Ap 23 '21 1050w

"Gaylv .•satirical little .stories."

-f" Cleveland p42 Je '21 30w
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"No one who is in search of entertainment
need look lurlher than this vohiiiio." Allan
Nevins

+ Lit R pO Jl 2 '21 5()0w

"Gay and witty, mirthful and sparklintc,
vivacious, yet touched at times with a smiling-
ly wistful irony which enhances their gayety
by its tenderness, there is scarcely a tale m the
volume which does not deserve to rank as a
little masterpiece." L. M. Field

+ N Y Times pl8 Ap 24 '21 1050w
"These amusing tales of art and journalism

and tales of would-be poets and journalists in
modern Paris are as gay in their way as Mur-
ger's 'L.<.i vie de Boheme.' " R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 128:260 Je 8 '21 400w
"The caie-free life of Montmartre, the happy-

go-lucky Bohemianism of the poet and musician
are told in Merrick's best vein."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Je 7 '21 lOOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N "21 20w

MERWIN, SAMUEL. In red and gold, il •$2
(2c) Bobbs 21-4502

Griggsby Doane, ex-missionary, who figured
in "Hills of Han" again appears as one of the
many characters of this story. He is now first

mate on a river boat on the Yangtze river. The
time is 1911, at the beginning of the revolution.
Passengers on the boat include a Manchu prince
and his American-educated daughter, an Amer-
ican millionaire and his son, who falls in love
with Hui Fei, the little princess, a couple of
gamblers and an adventuress. Agents of the
revolution are also on board, who start an up-
rising. Under cover of this excitement, the
gamblers take the opportunity to break away
and steal the jewels of the prince. All these
details of plot are woven around the love story
of Hui Fei, where the contrast between East
and West is brought out.

"A pleasant romance. The author's sympathy
for Chinese culture makes a strong appeal."

+ Booklist 17:305 My '21

"To say that it is skillfully and competently
written would be to say only what readers of
Samuel Merwin have come to expect as a matter
of course. A good story for all who like ro-
mance and adventure undiluted."

-I- Bookm 53:460 Jl '21 170w
"The appeal of Mr Merwin's story, as a story,

is strong. The appeal of its spirit is even
stronger." F. B.

-f- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 16 '21 440w
Lit R p8 Ap 9 '21 400w

"Mr Merwin has the power of making his
characters live, but he pushes them a little

too quickly into the maelstrom of events, usually
before the breath of life is in them truly. In-
cidentally, he has cluttered his story with a
minor plot which completely passes belief."

-\ Lit R pll Je 11 '21 260w
"The captious reader may be prejudiced

against several of the people just because the
author likes them so much and cannot mention
them without at least one of several adjectives
whose constant iteration grows tiresome. Mr
Merwin needs to keep a closer watch upon him-
self, lest his art, which has been developing
with so much excellence, suffer deterioration.

'

H NY Times p22 Mr 27 '21 1200w
"Samuel Merwin has the trick of luring the

reader of analytical fiction into bieathless ad-
venture and at the same time pulling the lovers
of adventure into a keen interest in motives and
mental conflicts." E. P. Wychoff

-f Pub W 99:571 F 19 '21 330w
"The narrative itself, with its well-executed

Incidents and atmosphere of adventure will
appeal to a wide audience."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a My 29 '21 550w
"He is certainly a thoughtful writer, in the

intervals of being moderately sensational, but
his thoughtfulness is a trifle ponderous."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p547 Ag
25 '21 420w

METCHNIKOFF, MME. OLGA. Life of Elie
Metchnikoff, 1845-1916. il $5 Houghton [213
("onslal.le] B or 02 (Eng ed 21-27472)

Sir Ray Lankester, writing a preface to the
book, says: "Madame Metchnikoff has drawn
the picture of the development of a single-
minded character absolutely and tenaciously
devoted to a high purpose—the improvement
of human life. It is a story of struggles and
adventures, but they are wholly in the field of
the investigation of nature." Without being
a critical discussion, the growth and develop-
ment of Metchnikoff's views and original dis-
coveries concerning intracellular digestion, the
doctrine of phagocytosis, etc., are correctly
given. There is a bibliographical appendix.

Booklist 18:118 Ja '22

"It is a human document in the literal sense
of the word—at once a reliable summing up of
the bacteriologist's work by one originally his
student, and a delineation of his personality as
intimates knew it, the whole a tribute of af-
fection, yet none the less penned to show the
man 'as he was.' " Edmund Noble

+ Boston Transcript pG N 16 '21 1400w
"Will be read with profound interest both

because it traces with full knowledge, though
without repul.sive technicality, the conception,
giowth, and gradual acceptance of important
scientific ideas, and Ijecause it pictures with
delicacy and with perfect frankness a unique
and lovable personality."

-I- No Am 215:139 Ja '22 550w
"The author's rare sympathy with the sub-

ject of her book, her wide scientific knowledge,
and her fine literary ability have combined to
produce an unusual biography."

+ Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 60w
R of Rs 64:668 D '21 70w

"An able and sympathetic work .which the
zoologist no less than the bacteriologist will
find indispensable. And though Mme Metch-
nikoff is herself a scientist and was at one
time a student in the classes- of her future hus-
band, because she is in general primarily an
artist, as she herself declares, the aveiage
reader will find the book interesting for its
colour, incident and humanity."

+ Sat R 132:435 O 8 '21 1300w
"Few biographies of great men written by

their wives offer such evidences of careful
judgment and balance in the selection and
airangement of material. Due stress is placed
upon the personal character and deficiencies of
the man, as well as upon the fruits of his
accomplishments." I. S. Wile

-f- Survey 47:403 D 10 '21 400w

MEW, CHARLOTTE. Saturday market. J2.
Macmillan 821

"The poems in 'Saturday market' are naira-
tives in which the moods of men, women and
children are dramatized in a strongly subjective
way that makes them lyrical. It is as if the poet
put on other lives as we put on garments. Or
perhaps it would be truer to say that she lets

other lives wear, for the nonce, the raiment of
her words."—N Y Times

"Always she is grave and reposeful. Prac-
tically never does she allow a lilting beat or a
swift infusion of color to disturb the pounding
beat of her rather ugly lines. This is the
grey poetry of a refiective mind tempered
by strong passion." J. F.

_| Bookm 54:66 S '21 190w
"The very tight intellectual web of these

poems takes nothing from the beautiful and im-
pressive imagery with which they are packed.
This expanded edition of 'The farmer's bride,
and other poems,' originally published in 1916,
is precious with the freight of a promise that is

going to make the arrival of genius." W: S.

Braithwaite
-f- Boston Transcript p4 My 18 '21 1550w

"Hers is also a sharp, lyrical power. Not
without humor, the cumulative effect of these
verses is a high seriousness, an intensified

projection of character. Never attempting to
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MEW, CHARLOTTE.—Continued
play tricks in verbal dexterity or image-making
cleverness, many of her figures are as bold
as they are brilliant." L: Untermeyer

4- Lit R p2 Jl 23 '21 llOOwr

"No more condensed writing, probably, has
ever been done, but there has been more power-
ful."

H Nation 113:104 Jl 27 '21 150w
"Often one feels that one has come to a

good poem, then it wavers, becomes argu-
mentative, or conversational with some un-
defined 'you,' and loses itself finally in the
morasses of the confessional."

h New Statesman 16:759 Ap 2 '21 200w
" 'Saturday market' is for lovers of the best

contemporary poetry. It asks something of
readers—that they meet understanding with un-
derstanding, subtlety with subtlety. It is real
as life is real. It has leaping lights in it to illu-
mine the minds of the thoughtful. Of English
poets recently introduced to us Charlotte Mew
and Wilfred Owen are the most interesting by
far." Marguerite Wilkinson

-f N Y Times plO Je 19 '21 llOOw
"Her work shows a wonderful degree of

craftsmanship; there is not a word out of
place or weak. She very rarely either uses
an inversion or allows her rhyme to steer the
course of her ship."

+ Spec 126:403 Mr 26 '21 370w

MICHELIN Illustrated guides to the battle-
fields. 11 Michelin & co., Milltown, N.J.
914.4

A series of standard guides containing des-
criptions of war activities, war maps, a tourists'
guide with pictures of details of art, ruins and
other points of interest. The list includes:
The Americans in the Great war: 20-8196
V 1 The second battle of the Marne (Chateau

-

Thierry, Soissons, Fismes). $1
V 2 The battle of St Mihiel (St Mihiel, Pont-

a,-Moussons, Metz). $1
V 3 The Meuse-Argonne battlefields (Mont-

faucon. Romagne, Sainte-Menehould). $1
Battlefields of the world war:
V 1 The first battle of the Marne, including

the operations on the Ourcq, in the marshes of
St Gond and in the Revigny Pass. $1.50 19-17209
Amiens before and during the war. pa 50c

19-17593
Lille before and during the war. pa 50c

19-17213
Rheims and the battles for its possession. $1

20-11003
Soissons before and during the war. pa 50c

19-17211
The battle of Verdun (1914-1918). $1 20-7940
Ypres and the battles of Ypres. $1 20-9044

Booklist 17:299 My '21

MILLAY, EDNA ST VINCENT. Lamp and
the bell; a drama in five acts, pa $1.25
Shay 812

"This play in blank verse, with included
lyrics, was written for the fiftieth anniversary
of the founding of the Vassar College Alumnse
Association, and differs from most memorial
performances in having solid literary and dra-
matic merit. Appropriately, the theme is
woman's friendship. The scene is in Shake-
speare's Renaissance, and the mood and man-
ner of the play is of Shakespeare's last period
of tragic romance."—Lit R

Dial 71:373 S '21 30w
"She has written a Shakespearean play that

Is fresh and vigorous, with a humor that is her
own and lines that are memorable in her own
fashion. The characters also emerge and live
as characters seldom do in Shakespearean re-
vivals. . . 'The lamp and the bell' is an
achievement."

+ Lit R p3 Jl 16 '21 320w
"Elizabethan to the bottom yet not in the

least derivative; it bubbles pure poetry."
Mark Van Doren

+ Nation 113:482 O 26 '21 60w

'If one will read the account of this per-
formance in The Theatre Magazine, and then
read the play with constant visualization, one
will find material for wonder." W: L. Phelps

-}- N Y Times plO O 16 '21 210w

MILLAY, EDNA ST VINCENT. Second AprU.
$2 Kennerley 811 21-26734

This slender volume of verse by one of the
younger American poets includes several long
poems and a group of elegies and sonnets.
They have a charm which is the greater for
its elusiveness and, in their rapture over the
lovely things of nature, a certain Pan-like
quality.

Booklist 18:12 O '21

"She uses the simplest language, yet the
cadences are so odd and she employs so curious
a mysticism and so daring and impudent a
philosophy, that she practically always suc-
ceeds in being original." J. F.

+ Bookm 54:66 S '21 200w
Dial 71:373 S '21 30w

"Miss Millay is a poet with good gifts—

a

gift of inusic, a gift of proportion in verse,
a gift of witty expression. . . But she does
need to be reminded of the stern intellectual
discipline that the writers who matter have
given themselves—the discipline that permits
the poet to have ice on the brain and fire in
the heart." Padraic Colum

-\ Freeman 4:189 N 2 '21 1150w
"What strikes one finally and cheeringly in

Miss Millay" s verses is the sway of art. That
sway is vigilant, omnipresent, masterful." O.
W. Firkins

+ Ind 107:194 N 19 '21 950w
"Genius is a strong word, and one too often

used, but I do not use it idly, or, I think, in-
accurately in connection with Edna St Vincent
Millay. It is, at present, genius in the bud. It
may never come to full flower. But it has
every evidence of growing life." "Theodore
Maynard

+ Lit R p3 Jl 16 '21 800w
Reviewed by Mark Van Doren

Nation 113:482 O 26 '21 60w
"She has the poet's sight and the poet's hear-

ing. She sees visions in nature beyond our
range, and hears sounds to us inaudible. These
extra powers give to many of her verses a
delicate charm." W: L. Phelps

+ N Y Times plO O 16 '21 1200w
"In her lyrical expression of simple yet

strong emotions, of enjoyments, longings, and
griefs, there is evidence enough that here
emerges a writer to be reckoned with."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p567 S
1 '21 340w
Wis Lib Bui 17:155 O '21 30w

MILLER, ALICE (DUER) (MRS HENRY WISE
MILLER). Manslaughter, il $2 (3c) Dodd

21-18801

When Lydia Thorne, imperious young beauty
and heiress but an undoubted bully, meets
Daniel O'Bannon, the rising young district at-
torney, she recognizes that she has encountered
a will equal to her own. There is Interest on
both sides, and on her part, resentment as
well. Later when she is indicted for man-
slaughter, as the result of reckless overspeed-
ing of her car, O'Bannon is prosecuting at-
torney and wins his case, on the evidence.
Lydia goes to prison and profits by her ex-
perience, but her resentment for O'Bannon has
become hate. Hate, however, was close to
love, and in the final conflict of wills with
which the book closes, O'Bannon is aga;ln
the victor and Lydia in his arms, apparently
content.

Booklist 18:85 D '21

"Alice Duer Miller has the gift of writing
lightly p.nd keenly of light and keen people.
Her Lydia is as captivating as she is hateful.
She would have been even more fascinating
had she remained a villainess instead of be-
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coming a heroine. However, as a study of
American types and as entertaining reading,
there are few better stories this fall." J. P.

+ Bookm 54:378 D '21 120w
"If there is a good deal of the melodramatic

in her handling of both incident and personality,
there is also indubitable cleverness in it. The
novel is an able, if not a distinguished, one."

H Lit R p208 N 26 '21 360w
"All the characters in the novel are true.

Dan O'Bannon, the man, is tremendously
likable, and has all the gestures of fact. One
reads 'Manslaughter' at a sitting." Frederick
O'Brien

+ N Y Times pl8 D 25 '21 390w
"There are few recent American stories which

combine as well as this does the interest of
tense situation, sound character depiction, and
straightforward, direct writing."

+ Outlook 129:618 D 14 '21 150w
Wis Lib Bui 17:211 D '21 30w

MILLER, DAVID HUNTER. International re-
lations of labor; lectures delivered before
the Summer school of theology of Harvard
university, June, 1920. •$1.50 (lie) Knopf
331 21-4326

The real history of the labor question, as a
matter of international concern, is a short one.
Without ignoring or underestimating previous
efforts, the real starting point is the Labor
congress held in Berlin in 1890. The author re-
views the history of the movement up to the
declaration of labor principles contained in the
Treaty of Versailles, which he calls a sort
of international labor Magna Charta and re-
prints in full, pointing out that the present
status of international labor relations is bound
up with the labor clauses of the treaty, that,
while international labor legislation was a slow
process before the war we now have our an-
nual labor conferences and that the war and
the peace have brought about a more revolu-
tionary cliange in those relations than all the
previous history of the world taken together.

-I- Booklist 17:237 Ap '21

"Cannot be improved upon for presenting
all sides of the ciuestion in a manner that is

at once concise and complete."
-f- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 6 '21 270w

"It is the sanest and best and most up-to-
date resum§ of the subject."

+ Ind 105:171 F 12 '21 60w
Reviewed by Ordway Tead

-I- New Repub 27:30 Je 1 '21 140w
-I- R of Rs 63:335 Mr '21 60w

"His historical outline Is brief; but the very
absence of detail and of the exaggerated
emphasis often placed upon exceedingly slight
precedents, makes it all the more a reliable
background for his admirable exposition of the
labor clauses of the peace treaty." B. L.

H Survey 46:217 My 14 '21 SOOw

MILLER, LEO EDWARD. In the tiger's lair,

il $2 (3c) Scribner 21-16799

"An exciting tale of the further adventures
of the two boys who found the Incan treasure
in Mr Miller's story, 'The hidden people.' It
tells how they got into and out of the 'Tiger's
lair,' how narrowly they escaped torture and
death, how they encountered the supposedly
extinct saber-toothed tiger, and much else that
is thrilling."—Outlook

Lit D p52 N 5 '21 60w
"Apart from its stilted and formal language,

he has written a rattling good yarn for both
the mechanically Inclined and adventure-loving
boy."

H Lit R pl27 O 29 '21 150w
"The sort of tale that a boy will eat up."

-f N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 70w
"A story sure to please boy readers."

4- Outlook 129:400 N 9 '21 70w
"The young heroes of the tale have, of

course, remarkable adventures, but they are
told with an air of probability, which is

strengthened by Paul Bransom's full-page il-

lustrations."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 N 15 '21 60w

MILLER, WARREN HASTINGS. Boy explorers
in darkest New Guinea. (Boy explorers ser.)
il $1.60 (3c) Harper 21-17545

"The two lads, who are the heroes of this
story, accompanying Curator Baldwin of the
National Museum, have more adventures to the
square inch and collect more specimens of an
unusual character than were known to any
previous expedition devoted to scientific re-
search. Not only that, but they have exciting
moments with hostile natives—the black pigmy
being the inost treacherous enemy."—Lit D

Lit D p46 N 5 '21 70w
"The book is adventurous enough to suit the

most exacting, and at the same time gives an
admirable account of native and wild life in this
little known land."

+ Lit R pl91 N 19 '21 80w

MILLER, WARREN HASTINGS. Sea fighters,
il •$2 (4c) Macmillan 20-21291

In the first of these yarns, "Pease of the
navy," the two youngest members of a navy
family, the Peases, are described. Rodman
was as good a fighter as any of his long line
of navy ancestors and advanced rapidly with
the coming of the war. Willis, however, was
a "molly." His nervous diffidence killed all

initiative in him and he stuck to the engine
room of a supply ship. But the time came
when only the utmost engineering heroism
could save the ship and Willis did the act.
The other yarns are: Brother to Icarus; The
salute; His bit; S. C—1030; The defense; The
hands of the captain; Live bait; The plain path
of duty.

"The best traditions of the navy are em-
bodied in 'Sea fighters.'

"

+ Boston Transcript p4 F 23 '21 lOOw
"Not over-literary in manner, but lively and

rapid enough to furnish diverting reading for
a boy who likes such things."

-t- Ind 104:380 D 11 '20 30w

MILLS, ENDS ABIJAH. Waiting in the wilder-
ness, il •$2.50 (41/^0) Doubleday 917.8

21-2306

The title "Waiting in the wilderness" is here
to be taken literally. It means standing like a
stump at the edge of a woods—where wild
things hold their rendezvous—sitting all day
"just a big bump on a log" or lying on a rock
like a boulder. Moving slowly, sitting still, go-
ing frequently to the same place and waiting
long, are some of the secrets of the author's
knowledge of nature lore, besides tracking
bears, hunting fossils, camping in beaver col-
onies and watching storms on the heights. The
book is well illustrated and among the con-
tents are: Coasting off the roof of the world;
Hunting animals of past ages; Traveling with
a beaver; Camping on the plains; The lion

niavs soft pedal; Following a concealed trail:

Tramp days of grizzly cubs; An open season
on nature stories.

+ Booklist 17:186 F '21

"His enthusiasm, sincere interest, and solid

qualities make his words natural and to the
point." _ .

-1- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 30 '21 390w

"The mo.=t closely kept secrets of nature
and nature's children are as an open page to

Mr Mills."
+ N Y Times pl7 Ja 30 '21 2200w

R of Rs 63:556 My '21 40w

-f- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Je 21 '21 270w

Wis Lib Bui 17:73 Ap '21 60w

MILN. LOUISE (JORDAN) (MRS GEORGE
CRICHTON MILN). Feast of lanterns. ^$2

(21/2C) Stokes 21-3286

This Chinese story sings the praises of

Chinese character, of the Chinaman's love
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of beauty, nature and justice, of the high
esteem in which he holds his womankind and
of the great achievements of Chinese women.
It is also rich in its descriptions of Chinese
home-life and customs and gives a vivid pic-
ture of the chief holiday, the Feast of lanterns.
The tragic havoc wrought by the coming of
the European and by foreign interference with
an ancient civilization of great merit is also
one of the themes and leads the author to
exclaim against the "little gods of Europe"
who come busy-bodying in Asia: "If but some
power would give you the gift to see yourselves
as Asia sees you!" Incidentally it is also the
dramatic story of a Chinese girl, C'h'eng T'ien
Tzii, who was sent to England at the age of
ten, to be educated; spent lonely years on
alien soil only to return to her own country
in her young womanhood, with a great sorrow
in her heart, and to be henceforth as lonely
there. But she has come into a sacred trust:
to keep the old China alive in her ancestral
home and on her own domain—and she accepts
it with true Chinese strength of character

Many will read for the enjoyment of the
word pictures which capture the splendor and
color of the orient."

-f Booklist 17:305 My '21

"Strangely fascinating, weirdly beautiful are
many situations in this very unusual tale,
which attracts by its beauties, as well as by its
strangeness of contrasts."

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 2 '21 380w
"An interesting and colorful picture of

Chinese family life and national ideals."
+ Cleveland p34 My '21 40w

"Mrs Miln handles her story expertly, but
the luxuriant sentiment is a little cloying."

-] Lit R plO Mr 19 '21 llOw
"That the author knows the country and

the very soul of its people is proclaimed in
every page of his absorbingly interesting, vivid
novel. It is the really wonderful pictures of
aristocratic Chinese life, reveling in the
gorgeous coloring of the Orient, that make this
a remarkable work."

+ N Y Times p24 My 1 '21 560w
"The scene in China is much more interest-

ing than when the characters are translated
to England."

-i, Spec 125:503 O 16 '20 70w
"The first part of her story describing the

life and family of a Chinese grande dame Is
instructive but not specially entertaining. For
the averas^e novel reader the book improves
vastly when her lovable and high-bred little
descendant T'ien Tzii comes to England."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p585 S
9 '20 160w

MILNE, ALAN ALEXANDER. If I may. $2.50
(5c) Button 824 21-19486

A collection of some forty brief and humorous
essays in the manner of "Not that it matters"
(Book Review Digest, 1920), reprinted from
periodicals. Under the light manner and the
keen humor, is good sense and clear think-
ing, as for instance, in "The record lie," "Pub-
lic opinion" apd "The honour of your coun-
try."

"His method is perfect; the art is equal to
the attitude. He seems to promise an airy
nothing, and yet, after a couple of minutes'
small talk, he leaves us with a bewildered sense
of gratitude for wisdom imparted."

-f Ath p887 D 31 '20 660w
Booklist 18:111 ,Ta '22

Ueviowed by I. W. Lawrence
Boston Transcript pfi .la 4 '22 1500w

"It is all quite charming, but it- is not an
adventure. It \p. (he placid blowing up of a
bubble that is too modest and well-bred to ex-
plode in company."

H NY Times pi 6 .Ta S '22 SSOw
"There is no question that Mr Milne is a

most enchanting essayist. 'If I may" is an
ideal bedside book, providing just the kind

ot rather optimistic subjects of meditation that
one desires at bedtime, trains of thought that
grow rosy an they grow dim."

-1- Spec 125:861 D 24 '20 520w
"Call it imagination or fancy, he has the

quality of mind which lights up dull and
ordinary things; a flow of ideas, sometimes
clearly associated, sometimes very quaintly
fetched in, which illuminate the plain things
of daily life. His work is 'slight,' 'thin,' and
all that; but it is good work. You feel his
grip on it."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p681 O
21 '20 510w

MILNES, NORA. Child welfare from the social
point of view. *$2.25 Button 362.7

(Eng ed L21-11)
"Miss Milnes, who is the Director of the

Edinburgh School of Social Study, discusses
very fully the economic position of the father
and of the mother; the development of the
infant welfare movement, the educational sys-
tem and employment, housing, etc."—'The
Times [London] Lit Sup

-f- Lit R pl6 F 19 '21 300w
"In her desire for compression Miss Milnea

perhaps ignores the human element too much.
However, her hook recognizes the necessity of
considering the whole economic position of the
family, which makes it valuable."
+ — Spec 126:435 Ap 2 '21 80w
+ Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

240w
"She is a little inclined to be long-winded, but

she states and discusses the conditions of the
problem with care and knowledge."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p723 N
4 '20 60w

MINNIGERODE, MEADE. Big year. •$2 (4c)
Putnam 21-4503

This is a college story, or rather a collection
of college incidents centering about Curly
Corliss, Angel Benson, Dandy Baxter, Sparrow
Scott, and the rest of their clan. They are great
heroes in the eyes of Jimmy, a little newsboy
who admires indiscriminately everything they
do. The wilder their pranks, the more heroic
they become to him, and to Champ, Angel's bull
terrier and general mascot. Although Tale Is
not specifically named, it is very evidently the
college referred to, and the book is dedicated
"To the class of nineteen ten."

"There is an elusive quality about college life

that few writers have caught. Mr Minnlgerode
is successful enough to be entitled to a respect-
able minor place among these select few. The
book will be welcome to all Tale men, and may
even shed some slight illumination upon the
non-academic reader."

-I Lit R p9 Ap 16 '21 410w
"The book is agreeably written in an easy

and lively style. Though it is a series of
sketches rather than a novel, it develops two
love stories."

4- N Y Times pl9 Ap 24 '21 650w
"Has an abundance of action and a super-

abundance of slang."
+ Outlook 127:688 Ap 27 '21 lOOw

"Everybody who likes a story of college days
and live students will welcome 'The big year.'

"

-I- Springf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 230w
Springf'd Republican p8 N 15 '21 70w

MIRRORS of Downing street: by a gentleman
with a duster, il *$2.50 (TVzC) Putnam 920

21-3793

The author of these critical and biographical
sketches of English public men calls himself
"A gentleman with a duster." "There Is too
much dust on the mirrors of Downing street
for our public men to see themselves as others
.see them. Some of that dust is from the war;
.'^ome of it is the old-fashioned political dust
intended for the eyes of the public; but I

think that the worst of all hindrances to true
vision is' breathed on the mirrors by those
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self-regarding public men in whom principle

is criunbling and moral earnestness Is begm-
ning to moulder." (Introd.j The personalities
chosen :.ue: Mr Lloyd George; Lord Carnock;
Lord l'"isher; Mr Asciuith; Lord NorthclUt'e; Mr
Arthur Baltour; Lord Kitchener; Lord Robert
Cecil- Mr Winston Churchill; Lord Haldane;
Lord' Rhondda; Lord Inverforth; Lord Lever-
hulme. A portrait accompanies each sketch and
theie IS a general conclusion.

"Is obviously the work of a skilled crafts-
man. Right or wrong in his estimates, the
anonymous author has given us a book that is

certainly wortli reading. If no criticism is so
good for public men as criticism of character,
he may also claim to be a public benefac-
tor."

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:450 Ag '21 230w

"Thirteen political portraits, drawn with sin-
cerity and ability, and with a disarming moral
fervour. The fault of the book (or our fault;

is that it is condescending, and consequently
defeats its own ends." B. M. F.

-i
Ath p58U O 29 '20 GUOw

+ Booklist 17:249 Ap '21

"For succinctness, a stripping-to-the-bone
effect, a nalved, stark style, the book has
few equals. A memorable piece of work; a
daring expose of men who are worth exposing."
C: H. Towne

+ Bookm 54:169 O '21 700w
Boston Transcript p8 Mr 19 '21 950w
Brooklyn 13:126 Ap '21 30w
Dial 71:485 O '21 40w

"He is obviously free from personal and
political rancour and does not write to please
any particular section of the public. The re-
sult is that he gives us that uncommon thing,

a piece of journalism that comes very near to

literature." C: R. Hargrove
+ Freeman 3:116 Ap 13 '21 lOOw

Ind 106:82 Ag 20 '21 320w
"The •Gentleman with a du.ster' shakes our

faith a little by the casualness with which
he makes very high claims. Anonymity may,
of course, be a method of self-effacement; on
the other hand, without adequate showing to
the contrary, it may also be a means of hit-

ting without being hit back. It is no new thing
for a writer without sympathy and with only
'pure purpose' to fail—in liis preoccupation
with little truths—in the only truth that mat-
ters. A duster is hardly a man's weapon."
Muriel Harris— Lit R p9 Ja 15 '21 820w

"Since Lytton Strachey shocked and amused
us by his 'Eminent Victorians,' no book writ-
ten by an Englishman has been so audacious,
so reckless, so clever and so full of prejudices,
apparently based on principles." M. F. Egan

H NY Times pi Mr 6 '21 2700w
Outlook 129:305 O 26 '21 380w
R of Rs 63:448 Ap '21 90w

"The 'Mirrors of Downing street,' bitter as
is some of its satire, is undoubtedly inspired
by a passion for all that is noble and lofty in
statesmanship as well as in individual charac-
ter."

+ R of Rs 64:667 D '21 230w
"The writing is good, contains a wealth of

metaphor and aphorism, and displays wide
reading. But we beg leave to doubt very much
whethei' any good can come of his intentions.
As the author points out somewhere in his
book, zeal should be accompanied by deeds,
not words—and, we might add, leadership, not
anonymity."

r Sat R 1130:462 D 4 '20 520w
'The study of Mr Lloyd George is the most

vivid and the best in the book. Taken as a
whole, the book is sane, healthy, and of good
report."

+ Spec 125:640 N 13 '20 9S0w
"They art; fresh, acute, intimate, and with-

out political bias."
4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p687 O
21 '20 440w

"While his personal bias is obvious, his style

is very brilliant, and there is no doubt that

his criticism is searching and freQuently justi-

fied, in spite of a tendency to exaggeration.
Jerome Landheld

^ Weekly R 4:370 Ap 20 '21 1650w

Wis Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 40w

MIRRORS of Washington, ii $2.50 (5c) (ISs-)

Putnam 923.2 21-26664

A "gentleman with a duster" essays in thla

book to dust the "Mirrors of Washington.
Has characterizations of fourteen American
statesmen and public men of today are keen,
satirical, sometimes ill-natured. Though some
characters are treated with more indulgence
than others, the sketches are so invariably

critical that part of them will arouse opposi-

tion in every reader, according to his point

of view. The effect of the judgments, there-

fore, is to cancel each other. The Americana
mirrored are Warren G. Harding; Woodrow Wil-
son; George Harvey; Charles E. Hughes; Ed-
ward M. House; Herbert Hoover; Henry Cabot
Lodge; Bernard N. Baruch; Elihu Root; Hiram
Johnson; Philander C. Knox; Robert Lansing;
B9ies Penrose; William E. Borah. Illustrated

with portraits.

"Altogether it is an exceedingly clever piece

of work evidently written by an experienced
journalist, and does present some degree of

,,iingent truth in regard to the figures with
which it deals, although it can hardly be said

to be as well balanced and as true to life as

'The mirrors of Downing street' of which it is

an obvious imitation."
^ _ Am Pol Sci R 15:622 N '21 130w

Booklist 18:15 O '21

"An interesting, spicy, and provocative at-

tempt to analyze frankly American politics. It

is not so good as the Downing Street variety.

We are not so skilled through the ages at

poking sophisticated fun at ourselves. There
is some adroit writing, though." J. F.

H Bookm 54:157 O '21 260w

"He is not so much a gentleman with a

duster as a person with a mop. In such a

book praise takes on an added value and Ber-

nard Baruch should be much heartened by the

fact that he is practically the only person in

Washington for whom the author has unquali-

fied words of approbation." Heywood Broun
-{ Bookm 54:397 D '21 70w

"Whatever the identity, there is certainly no
doubt about the frankness, nor is the familiar-

ity of the writer with men and affairs con-

cerning which he writes an escapable fact.

This book is not good-natured, and for that

reason is readable in a world that loves acid.

-I
Boston Transcript p4 Jl 27 '21 3000w

Freeman 4:143 O 19 '21 1350w

"There is brilliant work in the book, and,

perhaps not oddly, the author's powers mani-
fest themselves inversely in proportion to the

public size of his subject. . . It is in his chap-
ters on the President and the ex-President
that the American imitator of the British

Gentleman with the Duster has succeeded m
imitating only certain superficial tricks of style

without catching anything of the incisiveness,

the malice, the moral fervor, even if at times
simulated, of his anonymous British model.

By page 82, he has forgotten the gentleman in

Downing Street and has thrown himself upon
the resources of his own style. . . 'Anonymous
has made Pennsylvania Avenue vivid." Simeon

^'T-^'LIt R P2 Jl 30 '21 780W
"Shoddiness is to be expected in imitations,

and 'The min-ors of Washington' is no excep-

tion to the general rule." J: W. Owens
— Nation 113:267 S 7 '21 1150w

"Few competent judges will agree that the

critical analyses of character given in this

volume are either fair or sound. They are too

slap-dash, too biased. But the work is read-

able, and the interest in it, which will no
doubt be considerable, will In general be

found mainly in its gossip, its insinuations, its
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MIRRORS of Washington

—

Continued
limited tales and its telling stories out of school.
Some of these are old, several are new, but
no affidavits are attached."

1- N Y Times p3 Jl 31 '21 900w
Outlook 129:305 O 2G '21 380w

"It seems to be agreed by the best-known
Washington newspaper correspondents that
'The mirrors of Washington,' while clever and
certain to be widely read, is not just. But
there is lack of agreement as to those to whom
it is most conspicuously unjust."

H Springf d Republican p6 Jl 27 '21 2000w
"It is iindeuiably clever, often amusingly

caustic, and it does, of course, present some
degree of pungent truth with regard to each
of the men with whom it deals. But it cannot
be said to reveal, on the part of its unknown
author, either conspicuous ability, an intimate
knowledge of all whom he pictures, or a fair
and balanced philosopliy in dealing with public
affairs and public men."

h Springf d Republican p9a Ag 28 '21

1350W
"If such a book as 'The mirrors' was to be

written it ought to have been written by
some one able to do it better. There are num-
erous men so equipped in the press gallery at
Washington today."— Springf d Republican plla O 13 '21

2100W
The Times [London] Lit Sup p689 O

27 '21 G80w
Wis Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 40w

MITCHELL, LEBBEUS. Circus comes to town,
il $1.75 (4c) Little

Jerry Elbow was a little boy six years old who
lived with the Mullarkeys in a tiny house over-
flowing with children. Jerry had been found
three years before by Father Mullarkey, but
now the father was dead, and Mother Mullar-
key was working very hard to make both ends
meet. Then one day the circus came to town
and by a lucky chance Jerry found his own
father and mother, who straightened things out
beautifully for Mother Mullarkey.

"Since the days when Toby Tyler used to
thrill the nursery, it has been hard to find a
good circus book. The present volume nearly
fills the bill."

+ Lit D p46 N 5 '21 180w

MITCHELL, LUCY (SPRAGUE) (MRS WES-
LEY CLAIR MITCHELL). Here and now
story book, il $2 Button 21-18867

"Describes itself in the sub-title: 'Experi-
mental stories written for the children of the
city and country school (formerly the Play
school) and the Nursery school of the Bureau
of educational experiments.' The stories are
presented frankly as experiments, both in con-
tent and in form, and arose out of 'a deep dis-
satisfaction' felt by a group of people working
experimentally in a laboratory school with the
available literature for children. The shock
of this destructive criticism is ameliorated by
a constructive analysis of the mental processes
of the pre-school child and a series of some
fifty jingles, verses, and prose stories which
are adapted to his psychology."—Lit R

"It is refreshing to lay hold of a book which
proposes to use a little daring, exploration,
and trial and error in the important field of
children's literature. We believe on the whole
that this psychological analysis is sound."
B. C. Gesell and Arnold Gesell

+ Lit R pl64 N 12 '21 660w

MITCHELL. ROBERT STEWART. Poems.
*$1.25 Duffleld 811 21-7985

"His matter is quite independent of any alli-
ance with conventions, even if in form he finds
in tradition the best mode of expression for
the moods and themes that he deals with.
In short, he finds a satisfying substance, a
still over-stored richness of experience in the
Blmpler varieties of human feelings and inter-

ests, which the empirists condemn as exhausted
and barren of either reality, beauty or vitality."—Boston Transcript

Booklist 18:12 O '21

"Mr Mitchell's art is of the quality that tends
to deepen and broaden with experience and
practice. It strikes no posture, but unfolds
quietly and almost imperceptibly into those firm
and appealing forms of expression which a
normal mind and imagination possesses." W: S.
Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p7 Ap 23 '21 850w
"la Mr Mitchell's poems thought and feeling

triumph over formality and while a radical
might oljject to the method, one is always sure
that the underlying thought has justified the
writing. There is honesty and depth in these
poems." Marianne Moore

+ Dial 70:692 Je '21 520w
"Something almost like the austere nobility

of the Greek tragedies pervades his sonnets
and haunts us."

-I- Lit R pl2 Ag 20 '21 320w
Springfd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 50w

"Neatness, facility, and a store of picturesque
but not particularly novel imagery are the
qualities of the author's talent."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p295 My
5 '21 llOw

MITCHELL, RUTH COMFORT (MRS WIL-
LIAM SANBORN YOUNG). Play the game.
^$1.75 Appleton 21-4316

"This story centres about Honor Carmody
and 'Jimsy' King, between whom a boy and
girl friendship has existed. This is strengthened
Ijy their association at high school, with the
lad performing marvellous exploits in school
games under the eye of his admiring sweet-
lieart. Honor's mother frowns on the attach-
ment because of a taint of drunkenness in
the King family. Enter then one Carter Van
Meter, a lame, frail boy, who desires Honor
for himself and endeavors to get rid of his
rival by lying about him. Of course Carter
fails miserably."—Lit R

Booklist 17:351 Jl '21

Boston Transcript p4 My 18 '21 320w
"Weary cynics full of worldly knowledge will

curl a lip at this story, while just as inevitably
young things to whom the universe is a back-
ground for romance will thrill to it delicious-
iy."

+ Lit R pl7 Ad 23 '21 170w
"Pleasant little story of very young love."

+ N Y Times p23 Ap 17 '21 280w
"A pretty real picture of normal youth of

California U.S., A.D. 1921." D. W. Webster
+ Pub W 99:959 Mr 19 '21 330w

Springfd Republican p8 D 21 '21 140w
"A healthy, brightly written story, which

improves as it goes on."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p582 S
8 '21 180w

MITCHELL, WILLIAM. Our air force; the
keystone of national defense, il *$5 Dut-
ton 623.74 21-2611

"General Mitchell attempts in this book to
bring before the American people the national
meaning and importance of the efl^lcient
organization of our aviation resources, to tell

how such an organization can be brought about,
and what has already been done toward It.

General Mitchell was the first American of-
ficer under German fire in the great war, and
the first American flying officer to cross the
lines. Later he commanded the Air service
of the First army corps, the Air service of
the group of armies, and was in charge of the
Aviation corps of the American Army of oc-
cupation."—R of Rs

-f Boston Transcript p6 F 19 '21 200w
+ Lit R pl2 Ap 16 '21 320w

N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:8 Ja '21 50w
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"Greneral Mitchell's treatment of his subject is

by no means exhaustive. There are loose ends.
The style might be better. But it is an honest
book and planned in a spirit of patriotic service.
He is a pioneer who blazes the way as a prac-
tical aviator as well as a thinker."

^ NY Times pl6 Jl 3 '21 lOOOw

+ Outlook 127:308 F 23 '21 40w
R of Rs 63:336 Mr '21 90w
Springf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 850w

"It is a book that can be highly praised for

its expert knowledge, its readableness, and the
lessons, some stated and others left to be
understood by people of imagination, that it

contains."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl34 Mr
3 '21 750w

Reviewed by E: P. Warner
Yale R n s 11:201 O '21 500w

MIXTER, FLORENCE KILPATRICK. Out of
mist. $1.75 Boni & Liveright 811 21-16519

The sonnet sequence which gives this slender
volume its title is followed by some thirty
poems selected from among those which have
appeared during the last few years in various
magazines.

Reviewed bv Marguerite Wilkinson
Bookm 54:384 D '21 40w

"The workmanship of the sonnets is of a.n

extraordinarily fine quality, the sequence of
mood being wrought with precise, and often
felicitous verbal power and grace. One very
particular virtue of the sonnets is a lack of
straining for effect. . . The thirty-odd shorter
poems which make up the second part of this
book contain some very lovely work, work that
is often streaked with powerful gleams of
human experience and human emotions." W: S.
Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p9 O 8 '21 1500w
"Her weakness lies not in her thought and

versification, but in her inability to awaken
the reader's sympathy in her cause."

h Lit R pl50 N 5 '21 400w

MOLNAR, FRANZ. Liliom; a legend in seven
scenes and a prologue; English text and
introd. by Benjamin F. Glazer. $1.75 Boni
& Liveright 894 21-10546

This play by a Hungarian dramatist was
played for the first time in Budapest in 1909.
A Viennese tough called liiliom, barker at a
merry-go-round, a bully and a blusterer, has
a way with him which captivates the girls.

He conquers and is in turn conquered by a
little servant-girl, deserts his merry-go-round
for her and then expresses his real tender-
ness for her by brutality. Trapped by the
police for an intended crime, he commits sui-
cide. For this act of defiance he is haled be-
fore a fantastic heavenly court and sentenced
to fifteen years in purgatory. Permitted to
return to earth when his term is up, to ex-
piate his sins, he finds his wife and daughter
and in his perplexed and pathetic attempts
to ingratiate himself with his daughter, ex-
presses himself once more through brutality,
and strikes her as he struck her mother,
years before. The heavenly policemen, in
despair, take him away again, but the child.
like her mother, seems to understand that he
meant it for tenderness.

Booklist 18:44 N '21

Reviewed bv Kenneth Andrews
-f Bookm 53:414 Jl '21 640w

"It is so rare a combination of many things.
and especially of those two antithetical things
—naturalism and fantasy—that one is 'sus-
tained and soothed' instead of being confused
and shocked at its complex beauty." P. F.
Reniers

+ Lit R p3 Ag 13 '21 900w
"To us, at this moment, the very form of

'Liliom' has a special and exhilarating charm.
. . For the sake of the ending you forgive

Molnar the shoddy, sentimental little patches,
for the sake of that moment which is beautiful,
which is indeed great." Ludwig Lewisohn

+ Nation 112:695 My 11 '21 560w
"The theme is slight and rather sentimen-

tal, but it is handled so deftly and lightly and
redeemed with such sharpness and wit that
the result is a drama of considerable dignity."
Edmund Wilson, jr.

+ New Repub 26:299 My 4 '21 1050w
"The play is as unusual as much which has

come from the pen of Sir James Barrie,
though it is fantastic and bizarre where Bar-
rie is humorous and whimsical. Its exotic
flavor has not been lost in translation."

+ Outlook 128:153 My 25 '21 520w
Springf'd Republican p8 Ja 12 '22 320w

Reviewed by O. W. Firkins
Weekly R 4:444 My 7 '21 950w
Wis Lib Bui 17:186 N '21 50w

MONCKTON, CHARLES ARTHUR WHIT-
MORE. Taming New Guinea, il *$5 (3c)
Lane 919.5 21-11710

"Some experiences of a New Guinea resident
magistrate." (Sub-title) "I do not pretend that
this book possesses any scientific value; such
geographical, zoological, and scientific work as
I have done is dealt with in various journals:
but it does picture correctly the life of a colonial
officer in the one-time furthest outpost of the
Empire—men of whose lives and work the aver-
age Briton knows nothing." (Preface) The book
is indexed and has 37 illustrations and a map.

Booklist 18:14 O '21

Boston Transcript p5 Ag 13 '21 680w
"The book loses a good deal in value from

its being so entirely narrative. After finishing
it the reader has but a hazy idea of what
the real country of New Guinea is like and
what it may become. Nevertheless, it is a
thought compelling work in its bearing on the
important question of the forcing of our civili-

zation on less advanced peoples and the ap-
parently unavoidable cruelty of the process."
M. H. Loveman

-^ Lit R p53 O 1 '21 1250W
"Anyone who likes to read about stirring and

unusual adventures in wild places will find this
book filled to fullest measure with surpassing
interest, although it wholly lacks literary quality.
It is just the straightforward story of a man of
action."

+ N Y Times pl8 Jl 3 '21 1400w

Outlook 128:550 Ag 3 '21 50w
R of Rs 64:223 Ag '21 330w

"So unusual is the material that one harks
back to such imaginative stories as 'Swiss
family Robinson,' in search of adventure equal
to those of this intrepid Englishman. Capt
Monckton tells his remarkable stOry in detail,

with no pretense at literary style or polish."
4- Springf'd Republican p6 N 14 '21 300w

"Mr Monckton has written a boys' book for

men. He is the boys' book hero come alive and
to earth." ^

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p849 D
16 '20 680w

"About the most amazing, amusing, non-
chalant recital of extraordinary incidents I have
seen this year." E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 5:36 Jl 9 '21 300w

MONEY-COUTTS, HUGH BURDETT. Broads.
1919. il '$1.25 Lane 821 21-2461

In a narrative poem the author gives an ac-
count of a family holiday on the water, after

the armistice. The trip extended from Wrox-
ham to Barton Broad and hack and was full

of quiet enjoyment.

"Steering his small hoy along quiet back-
waters, and taking advantage of what small
winds arise, he successfully completes a poem
in Crabbe couplets with never a hitch."

+ Ath pl02 Ja 28 '21 160w
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MONEY-COUTTS, H. B.—Continued
"The chari)i of the narrative is in its atmos-

phere and associations of the mellow old towns
and historic objects that arc mentioned as the
wandeiers journev alonj;-." VV. S. B.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 19 '21 200w
"It is a difTiciilt feat to describe in couplets

a simple Summer excursion through rural Eng-
land, along her peaceful little streams, but Mr
Moncy-Coutts is successful because of his
simplicity. He makes no grandiose poetic ges-
tures. The story is told with the least pos-
sible words and no heavy purple passages clog
its course, which runs as smoothly as an Eng-
lish river."

-|- N Y Times pl3 My 1.5 '21 200vv

MONTGOMERY, LUCY MAUD (MRS EWAN
MACDONALD). Rilla of Ingleside. il $2 (4c)
Stokes [7s tid Hodder & S.] 21-14703

The continuation of the story of "Anne of
Green Gables," now Mrs Gilbert Blythe, and
the mother of six grown-up children. When
the war breaks out Rilla, the youngest, is six-
teen. One by one the three Blythe boys go
off to war, one of them never to return. Then
the two older girls enter Red cross work in
the city, and Rilla is left alone with her
parents. The end of the war finds Rilla grown-
up and quite as charming as her mother was
in the old "Green Gables" days.

Booklist 1S:.52 N "21

"The author seldom touches a deep heart
note, but it does not appear that she desires
to do so. She writes a captivating, sunny story,
and when one lays the book down after reach-
ing the end, it is with the feeling that one has
been in thoroughly wholesome company."

+ N Y Times p23 S 11 '21 420w
Wis Lib Bui 17:157 O '21 40w

MOON, PARKER THOMAS. I^abor problem
and the social Catholic movement in
Prance; a study in the history of social poli-
tics. $3.2.5 Macmlllan 282 21-11111

"In at least seven countries of Europe the
social Catholic movement is formidable, but the
author was obliged to confine his survey to
France. The first chapter, 'A democratic social
program in the making,' covers the period 1815-
1848; the second chapter deals with the years
1848-1870, while the third, fourth, and fifth
bring the story of the movement down to 1801,
the year when appeared Pope I^eo's encyclical,
'On the condition of labor.' The remaining
seven chapters discuss more recent develop-
ments and relations."—Survey

"The extent to which Social Catholicism has
actually been an effective factor in bringing
about the social legislation of the Third Re-
public is not very clearly indicated. An ex-
amination of these rival claims would have
added greatly to the value of the book." F.
M. Anderson

h Am Hist R 27:310 Ja '22 700w
"The first four words might well have been

omitted from the title of Professor Moon's
volume. Except for a section in the first chap-
ter, the labor problem in France is described
only incidentally to the treatment of the de-
velopment of the Social Catholic movement and
theoi'ies. . . Professor Moon has succeeded in
giving impartial treatment to highly contro-
versial material." R. S. Meriam

-i Am Pol Sol R 15:000 N '21 480w
"Mr Moon is fortimate enough to have the

advantage of a great deal of easily accessible
information and to he able to offer the Amer-
ican reading public a new book of mateiial
fairly unknown to many of them. Mr ISIoon's
book ought to be in all college libraries."
D. F. G.

+ Boston Transcript pO O 8 '21 3S0w
Cath World 114:547 Ja '22 1500w

"For its painstaking organi!?ation of widi'ly
scatteied materials, foi' its clear jiresentation
of the argiunent, and for its bearing upon con-
temporary thought, Mr Moon's book should bi;

placed high among the best historical works
of the year. It is a model of sincere though
evidently sympathetic, writing." C: A. Beard

+ Freeman 4:284 N 30 '21 300w
"A work which unites the most painstaking

scholarship with an easy and lucid style and
an imaginative grasp of the spirit of French
Catholicism. Within its chosen field it is so
complete, accurate and sympathetic as to leave
nothing to be desired."

-f- Ind 106:132 S 17 '21 160w
"A scholarly if sometimes over-academic

study of the French movement which, begin-
ning with LePIay and P6rin, developed through
the Catholic Workingmen's Associations of that
vivid figure, Comte Albert de Mun, into the
Popular I^iberal Party. Mr Moon writes as a
learned and conscientious partisan of the
Action Populaire Liberate; if he sometimes
over-emphasizes the influences of that party in
working-class circles, he has nevertheless given
us a dependable and documented guide where
we had none."

+ Nation 113:241 Ag 31 '21 310w
"The first attempt to cover the topic compre-

hensively in the English language."
-I- R of Rs 64:335 S '21 80w

"His book is a valuable mine of facts for
those interested in labor problems or French
politics."

-I- Springf'd Republican p8 O 11 '21 980w
"Professor Moon modestly calls his work 'a

preliminary survey.' Nevertheless, it is of so
thorough and scholarly a character that it will
not be superseded for many years to come.
The appendix contains no less than 1,136 notes
to the text, which are at once a proof of the
author's conscientious labor of research and a
mine of information concerning social move-
ments, developments and personages in Europe
since the French Revolution." J: A. Ryan

-f Survey 46:686 S 16 '21 680w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p703 O

27 '21 90w

MOORE, CHARLES. Daniel H. Burnham.
architect; planner of cities. 2v il $20 Hough-
ton B or 92

The subject of these two sumptuous volumes
was a great figure in American architecture.
Coming into prominence as director of works
for the World's fair in Chicago, in 1893, he
formed friendships with Theodore Thomas,
Charles F. McKim, Augustus Saint-Gaudens
and Frank Millet, which continued thru their
lives. Some years later he became chairman
of the national commission for the beautify-
ing of Washington. D.C. and having gained
fame as a city planner, he prepared plans
of the rebuilding of Cleveland, San Francisco,
Manila and Chicago. With McKim he was in-
strumental in the founding of the American
academy at Rome. Among the buildings he
planned are the lailway stations in Wash-
ington, Pittsburg, Chicago and New Orleans.
The book is profusely illustrated.

"A monumental biography, issued in two
weight.y volumes, sumptuous in creamy paper,
impeccably printed, illustrated with portraits,
with reproductions of water colors and with
man.v photogiavures of Burnhani's masterpieces
of architecture and of scenes connected with
his life. . . Dr Moore's remarkable biography
should have a wider reading than the two
portly and expensive volumes will in the nature
of things be likely to gain." N. H. D.

4- Boston Transcript plO N 30 '21 1750vv

"Were Burnhain, as a person, the only
reason for writing this book, it would be a
failure; but as one reads one finds that his
mature life was so intertwined with every
great art movement of his time that his life

story becomes almost a history of the develop-
ment of American architecture, from its pre-
tentious and shabby beginnings in the '80's, to
the genuine and high place it occupies to-
day." Aymar Embury, 2d

-I- Lit R p222 D 3 '21 1050w
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"Seldom has an American architect received
such generous recog-nition as is granted to Mr
Burnham In these two sumptuous volumes."

-f R of Rs 64:668 D '21 130w
Springf'd Republican plla D 4 '21 70w

MOORE, FREDERICK FERDINAND. Samovar
girl. *$2 (2c) (7s 6d) Appleton 21-10335

Peter Gordon, now an American officer, returns
to his native Russia, after twenty years' ab-
sence, with a definite purpose, to find and kill

the Colonel Governor who was responsible for
his own father's death when Peter w-as still a
child. In pursuance of his quest, he meets one
day a beautiful Russian girl who takes his
fancy. Though he does not at first know it, she
is the daughter of the man he is seeking; and
with her father, she now is in grave danger
from the present government of that part of
Russia. The dramatic possibilities of the situa-
tion are used by the author in working out the
denouement of his story.

"Mr Moore lias taken an unconvincing, melo-
dramatic theme and placed its action in
Siberia. By doing this and by bedecking it

with Russian words he has apparently hoped
to create a Russian atmosphere. He has not
succeeded."— Lit R pll Jl 16 '21 80w
"There is rapid action here, plot and counter-

plot, with fierce Cossacks, Reds and all the
horrors of a war-torn land." H. S. Gorman

-f N Y Times pll Jl 10 '21 270w
"Well written tale of adventure."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N
3 '21 160w

MOORE, LESLIE. Greenway. *$2.25 Kenedy
"Elizabeth Dacre tells her story in the first

person. The only child of an unsuccessful
writer, her father's death left her with a very
few pounds in the bank, and small ability to
earn her own living. She obtained a position
as companion to a rich old lady, but after a
year she rebelled, purchased a cheap type-
writer and got a place in an office. Two years
of drudgery followed; then the old lady died
and left Elizabeth her Devonshire cottage, 'The
Greenway,' and 200 pounds a year. Mean-
while, Elizabeth had met two men, one of
whom she knew as 'the artist,' the other as
'the cynic' Of course both had close connec-
tions with the Devonshire village where Eliza-
beth's new home was, and, before she had
been there long, both appeared. There are two
love stories, all the apparently unpleasant
people prove to be really mines of virtue, and
success and happiness are bestowed upon the
deserving in large quantities."—N Y Times

" 'The Greenway' is what simple folk style
a pretty story, but it has more distinction than
is generally implied in that classification."

+ Ath p838 D 17 '20 70w
"The story should appeal to all those who

do not care for an excessive amount of excite-
ment in their fiction."

-I- Cath World 113;546 Jl '21 240w
"A mildly entertaining and agreeable, if very

leisurely, little story. Elizabeth Dacre is a
promising heroine, who fails to keep her
prorrtise, while the tale itself soon becomes
prosy, sentimental and entirely unreal."

H NY Times p22 F 27 '21 270w
"An attractive tale."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p801 D
2 '20 lOOw

MORANT, GEORGE SOULIE DE. In the claws
of the dragon. *$2.50 (31/20 Knopf

21-15953

In this story of a French girl married to a
Chinese gentleman of high rank we get a vivid
picture of the clashing of western and oriental
customs. Thru love for her husband, Moni-
que became very much infatuated with China.
Her ardor was somewhat dampened when,
after her arrival at Ming-ni's ancestral home,
she was kept busy for a month, from ten
o'clock in the morning until evening, with

official calls on the various relatives of her
husband's family. Her many errors against
the rites and customs of the country brought
about a strained relationship between them,
but the climax was reached when her mother-
in-law arranged a second marriage for her
son with a Chinese girl, deeming the European
marriage null and void before Chinese law.
By a ruse, carried out in conjunction with the
other girl, Monique succeeds in substituting
herself for the Chinese bride, to the great
surprise and satisfaction of Ming-ni. After
this nothing hut flight remains for the young
couple and they return to Paris. But the
childless Monique does not escape the ordeal,
eventually, of having to accept a number two
wife as the mother of "her" children.

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 31 '21 220w

"Mr Morant has missed an excellent op-
portunity to produce a good book through his
sheer inability to create either characters with
any touch of vitality or a series of events
with any hint of inevitability. Much poten-
tially fine local color is wasted through his
very patent amateurishness in style as well
as in the handling of the circumstances of his

story."— -f Lit R pl2 Jl 9 '21 270w
"Despite the clumsiness of style and the

puppet-like characters, the book is worth read-
ing. The situations hold one throughout and
are novel in their settings and viewpoint."

^ NY Times p24 Ag 7 '21 440w
"It is unique in its point of view of the

relations between Oriental and Western civili-

zation."
4- Outlook 128:517 Jl 27 '21 20w

MORDELL, ALBERT. Literature of ecstasy.
$2.50 Boni & Liveright 808.1 21-20569

It is the author's endeavor to present a

conception of poetry freed from academic and
conventional standards, to restore to it its

primary and fundamental significance as a

verbal composition in which the predominating
feature is ecstasy. He does not think of poetry
as a kind of literature couched in metrical
form, following regular rules of rhythm, dic-

tion, figures of speech or rhyme, but as any
kind of writing, whether in verse or prose, over
which hovers the emotional spirit which con-
veys ecstasy. The book aims to point out
the best examples of the literature of ecstasy,
to show that poetry is the very life of man's
soul, that he has always loved it but has often
spent himself in cultivating substitutes for it.

"In this volume Mr Mordell has attempted
something, however we may disagree with him
on certain points, which is immensely valuable
and which he has invested with a glow of

fascination." W: S. Braithwaite
-f Boston Transcript p9 D 7 '21 1900w

"The author of 'The literature of ecstasy'

is not a scholar, though his book is a mass of

miscellaneous learning, nor is he a thinker,

though he deals with some of the greatest

problems that face those who are conceriied

with the philosophy of art. Rather he is like

an intelligent boy who has been listenmg to

the disputants of a Platonic symposmm, has
understood something of what each has said,

and makes himself the cocksure champion or

opponent of their remembered sayings. The
whole field of criticism is lit up by the flashes

of intuitive illumination of those who have
been neither scholars nor thinkers; and who
would not be grateful to this book if it gave
us these?" J. E. Spingarn

h Freeman 4:306 D 7 '21 1200w

"Mr Mordell's book is interesting and often

acute, though surely some of it is not novel."

E. L. Pearson
-f Ind 107:192 N 19 '21 200w

"Mr Mordell has written a brave and im-
portant book—brave, liecause in it he says, in-

sistently and in a loud voice, things about
literature that many have long thought but
have not quite dared to say with his uncom-
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promising forthrightness; important, because
the things he says concern the fundamentals
of literary art." Lawrence Oilman

H No Am 215:122 Ja '22 2450w

MORE, JAMES BROOKES. Beggar's vision;
introd. by William Stanley Braithwaite. il

$2 Cornhill 811

In his introduction to this volume Mr Braith-
waite remarks, "One sees that Mr More's vision
in the poems bridges religions Christian and
Pagan across which Love travels from race
to race, from era to era, now in the guise of

a Virtue, now in the guise of a Moral Orace,
but always in the same body and substance,
and eternally with the same glowing counte-
nance."

"Mr More has brought to these poems an
unusual metrical mastery revealed in a variety
of rhythms. His nari-ative powers are com-
pelling. He has made his poems rich with
illusions and figures firmly woven In intellec-

tual fabric of singular significance. It is a
vital contribution to the literature of our day.
The illustrations accompanying the book, by
Tracy Porter Rudd, are extraordinarily fine

examples of symbolic pictorial art." W: S.

Braithwaite
+ Boston Transcript p5 N 19 '21 950w

"His words are not the words of an original
man; his mysticism is languid and composed.
If he knows that intensity exists, it seems
he is not able to express it. Praise, however,
is due the poet from another quarter. His
workmanship is admirable and his ear may
properly be envied. . . Mr More needs con-
tact with a flame."

h Lit R p244 D 3 '21 170w

MORE, PAUL ELMER. New England group
and others. *$2 Houghton 814 21-5556

Eleventh series of Shelburne essays. Con-
tents: Spirit and poetry of early New Eng-
land; Jonathan Edwards; Emerson; Charles
Eliot Norton; Henry Adams; Evolution and
the other world; Samuel Butler of Erewhon;
Viscount Morley; Economic ideals; Oxford,
women, and God.

Booklist 17:245 Ap '21

Reviewed by .T. M. Murry
-) Dial 71:236 Ag '21 2700w

"The line of Shelburne Essays may stretch
out to the crack o' doom, but we shall scarcely
look to Mr More for criticism of a high and
fine disinterestedness, for criticism sharply
sensitive to the aching aspirations of our own
day. There are so many more things in heaven
and earth and in the troubled soul of man than
are dreamt of in his philosophy." Newton
Arvin— Freeman 3:283 Je 1 '21 1050w
Reviewed by S. P. Sherman

Ind 107:167 N 12 '21 2050w
"The heart of Mr More's offending is that

he is temperamentally and intellectually in-
capable of evaluating experiment. He sees
more clearly than most its destructiveness; he
cannot admit its necessity. Science he com-
pliments too highly by attributing to it a
philosophic purpose, a sense of destination it

does not possess. He expects of it a high
ethical purpose, precisely as he expects of
Samuel Butler a high ethical purpose and when
he finds it in neither abuses both. He is

eminently readable." H: S. Canby
h Lit R p4 Ag 6 '21 2400w

Reviewed by Dorothy Brewster
Nation 113:101 Jl 27 '21 980w

Reviewed by J. M. Murry
Nation and Ath 29:473 Je 25 '21 1800w

"Mr More's possession of a considerable
background helps his criticism and his love
of the classics is one of the fine things about
him, and in no way strictly antithetical to
modern feeling and thinking. But what is

deplorable about Mr More, what is structurally
faulty in his temper and temperament, is the

way in which serenity ancJ urbanity desert
him when he is confronted by men unlike
himself." F. H.

h New Repub 26:163 Ap 6 '21 1800w
"Above all else is he a philosopher. When

he squares himself to study an author he is
less concerned with what the author has done
or how he has done it, or even who he is, than
he is with the abiding value of this author's
'message to mankind.' And here I think is the
explanation of that distaste for Mr More's criti-
cism which I have seen expressed of late and
not infrequently by vociferous youngsters. . .

They are moved to explosive wrath of his quiet
insistence upon the value of authority and
tradition, and by his allegiance to the eternal
standards of art and of taste." Brander Mat-
thews

-f N Y Times p9 Jl 10 '21 1850w
"Mr More's essays are well worth reading

as introductions to the authors of whom he
treats. He is luminous without being brilliant
and judicial without being dull."

+ Outlook 128:223 Je 1 '21 40w
R of Rs 64:221 Ag '21 70w

"His attitude to literature is sane and con-
servative; in comparison with some of the
fantastic outbursts of lawlessness which have
reached us of late from America, it is almost
old-fashioned. Mr More is aware of the
changes of taste, and he knows that the tombs
of the prophets have been profaned, but he
takes no part in the profanation."

+ Sat R 132:323 S 10 '21 lOSOw
"Paul Elmer More has a notable faculty of

intellectual analysis and a clear and sinewy
style. It is not easy to think of critical powers
more lamentably misused than Mr More's are
misused at times—let one say when the flit is on.
When More's mind crosses the ocean, and he
comes to grips with Viscount Morley, or when
he talks about economic ideals, he sometimes
writes like a splenetic evangelical clergyman,
or an investor angered by declining stocks."

H Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 3 '21

1050W
"The reflections of a mind whose culture is

sound, whose humour is gentle but charming,
Ayhose philosophy is sturdy, and whose
criticism is quietly forcible."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p592 S
15 '21 1450W

MOREAU DE JONNfeS, ALEXANDRE. Adven-
tures in wars of the republic and consulate;
tr. from the edition of 1893 by Brigadier-
General A. J. Abdy. $7 Dutton B or 92

(Eng ed 21-1843)

"Moreau de JonnSs, who died at the age of
92 on the eve of the Franco-German War, was
chiefly conspicuous as a man of precise obser-
vation and prodigious memory, indisputably
first among the statisticians of France. But
in these reminiscences of his youth, first pub-
lished by himself in 1858, and again in 1893, and
now translated into English, it is not the emi-
nent statistician who speaks, but the young
Breton who shared in the spirit and the ad-
ventures of the new Republic. As soldier and
sailor he served in France, in Ireland, and the
West Indies. The summary of his experiences
which Jonn^Ss gives in his own preface is almost
an Odyssey in miniature. Altogether he took
part in fifteen expeditions overseas, and crossed
the Atlantic ten times; he was five times
wounded; he had typhus, and witnessed ten
outbreaks of yellow fever; and he was a prisoner
of war in England."—Sat R

Ath p729 N 26 '20 180w
"Adventures far more absorbing than many

long since well known, which add to the list of
one's literary acquaintances another 'Gentle-
man of France,' who 'served his country in

war with daring and courage, and in peace by
means of his knowledge and admirable faculty
for work.' " F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Je 4 '21 720w

"He seems to have been under the double
tutorship of Chateaubriand and the Baron von
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Munchausen. After one has decided rigorously
that the book, except in its broader aspects,
cannot be trusted, one begins to enjoy it as
the best adventure novel of the year."

H Lit R p9 Je 4 '21 -ITOw

"In his ingenuous—or precocious—commen-
taries on himself, his country, her leaders and
her enemies, we may certainly find an inter-
esting picture of what young Frenchmen did
and dared during and after the Revolution,
even if they do not add much information lor
students of the Napoleonic era."

+ Sat R 131:422 My 21 '21 980w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p752 N

18 '20 1900W

MORGAN, ALFRED POWELL. Boys' home
book of science and construction, il $2.50
Lothrop 500 Science 21-17205

A book which will be liked by boys who
want to make experiments. There are chap-
ters on chemistry, mechanics, liquids, sound,
heat, light, electricity and meteorology, all so
interestmgly told that the boy will be learn-
ing lessons in chemistry and physics without
realizing it. The illustrations and diagrams
make the experiments very simple to per-
form. Suitable for boys in the seventh and
eighth grades and high school.

"An unusually practical and interesting book.
In natural, direct, and remarkably lucid lan-
guage, it opens the boy's eyes to the science
that exists in his own home, and gives him
simple experiments so that he can try the
thing- out for himself in that home."

4- Lit R pl91 N 19 '21 190w
"Should prove a mine of pleasure for any

boy ingenious at making things and perform-
ing experiments."

+ N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 60w

MORGAN, WILLIAM THOMAS. English polit-
ical parties and leaders during the reign
of Queen Anne, 1702-1710. (Yale historical
publications) *$2.75 Yale univ. press 942.06

20-7448

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Professor Morgan's volume is that of a pains-
taking investigator. He has produced a schol-
arly and very readable volume which enlightens
the reader upon the period of which it treats.
The English style is clear and forcible." J. A.
"Woodburn

+ Am Pol Scl R 15:297 My '21 650w
"Detailed and carefully prepared study."

+ Nation 112:347 Mr 2 '21 490w

MORISON, SAMUEL ELIOT. Maritime history
of Massachusetts, 1783-1860. il $5 Houghton
974.4 21-18423

A full, authentic, and at the same time read-
able, account of the rise and development of
Massachusetts as a sea power. Beginning with
a sketch of the Bay State's picturesque and
wholly unique coast hne, and filling in the back-
ground of its history, colonial and revolution-
ary, the author proceeds to trace from the
earliest stages the growth of its commerce,
thru the Northwest fur trade. Canton market
and East India trade, the Cape Cod fishing in-
dustry and New Bedford whaling, to the glor-
ious end of this distinctive maritime history,
with the passing of the clipper ships. There
are ch-apters on ships and seamen, on merchant
princes and their mansions, on the growth of
the port cities, on the "sacred codfish," on clip-
per ships and their makers. There are numer-
ous portraits of old ships and shipmasters and
of home and foreign ports.

Booklist 18:77 D '21

"A mass of valuable material such as has
been here employed could not have been
gathered in a day, nor without infinite patience
employed for many years." E. J. Carpenter

+ Boston Transcript p6 O 19 '21 980w
"Dr Morison has written an admirable his-

tory of this age of American supremacy afloat.
It is far and away the best book of its kind

for color, fidelity, and the romanca of fact.
From an immense amount of material, mucli
of it hidden until now, the author has woven
something rare and different. He could not
have done it so well had he not known and
loved the sea and the background whose past
he has ransacked with so much skill and dili-
gence." R. D. Paine

+ Lit R p256 D 10 '21 1450w
"It reads like a novel; it tells a human tale

of heroism and adventure, of stirring times and
tremendous efforts. Without aiming at a
popularization of historical material, he has pro-
duced a book which is to be read first of all

lor pleasure. . . Nothing that the reader
wants to know is lacking from the pages. He
may sit down with this book for an evening
of complete enjoyment, confident that he holds
in his hands a seamanlike job." Lincoln Col-
cord

+ Nation 113:sup679 D 1 '21 2300w
"Despite his penchant for picturesque de-

tails, Mr Morison keeps in the background a
soundly historical comprehension of standards
and issues, and retains a fine intellectual vigor
while he is most graciously entertaining. The
book is, in short, less a marine history than an
interpretation of seaboard Massachusetts."

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21

lOOOw
"Mr Morison has cunningly woven an un-

usually interesting narrative embodying the
romance and dangers of the old sailing days.
The story he tells is never over-burdened with
citations; and anecdote, biography and anti-
quarian lore all combine to increase the in-
terest of a book written confessedly for the
enjoyment of his readers."

-j- The Times [London] Lit Sup p765 N
24 '21 650w

MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER DARLINGTON.
Chimneysmoke. il $2.50 Doran 811 22-421

This collection of domestic lyrics is chiefly
intended "for households of two or more."
The poems are selected from the author's first

three books of verse, "Songs for a little

house," "The rocking horse," and "Hide and
seek," and some new poems are added. Illus-

trated with color drawings and designs by
Thomas Fogarty.

Bookm 54:477 Ja '22 150w
"It is not easy for a man to write 'of the

little things he cares about'—home, wife, and
children, and to escape the scorn of the over-
sophisticated. Fortunately Mr Morley remains
unintimidated, and goes on singing in cheer-
ful, friendly fashion of chimneys, fireplaces,

bayberry candles, cats, babies (male and fe-

male), brown eyes, animal crackers, pipes,
smells, balloons, music boxes, autumn leaves,

and milkmen to the bottom of page 253 and
the satisfaction of the average reader. On
the other hand, Mr Morley is not invariably as
careful as he can be and should be to give
light verse its due of technical perfection.

'

Arthur Guiterman
-j Lit R p279 D 17 '21 620w

"His light and gay verses are charming.
Rarely does he attempt to do more than brush
the surface of human experience, but he does
it with a tender, human touch that is very
appealing."

-H N Y Times p23 D 25 '21 360w

"A pleasant, comfortable, homey book. The
poems carry no thrilling and ambitious mes-
sage, they are not even startlingly original in

form or theme, but they are warm with the
touch of ordinary human things. We like his

poems more because they are so human than
because of any particular individualism of

style "

^ Springf'd Republican p6 D 26 '21 480w

MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER DARLINGTON,
comp. Modern essays. $2 Harcourt 824

21-21574

This book is a collection of representative
contemporary essays, both English and Amer-
ican. With three exceptions the writers are
living and the majority of them are young.
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MORLEY, C. D. —Continued
'The pieces reprinted here are very diverse.
There is the grand manner; there is foolery;
there is straightforward literary criticism;
there is pathos, politics, and the picturesque.
And the greater number of these essays were
written not by retired aesthetes, but by prac-
tising journalists in the harness of the daily
or weekly press." (Preface) Among the writers
included are John Macy, William Allen White.
Don Marquis, David Bone, William McFee,
Joyce Kilmer, O. W. Firkins, Stephen Lea-
cock, Thomas Burge, A. A. Milne, Max Beer-
bohm, Stuart Sherman, H. M. Tomlinson,
Marian Storm, Simeon Strunsky, Philip Gued-
alla, Logan Pearsall Smith. James Branch
Cabell, Robert Cortes Holliday, Harry E.
Dounce, and Heywood Broun.

climacteric; Punch and Judy; Referred to the
author.

"It is a tine book, with a lot of good read-
ing in it, and Mr Morley's notes about the
writers are amusing, with no vicious element
of instructiveness." E. L. Pearson

+ Ind 105:297 D 17 '21 130w
•'This is one of those books, unfortunately

rare, which may be regarded either as a
textbook or as just plain good reading. . .

And, marvel of marvels, here is a collection
of really fresh material, no single item of
which, so far as we can judge, has appeared
before in textbook company."

+ Lit R p306 D 24 '21 270w
"A valiant effort to collect a more sinewy

type of reflection than is common in the aver-
age native product. The very flexibility of
the essay is, however, a pecuUar temptation
for compilers, and Mr Morley hardly convinces
us that he has mastered the art of arrange-
ment."

-\ Springfd Republican pl2a D 4 '21
210w

MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER DARLINGTON.
Plum pudding; of divers ingredients, dis-
creetly blended and seasoned, il $1.75 Dou-
bleday 814 21-22330

Of the forty papers here collected, almost all
were originally published in the New York
Evening Post and the Literary Review. " 'Col-
yum' or not, the flavor of the collection as a
whole is unmistakably bookish, authorish,
Grub-Streetish. . . A dozen sketches have to
do mainly or altogether with the 'way down-
town neighborhood' [of New York]. Nearly
another dozen have to do with the other end
of the commuter's lengthening chain—the
scenes and episodes of suburban life. A num-
ber of others handle the humors of 'Commu-
tation' itself, in subway, ferry, and suburban
train. B^our or five deal more or less soberly
with bookish matters."—Lit R

"It has neither the spice of 'Mince pie," nor
the flavor of 'Pipefuls,' nor yet the young
sparkle of 'Shandygaff.' It is appropriately
named. Plum pudding is heavier, no, solider
in substance, with the plums fewer and far-
ther apart." I. W. L.

H Boston Transcript p5 D 3 '21 1350w
"This is a good average assortment of Mr

Morley's kind, or, rather, kinds, of thing. He
has his following and rightly counts on us to
take heartily, from time to time, a fresh help-
ing of 'the same.' The ingredients of his pud-
ding are too heterogeneous for blending, and
one is almost irresistibly tempted to pull out
the plums." H. W. Bovnton

H Lit R p226 D 3 '21 lOOOw

MORLEY, CHRISTOPHER. DARLINGTON,
Tales from a coUtop desk. *$1.75 Doubleday

21-10609

"These little stories have all grown, in one
mood or another, out of the various life of
Grub Street, suggested by adventures with
publishers, booksellers, magazine editors, news-
paper men, theatrical produceis, commuters,
and poets major and minor." (Dedication)
Contents: The prize package; Advice to the
lovelorn; The curious case of Kenelm Digby;
Gloria and the garden of Sweden; The com-
mutation ohophouse; The pert little hat; Urn
burial: The battle of Manila envelopes; The

Booklist 18:17 O '21

" 'Tales from a rolltop desk' has the mellow-
ness of spirit, the easy tolerance, the wide and
unself-conscious understanding of books and
men, which have become recognized character-
istics of the genial conductor of the New York
Evening Post's 'Bowling Green.' "

+ Bookm 53:462 Jl '21 150w
"Rollicking picture of the nonsensical side

of literature and authors, as portrayed by a
modern, jovial and thoroughly American humor-
ist of letters."

-f Boston Transcript p4 Jl 2 '21 ISOw
"Mr Morley takes such a genial, boyish de-

light in being an author that one is tempted
to overlook his amial:le defects, and to for-
give him for not occasionally holding his in-
spiration against an emery wheel to give it

edge and start the sparks flying."
+ Dial 71:483 O '21 60w

"Mr Morley's work is beginning to reveal
the symptoms of literary housemaid's knee,
the result of a too prolonged genuflexion at
the .shrine of the assiduously quaint. His slices
of life would yield more sustenance if they
were not cut so thin." L. B.— Freeman 4:118 O 12 '21 80w
Reviewed by R. C. Benchley

+ Lit R p4 Je 25 '21 650w
"He is a romanticist among humorists, an

incurable but sturdy sentimentalist, a congenital
enjoyer of life."

N Y Times pl4 Jl 10 '21 410w
"All the tales breathe the breath of New

York, the clatter and hurry, the thrill and ad-
venture of city streets and busy people, but
they are witiial, quiet, pleasant, whimsical
stories."

-I- Springfd Republican p7a Jl 10 '21 320w
"The stories in his new book are reflections

of a personality which looks upon the world
with ainusement, with a lively interest as
modern as the latest edition of to-night's eve-
ning paper, with a kindliness which never lapses
for an instant." E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 4:557 Je 11 '21 lOOw

MOROSO, JOHN ANTONIO. People against
Nancy Preston. $1.75 (3c) Holt 21-16798

His attempts to study the application of
criminal law at first hand twice landed a
young lawyer, Michael Lawrence Stafford,
alias Michael Horgan, in Sing Sing prison for
a term of years. When he went in a third time,
under sentence of ten years at hard labor, it

was because, on his second release, he under-
took to protect and care for Nancy Preston,
widow ot a one-time burglar, and her little
son. His re-arrest and conviction, on a
framed-up charge, was a case in point of the
miscarriage of justice thru greed and stupid
zeal. This same stupid zeal also marked
Nancy for its prey. She falls under suspicion
of murder and it is only thru the desperate
efforts of Michael, who escapes from prison
and calls upon his influential friends for aid,
that Nancy is saved from the last extremity.

"As a story the tale is very successful, keep-
ing the reader's attention engrossed and holding
his emotions at high tension until the very
end. Artistically, it is the best story Mr
Moroso has yet published."

+ N Y Times pl6 N 6 '21 460w

MORRIS, JOHN VAN LIEW. Employee train-
ing: a study of education and training de-
partments in various corporations. '*$3

McGraw 331.86 21-2619

"This is a detailed study of the organization
of corporation schools, written by a man who
finds little to criticize in them, either in theory
or in practice. The book assembles for the
first time the descriptions of the practices and
plans of thirty- five of the great manufacturing
corporation schools in the United States, based
upon personal visits of the author to the plants
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or upon the information given him hy the edu-
cational directors. There are definitions and
examples of apprenticeship, special, initial, part-
time, initial-special, up-grading, promotion and
floor training. There is a good analysis of
the administrative problems of cooperative or
part-time schools."—Survey

numerous essays published in technical journals
and a smallish book devoted to the period
prior to the emancipation of the Southern col-
onies only."—Lit R

Booklist 18:40 N '21

Reviewed by M. C. Calkins
+ Survey 46:315 Je 4 '21 180w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p230 Ap
7 '21 50w

MORRIS, ROBERT TUTTLE. Nut growing, il

$2.50 Macmillan 634.5 21-19397

The object of the book is to give the essen-
tials of nut growing—certain simple new meth-
ods of grafting and of propagation—that may
serve as a guide to the general farmer and
amateur garden lover and which even the pro-
fessional nut grower may want to look over in
order to check up some of the things he has
forgotten about. Part one is devoted to gen-
eral notes on the food value of nuts and their
relation to the world's food supply. Parts two
and three are given over to propagation and
species and varieties. The varieties discussed
are hickories, walnuts, hazels, chestnuts, pines,
beech, oaks and almonds. The book is indexed
and illustrated.

"A readable and valuable book. . . Full of
practical helps to those who wish to start in
this new industry."

+ Lit R p325 D 31 '21 380w
Reviewed by W: C. Deming

N Y Times p24 Ja 1 '22 1550w

MORTON, DAVID. Ships in harbour. 51.75 Put-
nam 811 21-7798

Quiet contemplative poems, most of them
in sonnet form and written in the established
meters. Their quality is lyrical and their at-
mosphere one of peace and beauty as indicated
liy such titles as October day-moon; Mary sets
the table; The town (Morristown, N.J.); The
schoolboy reads his Iliad; Vines; On hearing
a bird sing at night; Who walks with beauty;
Moonflowers; This lane in May.

"His fault is an innate limitation in poetic
attitude. His work is fragile, unemotional,
dehumanized: life seen at dusk through a rose-
window." Clement Wood

h Bookm 54:75 S '21 440w
"A variety of sonnet-flowers which are a

very great delight to the lover of lovely pictures
and delicate tones." W: S. Braithwaite

4- Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 950w
" '.Ships in harbour' presents its author as

a sonneteer of facile grace but rather tenuous
thought."

-i Dial 70:715 Je '21 50w
"He is a poet who has chosen deliberately

to appeal to the ear rather than to the eye.
His verse is remarkably smooth and musical,
and it is music toward which he is striving,
rather than vision."

h Lit R pl2 Ap 16 '21 280w
"One wishes that Mr Morton would have less

to say about Greece and Rome and learn a
little classic integrity of style from them."— New Repub 26:304 My 4 '21 300w
"His poetry will be read and enjoyed by many

people simply because it will create an at-
mosphere of peace and quiet delight for them."
Marguerite Wilkinson

-1- N Y Times p25 My 8 '21 670w

MOSES, BERNARD. Spain's declining power
in South America, 1730-1806. $4 Univ. of
Cal. 980 19-12721

"His volume treats of the gradual loosening
of the grasp of Spain upon its continent colonv
during the years 1730 to 1806. It practically
completes Professor Moses's work on the sub-
ject of Spanish power in South America, the
history of which in two earlier studies he had
carried up to the year 1730. It binds into one

"Mr Moses has, in the period he has chosen,
seemingly neglected not one square inch of
ground, and his history is a most complete
one."

+ Boston Transcript p8 Ja 26 '21 300w
"Much of the information collected by Mr

Moses is not easily to be found elsewhere."
P. A. K.

+ Eng Hist R 36:624 O '21 150w
"The treatment accorded is direct and simple.

One rather misses the fire of Prescott and
Parkman, although the steady glow of Pro-
fessor Moses's text is appreciated. We are
certain that Professor Moses verified his facts
before arriving at a conclusion, and equally
sure that none of his conclusions outstrips his
evidence." G: Kent

+ Lit R p8 Je 11 '21 900w
Springf d Republican p7a Ag 14 '21 90w

MOSES, MONTROSE JONAS, ed. Representa-
tive plays by American dramatists, v 3

$5 Dutton 812

The third volume in a series which covers the
progress of American drama from 1765 to 1911.

Each of the ten plays included has a biographi-
cal and historical introduction. These plays are
not generally in circulation or to be found in
other anthologies. Contents: Rip Van Winkle,
by Charles Burke (1850); Francesca da Rimini,
by George Henry Boker (1855); Love in '76, by
Oliver Bell Bunce (1875); Paul Kauvar, by
Steele MacKaye (1887); Shenandoah, by Bron-
son Howard (1888); In Mizzoura, by Augustus
Thomas (1893); The moth and the flame, by
Clyde Fitch (1898); The New York idea, by
Langdon Mitchell (1906); The easiest way, by
Eugene Walter (1911); and the return of Peter
Grimm, by David Belasco (1911).

Booklist 18:44 N '21

"Mr Moses's three volumes are indispensable
to the reader and student of the subject." E.
F E

'

-1- Boston Transcript p5 Ag 20 '21 650w
Boston Transcript p5 Ag 27 '21 500w

"The .text is always final and authoritative
and, in several instances, is now published for

the first time. For his work as editor, in his
ample and concise biographical and bibliographi-
cal notes, etc., there can be nothing but praise.
Concerning his critical estimates, largely en-
thusiastic, there is room for wide diversity of

opinion." J. R. Towse
-] Lit R p3 Ag 27 '21 1750w
Reviewed bv Brander Matthews

N Y Times p8 O 9 '21 1650w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 5:80 Jl 23 '21 lOOw

Reviewed by Helen McAfee
Yale R n s 11:197 O '21 lOOOw

MOSES, MONTROSE JONAS, ed. Treasury of

plays for children, il $3 Little 808.2 21-26987

"An anthology of plays for children is a new
and distinctive venture in the realm of juve-
nile books. Mr Moses has selected plays ol

wide range for this book. The entire texts
are given, and simple Introductions accom-
panv each drama. The anthology is designed
to be used, not only for dramatic performances
such as are common these day.s on the school
platform, but as a good book to be read."
(Lit D) Contents: The little princess, by F. H.
Burnett; The silver thread, by C. D. Mackay;
The testing of Sir Gawayne, by Marguerite
Merington; Pinkie and the fairies, by W. G.
Robertson: Punch and Judy; The three wishes,
by Hamilton Williamson and Tony Sarg; The
toymaker of Nuremberg, by Austin Strong; Six
who pass while the lentils boil, by Stuart
"^Valker; Master Skylark, by A. M. LUtken-
haus; Alice in Wonderland, by Alice Gersten-
berg; The travelling man, by Lady Gregory;
The months: a pageant, by C. G. Rossetti;
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MOSES, MONTROSE JONAS, cd. —Cotitinued
The forest ring, by W. C. deMille and Charles
Barnard; The seven old ladies of Lavender
Town, by H. C. Banner.

Booklist 18:91 D '21

"Tlie plays have literary quality and splen-
did imaginative value. Tony Sarg's illustra-
tions are thoroughly in accord with Mr Moses'
object as editor of the volume—to give the
children a good time."

+ Lit D p46 N 5 '21 160w
"Fourteen plays that not only have incident

and action sufficient to render them delightful
to young people, but literary merit of an
order high enough to entitle them to a per-
manent place in their affections. The book
should prove a lasting source of delight to
young people and to their interested elders."

+ Lit R pl73 N 12 '21 230w
Springf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 60w

MOTT, LEWIS FREEMAN. Ernest Renan.
$4 (18s) Appleton B or 92 21-11054

In this study of the life of Renan and his
works, the author's object is to exhibit the
intimate relationship between both—"the unity
of a fine life. . . His works, even when ap-
parently most abstract and erudite, are in a
surprising degree the product of his character
and his experience; and in this experience the
external is inseparably blended with the in-
ternal. . . His religion was not a logical system,
but an experience and an outlook upon life,

and his social and political philosophy also
sprang rather from his observation of current
and past happenings than from abstract reason-
ing." (Preface) Renan's chief works are given
a careful review.

Booklist 18:15 O '21

Bookm 54:492 Ja '22 50w
Dial 71:485 O '21 90w

"Nothing will tend to make Renan's sincerity
clearer than the reading of this careful and
detailed biography of Professor Mott's." Chris-
tian Gauss

+ Lit R p224 D 3 '21 1700w
"Mr Mott's book is the first adequate esti-

mate in English letters of Renan's career and
work. . . Mr Mott's study is not a picture
of Renan seen through a corner of the painter's
temperament. It is not a product of clever
journalism, concentrating with partisan passion
on a selected angle of the subject. It is a
work of gifted scholarship." Felix Grendon

+ Nation 113:180 Ag 17 '21 1150w
"Professor Mott's book is stiaightforward;

and no biography of Renan in English has at
all approached it in the quality of sympathetic
impartiality. Professor Mott presents the in-
consistencies of Renan in a spirit of over-
tolerant benevolence, which was at times
characteristic of Renan himself." M. F. Egan

-f- N Y Times pl9 S 4 '21 180w
Reviewed by Lyman Abbott

Outlook 129:103 S 21 '21 1250w
"The work can hardly be called a creative

biographical study; Prof. Mott takes the facts
as he finds them and presents them self-ef-
facingly and understandingly, with no other
object than to increase the public knowledge
of a life devoted to high intellectual aims."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 1200w

MOULT, THOMAS. Down here the hawthorn.
$1.50 Doran [5s Heinemann] 821

A few of this young Englishman's poems
have already appeared in American magazines.
Most of the poems in the collection are descrip-
tive of the English countryside and moorland,
and there are several short love lyrics.

"Colorful atmosphere and delicate word
painting make Mr Moult's verse distinctive.
. . In feeling he shows qualities similar to Mr
IBridges, but in which the jioignancy murmurs
rather than cries forth with a .sharp ecstaoy."
W. S. B.

-t- Boston Transcript plO D 7 '21 350w

"There is intense feeling, but little virility of
treatment, few original ideas. The poems sway
to a dreamy and often clouded sense of
beauty."

h Lit R p290 D 17 '21 280w
"It is the sincere, forcible writing of a

poetical spirit, impregnated with the natural
beauty of England, but it is the writing of one
either poorly endowed with the rhythmic sense
or scornful of it." R: Le Gallienne

-I NY Times p5 D 18 '21 650w
"Fresh and sensuous poetry. Mr Moult has

added to the riches of English poetry."
H Sat R 132:462 O 15 '21 490w
"Mr Moult's work, verse or prose, is never

negligible. He has, of course, certain faults;
he is occasionally obvious, occasionally senti-
mental, not in manner but in matter."

H Spec 127:471 O 8 '21 190w
"Mr Moult shows much superficial sensibility,

but not enough emotional or mental conviction.
At his happiest he interprets the mood and
movement of nature in a loose form of rapid
and capricious verse; but it is a form of ex-
temporization over which he exercises an un-
certain control and which leads him too often
irito vagueness and repetition."

(- The Times [London] Lit Sup p810 D
8 '21 lOOOw

MOULT, THOMAS. Snow over Elden: a story
of to-day. '$2 (4c) Doran 21-4912

This leisurely narrative unrolls a picture of
rural England in wintertime, among comfort-
able farmers, home- and soil-loving people. It
tells of homely festivities and winter sports,
and the loves of old and young people. Dick o'

Silver Side, a true son of the soil, woos Kitty
in their beloved Derbyshire dialect. Her
brother Jan, the poet, bursts out in song when
Joan Melody comes back from London, her
maiden loveliness unimpaired by a two years'
contact with city life.

"There is much in this sparkling tale of
Derbyshire that recalls that ever-fresh ro-
mance of Exmoor, 'Lorna Doone.' In fact, one
might well say that 'Snow over Elden' is

'Lorna Doone' without the adventure, the
swashbuckling excitement of that romance."
G. M. H.'

-f Boston Transcript p4 Ap 6 '21 400w
"The paramount appeal of the novel lies both

in its style and its attitude. Mr Moult writes
finely and limpidly. His book may be doomed
to a more or less limited circulation through
lacking the rather popularized type of natural-
ism which has done so well in recent years."

-I Lit R pl8 Ap 23 '21 360w
"Those who are not discouraged by the rather

exuberant way of presenting simple things will

certainly like 'Snow over Elden.' "

-I Nation and Ath 28:750 F 26 '21 220w

"Altogether, a book to read with enjoyment."
-I- Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

200w
"He has given us a very slight prose

narrative, filled with the stuff of poetry, and
in doing so he may perhaps have achieved his
own purpose, without, however, fully meeting
our hopes." _

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p829 D
9 '20 700w

MOULTON, HAROLD GLENN. Financial or-
ganization of society. *$4 Univ. of Chicago
press 332 21-576

"The present volume is designed to serve as
a basis of a general survey course in finance
and to enable the general reader to obtain a
clear understanding of the nature of the
modern financial system and of the economic
functions performed by each of the numerous
financial institution.s—investment banks, stock
exchanges, commercial banks, trust companies,
savings institutions, commercial paper houses,
discount companies. Federal reserve and Fed-
eral farm loan institutions, etc.—which together
comprise this system." (Author's preface) A
partial list of the contents is: The nature ana
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function of a pecuniary unit; The pecuniary
systfui and economic: and social standards;
The regulation of metallic currency; The regu-
lation of sovornnMiit pajier currency; The
I'oreig-n exchanges; The modern financial struc-
ture; Credit instruments; The functions of
savings institutions; Tlie commeicial banking
system: Govommcnt regulation of hanking;
The Federal reserve system: Raising capital
for agriculture: The financial system and the
general economic organization. The hocjk is

indexed and illustrated v.'ith charts, diagrams
and maps.

"The material is well organized and clearly
presented. The style is interesting and pleas-
ing. Controverted and difficult points of
theory are for the most part omitted and,
when they are discussed, the author is fair-
minded and moderate in the expression of his
own views and tolerant of the views of others.
There are a few errors and some loose state-
ments which are liable to misconstruction."
"VV: A. Scott

-\ Administntion 1:702 My '21 760w
Booklist 17:332 Jl '21

+ Cleveland p37 My '21 20w
"The workmanship is very good. The mate-

rial in each chapter is well organized and
clearly presented. In urging his own views.
the author is moderate and fair-minded and
his arguments are cogent and convincing.
There are some infelicitous expressions and
some errors, but they are of minor importance."
W: A. Scott

-I J Pol Econ 29:427 My '21 lOOOw

+ Survey 46:16 Ap 2 '21 lOOw
"Obviously, in a book of 789 pages, dealing

with so large a range of topics, and dealing
with them for the definite instruction of the
college student, the discussion cannot be ex-
tended, but the su-nmaries are well thought
out, and of much value to the experienced
banker as well as to the student, since im-
portant dates, measures, and statistical facts
bearing on the subject-matter are collected
in convenient reference form." Ray Morris

-f Yale R n s 11:208 O '21 420w

MOUSLEY, EDWARD O. Secrets of a Kut-
titc; an authentic story of Kut, adventures
in captivity and Stamboul intrigues, il

$2..50 (8s 6d) Lane 940.48 21-20435

These pages were actually written during
the siege of Kut or during captivity and the
original manuscript was concealed in Turkey
and recovered months after the armistice.
Without recasting it the author offers it, as a
human document, with illustrations and maps.

"As a contribution to the history of the war
the volume will have a certain worth for those
who are interested in the military history of
the conflict. But its much greater interest for
the general reader lies in the simplicity and
the vivid realism with which it pictures the
daily life of a little band of men undergoing
worse discomforts of trench warfare than
were the soldiers in France at the same time."

-j- N Y Times p20 D 25 '21 780w
"During the siege, when the whole of Kut

was literally swept by shell-fire, and when
his duties, owing to heavy casualties, were
apparently endless, he found time and inclin-
ation to write with obvious care, to cultivate
the niceties of style—indeed, his writing is a
little precious. In captivity it underwent an
almost imperceptible change. His sentences
are less carefully strung together—they are
sometimes ill-constructed-—and his descrip-
tions, though still vivid, are like an artist's
unfinished pencil sketches. The reader be-
comes conscious of a mental change in the
diarist which could only with difficulty be
conveved by words."

+ Spec 127:532 O 22 '21 620w
"The whole is a stirring account of adven-

ture, and it is good to know that the author
is again at Baghdad as an official. He has
certainly produced an excellent book, in which

the future hi.storian will find much that does
not appear in official accounts, not only about
Kut but also of Constantinople."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p523 Ag
IS '21 1650W

MOWRER, PAUL SCOTT. Balkanized Europe;
a study in political analysis and recon-
struction. *$5 (5y2C) Dutton 940.5 21-4898

This book is the result of the author's eleven
years' experience as special European cor-
respondent of the Chicago Daily News. The
area covered by the study is Poland, Czecho-
slovakia. Austria, Rumania, Hungary, Jugo-
slavia, Bulgaria and Greece, an area which
the author describes as at present "Balkanized,"
that is, bioken up into a number of small weak
states, economically dependent and a prey to
intrigue. He diagnoses their present ills,

economic, political and physical, analyzes the
forces of cohesion which already exist and the
present aspects of French, British, Italian and
American foreign policy.

"Both the method of presentation and the
style are those of a journalist, but a capable
journalist is usually a keen observer, as this
volume amply proves."

-f- Am Pol So! R 15:452 Ag '21 220w
"Interesting, instructive and exceptionally

readable."
-\- Booklist 17:297 My '21

"Mr Mowrer's book is well worth reading. In
spite of his lack of critical background, and
his remarkable credulity and trust in diplo-
matic Munchausons his description of the con-
ditions he has actually witnessed in the differ-
ent countries bears the stamp of authenticity.
He has the merits ns well as the faults of a
faithful photographer." Harold Kellock

H Freeman 3:354 Je 22 '21 1050w
Reviewed by Ferdinand Schevill

J Pol Econ 29:839 D '21 450w
"Almost any one of his chapters on the vari-

ous new or reconstructed countries of Europe
might have been done with more minute ex-
actitude by some individual expert, but no one
seems to have studied them all as thoroughly
and dispassionately as Mr Mowrer, and no one
else, certainly, has so successfully drawn them
all into one consecutive story." H. F. Arm-
strong

-I- Lit R p5 Jl 9 '21 1200w
"His characterizations of the various coun-

tries are vivid and distinct." E. H. G.
-I- Nation 112:795 Je 1 '21 690w

"The best manual of reference for Americana
who desire to know why we do not under-
stand Europe, and why Europe does not under-
stand us. . . Mr Mowrer rather apologize-s
for its being 'journalistic' If 'journalistic'
means the clear statement of conclusions
founded on the careful examination of facta,
with utter fearlessness and a brave disregard
of popular prejudices, it is a term for which
no writer ought to apologize." M. F. Egan

-I- N Y Times p5 My 1 '21 2750w
R of Rs 63:560 My '21 120w

MUDDIMAN, BERNARD. Men of the nineties.
.$1.75 Putnam 820.9 (Eng ed 21-187)

"The author takes Aubrey Beardsley as the
central figure of the period, and then deals 'with
the two most vital manifestoes of the move-
ment and tlieir respective literary editors, "The
yellow book" and Henry Harland, "The Savoy"
and Arthur Symons, passing on in turn to the
writers of fiction, the poets, the essayists, and
dramatists, not of the whole decade, but only
to those with whom this particular movement
is concerned.' His book makes only passing
mention of such writers as Henry James,
Thomas Hardy, George Moore, Bernard Shaw,
Rudyard Kipling, and Joseph Conrad."—Lit R

"The impulse that has led him into some
nai've misjudgments, and tided him doubtfully
over some of the queerest phraseology we have
seen in print for a long while, has also prompted
him to devote useful attention to the lesser-
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MUDDIMAN, BERNARD—Continued
known men of the time, and more especially
to the editors and publishers whose share in
the movement had hitherto received rather
scant acknowledgment. As an annotated index
to the period, the book is as nearly complete
as its definition would allow."

1- Ath p206 Ag 13 '20 lOOOw
Boston Transcript p7 Je 11 '21 1350w

"A little book by an enthusiast who is un-
ashamed in his appreciation of those later Vic-
torians whom he has called "The men of the
nineties.' " Ernest Boyd

H Lit R p3 Ap 16 '21 930w
Spec 125:185 Ag 7 '20 llOw

*'In spite of blunders in EngUsh Mr Muddiman
writes well. He says what he means, which
is the chief merit in writing; and what he means
is good sense. He has managed skilfully the
difficult task of grouping together the men
whom he holds to have belonged to the move-
ment, and of leaving out those who did not."

-| The Times [London] Lit Sup p452 Jl
15 '20 1050w

MUIR, RAMSAY. Liberalism and industry;
towards a better social order. $1.75 (3i^c)
Houghton 330 (Eng ed L21-66)
A rapid survey of some of the main eco-

nomic and social problems that today face the
British peoples, with a view to showing that
the essential ideas of Liberalism can afford
the prospect of a healthier and happier society
and can give an ideal and principles for fram-
ing and criticising schemes of reform. Though
the Liberal party is now a "feeble remnant
broken by the war and by the political
manoeuvres which followed it" the spirit of
modern Liberalism is not merely helpless and
bewildered in the face of the problems which
confront it, and the governing ideas which
Inspire it have yet the vitality to lead to a
better social order. The author re-defines the
principles and alms of Liberalism and applies
them directly to the reconstruction of our eco-
nomic and industrial system, touching only
incidentally on the political system.

In the climax of the story a business syndicate
and a big summer hotel on the dunes has come
to grief in a storm: the doctor has performed
a successful operation on Barry but has broken
both his legs in the crash on the beach; Barry's
grateful father has decided to build the Dr
Briar Quentin Institute for nervous diseases;
and Hallie has turned the full force of her
original affection back to Briar.

Reviewed by P. H. Douglas
Am Pol Sci R 15:611 N '21 420w

"Simplicity, fairness, gentleness, and willing-
ness to look at all things with open eyes;
these are the seals of Mr Muir's assurance, and
in this spirit he can not fail to carry all his
readers a long way on the road with him."
C: A. Beard

+ Freeman 4:284 N 30 '21 290w
Lit R p338 Ja 7 '22 200w

"The present volume is particularly note-
worthy because it was written with the co-
operation of the Manchester Liberal Federation,
and before publication was accepted as an ex-
pi'ession of their spirit point of view and
general program. . . It is a book worthy of
praise and endorsement."

-f R of Rs 64:670 D '21 270w
"His book is admirably dispassionate, zeal

for an idea never being allowed to obscure
or displace consideration of the facts which
are the condition of realizing it."

-|- The Times [London] Lit Sup p233 Ap
14 '21 3400W

MULDER, ARNOLD. Sand doctor. *$2 (2c)
Houghton 21-2755

In this story of unequal struggles a man of
science, bent on the realities of life, is pitted
against a world of business greed and diplo-
macy, on the one hand, and, on the other, this
same human world is pitted against the
elemental forces of nature. Dr Briar Quentin,
grown up among the Lake Michigan sand dunes
which he loves and which are his geologic
treasure house, is a failure from a business
point of view. Even his young wife is becom-
ing discouraged and turns for solace to a
flirtation with the irresponsible side of a youngman divided against himself bv a dual per-
sonality. While she, Hallie, flirts with, her
husband studies Barry Larramore as a "case"

"A good character study of the doctor."
-f Booklist 17:218 Mr '21

-I- Cleveland p34 My '21 80w
"He has drawn character with skill, and has

sketched in his story against a background
Imaginatively felt. 'The sand doctor' indicates
that Mr Mulder's technical equipment as a
novelist is not yet sufficiently disciplined for
his needs, but his striving for a fresh field and
unhackneyed theme testifies to a commendable
zeal." L. B.

-I Freeman 3:334 Je 15 '21 160w
Grlnnell R 16:455 Je '21 90w

+ Ind 106:80 Ag 20 '21 120w
Lit D p58 Je 11 '21 320w

"With all its freshness of material and a
certain earnestness of effort 'The sand doctor'
remains conventional. Mr Mulder's sincerity
has touched only his ideas and opinions and
larger choices; it has not yet penetrated to his
inner hold upon his subject." C. M. Rourke

-I Lit R p8 Ap 2 '21 850w
"Mr Arnold Mulder, who started out with

such sane and ripe sketches of the Dutch farm-
ers in Michigan, goes badly to pieces in his
second novel, "The sand doctor.' He has a
notable theme. But in the first place Mr Mulder
does not steep himself into his problem at any
point, giving us rather watery synopses and
Illustrative incidents quite externally seen; and,
in the second place, he ends his story most
depresslngly by a series of occurrences so
shamelessly miraculous that they destroy what-
ever was originally sound and pertinent in his
hero's predicament."

h Nation 112:597 Ap 20 '21 160w
"The novel is a careful, conscientious piece

of work, and the descriptions of the sand
dunes are well done."

-f N Y Times p24 F 27 '21 360w
Reviewed by R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 127:431 Mr 16 '21 70w
"There are plenty of defects in the tale,

artifice of construction and roughness in char-
acterization; but there is health in it." H. W.
Bovnton

H Weekly R 4:370 Ap 20 '21 180w

MULFORD, CLARENCE EDWARD. Bar 20-
three. *$1.90 McClurg [7s 6d Hodder & S.]

21-7329

"Johnny Nelson has run into trouble in Mes-
quite. He has been shot in the dark, his gruns
taken from him, and the money for which
he had just sold a herd of cattle removed from
his pocket. So he lingers in the town to right
these insults and injuries. And presently to
him rush Hopalong Cassidy and Red Connors.
The three cow punchers make an able com-
bination. Moreover, friends new and old rush
to their help, and Mesquite has the most
exciting time of its brief, bad life. And for
full measure, other things happen during the
course of the clean-up of the town, among
them a bank robbery. The three friends win a
big reward offered for the capture of the bank
robbers, locate a valuable, long-sought water-
hole in the desert, and round up a gang of
cattle rustlers and their stolen herd."— N T
Times

Booklist 17:351 Jl '21

Bookm 54:77 S '21 60w
"For those who like tales of the cowboy

West it is an alluring bill of fare."

-f N Y Times p26 Jl 3 '21 600w
"This story would not improbably take any

prize which might be awarded for the maxi-
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mum amount of gun play, gainpower, murder
and sudden death."

+ Springfd Republican p9a Jl 24 '21 170-w

MOLLER-LYER, FRANZ CARL. History of
social development; tr. by Elizabeth Coote
Lake and H. A. Lake; with an introd. by
L. T. Hobhouse and E. J. Urwick. $5 Knopf
309 (Eng ed 21-3479)

"To the learned author of 'Phasen der kul-
tur,' no^\• offered to the world in English garb,
the content of history is sociology. After an
introductory section on the science and origin
of culture the author sketches in broad out-
line the evolution of food, of tools, of clothing,
and of dwellings, and then, in somewhat more
detail, of the forms of labor. Various chapters
on classification of labor eras are followed by
discussion of the progress of culture, the
causes of economic development, the theory of
progress, and a practical conclusion on Cul-
ture and happiness.' "—Nation

Reviewed by H: P. Fairchild
-i- Am Econ R 11:273 Je '21 250w
Am Pol Scl R 15:456 Ag 21 lOOw

"Distinguished by learning, it is practical,
readable and stimulating to serious students."

+ Booklist 17:276 My "21

Boston Transcript p4 Mr 16 '21 650w
"W^ith the erudition, comprehensiveness, and

philosophical grasp of the best German school.
Dr Mtiller-Lyer combines something of the
formlessness of the German style. The main
defect of his work is the repetition and the
inconsistency of various portions of the book
compared with one another. The only other
important criticism that can be made is that
his work, composed some score of years ago,
is already in parts out of date. This shows
itself partly in the statistics he uses, which
never go beyond the year 1895." Preserved
Smith

H Nation 113:155 Ag 10 '21 S80w
"The presuppositions of the book vitiate its

argument, but it contains many interesting
facts and reflections." W. R. Inge

-i Nature 107:453 Je 9 '21 lOOw
"A serious attempt at an inductive sociology.

Its value to the student, as well as its interest
to the average reader with any pretensions
to culture, are self-evident."

-f N Y Times p23 Ag 7 '21 580w
Springfd Republican p8 N 6 '20 70w

"Though distinguished by learning and
severely condensed, it is a most readable book
and will delight the beginner in social
studies." B. L.

+ Survey 46:89 Ap 16 '21 240w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p639 S

30 '20 190w

MUNSON, EDWARD LYMAN, and MILLER,
ARTHUR HARRISON. Management of
men. $6 Holt 355.1 21-12233

This "handbook on the systematic develop-
ment of morale and the control of human be-
havior" (Sub-title) is based on large experi-
ence in the study of military psychology, the
factors of human behavior and the methods
of morale control in the army, which served
the purposes of a psychological laboratory on
a vast and unprecedented scale. It is the
author's belief that the principles deduced
by this study are equally applicable to in-
dustrial morale and as aids in the solution of
economic, social and political problems spring-
ing from human relations in industry. Al-
though the subject is scientific it has been
discussed in a practical way, in simple and
direct language, aided by figures, tables and
diagram.-:. After several chapters devoted to
the general principles of morale control, psy-
chology and the basic instincts, the author
discusses the human agents of morale control,
the mechanics of military control, leadership,
education and training, health and physical
environment in relation to mental state; re-
ward, punishment and delinquency, with a
final chapter on industrial morale.

Booklist 18:5 O '21

"Though the subject is scientific, it is dis-
cussed in so simple a way as to be practicable
for the executive man of affairs."

+ Boston Transcript p7 N 16 '21 300w
"Unfortunately, there has been too much of

the German-officer type in command of in-
dustry; and Mr Munson's book will do more
good than harm in business life solely because
that condition is recognized, and he has gone
almost to the opposite extreme."

+ R of Rs 64:559 N '21 ISOw

MURDOCK, VICTOR. Folks. *$2 Macmillan
978.1 21-4269

"A western city and those 'folks' who built
it are pictured in Mr Victor Murdock's sketches
of the people and event.s of his boyhood and
young manhood in Wichita, Kan. There are
no less than fifty-one brief sketches in the
slender volume, sketches illustrating the West,
not as the romancers describe it, but as Victor
Murdock knew it. They have plenty of variety,
telling as they do of ex-slaves and governors,
army officers and farmers, gentlewomen and
murderers and disinterested idealists."—N Y
Times

"While the interest is never very keen, it

is well sustained in its moderation. Perhaps
the reader will not read all the sketches at a
sitting, but eventually they will be finished."

H Boston Transcript p4 My 18 '21 420w
"He is as much the poet of emotions as he is

the recorder of external facts, and whatever
else he may have left undone, he has quite
perfectly represented his lyric view of his boy-
hood. He has represented it not only in the
quality of his thoughts but in the quality of
his style. At once the effect and the cause
of the lyricism of the author's thought is a
style which, without losing anything of
nervous vigor or manliness, is as sweetly tune-
ful as we have had the pleasure of reading
in many a long day." E. C. Adams

-f Detroit News pi My 22 '21 900w
"Their chief literary characteristics are a

very effective simplicity and a blessed absence
of scorn and satire."

-f Ind 105:626 Je 11 '21 120w

"Some of the sketches are rough in style and
a few are sentimental, but they embody truths
that make them valuable as more than a mere
contribution to Wichita history."

+ Lit R p9 Je 4 '21 300w

"His memories are very full and varied and
his oi)servation of mere externals is shrewd
enough. But the amusing and significant thing
about his book and mind is that, in a deeper
sense, he never permitted himself to observe
at all." „„„— Nation 112:693 My 11 '21 390w

Reviewed by E. P. Morgan
New Repub 28:79 S 14 '21 1550w

"Those who are interested in the develop-

ment of such Western cities as this one, cities

built, if not in a day, at any rate m a very

few years, will find a good deal to claim their

attention in Mr Murdock's sketches of 'Folks

he has known."
_| NY Times p22 Ap 3 '21 750w

"They are entertaining and more; they are

inspirational."
__ ,„, ^„.

+ Outlook 128:223 Je 1 '21 lOOw

•The art of this book is such as to give it

rank with the foremost examples of the work
of contemporary American writers."

+ R of Rs 64:220 Ag '21 360w

Springfd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 180w

MURPHY, JOHN JOSEPH; WOOD, MRS
EDITH (ELMER); and ACKERMAN,
FREDERICK L. Housing famine; how to

end it; a triangular debate. *$2.50 Dutton

"Eight topics are discussed, each debater

speaking three times to each topic, and each

topic logically leading on to the next. Mr
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MURPHY, J: J. and others—Continued
Murphy, former tenement house commissioner
of New York city, is the conservative in this
group, though, apart from his somewliat exces-
sive individualism, he is far from being reac-
tionary and, indeed, states many of tlie prob-
lems with fearless denunciation of existing
methods of home supply. Mr Ackerman is the
radical but, in spite of an often somewhat
theoretical interest in what he considers per-
manently soimd solutions, always realistic in
his arguments and projects. Mrs Wood oc-
cupies a middle ground and seems influenced.
In the main, by the results of practical experi-
ence."—Survey

Reviewed by Elise Harlan
Am J Soc 27:261 S '21 900w
Booklist 17:177 F '21

"The average reader is likely to find some
difficulty in following their very mucli con-
densed arguments, for they are not sequentially
presented in the form of question and answer,
but rather as a lawyer would present evidence
and rebuttal. Nevertheless, the whole range of
the housing-problem is pretty well covered."
C: H. Whitaker

-\ Freeman 3:309 Je 8 '21 700w
R of Rs 64:448 O '21 60w

"Good-tempered, yet pointed and illuminating
debate. It covers practically all the more
Important recent proposals to relieve the hous-
ing shortage, gives some of the main facts
of American and foreign experience and goes
far to explain the historic causation of the
trouble in which we now find ourselves."
B. L.

+ Survey 46:14 Ap 2 '21 360w

MURPHY, MABEL ANSLEY. American lead-
ers, il •$1.25 (7c) Union press, 1816 Chest-
nut St., Philadelphia 920 20-15545

The pen pictures here drawn for young
readers of men prominent in American history
are: William Penn; Benjamin Franklin; George
Washington; Robert Morris; Patrick Henry;
Thomas Jefferson; Alexander Hamilton; James
Monroe; John Jacob Astor; William Clark,
Meriwether Lewis and John C. Fremont as
path-finders; Henry Clay; Daniel Webster;
Sam Houston: William Lloyd Garrison; Abra-
ham Lincoln; Horace Greeley; James G. Blaine;
John Hay; Booker T. Washington; Theodore
Roo.«evelt. The book is illustrated.

MURPHY, MABEL ANSLEY. Greathearted
women, il *$1.25 Union press, 1816 Chest-
nut St., Philadelphia 920.7 20-14313

The "biographies of sixteen women leaders
of American and English life" CSub-title) here
chosen to "exemplify the noblest and best in
their special lines of endeavor" are: Lucretia
Mott: Mary Lyon; Dorothea Lynde Dix: Har-
riet Beecher Stowe: Julia Ward Howe; Alice
and Phoebe Gary; Clara Barton; Helen Hunt
Jackson; Loui.'^a May Alcott; Frances E.
W^llard: Anna Howard .'^haw: Alice Freeman
Palmer; Elizabeth Fry; Queen Victoria; Jenny
Lind: Florence Nightingale. Portraits accomp-
any each biography.

MURRAY, AMY. Father Allan's island. »$2..50
Harcourt 914.1 21-2602

The author recoimts her experiences among
the simple Gaelic folk of Eriskay, a tiny is-
land off the northeinmcst coast of Scotland.
She finds a guide in Father Allan, the heroic
priest of the i.sle. who.'^e years of intimate ac-
quaintance with the people fits him well for the
function. His interesting personality is the
dominant force of the book. Here is a dramatic
collection of folk tales, superstitions, dreams,
and visions. It finds a Ivrical unifviner thread
in the quest of song. Over thirty folk songs
with music are to be found among the pages.
Padraic Colum has written the foreword.

"Thioughout the book is a firm and simple
touch." S. L. C.

4- Boston Transcript p6 F 5 '21 660w
+ Cath World 113:252 My '21 260w

Dial 71:485 O '21 90w
"The writer has compo.sed her materials with

unerring grace, and has caught much of the
flavour and colour of that remote and un-
spoiled region at the northernmost tip of Scot-
land. . . One finds here bits of adventure set
down with relish, bits of description touched
with sentiment and humour, and a wealth of
material concerning folk-songs." L. B.

-f- Freeman 4:214 N 9 '21 250w
+ Lit R p9 Ja 29 '21 500w

"She has been able to create for the reader
a picture of the island and its people that is
amazingly vital and revealing." R. H.

+ New Repub 26:327 My 11 '21 480w

MURRAY, FLORA. Women as army surgeons:
being the history of the Women's hospital
corps in Paris, Wimereux and Bndell street,
September, 1914-October, 1919. il *$3
Doran 940.47 (Eng ed 21-3105)

"There was from the beginning something
epoch-making in the story of the Women's
Hospital Corps. . . Fully one half of the book
is given to tlie period after the corps were set-
tled in Endell street, but it is in this section
that Dr Murray has been able to take up in
detail the work accomplished by the various
women of the organization, and some short
memorial of those who gave their lives during
the period of the Corps' work. She speaks
especially of the fight which was made to secure
an equal recognition for the services of women
surgeons and administrators with these men
and of the hopes and disappointments which
were theirs. Then again she gives us a glimpse
of the different spirit with which the doctors
and nurses had to contend in the year that
followed the Armistice."—Boston Transcript

"It is a tale of romantic achievement, where
the odds never seem to be the odds expected, a
story which will live in the history of the wo-
men of Great Britain and of the world."

-f Boston Transcript p8 Je 4 '21 270w
"The story is a remarkable one, and as here

'told authoritatively and within quite moderate
compass."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p782 N 25
'20 60w

MURRAY, GILBERT. Problem of foreign
policy. $1.50 (8y2C) Houghton [4s 6d Allen
& U.] 327 21-9739

A temperate discussion, from the liberal
viewpoint, of the present causes of interna-
tional strife and how to meet or avoid them.
Among the many situations which contain
the roots of strife, the author concentrates on
a few typical cases: the positions of Germany
and France, respectively, as the result of the
treaty, and the relations of the two countries:
the question of Syria, Mesopotamia, Egypt and
India and British policy in the East; Russia
and its neighbors,— civil war and the attempted
extension of the bolshevist program beyond its

borders. The final chapter is devoted to the
League of nations which the author pronounces
"the one great creative idea which this war
has produced" and which he believes may be
made the leading force in international poll-
tics if statesmen at the head of affairs are
capable of effort and self-sacrifice and there
is in the mass of the people a strong and in-
telligent determination that the principles of
the league shall prevail.

"An unusual book appealing both to music
lovers and lovers of folk narrative."

+ Booklist 17:205 Mr '21

Am Pol Sci R 15:625 N '21 lOOw
Booklist 18:7 O '21

Boston Transcript p6 Jl 9 '21 750w
"The chief defect of the book is the author'.s

tendency to think too exclusively in political

terms." W. H. C.— Freeman 4:70 S 28 '21 300w
Reviewed bv Malcolm Cowley

Lit R p5 Jl 9 '21 540w
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Nation 113:2(;9 S 7 '21 320w
Nation and Ath 2D:GG Ap 9 '21 320w

"The striking- merit of the work la the clarity
with which Professor Murray envisages the situ-
ation and the simplicity with which he states it.

Next should be mentioned the common sense of
his exposition."

+ N Y Times plO Jl 3 '21 1350w
Spec 1:;G:274 F 26 '21 150w
Springf'd Republican pG Ag IG '21 140w

"Gilbert Murray's beautiful style will always
be read with pleasure, no matter what his sub-
ject. The present study, however, is important
in that it reflects the trained and experienced
liberal mind in its effort to find a clear way out
of the international political tangle."

+ Survey 46:447 Je 25 '21 80w
"During the political discussions of recent

years, Professor Gilbert Murray has won for
liimself a conspicuous and interesting posi-
tion. . . The methods of Liberalism are the
appeal of reason, and the appeal is made to
the democracy. Now the assumption which
Professor Murray makes is that when this
appeal is made to the people, leason and
light will prevail, and this little book is part of
his contribution to the discussion. But what if

the appeal fails? What if when the appeal
is made to tlie democracy right and reason do
not prevail? This is a contingency the possi-
bility of which he appears to us to ignore."

-| The Times [London] Lit Sup p2G7 Ap
28 '21 1200W

MURRAY, ROBERT HENRY. Erasmus and
Luther: their attitude to toleration, il *$9
Macmillan 270.6 (Eng ed 20-12548)

"This book is not another of the countless
biographies of the two men mentioned in the
title. The whole subject-matter is grouped
together round the largest problems of the
men and their times. I, The mature thought
of Erasmus; II. The early thouglit of Luther;
III. The rift in the harmony; IV. The excom-
munication and after; V. The problem of
authority; VI. The attitude of Erasmus; VII.
The free-will controversy; VIII. The peasants'
war and authority; IX. The reform of the
church; X. Creed and council; XI. The church
and state; and an appendix: The conception
of progress in classical and renaissance
writers."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"The book—though, as we have called it,

interesting, and even extremely interesting
when you are well engaged with it—shows,
at the beginning especially, its learning more
conspicuously than its interest." G: Saints-
bury

-i Ath p337 Mr 12 '20 1500w
"There is no doubt about his information;

but his rather discursive method is occasionally
distracting, if generally interesting. It is thus
not a book for the uninitiated: and it demands,
on the part of the reader, besides some
familiarity with the period, powers of con-
centration and co-ordination which cannot
always safely be assumed." B. J. Kidd

H Eng Hist R 36:124 Ja '21 740w
"A learned and thoughtful book."

+ Spec 124:241 Ag 21 '20 1150w

"A fine piece of historical study."
-j- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl48 Mr
4 '20 IGOOw

MURRAY, WILLIAM D., and MURRAY,
GEORGE M. My three kovs, and other talks
to bovs and girl.s. *$1.50 (4c) Assn. press
252 21-231

"These talks have been given to boys and
girls in high schools, preparatory schools, and
Sunday schools and to groups of boy scouts
and Y. M. C. A. boys. Some of them were given
to soldiers in camp, and some in schools in the
Near East." (Foreword) The three keys of the
first story open the doors to the three funda-
mentals to good living: home, work, worship.
Some of tlie other stories are: Children's Sun-
day; Why a boy is like a watch; Anger;
Faith; Temptation; Selfishness; Obedience;
Loyalty; Contentment; When Jesus came;

Showing our love by doing; Giving up; Seek-
ing holp: Thou shalt not steal; Je.sus and the
ohildrtii; I'nseen heipcr.s; Seeking and find-
ing.

MURRY, JOHN MIDDLETON. Aspects of lit-
erature. *$3 Knopf 824 (Eng ed 21-5724)

"In his collection of essays J. Middleton
Murry touches upon such general problems
as The function of criticism; The present
condition ol Englisli poetry; and The cry in
the wilderness, with a series of discussions
of the work and influence of Rousseau, Keats,
Tchekov, Hardy, Masefleld, Samuel Butler,
Auatole France and otliLis. Coleridge's criti-
cism and the critical study of Shakespeare
.'iif the to|jics oi Mr Murry's final papers, the
most of which originally appeared in the pages
of the Athenaeum, of which paper he is the
editor."—Boston Transcript

"Mr Mmry's principles are a living, work-
ing corpus. They express an inner impulse;
the book reveals a mind in action round a
centre; it is not a mosaic, like the section
of a sausage. That is its attractiveness. Yet it
was written as journalism, week by week.
That woriv done on those terms should have
the strength and coherence that we have tried
to adumbrate is astonishing." S. W.

+ Ath pl3 Ja 7 '21 2U50w
"Mr Murry has a definite conception of the

function of criticism and writes with discrim-
ination and a natural critical sensitiveness."

+ Booklist 17:293 My '21

Boston Transcript p5 F 16 '21 620\v
Dial 70:712 Je '21 230w

"If he shows by his omissions that he is not
qualified to discuss American poetry . . . his
criticism is excellent when he treats of
themes with which he is thoroughly familiar."
Ernest Bovd

H Lit R p6 Mr 2G '21 920w
Lond Mercury 3:448 F '21 850w
Spec 126:2G Ja 1 '21 40w

".\ir ;Middleton .Miury is a poet and a true
critic. Amung tlie fluctuating standards and
uncertain judgments of our day he stands for
something, and he knows for what he stands.
He is a true critic, lor he has taken his stand
on firm foundations—the foundations of all
art. His exposition of theory as a developed
thing, as an achievement, is at present less
conipellinfT than his actual criticism."

-\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p855 D
16 '20 1850w

MURRY, JOHN MIDDLETON. Evolution of an
intellectual. *$3 Knopf 824 (Eng ed 20-10159)

"Chronologically arranged, the essays cover
the period October, 1916, to April, 1919. They
record the disillusionment of an intelligent mod-
ern idealist, who, in the process, has acquired
not cynicism but wisdom."—Yale R
"The essay [on M Duhamel] is, in many ways,

the most revealing in the book, and not the less
so because we believe it to be founded on a self-
deception. Those of us who are not platonically
minded can see here, again, nothing but the as-
sei'tion of a faith. Mr Murray believes that what
he has brought is what he h„3 found." J. W.
N. S.

H Ath pl364 D 19 "19 1900w
Reviewed by Sganarelle

Dial 70:712 Je '21 230w
"It is especially because we Americans are

such children that we ought to read Mr Murray's
book: we have no notion, most of us who write
and agitate and tallc of changing the world, of
the responsibilities and intensities of maturity.
Here we shall find our disillusions and painful
discoveries not only expressed but so expressed
as to further us on the road we all really wish
to travel."

-t- Freeman 2:94 O 6 '20 1700w
"The book is frankly, a study of disillusion;

but it would be a mistake to call it depressing.

It is not a mere cry of anguish, nor a monoto-
nous iteration of one thought. As his title can-
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didly warns us, the writer is one of those who by
the law of their being are compelled to try to
understand. Mr Murry's honesty is refreshing;
here is an idealist who is not going to say that
he sees light when he does not see it."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl68 Mr
11 '20 1900W

"Mr Murry discusses the impasse that the
modern world has reached, with a sense of
fundamental causes and remedies." Norman
Foerster

+ Yale R n s 10:871 JI '21 330w

MY Chinese marriage. $1.75 Duffleld 915.1
21-20207

" 'My Chinese marriage' purports to be the
true account of a marriage between an Amer-
ican girl from a small inland college and a
Chinaman of a wealthy and prominent family.
It appeared first serially in Asia, that authori-
tative magazine of the Orient. The happiness
in this marriage comes from a great love and
an understanding that the common denomina-
tor of all races is a common humanity."—Lit R

Ward's 'finglish poets.' and a very discrim-
inating essay on Edgar Allan Poe for the
first lime printed in this volume."—Boston
Transcript

Booklist 18:118 Ja '22

"As a revelation of some of the ideals of
the China of today—a picture peculiarly sig-
nificant just at this time—the storj^ is remark-
able. As a human document, pulsing with a
love and loyalty 'strong enough to stand the
test of international marriage,' it is even
more so." F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 N 19 '21 470w
"The picture of Chinese home life, with its

interlacing interests and adjustments, is quite
different from and much more pleasant than
that usually given by an Occidental. It pre-
sents a people frank, joyous, sympathetic,
very considerate of one another, while main-
taining a strict 'clan dominance.' It is a book
that should be read by all who desire to un-
derstand the liberal China that is taking the
place of the old."

-f Lit R p235 D 3 '21 290w

MYERS, CHARLES SAMUEL. Mind and work:
the psychological factors in industry and
commerce, il *$1.75 Putnam 331 21-4721

Of the four determinants of industrial and
commercial efficiency—the mechanical, the
physiological, the psychological, and the social
and economic—the author holds that the
psychological is by far the most important and
fundamental and that an intelligent ferasp of
the psychological factors is much more produc-
tive than mere capital or mechanical labor.
This is the main consideration throughout.
Contents: Movement study; Fatigue study;
Selection study; Restriction of output; Sys-
tems of payment; Industrial vmrest. The
book is illustrated and indexed.

Reviewed by C: L. Stone
Am Econ R 11:517 S '21 140w
Booklist 17:283 My '21

Reviewed by Alfred Lief
Outlook 129:28 S 7 '21 280w
Spec 125:673 N 20 '20 SOOw
Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 540w

"It is a very large and important subject
and necessarily dealt with in this small volume
in a too generalized and cursory manner.
Nevertheless, for a rapid orientation in this
field, the book serves a good purpose." Bernard
Glueck

1- Survey 47:85 O 12 '21 60w

MYERS, FREDERIC WILLIAM HENRY. Col-
lected poems; ed. by Eveleen Myers, il

$4.50 Macmillan 821 21-8863

"Brought together by his widow, we have in
this volume all the poems written by Frederic
Myers and to them are added the fragment
of an autobiography which, after a meagre
sketch of outward facts, deals chiefly with
the mental and spiritual development of the
man. an eseay on Shelley reprinted from

"The earlier poems, which Myers began to
write at fourteen years of age, and for which
he won many prizes at school, are chiefly
interesting, in spite of their merit for so
youthful a mind, for eloquence and workman-
-ship. The poems that reflected the mental
and spiritual struggles of his transitions from
one development of faith to another are
tinged witli a glow of passion, but yet are
in no way more remarkable than the work
of a passionate and cultured spirit. Prose
was his no.tural medium and he made of it
a beautiful instrument."

-I- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 6 '21 1350w
"Even in this present volume, the uncollected

prose is more important than all but some
half-dozen of the collected poems; for the edi-
tor has given us Myers's heroic autobiography,
his masterly essay on Shelley, his fine letter
on Tennyson, and his brilliant critique of Poe,
and these truly admirable productions can
hardly be excelled in their special fields." L. M.

H Freeman 3:454 Jl 20 '21 320w
"For the most part, his muse does not fully

rise to the height of his great argument, and
we are left pleased by his technical skill and
true feeling, but at the same time somewhat
disappointed over the rarity of any very arrest-
ing phrase or burning thought. On the whole,
however, the book is well worth reading for its
poetic merits (very few volumes published
nowadays approach its level) as well as for
the light cast on a fine human spirit, an im-
portant period, and an interesting movement.
This volume is in many ways one of the im-
portant publications of the year." Lawrence
Mason

H Lit R p3 Je 18 '21 llOOw
"His verse runs riot, wasted and dispersed,

and all the fine thinking, the vitality, the ef-
fort to unriddle the starry characters are
jumbled."

h Nation and Ath 29:63 Ap 9 '21 400w
"He had gifts which are necessary to the

poet; a fine gravity, an eager ear for the
pomp and ring of words. But he rarely attained
intensity of vision, or achieved that highest
skill in craftsmanship which is needed to ex-
press it."

-\ New Statesman 17:23 Ap 9 *21 390w
"His weak lines almost equal in number

the lines that are good. Myers, we feel, very
justly described himself in his 'minor poet and
amateur savant.' "

-\ Sat R 131:196 Mr 5 '21 960w
"There was a great deal of thought, if not

a great deal of originality, in Myers' verse.
Also, as in all poetry which is especially great
from the point of rhetoric, there was a sort
of magic in his numbers which gives them an
emotional force beyond their meaning and
makes them fit into all the circumstances of

life in a way which is almost prophetic."
4- Spec 126:236 F 19 '21 1800w

"Though Myers was not a poet of very high
rank, his verse, like his prose showed native
facility and artistic attainment. His prose,

however, was distinguished, while his verse
mostly was not."

-\- Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 21

llOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p79 F

3 '21 50w
"It is to be feared that the poetry of Myers

has no future. Weakness of art, choice of an
unfortunate subject and monotonous ad-
herence to it, are alike fatal to its chance.
And it certainly will not be helped by such
a volume as this, which reprints prize poems
of no importance and includes a large number
of occasional pieces which scarcely rise above
the level of such verse as any cultivated man
of letters can put together."

\- The Times [London] Lit Sup p89 F
10 '21 1550w
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MYERS, GUSTAVUS. Ye olden blue laws. $2
Century 345.2 21-8921

"A r6sum# of the actual Colonial enactments
of our forefathers, to which the phrase was first
applied. The author has obtained his facts from
offlcial and other authentic documents as copied
from the original manuscript volumes and pub-
lished by the State governments of New Eng-
land."—R of Rs

Booklist 17:332 Jl '21

Reviewed by Raymond Hitchcock
Bookm 54:71 S '21 700w

"Mr Gustavus Myers, who likes to delve into
odd sources, has produced an instructive little
volume." D. Mc N.

+ Freeman 4:235 N 16 '21 720w
"A vivid and logical exposition of past efforts

to produce reforms." Gamaliel Bradford
-f Lit R p5 Je 11 '21 700w

f- Nation 113:103 Jl 27 *21 170w
"Mr Myers uses neither epithet nor argument;

he only recites the facts, and quotes the laws.
If it is a prophecy of the failure of the present
day Volsteading, he nowhere says so."

N Y Times pl6 My 29 '21 2200w
R of Rs 64:112 Jl '21 60w

"Mr Myers puts a good deal of interesting in-
formation into popular form, and while his con-
tentions are not all proved and his survey is

neither thorough nor weighty he succeeds in
bringing a number of past situations vividly be-
fore the reader."

-| Sprlngfd Republican p6 Je 6 '21 450w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 30 '21 130w

"In spite of defects which unfortunately color
the whole book, Mr Myers has accomplished a
worth-while task in reminding us of the futility,
and worse, of the many restrictions of personal
liberty, which afflicted the pioneers and which
the American people have not yet quite out-
grown." B. L.

H Survey 46:478 Jl 2 '21 SOOw
Reviewed by Michael Monahan

+ Weekly R 4:608 Je 25 '21 900w

MYERSON, ABRAHAM. Foundations of per-
sonality. $2.25 Little 126 21-20064

The book is written by a neurologist, a
physician in the active practice of his pro-
fession and, as the author himself alleges,
bears more the imprint of medicine and
neurology than of psychology and philosophy.
It also shows the marks of everyday expe-
rience, of contact with the world and with
men, women and children. He holds that mind
and character are organic, that they are func-
tions of the organism and do not exist inde-
pendently. He traces the influence of health
and disease, of environment and heredity and
devotes a number of chapters to the analysis
of various types of character. There is an
index.

Booklist 18:105 Ja '22

"A well-known physician and neurologist,
member of the faculty of Tufts Medical School,
here writes entertainingly as well as learnedly
on the basic elements that determine human
conduct." E. N.

+ Boston Transcript pll D 7 '21 950w

N
NATHAN, GEORGE JEAN. Tlicnlrc the

drama, the girls. $2.50 Knopf 792 21-877
The book is a collection of the author's

original and whimsical, often disconcerting
and novel, always witty and clever opinions
about the stage and everything appertaining
to It. In paragraphs long and short he tells us
what he thinks of actors old and young of
days old and new, American and European', of
dramatic criticism, of the stage in various
countries, of tragedy and comedv, etc etc

Garrulous, flippant, amusing, very evidently
intended to be cock-sure and shocking, this
book on the modern theatre and modern life
has also the cleverness and knowledge one ex-
pects of its author."

-f Booklist 17:210 Mr '21

"To say that it is well written is banal—that
is to be expected. It is quite clear that he
knows the theatre so much better than his
confreres that it isn't even a race." Arnold
Daly

+ Bookm 53:163 Ap '21 1550w
Cleveland p30 Ap '21 30w

"Taken with a grain of salt, Mr Nathan's
judgments in 'The theatre, the drama, the
girls', are for the most part in the line of
sanity and aesthetic realization. His occasional
hits below the belt are made up for by passages
of discernment and rich humour." L. B.

+ Freeman 3:262 My 25 '21 280w
"The reader has to wade through a vast

amount of indiscriminate sneering at every-
thing and everybody to find the occasional
nuggets of sound judgment and common sense
concealed in the mass of vituperative chat-
ter." J. R. Towse

h Lit R p6 Ja 29 '21 360w
"His books, instead of being written in Eng-

lish—a language he knows well—are written in
dialect; and the solid good sense at the basis
of his work is marred by faults which make
the judicious grieve." W: L. Phelps

H NY Times p9 F 6 '21 1450w
"The outstanding feature of Mr Nathan's

book is that the man who reads it twenty
years from now will get a painfully correct
impression of the American stage of 1920
A.D." G: D. Proctor

+ Pub W 99:165 Ja 15 '21 400w
"Mr Nathan is a critic of very considerable

experience, vivacity, and acuteness."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p332 My
26 '21 lOOOw

NATHAN, ROBERT. Autumn. $1.75 (6%c)
McBride 21-17910

"The plot, if there can be said to be any, is
not complex. Mr Jeminy is the schoolmaster in
a New England village and Mrs Grumble is his
housekeeper. He is a compassionate person, a
reader . of old books, rather inefficient as a
teacher, and overlooked by his community.
When, by reason of age, he is relieved from the
country school he has taught for twenty years
... he wanders away, hires out as helper on a
neighboring farm, and is brought back shortly
at the death of his old housekeeper, who leaves
him to Mrs Wickef to 'look after'—an arrange-
ment which will, we somehow feel, be most
consoling to both."—Lit R

Reviewed by Hevwood Broun
Bookm 54:397 D '21 90w

"The book is entirely unconvincing, unreal
as a dream, and its conclusion is unsatisfac-
tory and inartistic."— Oath World 114:556 Ja '22 150w

Dial 72:103 Ja '22 lOOw
"A little big book among a multitude of big

little ones." H. \V. Boynton
4- Ind 107:109 O 29 '21 lOOv/

"Although the story of an old man, this book
is such a vital mixture of the compound ele-
ment;?—loves, hates, and greeds—that make up
the sum of human existence that it is not
actually autumn with its fading tints that lures
us along. The brief drama is limpid, touching,
close to the earth and its sorrows. It reminds
one of a pastel of a New England cornfield. . .

A slight stalk of a story, but the wonder is in
the imfolding."

+ Lit R p83 O 15 '21 llOOw
" 'Autumn' is all but a perfect native pas-

toral. . . It is almost as suggestive of the soil
as an old farmer's almanac . . . the language
is cool and fresh, like dew. The story, though
drenched in reverie, is upheld with a shrewd
intelligence and an affectionate irony, as if its
teller had planted his feet in the brown.
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warm, hardy, permanent earth but had kept
his head acquainted with the brightest clouds
and the freest winds that move." Carl Van
Doren

+ Nation 113:sup664 D 7 '21 270w
"Here is a book that gracefully eludes the

ordinarily simple gesture of classification. . .

The tone of the book is infinitely more notable
than its pattern. Whatever plot there is does
not greatly matter, becau.se the incidents
which compose it are selected for their rela-
tion to one another rather than for any in-
trinsic importance they individually possess."

+ N Y Times pt 2 plO D 11 '21 900w
"Its charm lies in the apparent atmosphere

of quiet beauty in the little Vermont town,
which was, like the outer world, full of cross-
currents of motion and ambition. 'Autumn'
is a veritable bud of a story which one can
imagine developed into a novel of some length
and promise."

-I Springf'd Republican pl2a D 4 '21

260vv

NATIONAL BIRTH-RATE COMMISSION,
Problems of population and parenthood.
•$10 Button 614.1 (Eng ed SG20-131)

"This volume is the second report of the
[British] National Inrth-rate commission and
contains in addition to the report, the bulk
of the evidence taken by the commission. Some
eighty pages are devoted to the report itself,
the balance to a digest of the evidence of-
fered. The subjects treated in the report are
such as Recent statistics of the birth-rate, the
Voluntary restriction of the birth-rate, Infant
mortality. Venereal diseases, Alcoholism, Laws
of marriage and divorce, and it closes with an
instructive chapter on the physiological and
psychological a;'-pects of the development and
education of young citizens for worthy parent-
hood. Among the witnes.ses whose testimony
is given in great detail are found such well
known names a.s Prof. Arthur Keith, Mrs
Bramwell Booth, Sydney Webb. M^ijor Leonard
Darwin, Sir Arthur Conan Doyle, Sir Rider
Haggard. Dr C. W. Saleeby, nnd in addition, a
considerable number of physicians and other
specialists of high standing in England."

—

Survey

"To the cursory reader this is a splendid
looking effort toward a solution of one of tho
fundamental problems of the human race. Up-
on closer examination, l^owe^'er. we find two
interesting facts that rather take away some
of the value. In the first place, this commission
is self-appointed. Even if this were so, we might
not object were it not for the second weaknes.'i.
It is a curious example of the credibility of
mankind that it accepts the opinions of "un-
scientific minds upon purely scientific sub-
jects." ATargaret Sanger

h Lit R p9 Ja 15 '21 900w
"It is safe to say that this volume will he

found to b<^ one of the most valuable publica-
tions in it.<= field. The tone of the report is
extremely well balanced and gives e^•idence of
great open-mindedness on the part of the com-
mission." Carl Kelsev

+ Survey 4ri:707 V 12 '21 24nw

NATIONAL CITY BANK OF NEW YORK.
Practical bank operation: prepared by L. H.
Langston. 2v $8 Ronald 332.1 21-3313

These volumes have been prepared under tho
direction of the educational committee of the
National city bank of New York. Contents-
Volume 1—The functions of a bank: The
receiving operations; The paying operations;
Clearing; Collection of transit items: City col-
lections; Collection of notes, coupons, and
country items; Foreign collections; Export col-
lections; Import collections: Credit; Domestic
discounts; Foreign discounts; Loans; Bonds.
Volume 2—Commercial credits—import: Com-
mercial credits—export; Letters of credit and
travellers' checks: Foreign drafts, letter and
cable transfers: Trading in foreign exchange:
The bank as trustee, executor, and custodian:
The bank as registrar and fi.scal agent: Domes-
tic bookkeeping; Foreign books; The general

accounts; Auditing; The facilitating operations
(two chapters) ; Foreign trade, merchandise and
industrial service; Organization and adminis-
tration.

Booklist 17:276 My '21

"The volumes are evidently prepared with
the most critical care and will doubtless be
found to be of the greatest value not alone for
general reading, but for occasional and often
necessary consultation."

4- Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 450w

NATIONAL CIVIC FEDERATION. PROFIT
SHARING DEPARTMENT. Profit sharing
by American employers. 3d rev ed $8 But-
ton 331.24

"In 1916, The National Civic Federation pub-
lished the first edition of this work. Its prep-
aration required a laborious investigation, fol-
lowed by analysis of more than two hundred
plans by which in this country payments
beyond regular wages were being made to
wage-earners. The resultant material was
published with the intention of meeting a de-
mand, especially from managers of manufac-
turing establishments, for testimony as to
wherein and why profit sharing had been suc-
cessful or unsuccessful. . . The present volume
is not so much a revised edition as it is a new
book. Most of the contents is new. Plan and
arrangement have been changed. At least half
the pages of the 1916 edition have been omitted,
while the added new matter amounts to double
or triple the pages canceled." (Introd.)

"In the great majority of cases cited the
story of the adoption of the plan, its opera-
tion, and its success or failure is given in the
language of some official of the company, and
this will probably enhance the value of the
report in the eyes of most employers. The
viewpoint of the employee, however, is not
neglected, as a section of the work is devoted
to the attitude of trade unions and more than
a score of prominent labor leaders set forth
therein their obiections to profit sharing."

+ Lit R p.58 O 1 '21 240w

NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON WORKERS'
EDUCATION IN THE UNITED STATES.
Workers' education in the United States.
.50c Workers' educ. bur. of Am., 465 W 23d
st, N.Y. 374.8 21-17198

"Its subtitle describes it: 'A report of the
Proceedings of the First National Conference
on Workers' Education in the United States.'
The Workers' Education Bureau of America
was born of this conference and the pamphlet
is the first of a series of publications which
the Bureau plans to issue. . . The men and
women who have made workers' education a
reality give their views: veterans like Fannia
Cohn of the International Ladies Garment
Workers, Algernon Lee and Bertha Mailly of
the Rand School, and newer figures such as
Abraham Epstein who put workers' education
all over the map of Pennsylvania, J. M. Budish
of the United Labor Education Committee,
and Paul Blanshard of the Amalgamated
Clothing Workers. Then the students are given
their say—eleven of them tell what they think
about it all. And last but not least, the
teachers: H. W. L. Dana of the Boston Trade
Union College, Alexander Fichandler of the
International, and J. B. Salutsky of the Amal-
gaiiiated."—Nation

"The most enlightening of the three studies
available on workers' education in the United
States." Evans Clark

+ Nation 113:sup670 D 7 '21 1350w

NATIONAL COUNTRY LIFE CONFERENCE.
Third national country life conference,
Springf'd. Mass.. 1920. il *$2.50 Univ. of Chi-
cago press 630.1

The book contains the addresses delivered at
the conference held at Springfield, Mass., in

1920, and the reports of the various committees,
together with a report, in condensed form, of
the important business transacted at the con-
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ference. Partial contents: The past and the
future of the country life movement, by
Kenyon L. Butterfield; An American rural art
movement, by Lorado Taft; Agricultural mis-
sions, by Samuel Higginbottom; The American
negro in agriculture, by R. R. Moton; The
co-operative movement, by William Paine
Everts; Rural organization and rural psychol-
ogy, by E. R. Groves; Some fundamentals of
rural community organization, by Dwight San-
derson; A man without a community, by Henry
E. Jackson.

"The volume is compact with discussions on
topics which appeal strongly to those interested
in agriculture."

-|- Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 '21 120w

NAYLOR, EMMETT HAY, Trade associations,
their organization and managemenL $5
Ronald 381 21-2111

This book covers their organization, routine
and meetings, commercial functions, service
activities, qualifications of secretaries, their re-
lation to fair prices and to the law. The ap-
pendix contains Summaries of legal cases af-
fecting them, a list of trade associations in the
United States, and a bibliography.

"From the viewpoint of the economic stu-
dent, the information, classification, and
analysis of associations are neither complete
nor scientific, and there is little attempt to
give an impartial estimate of the benefits and
the dangers of the different types. The work
is useful in showing the inside workings of
an average association and bringing to the
attention of many of the ineffectual organiza-
tions, with which the country is infested, some
view of the possibilities of a trade association.
As a whole, the work is very interesting." H.
R. Tosdal

H Am Econ R 11:509 S '21 370w
Booklist 17:276 My '21

"The whole forms a manual of value, not
alone to the executive officers of such organ-
izations, but to every member as well."

+ Boston Transcript p7 F 19 '21 190w
"For the task undertaken the author is evi-

dently admirably fitted. He has gathered
much that is presented here in the form of
practical suggestions and warnings, and this
should prove invaluable to those interested in
trade-association affairs or active in their
management." C. W. Wright

+ J Pol Econ 29:840 D '21 700w
Springf'd Republican pC Ag 15 '21

250w

NEAL, ROBERT WILSON. Editorials and edi-
torial writing; with an introd by H: J. Has-
kell. $3 Home correspondence school 070

The author is himself a journalist and was
until recently director of the major course in

journalism in Massachusetts agricultural col-
lege. He analyzes editorials as to stjie and
manner, subject, content, structure and typo-
graphy, treating them under the following clas-
sifications; news editorials, editorials of inter-
pretation, controversial editorials, serious es-
say-editorials, casual-essay editorials, human-
interest editorials, and home-subject editorials.
The greater part of the book is made up of
actual editorials, quoted from various news-
papers and magazines of the day, to illustrate
the author's points. There is an added chap-
ter on the type of mind, tastes, education and
reading, cultural aim and intensive training
desirable in an editorial writer.

"Doubtless there is no editor, present or
prospective, old or young, who cannot gain
many ideas and much technical help from Mr
Neal's book. . . Until something ringing gets
into some of the books intended to 'teach
journalism,' one must turn from them all alike
with a certain amount of weariness." J: P.
Gavit

-I-
— Lit R p8 Ap 30 '21 550w

Reviewed by N. A. Crawford— New Repub 27:331 Ag 17 '21 600w

NEARING, SCOTT. American empire. 2d ed
$1; pa 50c Kand school of social science
321.03 21-1227

Naming the characteristics of empire ais

conquered territory, subject peoples, an im-
perial or ruling class, and the exploitation of
the subject peoples and the conquered territory
for the benefit of the ruling class, the author
shows how the foundations of empire have
been laid in the United States. He goes back
to the beginning of American history and
traces the development of economic power down
to and through the world war. There are five
sections: What is America? The foundations
of empire; Manifest destiny; The United States
—a world empire; The challenge to imperialism.
By issuing a limited first edition sold by sub-
scription the publishers have been able to put
the work on the market at a low price.

"The most important inferences which he
draws from his presentation of facts will not
be accepted by many persons outside the ranks
of Socialists and pessimists. For all that, the
book is well worth reading."

-J Cath World 113:407 Je '21 lOOw

Lit R pll F 10 '21 40w
Lit R pll My 21 '21 380w
Nation 113:356 S 28 '21 40w

"Scott Nearing is one of the keenest of
contemporary observers of the present transi-
tion. Although we are close to the trees he
can see the forest." James Oneal

+ N Y Call p5 Mr 5 '21 1950w

Reviewed by A. J. Todd
Survey 47:59 O 8 '21 140w

NEIHARDT, JOHN GNEISENAU. Splendid
wayfaring. 11 *$2.25 Macmillan 978 20-27591

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:184 F '21

"He has taken historical documents—journals,
reminiscences and historical collections—and he
has transmuted them into sheer romance, and
yet he has kept within the bounds of critical

history: such is the literary magic of the book."
F. L. M.

+ Grinnell R 16:403 Ap '21 450w

"Dr Neihardt's book is well worth reading."
4- Spec 126:660 My 21 '21 90w

"The imaginative embroidery of parts of the
narrative, though inspired by contemporary
records and local knowledge, does not always
combine very happily with the straightforward
account of the travellers' efforts and adventures,
which needs no heightening. The book would
have gained by being pitched throughout in a
slightly less exalted tone." ^ .„

-I
The Times [London] Lit Sup p87 F 10

'21 500w

NEIHARDT, JOHN GNEISENAU. Two moth-
ers, il •$1.25 Macmillan 812 21-1698

"These two poetic dramas by an American
historical playwright appeared originally, one
in Poetry and the other in Forum. The
first treats a well-known tale. A peasant wo-
man out of avarice murders a rich traveller

taking shelter with her. The victim turns out
to be her long-absent son who has concealed
his identity for a joke. The second deals with
Nero's murder of his mother Agrippina."—The
Times [London] Lit Sup

-1- Grinnell R 16:451 Je '21 180w

"Mr Neihardt's constructive dramatic sense
is distinctly good and his versification satisfac-

tory."
-f Lit R pll Mr 5 '21 70w

"Mr Neihardt seems better able to manage
his action here than he was in 'The song of
Hugh Glass.'

"

+ Nation 112:795 Je 1 '21 150w

"Mr Neihardt is by no means a finished writer
of the poetic play, but he is sincere and his

work is marked by genuine inspiration. 'The
death of Agrippina' is the more valuable, both
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NEIHARDT, J: G. —Continued
because of the historic interest of the subject
and the manner in which Neihardt has handled
it." H. S. Gorman

+ N Y Times p6 Je 5 '21 520w
Springf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 380w

"Both plays are written with considerable
power and sense of stage technique."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p213 Mr
31 '21 70w

NEUMANN, GEORG PAUL, comp. German air
force in the great war. il $4 Doran [16s
Hodder & S.] 940.44 21-17641

The volume has been compiled by Major
Neumann from the records of the German air
force, with the assistance of twenty-nine of-
ficers and officials of the naval and military air
services, and has been translated froin the
German by J. E. Gurdon. The object of the
original work was to accumulate all the rec-
ords relating to the German air force, its
history, its development in technicaJ design
and organization. In the English version the
matter has been recast witli slight alterations
and the present volume is approximately one-
third the size of the original. Part I con-
cerns itself with the German air force as a
unit of power and describes the machines
used and the training of personnel. Part II
deals with the application of this power and
is mainly historical.

"Major Neumann, who compiled the book,
treats his subject In a cold, dispassionate way,
and his twenty-nine contributors are almost
as consistently dull as he." B. R. Redman

f-
Lit R pl45 N 5 '21 750w
Spec 126:533 Ap 23 '21 190w

"Of the various officers who contribute to
the book Col. Siegert is the most lucid and
the most forceful."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p250 Ap
21 '21 1600W

NEVILL, RALPH HENRY. Mayfair and Mont-
martre. il $6 (2c) Button [15s Methuen]
914.21 22-1296

Chapters of anecdote and reminiscence about
some of the vanished Joys of Victorian London
and Bohemian Paris. The author shows the
social changes that have taken place in the
two capitals, and particularly regrets the pass-
ing of the gay night life of these fashionable
centers. One chapter describes the architec-
tural changes around Berkeley Square and
another some of the hotels and gaming places
of the West End. There is a chapter on Paris
after the war and one on the caffes and amuse-
ments of the Montmartre quarter.

"This is a second-rate book of second-hand
anecdotes. Nevertheless it is written by a
man who knows a great deal about the world.
The trouble with the book lies wholly in this
lack. Mr Nevill only tells us what we already
know." D. F. G.— Boston Transcript p9 O 29 '21 540w
"Viewed as a whole the book is entirely

unimportant. . . There are, it is only just to
say, oases; but oases presuppose an encom-
passing desert. Many travellers are likely to
find the occasional oases inadequate recom-
pense for the toil of the journey."— Lit R p206 N 26 '21 400w
"His recollections are not particularly en-

tertaining, and his reflections upon the
changes that have taken place are irascible,
rather than acute."— New Statesman 17:684 S 24 '21 330w
"A dense and rather formless bundle of

anecdote and reminiscence."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p598 S
15 '21 290w

NEVINSON, HENRY WOODD. Lines of life.
*$1.50 Boni & Liveright 821

"Some of the most poignant of these pieces,
such as 'Sheep-shearing,' 'The common round,'
and 'At sea,' are shoi-t, direct, unelaborated
expressions of the pangs or the joyous thrills

of some typical contingency of the common
round. More lofty in aim are such things as
the draniaLic 'Keturn of Alcestis' and 'Dedi-
cata' the latter a lyrical picture of the sacri-
fice of a Joan of Arc." (Ath) "A few only of
the verses in this collection were written re-
cently: the majority belong to odd moments
scattered here and there in the course of a
long literary career." (Springfd Republican)

4- Ath p354 Mr 12 '20 60w
"Mr Nevinson makes no claim to being a

poet; he has entitled his book simply 'Lines.'
He is right." J: G. Fletcher— Freeman I':524 E' 9 '21 130w
"There is great technical mastery in these

poems. They have all a breadth of simplicity
of outline, together with precision, and fitness
of imagery. Tlie facile and the precious are
equally foreign to them."

+ Springf'd Republican plla Jl 25 '20
700vv

NEVINSON, HENRY WOODD. Original sin-
ners. *$1.75 Huebsch 21-11925

The pessimistic way of viewing human life,

the author suggests, is to see in it the fall of
man as a recurjent or perpetual process, while
the old doctrine of original sin opens up
lirighter prospects. The title for this collection
of short stories has t^een chosen because they
show that man, "plunged up to the neck in his
black and tenacious slime-pit, may yet, to his
own astonishment, at times perceive lights as
of constellations promising him some happier
issue or future redemption." (Preface) The
stories are: "Qualis artifex!" Sly's awakening;
A life on the ocean wave; Pongo's illusion;
"Sitting at a play"; A transformation scene;
"The act of fear"; I21 Diocletian's day.

"These short stories read like the work of
a nervous, sensitive man whose chief object
in writing them is to convey to others his
own indignation at the coarse brutality of life.

The stories succeed in doing this, in a
measure. The indignation has a tinge of hys-
teria, the humour is strained, and the stories
have but little artistic merit. For these
reasons they are not likely to impress the
reader permanently."— Ath p808 D 10 '20 290w

Booklist 18:52 N '21

"In this last book of stories, he shows a
complete, almost amused virtuosity. It is that
delightful completeness, the English amateur
spirit at its best. But, as is the case with so
many English stories, one has the impression
that the author himself is too remote, a little

too cool." M. S. Burt
H Bookm 53:253 My '21 860w
"Mr Nevinson's style seems almost French

in its clarity, and he has that masterly light-
ness of touch that has become inseparably con-
nected with the GalUc school. Yet his is no
forced and florid imitation of French writings,
rather do his stories ripple along with a peculiar
charm of their own."

-I- Boston Transcript p5 My 18 '21 300w
Dial 70:592 My '21 60w

"If not absolutely as superlative as some of
the critics say it is, it is relatively far superior
to any collection that has appeared in many
a long day and can be warmly recommended
to all lovers of choice short stories." Law-
rence Mason

H Freeman 3:524 Ag 10 '21 650w
Reviewed by Hulbert Footner

Lit R p3 Ap 9 '21 850w
"It is safe to assert that Mr Henry W.

Nevinson did not concern himself greatly with
the technique of the short story. What came
to him were sudden, deep perceptions, electric

flashes of insight into the soul of man and Into

the character of civihzation. Each built its

own visible form. He can be as ingenious as
anyone. But his ingenuity serves to Illustrate

an idea of great intricacy and importance."
+ Nation 112:718 My 18 '21 320w
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"There is a fund of suggestion in each story
that is never defined, an undercurrent of
meaning that is hinted at and still dominant.
Mr Nevinson's style is unusual, a thing that
grips but eludes. His method is crude, yet
finished. The result is a portrayal that lingers
in the reader's mind long after the book is

laid aside."
+ N Y Times p24 Jl 24 '21 400w

Spec 126:56 Ja 8 '21 60w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p781 N

25 '20 200w

NEW policies of soviet Russia. $1 (S^^c) Kerr
335

The three essays in this collection are: The
meaning of the agricultural tax, by N. Lenin;
The new economic policy of soviet Russia, by
N. Bukharin; and The intellectuals and the
Russian revolution, by S. J. Rutgers. Lenin at-
tempts to explain the background of such defi-
nite, practical measures of present day policy
as the agricultural tax. He does this by quot-
ing a pamphlet of his explaining state capital-
ism in relation to socialism and emphasizing
the transitional character of economics in Rus-
sia at present. Bukharin explains the free
trade policy as a transitional economic conces-
sion to secure the equilibrium of the soviet sys-
tem. Rutgers shows that, while the recon-
struction of bourgeois society cannot be accom-
plished without the aid of bourgeois intel-
lectuals, they constitute a great source of
danger to the new order on account of theii
reactionary tendencies.

NEW YORK (STATE). LEGISLATURE. JOINT
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE INVESTI-
GATING SEDITIOUS ACTIVITIES. Revo-
lutionary radicalism; its history, purpose
and tactics; with an exposition and discus-
sion of the steps being taken and required
to curb it; being the report of the joint leg-
islative committee investigating seditious
activities, filed April 24, 1920, in the Senate
of the state of New York. 4v Clerk of the
Senate, Albany. N.Y. 323 21-27173

The report of the so-called Lusk committee
which investigated the history, purpose and tac-
tics of revolutionary radicalism in the United
States, and particularly within the state of New
York. Volume one and two contain an historical
review of European and American conditions,
with numerous citations from documents, news-
papers and propaganda literature; a large ad-
dendum of notes containing information which
has come to the committee's notice after the
filing of its report; and a general index for both
volumes. The contents of volumes three and
four are grouped in the three sections: Protec-
tive governmental measures; Organized labor
and capital and industrial problems; Educational
training for citizenship. They also have an ad-
dendum of notes and a general index. All four
volumes are illustrated and have numerous
facsimile letters.

NEWBOLT, SIR HENRY JOHN. English an-
thology of prose and poetry. $5 Dutton
[10s 6d Dent] 820.8 21-20426

These selections from prose and poetry illus-
trate the main stream of English literature
from the fourteenth thru the nineteenth cen-
tury. The anthology is of a new kind, both
as to contents and arrangement. The selec-
tions are drawn from a wider range than the
purely creative literature of which such books
are usually made, and they include philosophy,
science, biography, letters, and extracts of
some length from novels. The arrangement is
not by the authors' dates of birth, as is cus-
tomary, but by the order in which the writers
made their decisive appearance in English
literary history. There is an index of authors.

the hands of any intelligent young person who
wants to read but, puzzled by the choice, is
not quite sure what, and desires to be shown
samples, so to speak."

H Spec 127:566 O 29 '21 1200w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p793 D

8 '21 4000W

NEWBOLT, SIR HENRY JOHN. Naval history
of the war, 1914-1918. '$5 Doran 940.45

(Eng ed 21-1389)
"After a preliminary chapter on modern war

and psychology. Sir Henry follows with a
discussion of the policies of Great Britain and
of Germany and the manner of preparation for
and execution of those policies. In one lengthy
chapter, sub-divided by years, the author thus
critically follows the course of the war at
sea. concluding with the tragic story of the
ignominious surrender of the German battle
fleet and its internment in Scapa Flow. Per-
haps the most conspicuous and interesting
feature of this narrative is the story of the
ill-l'ated Gallipoli expedition, although of deep
interest is that of the battle of Jutland."—
Boston Transcript

Booklist 18:112 Ja '22

N Y Times p27 D 11 '21 120w
"The exclusion of all the moderns, especially

of James Elroy Flecker, does very much to
diminish the book's charm. However, in spite
of this, it is still a capital book to put into

"Sir Henry Newbolt's one-volume 'Naval his-
tory of the war," is more compact than that
of Viscount Jellicoe and goes less into detail,
but is nevertheless a work of extreme value."
E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p6 F 19 '21 330w
Reviewed by W: O. Stevens

Lit R p9 My 14 '21 80w
"Nothing is risked in saying that the New-

bolt history of the British navy in the war
of 1914-1918 will take rank as a classic. It
is written with an understanding of interna-
tional law and of the best traditions of the
sea. Its sentiment is sound and appealing.
The human interest never flags."

-t- N Y Times pl8 Ap 3 '21 1500w
"The author's knowledge is comprehensive

and highly technical, but he writes in a popu-
lar style that will interest nearly all readers.
An American is naturally disappointed at the
small space given to America's help in free-
ing the sea from the German menace."

-\ Outlook 127:348 Mr 2 '21 80w
"One gets from his pages a new idea of the

meaning and importance of the battles of
Coronel and the Falklands."

4- R of Rs 63:336 Mr '21 90w
Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22

220w
"It is this quality of personal expression

which gives Sir Henry Newbolt's book its
most substantial value; for, as an artist with
a high conception of his calling, he has turned
his opportunity to the best account."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p813 D
9 '20 1350w

NEWBOLT, SIR HENRY JOHN. Poems: new
- and old. $3 Dutton 821

The volume is a complete collection of the
author's verse from 1897 to 1918. It includes
the contents of five previous volumes: Ad-
mirals all (1897); The island race (1898); The
sailing of the longships (1902); Songs of mem-
ory and hope (1909); and St George's day
(1918); together with a number of pieces add-
ed to later editions and six which have not
hitherto appeared in book form.

NEWCOMB, ETHEL. Leschetizky as I knew
him. $3.50 (4c) (18s) Appleton B or 92

21-19850

The author, who was for years closely asso-
ciated with Leschetizky, first as pupil and
then as assistant, gives an intimate view of
the famous musician known as the world's
greatest piano teacher. Largely by means of
direct quotation from Leschetizky, she brings
out his methods of teaching, his beliefs on
musical matters and his relations with other
distinguished musicians.

Booklist 18:119 Ja '22
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NEWCOMB, ETHEL—Continued
"A remarkably vivid picture not only of the

personality of Leschetizky himself, but of the
musical life of Vienna and of Brahms, Mahler
and other celebrities. . . The book is of the
highest value to music-teachers."

+ Boston Transcript p8 N 26 '21 540w
"Her book is an intimate presentation of

the nja^ter in his various moods."
-f R of Rs 64:GG7 D '21 70w

Springf'd Republican plla D 25 '21

190w
"What we wonder most is how Miss New-

comb ever succeeded in giving to the minds of
pupils that preliminary order which is essen-
tial to technique of any kind, when she can
undertake a biographical study which is so
completely without technique as this is. It is

not luiinteresting. She is so genuinely absorbed
in her subject that she succeeds in bringing
one under Leschetizky's influence."

f- The Times [LondonJ Lit Sup p763 N
24 '21 620W

NEWELL, FREDERICK HAYNES. Water re-
sources, present and future; revision of the
addrfesse.s delivered in the Chester S. Ly-
man lecture ser., 1913. il *$6 Yale univ.
press 627 20-15522

"Professor Newell, formerly director of the
United States Reclamation seivice, brings to

the subject of water conservation an intimate
knowledge of what has been done and a broad
vision of possibilities. The book is generously
illustrated with half-tone reproductions. Pre-
cipitation, evaporation, run-in, run-off, and
storage are considered. Dam construction is

briefly discussed and notable engineering works
described. Four chapters are devoted to irriga-

tion. Other subjects are: transportation of

waste, canals, river regulation, and legal and
legislative problems."— N Y P L New Tech
Bks

Booklist 17:240 Ap '21

"One would like to think of this book among
the required readings in a course on eco-
nomics." C: A. Beard

-f Nation 112:187 F 2 "21 270w

-f N Y P L New Tech Bks p55 Jl '20

180w

NEWELL, HERBERT ANDREWS. Topee and
turban; or, Here and there in India, il •$5

(7c) Lane 915.4 21-5416

These sketches cover a wide area: from
Kashmir, in the far northwest, to Mahamalli-
puram, the ancient Pallava seaport in the
southeast. "They were never intended as
studies of life, manners, religions and polit-

ical aspirations, but merely as mental impres-
sions recorded by the eye rather than the
mind." (Foreword) They are supplied with
fifty-nine illustrations from photographs and
have a glossary and index.

"Col. Newell has travelled India from north-
west to southeast, the result being a vividly
pluralistic impression of the India about
which we are too prone to generalize as a
collective entity. His book is a magazine of
infoiniation about the various districts of
India, generously illustrated, but vacuous in

thought and innocent of style."
+ — Lit R pl2 Ap 16 '21 90w

Nation and Ath 29:140 *Ap 23 '21 270w
"His book is not for fireside reading—unless

the reader be a perfect glutton for unadorned
fact. There are too few human touches."

-I New Statesman 16:712 Mr 19 '21 70w
+ Outlook 128:28 My 4 '21 30w

R of Rs 64:112 Jl '21 30w
R of Rs 64:558 N '21 40vv

"He writes pleasantly and has a good
knowledge of Indian history and of the anti-
quities with which India is strewn from end
to end. Moreover, he docs not touch on poli-

tics. . . The book is well illustrated with pho-
togr.aphs and is most entertaining."

+ Spec 127:710 N 26 '21 220w

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 2 '21 60w
"One gets here not only a panorama of In-

dian scenery but a pretty comprehensive idea,
first and last, of the influences that have
molded India and gradually changed 'the un-
changmg East.' It is a travel book differing
from the average of the species by a liberal
margin."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 S 14 '21 160w
"Abundantly illustrated from photographs,

and discuisive to just the appropriate length."
4- The Times [LondonJ Lit Sup p98 F
17 '21 660w

NEWMAN, HORATIO HACKETT, ed. Read-
ings in evolution, genetics, and eugenics, il

$3.75 Univ. of Chicago press [25s Cam-
bridge univ. press] 575 21-17204

The book is intended primarily as a college
textbook and to furnish adequate reading ma-
terial for a major or a semester course in evo-
lutionary biology. It consists of excerpts, some
long and some short, from both the older clas-
sical evolutionary writers and the modern writ-
ers, presenting many diverse theories. These
excerpts have been vmified by means of editor-
ial connecting passages, introductory state-
ments, criticisms, and summaries and are pre-
sented in logical order.

"The scope of the book is sufficiently sug-
gested by the fact that no fewer than fifty
works were resorted to for the quotations; the
care taken to have the exposition thorough is
shown by the more than one hundred illustra-
tions which have been called in to complete it.

Professor Newman exercises the functions of
critic and interpreter, but he has no theories
of his own to urge and he is non-partisan to a
fault." E. N.

+ Boston Transcript p9 N 5 '21 430w
"By skilful editing the result Is a thoroughly

readable and reliable summary of the subjects
of evolution, genetics, and eugenics. The ar-
rangement of subjects and subdivisions of
chapters makes it particularly valuable as a
textbook and attractive to the general reader."

+ Lit R pl55 N 5 '21 130w
"The author has drawn largely upon the

various textbooks often of a quite elementary
sort. It thus comes about that frequently the
writer quoted has only second-hand informa-
tion upon the subject about which he is writ-
ing. . . Despite the limitations of the book in
this respect, the text is, as the author says,
'very readable,' and will be found useful by
those who want a succinct account of the
history of the doctrine of evolution and some
account of the findings of modern genetics."
C: B. Davenport

-1 Survey 47:403 D 10 '21 330w

NEWTON, ALFRED EDWARD. Magnificent
farce, and other diversions of a book-col-
lector, il $4 Atlantic monthly 814 21-18320

More essays by this American book collector
and book lover, some of them reprinted from
the Atlantic Monthly. This volume is ad-
dressed less definitely to the book collector than
his "Amenities of book-collecting" and for that
reason has a somewhat wider appeal. Mr New-
ton writes for fun as he collects for fun.
Among those on whom he chooses to discourse
are Warren Hastings, Pepys, Defoe, Leigh
Hunt, Keats, Walt Whitman, and William
Blake. The illustrations, which are many and
unusual, include some remarkable facsimiles.

"Mr Newton, just because he writes for the
sheer fun of it, writes with unique charm. . .

How happily is he gifted with just those qual-
ities that are essential to the personal essay!
Shrewd, humorous, quickwitted, impulsive,
confident, affectionate, with a vast capacity
for enjoying life, such is this Caliph of Ink."
Christopher Morley

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf N "21 580w
Booklist 18:76 D '21

"Will be prized less for profundity than for
its conveyed feeling of warm human contact."
Sidney Williams

H Bookm 54:478 .Ta '22 980w
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"It is not because of its high personal and
human quality, or its informing character,
that 'A magnificent farce' is a book for col-
lectors and otliers to treasure. It is because
it carries a sound philosophy of life, cheery,
inspiring, helpful, well reasoned, that it will
go into more editions." G. H. S.

+ Boston Transcript pl2 N 20 '21 2100w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:106 O 29 '21 2r,0w

"He is an egoist of the first water; he is

delighted with his career and his triumphs,
both as a collector and as a popular Philadel-
phian; but, because of his candour, his hu-
mour, and his unfailing gift of being interest-
ing, we never resent it; rather do we lind
pleasure in it, too: we share his rapture and
partake his gale. At the same time, we
should say that if Mr Newton's second book,
now before us, is not so good as his first—it

is because of his egoistical habit."
-\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p784 D

1 '21 950w

NEWTON, ALMA (MRS ALMA NEWTON AN-
DERSON). Dreaming true. $1.50 Lane

21-15334

"It is the story of a girl gifted with 'psychic
power,' who having lost what had made her life

worth living, tries in various ways to make for

herself new interests. None, however, bring
her happiness. Only In her dreams does she
find that. Then into her life comes the incar-
nation of her 'dream lover.' Both realize not
only their love for each other, taut that it is

the continuation of that lived in a previous
existence. But for a time it is only in dreams
that their love is fulfilled. The girl reluctantly
keeps her promise to marry the man who had
befriended her mother and herself in a time
of sore need. But the silent call of her dream
lover at last proves too strong for even her
strength of will. Her husband, however, meets
the emergency after a fashion as unexpected
as it is unusual."—Boston Transcript

"Characteristically transcendental. The 'spir-

itual' experiences and problem of the story
will interest mildly those readers interested in

the 'mysteries' of psychical research."
h Boston Transcript p6 N 5 '21 300w

"There is really no mystery or mysticism in
these dreams, which foreshadow the denoue-
ment of a love story. It Is surprising, now that
every one babbles of Freud, that the author
should attribute to supernatural agencies the
dreams created by an unmistakable desire."— Lit R pl2 S 3 '21 40w
"Alma Newton shows herself to be a skillful

craftsman in the art of fiction, plus the
psychicism that gives the story, as a story, a
pungency all its own."

+ N Y Times pl2 O 2 '21 480w

NEWTON, ALMA (MRS ALMA NEWTON
ANDERSON). Shadows. '$1.50 (12c)
Lane 818 21-4907

Fifteen slight sketches or impressions, some
of them not more than three pages in length.
Some are dreams, others are dialogues between
astral bodies. All are mystical and symbolic
of the search of the soul for beauty and seren-
ity.

"We find them tenuously vague and cloyingly
sentimental, with litle fundam'ental biain worl:
behind them."— Lit R p9 Ap 16 '21 130w
"The peculiarlj- evanescent moods that are

in her work and which are so difficult of suc-
cessful rendering could find no better outlet
than through the gentle, colorful and rhythmi-
cal phrases that Miss Newton uses. Its gentle,
unforced symbolism, its poetical values and its
spiritual serenity in these times of febrile un-
easiness carry their own charm."

-f N Y Times p22 Ap 17 '21 600w

NEWTON, WILFRID DOUGLAS, low ceiling.^.
$2 (2c) (Ss 6d) Appleton 21-10176

Tbe story's milieu is the stuffy, bottled-up
atmosphere of the well-to-do London subur-

banite in which the younger generation is

gradually stultified into "roast mutton men-
talities." Donald Harbour started out as a
promising architect but when he fell under the
spell of the -altogether frivolous Barbara Ma-
jor's sensuous charms, all his ambition to de-
sign attract've, up-to-date cottages was killed
in him and he settled down in a rut of office
work. Only in his talks with Agnes Gillow, an
attractive girl of quite a different type, was
he, at times, uncomfortably reminded of his
lost gift. The war wrenched him out of the
rut, and brought him the friendship of Sir
Henry Keenan. Their united scheming to re-
construct that part of England covered by Sir
Henry's estates. revived Donald's original
powers and although they are once more
threatened by Bai-bara's influence, the stimu-
lating good sense and sympathy of Agnes
win the day for himself and the cottages.

" 'Low ceilings,' is unimportant but interest-
ing; it is written in a leisurely, graceful style,

has keen characterization and voluble conver-
sation, and is lent color by a profuseness of
British school-boy and cockney slangisms.
The author soon loses track of his thesis for
which his book is named, but one does not
mind this."

-j Lit R plO Je 4 '21 250w
" 'Low ceilings,' is a conscientious, minutely
detailed piece of work, on the whole a worth-
while novel."

+ N Y Times p23 Je 5 '21 600w

"The dialogue is decidedly good; the con-
struction not remarkably so."

-J Outlook 128:702 Ag 31 '21 llOw
"A good, workmanlike novel. The mechani-

cal difficulty which confounds so many nove-
lists lust nov/ of dealing with a period which
includes the war without allowing it to upset
the scheme of the story is solved rather clever-
ly. Mr Newton contrives to make the war sup-
ply him with just what he wants in his story,

without noticeably shirking it."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p485 Jl

28 '21 250w

NEXo, MARTIN ANDERSEN. Ditte: daughter
of man; tr. from the Danish by A. G.
Chater and Richard Thirsk. $2 (2c) Holt

21-18807

The story is a sequel to the author's "Ditte:
girl alive." The child Ditte has now gone out
to service and is growing into womanhood.
She has hardly crossed the threshold when the
big, maternal heart of her brings her into

trouble. When the morbidly unhappy, weak-
willed son of her mistress throws himself on
her pity the result for her is motherhood. Her
child disposed of to a friendly couple, she takes
up her life once more in a round of places
as a domestic. She grows in experience and
worldly wisdom but always her love hunger and
need of mothering someone bring trouble in

the end. We leave her in a desperate situa-

tion, with her lover a suicide and a new life

stirring within her.

Booklist 18:122 Ja '22

Reviewed bv H. W. Boynton
Ind 107:194 N 19 '21 650w

"It is as hard to appreciate "Ditte, daughter
of man* in this version as it is to appreciate
a painting in a bad sepia print. . . It is the
author's houndlpss knowledge of the words and
thoughts of those shut out from security and
happiness that makes his book true and great,

and for this rea.son the failure to convey the
liiinia" speccb of his ch;iractcrs is doubly un-
fortun^ite." S'cne Tok.svig

4- _ New Repub 29:23 N 30 '21 450w

N Y Times pl8 Ja 1 '22 600w

NICHOLS, GEORGE. Salem shipmaster and
merchant; ed. with introd. and notes and
concluding chapters by his granddaughter
Martha Nichols, new ed. rev and enl M
$2.50 Four seas co. B or 92 21-8320

This autobiogr.iphv was dictated by George
Nichols, 1778-1865, over fifty years ago. when he
was eighty vears old. The narrative deals
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NICHOLS, GEORGE. —Continued
mainly with his seafaring life at the close of
the eighteenth century and the beginning of the
nineteenth. His voyages were principally to the
Far East. The last part of the book describes
his home life in Salem and the illustrations,
from photographs, show the exterior and in-
terior of the old house, generally considered the
masterpiece of Samuel Mclntire, a noted archi-
tect of the period.

Booklist 18:80 D '21

"Mr Nichols' life was by no means devoid
of adventure, and his narrative, though
modestly written, shows that he was a man of
decision and firmness in business affairs. The
view he presents of domestic life in Salem in
the last part of the eighteenth century is par-
ticularly valuable, and the little volume has
too long remained unpublished. The editor
has performed her part with a fine reticence."
G. H. S.

+ Boston Transcript p5 Ag 13 '21 280w
"To one who has prowled along the wharves

of Salem, looked out upon its quaint old
gardens or roamed about the Peabody Museum,
this life story of George Nichols, with its
tales of hair-breadth escapes and with the
smell of the sea in its pages, will prove a
treasure house."

-H Cath World 114:110 O '21 180w
"For its quiet, old-fashioned narrative and

almost equally as much for its enchanting
photographs of Salem interiors, the autobio-
graphy of George Nichols will hold a high place
in American antiquarian literature." L. B.

+ Freeman 4:93 O 5 '21 120w
"In George Nichols we have an authentic

gentleman-adventurer, a shrewd merchant, a
tactful disciplinarian, a patron of the more do-
mestic fine arts and a public-spirited citizen.
The record he left behind is of a piece with
his period, in its rich suggestiveness, its un-
sullied integrity, and the austere perfection of
its human achievement." W: McFee

-f Lit R p5 Jl 2 '21 900w

NICHOLS, SUSAN FARLEY. "Water colors,"
South of France. 1918-1919. il $3 Four
seas CO. 940.48 21-16080

The writer of these sketches went to Cannes,
France, in 1918, for the South of France relief
association as a hospital nurse. She writes not
of the war or of her personal experiences but
of the characters that came under her atten-
tion as she carried on her work—of the French
poilu, of colonials from Madagascar and Algeria,
and of the Tahitians, a tiny detachment of
the army of France, who clung together and
did not mingle with the other soldiers. Som«
original letters from these Tahitians are In-
cluded. The last two chapters describe the
hospital library work and discuss the booKs
th^ poilus most liked. It is entirely the human
side of the soldiers which the author is in-
terested in,—their gaiety, courtesy and kindli-
ness, their carelessness of self, their courage,
their love of home and country.

Lit R p20 Ap 23 '21 50w

NICHOLSON, MEREDITH. Man in the street;
papers on American topics. $2 Scribner
814 21-15488

The American topics that interest the author
are our literature, our politics, our social and
domestic life, which he discusses both serious-
ly and humorously and with the aid of facts
and fiction. Contents: Let Main Street alone!
James Whitcomb Riley; The cheerful break-
fast table; The boulevard of rogues; The open
season for American novelists; The church for
honest sinners; The second-rate man in poli-
tics; The lady of Landor Lane; How, then,
should Smith vote? The poor old English lan-
guage.

"Bright with characteristic humor, yet in-
fused with a spirit of seriousness no thought-
ful writer upon current events can escape."

-|- Boston Transcript p9 N 30 '21 230w
"Mr Nicholson is the same man when he

writes of American fiction, of religion, politics,
bungalows, love, municipal graft, and James
Whitcomb Riley. He always says some per-
fectly agreeable and true things, and always
stops short of saying anything important. The
reason, I think, is that he is not a good Amer-
ican. He deplores the visits paid by Haw-
thorne and Howells to Europe; the expatriation
of Henry James and Edith WTiarton is a tra-
gedy. . . For those who accept America as
Mr Nicholson describes it, this book will be no
great illumination; for those who know another
America, it will be a deep irritation." Vivian
Shaw— Dial 71:604 N '21 660w
Reviewed by R. J. Davis

Lit R pl87 N 19 '21 550w
"Neither in content nor in style is there any

virtue in culling them from the magazines in
which they originally appeared." B. R. Red-
man — Nation 114:47 Ja 11 '22 120w
"Mr Nicholson believes in folks, heartily ad-

mires their folksiness and is himself one of
the folksiest of them all. If folks do not keep
themselves up to the level that the responsi-
bilities of democracy demand of them, he is

ready to point out their errors, with sorrow
and chagrin, but let any one sneer or gibe at
folks or their folksiness in the abstract, direct-
ly or by implication, and forth he comes, smil-
ing, independent and utterly convinced, to ref-
ute the calumny. . . He defends heartily main
streets in general."

4- N Y Times p25 O 23 '21 1850w
R of Rs 64:558 N '21 SOw

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 5:254 S 17 '21 180w
Wis Lib Bui 17:209 D '21 20w

NICOLSON, HAROLD. Paul Verlaine. $5
Houghton B or 92 21-26894

The author's apology for writing still another
life of Verlaine—a subject that "has been worn
threadbare"—is that Verlaine, during his life-
time, stood in a unique relation to the move-
ments of French literature. Born during the
romantic period, his first writings were com-
posed under the aegis of the Parnassians, and
his later years reflected and inspired the im-
pulses of the symbolists and the decadents. No
one illustrates more vividly the currents and
cross-currents which swayed French poetry be-
tween the 'sixties and the 'nineties. No biog-
raphy can equal his as an introduction to the
French literature of to-day. The poet is de-
picted as a mild and docile creature while not
under the brutalizing influence of drink, and
amenable to every form of discipline except
self-discipline. One chapter is devoted to
Arthur Rimbaud, the evil genius of Verlaine's
life.

"He opens a good field of di.<5Cussion, and he
does it like a gentleman." M. A. Ware

-I- Atlantic's Bookshelf Ja '22 400w

Booklist 18:47 N '21

"An admirable picture of Verlaine's life, ad-
mirable in its drawing and selection of details,
and a sound and engaging analysis of his
art. An intimate and inherent piece of
biographical writing." W: S. Braithwaite

4- Boston Transcript p6 Jl 20 '21 1050w

"A book at once readable and scholarly. . .

An impartial appreciation."
-f Cath World 114:248 N '21 310w

Reviewed by Ernest Boyd— Freeman 4:42 S 21 '21 850w
"He has done something both difficult and

necessary and has done it very well." Christian
Gauss

+ Lit R p3 S 10 '21 1800W

•'A brilliantly satisfactory book."
+ Nation 113:603 N 23 '21 130w

"The conception is firm, the vision unclouded,
the arrangement hainionious. He knew pre-
cisely what he wanted to do, and he has done
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it with the utmost economy. The result is
one of the best critical monographs that have
been lately written in English." J. M. Murry

+ Nation and Ath 29:64 Ap 9 '21 1900w
"He has included everything that matters

and refrained from surfeiting us with those
trivial anecdotes which delight the vicariously
disreputable. He has besides set out the
events in such a manner as to reveal the
poet's character and, by judicious quotation,
to illustrate their effect upon his poetry."

+ New Statesman 16:710 Mr 19 '21 900w
"Mr Nicolson is sometimes sententious, but

he is always interesting, and his book is a
valuable addition to the studies on Verlaine,
the more especially as it is the only English
one of any substance. He writes with insight,
often with humour, and always without bias."

+ Spec 126:688 My 28 '21 520w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p208 Mr

31 '21 2250W

+ Weel<iy R 5:127 Ag 6 '21 520w

NIETZSCHE, FRIEDRICH WILHELM. Se-
lected letters; ed. with a preface, by Oscar
Levy; auth. tr. by Anthony M. Ludovici.
$3.50 Doubleday B or 92 21-20557

This volume of Nietzsche's private corre-
spondence consists of a selection from the flve-
volume edition published in Germany from 1900
to 1909. They are intimate letters addressed
to his mother and sister, to his faithful friend,
Peter Gast, to Ritschl, Hans von Biilow, Hip-
polyte Taine, Brandes, Strindberg and others.
The letters cover the years from 1856 to 1888
and show Nietzsche as schoolboy, soldier, and
Wagner enthusiast. They reveal the genesis of
his writings, his loneliness and lack of recogni-
tion. They also show him an outspoken critic
of imperial Germany, of Prussianism and
kultur.

Booklist 18:119 Ja '22

"The letters are human documents of great
value but in spite of the expectation of a sym-
pathetic editor, they do not win us to admira-
tion of the man."

+ Boston Transcript p5 N 19 '21 600w
"Irrespective of anything else he wrote, just

as a book to be read for its own sake, this
volume of letters is a sheer delight, though, no
doubt, it will appeal still more strongly to
those who desire to gain a better understand-
ing of one of the most remarkable personali-
ties in nineteenth-century European litera-
ture." Austin Hay

+ N Y Times pl6 D 11 '21 2150w

NIETZSCHE, FRIEDRICH WILHELM, and
2 WAGNER, RICHARD. Nietzsche-Wagner

correspondence: ed. by Elizabeth Foerster-
Nietzsche; tr. by Caroline V. Kerr; with
introd. by H. L. Mencken. (Intimate letters
ser.) $4 Boni & Liveright B or 92

Friedrich Nietzsche, writing in 1888, just be-
fore his mental collapse, of the vivifying in-
fluences of his life, speaks of his intercourse
with Wagner as "that which above all other
things, refreshed me most profoundly and most
genuinely." This friendship began in 1868 and
was broken off some eight years later. Nietz-
sche's sister has collected the available material
relating to their intercourse, including her
brother's letters to Wagner, here published for
the first time, as well as hitherto unpublished
Wagner letters.

NOBILLI, RICCARDO. Gentle art of faking.
- il $6 Lippincott
"The book is divided into three parts. They

are entitled respectively: The birth and devel-
opment of faking; The collector and the faker;
and The faked article. He has delved exten-
sively into antiquity for a large part of his
examples, though he traces the trail of the ser-
pent down through the ages."

thought and dubiety. It was a book well
worth doing and is full of contagious enthu-
-siasm."

+ Boston Transcript p5 Ja 11 '22 280w
"A richly infoiinative volume." Austin Hay

+ N Y Times pl4 D 25 '21 1900w

NOGUCHI, YONE. Hiroshige. il $7 Orientalia.
22 E. 60th St., N.Y. [25s Mathew] 759.9

"Hiroshige, Mr Yone Noguchi justly claims,
is the national landscape-painter of Japan. He
began as a figure-designer; but having accom-
panied a mission from Tokyo to Kyoto, he was
so impressed with the varied beauty of the high
road between the two capitals that he designed
a series of colour-prints, inspired by it, which
established his fame. Henceforward till his
death in 1858 his production was enormous. A
score of the prints are reproduced in Japanese
collotype in Mr Noguchi's book. The repro-
ductions of signatures of various dates, and of
the seals of the artist, may help the collector.
The book, printed in Japan, is got up in the
Japanese style."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"It is a book which will intci-est the .scholaih-
person more than the casual reader; the mod-
ern collector will find in it much food for

"Leaves us in a bewildered state of wishing
that something more coherent had been pre-
pared to accompany this beautiful book."— + Bookm 53:367 Je '21 lOOw
"Yone Noguchi strives to reveal the last of

the great Japanese artists through the inflexible
medium of western criticism. The author is

not equipped for aesthetics of this sort—he is

vague and pointless, and fails to understand
Hiroshige's curious assimilation of western
naturalism. But when he looks at his master
through the 'black eye of the Orient,' Yone
Noguchi is inspiring, and with surprising od-
dities of diction he discloses the mood of the
eastern artist in the presence of nature."

h Dial 71:119 Jl '21 90w
Int Studio 74:83 S '21 180w

"A panegyric, of course, need not concern it-

self with biographical data, and so this little

essay does not add anything to our knowledge
of the facts of Hiroshige's life. It is devoted
entirely to praise of his art." G. W. Harris

4- Lit R p8 Jl 16 '21 600w
"There is little to recognize as criticism or

appraisement in the somewhat rhapsodical text
. . . but it is well that our attention should
again be drawn by Noguchi to a dexterous but
none the less, original and great artist." Porter
Garnett

H Nation 113:sup667 D 7 '21 340w
Nature 108:301 N 3 '21 300w

"Yone Noguchi has struggled manfully with
the English language in his attempt to infuse
his enthusiasm for Hiroshige into the cold men-
tality of the West. His success is not over-
whelming, for the difficulty of the language
prevents him from communicating anything es-
sentially Japanese in the method of approaching
Hiroshige's work."

f- New Statesman 17:222 My 28 '21 380w

"Noguchi's appreciation of Hiroshige Is a book
that should please all art lovers. It is written
in an English that is occasionally quaint, but a
delicious atmosphere of the Orient hovers about
the sentences." H. S. Gorman

-t- N Y Times plO My 1 '21 2200w
"Mr Noguchi's essay has passages of insight

obscured sometimes by misty phrasing, though
we must not be too severe on a Japanese writing
in a foreign tongue."

_| The Times [London] Lit Sup p337 My
26 '21 800w

NOGUCHI, YONE. Japan and America. $1.75
Orientalia, 22 E. 60th st.. N.Y. 814

21-13520

This collection of prose essays is preceded by
a biographical sketch of the well-known poet-
author. Three of the essays, Japan to-day.
Literary co-operation between America and
Japan, and Japanese poets and poetry, are lec-

tures delivered before various universities and
clubs of America in 1919-1920. The other es-

says are: The American democracy; Open let-
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NOGUCHI, \ONE—Continued
ter to the Californians; To the Americans; and
a Postscript. In all of them the author's warm
admiration of America is tempered by a char-
acteristically delicate, but none the less candid
criticism.

"Mr Noguchi speaks our language. He knows
us, he knows us perhaps too well. He has the
'innocence of the eye,' he sees this country as
we ourselves have begun to see it

—
'floating

comfortably on the ocean all by itself as if a
well-fed seal or lazy iceberg,' and his tolerant
criticism of our provinciality, our materialism,
our unreflecting emotionalism reinforces the be-
liefs we hold ourselves."

+ Freeman 3:358 Je 22 '21 1750w
Lit R pl2 Ag 27 '21 300w
R of Rs 64:557 N '21 60w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p390 Je

16 '21 150w
"On the whole we enjoy him more and find

him more useful when he is criticizing other
nations with delicate audacity than when ha
is, rather too cautiously, explaining his own."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p492
Ag 4 '21 1150W

NOGUCHI, YONE. Seen and unseen, or Mono-
logues of a homeless snail. $2.50 Orientalia,
22 E. GOth St., N.Y. 811

The first edition of these poems was published
by Burgess and Garnett of San Francisco in
1897. The present volume contains a new in-
troduction by the author and the introduction
to the first edition by Gelett Burgess.

"There is so much forced imagery and strain-
ed, cold, and false sentiment in Yone Noguchi's
collection of prose-poems, that an impatient
reviewer would be apt to overlook the realitv
of Oriental thought, powerfully if repellently
expressed, contained in it."— Nation and Ath 29:63 Ap 9 '21 260w

NOGUCHI, YONE. Selected poems. $3 Four
seas CO. 811

This Japanese poet whose first poems, writ-
ten twenty-five years ago, are said to have
"completely anticipated the imagist manner,"
has produced in all six volumes of verse, from
which he makes this selection.

Reviewed by W: S. Braithwaite
Boston Transcript p5 D 3 '21 1200w

Reviewed by Porter Garnett
Nation 113:.sup666 D 7 '21 1350w

"We gratefully acknowledge him as a true
poet, and thank him for the gift to us of a
treasure of exquisite poetry which neither moth
nor rust shall corrupt—poetry in which East
and West have for once at least met in a
very delicate union." R: I^e Gallienne

-f- N Y Times p3 D 11 '21 1550w
"The poetry of Mr Noguchi has been cor-

rupted by the imitation of Western forms, or,
more accurately. Western formlessness. He
has violated the chasitities of the Japanese
genius and only in his hokkus are we restored
to a memory of that delicacy and fragrance
which are its especial l^eauty."

h Sat R 132:669 D 10 '21 260w
"The poems selected in this volume are filled

with a beauty and a spirit of utmost purity;
they are elusive and mysterious, yet simple
and whole-souled. They teach rather than
moralize. They sing of Nature, of poetry, of
lover's love and of child's love. They are made
of pure light and .are never soiled or sordid."

-f- Sprlngf d Republican pl2a D 4 '21 450w

NORRIS, CHARLES OILMAN. Brass. $2 (2c>
Dutton 21-16377

This "novel of marriage" i.s entirely of
marriage and of (he conditions which make
or destroy its happiness. It shows us one

couple after another brought together by love
or passion or material reasons and only one
of the five marriages of principal characters
is lasting and happy. Philip Baldwin, the
leading character, son of a California fruit
grower, has two experiences, equally disas-
trous, and two which did not come to mar-
riage. His sister and his sister-in-law fare no
better. Only his brother Harry and Rosemary
Church find content in their marriage. No
realistic detail is spared which contributes to
the causes of unhappiness or repulsion, and
marriage is left with little dignity or glamor.
Yet the author's intent is clear and evidently
sincere,— to show the obligations of marriage,
the tragedy of divorce, the need of mutual
forbearance in man and wife especially in
the earlier period of adjustment and the re-
wards, in later life, of sticking together.

Booklist 18:52 N '21

"It is a cold book throughout. Mr Norris
has an inexhaustible theme and he elaborates
on it intelligently and painstakingly—but with-
out passion and without pain." F. S. Fitz-
ETG 1*3.1(3.— Bookm 54:253 N '21 540w
"As an exhibit of the abundance of material

at Mr Norris's disposal, his latest novel, 'Brass,'
is amazing. Its pages are crowded with in-
cidents and personalities, and although they
are brought together in coherent form, they
are so many and so varied, his point of view
changes so frequently and so suddenly, that
the story creates the effect of a panorama
rather than carries the feeling of a carefully
composed and well ordered picture." E. F.
Edgett

-I Boston Transcript p6 Ag 24 '21 1050w
Dial 71:610 N '21 40w

"A sad and forbidding picture of various
kinds of matrimonial misery. Tho the novel
is badly in need of cutting, there is much
in it that is very good."

h Lit D p46 O 29 '21 850w
"As a novel one accepts 'Brass' as a fine and

notable piece of work, with a svistained story
interest. It is lacking in humor and in dis-
tinction of style and in beauty, but it is

honest work, conceived and carried off in a
large way, with superb disdain for tricky effect
and with a fidelity to its characters which is

not so much the artist creating as the scientific
spirit observing. The novel's naturalism is its
strength." Zona Gale

H Lit R pl9 S 17 '21 2250W
Reviewed bv R. M. Lovett

New Repub 29:48 D 7 '21 4fi0w

"The book i.s not well written; economy of
words seems to be unknown to the author,
and his phrasing is sometimes very awkward.
The dialogue is usually natural, especially
when the persons speaking are illiterate. As
a conscientious study of one of the most im-
portant of present-day problems, the novel has
distinct value." L. M. Field

-I
NY Times p20 S 25 '21 1400w
Springf'd Republican plla O 30 '21

460w

NORRIS, KATHLEEN (THOMPSON) (MRS
CHARLES OILMAN NORRIS). Beloved
woman, il $1.75 (2c) Doubleday 21-15509

Norma Sheridan is suddenly transplanted
from the humble home of her foster-aunt to
the splendid one of the Melroses. Altho she
docs not imdorstand the reason for the change,
.«he absorbs the luxury very naturally. Then she
becomes infatuated with Chris Liggett, Alice
Melrose's husband. To solve this problem, she
hastily marries Wolf Sheridan, with whom she
has grown up. When the excitement of the
marriage wears off, she finds her problem
still unsolved. Then old Mrs Melrose's death
reveals to her that she is in reality a Melrose
her.t^elf find heiress to a fortune. When she
tnfikes her fin.nl choice between Chris and
Wolf c'\] (hat is wholesome in her decide.^; for

a hippN- married life with Wolf.
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Booklist 1S:52 N '21

"The exaggerated sentiment of this story,
both in its matter and in its manner, cloys to
satiety." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p6 Ag 31 '21 880w
"The book contains various peculiarities. It

is a long book, but until the end is almost, if

not quite, in sight the story does not drag. It

is frank in its appeal to that large audience
which is made up of the naive and the unso-
phisticated." L. M. Field
+ — N Y Times p23 S 4 '21 840w
"The plot, although ingeniously handled, and

revitalised b.\' the introduction of minor sur-
prises, is the least attractive feature of Mrs
Norris's book."

-h — Sat R 132:595 N 19 '21 140w
Springf'd Republican plla O 23 '21

390w

NORTHEND, MARY HARROD. Art of home
decoration, il $3.50 (6c) Dodd 747

21-19583

A separate chapter is given to each room in
the house, its furnishings and decoration, with
a chapter each to the entrance, hallways, and
attic. Hardware, wall coverings, radiator dis-
gruises, windows, chintz, fireplaces, screens,
built-in furniture, corners, painted furniture.
day beds, and dressing tables are treated also
in separate chapters. There are numerous il-

lustrations from the author's fine collection of
photographs of colonial homes in this country.

Booklist 18:109 Ja '22

"The book provides pleasant reading for the
not too literary layman. It is never technical,
makes no attempt to go into period furniture,
and, as a whole, tells little that is new. It

does, however, offer some practical sugges-
tions, for redecorating rooms, for color schemes,
for painting old furniture, and stippling walls

—

and it is illustrated with charming cuts."
H Lit R p342 Ja 7 '22 300w

NORWOOD, ROBERT WINKWORTH. Bill
Boram; with a foreword by Grace Black-
burn. $1.50 Doran 811 21-16153

This dramatic poem is the story of Bill Bor-
am, captain of the Lottie S. and the "bad man
of the Cove" who could "cuss the devil out o'

hell." His only redeeming feature was his love
of flowers. That their beauty and smell could
obsess him with something akin to physical
pain, was the only evidence that underneath
all Bill's blaspheming uncouthness slumbered a
soul yearning for beauty. It was by beauty,
then, and his botany, rather than by dogma
and the Bible, and by the light of love that
shown from the blue eyes of George Conrad,
cook of the Lottie S., that Bill was finally con-
verted from a brute to a spiritualized being.

"Tells a story in verse which is not only full
of human interest but is held together by the
fabric of action which holds the attention with
a thrill. There are many passages of exqui-
site beauty." "W. S. B.

+ Boston Transcript p7 S 17 '21 880w

NOTZ, WILLIAM FREDERICK, and HARVEY,
RICHARD SELDON. American foreign
trade. $5 Bobbs 382 21-10958

"The authors of this book have sought to
furnish a handbook for the study of certain
aE-.pects of world-trade which shall describe the
new 'trade machinery,' outline the economic
and legal conditions which have given rise
to a need for such machinery, and provide
a background for the clearer understanding of
the controlling elements in national trade
policy. A different view of the book would
describe it as a discussion of the Webb-
Pomerene and Edge Acts and their relations
to export trade and to antitrust legislation,
especially as affected by the late war."—J Pol
Econ

concerned with foreign trade. . . It should
be a very serviceable aid to the business man
who is seeking foreign markets and who wants
to know what the law of the United States
permits both as to the organization and the
financing of foreign-trade enterprises." H. P.
Willis

-I- J Pol Econ 29:692 O '21 720w
"Libraries, business men, lawyers, counting

houses and firms and associations engaged in
foreign trade will find this book a very valuable
reference work and a necessary addition to
their working libraries." W. E. Edge

-t- N Y Times pl9 Ag 7 '21 1800w

NOYES, ETHEL JANE RUSSELL CHESE-
B ROUGH. Women of the Mayflower and
women of Plymouth colony. *$1.50 (3c) A
S. Burbank, Plymouth, Mass. 974.4 21-8526

The book consists of a general survey of the
history of the Pilgrims, beginning with the little
band of Separatists in Scrooby, England, which
it follows to Holland and from thence to their
final destiny in America. Specially loving care
is given throughout to a delineation of the
women of the company and their destinies, and
the last chapter is largely devoted to the enum-
eration of their still living descendants. Anna
Rogers Minor, president general of the National
society of Daughters of the American revolution,
contributes a foreword.

Boston Transcript p6 S 21 '21 160w

NUTTING, WALLACE. Furniture of the Pil-
grim century, 1620-1720, including colonial
utensils and hardware, il $15 Jones,
Marshall 749 21-17833

"Dr Nutting's book is the first work on
our early furniture to exclude everything but
furniture made in America of native woods.
. . The text, which is of the simplest descrip-
tion, is subordinated to the illustrations. He
has set himself to the difficult task of illus-
trating upwards of 1,000 pieces never before
illustrated, and, for the most part, made dur-
ing what he calls the 'Pilgrim Century,' which
he places between 1620 and 1720, though the
great bulk of the pieces illustrated were
probably made after 1650. Instead of adopting
the conventional form of a continuous nar-
rative, Dr Nutting has abandoned the nar-
rative form employed by earlier writers, and
supplied each specimen with a comparatively
brief descriptive legend. This makes his book
especially easy to consult and helpful to col-
lectors pressed for an immediate answer to a
puzzling que.stion of authenticity, period, and
probable origin."—Lit R

"It embodies a large mass of material which
Is not accessible in any available form and
which is of decided value to those who are

Booklist 18:74 D '21

"The chief value of Dr Nutting's book Is
not to the collector, but to the serious, his-
torical student, in showing the closeness of
the relationship between our New England
forebears and the Old England they left be-
hind them, whose traditions of every sort
they continued here with a persistence only
understood by those who fully appreciate the
persistence of traditions and customs in any
transplanted people." G: D. Seymour

-f Lit R p253 D 10 '21 1550w
N Y Times p3 D 4 '21 60w

"Mr Nutting's stately volume will be a treas-
ure trove for all who are interested in antique
American furniture, while the richness of detail
and the beauty of execution of all the illustra-
tions will have a strong appeal for those who
love beautiful books."

4- N Y Times p23 D 25 '21 TOOw
"Mr Nutting has completed a stupendous

task most satisfactorily and in all save about
a dozen photographs has shown pieces never
before exhibited in books of furniture. To
student and connoisseur the book is equally
valuable."

+ Springf'd Republican plla N 20 '21

900w
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o
O. HENRY MEMORIAL AWARD. Prize stories

of 1920: with an introd. bv Blanche Colton
Williams. »$1.90 (iy2C) Doubleday 21-9372

This is the second volume of prize stories
chosen by a committee of the Society of arts
and sciences as the best short stories of 1920
and published as a memorial to O. Henry. Con-
tents: Each in his generation, by Maxwell
Strirthers Burt; "Contact!" by Frances Noyes
Hart; The camel's back, by F. Scott Fitzgerald;
Break-neck hill, by Esther Forbes; Black art
and Ambrose, by Guy Gilpatric; The judgment
of Vulcan, by Lee Foster Hartman; The argos-
ies, by Alexander Hull; Alma mater, by O. P.
Lewis; Slow poison, by Alice Duer Miller; The
face in the window, by William Dudley Pelley;
A matter of loyalty, by Lawrence Perry; Pro-
fessor Todd's used car, by L. H. Robbins; The
thing they loved, by "Marice Rutledge"; But-
terflies, by "Rose Sidney"; No flowers, bv Gor-
don Arthur Smith; Footfalls, by Wilbur Daniel
Steele; The last room of all, by Stephen French
Whitman.

and the form in which this information should
be presented. Two sets of forms have been
used, those designed by the author and those
which have actually been made use of by
certain states and cities.

Booklist 17:351 Jl '21

Cath World 114:259 N '21 370w
"The average of merit in the volume is high

especially in the matter of craftsmanship. More
than one of the stories, moreover, has far-
reaching implications, which yet are so woven
into the texture of the tale that they never
thrust themselves upon the reader." L. M. Field

-f N Y Times p24 My 15 '21 650w
"None of the stories included in the volume

is especially noteworthy. If they are repre-
sentative, there is not much to be said in
praise of the contemporary short story."— Sprlngf d Republican p7a Ag 14 '21

180w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p534 Ag

18 '21 170w

OAKESHOTT, RONALD LEWIS. Merchant at
arms; with a preface by Jeffery Farnol.
•$2 Longmans 20-18664

"This is a picaresque novel that brings us
back to the England of the late fifteenth cen-
tury; it is told in the first person, and in an
archaic diction that tends to reproduce the
mediteval atmosphere. As the author states, his
purpose is to show what 'manner of man' he is,

and some of the things he has seen and done;
and, like most picaresque novels the tale
abounds in duels, battles, encounters with
highwaymen, and adventures and stratagems
of a thousand varieties."—Lit R

"If the reader's interest flags in certain in-
stances, the defects are more than compensated
for by the author's adherence to a consistent
style and method of narration."

-\ Boston Transcript p6 Mr 12 '21 130w
"Ris descriptions are vivid and almost all

that he depicts is enveloped in the atmosphere
of reality."

+ Lit R plO D 31 '20 210w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p685 O 21

'20 150w

OAKEY, FRANCIS. Principles of government
accounting and reporting. 'JS Appleton
351.72 21-4823

The author of this book, which Is issued
under the auspices of the Institute for govern-
ment research, is a pviblic accountant of wide
experience, has served as chief accountant for
the late President's commission on economy and
efflciency, as senior accountant of the New York
bureaxi of mimicipal research, and in other
capacities. His book is a comprehensive study
of the manner in which government accounts
should be kept and the proper form and con-
tent of public reports of government financial
transactions. The whole subject has been
handled from the viewpoint of reporting, the
character of information that the different of-
ficers of government and the public should have

Am Econ R 11:510 S '21 120w
Ann Am Acad 96:183 Jl '21 220w

"The book is to be particularly commended
for the thorough, comprehensive and exhaustive
treatment accorded to the various phases of the
subject. The style is lucid and readable."

+ Lit R plO Jl 2 '21 720w
"A very great merit of the book is its in-

telligibility to those who are not experts in
accounting methods." W: B. Munro

+ Weekly R 5:40 Jl 9 '21 600w

OBER, FREDERICK ALBION. Guide to the
West Indies, Bermuda and Panama. 11

*$3.50 Dodd 917.29 21-850

This is a third revised edition with facts
and figures brought up-to-date, and illustra-
tions, maps and an index.

O'BRIEN. EDWARD JOSEPH HARRINGTON
(ARTHUR MIDDLETON, pseud.), ed. Best
short stories ol' 1920, and the yearbook of
the American short story. *$2 (l^/^c) Small

The "Best short stories" for 1920 contains
stories by the following authors: Sherwood
Anderson, Edwina Stanton Babcock, Konrad
Bercovici, Edna Clare Bryner, Wadsworth
Camp, Helen Coale Crew, Katharine Fullerton
Gerould, Lee Foster Hartman, Rupert Hughes,
Grace Sartwell Mason, James Oppenheim.
Arthur Somers Roche, Rose Sidney, Fleta
Campbell Springer, Wilbur Daniel Steele,
Ethel Storm John T. Wheelwright, Stephen
French Whitman, Ben Ames Williams, Frances
Gilchrist Wood. In his introduction Mr O'Brien
discusses tendencies in short story writing and
expresses liis ijelief that the "excessive com-
mercialization of literature" has defeated it-
self and is on the wane. His principles of choice
are repeated from the earlier volumes and the
usual features of the annual yearbook are
appended.

Booklist 17:254 Ap '21

+ Cleveland p34 My '21 70w
"A sane, stimulating, and judicious hand-

book, as varied and inclusive as one can
humanly demand for a work of this kind."

+ Dial 70:715 Je '21 70w
"Of the twenty stories selected, several are

artistic products of a high order." S. A. C.

-f Freeman 3:94 Ap 6 '21 200w
"Any one who has followed the magazines

during the past year and noted the short
stories appearing therein can hardly fail to
realize that those chosen by Mr O'Brien are
exceedingly worth wliile and that they do
cover an extremely wide range." H. S. Gor-
man

+ N Y Times plO Mr 6 '21 2900w
"This year's choice of twenty stories is far

saner than it has ever been before. This is

a splendid collection, carefully and wisely
chosen." M. P. Camnbell

4- Pub W 99:573 F 19 '21 350w
"Taken as a whole, however, the collection

has little to commend it. It surely seems that
the short stories produced in 1920 offer better
material than that contained in this volume."— Sprlngf d Republican plla O 2 '21 250w

Wis Lib Bui 17:75 Ap '21 30w

O'BRIEN, FREDERICK. Mystic Isles of the
South seas, il *$5 (3%c) Century 919.6

21-26290

The author thus describes his book; "These
fire rnei-elv the vivid impressions of my life

in Tahiti and Moorea. the merriest, most fas-

cinatini? world of all the cosmos; of the songs
1 .sang, the dances I danced, the men and
wonion, white and tawny, with whom I was
joyous or melancholy; the adventures at sea

."

. and on the silver beaches." He describes
daily life in Papeete, capital city of Tahiti,
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life cantering- about tlie Tiaro Hotel, run by
Liovaiiia, "tlie best-known and best-liked wo-
man in all these South soas": the market in
I'apeete and a fish strike; a trip with a Tahi-
tlan princess to the Falls of Fautaua, a native
wedding which the author attended with Ru-
pert Brooke; and excursions to the villages
of Mataiea and Tautira, The book is thickly
set with illustrations.

tiio Kod Shiva is worshipped in the form of an
icicle. There ai-e si.xtecn coloured 'plates and
twenty-four fiill-page illustrations from photo-
i?ra[)lis. The plates are mostly bv Abanindro
Nath Tagor."—The Times [London] Lit Sup
D 2 '20

-I- Booklist 17:248 Ap '21

"His viewTJOint is that of an observer blessed
with the 'artistic temperament.' And the book's
fullest illumination and appeal can be felt only
by those who to some extent at least share his
wide sympathy and comprehension of the curi-
ous paradoxes of those 'moral' ideals we call

'civilized' or 'uncivilized.' " F. B.

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Ap 30 '21 550w
"A series of interesting adventures and

charming descriptions calculated to make the
least impressionable reader dissatisfied with
tlie temperate zone. The book is so well writ-
ten at its best that one regrets the author
has not exercised the I'estraint which might
have made it as classical as 'Eothen' or 'The
Bible in Spain.' Nevertheless this is a story
by one of those rare men who really try to
understand their environment, and who, when
they go abroad, live the life of which they
write." H: S. Canby

H Lit R p5 Ap 23 '21 1850w
"In 'Mystic isles of the South seas' he at-

tempts to do for Tahiti what in his first book
he did for the Marquesas. The result is not so
interesting, because the material is far less
picturesque. It does not attain to the freshness,
the verve, the rich variety of its predecessor."
R. M. Weaver— Nation 112:898 Je 22 '21 280w

Nation and Ath 30:62 O 8 '21 200w
"O'Brien is unique among the vast number

of travel writers today, because of his charm,
his insouciance of description, his evident
enthusiasm to the reader." H. S. Gorman

+ N Y Times p7 Ap 17 '21 SOOOw
"The book has the attraction of profuse and

in some cases really beautiful photographic il-

lustration. The author has not only the power
of graphic description but even a more remark-
able gift of narration. He is really a prince
among narrators."

-f Outlook 128:173 My 25 '21 1200w
"This is one of those rare books that tempt

a conscientious leviewer to throw caution to
the wind and pour out his jubilance in a
disproportioned enthusiasm. What sets Mr
O'Brien in a class by himself is that by instinct
he is neither a poet nor a maker of fiction,
but an exceptionally clear-vlsloned spectator,
who gives back what he sees with the exact-
ness of an autochromatic photograph." F:
T. Coopei-

-f Pub W 39:1233 Ap 16 '21 360w
R of Rs 64:111 Jl '21 30w

"Will not disappoint those who demand a
free description of frank romance. Mr
O'Brien does his best to give you something
racy, and to convince you that Tahiti is a
sort of sensual paradise."

H Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

260w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p497 Ag

4 '21 950w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 4:363 Ap 20 "21 130w

O'CONNOR, VINCENT CLARENCE SCOTT.
Charm of Kashmir, il $27.50 (84s) Long-
mans 915.4 20-18523

"Mr Scott O'Connor sets out his chronicle
of a journey undertaken from the Punjab into
the cool mountain valley of Kashmir: the
journey up the steep, long road from the
plains; the passage by boat from Baramula, at
the entrance of the valley, to Srinagar, the
capital, thence a short trip into the mountains
on the first stage of the route that leads at
last into Central Asia and Tibet; and another
journey to the sacred cave of Amanath, where

4- N Y Times p8 D 2G '20 lOOOw
"The illustrations give great attraction to the

work."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p707 O
28 '20 90w

"With the ninnerous illustrations before him,
the reader can lollow Mr Scott O'Connor's
descriptions and reveries with enjoyment; it is

another matter to consider whether the letter-
press would be even tolerable unaccompanied."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p788 D 2
'20 450w

O'DONOVAN, GERALD. Conquest. $2.50 (2c)
Putnam 21-14132

Under cover of a story in which social inter-
course furnishes no end of opportunity for con-
versation between people of various persuasions,
the Irish question and the relations between
England and Ireland are discussed from all sides
and with illuminating fairness and openminded-
ness. In the person of Jim Daly this open-
mindedness is personified and it serves as a
sufficient reason, to his Sinn Fein sweetheart,
Diana Scovell, to consider herself a traitor to
Ireland and her coworkers, were she to marry
him. Although an Irish patriot, first and last,

he has, in the face of all the many failures of
England in its treatment of Ireland, kept his
faith in the majority of Englishmen's underlying
sense of fair play. But England's policy towards
Ireland, after the rebellion, has broken this

faith and Diana, for one, looks at his disillusion-
ment as a conquest.

"It may readily be admitted that 'Conquest'
is not a novel of the highest inspiration, and
so not of the first order, nevertheless the story
has interest, humor, romance, and characteri-
zation sufficient to make it worth reading apart
from its concern with one of the important
problems of the English-speaking world today."
N. J. O'C.

H Boston Transcript p6 Ag 17 '21 1250w

"It presupposes an intense interest in Irish

politics. What is excellent in Mr O'Donovan's
work, his fair presentation of all sides of the
case, is more suited to a political essay than
to a novel."

-I Lit R pll Jl 2 '21 340w

+ N Y Times p24 Jl 24 '21 400w

"In his efforts to be impartial the author
succeeds in being dull."— Spec 126:56 Ja 8 '21 40w
"Without intending it, Mr Gerald O'Donovan's

'Conquest' makes clear a solemn truth, that
too much politics—even Irish politics—make not
an unstable world, or an unsafe world, but sim-
ply a dull world. In the first fifty pages are
the beginnings of characters. In the remainder
only opinions. The book is a succession of din-

ner parties and these dinner parties are inter-

minable conversations on the Irish question."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p777 N 25
'20 420w

OEMLER, MRS MARIE (CONWAY). Where
the voung child was. il $1.90 (Si/sO Century

21-16533

A collection of six short stories. The scenes
are laid in various places, but the theme of

each is the Christmas spirit. Contents: "Where
the young child was"; The spirit of the house;
The youngest officer; Linden goes home; The
little brown house; "That makes the world
go 'round." Two of the stories have been
among the "Best stories of the year," chosen
by Mr Edward O'Brien for the Boston Trans-
cript each year.

Booklist 18:86 D '21
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OEMLER, MRS MAF{\E—Continued
"The style is simple; the themes are of

varying juvenile and love interest."
+ Lit R pl08 O 22 '21 50w

"These stories, all modern in setting, are nar-
rated in a gracious manner. Together with
the ingenious plots, Mrs Oeniler adds the feli-

city of rhylhniical prose."
+ N Y Times pl2 D 11 '21 70w

Wis Lib Bui 17:211 D '21 3Uw

OESTERLEY, WILLIAM OSCAR EMIL, and
BOX, GEORGE HERBERT. Short survey
of llu- liteiatuie ot rabbinical and medi-
aev'al Judaism. *$4 Macmillan 296 A21-98

"This handbook provides an outline intro-
duction to posl-bibiical Jewish literature
down to the close of the mediaeval period.
The four sections contain respectively a
general historical survey from the post-exilic
period to the expulsion of the Jews frona
Spain in 1492, a leview of Talmudic litera-
ture, an examination of the Jewish liturgy
and a study of the literature (granxmatical
and exegetical, mystical, philosophical, and
poetical) of the mediaeval epoch. Each section
has a full list of bibliographical references,
and there is a uselul chronological table of
events from the fall of Jerusalem (to Nebu-
chadnezzar in 587; to the publication of Men-
delssohn's 'Jerusalem' (.the famous plea for
freedom of conscience) in 17S3."—The Times
[London] Lit Sup N 18 '20

+ Lit R p9 Mr 19 '21 220w
"Will be invaluable to students of the

philosophy of the middle ages."
-f Sat R 131:14 Ja 1 '21 90w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p763 N
15 '20 160w

"The book is so readable that the student
does not at first realize how much he is being
taught; the narrative runs so smoothly that the
intricacies of the course are overlooked. The
book is a mass of details, yet the forest is never
hidden by the trees. A quality which dis-
tinguishes the authors is their absolute fairness.
They do not write to defame or to vindicate.
They expound the facts, and leave the facts to
speak for themselves."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p850 D
16 '20 800w

OGG, FREDERIC AUSTIN. Governments uf
Europe. $4.25 Macmillan 354 20-19169

Revised edition of a book first published in
1913. On account of the changes that European
governments have undergone since then, the
volume has been rewritten throughout. A
number of chapters dealing with the govern-
ments of minor states have been omitted.
Chapters devoted to Austria-Hungary have
likewise been dropped and no attempt has been
made to cover the governments of the several
lesser states which have risen from the wreck-
age of the former Habsburg dominion. The
space allotted to Great Britain is almost
doubled, and to fi'rance practically tripled, and
the salient features of soviet government in
Russia are set forth. The chapters describing
the governments and parties of both the
German empire and Prussia, up to 1918, have
been retained and two chapters outlining the
political development of Germany during the
great war and the republican institutions set
up in 1918 have been added.

"A good book at the outset, it has now been
greatly improved."

-f Am Pol Scl R 15:130 P '21 120w
Booklist 17:226 Mr '21

"Altogether one of the important publi-
cations of its time and practically a new book."

-I- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 450w
"As before, the book abounds in bibliograph-

ical notes, including references to much valu-
able material In recent periodical literature,
making it especially useful for classroom work."
A. R. Ellingwood

Avogi- 12, M qu-az U003 |Od r +

"The chief value of the book is that it

sticks to objective facts and does not speculate
in political futures, for example of i''rance,
India or Iiigypt. i'et the author does not
hesitate to indicate such obvious tendencies
as the trend toward occupational representa-
tion. Tiiis work is admirably outfitted with
bibliographic references and footnotes lor each
iiuporiant topic." A. J. Todd

-f Survey 47:58 O 8 '21 300w

OLDMEADOW, ERNEST JAMES. Hare. $2
(2c) Scribner 21-26291

The story is the second in a projected trilogy
of which tue first was "Ooggin." Here we meet
HaiTy Coggin again, now grown to manhood
and established as dealer in old furniture and
niu.'^ical insLrumeiits, in what was once the
Wesleyan chapel in his native town of Bul-
loid. .A.S the uutt of a malicious persecution,
dating- irom his school-days, whiclii bars him
from every modest success that he might
achieve with his music, this sensitive soul
had become almost a hermit, when he was
soughu out by Edward Redding, the son of
Hariy's lormer benefactor. Edward drags him
out of his obscurity, helps him to convert all

his possessions into money and sends him off
on a long holiday to Europe. Here the reader
tollovvs iiini on his travels through Holland,
Germany and Austria, witnesses his embarras-
sing encounters with the English aristocracy,
his gradual evolution into, and hnal acceptance
of the Catholic faitli, his visit to Richard
Wagner with its future promise, the dawning
of ills love for a woman, cut short by the
deatii of the beloved.

"Although Coggin has something to do or say
on nearly every page of this work we leel
we have missed the clue to him; we watch
him, to tell the truth, with a deepening be-
wilderment."— Ath p836 D 17 '20 490w
"Creates vividly the atmosphere of England

and Europe in the sixties, but has only a slight
plot interest."

+ Booklist 17:254 Ap '21

"Mr Oldmeadow's finished craftsmanship adds
to the interest of this novel."

-I- Boston Transcript p5 Mr 16 '21 280w
Cath World 114:111 O '21 270w

"Mr Oldmeadow and his material are so
thoroughly one that there is a charming, if

fictitious, reality in this series so unreal as a
modern production. Coggin him.self, extracted
let us say from the context, is a fine product of
integrity." Marion Ponsonby

i Lit R p8 Mr 26 '21 600w
-1- N Y Times plS Mr 13 '21 520w

Outlook 127:688 Ap 27 '21 5Uw
"The obvious intent of the book will lessen

its value as fiction and as religious propaganda,
but good descriptions and stirring incidents
in plenty are to be met with in its pages, and
the writing is clean and simple."

-I Sat R 131:75 Ja 22 '21 80w
Springf'd Republican p9a S 11 '21 130w

"Coggin's wanderings in Europe save the
book, of which they are the larger part. If we
do not entirely get out of range of the pre-
posterous, we are not so badly obsessed by it.

Mr Oldmeadow's candid high spirits are not to
be resisted, and one would be curmudgeonly
to refuse any share in so jovial an entertain-
ment."

\- The Times [London] Lit Sup p777 N
25 '20 370w

OLDS, MARSHALL. High cost of strikes. •$2.50
(4c) (15s) Putnam 331.89 21-14074

The author, who has had wide experience as a
worker but who has never been an employer
of labor, analyzes the costs to the public and
to labor of the strike epidemic which followed
the war. He considers the effect of strikes on
the cost of food, clothing and rent, the question
of outlaw and graft strikes, strikes as Incidents
in fights for personal power and the high
cost of futile strikes. He is opposed to the
theory that labor is a class apart which can
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progress only by standing and fighting
together. He believes that the industrial worker
deserves his lull share of pay, recognition and
opportunity but that his best and surest op-
portunity lor advancement is increased produc-
tion through cooperation.

"The book will receive hearty welcome from
poorly informed persons who are eager for
available ammunition in criticism of labor or-
ganization and its leaders; it will be as violently
rejected by professional labor leaders; while
the student who is seeking a thoroughgoing
analysis and a dispassionate consideration oi
one of the most important economic problems
confronting the nation, will find it very disap-
pointing." N. R. WTiitney— Am Econ R 11:698 D '21 llOOw

Booklist 18:7 O "21

"He writes not only with strong conviction,
but also with strong convincingness." S. L. C

-f- Boston Transcript p4 Je 15 '21 780w
"His style is verbose and involved to the

point of exasperation. Whole paragraphs of
mere assertion or generalization are repeated
again and again, quite out of their logical con-
text in order to give a false sense of cumula-
tive evidence." W. H. C.— Freeman 3:549 Ag 17 '21 450w
"No single statement made by Mr Olds should

be accepted without the most careful verifica-
tion. For the publication of this book there
is not the slightest excuse—it is, to anyone
who has any real knowledge of the subject of
which it deals, a most transparent piece of
chicanery." G: Soule— Nation 113:378 O 5 '21 1550w

N Y Times p8 Jl 3 '21 560w
R of Rs 64:223 Ag '21 70w
Survey 46:315 Je 4 '21 20w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p645 O

6 '21 lOOw
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 4:557 Je 11 '21 50w

OLMSTEAD, FLORENCE. This little world.
*$2 (2Vic) Scribner 21-7809

This little world is a Georgia town whose
quiet society is invaded by a new and hust-
ling business element represented by Adam
Skeflfington, part owner of a shipbuilding plant
which has survived the war. The love affairs
of the two Drew sisters, last of their family,
make the chief interebC of the story. Mark
Dunning, just back from the war, and with
a reputation for wildness is a rival of Skef-
flngton for the affection of Sophy, the younger
sister, while Caroline's love affair with her next
door neighbor develops more placidly. The
garden of the sisters is the central scene of
the story and the shrewd comments of Mrs
Lowden who keeps a boarding-house across the
way supply a generous touch of humor.

Booklist 18:17 O '21

"By the time you have finished the book you
say to yourself that they have been mightily
entertaining . . . and you are quite sure that
one would have to go away back to Henry
Harland's 'The cardinal's snuffbox' to find a
story to excel it in its combination of lightness
and grace of touch, delicacy of shading, subtlety
of suggestion and the airiness and refinement
of its comic spirit."

+ N Y Times p24 Je 12 '21 500w
"It is a pleasant tale which keeps the reader

in good humor throughout its course."
-|- Springf'd Republican plla O 2 '21 220w

O'NEIL, OWEN ROWE. Adventures in Swazi-
land; the story of a South African Boer, il

$4 (5c) Century 916.8 21-18606
The Swazis are a South African tribe still

Inhabiting a tract of land in the Transvaal.
The author, a Boer, whose family owns the
Rietvlei, a hundred thousand acres of the most
fertile land in the Transvaal, spent his youth
among these savages, ha^•ing no other play-
mates but Kaffir children. Later, as a grown

man, he returned to Swaziland and interested
himself to such an extent in its tribal politics
that he became an "induna" and was ini-

tiated into the tribe with much ceremony. This
finally involved him in difficulties with the
Boer government and he fied to America. Such
are some of the intimate and unusual adven-
tures of this narrative. The book is well illus-

trated.

Booklist 18:116 Ja '22

"Doctor O'Neill's story is all vigor, all mo-
tion, all novel appeal." F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p7 D 3 '21 780w
"The narrative is flowing, much of it is in

conversational form, the incidents are thrilling,

and the book is illustrated with unusually good
photographs."

+ Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 80w

O'NEILL, EUGENE GLADSTONE. Emperor
Jones; Diff'rent; The straw. *$2 Boni &
Liveright 812 21-26427

Of these three tragedies, the first two are
among the season's productions in New York.
"The Emperor Jones" is a study of the terrible

night of terror of an American negro ex-con-
vict who had set himself up as the emperor
of a West Indian island and who, as he fiees

from the vengeance of the people he has duped,
is haunted in the forest by ghosts and fears
and visions of his past life. "Diff'rent" depicts
a woman who, on the eve of marriage to a
young whaling skipper, dismisses her lover on
account of a tale that has come to her ears,

and then, after thirty years of spinsterhood,
and faithfulness on the part of her lover, falls

in love with his worthless young nephew. "The
straw" reveals a young girl in a tuberculosis
sanatorium who develops an unrequited love

for a fellow patient, and in the rising optimism
which marks the later stages of her disease
catches at this straw of a vain hope.

+ Booklist 17:293 My '21

"In this book 'The Emperor Jones' is dis-

tinctly the most important, the best reading,
in spite of its essentially pictorial character.
But we miss in Them all that living talk of the
earlier one-act plays."

-i Dial 70:715 Je "21 50vv
" 'The Emperor Jones' reveals Mr O'Neill as

an innovator who has contributed a new idea
and a new form to the contemporary theatre."
Ernest Boyd

4- Freeman 3:404 Jl 6 '21 370w
Reviewed by Kenneth MacGowan

Freeman 3:475 Jl 27 '21 50w
Reviewed by P. F. Reniers

Lit R p3 Jl 16 '21 600W
"If one liked 'The Emperor Jones' on the

stage, it would be a mistake to read it in cold
print. Like 'The Emperor Jones,' the defects
of the other plays in this volume would seem
much less important on the stage. There are
no half-lights in 'Diff'rent' or in 'The straw,'

no gray shades, nothing small, nothing fragile

or delicate. They are built of only the most
obvious lumber—nothing less than two-by-
fours, which are not so much fastened to-

gether by necessary nails as studded with the
giant spikes of Mr O'Neill's reiterated em-
phasis." V. S. G. L.

1- New Repub 26:386 My 25 '21 420w

"In 'The Emperor Jones' we have one of the
best first acts in contemporary drama. . . To me
'Diff'rent' is the least convincing of Mr O'Neill's
work." W: L. Phelps

-] NY Times pl7 Je 19 '21 900w

+ Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 30w
"The dramatic importance of O'Neill is

frequently exaggerated; but he is the only liv-

ing American playwright who has successfully
put on the stage the dramatic conflict in humble
lives."

(- Survey 46:250 My 21 '21 30w
" 'The Emperor Jones' is a brilliant and for-

ward-looking play. . . Xowherc has O'Neill writ-

ten on such a consistent, high level of dramatic
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expression as in the dialog of 'Diff'rent'; yet,

in conceptioi! and development, the play seems
to point backward rather than forward. 'The
straw,' is written strongly and truly, and its

characterization is excellent; but its emotional
effect as drama is bound up so closely with its

subject, the ravages of tuberculosis, that the
individual reaction of reader or critic is un-
reliable as a test of its dramatic worth."

Theatre Arts M 5:334 O '21 260w

"Let me admit frankly at the start that I

was unable to view the self-abasement of the
woman in Act II without a stricture or strangu-
lation in the throat. . . In 'Diff'renf Mr O'Neill

is rather curious than serious, his second act,

though not ethically null, is ethically needless,
and his instance is not typical but extravagant.
The suspense in this play is only moderate."
O. W. Firkins

[. Weekly R 4:207 Mr 2 '21 lOOOw (Review
of Diff'rent)

Reviewed by O. W. Firkins
Weekly R 4:606 Je 25 "21 1400w

Reviewed by Helen McAfee
Yale R n s 11:200 O '21 ISOw

O'NEILL, EUGENE GLADSTONE. Gold. $1.75
Boni & Liveright 812 21-16013

A four-act play, illustrating the psychologi-
cal effect of the lust of gold. In the first act
the crew of a wrecked whaler, on an Island in

the Malay archipelago, find a chest of gold and
jewels, as they suppose, and, crazed by sun
and thirst, murder the cook and the ship's boy
for declaring it to be brass and junk. The
other three acts show the captain at home
gradually becoming insane with his guilty se-
cret; causing the death of his wife, wrecking
the life of his daughter and demoralizing his
son.

"The play has more dramatic than literary
value. The characterizations are good, the
dialect forceful and the situations well handled
There is not a single alleviating gleam of hu-
mor in the four acts of 'Gold.'

"

H Cath World 114:555 Ja '22 250w
Freeman 4:406 Ja 4 '22 250w

"The play is not a masterpiece—has nothing
like the significance of 'Beyond the horizon'

—but is a highly capable performance that
justifies hopeful expectation of something really

big from the author hereafter."

H Lit R p74 O 8 '21 290w

"We cannot rid ourselves of the feeling that
we had heard all this before. What is finely

conceived is the symbolism." Ludwig Lewisohn
— -1- Nation 112:902 Je 22 '21 500w

ONIONS, BERTA (RUCK) (MRS OLIVER ON-
IONS). Arrant rover, il $2 (2c) Dodd [7s

6d Hodder & S.] 21-17195

"Archie Laverock falls in love four distinct

times in as many months. First he becomes
pleasantly enamoured of a young moving pic-

ture actress whom he rescues from the tolls of

the moving picture villain. Later, in Wales,
he nearly becomes engaged to the granddaugh-
ter of a rich landowner to whom he is demon-
strating a car; in France, the next month, he
is positive he wants to marry a charmmg
American widow; and in Scotland, soon after,

he becomes the definite flanc6 of the girl who
nursed him in a French hospital during the
war. Will he really marry and settle down?
He solemnly believes that he will. But Berta
Ruck leaves you a bit in doubt."—Lit R

"There is a something to the volume which
keeps one going. It is probably the personali-

ties of girls two and four. Then there is a
something about Archie which makes us like

him. and despise him, a sort of essence of the
prodigal son." I: W. L.

I-
Boston Transcript p5 N 12 '21 550w

" 'The arrant rover' i.s a toothsome morsel."
+ Lit R pl28 O 29 '21 200w

N Y, Times p32 D 25 '21 fiOw

"As may be judged from the subject, the
story is fluffy."— Outlook 129:438 N 16 '21 40w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p549 Ag
25 '21 150w

ONIONS, BERTA (RUCK) (MRS OLIVER
ONIONS). Sweet stranger, il *$2 (2i^c)
Dodd 21-5541

Mrs Onions' latest novel perhaps reflects
some of the impressions of her own recent trip
to America. The scene is laid largely in the
United States, and one of the heroines, for
there are two, is an American girl. The story is
told Dy Mouse Vaughan, the English heroine,
and twin sister to Jim Vaughan. Mouse and Jim
are riding in the "tube" in London one day
when a very attractive American nurse breaks
a string of beads which clatter everywhere.
Jim helps her retrieve them and then and there
the spark is struck wliich later sends the twins
off to America to locate this girl, about whom
they know less than her name. Fortune favors
ihem, and they find her, but the story does not
end there. She is not so easily won, and in the
meantime Mouse has also become the heroine
of a romance. The two love affairs both come
to a happy but rather amazingly swift con-
clusion.

"Will please young girls."

+ Booklist 17:254 Ap '21

"All this is pleasant enough reading, an ami-
able tale, revealing some humorous sidelights
of British observation in American cities of
bustle and money making."

+ Boston Transcript p7 Ap 27 '21 270w
"There is no question as to the ingenuity of

the plot and its treatment, both of which bear
the impress of a trained fictionist's hand, but
it is the skillful descriptions of London and
American life which make the novel one apart
from the average 'best-seller.' "

+ N Y Times pl9 Mr 13 '21 820w

ONIONS, OLIVER. Case in camera. *$2 (2c)
Macmillan 21-3414

This is not the usual mystery story in which
the entire interest centers in the incidents of
the plot, altho it has to do, as its first words
indicate, "with the killing, on a May morning
of the year 1919, of one young man by another
who claimed, and still claims, to have been
his friend. The circiunstances were singular

—

perhaps even unique; the consequences affect-
ed a number of people in various interesting
ways and byways." It is the psychological ex-
planation of the results of the act on the people
involved as much as the action itself that
lengthens the book to three hundred and
twenty pages.

+ Ath p727 N 26 '20 310w
+ Booklist 17:305 My '21

"Oliver Onions tells his story convincingly; he
musters his army of facts so as to create and
maintain suspense, he makes the explanation
ingenuous as well as comparatively simple; and
he holds the attention of the reader till the
end."

+ Bookm 53:368 Je '21 70w
"A well conceived and very well written story

which escapes the classification of 'mystery'
by seveial miles, yet is probably better than any
mystery story of the year because of Mr Onions'
endless skill with his characters, his complete
mastery of his method, his abundant hu^iour,
because, in short, he is a competent novelist
who has chosen to twist a theme he has used
before—justifiable homicide—to the uses of a
psychological puzzle."

+ Dial 70:714 Je '21 70w
"Mr Onions achieves a certain tenseness ol

atmosphere in this mystery tale by employing
throughout the device of suspense in narration
rather than through any combination of cir-

cumstances. The tale sustains its mystery to

the end and is not without excitement."
+ Lit R pll Jl 16 '21 80w
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"A very ingenious mystery story, here and
there somewhat carelessly written, but interest-
ing, well worlted out, and baffling even to the
most experienced."

H NY Times p22 Mr 27 '21 680w
"The story is original and its incidents singu-

lar."

-I- Outlook 128:72 My 11 '21 60w
"The dozen leading characters are well and

sliarply defined, especially the women, and the
correctness of the atmosphere and the thou-
sand minutiae of detail are a positive pleasure.
It does not read liive & story by a fine writer
of mysteries; rather it is a mystery story by a
fine writer." G: DuB. Proctor

+ Pub W 99:961 Mr 19 '21 330w
"We had got half way through the book

before we guessed tlie author's secret, and we
conimend the reader to get tlie boolc and see
If he can beat the record."

+ Sat R 131:96 Ja 29 "21 lOOw
"A most ingenious story."

-f- Spec 126:237 Mr 12 '21 50w
"It is not an easy book to put down once it

has been begun, for it is sliilfully contrived;
but it is also rather irritating, because its con-
struction is distinctly artificial."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p757 N 18
'20 540w

ONIONS, OLIVER. Tower of oblivion. $1.7.5
Macmillan [7s 6d Hodder & S.] 21-19846

When Derwent Rose, novelist, was forty- five
a great change came over him. An Apollo in
physique, he had been unusually young look-
ing. He now grows suddenly younger in leaps
and bounds—ten years, two years, as the case
may be, dropping away from him at once

—

and the change is registered both in mind
and body. He again lives through the various
phases of his previous life while retaining the
memory of the lost years. When he has once
more reached the age of eighteen, he is, for
the first time in his twofold existence, smitten
with a great love. It entirely obliterates the
old memory and leaves him a beautiful, angel-
ic youth with the conviction that he has once
more become static and has a normal future
before him. But a tragic end comes to the
lovers after some curious kaleidoscopic hap-
penings.

"One's indignation rises at this author who
attracts one by his fine writing. But charm
and good writing only aggravate Mr Onions's
offence. Can Mr Onions pretend that a novel
of which the genesis and mechanics are so
easily laid bare is worthy of the author of
'Widdershins?' " Montgomery Belgion— Lit R p219 D 3 '21 lOSOw
"The book is over long, and its speculations

not always easy to follow, but it is interesting
and very well written, besides possessing a
curious and unusual plot."

(- N Y Times pl2 D 18 '21 700w
"Mr Onions obviously wishes us to suck the

last drop of beauty and pathos out of Rose's
situation; but he must forgive us for reflect-
ing, as many readers will, that to put oneself
to much emotional trouble for a case so ut-
terly beyond human experience does not seem
reasonable. The uncanny may give one a
healthy thrill, but for an imposing edifice of
tragic human relations and developments it is

far too flimsy a foundation."—
-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p715 N
3 '21 420w

OPDYCKE, JOHN BAKER (OLIVER OP-
DYKE, pseud.). English of commerce; with
an introd. by Frank A. Vanderlip. il '*$2.2.5

Scribner 652 20-8427

"While assuming to be chiefly a study of the
English language with an idea to its practical
use in everyday business life, in reality this
book includes not only a full and practical
course in the fundamentals of good Englisli,
but also much useful reference material and
excellent chapters on subjects incident to wider
business practice—such as newspaper and
magazine writing, advertising, the 'business

talk' and sales and advertising literature."—
Booklist

"Unusually suggestive exercises and illustra-
tive mateiial."

+ Booklist 17:179 F '21

"A stimulating book for serious study."
-f Pittsburgh 26:188 Ap '21 lOOw

" 'The English of commerce,' both in content
and in thoioughness of treatment, is one of
the best, it not the very best, textbooks in its
field."

+ School R 28:634 O '20 160w

OPPENHEIM, EDWARD PHILLIPS. Jacob's
ladder, il •$2 (3c) Little 21-4320

The bankrupt Jacob Pratt suddenly became
a millionaire and from that day his life be-
came one adventure after another. It was a
battle of wits between the people who were
out to do him and his determination not to
be done. And when the former did not suc-
ceed with their wits they resorted to force.
The story tells how the girl with whom he
thought he was in love figured in a hold-up
and was proud of the share she had in taking
from him by force and cunning what she dis-
dained to take as a gift. In a kidnapping en-
terprise for which an impoverished lord lent
his feudal castle, the lord's daughter became
his true friend and rescuer and later his wife.

"A mildly amusing, rather impossible tale, not
up to the author's average in interest."

H Booklist 17:254 Ap '21

"While by no means an Oppenheim master-
piece. 'Jacob's ladder' is ingenious and enter-
taining." A. A. W.

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Mr 5 '21 290w
"This latest story from his pen bears all

the ear-marks of his past work—it is improb-
able in its incidents, ingenious in its situa-
tions, and clever in its construction. That it
iTioves with ease and develops too rapidly to
allow interest to flag goes without saying."

4- Lit R pll Mr 12 '21 llOw
"Mr Oppenheim has written forty novels.

'Jacob's ladder' may be counted as well up in
the first tv/enty."

+ N Y Times pl8 Mr 13 '21 760w
" 'Jacob's ladder' is good fun; the author

has written many subtle crime mysteries, but
he never before was so joyously entertain-
ing." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 90w
Reviewed by Joseph Mosher

-h Pub W 99:578 F 19 '21 270w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p534 Ag

18 '21 130w

OPPENHEIM, EDWARD PHILLIPS. Nobody's
man. il $2 (2^c) Little 21-19848

"Andrew Tallente withdraws from the polit-
ical party to which he has always belonged,
and it is his uncertainty as to which party he
honestly believes in, that makes him call him-
self 'nobody's man' and gives the book its title.

The intricacies of his political career, with
the ever probable anticipation that he may
become Prime Minister, are nicely interwoven
with his separation from his wife, the mysteri-
ous disappearance of Anthony Palliser, his
love for Lady Jane Partington, and the affair
of Nara and the idealistic dreamer, Stephen
Dartry."—N Y Times

"Mr Oppenheim's practiced pen has produced
a readable and plausible narrative in which
love and politics are mixed with nice preci-
sion and spiced with fluent speculation. His
zest as well as his fertility still remains un-
exhausted. His book has the clean finish as
well as the conformity to pattern of a ma-
chine-made producL"

H Lit R p208 N 26 '21 170w
"It is still his typical product, and has all

the ear-marks that his admirers love the
best."

-t- N Y Times p25 D 25 '21 550w
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""His popularity i:-; not at all on thft wano,

but wo frankly express our judKment that this
particular book would not rank high as com-
pared with those that have appeared since the
war ended. It is less exciting and 'gripping'
than 'The Great impersonation' and less enter-
taining than is 'Jacob's ladder."

"

f- Outlook 130:71 Ja 11 '22 lOOw

OPPENHEIM. EDWARD PHILLIPS. Profi-
teers, il *$2 (31/20 Little 21-11495

John Wingate is a young American million-
aire who goes to London to break a syndicate
of profiteers who are cornering the world's
market in wheat. Wingate's method is auda-
cious, for he kidnaps three of the most ob-
stinate directors and puts them on a starva-
tion diet until they yield and sell wheat at
the low price he requires. The situation is com-
plicated by the fact that one of the three, Lord
Dredlinton, does not survive the drastic treat-
ment and by the additional fact that Wingate
has fallen in love with Dredlinton's wife.
WTiile these circumstances might have made
it very unplea.sant for Wingate, under existing
conditions they merely work for his personal
satisfaction and the general satisfaction of
everyone who is again able to buy cheap bread.

Booklist 18:17 O '21

'Will make f. direct appeal to every reader
who likes his fiction spiced with realities that
have been emphasized and over-emphasized
from day to day in the newspapers." E. F.
Edgett

-j Boston Transcript p8 Je 4 '21 S20w
"E. Phillips Oppenheim neither at his best

nor his worst. The movement that leads up
to the climax is as rapid as a motion picture.
Like the .average movie also, the .story is filmed
in high society."

H Lit R pll Je 11 '21 140w
"An exciting yarn for those who ask only

stirring incident and attach no importance to
characterization. The characters have not the
breath of life! They move like well-oiled auto-
mata."

-I NY Times p24 Je 12 '21 560w
"If the stories of mystery, crime, and detec-

tion written in such abundance bv Mr Oppen-
heim were to be ranked according to their
merit and interest, we are afraid that the
present example would stand pretty near the
end of the list."— Outlook 128:340 Je 22 '21 40w
"The story is below the author's best; but

retains enough of his familiar method and
touch to entertain his readers."

h Sprlngfd Republican p7a Jl 10 '21 180w

OPPENHEIM, JAMES. Mystic warrior. *$5
Knopf 811 21-9087

An autobiography in free verse covering
thirty-one years of the author's life—a full-
length portrait of the artist which shrinks at
no extreme of self-revelation, which shows for
Itself neither pride nor pity. The autobiography
is divided into two parts, the first a single long
poem, IS an intensely introspective account of
the artist's soul and its aspirations, its fluctua-
tions between strength and weakness, triumph
and defeat. The second part consists of a series
of short poems, showing the external events of
his life beginning at the age of two years, and
providing the outer circumstances of his soul's
growth, its human form and environment.

Reviewed by W: S. Braithwaite
Boston Transcript p7 My 28 '21 1550w

Reviewed by Kenneth Burke
Dial 71:232 Ag '21 1700w

" 'The mystic warrior' is, first of all a story:an extraordinary, disjointed novel in free verse
as full of the outer world as the inner; crammed
with incidents, people, colors, crises—a story of
freedom and failure, passionate, puzzled, pene-
trative. . . A passionate plea for the sensi-
tive, even the self-conscious artist. . . Is the
book 'poetry'? The question is interesting only
as a technical one. The questions worth asking

—and answering—are those suggested by the
author himself by way of cadence:

Does the form fit?
Has the artist gained by using this form?
Is the work natural and interesting and

inevitable?
I would like to hear these questions debated.
But, with 'The mystic warrior' as the basis of
argument, I would begin to pity those who came
to present the negative side." L: Untermeyer

+ Lit R p6 Je 4 '21 1350w
"The truth is that he is subjective and vague,

sentimental and vain, .self-pitying and self-
pious to an all but incredible extent."— Nation 113:126 Ag 3 '21 210w
"Mr Oppenheim has with considerable success

made the experiment of writing an autobiogra-
phic novel in free verse."

+ Outlook 129:356 N 2 '21 130w

ORCZY. EMMUSKA (MRS MONTAGUE BAR-
STOW), baroness. First Sir Percy; an ad-
venture of the laughing cavalier. •$2 (2^c)
Doran 21-26083

The adventures of a gay soldier of fortune,
Diogenes, and of his companions, Pythagoras
and Socrates, in the wars between the Nether-
lands and Spain in the seventeenth century
constitute the theme of this book. Diogenes,
alias the Laughing Cavalier, alias Sir Percy
Blakeney, son of an English noble, and Gilda
Beresteyn, daughter of a high Dutch official,
are celebrating their wedding feast. Diogenes,
setting aside his accustomed rSle, is about to
carry the beautiful Gilda across the seas to
his home in England. But fate decrees other-
wise. The war of liberation is on. Maurice of
Nassau. Stadtholder of the United Provinces,
is resisting the domination of Isabella of Spain.
His position is, furthermore, endangered by the
son of the house of Berestyn, Nicolaes, who
vinknown to his family, is a spy and a traitor
to his country. To save the land of his adop-
tion and to rescue the Stadtholder from a
cruel fate, Diogenes again goes on the war-
path. With the aid of his keen-witted com-
panions, the enemy Is annihilated. The United
Provinces are freed. And the gay cavalier re-
turns to his dream of love.

+ Booklist 17:191 F '21

"It has all the qualities a romantic tale
should possess, with plenty of action, a
minimum of psychologizing, and unfailing high
spirits. Of course, the colors are laid on
glaringly and thick, but that stands out as
a merit when contrasted with many of the
novelists of the moment, whose only color
seems to be gray, and that of a rather dim
and misty variety."

H Cath World 113:696 Ag '21 220w
Cleveland p26 Ap '21 60w

"The story is well told, it moves swiftly
and has several dramatic and exciting mo-
ments."

4- N Y Times ti24 Ja 30 '21 550w
Outlook 127:477 Mr 23 '21 30w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p685 O 21

•20 30w

O'REILLY. ELIZABETH BOYLE. How Prance
built her cathedrals, il $6 Harper 726

21-8018

"By architecture the forefathers from whom
we come relate to us their progress in knowl-
edge, their prowess in handicrafts, their eco-
nomic conditions, their sorrows, their rejoicings,
their aspirations. . . Now in the making of
these infinitely precious things, France played
the leading role. . . The cathedrals of Prance
are an enduring appeal to man's high faculty of
imagination." (Tntrod.) The book Is illustrated
with drawings by A. Paul de Leslie and the
contents are: What is Gothic architecture?
Abbot Suger and St Denis-en-France; Primary
Gothic cathedrals; Notre Dame of Paris and
other churches of the capital; Era of the great
cathedrals: Chartres, Rheims, Amiens; Six of
the lesser great cathedrals: Bourges, Beauvals,
Troyes, Tours, Lyons, Le Mans; Plantagenet
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Gothic architecture: Gothic in the Midi; The
Gothic art of Burgi^mdy; Gothic art in Nor-
mandy; Index; Bibliography.

Booklist 17:340 Jl 21

Cath World 114:99 O '21 380w
"Miss O'Reilly's work, intensely interesting,

highly poetical, and richly informing, is in the
nature of a guidebook. The fireside traveller
will regret that an insufflciency of illustrations
renders it desirable if not necesary for him to
have at hand an architectural history or some
well supplied portfolio of photographs or prints
of the cathedrals." I. K. Pond

H Lit R p4 Jl 2 '21 1300w
+ Nation 112:821 Je 8 '21 270w

Reviewed bv Ernest Dimnet
+ New Repub 27:146 Je 29 '21 1150w

"By far the most extensive, detailed and com-
prehensive treatment of the Gothic architecture
of France yet written for American readers."

+ N Y Times p6 My 1 '21 1600w

O'RIORDAN, CONAL O'CONNELL (NORREYS
» CONN ELL, pseud.). Adam and Caroline.

$1.90 (2c) Harconrt
The book is a sequel to "Adam of Dublin."

Adam is now thirteen years old and entering
upon the turbulent period of adolescence
through which he is guided by the wise hand
of hi.s guardian. Stephen McCarthy. Adam is

as lovable a chap as in the first book. He
meets again the friend of his first childhood,
Caroline Brady, of whom he has never ceased to
dream. She is now a gay little lady, keen on
a "bit-o'-fun." The two spend a bank holiday
together in the rain which results in Coroline'.s
death and. thanks to Mr McCarthy, the episode
becomes a phase in Adam's development instead
of a tragedy. Notes of the war and of the
Irish upheaval resound thru the book.

"The wisdom, the delicacy, and the honesty
of the first book of Adam's life are here, too.
in the second. The story and the people in it

continue to be fascinating."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p371 .Je

9 '21 260w

OSBORN, ALEXANDER FAICKNEY. Short
course in advertising, il $3 Scribner [12s 6d
Pitman] 659 21-5533

The author's teachings are based on experi-
ence. In his preface to the book Mr Mac Mar-
tin calls him one of the most active participants
in the new development of advertising. "In
several instances he has helped to nationalize
local industries and make possible in five years
the progress that would have required twenty
years without the electrification of advertising."
Partial contents: How advertising aids civiliza-
tion; Name-publicity versus persuasive-adver-
tising; Analyzing the problem: Suggestion—the
motive power of advertising; Advertising's part
in department stores; Methods oif distribution;
The daily newspaper as a medium; The mail as
a medium; A typical national campaign; A typ-
ical localized campaign.

"Informative as this volume is, it does not
treat the subject thoroughly. Nor is it in-
tended to be more than a cursory survey. The
value of Mr Osborn's clearly written textbook
consists in its presentation of the basic facts
of successful advertising." Alfred Lief

+ Administration 1:697 My '21 1250w
Reviewed by Alfred Lief

Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 140w
Quar List New Tech Bks Je '21 30w
Springf d Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 150w

OSBORNE. SIDNEY. New Japanese peril, "ja
(4c) Macmillan 327.52 21-14121

This book is intended to bring the discussion
of the Japanese question, begun by the writer
In "The problem of .Japan" (1918) and con-
tinued in "The Isolation of Japan" (1919) down
to date. The author gives his view of the ad-
vantages as well as the embarrassments which
Japan derived from the great war, the develop-
ment of her far-eastern policy and world diplo-

macy, race equality and the Shantung ques-
tion, Japanese expansion in China and the
Anglo-Japanese alliance. His conclusion is that
"wise statesmanship will decree a coalition
composed of America, Britain. Germany and
Russia" to oppose Japanese militarism and im-
perialism.

Booklist 18:7 O '21

"Mr Osborne, unfortunately, sees every step
in Japan's policies toward Russia, Korea, Man-
churia, and China during two decades as a
deliberate and calculated act of aggression.
Only at rare moments does he take the Japano-
centric point of view and see the world with
Japanese eyes." O. D. Wannamaker

H Lit R p6 Jl 23 '21 750w
Nation and Ath 29:551 Jl 9 '21 320w

"He writes as a detached and rather unspar-
ing realist. The result should, however, by no
means offend intelligent Japanese sensibilities,

as Mr Osborne retains throughout the 'object-
ive point of view.' " G. L. Harding

-I- N Y Times pl9 Jl 10 '21 450w
Springf d Republican p6 Ag 19 '21 300w

"His vivid language, wide range of fact,
rapid movement, ceaseless progress in clinch-
ing arguments and unquestioned sincerity,
render the volume at once commanding, in-
teresting, informing and highly convincing for
the average reader." S. L. Gulick

H Survey 46:564 Ag 1 '21 270w

OSBOURNE, LLOYD. Wild Justice; stories of
the South seas, new ed il $2.50 Appleton

21-19482

"It was as stepson and companion to Rob-
ert Louis Stevenson that T^loyd Osbourne voy-
aged in the Pacific and lived so many years
in Samoa. From that great master of fiction

he learned the beginnings of writing stories,

and with him collaborated in several of the
best-known books of the author of 'Treasure
island.' In 'Wild justice' Osbourne gathers a
dozen tales of the ocean he knew so well, of

its mysterious islands and the strange people
who inhabit them."—Lit R

"I. who have just come from the South
Seas, who have sailed for weeks and rested
for months under the breadfruit and pandanus
.shade of. a score of islands in the lovely Paci-
fic, spent a few happy hours in the pages of

'Wild justice.' It has the tang of the curious
and entrancing airs that paint the South Seas
skies so brilliantly and lure the white man to

indolence and forgetfulness among the soft,

sweet scenes of Polynesia." F: O'Brien
-f Lit R p251 D 10 '21 500w

OSTRANDER. ISABEL EGENTON (ROBERT
ORR CHIPPERFrELD, DOUGLAS GRANT,
pseuds.). Crimson blotter. •$2 (2i^c) Mc-
Bride [8s Od Hurst & B.] 21-8029

It would seem that a crime previously an-
nounced to the police might be prevented, but
altho thev received an anonymous warnmg
that the philanthropist and millionaire, Seward
Moberlev. was in danger of his life, and altho

thev had t.Tken every precaution to prevent
the tragedv, yet it came. Moberley was stabbed
thru the heart bv an imknown assailant while
his hou.se was surrounded by a cordon of guards.
Sergeant McNultv was put on the case and Peter
Savre, a voung reporter of the Despatch, also

assigned himself to it. The two young men
found clues rather scarce, but to the ingenious
mind of McNulty, a few crimson stains on a
blotter formed the starting point to the

hypothesis which later developments proved to

be the correct one.

Booklist 18:52 N '21

"The storv does not run down, for little

crime-hunting expeditions add their chapters
of .suspense, to give way to several startling,

and not improbable, scenes in the end. Deft,

humorous, plausible and well constructed, 'The
crimson blotter' is made up of excellent

moments—and other moments."
-1- Boston Transcript p6 Ag 17 '21 220w
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OSTRANDER, I. E. —Continued
"Once the unreality of the characters has

been accepted and dismissed, the story moves
rapidly enough through three hundred pages of
incident."

h Lit R pll My 14 '21 120w
"Follows the conventional lines of many de-

tective stories, yet it is distinctly readable.
+ Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 120w

OSTRANDER, ISABEL EGENTON (ROBERT
ORR CHIPPERFIELD, DOUGLAS GRANT
pseuds.). Man in the jury box. •$2 (ZVzC)
McBride 21-2069

The little town of Sunnymead is stirred one
day by the murder of Gilbert Latimer, a newly
arrived and wealthy citizen. Sergeant Barry
Odell, of the Homicide bureau of the New York
Police department, happens to be in the vicinity
and undertakes to work on the case. There Is
incriminating evidence which at first seems to
lead to a farmer living nearby, then to Mrs
Latimer herself, and there are other suspects
in the household as well. Barry carries his in-
vestigations farther afield, and when the case
comes to trial, the criminal is discovered, in a
dramatic finale, to be one who has not been
previously mentioned in connection with the
case at all.

are barred, golf still yields no odds to youth.
The illustrations show the author and various
other golf champions in action.

"Fairly well written."
+ Booklist 17:305 My '21

"Undoubtedly 'The man in the jui-y box'
comes under the better detective fiction of the
day."

-J Boston Transcript p4 Ap 13 '21 150w
Cleveland p35 My '21 40w

"This is a very good specimen of the detec-
tive-mystery yarn: a real puzzle, solved logically
and without any superhuman makeshifts."

+ Lit R pl2 Mr 5 '21 lOOw
"This is a detective story of the old kind,

and a good one."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N
3 '21 llOw

OSTRANDER, ISABEL EGENTON (ROBERT
ORR CHIPPERFIELD, DOUGLAS GRANT,
pseuds.). Trigger of conscience. $1.90 (3c)
McBride 21-15332

This detective story has a number of strands
to its mystery and discloses more than the
perpetrator of a murder in a certain country
club. A new secretary had been installed
there who was in reality a detective trying to
trace the theft of a diamond necklace. On
the night of a Hallowe'en party this detective
is shot and killed. In the course of the inves-
tigation some half-dozen persons fall under
suspicion. The necklace and its thief are in-
cidentally discovered and a guilty conscience
on account of an unsuspected crime is shown
to have guided the finger that pulled the fa-
tal trigger.

" 'The trigger of conscience' Is lightly but
virilely written, with a swiftly moving plot
yet a thoroughly developed one. One forgets
the dialogue that is not always smooth and the
sketchiness of the characterization in the fas-
cination of the story itself."

+ Lit R pl53 N 5 '21 120w
"The characterization is not so vivid as it

might be, but one can't have everything, and
the book does move in a gradual way to a
reasonable solution."

h N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 60w

OU1MET, FRANCIS. Golf facts for young
people, il $1.75 (SV^c) Century 796 21-16083

The author, who himself began to play golf
at the age of seven, undertakes the role of
"big brother" to young golfers. He gives the
history of his own development as a golfer and
his advice is, to both boys and girls, to begin
young. Only so can the skill and endurance be
acquired that will outlast age. No other game
can give the same amount of fun, competition,
sport and health all thru life as does golf.
Long after football, baseball and even tennis

Booklist 18:125 Ja '22

N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 COw

CUTWATER, HERBERT G. Designs for
American homes, il $2 Dodd 728 21-15655

Fifty house designs, with floor plans and de-
scriptive text covering a considerable range,
from the least expensive bungalow to fairly
pretentious homes, selected as combining good
design with economy in construction. There
are some introductory pages on developing the
idea of a home, selecting the site and mate-
rials, and on the function of the architect and
the builder.

"The home building problem which has been
one of the vital matters of national discussion,
following the war, is given practical help on
the constructive side hy this volume. A num-
ber of well studied and carefully chosen de-
signs are offered, representing a considered
good taste in the various schools of modern
architectural practice."

+ Boston Transcript plO N 30 '21 190w
"Even if the reader should fail to get from

this book exactly the design of house desired,
he cannot fail to obtain decidedly valuable in-
formation on building and planning from the
brief and concise text supplied by the author.
The designs themselves are on the whole ex-
cellent and show especially good thought in
attaining the utmost economy of space. The
book is the product of a practical designer and
constructor."

4- Lit R pl2 Ag 20 "21 lOOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:208 D '21 30w

OVERTON, GRANT MARTIN. Answerer. $2
Harcourt 21-18802

The book is a life of Walt Whitman in novel
form. Taking some of the outstanding facts
of Whitman's life and the history of his epoch,
the author employs the methods of fiction to
paint the picture of the personality of Whitman
and to give the essentials of his message to the
world. Part I (A miracle in fifth month) covers
the Long Island period and is devoted largely
to Whitman's soul-searchings on the mysteries
of love and sex. Part II (Gulf stream) takes in
the New Orleans phase with the poet's enig-
matical love adventure. Part III (Dark mother)
shows us Whitman during the Civil war and
Part IV (The answerer) as writing his immor-
tal poem on the death of Lincoln.

"The first part of this novel, picturing Whit-
man's youth on Long Island, is, in spite of a
somewhat strained style, a genuine creation;
as the story goes on, however, it lapses into
melodrama; the author's attempt to dramatize
his hero's shadowy love-story in New Orleans
ends in disa.ster, and the reader has lost his in-
terest in the book long before the slow music
begins and Whitman and Lincoln pour out their
hearts to one another. A brave effort, and
one that we shall remember for its first hun-
dred pages."

-I Freeman 4:382 D 28 '21 90w
"A story of uncommon quality, a fine and

responsible piece of work." H. W. Boynton
+ Ind 107:218 N 26 '21 750w

OVERTON, GRANT MARTIN. World without
end. *$1.75 (4c) Doubleday 21-4319

Years after it all had happened, this story
of a mistaken marriage was pieced together
by the children and sufferers from the union.
When Leda Stanborough came over from Eng-
land to marry Martin L'Hommedieu, accord-
ing to an agreement made by letter, she
found that the man she loved with all her
heart was not in love with her but with her
sister Lucy, and that it was Lucy whom he
was expecting. It ga-ve the first twist to his

mind that later developed into violent insan-
itv and caused his death. It was also, in a
subtler way, the cause of the psychic bond
between Leda and her beautiful daughter
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Helen, which guided the latter even after the
mother's death. Religion, mythology, worldly
mystery and occultism are some of the
threads woven into this story of many strands.

"A weird, unusual story readable both for
its character drawings and for its plot."

+ Booklist 17:255 Ap '21

"The plot, stripped of its setting, follows a
time-worn pattern. But so charmingly has he
set the table, the dish is not only palat-
able—it is really quite wholesome."

H Bookm 53:262 My '21 120w
"It is ingeniously told, and with a whim-

sicality in the method that freshens the
reader's Interest and gives zest to the story."

+ N y Times p23 Mr 6 '21 550w
Springf d Republican p9a Jl 31 '21 llOw

OWEN, GEORGE VALE. Life beyond the veil;
spirit messages received and written down.
2v ea *$2.50 Doran 134 21-8602

The two volumes of these spirit messages
deal respectively with the lower and higher
spheres of the after-life and aie entitled, ac-
cordingly. The lowlands of Heaven, and The
highlands of Heaven. The volumes are edited by
H. W. Engholm, who gives a brief sketch of
the author, a vicar of Orford, Lancashire.
The>' contain also an appreciation by Lord
Northcliffe and an introduction by Sir Arthur
Conan Doyle. How the messages, chiefly from
the author's mother, came and how the com-
municators operated on the other side, is care-
fully explained. Volume one contains a fac-
simile of the script.

"The simplicity and the sincerity of the
author are manifest on every page. It would
require, however, a very considerable measure
of 'the will to believe' for one to credit his
statements as to his actual communications with
living beings in the other world." C: R. Brown

H Lit R p7 Mr 12 '21 390w
N Y Times pl7 F 6 '21 IBOUw

"We cannot imagine that the book will have
the effect of convincing any serious-minded
and unprejudiced reader of the truth of its
contents. The reverse, indeed, will be the
case."— Sat R 130:37 Jl 10 '20 S40w

Springf d Republican p9a Ap 10 '21

600w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p427 Jl

1 '20 130w

OWEN, GRACE, ed. Nursery school educa-
tion, il »$2.50 Dutton 372 (Eng ed E21-87)

"This book is a comprehensive description
of nursery education in England, where the
movement has had greater impetus than in the
United States. The nursery school in England
does not correspond exactly to our kindergar-
ten, nor again is it identical with our day
nurseries. Under the Education act of 1918,
local education authorities in England are em-
powered to make arrangements for supplying
or aiding the supply of nursery schools for
children over two years and under five years
of age (children of six may attend by special
permission), whose attendance at such a school
is necessary or desirable. This series of papers
goes into the necessities and explains in detail
how they can be met, and are being met to
some degree, in excellent nursery schools. It
explains theoretically the aims and functions
of the nursery school. It describes the mind
of the child. It covers every possible admin-
istrative difficulty."—Survey

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 '21 230w
"To teachers or supervisors concerned with

the institutional care of children of the nursery-
school age, this volume will be useful. It is
well written, well illustrated, and only signifi-
cant materials are incorporated into it."

+ El School J 21:553 Mr '21 SOOw
-f- Freeman 1:550 F 16 '21 60w

"Full of suggestion and inspiration for those
interested in demonstration nurseries connected

with schools of household arts and science;
kindergartens; day nurseries; "Little Mothers'
Clubs'; training courses for child nurses; pre-
school groups in private schools, play-room.s,
playgrounds.". Elizabeth Jenkins

+ J Home Econ 13:377 Ag '21 300w
Nation and Ath 28:826 Mr 12 '21 MOw

+ Spec 124:393 Mr 20 '20 350w
Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 29 '21 340w

+ Survey 45:518 Ja 1 '21 2S0w

OWEN, WILFRED, Poems. •$1.50 Huebsch
821 (Eng ed 21-26418)

Wilfred Owen was one of the young British
poets killed in the war. This volume is pub-
lished with an introduction by Siegfried Bas-
soon and contains twenty- three poems, among
them Strange meeting; Greater love; Parable
of the old men and the young; Anthem for
doomed youth; Spring offensive. "This book
is not about heroes. English Poetry is not
yet fit to speak of them. Nor is it about deeds
or lands, nor anything about glory, honour,
dominion or power,

except War.
Above all, this book is not concerned with
Poetry.

The subject of it is War, and the pity of War.
The poetry Is in the pity." (Preface)

"The vehemence and the agony which the
poems manifest are, and compel, conviction.
None but the most sincere philosophy could
express itself so." E. B.

+ Ath p807 D 10 "20 580w
"All the shuddering horror Is here but there Is

also nobility, originality, and in some lines, a
lyric beauty not surpassed by any of the young
war poets."

-t- Booklist 17:294 My '21

"One perceives a kind of hardness on the
surface of these poems, and in spite of the
belief it is not the hardness of art, but all

the poet's aroused feeling cooling into the
unmalleable substance of words. The most
perfect escape of the spirit of poetry is in
the brief poem 'Futilitv.' " W: S. Braithwaite

-I Boston Transcript p6 Mr 5 '21 1800w
"Contains between its narrow covers the most

interesting verse, technically and emotionally,
that has come out of the war."

-f Dial 71:120 Jl '21 90w
"Wilfred Owen was a great poet; and since

his material was taken out of an experience
beyond the common range of our daily lives,

we may go further still and say that he was
among the greatest poets." J: G. Fletcher

-I- Freeman 3:282 Je 1 '21 SOOw
"The importance of his contribution to the

literature of the War cannot be decided by those
who, like myself, both admired him as a poet
and valued him as a friend. His conclusions
about War are so entirely in accordance with
my own that I cannot attempt to judge his
work with a critical detachment. I can only
affirm that he was a man of absolute integrity
of mind. He never wrote his poems (as so many
war-poets did) to make the effect of a personal
gesture. He pitied others, he did not pity him-
self. In the last year of his life he attained a
clear vision of what he needed to say, and
these poems survive him as his true and splen-
did testament."

Introduction to the Poems, by Sieg-
fried Sassoon

"It is the nobility, the profound sympathy,
which is compassionate without ever becoming
maudlin, that gives Owen's verse a place among
the authentic poetry of the day." L: Untermeyer

+ Lit R p4 Ap 30 '21 1150w
"A small volume, yet one that is more sincere

in its least line than the average volume is in
its whole bulk." Mark Van Doren

+ Nation 112:747 My 25 '21 330w
"Here in thirty-three brief pages is the

evidence that Wilfred Owen was the greatest
poet of the war." J. M. Murry

+ Nation and Ath 28:705 F 19 '21 2050w
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OWEN, V^ILFRED—Coiitinuid
"In this pathetically small volume Wilfred

Owen has achieved immortality for all time.
The war made him a poet, as it has made
one or two others, and it is, perhaps, a not
unioasonahle prediction that, as the years drift
by, ho will eventually be known as the war
poet."

+ N Y Times pl3 My 15 '21 960w
"Mr Owen resembled Mr Siegfried Sassoon

(whose introduction is a model of brevity and
dignified appreciation), yet, had he lived, one
feels he had in him the makings of a finer
poet than Mr Sa.ssoon will ever be, because
his sense of compassion was so very strong,
and yet it never sank into sentimentality."

+ Spec 125:821 D 18 '20 320w
"An original and very competent artist, an

artist who would have become great, a fine
soldier, a young man who did not believe that
horror is inevitable, wrote this book. You
owe it to the 20,000,000 dead scattered about
this unhappy world to try and realize what
war is. as he has shown it, and, having
learned, to teach others." Robert Nichols

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ja 30 '21

620w (Reprinted from London Observer)
"There is no lyric grace in these pages, no

poetic melody. Abjuring wholly the facile
cadence or the familiar phrase, he hammers
out his meaning in strong, stark statements
wrenched, as it were, into rhyme and metre."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p862 D
16 '20 220w

"In so far as Wilfred Owen passes a moral
judgment upon imaginary non-combatants, he
is beside the issue; in so far as he endeavours
to evoke and perpetuate the memory of 'that
execrable, wild, callous aboinination called
fighting' (whose accompanying virtues he also
deeply understands), so as to strengthen our
determination to redeem the world from it,

all the strength of truth is with him."
+ — The Times [London] Lit Sup p6 Ja 6

'21 1450W
Reviewed by W: R. BenSt

Yale R n s 11:179 O '21 290w

OYEN, HENRY. Twisted trails. 11 *$1.75 (2c)
Doran 21-5081

Stephen Warren comes to Louisiana to engage
in lumbering and finds himself involved in va-
rious other matters, including horse racing and
eventually love-making. In his undertakings he
is opposed by the Martel family, father and son,
and by the ".Snake," a mysterious creature who
lives in the deep woods which the Martels re-
fuse to sail. There is some mystery about them
and Estelle Reid, their ward, is in some way
bound up in it. The unraveling of the mystery
reveals the black treachery of the Martels and
brings happiness to a number of people.

"More coherently constructed and more
fluently written than the average novel of its

kind."
+ Booklist 17:255 Ap '21

"It is not so much of a story, so far as skill-
ful plot is concerned, as it is a series of studies
and pictures of odd characters."

H Boston Transcript p7 Ap 27 '21 270w
"A story of mystery and adventure that holds

the attention closely, is remarkably fine in point
of suspense and is compact with genuine
thrills."

-I- N Y Times p22 Ap 17 '21 420w
Springfd Republican plOa My 8 '21 210w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p246 Ap

14 '21 90w

PACKARD, FRANK LUCIUS. Pawned. •$1.90
(3c) Doran [7s 6d Hodder & S.] 21-9592

The main characters of the story have all
pawned their lives away. John Bruce, the hero,
ia no longer master of his life, because he has

signed it over forever to a gambler whose spy
he has become. The heroine, Claire, has been
pawned in childhood by her drunken father, be-
cause he is not fit to take care of her. To
save John's life, she promises to marry the
dissolute Doctor Prang, who, for the time being,
holds John's life in his hands. Prang is the
slave of cocaine, and a villain. The duel be-
tween him and John for Claire is a furious one,
but finally Claire's father proves the deciding
factor and redeems his daughter by eliminating
Prang in the only fitting way.

"One finishes the book with a feeling that
Mr Packard offers the reader not a real article,
but a pawnticket of it, at a possible saving of
mental effort to both."— Lit R pll Je 11 '21 220w

"It is well written. It is bizarre and color-
ful. It is interesting."

4- N Y Times p22 Jl 10 '21 520w
"For those who like relaxation of a well-

told yarn which puts no serious strain upon
the mind, this is to be very highly com-
mended."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Jl 24 '21 llOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p614 S

22 '21 210w

PAGE, THOMAS NELSON. Italy and the world
war. *$5 Scribner 940.345 20-21941

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Unfortunately it must be admitted that the
book disappoints, both in its diffuseness—fully
a hundred pages could have been saved by
condensing the historical epiton^e and the story
of operations outside of Italy—and in its omis-
sions. The work of the Italian navy and
merchant marine should have an entire chapter.
The account of American participation in Italy
is both inadequate and inaccurate. It is a
pity that this book, with all its excellencies,
comes far short of what is sadly needed^—an
authoritative account of Italy's war." C: U.
Clark— Am Hist R 26:834 Jl '21 580w
"Valuable as revealing the diplomatic atti-

tudes of many European nations."
-L Am J Soc 26:662 Mr '21 20w

Nation and Ath 29:295 My 21 '21 270w
"This book is by an American who sees things

very much as the best type of Englishman sees
them, and one whose official position at Rome
during the war makes him a high authority.
There is a long historical introduction; then
follows tiie most valuable part of the book, the
description of the period of neutrality and
the entry into the war."

+ New Statesman 17:164 My 14 '21 840w
"It is a book wherein restraint, a high sense

of loyalty, and a passion for fairness are evi-
dent in every chapter."

-f Outlook 128:127 My 18 '21 1800w
"He is extremely discreet and tells us little

or nothing that has not appeared in print."
H Spec 126:308 Mr 5 '21 230w

"It is evident in every page of the book, that
the late American Ambassador is an ardent
admirer of the Italian people. We venture,
therefore, to ask whether he does Italy good
Service by so constantly seeking to exalt her al
the expense of her Allies, and, it must bo
confessed, often at the expense of accuracy."

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl88 Mr
24 '21 1450W

"This book is history; or, to be more exact,
it partakes of the nature of history, being in
reality a glorified official diary. Literary qual-
ities—meaning by that, attractiveness of form
and style in construction and wording—are con-
spicuous by their absence. Mr Page's cronistoria
has the gift of making very clear to the unini-
tiated certain intricate passages of recent dip-
lomatic history, by touching two or three times
upon every one of the more complicated situa-
tions. This, however, often conveys the curi-
ous impression that this history is a melange
of two or more books." Bruno Roselli

H Yale R n s 10:887 Jl '21 750vv
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PAINE, ALBERT BIGELOW. Car that went
abroad, il $3 (3c) Harper 914.4 21-11707

"Motoring- through the Golden ape" is a sig-
nificant sub-title for an account of a trip
through France and Switzerland .iust before the
war. It was an American car and an American
family that set out blithely from ^Marseilles on
their gypsying tour and in three months "the
world had grown old and sad . . . and the
leaves were blowing off the trees and the glory
had gone out of life, because men were march-
ing and killing one another along those happy
fields." The illustrations are by Walter Hale.

Booklist 18:15 O '21

"This is not a deep book: it is written in a
vein so light as to be at times flippant. 'The
car that went abroad" is the desultory reaction
of an American and of a family of Americans
who were, as he says, 'Not very thorough sight-
seers,' but who enjoyed, at a fortunate time, an
automobile tour in France." Hildegarde Angell

h Lit R p9 Jl 16 '21 440w
"It is just the sense of beatific experience,

conveyed, however, without excess verbiage or
any mushiness of feeling, that the reader gets
all through the book. Sometimes Mr Paine
misses some element of much interest in the
storv of a chateau or ruined castle."

-i NY Times p7 Jl 24 '21 2000w
Sprlngf d Republican p6 Ag 31 '21 350w
Wis Lib Bui 17:155 O '21 70w

PAINE, ALBERT BIGELOW. In one man's
life; being chapters from the personal and
business career of Theodore N. Vail, il $3
Harper B or 92 21-17278

Theodore N. Vail, 1845-1920, first came Into
public notice as general superintendent of the
Railway mail service which he greatly improved
and extended. Later, he became president of
the Bell telephone company and, in 1907, of
the American telephone and telegraph com-
pany. As head of this great system he com-
manded to an unusual degree the respect and
confidence of the American public, feelings still

further strengthened when, in 1918, the telephone
"went to war" and under government owner-
ship, Mr Vail acted as confidential adviser and
counselor in all matters pertaining to the
telephone. Mr Paine was personally associated
with Mr Vail during his latter years, and shows
his intimate and human side, his home life

and hospitality, his great interest in education,
as well as his public achievements.

"Practical men of all tastes will find enter-
taininent and inspirntion in tlie narrative."

+ Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 60w
"Because of his close personal association

with Mr Vail during his latter years, the
author has been able to present the human
aspects of his subject as had not before been
done in print."

R of Rs 64:559 N '21 90w
"The wholesomeness, the variety and the ex-

traordinary romance of Mr Vail's career are
set forth with virility and convincing detail."

-f Springf'd Republican plla N 6 '21

loOOw

PAINE, RALPH DELAHAYE. Lost ships and
lonely seas, il $4 Century 910.4 21-15562

The book is a collection of old sea tragedies
and romances, dug up from old sea records and
carefully authenticated. It takes us back to
I he small sailing craft, to privateers and pi-
rates and the deeds of heroism and endurance,
once real experiences of real men, read like
fiction. Partial contents: The singular fate of
the brig Polly: The tragedy of the frigate
Medusa: Captain Paddock on the coast of Bar-
bary; Four thousand miles in an open boat:
The roaring days of piracy: The grim tale of
the Xotlingham gallery; Luckless seamen long
in exile.

"The pictures are especially striking."
^- Outlook 129:104 S 21 '21 60w

PAIRPONT, NELLIE M. Noel and the little
people of the woods, il $1 Wilde

Noel was the son of a widow who lived
witli his mother and sisters in a little house
on the hill, near the pixie wood. He thought
so much about the pixie fairies that it made
him careless and thoughtless about his work.
The story tells how, on New Year's night, he
helped the pixies and the pixies helped him
and how, before he went home, he wrote this
pledge in New Year's book: "I promise to be
very careful and to learn to be a good work-
man and to help myself so I can help others."
The illustrations are from drawings by the
author.

Springf'd Republican plla D 11 '21 80w

PALMER, FREDERICK. Folly of nations. $2
Dodd 172.4

The author takes up war as he actually found
it in his twenty-five years' experience as a war
correspondent, following it through the epoch
of little wars, of "benevolent assimilation" and
of taking up the "white man's burden." Then
he examines the world's sore spots out of which
wars have risen and still threaten to rise. Next
he analyzes the immemorial causes of war

—

fear, racial and linguistic differences, economic
and physical causes, false patriotism, rivalry,
nationalism, standing armies. Finally, he out-
lines the hope, which, for him, lies in the two
principles emerging from the Peace conference
—self-determination and the League of nations.
He aim.s to show that thru the League as a
convenanted assembly, a way may be found
for spiritual, economic and political adjust-
ment.

Booklist 18:47 X '21

"l'"ascinating sea-memories." F. B.
+ Boston Transcript pC S 14 '21 650w

Booklist 18:106 Ja '22

"Mr Palmer is absolutely sure of his facts
and he is a master of the w-riter's profession. It

does not matter whether or not we agree or
disagree with him, whether we are convinced
or affronted, we find here a work of absolutely
lar?e dimensions, a Ijook that stands out
among others on the subject and, that by its

sheer power, will not permit itself to be ig-

nored." .S. L. C.
+ Boston Transcript p6 D 3 '21 llOOw

"Four hundred odd pages of illuminating
argument. Its strength lies in its simplicity."

-I- Lit D p42 D 3 '21 1250w
"It might have been more compact and

swift and artful if it liad not been so personal
and sincere. But its defects add to its value
if one reads it rightly. It is meant to be
testimony. As testimony it is expert, honest,
and fearless, and so one may predict with con-
fidence that it will 'stand.' " H: .lames, jr.

+ Lit R p253 D 10 '21 1200w
"Mr Palmer's book is less valuable for its

logic than for its wealth of concrete illustra-
tion. Historian he may be of humanity's
tragic follv but not its physician or prophet of
salvation." Norman Thomas

H Nation 114:21 Ja 4 '22 9,n0w

"Passage after passage is written with so
little sign of self-criticism that if it were not
for his honest spirit one would cease reading
him with a great sense of relief. But his spirit
is really so sound and so unprejudiced, and his
material so rich, that to finish the book be-
comes a kind of moral necessity. The only
passion one finds in 'The folly of nations' is

the serene and patient feeling for truth and
goodwill. In Mr Palmer's spirit there is hos-
pitality for all nations, a knowledge of war
and a knowledge of the best way to work for

peace." Fiancis Hackett
_) New Repub 28:382 N 23 '21 750w
Reviewed bv J: W. Harrington

N Y Times pl6 D 4 '21 1400w
Outlook 129:572 D 7 "21 lOOw

"Few men, in or out of military service, have
made a more intensive study of war at close
range for the past quarter of a century than
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PALMER, FREDERICK—Coniinwed!
has Major Frederick Palmer. Looking upon
war as a disease in the body politic, Major
Palmer has reached the conclusion that it is

a disease which can be eradicated. His book is

a plea for disarmament."
+ R of Rs 64:669 D '21 130w

PANUNZIO, CONSTANTINE M. Soul of an
immigrant. ?2 Macmillan B or 92 21-16216

"The story is that of a sailor lad who nine-
teen years ago left his native country [Italy]
and through a series of strange incidents came
to the United States and through another
series of strange circumstances came definitely
and consciously to adopt America as his coun-
try. How he found his way into the Immigrant
community, how he secured his first 'Job,' how
he was ensnared into peonage, how he was
robbed and then dragged into prison, how he
struggled to secure an education, to get natu-
ralized and to fit into American life; these and
many other experiences, typical of thousands
of immigrants in this country, are told frankly
and boldly. The narrative recounts the strug-
gles of an average immigrant." (Foreword)

extent to which England reacted after the tri-
umph of the democratic cause in the American
Civil war."—Boston Transcript

Booklist 18:71 D '21

"This is, perhaps, the most important sketch
of the immigrant's relations with and adjust-
ment to America since the days of Mary Antln:
It is certainly the most interesting. As a nar-
rative it is of great interest and as an essay it

bristles with matter of great pith and moment.
It is a book that even a hardened reviewer is

loath to lay aside." S. L. C.
-|- Boston Transcript p8 O 22 '21 640w

"It is a stirring narrative of personal achieve-
ment, intensely interesting in itself because
of a fine dramatic quality and more than or-
dinary literary power. More than that, it is

one of the best examples of evidence regard-
ing the character of the bulk of the foreign-
born element in our population. Would-be
'Americanizers' would do well to read it

prayerfully, for correction of mistaken ideas
and for profound encouragement as to the
worth-whileness of their job."

+ Lit R 324 D 31 '21 180w
"This book like a number of others in the

same 'America-please-like-me' class is full of
hard throbbing facts followed by indifferent
and trivial conclusions. It is to be regretted
that the author who has suffered so deeply
for his Americanism should be ready to hand
out to his less fortunate countrymen an Amer-
ica full of glamor and personal opportunities
and so devoid of real understanding." B. C.
Vladeck

-I Nation 113:541 N 9 '21 600w
"Probably destined to take a place in the

authoritative literature of Americanization as
a distinct contribution to this branch of
sociology, 'The soul of an immigrant' has the
added merit of absorbing interest as a unique
story of adventure."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a O 16 '21 1850w
"The 'Soul of an immigrant' has an added

interest that many books of like type have not,
in, that Mr Panunzio tells us definitely some of
the hopeful features of being an American,
though he feels that so many foreigners never
have the opportunity to attain these quali-
ties." E. J. Gladstone

+ Survey 47:473 D 2 '21 650w

PARK, JOSEPH HENDERSHOT. English re-
form bill of 1867. (Columbia univ. studies
in history, economics and public law) '$3
Longmans 342.42 21-1232

"In a stout pamphlet of nearly three hun-
dred pages, the author of this work, who is the
instructor in history in New York university,
declares that there is no more important event
connected with the story of the development
of democracy in England than the passage of
the Representation of the people act of 1867.
The present work is an attempt, not only to tell
the history of great party leaders and political
cliques of the period but also to calculate the

"We have no criticism of the book to offer.
It is not epoch-making; it does not propose any
novel point of view or conclusion; it makes no
pretence to originality or eloquence. But it is
a careful, workmanlike narrative of a g^reat
moment in the history of modern democracy,
and we are glad to have it." C. F. Lavell

+ Am Hist R 26:515 Ap '21 550w
"Clear, fair account, both scholarly and en-

tertaining. For Mr Park has one quality which
is, unfortunately, rare in young doctors of phil-
osophy—he can write—almost always—as well
as he can investigate." W. C. Abbott

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:300 My '21 520w
Boston Transcript p5 Mr 26 '21 240w

"The parliamentary struggle as presented
precipitated the first great duel between Glad-
stone and Disraeli. W^e have had this, of course,
superbly from Morley and from Monypenny,
and Buckle's 'Disraeli,' but here it gains in
coherency from being made an isolated sub-
ject of study. The study is well executed and
adequately presented." J. M. Gaus

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21

220w

PARK, ROBERT EZRA, and BURGESS,
ERNEST WATSON. Introduction to the
science of sociology. $4.50 Univ. of Chi-
cago press [30s Cambridge univ. press]
301 21-17003

"It is not a single-man treatise but a col-
lection of 180 excerpts, properly adapted, from
the leading builders of sociology. The available
texts have not been drawn upon, the idea
being rather to assemble materials from the
less accessible literature of the science. The
140 selected bibliographies contain 1766 ref-
erences and direct the student to the best
books and articles in English, French, and
German. No light, ephemeral stuff is included.
The close mesh of the net that has been drawn
through the immense field of literature may be
judged from the fact that the name index con-
tains reference to 1400 persons, most of them
authors. To the fourteen chapters are appended
230 'Topics for written themes' and 574 'Ques-
tions for discussion.' "—Am J Soc

"This volume will prove a godsend to teachers
of sociology. Excellent judgment has been
shown in selecting the materials. Not one of
the excerpts has been inserted which has not
a good right to be there. There are scores
of admirable passages which many teachers
will see for the first time. . . This ripe and
scholarly volume is the last word of perfec-
tion in source books for the classroom, and
no teacher of sociology can afford to be with-
out it." B: A. Ross

4- Am J Soc 27:393 N '21 380w

PARK. ROBERT EZRA, and MILLER, HER-
BERT ADOLPHUS. Old world traits trans-
planted. *$2.50 Hai-per 325.7 21-1819

The book belongs to the series Americaniza-
tion studies of which Allen T. Burns is direc-
tor. It i.s a .study in the psychology of assimila-
tion explaining carefully the widely different
heritages the immigrant brings with him from
his Old life and the nece.ssity of finding points
of contact between his apperception mass and
the American customs and institutions to which
it is desirable for him to conform. Assimila-
tion, tiie authors argue, is as inevitable as
it is desirable and the process can be hastened
more by giving the immigrants freedom to
make Ihoir own connections between old and
new experiences in their own way than by the
old "ordering and forbidding" policy. There
are a number of maps and a diagram showing
a comparison of the Jewish population of New
York city with that of other countries.

-\- Booklist 17:205 Mr '21

Cleveland p37 My '21 50w
Reviewed bv Malcolm Davis

+ Lit Rp8 F19 '21 1300W
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"Looks at the problem of the future of the
American people not from the emotional race-
conscious point of view, but from the modern
anthropological angle. Without committing
themselves to any theory in regard to innate
differences, the authors study impartially, and
by means of excellently selected documents,
the attitude of the immigrant as due to the
cultural complex which he brings from his

home to this country." Pranz Boaz
+ N Y Times p3 F 6 '21 2400w

'•A vital and competing study of conditions
and people as they actually are. No one could
read it without deepening sympathy and under-
standing of the foreign-born in Ameiica."

-t- Playground 15:524 N '21 140w

H- Wis Lib Bui 17:73 Ap '21 SOw

PARKMAN, MARY ROSETTA. Conquests of

invention, il $2 Century 608 21-15868

"This volume is an attempt to present in a
clear readable form the story of some epoch-
making inventions. Its only claim to 'a place
in the sun" rests on the care which has been
taken to consult and sift all material." (Pre-
face) Besides giving the stories of many of

the world's greatest inventions, there are
glimpses into the lives of the following inven-
tors: Cyrus McCormick, James Hargreaves,
Richard Arkwright. Edmund Cartwright, Eli

Wliitnev, Elias Howe, Charles Goodyear, Wil-
liam Murdock, Thomas Edison, James Watt,
Robert Fulton, George Stephenson, George
Westinghouse, William Kelly. Henry Ford,
Samuel P. Langley, the Wright brothers,
Samuel F. B. Morse, Alexander Graham Bell.

Guglielmo Marconi.

Booklist 18:91 D '21

"The author's stories lack some of the in-

terest which we have the right to expect in
such a work."

-1- — Lit R pl32 O 29 '21 lOOw
"The sketches of the inventors' lives are

written and not compiled; the diagrams and
descriptions are easily understood and many a
boy will find the volume an incentive to inge-
nuity as well as a reliable book of reference."
M. H. B. Mussey

+ Nation 113:sup681 D 7 '21 40w
N Y Times p20 N 20 "21 SOw

PARRY, ERNEST JOHN. Raw materials of
perfumery; their nature, occurrence and
employment, il $1 Pitman 668.5 21-16043

The book is one of the Pitman's common
commodities and industries series, has an his-
torical introduction, is indexed and illustrated,
and contains: Perfume materials in general;
Plant perfume materials; Animal perfumes; Ar-
tificial perfumes.

PARRY, REGINALD ST JOHN, ed. Cambridge
essavs on adult education. *$5 Macmillan
374 21-2524

"After the Introduction by the editor, the vol-
ume contains the following essays: The purpose
and meaning of adult education, by Professor
Cranage; An historic.il survey, by A. E. Dobbs;
Organization, by A. E. Mansbridge; Democracy
and adult education, by the Rev. J. H. B.
Masterman; Labor and adult education, by Ar-
thur Greenwood; Women and adult education,
by Mrs Huws Davies; The tmiversity extension
movement, by Alice Thompson: The tutorial
class movement, by W. G. Constable; closing
with A sttident's experience, by Alfred Cobham,
a working man of Southport."—Survey

Ath p97 Ja 28 '21 580w
"A collection of essays discussing various

phases of the problem and presenting it witli
surprising clearness and detinileness. There i.s

more tlian the usual interest to be found in the
disctissions of women and adult education and
the university extension movement."

-I- Boston Transcript p4 Je 22 '21 220w

"An authoritative description of the aims and
purpose, organisation and method of this new
movement."

-I- New Statesman 16:712 Mr 19 '21 120w
"There are two profoundly significant move-

ments in education at work today in this round
world, and this book tells much about one of
them." J. K. Hart

-f Survey 46:314 Je 4 '21 550w

PARSONS, FLOYD W. American business
methods; for increasing production and re-
ducing costs in factory, store, and office.

*$2.50 Putnam 658 21-7803

The information contained in this book, which
treats of all the more important problems of
modern industrial and commercial practice, has
been gathered from hundreds of leaders in

many different industries and is presented with
so much condensation and concreteness that it

has been possible to cover a wide range of sub-
jects. Fully half the book deals with indus-
trial management, emphasis being placed on
practical plans for promoting democracy in

management. The importance of providing
proper physical conditions for workers is

brought out in three chapters dealing with
health and industry, light and ventilation, and
labor saving machinery. The last half of the
book, beginning with a lifty-page survey of ad-
vertising and selling methods, deals with
questions of business and office management.
One chapter is devoted to foreign trade prob-
lems and practices and the final chapter to the
industrial application of the airplane, aerial

photography, the X-ray and motion analysis.

Booklist 17:337 Jl '21

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 11 '21 180w

"It should be entertainingly informing to the
general reader and immensely suggestive to

the business man who would survey possibili-

ties of bettering his own methods before em-
barking on actual experimentation."

-H Lit R pl6 Ap 23 '21 380w

Reviewed by Alfred Lief
Outlook 129:28 S 7 '21 190w
Springf d Republican p6 Ag 22 '21 lOOw

PARSONS, FRANK ALVAH. Psychology of

dress; liie expressed in clothes, il *$5

Doubleday 391 20-20915

" "The psychology of diess' adds another
volume to those already written by the well
known author on art subjects. The relation

of dress to mankind, the expression of a na-
tion's religion, political and social life through
its art, whether in the style in clothes or

other allied arts is demonstrated by many
illustrations and de.sci iption.s of the European
periods from the mediaeval to the twentieth
century."—School Arts M

Booklist 17:276 My '21

Int Studio 73:67 Ap '21 490w
" 'The p.sychology of dress' is not a book to

appe.'il to the lavman. The material which the

author conscripts to support his theme is too

voluminous to hold the intere.-it of the passing
reader. To the person not grounded in art

hi.ctorv the book becomes at times incoherent,

and the author's di.scursiveness further be-

wilders him." E: J. Morris
-{ NY Times p5 N 21 "20 1900w

"A splendid addition to the history of cost-

""^'^'
_}- School Arts M 20:351 F '21 SOw

PASVOLSKY, LEO. Economics of communism.
$2.25 (12s 6d) Macmillan 335.4 21-12243

This study of the economics of communism
is the story of Russia's experiment along that

line It is an attempt to present "a sys-

tematized set of facts on the various phases
of the economic situation in Soviet Russia,

just as the official economic publications of the
Soviet r&gime present these facts to their

readers." (Preface) The book covers the period

from the beginning of the revolution to the

close of 1920. The later developments, leading
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PASVOLSKY, LEO—Continued
to a practical abandonment of communism,
are briefly dealt with in the preface and in-
spire the author to sum up the fundamental
dilemma of the communist leaders in the
words: "Communism is impossible without the
application of compulsion in the economic life

of the country; but economic production is
impossible \vith the application of such com-
pulsion." That tlie experiment and the re-
gime show unmistakable signs of their ap-
proaching liquidation, is the outcome of the
book. Of the two parts the first describes
the Soviet economic system and the second
Is devoted to the results and the problems.

Reviewed by V: S. Clark
Am Hist R 27:356 Ja '22 420w

"A dispassionate and systematic account of
the soviet economic system. Its excellent ar-
rangement enables the reader to understand
readily the complicated subject matter; its
calmness in tone and abundant citation of offi-

cial information bring conviction."
-I- Am Pol Sci R 15:626 N '21 40w

Booklist 18:46 N '21

"A concise and well-balanced account of the
chief phases of the movement with valuable
statistical information derived exclusively from
Soviet sources, together v/ith a significant in-
terpretation and estimate of the situation as
it was at the end of last year." J. E. Le Ros-
signol

+ Ind 107:39 O 8 '21 1050w
"Mr Pasvolsky's book is the most scholarly

and significant study of the economic defects
of the Bolshevist experiment that has yet
been produced. It should be read and studied
in all our colleges and universities and by all

those who undertake to mould public opinion
upon the great problems of social reform and
readjustment. The strength of the book lies

not in Mr Pasvolsky's interpretation of the
facts he has gathered together, but in the
facts themselves." J: Spargo

+ Lit R p4 Ag 27 '21 1350w
"His book suffers throughout in that it lacks

color: it has neither the biased paint of pas-
sion, nor the picture quality which comes from
having seen. He dismisses in a page the coin-
plicating factors which confuse what he re-
gards as a final demonstration, but his book
is a serious and valuable compilation." L.
s c

' —
-f- Nation 113:355 S 28 '21 150w

R of Rs 64:335 S '21 120w
Sat R 132:sup47 N 19 '21 llOOw

Reviewed bv W: L. Chenery
Survey 47:82 O 12 '21 70w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p737 N 10

•21 90w

PATON. STEWART. Human behavior. •$7.50
Scribner 150 21-8187

The author applies a biological method to
human problems, analyzing the physical and
nervous mechanisms which influence or, as he
contends, largely govern human conduct, and
reducing every phase of personality to its
biological terms. He discusses the develop-
ment of personality, the functions of tempera-
ment, character and intellect, habit formation,
and conflict and dissociation of the personality.
The last three chapters deal with methods of
studying the personality, the aim of educa-
tion, and the progress of civilization in rela-
tion to human nature. Dr Paton's purely
biological approach to educational, social and
ethical problems, naturally leads to a denial of
the power of idealism, which he dismisses as
a form of egotism.

"This idea of a biologic determinism has ex-
isted for a long while; Dr Paton can not even
claim to be the first to apply it fruitfully to
evolution and psychology. But he is fully
alix'o to much of its potonti.alif > ind hi.*^ pages
teem with suggested applications, not only in
psychology proper, but in psychoanalysis, so-
ciologv, -nnd education." G. B. King

-I- Freeman 4:165 O 26 '21 750w

"The book is rich in wisdom, able in assem-
blage of the principles that make a well-knit
system of interpretation, and covers many
principles with an unusual reach of important
application. What is needed is another book
with the same animus, the same perspective,
adapted to the easier grasp of the lay mind."
Joseph Jastrow

H Lit R p5 Jl 2 '21 1400w
Reviewed by E: Sapir

Nation 113:237 Ag 31 '21 840w
N Y Times p7 My 29 '21 1800w

"Dr Paton's book is a suggestive summary of
a mode of thought that cannot be ignored by
any lawmaker, educator or sociologist."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 My 2 '21 660w
"The usefulness of this book will be unneces-

sarily limited because of the learned language
employed. It is to be regretted that such an
able expositor as is Professor Paton in con-
versation should have allowed his professorial
erudition to lead him into the writing of a
book which is quite beyond the mental grasp
of the average individual." Bernard Glueck— Survey 47:85 O 12 '21 150w

PATRICK, GEORGE THOMAS WHITE. Psy-
chology of social reconstruction. *$2 Hough-
ton 301 20-19443

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"His book presents such an admirable inter-
pretation of the psychology of Freud, Adler,
and Trotter, as applied to war, labor, govern-
ment, and morals, that it cannot fail to be an
integral part of the working philosophy of
all its readers." C: L. Stone

4- Am Econ R 11:136 Mr '21 250w
"This book is stimulating, if not always pro-

found, and if it has imbedded in it a bias
which weakens its logic, that does hot render
it altogether unique among treatises of this
sort." L. L. Bernard

H Am J Soc 27:397 N '21 600w
Booklist 17:237 Ap '21

"His criticism of modern notions of 'self
realization' are in point and his insistence on
the uses of "applied science' sound; but as a
whole the book seems to be more moralistic
than rigorously scientific." Ordway Tead

-i Dial 70:705 Je '21 550w
"It is a book that is filled with good sense,

scientifically sound, lucid and entertaining, with
flashes of humor that make it delightful read-
ing." J. W. G.

+ Grinnell R 16:402 Ap '21 660w
"In an exceptionally clear and interesting

manner, the author demonstrates the futility
of social reconstruction schemes which are not
based upon a real appreciation of man's native
equipment. This part of the book deserves the
serious attention of all students of social phe-
nomena and constitutes, incidentally, a worth-
while resume of the more important facts con-
cerning human tendencies. Not so convincing,
and much less dependable, are the author's pro-
posed solutions." Bernard Glueck

H Survey 46:60 Ap 9 '21 180w

PATTEN, WILLIAM. Giand strategy of evolu-
tion; the social philosophy of a biologist.
(Studies in science) *$o Badger, R. G. 301

20-20935

"One of the most important biological
principles is that of the universality of the
struggle for existpnce and the survival of the
strongest. Dr William Patten, professor of
biology at Dartmouth college, points out that
there is an evolutionary principle more im-
portant than this. The greatest progress has
been made not by insistence on supremacy or,

at the least, equality, but rather by union, or-
ganization and subordination for the common
good. If one traces the evolution of the human
body, he finds that in remote ancestors the
body was made up of similar rings (just as
our trimk with its ribs still is) each of
which bore a pair of small stubby legs and a
little brain and h^nrt and w.as indeed capable
of independent existence, for a time. Each
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segment was 'just as good' as the next. In
the line of successful advance, however, this
equality was abandoned. The lesson for the
huni;in species is clear: the species should seek
a his:her organization. There should be less
thought for .social advancement of the in-
dividual or the nation; more for that of
humanity."—Survey

"A book which it is an inspiration to read
and a duty to recommend. It is the kind of
book which is a liberal education in itself. It

may be said that the book overworks the
structural aspects both of nature and of human
relations. In the reviewer's judgment the fault
is real, but it is more in appearance than in
actual effect." A. W. Small

^ Am J Soc 26:627 Mr '21 920w
+ Boston Transcript pi N 27 '20 11.50w

Reviewed by C. B. Davenport
Survey 4J;7U6 !' 12 '21 400w

PATTERSON. ARTHUR WILLIS. Heaviest
pipe. *$2 (3c) Jacobs 21-7124

A >oung Bo.<ton lawyer receives a legacy
of twenty thousand dollars and on the same
day has an urgent call from a strange young
lady to act as her husband and save her from
some unnamed trouble. In this capacity, he
goes with her to Sanoset, Maine, which, coin-
cidentally. is the place where his legacy is to
come from. One there, he and his "wife"
plunge into a mystery of buried treasure on a
haunted island which finally brings them
great wealth and unexpected happiness.

PAUL, EDEN, and PAUL, CEDAR. Creative
revolution. •$2 (*8s 6d) (4c) Seltzer 335

21-1432

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"The authors display what seems to be a
somewhat excessive eagerness to fit every de-
velopment of the Russian Revolution into some
general scheme of world-revolution. But one
would consider them to be correct in their bas-
ic contention that a genuine revolution can be
carried to a successful end only under the dom-
ination of a small, closely knit, sternly dis-
ciplined group of convinced devotees." W. H.
Chamberlin

-I Freeman 3:138 Ap 20 '21 350w
Int J Ethics 31:235 Ja '21 340w

"Inasmuch as the Pauls admit that they are
writing poetry, it is useless to quarrel with
them. The poet has a license not allov/ed to
the poor drudge who wrestles with documents
and statistics." C: A. Beard— Nation 112:342 Mr 2 '21 600w

"It is a stimulating essay, not perhaps quite
definite enough in its conclusions to provoke
wholehearted assent or dissent but rather in-
dicating the outlines for more specialized further
studies along several lines." B. L.

H Survey 45:898 Mr 19 '21 260w

PAXSON, FREDERIC LOGAN. Recent history
of the United States. $5 Houghton 973.91

21-18594

The period covered by this history falls be-
tween two presidential inaugurations: that of
Hayes in 1877 and of Harding in 1921; a time
separated from the past and the future by two
periods of reconstruction: one after the Civil
war and the other after the World war. The
author calls it the age of Roosevelt, who, more
than any other American, personified his gen-
eration; his virtues and defects being those that
illustrate best the American character at the
meeting of the centuries. The book is pre-
dominantly a political history. Social, military
and economic developments serve as an ex-
planatory background. It has six maps and an
index.

topics not ordinarily found in historical texts;
it contains useful and interesting information
which it would be difficult to find elsewhere.
To the style, to the content, and to the me-
chanical aid.s one will find little objection. The
method of ti-eatment is somewhat disappoint-
ing, liowevei-. He has ligidly adhered to the
chronological order, presenting fifty-seven
chapters the headings of which do not always
give a definite idea of the topics discussed. As
•a, result, no single movement is given a com-
plete, consecutive treatment, and the histori-
cal novice at least must be left in consider-
able confusion." J. F. Rippy

H School R 29:791 D '21 520w
Wis Lib Bui 17:210 U' '21 50w

PAYNE, WILL. Overlook house. *$2 (2^40)
Dodd 21-4169

A housemaid at Overlook house has disap-
peaiod. At first her disappearance is not re-
garded as suspicious, but as days pass, various
members of the household become concerned.
They carry on investigations which lead to
the theory that the girl has been murdered
by one of themselves. The affair is compli-
cated by blackmail within the family. All are
working on different theories and reasoning
from different motives and before the solution
is finrillv readied, several unjust suspicions
have to be cleared away.

"It is a well made yarn of its kind."
+ Lit R plO Ap 9 '21 180w

Sprlngf'd Republican plla S 4 "21 250w

PAYOT, JULES. Will-power and work. $1.75
Funk 150 21-12366

The book has been translated from the French
by Richard Duffy who says in his introduction:
"To supplement the education that is lacking,
and to render assimilable the education that
causes chronic mental indigestion, is the pur-
pose of this book." It proposes to substitute
system and method for haphazard mental pro-
cesses and to show that in psychology there are
laws as sure and inevitable in elYect as in
mechanics. "Many fine minds have been ruined
through lack of a well-organized system of ap-
prenticeship in brain work." (Preface) The
book is in two parts: Attractions and methods
of work; and Psychological bases of a sound
method of work. The latter includes chapters
on attention, memory and instruction through
reading.

Booklist 18:78 D '21

Reviewed by W: A. Dunning
Ind 107:142 N 5 '21 550w

"The book includes discussions of literature,
ideals, sports, aniusements, and many other

"A little monograph full of suggestion, at
least, if not of new information."

H Cath World 114:257 N '21 280w
"It is to be regretted that he did not supply

an index to his volume, which is studded with
sound and sometimes brilliant observations."

H Lit D p46 S 3 '21 llSOw
'Profe.<^sor Payot is a vigorous and suggestive

writer. His argument, as a whole, is perhaps
weakened by a certain blindness towards
aesthetic values and an under-estimation of the
personal equation. But his thesis as a whole
is sound and the book is always readable."

H Lit R pl4 .11 9 '21 420w

R of Rs 64:672 D '21 lOOw

PEABODY, FRANCIS GREENWOOD. Sundays
2 in college chapels since the war. $1.75

Houghton 252

This vohmie of sermons to young men, by
the professor of Christian morals in Harvard
imiversity, is the fifth volume in the College
chapel series. The sermons interpret some of
the motives and aims of the spiritual life in the
light of conditions today.

PEAKS, ARCHIBALD GARFIELD. Periodic
variations in efficiency. $1.40 Warwick &
York 150

"The discussion of variations in efficiency
is organized under the four general headings
of seasonal, diurnal, and other periodic varia-
tions, and weather influences. In each case
there is presented a very brief summary and
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PEAKS, A. G.—Continued
a critical evaluation of other studies relating

to the topic, following which is the descrip-
tion of the tests and method employed in the
author's own study. . . Among the conclu-
sions arrived at as a result of the study, the
author finds in the data assembled definite

evidence of periodic variations both of the
seasonal and of the diurnal type in mental as
well as in physical energy."—School R

"The monograph is written in a clear, force-

ful style. It is a distinct contribution to that
side of educational psychology which deals
with the problem of periodic variations in ef-

ficiency, and will act as a milestone in the
literature of this subject."

-f El School J 22:235 N '21 420w

"Those interested in the phases of educa-
tional psychology of which the study treats will

find its content valuable and suggestive be-
cause of the character of the material as-
sembled from other investigations, as well as
for the data reported from the tests given
by the author himself."

+ School R 29:710 N '21 920w

PEARL, RAYMOND. Nation's food, il *$3.50

Saunders 338 20-4023

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"This book should be of use to a wide range
of students, to the student of agricultural eco-
nomics, of nutritional physiology, or sociology,
to the practical social worker, and to the maker
of tariffs." C. G. Woodhouse

+ J Home Econ 13:235 My '21 360w

PEARSON, FRANCIS BAIL. Teacher. *$1.50

(6c) Scribner 371.1 21-8148

The book belongs to the Vocational series and
consists of a series of essays designed to ac-
quaint the young aspirant for the teaching pro-
fession with the scope and purpose of his call-

ing. The essays are: The new order; Why
teach? What is teaching? The beginner;
Moral training; Sincerity; Three types; The
choice of the profession; How to become a
teacher; His profession; The school a democ-
racy; The teacher's spirit.

their relationship and in the separation from
her lover which resulted, she realized something
of the agony which had come to others thru
her. Her honest efforts to expiate her sins
resulted in final reunion and happiness with
her "Saint Michel."

Lit R plO Je 11 '21 llOw
Survey 47:93 O 12 '21 60w

PECK, GEORGE CLARKE. Cross-lots and
other essays. $1.25 Abingdon press 170.4

21-18509

"Gently moralized essays on things in
general. They are something between a sermon
and a philosophical discussion of ethical and
economic questions, lit up now and then with
a gentle humor and an occasionally incisive
epigram."—Lit R

"Through his entire volume he takes the
often unregarded for precept, illuminating the
commonplace, enthralling us momentarily."

-I- Boston Transcript p8 N 26 '21 lOOw
"Fifteen essay sermons which keenly analyze

life in its struggle with our complex relations
and badly mixed ethics."

+ J Religion 1:666 N '21 30w
"Dr Peck, on the whole, is fair minded and

sound in his judgments. He is naturally an
optimist and able to find some counter-balanc-
ing good even in evil situations. It is a
pleasant volume."

+ Lit R pll S 3 '21 190w

PEDLER, MARGARET. Lamp of fate. •$1.90
(li/^c) Doran

Magda Vallincourt never forgot the last words
of her heartbroken mother: "Never, never
give your heart to any man. Take everything.
But do not give—anything—in return." Magda
at twenty, a beautiful and popular dancer, was
living on this principle, loved by many men,
but responding not at all herself. Then the
man came who was capable of stirring her
and for a little while she knew perfect hap-
piness. But shadows from her past fell across

"Most of the book is very interesting read-
ing. Miss Pedler, however, has a hard time
beginning and ending; in both the first chap-
ter and the last she falls into banality."

H Lit R plO Je 18 '21 lOOw
"The story is told in a workmanlike way,

and is interesting as a conventional romance."
-f- Springf d Republican p7a Jl 10 '21 160w

"There is a superabundance of a species of
imbecility alleged to be love. Above all there
is never-failing prettiness. When we had read
the last page we felt as though we had been
immersed for an afternoon in a bath of attar
of roses."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p669 O

14 '20 130w

PEDLER. MARGARET. Splendid folly. *$1.90
(2i^c) Doran 21-2757

"True love never runs smooth" is an old
udiige, well justified by the eventful lives of
Diana Quentin and Max Erring:ton. Diana, the
corning lirinia-donna of the age and Max, sup-
posedly an English dramatist, fall in love and
marry contrary to all the dictates of reason.
Diana, according to her great teacher, Baroni,
should consecrate herself to art and art alone.
Max Etrington has in secret pledged himself
to the cause of liberating his native province
of Ruvania, of whose royal liouse he is a
member. Throughout the story Max Errington
remains incognito, even to his wife, as he is

honor bound not to betray his secret. Com-
plications naturally arise. ]\Iax is seemingly
coqi'etting witli an actress, Adrienne de Ger-
vais, who is in reality the Grand Duchess
of Ruvania, pretender to the throne, whom
Max is seeking to reinstate. The situation
presents breathless anti-climaxes but finally
clarifies itself by the success of the enter-
prise. Naturally, they all "live happily ever
after."

Bookm 53:177 Ap '21 140w
"The story is well told. It hinges upon the

mystery quite properly, and interwoven with
the solution is a strong emotional interest. We
must in honesty note, however, that we had
to skip most of the love scenes. They were
too syrupv even for such a snree."

-I Lit R pl2 Mr 5 '21 330w
"rie.-isant if rather preposterous little ro-

mance."
-I N Y Times p22 F 6 '21 300w

PELLEY, WILLIAM DUDLEY. Fog. $2 Lit-
tle 21-16319

Nathan Forge's story is the struggle of an
unusual boy in a Vermont environment
against a variety of handicaps in parentage,
circumstances and upbringing. These form the
fog thru which he must v/ork his way out
into the sunshine. Side by side with his story
is developed that of Madelaine Theddon who,
though she started as a foundling from an or-
phanage, had the advantage of a fine woman
for a foster-mother.

Booklist 18:86 D '21

"There are two distinct threads of story,
though both of them are of New England ori-

gin. Either makes a good story but the way
he uses them gives his story a sensation of
jolting roughness. He is distinctly too arbi-
trary in manner." D. L. Mann

-j- — Boston Transcript p4 O 5 '21 1150w

"Th's is a singular book in its striking un-
evonnetises. It is hard to understand how
the creator of the better parts of it can be
responsibl-^ for a good deal of it that sinks to

the commonplace. It is an odd patchwork."
-f — Lit R p263 D 10 '51 310w
"Granting Mr Pelley the somewhat romantic

design of his work, it has many qualities to

coiuniond it. Us humor is infectious, its
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description vivid and colorful, and its char-
acters strikingly drawn."
+ — Sprlngf'd Republican p]]a X G '21

750w

PENCE, RAYMOND WOODBURY. Manual of
the mechanics of writing. $1.25 Macmillan
029 21-12300

A deskbook providing rules and illustrations
for punctuation, capitalization, abbreviations,
spelling, letter-writing, manuscript prepara-
tion, copy editing, and other bibliographical
details. Index.

Booklist 18:76 D '21

"His manual is based on the usages of the
best writers and publishers. For those who
are not wholly certain of themselves his book
should be of extreme value."

+ Lit R pll Ag 13 '21 190w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 O 31 '21 90w

PENDEXTER, HUGH. Kings of the Missouri,
il $1.90 Bobbs 21-13065

"In the eighteen thirties two famous com-
panies divided the fur trade of which St Louis
was the centre. The rivalry between these
two companies and the bold and sometimes
dishonorable ways in which each tried to
outwit and excel the other give the oppoi-tu-
nity for Mr Pendexter's plot and much of his
action. The men who were the heads of this in-
dustry, who gained renown and more or less
wealth by their prowess and success, were
known at that time as 'the Kings of the Mis-
souri,' and Mr Pendexter's hero is associa-
ted with them, proves his mettle on a long
trip, [up the Missouri] and on his return is

so dubbed by the gii-1 of his heart, who has
loyally waited for him to come back to her.
notwithstanding her father's opposition."
—N Y Times

"Is well told, with a simplicity and strength
in keeping with the traditions of those heroic
days when the foundations of the Republic
w^ere being strengthened and enUuged }p,\- deeds
of pioneer daring and sacrifice whose narrative
must forever find a swift response in the
hearts of everv true American."

+ Boston Transcript p6 N 19 '21 370w
"Mr Pendexter has made a fairly good job

of it, in the form of a stirring tale of stren-
uous adventure, with some good historical
background. His style is respectable and his
plot holds one's attention. A good story of its

kind."
-f Lit R pll As 20 '21 210w

"Although the novel is lacking a little in
continuous story interest, the graphic pictures
of the life and the dangers which these bold,
adventurous men faced constantly are full of
interest and fill the tale with life and color."

-f — N Y Times p24 Ag 28 '21 700w

PENNELL. ELIZABETH (ROBINS) (MRS
2 JOSEPH PENNELL) (N. N. pseud.), and

PENNELL, JOSEPH. Whistler journal, il

$8.50 Lippincott B or 92 22-4611

From the day Whistler ananged with his
friends the PonncUs that thcj- should writ'- his
life, Mrs Pennell kept a journal in which she
recorded all the things he told about himself,
just as the\- occurred lo him as he tjill;ed.

whenever and wherever th<'y met. This jour-
nal was kept up for three years, until his death
in 1903. It was the foundation from which
the authorized biography was built up, but
much of it was too intimate for the biography,
and certain portions of it only were used. The
Journal reveals the real Whistler, his friends,
his views on art and artists, his wit and his
seriousness. Among the many Illustrations
are sketches and studies which are in the pos-
session of the authors and their friends or in
the Pennell collection in the Liibrary of Con-
gress, and have not before been reproduced.

"Throughout these lively pages, rich in per-
sonal observations and alive with casual and
permanent impressions, we see WTiistler in
his habit as he lived." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 D 21 '21 lOoOw
"Tliey are able also to provide a rich and in-

tei-estiag collection of illustrations reproducing
the work of the artist or connected with his
career."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p862 D
22 '21 70w

PENNELL, JOSEPH. Graphic arts. (Scam-
mon lectures for 1920) il $5 Univ. of Chi-
cago press 760 21-20516

The six lectures presented in this volume
were the series delivered at the Art institute
of Chicago, in 1920 on the Scammon founda-
tion. In the first two lectures the author
considers illustration in its beginnings and
modern developments, discussing the great
illustrators and their methods. The next two
lectures are devoted to etching and the etchers,
and the last two to lithography and its
methods.

"Tht? book has kept the freshness of the lec-
ture, a fresimess depending upon a kind of
spontaneous iteration of strong convictions. No
opportunity is lost. Divine rage wells up in a
sublimated fault-finding."

-f N Y Times p20 Ja 1 '22 400w
"This book is the farthest possible remove

from a formal academic treatise on its theme;
its simple report of Mr Pennell's conversa-
tional lectures, however, gives the reader an
unusually complete insight into the entire sub-
ject. The vivacious and at times pugnacious
nature of the comments on artists and their
work keeps the reader interested to the last
page. The copious illustration of the book is
for the most part happily chosen."

-f Outlook 129:618 D 14 '21 60w

PENNELL, JOSEPH. Pen drawing and pen
draughtsmen, their work and their
liiethod.y; a study of the art today with
technical suggestions. (Graphic arts ser.) il

*$2r. Macmillan 740 20-22832
"In successive chapters Mr Pennell discusses

pen -drawing in the past (when methods of re-
production were very limited) of Spanish and
Italian work, of the art in France, in Germany,
in Holla'nd, Denmark and other European
countries, in England, in America, in Japan;
then of v.-hat he calls 'the new i^n.^tration,'
of 'newspaper illustration,' of book-decoration;
and finally tliere are ehapteis on materials, on
technical suggestions and on the reproduction
of pen-drawings."—Boston Transcript

"For the general reader, again, there is in
these pictures presented by Pennell a rich store
of literary association and reminiscence, in-
cidental but none the less effective. As for
the rest, what if the author at times may
irritate, or if there be occasionally looseness
of statement, or if the reiterated railings at
conditions today seem to scatter into querulous-
ness a force which one might prefer delivered
with a few strong blows? All of this may be
eliminated and yet leave the main purpose and
usefulness of the book untouched." Frank
A\'citenkampf

-! Bookm 53:255 My '21 1350w
•]{is book ouf;:ht to be a wholesome jiurga-

tj\r' of the. yellow sallow bilious complexion
nf twentittli century art. It is lively and though
it mHv Hnd undouljtedly will increase the
wrath of his enemies and even create new
ones, the critic, who should be an umpire
(in spite of his animadversions on critics) will
say that he is right—in most of his strictures
and of his sugge.'^tions." N. H. Dole

4- — Boston Transcript p4 F 9 '21 llOOw
H hit Studio 72:i:!5 V '21 400w

"It is, despite its diatribes, a very valuable
book. A careful study of its reproductions
will indeed greatly profit all persons thus in-
terested."

-f Lit R p5 Ja 22 '21 1200w
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PENNELL, JOSEPH—Continued
"To the art student this book is of the great-

est value. To the lover of illustrated books,
it offers a wealth of enjoyable and stimulat-
ing: material, with mnny artistic and literary
associations." Frank Weitenkampf

-f N Y Times pG F 6 '21 1300w
"The present book is picturesque, original,

personal and Pennellesque."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a Mv 1 '21

1300-w

PERCIVAL, G. ARNCLIFFE. Electric lamp in-
dustry, il $1 Pitman 621.32 21-11118

The book is one of the Pitman's common
commodities and industries series. Contents:
Glass manipulation—equipment; Preparation of
filament; The metal filament lamp; Gas-filled
lamps; Lamp machinery; The arc lamp; Vapour
lampis; Automobile lamps—special types of
lamps; Capping and testing; Illustrations and
index.

PERCIVAL, MACIVER. Fan book. (Collectors'
ser.) 11 *$6 Stokes 391.7 21-6155

"The largest part of the book is occupied
with the study of the folding fans used in
Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies. Mr Percival describes not only the
fans of the seventeenth and eighteenth cen-
turies, printed fan leaves, fans made in the
Orient for Occidental trade, fans of various
other types, and fan-sticks, their most valuable
part, often wrought of precious metals and
encrusted with jewels. He explains by text
and diagram the methods used in their manu-
facture at that time. He gives a dictionary
of the most famous fan makers, painters,
etchers, printers and designers. Appended is a
glossary, including notes on methods and
materials used in the manufacture of fans, with
directions for their preservation and repair.
A full index completes the volume." (Boston
Transcript) There are fifty illustrations.

"Any detailed study of fans while naturally
most valuable to the collector, appeals to any
Imaginative reader. This is particularly true
of the present volume."

-f Boston Transcript p6 My 14 '21 500w
"Mr Percival is so well versed In his sub-

ject and has so much to say about its history
and its human consequence that he can move
almost any one to interest and pleasure in his
'Fan book.' "

+ N Y Times pl5 Mr 6 '21 1750w
"A vast amount of information Is given, ac-

companied with many illustrations of notable
fans."

+ Outlook 128:28 My 4 '21 40w
"Mr Percival's book has a pleasing tendency

to stick to facts and is abundantly adorned
with illustrations."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p287 My
5 '21 1900W

PERKINS, LAWRENCE. Cross of Ares, and
other sketches. *$1.50 Brentano's 20-18610

"Mr Perkins was a 'Y' secretary at the
front, and this slender volume is an attempt
to visualize for the reader certain more or
less unlovely sides of war."—Cath World

"The title-sketch itself is badly bungled, and
the very humanly diamatic elements in the
succeeding chapters are not cleverly utilized.
Nevertheless, Mr Perkins" writing holds a
germ of promise which we trust may be am-
ply realized in the future."

-I Cath World 112:838 Mr '21 150w
"Perhaps it is a trifle severe to say that

these impressions are dominated by the touch
of the schoolmaster with a room full of re-
fractory children."

1- Lit R pl3 N 6 '20 50w

PERKINS, LUCY (FITCH) (MRS DWIGHT
HEALD PERKINS). Puritan twins. il

$1.75 Houghton 21-18799
"Children who like period stories nt all will

like this book, and will follow with delight

the adventures of the twins who lived when
our land was new and untried. They will see
how well read in Bible lore the little people
then were and what real conditions sin and
grace were to them. This book does no vio-
lence to tradition, and it shows our Puritan
ancestors in a way we like to think of them
and not in the present fashionable way of der-
ogation."—Lit R

Booklist 18:92 D '21

"With her usual simplicity of style, the au-
thor gives an account of life among the Indi-
ans, when New England was young. And she
illu.strates her text delicately in a charcoal
style which made 'The Dutch twins' so de-
servedlj' popular."

+ Lit D p48 N 5 '21 180w
"She gives a picture of wholesome, sturdy

childhood, born of brave, adventuring, reverent
stock whose sufferings and stern morality have
formed the cornerstone of our Republic." An-
nette Wynne

4- Lit R pl70 N 12 '21 480w

PERRIN, HAROLD L., and BABB, H. W.
Commerical law cases. 2v $7.50 Doran 347

"These volume.s are meant for a thorough
study of that branch of law applied particularly
to business transactions. The first covers con-
tracts, sales, and agency; the second negotiable
instruments, partnership, and corporations.
Each principle of law is first enunciated after
the text-book system, and is then followed by
illustrations carefully digested from cases of
real authority."—R of Rs

"This book is not without its advantages to
the business man. It is stronger and deeper
than the average book written for his benefit,
but it is not less understandable." S. L. C.

-| Boston Transcript p4 N 19 '21 420w
"The work is eminently practical and seems

to have been accurately compiled from lead-
ing cases in many States."

+ R of Rs 64:560 N '21 80w

PERRY, BLISS. Life and letters of Henry
Lee Higginson. il $4 Atlantic monthly B or
92 21-19947

Major Henry Lee Higginson, founder and,
for nearly forty years, sustainer of the Boston
symphony orchestra, was one of the notable
figures of his generation. In this very human
record of his friend's life, Bliss Perry has
drawn freely upon Major Higginson's diaries
and letters from his early days as a music stu-
dent in Europe, thru his period of service in
the Civil war, and his later business experience.
He was a great citizen, admired and trusted
by the masses of his fellow citizens, and a
generous patron of music and education, this
latter interest expressing itself in his munif-
icent benefactions to Harvard. The last chap-
ter is given to his correspondence during the
World war, and the troubles of his orchestra
during this period.

"A delightful portiayal of one of the most
lovable men Puritan New England has ever
produced. . . May this 'Life and letters' carry
down throu.nh many generations the blessed
memory of Henry Lee Higginson, soldier, citi-
zen, .servant of God and man." C: W. Eliot

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf Ja '22 850w
"Has every i-ight to be considered the most

significant V)Dok about an American produced
this year. It reveals the humanity and the
l;irge measure of idealism, as well as the busi-
ness instincts, of a man whose life was re-
served and to whose innermost thoughts the
public did not often have access. Those who
know the Puritan character in its finest and
most es.sential traits, and not merely in those
aspects which lend themselves to caricature,
will recognize its embodiment in Major Hig-
ginson."

+ Springf'd Republican plla D 25 '21

1300\v
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PERRY, RALPH BARTON. Annotated bib-
liography of the writings of William James.
•$2.25 Longmans 012 21-672

"The intellectual history of William James
Is strikingly recorded in the long list of his
minor writings, contributions to reviews and
other periodicals, as well as his books, over
a period of more than fifty years, compiled
by his colleague in the faculty of Harvard.
It is a remarkable record of the output of
one of our finest minds, and exhibits the
growth of his conviction of the unity of human
interests and knowledge and the necessity of
the marriage of science and philosophy."—
Lit R

+ Lit R plO F 19 "21 90w
"Professor Perry has done his work as

editor well—though some nii.'jprints have
escaped his vigilant eye—and supplemented it

with an accurate and eminently useful bib-
liography." R. F. A. H.

+ New Repub 26:77 Mr 16 "21 230w

PERRY, RALPH BARTON. Plattsburg move-
ment; a chapter of America's participa-
tion in the world war. *$2.50 Button 355

21-117.^3

"A comprehensive history of the military
training camps for civilians from the time
of their inception in 1913 to the present day.
Mr Perry's book, compiled from all the
available sources of information describes a
method, comparatively inexpensive and non-
militaristic, whereby a nation may establish a
reserve for emergencies trained in the funda-
mentals of military science."—Lit R
"For any one who wishes a detailed and

authoritative description of a movement which
had a far-reading effect on the development
of the American army in the late war this
book will be most valuable."

+ Lit R pl4 Jl 30 '21 15ilw

Reviewed by C: W. Thompson
N Y Times p26 Ag 7 "21 1700w

PETERSEN, LOUIS C. Educational tovs. il

•$1.80 Manual arts press 371.4 21-3472
The purpose of this book is to promote in

children a love for educational occupation by
teaching them how to make things. The prob-
lems it contains are designed chiefly for the
coping-saw and have been selected from those
worked out in the Normal model school. They
are intended for both school and home use.
Each problem is accompanied by an illustra-
tion of the completed toy and designs for
Its construction. Among the problems are the
making of various animals, such as duck, cow,
giraffe, teddy bear, and some toys with
mechanical devices, as bucking goat, acrobat,
whirligig. There is an appendix on knots and
braids.

Booklist 17:276 My '21

"This material would doubtless add interest
to many manual training classes."

+ El School J 21:318 D '20 140w
N Y P L New Tech Bks p90 O '20

90w

PETERSSON, TORSTEN. Cicero; a biography.
$5 Univ. of Cal. B or 92 A21-69

"Although it is as orator that Cicero is best
known in history he had literary ability of no
mean merit and his political activity was as
intense and public-spirited as that of any inan
of his time—a fact which Professor Petersson
does well to emphasize in this latest biography.
Cicero's story is naturally the story of Rome
and it is a story of that interesting and im-
portant period embracing the fir.st century B.C.
So, while not neglecting the main facts of
Cicero's life the biographer has plainly aimed
to present the Roman background and thus
make the narrative intelligible to even the
casual student."—Boston Transcript

and this book piobably gives one a more com-
ple'.e and trustworthy estimate of the public
career and private life of Cicero than any
other biogiaphy which we have." F. P. Abbott

+ Am Hist R 27:97 O '21 780w
Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 210w

"Important and scholaily biography. The
portrait is extraordinarily vivid." H. O. Lee

-I- Freeman 3:381 Je 29 "21 720w
"Cicero lives in these pages to the extent

that ho can be made to live anywhere."
+ Nation 112:094 My 11 '21 IGOw

"U i.s an exceediiiKl.s- able book and will give
real i)k>asure to evir\ intelligent reader, wheth-
er he knows Latin or not. . . The task was
a difticult one. not owing to the lack of materi-
al, but owing to the vast amount. To this
mass of material Mr I'etersson brings not only
a highly analytical mind but a mind of great
sympathy. }lv never over-praises Cicero, but
he never treats him with bitterness or indig-
nity. He always nifikes out the best case for
his client when there is a case, as there usual-
ly is. The book, indeed, has a charming even-
ness of temper throughout."

4- Spec 126:176 Ag 6 '21 2650w

PHELAN, JOHN, ed. Readings in rural so-
ciology. *$4 Maomillan 630.1 20-17253

"Professor Phelan has tested this series of
readings in his classes at the Massachusetts
agricultural college and in summer classes else-
where. A hundred pages are devoted to a sur-
vey of farm life and rural conditions in the
North, in New England, the West, the South,
and in rural communities. Then follow treat-
ments of economic problems peculiarly linked
with sociology, as tenancy and labor, rural
health, rural recreation, rural police and the
repression of crime, the rural school, church,
and home, and, finally, the organization of rural
Interests."—Lit R
"The book has made available, in good form,

a valuable body of literature, which, previous
to this, no one person could hope to find, and
by so doing will add impetus to the movement
for a better rural America." J. B. Sears

H Am J Soc 26:638 Mr '21 540w
Booklist 17:338 Jl '21

-f Lit R pl2 Mr 19 '21 IGOw
"By the use of analytics the small library

can make it a valuable reference work."
+ Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 50w

PHELPS, EDITH M., comp. Selected articles
on immigration. (Handbook ser.) •^l.SO
WiKson. H. W. 325 21-8035

The contents of this handbook, in accordance
with the two aspects of our immigration prob-
lem, fall into two parts: Restriction of im-
migration; Asiatic immigration. In the first
the question is one of restriction of immigra-
tion to an amount within America's power to
assimilate. In the second the question is
limited to the treatment of Asiatic immigrants
already in America. Both parts contain briefs,
a selected bibliography and repiints from re-
presentative literature covering both sides of
the question. Appended to each bibliography
is a list of associations interested in the ques-
tion, and the compiler's introduction consists
of a short history of immigration.

"The author shows a thorough familiarity
with the sources and with modern studies of
his subject. . . The style is clear and direct,

Booklist 17:332 Jl '21

"As far as it goes an excellent compilation.
There is an extensive bibliography, incomplete
but sufficient to afford a good basis for ex-
haustive study."

+ Lit R pll Je 4 '21 40w
Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 20w

PHELPS, EDITH M., ed. University de-
baters' annual; constructive and rebuttal
speeches delivered in debates of American
colleges and universities during the college
year. 1920-1921. v 7 $2.25 Wilson, H. W.
'808.5

The subjects covered this year are the open
shop, prohibition of European immigration for
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PHELPS, EDITH M., ed.—Continuei
two years, the Kansas court of industrial rela-
tions, prohibition of strikes in essential indus-
tries, parliamentary form of government,
government ownership and operation of coal
mines, representation of labor in industrial
management, and independence for Ireland. The
volume is not only a source of specimen
material for the student of debating but a
source also of arguments and reference
material on the subjects discussed. Four of
these chapters are reports of the debates as
they actually took place and four report the
speeches of both teams of one college, the
time and place of delivery of each being given.
Each debate or set of arguments is accom-
panied by briefs and a select bibliography.

"Considering present book prices, this an-
nual gives the reader much useful information
for little money."

+ Survey 47:409 D 10 *21 90w

PHELPS, WILLIAM LYON. Essays on modern
dramatists. *$2.50 (5c) Macmillan 809.2

21-3802

Essays on J. M. Barrie, George Bernard Shaw,
John Galsworthy, Clyde Fitch, Maurice Maeter-
linck and Edmond Rostand. "I have not
selected these dramatists because I believe them
to be exclusively the best, but because I chose
to write about them. Their work interests me,
and they are modern. The last thirty years
will probably be regarded by future historians
as a great creative period in the drama. Per-
haps contemporary criticism gains in intimacy
what it loses in authority. If some of the
Elizabethans had only written less about
Seneca, and more about Shakespeare!" (Pref-
ace)

Booklist 17:294 My '21

"They are all very interesting and thorough
in their knowledge, but the paper on Clyde
Fitch is by far the best because its writer
knew his subject personally." E. F. E.

+ Boston Transcript p7 Je 11 '21 OOOw
"Professor Phelps is frankly a lover of good

things on the stage, and these delightful essays
written in a popular style and rich in humor,
wit, insight, appreciative understanding, and a
wholesome sanity which is not the least of the
author's gifts, will appeal to every lover of the
modern drama, and will add substantially to
that large section of the American public to
whoin a new book by Professor Phelps is a
literary event."

+ Cath World 113:695 Ag '21 240w
"Professor Phelps writes planlessly, point-

lessly, and, no doubt, painlessly. Many of his
paragraphs are models of what paragraphs
should not be, and none of the six essays has
as a whole the formal integrity which would
have come from careful preliminary reflection."— Freeman 4:22 S 14 '21 240w

"If the comparative criticism of Professor
Phelps were always as sound as his acquaint-
ance with his subject is broad, this volume,
which is well stocked with information and
makes very pleasant reading, would be much
more valuable than it is. The distribution of
his superlatives is so profuse and indiscriminate
as to be more suggestive of rhapsodical eulogy
than temperate judgment. Of relative values.
Indeed, he seems to have but a dim perception.
When it comes to the registration of weaknesses
or defects he is either short-sighted or mute."
J. R. Towse

H Lit R p6 My 21 '21 850w
"He Is Interested quite as much in these

authors as men as he is in thein as men of
letters. He supplies biographical details; he
sketches personal characteristics; he seeks to
arouse in us a contagious interest; and he
succeeds in so doing. . . Professor Phelps
has written a pleasant and agreeable book,
with which it is sometimes pleasant to disa-
gree." Brander Matthews

+ N Y Times p4 Ap 24 '21 llOOw
"Few critics have dealt so justly with George

B. Shaw as does Professor Phelps. These six

essays about dramatic writers are not merely
sane and helpful, but they are most excellent
examples of American essay writing."

+ R of Rs 64:221 Ag '21 llOw
"A living, vital introduction to six different

personalities."
4- Springfd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 220w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p374 Je
9 '21 40w

"Pleasant, verbose, and altogether uncritical
talks. Like the same author's 'Twentieth
century theatre,' this book simply records the
impressions of an intelligent and appreciative
theatre-goer and is just as much given to un-
justified superlatives and outrageous generali-
zations. It adds nothing to our knowledge of
the playwrights discussed or of the theatre in
general. The best thing about it is that it is
written by a man who loves, and frequents
the theatre and wants to see it do its best."

h Theatre Arts M 5:3:i8 O '21 lUOw
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

4- Weekly R 4:418 Ap 30 '21 130w
"Professor Phelps has the distinction among

critics, and most especially the academic, of
not killing what he judges and writes about."
Stark Young

+ Yale R n s 11:180 O '21 440w

PHILLIMORE, JOHN (TWIN, pseud.). Motor
i'/;id iransiiort for commercial purposes. 11

$4.60 Pitman 629.2 21-8790

The book ron;;iders all types of motor trans-
ports; liquid fuel, steam, and electricity. It has
an introduction by the director general of roads
in England, Sir Henry P. Maybury, is illus-
trated and indexed and has an appendix. Partial
contents: Motor road transport—past and
present; Advantages of motor transport used
conmierciallj-; The scope of the motor in coun-
try districts; Selection of a vehicle; The cheap-
est forms of mechanical road transport; Petrol
vehicle riuining costs (three chapters); Elec-
tric vehicles (two chapters); Steam wagons
and tractors (two chapters): Trailers; Passen-
ger carrying—types of vehicles; Considerations
m the oiganizaLion of a motor service, and the
need of keeping records; Running cost items;
Economies—fuel; Bodies—lapid loading and
unloading devices; An example of big fleet or-
ganization; Clearing houses.

N Y P L New Tech Bks 6:8 Ja '21 50w
The Times [l-ondon] Lit Sup p669 O 14

•20 50w

PHILLIPS, CHESTER ARTHUR. Bank credit;
a study of the principles and factors under-
lying advances made by banks to borrowers.
*.$4 Macmillan 332.1 20-15932

"This book v/ill be of interest to bankers,
business men, and teachers. It is divided into
two parts; the quantitative aspects of bank
credit and the qualitative aspects of bank credit.
The first part treats of the question of the
amount of bank credit. The chief problem is

the relation of bank loans to reserves. The
second part of the book treats of the quality
or soundness of bank credit. It is a discussion
of the forms the borrower's obligations take
and the machinery for testing the credit of bor-
rowers."—Administration

Reviewed by J. D. Magee
Administration 1:266 F '21 800w

Reviewed by W: A. Scott
Am Econ R 11:313 Je '21 1200w
Booklist 18:40 N '21

PHILLIPS, ETHEL CALVERT. Black-eyed
Susan, il $1.50 (5c) Houghton 21-18797

Susan was a very little girl who lived with
her grandparents on a farm. She had no one
to play with and was lonely until Philip Vane,
a little boy about her own age, came to live
next door. Then when some gipsies left a
little orphan girl as a present for Susan, her
joy was complete, and with her dolls ancj her
nev/ playmates Susan led a very happy little-
girl existence.
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Booklist 18:92 D '21

'• 'U!ack-eyed Susan' is a sunny little person
who illuminates it all although there is no
shining originality in her portrait."

+ Lit R p242 D 3 '21 90w
N Y Times pl6 N 13 '21 30w

"A most delightful tale."

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21

lOOw

PHILLIPS, STEPHEN. Collected plays; col-

lected ed., with one hitherto unpublished
play. *$3.50 Macniillan 822 21-3800

"Stephen Phillips's 'Collected plays' contains,
in one volume, Aylmer's secret; Ulysses; The
sin of David; Nero; Faust; and Pietro of Siena.
Thus it omits his best play, I'aolo and Fran-
cesca, and one of his others of, perhaps,
second rank—Herod. There is a brief preface
by Stephen Phillips, junior, with some lecol-
lections of his father."^Weekly R

'21Booklist 17:314 My
"Only one of the plays in this volume con-

tains a true dramatic idea, that called 'The sin
of David'; and this, too, trails off into hopeless
and helpless melodrama at the close. As for
the rest, they are tedious and tawdry spectacles
enlivened by vaguely rhetorical speeches made
according to the ordinary 'blank-verse' recipe
of mumbled and mouthed platitudes." J: G.
Fletcher— Freeman 3:428 Jl 13 '21 750w

-^ • Grinnell R 16:451 Je '21 180w
"In all these dramas the full onrush of poetic

exclamation is made subservient in an ad-
mirably workmanlike way to the structure of
the play as a whole. Therefore the mere dic-
tion of many passages is thin as to poetic
content even while their dramatic value is

high and thev fulfil their proper function."
^ Lit R p9 Ap 2 '21 680w

"It is an ironical and pitiful fact that this
collection of plays, instead of enlarging the ad-
miration we have felt for Stephen Phillips,
shows in a most merciless manner the short-
comings of the English poet. Here are tlie

plays that may be called his failures all ex-
cellently bound and damning his memory. There
Is undoubtedly good mate'ial and lines in mo.st
of the six plays present." H. P. Gorman

f- N Y Times p6 Je 5 '21 430w
Springf'd Republican p6 O 12 '21 270w

+ Weekly R 4:340 Ap 13 '21 80w

PHILLPOTTS, EDEN. Eudocia: a comedy
royal. $2 (3c) Macniillan [7s 6d Heinemann]

21-18094

This story of eleventh century Byzantium in
the days immediately after the death of the
emperor Constantine, is mainly concerned with
the political and religious plots which troubled
the tottering empire, and especially with the
intrigues circling around the beautiful widowed
empress Eudocia and her young son Michael.
The story turns on the oath forced from
Eudocia by her dying husband that she would
not marry again.

"The story is interesting and dramatic,
cleverly disposed against its brilliant histori-
cal back ground A trifle slow in movement
at the beginning, it soon quickens. A histori-
cal romance of .t time and an empire, gene-
rally neglected by novelists, 'Eudocia' holds
much that is alluring to a modern reader." Ij.

M. Field
-f- N Y Times pl8 Ja 1 '22 lOOOw

"The situation is peculiar and also entertain-
ing, and in its crisis it is al-so dramatic."

+ Outlook 129:618 D 14 '21 90w
"Mr Phillpotts manages to get much of the

atmosphere of indecision and treachery over to
his readers at the expense of some of his own
better qualities as a writer. As a tour de
force the story is commendable."

-I Sat R 132:211 Ag 13 '21 llOw

"Mr Phillpotts has achieved an interesting
study. The dignified treatment which he is

accustomed to accord to his West Country
idylls is recognizable in his handling of this
widely different material, although he has
hardly made as much of the wonderful oppor-
tunities it offers for pictorial effects as might
have been expected."

H Spec 127:533 O 22 "21 150w
"His talent for getting the most out of any

situation, his perfect sense of balance and
color, and his artful combining of incidents and
episodes into a compelling whole are what
make Mr Phillpott's new book an example of
admirable literary construction and develop-
ment."

-}- Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22

400w

PHILLPOTTS, EDEN. Grey room. •$2 (3c)
Macmillan 21-3630

A very beautifully furnished room in Chad-
lands, the home of Sir Walter Lennox, has
an evil reputation and is popularly supposed
to be haunted, for two people have died in
it under circumstances hard to explain. This
situation so piques the curiosity of Tom May,
Sir "Walter's son-in-law, that, against strict
orders, he spends a night In the room, and is

found dead there the next morning. A famous
detective is at once called and, at his own re-
quest, is left alone in the "Grey room." Within
an hour, he also is found dead. The father
of Tom, a religious fanatic, demands the right
to stay in the room and exorcise the evil

spirits, if such they be. He too meets his death
in the ill-omened room. Thereupon the "Grey
room" is sealed, and it seems as if its mystery
never would be solved. But thanks to Signer
Vergilio Mannetti it is eventually solved in a
way that probably even the most astute reader
has not imagined.

"More careful characterization, and better
constructed than the usual mystery story."

+ Booklist 17:306 My '21

" 'The grey room' is not the type of book one
would read to extend his education or broaden
his knowledge of life, but as a source of terror

and entertainment it is undoubtedly success-
ful."

-I- Bookm 53:261 My '21 120w
Reviewed by E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 20 '21 1200w
" 'The grey room' is a serious novelist's holi-

day—a light but enlivening job." L. B.
+ Freeman 3:430 Jl 13 '21 lOOw

"There is an explanation, of course. It is a
wonderful one, but it is complete, satisfactory,
and picturesque."

-t- Lit D p54 Je 11 '21 1600w
"A tale guaranteed to interest any mentality

from twelve to sixty. The reviewer read
breathlessly until the inevitable disappointment
of the laboriously rational and wholly unbe-
lievable explanation brought the story to its

conventional conclusion. Because he never
really seems to have anything to say, Mr Phill-

potts' novels keep pretty constantly on the
wrong side of the line which separates the
great from the near great." J. W. Krutch

H Lit R p3 Mr 26 '21 1050w
" 'The grey room' is more than an intriguing

mysteiv yarn. It captivates by excellent char-
acter revelation quite as surely as by the in-

genious puzzle of its plot." R. H.
+ New Repub 27:121 Je 22 '21 580w

N Y Times p22 Ap 3 '21 lOOOw

"The mystery story is a new field for Mr
Eden Phillpotts. But in 'The grey room' he
employs the same finished art, careful diction,

and sound knowledge of the workings of

temperament and character in individuals that
we have always had from his pen." R. D.
"Tov.nsend

+ Outlook 127:431 Mr 16 '21 150w

•'One of ths most engaging stories of its

kind that have appeared in a long time."
4- Springf'd Republican p5a Ap 34 "21

450w
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PHILLPOTTS, E.DE.N—Continued
"Altogether the best story of the kind I

have read in a year— oi- two." E. L. Pearson
+ Weekly R 4:223 Mr 9 '21 160w

PHILLPOTTS, EDEN. Orphan Dinah. *$2.50
(Ic) Macmillan 21-9373

Another Dartmoor story. The characters,
well-to-do farmer folk, are all individual types
and strongly drawn. Dinah Waycott, resolute,
sincere, and greatly loving, had the courage
to cast in her lot with Lawrence Maynard,
though in marrying her both knew that he
was technically a bigamist. Her love and the
knowledge that he was false to no woman in
marrying her gave her strength and resolution
and wit to triumph over the officious and slow-
thinking neighbors who had plotted to frustrate
the lovers' plan of escape to Australia.

Booklist 18:17 O '21

"The philosophical manner and the casual
development of the .story make it interesting
and entertaining reading foi- all those who pre-
fer the simplicity of real people to the thrill
of the bizarre."

+ Bookm 54:265 N '21 200w
"Mr Phillpotts returns to his own Dartmoor

and its people. In 'Orphan Dinah' he is at his
characteristic best. These Dartmoor people of
his seem very real to us so far away from them."
E. F. Edgett

-f- Boston Transcript p6 Je 25 '21 ISOOw
"Mr Phillpotts is back in the fertile soil of

his major successes, soberly unfolding a solid
and deliberate tale."

+ Dial 71:610 N '21 70w
"The book is full of good characters. The

author is able to depict these rustic sages with-
out making them appear unnatural. . . "Orphan
Dinah' is a delightful book."

+ Lit D p48 D 3 '21 720w
"Every character of these Dartmoor villages,

of which he writes, stands out clean cut as
a cameo, each with his own particular individu-
ality or idiosyncrasy, and wholly free from any
touch of exaggeration or caricature."

-f Lit R p3 Jl 9 '21 700w
Nation and Ath 29:256 My 14 '21 600w

Reviewed by L. M. Field
-f N Y Times p24 Jl 3 '21 1150w

"The interest of the story lies in its remark-
able collection of character studies, represent-
ing what we may call the working-class aris-
tocracy of a countrv district."

+ Sat R 130:483 D 11 '20 150w
" 'Orphan Dinah' is a leisurely chronicle, but

never for a moment dull or insipid; indeed, it
has no lack of surprises, of unexpected and
strange episodes; it abounds in good talk and is
exceptionally strong in studies of character."

+ Spec 126:273 F 26 '21 230w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21

5S0w
"This book is much more than an idle love

story. It is a psychological study of widely dif-
fering temperaments; it delineates the clash and
interplay of hide-bound morals and the free, un-
fettered morality of life."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p797 D 2
'20 680w
Wis Lib Bui 17:210 D '21 40w

PHOTO PICTORIALISTS OF BUFFALO. Pic-
torial land.=cape photography. 11 $3.50 Am.
photographic pub. 770 22-198

The book defines pictorial landscapo photog-
raphy, describes ;ipp;iratus, ecfuipment, and
camera worlt in the field and tells us how to de-
velop and enlarge the negative. Full working
details arc given for three of I he most valu-
able printing processe.s—raibon, multiple gum
and gutn-broniide. The chapters have been
collected from periodicals in which thev first
appeared and the fifty-three illustrations rep-
resent work of the members of the society
which ha? been exhibited in America and
abroad,

"A book pleasant in proportions, excellent in
type, charming in illustrations. The treatment
of their subject has the enthusiastic serious-
ness of pleasure." R. D. W.

+ Boston Transcript p6 D 17 '21 680w
"Some of the numerous reproductions shown

in this volume are very pleasing, many others
suffer from faint printing, but all will
whet the reader's interest and make him wish
to see the originals. The text, while largely
technical, is on the whole clear and informa-
tive."

+ Outlook 130:71 Ja 11 '22 60w

PICTORIAL photography in America, 1921. 11

$3 Pictorial photographers of Am., 63 Cliff
St., N.Y. 770 (20-3885)

Over fifty photographic illustrations with
comment by the photographers, entitled "How
we make our photographs." In addition there
is an introduction, Painting with light, by
Arthur Wesley Dow, a discussion of The year's
progress by Clarence H. Wliite, and an index
to articles, authors and photographs.

"This volume is creditable alike to the photo-
graphers and the printers who have made the
book."

+ Outlook 127:347 Mr 2 '21 llOw

PIER, GARRETT CHATFIELD. Hanit, the
enchantress. *$2 Dutton 21-9368

"Professor Ranney is head of an American
expedition excavating among the royal tombs of
the Theban plain. He has recently come upon
clues to an ancient tragedy somehow concern-
ing this very place and its now mummied dwel-
lers. He has an open mind with regard to the
magic of the ancients. In the grip of fever, he
strays from his tent at night and 'falls down
thirty centuries' among the half-excavated ruins
of Amenhotep's mortuary temple. He comes to
himself—or to a self—in Amenhotep's court, and
there, more or less clearly in the character of
Renny, a Syrian, assists at the old drama of love
and pride and magic and death of which, be-
fore his translation or reversion, chance and
study had given him an inkling."—Lit R

"Its s.tyle is simple and nervous; its action
moves. In short, it succeeds in doing what the
historical romance so often, with all its elabor-
ation, fails of doing: it puts us for a breathing
moment in imaginative contact with that storied
past whose tale is never really told." H. W.
Boynton

+ Lit R p9 Je 25 '21 620w
"Mr Pier has successfully reproduced a period,

but he has not been equally successful as a
novelist. For the reader to follow the story with
any degree of satisfaction requires the closest
attention and keen penetration. . . The rela-
tion between events is obscure, and the reader
is so confused in his attempt to grasp the va-
rious threads of the story that in the end he lets
them all slip through his fingers."

1- N Y Times p24 Je 26 '21 500w

PIERCE, ANNA ELOISE, comp. Catalog of
literature for advisers of young women and
girls, pa •$! Wilson, H. W. 016.3 21-26292

The compiler, who is dean of women in the
New York State college for teachers at Al-
bany, has prepared this bibliography for the
convenience and guidance of others occupying
similar positions. Teachers, welfare workers,
recreational directors, employment secretaries,
and many others should find it of value. The
range of subjects covered is wide, including
I)rolilems ot health, morals, i-ecreation, voca-
tional guidance, student problems, social
usage, etc., with a section devoted to bio-
graphies of women. Book and magazine refer-
ences are included and the entries are an-
notated. The arrangement follows the Dewey
decimal classification and subject and author
indexes are appended.

"A thorough and useful piece of work."
4- Booklist 17:231 Ap '21
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"The tendency to treat of the Rirl as a girl

rather than as a human being is here too
evident. Nevertheless, this is a good and usable
chart for the guide." M. C. C.

H Survey 46:651 S 1 '21 80w^

PIGOU, ARTHUR CECIL. Economics of wel-
fare. $12 Macmillan 330 (Kng ed 21-143.5)

The present volume, although it incorporates
considerable sections of a previous book by the
author, "Wealth and welfare," is essentially
an independent book. It is in six parts. In
Part 1 it is argued that the economic welfare
of a community is likely to be in proportion to
the average volume of the national dividend
accruing to the poor, by national dividend
being meant that part of the income of a com-
munity that can be measured in money, i.e.

the consumable income. Parts 2-4 are devoted
to a study of the principal influences by which
the average volume of the national dividend
Is affected. Part 5 discusses the problem of
disharmonies between the share of dividend
accruing to the poor and the volume of the
dividend as a whole. Among these are the
problems of capital and labor and of wages.
Part 6 is devoted to the variability of the
national dividend. There are appendices and
an index.

"Within the limits set b5' his accepted in-
struments and project Professor Pigou does his
work as well as if can possibly be done, and
with excellent results. But it is open to grave
question how far the 'calculus of the infinitesi-
mal,' with its marginal measurements, can be
usefully applied over the whole field."

H Nation and Ath 29:97 Ap 16 '21 1400w
"The book as a whole is disappointing, not

of course because it is largely technical but
because the argument is too often incomplete.
But certain sections may be read with interest
and profit."

H Spec 126:303 Mr 5 '21 900w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 S 6 '21 330w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p893 D

30 '20 lOOw
"Professor Pigou is not one of those who

add to the obscurity of the phenomena they
expound an obscurity of their own, and he has
done as much as was possible in the way of
providing for the 'plain man' by avoiding
technical terms and putting discussions of
abstract points into appendices."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p83 P
10 '21 lOOOw

PITKIN, WALTER BOUGHTON. Must we
fight Japan? $2.50 Century 327.52 21-3293

The author holds that there are more power-
ful forces making for war between Japan and
the United States today than there were mak-
ing for war between Germany and the United
States ten years ago, and that there are some
powerful forces working to prevent such a
war. He has made first hand studies of the
situation along the California coast and Mexico
and the book deals with five major aspects of
it. "It surveys the events up to the closing
weeks of 1920: it analyzes the sources of mis-
understanding between the Japanese and
Americans; it inquires into the genuine con-
flicts of interest and policy; it con.siders the
various possibilities of future conflicts on a
larger scale; and, finally, it presents sugges-
tions for a fundamental solution based upon
what seems to me to be a scientific national
policy. . . Virtually all accessible sources
of information and opinion have been inspected
and in some measure utilized." (Foreword;

Booklist 17:206 Mr '21

"Broadly speaking, his study of the problem
Is both informing and impartial." H. K.

+ Freeman 3:286 Je 1 '21 290w
Lit R p3 Mr 12 '21 1150w

"This is a powerful and compelling book,
packed full of meat and worthy of the most
careful consideration. In spite of his thorough-
ness and general sobriety, he finds this prob-
lem [California] full of pitfalls. Special

criticism of minor matters is ungracious, but
the light needs shifting a little." D: S. Jordan

-I Nation 112:626 Ap 27 '21 3000w
"A frank, exhaustive and scientific analysis

of piesent and- future sources of international
controversy." W. H. C.

+ New Repub 27:198 Jl 13 '21 700w
"No general reader or student of our public

affairs who wishes to get at the facts in this
menacing problem and to consider them justly
and far-sightedly can afford to miss Mr Pit-
kin's thoroughgoing work. The author writes
always with vigor and clarity."

H NY Times pl7 V 20 '21 2350w
"The writer ha.<; presented in a sane, im-

partial, and scholarly manner those factors
which are leading toward war and those which
are tending to keep the peace. The book per-
forms an important service in clearing away
many false impressions." Joseph Mosher

-f Pub W 99:583 F 19 '21 360w
-f- R of Rs 63:446 Ap '21 lOOw

"The vohune has many merits and some
defects. It deserves wide and thoughtful
reading. Its positive proposals are suggestive."
S. L. Gulick

H Survey 46:564 Ag 1 '21 140w

PITTMAN, MARVIN SUMMERS. Value of
school supervision. $1.30 Warwick & York
379.15 21-17560

"Mr Pittman has presented an account of
the zone plan of supervision which he carried
out in a rural-school situation. He gives a
very clear statement of the problem and de-
scribes in detail the conditions under which
the experiment was made. He gives an
exact account of the scientific method In-
volved and the teciinique employed In admin-
istering the experiment. The results of his
undertaking are presented in statistical tables
and by descriptive discussions of the less ob-
jective measures that are not standardized
and yet valuable. The significance of the re-
sults and the principles involved in the zone
plan are discussed in the closing chapters."

—

El School J

"The book will be a very valuable help to
both rural- and city-.school .supervisors in de-
liniiting their supervisory imdertakings, in
planning definite attacks upon the problems
involved, and in measuring the results of
their work concretely. It will be especially
helpful to those administrative ofHcers who
can give only a part of their time to the ac-
tual supervision of instruction." H. W. Nutt

+ El School J 22:232 N '21 580w
"A most convincing discussion of the effec-

tiveness of supervision and its practicability
for rural schools. . . The work Is valuable In
that it demonstrates a workable plan for
rural-school supervision at reasonable cost. It
might profitably be used by district, county,
and state superintendents in obtaining finan-
cial aid for supervisory undertakings."

-+- School R 29:790 D '21 500w

PITTSBURGH. CARNEGIE LIBRARY. Cata-
logue of books in the children's depart-
ment. 2d ed 2v pa v 1 $1.15; v 2 85c Carnegie
HI)., Pittsburgh 028.5 21-15638

This revised edition contains approximately
3300 titles, and is an enlargement and revi-
sion of the edition of 1909. It is in two
volumes, the first volume being an author and
title list, with brief notes, the second volume, a
subject index. The annotations are descriptive
and for the most part are addressed to boys
and girls.

PLATT, CHARLES. Psychology of thought and
feeling. *$2.50 Dodd 150 21-2455

The author calls his book "a conservative
interpretation of results in modern psychology"
(Sub-title) and propose.s. in view of the new
attitude toward the science and of its growing
importance, socially and educationally, to give
a survey of the whole field along these lines,

avoiding controversial and metaphysical prob-
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PLATT, CHARLES—CoMfinwed
lems. Contents: Fundamental conceptions,
anatomical and otherwise; Inherited dispositions
(two chapters including fear, anger, sex in-
stinct, tender emotion, and play) ; The com-
pound emotions; Habit; Memory; Knowledge
and intelligence; Thought and judgment; Edu-
cation; The subconscious mind (including mind
cure, mysticism, spiritualism and telepathy)

;

Mental ills; The crowd; The delinquent.

"The book has no pretensions to originality,
but it is vigorous and lively and well suited
to the needs of a non-technical audience."

+ Lit R pll Ap 16 '21 150w
"There is little bearing on the science of the

human soul, or psychology, which is not touched
on with an authority that makes the voluine of
inestimable scientific value."

-f N Y Times p27 Jl 3 '21 520w

POLLARD, ALBERT FREDERICK. Evolution
of Parliament. 11 •|7.50 (•21s) Longmans
328.42 20-20315

'This book is rather a collection of more or
less closely articulated essays on various phases
of English parliamentary history than a sys-
tematic account of the development of Parlia-
ment." (Nation) "The object of the book is
to clear away the fictions of the 17th and
later centuries relating to the origins and de-
velopments of parliamentary Institutions."
(Springf'd Republican)

"It contains brilliant parts, as well as lapses
of style and thought; \vithout claims to finality
it has made advances in the history of the
subject, and encourages further advances on
the part of others." J. F. Baldwin

+ Am Hist R 27:108 O '21 800w
"There are a few statements of detail to

which some medieval historians may possibly
object as over strong or insufficiently guarded.
The book is a thoroughly solid and exceptionally
brilliant contribution to English constitutional
history." C. H. Mcllwain

H Am Pol Scl R 15:295 My '21 780w
+ Booklist 17:277 My '21

"The most brilliant study yet written of
parliamentary institutions." W. P. M. Ken-
nedy

+ Canadian Hist R 2:89 Mr '21 680w
"Professor Pollard's book fills a conspicuous.

void in our historical literature, and does so
with distinction. Skilful in plan and elevation,
singularly clear, and pointed to the verge of
epigram, it bears the impress of the practised
writer and lecturer. Addressed primarily to
the intelligent but unprofessional reader, it

Is not all news to historical students, yet it

is full of fresh light and suggestion for them
too." James Tait

+ Eng Hist R 36:252 Ap '21 2450w
"It should not count as authoritative before

the fourteenth century. . . . On the whole, for
such technical work, the book is lightly docu-
mented. . . Few books answer so many per-
tinent questions. Students will find many mat-
ters cleared up and new and convincing pre-
sentations." A. B. White
+ — Lit R p4 My 14 '21 1350w

"A quite large book on a very large sub-
ject, written in a lively fashion by a learned
scholar of great acuteness. The subject is no
less than the origins of parliaments and their
development until now, with some prophecies
and hopes for their future. On every branch
of this subject the author has something to
say that is illuminating or challenging, but
his couz-se, which has no leniporal, nor any
very obviously logical, directness and con-
tinuity, does not spare the reader the disad-
vantages of its area and complexity—a defect
attributable, perhaps to the book's first con-
ception as a number of lectures." Kenneth
Pickthorn

-I Lend Mercury 3:681 Ap '21 880w
"The chapters are of uneven merit from the

point of view of historical scholarship. Some
of them are valuable contributions to the

literature of English parliamentary history;
others add little to what was already known;
still others are avowedly not history at all.
Yet all of them are worth reading, and some
will repay close study."

-i Nation 112:380 Mr 9 '21 900w
"There is not very much in the book which

can be described as new, but it is valuable as a
competent presentation of specialised research
for readers whose interest in the subject is
practical."

4- New Statesman 17:309 Je 18 '21 1200w
"It is throughout eminently readable, full ot

sound political wisdom, and surcharged with
dry humour."

+ Sat R 130:439 N 27 '20 1700w
"Professor Pollard is a learned historian with

a vivacious style. His book on the history of
Parliament is at once very important and ex-
tremely readable."

+ Spec 125:742 D 4 '20 1300w
Springf'd Republican p8 O 23 '20 70w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p761 N

IS '20 lOOw
"A book which is full of fresh and sugges-

tive ideas."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p767 N
25 '20 1950W

POLLITT, ARTHUR W. Enjoyment of music.
^l.lo Doran [Ss Methuen] 78U

(Eng ed 21-15320)

Old ideas of teaching music, says the au-
tTlor, were too often concerned with hopeless
attempts to m.anufacture pianists, violinists
and vocalists. But music as a necessary part
of a liberal education has no reference to the
ability to perform but takes cognizance of
the principles of music-construction and a
general knowledge of its growth and develop-
ment. The object of the book is to teach the
essentials of good listening and to outline the
various forms of music, such as the suite,
the fugue, the rondo, the sonata, the sympho-
ny, etc. There is an appreciative introduction
by E. T. Campagnac.

"Dr Pollitt's chapters on musical form are
excellent. There are certain minor inaccura-
cies in this readable little book."
+ — Spec 127:145 Jl 30 '21 320w

POOLE, ERNEST. Beggars' gold. $2 (S^^c)
Macmillan 21-18414

Peter Wells was a teacher in a New York
City school, but the crushing grind of his work
and the burden of keeping up his home never
quite obscured the dream of China, which had
haimted him from tlie days of his boyhood. His
wife helped him to keep the vision, for slie had
been born and brought up in China, and their
young Chinese protege. Moon Chao, whom they
had come across in night school, helped also.
Peter and his wife were alike in their ideals
and aspirations, and their love for each other
enters into the author's motif of the underlying
gold of life, on which we sit as beggars, all

unconscious of its existence. The entire story
is the tale of a soul thwarted, keeping its

vision, yet repeatedly missing it. Not till the
end of the book when Peter has been married
nearly thirty years comes the promise of the
dream's realization.

Booklist 18:122 Ja '22

"In each of his novels, Mr Poole has revealed
both his knowledge of the life about him, and
his ability to give it the romantic force of
that form of fiction which is both a record
of and a commentary upon it. And with this
serious purpose evident in all he writes, his
novels at the same time have lost none of the
qualities of pure fiction that should belong to
them." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 N 9 '21 lOOOw

"It is parable in modern dress and beautifully
told. The theme is honestly embodied in an
action which, slight though it be, is balanced
and complete. 'iJeggars' gold' stands safe on
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the hither side of the scarce visible line which
divides the novel of interpretation from the
novel of invention and discourse." H. W. Boyn-
ton

+ Ind 107:240 D 3 '21 450w
"Ernest Poole, one regrets to see but is com-

pelled to say, has succumbed to what has been
from the first his chief temptation, and is now
definitely in the ranks of those novelists who
expect to make the world a better, cleaner,
and sweeter place to live in. Whether this
is a practicable aim or not Is a disputed ques-
tion among philosophers. But all judicious
accounts agree that it is an aim which is not
for the artist, and ^vhich he can best serve,
if at all, by being unmindful of it." Wilson Fol-
lett — Lit R p275 D 17 '21 2300w
"There are some interesting things and people

in the book, and more than a little of it is

well worth while. That it does not reach the
high standard set by 'The harbor' and 'His
family' is, of course, disappointing, but, taken
in and by itself, it may fairly be considered
a good novel, and one whose author has some-
thing to say."

H NY Times p22 N 13 '21 520w
"In point of literary quality and human in-

terest on a par with his best work." R. D.
Townsend

+ Outlook 130:33 Ja 4 '22 220w

POOLE, HENRY E. High tension switchgear.
(Pitman's technical primer ser.) il $1 (•23
6d) Pitman 621.31

A general description of the design, construc-
tion, and functions of the leading types of
switchgear used in the control of high-tension
electric plant. Includes a bibliography.

POOLE, JOSEPH. Telegraphy, telephony and
wireless. 11 $1 Pitman 621.38

(Eng ed 21-20926)

The book, one of the Pitman's common com-
modities and industries series, is a short
general introduction to the three industries,
or vocations, dealing with the electrical trans-
mission of intelligence.

PORTER, ELEANOR (HODGMAN) (MRS
JOHN LYMAN PORTER) (ELEANOR
STUART, pseud.). Sister Sue. il *$2 (2c)
Houghton 21-26293

Sue was the oldest of three when her mother
died and became virtually the head of the
family at fourteen. It was Sister Sue here,
and Sister Sue there, and go ask your Sister
Sue all day long. She was a musical genius
and her ambition was to become a concert
pianist. But when her father failed and be-
came childish and the impoverished family had
to retire to a little country town. Sister Sue
bore the brunt of everything. She gave her
all to her family, even her lover to her selfish

sister May, and still they cried for more. When
at last her father's death left her free to go
back to Boston and take up her music again it

was too late. But she met a famous pianist
who convinced her that her life had not been a
sacrifice but a "great opportunity."

Booklist 17:255 Ap '21

+ Bookm 53:461 Jl '21 160w
+ Boston Transcript p7 Ap 27 '21 300w

Reviewed by Sidney Williams
-I- Lit R p3 Ap 2 '21 460w

N Y Times p24 My 8 '21 560w

"In spite of all the tendencies on the part
of the heroine to goody-goodiness, there is

real human interest in this story. It is thoro-
ly healthy and sane, has fine ideals thruout."
M. P. Campbell

^ Pub W 99:958 Mr 19 '21 300w
"So true to human nature, so full of genuine

feeling, that it makes an appeal to a large
circle of readers."

-1- Sprlngf'd Republican plO Ap 29 '21 50w

PORTER, GENE (STRATTON) (MRS CHAR-
LES DARWIN PORTER). Her father's
daughter. 11 $1.75 (l^c) Doubleday

21-14286

The background of this story is the natural
beauty of the mountains and desert and gar-
dens around Los Angeles. The heroine is Linda,
a young girl of seventeen, who has been
brought up by her father to appreciate and un-
derstand all the beauty of her surroundings.
After his death, she faces a difficult situation,
for her elder sister Eileen is selfish and unjust
to her and her rights are trampled on. But
Linda is a very judicious young person, and
when she is awake to the situation, she mana-
ges it with wisdom almost uncanny in one so
young. Of course there is a love story; in
fact, three of them, and much description of
nature interwoven. 'There is also discussion of
the "yellow peril," race suicide, wild plants as
food, and various other problems.

Booklist 18:17 O '21

"Is true to type. It is creditable to her fidel-
ity to her literary idols. In typography, pic-
torial ornamentation, and binding it certainly
gives full value for money received." E. F.
Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 S 24 '21 llOOw
"There is an indubitable, wholesome charm

of a mild order about the story. It is good
enough literary artisanship in its way, and
will be welcome to her immense audience."

-f Lit R pll Ag 13 '21 140w
Reviewed by Rebecca West

New Statesman 17:706 O 1 '21 390w
"It Is a story so artificial in its quality and

its component incidents that it nowhere carries
conviction. But the setting is very lovely."— + N Y Times p22 Ag 21 '21 540w

"It isn't every year that she finishes a book,
but as good a story as this is worth waiting
for. Mrs Porter stresses a point, which to the
fair-minded easterner will seem not only over-
done but mischievous. That is the social and
economic menace of the Japanese in Califor-
nia."
+ — Springf'd Republican p9a S 11 '21 400w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S
29 '21 llOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 30w

PORTER, HAROLD EVERETT (HOLWORTHY
HALL, pseud.). Aerial observation; the
airplane observer, the balloon observer, and
the army corps pilot, il *$4 Harper 623.74

21-9719

The primary function of the air-service is

not so much combat as the gathering of in-
formation about the enemy and at the same
time preventing the enemy from so doing. In
this sense aerial observation becomes a science
of which this book, written for the layman, is

the A B C. It has a preface by Elmer Haslett,
and is well illustrated. Contents: The historical
development of aerial observation; The train-
ing of the airplane observer; Aerial observation
(its ramifications): The army corps pilot; The
balloon observer; The United States air service
before, during and after the war; Conclusion.

Booklist 18:72 D '21

"Mr Porter has brought to this book the
talents and experience of a writer of popular
fiction with the result that in his hands a
technical subject takes on something of the
glamour of i-omance." B. R. Redman

-] Lit R p9 S 3 '21 820w
"ISIuch of the matter can hardly be called

new, but it is presented in a readable and
entertaining fashion, and the preface explains
that the purpose of the book is to give the
layman 'a conversational knowledge' of the
subject. This purpose, v/ithout question, it

answeis."
-( Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 7 '21 250w

Reviewed bv E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 4:557 Je 11 '21 40w
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POST, MAVERIC. Heart and soul. ?3 (3c)
Century 170 21-16058

Practical talks on everyday problems of liv-

Ine. The author discusses the present revolt,

particularly on the part of youth, against the
authority of past customs and traditions, the
confusion of social standards, the diminished
respect for law and religion, the materialism,
selfishness and pleasure-seeking of the day.
The principles of conduct that have produced
these conditions are analyzed and another set
of principles proposed by which to judge and
form conduct.

Boston Transcript p4 N 2 '21 320w

"An honest, earnest, well reasoned, and
moderate statement of the situation. Especially,

it is useful in its direct simplicity and in its

restraint and moderation."
+ Lit R pl34 O 29 '21 320w

POSTGATE, RAYMOND WILLIAM, ed. Revo-
lution from 1789 to 1906. $4.50 Houghton
940.2 (Eng ed 21-15242)

"The work is a collection of documents, many
of them rare, some of them hitherto inacces-

sible, bearing on European revolutions covering

more than a century. The main periods

covered are those of the first French Revolu-
tion, the Chartist Movement, the Revolutions

of 1848, the first Internationale, the Commune
and the first Russian Revolution. In addition

they deal with what more properly may be
termed revolts, such as the Irish uprisings of

1798 and 1803 and the English Seamen s

Mutiny of the Nore in 1797. Each period is

preceded by an introduction, which summarizes
the main features of the epoch and elucidates

obscure points in the documents. Brief lists

of facts and dates fill in the gaps between
the various periods, and a voluminous biblio-

graphy adds greatly to the value of the work.

—N y Times

"A valuable volume that should find its place

with the more formal and academic collections.

No worker in the field of European history can
neglect, save at his intellectual peril, these

papers." C: A. Beard
*^ *^

4- Freeman 4:186 N 2 '21 450w

"The editor hardly dares hope that he has
kept himself altogether free from prejudice and
his readers may doubt whether he is quite so

completely immune as he thinks from those

'common impressions' which he foresees as the

besetting sins of his probable critics. Never-
theless his book is more likely to instruct than

to convert or corrupt, if only because it shows
that revolution is a dull business, or else that

it has been very ill-served by its prophets and
interpreters." Kenneth Pickthorn

1- Lond Mercury 3:683 Ap 21 130w

"Mr Postgate's book is serious and valuable.

Many of the documents presented have
hitherto been inaccessible to English readers;

they constitute useful supplements to our
knowledge of the modern course of revolution.
Hardly less interesting than the documents,
though much less important, are the author's
interpretative introductions to the several
chapters." C. J. H. Hayes

+ Nation 113:sup669 D 7 '21 540w
"The value is lessened by the fact that the

documents selected—speeches, posters, mani-
festoes—present only the side of the revolu-
tionists against the existing social order. The
one-sided impression thus produced is height-
ened by the tone and contents of the introduc-
tions that precede the presentation of the docu-
ments. But while this nonjudicial attitude robs
the work of value as an impartial history, the
volume is full of the raw material from which
real history is woven." J. W. Duffleld

h N Y Times pl4 S 25 '21 2050w
"The manner of selection of the documents

shows that Mr Postgate is possessed of the his-
torical mind. It is therefore the more to be
regretted that his Introductions are biassed by
the idea that he is one of the bearers of a new
gospel that is to save the world—that of revolu-
tionary Socialism. But his avowal of his bias

is so franlc, and its working in his Introductions
so obvious, that it vitiates his work to a small
degree only."

-i Sat R 132:239 Ag 20 '21 950w
"Mr Postgate not only helps us by giving us

under one cover documents which otherwise
must be searciied for in many volumes, and
sometimes in quite inaccessible places, but
edits them in a very scliolarly fashion. He
occasionally shows his Communistic opinions in
his notes, but that does not decrease but in-
creases the value of the volume. It shows the
nature of the apologia which is deliberately put
forward by a man of brains and learning.
Though so keen a Bolshevik, Mr Postgate has
not forgotten the value of moderation in expo-
sition, of putting the arguments on the other
side fairly, and of meeting them fairly."

+ Spec 126:267 P 26 '21 2750w
— The Times LLondon] Lit Sup p862 D 16
'20 280w

POSTGATE, RAYMOND WILLIAM. Workers'
International. (Handbooks of international
relations) *$1 Harcourt 335 21-4199

"Mr Postgate compresses the history of in-
ternational socialism within a short compass.
The burden of his attention, however, is given
to the First International on which, despite
the brevity of treatment, he has been enabled
to throw fresh light. On more recent develop-
ments—the book brings forward the socialist
struggle almost to the present—the attitude of
the author is shown by coinments upon the
German Socialists as well as by strictures
upon the behavior of the Socialist of the
allied countries. One of the anomalies of re-
volutionary thinking, as revealed in this book,
is perhaps to be found in the bitterness of the
author toward the German Majority Socialists."
—Survey

Booklist 17:332 Jl '21

"Instead of contributing toward an under-
standing of the national movements of which
the Socialist congresses and internationals were
but the outward show, Mr Postgate contents
himself with recording proceedings and the
negotiations and schismatic battles, the dense
smoke of which appears to have obscured every-
thing else."

h Lit R Pl9 Ap 23 '21 320w
Nation and Ath 29:139 Ap 23 '21 230w
New Repub 28:141 S 28 '21 130w
R of Rs 63:560 My '21 90w

"Swift and concise record of a chapter In

recent history and of contemporary politics so
relevant to present discussions."
+ — Survey 46:249 My 21 '21 160w

POUND, LOUISE. Poetic origin and the bal-
lad. $2.50 Macmillan 809.1 21-1306

The author, who is professor of English in

the University of Nebraska, attacks certain
strongly prevailing theories in regard to the
origins of poetry and the ballad: namely, the
communal authorship and ownership of prim-
itive poetry; the dance origin of narrative
songs; the non-existence of individual skill In

primitive song-making; and belief in the bal-
lad as the earliest and most universal poetic
form. The last chapter is devoted to balladry
in America, including cowboy songs. The pa-
pers which make up the volume are mostly
reprinted, with some modifications and con-
siderable additional material, from philologi-

cal journals, and their somewhat argumenta-
tive tone is accounted tor \)y the lact that
each was a piece of special pleading, written
to urge a distinctive point or oppose some ac-
cepted position. Bibliographical footnotes and
an index are provided.

Booklist 17:245 Ap '21

"This is an excellont book. Miss Pound
comes to her task after long and fruitful study
of the ballad, and the work before us is a per-
manent contribution to a much-mooted ques-
tion." C. A. Smith

+ Educ R 62:455 D '21 320w
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"One's chief and final quarrel with 'Poetic
origins and the ballad' has to do with the
type of criticism which Miss Pound has pro-
duced. Even when her evidence has force and
value she becomes narrowly enmeshed in un-
necessary details. She loses grip on her sub-
ject, which was poetry, more particularly the
ballad, as the creative product of the indi-
vidual." C. M. Rourke— Freeman 4:116 O 12 '21 800w
"Miss Pound has read widely in ballad lit-

erature, she is bold to audacity, but she has
written a dull, confused, and unconvincing
book. Certainly she would have made a more
readable book if she had taken the trouble to
rewrite the various chapters, eliminating rep-
etitions and contradictory statements, instead
of sLringing together a series of articles that
had already appeared in periodicals of special
appeal." G. K. Gorould— 4- Lit R p6 Mr 5 "21 1550w

"In any simple sense the idea of communal
composition has always been nonsense; and
the modifications and explanations of the idea
have gone a long way to doing away with
what slight validity it ever had: Miss Pound
has carried these modifications and explana-
tions on to a point at which they are able to
stand alone without any help from the old
central mystic doctrine."

+ Nation 112:299 F 23 '21 320w
"This book is not only scholarly but also

cheering, because in turning away from roman-
tic theories about origins, it seems, without
dismissing historic study, to clear the way
for a zestful and common-sense appreciation
of ballads and other poems themselves. It is

favorable to literature rather than to lore."
+ No Am 213:860 Je "21 780w
— Poetry 18:227 Jl '21 1150w

"The book as a whole is clearly written, con-
vincing and interesting."

-f- Springf d Republican p6 Je 20 '21 500w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p213 Mr

31 *21 50w
"Admirable book."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p256 Ap
21 '21 1650W

POUNTNEY, W. J. Old Bristol potteries; be-
ing an account of the old potters and pot-
teries of Bristol and Brislington, between
1650 and 1850; with some pages on the old
Chapel of St Anne, Brislington; with fore-
words by R. L. Hobson and Bernard Rack-
ham, il *$20 Button 738 21-2394

"This volume covers every phase of pottery
as practised along Shakespeare's River Avon
in the vicinity of Bristol. It begins with an
historical summary and then takes up in turn
the special potteries, with biographical and
historical incidents to give it flavor, all illus-
trated with representative specimens in fifty-
five plates—some of which are reproductions of
portraits of pottery worthies."—Boston Trans-
cript

"To the whole-hearted collector, a man who
takes his hobby seriously, this new volume on
Bristol pottery will be most welcome. What
was wanted was spade-work in its literal
sense; and this Mr Pountney has supplied
where it was possible. We cannot always ac-
cept Mr Pountney's criticisms and generaliza-
tions."

H Ath p766 D 3 "20 llSOw
"A most illuminating and entertaining volume,

which will be indispensable to all museums and
other collectors of historical and artistic pot-
tery. It is based on the most painstaking and
scientific research." N. H. D.

+ Boston Transcript p7 Ap 9 '21 920w
"Mr Pountney quotes many old advertise-

ments and other records, which are very in-
teresting apart from their importance as pieces
of pottery history, and altogether his book is
full of both direct and incidental information
which he has rescued from the limbo of a
neglected past." Joseph Burton

+ Lit R pfi .\g 27 '21 S20w

"Mr Pountney's book abounds in valuable
new evidence. One could wish, however, that
in his deductions from it he had not now and
then yielded to the bias of local patriotism."

-t- — The Times [London] Lit Sup p752 N
18 '20 600w

POWELL, E. ALEXANDER. Where the strange
trails go down, il $2.50 Scribner 919 21-19410

The.se strange trails lead thru Sulu, Borneo,
Celebes, Bali, Java, Sumatra, the Straits
settlements, the Malay states, Siani, Cam-
bodia, Annam, and Cochin-China. Incidentally
the book is the account of a tour undertaken in
the interest of a film company to secure "some-
thing new in travel pictures."

Booklist 18:116 Ja '22

"An intermingling of the frivolous and the
serious gives to this book an importance and
value." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p9 N 26 '21 480w
"The volume is extremely readable, and gives

a touristic view of the peoples. Mr Powell is
in a gay mood, enjoying his adventures, and
with a quick and skilled hand etching incident
after incident of oddity and humor." F:
O'Brien

4- N Y Times pl2 N 13 '21 1200w
"A book which will attract a host of readers

both on account of the present interest in its
theme and its interesting photographs."

-i- Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 50w

POWERS, HARRY HUNTINGTON. American
era. $1.40 Macmillan 330.973 20-6068

"Mr Powers considers that the result of the
war is to leave 'Anglo-Saxons the mainstay of
the world and America the mainstay of the
Anglo-Saxons.' Britain, he thinks, 'makes no
disguise of her dependence' on America. This
'passing of Europe' confronts America with
great opportunities and equally great dangers.
To discuss the most urgent American problems
of the moment, such as the Labour question,
social control of industry, the tariff, ships, im-
migration and 'the melting pot,' democracy, the
plebiscite, etc., is the scope of this book."—The
Times [London] Lit Sup

Cleveland p90 O '20 40w
"Mr Powers writes with a combination of

vivacity and good sense."
-\ Spec 126:555 Ap 30 '21 1650w
"His style is eloquent and vigorous, and

though his arguments are not infrequently dis-
putable, his chapters are seldom dull."

-\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p587 S 9
•20 130w

POYNTER, MARY A. When Turkey was
Turkey. $5 Button [12s 6d Routledge]
914.96 21-15243

"Mrs Poynter, long a resident in Constanti-
nople, recalls a variety of experiences, some of
which date back to the days before the Balkan
War—when Turkey still was Turkey. The nar-
ratives, written in easy style, of visits to Konia,
Angora, and Troy are more pleasing and inter-
esting than the extracts from the diary which
refer to the well-known and often described epi-

sodes attendant upon the revival of Tanzimat
and the fall of Abdul Hamid, or those devoted
to the events of the war of 1912-13. The best
thing in the book is the sketch of the dogs in

Constantinople."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"Brilliant sketches of travel.'-' E. J. C.
4- Boston Transcript p6 Je 18 '21 420w

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 17 '21 1050w

"The travel sketches make the most pleasant
leading. The author is a good observer, and
has liunior."

+ Nation and Ath 29::258 My 14 '21 200w

"Mrs Povnter writes with pleasant ease of

scenes with which she is thoroughly familiar.

The l.-ick of a consecutive thread makes the book
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POYNTER, MARY A.—Continued
pleasant reading for idle moments, and the
'Chapter of fragments' is a little gold mine of
Eastern fables."

+ New Statesman 17:224 My 28 '21 80w
"She writes pleasantly and animatedly and

has a fine gift of description." C: W. Thompson
+ N Y Times p5 Jl 10 '21 1450w

"Pleasant reading."
+ Spec 126:660 My 21 '21 90w

"The present book is by no means or in any
way 'pro-Turkish' ; but it does help to clear
the atmosphere a little. Besides, it is well
and entertainingly written." B. L.

+ Survey 40:650 S 1 '21 260w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p278 Ap

28 '21 120w

PRATT, JAMES BISSETT. Religious con-
sciousness; a psychological study. *$3.50
Macmillan 201 20-10634

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:174 F '21

"The work is unique for range and variety of
data within its chosen field, and for sympathetic
appreciation of diverse t.ypes of religious belief
and practise. Professor Pratt's reading of re-
ligious literature is similarly catholic in range
and in spirit." G: A. Coe

-f J Philos 18:160 Mr 17 '21 1250w
"No one can give careful study to the volume

without realizing that, within the limits it sets
itself, it offers a rarely judicious treatment
of the more fundamental aspects of the re-
ligious life and that, in addition, it presents not
a few contributions of permanent value." E:
L. Schaub

+ J Religion 1:210 Mr '21 2250w
"Professor Pratt has matured his thought and

writes with independence and confidence. He
has given us a very fine study of his great
subject and written a book of permanent value.
. . It is perhaps the best treatise on religious
psychology which has yet appeared."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p749 N
18 '20 1500W

PRESCOTT, DELLA R. Day in a colonial home.
il $1.25 Jones, Marshall 917.4 21-15103

To make American history alive to the
children of Newark a colonial kitchen was
built in the museum of the Newark Public
Library and the activities of such a kitchen
were performed by students from the Normal
school dressed in colonial costumes. Out of
this grew the story of the book, depicting
a day in the life of a fictitious colonial family.
The book is edited by John Cotton Dana,
contains illustrations of all the utensils used

—

with descriptions in the appendix—and gives
directions for building a colonial kitchen.

Booklist 18:92 D '21

"Much useful information is crammed within
a few pages. Interest-arousing, thought-in-
spiring, Miss Prescott's book stands for a
workable idea, with only happy and fortunate
results to be expected if it is acted upon."
R. D. W.

+ Boston Transcript p6 As 10 '21 420w
Springf'd Republican p6 S 2 '21 170w
Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 40w

PRESTON, KEITH (PAN, pseud.). Splinters.
$1.50 Doran 811 21-20420

"Keith Preston is known to be both a pro-
fessor of Latin and Greek, and one of the
most readable of column conductors. He is
exceedingly modern, but he brings to his mod-
ern world the lore of the classics which tem-
per hi.s style." (Boston Transcript) " 'Splinters'
is a selection of his verses from two newspaper
columns, or 'colyumns.' which he conducted in
western newspapers." (Springf'd Republican)

"His pen always is gay, usually biting, and
his technique sure. Such pleasant whimsicali-
ties have not been written in America for some
years."

4- Bookm 54:477 Ja '22 60w
"One of the pleasantest and most enjoyable

volumes of verse which have appeared in
many months. He possesses the art of always
getting the smile he .sets out to get." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 D 21 '21 820w
"Admirable lightly humorous verses. . . The

modern 'colyumnist,' it appears, must be cul-
tured, smart, flippant, a little cynical and sub-
limely self-confident; but never by any means
descend to being merely funny. No loud
laugh, but, rather, the phrase, 'Isn't that
clever,' must greet the sallies of the new
journalistic humorist. In this school Mr Pres-
ton holds high rank and 'Splinters' is the
cream of his output."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 N 30 '21 320w

PRESTON, RICHARD MARTIN PETER. Des-
ert mounted corps; with an introd. by H.
G. Chauvel. il $4.50 Houghton [21s Con-
stable] 940.41 (Eng ed 21-13249)

"Lord Allenby's brilliant campaign in Pal-
estine and Syria in 1917-18 was mainly decid-
ed by the cavalry, and forms the best instance
of the uses of the mounted arm in modern
war. It is interesting, therefore, to have a
full and accurate account of the work of the
cavalry, organized as the Desert Mounted
Corps, by an officer who was actively engaged
in the operations."—Spec

"A cavalryman reading this interesting ac-
count of the campaign will obtain much valu-
able data regarding cavalry service and the
use of the horses under very adverse condi-
tions. The military student will also find new
information, and old theories overturned, in
this account of one of the greatest cavalry
campaigns of modern times." J. S. B.

+ Boston Transcript p4 O 5 '21 880w
"We have in Colonel Preston's book that un-

usual thing, a military narrative which is

equally interesting to the tactician and strat-
egist, and to the general reader. We are con-
fident that this book will take its place among
the rather few military classics."

+ Ind 107:193 N 19 '21 520w
"Colonel Preston is a capital writer and has

a keen sense of humour, so that his book is

very readable. At the same time he throws
much new light on the campaign. Indeed,
next to the semi-official 'Advance of the
Egyptian expeditionary force,' this is the most
important book on the subject that has yet
3-DDG£Lr€'d. '

*

-+- Spec 127:210 Ag 13 '21 1750w
"Colonel Preston has a happy descriptive

pen and does not disdain to record occasional
lighter incidents, which help to illustrate the
completeness of this cavalry triumph as much
as, or more than, the most eloquent statistics."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p460 Jl

21 '21 950w

PRICE, EDITH BALLINGER. Happy venture,
il $1.75 (5V^c) Century 21-15253

When little Mrs Sturgis learns that nearly
all the wealth left by her husband has been
swallowed up in depreciated mining stock, she
succumbs to nervous prostration and is packed
off to a sanitorium. This leaves the care of
Felicia and little blind Kirk to sixteen-year-old
Kenelm. Because the sanitorium bills take the
biggest share of what money is left, the chil-

dren rent an old farm near the seashore and
go there to live. Then Ken patches up an old
motor boat and transports baggage to help eke
out their scanty store of money, and Kirk
makes the acquaintance of a fascinating old
musician, who lives next door. At the end of

the summer their mother comes back to them
restored in health, and they all decide that tln^

farm was indeed a "happy ventm-e."

"This if. a prettily written and impiobatile
story. But improbable is not impossible, and
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though short on the literal side and trivial in
Incident and general content, this little book is
a success in spirit."
+ — Lit R p28 S 17 '21 80w

Wis Lib Bui 17:180 N '21 30vv

PRICE, ELEANOR C. Stories from French
history, il .?2.50 (S'ic) Dodd [6.s Hairap] 044

Typical episodes from French history from
the Roman invasion of Gaul to Napoleon's cor-
onation as emperor. The stories of the prom-
inent and interesting- human figures between
these dates, St Genevit^ve, Roland, Blanche of
Castile and her son Louis IX, fitienne Marcel,
Jeanne d'Arc, Jacques Coeur, Chevalier Bay-
ard, Henry IV and the due de Sully, Cardinal
Richelieu, Louis XIV, Louis XVI and Marie
Antoinette, provide a sufHciently connected
account for the young reader, of the long and
dramatic history of France.

"There Is almost none of the writing down
to children or the 'Come-let-me-tell-you-a-
nice-story' attitude about it. It is interesting
and useful and will be enjoyed by children in
the higher grades of the elementary school
and perhaps even by older children."

+ Lit R pl91 N 19 '21 160w
"Related with much skill and taste."

+ Spec 127:676 N 12 '21 60w

PRYDE,' ANTHONY, pseud. Jenny E;>ssenden.
•$2 (Ic) McBride 21-979

The independently rich and beautiful Maisie
Archdale fell in love with Mark Sturt soon
afte.- the latter had returned from an ex-
pedition to the Andes mountains. When she
heard that he was to leave England again for
a similar trip to Colorado, panic seized her;
she took matters into her own hands and pro-
posed to him. Theirs was to be a secret
inarriage; they were to spend a week together
at her coastguard's cottage on the Dorset-
shire coast and neither the puolic or her friends
were ever to know. Mark agreed but misun-
derstood. He conceived of himself in the r61e
of a protector against some unknown danger
and played the role so well as to make a failure
of the honeymoon week. Both came away
fagged and disappointed and with an unex-
pressed love for each other in their hearts.
The effect of this on Mark was that he can-
celled his Colorado trip and fell an easy prey
to a pretty but designing woman of the free-
lance type. Jenny Essenden nearly succeeds in
wrecking Mark's life when Maisie again comes
upon the scene and with unusual intuition
grasps the situation and straightens matters
out for herself and Mark.

"There is much reliance upon dialogue that
is often strained, but at times entertaining.
The chief stock-in-trade of the book lies in
a deliberate, rather repellent emphasis on the
theme of sex."

1- Bookm 53:177 Ap '21 120w
"Despite its rather trite plot, 'Jenny Essen-

den' is J)y no means a failure. "There are excel-
lent moments as w^ell as mt^diocre ones, and Mr
Pryde has not lost his facility as a raconteur."
G. M. H.

H Boston Transcript p4 F 23 '21 380w
"None of the realists could be more thor-

oughly unpleasant than this romantic author
in some of the implications of his scenes. One
achievement stands to his credit. In the char-
acter of Jenny Essenden he has given an ad-
mirably studied picture of a type."

h Lit R pll F 12 '21 220w
"If the matter of Anthony Pryde's new

novel, 'Jenny Essenden,' were anything like as
good as the manner, the book would be one of
exceptional merit. For it is very well written,
indoed; tlie iiesfrintix'e ]Ti>=apre.'5 have color
and heauty, the dialogue is usually easy and
well handled, the style generally flexible and
not without a touch of distinction. Unfortu-
nately, the plot of the story is so very im-

probable, so very far-fetched, as to be little
short of preposterous."

H NY Times p25 F 13 '21 480w
Reviewed by R. F. Eliot

+ Pub W 99:577 F 19 '21 330w

PRYDE, ANTHONY, pseud. Nightfall. |2
(2y2C) Dodd [7s Gd Constable] 21-19128

The author looks ahead in his novel ten
years, instead of the actual three, since the
signing of the armistice and follows a group
of people variously scarred or affected by the
war and closely related by circumstance.
Against the background of an English coun-
try village are shown Major Clowes, a physi-
cal and mental wreck of the war, who daily
visited his inisery on his devoted wife; Law-
rence Hyde, adventurer and esthete, part Eng-
lish and part Jew; Val Stafford, the vicar's
son and Clowes' agent, whose high sense of
honor suffers daily torture through possession
of an unearned war decoration, of which he
is trying with difficulty to rid himself, and
Val's charming nineteen-year-old sister Isabel.
There is mystery, romance and more than a
touch of melodrama in the rather complicated
but closely-knit plot.

Booklist 18:122 Ja '22

".A- story betraying powers of imagination
and psychological analysis considerably above
the average . . a story in which the interest
is kept at high tension throughout. Mr
Pryde has made immense progress in work-
manship since his last book."

+ Lit R p236 D 3 '21 560w
"Though the plot is neither involved nor un-

usual, the story is interesting and well told.
The author writes with a sincerity and a gift
of characterization that give hopes for a
greater achievement—in a book that expresses
a greater thought."

+ N Y Times pl8 Ja 1 '22 850w
"Mr Pryde is a facile and often charming

writer. The men and women in his 'Nightfall'
have substance and reality. He knows also
how to get the most out of a strong situation."
R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 130:34 Ja 4 '22 90w
"War's aftermath is here treated well and

sympathetically. The developments of the sit-
uation are well worth following up."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p774 N
24 '21 120w

PUNSHON, ERNEST ROBERTSON. Old fight-
ing days. .S2 (21/20) Knopf 21-26895

It was in the days after the French revolu-
tion, when the name of Napoleon was a terror
to all Europe, and pugilism was in flower
in England, that a boy of unknown parentage
was brought up on the farm of a one-time
pugilist who tried, apparently In vain, to teach
the boy to box. But when Harry Holme
found himself stranded in London, after his
protector has been mysteriously killed and
robbed of the papers that contained the secret
of Harry's birth, the profession of boxing
opened up to him as the only means of gain-
ing a livelihood and at the same time of tracing
the murderer. He becomes a famous prize-
fighter while his wits are busy unravelling a
conspiracy against England's safety. His
last bout is with the murderer thru whose de-
feat he recovers his papers, establishes his
rightful position in the English peerage, saves
Britain and wins as bride the daughter of a
French marquis.

Booklist 18:52 N '21

"English writers are not under the thrall of
those dreadful catchwords—clean-cut, red-
blooded, virile, punch, etc. Fancy a story of
prizefighting in which not one of these words
appear."?; that is, in the American sense, for, of
cour;'e. there are scores of punches in Mr
Puiishon'.'i tale! But he and his like do not
find it necessary to shriek their stories, but
tell them in the immemorial quiet way of the
storv teller bv the fire." Hulbert Footner

-t- Lit R p9 Ag 13 '21 520w
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PUNSHON, E. R.—Continued
Reviewed by H. S. Gorman

N Y Times pll Jl 10 '21 120w

PUTNAM, MRS NINA (WILCOX). West
Broadway. $1.75 (2i^c) Doran 21-18794

"Nina Wilcox Putnam's Interpretation of a
rediscovery of America told in a blend of
Broadway slang and classic diction. Marie La
Tour, film artist, is ordered out to Los Angeles
for a new play. Having been jarred but not
convinced by an anarchist in Greenwich Vil-
lage who claimed America is on the point of
following Russia into revolution she decided
to go by automobile to a.scertain at first hand
if the country at large Is about to blow up,
and prepared to preach an anti-red gospel if

necessary. West Broadway, it may be said, is

the highway that runs from Bowling Green to
the Golden Gate."—Springf'd Republican

"An animated travelogue, with much keen
observation and sententious humor, and also
with enough thread of story to make it move."

+ Lit R p236 D 3 '21 190w
"To an age of literature where 'to amuse'

is essentially Ioav brow and 'to depress' the
main goal, this book comes like a refreshing
breeze. . . At times the thread of the story
becomes rather slack, and at times it is too
obvious that it is meant for serial consump-
tion."

-j NY Times pl2 D 18 '21 320w
"The book belongs in the class of ephemeral

entertaining fiction but behind its persiflage
Is a splendid exposition of American greatness
that ought to have unlimited circulation. It

is camouflaged propaganda of a most health-
ful sort."

-f- Springf'd Republican pl2 D 13 '21 280w

PYRE, JAMES FRANCIS AUGUSTINE. For-
mation of Tennysoi's style; a study, pri-
marily, of the versification of the early
poems. (Studies in language and literature)
$1.50 Univ, of Wis. 821 21-27261

"The chapters deal primarily with the de-
velopment of Tennyson's style down to the time
when it reaches its highest perfection, in the
poems of the 1842 volumes and in 'In mem-
oriam.' It is upon this body of work, in all

probability, that Tennyson's position among
English poets must finally rest. The poet's
early exercises and experiments, the poems of
the formative period in their earlier and their
revised versions, and the poems of the central
period are examined in detail with the aim of
bringing into prominence the processes by
which the poet's style was evolved. The con-
cluding chapters of the volume present a more
general account of Tennyson's later and longer
works, with the view of indicating some of the
respects in which he departed from earlier
methods. Particular attention is directed to the
poet's practices in versification." (Introd.)

"From every point of view, as a technical
study and as a general appreciation, Mr Pyre's
book is probably the most satisfactory critical
presentation of Tennyson yet made." R: Le
Gallienne

+ N Y Times p9 O 9 '21 2150w
Reviewed by A. Williams-Ellis

Spec 127:500 O 15 '21 660w
"Professor Pyre has explored his subject,

thoroughly; extending, with many interesting
comments and illustrations, the work done by
Mr Churton Collins on the early poems."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p582 S 8
•21 50w

"Professor Pyre is engaged in an analysis
of the technique of the poems, and his critical
apparatus is of an elaborate and peculiar kind.
Tennyson was not only a scrupluous reviser; he
had, what artists often lack, the gift of feli-
city in revision. Exquisite from the first in
their diction and melody, his poems improved
each time they passed through his hands, and
s6 afford the student the rare spectacle of a

scale of approximation in the adaptation of
form to substance."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p748 N
17 '21 1750w

QUI6N SABE, pseud. Daughter of the sun. il

$1.75 (4c) Scribner 21-16183

The tale is about an Aztec treasure half
of which is in the possession of Zoraida Castel-
mar, a descendant of the Montezumas, queen
of her wide domain on the Mexican borderland
and a witch woman. Two treasure hunters
fall into her power and she evokes all her
authority and her feminine charms to make
one of them, Jim Kendric, her slave. Jim's
adventures with Zoraida are of the Arabian
Nights variety. By his prowess he wins not
only his own freedom and that of Betty Gordon,
the little hostage, but love and the treasure.

"Altogether a stirring tale." Stanley Went
+ Lit R p220 D 3 '21 360w

"A tale of adventure which offers many
thrills, and at the same time is a consistent,
if extremely wild and woolly, Southwestern
yarn. The plot Is sound and the characters
are vital."

-f N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 50w

R

RADCL1FFE, WILLIAM. Fishing from the
earliest times, il $10 Button [28s Murray]
799

"It is, as far as I can discover, the first at-
tempt to examine classical and other ancient
writers on Fishing from the standpoint of one
who has not only been a practical Pisciculturist
for many years and an Angler all his life, but
has also been taught his Greek and Latin."
(Preface) Mr Radcliffe traces fishing back to
paleolithic times. His main Interest Is Greek
and Roman fishing and he explores Homer,
Hesiod, Plato, Aristotle, the two Plinys,
Martial, Theocritus, Plutarch, Aelian, Ausonius
and Archimedes for their references to fishing.
Next he examines the documentary evidences
on Egyptian, on Assyrian, and on Jewish fish-
ing. The concluding chapter is devoted to
Chinese fishing. The many and valuable illus-

trations are reprodvictions of pictures, paint-
ing and sculpture having to do with fishes and
fishing throughout classical times.

"There is more research into strange sources,
more curious information, more odd and amus-
ing pictures and heathen lore in William Rad-
cliffe' s 'Fishing from the earliest times' than
in any book I have seen on the subject." E. L.

+ Ind 107:264 D 10 '21 200w

"The book unfolds Itself as a most re-
markable collection of well-digested data on
fish, fishing and the implements used. An-
cient histories and mythologies have been
scoured for references that might throw new
light on the methods of early fishermen. The
result has been a large tome that is packed
with unique, bizarre, outr6, and bewildering
information." H: Van Dyke -

-f N Y Times pl8 D 25 '21 1900w

"Mr Radcliffe, an Oxonian (of Balliol) and
a practical pisciculturist, deserves credit for

attacking on so extensive a scale a topic

which archaeologists so far seem to have

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pfi47 O
6 '21 50w

"A volume which discusses the origins of

fishing from the dawn of history, which takes
its survey literally from China to Peru, and
which is printed in fine, clear type on good
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paper with many full-page illustrations, must
of necessity command respect by its very bulk.
It is only fair to say at once that it contains
the result of a vast amount of reading and
lesearch . . . yet one cannot help feeling that
the bulk might have been reduced with ad-
vantage if the author had kept closer to his
subject."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p761 N
24 '21 1900W

RAILEY, JULIA HOUSTON. Show down.
•12 (2iic) Putnam 21-7410

Nancy Carroll was a southern girl of brains
as well as beauty. After her graduation from
college, she wanted to do something really
worth while, and chose her own home town
for her field. She plunged whole-heartedly
into welfare and social work and became
general factotum for all kinds of reform
measures. Her work merged into state politics,
when she and its friends put up a stiff fight
to put the Public welfare bill thru the state
legislature. Thru it all she had one consistent
enemy. Jim Protheroe, who tried, to serve
political purposes of his own, to balk every-
thing Nancy, attempted. She had also one con-
stant friend, Dr Bob Singleton, who fought with
and for her in everything. Her title, Field
secretary. State public welfare, which was the
sign of her political success, did not give her
the happiness that her final surrender to Bob's
love brought.

"This is a first novel, and, for once, one
may heartily agree with its sponsors in greet-
ing it as having something more than promise.
It is really a fine achievement in many respects.
Mrs Railey has style, a certain aristocratic del-
icacy in expression, but with no weakness.
She also has something to say."

-1- Lit R pl8 Ap 23 '21 250w
"The sureness of touch, the dramatic sense,

and always the wholesome ebullient humor
show her to be a natural-born story-teller."

4- N Y Times p25 Je 19 '21 450w
"A readable novel. 'Show down' talks of

peonage and politics, not exhaustively, but in
a way calculated to lead its readers into an
interest in these subjects."

-I- Survey 46:282 My 28 '21 40w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p40G Je

23 '21 60w
"Nancy Carroll is not a foolish figure, but

we need to keep her prettiness and charm
steadily in mind as excuse and atonement for
her galling efficiencv." H. W. Boynton

h Weekly R 4:609 Je 25 '21 240w

RAINE, WILLIAM MACLEOD. Gunsight pass;
how oil came to the cattle country and
brought the new West. *$2 (21/2C) Hough-
ton 21-5078

Dave Sanders is a cowboy of the old-time
wild West, and like most cowboys of fiction,
he has made enemies. They frame up a plot
which lands him in the penitentiary, charged
with murder. After serving a term of years
he is pardoned, but the cold hard man who
comes out is very different from the easy-going
friendly boy who went in. His foes have not
changed and they continue to harass him when
he plunges whole-heartedly into oil prospecting
with Em Crawford. However he has staunch
friends as well, not the least of whom is Joyce
Crawford. Together they help one another thru
a series of exciting adventures ending In hap-
piness.

Booklist 17:306 My '21

"Written obviously with the motion picture
rights in view. The novel is easy reading."

H Lit R pll Ap 2 '21 70w
"This Western yarn Is in its author's best

style. A work that abounds in striking in-
cident, coupled with that true humanity which
nowhere is more in evidence than in the great
open spaces beyond the Rockies."

4- N Y Times p22 My 22 '21 580w
Outlook 127:688 Ap 27 '21 lOw

"A robust example of Western fiction, with
more of thrilling incident and less of sentimen-
tality than the average of such tales contains."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S

RAINE, WILLIAM MACLEOD. Tangled trails.
$1.7o (21/ic) Houghton 21-18579

"Take the love affairs of a Montana ranger
and a charming Wild Rose who walks like 'a
young Greek goddess in the dawn of the
wold' and you have a Western love story.
Take a murder, with half a dozen people
equally to be suspected, with a mysterious
Oriental meeting an untoward and baffling
end, and the murdered man's attractive
nephew pursuing and finding the real criminal,
whose villainy is so well concealed that the
reader does not discern it until the author
wishes and you have a mystery story."—Bos-
ton Transcript

"A William MacLeod Raine thriller. Its nar-
rative literally flashes through three hundred
pages of breathless excitement and mystery."

-f Boston Transcript p7 N 19 '21 140w
"Mr Raine proves that he can spin a de-

tective yarn with the best of them."
+ N Y Times p2G N 27 '21 60w

RANKIN, CARROLL (WATSON) (MRS
ERNEST RANKIN). Girls of Highland
hall; further adventures of the Dandelion
cottagers, il $1.75 (31/2C) Holt 21-16795

The girls of Dandelion cottage had reached
the boarding school age and their various par-
ents and guardians, after much deciding and
re-deciding, picked out Highland hall. So they
all set out, the whole meri-y five of them, for
school. Things went fairly well, until the ap-
pearance of Laura Milligan of old Lakeville
days, now masquerading under the name of
Gladys de Milligan. Then the excitement
began and did not end even after Gladys had
been expelled.

"There is no single plot to this book. It
rambles from one adventure to another, and,
while some readera will find its very aimless-
ness of varying interest, there are other read-
ers who might care for something more defi-
nite in its intent."

-\ Lit D p49 N 5 '21 170w
"The orphan family and the orphan pupil

are here with their attendant sentimentality;
so ate the string of 'adventures,' without the
real thrill of most live girls' fun. These de-
fects would let the book pass as one of the
many mediocre books—but the 'Girls of High-
land hair falls below that because of the ques-
tionable taste of many of its incidents. . .

Added to this, the book is poorly written.
Girls deserve better books than this."— Lit R p265 D 10 '21 150w

RANSOME, ARTHUR. Crisis in Russia. *$1.60
(5c) Huebsch 914.7 21-7503

The object of the book is to make it clear
that the crisis in Russia today hinges on the
contingency of bringing her as quickly as pos-
sible into a state in which she can export her
raw materials and import the manufactured
goods of which she stands in need, and that
this struggle is ours (more especially England's)
as well as Russia's. To the extremists in both
camps, who hold that a final clash between
capitalism and commvmism is inevitable, carry-
ing a collapse of our civilization in its wake,
the author says that such a clash is not inevi-
table, provided a return to sanity will come to
western Europe in time.

Booklist 17:346 Jl '21

"Those who profess concern and sympathy
for the fate of the Russian people would do
well to ponder the warning words set down
by this proved and far-seeing observer." Clare
Sheridan

+ Freeman 3:451 Jl 20 '21 1300w
Reviewed by Dorothy Brewster

Nation 113:179 Ag 17 '21 620w
Nation and Ath 29:253 My 14 '21 120w
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RANSOME, ARTHUR—Continued
Reviewed by B. U. Burke

New Repub 28:103 O 5 '21 950w
"Mr Ransome has been with the armies and

mingled with the peasants. Unhke the other
radicals, he gives the fullest statistics on all

points."
+ N Y Times p4 Mr 27 '21 2200w

"Mr Ransome's book is one which cannot be
neglected in any attempt to arrive at the
physical and psychological factors at work in
Russia to-day."

+ Outlook 128:622 Ag 17 '21 130w
R of Rs 63:559 My '21 70w

"Mr Ransome is a skilful propagandist."
1- Spec 126:243 P 19 '21 130w

"Mr Ransome's new book is innocuous. It is
a defence of Bolshevism, but it will make no
converts. It is tentative in its conclusions,
spectral in its effects. The book is interesting
because it puts the plea for the Bolshevists in
a new form. There was a time when the de-
fenders of Bolshevism vehemently asserted that
it was a popular, even a democratic, movement,
supported by the great majority of the Russian
people. Mr Ransome frankly abandons that
impossible assumption."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p98 F 17
'21 1250W

"It is a book to awaken the ironical laughter
of anyone at all acquainted with the facts of
Russian industry and agriculture." Jerome
Landfleld— Weekly R 5:81 Jl 23 '21 200w

RATH ENAU, WALTHER. In days to come; tr.
from the German by Eden and Cedar Paul.
$5 Knopf [12s 6d Allen & U.] 301

(Eng ed 21-20632)
"Rathenau is in revolt against the age of

which he is a typical product, and this lends his
philosophy a peculiar significance. He calls
it the age of 'mechanization.' . . His charge
against this mechanization is that it is wholly
materialistic and anti-spiritual. . . Now Ger-
many is the land in which this process has
been most fully developed, and Rathenau him-
self stands in the centre of it, the most com-
plete and finished embodiment of its forces

—

supreme business man, master of applied
science, technician, inventor, manufacturer,
organizer, financier. There is no such all-
round representative of our mechanistic age.
And he yearns for escape from it into the
spiritual and the way to it—that is his mes-
sage, delivered from the very heart of the
anti-spiritual."—The Times [London] Lit Sup
Je 23 '21

"This work is a remarkable example of the
trend of German thought." E. J. C.

-I- Boston Transcript p8 O 29 '21 660w
Reviewed by W. C. Mitchell

Lit R pl66 N 12 '21 1700w
Nation and Ath 29:547 Jl 9 '21 130w

"The English reader must overcome the
extraordinary Germanism, not only of style,
which the translators have too faithfullv pre-
served, but also of the thought, which makes
it difficult to disentangle the prognostications
and the programme from their philosophical
justifications. Yet the effort is well worth
making, because it is highly instructive to
see what impression the capitalist system
makes on this strikingly successful and highlv
instructed capitalist, and to learn from this
fine flower of the system itself what is des-
tined to supersode it."

-t- New Statesman 17:390 Jl 9 '21 980w
"Dr Rathenau is an able and sincere thinker

who has a social gospel to preach—a gospel of
eoononiic, moral, and political renovation."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p375 Je
9 '21 60w

"(;!learly a book of the moment not to be Ig-
noi'ed by thinking men."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p39G Je
23 '21 1650W

RATHENAU, WALTHER, New society; auth.
tr. by Arthur Windham. (European lib.)
$1.60 (5c) Harcourt 301 21-26557

The author, who is director of the Allgemeine
Electrizitats Gesellschaft, was one of the fore-
most civilian organizers of German industry
during the war. He here presents his vision
of the new society that is emerging out of
the war and especially of Germany's rOle, as
he sees it, in that new order. He dismisses
all thought of a social Utopia and makes but
few concrete suggestions. His system of social
justice is founded on moral values. He resigns
himself to the conviction that Germany is polit-
ically immature and must be for some decades
one of the poorest of countries, but he believes
that she is "endowed as no other people is for
a mission of the spirit" and to that he calls
her. "We can and must live only by becom-
ing what we were designed to be, what we
were about to be, what we failed to become:
a people of the Spirit, the Spirit among the
peoples of mankind."

Reviewed by G. B. L. Arner
Am Econ R 11:674 D '21 330w
Am Pol Scl R 15:454 Ag '21 150w
Booklist 17:332 Jl '21

Brooklyn 13:112 Ap '21 20w
"Prophetic rather than architectural in his

vision of the new society, Rathenau is more
than ever prophetic in the sense that he thinks
in terms of spirituality. His volume is not
essentially a contribution to the reorganization
of German life, but it is, indeed, a fascinating
contribution to that inexhaustible topic of in-
terest, the operations of the German spirit and
mind." Simeon Strunsky

H Lit R p6 My 14 '21 1750w
"He is a man of broad vision and shrewd,

penetrating insight; and he has always the
courage of his conclusions. We have in him
the unusual combination of great practical
capacity and a fine idealistic temper. The most
useful and stimulating note of the book is
the frank throwing overboard of the current
political and economic orthodoxies—both con-
servative and radical." R: Roberts

+ Nation 113:125 Ag 3 '21 330w
Nation and Ath 29:546 Jl 9 '21 840w

Reviewed by W. N. Polakov
New Repub 27:276 Ag 3 '21 1850w

Reviewed by C: W. Thompson
N Y Times p8 Jl 3 '21 1600w
Spec 127:79 Jl 16 '21 1700w

"The book becomes clearer and more sug-
gestive upon rereading. One is at first handi-
capped by the fact that Mr Rathenau is writing
in terms of German industrial life as well
as using new idea and concepts. Further study
convinces one of the worth of his sugges-
tions and the validity of his criticisms of ex-
isting and proposed industrial organizations."
J: M. Gaus

-|- Springf d Republican p9a S 25 '21 950w

RAYMOND, CLIFFORD SAMUEL. Four
corners. '$1.90 (2c) Doran 21-10333

There were four houses on the four corners,
and the lives of their inmates were curiously
intermingled. A great deal of mystery centered
about the house where Timothy Pusey lived
in seclusion with his beautiful mad wife and
two attractive children. Their manner of liv-

ing was strange, and sometimes it seemed
more than Effa Pepper, the gossip of the op-
posite corner, could bear not to know all about
them. But the son and daughter were normal
enough and proceeded to fall in love with the
daughter and son of Henry Trumbull on the
adjacent corner. The keynote of the Pusey
mystery was held by A. Knowles, hai-dfaced
and hard-hearted occupant of the fourth corner.
Altho his intention.'^ to\v;ird them were iiialig-

nant, they were foiled by forces more power-
ful than himself, and the punishment he would
gladly have had Timothy Pusey suffer fell

upon himself.
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Booklist 1S:1S O '21

"The story is delightfully told. The charac-
ters are typical and the circumstances natural.
The psycliological treaUncni is iiiUTestinp and
gives the story a unique interest. The 'mystery'
is well concealed, and interest in the pio.L;:ress

Of affairs does not flag till the last chapter
is reached." J. S. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 11 '21 500w
"The author should be commended for carry-

ing through a mystery story built upon some-
thing other than a murder at midnight or the
robbing of a bank at noon. There is no trace
of the old detective yarn and a lot of evidence
of the characterization work which is inaking
recent American books interesting."

+ Lit R plO Je 11 '21 230W

RAYMOND, E. T. Portraits of the nineties, il

$4.5U Scribner [15s Fisher Unwin] 920

"The fame of these men of the nineties, who
are portrayed by Mr Raymond each in a
sketch that rarely exceeds a dozen pages in
length, was world-wide in their own epoch,
and it is no less extensive in these days. The
majorit\- of them are dead. John Moi-ley and
Thomas Hardy, both octogenarians, are the
notables among the living. In addition to
these, literature is represented in Mr Ray-
mond's gallery by George Meredith, Oscar
Wilde and Justin McCarthy, politics by Glad-
stone, Lord Rosebery, Lord Salisbury, Sir Wil-
liam Harcourt, the church by Archbishop
Temple, Bishop Crciyhton and Dr Spurgeon,
art by Lord Leighton and George Frederick
Watts, with papers on Herbert Spencer, Cecil
Rhodes, Lord Kitchener, AV. T. Stead, Aubrey
Beardsley and Sir Henry M. Stanley, and final
chapters dealing with lawyers, journalists and
actors."—Boston Transcript

"Following in the footsteps of McCarthy,
Russell, and Hutchinson, who have drawn for
us the portraits of the English sixties, seven-
ties, and eighties, Mr Raymond essays a sim-
ilar task for the final decade of the century.
Few will deny his success. His tone is sym-
pathetic and appreciative, a cheering contrast
to the mordant criticism of Mr Keynes and
the 'Gentleman with the Duster.' His appre-
ciation, however, is discriminating and the
cloying eulogies of the old-fashioned biograph-
ical sketch are wholly lacking."

+ Am Hist R 27:315 Ja '22 680w
"The scope of Mr Raymond's personal obser-

vation and reading enables him to set before
us the very physical and intellectual image of
these men. He actually seem.s to be painting
their portraits in words." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p6 S 21 '21 ]350w
"It is a wonderful gallery of portraits, and

they are all worth studying." H. L. Stewart
+ Ind 107:168 N 12 '21 llSOw

" "Portraits of the nineties' is a good book.
Better political characterization, within the
limits we have noted, we have not happened
upon for a long time. Above all Mr Raymond
is a writer, and though he may not yet be
equal to his models in piquancy, paradox, and
phrase, he is brilliant enouprh." C: L. Moore

+ Lit R p300 D 24 '21 2450w
"The author is capable of better writing

than he has allowed himself in this hasty
compilation."— Nation and Ath 30:152 O 22 '21 290w
"Although the general criticism passed on

these sketches would be that they were sen-
sible rather than profound, and well-balanced
rather than vivid, pa"s.sages occur in them in
which the Interpretation of character is lit up
by the mention of some physical trait, which
brings the whole man vividly before one."

+ New Statesman 17:708 O 1 '21 750w
"Mr Raymond is a satirist of exquisite

touch; the elements of his art are in the sub-
ject matter of his book, btit his evaluations of
character, though frequently malicious, are
curiously inevitable. He sustains an almost
perfect detachinent toward the nineties which
sharpens the etching of his analyses. . . As a
vivid picture of a brilliant, though ineffectual

period, 'Portraits of the Nineties' is an im-
portant and delightful contribution to biogra-
phy and criticism." L. R. Morris

+ N Y Times p9 N 6 '21 1400w
"Apart from its wealth of anecdote about

famou.s men, the book is notable for its keen
analysis of character and of the governing
principles of famous Englishmen."

-h Outlook ]29:23u O 12 '21 70w
"What is noteworthy about Mr Raymond's

book is that it contrasts gratefully with the
fluffy, irrepressible, and irresponsible flood of
gcssip and tittle-tattle of which we have had a
little too much of late. This does not mean
that 'Portraits of the nineties' is not entertain-
ing; on the contrary, it is all the more so be-
cause its anecdotes and incidents have been
skillfully chosen to bring out salient traits of
character and, combinedly, to offer a picture
of tlie period's tendencies." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 129:399 N 9 '21 1600w
"He may not always see correctly; but at

all events he always sees definitely. His
great art consists in discovering the epigram
which crystallizes a trait. He works up to it;

he justifies it: he fires it off; and then he
drops the subject and turns to another. . .

Perhaps he is not invariably just, though his
arrows are rarely barbed. But the epigrams
are, as a rule, really epigrams, and not mere-
ly spiteful short sentences."

-; The Times [London] Lit Sup p58S S
15 '21 lOOOw

READ, CARVETH. Origin of man and his
superstition.s. $G Macmillan 573

(Eng ed 21-26419)

"The general topic to which this treatise is

devoted is the development of man from some
apelike stock by the practice of hunting in
pack, and the mental conditions which ac-
companied the change from the organization
of the pack to the settled life of the tribe or
group, while much space is given to the dom-
ination exercised by magic and animism."

—

The Times [London] Lit Sup D 2 '20

"A careful and scholarly piece of work, based
on original thinking and wide acquaintance
with the literature."

+ Booklist 17:267 My '21

"The book is readable and, with the excep-
tion of the Lycopithecus hypothesis, may be
recommended for the consumption of the lay-
man." E. A. Hooton

H J Phllos 18:388 Jl 7 '21 150w
"This book covers a number of important

things in a discursive manner, and contains a
scattering of acute and sound observations. It

contains a great many instances that are signi-
ficant and instructive. But it does not reveal
the sure hand of the single-minded scientist,

who states what he knows, infers modestly,
and does not t!-y to get a formula to cover
everything. It is, in a number of ways, an
irritating affair." A. G. Keller

-I Lit R p6 Ap 2 '21 550w
Nation and Ath 28:918 Mr 26 '21 820w

"The author evidently has not studied the
actual facts concerning hunters, or he would
have seen that l;is theory breaks down for the
reason that himting peoples approximate more
closelv to the higher anthropoid apes than to
his hypothetical wolf-apes. Moreover, what
evidence has he that early man was warlike,
or that he went about in packs?" W. J.

Perry— Nature 107:710 Ag 4 '21 650w
"The book is clearly and, apart from a few

extravagancies of terminology, even well writ-
ten, but altogether I see no adequate reason
for its existence." R. H. Lowie

h New Repub 28:80 S 14 '21 360w

N Y Times pl3 F 27 '21 1700w

"It must be admitted that Mr Read does
not answer all the difficult aspects of the ques-
tion, though he states most of them in such
a way as to make them more soluble than they
have often seemed. In fact, throughout the
book the most striking feature is the per-
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READ, CARVETH—Continued
spicuity with which the writer seizes and ex-
presses exactly the question he wishes to con-
sider, and the diiectness of the answers he
gives."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 18 '21 620w
The Times [London] Lit Sup pSOO D

2 "20 cow
"Little fault can be found with Mr Carveth

Read's deductions. But the weakness of all
such theories consists in the utter lack of di-
rect evidence concerning pre-Pleistocene man.
His very structure is Quite unknown. In such
a vacuum, therefore, any chimera may bom-
blnate at its own sweet will; and though it is
our duty to abhor a vacuum, we ought not
on that account to love chimeras any the
more."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p820 D
9 '20 1650W

REED. ALFRED ZANTZINGER. Training for
the public profession of the law. $2
Scribner 310.7 21-16382

The book is published under the auspices of
the Carnegie foundation for the advancement
of teaching, with a preface by Henrv S.
Pritchett. It sets forth the historical develop-
ment and principal contemporary problems of
legal education in the United States with some
account of conditions in England and Canada.
"It represents not simply a criticism of the
existing law sc'tooIs, and of present day ten-
dencies in the training of the lawyer for his
profession, but it undertakes to develop in a
scholarly way the history and progress of
American legal education. It describes the
differences in conception that have existed
from one period to another of our history; it

aims to make clear the relation of the bar and
of the bar examinations to legal education,
and finally to develop the historical relation
between a trained and educated bar and the
administration of justice." (Preface)

"He gives evidence throughout of his keen
perception, mature reflection and peculiar fit-

ness for a weightv task."
+ Lit R pl33 O 29 "21 lOOw

"Unhappily, there will be wide agreement
with Mr Keed'.s view of the inadequacy of
modern legal education. As to the causes of
this lamentable failure, the study for the first
time furnishes us with a careful analysis ba-
sed upon an exceptionally thorough historical
survey." Albert De Silver

+ Nation 113:541 N 9 '21 llOOw

REED, ANNA (YEOMANS) (MRS J. A.
REED), and WOELPPER, WILSON. Junior
wage earners; prepared especially for the
information and use of business men, nor-
mal schools, teachers' colleges, public school
teachers, and employees of the United
States employment service, il •$1.24 Mac-
millan 331.3 20-22074

"Mrs Reed, who is head of the Junior Divi-
sion of the United States Employment Service,
discusses, in her present volume, the child-
worker problem, its importance to the com-
munity at large and to the individual child. She
outlines the organization and work of her
division in the Employment Service and ex-
plains the methods used in giving educational
and vocational guidance to the 'boy on the
fence.' To each chapter is appended a help-
ful bibliography."—Survey

"Mrs Reed's discussion will give much needed
vividnes.s to their realization of the problems
Involved. The discussion is immensely prac-
tical."

+ School R 29:71 Ja '21 320w
+ Survey 46:282 My 28 '21 70w

REELY, MARY KATHARINE. Early Chios
and Rhode Island reds, pa 35c Ferine bk.
CO., 1413 University av., S.E., Minneapolis,
Minn. 812 21-8857

This one-act comedy was awarded first prize
in the Minneapolis Woman's Ohib contest of
1980. It presents a discouraged, city-bred

young couple after a two years' experiment at
farming. A friendly call from a neighbor,
teeming with advice, only increases the gloom;
but a visit from city friends, up in arms
against the primitiveness, inconveniences, and
monotony of farm life, turns the scale in its
favor for Madge and Oliver Shepherd.

REELY, MARY KATHARINE, comp. Selected
articles on di.'=;armainent. (Handbook sei'.

)

$2.25 Wilson, H. W. 172.4 21-21772
This handbook is entirely a book of post-war

discussion. The articles tor reprint and, with
few exceptions, the references, do not date
back of 1920 and 1921. The material is not ar-
ranged for debate, because, in the first place,
it seemed impossible to arrange a systematic
debate if all the diverse points of view among
advocates of disarmament were to be repre-
sented, and because, in the second place, there
is comparatively little active opposition to
disarmament. In place of the usual division
into affirmative and negative, the book, follow-
ing the General discussion, has accordingly
been divided into two parts, with the head-
ings: For limitation of armaments; and For
continued armaments.

"This book may well be consulted by any
one who must work up a case for either side
of the discussion."

+ Lit R p355 Ja 14 '22 120w
Survey 47:576 Ja 7 '22 lOOw

REES, JAMES FREDERICK. Social and indus-
trial history of England, 1815-1918. *$2 But-
ton 330.942 (Eng ed 20-18052)

"J. F. Rees, who is lecturer on economic his-
tory in the University of Edinburgh, has aimed
to show the historical background of modern
industrial and social questions. He describes
in a popular style the state of England after
Waterloo, the reform agitation, with the disillu-
sionment that followed its success, and the sub-
sequent consolidation and organization of in-
dustry. A table showing the correlation be-
tween political and industrial changes in the
course of the 19th century is given in an appen-
dix, and there is a list of books to aid the stu-
dent in further reading on the subject."

—

Springf'd Republican

"An infinite series of 'facts' pop up out of the
darkness of the universe, are illuminated for
a second by Mr Rees's rushlight, and then are
submerged once more in unintelligible darkness.
He does, of course, continually mention ideas,
but he has not got clear in his own mind the
relative importance of those ideas and of the
facts which were caused by them."

h Ath p762 Je 11 '20 320w
"A good, tliough brief, account of this period."

+ Cath World 113:541 Jl '21 170w
"Ii>\'idently sympathetic with every improve-

ment in working conditions. Professor Rees Is

nevertheless a clear-headed and impartial his-
torian."

+ Lit R pll Mr 26 '21 160w
Springf'd Republican p8 Je 5 '20 lOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p305 My

13 '20 80w
"Mr Rees's book belongs to that excellent and

uncommon sort which, professing no more than
a concise recital of admitted historic fact, con-
trives to make mere exposition more suggestive
than comment. That in a work of which one
of the first aims is conciseness there should be
omissions is inevitable and excusable."

i The Times [London] Lit Sup p346 Je
3 '20 1050W

REESE, LIZETTE WOODWORTH. Spice-
wood. $1.50 Norman, Remington co. 811

20-22321

Sonnets and songs expressive of moods,
memories and associations, their symbols
drawn from nature, from the sound and scent
of things.
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"The spirit is from an old source, tliat un-
dying sense of beauty and mystery which drifts

across all Miss Reese's books of poems." W.

+ Boston Transcript p9 Ja 29 '21 llOOw

"Miss Reese's sonnets and quatrain-songs are
impeccable in meter and phrasing, are irre-

proachable in sentiment but they lack original
salt. Her book is not without charm, but it is

without force." Mark Van Doren
f- Nation 112:693 My 11 '21 150w

REEVE, ARTHUR BENJAMIN. Film mys-
tery, il *$1.90 (2Vic) Harper 21-2589

A Craig Kennedy mystery story. Stella La-
mar, a movie star, is murdered in a myster-
ious manner while in the very act of being
photographed in a picture. Investigations re-
veal that in the complicated relationships of
the moving picture world, there are at least
nine people with a possible motive, either
personal or professional, for the act. Kennedy
undertakes in a scientific manner to sift the
evidence against each. But before he has
come to any conclusion, one of the nine is

eliminated by being himself murdered in an
equally inexplicable manner and before Ken-
nedy completes his work, there is an attempt
upon the life of a third, Kennedy finally lo-

cates his man, altho it is not until the last
word in the book that the reader's mind is

freed from suspense. The book is full of the
lore of the moving picture world.

+ Booklist 17:255 Ap '21

"The book, aside from its qualities as a de-
tective story, is a mine of information about
both mechanics and methods of the film in-
dustry."

+ Lit R plO Mr 26 '21 420w
"It is not often a novel is presented con-

taining two powerful elements of interest,
each practically distinct from the other. That
is one reason why this iDook i.s likely to prove
one of the most popular in the Craig Kennedy
series."

^- N Y Times p23 Mr 13 '21 580w

REEVE, SIDNEY A. Modern economic tenden-
cies. ^$12 Button 330.973 21-5684

This book is both a survey of American eco-
nomic history from the beginning of the nine-
teenth century to our entrance into the great
war and an argument for a new economic sys-
tem. Its thesis is "It is the life of the ultimate
consumer which alone counts as value," its

message, "Organize as ultimate consumers."
The author maintains that "we are creating here
more rapidly than in any other land economic
conditions which destroy riches, produce pov-
erty, undermine political liberty, dilute the
purchasing power of the consumer's dollar, de-
velop a deficit in the normal demand for labor
and degrade every moral fibre of the nation."
The power to remedy these conditions, he be-
lieves, belongs to the ultimate consumer—the
only authority truly sovereign over commer-
cialism.

"This work will be of value to one class of
readers for its facts and to another for the
theory which the author makes them serve.
Careful research has entitled it to rank as a
compendium of useful information." E. N.

-f Boston Transcript p9 Je 4 '21 OoOw
"Mr Reeve'.i volume is mountainous in pro-

portions and volcanic in wrath. . . He has madi^
luminous suggestions, started u.seful trains of
thought, and collected many pages of valuable
information. Nobody can read his treatise with-
out adding to his stature and to his irrritation.
If a relentless editor had cut the book down
to three hundred pages or there-abouts, it

would have been more powerful and every bit
as effective." C: A. Beard

H Freeman 4:284 N 30 '21 400w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ap 23 '21 60a

REID, GILBERT. China, captive or free? a
study of China's entanglements. '$3 Dodd
327.51 21-12878

The author has been a resident of China
for nearly four decades and with a wide
knowledge of existing facts, and a keen sense
of justice, shows to what extent China has
been injured and wronged by the exploitations
of the European powers, of Japan and even of
America. He holds all the powers equally
responsible. Partial contents: A background
of foreign encroachments; Germany's menace
to China and Germany's rights; Intrusion of
the war into China—Britain and Japan in the
lead; Japan's inroads in China; The injury to
China through American and Allied Intrigue;
Conunercial rivalries as affecting China; The
blow struck at China at the peace table;
Japan's future influence in China; Appendix
and index.

Booklist 18:71 D '21

"The name of Dr Gilbert Reid has been
familiar for years to all who know their China.
Whatever he writes on China is the fruit of
prolonged observation, intimate knowledge,
and courageous thinking, and one can be well
assured that it should command respect. One
who knows Dr Reid's record can also be fair-
ly certain that he will champion China and
what he says will not command universal as-
sent. . . Dr Reid's book, just because it differs
so honestly and so decidedly from the views
we are accustomed to see in English, will offer

a stimulating and a corrective point of view."
K. S. Latourette

H Lit R pl86 N 19 '21 llOOw
R of Rs 64:557 N '21 80w

"To the student who wants facts, as many
pertinent facts as possible, and who wishes
to see those facts in the light of a correct
historical background, and of impartial judg-
ment and of goodwill to all parties concerned,
this book can be unreservedly commended."
S. L. Gulick

+ Survey 47:88 O 12 '21 560w
Reviewed bv F. W. Williams

Yale R n s 11:408 Ja '22 350w

REUTERDAHL. ARVID. Scientific theism
veri-us materialism. $6.50 Devin-Adair 211

The author's main thesis is as follows: "Real-
ity may be distinguished as absolute and rela-

tive. The.se two forms of reality are not iden-
tical but interrelated. Our theory of interde-
pendence regards God as the Absolute Reality,
upon whom the relative reality of the cosmos
depends for its maintenance and continuous
existence. . . The complete theory of interde-
pendence therefore includes the Absolute (God)
as the physically, philosophically and religiously
nece.-spary complement to the otherwise unin-
telligible and inoperative relativity system of

the cosmos. Therefore, physical interdependence
becomes the greatest proof of the existence of

God. in whom the riddle of relativity finds its

answer and resolution."

"To one who is a scientist, a mathematician,
and a philosopher this book should prove a
revelation. To the average student, often
puzzled by weird materialistic schemes, to

which he tries in vain to present an adequate
refutation, the critical part of the book should
prove a boon."

+ Cath World 113:110 Ap '21 360w

"This book has great value for those Deists
who feel the need of more modern and more
scientific statements of the truth of the exist-
ence of God. So far no modern man has at-
tempted with more courage and scientific sin-
cerity to prove that the source of life and of mH
created things is a Supreme Being, one and
indivisible." M. F. Egan

4- N Y Times pl9 Je 10 '21 2550w

RHOADES, CORNELIA HARSEN (NINA
RHOADES). WTien Gretel was fifteen. II

$1.75 (3c) Lothrop
Although Gretel Schiller's father had been

a German, her mother was an American, and
Gretel was born in New York and was a
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staunch American. When America entered the
European war, Gretel was in a girl's school,
and right away her troubles began, due to her
German name. Gretel, who was naturally
timid, insisted that she was a coward, but
when the test came she proved herself as
courageous as any heroine.

"A story to interest schoolgirls and boys. It
is well written, with a plot which unwinds it-
self slowly enough to hold the Interest every
minute."

+ Lit R p210 N 26 '21 llOw
N Y Times pl6 N 13 '21 40w

RHODES, EUGENE MANLOVE. Stepsons of
light. *$2 (21/20) Houghton 21-9518

Johnnie Dines, cowboy, is the hero of this
tale staged in New Mexico. Johnnie is falsely
accused of murdering a man who has just
staked out claims on a gold mine. At his
trial he is his own lawyer and carries on his
case with skill and humoiu-, and not only frees
himself, but, with the aid of the loyal "friends
of the murdered man, convicts the three greedy
rascals who are really guilty.

Booklist 18:52 N '21

"Although its incidents are relatively tho.se
with which we were long ago made acquainted,
and have since met repeatedly, Mr Rhodes's
method of telling them amounts—also relatively—to novelty, in the whimsical candor with
which it disillusionizes and the fine altruism
which inspires to renewed faith in himian na-
ture in general, in 'Cowboy nature' in par-
ticular." P. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 11 '21 500w
"This is a propaganda novel of the National

Security League school. The author has little
use for the dis'senter, the realist, or the Eng-
lish language. The production, as a whole, gives
the impression of a William S. Hart picture
plus captions by Newell Dwight Hillis."— Lit R plO Je 18 '21 230w
"The tale is well told and lovers of western

stories will revel in it. Mr Rhodes possesses
a style that is a trifle more elevated than the
usual type of Western thriller offers." H. y.
Gorman

H NY Times pll Jl 10 '21 ISOvv

"Lively and amusing."
-1- Outlook 128:422 Jl 6 '21 30w

"Mr Rhodes departs too frequently from
simple and direct English in the apparent ef-
fort to give a literary quality to a story of
simple action."

-j Springf d Republican p9a Jl 24 '21 90w

RHYS, GRACE (LITTLE) (IVIRS ERNEST
RHYS), comp. Children's garland of
verse, il $3 Button 821.08

A collection of poems for chidren, but in-
cluding many which will be acceptable to
grown-ups also. Besides quoting many well-
known poen)s, such as Abou Ben Adhem; How
they brought the good news from Ghent to
Ai.x; The wreck of the Hesperus; Wynkcn,
Blynken, and Nod; Casabianca. etc., some lit-
tle songs seldom foimd in collections are in-
cluded, like Water, water wallflower; Lilies
are white; A saying; etc. There are eight
colored illustrations by Charles Robinson.

Booklist 18:02 D '21

Lit D p49 N 5 '21 llOw
"An excellent collection of poems which chil-

dren really like is this, especiallv rich in the
old P^nglish verse of which our children have
usually very little."

-h Lit R p2fi(; D 10 '21 240w
" 'The children's garland of verse contains

about throe lumdrcd i)0emw of many kinds
Most of them are good. .Just because "the ma-
terial is excellent and the compiler':: taotc !'ood
it is exceedingly unfortunate that this booirhas
been carelessly m«de. The title is mi.schievous

—blatantly reminiscent of Stevenson. There is
a table of contents in which no poet is named,
but there is no alphabetical index. Moreover,
it is impossible to discover any planned ar-
rangement of the material in the book."
Marguerite Wilkinson

H NY Times pl4 N 13 '21 560w
"May be heartily recommended as a gift, not

so much for children, as for young people in
their teens and a good deal older."

-i- Sat R 132:sup6 D 10 '21 70w
"An attractive anthology. It is a pity that

modein poetry is not more liberally repre-
sented, but the book is in advance of most
anthologies in admitting it at all."

H Spec 127:751 D 3 '21 30w

RICE, ALICE CALDWELL (HEGAN) (MRS
CALE YOUNG RICE). Quin. il $2 (2c) Cen-
tury [7s (id Hodder & S.] 21-14705

Quinliy Graham is a poor private when he
enters the story, but he has boundless ambi-
tion and pluck, and when he falls in love with
Eleanor Bartlett, the fact that she is rich and
occupies an elevated position In society does
not deter him from trying to win her. His
first step is to get himself into the good grraces
of her tyrannical family. When he has suc-
ceeded at th'it, his suit is not much advanced,
for Eleanor herself has become estranged from
thorn by persisting, against their wishes, in her
desire to be an actress. Quin's courtship is
therefore stormy, but determination finally
carries him through to his goal.

Booklist 18:52 N '21

Bookm 54:266 N '21 80w
"It is the talent of Mrs Rice which makes

it possible for us to become so absorbed in her
romance that we ignore the elements of in-
congruity, just as we are oblivious of the fact
that Eleanor's awakening is founded upon old
and rather tawdry melodramatic plot ele-
ments." D. I... M.

-I Boston Transcript p6 S 14 '21 1050w
" 'Quin' is an excellent performance in its

old-fashioned but never to be antiquated kind."
H. W. Boynton

+ Ind 107:107 O 29 '21 180w
"What Quin did and how he did it makes

up the amusing and brightly written, if entirely
conventional and very improbable, little story."

H NY Times p24 S 11 '21 680w
Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 300w
The Times [Londonl Lit Sup p614 S 22

'21 50w
Wis Lib Bui 17:157 O '21 20w

RICE, CALE YOUNG. Sea poems. $1.50 Cen-
tury 811 21-15490

"A small volume containing all the author's
poems pertaining to the sea. some 84 in all,

and most of them published heretofore in va-
rious periodicals."—Springf'd Republican

"Tlic feelinfr with which one closes the vol-
ume is tliat there is within it a wealth of
good material clumsily handled. Nearly every
poem's single effect is si)oiled by some banal-
it\, some hunulruni line, some derivative and
limping phrase. Occasionally true lyricism or
genuinely eyaltod language holds one for a
few lines, but the net result of the book is

not impiessivp."
\- Lit R p29 S 17 '21 lOOw

"Mr Rice, who rhymes excellentl.v, posse.'^sos

all the attributes of the poet except inspira-
tion."

h N Y Times p24 N 20 '21 40w
"His diction is simple and clear, there is

nothing obsoui-o or problematic about his
moods, and lii.s Acrse flows freel>', never slip-

shod or mechanical, but pei'fectiy expressing
his thoughts—wistful, whimsical, questing.
i'.ipi'Oinoh:' uensitivc to all the witchery of the
sen."

I- Sprinnf d Republican pOa O 9 '21 720\v

4- Wis Lib Bui 17:155 '21 20w
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RICHARDS, GERTRUDE E. (MOORE) (MRS
WALDO RICHARDS), comp. Stai-roints.
$1.75 Houghton S21.(iS 21-5551

"Songs of joy, faith, and promise from the
present-day poets." (Sub-title) "There has
never been a time in the history of our coun-
try when the call was more insistent for us
to emphasize the inspiring note of Emerson's
message: 'Hitch your wagon to a star!' In
this period of reconstruction, following the
awful cataclysm which has engulfed the en-
tire world, there is larger need than ever be-
fore of an uplifting and sustaining faith. Out
of this thought has come the title of the
book: 'Star-points.' " (Preface) Among the
poets represented are Anna Hempstead Branch.
Grace Hazard Conkling, Thomas Augustine
Daly, John Drinkwater. Robert Frost, Amy
Lowell, Edwin Markham, John Masefleld. Al-
fred Noyes, and Sara Teasdale. Like "High
tide" and "The melody of earth," two earlier
and widely read anthologies by Mrs Richards,
"Star-points" contains poems selected not
.ilone for their literary excellence but for
their inspiring thought and for the qualities
that make poetry loved.

caught in the deadlock of their religious dif-
ferences. With Miriam's psychological reac-
tions towards life are interwoven, as cause
and effect, her many discussions with Shatov
on philosophy, literature, race and nationality,
femmism and Zionism.

+ Booklist 17:313 Jl '21

"She shows discrimination in her wide va-
liety of choice, and she avoids the too-sweet.
There is vor\- little free verse to be found here.
While some of the lyrics lack permanent value,
there is enough of lasting quality or interest
in many others to warrant the popularity of
the book."

+ Bookm 54:493 Ja '22 inOw
-I- Boston Transcript p7 My 14 '21 190w

"Chosen with a delicate judgment and show-
ing the purest taste, it should satisfy the most
genuine lovers of poetry. In its entirety 'Star-
points' has few blemishes." B. S. Wagstaff

-I- Lit R p9 My 21 '21 SOOw

RICHARDS, MRS LAURA ELIZABETH
(HOWE). In blessed Cyrus. $2 (3c) (7s 6d)
Appleton 21-1S583

A tranquilly moving chronicle of daily life

in a small New England village. Suddenly
there came to Cyrus, Miss Lila Laughter,
member of a stranded vaudeville company,
with her very un-Cyrus-like manners. The
inhabitants gasped at her doings, and were
inclined to regard her as not of their class,
but, though Lila glittered, she was pure gold
at heart, and in time she won her place in
"blessed Cyrus."

Boston Transcript p7 D 10 '21 1350w
"Cyrus is a ]\Iaine village, and the author

who has laid stories in this locale before,
knows every foot of the ground that she pie-
sents. The result is a gallery- of characters
redolent with atmosphere and forming in their
ensemble a minute and amusing picture of an
avithentic communitv."

-f N Y Times p29 Ja 1 '22 lOOw
"A genial story of a little New England

town with as many odd but usually lovable
people as Mrs Gaskell's 'Cranford.' It abounds
in human nature, and its fun is genuine,
simple, and contagious."

-I- Outlook 127:571 D 7 '21 30w
Springf'd Republican plSa Ja 22 '22

170w
"It is not oversentimentalized; and the kind-

ly outlook of the writer, who is not devoid of
humour, makes us very willing to linger in its
highways and watch the effect upon its varied
types of inhabitants of unusual occurrences."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p774 N
24 '21 90w

RICHARDSON, DOROTHY M. Deadlock:
with a foreword by Wilson Follett. $2.50
(3c) Knopf [9s Duckworth] 21-20190

The story presents a further phase of Mir-
iam Henderson's life. It is an unfolding
of her states of mind and emotions from the
time she meets the Russian .Tew, Michael
Shatov, to give him lessons in English, until
she engages herself to marry him and is

"Miss Richai-dson records like a clock rather
than like a consciousness, treating the dull
and the exciting moments of life with equal
emphasis. We feel that we are being sacri-
ficed as readers to her sense of fairness. It
is certainly not the fault of the material that
'Deadlock' is, sadly we sav it, dull."— Nation and Ath 29:621 Jl 23 '21 580w
"In some people Miss Dorothy Richardson's

curious style of writing, or rather the curious
mental habit which necessitates that style,
produces a feeling of iiritaiiun. But no one
could read even one of her books—each one a
chunk from the experiences and thoughts of
Miriam Henderson—and disregard her. For
the thing which Miss Richardson creates in
each of the books is as actual as the paper,
inks, and boards by whose medium it is con-
veyed to the reader. Probably to the major-
ity of readers—the perusal of the book
amoiuits to a sort of vicarious living."

Spec 120:403 Mr 2G '21 600w
"There are episodes and passages of richer

beauty than in any of the previous books in
the series."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl23 F
24 '21 520

w

RICKARD, L. (MRS VICTOR RICKARD).
r^'ool's errand. *$1.90 (3c) Doran

Qucntin Dillion was restless in London after
the war, and a regimental dinner where he
received a slight that amounted to an insult
increased his desire for a change. Then a
girl's face which he had seen for about five
minutes began to haunt him. So when chance
gave him an opportunity to leave his com-
fortable station in life in London and take
up an entirely different life in Rangoon un-
der circumstances which promised excitement,
he eagerly seized it. It gave him, as he had
hoped, variety, renewed interest in life, ad-
venture and romance, for he meets again his
lady of the haunting face.

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 10 '21 410w
"The plot is a little too bizarre to rank very

high, but Mrs Rickard is too skilful to let
it quite run away with her. In spite of their
occasional theatrical qualities, her people are
cleverly drawn, something more than mere
automata. Indeed, the girl is very well done.
The narrative holds the attention, but as a
whole the book cannot be ranked with her
much better Irish stories."

1- Lit R pll Jl 30 '21 160w
"The book is of the stuff that movies are

made of. The characters lack individuality,
the situations border on the melodramatic.
Altogether it is little more than a prolonged,
over-detailed scenario, and would in all proba-
bility make an exciting, entertaining atmos-
pheric moving picture."— NY Times p24 Ag 7 '21 320w

Springf'd Republican pga Ag 21 '21

lOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p374 Je

9 '21 80w

RICKARD, L. (MRS VICTOR RICKARD).
Reckles.s Puritan. $1.90 (IVoc) Doran [Ss
Gd Hodder & S..] 21-2590

Georgie Desmond, though a reckless little
flirt. .\ct holds very staunchly to pin-itanical
principles about right and wrong. It is the
flirt in her which attracts Eustace Clint to
the gay little Irish girl so that he marries her,
and takes her home to his aristocratic fam-
ily in England. Altho their attitude to her
makes her anything but happy, she never
thinks of rebelling until she makes the dis-
covery that her husband has been unfaithful
to her. Then the puritan in her sends her
away from her husband's home and to London
to make a living. The only position she can
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secure is that of servant, and in that capacity
she finds shelter for a time. Her one staunch
friend thru everything is John Lousada, but
even tliis friendsliip taring's suspicion and in-
justice upon her and her life seems to be fall-
ing into ruins. But in the end, her difficul-
ties have found a solution and there is a
promise of happiness for her.

"Mrs Rickard's people have some vitality
and the plot is ingeniously worked out, mak-
ing a fairly good specimen of the up-to-date
English society and 'problem' novel."

+ Lit R plO F 19 "21 lOOw

-h N Y Times p22 Mr 13 '21 600w
"The opening scenes, laid in Ireland, are

the best."

+ Spec 125:862 D 25 '20 40w
"A clever study of an Irish girl."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p741 N
11 '20 280w

RIDEOUT, HENRY MILNOR. Fern seed.
$1.75 DufHeld 21-10401

"A tale of two cousins, mistaken one for
the other, threatened with danger from Ger-
man commercial agents, and united at the end
as brothers-in-law. Leonard Corsant, an
American, returns from the Far East to the
village of his forefathers in Dorset, England.
Hunting an elusive golf ball under a bridge,
he comes face to face with a man strangely
familiar yet unknown to him. A moment later
he finds that he has taken by mistake the
brown tweed coat belonging to the stranger,
in the pocket of which is a document addressed
to L. Corsant, Esquire. Adventure follows up-
on adventure. A midnight interview in a
locked belfry, pursuit along country roads by
two hostile motorcycles, and the subsequent
confounding of the eneiny through a simple
bouquet of onion greens lead up to the recov-
ery of 'the papers' and the saving of L. Cor-
sant II, from disgrace."—N Y Times

Booklist 18:18 O '21

"A delightful book, for the interest is held
up to the last moment while the descriptions
of English rural life, the thatched cottages,
the fields and the villagers are charming in-
deed. . . The book is very well written and
bears the indescribable cachet, so rare in
much of the recent fiction, of being the work
of a cultivated man."

+ Lit D p51 O 8 '21 750w
"It has adventure and mystery, but the best

of the book is its refreshing freedom from sex
and sentimentalism. and the sense of the Eng-
lish countryside, with its bluebells and daisies,
where the scene of the story is laid."

+ Lit R 40w
"This merry tale of summertime in old Eng-

land, written, one suspects, with the tongue
in the cheek, makes a virtue of unimportance
and of unlikelihood a gav delight."

4- N Y Times p22 Ag 21 '21 330w
"It has color, action, and originality."

-t- Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 20w

RIDGE, LOLA. Sun-up; and other poems. *$1.50
Huebsch 811 21-4347

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 17:246 Ap '21

" 'Sun-up' establishes Lola Ridge among the
very best of America's women poets." J. V. A.
Weaver

+ Bookm 53:260 My '21 320w
"There are portions of Miss Ridge's book that

do but unequal justice to her fine earlier work
in 'The ghetto." In 'Sun-up,' the first poem,
however, she renders with unusual beauty the
impressions of a childhood spent in a city
slum."

H Dial 71:243 Ag '21 llOw
"It is an authentic achievement in one of the

most difficult fields of poetry—one of the few
Instances in which the simplicity of the child's

approach has been conveyed with a conviction
almost uninarred by conscious naivet§." C. K.
Scott

+ Freeman 2:572 F 23 '21 350w
"I venture to say that there is to-day in

America no poet more vividly and sensitively
the artist than Lola Ridge. She uses the too-
easily misused and over-flexible line of free
verse, but, at her best, cracks it like a whip."
W: R. Benet

4- Lit R p3 Ja 22 '21 lOOOw
Reviewed by S. P. Sherman

Yale R n s 10:632 Ap '21 180w

RIDGLEY, DOUGLAS C. Geography of Illinois.
11 $2.50 Univ. of Chicago press 1.16s 6d
MiUord] 917.73 21-10263

The book is the first of a series of Regional
geographies of the United States of America,
inaugurated by the University of Chicago press.
It treats in detail of the natural features and
natural resources of the state and of its oc-
cupations—agriculture, mining, manufacturing,
transportation, and trade. The last chapter
deals with the population census of 1920. It
is plentifully illustrated with pictures, maps
and graphs and has an appendix and an index.

"A bibliography appended holds a vast deal
of material for an even more detailed study than
the book itself affords. And an admirably
copious index completes a volume which pre-
sents more comprehensively than has hitherto
been done, those geographic influences which
have helped so vitally in the attainment of the
acknowledged high rank of Illinois in various
lines of human endeavor."

+ Boston Transcript p4 Jl 16 '21 240w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p534 Ag

18 '21 30w

RIEGEL, ROBERT. Merchant vessels, il $4
(18s) Appleton 623.8 21-12518

This book, which is volume 4 of The Shipping
series edited by Emory R. Johnson and R. S.
Mac Elwee, deals with the vessels of various
types and equipment employed in maritime
commerce, their measurement and classifica-
tion. Part I describes the competition between
sail and steam; the uses of the sailing vessel;
wood, steel and concrete ships and their essen-
tial parts; the various types of vessels em-
ployed and their uses; and the principal kinds
of marine engines. Part II deals with the
measurement and tonnage of merchant vessels.
There are references at the end of most of
the chapters and numerous diagrams.

Am Econ R 11:685 D '21 40w
Booklist 18:71 D '21

"Mr Riegel's book is excellently adapted for
those in the shipping trade who are not tech-
nicians but who require a good general knowl-
edge of types of ships, their various character-
istics, advantages and disadvantages, and the
international conditions governing their use."

-H Lit R pl33 O 29 '21 400w
"One may get from it fresh and reliable in-

formation on the construction, types and uses
of merchant vessels and their measurement.
Abundant reference lists are included."

+ R of Rs 64:448 O '21 40w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p631 S

29 '21 40w

RINEHART, MARY (ROBERTS) (MRS STAN-
2 LEY MARSHALL RINEHART). More

Tish. $1.75 (41/20) Doran 21-20115

The three yarns in this book narrate the
further adventures of the three elderly ladies
whose leader and instigator was Tish. The
first story tells how Tish, Aggie and Lizzie be-
came accomplices of the bandit who held up
the C. & L. express car. Contents: The cave
on thunder cloud; Tish does her bit; Salvage.

Bookm 54:489 Ja '22 40w
"The first of them is the most satisfying;

there is something just a little jarring in the
burlesque note of the war episodes of 'Salvage,'
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which is a bit too close to the impossible. But
the humor throughout Is genuine and the tales
are masterpieces of construction—wherein Mrs
Rlnehart's technique is always excellent."

H Lit R p262 D 10 '21 120\v

"The further adventures of the three elderly
or elderish ladies are quite as astonishing and
amusing as those that have heretofore made us
chuckle or roar."

+ Outlook 129:618 D 14 '21 50w
Reviewed bv K. P. Shaw

Pub W 100:16 D 17 '21 luOw

RINEHART, MARY (ROBERTS) (MRS STAN-
LEY MARSHALL RINEHART). Sight
unseen and The confession. 'Jl.TS (3c)
Doran [7s 6d Hodder & S.] 21-14514

Two long short stories comprise this book.
They are both mystery stories and both deal
Indirectly with a murder. "Sight unseen" has
its murder revealed to a little group of
neighbors by a medium in a trance. In the
discovery of the murderer, the occult and the
natural are mingled in a humorous manner
by Mr Horace, the narrator of the tale. "The
confession" tells of a guilty conscience carried
by a little old lady for years, which left her
in peace only on her death bed, when she
believed her crime had been discovered, and
that discovery here would take the place of
punishment to come.

Booklist 18:18 O '21

Bookm 54:264 N '21 170w
"Lvovers of 'detective' detail, especially of

that anent psychical enigina-s, will follow both
stories- with keen enjoyment."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ag 17 '21 220w
"If 'Sight unseen' has little plausibility, it

has a certain amount of suspense and a baf-
fling turn to its episodes that keeps interest
from flagging. 'The confession,' is far more
successful both in the manner and the matter
of Its telling, even thougli its mystery is patent
to the seasoned reader long before the nar-
rative reveals it."

H Lit R pll JI 30 '21 190w
"Both novelettes are written with that skill

and care and dexterity in the construction of
plot and the contriving and weaving together
of incident of which Mrs Rinehart is mistress."

+ N Y Times p24 Jl 31 '21 700w
Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 30w

RIORDAN, E. J. Modern Irish trade and indus-
try. .$3 Button [7s 6d Methuen] 330.9415

"Mr Riordan, who is secretary of the Irish
Industrial Development Association, provides
here a close, systematic history (written from
the Irish point of view) of the various trades
and industries, each group dealt with in thir-
teen separate chapters, from 1850 to our own
day, supported by statistical tables, reports,
and excerpts from authoritative works. Dr
O'Brien's introduction outlines the earlier his-
tory from the seventeenth to the middle of the
nineteenth century."—The Times [London] I.,it

Sup

The Times [London] Lit Sup pl09 F 17
'21 60w

RITTENHOUSE, JESSIE BELLE. Lifted cup.
$1.25 Houghton 811 21-18871

A slender volume of short poems by the
compiler of the "Little book of modern verse."
They are marked by a delicate simplicity and
a habit of careful phrasing.

Boston Transcript p4 Ag 6 '21 300w
"A useful and informative volume. . . The

author prefers to let figures talk rather than
tell the story himself, so that his book is very
largely a series of graphs, diagrams, and statis-
tical tables, covering every conceivable order
of production, from linen, railroads, and ship-
building to shellfish, biscuits, and soap. This
excess of mere statistics makes the book of
only slight interest to the reader who is not a
specialist."

H Lit R plO Je 25 '21 290w
"It is full of statistical information admirably

grouped. Hardly a book to sit down and road,
but most emphatically one to be kept for ref-
erence purposes."

-I- New Statesman 17:170 My 14 '21 50w
"The first comprehensive treatise on this sub-

ject available for American readers in manage-
able form."

-I- Survey 46:479 Jl 2 '21 50w

Booklist 18:112 Ja '22

"The lyrics in this little volume are brief
and scrupulously made. They have the preci-
sion of cameos. Here, in this book, are small
fires, bright and warm, toward which those
who value good taste may hold out their
hands." Maiguerite Wilkinson

H Bookm 54:384 D '21 220w
"The .simplicity of these poems is to their

credit and thev crystallize genuine emotion
and a fine frail idealism. They fail in certain
phrasings and in many images worn too
smooth by long handling."

-i Lit R pl35 O 29 '21 160w
"Her success is all the greater in this new

volume, because she has cho.sen to express her-
self in a form which looks so easy, and is in

reality .so very difficult and even dangerous

—

the simple four-line stanza lyric with alternate
rhymes." R; Le Gallienne

+ N Y Times p5 D 18 '21 370w

RIVERS, WILLIAM HALSE RIVERS. Instinct
and the unconscious; a contribution to a
biological theory of the psycho-neuroses.
(Cambridge medical ser.) *$C.25 Macmillan
130 A21-250

"The special aim of this work by an eminent
Cambridge scientist is to give a biological
setting to the system of psychotherapy generally
adopted in Great Britain in the treatment of

the psvcho-neuroses of war. It is in two parts,

the flist (158 pp.) giving the substance of
lectures delivered in the Psychological labora-
tory at Cambridg:e in 1919; the second con-
sisting of appendices, in which are published
occasional papers written as the result of war
experience."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"Dr Rivers has given us a book that must
be read and discussed, and that will be en-
joyed whether or no it will be agreed with."
J. S. Huxley

-f Discovery 2:78 Mr '21 1600w

"His book on the whole is a triumph of the
critical attitude. And the biological analogy
proves its value in nothing -so much as in

making the body of definitions uniquely in-

telligible, coherent and clarifying." F. H.
-I Freeman 25:292 F 2 '21 1850w

Reviewed by Leonard Blumgart
J Philos 18:165 Ag 18 '21 2550w

"It is not a mere rdchauff^ of other people's
views, but the fruit of independent and efficient

thought, and a .solid attempt to advance scien-
tific knowledge."

H Nature 107:515 Je 23 '21 680w
"The skill and precision with which he works

out his theory leave little scope for criticism
of detail." Hugh Elliot

-f New Statesman 16:707 Mr 19 '21 1500w

+ Spec 126:623 My 14 '21 260w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p722 N
4 '20 70w

"Dr Rivers gives rather unusual turns of

meaning to some psychological terms as
ordinarily employed, but he never fails to make
clear the exact sense in which they are to

be taken. If the criterion of success of such
a study as this resides in the degree to which
it is found to stimulate thought and to widen
the basis for further investigation, then Dr
Rivers is to be congratulated on having amply
attained that purpose."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p285 My
5 '21 llOOw
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RIVERS, W: H. R.—Continued
"Is distinctly disappointing. He has suc-

ceeded merely in constructing an odd version
of psychoanalysis, stated to some extent in
physiological language." Knight Dunlap— Yale R n s 11:193 O '21 380w

RCBBINS, HAYS. Making of to-morrow; the
art of industrial right living. *$2 Button
331 21-523

"As a solution of many of our industrial
troubles Mr Robbins offers a larger considera-
tion of the personal equation." (Boston Trans-
cript) "He considers first the question of 'What
is the matter with us?' He looks at 'the human
point of view,' studies capitalism on trial and
then the 'new capitalism." He discusses
socialism as it sees itself, and the 'Socialism
without socialism' of the human viewpoint in
industry. He writes of 'the test of industrial
democracy' and of 'things worth while,' and
his last chapter bears the suggestive title,
'Americanizing other people—and ourselves.' "

(N Y Times)

+ Boston Transcript p8 Ja 26 '21 240w
"He brings to his diagnosis of present condi-

tions a wide experience and—it need not be
pointed out—a liberal mind. His suggestive
little volume faces today's situation unblink-
ingly, and as unblinkingly refuses to accept any
proffered cure-all."

-f N Y Times pl7 F 13 "21 600w
Reviewed by A. E. Morey

Survey 46:447 Je 25 '21 150w

ROBERTS, KENNETH LEWIS. Europe's
morning after. *$3 (21/20) Harper 914

21-3673
The author elects to treat his weird subject

humorously and warns his readers that "the
statements in this book apply only to the
months during which they were being collect-
ed. They were accurate at that time. The
book is not a guide to conditions which exist
to-day and which will exist next week; but
it is a record of wh-it I believe to be the the
lowest spots of Europe's morning after."
(Foreword) The contents are: Poland for
patriotism; Husks; Handing it back; For over
a thousand years; Almost sunny Italy; The
mysteries of Paris; Merrie England; Schieber
land.

"As impressions of a time that is gone they
are vivid, informing and sympathetic though
perhaps touched with extravagance both in
pathos and gaiety."

+ Booklist 17:300 My '21

Reviewed by Sidney Williams
Bookm 53:363 Je '21 700w

"It is pleasant to note that Mr Booth Tarking-
ton heartily commends Mr Roberts's effort, par-
ticularly in its humorous aspects. One feels
that Mr Tarkington's praise is most apt, for Mr
Roberts's volume gives us a pictvire of Europe
from the point of view of a Penrod." Harold
Kellock— Freeman 3:355 Je 22 '21 450w
"Mr Roberts's book will delight those who

believe that funerals would be improved by
fox-trotting. His fun is often thin. There is
something so likable about Mr Roberts that
one can't help wondering what he would do
with a better background." T. R. Ybarra

1- N Y Times pl2 Mr 27 '21 880w
"A valuable and entertaining book."

-f N Y Times pl4 Ap 10 '21 llOOw
"All the chapters are worth reading even if

the text is repetitious and its wit crude."
-\ Outlook 128:340 Je 22 '21 280w
"Mr Roberts retains a note of humorous

Americanism even while de.scribing the dire-
ful plight in which the peoples of Poland.
Hungary and Italy now find themselves. It
is well that he does this. The vividness of
his descriptive pa.ssages loses nothing by it."

-i- R of Rs 63:447 Ap '21 60w

ROBERTS, PETER. Problem of American-
ization. '*$1.60 Macmillan 325.7 21-264

"Designed to aid those who give all of their
time, or only a part as in evening schools, to
the work of Americanization. Chapter I,

What is Americanization? defines American-
ism in terms of the two fundamental docu-
ments—The Constitution and the Declaration
of independence—and shows how the ideas
therein expressed have been the foundation
for our national life. Americanization is
bringing the foreigner to understand and ac-
cept tliose ideas. Chapters II and III emphas-
ize the need of thoroughly understanding de-
termining racip,l factors. A specific Ameri-
canization program is presented, the follow-
ing phases of which are discussed in separate
chapters: Teaching English; Naturalization;
Lectures and entertainment; Recreational ac-
tivities; and Advisory councils. Different
plans of organization for the work are de-
scribed and the goal of Ainericanization is de-
fined in terms of the virtues each alien should
possess before he can be classified as a good
citizen."—School R

"A sane and timely guide to action." E. S.
Bogardus

+ Am J Soc 27:122 Jl '21 190w

-f Am Pol Sci R 15:311 My '21 70w
Booklist 17:332 Jl '21

"The book is biassed; it is prejudiced; its
premises are false; its deductions faulty. In a
word it is written by a man who does not in the
least know what he is talking about." E: H.
Bierstadt— Lit R p6 Je 25 '21 220w
"Two things one must have in Americani-

zation as in everything else, a point of view
and the data which engender it. In the in-
stance of Dr Roberts's book both his point
of view and his data are wholly unreliable."
E: H: Bierstadt— New Repub 28:110 S 21 '21 1150w
"The book is written in an easy, flowing

style. It will be definitely helpful in the
training of teachers and others engaged in
Americanization work."

+ School R 29:234 Mr '21 310w
Reviewed by Cecilia Razovski

Survey 46:651 S 1 '21 190w

ROBERTS, RICHARD. Untried door; an at-
tempt to discover the mind of Jesus for to-
day. $1.50 Womans press 230 21-5178

Underneath this "carnival of all the follies"
which the world presents to-day, the author has
discovered a new interest in Jesus. It is the
object of the book to show what Jesus actually
thought and whether his thought has real ap-
plicability to the life of to-day. Contents: The
world as Jesus saw it; The roots of the new life;

Life and things; Right and wrong; Yesterday
and to-morrow; The Son of man.

Nation 113:47 II 13 '21 470w
Pub W 99:580 F 19 '21 50w

ROBERTSON, JOHN MACKINNON. Problem
of Hamlet. *?1.25 Harcourt 822.3

(Eng ed 20-1011)

"The fact is now universally accepted that
the play, as we have it, is not in a form upon
which Shakespeare set his seal. There is only
a series of three ill-printed texts behind which
lies til old lost play, pro! ably by Kyd, Which in
turn was based on the barbaric tale retold by
Belleforest. The problem then is; Given such
materials, in what lies the transformation
wrought by Shakespeare? Mr Robertson's cen-
tral thesis is that Kyd retained the mock-
madness and the delayed vengeance while re-
jecting the explanations thereof, that these in-
consistencies of construction inhere in Shakes-
peare's play, that (unwilling to depart widely
from a popular story) Shalcespeare retained all

tlie aichaic niacliin('r.\' wliilo transflguring the
characters, that he infused pessimism into a
character originally resourceful, active and
heroic, and that the upshot is a 'composite
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Hamlet,' half Shakespearean in his inhihitinp
realization of the barrenness of revenge, half
Kydian in his ability to act, when action is

possible, with lightning speed and force."

—

New Repub

"Mr Robertson is always suggestive, always
dogmatic, very scornful of the work of his
predecessors, and not ^Iways quite familiar
with that work. Yet when all is said, one
owes thanks to Mr Robertson for his insistence
on the futility of a purely aesthetic criticism
of 'Hamlet' and for ingenious suggestions scat-
tered through his work."

f- Nation 112:sup248 F 9 '21 400w
Reviewed by S: C. Chew

New Repub 25:326 F 9 '21 3G0w

ROBERTSON, SIR WILLIAM ROBERT, 1st
bart. From private to field-marshal, il $5
Houghton [21s Constable] B or 92 A21-1957

The first half of the book is a narrative of
Sir William's rise from, private to field-marshal
thru all the ranks of the service. Enlisting
when he was not quite eighteen years old he
was rapidly promoted and saw service in In-
dia and in the Boer war. The second half of
the book deals with the Great war as viewed
from his position as chief of the General staff
and as chief of the Imperial general staff.

in the later pages of the book, mostly con-
cerned with Roosevelt's political life, that is

not already well known."—N Y Times

Booklist 18:119 Ja '22

"A fascinating narrative of personal rise and
adventure."

-t- Lit D p36 D 24 '21 180w
Nation and Ath 30:57 O 8 '21 1550w

"Sir William Robertson resolutely subdues
his own personality and gives so singularly
colourless an account of his career that this
volume is dull. On the other hand, it is wel-
come in its freedom from ill-temper, malice
and that undisciplined egotism which has
marked some of the military records of the
war."

1- New Statesman 18:81 O 22 '21 820w
"This record of British operations through-

out the war will be read with intense interest
by military men because of its authoritative
character."

-f R of Rs 64:668 D '21 60w
"Seekers after the sensational will be dis-

appointed in Sir William Robertson's book-
He violates no personal confidences and be-
trays no official secrets, and yet this most
discreet book will remain a document of the
first importance to those who wish to under-
stand the war."

-f Sat R 132:434 O 8 '21 lOOOw
"It is written in a plain, straightforward

manner, as direct and as devoid of 'frills' as
the man himself. It is neither sparkling nor
vivid, and yet it is never dull."

+ Spec 127:527 O 22 '21 3100w
"He is not a dull man, but sometimes his

book is nearly dull. Neither in the book nor
in his life are there any flashes. Perhaps for
that very reason his life story may be an
inspiration to patient toil and honesty."

-1 The Times [London] Lit Sup p635 O
6 '21 1200W

ROBINSON, MRS CORINNE (ROOSEVELT).
My brother Theodore Roosevelt, il $3
Scribner B or 92 21-16025

"The point of view is that of a loving and
devoted sister, and as her relations with her
brother had always been intimate, confidential
and lovingly—one may almost say adoringly

—

sympathetic, she is able to add a few more
revealing and colorful touches to the portrait
already so well known to American readers.
Perhaps the most charming part of the work
is the first third of it, in which Mrs Robinson
describes their childhood, writes at considerable
length of their father and shows in a con-
crete and interesting way the combined in-
fluences of heredity and youthful environment
upon the Roosevelt children. There is little

"Mrs Corinne Roosevelt Robinson was per-
fectly adapted for her work. As she was
only two or three >cars younger than Theo-
dore, the brother and sister were brought up
together through childhood and youth, and
they were intensely sympathetic with each
other. Besides her adequate knowledge of
the subject, the fact that she writes delight-
fully, with real charm, enhances her portrait."
W: li. Thayer

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf p8 N '21 650w
Booklist 18:80 D '21

"Its intimate note makes its chief interest
and appeal, and although many books have
been written about him, and many more will

come, this will remain one of the most signi-
ficant." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 O 1 '21 llOOw
"Contains rather less of the revelations of

a sister than it does of the reverberations of

the astutely fostered Roosevelt tradition. Un-
der its sway, Mrs Robinson seems impelled to
cast the late President's smallest gesture in
the heroic mould, with overtones of American-
ism. One longs for a little more discernment
and a little less superficial strenuousness in

the portrait. Notwithstanding, an entertain-
ing and in many respects valuable addition to
the Roosevelt bookshelf."

\- Dial 71:717 D "21 IGOw
"Bio'^raphy rarely has the opportunity of

telling a story so full of personal association
as this. It is full of entertaining reading."

+ Lit D p38 D 24 '21 140w
"Mrs Robinson loved her brother too well

to be a perfect biographer. While she had
the advantage over other writers of a life-

long intimacy with the Colonel, she is at the
same time handicapped by having so close a
view. In her honest enthusiasm she tries to
show her brother as the hero of every occasion
from childhood on. There is often too much
gilt on her brush for a character that is best
revealed without gilding. However, the merits
of her book far outweigh these defects. The
volume is a distinct contribution to Roosevelt
literature." Daniel Henderson

f- Lit R p84 O 15 '21 1250w
"Mrs Robinson never entered the White

House without 'a romantic feeling of excite-
ment.' This romantic feeling of excitement
pervades the book, dictating superlatives and
exclamatory parentheses, and constantly un-
derscoilng the obvious. Roosevelt's letters are
too terse and lucid to require the line for line

exegesis of an obsc^u'e classic. But to a
clear and graceful little note of four lines Mrs
Robinson prefixes a dozen lines of superfluous
interpretation. . . In spite of the clouds of in-

cense that blur the outlines, a picture of a
very satisfying and beautiful human relation-
ship does emerge from Mrs Robinson's pages."
Dorothy Brewster

h Nation 114:46 Ja 11 '22 500w
"The book has interest largely for the color-

ful picturing of the early home that Influenced
so greatly Theodore Roosevelt's life and charac-
ter. But it must be said that Mrs Robinson
often spins her material out very fine and in-
cludes much that is scarcely worth using,
while her addiction to the adjective, especially
the adjective of admiration, detracts much from
the dignity of her style."

-I NY Times pl3 S 25 '21 1750w

"Mrs Robinson lias not tried to write either
a biography or .a political history. But one
who throughout his life sustained to Theodore
Roosevelt so close a relationship could not fail

to have much to tell which admirably supple-
ments the more formal and conventional work
of the l)iographer or historian."

-f R of Rs 64:558 N '21 240w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 5:254 S 17 '21 440w
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 20w
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ROBINSON, MRS CORINNE—Continued
"No Other book has given us so much that is

new about Theodore Roosevelt." Hiram Bing-
ham

+ Yale R n s 11:138 Ja '22 lOOOw

ROBINSON, MRS CORINNE (ROOSEVELT).
Poems. *$2.25 Scribner 811 21-4349

This collection includes the previous volumes
by the author with a number of new poems.
They are grouped under the headings: Life;
Heroism; Love; Grief; One woman to another;
Service and sacrifice; In lighter vein (consist-
ing chiefly of poems of occasion).

"Though usually well wrought technically,
the verse does not impress one as being of
the stuff of which real poetry is made: it is
too commonplace both in theme and in ex-
pression; it is pervaded with a triteness not
only of words but of ideas, so that for the
most part it seems to attempt only what
others have far more successfully accom-
plished."

h Bookm 53:368 Je '21 120w
"It is not often that we can feel in a volume

of verse that there is nothing there which it

would have been better that the poet should
have omitted. I think this is true of this vol-
ume." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 30 '21 1200w
Dial 71:373 S '21 50w

"Revealing a quiet command of form, her vol-
ume is a splendid challenge to the renegade
lyrists who would discard the older patterns of
poetry. It is refreshing to come upon poems of
such high mood as Mrs Robinson's." B. S. "Wag-
stafC

-f Lit R p9 Je 25 '21 620w
"Her poetry is vivid and moving with the au-

thentic note of life's realities, whether her mood
is one of humor, of tender recollection, or of
grief gallantly to be endured."

-f Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 17 '21 1550w

ROBINSON, EDWIN ARLINGTON. Avon's
harvest. $1.50 Macmillan 811 21-5181

"Outwardly a 'ghost' story, it is of course in-
wardly, since it is Mr Robinson's, a study of a
human chai'acter seen in its revealing moments.
What Avon, the protagonist and confessant of
the tale, has to tell is a record of the fierce
snarl within him of three instincts—hate, re-
morse, fear—all felt toward his one enemy,
whom he hated and wronged at school and who
with a nagging vengeance has ever since kept
the wound sore until not even the report of the
enemy's death can assuage the hate, and until
fear springs out of what Avon believes to be
the grave and conquers him."—Nation

Booklist 17:295 My '21

" 'Avon's hai-\'e&t' is less difficult than much
of Robinson, and it is more moving. In Amer-
ican literature, surely, there is no more power-
ful dramatic poem."

+ Bookm 53:248 My '21 330w
"As one proceeds through the stinging terror

of Avon's monologue, which strives to explain
and justify the reactions of a lifetime to fear,
one meets with one of the most appalling reve-
lations of the terror complex in modern litera-
ture. Mr Robinson has given this simple idea
a tragic embodiment that makes a powerful ap-
peal to the imagination." W: S. Braithwaite

-f Boston Transcript p6 Ap 2 '21 1300w
"Mr Robinson has written far better poems

than 'Avon's harvest' and this last product
of his pen is marred by the defects of his
peculiarly intimate method. Even so the style
is high and few writers can make such sur-
prising transmutations of shopworn figures of
speech, while retaining an even colloquial
temper throughout."

H Dial 71:243 Ag '21 190w
"We prefer to believe that Mr Robinson

does not himself intend 'Avon's harvest' as
weightily as many of his other things. It is
a ghost story, and a fairly good one. One

wonders whether it would be unjust to see in
'Avon's harvest,' as one often sees in an artist's
less successful work, a clearer indication of
Mr Robinson's faults and virtues than might
elsewhere be palpable. It is not easy to ex-
plain why Mr Robinson should so superlatively
succeed once, and not again." Conrad Aiken— Freeman 4:43 S 21 '21 2700w
"This is not an easy book to read, and it

will not be popular. But it deserves, and we
believe it will get, its own place in the more
serious of American narrative poetrv."

+ Grinnell R 16:455 Je '21 lOOw
"A particularly Robinsonian poem, with all

those niceties of spiritual analysis that form so
large a part of the poet's virtues. Mr Robin-
son is now, in his complete maturity, absolutely
sure of his instrument and undeniably the most
finished and consistently inspired poet in Amer-
ica." H. S. Gorman

+ Lit R p6 Ap 2 '21 llOOw
"It is vain to deny that at times Mr Robin-

son's brevity becomes obscurity. . . There is

no royal road to Robinson. The summit, how-
ever, is worth the ascent." C. V. D.

+ Nation 112:596 Ap 20 '21 1150w
"He has written the kind of story which most

writers would have made Into crass melodrama,
and he has saved it to tragedy by sheer intellec-
tuality. It is not a pleasant story, but it has
the crispness, the conciseness and the bitter hu-
mor which make such tales bearable and inter-
esting." Marguerite Wilkinson

-1- N Y Times p27 Je 26 '21 1150w
"He has woven lines of lingering, haimting

horror, and he is at his best when he is most
simple. The powerful, memorable lines are al-
most monosyllabic." F: T. Cooper

-t- Pub W 99:1236 Ap 16 '21 420w
" 'Avon's harvest' will not fortify Mr Robin-

son's reputation." O. W. Firkins
1- Weekly R 5:39 Jl 9 '21 360w

ROBINSON, EDWIN ARLINGTON. Collected
poems. $3.50 Macmillan 811

Tliis volume assembles the poems from
eight published volumes, with the addition of
some poems not hitherto published. "The work
of Edwin Arlington Robinson stands apart
from many modern trends of American poetry.
He has perfected an individual utterance, a
particular originality, for he has relied not at
all on new and bizarre verse forms, but
worked in those old and conservative meters
that it is now the fashion to treat flippantly.
Yet he has so tightened and poured into those
old forms a substance so unmistakably his
own that they take on a new color and mel-
ody."—N Y Times

"Mr Robinson's is not a wide or inclusive
art, it is narrow and deep. He has almost
no early failures to look back upon with
regre;. His later work shows no marked ad-
vance over his earlier, even in the matter of
technique. More than any other poet I can
think of, he gained his full stature remarkably
young, and we can scarcely expect any consid-
erable increase of cubits to come." Amy Lowell

-f- Dial 72:130 F '22 3500w

"A single solid volume holds without crowd-
ing all hut a few lines of the verse into which
one of the acutest of Americans has distilled

his observations and judgments during thirty
studious, pondering, devoted, elevated years.

. . His absolute loyalty to the ideals of art
and wisdom thus achieved is a thrilling thing."
Carl Van Doren

4- Nation 113:570 N 16 '21 1350w

Reviewed by H. S. Gorman
-f N Y Times p6 O 30 '21 2950w

ROBINSON, EDWIN MEADE (TED ROBIN-
SON, pseud). Enter Jerry. $1.75 (4c)
Macmillan 21-19200

The story of an Indiana small-town boy
during the extinct era from 1880 to 1896. Jer-
ry's experiences in home and church and
.school, his early loves, his friends, till the
time of his entrance into college were typical-
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ly those of a normal, healthy boy. Much of

the narrative is centered In the church board-
ing school which Jerry entered at the age ot

eight. The humorous and sympathetic under-
standing of boys and of small-town life, rather
than the actual incidents of the story, make
up its interest.

Booklist 18:122 Ja '22

"Mr Robinson has done so fine a thing in

this book that it is Impossible to be moderate
in its appraisal. The manner of it, his dic-
tion, his direct simplicity, combined with the
subtlest and clearest artistic insight, punctua-
ted with flashes of satiric wit and warmed
throughout by a mellow humor, make the
book a little masterpiece of expression. And
the subject matter involves an understanding
presentation of elemental things in the make-
up of humanity." H. L.. Pangborn

+ Lit R p299 D 24 '21 860w

ROBINSON, ELIOT HARLOW. Smiling Pass;
being a further account of the career of
Smiles: a Rose of the Cumberlands. 11 $1.90
(21/2C) Page 21-17816

Loving every stick and stone and the ever
changing colors of the hills, the Cumberland
mountain girl. Rose MacDonald, after two
year.s spent in nursing in France returns to
her native highlands. She decides that with
the help of her husband, a children's special-
ist, her own training as a nurse and her
broadened knowledge generally she can be of
great service to her mountain folk. She daunt-
lessly faces grave problems and allays with
smiles the suspicious fears of her mountain
people who look askance at any innovation.
Her group of helpers is closely interwoven with
her own story, which is set against a back-
ground of mountaineer life and moonshining.

ROBINSON, GERTRUDE. David Urquhart;
with an introd. by F. F. Urquhart. 11 *$5
Houghton B or 92 20-15369

The sub-title is "Some chapters in the life

of a Victorian knight-errant of justice and
liberty." David Urquhart, 1805-1877, was a
British diploinat and political writer. In 1827
he went to fight for the Greeks in their war
of independence and thereafter spent many
years in the study of the Near Eastern ques-
tion. He was attached to Sir Stratford Can-
ning's Constantinople mission and was secre-
tary of the British embassy at Constantinople
in 1836, but was recalled on account of his out-
spoken hostility to Russia. He became a bit-
ter opponent of Lord Palmerston and his
eastern policy, openly charging him in Parlia-
ment and in the press, with betrayal of Brit-
ish interests. He also wrote and agitated in
favor of Turkish autonomy. He drew up an
appeal for a higher morality in international
relations which he had placed before the
Vatican council in 1869. He also introduced
and popularized in western Europe the Turkish
bath.

"Miss Robinson has written, not a full-fled-
ged biography of this remarkable man, but a
series of studies of his varied activities, in a
tone of exalted enthusiasm that at times be-
comes oppressive; nor is the material, much of
which is new, always well organized." B. E.
Schmitt

-I Am Hist R 27:150 O '21 470w
"Mass of material flung together with little

art." — Ath p300 S 3 '20 1600w
"The reader will not fail to regret that so

little is told of a strictly biographical nature
in this otherwise very readable volume."

H Boston Transcript p4 Ap 20 '21 390w
"Its chief value consists in the light it

casts on things hidden from t'nose who onl>-
read history written by partisans of the con-
ventional view of what freedom means." M.
F. Egan

-f Lit R p2 Mr 5 '21 1950w

"The book is well printed, and the author,
allowing for some personal predilections, haa
done her work well."

4- Sat R 130:182 Ag 28 '20 150w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p214 Ap

1 '20 90w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p297 My

13 '20 600w
"Miss Robinson has done her task as biogra-

pher excellently. Drawing freely on Urquhart's
private letters, speeches, and writings, she gives
a portrait which is both interesting and convinc-
ing. She makes a hero of him, but admits his
prejudices and failures." S. B. Fay

+ Weekly R 4:611 Je 25 '21 640w

ROBINSON, JAMES HARVEY. Mind in the
making; the relation of intelligence to so-
cial refonn. $2.50 150 Harper 21-20447

The author, lecturer in the New School for

social research and formerly professor of his-

tory in Columbia university, here studies the
manner in which our human intelligence ap-
pears to have come about and the relation of
intelligence to social reform. He analyzes the
mind's history from its animal emergence,
thru its savage or primitive state, the begin-
nings of critical thinking; its mediaeval intol-

erance, the scientific revolution which liberat-

ed thinking in the field of science, to its

present state of bondage to materialism. The
book makes it evident that the mind of man
has as yet realized but few of its infinite pos-
sibilities, that it still listens reverently to the
"voice of the herd." The author has no re-

forms to recommend but the liberation of In-

telligence and the transforming power of

"creative thought," which he sees as the
"greatest treasure of the past and the only
hop© for the future."

Boston Transcript p5 D 14 '21 SOOw

"It is a magnificent piece of work but it

is couched in terms which will completely baf-

fle the illiterate. . . This book which is sup-
posed to discuss the relation of intelligence to

social reform fairly shrieks its horror at the
waste of human lives and human happiness
f.nd human decency which continues in the
name of Business and a Tavourable Balance of

Trade. It is an exceedingly bitter book." H.
W. Va n Loon

h Dial 72:201 F '22 450w
"With'the scholar's grasp of the past, and

with an idealist's love of the future, Professor
Robinson shows how closely he is in touch with
the imminent needs of the present. A book
for the thoughtful who are wondering what
will be the outcome of the world's chaos."

+ Lit D p38 D 24 '21 160w

Reviewed by Irwin Edman
Nation 114:75 Ja 18 '22 560w

"In expressing and applying fundamental
ideas, Mr Robinson has achieved a breadth and
clearness not common. One has to turn to

some such writer as Wells or Graham Wallas
to find the like of it. But Mr Robinson is

simpl-'r than Wells or Graham Wallas, and
does not implicate us in social theories. The
only serious criticism one can make upon his

work is that the latter part of the book is

rather too simply a .'^oit of tirade against the
conservative."

^ No Am 215:279 F 22 650w

ROBINSON, JAMES HARVEY, and BEARD,
CHARLES A. History of Europe; our own
times, il $1.96 Ginn 940.2 21-9471

The ground covered by the present volume is

the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, the

opening of the twentieth century and the world
war Half the volume is assigned to the period

since 1870. The aim of the book, which is in-

tended for use as a high school text, is to sub-
ordinate mere events to a clear statement of

conditions, institutions and ideas. There are

numerous' illustrations, including maps, and a
bibliography.
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ROBINSON, J. H. and BEARD, C: A.—Cont.
Lit R plO Ak 20 '21 200w (Review of

V 1-2)

School R 29:552 S '21 320w

ROBINSON, JESSE SQUIBB. Amalgamated
association of iron, steel and tin workers.
(Studies in historical and political science)
*$2 Johns Hopkins press 331.87 20-16935

"This book is based on documentary material
furnished by the library of Johns Hopkins uni-
versity, the files of the Amalgamated associa-
tion, and personal interviews. An intensive
study of one of the largest trade unions, cover-
ing its history, government, jurisdiction,
finances, the benefit system, standard rate,
working day, restriction of output, machinery,
apprenticeship and the helper system, and col-
lective bargaining."—Am Econ R

Am Econ R 10:842 D '20 60w
"The book is of special significance at the

present juncture of affairs in the field of in-
dustrial relations." O. C. Helming

-f- Survey 45:675 F 5 '21 150w

ROBINSON, LENNOX. Whiteheaded boy: a
comedy in three acts. $1.75 Putnam 822

21-18686

"Denis, the whiteheaded boy or young Ben-
jamin of the Geoghegan family, was always
supposed to be cleverer and smarter than any-
one else in the world. But on his third failure
to pass his medical examinations at Dublin his
brothers and sisiers revolted, and it was de-
cided to ship him to Canada. Mr Robinson's
amusing little comedy tells how in the end
the whiteheaded boy got his own back."—Ath

Ath p749 Je 4 '20 lOOw
Booklist 18:76 D '21

Freeman 4:262 N 23 '21 200w
"A dry, sharp comedy of manners and

humors with an ending in which laughter can-
not conceal, though it may gloss, the bitter-
ness of the result." Ludwig Lewisohn

+ Nation 113:sup428 O 12 '21 190w
"By shifting from country-folk to small town

people, Mr Lennox Robinson has achieved a
delightful variant of Irish comedy. 'The white-
headed boy' is comedy in the first place and
Irish incidentally—an unpretentious, gay, spir-
ited piece of entertainment at the expense of
the human race." Francis Hackett

+ New Repub 28:161 O 5 '21 550w
"Some of it is cheap comedy and much of

it is commonplace enough, but the whole
thing is covered with Irish charm and Iri.sh

ways of saying thing.s and with the half poetic
oddity that these Iri.'-h dramatists know how to
get. For more or less non-professional uses
"The white headed boy' is unusually well suited
because of its variety of character, simple set-
tings and effective lines and because also of
the fact that none of it exacts, though it sup-
plies a vehicle for, very excellent acting."

H Theatre Arts IVl 6:82 Ja '22 150w

ROBINSON, ROWLAND EVANS. Silver fields;
and other sketches of a farmer-sportsman.
$1.75 (2c) Houghton 917.43 21-12865

The background of these sketches of a
farmer-sportsman Is the Vermont countryside.
The title essay is a description of snow-crusted
fields. This is followed by sketches of fox-
hunting in New England fashion, of fishing in
Vermont rivers and of winter fishing, of trap-
ping muskrats, and hunting the honey bee.
There are also pen portraits of the country
doctor, the farmer, the trapper, and the shoe-
maker, and there is an excellent chapter on
New England fences.

"These are descriptions of real out-door life,

the kind of stories farmers, hunteis, trappers
and fishermen tell each other; and no one who
has been there can read them without feel-
ing their enchantment." C: W. Thompson

-h N Y Times p23 Jl 31 '21 230w
Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 50w

"His simple yet polished style, his clear
understanding of human nature and of nature
in its truest sense, make the essays of this
'farmer sportsman,' dead a score of years,
one of the most readable of the books of the
whole year."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 21 '21 550w
"To anyone familiar with Mr Robinson's

literary work it is enough to say that this is

a typical volume; one could recognize the
author by hearing one of these sketches read
anonymously. And to the reader who has
become a book lover since the Robinson
'Danvis' and 'Sam Lovel' series ceased to be
new, the present volume offers an unexpected
chance to make the acquaintance of an artist
in words who is worth knowing."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 O 5 '21 360w
Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 40w

ROBISON, EMILY, comp. Vocational educa-
tion. (Handbook ser.) •$2.25 Wilson, H. W.
371.42 21-5287

In this new edition, revised by Miss Johnsen,
students and readers are offered a handbook
brought to date by the inclusion of nearly three
hundred selected references to recent material
and an addition of fifty pages of new reprints.
Among the new material are reprints pertaining
to the re-education of disabled soldiers.

Booklist 17:314 My '21

"The selection of materials is wise, giving
expression to many contrary points of view and
covering all the main divisions of the fiejd. The
book needs an index, however; as it is, one
would have difficulty in locating references on
special topics." J: M. Brewer

H J Home Econ 13:522 O '21 340w
"To previous words of appreciation for its

thoroughness, excellent arrangement and ab-
sence of bias, one need only add that the new
edition comes up to the established standard."

+ Survey 46:217 My 14 '21 llOw
Wis Lib Bui 17:73 Ap '21 30w

ROCHE, ARTHUR SOMERS. Day of faith.
- $1.90 Little

"This is a well-sustained fantasia on the
theme that the actual and universal applica-
tion of the Chi-istian doctrine of love for one's
neighbor would immediately bring about a
millennium. It takes concrete form in the as-
sertion, 'My neighbor is perfect,' and thus can
do no wrong—that if everybody believed in the
perfection of everybody else, an actual and uni-
versal state of perfection would at once ensue.
The working of this miracle is put in the
hands of on efficient young woman, who puts
the dootiine into practice, with the aid of a
multi-billionaire with the surprising result
that all the world is convinced—all the world,
that is, except the billionaire. The millen-
nium does come, but is upset by the single in-
sincoi-ity of the rich man, the moral being
that 'only all the world together,' without a
single doubter, can attain perfection."—Lit R

"A series of delicately drawn papers cover-
ing a variety of related subjects. It has noth-
ing technical about it."

-\- Boston Transcript p6 Ag 24 '21 160w

"The book is a bold exposition of a. funda-
mental truth, embellished with sufficient plot
interest to hold the attention and with char-
acter delineation adequate for an effect of
reality. The metaphysical aspect of the novel
is supL-rflcial enough to avoid controversy and
to rescue an entertaining story from whirlpools
of i)ropar,anda."

-f- Bookm 54:591 F '22 llOw
"Mr Roche is thoi-oughly in earnest, and

presents his case with theatrical efficiency. It

is good preaching, and it holds the interest as
a story."

H Lit R pl28 O 29 '21 140w
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"The author has succeeded in making a
storv. and an interesting one. out of what
would otherwise be only a tract. . . The book
lias a moving appeal, it arrests one by the
very force of the story itself, by the admir-
able characterization and by the experience
the author displays in the broad handling. It

is a book that offers afterward subject for

meditation, and this test is by no means the
least in a good book." T: L. Masson

+ N Y Times pl8 Ja 8 '22 460w
"The book, apologue though it is in its idea,

is not only dramatic but melodramatic in exe-
cution, inevitably it weaken?, in plausibility
a.'i it goes on. It is a notable piece of inven-
tive imagination. ' R. D. Towaisend

-I Outlook 129:487 N 23 '21 140w
"If not something entirely new in the line

of fiction it is certainly something unusual
and shows a power of imagination and a
grasp of things fundamental far beyond that
of the majority of modern writers of fiction.

The author shows a deep psychological insight
into the motives of men and is master of a
vivid and powerful style."

+ Springf'd Republican pl2a D 4 '21

120w

ROE. FREDERICK WILLIAM. Social philos-
ophy of Carlyle and Ruskin. $3 Harcourt
330.9 21-15494

The book is a review of the works of Car-
lyle and his disciple Ruskin along the lines
of social and industrial reforin and an appre-
ciation of both writers as prophets and heralds
of a better order. In the opening chapter, 'The
new age,' the author shows how the industrial
revolution had, within fifty years, changed Eng-
lish industry from medieval and semi-medieval
to modern conditions and how the rapid change
had resulted in distress and injustice to the
worker.s which the new political economy of
Adam Smith, Malthus and Ricardo helped to
intenstty rather than alleviate. The succeed-
ing chapters describe the literary forms under
which these early champions of the cause of
labor expressed the faith that was in them.
There is an appendix and an index.

"Professor Roe has w^ritten here a book of
twofold importance. It corrects a misem-
phasis of literary history and it illuminates
the origins of contemporary social ideals. The
second is the greater task and therefore the
less completely performed. In both phases
the book cannot but .serve greatly, particularly
since in shifting the emphasis from belles-let-
tres to doctrine in such writers as Carlyle
and Ruskin it assists literature in moulding
social ideals." C H. Lehman

+ Lit R p332 Ja 7 '22 9p0w
Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 60w

ROE, VINGiE E. Val of Paradise, il *$2 (4c)
Dodd 21-4162

Val of Paradise is the beautiful daughter of
John Hannon, boss of a big ranch near the bor-
der. He is a power in the land and the one
man whose stock is never disturbed by rustlers.
Don Velantrie Is a handsome young horseman
of the border; to him Val gives all the love
of her loyal heart. There comes a time when
rustlers are abroad when she must choose be-
tween her father and Velantrie, and she never
falters as she puts Velantrie first. The story
is full of horses and riding and racing.

ROGERS, ROBERT EMMONS, ed. Voice of sci-
ence in nineteenth-century literature. '$2
Atlantic monthly press 82U.8 21-7510

" 'The voice of science in nineteenth century
literature' Is a literary supplement to scientific
teaching rather than a scientific supplement to
literary teaching. It is, in short, designed for
scientific students, and seeks to show them
what has been said about man's place in the
universe in the light of nineteenth century
knowledge. While it quotes briefly from Hux-
ley and Tyndall, it is more occupied with the
works of Matthew Arnold, Browning and Ten-
nyson. A large part of the book is devoted
to poetry. The editor is Prof. Robert E. Rogers
of the Institute of Technology, and Henry
Greenleaf Pearson contributes an introduction."
—Boston Transcript

Booklist 18:44 N '21

"The author's idea is a good one, and
students of literature may find in it material
and suggestions of value, so far as they go."

-\ Lit R pl2 Ap 30 *21 370w
"The compilation is intelligently made for

the object intended."
-f Springf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21

160w

ROHMER, SAX, pseud. (ARTHUR SARS-
FIELD WARD). Bat wing, il •$1.75 (2c)
Doubleday 21-10173

Paul Harley, detective-hero of some of Sax
Rohmer's previous stories, is called upon by
Colonel Juan Menendez for protection. His need
of it, he says, dates back to a period which
he spent in Cuba where he incurred the wrath
of the natives, who have since employed the
art of voodoo, or negro magic, against him.
Harley t.akes the case, but, though he gives it

hi.s usual care, he can not prevent tragedy,
and I\Ionendez is found one night with a bullet
thru his head. But Harley's work is just be-
ginning. The discoveries and deductions that
he makes reveal the fact that Menendez was
not what he seemed, and so an innocent man
is saved from conviction of murder.

Booklist 17:306 My '21

"All well told and extremely interesting,
while the solution of the plot ft a good dear
of a surprise."

4- Lit R p9 Ap 30 "21 lOOw
"Barring the regrettable tendency to 'slop

over,' the novel may be commended for its

fluency of narration and quick grasp of drama-
tic values. The background is splendidly pano-
ramic."

_j NY Times p24 My 22 "21 260w
Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 60w

-f Booklist 17:352 Jl '21

"Despite the fact that the story is developed
along the inevitable and conventional lines of
detective fiction, it is better written than most
of Mr Rohmer's yarns, and therefore some-
what more convincing."

+ Lit R plO Ap 30 '21 220w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p310 My

12 '21 130w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 4:438 My 7 '21 80w

ROLLAND, ROMAIN. Clerambault; tr. by
Katherine Miller. $2 (21/20 Holt 21-12084

"The story of an independent spirit durinf
the war" is the sub-title the author gives to
this book, which, he avows, is neither a novel
nor in any sense an autobiography. Clerambault
is a poet of some distinction, full of ardent love
for humanity, of vague, generous theories, more
emotional than clear in thought. As the story
opens he is reading to his family an ode
dedicated to peace and the near approach ot

universal brotherhood. Then the war breaks
out. Clerambault is at first stunned, then
intoxicated with the war spirit. When his son
is killed a reaction sets in and, after a night
of anguish, Clerambault is a changed man.
The reader now follows him thru all the
psychological phases, thru which every sincere
spirit who has seen the light and who finds

it incumbent upon him to bear witness to the
truth that is in him, had to pass during the
war. We see him now exalted, now plunged
into deepest despair, isolated, deserted by his
own family, persecuted. We also see his
spirit rising to ever greater clarity and faith,

and when he has finally succumbed to his
enemies it seems to his few friends that they
have beheld another crucifixion.

Booklist 18:53 N '21

Bookm 54:C6 S '21 140w
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HOLLAND, ROMAIN—CoM«MUcd
"It would not be too much to say that

'Cleranibault' is the sanest work of art which
has come from the great war. Indubitably
'Cleranibault' is Holland's finest work." D.
Lr. M.

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ag 20 '21 900w
"Its passions and outcries and rhetoric

create nothing; there is no magnificence in its

tragedy and the tragedy of ten million wasted
lives should have its magnificence." Sganarelle— Dial 71:469 O '21 850w

" 'Clerambault' is a chronicle of sanity in a
lunatic age. This novel is what tomorrow will
be saying of today. A time will come when
men will marvel that any brain could have been
so clear as to write this book between the
years 1916 and 1920. During the war Romain
Rolland did not compromise. He did not flinch.
And ev.ery page of this work shines with the
clairvoyance which is the reward of such in-
tellectual integrity. . . His speech is as the
still, small voice of the collective conscience
reawakening after the collective madness."
Lucien Price

+ Nation 113:209 Ag 24 '21 520w
"Clerambault is the record of a man's

thought and of his action, a spiritual and a
temporal drama. In the first aspect it is finest
and truest, for Clerambault' s thought is the
author's own. Of iiis external life tlie drama-
tization is rather feeble. Many characters are
introduced to represent the different points of
view which Clerambault encounters. It is un-
fortunate that these characters are merely
mouthjiieces for ideas; the very attempt to in-
dividualize them in form and speech serves
only to reveal their mechanical quality." R.
M. Lovett

-\ New Repub 27:305 Ag 10 '21 750w
N Y Times p26 JI 31 '21 970w

"Who but Romain Rolland could have
brought to light so gently yet so unsparingly
the pitiable truth about those who, having
given son or liusband or brother to their coun-
try, cannot bear to have the idol of Country
scratched, lest the sacrifice of their loved ones
should seem to have been in vain? On the
whole theie is more real heart-stuff if not
more mind-stuff in M Holland's book than in
'Mr Britling sees it through.' "

+ No Am 214:507 O '21 lOOOw
"Tho the book is written as a narrative we

are face to face with the contents and pur-
pose of an essay. As such, it is penetrating,
uplifting, at times, eloquent; but it leaves us
still waiting for another great work of Romain
Holland's to place side by side with 'Jean-
Christophe.' " L. M. Robinson

H Pub W 99:1230 Ap 16 '21 400w
"This is a gospel story for the non-resistants

and for such it enfolds in a warm and human
personality the very pith and marrow of their
beliefs." P. U. Kellogg

+ Survey 47:402 D 10 "21 1450w
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 60w

ROLT-WHEELER, FRANCIS WILLIAM. Book
of cowboys, il $2 (2»^c) Lothrop 21-14800

A story for boys, of that exciting period of
western history which bridged the gap between
the days of the Indians and the modern stock
industry. Shane Ryder on his way from Canada
to Kansas is captured by the Blackfoot In-
dians and spends a winter in their tents. When
spring comes he .^lets out again and this time
falls in with the Mormon Danites. At last he
reaches Leavenworth and finds a job, but used
to the open spaces, he does not like the life
there, and goes farther south. His days are
full of adventures; cowboys, Indians and Mex-
icans play their part in his life, and he even
meets Buffalo Bill and counts him a friend.

ROLT-WHEELER, FRANCIS WILLIAM. Boy
with the L.S. secret service. (U.S. service
ser.) il $1.75 Lothrop 21-17087

"Deals not only with real live boys, but the
author makes clear the methods of the gov-
erniiient in ferreting out criminals and their
methods. Land and naturalization frauds are
disclosed, and though every American boy may
not need the knowledge here revealed, any
American boy may have use for it, and at any
rate it is a part of the education not always
learned in schools for all boys to understand
the exact workings of every government branch
of service."—Springf'd Republican

Reviewed by B. L. Pearson
Ind 107:192 N 19 '21 50w

"One thrill succeeds another, and we have
the assurance of the publishers that the book
in its main facts is accurate and based on
material furnished by the headquarters of the
Secret Service. The story will appeal to boys
of high school age."

-h Lit R pl91 N 19 '21 70w
N Y Times p20 N 20 '21 lOOw

"Francis Rolt-Wheeler is one of those writ-
ers who have found out how to combine fact
and fiction in a delightful way."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 N 15 '21 70w

ROLT-WHEELER, FRANCIS WILLIAM.
Hunting hidden treasures in the Andes.
(Round the world with the boy journal-
ists) il $1.50 (3c) Doran

Julio was a lad of fourteen when the
superstition of the Indian tribe and the death
of his mother drove him on a long perilous
journey thru the jungle to the foot of the
Andes. Here he met two other boys, and to-
gether they made a search for the lost trea-
sure of the Incas. Besides being a thrilling
story of adventure, a good bit of South Amer-
ican history is brought into the book, but this
in no way detracts from the story interest.

"A treasure tale is always alluring, but in
this instance the author does his best work in
describing Julio's exciting and perilous adven-
ture. After he meets the 'boy journalists'
whom the author is taking 'round the world,'
the treasure hunt begins, but its relation has
a somewhat hackneyed sound and is lacking
in the simple charm that marks the relation
of the boy's story."

-{ Lit R pl72 N 12 '21 120w
Springf'd Republican plla N 27 '21

230w

ROOSEVELT, KERMIT, ed. Quentin Roose-
velt; a sketch with letters, il $2.50 Scrib-
ner B or 92 21-16939

The greater part of this memorial volume
consists of the letters of Lieut Quentin Roose-
velt written from France, where he served in
the United States Air service and where he
was killed in action in July, 1918. Some let-
ters and tributes of officers and friends are
included, a group of poems written in his
memory, as well as several newspaper editor-
ials. Three brief stories written by Quentin
Roosevelt, two of them while he was serving
in France, are printed in the opening pages.

Booklist 18:92 D '21

Lit R pl31 O 29 '21 150w
"The narrative has large value for its pres-

entation of this picturesque period."
+ Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21 200w

Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 40w

"The letters are full of delightful descrip-
tions of French scenes and life, and his ex-
pressions of affection for his home and family
and friends show literary ability and charm as
well as a fine spirit."

+ Boston Transcript p9 O 29 '21 480w
Lit D p39 D 24 '21 130w

"The passing of a vital, vigorous boy is

commemorated in this volume, of a boy of

vivid and colorful personality."

-I- Lit R pl22 O 29 '21 290w
"The work presents a many-sided and com-

plete portrayal of his services in the war,
of his nature and of the interest and affection

he seems to have inspired in all v/ith whom he
came in contact."

-I- N Y Times pl7 Ja 1 '22 llOOw

R of Rs 64:669 D '21 120w
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"One of the many pleasing memorials to the
war's young' dead. . . In Quentin's enthusiastic
letters from France many Americans will see
the spirit of their own boys."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 O 26 '21 200w

ROOSEVELT, THEODORE. Roosevelt in the
Kansas City Star; ed. with an introd. by
Halph Stout. (Publications of the Roose-
velt memorial association) 11 $4 Houghton
940.373 21-21610

These one hundred or more editorials, writ-
ten by Mr Roosevelt for the Kansas City Star
and covering the period from September 1917
to the writer's death in January 1919, reflect
accurately his attitude toward the war and
his opinions on American participation and on
the national administration. In his long in-
troduction, Mr Stout gives an account of the
friendship between Roosevelt and the late
William R. Nelson, former editor and owner
of the Kansas City Star, and the history of
the former's connection with that paper. The
volume contains a facsimile letter and a page
of manuscript of one of Roosevelt's editorials.

"These editorials are pungent and biting.
There were no "weasel words' in his vocabu-
lary. If he thought something ought honestly
to be crushed, be it a giant or a butterfly, he
promptly started the juggernaut of his speech
and that was all there was to it. But there
are times when honest scorn is a fine and no-
ble thing, and we feel it throughout these edi-
torials." S. L.. C.

+ Boston Transcript plO N 30 '21 950w
Reviewed bv E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:237 D 3 '21 ICOw
"Aside from its newspaper interest, its his-

torical value, and its physical addition to the
voluminous writings of Mr Roosevelt, it con-
tributes notably to the intimate picture of the
author's virile personality which has been
created by his other extraordinarily self-dis-
closing books. It vividly exhibits the spon-
taneous operations of Mr Roosevelt's mind."

-h Lit R p282 D 17 '21 160w
Reviewed bv Dorothy Brewster

Nation 114:46 Ja 11 '22 400w

ROSS, EDWARD ALSWORTH. Principles of
sociology. (Century social science ser.) *$4

Century 301 20-9364

This is not merely another text-book in
sociology but the exposition of a system of soci-
ology. The author, who is professor of soci-
olog>' in the University of Wisconsin, has spent
seventeen years in the preparation of his work,
drawing a wealth of illustrative material from
his wide experience in observing at first hand
society in various quarters of the world

—

China, Japan, Russia, and South America, as
well as the United States.

"Professor Ross's unique qualifications are
those of an observer, and interpreter of what he
observes. He has the gift of discerning the real
nature of the doings of men and women and
children, and through this discernment of show-
ing the relationship between the different de-
partments of human activity, and of reducing
the infinite varieties of acts and behavior to
certain definite types and categories. His prac-
tical conclusions are almost invariably sound,
sensible, and positive. The book is highly
readable, crammed with unique and picturesque
incidents and cases, all pertinently attached as
illustrations to some generalization." H: P.
Fairchild

4- Am Econ R 11:102 Mr '21 900w
"Professor Ross's book, so vivid and epigram-

matic in style, so mature in its conclusions, so
brilliant, so interesting, so original, must appeal
to sociologists everywhere, as well those who
study social structures as those who study social
forces and processes." Hutton Webster

+ Am J See 26:651 Mr '21 630w
Reviewed Ijy T. M. Ave-Lallemant

Freeman 3:620 S 7 '21 1200w
"Ross's 'Sociology,' whatever other virtues it

may have, is first of all interesting. It has the
animated manner and the vividness of the book

of travel—which in a way it is, and in all the
700 large pages there is not a tedious para-
graph." J. E. Partridge

4- N Y Times pl6 F 20 '21 1350w

ROSS, EDWARD ALSWORTH. Russian Bol-
-shevik revolution, il $3 Century 947 21-8924

"The book begins just after the dethronement
of the Czar in March, 1917, and ends with
the expulsion of the Constituent Assembly by
the Bolsheviki in January, 1918. Professor Ross
was in Russia at the time and has made a
thorough study of the subject. As between the
factions, even including the Cadets, he holds
llie scales with a steady hand. He has no
liking for tlie Bol.sheviki, but his impartiality
is so ?reat that no one of their friends could
have oetter set forth their cause and char-
acter."—N y Times

+ Bookiist 17:344 Jl '21

"Despite the inevitable deficiencies of its
point of view, it is not too much to say that
Professor Ross's work is the most candid and
scholarly interpretation of the first stages of
the Russian Revolution that has yet appeared
in English." J: Bradley

-I Freeman 4:117 O 12 '21 750w
Ind 106:82 Ag 20 '21 380w

"Within the limits imposed by the nature of
his undertaking. Professor Ross has attained
a notable and enviable degree of success. His
uniform accuracy bears witness to patient and
careful investigation of the facts." J: Sparge

+ Lit R p6 Je 11 '21 1700W
"Aside from its spirit of fair play and the

new material referred to, the book is disap-
pointing in that its contents for the most part
do not rise above the view of the impres-
sionistic ob.servcr." Jacob Zeitlin

H Nation 113:238 Ag 31 '21 680w
"The book is engrossing and the story is

vividlj' told. It suffers, however, from careless
editing."

H NY Times pll Je 12 '21 2000w
"The strength and vivacity of his literary

style has made this contribution to history
peculiarly valuable to American readers."

-f- R of Rs 64:112 JI '21 150w
"It is difficult to write in terms of modera-

tion of so bad a book as that compiled by
Professor Ross. The author does not speak
Russian and has not the slightest acquain-
tance with Russia and its people." Jerome
Landfleld— Weekly R 5:82 Jl 23 '21 280w

Wis Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 50w

ROSSMOORE, EIVIERSON EMANUEL. Fed-
eral corporate income taxes. *$7.50 Dodd
336.2 21-6521

The purpose of the book is to present the
author's interpretation of the views and regula-
tions of the Bureau of internal revenue. It is

not intended to cover the entire subject of
federal income and profits taxes, but to sup-
plement the regulations issued by the Treasury
department and to assist the taxpayer in his
determination as to whether or not rhe com-
putation of his tax liability has been correctly
made.

ROSTAND, EDMOND EUGENE ALEXIS.
Plavs; tr. by Henderson Daingerfield Nor-
man, il 2v $10.50 Macmillan 842 21-18773

These two volumes contain Rostand's chief
plays translated into English verse. Contents:
Romantics; The princess far away; The wo-
man of Samaria; Cyrano of Bergerac; The
eaglet; Chanticleer.

Lit D p38 D 24 '21 lOOw
"In this welcome translation of Rostand's

plays Mrs Norman has chosen to turn the
Alexandrines into heroic couplets; and the
choice is judicious, even if it cannot always be
justified. In the accomplishment of the im-
possible Mrs Norman has been marvelously
successful. She has been able to preserve not
a little of the flavor and the color of the
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original. When all the necessary deductions
are made, Mrs Norman is to be congratulated
heartily on the result of her resolute grapple
with difficulties which were almost insuper-
able." Brander Matthews

+ N Y Times p2 D 11 '21 1900w
Theatre Arts M 6:83 Ja '22 90w

ROWLAND, HENRY C, Mile high, il $1.90 (3c)
Harper 21-13504

The story Is a new version of the taming
of the shrew. The shrew in this case was an
International adventuress, a professional thief,
a woman of brilliant beauty but no soul. This
last was discovered by Bob Hartwell, the
Colorado sheriff, whose hospitality Patricia and
her gang would have rewarded with cold
blooded murder, had not one of their number
weakened and vetoed the scheme. After that
Bob vowed he would give Patricia a soul even
if he had to weld a piece of his own into her.
In the end he accomplishes his purpose.

Booklist 18:53 N '21

Boston Transcript p4 Ag 20 '21 440w
" 'Mile high' may be 'what the public wants'—but it is neither literature nor art; and Mr

Rowland knows better, for he has written
clever and amusing comedy and shown real
skill."— Lit R pl2 Ag 13 '21 90w

"It is an evenly moving tale, entertaining,
if decidedly light, and modern to the last
degree "

4- N Y Times p22 Ag 28 '21 320w
Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21 70w

ROWNTREE, BENJAMIN SEEBOHM. Hu-
2 man factor in business. $2 (6s) Liongmans

331.8 21-14072
"Mr Rowntree, the well-known social re-

former and industrial administrator, here sets
out the problems daily arising in a large fac-
tory, and describes the attempts to solve them
made by the directors of the Cocoa Works,
Tork. He treats the subject imder the heads
of Wages, Hours, Economic security of the
workers, Working conditions. Joint control.
His final conclusion is to suggest that industry
should be regarded not primarily as a means
of promoting the welfare of groups or indi-
viduals, but as a great national service aiming
at the welfare of the community. An appendix
gives the Rowntree unemployment benefit
scheme as it stood on July 4, 1921."—The Times
[London] Lit Sup

Reviewed by W: C Redfield
N Y Times pl6 N 20 '21 520w

"A decidedly valuable contribution to the
literature of practical economics, dealing, as it

does, not with general theories, but with actual
practice. Mr Rowntree handles the question
before him in an open-minded way that leaves
little room for anything but favorable criti-
cism."

-|- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ja 4 '22 llOOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p629 S 29

'21 120w

ROY, JAMES A. Pole and Czech in Silesia,
il •$2 (4y2C) Lane 943.1 21-7207

The author was one of the British mem-
bers of the Inter -allied commission sent to
Teschen in the spring of 1919 to delimit the
frontier between the newly constituted
Czecho-Slovak state and the republic of Pol-
and, and to try to settle rival claims of Poles
and Czechs. His lively little book, which
merely records personal impressions of life in
Prague, Vienna, Cracow, Warsaw and Upper
Silesia, gives some idea of the chaos of Cen-
tral Europe, the ill- defined attempts to tide
over the difficult period of transition and the
misery and starvation to which may be added
at any moment a fresh outbreak of hostilities.

"If he designed only to give us a picture
of the region which he visited and of its peo-
ple, his little book is a complete success."

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 420w
Reviewed by A. W. Porterfield

Lit R p4 Ap 9 '21 700w
"He writes lightly yet adequately. He

gives a lew lines to each of his many co-
workers, yet the picture of each is clear and
well rounded." T. R. Ybarra

-h N Y Times pl2 Mr 27 '21 880w
"Entertaining and well-written."

+ R of Rs 63:559 My '21 40w
Spec 125:823 D 18 '20 150w

"The book does not contain and does not
profess to contain any new political informa-
tion; but the impressions of an observant and
educated man upon the spot may be of value
even to politicians."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p806 D
9 '20 720w
+ Weekly R 4:343 Ap 13 '21 640w

ROYCE, JOSIAH. Fugitive essays; with an
introd. by Dr J. Loewenberg. $4 Harvard
univ. press 814 21-680

"As Prof. Royce left nothing suited for
shaping into an account of his own life, no
more tlian a glimpse of it, reinforced by a
frontispiece picture of him, could be given in
this book. But some of his literary habits
find mention here, supplemented with a sug-
gestive contrast between thought and output
in his case. The unpublished Royce diary
turns out to be mainly 'a record of intellectual
problems, an inner conversation, as it were,
carried on with sincere passion, about ideas
and about books and about plans for literary
and philosophic ventures. Many by-products
of his genius remained in essay form, and Dr
Loewenberg has gathered some of the most
notable of them into the present volume. One
appeared originally in .Dr Harris's Journal of
Speculative Philosophy. The Californian
printed five, the Berkeley Quarterly two, the
Harvard Monthly one, the Boston Browning
society one; the latest of the articles, of date
July 29, 1903, was presented to the readers of
the Transcript."—Boston Transcript

-f Boston Transcript p6 F 5 '21 560w
"While we may grant with the editor that

these papers exhibit many of the qualities of
mind and style as well as much of the frame-
work of Royce' s maturer philosophy, it must
be said that they reveal nothing that can not
be had in better form in his later work. Yet,
careless as one can afford to be of the mat-
ter and manner of most of these articles, one
does not lay the book down without a^ deep-
ened impression of the man." G. B. K.

-\ Freeman 3:166 Ap 27 '21 380w
"They are, on the whole, distinctly worth

publishing. For the most part the touch is

firm and the vision clear, the message well
worth giving and expressed with directness
and lucidity." C. F. L.

+ Grlnnell R 16:452 Je '21 250w
"In the main this book of essays is rather

for the trained thinker interested in studying
intellectual picture puzzles than for the gen-
eral reader who is more interested in the re-

sults than in the processes of thought." Ly-
man Abbott

+ Outlook 127:347 Mr 2 '21 200w

"Royce has little merit as a literary critic; the
crystalline, rather tasteless flow of his style

conveys to us only the ideas about life which his

favourite poets held, or ought to have held. It

is not what they tell us about 'Faust' and 'Pro-

metheus unbound' that makes these essays val-

uable, but what they tell us about Josiah
Royce "

4- _ The Times [London] Lit Sup p384 Je
16 '21 690w

RUBIN, WILLIAM BENJAMIN." Bolshevists.

$1.50 Cornhill co. 812 21-15165

This comedy drama, in four acts, presents,

in a somewhat farcical setting, the extremes

of the conflict between capital and labor. The
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action takes place in the home and office of
a war millionaire on the one hand, and the
reading club of a labor organization on the
other. A Dr Charles Reed, recently returned
from Russia, acts as mediator. He represents
"love and patriotism" and the "come-together"
policy and his speeches lay bare the short-
comings and iniquities of both sides. He
achieves a symbolic success by incidentally
promoting the marriage of Amy, the million-
aire's daughter, with Justin, spokesman of a
labor committee.

RUDWIN, MAXIMILIAN JOSEF, comp. Devil
stories; selected and ed. with introd. and
critical comments. •$2.50 (5c) Knopf 21-9055

This anthology of devil stories is the first

of a Devil lore series. Tt is devoted wholly
to Christian devils and although it is not
a nursery-book, the selections have been made
with due consideration of youthful ears.
Among the twenty talcs selected are: The
devil in a nunnery by Francis Oscar Mann;
Belphagor, or The marriage of the devil by
Niccold Machiavelli; The devil and Tom Walk-
er by Washington Irving; Bon-bon by Edgar
Allan Poe; The generous gambler by Charles
Pierre Baudelaire; The three low masses by
Alphonse Daudet; The legend of Mont St-
Michel by Guy de Maupassant; The devil by
Maxim Gorky; The devil and the old man by
John Masefield. There are editor's notes and
an index.

Booklist 18:53 N '21

"If the succeeding volumes are made up with
the same skill and judgment as appear in this
one the series will come near to being an ency-
clopaedia of literary demonology."

+ Lit R plO Je 18 '21 270w
"Ably written stories."

-f N Y Times p24 My 22 '21 540w
"A fine selection of twenty tales, in which

the devil figures as leading character. The
book, says Mr Rudwin, aims to please all

tastes in devils—devils fascinating and fear-
ful, devils serious and humorous—but mainly
in good humor." E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 4:296 Mr 30 '21 240w

RUHL, ARTHUR BROWN. New masters of
the Baltic. 11 $4 (TVaO Dutton 947.4 21-19150

The four republics on the eastern Baltic,
Finland, Esthonia, Latvia and Lithuania,
which owe their independence to the World
war and the Russian revolution, having each
had a social revolution of its own, are now
settling down to a steady government. The
author, who has had unusual opportunities
for observing in these countries the revolutions
which established their independence, sketches
the events of their transition period, the dom-
inant personalities which helped to shape
these events and the characteristics of the
governments which are forming.

Booklist 18:114 Ja '22

"Mr Ruhl's book is the first in the English
language to describe these new countries. It

is a skilful piece of work; the best book of
travels of the year in the reviewer's opinion,
and somethmg more than that, for it gives a
clear, sharp picture of these lands and peoples
of which we know so little. A free-lance jour-
nalist, Mr Ruhl has made this section of the
world his specialty, and his knowledge of it is

anything but superficial." S: E. Moriston
+ Lit R p278 D 17 "21 lOOOw

"Their inspiring and deeply interesting story
of the last four years, which Mr Ruhl tells with
such fullness of knowledge, such skill, .such hu-
man feeling and such fairness, is well worth
reading."

-f N Y Times pl7 Ja 8 '22 1600w

RUNCIMAN, SIR WALTER, bart. Drake,
Nelson and Napoleon; studies. 11 '$4.50
Putnam 920 (Eng ed 20-6297)

"The title seems peculiar until we have
read the preface and learned that the author
had set himself to the task of putting sea

stories into book form and had proceeded far
when the subject of Nelson became so en-
grossing that he was persuaded to deal large-
ly with the personality and exploits of that
great admiral, realizing later, however, that it

was necessary to bring in Drake, the proto-
type, and Napoleon, the antagonist of Nelson.
Moreover, the author says in his preface that
he has contented himself with pointing out
how the crass stupidity and blind prejudice
of his (Napoleon's; opponents have helped
largely to bring about the world war.' " Bos-
ton Transcript

"The opinions and conceptions are original
and interesting and the style is vigorous and
outspoken."

+ Booklist 17:301 My '21

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 22 '21 960w
"Sir Walter's book Is intensely readable.

The style may be fairly described as 'rough
and ready.' 'Speaking out in meeting* is its

main characteristic. The book is a stimulat-
ing expression of vivid personal opinion by a
layman well read in history. No pretence to
weighty academic authority is inade in it."

+ Lit R p8 Mr 19 '21 780w
"He has such an interesting way of putting

things that one is not repelled either by his
cocksureness on disputed points or his dis-
cursive and rambUng manner. In short, he is

the same Sir Walter Runciman whose excell-
ence as a story teller, especially a sea-story
teller, outweighs .his defects."

-j- N Y Times pl2 F 27 '21 1850w

RUNKLE, BERTHA BROOKS (MRS LOUIS
H. BASH). Island, il $1.75 (3%c) Century

21-16432

Each one of the small group of people In

this storv has a critical personal problem to
meet and each tackles it sensibly and without
melodrama. Mary Lea having to choose be-
tween the absorbing interest of her life on
the stage and the agreeable attentions of

young Bill Carrington elects to concentrate on
her profession. Carrington' s father, whom
gossip has brought a distorted tale of Mary's
relations with his son, goes to her in frankness
for the truth and finds her unexpectedly ra-
tional and decent. Young Carrington, when
he is convinced that Mary will not give up
her work for him, makes a graceful retreat
and marries, contentedly, one of his own so-

cial set. His father who in the meantime has
come to love Mary deeply, decides that he is

not, therefore, justified in obtaining a divorce
from a faithful, if unsatisfying wife, while
Mary, whose life Bill's father now fills com-
pletely, after some struggle with herself, comes
to a like mind, and they go their separate
wa>s v/ith dignity.

"The last two chapters of the book, especial-

ly in Marv Lea's offer of herself, have more
actuality than the rest of the story, which is

lather flimsy and shadowy. Here there is

rrisp, moving writing."
h Lit R p75 O 8 '21 220w

"A strong piece of authoritative writing, both

in its clever story of contemporary New York
and in the creation of Mary Lea, the non-
marrying danseuse. A delicate thread of irony

runs "through the book, this being antidoted by
a wealth of sympathy and human understand-

'"^'
4- N Y Times p30 N 20 '21 70w

RUSHMORE, ELSIE MITCHELL, ed. Social

workers' guide to the serial publications or

renresentative social agencies; with an in-

trod. by Frederick W. Jenkins. *$3.50 Rus-
sell Sage foundation 016.36 21-3487

This guide li.sts the reports and serial pub-
lications of some 4000 institutions and prganl-

zatiops for social welfare. Technical periodicals

in the field of social work are included, also

.<?ome general magazines which from time to

time publish articles of social value. Occasional

pamphlets or reports of institutions are not
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included. A subject index supplements the
main arrangement, which is alphabetical by
title, or, in the case of institutions, by place.

Booklist 17:325 Jl '21

Library J 46:549 Je 15 '21 70w
"By the publication of this comprehensive

reference book, the library of the Russell Sage
Foundation has not only conferred a boon
upon students who can consult it on the spot but
also upon social workers everywhere who are
in need of sources of information on the
fields of work in which they are interested. As
the guide is the outcome of a cooperative
effort in which experts in the different fields

have participated, its actual contents are
authoritative." B. L.

+ Survey 46:17 Ap 2 '21 230w

RUSSELL, BERTRAND ARTHUR WILLIAIVI.
Analysis of mind. (Library of philosophy)
$4.50 Macmillan [16s Allen & U.] 150

21-16449

"These chapters were originally delivered in
the form of lectures. They represent an at-
tempt to harmonize the materialistic trend of
psychology with the antimaterialistic tendency
now observable in physics. They develop, in
fact, a view such as that expounded by Wil-
liam James according to which the 'stuff' of
the world is neither mental nor material, but
a neutral 'stuff out of which both are con-
structed."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"He has not the ability to convey his direct
meaning, as simply as had the late William
James. The lectures are interesting, although
he has made no attempt to bring his subjects
within the comprehension of a lay audience."
D. F. G.

1- Boston Transcript p6 Ag 3 '21 450w
Reviewed by J: B. Watson

Dial 72:97 Ja '22 2450w
Reviewed by A. O. Lovejoy

Ind 107:215 N 26 '21 1650w
Reviewed by C. J. Keyser

Lit R p54 O 1 '21 1400W
"While his excellences are in the details,

his faults are in the whole structure and con-
ception of his work." Gerald Gould

H New Statesman 17:474 Jl 30 '21 1700w
"Valuable and suggestive. Mr Russell's book

is a fine piece of synthesis."
+ Spec 127:208 Ag 13 '21 780w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p406 Je
23 '21 60w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p622 S

29 '21 lOOOw

RUSSELL, JOHN. Where the pavement ends.
$2.50 (214c) Knopf

A small edition of this book was published
two years ago in the United States under the
title "The red mark." (Book Review Digest,
1919) After having been republished in Eng-
land, where it achieved a greater success than
here, it is now re-introduced to us under its
changed title and stamped with the approval
of the critics. The settings of the stories in-
clude the South Sea islands, China seas. Cape
Town and Madeira. Contents: The fourth
man; The lost god; The passion vine; The
price of the head; The slanted beam; The red
mark; East of eastward; Jetsam; The adver-
sary; Meaning—chase yourself; The wicks of
Macassar; Doubloon gold; The practicing of
Christopher; Amok.

"One of the most vivid and remarkable books
of exotic adventure written in recent years."
W. T. R.

-f Boston Transcript p9 Ja 14 '22 420w
"Not recently has a group of short stories

with such a high level of plot intensity, in-
deed, such definite qualities of interest and
excitement, been published. 'Where the pave-
ment ends' is a remarkable case of literary
revivalism. It is almost pure Kipling, Kip-

ling in its style, down to the turn of a phrase.
. . Is this book merely a tinsel imitation,
then? By no means. I will not say that the
stories are as good as their originals. Yet
if not so good as Kipling, they are nevertheless
so very good that one fells sure of a far
greater power here than a mere imitator has
to possess." H: S. Canby

+ Lit R p251 D 10 '21 850w
Nation and Ath 29:772 Ag 27 '21 420w

"The mysterious East is worked in with
fine effect; and the technique of writing is
splendid."

+ N Y Times p29 Ja 1 '22 80w
"Throughout, our enjoyment of characters

and situations far remote from ordinary ex-
perience is enhanced by the delicate thread
of idealism which binds them, as it were, into
an organic whole."

+ Sat R 132:56€ N 12 '21 430w
"Although the separate adventures are of

so exciting a nature that it is impossible not
to finish any story once begun, the effect of
reading a whole series of what can only be
called 'shockers' becomes monotonous from
their very brutality. The author, however,
displays considerable skill in depicting the
sensuous charm of the tropics, especially by
night."

-\ Spec 126:785 Je 18 '21 780w
"He takes a man, ascribes to him some im-

perious desire, reduces it to its simplest ele-
ments, thinks out a bizarre situation in which
they will be most clearly expressed, and shows
us that man 'developing his capability'—it is
immaterial whether for good or for evil—on
some tropical sea or savage coast that sup-
plies a picturesque background against which
no idiosyncrasy is incongruous. Mr Russell
himself possesses the capacity which he writes
about; he knows what he wants to do and he
does it; he sees his man, he sees his pre-
dicament, he sees his islands, and he makes
his readers see them."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p354 Je
2 '21 540w

RUTLEDGE, ARCHIBALD HAMILTON.
Plantation game trails, il •$3.50 (6%c)
Houghton 799 21-2916

"To have been able, during a matter of
nearly thirty years, to follow the game trails
of the great plantation region of the delta of
the Santee—this has been my privilege. In
these chapters I have tried to give a faithful
account of the observations I have made as
a hunter and as a lover of nature. I have
tried to present the wildwoods of the South
as I have known them since boyhood. And I

have attempted to preserve the memory of
certain characters which have appeared to me
worthy of a place in the picturesque gallery
of American woodsmen." (Preface) The pur-
suit of alligators and deer is described as well
as of the more usual game. Some of the
chapters are reprinted from Country Life,
Field and Stream, and Forest and Stream. The
book is admirably illustrated.

+ Booklist 17:210 Mr '21

+ Boston Transcript p4 My 25 '21 420w
"This book deserves much more than pass-

ing attention. Although making no claims to
be 'literature,' it is literature, and of a
charming quality. Mr Rutledge's style—

a

gentleman's style, which is to say, easy, hu-
morous, and dignified—adorns his subject
matter."

-I- Lit R p8 Mr 5 '21 200w
"It is fine descriptions that make 'Planta-

tion game trails' valuable. The Southern
woods in all their beauty are painted by the
author in rich words and through these
scented woods all manner of animal is stud-
ied. It is a book for the hunter and lover of
nature."

-i- N Y Times pl9 My 29 '21 820w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p583 S

8 '21 80w
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"He writes with a simplicity and modesty,
and a humaneness as well which not everyone
who produces 'nature-books' displays. Any-
body who thinks of going shooting in South
Carolina should certainly take this for a text
book."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p604 S
22 '21 450w

"Mr Rutledge has a pleasant rambling way
of telling his tales which holds the attention."
E. Li. Pearson

4- Weekly R 5:274 S 24 '21 120w

RYAN, JOHN AUGUSTINE, and HUSSLEIN,
JOSEPH CASPER, eds. Church and labor.
(Social action ser.) *$3.75 Macmillan 261

21-21322

'This volume is published under the aus-
pices of the Department of Social Action of
the National Catholic Welfare Council. The
object of the editors is to present from
authoritative sources the teacliings of the Ro-
man Catholic Church on the subject of labor
relations. The book is primarily a collection of
documents, with comment and explanation by
the editors. There is a brief but valuable in-
troduction by Dr Ryan. The main points em-
phasized by the editors in the content of these
documents are the necessity of observing reli-
gious precepts in industrial relations, the
limitations of private property, the living wage,
the right of workingmen to organize and
the necessity of state regulation of labor con-
ditions when voluntary measures are inade-
quate."—Am Econ R

Reviewed by D: A. McCabe
-f Am Econ R 11:124 Mr '21 280w

Reviewed by J: E: Oster
Am J See 27:123 Jl '21 280w
Am Pol Scl R 15:459 Ag '21 80w
Booklist 17:237 Ap '21

"Dr Ryan and Dr Husslein have performed
an important service. They have given us in a
single volume every official pronouncement of
present importance issued by any Pope or
bishop on the labor question since the Indus-
trial Revolution."

+ Cath World 113:241 My '21 1050w
"In the light of the documents it Is unmis-

takable that the Church's liberal attitude
toward labor represents one of the constructive
Influences at work today and the courage of
its present position deserves wider apprecia-
tion." Ordway Tead

+ New Repub 27:28 Je 1 '21 70w

RYAN, THOMAS J., and BOWERS, EDWIN
FREDERICK. Teeth and health. $2.50 Put-
nam 617.6 21-7741

The purpose of the book is to show the inti-
mate connection between health and care of
the teeth. The authors show how various dis-
eases have their origin in tooth decay and how
loss of time and energy and retarded mental
development are traceable to the same cause.
Successive chapters are devoted to the teeth of
infants and of children, to the various diseases
of the teeth, to methods of dental therapy, and
to preventive dentistry.

+ Booklist 17:338 Jl '21

"These authors have written a very instruc-
tive and valuable book. It is, I believe, the
first book on the subject written in a popular
vein, and affords, in itself, a liberal educa-
tion in the matter of oral prophylaxis and re-
pair." Van Buren Thorne

+ N Y Times pl6 Jl 31 '21 IGOOw
R of Rs 64:672 D '21 140w

"This comprehensive treatise, in addition to
being of scientific merit, is attractively arranged
and makes interesting reading both to profes-
sion and laity. I cannot help wishing that
recommendations of proprietary germicide, tooth
brush and powder had been omitted." W: H.
Card

H Survey 46:525 Jl 16 "21 350w

SABATINI, RAFAEL. .Scaramouche. •$2 (Ic)
Houghton 21-10172

A lomance of the days of the French revolu-
tion. The heio, Andrg-Louis Moreau, to avenge
the death of his friend at the hands of a rich
noble, adojited that friend's revolutionary creed
and used his own great powers of eloquence
to further the republican cause. During four
crowded years of adventure he was successively
lawyer, politician, swordsman, buffoon, and in
each of these roles his path I'epeatedly crossed
that of his sworn enemy. It was also one of
fate's ironies that they .should love the same
woman. More than once as the lines of their
lives crossed his enemy's fate was in his
hands, but Andre's nobility of nature prevented
him from pressing his advantage. In the end
love and happiness crowned his adventures.

Booklist 18:18 O '21

Bookm 54:158 O '21 200w
"A story of rarely keen and sustained inter-

est, and possessing distinctive literary style."
F. B.

-|- Boston Transcript p4 Je 8 '21 SOOw
"In a story of this sort, the plot, after all,

is the thing; and here we find a plot of cunning
construction, worked out with finished technique.
There is just that amount of suspense which
is necessary to charm the imagination of the
average reader, just enough heroic gestures to
satisfy the child that survives in all of us. But
Mr Sabatini exercises resti-aint; he does not
overdo his heroics."

-f N Y Times p24 Je 26 '21 550w
"The tale is simply alive with incident. It

is as brilliant a specimen as we have had for
years of the 'sword and cloak' fiction. It
will appeal to those readers who sometimes
lament that they cannot longer find books of
the type the elder Dumas poured forth so
brilliantly." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 128:659 Ag 24 '21 230w
Sat R 132:20 Jl 2 '21 120w
Spec 127:340 S 10 '21 30w
Sprlngfd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 580w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p374 Je

9 '21 140w
Wis Lib Bui 17:157 O '21 40w

SADLEIR, MICHAEL. Privilege; a novel of
the transition. $2 (3c) Putnam [8s 6d Con-
stable]

This story of a decadent English aristocratic
family opens with the death of Lord Whern of
Whern Abbey, Wiltshire, some years before
the war. The narrator is his third son, Rich-
ard Braden, who at the close of the book,
brooding over the passing of Whern, thus sums
up the record of the final stage of the Braden
peerage: "Harold. Fourth Viscount Whern,
was shot in his own desmesne by the brother
of a girl he had seduced. . . Michael, fifth Vis-
count Whern, killed himself in despair after
a few years' struggle against the faults of an
elder (and a younger) brother. . . Richard,
sixth Viscount Whern, guilty in all but actual
fact of an intrigue with his brother's wife,
sold the ancestral home, and fled the country,
because he dared not face the future and be-
cause to him, passion was more than honor."
The two sisters, Mary and Monica, added their
failures and indiscretions to their brothers'
record and the last son Anthony is left the
heir to an unwanted title.

"The test of his achievement is that all the
six Bradens stand out in clear outline; and
we commend especially the truth and restraint
with which Monica, the woman of fashion pur-
sued by the vulgar demon of sensationalism,
is drawn. Mr Sadleir has avoided the traps
which that demon sets for novelists, and has
told his tale with an accomplished grace which
is refreshing after the vulgarity of most so-
ciety novels." O. W.

-I Ath pl26 F 4 '21 380w
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SADLE1R, MICHAEL—Co«/i»«cf2
"The story is amazingly interesting. Sadleir

can afford to venture into the grand manner
without fear of ridicule because he does it

magnificently. Perhaps we shall be compelled
to say against our inclination that 'Privilege'
is a good book; but we shall not hesitate to
qualify that by adding—and a stunt." Heywood
Broun

+ Bookm 54:395 D '21 130w
"No, this is not a tragic romance; it is, be-

neath its cleverness of style and seriousness of
Intent, a laborious bathos." H. W. Boynton— Ind 108:64 Ja 21 '22 420w

" 'Privilege' is not a rotten novel. It is

simply a novel of decay, a decay moral in its

essential aspects, but physical in its inevitabil-

ity. . . Prophecy is outside Mr Sadleir's prov-
ince, which is a deliberately circumscribed
area carefully labelled 'Passing glory. New
Ideas keep out.' The result of this method is

an immeasurable gain artistically over those
tracts of the times in the guise of novels
which, not content with showing a world fall-

ing to pieces, insist on putting all the parts
together again in a new and simple pattern."
Marian O'Connor

+ Lit R pl50 N 5 '21 820w
"A very good piece of work."

+ Sat R 131:243 Mr 19 '21 lOOw
"The book as a whole, though full of able

analysis both of the characters and of condi-
tions of life, cannot be called entirely success-
full. It is hardly, as it sets out to be, a study
of the passing of the old order so much as an
account of the passions of the representatives
of that order. Where Mr Sadleir fails to con-
vince his readers is in what he calls 'period
psychology.' There is nothing specially of the
period in the book. The characters are moved
by motives familiar from the earliest begin-
nings of romance, and their modern setting is

incidental, not fundamental."
-i Spec 126:336 Mr 12 '21 920w

SAFRONI-MIDDLETON, A. Sestrina; a ro-

mance of the South seas. *$2 (3c) Doran
21-6909

Royal Clensy, a young Englishman, goes
romancing in the South seas. His travels bring
him to Port-au-Prince in Hayti where romance
breaks into full bloom in the person of Sestrina,

the president's daughter, a paragon of beauty.
Innocence and virtue. Then comes revolution

and Sestrina' s flight from Hayti, with a care-
ful understanding between the lovers to meet
In Honolulu. In vain Clensy waits for his be-
loved at the rendezvous while Sestrina is a
castaway upon a desert island, alone with some
ten or twelve lepers. One of them is Hawahee,
a handsome and saintly young Hawaiian who,
with the force of his personality protects Ses-
trina from the others. These gradually suc-
cumb to their disease while Hawahee is cured.

For eight years the two live an idyl of spiritual

love and of pagan nature worship on their

barren island where Hawahee has built a
temple to his gods. Once more leprosy claims
him and he seeks a watery grave, whereupon
Sestrina drifts out to sea on the raft he has
built for her.

"Although painted in somewhat lurid colors,

Mr Safroni-Middleton's analysis of devotion and
self-restraint and sacrifice is not without
power."

-I- Boston Transcript p6 Jl 6 '21 370w
"Highly colored and gaudily embroidered

romance."
h N Y Times p22 Mr 13 '21 750w

"A story of greater strength, more dramatic
appeal and keener analysis of human nature
than the average."

-f Sprlngf d Republican plla Ap 17 '21

280w
"It is a tribute to the story that the reader

after supping so full with horrors is not too
numbed in his sensibility to be distressed. The
reason is that while he can dismiss what we
must be pardoned for calling Its bogles, he can-
not but recognize In it an honest love for what

is good and beautiful. There are other
discordant elements in the story besides excess
of emphasis."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p271 Ap
29 '20 570w

ST JOHNSTON, THOIVIAS REGINALD. Is-
landers of the Pacific; or. The children of
the sun. il $6 Appleton 919

(Eng ed 21-9797)
Among the author's qualifications for the

book are his long residence among the islands
of the Pacific and a hobby for ethnology. He
deals with the Pacific as a whole, is ethnologi-
cally interested in the inhabitants and treats
the natives' problems "from the natives' point
of view." He believes that the Polynesian and
the European had in the remote ages of the
past one common ancestry, a kinship of com-
mon blood, dating from the days of sun-wor-
ship in England. The book contains an in-
sert map, an appendix and index and is well il-
lustrated. Partial contents: Outline of migra-
tions; Primitive forms of worship; Early
voyaging.'^ of the Pacific Islanders: Sun-myths
of the Pacific: Burial customs; Royalty and
the "tabu"; Cannibalism; Totems—Kava—
names; Stone remains.

Booklist 17:346 Jl '21

"His keen analyses and comparisons, his
grasp of racial analogies, the scholarly re-
search the text silently confesses, and his
personal knowledge of the islanders, give to
his study a depth and breadth of vision and
a sympathetic insight often lacking in eth-
nological works 'scientific' only In name. The
result is a book enthralling in interest." F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p6 My 14 '21 600w
"The history of the migrations to the Pacific

is told in a very interesting fashion. New
data as to the presence on distant islands
of negritoes and primitive negroids (lower
Melanesians) are assembled and deserve close
attention by all ethnologists. Indeed, almost
every page is brightened by some pertinent
analogy or suggestion. The reviewer in con-
clusion desires only to make one serious
criticism of this charmingly written and in-
formative work. Why does not the author
use the modern graphical method of attacking
such problems?" Griffith Taylor

-j Lit R p6 Ag 27 '21 1850w
"While there is a great deal that can be

criticized in this book, there is also much in-
formation that is of value to students, and
would have been more so if references had
been given." A. C. H.

1- Nation and Ath 29:217 My 7 '21 1500w
New Statesman 16:712 Mr 19 '21 210w

"In his constant series of proofs and illus-
trations the author has made every page in-
teresting, and has collected a series of stories
lucidly told and unique, pathetic, curious, and
funnv." C: W. Thompson

+ N Y Times pl8 My 22 '21 2450w
+ R of Rs 64:111 Jl '21 50w

Sprlngf d Republican p6 Ap 2 '21 90w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p88 F

10 '21 820w
Weekly R 4:418 Ap 30 '21 50w

SAIT, EDWIN iVICCHESNEY. Government and
politics of France, il *$2.60 World tak.

354 21-581

This is the fourth of the Government hand-
hooks edited by David P. Barrows and Thomas
H. Reed. It is "the only work in English that
describes the structure and practical working
of the French government of today" (Editor's
inti-od.) and is intended as a college textbook.
Contents: The constitution of 1875; The presi-
dent of the republic: The ministers (two
chapters): their political rSle, their administra-
tive role: The senate; The chamber of dep-
uties (two chapters): its composition, proce-
dure: Tjocal governnit=>nt; Political development;
Parties: Administrative courts; The ordinary
court.<5; Appendix, index and illustrations.
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"Would be a wise purchase for any library."

+ Booklist 17:238 Ap "21

"The one best brief maniial in the English
language on the Fiench constitution in form
and practice. An indispensable worii of refer-
ence for the college library."

+ Ind 104:247 N 13 '20 30w
"There is a picture here, as complete as pos-

sible in such a brief compass, of how the
French political machine actually works. Ap-
pendices to the book include a very adequate
bibliography." Lindsay Rogers

+ Lit R pl45 N 5 '21 470w
"A scholarly work. Tlie exposition of the

political parties is clear and in the main cor-
rect; the comparison of the French courts with
the American is enlightening."

+ Nation 112:348 Mr 2 '21 120w
"Carefully done. Full not only of informa-

tion, but of references to original authorities.
The criticism is restrained and, as a rule,

judicious. Professor Salt keeps pretty closely
to a description and analysis of the organs of
government, the parties, the procedure of the
Chambers, and the judicial system."

-f New Statesman 17:278 Je 11 '21 650w
"A most valuable and illuminating account

of the way m which France is governed to-
day."

4- Spec 126:149 Ja 29 '21 llOw
Reviewed by J: E: Oster

Survey 46:156 Ap 30 '21 140w

SAKOLSKI, AARON MORTON. Elements of
bond investment. $2 Ronald 332.6 21-7660

The author of this book has been for more
than ten years a bond statistician and in-
vestment analyst. "The purpose of this book
is to present in nontechnical manner the
principles underlying bond investment." (Pref-
ace) The contents, after chapters on Funda-
mental principles of investment, Financial
statements. The field investments, includes dis-
cussions of various kinds of bonds, national
g'overnment, state, county and municipal, rail-
road, public utility and industrial bonds. The
appendix gives sources of bond investment in-
formation.

"A handbook which ought to be in the library
of every investor." G: C. Hannahs

+ Administration 1:845 Je '21 520w
Booklist 17:333 Jl '21

+ R of Rs 64:224 Ag '21 50w

SALADE, ROBERT F. How paper boxes are
made, il $2.50 Shears pub co., Lafayette,
Ind. 676 21-8144

A practical little book for the beginner in
paper box manufacturing or for the general
reader, explaining the process of manufacture
of plain and fancy boxes, oval and odd-shaped
boxes, fiber containers and corrugated ship-
ping containers, the cutting and creasing of
folding boxes, label printing, embossing and
goldleafing.

SALEEBY, CALEB WILLIAMS. Eugenic pros-
pect. $4 Dodd [12s 6d Unwin] 614

A collection of essays on various phases of
hygiene and public health, touching only oc-
casionally upon the science generally under-
stood as eugenics. There are chapters on alco-
holism and prohibition, on racial diseases, on
teeth decay, on ihe smoke nuisance and its
abatement, on the prevention and treatment of
tuberculosis, on national dietetics and on health
centers. The author thinks that the health of
British youth, on account of faulty hygiene, is
inferior to the youth of the same classes in
the United States and Canada and repeatedly
analyzes the causes for such differences.

"The whole book is well written. It is easy
to read and treats in an interesting manner
many items of national welfare." H. H. Laugh-
lin

+ Lit R p38 S 24 '21 1600w

"What Dr Saleeby sees, he sees in a blaze
of light, and what he sees so clearly, he also
writes clearly. Notwithstanding his vivid ac-
count, we confess to remaining unthrilled."

+ _ New Statesman 17:498 Ag 6 '21 470w
Reviewed by T: Q. Beesley

N Y Times plO O 23 '21 3000w
"Much of the material in the book gives in-

ternal evidence of having been prepared by the
author for platform purposes. It is perhaps un-
fair, therefore, to read it as a serious contribu-
tion to the science either of preventive medi-
cine or of sociology'.

"

— Sat R 132:300 S 3 '21 230w

SALTER, JAMES ARTHUR. Allied shipping
control: an experiment in international ad-
ministration. $3 Oxford tlOs 6d Milford]
940.318

The book is one of the monographs of the
series on Economic and social history of the
world war, published under the auspices of
the Division of economics and history of the
Carnegie endowment for international peace.
"The main object of this book is to describe
the work of the Allied Maritime Transport
Council and its permanent organization, as an
experiment in international administration. It

attempts both to indicate the place which the
Allied control of shipping occupied during the
last year of the war in the general economic
organization of the Allies, and to discuss how
far the principles and methods of Allied co-
operation then developed are of importance
for the permanent purposes oi peace as well
as the temporary uses of war. This Allied or-
ganization co-ordinated the control of all Al-
ied shipping during the latter part of the war
and may perhaps claim to be, within the eco-
nomic sphere, the mo.st advanced experiment
yet made in international co-operation."
(Preface)

"It is the w^ork of a man with a broad phil-

osophy of international well being, balanced
however, by common sense well fortified by ex-
perience. The book is clearly written and re-

plete with statistical tables and diagrams.
Though much of it is necessarily of a technical
nature, on a few occasions, as in describing the
effects of submarine warfare and the predica-
ment of the allies in 1918. the style rises to

dramatic intensity." Quincy Wright
+ Am Pol Sci R 15:602 N '21 560w

"For an understanding of the economic mea-
sures by means of which the Allies were able
to carry on the war to ultimate victory this

book, bv a very distinguished British civil ser-
vant, is a most noteworthy contribution. Prob-
ably no other man could be found so competent
to "write a book on international cooperation."
G: Rublee

+ Lit R plOl O 22 '21 1700W

"By position, by impartiality, and by capac-
ity, few men could be so well equipped for the
task as he; and from many points of view his

book is likelv to be a classic of the economic
historv of the war." G. L. Dickinson

+ Nation and Ath 29:651 Jl 30 *21 1700w

"Subsequent historians may not improbably
say that Mr J. A. Salter, a British Civil Serv-
ant, has written the most important book on
the Great "^Var down to 1921. What he gives
us is an exact, detailed account of how the
r^radual organisation of the effective 'sea pow-
er' of the Allies was gradually brought about.

-f New Statesman 17:626 S 10 '21 1450w

"A book of first rate importance. If all ad-
ministrators could give as good an account of

public affairs, history would not be so difficult

to write in future years."
+ Sat R 132:184 Ag 6 '21 700w

"Highly interesting contribution to the his-

tory of the war." , . „ .„r ti+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p475 Jl

28 '21 lOOOw

SALTER. OLIVE MARY. Martha and Mary.
*$2 (3c) Putnam 21-7407

This novel is chiefly concerned with sex and
its influence in the two unsuccessful marriages
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SALTER, OLIVE MARW —Continued
of Owen Gawne, literary and emotional, who
"needed to be understood." His first wife,
Martha, was beautiful, capable, motherly, but
not sufficiently understanding. While she
ministered to his comfort she left him unsatis-
fied. After twelve years of married life, he
left her for Mary, a woman of quite opposite
type. His experience with her was briefer,
less satisfying', more disturbing'. When she
runs away with a playwright Owen Gawne,
now middle-aged,' reviews hi.«^ life and finds it a
failure. But the fault, he thinks, was wo-
man's.

"The author's emphasis on the sexual life of
her characters . . . gives the novel at its
worst an unpleasant air of pruriency. At its
best, 'Martha and Mary' is compressed, vigor-
ous, and surprisingly true."

1- Lit R plO Ap 2 '21 260w
"Miss Salter will, after some years, when

time has woven her a sense of decency, produce
some very good work. For she has a strong
sense of character. One wishes that she would
read Anatole France's 'Histoire comique' and
perceive that it is possible to write about the
lives of sensual and vulgar and quarrelsome
people and produce a work of art that is austere
and fastidious and serene."

1- New Statesman 17:277 Je 11 '21 S40w
"The book is well written and the phrasing

sometimes clever."
H NY Times p22 My 8 '21 560w
"The character drawing is cleverly executed,

but the book leaves an unpleasant impression
on the reader's mind."

-I Spec 127:243 Ag 20 '21 50w
"As far as biting descriptions and psycho-

logy go, it is a novel of no slight distinction.
The story is in many ways an unusual one.
though its main topic, sex, is wearisomely
hackneyed in novels having pretensions to
intellectual distinction. There are many in-
delicacies, and these inevitably damage the
book."

H Sprlngf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21
600w

"Apart from the tiresome sex-obsession, the
book suffers from affectations of style."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p309My 12 '21 180w

SAMPSON, HENRY AYLETT. .Sonnets, and
other poems. *$1.50 Doran 811

The volume is a tribute and memorial to a
"lover of men and women and children, lyric
humanist, gentle satirist, touching the minor
chords of the harp of life into a music which
those of ur^ who knew him well would not
willingly let perish." (Foreword by John Cal-vm Metcalf) The grouping is: A sonnet cvcle:
Ballads personal and patriotic: From the book
Of Ju-Ju; In lighter vein; Juvenilia.

"It is the sort of poetry that an educated
and wmning personality, thoroughly alive to
the finer instincts of existence, would u.se
as an outlet." H. S. Gorman

+ N Y Times pl3 Mr 27 '21 .540w

SAND, GEORGE, pseud. (MME AMANTINE
= LUCILE AURORE [DUPIN] DUDEVANT)

and FLAUBERT, GUSTAVE. George
Sand-Gustave Flaubert letters: tr. by
Almee L. McKenzie; with an introd. by
Stuart Pratt Sherman. (Intimate letters
ser.) $4 Boni & Liveright B or 92 21-21963

George Sand and Gustave Flaubert became
friends toward the end of their lives and during
the years of their intimacy, from 1866 to 1876
kept up a vigorous correspondence. The letters
have much more than a biographical interest.What impresses us here is the banquet spreari
for the reflective and critical faculties in this
intercourse of natural antagonists." (Introd )Beneath an affectionate personal relationship
their widely differing temperaments and opin-
ions are revealed and the questions of art
morals and politics which they discussed iri
their letters are still matters of interested de-
bate. The Franco-Prussian war fell 'vv-ithin the

period of their correspondence and the prin-
ciples involved in the war occupy a share of
their discussions.

"Flaubert's lugubrious attempts at humor,
and 'Mr' Sand's spontaneous wit; the vain ef-
forts of the vivacious woman to argue the old
duffer into optimism, all in a spirit of cordial
friendship, make satisfying and innocent read-
ing. And there is just enough historical data
in the introduction to render the perusal of
these letters biographically illuminating. The
book, typographically, and from the point of
view of binding, is a masterpiece in itself."

+ Bookm 54:591 F '22 140w
"The very antinomy between the two great

novelists makes their exchange of views pi-
quant: it is like the intermittent flashes o
lightning between two clouds charged with tht
opposing positive and negative electricity.
Shall we again read epistolary biographies?
This is a duplex one and it is fit to warm the
cockles of the heart." N. H. Dole

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 11 '22 480w
Dial 72:218 F '22 160w
R of Rs 65:223 F '22 40w

SANGER, MARGARET H. Woman and the new
race. $2 (41/20) Brentano's 176 20-15159

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"An inferior and poorly titled presentation
of the subject of birth-control. Fearless dog-
matism rather than scientific judgment has
produced the notoriety through which Mrs
Sanger has unfortunately become known as
American protagonist of this movement." S.
W. and T. D. Eliot— Am J Soc 26:635 Mr '21 850w

Booklist 17:284 My '21

"The book serves a high social purpose by its
intelligent introduction of a problem that ought
to be of serious concern to thinking people."

4- Boston Transcript p8 F 26 '21 350w
"A successful attempt to meet the problem

with facts, instead of hysteria and spurious emo-
tionalism."

+ Dial 70:594 My '21 30w
"While Mrs Sanger's book contains nothing

new to students of the subject, it is an excel-
lent summary of the arguments for voluntary
motherhood. In several instances, however, she
overstates her case." B. L.

H Survey 45:706 F 12 '21 260w

SANGSTER, MARGARET ELIZABETH. Island
of faith. $1.25 Revell 21-12085

"It records the experiences of a young settle-
ment worker on the East Side and her suc-
cesses in rather miraculously uplifting a 'sub-
merged' family, beginning with a small boy,
whom she finds torturing a kitten, and includ-
ing a wayward girl, a discouraged mother, and
an afflicted child. It even extends to a success-
ful young criminal, Jim, who, in spite of his
hard heart, is led to see the error of his ways.
There is a pleasantly interwoven love story be-
tween the heroine and a young doctor."—Lit R

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 18 '21 300w
"A curiously old-fashioned story by a grand-

daughter of Mrs Sangster. It has the charm of
sincerity, simplicity, and unquestioning faith.
If it can hardly be called realistic it neverthe-
less has engaging qualities and the texture of
its style is good."

+ Lit R plO Je 4 '21 90w

SAPIR, EDWARD. Language. $1.75 Harcourt
2 410 21-20134

The book is an inquiry into the function and
form of the arbitrary system of symbolism that
we term langxiage, its variability in place and
time, its relations to other fundamental human
interests—the problem of thought, the nature
of the historical process, race, culture, art.
Technical terms and technical symbols have
been avoided and as far as possible the discus-
sion is based on English material. The hook
is indexed^
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SARGENT, HERBERT HOWLAND. Strategy
on the western front, 1914-1918. *$2.50

McClurg 9J0.42 20-22243

"An analysis of Germany's strategic opera-
tions and the plans of the Allies by which
they were countered. Colonel Sargent is a
retired officer of the United States army, a
military historian and strategist of marked
ability." (R of Us) "He seems to have based
his impressions upon the information avail-
able to the general public at the time, and
later upon official documents of a rather
general nature." (Springf'd Republican)

"In spite of the advantages that the author
enjoyed during the war, it must be said that
he appears to be uninformed and biassed. His
book is a collection of revised memoranda and
magazine articles, of limited value or interest
to the student of history or strategy." A.
W. B.— Am Hist R 26:792 Jl '21 iiOOw

"This is an unusually valuable book. Handy
and compact in size, it yet contains a simply
remarkable amount of information, clearly and
interestingly told. Largely a reprint from Col-
onel Sargent's articles in the North American
Review during the year 1919, they are given
here in revised form, with appendices, a bib-
liography, index and several excellent maps."

-f- Hartford Courant My 15 '21 80w
-I- R of Rs 63:222 F '21 50w

"It must be said that he sees the war, so
to speak, from across the Atlantic, Although
he sees it intelligently, it is always in rather
vague and general terms, and when he ap-
proaches any conciete fact his touch is a little

tentative and vague, never precise."
H Springf'd Republican p8 Ap 1 '21 450w

SATOW, SIR ERNEST MASON. Diplomat in
Japan, il ?6 Lippincott 952 21-8608

"The author ranks as one of the greatest liv-

ing authorities in this country on the tangled
and critical politics of the Far East. His
diplomatic career included an almost con-
tinuous residence in Japan from 1862 to 1882.
The book consists mainly of an extremely
graphic record of six years (1862-68), based
upon the author's diaries."—Nature

"The book abounds in vivid descriptions of
scenery, customs, men and events. The account
of one of the first overland journeys made by
Europeans (from Ozaka to Yedo) is among the
best of its kind." P. M. Roxby

+ Nature 107:263 Ap 28 '21 330w
"Sir Ernest Satow has been content to keep

a diary and be a political Pepys, and that is

why he has written a most entertaining and
illuminating book about Japan. The real value
of the book does not lie in its historical facts
or historical revelations, so much as in the
picture which its author gives us by merely
relating in great detail what he saw and what

-f i^Jew Statesman 17:193 My 21 '21 820w
"He does not concern himself with profound

analyses, but fulfills the promise of hia title
page, giving the inner history where he learned
it by actual contact, and piecing together, from
his personal experiences, a kaleidoscopic view
of that astounding Japan that appeared as
Its barriers of conservatism slowly retreated
before the irresistible West."

-f N Y T es pl4 My 22 '21 1650w
"The reminisc 3s have a delightful fresh-

ness, not to mei n their historical value as
a picture of the times."

+ Spec 126:365 Mr 19 '21 1400w

SAUNDERS, MRS ALTA (GWINN), and
CREEK, HERBERT LE SOURD, eds.
literature of btisiness. *$2.25 Harper 65S

20-15496
"The book is an anthology, the selections

having been made by teachers of business
Knplish in two middle we.«tern universities. Its
declared purpose is to help students of com-
mercial letter-writing. Nearly half of it.= 500
page.s are taken up with 'practical' matters,

the h.indling of credits, collections, claims,
adjustments, applying for a job, and writing
sales-letters." (Nation) "Selections on business
ideals, personality and methods from such
writers as Milnsterbeig, Roosevelt, Ida Tarbell,
Vanderlip, Bruce Barton, Bok, F. C. Kelly
and others [are given]." (Booklist)

+ Booklist 17:101 D '20

"Some of the selections are really not well
written. On the whole, however, the book
can be cordially recommended for classes in
business English, and for executives and cor-
respondents." R. J. Walsh

H Nation 112:sup239 F 9 '21 350w
Pittsburgh 26:188 Ap '21 30w

SAUNDERS, KENNETH JAMES. Gotama
Buddha. *$1.50 Assn. press 294 21-241

In this biography of Gotama, based on the
canonical books of the Theravadin, an attempt
is made to bring order into the confusion
which still exists as to the person of Gotama
and as to his essential teachings. Contents:
The early life of Gotama; Quest and con-
quest: Gotama at the height of his power;
The daily life of Gotama and his disciples;
The old age and death of Gotama; The secret
of Gotama; Gotama as teacher. There are
three appendices, the first consisting of a
poem by the author: St Francis and Gotama.
The other two are: Notes on Nibbana; and
Two ideals in the Pali books.

Boston Transcript p6 Je 29 '21 270w
Reviewed by J. B. Wheelwright

-t- Lit R p9 Jl 23 '21 730w

SAVORY, ARTHUR H. Grain and chaff from
an English manor. •$4 (4c) Houghton 914.2

(Eng ed 21-1536)

Believing that much unwritten history and
peculiarities worthy of attention are buried in

the English countryside and its ancient villages,

the author has undertaken this historical record
of the village of Aldington, near Evesham, Wor-
cestershire. There are evidences of a settle-
ment there before the Roman invasion and
many traces of Roman occupation can be found.
After a description of the village, the manor
house and the farm, the reader is told about
the rural population, from the old fashioned
shepherd to the vicar, their occupations and
institutions, the agricultural products, the flora

and fauna of the neighborhood, the remnants
of dialect, of old buildings and old furniture.
The book is indexed.

"There are a thousand odds and ends of satis-

fying knowledge to be gleaned from it. And
above all the book is sun-warmed and apple-
fragrant with a deep love of the English coun-
tryside."

-f- Ath p666 My 21 '20 800w

+ Booklist 17:300 My '21

-t- Boston Transcript p8 F 26 '21 690w

"Its charm lies in its materials and its un-
assuming record, rather than in any particu-
lar literary quality." L. B.

+ Freeman 3:118 Ap 13 '21 llOw
"Lacking any special distinction of style, Mr

Savory has yet been able to invest his narra-
tive through his recital of the habits and idio-

syncrasies of the country people and his ac-
count of agricultural ventures and methods
with a homelv charm." Amy Loveman

+ Lit R p6 F 12 '21 700w
Nature 106:211 O 14 '20 130w

"A village chronicle of a most attractive

kind."
+ Spec 124:800 Je 12 '20 160w

SAWYER, RUTH (MRS ALBERT C. DUR-
AND). Silver sixpence, il •$1.75 (4c) Har-
per 21-3913

A story of the theater and of the actual
business of putting on plays. Eudora Post
inherits from her father, a professor of phil-

ology, a fortune of four millions, the exist-

ence of which had been kept a secret from
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SAWYER, RUTH—Continued
her. The will provides that she shall not re-
ceive the full sum till she has profitably in-
vested an initial payment of twenty thousand
dollars. She elects to put this to use in back-
ing' a play by a young and entirely unknown
author. Coming to New York to produce the
play, she encounters every possible obstacle,
but thru the help of her youth and fighting
spirit and an ability to attach warm and power-
ful friends wins a Broadway success for her
play and incidentally finds her own romance.
Appeared originally in the Ladies' Home
Journal, Sept. 1920-Mar. 1921.

+ Booklist 17:256 Ap '21

"The manner of the telling of this story is
well above the average, and there are a fresh-
ness and originality about the details that
make it very enjoyable."

+ Lit R plO Mr 26 '21 150w
"There are charm and sparkle upon the

surface of the narrative, and underneath the
surface a serious, solid conception of life and
character, with, sometimes, real insight into
the depths of human nature."

4- N Y Times p22 Ap 10 '21 500w
"Dialog, action and plot are in Miss Saw-

yer's best style."
+ Springfd Republican p9a Je 19 '21

180w

SCARBOROUGH, DOROTHY, comp. Famous
modern ghost stories. $2 (2c) (8s 6d) Put-
nam 21-8835

Fifteen ghost stories, with an introductory
essay on the "Imperishable ghost," selected as
showing distinctive types of modern ghosts or
the art of individual story-tellers. Contents:
The willows, by Algernon Blackwood; Shadows
on the wall, by Mary E. Wilkins Freeman;
The messenger, by Robert W. Chambers;
Lazarus, by Leonid Andreyev; The beast with
five fingers, by W. F. Harvey; The mass of
shadows, by Anatole France; What was it?
by Fitz-James O'Brien; The middle toe of the
right foot, by Ambrose Bierce; The shell of
sense, by Olivia Howard Dunbar; The woman
at Seven Brothers, by Wilbur Daniel Steele;
At the gate, by Myla Jo Closser; Ligeia, by
Edgar Allan Poe; The haunted orchard, by
Richard Le Gallienne; The bowmen, by Arthur
Machen; A ghost, by Guy de Maupassant.

-f- Booklist 17:351 Jl '21

+ Lit R pll Je 11 '21 150w
"On the whole it is as good a collection as

the connoisseur in ghost stories could hope to
have made for him by another person."

+ New Repub 27:333 Ag 17 '21 200w
Reviewed by R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 80w
+ Springfd Republican p9a Jl 24 '21 330w

SCARBOROUGH, DOROTHY, comp. Humorous
ghost stories. $2 (2c) (8s 6d) Putnam

21-8834

Companion volume to "Famous modern ghost
stories." Contents: Introduction: the humorous
ghost; The C'anterville ghost, by Oscar Wilde;
The ghost-extinguisher, by Gelett Burgess;
"Dey ain't no ghosts," by Ellis Parker But-
ler; The transferred ghost, by Frank R. Stock-
ton; The mummy's foot, by Thfeophile Gau-
tier; The rival ghosts, by Brander Matthews;
The water ghost of Harrowby Hall, by John
Kendrick Bangs; Back from that bourne.
Anonymous; The ghost-ship, by Richard Mid-
dleton; The transplanted ghost, by Wallace
Irwin; The last ghost in Harmony, by Nelson
Lloyd; The gho.st of Miser Brimpson, by Eden
Phillpotts: The haunted photograph, by Ruth
McEnery Stuart; The ghost that got the button,
by Will Adams; The specter bridegroom, by
Washington Irving; The specter of Tappington,
compiled by Richard Barham; In tne barn,
by Burges Johnson; A shady plot, by Elsie
Brown; The lady and the ghost, by Rose Cecil
O'Neill.

+ Booklist 17:351 Jl '21

Lit R pll Je 11 '21 70w
"PYom beginning to end the book is delight-

fully entertaining."
-f N Y Times pl3 My 29 "21 1950w

Reviewed by R. D. Townsend
-f Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 80w
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Jl 24 '21 330w

SCHEVILL, FERDINAND. Political history of
modern Europe; from the reformation to
the present day. $2.50 Harcourt 940.2

21-15120
This is a reprint of the original edition of

1906, with additional material bringing the
European political movement down to 1921.
The book covers four centuries of political de-
velopment and is intended primarily for the be-
ginning student. References are given at the
head of each chapter and there are maps,
genealogical tables and a general bibliography.

Am Pol Scl R 15:622 N '21 150w
-f Boston Transcript p5 S 24 '21 lOOOw

SCHNITTKIND, HENRY THOMAS, ed. Poets
of the future; a college anthology for
1918-1920. $2.25 Stratford co. 811.08

This is volume four of the annual college
anthologies. Sixty colleges are represented and
the collection, according to the editor, points
aigniticantly to a renaissance in poetry. "Most
ot these poems represent a sincere attempt
on the part of the writer to picture some
ray of the eternal light, however imperfectly
he sees it." (Introd.

)

Booklist 17:245 Ap '21

"Although there are no poems in the book
on which one can place his finger and say,
'Here is genius,' the group as a whole shows
a high average. Moreover, there is evidence in
many pieces of painstaking work." P. E. A. T.

+ Grinnell R 16:426 My '21 220w

SCHRENCK-NOTZING, ALBERT P. F., frei-
herr von. Phenomena of materialisation;
a contribution to tlie investigation of
mediumistic teleplastics; tr. by E. E.
Fournier D'A.be. 11 $15 Dutton 134 21-4894

"This volume of 340 pages, and presenting
225 illustrations, is perhaps the most impor-
tant, existing work on the physical aspects
of psychical phenomena. It is a translation of
the first edition of Dr von Schrenck-Notzing's
'Materializationsphenomene,' published in
Munich in 1913, containing exact records of
experimental 'sittings' carried on by the
author, Mnie. Bisson of Paris and the medium
Eva C. during the preceding four years. The
author is the well-known neurologist and
psychologist of Munich."—N Y Times

Ath p733 N 26 '20 llOOw
"The book is written in great sincerity and

wholly in the scientific spirit. The integrity
of the author is manifest." Elwood Hendrick

+ Lit R p4 Mr 12 '21 2350w
Nation 112:694 My 11 '21 300w

"To the task of investigating psychic phe-
nomena the author has brought an admirable
sense of scientific method, knowledge of what
constitutes evidence, the experience of a highly
cultivated physician and a very unusual equip-
ment in abnormal psychology. Schrenck-Not-
zing is a capable observer, but he is not an
exact and convincing writer." Elwood Wor-
cester

^ NY Times pl8 Mr 27 '21 3800w
"The absolute sincerity of Baron Notzing

is not less conspicuous than his breadth of
knowledge and his intelligent and fearless
commonsense. Throughout the entire volume
one feels that the author has but one single
aim, not to establish a case or a conviction;
but to arrive at truth." Lilian Whiting

-f Springf'd Republican p5a Ja 23 '21

780w
"The authoi- of this strange tale is driven

by baffling evidence. His statement of the
suspicious character of the performances and
his discussion of the sources of error are
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admiiablG so far as they go. His reluctant
acceptance of a crassly unscientific hypothe-
sis involves only a moderate bias in favor of
the occult. The volume shows 'how slight
an eIeino.it of this deiocusing trend is needed
to blur and obt-cure the vision of a keen mind;
that may prove to be its most salutary les-
son." Joseph Jastrow— Weekly R 4:224 Mr 9 '21 3100w

SCHULTZ, JAMES WILLARD. War-trail fort,
il $1.75 (7c) Houghton 21-15330

The further adventures of Tom Fox and Pita-
makan, the Blackfoot Indian lad. Tom's uncle
decides to establish a fur-trading station in
rich hunting counti-y, but in a place which will
be a dangerous situation. He sets out with a
small company of helpers and many are their
adventures while building the fort. The boys
hunt to supply the campers with meat, and at
night guard the horses from bands of thieving
Indians. They also take a thrilling part in a
battle with cut-throat Indians.

her aid when a storm-wave sweeps away the
isthmus between the head and the mainland
and Hendre with it. There are hints in the
story of a psychoanalytic solution of the prob-
lems involved.

"All four of these Indian tales are written
with no small degree of literary llnish."

+ N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 50w

SCHWARTZ, DMITRI ALEXANDER. Voice of
Russia, il •$£ (51/20 Dutton 914.7 21-12022

An adverse report on conditions in Russia,
emphasizing the repressive end of the Bolshe-
vist regime. In 1920, the author, a Russian-
American communist, and his wife went to
Russia as American delegates to the Third
Internationale. They were in full sympathy
with the Bolshevist government and intended
to report on its excellence to the American
people. The thoroughness of their investiga-
tions brought them under the suspicion of
the government, and they were both arrested
and shifted from prison to prison, Mrs
Schwartz dying in Russia as a result of her
imprisonment and a hunger strike.

Booklist 18:15 O '21

"Mr Schwartz has told a pitiful and terrible
story, but when we consider all he went
through he has told it with restraint and
dignity. His language is clear and simple,
he eschews melodrama."

+ Boston Transcript p7 Jl 27 '21 650w
Reviewed by J: Bradley

Freeman 4:284 N 30 '21 120w
"He tells an unvarnished, and what is more

in these days of bombast, an unpadded tale.
He knew Russian and he knew the old Rus-
sia, and he slipped his interpreters and had
many talks with the people and saw grisly
sights without number." Stephen Graham

+ Lit R p5 Ag 6 '21 780w
Nation 113:355 S 28 '21 130w

"The story is graphically told, and too sad
for words." C: W. Thompson

-f N Y Times pl2 Jl 24 '21 3000w
Survey 46:566 Ag 1 '21 50w

SCOTT, CATHARINE AMY DAWSON-. Head-
land. *$2.50 (3y2C) Knopf

The incidents of the story all happen within
three days. The personnel are the members of
a decadent English family, the Pendragons;
Roma Lennox, a young artist and writer who
had been companion-secretary to old Mrs Pen-
dragon, just deceased, and Tavis Hawke, a
sturdy young farmer with a love and coinpre-
hension for books. The degeneracy of the
Pendragons manifests itself as sadism in
father and son and kleptomania in the grand-
daughter. Hendre Pendragon had loved his
mother and she had stood between him and
his infirmity. With her death his prop was
gone and he looks for help to Roma. Marriape
with her will save him from the evil that is
in him and she will give him healthy children.
Roma consents but subsequently discovers her
love for Tavis Hawke and begins to suspect the
truth about Hendre. The elements come to

Ath p552 O 22 '20 310w
"Tlie novel is a piece of excellent workman-

ship, compressed and poignant, but it is too
shrill, too tense, and it never departs from one
monotonous key."

-^ Lit R plO Ja 29 '21 370w
Spec 125:641 N 13 '20 80w

"All the more prominent characters are pre-
sented with fair success, if somewhat super-
ficially and with a certain guilelessness of ap-
preciation; and, in spite of an eruptive ver-
bosity of style, by which the author seeks to
seize and register the rhythm of thought, our
interest is sustained."

i The Times [London] Lit Sup p666 O 14
'20 330w

SCOTT, CYRIL KAY. Blind mice. *$2 (2c)
Doran 21-5476

Mrs Merwent has made a failure of her
early life, and has so embittered her husband
that he has divorced her. Her daughter Lucy
has married a young architect in Chicago, and
they are living happily when her mother comes
to make her an indeflnite visit. Thereafter the
story becomes one of the mother-in-law situa-
tion. In this case the son-in-law is wholly in
sympathy with his wife's mother, and we watch
her insidious, sly treachery as she gradually
usurps her daughter's place. She pulls the wool
completely over John's eyes, until he pictures
her as she sees herself, a suffering, misunder-
stood martyr, instead of the selfish, egotistical
"moral idiot" that she is. Lucy's life becomes
almost unbearable. Her friends try to help
her, and the situation is relieved somewhat by
Mrs Merwent' s departure, but we feel that the
harmony of the family life that she has wrecked
can never be restored.

"The study is powerfully realistic but de-
pressing. A first novel."

+ Booklist 17:306 My '21

" 'Blind mice,' a novel of definite merits,
develops its theme without parade or bally-
hoo, and reveals character in shrewd cumula-
tive touches, rather than in cynical labels.
Each incident is rendered increasingly signifi-
cant in retrospect and Mr Scott emerges with
a competent achievement to his credit."

+ Dial 70:592 My '21 90w
"His conversations are as devastatingly banal

as anything ever written by the author of
'Sister Carrie.' This has enabled facetious
critics to poke elephantine fun at him, but it

does not obscure the real merits of his story."
Ernest Boyd

-\ Freeman 3:453 Jl 20 '21 240w
" 'Blind mice' ought to have been a power-

ful, not to say a monumental, embodiment of
the realistic cult. Its power should have
been that of utter truth. As the book stands,
it has the somewhat different power of truth
laboriously warped and distorted, coaxed out
of shape here by bad workmanship and there
by good workmanship misapplied, truth al-
ways threatening to become absolute and
never doing so. . 'Blind mice' is a potentially
great novel spoiled by its author's seeming
adoption of the motto, 'Everything in ex-
cess.' " Wilson Follett

1- Lit R p3 Ap 16 '21 1250w
"Mrs Merwent stands at the center of the

book. Her portraiture is done with a merciless
clarity. . . Mr Scott succeeds so completely
that her psychical image remains etched on
the brain and leaves the reader with a genuine
terror of those qualities in many women which
have assumed such monstrous but wholly con-
vincing proportions in herself. That terror
gives better than any critical phrase, the
measure of his pertinacity and power." L. L.

+ Nation 112:410 Mr 16 '21 20Gw
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SCOTT, CYRIL KAV —Continued
" 'Blind mice' is the first novel of an Amer-

ican who has a sense of proportion, a reasonable
and decent regard for self-restraint and a clarity
of style which is satisfactory. It is a novel so
well written that it does not hold a dull page."
M. F. Egan

+ N Y Times pl4 Ap 17 '21 lOOOw
"What this book lacks In subtlety is made

up in sincerity." Caroline Singer
+ Pub W 99:956 Mr 19 '21 300w

"A story of rather striking interest."
+ Springf d Republican plOa My 8 '21

180w
" 'Blind mice' is of the Dreiser brand. It

stares cross-eyed at life as at an object six
inches in front of its nose; an unattractive
and not very wholesome object." H. W. Boyn-
ton — Weekly R 4:369 Ap 20 '21 160w

SCOTT, ERNEST FINDLAY-. Men and thought
in modern history, il $5 (12s 6d) Macmillan
923 (Eng ed 21-10826)

"The author tells us that the book 'grew out
of a practical need which the writer experi-
enced for a series of short explanations of
some typical modes of political thought illus-

trating what may be figured as the background
of modern history.' His method of meeting thi.s

need has been 'to take a leading thinker or
statesman representing a distinct school or
point of view to expound the ideas which he
taught or upon which he acted and to connect
with this biographical nucleus cognate systems
of thought.' The leaders and ideas chosen for
exposition and comparison range from Rousseau
and human rights, Napoleon and efficiency in
government, and John Stuart Mill and eco-
nomics to Gladstone and liberalism, Woodrow
Wilson and the League of nations, and H. G.
Wells and Futurism."—Lit R

"The idea is a good one, and if the plan had
been ably carried out it might have resulted in
a real contribution to historical interpretation.
The treatment throughout is so slight, however,
and its critical value so negligible that the work
as a whole is neither stimulating nor particularly
informing."

h Lit R plO Ap 30 '21 200w
"The scheme of the book is ambitious and

not original, but the manner in which it is
carried out is most stimulating. Mr Ernest
Scott's judgment of what is important and in-
teresting is sound; however brief his treatment
of his subject, it is never dry or superficial.
He tells his readers a great deal and quickly,
never in such a way as to tempt them to
think that there is not much more to under-
stand. In short, it is the book of a stimulat-
ing teacher."

-|- New Statesman 17:284 Je 11 '21 220w
"It is a fascinating method, and although in

some cases the biographical sketches are in-
complete, they are at least helpful and sug-
gestive for the author's purpose."

H R of Rs 64:112 Jl '21 60w

SCOTT, ERNEST FINDLAY. New Testament
2 today. $1 (5c) Macmillan 225 21-20065

In these four essays, the professor of biblical
theology in Union theological seminary. New
York, gives the reasons why the New Testa-
ment is accepted as the primary document of
the Christian faith; outlines the account which
modern criticism has given of the New Testa-
ment writings; shows that the New Testament
is a book of the first century affected by con-
temporary ideas and pagan beliefs; and in-
terprets the New Testament in terms of
today's needs, as a living and developing reve-
lation, a practical factor in the world's affairs
and destined, in the age now opening, to play
a greater part than ever before.

SCOTT, EVELYN. Narrow house. '$2 (3V^c)
Boni & Liveright 21-5273

A remorseless study of drab and misfit lives,
thrown together in the forced relations of

family life in a naiTow home and continually
beating against the bars of their prison house.
The family consists of the martyrlike and
drudging "Manmia Farley," her repressed
husband, their son and daughter, whose rough
strength of character had been blighted by the
atmosphere of the "moral cellar" in which
they lived, the son's invalid and complaining
wife and two small children. The story is
plotless, but dramatic, for the eye which has
studied and depicted this unhappy family
misses no slightest detail or wrinkle and
opens up every hidden thought, every hypoc-
risy, every sentimentality.

"The effect is brutal, but it is powerful. It
requires a very minute power of observation
and a truthful and unsentimental soul to do
what Miss Scott has done. Certainly the
memorable nature of the result is sufficient
Justification of her method. She is as ruth-
less as a scientist." D. L. M.

-1- Boston Transcript p6 Mr 26 '21 580w
"Her rather tiresome, because too obviously

painstaking, characterization, her keen, un-
sympathetic, and superficial analyses, are of
things sordid and commonplace, and they
show her incapable of penetrating to the true
depths of human lives. 'The narrow house'
is a narrow book, and an unpleasant and
false book."— Cath World 113:407 Je '21 140w
"A microscopic anatomy of unpleasant fam-

ily-life."— Dial 70:591 My '21 290w
"This is a first novel of considerable in-

terest, for it emphatically stresses the eman-
cipation of the American novel from the con-
ventions and traditions which have bound it

hitherto. In the main, the heretical novelists
in this country have been contented with the
challenge of the matter rather than of the
manner of their writing. Mrs Scott has at-
tempted both challenges in a fashion which
promises well for her future development."
Ernest Boyd

H Freeman 3:452 Jl 20 '21 660w
"In spite of its inadequate understanding of

the problem with which it deals, it exposes
with merciless and salutary frankness some
of the fundamental weaknesses of modern
domestic life." C. M. S.

-I Grinnell R 16:450 Je '21 300w
" 'The narrow house' is an important book,

a book done with the utmost care and sin-
cerity, which invites criticism and deserves
distinction. It represents, I think, the cul de
sac in which many another will find himself
if we continue to exalt intensive impression-
ism over interpretation in literary art. Worth
a hundred wild west stories and as many
novels of sentimental nonentity, it is never-
theless an example of what in every period
has been recognized as decadence—excessive
forcing of effects, excessive emphasis upon
sensation." H: S. Canby

-\ Lit R p3 Ap 2 '21 1350W
"The acuteness of her perceptions, both

sensory and psychical, is so high that she has
achieved the purpose she entertained with
consummate skill and completeness. No other
test is admissible. Veracity of experience and
energy of expression mark the true artist.

Mrs Scott has both. The book is beautifully
brave and true and formidably searching. It

would be not unimportant in any country; it

is of the first importance to us. American
literature is putting away childish things."

+ Nation 112:596 Ap 20 '21 480w
"Salute to Evelyn Scott! She belongs, she

understands, she is definitely an artist. 'The
narrow house' is an event; it is one of those
recognitions of life by which life itself becomes
the greater." Sinclair Lewis

-f N Y Times pl8 Mr 13 '21 1050w

"The book undoubtedly has ability, but it is

so unhappy and so revolting in its realism
that neither the reader nor anybody in the
book has a happy moment from beginning to

end." R. D. Townsend
[• Outlook 128:260 Je 8 '21 270w
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"Much of the actual writing of this dreary
tale is good; although there are, at times, an
obvious straining after the unusual in phrase
and simile, and an unnecessary coarseness of
expression."— Sat R 132:439 O 8 '21 680w
"The novel's pessimism is sensational, not

h Springfd Republican plSa My 1 '21

120w
"The style of Miss Scott's novel is abrupt,

startling, and full of one-word sentence!^.
"What has happened to raise a family of
middle-class folk to such a degree of emotional
hysteria?"— The Times [London] Lit Sup p666 O 13

'21 270w
"It is an excessively dreary book by a writ-

er of misgruided talent. It out-naturalizes the
naturalists of the nineties and warbles in ad-
dition a merry post-Freudian strain, like an
oboe flatting in a butcher's shop. I turn from
it in impatient disgust." H. W. Boynton— Weekly R 4:369 Ap 20 '21 520w

SCOTT, EVELYN. Precipitations. $1.50 Brown.
N: L. 811 21-607

"Passion without sentiment is the keynote of
a number of the ultra-modern poets, and is

especially characteristic of Evelyn Scott in her
new collection of poems entitled 'Precipita-
tions.' "—Springf'd Republican

had believed in many. But antiquity was uni-
ted in the belief of one divine Homer, and
only one."

"The volume loses when taken as a whole; it

seems to borrow its colour from the bad poems
rather than from the good."

H Dial 70:594 My '21 90w
"She is singularly unconvincing in book form.

The first of her verse to reach New York
dealt with her life on a Brazilian ranch. In
this she really had something fresh to say.
She did not fail utterly in her attempt at
homelier subjects; it was just that she wrote
without distinction; she wrote like almost any-
body else. Unfortunately her failure was em-
phasized by the fact that her medium was free
verse."

-\ Lit R pl2 D 31 '20 380w
"If her book has the effect of a feat more

often than it has the effect of experience, a
great deal of interesting experience is actually
and accuiately there, and the feats themselves
are never mean ones." Mark Van Doren

+ Nation 112:20 Ja 5 '21 380w
"As I read 'Precipitations' I feel that this

verse hr>s the :;;ime relation to poetry that
the marionette play hai^ to drama. I t;m in-
terested because something is being put be-
fore me in an unfamiliar way. But all the
time I have the feeling that for all its accom-
plishment, all its adroitness, this poetry is a
way of understating life." Padraic Colum

h New Repub 23:305 N 2 '21 400w
"Mrs Scott's book may be dubbed a success.

She is undoubtedly new, from whatever angle
we examine her work." H. S. Gorman— NY Times pl3 Mr 27 '21 340w
"While it is difficult to say how this book—with

its avoidance of the 'typical' and absence of
corroborated emotions, as well as its rejection
of the anaemic doctrine of 'escape'—may be
received, it introduces a new and potent force
into American literature." Lola Ridge

+ Poetry 17:334 Mr '21 760w
"Her poems are sometimes poignant, some-

time.'; so lacking in detail as to be meaning-
less."

-I Springf'd Republican plOa My 8 *21

190w

SCOTT, JOHN ADAMS. Unity of Homer.
(Sather classical lectures) $3.25 Univ. of
Cal. 883.1 A21-1371

These eight essays examining the arguments
for and against the Homeric unity come to
this conclusion: "Everything fits into the theory
of a single Homer. . . The evidence for
the unity of the Iliad and the Odvssey is so
strong that we should be compelled to postu-
late a single Homer even if ancient Greece

"His enthusiasm for his subject is conta-
gious. Professor Scott has made a mighty in-
teresting book and, though there are some
needless repetitions, characteristic of lectures,
it is easy reading and may be heartily recom-
mended to all students of Homer." N. H. D.

Boston Transcript p9 O 22 '21 750w
"Th3re is satisfaction about reading a work

of scholarsliip so learned yet so positive as
this, so calm yet so exciting. Homer has had
few enough really powerful essays written
upon him; Mr Scott's by any criterion is one.
It is adequate to Homer not merely because
its author has spent a life-time in the com-
pany of that greatest poet but also because he
is able to write, because he knows how to
handle large masses of fact with strength,
lucidity, and form." D. M.

+ Nation 113:761 D 28 '21 820w

SCOTT, LEROY. Children of the whirlwind. $2
(2c) Houghton 21-12703

Like the author's "Mary Regan" a story of
New York's underworld. Larry Brainard
comes out of Sing Sing convinced that crime
docs not pay and determined to go straight.
He is resolved not only to play the straight
game himself, but to help Maggie Carlisle, who
was eagerly awaiting his release from prison
to become his partner in crime, to go straight
with him. When she learns of his determina-
tion to give up the old life she turns against
him and joins with those who are trying
to pull him down. Thru a complicated plot,
pursued by his old companions and by the
police, whose enmity he had roused by refus-
ing to become their stool, but helped by some
powerful friends, Larry keeps true to his re-
solve and in the end rescues Maggie.

Lit R pl2 Ag 20 '21 220w
"A cleverly constructed and well-told story,

which will interest and thrill the reader who
likes tales of this sort. It would have been
a better story if the author had not conceived
young Larry Brainard as quite so much of a
young superman and if he had put into all

of his scenes the .same sense of naturalness
and actuality which marks many of them."

-\ NY Times p25 Ag 7 '21 680w
Outlook 128:701 Ag 31 '21 90w
Springf'd Republican p7a Ag 14 '21

llOw

SCOTT, WALTER DILL, and HAYES, MARY
- HOLMES STEVENS. Science and common

sense in working with men. $2 Ronald 331.8
21-18173

In recognition of tln^ fact that men are in-
dividuals, that they differ in the things they
are fitted to do and capable of doing, in their
interests, ambitions and desires, the book at-
tempts to show how such differences require
individual adjustment to the opportunities of-
fered in the field of industry. It shows how
to apply the various tests for discovering dif-
ferences in mental fitness, technical ability,
character, desires and motives and liow a job
can bo turned into an opportunity.

SEAMAN, AUGUSTA HUIELL (MRS ROBERT
R. SEAMAN). Dragon's secret, il $1.75
(4c) Century 21-17548

Leslie Crane and an invalid aunt are spend-
ing the month of October in a bungalow near
the sea. Leslie misses her girl companions, but
fortune favors her by bringing to the deserted
resort Phyllis Kelvin and her father and
brother. As all the hotels and bungalows are
closed for the winter Leslie is surpiised at see-
ing a light shining thi-u the shutters of the
closed bungalow next door. The next day Rags,
licslie's dog, digs up a curiously carved bronze
box. r<^presenting a dragon, carefully wrapped
in burlap. The girls decide to hide the box in

an unused cupboard, and substitute an old

jewel box belonging to Phyllis. They have an
exciting time trying to trace the "dragon's
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—

Continued
secret," but only succeed in getting very
tangled up, until the night of the big storm,
when things are finally explained.

Booklist 18:93 D '21

Lit D p52 N 5 '21 60w
"Well told and pleasantly thrilling mystery

story for girls."

+ Lit R p28 S 17 '21 80w

SEDGWICK, ANNE DOUGLAS (MRS BASIL
DE SELINCOURT). Christmas roses, and
other stories (Eng title, Autumn crocuses).
*?2.25 (2y2C) Houghton 20-21186

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Stories of English life, neat as a clipped
hedge, but somewhat thin and precious even in
their most unconventional moments. In emo-
tion, they are artificial, and in atmosphere, they
give off the vitiated, unexhilarating air of a
hothouse."

h Dial 70:715 Je '21 40w
"This book is praiseworthy for its finely dis-cnmmatmg style and keen intellectual analysis

of social convention. Only the free-spirited
gusto, the exuberant breath of the natural cre-
ative artist are lacking." H: Chapin

H Lit R p9 Mr 5 '21 350w
"We cannot gainsay the ingenuity with which

the author had used her floral symbols, either
as typifying a personality, or from their asso-
ciation with some crucial episode in the life
of the central figure. Still the process savoursa little of a tour de force; in some of the
studies very little is gained from the self-im-
posed obligation, though it is a pleasure to
recognize the dexterity with which Mrs de
behncourt has surmounted the difficulty "

-i Spec 125:571 O 30 '21 420w
.The Times [London] Lit Sup p581 S 9
Zx. byuw

"They are, in truth, melancholy tales of a
heartbreaking time. But there is no despair inthem or sentimentality, or fruitless anger
against fate. And once or twice, as in 'Carna-
tions and 'Staking a larkspur,' the spirit ofcomedy discreetly enters the symbolic garden of
the story-teller's sensitive fancy." H. W. Boyn-
ton

-I- Weekly R 4:204 Mr 2 '21 220w

SEDGWICK, HENRY DWIGHT, Marcus Au-
relius. il $2.75 Yale univ. press [lis Cd
Milford] B or 92 21-10181

"The author does not attempt a minute ac-
count of the Emperor's political and military
life such as one would expect from the ordinary
historian. His interest professedly is in theman Marcus Aurelius, in his character, and in
the strange wistful spirit of religion which was
spreading over the Pagan world, and of which
the Emperor was, one might say, the personi-
fication. To this end Mr Sedgwick translates
many of the letters that passed between Marcus
and Fronto, his master in rhetoric; he dwells
much on the Emperor's inner life and the moral
Influences that surrounded him, and offers a
well-conceived apology for the persecution of
the Christians."—Weekly R
"This charmingly written .sketch is to be

judged in the light of its aim as set forth in
its preface. Mr Sedgwick writes from the
point of vifiw of the twontieth century and
its religious perplexities, and with no great
technical equipment. Nevertheless he has
furnished the general roadcr with an inter-
esting account of the liter.irv and spiritual
life of tho Middle Empire." Donald McFayden

-I Am Hist R 27:111 O '21 330w
Booklist 18:15 O '21

''There are two reasons why a Catholic finds
a book of this kind a rather sad bore, no mat-
ter how much intelligence and fine writing
have been expended upon It. The first reason
is that it Is hard to view with patience modern
efforts to revamp and make suitable for prac-
tical spiritual purpo.ses ancient pagan creeds.
The .second reason is that Mr Sedgwick, like

so many of his class, does not seem to be able
to grasp the importance of specific and generic
differences."— Cath World 114:105 O '21 500w
"An interesting essay, based on good scholar-

ship and full of select quotations." H. O. Lee
-f- Freeman 4:69 S 28 '21 llOOw

"Is a much more solid performance than his
'Dante.' The only serious criticism on this in-
teresting and helpful book is one that would
apply equally to nearly all studies of the Stoic
philosophy known to me. There is hardly any
mention of Plato except by way of implied dis-
paragement." Paul Shorey

-I Lit R p6 Ag 6 '21 1650W
"On every page of the collection of letters

assembled by Henry Dwight Sedgwick in his
discriminating study of the personality of
Marcus Aurelius, there are countless little

humanizing touches which bring the impersonal
Stoic right down from his artificial pinnacle to
every-day levels, and demand a reappraisal of
posterity's attitude. If this letter-biography
is read in conjunction with his self-evolved
philosophy of ethics, a mental picture of a lov-
able human being is gained, whose fine mind
penetrated a little further than the average
into the mysteries of life." C. B. Jordan

+ N Y Times p9 D 25 '21 3250w
"This book is sure to prove delightful to all

who care for good literature, good life, and
good learning."

-j- Spec 127:744 D 3 '21 2700w
Survey 46:447 Je 25 '21 60w
The Times LLondon] Lit Sup p700 O

27 '21 130w
"Every page of the book is interesting. We

reckon this the best piece of work that Mr
Sedgwick has yet accomplished."

+ Weekly R 5:260 S 17 '21 500w
Wis Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 80w

SELIGSBERG, ALFRED FREDERICK. Invalid
Europe. $1.75 Boni & Liveright 914 21-5559

"Mr Seligsberg traveled last year through
several of the countries of Europe, he studied
the phenomena of after the war, he tried to
diasiiose Euiope's ills and prescribe remedies
lor thetii." (In Y Times) 'Everywhere he found
the peasantry relatively well off, the salaried
classes worst. 'To pass from P'rance into Ger-
many is like passing from day into night.' In
Italy the sense of Leing on the eve of great
changes prevailed. The author freely discus-
ses the political conditions of the different
countries and America's relation to them."
(Survey)

"The more than common inirartiality of Mr
Selig.=:berg'a premises renders his diagnosis of
the 'disease' which today aftlict.s the world in
general and the European continent in partic-
ulai- the more convincing."

-f- Boston Transcript p7 Ap 23 '21 550w
Reviewed by Harold Kellock

Freeman 3:356 Je 22 '21 150w
"His book reads like a rfecumfe of a score of

books on the same subject and, though
meritorious in its es.'^^ence, completely lacks the
sap and life and vigor which were integral
parts of that score of books."

^ NY Times pl3 Ap 10 '21 700w
R of Rs 63:559 My '21 40w
Springfd Republican p6 Jl 20 '21 SOOw

"The book i.-^ well v/ritton and represents a
promising attitude to the outstanding problems
of American foreign policy." B. L.

4- Survey 46:26 Ap 2 '21 240w
"Brief book, founded upon recent travel In

three or four European countries, and marked
by an evident dosiio to observe and comment
with fairness." E. L. J^earson

+ Weekly R 4:;M0 Ap 13 '21 120w

SEMPLE, HENRY CHURCHILL. American
liberty enlightening the world. •$2 (7c)
Putnam 341.1 20-22310

In these four essays which discuss from a
Roman Catholic viewpoint the moral basis for
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a world league of peace, the following are the
main contentions: that every positive rule of
International law has a human sanction; that
the United States supreme court is the unique
glory of our country and a model for an In-
ternational court of arbitration; that the denial
by socialism of the right to private property
Is anti-Catholic and antl-American; that kings
and emperors do not reign by divine right.

"Father Sample has done a good service in
publishing this volume, and merits pra.ise not
only as a scholar, but as a citizen."

+ Cath World 112:823 Mr '21 490w
+ Lit R pll D 31 '20 80w

R of Rs 63:224 F '21 50w
The Times [London] Lit Sup pl83 Mr

17 '21 80w
Weekly R 4:38 Ja 12 '21 450w

SENTNER, DAVID. Cobblestones. $1.50 Knopf
» 811 21-22335

The author, a Columbia student, is the first
winner of the Knopf prize for the best book
written by a Columbia undergraduate during
the year. The poems in "Cobblestones" are
called by Mr Sentner "poems of life in a city."

"In spite of having won a prize as the best
undergraduate production from Columbia Uni-
versity in 1921 shows few signs of being under-
graduate in character. . . The author has a
bitter philosophy, a i^een eye for exteriors, a
ragged rhythm,—and a future."

+ Bookm 54:588 F '22 50w

SERVICE, ROBERT WILLIAM. Ballads of a
Bohemian. •$1.60 Barse & Hopkins 811

21-7984

These ballads of an American ex-service man,
were written In the Latin quarter of Paris
after the war and depict the Bohemian life

there In all its aspects, including after-war
conditions. Many of the poems are accom-
panied with explanatory notes and are chro-
nologically grouped under Spring; Early sum-
mer; Later summer; Winter.

Reviewed by L: Untermeyer
Bookm 54:481 Ja '22 820w

"Despite the occasional excellent poems in
this very long book, aside from Its frequently
remarkable lines, 'Ballads of a Bohemian' is

a far cry from the vigor of Mr Service's early
work. In those days Mr Service was—Mr
Service. Nowadays he seems more laboring
after the effects that he once produced so
easily." G. M. H.

h Boston Transcript p7 My 7 '21 500w
"There is nothing in the present volume

which will add to the author's reputation, un-
less It be, perhaps, 'The twa Jocks.' As a
whole the book Is a disappointment, judged
purely as poetry."

h Lit R pl2 My 7 '21 220w
"One does not, of course, expect poetry from

Mr Service. But the present volume must
seem a little flat even to those who felt so
strongly moved by the red blooded virility of
the versifier's earlier works." D. O. Stewart— New Repub 26:384 My 25 '21 200w
Reviewed by R: Lloyd

Pub W 99:1234 Ap 16 '21 330w
"Service is a facile rhymster, a poet of

Imagination, a painter of reality, and his pen
Is light or serious as the occasion demands."

-f Sprlngfd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 290w

SETON, ERNEST THOMPSON. Woodland
tales, il $2 Doubleday 570 21-26464

These tales are told In the form of fairy
stories for six-year-olds and older ones. Mother
Carey is their patron saint and they appeal
to father and mother as guide in wood-lore
and wood-craft. They are addressed to the
seeing eye, the thinking hand, the winged soul
that stores up precious memories, and they
tell the story of the trail. They are grouped
under the headings: Things to see in spring-

time: Things to see in summertime; Things to
see in autumntime; Things to see in winter-
time; Things to know; Things to do; Things
to remember. They are illustrated with one
hundred drawings by the author.

-f- Booklist 17:353 Jl '21

"Enthusiastic statements of a creed whose
object is nature. It is this philosophy that
gives form and unity to the book."

+ Lit R pl9 Ap 23 '21 320w
N Y Times p32 Jl 31 '21 150w

+ Sprlngf d Republican p9a Je 5 '21
90w

SEYMOUR, MRS BEATRICE KEAN. Invisible
tides. *$2 (2c) Seltzer 21-9439

Helena Morden, whose name spells "modern,"
married Jerome Courtney, vtith admiration and
respect but not with love. Six weeks later she
met Hilary Sargent and knew her mistake. At
first the lovers made some slight show of re-
sistance against the invisible tides which
repeatedly bore them together, but Jerome's
absence in America gave them added op-
portunity to feed their eager and greedy young
hearts, and they finally yielded to what seemed
an inevitable love. Helena hoped her husband
would be "decent" and understand. Her greet-
ing to him when he came back was "I shall
not want you—ever. Good-bye." The war
claimed Hilary, and in its course, death. Then
Jerome, still loving greatly, proved his
"decency" by asking Helena to come back to
him on her own terms. And she came.

"It has its weaknesses, but it Is full of
feeling. If the author were not so conscious
that she is writing a novel, she would be a
great deal more successful." K. M.

H Ath p79 Ja 16 '20 260w
"A work of such thorough-going craftsman-

ship as 'Invisible tides' is more than a notable
first novel; it is a distinct literary event. . .

The author's situations are intense, her men and
women are flesh and blood, and what is fully as
important, flesh and blood of our own times."
G. M. H.

-t- Boston Transcript p4 Jl 2 '21 380w
"Miss Seymour works honestly and capably,

but with more attention to her subject than
to her drawing, with the result that her book
is utterly lacking in composition. The fault
is not individual; 'Invisible tides' is a typical
Georgian novel."— Dial 71:482 O '21 50w

" 'Invisible tides' is an excellent specimen of
the Georgian novel. It is well written; it is
alive to problems; it is real. In one way, how-
ever, it is depressing; the same thing has been
done before and will, no doubt, often be done
again."

H Lit R plO Je 25 '21 400w
"The book has been written with real passion

for its writing, the characters are living crea-
tures and the story is human and moving. Mrs
Seymour writes an English agreeable to read, at
times distinguished. There are passages that
truly describe, truly convey what she wishes her
reader to see or to feel. Her book is a living
thing to her, and it lives for her readers. It is

too long, a good deal too long, but there comes
the fault of the young writer."

H NY Times p22 Jl 17 '21 950w
"This is a first novel, and, though it contains

some excellent pieces of writing, the author
has not yet complete command of her material."

f- Spec 122:180 F 7 '20 50w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 370w

"Mrs Seymour has a careful and elaborate
technique through which to express what she
feels. But there is a limitation. Any novel
which almost entirely ignores Jocundity and the
comic point of view and the possibility of somo
sort of fugitive happiness cannot claim, as this
novel evidentlv claims, to be a representation
of life."

-i The Times [Londonl Lit Sup p742 D
11 '19 580w
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SHAKHNOVSKI, I. K. Short history of Rus-
sian literature. $2 Button 891.7 21-10556

"This little book of 180 pages gives a bird's-
eye view of the whole field of Russian litera-
ture from the eleventh century to the begin-
ning of the twentieth century. A supplemen-
tary chapter, specially written for this volume
by Serge Tomkeyeff, carries the story on to
the present day."—Lit R

Lit R p8 Mr 12 '21 180w
"It is quite an interesting work; the limita-

tions of the author are patent, but he is pains-
taking, and on the whole his history is illu-
minating. With all Its defects, if only the book
had been produced with adequate care it would
be one that could be read with advantage by
anybody making a study of Russian literature."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup pll6 F
24 '21 450w

SHARFMAN, ISAIAH LEO. American railroad
problem. (Century new world ser.) S3 Cen-
tury 385

The exigencies of the great war, by. focusing
the attention upon, and accentuating the de-
ficiencies of our transportation system under
private management and government regula-
tion prior to the war, mark the beginnings of
an important epoch in the history of American
railroads. Hence the division of the book into
the three parts: The war administration of the
railroads; The essentials of reconstructive pol-
icy; and The elements of the railroad adjust-
ment. Part I includes a brief r6sum6 of the
railroad situation of 1914, an account of war-
time operation and a description and evaluation
of federal control. Part II involves a discussion
of the question of railroad nationalization and
of the outstanding problems of railroad regu-
lation. Part III considers the background of
the settlement, the essential features of the
Transportation Act of 1920 and the adequacy
and permanence of the adjustment. Index.

Boston Transcript p9 N 30 '21 1500w
"A helpful discussion of matters that have

not heretofore been treated in the standard
works dealing with this general topic."

4- R of Rs 64:448 O '21 70w
"So far as the general principles underly-

ing the present railway situation are concern-
ed, the public can hardly demand a more com-
prehensive or fairer understanding of these
than is to be found in 'The American prob-
lem.' The breadth and fairness of Prof. Sharf-
man's analysis make the book a very valuable
guide to reflection in these days of railway
uncertainty."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 S 26 '21 920w

SHARP, DALLAS LORE. Seer of Slabsides.
il 75c (Ic) Houghton B or 92 21-19081

A short, appreciative study of John Bur-
roughs as nature-writer, philosopher, and man.
Mr Sharp writes of him: "His claim upon us
is literary. . . He broke out no new trail, dis-
covered no new animal, no new thing. But he
saw all the old, uncommon things, saw them
oftener, watched them longer, through more
seasons, than any other writer of our out-of-
doors. . . There is plan, proportion, integrity
to his essays—the naturalist living faithfully
up to a sensitive literary conscience."

"If there is any one in America who has never
read John Burroughs that person will surely
do so after reading this volume. The man's
nature is illuminated for us and we see him as
he was, strong, big, simple, and childlike in
his love of nature in all its phases."

+ Lit R p235 D 3 '21 250w
';it contains an adequate and pleasantly

written appreciation of the man and his books
and adds a closer, personal touch in the fact
that the author was evidently a warm friend
as. well as an ardent admirer of John Bur-
roughs."

+ Springf'd Republican plla N 27 '21
330AV

SHAW, BEN, and EDGAR, JAMES. Foundry-
work; a practical treatment of the funda-
mental principles of foundrywork for en-
gineers, draughtsmen, apprentices and stu-
dents. (Pitman's technical primer ser.) SI
(2s 6d) Pitman 621.74

Description of the tools, materials and prac-
tice of iron and brass foundries, with ex-
amples from practice.

SHAW, BEN, and EDGAR, JAMES. Pattern-
making. (Pitman's technical primer ser.) Jl
Pitman 621.72 21-12811

A practical treatise describing pattern-mak-
ing methods and appliances, with numerous
examples from practice.

SHAW, GEORGE BERNARD. Back to Methu-
selah; a metabiological pentateuch. "$2.25
Brentano's 822 21-10012

The thesis of this drama of creative evolu-
tion, with its characteristic Shavian preface,
is that death comes before man has attained
either wisdom or vision, and so, if nature is
not to replace him with a more competent
species, his span of life must be extended
to three hundred years. The drama is divided
into five parts. The scene of part I, "In the
beginning," is the Garden of Kden, with Adam,
Eve, the Serpent and Cain discoursing on love
and life and death. The action of part II, "The
gospel of the Brothers Barnabas," takes place
in the years immediately following the war
in Hampstead Heath. Part HI, "The thing
happens" is scened in the ofHcial parlor of the
President of the British Islands, in the year
2170. Part IV, "The tragedy of an elderly
gentleman," has for its scene, in its first act,
the South shore of Galway Bay in Ireland, in
the year 3000. The action of part V, "As far
as thought can reach," takes place in the year
31,920 A.D., with youths and ancients, and,
finally, the ghosts of Adam, Eve, the Serpent,
and Lilith appearing.

Booktisit 17:343 Jl '21

"It has the same cleanliness, the same
honesty, the same austerity, the same lively
social conscience and the same genuine reli-
gious fervor as glorified 'Heartbreak house.' "

Alexander "Woolcott
+ Bookm 53:550 Ag '21 1400w

Reviewed by E. F. Edgett
-|- Boston Transcript p6 Je 11 '21 llSOw

"The novelties of this book are rather disap-
pointing. Mr Shaw has created—and in an
age which seldom rises above constructiveness
that is much—but his creation does not live
because he is not an artist." Gilbert Seldes

H Dial 71:227 Ag '21 1850w
Reviewed by Harold Kellock

Freeman 4:40 S 21 '21 1700w
"Mr Shaw seems to be one more example of

a man in whom dismay and horror at the world,
revealed by the war, have caused a kind of
panic. He must get out his formula to save
civilization without a moment's delay. But civi-
lization is not to be saved without the slow, un-
romantic labor of hard thinking. . . . Mr Shaw
is not an organizer of ideas: he is that much
rarer thing—a source of ideas to be organized.
Prophets who can thus inflame the intellectual
imagination are few. Let us be thankful for Mr
Shaw." C: A. Bennett

-I Lit R p3 Je 25 '21 2900w
•"The five dramatic books of the revelation

of the new vitalist religion are less brilliant

than Shaw's earlier works, less humanly saga-
cious in detail, and, despite several bravura
passages, less eloquent. But they have all his

old energy and rapidity of intellectual move-
ment and the last two are matchless exercises
of a cold imaginative vigor building its struc-
tures out into the void." lAidwig Lewisohn

+ Nation 112:8.50 Je 15 '21 1200w

"The style and artistry of this long series

of fabuUst plays, with their provoking and
energetic preface are unusual. The opening
scene in the Garden of Eden, and of the Ser-
pent's incitement to tlie adventure that is to
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end in nothing is; a masterpiece, easily and
beautifully playable, and it ia a pity that Mr
Shaw could not carry on his concise, dramatic
start to the end of his journey. The middle is

almost a halt for political comedy by the way.
The close catches up the lost philosophical idea
of the enterprise, and restores it to dignity
and spiritual consequence." H. W. M.

(- Nation and Ath 29:50n Jl 2 '21 1700\v

"He has poetized the theme of creative evo-
lution. It is no more fool-proof than any other
dynamic idea. But it has volcanic fire in
these legends. To the top of this literary
Popocatapetl I have crawled, gasping, and,
wearing snow-spectacles, I assert that Shaw
is still unbearably brilliant." Francis Hackett

H New Repub 27:85 Je 15 '21 2150w
"With this new play, a sort of Shavian Bible

of Evolution, Shaw enters the charmed circle
of the imaginative vatlcinators, romantic star-
ga.zers, and cock-sure pseudo-scientists. The
preface is a fascinating survey of the develop-
ment of modern evolutionary thinking by one
of the keenest minds of the age." Archibald
Henderson

-H N Y Times p4 Je 12 '21 3350w
"His satire, ranging over human life from

the Garden of Eden to the confines of an in-
comprehensible future, exposes forgivable hum-
an weaknes.s or inexcusable imbecility, in no
despairing mood, but with a kind of cheerful-
ness and zest which can be felt only by one
who has a disagreeable mission from on high.
Crabbed or gentle, .'jubtle and dexterous or
comic with an extravagance bordering on
horseplay, he damns human nature with a grin
and at the same time proclaims its inherent
greatness. His visions, if not beautiful, at
least go far toward convincing one that the
human race can do what it will."

+ No Am 214:715 N '21 680w
"In this First Act of Adam and Eve Mr Shaw

has once more demonstrated the fact that he
is probably the most dexterous master of the
stage who ever lived. Perhaps the thing that
marks out 'Back to Methuselah' from among
most of Mr Shaw's works as being in many
ways his most mature and most serious book,
is the fact that its object is for once not
purely negative." Tarn

+ Spec 127:18 Jl 2 '21 1550w
"The note of spiritual certainty in Mr Shaw's

book is its most arresting feature. The wit,
the honesty, also tlie peculiar faults of the
author, are all there in more extended patches
than before, but it is a new quality that
beckons us, the author's mysticism, formerly
hid beneath his mocking."

+ Springf d Republican p9a S 25 '21 2000w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p405 Je 23

•21 60w
"Will merely irritate and puzzle those who

read it as a play. But to those who are in-
terested in such things it must be intensely
interesting; for it is real thought, although
without freedom, a kind of physical growth and
proliferation which must fall into patterns
because it has attained to no communications
with anything outside and above itself, and so
is not creative."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p433 Jl
7 '21 1850w

" 'Back to Methuselah' is a play of extra-
ordinary conception, the keenest religious con-
viction and an expression that is alternately hu-
morous, bizarre and exalted."

+ Theatre Arts M 5:249 Jl '21 360w
Weekly R 4:557 Je 11 '21 280w

"I have had much to say against this book,
yet I should be unjust to Mr Shaw and the
reader alike if I withheld my impression that
the author of this work, remarkable after all
abatements, is a sincere, unselfish, elevated
man. An admirable, an almost unrivaled, scorn
of the sensual, the mechanical, the trivial, and
the hypocritical animates the volume, and its
basic temper and propelling motive, as the au-
thor fearlessly confesses, are religious." O. W.
Firkins

-\ Weekly R 4:558 Je 11 '21 2450w

"Only once during what he calls his prime
has Mr Shaw's 'unbe:irably brilliant' intellect
stopped gyrating long enough to let his wisdom
hear its own voice. That was when he wrote
'Major Barbara.' Never since then—until
'Back to Methuselah'—has lie drawn power
from the centre of his being, from his funda-
mental and intuitive knowledge of truth. In
all these plays, even in the finest of them, the
shadow flung by the idea dwarfs the men and
the women. They are small because it is
vast, and static because it is dynamic." Storm
Jameson

+ Yale R n s 11:429 Ja '22 880w

SHAW of DUNFERMLINE, THOMAS SHAW,
baron. Letters to Isabel; with a foreword
by A. Burnett Smith, il $5 Doran [21s Cas-
sell] B or 92

Disclaiming all idea of writing an autobiog-
raphy, the author, in answer to appeals from
his daughter to "tell her things" about his life,

has written her a series of letters, extending
over eighteen months, "to let you see places,
events and men just as I happen to remember
them; and if I stumlile across the picture with
any of the struggles and the happinesses of
my own life, I shall be there because you have
dragged me in." Lord Shaw began as a poor
Scottish lad. He was enabled to push his way
thru Edinburgh university and settled down
to the law. He advanced rapidly both profes-
sionally and financially, gaining a seat in Par-
liament, the posts, in succession, of Solicitor-
general and Lord advocate and finally a peer-
age. Throughout his life his tendencies have
been radical and idealistic. His letters which
are permeated with enthusiasm and literary
feeling, afford lively sketches of Gladstone,
Lord Morley, Campbell-Bannerman, and An-
drew Carnegie, from whom he secured the
trust for Scottish university education.

"The.v have a charming atmosphere and give
us intimate glimpses of a personality in whom
the memories of the past and prophesies of the
future are linked."

+ Boston Transcript p5 D 14 '21 230w
"A charming series of reminiscent letters.

Whatever he writes about, it is always Isabel
and not the world fvt large v/hom he sets out
to please. Interwoven with his deep interest
in law, in politics, and in literature is that
love of the country so peculiarly characteristic
of all English letter writers." Arnold Whitridge

-h Lit R p250 D in '21 600w
"There is something to be said for the form

which I.rf)rd Shaw has chosen for his reminis-
cences, but much against it. It allows freedom
to the author. He is unfettered by the pro-
cession of events, public or private. The
drawback is that he always seems in two
minds about the ultimate destination of his
letters, and this indecision is painful to the
reader. Were the letters really meant foi- one
particular person—a daughter—or were they
written for the public at large? In so far as
they are records of public life, Lord Shaw's
letters are most interesting, and contribute to
the historv of the past fifty years."

^ New Statesman 17:368 Jl 2 "21 580w

"When the reader has learned to skip the
intimate and sentimental passages, he will be
rewarded with some interesting pages."

-j Spec 12G:654 My 21 '21 1650w

"If the method employed is felt occasionally
to be tiresome, readers of this unconventional
book will forgive Lord Shaw not only on ac-
count of the many excellent stories which he
tells, but because of the revelation in the let-

ters of a character and career well worth re-
cording."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p315 My
19 '21 1550W

SHAY. FRANK, and LOVING, PIERRE, eds.

Fifty contemporary one-act plays. *$5
Stewart Kidd 808.2 21-611

This volume includes twenty-five plays from
European countries, one from India, two
translated from the Yiddish, and twenty-two
by American authors. Among the American
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SHAY, F. and LOVING, P . —Oontintied
plays are Brothers, by Lewis Beach; In the
morgue, by Sada Cowan; The slave with two
faces, by Mary Carolyn Davies; Trifles, by
Susan Glaspell; Aria da Capo, by Edna St Vin-
cent Millay; The shadowed star, by Mary Mac-
Millan; The medicine show, by Stuart Walker;
and The finger" of God, by Percival Wilde. The
volume closes with the bibliography of books
and plays of the little theatre, published
previously as a separate pamphlet and here re-
printed with revisions.

+ Booklist 17:212 Mr '21

Reviewed by Sidney Howard
Bookm .51:254 N '21 520w
Cleveland p30 Ap '21 60w

"The selection of plays is liberal and dis-
criminating, and the necessary translations are
generally well made."

+ Dial 70:353 Mr '21 130w
Reviewed by Kenneth MacGowan

Freeman 3:547 Ag 17 '21 1050w
"There was a vacant spot waiting for this

book, and it is pleasant to observe that while
the book fits the vacancy neatly with no rough
edges to be trimmed, still it leaves plenty of
room for a sizable family to join it in due
time. It is hard to be enthusiastic about an
anthology because there is no single focussing
point, but such enthusiasm as is possible in
the nature of things this book deserves." E:
H. Bierstadt

-I- New Repub 28:53 S 7 '21 620w
N Y Times p4 N 13 '21 190w
R Of Rs 63:557 My '21 50w

"There is no clear editorial scheme: the
book merely presents an aggregation of many
plays, some of which, though doubtless char-
acteristic, might have been supplanted by
others, equally characteristic, but more sig-
nificant as contributions to contemporary
drama. The theater which may rely upon
'Fifty contemporary one-act plays' for its
repertory will find itself steeped in the little-
theater pessimism, with only one or two
studies in healthy humanism."

1- Sprlngf d Republican p6 Ap 25 '21

600w
+ Theatre Arts M 5:166 Ap '21 210w

"A source of pleasure for the reader, but a
true life-saver for the amateur dramatic club
or the little theatre." E. L. Pearson

-I- Weekly R 4:35 Ja 12 '21 130w
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 40w

SHEFFERMAN, NATHAN W. Employment
methods. $5 Ronald 331.8 20-18598

As business grew to immense proportions the
personal relationship between employer and em-
ployee suffered; the human equation was nearly
forgotten. "The problem today is to restore
that personal inspiration or to find a suitable
substitute, both human and humanizing, to take
the place of the former master-and-man rela-
tionship. To do this there must be a depart-
ment given over to employment and nothing
else, where all functions pertaining to the get-
ting, selecting, assigning, and holding of help
may be centralized . . . through which the
personal touch will be restored and maintained."
(Page 4) The contents fall into five parts: Func-
tion and development of an employment depart-
ment; Getting employees; Holding employees;
Employing for office, store, and bank; The hu-
man element. In the latter, service work in in-
dustry and in the business house, the medical
department, the place of women in personnel
work, industrial housing and industrial democ-
racy, are considered. The book is indexed, has
an extended appendix, especially devoted to the
human element and numerous forms and illus-
trations.

Ann Am Acad 97:192 S '21 280w
Boston Transcript p6 Mr 26 '21 250w

"It is a practical manual, very concrete, with
abundant illustrations of such things as office
lay-out and forms. The book is written in a
style that is not very telling, and some of the
charts are too detailed and need a microscope
to decipher them, but on the whole it is
thoroughly comprehensible and, partly on ac-
count of the good index, highly usable."

H Survey 46:686 S 16 '21 280w

SHELDON, CHARLES MONROE. In His steps
today; what would Jesus do in solving the
problems of present political, economic
and social life? *$1.25 Revell 261 21-14652

"This is a bringing down to date of the
theses propounded in Sheldon's earlier book,
'In His steps.' The book treats of the press,
the theatre, the farmer, the miner, railroad
men, education, the church, home life, and
politics."—Lit R

Booklist 18:106 Ja '22

Boston Tanscrlpt p6 Jl 20 '21 300w
"The average reader will subscribe to Its

doctrines as ideals and remain cheerfully
blind to practical difficulties in applying them.
It has at least the courage of its convictions
and admits the.?e difficulties, in many cases,
and yet manages to remain optimistic."

+ Lit R pl5 Je 11 '21 180w
"It is doubtful wliether this is an epoch-

making book, like its predecessor, which
struck the world with the force of a new
sensation. But it surely meets many ex-
ceedingly perplexing situation squarely and
proposes rational remedies."

H Springf'd Republican p8 Jl 8 '21 SOOw

SHELLEY, PERCY BYSSHE. Philosophical
view of reform, il $3.75 Oxford 320.1

21-4355
"Mr T. W. RoUeston has printed for the first

time, from a manuscript in his possession, an
unfinished political pamphlet written by Shelley
in 1820. The point of view is that of a moder-
ate Socialist and Pacifist, with a strong belief
'n democracy. Shelley wanted to abolish the
National Debt by a levy on capital, but he did
not want to abolish private property. 'Labour
and skill and the immediate wages of labour
and skill is a property of the most sacred and
indisputable right, and the foundation of all
other property.' "—Spec

"The whole subject is well handled and will
give the progressive owner and manager not
only a good deal to think about but many
practical suggestions as well."

+ Am Machinist pl064i Je 16 '21 280w

"Surely no pretext for printing this blotched
and scored manuscript was required. Enough
that it is an eagle's feather. Why pretend that
it is instructive?" S. W.

4- Ath p513 O 15 '20 1050w
Lit R plO Je 25 '21 310w

" 'A philosophical view of reform' is Shelley's
last attempt to influence directly political affairs
in England. It is the last of his poUtical pamph-
lets, written when he was at the height of his
powers. It is often eloquent, sometimes impas-
sioned, but only rarely attains that elevation of
style which is sustained throughout most of
Shelley's prose. The most interesting thing
about this essay for the reader acquainted with
Shelley's life and poetry is its moderation." Ash-
ley Thorndike

-f N Y Times p3 Jl 3 '21 1900w
"The pamphlet does not add much to our

knowledge of Shelley's political opinions, but it

was well worth printing."
-j Spec 125:441 O 2 '20 lOOw

Sprinflfd Republican p8 D 11 '20 400w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p622 S 23

'20 50w
"The pamphlet is fragmentary, with gaps and

cancelled passages; it is rather a statement of
principles than of measures; and it is written by
one whose natural medium was poetry, not
prose. But, for all that, it is one of the wisest
pieces of political thought of its age; of peculiar
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interest to us now, and likely to arouse in a
modern reader hope rather than despair."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p641 O 7
20 1450W

SHERIDAN, MRS CLARE CO'NSUELO (FRE-
WEN). Mayfair to Moscow (Eng title,

Russian portraits), il $3 (G^^c) Boni &
Liveright 914.7 21-5560

Narrative, in diary form, of experiences in
Russia, where the author went, under the wing
of Leo Kamenev, Bolshevist envoy to Kngland,
to sculpture the heads of the most prominent
Bolshevist leaders. The diary begins in August
1920 in London, where Krassin gave her sit-
tings, and closes with first impressions of the
United States, where she came later, in January
1921. The artist made busts of Lenin, Trotzky,
Zlnovlev, Dsirjinsky, and Krassin, and her
diary affords lively comments on each as well
as interesting gliinpses of life in Moscow under
Soviet rule. She was assigned quarters in the
Kremlin, went everywhere freely and lived like
the Russians around her. She also met and
talked with Washington Vanderlip, American
financier, John Reed, American communist, and
H. G. Wells, who were travelling in Russia at
the time.

Booklist 17:34G Jl '21

"The book is more romantic than most recent
novels. Its flashes of humor, its curious bits
of character drawing, and its breezy style, not
only entertain; they make one immediately
want to meet Clare Sheridan."

+ Bookm 53:248 My '21 300w
Boston Transcript p4 My 18 '21 580w
Dial 70:716 Je '21 60w

Reviewed by Harold Kellock
Freeman 3:546 Ag 17 '21 140w

"Combines a racy readable style with first-
hand studies of the leaders of Bolshevism. Her
point of view is the detached outlook of the

+ Ind 105:388 Ap 9 '21 SlOw
Int Studio 73:167 My '21 320w

"Because of its vivid transcription of the
scene and the mood of the moment, and of
the irrepressible zest and eagerness of the
author—not for any significance of comment

—

her chronicle makes engaging reading." Amy
Loveman

+ Lit R p6 Mr 19 '21 lOOOw
"Is there in all these lively impressions of

an adventurous artist material on which to
base a Russian policy? Obviously not; but
material to bring sanity and humor and
humanity into the Russian question." Dorothy
Brewster

-I- Nation H2:sup554 Ap 13 '21 720w
Nation and Ath 29:291 My 21 '21 720w

"The reader feels that, in an unusual degree,
he has been given an unbiassed report of a
much-distorted subject. Though the diary is
fragmentary and in a sense superficial, it pro-
vides some basic human evidence." R. H.

+ New Repub 27:175 Jl 6 '21 220w
"Her diary may become of great value some

day to historians of the future. It certainly
makes rattling good reading for us of the
present." T. R. Ybarra

-(- N Y Times plO Ap 3 '21 2050w
"Mrs Sheridan is a vivacious writer. Like

most diaries, this is scrappy, but it has sharp
descriptive passages."

+ Outlook 128:28 My 4 '21 60w
Reviewed by Robert Deane

+ Pub W 99:965 Mr 19 '21 250w
R of Rs 63:559 My '21 40w

"The author's entire ignorance of the Russian
language and her implied boredom, when not
at work or being entertained by one or other
of the Bolshevik brotherhood, deprive her ap-
preciations of any great value."

1- Sat R 131:263 Mr 20 '21 720w
"In the main, she describes the Soviet Rus-

sia that has been often described before, and

does not do it so weU. The only merit in
the work arises in her contact with Soviet
leaders."
+ — Springf d Republican p8 Jl 13 '21 300w

The Times [London] Lit Sup pl46 Mr
3 '21 60w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
Weekly R 4:317 Ap 6 '21 420w

SHIDLE, NORIVIAN G. Finding your Job;
- sound and practical business methods. %2

Ronald 374.1 21-17767

"This is the message of a young man who
'has been through the mill' to other young
men who are about to go through. The auth-
or's experience has taught him the most ef-
fective methods to adopt in hunting a job. He
explains them in detail in this book." (Pref-
ace) The contents are grouped under the
headings: Approaching the problem; Where
and how to look for a position; How to get
the position after finding it.

Booklist 18:108 Ja '22

"Mr Shidle has kept away from all the plati-
tudinous utterances so common to inspirational
books and comes right down to brass tacks.
He tells definitely just how to go about hunt-
ing a job in a thoroughly workmanlike man-
ner."

4- Lit R p323 D 31 '21 270w

SHOEMAKER, SAMUEL MOOR, Jr. Realizing
religion. 90c (23c) Assn. press 248 21-9084

This book, the author tells us in a fore-
word, "grew out of a spiritual friendship. It

contains substantially the ideas which passed
between two persons frankly considering
spiritual matters in conversation and corre-
spondence, selected and arranged, of course,
for more orderly presentation." The chapter
headings indicate the nature of the subjects
under discussion: The present need of religion;
The fact of sin; What is conversion? The way
Jesus Christ helps; What religion ought to do
for us; Driving power for the new life; Wanted
—witnesses.

SHORE, MRS VIOLA (BROTHERS). Heritage;
and other stories. $1.75 (3c) Doran 21-17815

"Viola Brothers Shore has written short
stories for several years and soine of the most
meritorious are gathered into the present
volume. Their scene is in Brooklyn and for
the most part they deal with Jewish life."

—

Boston Transcript

Booklist 18:123 Ja '22

"Stories like these come to us none too often
and prove the author not only to be an ad-
mirable story teller but an appreciative literary
artist. All the narratives are delightful and
'The heritage' is the finest short story which
we have read for many months." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p8 D 17 '21 250w
"Better than any of the Jewish tales are

those which deal simply with non-sectarian
American life. Mrs Shore has an undoubted
gift for plot, an eye for vivid contrasts, and
an ability to characterize a human being com-
pletely in a few sentences. 'Dimi and the
double life' is probably the best tale in the
volume. Strange as it may seem, it is the
sort of fiction for which Mrs Shore has won
recognition that she does least well."

H Lit R p2S4 D 17 '21 450w
"Tales that are above the average, written

in a brisk colloquial style, that never lets the
attention flag, and with an insight that sums
up human nature accurately and describes it

divertingly."
+ N Y Times p26 N 27 '21 40w

SIDEBOTHAM, HERBERT. Political profiles;
from British public life, il $3 (7^c)
Houghton 923.2 21-27483

Character sketches of leading English poli-

ticians by the parliamentary correspondent of
the London Times. There is an introductory
chapter on the press gallery and a postscript
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SIDEBOTHAM, HBRBBHT —ContlnucJ
on the future of parliamentary government.
Contents: Lord Grey; The Cecilians; Sir Rob-
ert Home; Lord Reading; Mr Lloyd George;
Lord Curzon; Mr Asquith; Mr Bonar Law; Mr
Winston Churchill; Mr Chamberlain; Sir Gor-
don Hewart; Lady Astor; Mr J. H. Thomas;
Lord Birkenhead; Lord Derby; Mr Brace and
others; Lord Carson; Captain Elliot.

Am Pol Sci R 16:154 F '22 120w
Booklist 18:119 Ja '22

"Mr Sidebotham presents the salient fea-
tures of his subjects and projects them clear-
ly before the vision of even a careless reader.
His profiles have the sharpness of outline but
not the flatness of a silhouette. These essays
get and retain the attention mainly because
of his own keenness of insight and neatness
of statement." F. L. B.

+ Boston Transcript p5 N 19 '21 650w
Reviewed by H. L. Stewart

Ind 108:62 Ja 21 '22 lOOOw
"Mr Sidebotham has accomplished one of

the most difficult of tasks. He has written a
sincere and truthful volume about the con-
temporary personages among whom he moves
which avoids the twin pitfalls of flattery and
malice and gives the reader real enlightenment
both as to characters and tendencies. He has
an ideal combination of inner knowledge and
personal detachment together with an admir-
able, indeed an almost French, finesse of por-
traiture."

+ Lit R pl85 N 19 '21 980w
R of Rs 64:667 D '21 50w

"The book drones somewhat and most of
the essays, while suitable for printing in a
daily newspaper, are not conspicuous in book
form. Still there are occasional flashes of in-
sight."

h Sprlngf'd Republican pG N 23 '21 310w

SIDQWICK, ETHEL. Madam. '$2 (Si^c) Small
21-4509

Incisive study of characters and moods In
an England not yet recovered from the shock
of war. Caroline Astley, otherwise "Madam,"
always fit, efficient and in command of her-
self, is secretary and "general prompter on the
home-stage" to a master-surgeon. Mott Lane,
familiarly known as "Mouse," is sole survivor
of Ave brothers in the war, and under bondage
to the memory and indiscretions of the eldest
of these. He is keen to discover "Madam"
under her correct exterior and lacks neither
courage nor audacity in her pursuit. She is

no less keen in discovering his fineness under
a persistent shadow of ill report, including the
accusation of theft in which he has become
Involved. The book follows these two thru
many vicissitudes to the point of betrothal.

"The delicate finesse of her older manner has
been blunted. She approaches material in a
different manner. Insofar as we rejoiced in
that highly Individual manner of hers, this is
something to regret. Mousie is the real achieve-
ment of the novel." D. L. M.

-\ Boston Transcript p6 Je 18 '21 1050w
" 'Madam' is erratic both in theme and treat-

ment. Moreover the development of the story is

taut and jerky." L. B.— Freeman 3:431 Jl 13 '21 50w
"Her people do the unexpected. By rule of

thumb, they are even guilty of the illogical. So
without lifting one to breathless moments, they
command interest from first call to final exit.
Miss Sidgwick's power of Incisive characteri-
zation Is only equalled by Edith Wharton
among writers of present-day English fiction."
Sidney Williams

+ Lit R p6 Mr 26 '21 480w
"There is satire, irony, the lighter attacks,

there are examples of wit and the right phrase
is often hit. There are so many clever things
that we are doubtful about depth and wisdom,
so many disturbances that we mistrust the sin-
cerity of the emotion. One cannot always make

out whether she is careless or cunning. Frivol-
ity crops out, but that is part of the effect, and
the baffled reader may feel that the whole thing
is dangerously near a rigmarole. Yet there is
vague, occasional charm about the people."

h New Statesman 17:161 My 14 '21 340w
"The author has drawn 'Mousie' with many

careful and indirect strikes, as Indeed she has
drawn all her characters. They are portrayed
cleverly, but not vividly, except perhaps for
one or two of the minor persons."

-I NY Times p22 My 8 '21 540w
Reviewed by M. A. Hopkins

+ Pub W 99:1229 Ap 16 '21 300w
Spec 127:149 Jl 30 '21 50w

"There is a good deal of originality and also
careful work in this tale. . . We had not In-
frequently the feeling that we are looking on at
a stage performance badly stage-managed, In
which nobody quite knew where to stand, which
was often Imperfectly heard, and in which the
movement hung fire much too frequently."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p278 Ap
28 '21 80w
Wis Lib Bui 17:156 O '21 40w

SIME, JESSIE GEORGINA. Our little life. '$2
(Ic; Stokes 21-6166

One of the tenants of Penelope's Buildings,
a run-down apartment-house in Regalia (evi-
dently Montreal), Canada, was Katie McQee,
a kindly, middle-aged Irish seamstress. Another
was Robert Fulton, a rather well-bred young
Englishman with literary aspirations who was
doomed to .sell butter and cheese over a count-
er. Accident brought them, and loneliness kept
them, together. At Katie's Invitation Fulton
went often to her apartment for her suppers
and her cheer and he formed the habit of
reading to her from the manuscript of the
book he was writing on Canada. He did not
look to Katie for literary criticism or Inspira-
tion but the streak of the artist in him de-
manded sympathy and he knew he could count
on her for that. The result, for Katie, was
inevitable but her love for the poor unhappy
youth was entirely self-forgetful. The plot is

of the slightest. The kindly, humorous, hu-
man Katie is the whole book.

+ Booklist 17:351 Jl '21

"Mis-s Sime has managed to grasp something
very vital and warm and living and to lose
nothing of these qualities in showing it to us.
It is more than a promising novel. It is a
promise already fulfilled." D. L. M.

-t- Boston Transcript p7 Ap 23 '21 920w
"The story is cut after an old-fashioned pat-

tern; nevertheless it is freshly observed. It

never quite descends Into banality, the feeling
Is fresh and genuine. Katie herself Is redeemed
by a hundred tender, naughty, humaji touches
from the usual impossible slum angel of stories
of this sort." Hulbert Footner

+ Lit R d3 My 14 '21 780w
"Although the book Is very long there Is not

much in It save the expounding of Katie
McGee's uniquely lovable character. But this
Is enough to provide entertainment, which
seldom lags at any stape of the work."

+ N Y Times p22 My 22 '21 430w
"Miss Sime has a considerable gift for

character drawing. She has also a sense of
humour, and a crisp, pleasant style which
only occasionally slips over the edge Into the
archly facetious."

-I- Sat R 132:152 Jl 30 '21 250w
Spec 127:340 S 10 '21 50w
Sprlngf'd Republican plla My 22 '21

360w
"The brave but pathetic struggles of Miss Mc-

Gee have a human appeal that cannot be denied.
The long story of Miss McGee's affection for

Robert Fulton Is told at a monotonous level,

and seems to go on as Interminably as the young
man's sententious chapters in the sympathetic
but uncomprehending ear of his benefactress.
Miss Sime has ideas about Canadian patriotism
and the growing self-con.sciousness of a young
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nation, but she does not make them very

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p371 Je 9
•21 440w

SIMKHOVITCH, VLADIMIR GRIGORIEVITCH.
' Toward the understanding of Jesus. $1.75

Macmillan 904 21-21955
"Problem.s of history are problems of under-

standing-. Three such problems of hisiorlcal
understanding are treated in this book. The
first study deals with the historical problem
presented by the teachings of Jesus. In this
study we are endeavoring to understand the
particular circumstances and conditions that
make so great an historical event as the in-
sight of Jesus historically Intelligible to us."
(Preface) The second study traces the cause
of the fall of the Roman empire to the decay
of its agriculture. The third study, "Hay and
history" is a discussion of the village com-
munity and the causes which brought It about.

SIMONDS, OSSIAN COLE. Landscape-gar-
dening. (Rural science ser.) 11 *$S Macmil-
lan 710 20-21341

"After outlining the aims of landscape gar-
dening and pleading for the conservation of
natural features and resources, the author dis-
cusses land, planting materials and planting,
water, home grounds, farms, and semi-arid
regions, thoroughfares, railway properties,
parks, golf and school grounds, arboretums and
botanic gardens, cemeteries and city planning.
An appendix contains two short papers on
landscape work by the late Bryan Lathrop, of
Chicago. Brief allusions are made to the part
that the engineer may take in landscape plan-
ning."—Engln News-Rec

surrounded by an uidulgent family who see
thru him, think him exceedingly funny in his
poses, with rare sense of humor forgive him
his escapades, and allow him to feel as im-
portant as possible.

"Freshness of treatment, sanity, and relative
brevity characterize this book."

+ Engln News-Rec 86:865 My 19 '21 80w
"Based on careful thought and wide ex-

perience."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl09 F
17 '21 320w

SIMONS, ALGIE MARTIN. Personnel relations
In Industry. $3 Ronald 331.8 21-8298

A view of experiment, experience and present
practice in the adjustment of relations between
management and worker. The material con-
tained in this book was fiist presented to
classes of the Extension department of the
University of Wisconsin, the students of which
were nearly all engaged in industrial manage-
ment or personnel work. Later, after consulta-
tion with specialists, visits to industrial plants
and the testing of conclusions by actual in-
dustrial practice, the book was entirely re-
written. Its aim is to point out the scientific
laws and especially the human factors under-
lying industrial relations. Among the topics
treated are Standardization of employment
elements: Sources of labor supply: Mental and
trade tests: Interesting labor in industry;
Working environment; The wage relation;
Labor turnover; Organization of the personnel
department; Democracy in industry; Forms of
joint management. The book is indexed.

Booklist 18:8 O '21

"A keen and accurate analysis of the situa-
tion in American indu.stry."

+ Boston Transcript p5 S 10 '21 260w
Reviewed by Alfred Lief

Outlook 129:28 S 7 '21 140w
Survey 46:687 S 16 '21 140w

SINCLAIR, MAY. Mr Waddlngton of Wyck. $2
(4c) Macmillan [7s 6d Cassell] 21-14701

Horatio Bysshe Waddlngton of Lower Wyck
Manor, was a pompous, egotistic fool, Incapable
of feeling anything but his own importance
and forever solemnly posing in whatever rOle
he thought might become him. His one horror
was the thought of growing old and for the
.sake of appearing youns: in his own eyes (and
the eyes of the world) he even persuaded
himself into being passionately in love with
other women than his wife. Fortunately he is

Booklist 18:53 N '21

"Perhaps the finest study of a windbag
known to literature. No pretender has ever
been punctured so cleverly; and yet so great
is the art of Miss Sinclair that she presents
her fearful bore convincingly without once let-
ting the reader get fully into his clutches."
Heywood Broun

+ Bookm 54:395 D '21 80w
"Strange though it may seem to Miss Sin-

clair, a novelist must be also a humorist in
order to write a humorous novel. May amuse
the reader, but it will be because Miss Sin-
clair fails to realize her own deficiencies as a
hun.orous novelist." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p6 S 10 '21 850w

" 'Mr Waddlngton of Wyck" is exact in design
and perfect in texture without a moment of
self-consciousness on the part of the author.
It has an atmosphere of good-nature about it.

So deft is Miss Sinclair's hand that she per-
forms the operation upon Mr Waddlngton
without allowing him to suspect that he has
lost anything. And though that hero is com-
pletely destroyed in the eyes of his beholders,
it is by their kindness and pity that he re-
mains intact to himself." R. M. Lovett

H- Dial 71:699 D '21 1650w
"There is nothing in Mr Waddlngton; and it

is idle for Miss Sinclair to try to impose him
on us as a person of importance. "The most
we can believe is that his creator sees some-
thing in him which she is unable to convey.
But it is her business to convey it, her first

business in a story of this kind." H. W. Boyn-
ton — Ind 107:69 O 15 '21 950w

Lit D p44 D 3 '21 llOOw
"Miss Sinclair's most brilliant novel. It is not

her deepest, not her most intricate, by no
means her most modern story; but as a
piece of sheer virtuosity it is her best. Not
since Jane Austen's Mr Collins has the male
of the donkey species been so egregiously an-
alyzed and exhibited." H: S. Canby

4- Lit R p3 S 10 '21 720w
"Such a comedy as this deserves a wide

public. It is witty and intelligent in exhibit-
ing Mr Waddlngton in his selfishness; but in

showing how people strive to keep their tyrants
on pedestals it is much more than intelligent."
Francis Hackett

+ New Repub 28:194 O 12 '21 1800w

"A minutely painted portrait of a monu-
mental fool. The cleverness of the portrait is

in making such a thick-skinned piece of mascu-
line vanity seem possible." R. D. Townsend

+ Outlook 129:187 O 5 '21 160w
Spec 127:498 O 15 '21 780w

"The book is an exquisite little piece of
comedy; and the comedy leads straight into

the Inmiour." ..„ „+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p563 S
1 '21 460w

SINGMASTER, ELSIE (MRS HAROLD
LEWARS). Ellen Levis. •$2 (2c) Houghton

21-2816

When Ellen Levis was still in her early teens
she found herself at a crossroads. On the one
side her narrow-minded fanatical maternal
Grandfather was beckoning her Into the
eventh-Day Baptist fold, for he felt respon-

sible to his dead daughter for the child's Im-
mortal soul: on the other, her broadminded,
progressive father was holding out the promise
of a college education and a career in medicine.
Her brother Matthew, following the first call,

estranged himself from father and sister. Dr
Levis's .<?udden death leaves Ellen in a hos-
tile world and cut off from her patrimony. She
leaves home to shift for herself and after some
havdPhips find.'; herself installed in the house
of a wealthy plivsician as housemaid. The
physician turns out to be an old-time college
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SI NGMASTER, E.\-S\E—Von tinned
friend of her father's and has an insane wife.
He undertalies to send Ellen to college. Both
fight hard to supress their love for each other,
but when Ellen, after a long absence from the
house and from news, discovers that Stepiien
Lanfair has lost both his wife and his arm
(thru an infection) at the same time, the in-
evitable follows.

"Of unusual interest."
+ Booklist 17:219 Mr '21

"The principal achievements of Mrs Sing-
master in 'Ellen Levis' lie in its pictorial value,
its revelation of the progress of a soul, and its
graphic qualities simply as a story. Its form
is somewhat chaotic, to be sure, and its shift-
ing of scenes from one group of characters to
another is inexpert, but these are defects that
she shares with other, and far greater, writers
of fiction." E. F. Edgett

-\ Boston Transcript p4 F 9 '21 llOOw
"The distinctive interest of the story is in its

background and characterization rather than in
its plot or handling."

+ Cleveland p34 My '21 80w
+ Grinnell R 16:454 Je '21 160w

Ind 106:80 Ag 20 '21 lOOw
"It is solidly and conscientiously written, yet

with an elastic style, a real freedom and fresh-
ness of view, and a quiet brush of humor. Miss
Singmaster's observation is so definite and at
certain angles so rich that the stiffness of her
framework becomes almost negligible. She had
it in her power to produce a novel which would
have been pliant and wholly genuine. As it is,

part of her story must be rejected. But the rest,
with its unobtrusive realism, is a substantial
offering." C. M. Rourke

H Lit R plO Ap 23 '21 720w
"There can be no question in regard to Miss

Singmaster's talent, honesty of purpose, and
knowledge. She must, indeed, know a great deal
more than she chooses to tell us. But the point
is precisely that, with many little excursions
toward the closer truth and one quite brilliant
episode, she does not choose to tell. She will
not exhaust her situations. Furthermore she is

tied to the notion of 'plot.' The result is that
the final outcome of Ellen's story is quite fan-
tastic and sentimental."

-{ Nation 112:597 Ap 20 '21 200w
"Miss Singmaster's fictional art has shown a

steady progression and this is by far the best
and strongest novel she has written. Her style
possesses both vigor and distinction, her
characters are vividly and convincingly realized
and their development weaves a plot which
reveals an unusual understanding of life."

H- N Y Times pl9 Mr 13 '21 650w
"The novel is knit together and ably writ-

ten. It is an advance on 'Basil Everman.' "

R. D. 'Townsend
+ Outlook 127:431 Mr 16 '21 140w

"Thoughtful and carefully -written American
novel by a story-teller who, as her successive
novels show, is steadily advancing in power and
workmanship." H. W. Boynton

-f- Weekly R 4:299 Mr 30 '21 620w

SLATTERY, CHARLES LEWIS. David Hum-
mell Greer, eighth bishop of New York, il

•$4 Longmans B or 92 21-47.']1

David Hummell Greer, 1844-1919, was suc-
cessively rector of Grace church, Providence, St
Bartholomew's church, New Tork, bishop-coad-
jutor and, finally, bisliop of the diocese of New
York. He was a marv of large administrative
ability, liberal churchmanship and broad human
sympathies. His biographer, who is the rector
of Grace church, New York city, is appreciative
of his character and work and makes his per-
sonality stand out with clearness.

"Gracefully written and sympathetic record."
Margaret Armstrong

+ Lit R p4 Jl 9 '21 1250w
"Dr Slattery has given us an excellent biog-

raphy. There is an entire absence of fulsome-
ness and of that ostentatious piety which so
often characterizes religious biographies. It is
an intimate portrait of the man himself and
most discriminating in its judgments. It por-
trays Bishop Greer just as he was—a clear
thinker, a great preacher, and one who in every
relation of life did justly, loved mercy and
walked humbly before God." E. C. Chorley

-f- N Y Times pl8 My 8 '21 2200w
"Dr Slattery presents a well balanced story

of his career, in which the reader is able to
see that Dr Greer was a great Christian."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21 520w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p357 Je

2 '21 550w

SLATTERY, CHARLES LEWIS. Ministry.
(Vocational ser.) §1.25 Scribner 262.1

21-19788
The author of this little volume is the rector

of Grace church. New York city. He explains
very simply what the ministry is, and what
jnight constitute the signs of a call to the
ministry. Then he describes the different
types of men who are useful for the ministry,
the preparation it requires and its opportunities
and compensations.

Booklist 18:-I7 N '21

"Mr Slattery'.'; book is the ylory of a useful
life, a gracious personality, a delightful friend.
a humble pastor."

+ Boston Transcript p5 Je 1 '21 480w

Booklist 18:106 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p4 D 21 '21 llOOw
"Dr Slattery, who is one of the finest ex-

amples of what a parish minister of any de-
nomination can be and do, has contributed a
practical book to the Scribner 'Vocation Series.'
Like the others in the series, it is simple,
direct, and tells the reader, so far as it can
be done in such compass, just what he needs
to know, either when he is inquiring of him-
self about the activity to which he may devote
his life or, having found himself drawn to-
wards the Christian ministry, what generally
it involves of duty and opportunity and
privilege."

+ Lit R p291 D 17 '21 230w
"While the treatment is brief it is full

enough to carry the conviction of the writer
that no vocation is so rewarding as the min-
istry."

-I- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ja 9 '22 90w

SLATTERY, MARGARET. New paths through
- old Palestine, il $1.50 Pilgrim press 915.69

21-20902

The author of this little book of travel in
the Palestine of today journeyed to Jerusalem,
Bethlehem, Jericho, Bethany, the Mount of
Olives, the Garden of Gethsemane, and into
Egypt.

"Many books have already been written up-
on the Palestinian campaign of General Alien-
by. But none can give more vividly the im-
pression of the suffering and endurance of the
British troops than do these glimpses of post-
war Palestine."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ja 4 '22 280w

SLAUSON, HAROLD WHITING. First aid

to the car; or. Highway hints and helps;
guide to road-side repairs and improvised
replacements. ni.50 Harper 629.2 21-6965

This book is intended to be a supplement
to, rather than a substitute for, the instruc-

tion book. "In it the author has attempted
to treat in a practical and elementary way of

those accidents which may happen even to

the best- regulated car, together with a brief

outline of the cause of such an accident and
its temporary or permanent cure." (Introd.)

Contents: Tools and spare-part equipment;
When the engine will not start; When the en-

gine stops; When the engine misses; When
the engine loses power: When the engine

knocks; When the engine overheats; When
the brakes won't work; When the ^running
gear is broken; "When the tire is flat; WTien
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the mud is deep; When the car is left alone;
Private-garage design and equipment; JJic-

tionary of automobile terms.

"Written in simple terms, and the arrange-
ment of the material is admirable."

+ Bookm 53:556 Ag '21 5Uw
"A very valuable handbook and a good

grounding in the fundamentals of 'motorology.'
Every budding car owner would do well to
glance through this little volume."

-f R of Rs 64:334 S '21 60w

SMEDLEY, EMMA. School lunch; its organiza-
tion and management in Philadelphia, il $3
The author, 6 E. JYont St., Media, Pa,
642.5 20-22153

The author, who is director of public school
lunches in Philadelphia, describes the luncheon
system in use there,—the plan of organization,
and of service, the working force, equipment
for both high and elementary schools, pur-
chasing of supplies, and system of records
and accounting. She explains also the plan of
cooperation between domestic science classes
and the luncheon department.

Booklist 17:277 My '21

Reviewed by K. A. Fisher
+ Survey 46:282 My 28 '21 llOw

SMITH, BERTRAM. Running wild; with a
preface by Ward Muir. *$2 Dutton

(Eng ed 21-5186)

"In this book the late Bertram Smith recalls
the days of nis own childhood passed with his
small brothers in a country house in Scotland

—

discovering over again the potentialities latent
in trees, fire and running water; in jokes and
pets; and in the always virgin soil of make-be-
lieve, that land where the young pretender is
undisputed king. Most of all he likes to dwell
on old wars on nettles and fights with wasps,
and such like outlets for his native combative-
ness."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"A peculiar subtlety and delicacy of touch,
art which is transmuted into artlessness, and a
deep insight into the psychology of the young
child are shining qualities of 'Running wild.' "

4- Ath p323 Mr 5 '20 220w
Booklist 18:18 O '21

"This book might, it seems, have actually
been written by a child, so wholly natural does
it seem, so true to the child standpoint. It is
filled with sympathy and humor and a human

-

ness which is as rare as it is attractive."
D. L. M.

-f- Boston Transcript p4 F 9 '21 1050w
"It is mildly amusing, recognizably sound

in observation, moderately well written and
otherwise open to Laodicean faint praise, but
we can not escape noticing the absence of
true verve, insight, vision, charm, and the
like, which are indispensably requisite to work
that is genuinely first rate in this kind." L. M.

H Freeman 3:454 Jl 20 '21 190w
"It is impossible to convey the delight given

by this book, as it would be impossible to give
to another the secret joy of your own child-
hood. But every one will find it there for him
or her self." Hildegarde Hawthorne

-f N Y Times pll My 8 '21 520w
"There is a great deal more in Mr Smith's

simply-told story than the pranks of a pack of
high-spirited children. It is filled with an in-
timate knowledge of the ways and feelings of
childhood. And it is filled, too, with a genuine
outwelling love of meadow, grove and stream."

+ The Times [Londonl Lit Sup pl69 Mr
11 '20 900w

SMITH, CHARLES ALPHONSO. Edgar Allan
Poe: how to know him. (How to know
the authors) *$2 Bobbs B or 92 21-2537

Poe's genius, says Mr Smith, has clouded his
personality and rendered it spectral and remote.
"This book is an attempt to substitute for the

travesty the real Poe, to suggest at least the
diversity of his interests, his future-mindedness,
his sanity, and his humanity." (Preface) The
first two chapters—The world-author, and The
man—are devoted to a summary of his life

and an appreciation of his character. The
other four chapters, each with a critical In-
troduction, give selections from his works in
his various literary genus. They are: The
critic; The poet; The writer of short stories;
The frontiersman. There is an index.

Booklist 17:216 Mr '21

"A detailed and informative discussion. The
work of Poe as a critic is emphasized somewhat
more than his better-known work as a crea-

H Bookm 53:262 My '21 140w
"It is written in a continuous and uninter-

rupted mood of adulation. It may lead some
people to 'know' Poe, but if it were more
scholarly and more critical it would be both a
better piece of literary work and a juster con-
sideration of its subject." E. F. Edgett

H Boston Transcript p6 F 19 '21 950w
"The 'real Poe' with which he presents us is,

to be frank, a very hazy figure, lost in the
clouds of uncritical eulogy." T. M. Parrott— Lit R p4 Ap 16 '21 950w
"The fact is that Mr Smith, exasperated by

detractors of Poe (as he practically confesses
in his preface), overstates his own case on the
other side." Harold Goddard

-I Nation 113:74 Jl 20 '21 360w
Nation and Ath 29:66 Ap 9 '21 190w

"Profes.-jor Smith does not give us his own
opinion ol Poe so much as the opinions of
other men. When these opinions are favor-
able to Poe he masses them triumphantly,
and wlien they are adverse he argues the
point pugnaciously. As a result of this method,
we do not get a clear view of Poe himself."
Brander Matthews— NY Times p3 Mr 13 '21 2050w
"Mr Smith is, at once, our foremost Poe

scholar, and an enthusiastic admirer of the man
and his work." Joseph Mosher

+ Pub W 99:964 Mr 19 '21 210w
"As complete a picture of Poe as a poet, a

teller of stories, a critic, and a man as we have
seen in any one volume."

+ Sat R 131:364 Ap 30 '21 720w
"Mr Smith is fond of an emphatic statement;

nevertheless, very few of his Judgrments are
likely to be challenged by the close student of
Poe." Killis Campbell

+ Weekly R 4:298 Mr 30 '21 820w
Wis Lib Bui 17:209 D '21 50w

SMITH, CHARLES F. Testing of continuous
current machines; with examples from
practice for students and engineers. (Pit-
man's technical primer ser.) $1 (2s 6d) Pit-
man 621.31

Brief treatment of the general principles
underlying the behavior of continuous current
machines, the measurement of resistance, in-
sulation and temperature rise, and output
tests on continuous current generators, mo-
tors, and motor generators.

SMITH, CONSTANCE I. Ten hours (Eng title.

Intensity). $1.75 (31/2C) Harcourt 21-15952

This story is the record of one intense day
in a woman's life. Celia Jennings is a young
suburban housewife, to whom four people look
for their comfort and well being—her hus-
band, a clerk with literary tastes; her father,

with a failing for drink: her motherless niece;

her lodger. We follow her thru every com-
monplace act of the day, every passing thought
and emotion, every vibration of her being.
everv flickering feeling of dissatisfaction with
her husband, irritation with father or niece,

sentimental interest in her lodger, till at six

o'clock she makes a fateful choice between
passion and duty.

Booklist 18:123 Ja '22
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SMITH, CONSTANCE i.—Continued
"This is a book of promise in which per-

formance is by no means inconsiderable, but
the author is not yet sufficiently sure of peo-
ple to subject them to the exacting test of the
close-up." Hej^'ood Broun

H Bookm 54:394 D '21 300w
"This seems, if an interesting story, to be

also a morbid one, whose realism, somewhat
grossly emphasized in certain instances is ul-

timately diluted by the author with a milk
and water virtuousncss. Common and vulgar
people, devoid of decency, cannot become as-
piring, pure idealists, assiduously stepping
heavenward, with such precipitancy."— Boston Transcript p4 O 5 "21 370w

"Miss Smith has made the mistake of not
endowing her people with sufficient inner real-
ity to make them credible under the emo-
tional dissection, by aid of which she seeks to
pad out the story of the 'Ten hours' to the di-

mensions of a novel. What might have been
developed into a skilful short story thus be-
comes merely tenuous fiction." L. B.— Freeman 4:358 D 21 '21 220w
"An exceptionally interesting book. . . real,

vivid, intense, full of deft touches that bring
before us outwardly commonplace lives."

-|- N Y Times pl5 N 27 '21 70w
"Miss Smith's book is a very slight one. It

is frankly suburban in many ways apart from
its setting. Treated differently it might have
been no better than the many stories of villa-

dom which appear in the lesser magazines.
Instead it is a piece of work worth reading.
And this is not because Miss Smith's style is

in the uniform of the moment. It is rather
because she can perceive and make others per-
ceive, the myriad shining and intricate threads
from which the commonplace is spun."

-f Sat R 132:326 S 10 '21 390w

"The intensive method has its drawbacks,
and in spite of fairly clear delineation of char-
acter and at least one genuinely dramatic sit-

uation, the presentment of the heroine, at any
rate, would appear to have suffered from an
over-application of heat in the incubatory
s ages.^

^^^^ 127:434 O 1 '21 90w
Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 40w

SMITH, E. EHRLICH. Teaching geography by
problems. 11 $1.50 Doubleday 910.7 21-16424

The author asserts that geography is the
most neglected as well as the most poorly
taught of school subjects. In order to vitalize

it he proposes that regional rather than
political geogranhy be taught and that it be
done bv problerbs and projects rather than by
the niechanical method hitherto employed.
The book is based on class-room experience.
Part I elucidates the method. Part 2 deals
with illustrative problems.

SMITH, ELVA SOPHRONIA, ed. Heroines of
historv and legend; stories and poems, il

$2 Lothrop 808.8 21-15201

"This book belongs to the romance of history,
rather than to biography. In it are brought
together stories, ballads and narrative poema
which tell of the loyalty, patriotism, courage
and se!f-sacrifl2e of girls and women in differ-

ent ages and in many lands, from the time
of the East Indian princess, Savitri, whose
love was not conquered by death, to Edith
Cavell, the English nurse, who gave her life

in the great European war. Some of the
stories are altogether true to fact; but not
all that is here set forth will be found rec-
orded in the sober pages of history." (Pref-
ace) There are forty-eight selections in all.

The book will be liked best by girls from
about twelve to fifteen.

SMITH, FANNY R., comp. Manners and con-
duct in school and out; by the deans of
girls in Chicago high schools. 40c Allyn 395

This little book is built up around such
topics as conduct on the street, in the street
car, in the classroom, the lunchroom, and the
assembly room. It explains the duties of pupils
to sponsors and chaperons, and describes the
correct social usages in regard to invitations,
introductions, parties and table manners.
Under each topic the information needed is

given in the form of numbered statements.

"The treatment is straightforward, simple,
and entirely lacking in exhortations and general
appeals. It does not attempt to provide a
motive for good manners; but it does tell the
pupil the generally accepted social customs
in just the specific situation in which pupils
are continually finding themselves. The book
should prove a very practical aid for students
in the junior and senior high schools."

-I- El School J 22:157 O '21 210w

SMITH, HENRY PRESERVED. Essays In
Biblical interpretation. $2.50 Jones, Mar-
shall 221 21-10879

The present volume is one of the Amherst
books. "It is an attempt to illustrate certain
ways in which the Old Testament part of our
Bible has been treated in the course of the
Christian centuries." (Preface) It also shows
how the history of interpretation reveals the
interplay of two forces: conservatism attempt-
ing to hold on to the tradition embodied in
the text and progressive thought endeavoring
to read new meanings into the old words.
Contents: Hebrew literary methods; Legalistic
interpretation; The triumph of allegory;
Scholasticism dominant; Luther's appeal; Pro-
test and reaction; Attempt of the federal
school; Rise of a more historical view; The
influence of pietism; Endeavors after a Bibli-
cal theology; The bishop's problem; The signif-
icance 'of Wellhausen; Historical interpreta-
tion; Some survivals; Apocalyptic vagaries;
Bibliography and index.

Booklist 18:38 N '21

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 31 '21 230w

"Teachers in search of a scholarly, clear,

md readable survey of the growth of true
historical interpretation will find it admirably
adapted to their need." B: W. Bacon

-I- Lit R p9 Ag 27 '21 290w
Outlook 128:702 Ag 31 '21 150w

SMITH, LOGAN PEARSALL. More trivia-

$1.60 Harcourt 818 21-19080

This second volume of "Trivia" is like the
first, a book of widely ranging thoughts and
whimsical reflections, varying from a para-
graph to a page in length. This one, called
"Faces," is typical: "Almost always the
streets are full of dreary-looking people; some-
times for weeks on end the poor face-hunter
returns unblest from his expeditions, with no
provision with which to replenish his day-
dream-larder. Then one day the plenty is all

too great; there are Princesses at the street-

crossings. Queens in the taxi-cabs, Beings fair

as the day-spring on the tops of buses; and
the Gods themselves can be seen promenadmg
up and down Piccadilly."

Booklist 18:93 D '21

N Y Times pl6 N 13 '21 50w
"Admirable collection of hero tales for girls."

-f- Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 25 '21

250w

Booklist 18:112 Ja '22

"Thev stand as models for terseness of ex-
pression and conciseness of thought.'" W.T. R.

-1- Boston Transcript p5 D 24 '21 270w

Reviewed bv Gilbert Seldes
Dial 72:95 Ja '22 40w

"A delightful book for those who enjoy the

supersimian race, for all willing to follow

subtlety, and for most who prefer a smile to

a laugh." H: S. Canby
+ Lit R p276 D 17 '21 540w

"He is not a mere epigrammatist; he is

more than that. He thinks about life and does

it in an unusual manner."
+ N Y Times pl6 Ja 8 '22 650w
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SMITH, PRESERVED. Age of the reforma-
tion. (Am. historical ser.) $5; libi-ary ed $6
Holt 910.22 21-203

The object of this history of the reformation
is "the need for putting that movement in its

proper relations to the economic and intellec-
tual revolutions of the sixteenth century."
(Preface) Contents: The old and the new; Ger-
many; Switzerland; France; The Netherlands;
England; Scotland; The counter-reformation;
The Iberian peninsula and the expansion of Eu-
rope; Social conditions; The capitalistic revolu-
tion; Main currents of thought; The temper of
the times; The reformation interpreted. The
book is indexed and has an exhaustive bibli-
ography.

"The explanation of the theory of indulgences
is inadequate. And the same defect is to be
found in the exposition of Luther's central
doctrine. The volume is admirably arranged.
The interpretation of all the principal move-
ments of the period is intelligent, liberal, and
convincing, and entitles the author to be ranked
with the best authorities upon the period in

this, and in every other country. The book,
necessarily, is compressed; but the disadvan-
tage is overcome by a distinct gift of subor-
dinating detail to main effects." E: M. Hulme

H Am Hist R 26:765 Jl '21 1300w
Booklist 17:344 Jl '21

"Dr Smith's philosophic estimates and con-
clusions are both illuminating and convincing."
E J C

-f' Boston Transcript p4 Mr 16 '21 1300w
"It would take a volume to point out the

many inaccuracies that disfigure the pages of
this bulky book on the Age of the Reforma-
tion. The writer gives us a formidable bib-
liography of some sixty-seven pages, but cer-
tainly gives no evidence whatever of having
profited by the writings of the Catholic schol-
ars he quotes."— Cath World 114:253 N '21 200w
"The chief merit of Dr Smith's work lies in

its recognition of the intimate connexion be-
tween the Reformation and the other social
movements of the time. The chapters which
deal with the political aspects of the Reforma-
tion maintain a high standard of objective
fairness, although one feels that the author is

personally more familiar and more sympathetic
with the Protestant point of view than with
the Catholic." A. C. Freeman

4- Freeman 4:404 Ja 4 '22 460w

"This is a thick volume of much merit. The
author is well equipped with knowledge of the
period, and writes with clearness and vivacity.
In fine, Mr Smith's work, in the way of his-
torical narration and the conveyance of general
information, seems to cover his period in an
unexceptionable manner. Occasionally one
may find his statements overemphatic and fail-

ing in understanding, perhaps from lack of
sympathy. He is prone to jvidge the past by
the popular standards of the present time." H:
O. Taylor

-i Lit R p5 Mr 19 '21 910w
"On the whole this is an unusually excellent

book, likely to displace in colleges even Lind-
say's two admirable volumes. In fact, we sus-
pect that Mr Smith has achieved the almost
impossible success of writing a book which
will be satisfactory as a textbook and at the
same time afford attractive pabulum for the
general reader. For he has spiced it with
metaphor, with humor, and with concrete facts
and apt quotations drawn from his wide ac-
quaintance with quaint sources and modern
monographs." S. B. Fay

4- Nation 113:153 Ag 10 '21 980w

"The work is eminently scholarly, inform-
ing and readable. Packed with concrete facts
drawn from a great variety of sources, well
arranged, presented in a style that is always
clear, that never lags, that is often brilliant,
the work should be as popular as a thoroughly
scholarly and judicious book on the Reforma-
tion could be." Carl Becker

+ New Repub 27:359 Ag 24 '21 1700w

"I^airness is characteristic of Dr Smith's
work, though he writes from the Protestant
point of view."

+ N Y Times p3 Mr 6 '21 2150w
"I do not know where will be found in so

sinall a compass so comprehensive a statement
of the forces, spiritual, intellectual, and eco-
nomic, which contributed to prepare for and to
produce the great awaivening as is contained in
the first chapters of this book." Lyman Abbott

+ Outlook 128:296 Je 15 '21 420w
R of Rs 63:557 My '21 160w

"Perhaps the freshest parts of his book deal
with the economic revolution which both pre-
ceded and accompanied the Reformation."
Wilbur Cross

4- Yale R n s 11:418 Ja '22 750w

SMITH, SOLOMON CHARLES KAINES. Look-
ing at pictures. $1.75 Doran 750 21-15968

"This handy volume is apparently the out-
come of Mr Kaines Smith's e.xperience as of-
ficial guide-lecturer at the National Gallery
in London. He discovered that the majority
of visitors were afraid to form and much inore
afraid to express, a preference for any picture
for fear of expo.';ing themselves to ridicule or
to the accusation of being inartistic, and his
aim in writing his book is to lift from the
minds of such as these the 'burdensome
superstition' that to enjoy pictures it is neces-
sary to be a judge of painting."—Int Studio

"A sensible little book. Mr Kaines Smith
never forces his novice or bewilders him, but
builds on the natural likings already present,
trying to extend th ?m in finer directions."

+ Ind 107:302 D 17 '21 90w
"What he has here written is so clear and

so much to the point that it cannot fail to
help those who visit the public collections to
understand and appreciate the great works of
art they see."

+ Int Studio 74:42 Ag '21 80w
"It is Mr Smith's sincerity that gives his

booklet unusual value."
+ Lit R p42 S 24 '21 240w

Nation and Ath 20:259 My 14 '21 270w
"A pleasantly-written guide to the apprecia-

tion of pictures. He very sensibly urges people
not to despise their preference in art, nor
pretend to like what they have merely been
told is admirable. It would be well to purge
this useful httle handbook of its rather wild
national judgments."

-i New Statesman 17:309 Je 18 '21 170w
"His experience as a lecturer at the Na-

tional Gallery enables him to do his work ex-
cellently, and he has helped not only the un-
learned but also those whose devotion to
particular schools is so great that they find
difficulty in appreciating things apparently
hostile to their own specially beloved favour-
ites."

+ Spec 126:624 My 14 '21 90w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p261 Ap

21 '21 520w

SMITH, WALTER WHATELY. Foundations
of .spiritualism. *$2 Dutton 134 20-21345

"The author is a member of the English So-
ciety for Psychical liesearch and has recently
become the editor of the new Psychical Re-
view. In attempting to conden.se the survey of
so wide a field into a little volume of 123 pages
Mr Smith is inevital'ly reduced to a rudimen-
tary survey of the theme. The author groups
the investigation of psychical research under
several heads,—physical phenomena, auto-
mali.sins, and telepathy, hallucinations, and ap-
paritions."—Springl'd Republican

"ilis lioolc is a sober, well-reasoned, really
vaUi.ibIc contribution to the question." J. W.
N. S.

4- Ath pl08 Jl 23 '20 11 Ow
-^ Cath World 113:544 Jl '21 390w

N Y Times p22 Jl 31 '21 380w
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SMITH, WALTER WHATELY—Con«MMed
"Mr Smith intends to be entirely fair in hia

presentation of the matter, but his data are un-
equal to the task." Lilian Whiting

-I Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 24 '21

620w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p459 Jl
15 '20 llOw

SMITH, WALTER WHATELY. Theory of
the mechanism of survival; the fourth di-
mension and its applications. *$2.50 But-
ton 134 20-12550

"After attempting to determine properties
of 'four dimensional' space, Mr Smith ad-
vances the hypothesis that this 'higher space'
is a physical reality, in which the conscious-
ness may function during sleep and after
death. He discusses this theory as a good
working hypothesis for students of psychical
research or for spiritualists; and providing a
common meeting ground for opposite schools
of religious science."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup

"One of the most ingenious explanations of
the psychic phenomena connected with abnor-
mal states, clairvoyance and mediumistic op-
erations. The 'Theory of the mechanism of
survival' is interesting, but even as a mere
hypothesis it is apparently dangerous."

-I Cath World 113:400 Je '21 480w
"Can be commended as a clear, judicial,

and cautious presentation." Hereward Car-
rington

+ Lit R p8 My 21 '21 900w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p243 Ap

15 '20 70w

SMITH, WILLIAM. History of the post office
in British North America. 1639-1870. *$8
Macmillan 383 (Eng ed 21-3480)

"The author of this volume started on his
task merely with the idea of giving an ac-
count of the Canadian Post Office, of which
he has long been a prominent official. But as he
delved into his materials he made the dis-
covery that the origin of his own office is so
inextricably mixed up with the early history of
the Post Office of the original Colonies of
England in America that he was obliged to
trace its history back almost to the beginnings
of English enterprise on the continent. This
discovery was fortunate, for it has resulted in
a book, tracing the liistory of postal enter-
prise in America from the year 1639 to 1870."

—

The Times [London] Lit Sup

"Apart from minor defects, the volume is a
very valuable and authoritative contribution to
a subject never before adequately treated, and is
likely to continue for many years to be the
standard work of reference on Canadian postal
history." Adam Shortt

-f-
— Canadian Hist R 2:201 Je '21 1500w

"Incidentally much may be learnt from it

with regard to the social conditions and habits
of British North America. In short, though not
always easy reading, it is a thoroughly sound
and scholarly piece of work." H. E. Egerton

+ Eng Hist R 36:270 Ap '21 880w
4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p5 Ja 6
'21 850w

SMITH ELLS, ARTHUR. From a modern uni-
versity; some aims and aspirations of sci-
ence. $3.85 Oxford [12s 6d Milford] 375.5

"Although the lectures collected in this
volume were delivered upon various occasions
some time ago—one in 1906—they are still

timely and pertinent to problems in education
that are not yet satisfactorily solved. While his
arguments are in the main a plea for pure
and applied science, for better teaching and
a better appreciation on the part of the pub-
lic of the value of such teaching, he is none
the less insistent upon the need of the humani-
ties and sufficient cultural training. An un-
usually intere.'^^ling paper is that on 'The place
of science in Indian life,' delivered at Bombay
University after Professor Smithells had spent
five months in the study of science teaching.

and in aiding its reorganization, in India. Other
papers deal with 'Science and the press,' a
sharp reproof of journalistic absurdities and
failure to realize the importance of correctly
reporting scientific news; 'The university and
women's work," and the 'Relation of universities
to technical and professional education.' "

—

Lit R

"The book as a whole is full of stimulating,
clear thought, and might be studied with profit
by American educators."

+ Lit R plO Ag 13 '21 700w
"His style, though occasionally too elaborate,

is always clear and good, and his broad-minded-
ness is admirable."

-f- New Statesman 17:364 Jl 2 '21 GOOw
"Admirable book."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p368 Je 9
•21 780w

SMYTHE, WILLIAM ELLSWORTH. City
homes on country lanes; philosophy and
practice of the home-in-a-garden. 11 $2.50
Macmillan 630.1 21-18500

The author undertakes to prove that rural
and agricultural life in the United States is
on the decline, indeed, that fifteen years is

the period of grace given us before we shall
become dependent on overseas imports for our
staple foodstuffs, that neither rural nor urban
life, as now organized, meets the test of Amer-
ican ideals. What we need is to become "coun-
try-minded" and to learn to be of the city
without living in it. He shows how this need
can be met in the garden city and farm city,
the organization of which is the job of social
engineering. The possibilities of the garden city
are outlined with some detail.

"Mr Smylhe gives minute instructions, of the
kind each man can follow." I. W. L.

+ Boston Transcript p7 D 17 '21 SOOw
"The book has many practical chapters, in-

cluding a very charming one on Luther Bur-
bank and liis work. Its literary quality is

notably high, and it will serve to strengthen
the resolution of many people who are longing
in their hearts to trv the adventure of coun-
try life."

-I- R of Rs 65:221 F '22 31()w

Springrd Republican plla D 25 '21

780w

SNAITH, JOHN COLLIS. Council of seven. $2
Appleton 21-19925

The story undertakes to show how, after the
war, the peace of the world and civilization
itself is endangered by an all-powerful press
combine that creates, molds and directs pub-
lic opinion, and sets nations at each other's
throats in heretofore unheard-of destructive-
ness. The leader of this combine is the
unscrupulous genius—the '"antichrist"—Saul
Hartz. To combat this danger, the Society
of the friends of peace has, in its executive
head, the Council of seven, constituted itself

into a sort of Vehmgericht. It puts the mark
of death on ever.v dangerous individual in the
U.P. (Universal press) and chooses by lot one
of its members to execute the sentence. By
some tragic fate, John Endor, a rising young
politician, is caught between the upper and
nether millstone and against his own moral
convictions finds hiinself a member of the
Council of seven with the lethal tube in his
pocket that is to dispatch Saul Hartz. His
wife Helen becomes his confidante, gets posses-
sion of the tube and resolves to sacrifice her-
self for her husband, when Saul Hartz is

mercifully run over by a U.P. truck.

Booklist 18:123 Ja '22

"After all, is Mr Smith playing, in this book,
some fanta.stic joke upon us? Can it be as
bad as it .seems, as frankly pathetic in its

wandering from the point.' T. W. Lawrence
— Boston Transcript p8 D 28 '21 750w

"A sufficiently entertaining yarn, but those
who hoped to find in this new book a sue-
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cessor to Mr Siiaith's splendid novel, 'The un-
defeated,' will be much disappointed."

H NY Th-nes pt 2 plO D 11 '21 550w
Outlook 129:571 D 7 '21 60w
Wis Lib Bui 17:210 D '21 30w

SNEDDEN, DAVID SAMUEL. Vocational edu-
cation. (Brief course ser. in education)
*$2.75 Macmillan 607 20-11383

"The chapters of the book deal with the
meaning- and social needs of vocational educa-
tion, its relation to general education, its

principles of method, administration, attempts,
and programs in the fields of agriculture,
commerce, industry, homemaking, and the pro-
fessions, training of vocational teachers, special
and future problems of vocational education,
the economic future of women, and practical
arts in general education. There are also ap-
pendixes on occupational statistics and term-
inology of vocational education. It would ap-
pear that the great motif of the volume is

specialization in life and the need of a combina-
tion or correlated training of practice, related
technical knowledge, and social insight in order
to meet tills situation. This is luminously il-

lustrated in all the essential spheres of endea-
vor-—agriculture, commerce, homemaking, etc."—Am J Soc

"Dr Snedden is a master at analysis and
many of the results of his analysis strike the
mind of the reader as in the nature of dis-
coveries. The educator who can think and
really wants to vmderstand the subject of voca-
tional education in itself and in relation to so-
ciety and in relation to other education will
find here a most stimulating and valuable aid."
J: M. Gillette

+ Am J Soc 26:780 My '21 1250w
Reviewed by J: H. Cook

Educ R 62:177 S '21 680w
"The book will be read with interest by any-

one concerned with the problems of this field,

whether or not the point of view expressed by
the author with reference to any particular one
of these problems can be accepted."

+ El School J 21:232 N '20 1050w
"The author raises a great many questions

throughout the book which he does not at-
tempt to answer and which to a large extent
have no prospect of being satisfactorily
answered. While he suggests few solutions for
the problems which he states as existing, his
premises are fundamentally correct, and the
book is a very stimulating piece of work to
those interested in the field of home economics
either as a vocation or as liberal education."
Helen Livingstone

+ J Home Econ 13:281 Je '21 580w

SNOW, ALPHEUS HENRY. American phil-
osophy of government. $4 Putnam 341

21-18079

The manner in which a people comes to re-
gard the rights of individuals, of peoples and
of human society in general, as distinguished
from the rights of nations is its philosophy of
government. The main inquiry of this collec-
tion of essays is to ascertain to what extent
such a philosophy—that an individual has
rights against the government and as a logi-
cal sequence, all individuals have rights
against all governments—is bound to have an
effect upon international relations. Partial con-
tents: "The American philosophy of govern-
ment and its effect on international relations;
The Declaration of independence as the fun-
damental constitution of the United States; The
development of the American doctrine of ju-
risdiction of courts over states; A league of
nations according to the American idea; Le-
gal limitation of arbitral tribunals; Coopera-
tion vs. compulsion in the organization of the
society of nations; The mandatary system;
Shantung and spheres of influence; The dis-
position of the German colonies; The proposed
codification of international law; Participation
of the alien in the political life of the com-
munity; List of references; Index.

N Y Times pl7 N 27 '21 230w

SNOW, ALPHEUS HENRY. Question of
aborigines in tlie law and practice of na-
tions. $3 Putnam 325.3 21-17902

The statement contained in the present vol-
ume is an answer to a request, made to the
author by the Department of state, that he
should "undertake the task of collecting, ar-
ranging and editing the authorities and docu-
ments relating to the subject of 'Aborigines in
the law and practice of nations.' " The book
is now the lirst unified treatise on the subject.
On the basis of a report made in 1821 under
President Monroe, considering aborigines as
"the wards of the state which exercises sov-
ereignty over them," a survey is made of the
various phases which the doctrine of the
rights of aborigines has passed thru up to the
present time and the establishment of "the
triple principle" by the international confer-
ences in the case of Morocco. Besides an in-
dex of subjects there is an index of judicial
cases.

"Apparently it is the first attempt ever made
to bring together and arrange in logical form
the scattered authorities and documents deal-
ing v/ith this question. Therefore Mr Snow's
pioneer work in a field which is becoming of
much international importance has very great
value."

-^ N Y Times pl7 N 27 '21 260w
"It it; a semi-official and apparently impartial

and thorougli treatment of the subject."
+ Outlook 129:618 D 14 '21 280v/

SNOW, FRANCIS HAFFKINE. Red flow-
ers. *$2 (2c) Boni & Liveright 21-8309

The scene is Russia, the hero an American
wearied of wandering and of "plucking red
flowers with sharp thorns," who settles down
for a while in a little Russian lake resort.
The center of the town of Slaviansk is a
sanatorium for psychopathic patients, where
sick and well alike congregate. The attrac-
tive young traveller joins in the summer life
of the town,—its loves and intrigues and in-
sanities, encountering more red flowers eager
to be plucked and some most thorny. Among
them he finds one "white lily on an altar"
which he has the good sense and fortune to
gather to himself.

"Although the people described, almost
without exception, are 'soul-sick' (to use a
term of their own), the novel itself is not at
all psychopathic. Rather it is healthily ro-
mantic, with the romanticism of the eighteen-
forties."

H Lit R pll Je 11 '21 200w
"The story is banal, its scenery dim to the

eye, its characters unreal mannikins, its tex-
ture gritty, but to this commonplace mixture
Mr Snow has somehow added a foreign flavor,
mild yet permeating."

h New Repub 27:30 Je 1 '21 200w
"With the setting of a light opera, the ac-

tion of a melodrama, and a style as flat and
detailed as that of a motion picture, this ro-
mantic Russian story, written by an Ameri-
can, is, nevertheless, a vivid and contributive
piece of work, threaded heavily as it is with
the psychology, individual and racial, of the
Russian people."

^ NY Times p24 Je 5 '21 580w

Outlook 128:297 Je 15 '21 30w
Weekly R 4:563 Je 11 '21 380w

SNOWDEN, ETHEL (ANNAKIN) (MRS
PHILIP SNOWDEN). Political pilgrim in

Europe. $2.50 Doran [7s 6d Cassell] B or

92

Mrs Snowden, an English socialist and fem-
inist set out to attend the conference of the

second International at Berne, two months
after the armistice. From this she passed on
to the League of nations conference, in March
1919- to the conference of women at Zurich, m
June 1919; and to the special conference of

the International at Lucerne, a month la-ter.

After this she visited Austria, Russia, Sweden,
Germany, Georgia, and Ireland. She repudi-

ates bolshevism, having already recorded her
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SNOWDEN, BTHEL—Continued
condemnation of it as a political creed and
system in an earlier book. The present vol-
ume contains little discussion of political the-
ories. Its chief interest consists in its lively
sketches of men and women whom she met on
her travels—Edouard Bernstein, Kurt Eisner,
Friedrich Adler, A. W. Forster, Huysmans,
Kautsky, Lenin, Trotzky, Jane Addams, Ros-
ika Schwimmer, and many others.

French hospitals, the armistice and its celebra-
tion in London and in Paris, the surrender of
the German high seas fleet. The letters, which
were written without any thought of future
publication, are a simple and unstudied com-
mentary on events and conditions of a period
of about ten months.

"To very few is it vouchsafed to obtain so
compreheiiyive a viev/ of a continent in the
agoiiie.s following on a gieat war, and Mrs
Snowden can rightly count hers a priceless ex-
perience, for when the pot of civilization is a-
simmer fundamentals con.stanily come to the
surface." Robert Cresswell

-I- Lit R p2;i0 D 3 '21 700w
Nation and Ath 30:58 O 8 '21 850w
N Y Times p23 D 25 '21 660w
R of Rs 65:220 F '22 130\v

"We may differ from her political opinions,
but we must respect the transparent sincerity
with which she holds them. She is. In many
ways, the ideal socialist. Her book Is a gal-
lery of uncannily vivid portraits of the great-
est figures in European socialism."

4- Sat R 132:295 S 3 '21 520w
"A book of delightful recollections. If we

tried to analyse Mrs Snowden's habit of
thought, we should say that she is a collec-
tor of revolutionary notorieties. Mrs Snowden
collects the leaders of revolutions. She sticks
her pin through their bodies, transfixing them
with her penetrating verbal method, and there
they are."

+ Spec 127:365 S 17 '21 1950w
"While her interests are political or hu-

manitarian, she is keenly alive to the people
and scenes that impressed her."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 D 5 '21 600w
"There is much that is readable and worth

reading in her present book; it would, how-
ever, have seemed more had the book been
half the length. She tends at times to be a
little gushing."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p522 Ag
18 '21 lOOOw

SNOWDEN, JAMES HENRY. Wonderful
morning; an interpretation of Easter. 11

•$1.75 Macmillan 232 21-3304
"This little book is companion and comple-

ment of Dr Snowden's previous small volume,
'A wonderful night,' which appeared two years
ago. As the other dwelt with the significance
of the night upon which Christ was born, so
this is concerned with the implications and
the message of the morning of His resurrec-
tion." (N Y Time.s> "He discusses the biblical
pj-oofs of its verity, the credibility of the
testimony of the witnesses—'upwards of six
hundred persons'—of the Nazarene's resurrec-
tion and ascension, especially the proofs which
the 'Epistles' give. He touches briefly upon the
establishment and history of the Christian
church, whose 'historical foundation' is the
dogma of 'the Resurrection.' " (Boston Trans-
cript)

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ap 13 '21 160w
"Dr Snowden writes with great beauty of

style. His narrative is tender, poetic in its
feeling, and always moving and eloquent."

+ N Y Times p22 Mr 27 '21 290w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p550 Ag

25 -21 30w

SNYDER, ALICE 2ISKA, and SNYDER, MIL-TON VALENTINE. Paris days anc^ Lon-
don nights. ?4 Button 940.48 21-19602

These letters, which passed between an
American newspaper correspondent In London
and his wife in Paris, in 1918, are a daily
chronicle of the writers' impressions of this
critical period of the war. The letters tell
of Paris and London under bombardment, of
the German drive of March 21, of the appoint-
ment of Foch as generalissimo, of the increas-
ing American participation, of English politics.

Booklist 18:114 Ja '22

"The book carries the real flavor of wartime
ardors, hopes, efforts, anxieties, privations,
sufferings and draws a true and colorful pic-
ture of daily life as it was lived during 1918
by the people of those two great capitals. It
is well worth reading, both for the vividness
of its portrayals, which have a notably good
literary quality, and for the historical value of
such a background of wartime life as it af-
fords."

4- N Y Times plO D 11 '21 450w

SODDY, FREDERICK. Interpretation of ra-
dium, and the structure of the atom. (Sil-
ence ser.) il *$S.75 Putnam 541.38

(Eng ed 21-12805)

The book is a fourth edition revised and en-
larged. No essential changes have been made
in the original part but a second part has been
added, a more briefly written, less elementary
account of the later developments particularly
those that bear upon the problem of the consti-
tution of the atom. Contents: The discovery
of radioactivity; Radium; The rays of radio-
active substances (two chapters) ; The radium
emanation; Helium and radium; Theory of
atomic disintegration; The origin of radium;
Successive changes of radium; Radioactivity
and the nature of matter; Radioactivity and the
evolution of the world; The thorium and actin-
ium disintegration series; The ultimate struc-
ture of matter; The unclear atom; Isotopes;
The X-rays and concluding evidence; Illustra-
tions and index.

SOISSONS, GUY RAOUL JEAN EUGENE
CHARLES EMMANUEL DE SAVOIE-
CARIGNAN, count de. True story of the
Empress Eug6nie. il '$4 (8c) Lane B or 92

21-4729

"Of all the women who played a part In the
human comedy of the second half of last ce'n-
tury, Eugenie de Montijo, Empress of the
French, was not only the most interesting, but
also the most complex." (Conclusion) In ana-
lysing this complex character the author finds
but few admirable traits, her vanity, her ambi-
tion and love of power and her avarice standing
out in relief. Some of the chapter headings
are: Her birth and origin; Her meeting with
Napoleon; The courtship; The Imperial prevari-
cation; Chronique scandaleuse; Caprices; Thirst
for absolute power; The empress regent; Sedan;
The flight to England. There are illustrations
and an appendix.

" 'The true story of the Empress EugSnie' has
the odour of one of the disagreeable opposition
pamphlets that used to circulate discreetly in
the declining years of the empire; in spite of Its
fine illustrations, it is not a publication that
should bear the sign of the Bodley Head."
D. L. M.— Ath pl54 F 11 '21 50w
"At least the true picture of the parvenu Em-

press, if not to be found In all its true propor-
tions in this volume, cannot be finally painted
without borrowing some pigments from the pal-
lette of the Count de Soissons." S. L. C.

H Boston Transcript p6 Ap 23 '21 570w
"Scandal Is its author's chief concern. He

writes with passionate loyalty to the Empress,
but without cant, and he sensibly restricts
himself to matters which have historical or
psychological interest." J. W. Krutch— Lit R p2 Je 11 '21 330w
"Will be enjoyed by those who never feel

completely satisfied with what the newspapers
supply of the scandal of to-day."— Nation and Ath 28:790 Mr 5 '21 120w
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"The book is of a kind not unknown. By
sweeping' the corners and flushing the ditches
of seventy years or so, especially in memoirs,
and picking carefully in the dirt, something edi-
fying is sure to be found."— NY Times pl2 Ap 10 '21 2250w
"The scandals of a corrupt court, which

would seem shocking if told by an Anglo-Saxon
writer, are related in a vivacious Gallic manner
that hardly offends because it is so naive, but
there is much included that might better have
remained unsaid."

H Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 50w
"The facts given disappear in the flood of

gossip, and unfortunately any spirit and charm
which the style may have possessed in French
has been lost in the translation, which Is stilted
and awkward."

h Sat R 131:243 Mr 19 '21 80w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 13 '21 310w

— The Times [London] Lit Sup p68 F 3
'21 780w

SOLANO, E. JOHN, ed. Labour as an interna-
tional problem: a series of essays compris-
ing a short history of the international la-
bour organization and a review of general
industrial problems. $? Macmillan 331.87

21-1526

"The nature and purpose of the International
Labour Organization set up by Article 427 of
the Treaty of Versailles are fully e.xplained
In this series of essays by authoritative writers.
.Mr Barnes leads off with a general statement
of the policy, and Professor Shotwell. of Colum-
bia, explains the significance of the new organi-
zation in contrast with the various Socialist
and revolutionary 'Internationals.' MrW. A. Ap-
pleton commends the International Federation
of Trade Unions. Mr Minoru Oka and M. Van-
dervelde follow with chapters on Labour prob-
lems in Belgium and Japan respectively. Miss
Sophie Sanger defines the practical problems to
be faced. M. Fontaine reviews the progress
made before the war. Mr H. B. Butler describes
the work of the Washington Labour confer-
ence of la.^t year. Finally, M. Albert Thomas,
the Director of the International Labour Office,
explains how his bureau at Geneva means to
set about its work. The appendices contain the
draft conventions adopted at Washington and,
more recently, at Genoa for ratification by the
member- States, which Include Germany and
Austria but do not include the United States
or Russia."—Spec

Am Pol So! R 15:454 Ag '21 120w
"Solano's volume is heavy: but necessarj'.

Its usefulness will be for reference." Arthur
Gleason

+ Lit R p5 Jl 23 '21 620w
4- N Y Times pl8 My 8 '21 760w

"Captain Solano's book could scarcely have
appeared at a more opportune moment."

+ Sat R 131:70 Ja 22 '21 1400w
-f- Spec 126:111 Ja 22 '21 930w

"The book is a valuable summary of facts,
but even more significant is the spirit which
runs through it. Here is caught from the pens
of the chief actors some of that idealism made
practical which went into the drafting of the
labor clauses of the peace treaty."

-|- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 My 18 "21 330w

SOMERVILLE, EDITH ANNA CENONE. En-
thusiast. $2 (8s 6d) Longmans 21-11496

"This is a story of Ireland in the distressful
days of 1920. The narrative begins with the
death of Colonel Henry David Palliser of Mona-
lour House, near the small town of Eskragh.
and the accession of his 26-year-old son, Daniel—the 'Enthusiast' of the title. Daniel believed
that for Ireland 'prosperity will bring peace
. . . and education! To knock the riches that
are in it out of the land—to teach the children
to look ahead and forget the past. . . We've
had enough of fighting. We've got to Speed
the Plough!' Urged on by these beliefs, he
went to work to introduce co-operative societies
and improved methods of agriculture. It was

only about six months before the end came.
The farmers who had promised Daniel to sup-
port his efforts and his improvem.ents failed
to keep their promises. His troubles were in-
creased and complicated by the fact that he
had fallen in love with fascinating Car Ducar-
rig, the young and beautiful wife of the very
unpleasant old Lord Ducarrig, who had
rented Monalour House from him. But finally
all his difficulties are ended by the author in
a complete if somewhat drastic manner."

—

N Y Times

Booklist 18:18 O '21

Cath World 114:404 D '21 350w
"Politics so hot and alive that its blood Is

liquid dynamite is a dangerous ingredient to
handle. ' In less competent hand.s it would
have utterly wrecked this 'impartial' novel. As
it is, the story ends in a tragic explosion that
was inevitable: but for thope who ran shake
off this shock to the nerves there will be plen-
tiful memories of rich refreshment, of the best
Somerville and Ross brand, along the way." T.
A. Daly

f- Lit R pll6 O 29 '21 1650w
Reviewed by Rebecca West

New Statesman 17:548 Ag 20 '21 600w
N Y Times p24 Ag 7 '21 560w
Outlook 129:144 S 28 '21 50w

"There is a certain quality which we miss in

this book—light-heartedness. The humour and
the wit are here still. The turns of Anglo-Irish
speech—never caught and reproduced so well
by any one else—are still a pure Joy."

H Sat R 132:182 Ag 6 '21 620w
Spec 127:370 S 17 '21 1600w

SOW^^RVM-LE. FDITH ANNA OENONE. and
MARTIN, VIOLET FLORENCE (MARTIN
ROSS, pseud.). Stray-aways. il *%5 (*16s)
Longmans 824 20-17400

"Little run-away trips Into queer country
spots in Ireland and France, a longer visit to

Denmark, both amusing and instructive, and
other flights of fancy or reality, ending at last

in the occult." (Booklist) "Of the pieces now
printed for the flrst time the most remarkable
is the story 'Two Sunday afternoons' by Miss
Martin. Based on what she had seen and heard
in Dublin during the dark time of the Invinci-
bles, 'it seemed to her too sordid and tragic,

and she put it away and gave up the intention
of publishing it.' From her pen, too, are the
naners on 'Quartier Latin'ties'—the diet and
diversions of art students, the humours of shop-
ping, and of the French families at play in the
Luxembourg gardens. The paper on the Dub-
lin Horse show in 1913 is reprinted from the
Spectator. The work done in partnership in-

cludes the review of Dr Joyce's 'English as we
speak it in Ireland* from the Times Literary
Supplement." (Spec)

"A droll humor and fine character apprecia-
tion both In words and sketches."

-!- Booklist 17:147 Ja '21

"The distinction imparted by rich emotional
perception matched instantaneously with vivid
phrase stands independently of separate ex-
ample or special attributes. And it is this
deeper charm that makes "Stray-aways* more
th.-^n a hook of slight essays."

+ Lit R pl6 D 4 '20 140w
"Good humour and sympathy distingui.oh

them from many books of the kind which
have no distinction at all. And there are
many intere.'^tintr drawings.** J: Freeman

+ Lond Mercury 3:447 F *21 lOOw
Nation and Ath :?9:4ni Je 11 '21 UGOw

"It is their intense vitality that has kept
these essays alive a quarter of a century. The
observation is that of young, greedy eyes see-
ing people, things and events for the flrst time.
MorPOVPr, it i.s all done without strain: it is

the kind of writing that seems wholly uncon-
scious of the effect it is to make on the read-
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SOMERVILLE, E. A. and MARTIN, V. F.—Continued
er. And most of it is lit with a humour that,
though it may sometimes mock, is always kind-
ly."

+ Sat R 131:93 Ja 29 '21 720w
"They seem incapable of the slipshod fluency

associated with literary pot-boiling. Even the
slightest fragments included in this volume
show the mastery of phrase, the unerring choice
of liie riglit word which suggest ease but only
come from an immense capacity for taking
pains."

+ Spec 126:22 Ja 1 '21 600w
"There is not, of course, that concentration

of felicity which is to be found in their best
stories, nor are all the Danish experiences of
equal interest, but it is the authentic pace of
the well matched pair that gives us the enjoy-
ment."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p697 O 28
'20 1350W

SONNECK, OSCAR GEORGE THEODORE.
Miscellaneous studies in the history of
music. $3 Macmillan 780.9 21-16540

These eleven essays on scattered subjects of
interest in musical history owe their origin
chiefly to problems of minor historical research
which confronted the author during his experi-
ence as chief of the Music division of the Li-
brary of Congress during fifteen years. Con-
tents: The new mise en scfene of Mozart's
Don Giovanni at Munich; Early American
operas; Liszt's Huldigungs-marsch and Wei-
mars volkslied; Ciampi's "Bertoldo, Bertold-
ino e Cacasenno" and Favart's "Ninette a la
cour"; The first edition of '^ail, Columbia!"
Guillaume Lekeu; "Caractacus" not Arne's
Caractacus; A description of Alessandro Strig-
gio and Francesco Corteccia's intermedi
"Psyche and Amor," 1565; Music in our libra-
ries; A preface; The history of music in Amer-
ica.

Booklist 18:109 Ja '22

SOPER, EDMUND DAVISON. Religions of
mankind. $3 Abingdon press 290 21-7268

"The following religions are described in
the order named: those of Egj'pt and Meso-
potamia; Greece and Rome; that of Zoroaster;
Hinduism; Buddhism; the religion of the
Chinese; the religions of Japan; and Judaism,
Mohammedanism, and Christianity claim a
chapter apiece. There are no descriptions of
the religions of aborigines of North and South
America, and Mexico, of the Celts, Slavs, and
ancient Teuton. These omissions are by de-
sign, the author's purpose being not to pre-
sent an exhaustive treatise upon Comparative
religion; but to include only those systems
which have made contribution to the progress
of religion in the world."—Boston Transcript

Booklist 18:38 N '21

"The spirit of this volume is admirable.
The author not only endeavors to be fair, but
manifests a genuine sympathy with every sys-
tem, always expressing appreciation for the
good wherever he finds it." F. W. C.

Boston Transcript p7 My 14 '21 1250w
"It is delightfully easy to read and has the

great virtue of clarity. Professor Soper has
produced a work which is probably the best
in English for the beginner in the field. . .

A serious defect of the book is that the
religions are interpreted too much in terms
of gods, beliefs, and Ideas, rather than in
terms of social situations." A. E. Haydon

H J Religion 1:652 N '21 450w
"The material has been drawn from good

sources, and the selection is in general Judi-
cious. . . Professor Soper's volume is written
with a sincere endeavor to be not only just
but sympathetic towards all religions, while
never disguising his own conviction of the
superiority of Christianity to them all. and
in this he has been in the main successful."
G: F. Moore

-J Lit R p4 Jl 9 '21 llOOw

SORLEY, WILLIAM RITCHIE. History of
English philosophy. $5 Putnam 192

21-20066

The purpose of the book is to trace the his-
tory of philosophy in Great Britain from the
time when it began to be written in the Eng-
lish language until the end of the Victorian
era. All the leading philosophical writers
have been passed under review; they have
been studied in their lives and- in their books;
and an effort has been made to seize and to
express what was essential in their contribu-
tion to thought. A fifty-two page chronolog-
ically arranged bibliography is included, listing
the works of the philosophers treated. These
are followed in some cases by references to
critical estimates of his work.

"It is a rare pleasure to sit down to a book
saying: 'This thing wanted doing, and this is
the man who was wanted to do it.' It is rarer
still to rise from the reading with both thoughts
unrevised. . . The best tribute to such a book
is that at least one reader has put it down
eager to make new acquaintances and to re-
fresh old familiarities among the English
philosopliers to whom Professor Sorley's learn-
ing and humanity form a worthy tribute."

+ Ath p268 Ag 27 '20 800w
Boston Transcript p5 D 17 '21 1450w

"Professor Sorley's book is easily the best
history ever written of British philosophy."
S. P. Lamprecht

+ J Philos 17:667 N 18 '20 1200w
"Very useful and handy volume."

+ Nature 106:309 N 4 '20 140w
"The general verdict is that this is the best

'History of English philosophy' which has yet
been produced." R. F. A. H.

New Repub 25:148 D 29 '20 580w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p426 Jl

1 '20 50w
"He is accurate, impartial, and of unremit-

ting interest. Under his management a sub-
ject necessarily austere becomes, as it were, an
intellectual pageant, able to arrest the atten-
tion of all but the indifferent."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p513 Ag
12 '20 1400W

SPADONI. ADRIANA. Noise of the world. *$2
(3c) Boni & Liveright 21-6798

The mnrriage of two idealists gave every
promise of happiness, yet proved, for a time,
unequal to the strain of the adjustment of
their temperaments and ideas. Anne Mitchell,
individualist, and Roger Barton, socialist, both
wanteS a beautiful and ordered world but dis-
agreed about the way of getting it. Anne's
individualism increased with marriage, as she
pictured a world of peace and security for her
family, and she rebelled against the ideas of
her husband, who would tear down the world
order and build it up anew. After she had left
Roger for a while, she came back with a clearer
vision and a realization that she and her hus-
band were not so far apart after all.

"Nothing unusual in the theme, but much
that is unusual in its strong and skillful hand-
ling, which brings to it the charm of novelty."

4- Cath World 113:554 Jl '21 70w
"A novel worth reading both for Its sympa-

thetic study of industrial woes and for Its anal-
ysis of some of the woes of the industrial human

+ '— Dial 71:118 Jl '21 90w
Lit R plO Ap 9 '21 200w

" 'The noise of the world' Is a good novel,
both interesting and challenging to thought.
Her style is crude, she takes rather annoying
liberties with the English language, and her
handling of emotional scenes is stiff and inept.
Her work is thoughtful and conscientious."

-j NY Times pl8 Ap 24 "21 680w
"The author, while she speaks on all subjects

with the frankness essentially modern, has a
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calm and dispassionate style which is convinc-
ing."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a My 29 '21

ISOw
"An excellent, interesting and thought-pro-

voking novel." B. L.
+ Survey 46:90 Ap 16 "21 140vr

SPALDING, WILLIAM F. Functions of money;
witli a foreword by Geo. Armitage-Smith.
$3 (7s 6d) Pitman 332.4 21-1S42G

This "handbook dealing with the subject in
its practical, theoretical, and historical as-
pects" (Sub-title) aims at explaining the
various functions and services of money and
describes the origin, development and special
attributes of the many forms of credit in-
struments in existence. Appendix contains re-
ports of the Committee on currency and foreign
exchanges after the war, 1918 and 1919, and of
the Gold production committee, 1918.

SPARGO, JOHN. Jew and American ideals.
*?1.50 Harper 296 21-5561

An examination of tiie present widespread
anti-Semitic propaganda and of the part in it

of Henry Ford's Dearborn Independent. The
charges made in tiiis propaganda, some of
whicli is traced to a collection of documents
of mysterious origin, called the "Protocols" of
the Wise men of Zion and first published in
Russia in 1905, point to the existence of a
world-wide Jewish imperialistic conspiracy.
The anti-Semitic press charges that the inter-
national socialist movement, bolshevisnr in
Russia and elsewhere and even the world war
were instigated and led by Jews as phases of
this great conspiracy. Mr Spargo maintains that
not a single shred of credible evidence has
been brought foiward in support of these
charges. "This little book was written without
the knowledge of any Jew. It is not a pro-
Jewish argument. It is a defense of American
ideals and institutions against anti-Semitism."
(Foreword)

Am Pol Sci R 15:313 My '21 40w
"Worth while for libraries in communities

where this question has received or is likely to
receive attention, but not otherwise."

4- Booklist 17:268 My '21

Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 "21 400w
Ind 105:388 Ap 9 '21 40w

Reviewed by C: S. Bernheimer
Lit R p4 My 21 '21 520w

Reviewed by Herman Bernstein
N Y Times pl2 Ap 3 '21 1200w
Outlook 128:622 Ag 17 '21 70w
R of Rs 63:560 My '21 70w
Wis Lib Bui 17:185 N '21 50w

SPARROW, WALTER SHAW. Fifth army in
March 1918. *?6 (*£1 Is) Lane 940.42

21-7715

The book describes the second battle of the
Somme, also called the second battle of St
Quentin, which began March 21, 1918. In his
introduction to the volume. General Sir Hubert
de la P. Gough says that the fate of France,
of Great Britain and of Europe rested with
those few men who composed the Fifth army,
for on their shoulders was thrown practically
the whole burden of holding up Ludendorff's
powerful attack. The three parts of the book
are: I, The pre-battle: difllculties and pre-
parations, British and German; II, The battle
in its main aspects; III, The battle in some
chosen incidents and epi.sodes; IV, Aftermath,
including controversies, side issues, and political

effects. There are nineteen maps by the
author, in the text and on inset plates, and an
index.

enough, in spite of its confusion and its many
irritating qualities, the work achieves a para-
doxical sort of success. It is an appeal rather
than a convincing argument, but Mr Sparrow
has convinced us at least that the Fifth Army
has a much better case than he has been able
to make out for it." T. H. Thomas

h Lit R p8 Je 25 '21 1150w
"Mr Sparrow has certainly made a painstak-

ing study of this subject. The book suffers
from a diffuseness and lack of concise-
ness in style. The author does not seem
able to stick to the matter immediately
in hand. He is constantly going oft on tang-
ents."

H NY Times pl6 Je 5 '21 1500w
"It cannot be denied that the general treat-

ment of the subject is controversial rather than
historical; and the style, though it has its good
points, belongs rather to the pleader than to
the historian."

-1 Sat R 131:343 Ap 23 '21 600w
"A full and dispassionate narrative of the

Fifth Army's doings would be of great interest.
We are disappointed at finding that Mr Shaw
Sparrow's new book on the subject does not
fulfil this purpose. He has devoted much at-
tention to the subject. But he is an advocate
rather than a historian, and he is too much
obsessed with the unfairness of the popular
verdict on the P^ifth Army and its commander
to be a good advocate."

H Spec 126:172 F 5 '21 1150w
"This is an interesting and, if carefully read,

a valuable book. Mr Sparrow writes cleverly,
but he has not the gift of bringing out the
salient points of his argument; and he is im-
patient in the narrative portions and spoils
the effect of a plain story by mixing it with
controversy, much of which is rather ill-tem-
pered."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p67 F 3
'21 880w

SPAULDING, ROY HENRY. Tour dog and your
cat; how to care for them. *$1.50 (4c)
(6s 6d) Appleton 636.7 21-11035

By far the greater part of this treatise on
the care of the dog and the cat in the home, is

devoted to the dog. A detailed description is

given of .the bodily and medical care of the
dog, his common diseases, his feeding, breed-
ing and training and the selection of a dog.
The last chapter deals with the cat.

Boston Transcript p4 My 11 '21 330w

"He presents a considerable mass of mate-
rial, but presents it in fragments, formlessly,
without a clear design, and with no sense of
proportion. Taken as a whole, the book fails;

the task remains to be done. But, curiously

Booklist 18:10 O '21

"Untechnical and clearly arranged, it is one
of the most usable manuals on this subject
that we have seen."

+ Lit R pl2 Ag 6 '21 50w
Wis Lib Bui 17:155 O '21 50w

SPEARE, MORRIS EDMUND, and NORRIS,
WALTER BLAKE, eds. Vital forces in cur-
rent events; readings on present-day affairs
from contemporary leaders and thinkers.
88c Ginn 308 21-5394

This volum.e comprises a collection of essays,
the purpose of which is "to present contempo-
rary problems and ideals, national and interna-
tional, as they are seen by men of light and
leading today." (Preface) The primary rea-
.son for the conipilHtion is to assist teachers in
broadening the .school c\n-riculum by a study of
distinguished contemporary writing. Not only
the theme and contents of the essays, but also
the form and .style have received careful con-
sideration. The essays, about fifty in number,
are grouped vmder the following eight heads:
The meaning of America; National resources
and activities; Some problems of readjustment;
Educational aims and values; The essentials of
world peace: The League of nations; Latin
America and the Philippines; Understanding
other nations. Among the contributors are
Wocdrow Wilson, ChJirles W. Eliot, Theodore
Roosevelt, John Galsworthy, and others.

+ Lit R p9 Mr 12 '21 150w
School R 29:236 Mr '21 160w
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SPEARE, M. E. and NORRIS, W. B., eds.—Continued
"The book will serve admirably as a scheme

and an interpretation of current events for high
school and freshman college classes." J. K. H.

+ Survey 45:898 Mr 19 '21 140w

SPEARMAN, FRANK HAMILTON. Laramie
holds the range, il $1.75 (2i^c) Scribner

21-14512

"Typically western—that description of a
novel means but one thing to American read-
ers. Rustlers, duels, armed raids, thrilling
rides in the face of danger, gambling, and
more shooting all rolled together into a se-
quence that eventually brings the charming
girl from the east into the arms of the mal-
igned but rigidly honest hero."—Bookm

Booklist 18:53 N '21

"The glaring difference between this western
story and most of the others is Frank H.
Spearman's ability to write."

+ Bookm 54:264 N '21 50w
"There can be no doubt that Mr Spearman

knows his land well and thoroughly, but for
the first time in years he is at a loss in pic-
turing it."

f- Boston Transcript p6 O 12 '21 220w
Cath World 114:407 D '21 120w
Lit D p52 N 5 '21 50w

"Filled to the brim with the life of those
times, and interesting in the highest degree—

•

every line of it. Names and places are, of
course, fictitious, but the people are real and
they must have done the things written down.
They ring true. There is, too, a very pretty
love interest, and it's all well worth while."

+ Lit R p90 O 15 '21 250w
"The book might be called a super-cowboy

story, for it is in every way superior to most
lx)oks of this class—not less exciting, but
more reasonable and better con.structed."

+ Outlook 129:144 S 28 '21 60w
"Spearman lias drawn a thrilling picture of

a passing frontier."
-|- Springf'd Republican plla D 25 '21

ISOw
"It is a good story with a fine and loyal

bravo for hero and lo^er."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p718 N

.3 '21 60w
"Full of incident and better than the average

novel of its kind."
+ Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 20w

SPEARS, RAYMOND SMILEY. "Driftwood." il

$2 (71/20 Century 21-15252

In this story of a Mississippi flood, three
boys, themselves victims of the flood, distin-
guish themselves in doing rescue work. One of
the first things they salvaged is a baby in its
carriage floating on the debris. They name him
Driftwood, and the finale of the story centers
on him and the boys' adventures with him.
Much river lore and history of former floods is
woven into the story, with the characteristics
and habits of river folk and an adventure with
river pirates. That the episode furnishes open-
ings for the future careers of the boys goes
without saying.

servations about birds and animals, while the
notes weigh the value of the observations and
add illuminating comment.

Booklist 18:93 D '21

"This is man's writing—good, straightforward
narrative, no nonsense. It will be good for
boys."

4- Lit R p28 S 17 '21 llOw
"A rather unusual l;ook for boys."

+ Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21

150w

SPECTATOR, THE. Dogs, birds and others;
with a pref.ace bv .John St Loe Strachey.
$3 Dutton [8s 6d IJnwin] 591.5

A collection of letters about animals selected
from the correspondence columns of the Spec-
tator, with notes by Mr Massingham. The let-
ters, which are simple and often l)y imtrained
observers, record many curious facts and ob-

Reviewed by E. Li. Pearson
Ind 107:138 N 5 '21 340w

Reviewed by Mildred Blumenthal
N Y Times p4 Ja 1 '22 1500w

"Mr H. J. Massingham has done a great
service to lovers of animals in editing this
book. We could not have wished to have the
letters about animals which Mr Massingham
has selected from the correspondence columns
of the Spectator better collated and annotated."

+ Spec 127:147 Jl 30 '21 580w
"Some of the letter-writers have well-known

names. Great men like to write trifling letters
about their animals. The numbers of letters
signed l^y well-known naturalists is very small.
For the more careful reader what is most cer-
tainly wanted to make the notes of value is
an analytical index, with, perhaps, a summary
under special headings."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p493 Ag

4 '21 780w

SPEEK, PETER ALEXANDER. Stake in the
land. 11 *$2.50 Harper 325.7 21-5865

This volume is one of the series of Americani-
zation studies prepared under the direction of
Allen T. Burns. The report summarizes the re-
sults of a preliminary survey of rural develop-
ments in the United States, from the viewpoint
of the Americanization of immigrant settlers.
Part 1 discusses the need of a land policy, the
sources of information regarding land oppor-
tunities, and private and public colonization
schemes. Part 2 discusses educational and re-
ligious agencies in rural development—public
and private schools, immigrant churches, and
library and community work.

"This book is a valuable introduction to the
problem and indicates the lines upon which
more thorough studies of the subject may well
be made. One has the feeling that its facts
are the result of a brief survey rather than
of long acquaintance with the subject-matter,
and the author states that the field work oc-
cupied but four months. But as a challenge
to the lack of consideration which we have
given to the best methods for assimilating the
immigrant on the land, the book commands
the attention of students of rural life and those
interested in so-called 'Americanization.' "

Dwight Sanderson
-I- Am J Soc 27:255 S '21 330w

Booklist 17:278 My '21

"The author, himself an immigrant who has
attained full unity with America, approaches
his problem from the intimate point of view of
his own experience, as well as from that gained
in investigation of more than fifty typical immi-
grant farm colonies. . . . The book is both
timelv and national in its value." M. W. Davis

+ Lit R p4 Mr 26 '21 960w
Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 9 '21 400w

SPENCER, EVELENE, and COBB, JOHN NA-
2 THAN. Fish cookery. $2 Little 641.5

A comprehensive book containing over six
hundred recipes for the preparation of fish
and sliellfish, with accompanying sauces, sea-
soning.-^ and dressings. Mrs Spencer is fish
cookery expert for the United States bureau of
fisheries.

SPENCER, WILLIAM H. Law and business, vl
$4.50 Univ. of Chicago press [30s Cambridge
univ. press] 347.7 21-11044

The present is the first of three volumes
whose purpose it is to give the business student
a certain background of jurisprudence by in-
troducing him to the whole field of law, giv-
ing him a working knowledge of legal
phraseology and preparing him for the study
of case material; helping him to visualize the
part law and legal Institutions have played in
the development of society; giving him a prac-
tical knowledge of legal devices which business
men use in the administration of their affairs;
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showing him the limits within which business
men must formulate their policies; giving him
the power to analyze court decisions.

The Times [London] Lit Sup p581 S
8 '21 30

w

SPERRY, WILLARD LEAROYD. Disciplines
of liberty; the faith and conduct of the
Christian freeman. $2 Yale univ. press 230

21-18187

These chapters on Christianity and the
church are permeated with the idea of liberty
which in one form or another dominates the
religious life of the present day. They con-
sider candidly and concretely various aspects
of that liberty in faith and practice. Con-
tents: What is a Christian? The historical
Jesus and the problem of religious authority;
Christian history and dogma as autobiography;
A modern doctrine of original sin; Is Chris-
tianity practicable? The coimsels of perfec-
tion: The scientific method and the religious
spirit: The liberty of the parish minister; The
validity of the church; The work of the church
in the world of to-day.

"Mr Sperry writes so delightfully that there
is not a dull or heavy page in the book. He
has read widely, quotes deftly, and often
throws in a bit of enriching literary criticism.
A delicious humor plays about several of the
chapters, notably that on 'The liberty of the
parish minister.' The essays are both en-
lightening and refreshing." H: S. Coffin

+ Lit R p69 O 8 '21 620w

SPEYER, LEONORA (VON STOSCH), lady.
Canopic jar. •$2 Dutton 811 21-4976

" 'A canopic jar' is an ancient Egyptian vessel
in which was placed the heart of th6 departed
to be watched over by the guardian gods. In
the world of human consciousness, dreams may
be said to hold the same relationship to the
spirit that the heart does to the body. These
interpretative ver.ses the poet has placed be-
fore her jar of dreams."—Boston Transcript

-I- Booklist 17:343 Jl '21

"The poems are the word of a singer who
faces life honestly, with the veils withdrawn
and the pretty lies eliminated. They are
modern, too, in technique, a surprising fluidity
marks the singing, a winnowing of the best
of the new methods, without the harrowing
crudities and extremities of most of the raucous
bards of today." Clement Wood

-f Bookm 53:457 Jl '21 680w
"Mrs Speyer came to poetry with an equip-

ment that most poets lack; that is, a very
keen and vibrant sense of rhythmic values. She
brought over, too, a personal quality that is

even more important, that is a sensitive reac-
tion to the overtones of existence." W: S.
Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p7 Mr 26 '21 1450w
"The poet has no grievance to make her con-

tentious, no new cult to make her conspicuous;
she offers no innovations of verse form. Her
gift is in infinite capacity for feeling." A. B.
Hall

-f Lit R p9 My 21 '21 640w
"Free verse that is not every day surpassed

for decisive comment, clear conviction, and un-
exceptionable cadence." Mark Van Doren

+ Nation 112:693 My 11 '21 150w
"She has temperament and she has method,

and the control of temperament by method is

almost the formula for great work. Great Mrs
Speyer's work can not be called, partly perhaps
because the temperament is too self-centred."
O. W. Firkins

-i Weekly R 5:40 Jl 9 '21 520w

SPYRI. FRAU JOHANNA (HEUSSER). Tiss.
a little Alpine waif; tr. bv Helen B. Dole.
il 00c (51/2C) Crowell 22-193

In a tiny cottage, high up in the Alps, lived
little Tiss, called Stupid Tiss. He was an
adopted child, and as the cottage was full to

overflowing with bigger and stronger children,
poor Tiss had a very bad time of it. One day
big Franz Anton, the cowherd, was kind to
the boy and from that day life was different
for Tiss. When a chance came to be of ser-
vice to Franz Anton, Tiss responded so un-
selfishly that the -kindhearted cowherd resolved
to adopt the boy.

"It is juvenile literature of a high order.
The book is full of fresli. vivid pictures of
Swiss peasant life, and with its atmosphere of
pure mountain air and right living is a valu-
able book to put into tlie hands of a child."

+ Lit R p242 D 3 21 200w

SQUIRE. JOHN COLLINGS (SOLOMON
EAGLE, pseud.). Life and letters. $3 Doran
824 21-10547

In this collection of essays on writers and
things literary the first, "Childhood in retro-
si»ect" refers to W. H. Hudson's book "Far
away and long ago." Other essays are: Short
cuts to Helicon; Anatole France; Natural writ-
ing; Secret history; Mr Asquith as author; The
infinitives that were split: Sidelights on the
Victorians; Sir Charles Dilke; Mr Conrad's
masterpiece; Four papers on Shakespeare; Walt
Whitman; Initials; Recitation in public; A sub-
ject; A poet's pedigree; Rabelais; Fame after
death.

"We have no particular confidence in his
judgrnent, no very great respect for his taste.
He is rash where he ought to be circumspect.
. . And yet, somehow, these things, which in
another person would bring down an ex cathe-
dra denunciation from us, do not greatly mat-
ter in Mr Squire. Instead of crimes, they be-
come peccadilloes—even idiosyncrasies."

+ — Ath p864 D 24 '20 520w
"More notable for the charm of their informal,

easy style than for depth of critical insight."
+ Booklist 17:295 My '21

"Leisurely, penetrating, and quietly amusing,"
J. F.

+ Bookm 53:162 Ap '21 lOOw
"Within a narrow compass he has packed a

great deal of shrev.'d and original commentary,
on letters, indeed, rather than on life, which
rests on wide reading and sympathetic observa-
tion."

-f Oath World 113:403 Je '21 470w
"In the course of his causerie Mr Squire

shows himself sensible always, reasonable, and
witiT some sound prejudices. Mr Squire's books,
until he begins to publish his critical work, will
lead men to letters, and leave them there with no
particularly acute appreciation of them. As for
himself, it is futile to attempt judgment, since
these books, being written without power, show
no limitations." Sganarelle

-I Dial 70:710 Je '21 450w
"None of it is poorly written, and none of it

is excellently written. Mr Squire's judgments
are never grotesquely wrong, and they are never
triumphantly right." F. N. A., jr.

-I Freeman 3:189 My 4 '21 280w
" 'Life and letters,' with its grandiloquent

title, is assuredly the most unsubstantial of the
volumes which Mr Squire has collected from his
weekly notes in the London reviews." Ernest
Boyd — Lit R p6 Mr 26 '21 130w
"The forty brief papers are trivial at their

worst and competent at their best. His is a
mediocritv not of manner but of mind. Mr
Squire, in a word, being the very example of a
safe and sane critic is no critic at all."

f- Nation 112:438 Mr 23 '21 800w
"The essays in the book are dexterously

fashioned. They are pleasant, sparkling, dis-
cursive, full of wittj' co!nment, lightly conceived
and at the bottom—quite instructive."

-f- N Y Times pl3 My 8 '21 1500w
"They are thoroiiglily repdablo. and though

necessarily short they are by no means sketchy
in the bad sense. They are never laboured
or pompous or tedio\is. Indeed, their compres-
sion might occasionally be described as teasing.
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SQUIRE, JOHN COLUNGS —Continued
The tap is sometimes turned off just when the
water is flowing at its best."

+ Spec 125:855 D 25 '20 1450w
"What above all distinguishes Mr Squire in

Solomon Eagle's guise is that he gets straight
at a reader's heart—the ordinary workaday
heart which freezes to superiority and clever-
ness but gratefully thaws to the address of
a good fellow.' "

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p822 D
9 '20 lOOOw

SQUIRE, JOHN COLLINGS (SOLOMON
- EAGLE, pseud.)- Poem.s; second series.

Doran 811

The present collection contains all of the au-
thor's poems written since March 1918. Some
of them, as 'The birds' and 'The moon' were
printed before, but the majority appear for the
first time in book form. Partial contents:
Processes of thought; The invocation of
Lucretius; An epilogue; Harlequin; The moon;
Elegy; To a musician; The rugger match.

STAGE, WALTER TERENCE. Critical history
of Greek philosophy. *$2.40 Macmillan 180

20-20659
"It is not a history of philosophy; it is a

study in dialectic. . . That the true philosophy
is idealism and that philosophy is an evolution
from sensuous to non-sensuous thinking are the
beliefs in terms of which the criticism pro-
ceeds."—J Philos

"Such pedagogical dogmatism as Mr Stace's
dries up curiously at its source, and effectually
discourages the spirit of speculation. This
smoothing of the philosophic path till it shines
like polished marble, this lining of it with re-
iterative sign-posts is all the more to be regret-
ted because it is quite unnecessary." G. B. K.— Freeman 3:189 My 4 '21 410w
"Lucidity is the chief merit of the book. As

a contribution to historical scholarship it is
altogether unimportant. The author takes the
stock facts and traditional material found in
any ordinary text-book and presents them in a
manner remarkable for its simplicity, clarity
and easy intelligibility." M. T. McClure

h J Philos 18:357 Je 23 '21 1250w

STACPOOLE, HENRY DE VERE STAC-
POOLE. Satan; a romance of the Bahamas.
*$2 (4c) McBride 21-26422

It was off Palm Island in the Bahamas that
Bobby Ratcliffe, cruising with Sir "William Skel-
ton in the latter's yacht, the Dryad, and be-
coming wearied with his host's straight-laced,
immaculate conventions, quitted the Dryad for
the Sarah Tyler—"a frowzy- looking, yawl-
rigged boat ... a true hobo of the sea." It
was manned by Satan Tyler, and the boy Jude,
who soon turned out to be no boy at all but
Satan's young sister. Thus a pampered scion
of the English "upper-upper-middle-class"
found himself suddenly launched into the midst
of primitiveness and adventure, living in very
truth the thrilling stories of his school-days.
He learned how shrewdness and cunning can
be coupled with straightforward honesty and
fair-dealing; how resourcefulness can outweigh
all book-learning, and how simple character can
out-value all the veneer of civilization. To Rat-
cliffe the Sarah becomes a floating Robinson
Crusoe island and a world in itself.

Booklist 17:306 My '21

Bookm 53:462 Jl '21 llOw
"All the mechanism and tricks of the ordinary

sea tale of adventure and romance are used
by Mr Stacpoole in his latest novel, but he has
H^?,?..*'^®'"

adroitly and with considerable
skill."

+ Lit R pl8 Ap 23 '21 190w
"It is one of the liveliest, gayest and mostentertammg of yarns, which brings to the

reader 'a breath of the air we breathe at
fifteen . . . the elusive atmosphere of story-
land.' " L. M. Field

-^ N Y Times p21 My 8 '21 700w

"One deprecates the title of this book, not
because it has a sulphurous sound, but be-
cause it misleads one. The tale itself of dis-
tant adventure in tropical seas is one of the
best that Mr Stacpoole has written."

+ Outlook 128:128 My 18 '21 120w
"A characteristically engaging tale with a

flavor of vagabondage. The weakness in the
story is Mr Stacpoole's halting efforts to em-
ploy the American vernacular."

-) Springf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21

230w

STALKER, ARCHIBALD, Intimate life of Sir
Walter Scott. *$4 Macmillan [lOs 6d
Black] B or 92

The object of the book is to give as com-
plete a picture of Scott's daily life—a feature
insufficiently touched upon by other biog-
raphers—as is possible from a twentieth cen-
tury angle. It frankly discusses Scott's first
love for the first time and tells in detail of
his involved business connections.

Nation 112:922 Je 20 '21 20w
"Mr Stalker combines the moralist and the

severe critic of life and business with the
admirer, in a puzzling way. On one page he
appreciates Scott thoroughly; on the next he is
so unfair and so apparently anxious to put the
worst construction on tlyngs, that he seems the
last person to do an 'intimate Life.' Mr Stalker's
ideas on Scott as a man of letters are dis-
tinctly crude."

h New Statesman 17:163 My 14 '21 920w
"Mr Stalker's book is perhaps most valu-

able to this generation of readers because it
gives so clear a view of Scott in the light
with which each generation likes to interpret
and evaluate the great men of the past. He
has made a living picture of the man in all
his phases."

-I- N Y Times p9 Je 12 '21 1900w
"On the human side Mr Stalker does full

justice to his subject, and has secured some
unfamiliar matter which adds to the picture.
But in other ways he seems to rejoice in a
depreciation which we find somewhat aston-
ishing."

h Sat R 131:383 My 7 '21 960w
"Mr Stalker's book is shrewd and amusing,

outspoken enough to exercise our wits,
though not profound enough to convince them.
He claims that he has given a new presenta-
tion of Scott, a twentieth-century portrait
which 'may he unsatisfactory in the eyes of
2020,' but is certainly different from that
which was current in the nineteenth century."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p273 Ap
28 '21 1350W

STAMP, SIR JOSIAH CHARLIES. Funda-
mental principles of taxation in the light

of modern developments. $4 (10s 6d) Mac-
millan 336.2 21-13425

"This volume reproduces the Lectures for
1919 under the Newniarch Foundation of Uni-
versity College. London. Sir Josiah arranged
his lectures with a view to treating the .sub-

ject from the point of view of (a) the tax-
payer, (b) the government (or state) and (c)

the community &s a producing or economic
society."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"There is a tendency to concentrate on a
few striking points rather than to give an all-

around view of the suhject-rnatter; hence also
there are passages in which the argument is

too condensed to be easily followed by the
reader unless he is already well acquainted
with the subject. In spite of these objections
the amateur student of taxation will find the
book very interesting, even amusing; and the
professional economist will rejoice to see
surh a combination of sound theory with ad-
ministrative sagacity." R. S. Tucker

-I-
— Am Econ R 11:710 D '21 450w
Am Pol Sci R 15:460 Ag '21 30w

"An able and witty book."
+ Spec 126:686 My 28 '21 1050w

Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 16 '21 70w
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"The book gives a brief, clear, and Impartial
disquisition of the modern theory and practice
of taxation; and the author has contrived to
invest his treatment of the subject with light-
ness and vivacity without diminishing the ac-
curacy of his description or the weight of his
judgments, when he lays any down."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p2GS Ap
28 '21 1050W

STAYTON, FRANK. Threads, il ?1.90 (2V2C)
Century [8s T. Butterworth] 21-17010

John Osborn Wynn, the chief character of
the story, was unjustly accused, of murder,
convicted, and given the life sentence. In
obedience to his advice, his wife had passed
for a widow, even dropping his name to avert
suspicion, and bringing up her children in
ignorance of their father's fate. Ji'ifteen years
later, the real murderer having been dis-
covered, Wynn returns home, an alien, to an
embarrassed household. The story tells how
he accepts his anomalous position, makes good
his footing with wife and children, and suc-
cessfully meets the challenge of an ardent
rival for the affection of his still young and
attractive wife.

Booklist 18:8G D '21

"It is an excellent story. The author has
studied his milieu closely. He understands the
mental processes of the men and women. He
analyzes their motives with sympathy, some
shrewdness and with a soupgon of cynicism. His
novel is again and again brilliantly written. . .

His young men and women are fervent and
frank, they are also astonishingly wholesome."
D. F. G.

-f Boston Transcript p6 O 12 '21 620w
"We agree with the publishers that 'the

situation is full of dramatic possibilities.' But
that's where it ends. Tlie possibilities are
neglected. There isn't much 'story' to the book,
and such as there is is constantly inter-
rupted by the 'clever' monologues of Mr Stay-
ton on Parliament and politicians and on
permanent officials."— Lit R pl26 O 29 '21 320w

N Y Times p26 N 27 '21 60w
Outlook 129:306 O 26 '21 50w

"The development of the psychology, though
much insisted on by the author, is not
altogether convincing."— Spec 127:371 S 17 '21 70w

"It moves on through 315 pages with a happy
blending of dialog, action and philosophy. Mr
Stayton has written many successful plays.
but this is his first novel."

+ Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21

380w
"A well written study."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pl70 J!
21 '21 30

w

Wis Lib Bui 17:188 N '21 40w

STEAD. WILLIAM THOMAS, ed. Real ghost
stories. $2 Doran [5s Stead's pub. house]
134 21-18001

These stories, collected and edited by the
late William T. Stead are here presented in
a new edition re-arranged and introduced by
his daughter, Estelle W. Stead. The stories
are grouped imder the headings: The ghost
that dwells in each of us; The thought body,
or the double; Clairvoyance—the vision of the
out of sight; Premonitions and second sight;
Ghost of the living on business; Ghosts keeping
promise. The appendix contains accounts of
some historical ghosts.

STEARNS, HAROLD EDMUND. America and
the young intellectual. $1.50 Doran 814

21-22008

In these critical essays the author .sets forth
the young intellectual r6volte's attitude toward
contemporary life and liteiature and what he
expects of society. The ideal of the yoimg
intellectual is to be "disinterested, non-sec-
tarian and non-partisan, devoted to no pur-

suit except pursuit of the truth." The author
lives up to this ideal in his comments on
American intellectual life but ends on a des-
pairing note in his last essay, "What can a
young man do?" It is his opinion that Amer-
ica is so inhospitable to this highest form of
truth that nothing remains for a young man
to do but to get out. "Young men want the
real thing, and their sure instinct tells them
that in Europe, even in the Europe that is
dying from the follies and crimes of its old
men, life can still be lived."

"Mix a pinch of the Puritan ideas of Mr Vil-
lard with a peck of the anti-Puritan ideas of
Mr Mencken and add two quarts of civility and
water and you will get the ideas of Mr Stearns.
The mixture looks relatively harmless, but in
reality is as bewildering an intoxicant as Rus-
sian vodka. It helps to explain the present
plight of the Young Intellectuals in America.
. . [namely] that they liave no critical dis-
crimination." S. P. Sherman— Lit R p345 Ja 14 '22 2800w
"This book is written with exceptional vig-

our, astuteness and insight: one can only wish
that Mr Stearns had presented his point of
view in a less fragmentary and unintegrated
manner." Newton Arvin

H Freeman 4:450 Ja 18 '22 lOOOw
"I have rarely read a book in which there

were .so many questionable assertions in so
few pages." Brander Matthews— NY Times p8 Ja 29 '22 1700w

"I\Ir Stearns's writing has a touch of bril-
liancy and it is both forceful and well inodula-
ted; but it is sometimes fails in clarity because
the writer's thouglit is not always clear. Never-
tlieless, such writing, provocative and critical,

is often of usefulness because it causes people
to think about things that many are disposed
to tal<:e for granted. As criticism of Amer-
ican life it lacks depth; it is merely the 'young
intellectual's' view."

f Springf'd Repubican pS Ja 20 '22 490w
Survey 47:603 Ja 25 '22 80w

STEFANSSON, VILHJALMUR. Friendly arctic;
the story of five years in polar regions, il

$6 INJacmillan 919.8 21-21129

In his latest arctic expedition, 1913-1918,
Stefans.«on explored and mapped over 100,000
miles of hitherto unknown polar territory and
dispelled many illusions with respect to arctic
conditions. In this volume he tells the story
of his years in the North and shows the
Eskimo habits, beliefs and traditions before
they came in contact with white races. Though
his expedition fought against great odds, he
insists that he has robbed arctic exploration of

its heroic quality, that the great North is

indeed friendly and that white men could live

in the country just as the E.skimos do. He
proved that there is abundance of fuel and food
available to experienced explorers, that in the
farthest arctic the sea supplied food even more
abundantly than the land, and that these
hitherto dreaded regions have possibilities of

being used and lived in like the rest of the
world. The book is fully illustrated with
photographs, maps and documents.

Eooklist 18:151 F '22

U'niewed by D. I>. ISIann
Boston Transcript p8 D 28 '21 1900w

"Is .sure to take its place as one of the most
fascinating and valuable tales of polar explora-

tion that has ever been written. It has all the

)ioroi.'-m and adventure of the most thrilling

stories of either the North or the South." EUs-
worth Huntington

+ Lit R p413 F 11 '22 IBOOw

Reviewed by Austin Hay
N Y Times pl2 N 6 '21 2250w

Outlook 130:101 F 1 '22 1650w

R of Rs 65:224 F '22 200w

Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 22 *22

SSOw
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STEIN, EVALEEN. Our little crusader cousin
of long ago. il *$1 (4c) Page 940.1 21-4906

This volume is one of The little cousins of
long ago series. It is the story, told simply for
boys and girls, of the Third crusade. Hugh
was page to King Richard of England, and Ray-
mond served Count William de Pratelles, one
of the French crusaders. These two boys were
fast friends and shared in all the exciting deeds
done by King Richard of the Lion Heart in
Palestine.

Booklist 18:93 D '21

"Well written story of juveniles. The author's
style is convincing because it is intimate and
vivid."

+ Lit R pll Ap 30 '21 70w

STEINER, RUDOLF. Investigations in occul-
tism. *$2 Putnam 133 21-2328

The present volume, showing the practical
value of occultism in daily life, is based upon
lectures by Rudolph Steiner and is edited with
an extended introduction by H. Collison. In
this, the latter, a devoted disciple of Steiner,
explains the scope of Steiner's work which he
calls anthroposophy and whose central point is
the search for Christ in unselfishness and
humility. This generates a '"new impulse"
towards a new era, now approaching, in which
we may expect the second coming of Christ.
The introduction also supplies a list of the
private courses of Dr Steiner's lectures now
in English. The discussions in the book include
methods of teaching theosophy, on sleep and
death, the soul, the spirit world, man's evolu-
tion, the education of children. Karma, con-
science, the evolution of the earth, Genesis,
occult development and oriental occult train-
ing, Christian and Rosicrucian occult training.
There is an index.

STERN, GLADYS BRONWYN (MRS GEOF-
« FREY LISLE HOLDSWORTH). China

shop (Eng title, Larry Munro). $2.50 Knopf
21-20114

The book begins and ends with the name of
Larry. The bearers of this name, for three
generations, exercised a fatal charm over their
women folk. When Larry Munro the first died,
his divorced wife, Prue, and his wife-to-be,
Felicity, became united in a common adoration.
The "Larry dynasty" continued in Prue's son,
a replica of his father and more beloved of
Felicity than her own son Kevin. The two
boys grew up together in adjoining and cur-
iously intermingled households, remaining out-
wardly friends, though Kevin was continually
stung to jealous suffering by Larry. When
Larry was seventeen, Felicity became his mis-
tress and the mother of a third Larry. Then
Larry the second snatched from Kevin his
greatest prize, Barbara, the girl he loved. Bar-
bara with some misgivings, accepted Felicity
but revolted when she learned of Larry the
third and in due time married Kevin. I.arry
the second was killed in the war and the suc-
cession passed to his son, in the idolatry of
whom the outraged Prue and Felicity were
united once more.

'It is not stupid— it is silly; not clever—but
bright; and it is .<^o sentimental that it makes
the reader hgng his head." K. M.— Ath p472 O 8 '20 80w
"Miss Stern has exceeded all our expectations

of her in this brilliant portrayal." D. L. M.
+ Boston Transcript p7 Ja 14 '22 i050w

"The first shadowy Larry is immeasurably
more effective than the .<3econd, the rival, equalm years to the narrator; the third is a highly
dramatic expedient. It is only in the fairly
delicate implications of the boyhood friendship
of the two children that the hook is notewor-
thy; the plot is better than good melodrama;
the atmosphere, created with much difflculty
fades into that of four or five other contempo-
rary English novels."

1- Dial 72:103 .Ja '22 80w

"An impossible tale about impossible people
told in an impossible style."— Springf'd Republican plla D 25 '21

170w
"In deftness she never fails; for dainty vig-

nettes of scenery, for light, whipped-up con-
versations; for little dashes of pathos prompt-
ing agreeable tears she is never at a loss. It
is only when she fishes in the deeper waters
of passion and character that she is unlucky,
especialy wlien the pools she chooses are stag-
nant."— -f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p669 O

14 '20 310w

STERN, GLADYS BRONWYN (MRS GEOF-
FREY LISLE HOLDSWORTH). Debatable
ground. *$2.50 (2c) Knopf 21-5713

The story ^uts some very vital problems, leav-
ing them for tiie reader to solve; feminism
in it.s transition period, the countryless Jew,
the "alien enemy" in war time. It shows us a
group of young women in transition, of whom
Deborah Marcus points the lesson. Her indul-
gent parents, mindful of their own repressed
youth, have given her free range to seek and
find her own happiness. And Deb seeks, among
pitfalls and dangers. Paucity of passion in her
make-up saves lier, she comes out unscathed
and, yielding to a remnant of racial trend,
marries the young, much family-ridden Jew,
who has long adored her. Her long pilgrimage
on debatable ground with its ensuing weari-
ness has had a reactionary effect. In the
meanwhile the war works havoc among the
English Jewisli families, planted with one foot
on English, with the other on German soil. It
has the rudest awakening in store for the
schoolboy, Richard Marcus, Deb's young
brother, when he discovers that he was born in
Germany, during his mother's visit there and
before his father had become a naturalized
Englishman. It throws into relief the "enemy
alien" hysteria and the reader takes leave of
Richard in a critical state of his mental de-
velopment.

"Miss Stern has certainly given us a story
of variety, distinguished more by its diver-
sity than its clarity. The general effect is
sliglitly muddy, due to a certain inconstancy
of technique. She uses her cleverness well
when she uses it at all; she either cannot
or will not use it often." W. T. R.

H Boston Transcript p4 F 23 '21 480w
"It is an exceedingly interesting novel. Miss

Stern is clever, with a sound grasp of Wells's
dazzling technique. The defect of the method is

that she is out to exhibit tendencies. Being
an astonishingly close and lively reporter, there
is a general appearance of life. Her people talk
naturally, act interestingly and fulfil the mani-
fold purposes of their managing director. There
can be no doubt that she has a good fat
supply of rp.w material. But her people do lack
a certain air of freedom." P. H.

-\ New Repub 25:348 F 16 '21 1700w
"There is so much cleverness, so much un-

derstanding, so much clear, level-headed think-
ing in G. B. Stern's novel, that its glaring
faults ai'e all but atoned for. They are
primarily faults of wordiness, of the repetition
of the same thing, not once or twice, but
over and over and over again, in slightly
different phrases, so that the book loses what
small degree of form it might otherwise have
had." L. M. Field

_j NY Times p24 F 20 '21 850w

STERRETT, FRANCES ROBERTA. These
young rebels, il $2 (3i^c) Appleton 21-13060

A story of the everlasting conflict between
youth and age. Wealthy old Albert Galusha
bribes his young nephews and nieces to leave
their varied interests, socialism, suffrage, music
and art, to live with him, and develop homo
life of the old-fashioned sort. The way the ex-
periment works out teaches both youth and age
many things. There is romance and a bit of
mystery in the story as well.

Booklist 18:53 N '21
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"The description of [the rebels] as well as of
their conversation is so vague and so drawn
out that one loses Interest in the cliaracters
and their speeches."— Lit R pl2 Ag 20 '21 130w
"Miss Sterrett has a fecund imagination and

a faculty for coherent writing. But she mars
an interesting situation by banalities."

-\ Lit R pl2 S 3 '21 20w
"There is a good deal of quiet humor in Miss

Sterrett's account of the working of the ex-
periment."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p774 N'

24 '21 160w

STEVENS, DORIS. Jailed for freedom, il *$3
Boni & Liveright 324.3 20-19261

"A history of the struggle of American wo-
men for suffrage, especially of the militant
suffragists."—Bool-ilist

Am J Soc 27:267 S '21 30w
4- Booklist 17:95 D '20

"One must not take Miss Steven's book too
seriously. Its bombosity, its lop-sided logic and
its neurasthenic feminity incline one more to
smiling charity than biting contempt."

1- Cath World 113:254 My '21 200w
"If any unfortunate note creeps into this

story of valorous resistance to tyranny it ap-
pears in Miss Stevens's frequent appeals to
our pity."

H Nation 112:sup246 F 9 '21 390w

STEVENSON, BETTY G. Betty Stevenson.
Y. M. C. A., croix de guerre avec palme;
Sept. 3, 1896-May 30, 1918; ed. by C. G. R.
S. and A. G. S. il *$2.75 Longmans 940.48

20-8205

"This is a collection of letters written by a
hut-worker and chauffeur at the Y. M. C A.
hostels in France from 1915, who was killed at
Staples during an enemy air-raid in ]\Iay, 1918.
Written when s?ie was between seventeen and
twenty-one, the letters are full of everyday de-
tails. There are descriptions of hospital life, an
air-raid, and the sound and flash of gunfire
on the far horizon."—Ath

"They make a beautiful record whose beauty
comes wholly from simplicity and homeliness."

+ Ath p719 My 28 '20 140w
-f Booklist 17:184 F "21

Pittsburgh 26:196 Ap '21 20w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p214 Ap
1 '20 120w

STEVENSON, EDWARD LUTHER. Terres-
- trial and celestial globes. (Publications of

tlie Hispanic soc. of America) il 2v $12 Yale
univ. press 910.9 21-18954

"The work is historical, geographical and
astronomical. It is not a technical work for
globe makers. In the first chapters there is
a brief consideration of the development of the
spherical theory from primitive beginnings
through the Greek period. The beginning of
globe-mak'ng is discussed, with cliapuers on
Arabic globes and globes of the Christian mid-
dle ages, followed by chapters on globes of the
15th, 16th and 17th centuries. The volumes
contain numerous historical, geogi-aphical and
astronomical records together v.ith consider-
able biographical reference to globe and map
makers. Copious notes appear at t?.e end of
each chapter. There is a list of all globe
makers known, together with the places where
examples of their work may be found."

—

Springf'd Republican

Boston Transcript p4 X 19 '21 380w
"Admirably illustrated, it is printed and pre-

.sented with good taste." B. L. Pear.son
+ Ind 108:15 Ja 7 '22 130w

Springf'd Republican p6 N 26 '21 140w

STEVENSON, JOHN ALFORD, Project method
of teachmg. (Modern teachers' ser.) *S1 80
(9s) Macmillan 371.3 21-5664

"Beginning with a careful exposition of his
mterpretation of the project, Mr Stevenson goes

on to contrast this with the more common
tj'pes of teaching, to compare his own definition
with many others that have been proposed,
to contrast projects with problems, to work
out some of the psychological implications of
the project, to show what the project means
for the curriculum, and then to give numerous
examples of project teaciiing in colleges, high
schools, and elementary schools. A summary
of the periodical literature on projects and
problems is included which will save the reader
many hours of library reading. A twenty-page
bibliography forms an appendix."—School R
"Just what project teaching is becomes clear

when Dr Stevenson piles up example after
example of successful projects, from poultry
clubs to part-time engineering education, and
even the citizen reader, with no technical
interest in pedagogy, finds himself understand-
ing in a new way what it means to relate
'what we call knowledge with the larger com-
plex that we call life.'

"

-f Lit R plO Je 11 '21 140w
"The book contains little that is new, except

the illustrations, and little that is profound.
Being largely an expansion of. Mr Stevenson's
excellent journal articles on the project, and a
collection and comparison of other views, it is
necessarily a kind of r6sum6—albeit a needed
resume." D. L. Geyer

-I School R 29:473 Je '21 490w

STEWART, DONALD OGDEN. Parody out-
line of history. $1.50 il Doran 817 21-27484

"Wherein may be found a curiously irrev-
erent treatment of American historical events,
imagining them as they would be narrated
by America's most characteristic contempora,ry
authors." (Sub-title) Contents: A critical
survey of American history, in the manner of
William Lyon Phelps; Cristofer Colombo, In
the manner of James Branch Cabell; Main
street, Plymouth, Mass., in the manner of Sin-
clair Lewis; The courtship of Miles Standish,
in the manner of F. Scott Fitzgerald; The spirit
of '75, in the manner of Ring Lardner; The
whisky rebellion, in the bedtime story man-
ner of Thornton W. Burgess; How love came
to General Grant, in the manner of Harold Bell
Wright; Custer's last stand, in the manner of
Edith WTiarton; For the freedom of the world,
Act 1 in the manner of Mary Raymond Ship-
man Andrews, Act 2 in the manner of Eugene
O'NeiU.

Booklist 18:112 Ja '22

"His is a book which disappoints from the
start. He handicaps it by its title. 'A parody
outline of history' suggests only one thing and
this is the thing; which it is not. The trouble
with it is that it is not clever or ingenious in
its irreverence. . . [The sketches] range in
mimicry from an effective bit In the manner
of Lardner, who is easy to imitate, to a hardly
recognizable dialogue in the manner of Mrs
Andrews, who is difficult." S. L. C.— + Boston Transcript p8 D 28 '21 280w
"The precision in which episode and author

are combined is admirable." Gilbert Seldes
-r Dial 72:95 Ja '22 40w

"Altogether a capital book." E. L. Pearson
-f- Ind 107:264 D 10 '21 150w

"He pitches a wild ball in places, and parody
is always a dangerous pastime in inexperienced
hands. But in the main, his work is good. It
is nonsense. It is burlesque. But it isn't
at all bad nonsense, and it is pretty good bur-
lesque. There are inimitable touches in it,

revealing the insight of the genuine humorist."
T: L. Masson

-f N Y Times p9 D 18 '21 880w
Reviewed by M. A. Hopkins

Pub W 100:21 D 17 '21 330w
"In fantastic style does Mr Stewart romp

along the intertwined paths of history and
literature, convulsing his readers with mirth
both over the parodies and over the new glimp-
ses of people and events. The cartoons of
Herb Roth add to the fun."

-|- Springf'd Republican p6 D 19 '21 250w
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STIDGER, WILLIAM LE ROY. Outdoor men
and minds, il '{LSO Abingdon press 220.8

20-22018
" 'Outdoor men and minds,' an interpre-

tation of the nature teachings of the Bible, is a
prose poem. The author contends that 'more
and more as one studies the book he finds that
the writers of the Bible were out-of-doors men,
and that they were writing to an out-of-doors
people, and that they used out-of-doors figures
of speech to make themselves understood by
those to whom they were talking.' " (Springf'd
Republican) "The two last chapters of this
book are given to Luther Burbank and John
Muir respectively; and 'the purpose is to link
the two great out-of-doors men of this day
and age with the great out-of-doors men of the
Book of books.' " (Boston Transcript)

"To those who love the Bible and nature this
beautiful little book will be most welcome."
F. W. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 D 24 '20 580w
-f Springf'd Republican p3a Ap 10 '21 130w

STILL, JOHN. Prisoner in Turkey. (On active
service ser.) $1.50 (2i^c) (7s 6d) Lane 940.47

21-2317
The author was a war prisoner in Turkey

from August 1915 to November 1918; went thru
various phases of the treatment of prisoners
by the Turk, which cast a curious light on the
Turkish character, and tells the story of his
hardships with convincing candor. He states it
as his belief that seventy-five percent of Brit-
ish prisoners perished within two years of
being captured. To add credence to his state-
ments he prints some extracts from the of-
ficial report on the treatment of British
prisoners of war in Turkey. Contents: The
Dardanelles; Constantinople; The Armenians;
The Wank; Angora; The first winter; Afion-
Kara-Hissar; The Armenian church; The lower
camp; The second year; The last year in Afion;
Our Allies; The Berne convention; Smyrna;
The ship.

Ath p751 Je 4 '20 90w
"A valuable monograph in the great .flood of

literature concerning the world war."
-|- Boston Transcript p4 Ap 20 '21 270w

"Told with admirable British restraint and
straightforwardness, it is wholly lacking in
flashes of insight, in dramatic distinction, and
the finer qualities of style. Mr Still's analysis
of Turkish character, though never penetrat-
ing, is remarkably fair, sound, and dispas-
sionate." Helen McAfee

H Lit R pS F 19 '21 560w
"This is a moving story. It is told with

characteristic British simplicity, straightfor-
wardness, and restraint."

+ Outlook 128:517 Jl 27 '21 70w
R of Rs 64:112 Jl '21 llOw

"His account of his captivity is well worth
reading."

-I- Spec 124:590 My 1 '20 240w

STILWELL, ARTHUR EDWARD. Live and
grow young. $2 (18c) Youth pub. co., 576
5th av., N.Y. 131 21-10963

The author of these short essays of advice on
keeping young, is in the habit of receiving
spirit messages during sleep. The contents of
this book have been given hin-u by the spirits
and he tells of the many achievements that
he has been allowed to accomplish with their
aid, for his advisers comprise engineers, poets
and authors. Partial contents: The real spirit-
ualist: The living life: The value of years;
Your atmosphere; Visualization and realization;
Love and hate; Your sub-conscious phono-
graph; Intuition and fruition; Spiritual eleva-
tors.

STOCK, RALPH. Cruise of the dreamship. il
» $4 Doubleday 919.6 21-20760
For a great many years it had been the

author's dream to cruise thru the South Sea
Islands on his own ship. In the trenches dur-
ing the war the dream took definite shape and
finally came true. Money was earned, a crew

secured in the person of the author's sister
and a demobilized officer, other obstacles were
overcome, and with the enthusiasm of igno-
rance the cruise was undertaken and proved a
success—from the full account given of it In
the book which is abundantly illustrated from
photographs and line drawings by Lynn Bogue
Hunt.

Booklist 18:116 Ja '22

'There is created a feeling of confidence all
through the book. Each page throws off hap-
py exhalations of enthusiasm." P. M. Stone

-|- Bookm 54:584 F '22 180w
Boston Transcript p4 D 24 '21 180w
Spec 128:82 Ja 21 '22 280w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p855 D

22 '21 500w

STOCKS, JOHN LEOFRIC. Patriotism and
the super-state. (Handbooks on interna-
tional relations) *$1 Harcourt 320.1 20-22996

"Devoted to the thesis that patriotism, be-
ing a compound of love of country and willing-
ness to serve one's country, is a voluntary,
vital and hence critical disposition of mind to
the citizen, which is not to be confused with
the mere 'acquiescence, miscalled patriotism by
politicians when it seems to them to be use-
ful.' But at the same time, patriotism with-
out nationalism is a soul without a body. The
proposal, therefore, to do away with national-
ism in order to bring about a society of na-
tions, Mr Stocks regards as folly."—Socialist R
Reviewed by H. M. Kallen

+ Lit R p6 Ap 30 '21 380w
New Repub 28:142 S 28 '21 60w
R of Rs 63:560 My '21 90w

Reviewed by D. S. Mussey
Socialist R 10:78 Ap '21 230w
Springf'd Republican p6 My 9 '21 80w

"A thoughful repetition of the popular argu-
ment for governmental regulation of interna-
tional affairs." Gregory Zilboorg

-f Survey 47:253 N 12 '21 70w

STODDARD, THEODORE LOTHROP. New
world of Islam. $3 Scribner 297 21-15892

For more than a hundred years gigantic
transformations have been taking place in the
world of Islain. They began with the Wahabi
movement in the beginning of the nineteenth
century, from which grew the Mohammedan
revival and lastly Pan-Islamism. The great
war was a shock of terriffic potency, and today
Islani is seething with mighty forces fashioning
a new Moslem world. These forces the book
attempts to analyze and appraise. The in-
troduction gives a brief survey of the decline
and fall of the old Islamic world, after which
are dealt with in turn the changes which began
with the Mohammedan revival and the in-
fluences of the West, and are at present mani-
festing themselves in political," economic, social
and religious transitions.

"Mr Stoddard writes as a publicist who
wishes to be as nearly as possible a historian
. . . The book is as a whole remarkably illum-
inating and reliable." A. H. Lybyer

-I- Am Hist R 27:322 Ja '22 1200w
Am Pol Sci R 16:150 F '22 130w

"Mr Stoddard has the journalist's feelmg for
a 'story,' and the journalist's flair for what
the public wants to know. But Mr Stoddard
is also an historian. He is careful in check-
ing up his facts, he does not jump to conclu-
sions, but weighs his evidence, judges with
caution, and, where the evidence seems in-

conclusive, suspends judgment. Perhaps the
chief fault of the book is its lack of atmos-
phere." J. S. Orvis

_] Atlantic's Bookshelf F '22 350w
Booklist 18:68 D '21

"The book is an excellent analysis of the
situation in the Near and Middle East. It

both arouses and satisfies interest in those re-

gions."
+ Ind 107:266 D 10 '21 370w
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Lit R pl31 O 29 '21 550w
Reviewed by T: Q. Beesley

N Y Times pl4 N 27 '21 1200w
"Mr Stoddard's treatment of the whole sub-

ject is most stimulating:. In dealing with the
forces at work among modern Mohammedans
he is in a class by himself."

+ R of Rs 64:557 N '21 150w
"It is a book of immense interest and im-

portance. . . Yet one cannot but feel that if it

had been based on a real, first-hand, personal
knowledge of the peoples, races and countries
of which it treats, it would be even better and
stronger than it is."

H Sat R 132:534 N 5 '21 lOOOw
"This is a book which no man who aspires

to an opinion on world policy, and especially
on the policy of the British Empire, can afford
to neglect. Happily, it is an easy book to read.
It is written with great zest and interest on
the part of the writer, and his views are sup-
ported on everv page by copious quotations."

+ Spec 127:561 O 29 N 5 '21 4100w
"It is doubtful whether there is any other ac-

cessible and available treatment of its subject
that can give the reader so comprehensive and
unified a conception of this great system of
civilization which dominates the broad belt
reaching from Morocco to the center of Asia,
and is today pushing its powerful and suc-
cessful propaganda into the heart of Africa."
R. A. Woods

-1- Survey 47:375 D 3 '21 400w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p703 O

27 '21 60w
"We can only feel grateful to an American

author for collecting such abundant materials
for the study of a problem which concerns the
British people far more closely and immediate-
ly than it does the American people."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p723 N
10 '21 2500W
Wis Lib Bui 18:29 Ja '22 40w

STONE, MELVILLE ELIJAH. Fifty years a
journalist, il $5 Doubleday B or 92 21-22338

The author is one of the best known of
newspaper men and his connection with the
Associated press has made him a national
figure. His reminiscences cover all the great
events from the Civil war to the present day
with incidents from his personal acquaintance
with numerous notabilities. He divides his book
into seven decades beginning with 1848, the
date of his birth. There are numerous full-

page and text illustrations.

"Mr Stone's remarkable story, full of enter-
taining incidents, is told in an unemotional,
objective style. Always he tells his story as
a good A.P. man should, modestly and without
embellishment. It is an interesting story be-
cause the subject is interesting. Few living
Americans have seen and understood so much
of vital importance during the past half-cen-
tury, or have been privileged to be on terms
of friendship with so many of the great men of
the age." F: L. Allen

-f- Atlantic's Bookshelf F '22 370w
Booklist 18:15 F '22

"He does not write an autobiography chap-
ter by chapter; he tells the story of his life

decade by decade. He puts crosslines into his
pages and illustrates them both in half-tone
and line drawings. He indulges in numerous
personalities, freely expresses his opinions, re-
lates anecdotes neatly, discloses some curious
historical details, and all in the straightaway
narrative manner of a first-rate reporter of
a day's happenings." F. L. B.

+ Boston Transcript plO D 7 '21 120nw

"There is no flourish in the writing; it is

in itself an excellent piece of journalism,
showing the edito.'-ial type of mind. . . You
get, in these pages, a first-hand analysis of
the press, a frank analysis of the value of
news, and of how best to gather it; you also
are given a near view of the way in which
papers are established, and the features which
constitute their making or undoing,"

+ Lit D p36 D 24 '21 250w

"The book is singularly artless. Indeed, It
is not a good job of editorial or literary con-
struction, and it is rather exasperating as a
sample of book-making and printing. A sad
lack is the absence of an index—though that
is somewhat atoned for by the 'side-heads'
dividing the separate episodes, which are
listed seriatim in the table of contents. Never-
theless, it is a fascinating tale of what Stone
did and saw and thought—even if seldom what
he felt—in each of the seven decades into
which he divides the narrative of his life
as manufacturer, reporter, editor, and whole-
sale recorder of world history." J: P. Gavit

-\ Lit R p222 D 3 '21 900w
"Melville Elijah Stone has told his life in

an autobiography with headlines, topically put.
He has written as men talk of plain facts, put
saliently. He has little used correspondence.
He has projected a new form of biography, con-
ceived and born of a newspaper man's train-
ing. To the man who has known newspaper
offices most of the last half century this auto-
biography bristles with condensed interest."
Talcott Williams

-f N Y Times p8 N 20 '21 2450w
Springf'd Republican plla Ja 1 '22

lOOOw
Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 22 '22

750w

STORES, MARIE CARMICHAEL. Radiant
niotherhood; a book for those who are
creating the future. $2.50 Putnam 618.2

21-3977

Most of the books on marriage and mother-
hood, says the author, deal with their abnormal
and pathological aspects. The theme of the
present volume is the true love match and the
creation of the next generation as a deliberate
enterprise by healthy couples. For the one
central eugenic reform, on which all other re-
forms rest, "is the endowing of motherhood,
not with money but with the knowledge of
her own power." Many of the physiological
and psychological phases of procreation usually
not discussed in books on the subject are here
treated scientifically. The contents are: The
lover's dream; Conceived in beauty; The gate-
way of pain; Tne young mother-to-be (three
chapters)—her amazements—her delights—her
distresses; The young father-to-be (three chap-
ters)—his amazements—his delights—his dis-
tresses; Physical difficulties of the expectant
mother; Physical difficulties of the expectant
father; The union of three; The procession
of the months; Pre-natal influence; Evolving
types of women; Birth and beauty; Baby's
rights; The weakest link in the human chain;
The cost of coffins; The creation of a new and
irradiated race.

"In the forest of books offering advice to
mothers and fathers and the young man and
the young woman this one stands out with
a svmmetry and clean beauty of its own."

+ Lit R pll F 19 '21 330w
"A careful reading of the whole book leaves

the reviewer in two minds whether to praise
it on account of the many beautiful and far-
seeing thoughts in it ... or to censure it for
the impracticability of many of its recom-
mendations and for the lack of distinction be-
tween matters which have been fairly well
established and those which are little more
than speculations."

-\ Nature 106:399 N 25 '20 llOOw
"She gives valuable advice on many points,

although occasionally her medical advice is not
well-founded. Her standards are high and
beautiful, and she has the progressive, feminist
point of view. But she gravely underestimates
the difficulties and obstacles in the way of her
ideal." R. S. Yarros, M. D.

-1 Survey 46:314 Je 4 '21 460w

STOWELL. JAY SAMUEL. Near side of the
Mexican question. *$1.50 Doran 327 21-2102

The title of this little book does not fully
indicate the fact that it is concerned wholly
Avith the Mexicans in the United States. Mr
Stowell who investigated the Subject for the
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STOWELL, JAY SAMUEL—Continued
Interchurch world movement, shows the in-
and the large contributions which Mexicans
and the large contributions, which Mexicans
and Spanish-Americans are already making to
our national life.

Booklist 17:333 Jl '21

Brooklyn 13:113 Ap '21 20w
"This volume is a sane study of the prob-

lems it presents."
+ Lit R pll F 19 '21 70w

Reviewed by T. R. Ybarra
N Y Times dIO F 20 '21 780w
Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 50w
Springfd Republican plO My 13 '21 500w

"He writes with an intelligent sympathy that
commends his subject and conveys a mass of
most valuable information." G. B. Winton

+ Survey 46:15 Ap 2 '21 50w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p295 My

5 '21 70w

STRACHEY, LYTTON. Queen Victoria, ll *$5
Harcourt B or 92 21-9740

"In the long, amazing career which we fol-
low we are ever conscious of the Queen as
a woman, of the social and political atmos-
phere of the changes she lived through, and
of her relation to those changes as head of
the State. The career of the Queen falls in-
to five periods—the Melbourne period, her
married years, the years of seclusion and un-
popularity Which followed the death of the
Prince Consort, her emergence under the in-
fluence of Disraeli, and finally her apotheosis
In old age as the mother of her people and
the symbol of their imperial greatness."—New
Statesman

"It is not easy to assign a place or a value
to this book. "To judge it as a source of in-
formation would be useless, because it is near-
ly devoid of substance. To test it with can-
ons of historical method would be ungraciously
to point out that it follows none. Mr Stra-
chey's biography is not so much a gauge of
character as a subtle display of incident an.d
circumstance. He skims dexterously over a
surface of anecdote and idiosyncrasy, gather-
ing up the trivial and the familiar as he hur-
ries along, never pausing once to fathom. The
biography is essentially an essay in Victorian
trivialities—as refreshing to the student as it

Is captivating to the general reader—but, after
all, only refreshing." C. B. Fryer

h Am Hist R 27:351 Ja '22 600w
"Nine readers out of ten will be attracted

to Mr Strachey's book by the glimpses con-
tained in it of royalty at close range, and by
the interesting story of the greatest queen of
modern times. . . But the tenth reader will
find much more than story-book interest in Mr
Strachey's pages. He will see the working out
of opposing forces which resulted in the devel-
opment of the British Constitution." A. G.
Porritt

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:608 N '21 450vv

Booklist 17:347 Jl '21

"Mr Strachey has no novelty of material to
offer. The historians have attended to all

that. But he has brilliantly used the result
of their labors, and art and literature are
in his debt." J. C. Grey

4- Bookm 53:544 Ag '21 2150w
"Not only is his story historically exact; it

is picturesquely fascinating both in its mat-
ter and its manner. Mr Strachey has all his
facts at his fingertips and he marshals them
and presents their actors as if they were the
participants in a novel." E. F. Bdgett

-j- Boston Transcript p6 Je 18 '21 1400w
Reviewed by L. P. Smith

Dial 71:96 Jl '21 1300w
"Mr Strachey has the advantage of dealing

with real people, instead of with characters
laboriously abstracted from life in general, and
his book is more fascinating and compelling

than most novels. Structural art is present,
as well as direct, immediate human interest;
also such allure as can exist without mellow-
ness and sweetness of tone." H: B. Fuller

+ Freeman 3:594 Ag 31 '21 1300w
Lit D p38 Jl 2 '21 2650W

"In the three hundred-odd pages which
Lytton Strachey devotes to the eighty-one
years of Victoria's life there is not a sentence
which the most fastidious reader could wish
to alter. Never since the days of Queen
Elizabeth has there been so great a subject
for biography as the figure of the iron-willed,
virtuous woman who for a space of sixty
years stood as the central and dominant fig-
ure in the history of the British nation." Mrs
St Lioe Strachey

+ Lit R p7 My 7 '21 480w
"There is not a dull page in the chronicle,

whatever dulness there is in the subjects of
his pen. It is a dangerous task, well and
adroitly done." W. C. Abbott

+ Lit R p4 Je 18 '21 2500w
"His dominant interest is in human per-

sonality for itself, and he is gifted in remark-
able degree with the dramatic sense of the
self-revealing in word and deed. By a mas-
terly manipulation of the calcium lights he
permits Victoria, in her progress through life,

to show us what manner of person he con-
ceives her to have been." B. L. Schuyler

+ Nation 112:890 Je 22 '21 1200w
Nation and Ath 29:95 Ap 16 '21 2200w

"The book is a masterpiece which will in-
fluence the art of biography."

+ New Statesman 17:79 Ap 23 '21 1450w
"The book is hardly so much a biography

as it is a psychological portrait. A singular-
ly alive and vivid picture."

-I- N Y Times p8 Je 19 '21 3500w
"The delicate justice of his attitude is beyond

praise. He ignores a thousand opportunities
for ridicule, for a devastating satire so tempt-
ing that it cannot have been easy to forego.
He has confronted and triumphed over evei-y
provocation offered by his theme. . . He dis-

plays Victoria with completeness but without
cruelty. He is benignly caustic, bountiful and
exact, profoundly humorous and inclusive, in-

finitely exhilarating. He discerns the nature
of the underlying element which, in Victoria's
personality, really counted: 'It was a peculiar
sincerity.' " Lawrence Gilman

+ No Am 214:267 Ag '21 2200w

Reviewed by R. D. Townsend
+ Outlook 128:516 Jl 27 '21 1450w

+ Sat R 131:361 Ap 30 '21 1300w

"Victoria's latest biographer deserves high
praise for his intimate comprehension of the
woman whose life is the subject of his analy-
sis. This sympathy of comprehension is in-

deed conspicuous throughout the work. It is

the quality which keeps a true balance m the
book. Mr Strachey's style is poignant with-
out being aggressive, simple without triviality

or a feigned innocence, captivating without be-
ing luxuriant or over-done. But Mr Strachey
has more than the power of style.

_
He can

select. He has refused to write a history of

the Queen's reign. His is a personal not a
political portrait."

-f- Spec 126:491 Ap 16 '21 2350w

"There is no such short biography In Eng-
lish. Mr Strachey's writing is almost consis-

tently excellent." J. C. Squire
+ Springf d Republican p6 My 7 '21 400w-

(Reprinted from the London Observer>

"A brilliant and fascinating achievement,

which will meet the most exacting modern
requirements. It has the necessary^ detach-

ment, but it does not lack sympathy.
+ Springf'd Republican p9a Je 19 ^51

920w
"Probably the most beautiful and most widely

interesting biography of recent years.

-I- Survey 4(3:447 Je 25 '21 30w

"A book which we place high above 'Emi-

nent Victorians.' Daintily Proportioned, yet

firm in texture and wisdom, once artistic
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whole down to the unerringly chosen photo-
graphs."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p224
Ap 7 '21 3050W

STRACHEY, MARJORIE. Savitri, and other
women. $1.75 (8c) Putnam 398.2 20-21993

These folk-lore stories are adaptations from
adaptations and translations. As the appended
list of the books used shows, they are taken
from the legends of India, Brittany, Serbia,
Portugal, Russia, Scotland, Bohemia, Japan
and Ireland. The stories are: Savitri; The
lay of the ash tree; Yanka and her brothers;
Saint Iria; Vassilissa the Wise; Janet and
Tamhn; Libussa the prophetess; Joukaliainen's
sister; The bamboo-cutter's story; The build-
ing of Skadar; The courtship of Etain.

" 'Janet and Tamlin' is the gem of the col-
lection, in so much that the style of the
adaptor here runs in limpid and beautiful prose.
Not quite so happily told are 'Savitri' and 'The
building of Shadan.' "

-| Boston Transcript p4 My 18 '21 120w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p654 O
7 '20 40w

STRATTON, ARTHUR. English Interior. 11

•$32 Scribner 747 21-764

"A sumptuous volume very copiously and
finely illustrated, which seems to be the first
substantial work devoted exclusively to trac-
ing the development of the English interior
as a whole from medieval to modern times."—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"It is a book for the specialist to consult,
and the layman, with a historical bent, to
pore over with constant pleasure." A. V. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p6 My 28 '21 420w
"Here we have at last a good book, a work

of outstanding excellence, on English interiors
and decorative accessories. It tells the whole
story, and is not niggardly either as to its in-
formation or the proof of it in careful illustra-
tion matter. As a whole it is a stanch defend-
er of the Scribner-Batsford tradition; weU
written, well illustrated, and well made as a
book." R. F. Bach

-f Lit R p5 Ja 22 '21 900w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p669 O

14 '20 30w

STRATTON, CLARENCE. Producing in little

theaters, il $2.90 Holt 792 21-18688

The interest and participation in amateur
dramatics is spreading. "From all parts of the
United States come reports of serious under-
takings. BYom all parts come requests for
lists of plays, addresses of supply houses, meth-
ods of rehearsing, designs for setting. . .-appeals
for methods to follow in organizing and manag-
ing amateur dramatics." (Chapter 1) All these
needs the book undertakes to satisfy, with ad-
ditional chapters on experimenting and on edu-
cational dramatics. The appendix consists of a
list of two hundred plays suitable for ama-
teurs. The book is indexed and profusely illus-
trated.

Booklist 18:110 Ja '22

"A model manual, sane and sensible, helpful
and practical." Brander Matthews

+ N Y Times p2 Ja 22 '22 270w
"Here is a book the usefulness of which can-

not be overrated. [It] is both a fine concise
textbook for the student of the movement and
a guide for the active member of it."

+ Survey 47:603 Ja 25 '22 lOOw
"Both the organization and the mechanics of

little theatre production are so different from
either professional production, at the one end,
or old-time amateur production, at the other,
that a handbook especially designed for little

theatres and elucidating their problems will
find a ready welcome. Mr Stratton is equipped,
by long and varied experience, to write just
such a book."

+ Theatre Arts M 6:83 Ja '22 60w
Wis Lib Bui 17:209 D '21 40w

STREET, ELWOOD. Sympathy and system in
giving. (National social science ser.) $1
McClurg 361 21-5782

A brief compact treatment of modern
organized charity for the help of the busy man
or woman who wants to know how to give
money, time and service effectively.

"A practical and enlightening book on the
subject of modern charity which should prove
invaluable to the giver who wants to give
intelligently and effectively."

+ Am J Soc 27:267 S '21 20w
"The winning reasonableness of the book is

its agency of persuasion."
+ Springf'd Republican p8 S 1 '21 200w

"Many who read the guide book will be
led to follow the route, for the style is clear
and graphic. It would make a serviceable
manual for classes, especially in Sunday
schools. . . Nearly the whole field of modern
charity is touched on, and it is surprising that
so small a book can do so much so well. The
whole book, though of little value for profes-
sionals, is of substantial value for amateurs."
F: Almy

+ Survey 47:93 O 12 '21 120w

STREETER, BURNETT HILLMAN, and AP-
PASAMY, A. J. Message of Sadhu Sundar
Singh. *$1.75 (*8s 6d) Macmillan B or 92

21-9736

Sundar Singh, born in 1889 at Rampur, in the
Punjab, is a convert to Christianity who has
adopted the robe of a sadhu or holy man and
devoted himself entirely to the religious life

and preaching. Since 1908, he has made Tibet
his principal field of work. Going to Madras
in 1918 he found himself famous and regarded
as a miracle worker, though he tried to avoid
any reputation for supernatural powers fearing
that it would encourage superstition and dis-
tract attention from the gospel he was trying
to preach. He has recently visited England
and the United States. The editors of his
"Message" have added biographical details and
comments. There are chapters on ecstacy and
vision, on suffering, sin and judgment, on in-
tellectualism, on nature and the Bible. There
is also a chapter devoted to his table-talk and
the closing chapter is on "Indian Christianity."

+ Booklist 17:347 Jl '21

"The editors of the Sadhu's Message have
made it very interesting. The Sadhu, like his
Master, talks largely in parables and in these
he shows himself to be a real poet." N. H.
Dole

-f Boston Transcript p4 My 25 '21 llOOw
Freeman 3:621 S 7 '21 300w
Sat R 131:508 Je 18 "21 140w
Springf'd Republican p9a Jl 31 '21 760w

STRINGER, ARTHUR JOHN ARBUTHNOTT.
Wine of life. •$2 (li^c) Knopf 21-5918

Owen Storrow, a young western artist fresh
from four months of North woods life, comes to
New York. He finds the city too busy to pay
much attention to his trunkful of clay model-
ings, but Torrie Throssel, an actress, whom he
first sees as she sits drying her hair on the
fire-escape of a third-rate Tenderloin hotel, for
a time supplies the "wine of life" for him, and
he becomes indifferent to everything else. Mar-
riage follows and disillusion. The life into
which she drags him becomes distasteful and
finally impossible. After repeated failures to
get his old grip on life, he gives Torrie her free-
dom and goes back to his Canada woods.

Boston Transcript p4 My 11 '21 620w
"A chapter here and there testifies to Mr

Stringer's known ability to write; as a novel
this book is one of disappointingly uninteresting
people who need never have been born."

1- Lit R pll My 21 '21 140w
"The book is well, and at times very well,

written, with some particularly charming
descriptions, and a keen appreciation of form
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and color, while its more difficult situations
are handled with tact and delicacy. An in-
teresting and thoughtful novel, 'The wine of
life' has more than a little of that quality of
inevitability which is at once so rare and so
greatly to be desired." L. M. Field

H NY Times p24 Je 12 '21 460w

STRODE, MURIEL. Soul's faring. •$2 Boni &
Liveright 811 21-8611

Contents: Creation songs; Songs of the
strong; Songs of Him; Prayers of a worldling;
Songs of life-freedom; A soul's faring. The
free verse of the earlier groups of poems is

abandoned in "The soul's faring," which fills

the second half of the book, for short-para-
graphed, rhythmed prose. Joy in life and its

elemental forces is the theme throughout.

"Again and again in these songs Miss Strode
flashes upon the reader a brilliant imagery.
She does so by a twist of the imagination that
carries no effort, but is as spontaneous as the
flowing cadence of her lines. Her success in
these qualities is due to the passion which
burns in her emotional sympathies as well as
in her intellectual understanding." W: S.

Braithwaite
+ Bwston Transcript p4 Ag 27 '21 1150w

"A volume of rhapsodic free verse, which
seems to have been sired by Walt Whitman
through Eleanor H. Porter. The mood is

usually one of self-exultation; it may vary,
however, to a luxurious self-abasement.
Whether the mood is exalted or abased, it is

the self that is emphasized consistently."— Lit R pl2 My 14 '21 llOw
Reviewed by Clarence Day, jr.

Lit R pi Jl 2 '21 1250W
"Just what do we find in Muriel Strode's

work? Redundancy, repetition, the constant
paralleling of thought in slightly differing lines,

not a distinctive thought that has not been
expressed before, not an inspired line or phrase,
a loudness and lack of subtlety."— NY Times p7 My 1 '21 600w

STRONG, JOHN RUGGLES. Note upon the
"dark lady" series of Shakespeare's sonnets.
•$2.50 Putnam 822.33 21-7795

A contribution to the Mary Fitton theory of
the "Dark lady" of the sonnets. The author
builds up an ingenious case involving the lives

of the Earl of Pembroke, of Mary Fitton, the
wayward and fascinating maid of honor in

Queen Elizabeth's court, and of the poet him-
self on the basis of their identification with
the personalities of the sonnets. The book in-

cludes a short history of Mistress Fitton, who
came to court in 1595 and later became the
mistress of Lord Herbert, earl of Pembroke.
and a painstaking study of the famous Fitton
portraits at Arbury which have been supposed
to disprove the Fitton theory because the Mary
of the portraits is a blond. Extracts from con-
temporary letters and from the family history
of the Fittons are given and other "Dark
lady" theories are touched upon.

"Mr Strong makes no pretence of startling
discoveries, and is particularly to be praised
for preserving some degree of caution in his

affirmations. The essential defect in the struc-
ture is the want of any definite link between
Shakespeare and the Herbert-Fitton liaison or

either of the parties to it." R. M. Alden
-I Lit R plO Jl 23 '21 650w
"He is cautious in his statements and

thoroughly scholarly In reviewing the material
and he is extremely interesting as well as
fairly convincing in his argument."

+ Sprlngf d Republican p8 Je 21 '21 600w

STRUBEN, ARTHUR. Tidal power. (Pit-
man's technical primer ser.) $1 (2s 6d)
Pitman 621.2 21-12714

This little book covers the formation and
measurement of tides, the estimation of po-
tential tidal power, comparisons of systems of

development, the preparation of projects, the
financial aspects of the subject and research
work that appears desirable.

STRUNSKY, SIMEON. Sinbad and his friends.
$1.75 (21/^c) Holt 817 21-18684

"Across the gulf of Space and Time," says
Mr Strunsky in his preface, meet Sinbad the
journalist of Bagdad of the first part of the
book, in the year 1917 of the Christian era, and
Williams the journalist, of the second part, in
the New York of 1921. "The reader will be
stiuck," the author goes on to say, with a defi-
nite resemblance between the thoughts, the
feelings, and even the concrete problems of
two epochs and two civilizations." Strunsky
the philosopher unites the two and the humor
does not cloud the philosophy. The march of
democracy, the cost of living, fashions, the
Gary system, realism in fiction, the challenge
of the times, the voice of the people are among
the topics which he satirizes.

Booklist 18:123 Ja '22

"Delicious mingling of humor and satire and
philosophy. . . 'Sinbad' is not a book which one
can afford to miss." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 D 3 '21 1200w
Reviewed by Gilbert Seldes

Dial 72:95 Ja '22 70w
"Mr Strunsky aims only to make his readers

smile, but he does better than that With me.
I find myself laughing aloud with pleasure and
unrestrained merriment, again and again, as I

read his pages." E. L. Pearson
+ Ind 107:166 N 12 '21 140w

"In 'Sinbad and his friends' we have keen
satire but it is directed chiefly at those self-
complacent satirists who sit in the seat of the
scornful, and who, while mercilessly condemn-
ing others, are unaware of their own limita-
tions." S: M. Crothers

4- Lit R p351 Ja 14 '22 520w

STUART, GRAHAM HENRY. French foreign
policy; from Fashoda to Serajevo; 1898-
1914. "U Century 327.44 21-1090

"From tiie accession in 1898 of the able
Premier Delcasse to the European conflagra-
tion of 1914, Mr Stuart follows the diplomatic
fortunes of France. He sliow how Delcass6
steadily and tactfully pursued a policy of con-
ciliation toward England and Italy while en-
deavoring to avoid either concession or friction
in her relations with her troublesome neigh-
bor across the Rhine. After Delcasse the va-
cillations and weaknesses of the successive
ministries are attributed by Stuart to radical-
ism, petty rivalries and German secret influ-
ences notably thru the traitorous Caillaux."

—

Pub W
"The narrative is coherent, clear and well-

written."
+ Am Pol Sci R 15:307 My '21 170w

"A clear, accurate, carefully documented
review of affairs."

+ Booklist 17:278 My '21

Brooklyn 13:113 Ap '21 30w
"A valuable worlv of reference in an im-

portant field."

+ Ind 105:171 F 12 '21 30w
"Dr Stuart is a rather dispassionate observer

and chronicler of events, in spite of his obvious
prepossession toward France. His book has
the advantage, too, of being short, well docu-
mented and written without self-consciousness
or any apparent desire to make an effect. It

is a very useful, continuous statement of the

political conditions in France before the war."
M. F. Egan

4- N Y Times p4 Mr 13 '21 2250w

Pittsburgh 26:179 Ap '21 40w

"Here is interesting matter enough, and our
author undoubtediy knows his ground." M. H.
Anderson „^ „^„+ — Pub W 99:168 Ja 15 '21 360w

R of Rs 63:558 My '21 20w
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"The book is very well planned and con-
ceived; the topics treated are intelligently
chosen and the matter laid out with a due
sense of proportion; and even a very detailed
statement has been made clear and readable.
It is however a narrative, rather than a critical

study. The chief shortcoming of Dr Stuart's
book is his presentation of French internal
politics." T. H. Thomas
+ — Springf'd Republican pl3a My 1 '21

820w
"Professor Stuart gives a clear, well-docu-

mented account of the activities of the Quai
d'Orsay between 1898 and 1914. . . Although
Dr Stuart's attitude of friendliness and admira-
tion toward the French nation is pleasantly ob-
vious, it has not betrayed him into blind parti-
sanship. He brings a judicial spirit to the un-
ravelling of a tangled tale." L. F. Brown

+ Survey 47:222 N 5 '21 250w
Weekly R 4:297 Mr 30 '21 700w

SULLIVAN, ALAN. Brother Eskimo. 11 $1.75
(6c) Century 21-17085

The story of Keleepeles and Cunayou, Eskimo
boys of twelve and sixteen, who awoke one
day to find that the patch of ice on which their
igloo was situated had broken loose and that
they were floating out to sea, leaving their
father and mother and the rest of the Eskimo
village behind. There followed many adven-
tures, hunting the animals of the Northland,
the capture and taming of three wolf pups,
their journey to the land of the Yellow-knives;
and many months passed before they found
their way back home.

Booklist 18:93 D '21

Lit D p52 N 5 '21 40w
"A book of unusually fine feeling. . . The

character drawing in this book is exceptionally
skilful and sincere."

+ Lit R pl70 N 12 '21 450w
"This story of two Eskimo lads is rich with

Northern lore, is conceived in a fine spirit, and
told with pleasant humor." M. H. B. Mussey

+ Natipn 113:sup684 D 1 '21 60w
"An absorbing and instructive narrative of

adventure. The author is a genuine literary
artist and he has fashioned a book that will
undoubtedly appeal to older readers as well as
to boys."

-f N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 50w
"Mr Sullivan has the art of telling a story

simply and surpassingly well, not depending on
sensation for effect, but making his incidents
natural, lending to them all the glamour of real
life."

4- Springf'd Republican plla D 11 '21

120w

SULLIVAN, EDMUND J. Art of illustration.
2 (Universal art ser.) $8.50 Scribner 741

"The book is in no sense a history of illus-
tration or a textbook on illustration, but Sulli-
van's views and opinions of Botticelli, Diirer,
Blake, Dore, Whistler, Phil May and Beardsley,
the last three personal friends. Save Whistler,
all other American illustrators are carefully
left out."—N Y Times

"The book discusses a very large variety of
subjects connected with the art of illustration,
making it a text book of much more than ordi-
nary importance. It is moreover very plenti-
fully illustrated."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ja 4 '22 270w
"If ]Mr Sullivan had given greater considera-

tion to the make-up of the book it would have
been more pleasing as well as more useful.
Still, there are endless useful suggestions of
great value in it—suggestions founded on long
talks and a life-time of experience." Joseph
Pennell

H NY Times p4 D 25 '21 lOOOw
"His book has both the merits and the faults

we should expect of an artist turned writer. It
is rambling and incoherent, but full of his own

experience and of criticism made valuable by
that experience."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup pi Ja 5
'22 2150W

SUPER, PAUL. Training a staff; a manual for
Young men's Christian association execu-
tives. '*$2.50 Assn. press 267 21-111

Comprehensive survey of the principles and
methods which underlie the successful train-
ing of a Y. M. C. A. secretarial staff. The
author is secretary for training, Persoainel
bureau. International committee of Young
men's Christian associations. His book is based
on eight years of actual experience, study and
experimentation in the training of a staff, as
well as on an extended study of the way
large corporations are training executives.
The methods may be usefully applied to busi-
ness staffs.

Pub W 99:579 F 19 '21 60w

SWAIN, RICHARD LA RUE. What and
where is God? a human answer to the
deep religious cry of the modern souL
$2.50 Macmillan 248 20-20987

"Dr Swain's book meets this fundamental
skepticism, whether there are any Higher
Powers with whom we can make any connec-
tion, fairly and frankly. His book has grown
out of a series of lectures delivered to college
students, and college students want religious
truth as exactly defined as mathematical
truth. His conclusion he affirms with courage
and without qualification: "If God ever united
his personality with that of even one man,
then there is a way of doing it. And if there
is a way, what finer goal is possible than
that such a union between God and every
man be consummated? Really, that is what
the Christian religion is about.' "—Outlook

Booklist 17:268 My '21

"Dr Swain is definite, sometimes too defi-
nite. But he answers fairly and frankly the
questions which men are asking of them-
selves, and he is never evasive and never
timid or hesitating." Lyman Abbott

+ Outlook 127:227 F 9 '21 1550w
"To those perplexed by the problems of re-

ligious experience, the future life, the right
method of viewing the scriptures, the author
brings from a rich and rarely vivid experi-
ence a philosophy of religion that is as as-
suring as it is interesting."

+ Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21

70w

SWINNERTON, FRANK ARTHUR. Coquette.
*?2 Doran [7s 6d Methuen] 21-15558

"The coquette of Mr Swinnerton's sigiiif-

icantly brief title is Sally Minto, a little

cockney with a steely soul. Where others who
are 'soppy' drift, she plans and determines.
She knows that she is plain. She knows, too,

that her advancement must come through men.
So she accentuates certain qualities of her per-
son and builds up a personal style to set them
off and becomes vivid and arresting. She is

almost a child and she has her lapses. But
spurring her on is, always in the background,
the picture of her mother, a feebly querulous
charwoman, strong in nothing but respecta-
bility. Poor Sally's misfortune is that the two
men who successively come her way are so
pitifully inadequate both in themselves and as
tools of her ambition. Toby, seen always
obscurely and in actual physical darkness, is

mere male strength; the sickly Gaga who was
to lead Sally to triumph becomes almost at
once a mere obstacle. Yet Sally's story, though
it ends in blood, ends well enough for herself.

She, we know, will pick herself up."—Nation

Booklist 18:158 F '22

" 'Coquette' seems to me to be the best novel
that has come from England this year. Swin-
nerton's style is unique in its clarity, simplicity,
and rich beauty. Nor does his realism offend.

It is at the same time delicate and penetrat-
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ing. In so small a space as this one can do
little but indulge in superlatives—and 'Coquette'
demands them all!" J. F.

+ Bookm 53:542 Ag '21 270w
"Mr Swinnerton is not true to his own con-

victions, and he proves this by the startling
manner in which he abruptly brings his latest
story to a violently melodramatic conclusion."
E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 Jl 2 '21 1300w
"Mr Swinnerton hasn't succeeded so well with

his males. Toby is a lay figure, Gaga is still-
born, because the author has put no intensity
Into their creation; they do for Sally, and no
more." Vivian Shaw

H Dial 71:370 S '21 280w
Freeman 4:454 Ja 18 '22 160w

"To say 'Coquette' is not such a stunning
piece of work as 'Nocturne' is not to say in
arjy doleful tone that the author is 'falling
of.' To suggest wherein he falls short of his
best is only to praise him and to express a
hope." J: Macy

-I Lit R p3 Jl 2 '21 1800W
"Sally is powerfully conceived and closely

studied. Her portrait in black and white

—

one carries away no hint of color from the
book—is firm, strong, memorable." Ludwig
Lewisohn

-h Nation 113:50 Jl 13 '21 lOOOw
" 'Coquette,' though it may not be finally

satisfying, is solid. It is maintained by an evi-
dent determination to extract the last ounce
from the theme, to shirk nothing, to risk being
wrong rather than let his knowledge of his
characters fade into a vague mistiness. If in
any sense the book fails, it is not for want of
trying, but rather for too much trying." J. M.
Murry

H Nation and Ath 30:23 O 1 '21 1550w
"Along with the picture of the coquette, there

is a good deal of beautifully handled back-
ground. Mr Swinnerton is vividly veracious.
He sees and hears. His people walk and talk,
and move with captivating swiftness to their
appointed doom. He is serious, and not too
serious, and never tedious. It seems ungrate-
ful to complain. Why quarrel with a good
book for not being better?" Signe Toksvig

+ New Repub 28:142 S 28 '21 400w
"One's only complaint against Mr Swinner-

ton is that his brush-work is often not beau-
tiful. He has some theory of writing that for-
bids the conspicuously brilliant phrase, the
dazzlingly appropriate image. It is his inten-
tion to give his prose a matt surface. But
there are times when it is more than matt;
it is almost dingy." Rebecca West— New Statesman 17:597 S 3 '21 720w

"Sally is a genuine creation. Her story is an
artistic achievement fit to rank even beside
Its author's unforgettable 'Nocturne.' " L.. M.
Field

-I- N Y Times p22 Jl 10 '21 lOOOw
" 'Coquette' is not a pleasant story; its

realism is repellent and at times almost in-
tolerable. What, then, makes it in the prac-
tically unanimous opinion of English and Amer-
ican reviewers an extraordinary novel? It is
simply the vitality and actuality of Sally. . .

She is a created thing, not a dummy or type.
Mr Swinnerton is not emotional or sentimental,
and he cares little whether his readers are
shocked or not. He is bent on getting the
lines of his picture true to nature and life."

-I- Outlook 128:658 Ag 24 '21 260w
"The rather elaborate, quick-moving plot is

good—or good up to the last half-dozen pages

—

a great deal of the characterization is sound or
even subtle, and the book is by no means ill-

written. And yet Mr Swinnerton has somehow
neglected to give his novel those little touches
of distinction of whose employment he is so
perfectly capable."

H Spec 127:533 O 22 '21 200w
" 'Coquette' is readable and even significant,

but not pre-eminent."
-\ Springfd Republican plla Ja 1 '22

500w

"There is an austere simplicity in the story
which all Mr Swinnerton's accomplished ren-
dering of detail cannot soften. To delight in
these characters is impossible, and even our
pity is less for them than for the circum-
stances that make them possible."

-| The Times [London] Lit Sup p563 S 1
'21 500w

Reviewed by H. W. Boynton
Weekly R 5:126 Ag 6 '21 180w

SYLVESTER, CYRIL. Coil ignition for motor
cars, il $4 (IDs 6d) Pitman C21.438 21-13971

This manual for the motor mechanic, owner-
driver and all Interested in coil ignition systems
"may be correctly termed a course of electricity
for the average chauffeur. If it is thoroughly
studied, some of the so-called 'mysterious'
faults will be simplified." (Preface) The in-
troductory chapter describes the basic facts
in electrical mechanics. The other chapters
are: Equipment testing; Ignition coils; The
ignition system; Coil ignition systems in use.
There are numerous illustrations.

SYMONDS, MARGARET (MRS W. WYAMAR
VAUGHAN). Child of the Alps. $1.90 Stokes

21-15550
Linda Caflisch, the heroine, is the beautiful

and beauty-loving daughter of an English
mother and a Swiss father, orphaned by her
mother's death in childbirth, brought up in
Switzerland and then transplanted to England.
The theme of the story is the conflict between
her two-sided heredity, not satisfied with the
Philistinism of her mother's English country
family, nor yet with her homely German-Swiss
environment. Her brief experience of marriage
with her English cousin is merely suggested,
not sketched, and the story leaves her re-cap-
tured by the power of her Swiss environment
and the strength of her childhood impressions.
The story reproduces the very mood and feeling
of the Alps, among which the author, a
daughter of John Addington Symonds, has so
long lived.

"It is as though we listened to this gentle,
well-bred book, rather than read it, and we
close it with the feeling that the unknown
plants and flowers are far more real to us than
the unknown people." K. M.

-I Ath p49 Jl 9 '20 580w .

"A remarkably good first novel."
-f Sat R 130:262 S 25 '20 80w

"If the matter seems a little old-fashioned,
the truth that lies beneath its superficial de-
tail has not changed; if the form, with its

gradual progression, its selection, its earnest-
ness, lacks all the sharp smartness and the
professed indifference of the more modern fic-

tion, it has sterling qualities independent of
period."

•4- — The Times [London] Lit Sup p398 Je
24 '20 860w

Wis Lib Biul 17:188 N '21 40w

SYMONS, ARTHUR. Cesare Borgia, Iseult of
Brittany, The toy cart. *$1.75 Brentano's
822 20-22472

" 'Cesare Borgia.' consists of three plays, two
of them—'Cesare Borgia' and 'Iseult of Brit-
tany'—in verse. The third, 'The toy cart,' a
prose play, has its scene laid in the city of
Uzzayin, in the western part of India."—Cath
World

" 'Iseult of Brittany' is memorable in its

melancholy charm. 'Cesare Borgia,' though, is

heavily melodramatic, and never quite comes
alive."

H Cath World 112:695 F '21 90w

H- Cleveland p30 Ap '21 50w
"The best thing in the book is the five-act

prose drama, 'The toy cart.' " H. S. Gorman
_] . Freeman 2:356 D 22 '20 3S0w
"Arthur Symons is still a poetic playwright

to be reckoned with and a poet of proved
gifts." W: R. Benet

-f Lit R p8 Ja 15 '21 720w
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" 'The toy cart* is one of the great plays of
the world, beautiful and vital. For all its

literary finish, it is distinctly for the stage,
and its universality reaches out through the
ages and from India to America."

+ Theatre Arts M 5:165 Ap '21 160w

SYMONS, ARTHUR. Charles Baudelaire; a
study, il ?6 Button 841 21-9165

"The subject of this addition to the long
series of critical studies by Mr Arthur
Symons which began with his book on Brown-
ing in 1886, is one particularly suited to his
critical talent. He includes some drawings
and facsimiles; also a bibliography and notes."
—The Times [London] Lit Sup

Dial 71:243 Ag '21 70w
"Either Mr Symons has taken a quantity

of old work and attempted to weld it to-
gether or we are present at the spectacle of a
tired and aged impressionist wandering among
the crumbling memories of his youth. The
true lover of all that was finest in Arthur
Symons will grow suddenly solemn at the
spectacle of this book." H. S. G.— Freeman 4:94 O 5 '21 150w
"This volume is obviously a compilation of

scattered chapters scarcely welded together.
Much of this book must have been written a
long time ago and for all the fine appreciation
of Baudelaire which Mr Symons shows, he is

obviously as much a victim of the legendary
Satanist as the jury which condemned 'Les
fleurs du mal' in 1857." Ernest Boyd

H Lit R p2 My 28 '21 1050w
"The work is weary, without a line of clean

analysis any^vhere, and without the power in
any paragraph to prove that Baudelaire was
one of the surest and most cruelly definite
artists who ever lived."— Nation 112:669 My 4 '21 290w
"This study of Baudelaire is a task for which

Mr Symons is well fitted, because he both
understands and admires the man. paying a
respectful tribute to his gifts and being com-
passionate of his faults, while his own early
translations of some of the prose poems reveal
him as one of the best translators in our lan-
guage."

+ Spec 126:305 Mr 5 '21 380w
"With his keen vision and spiritual sensi-

tiveness to beauty, Symons has created an
image of the French poet that strangely stirs

our admiration and our compassion."
H- Springf d Republican p6 My 30 '21 520w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p62 Ja
27 *21 40w

TABB, JENNIE MASTERS. Father Tabb; his
life and work, il ?1.50 Stratford co. B or 92

21-10008

The book is a memorial tribute by his niece
to the "poet-priest of Virginia," .Tohn Ban-
ister Tabb, with an introduction by Dr Charles
Alphonso Smith. It contains a biographical
sketch and a description of Father Tabb's
career as "a faithful priest, a gifted teacher, an
earnest patriot, a gentleman of the old school.
a brilliant writer, and a charming friend."
There is an index of titles and an index of
first lines to the numerous quotations of poems
and the book is illustrated.

TAFT, HENRY WATERS. Japan and the
Far East conference. ?1 oAc) Macmillan
327.52 21-18604

An amplification of articles contributed to
the New York Times and Current Opinion.
Mr Taft maintains that no solution can be
found for the problems of the Pacific unless
the needs and claims of Japan are considered
with open-mindedness and sympathy. He con-
cludes that whatever may be the concrete re-
sults of the Washington conference its discus-
sions should do much to stabilize our oriental
policy.

TAFT, LINWOOD. Technique of pageantry. $2
Barnes 792 21-15175

"Mr Taft has had 'experience in directing
pageants in about 25 different cities and towns,'
and his book is written as a guide to pageant
committees and directors in the individual com-
munity, providing a clear outline of the main
problems of pageant making and management.
A third of the volume is occupied by specimen
programs and books of pageants that have
been presented, and the text touches on a
surprisingly varied and numerous lot of prac-
tical considerations."—Springf'd Republican

Booklist 18:74 D '21

"The book may be accepted as a book of
instruction to those who would undertake
the production of such a form of entertain-
ment." J. S. B.

+ Boston Transcript p4 O 1 '21 430w
"This small volume gives many practical

hints about producing a pageant. Among
these hints is nothing new, and much that has
been said before."

h Lit R pl06 O 22 '21 340w
Springf'd Republican p6 O 31 '21 130w

TAFT, LORADO. Modern tendencies in sculp-
ture, il *$5 (13c) Univ. of Chicago press
730 21-26560

The book consists of six lectures delivered
at the Art institute of Chicago on the Scam-
mon foundation. Contents: Auguste Rodin; Re-
cent French sculpture: Recent German sculp-
ture; Recent sculpture in various lands; Augus-
tus Saint-Gaudens; Some recent tendencies in
American sculpture.

"Until some more elaborate and orderly biog-
raphy is written, this memorial must f^orxe as
the record of the poet-priest who holds both
as man and artist an important place in Amer-
ican literature." W: S. Braithw.iite

H Boston Transcript p6 Je 29 '21 llOOw

+ Booklist 17:340 Jl '21

"A masterly survey of the product and
activity of the sculpture world of the last
decade. Mr Taft is the fairest critic of sculp-
ture today, for he says so little and infers so
much." J: Gregory

+ Bookm 53:553 Ag '21 370w
"The dull, academic eye of Mr Taft can

see no farther than Rodin. His splenetic
utterances on the truly modern artists remind
us of Kenyon Cox, only they are not half so
well written and his sententious references to
men like Matisse are crude and insulting."— Dial 71:244 Ag '21 80w

"If vre pass over those men with whom Mr
Taft is out of sympathy, there is much good
criticism in the book. . . The chief value of
the book—and it cannot be underestimated—is

that it brings together sculptors all over the
world. The 420 ilUistrations, tiny though many
of them are, form a gallery, the collection of
M'hich is itself an achievement."

H Int Studio 74:120 N '21 400w
"A reference book of unusual vividness and

interest. The story of modern sculpture is told
in a pleasant vernacular that emph.asizes the
writer's frank expression of personal prefer-
ences "

'-f N Y Times p20 Jl 3 '21 SSOw
"The wealth of illustration (there are over

four hundred pictures) makes the book ex-
tremely useful to readers who, after enjoying
Professor Taft's luminous comments, wish to
form their own judgment as to the recent de-
velopments in sculpture which are so fully
treated in the book."

+ Outlook 128:340 Je 22 '21 60W
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TAFT, WILLIAM NELSON. On secret service.
*$2.50 (2c) Harper

This collection of stories covers the exploits
of the U.S. Secret service as the title
indicates. The tales run the whole gamut of
human mis-endeavor, if one might so term it,

fronx the smuggling of contraband and the
writing of venomous letters to the destruction
of human life and the betrayal of a friendly
nation. As the publishers say: "The thrill of
events, the absorbing interest of the plots, the
suspense and the unexpectedness of the end-
ings" pronounce these stories genuine "thrill-
ers."

Cleveland p35 My '21 30w
"It may be that they are only additional

evidence tliat 'truth is stranger than fiction,'
but they impress one as fiction divorced not
only from truth but from that convincing
simulation of truth which is a prime requisite
of the successful realistic story."

[- Lit R pll Ja 29 '21 160w

TAGGART, MARION AMES. The Annes. il

*$1.75 (2c) Doubleday 21-10016

The author of many books for girls has de-
parted from her usual field in "The Annes,"
her first novel. The first of the Annes is

Miss Carrington, wealthy and haughty aunt
of Kit Carrington. Aunt Anne has planned
that Kit shall make a suitable marriage with
Helen Abercrombie, daughter of the Governor.
But Kit is in love with the second Anne, sec-
retary to the blind poet Richard Latham. He,
too, is in love with Anne Dallas, and it takes
Anne the third, a little girl of seven with
wisdom beyond her years, to unravel the
tangled skein of love affairs.

Cath World 114:410 D '21 70w
"The author has an excellent knack of nar-

rative—if one doesn't mind conventionally
theatrical characters."

H Lit R pll My 21 '21 180w

TAGORE, SIR RABINDRANATH (RAVINDRA-
NATHA THAKURA). Fugitive. $2 (7s 6d)
Macmillan 891.4 21-17380

The book consists of a collection of prose
poems, dramatic poems and translations. The
refrain of them all is love, the fugitive love
that never tarries at one object, but presses
ever on to greater heights of beauty and
nobility of soul. The titles of the dramatic
poems are: Kacha and Devayani; Ama and
Vinayaka; The mother's prayer; Somaka and
Ritvik; Kama and Kunti.

"It is possible that he admits himself too
unfamiliar with the subtleties of the English
language to attempt to marshal his thoughts in
the form in which thought becomes most beau-
tiful and forceful—the orderly form; but it is

more likely that the form he has chosen for his
expressions commended itself to him as suit-
able and hence artistic. His admirers will be
generous."

H Lit R p255 D 10 '21 950w
"The most striking portions of this new book

are the little symbolic dramas interspersed be-
tween the sections of the poems of 'The Fugi-
tive' itself. Very brief and simply written,
they have the qualities of a fairy tale and a
'morality' combined, and they are stark in out-
line and relentless in their irony as Ibsen."

4- N Y Times p3 D 11 '21 750w
"Of course even nothing, said by Tagore, is

sure to be said very smoothly, very felicitously;
and his songs become a sort of ghost clad in
rich and solid raiment. It is the richness of
this raiment which is the characteristic of
Tagore; he scatters his inetaphors with a lav-
ish hand, unwilling that his humblest noun
should go forth naked and unadorned."

1- Sat R 132:588 N 19 '21 500w

TAGORE, SIR RABINDRANATH (RAVIN-
DRANATHA THAKURA). Glimpses of
Bengal. $2.50 (35c) (7s 6d) Macmillan 891.4

21-26558

These selections date from 1885 to 1895,
when "youth being exuberant and leisure
ample" letters were a delightful necessity to
the author. They give not only glimpses of
Bengal but of the author's personality and
mode of life not found in his other writing.

Booklist 17:343 Jl '21

+ Boston Transcript p5 My 25 '21 440w
Reviewed by L: Mumford

Freeman 4:67 S 28 '21 270w
"Anyone who wishes to become acquainted

with Tagore before he began to write works
that won him the Nobel Prize would do well
to read the letters that make up 'Glimpses of
Bengal.' " A. W. Porterfield

-f Lit R p8 Jl 2 '21 320w
Nation and Ath 29:549 Jl 9 '21 500w

"Rabindranath Tagore has gained, owing to
a style both flowing and flowery and a platitu-
dinousness so relentless that beside it Mr Ben-
son appears alarmingly original, the reputation
of a great poet. His letters are better than
his poems, because they are letters. His work
is hailed in his own language. But one language
is unlike another. And translation is ditticult.

And paper, though decreasing in price, is still

' — New Statesman 17:280 Je 11 '21 390w
Reviewed by R. E. Hume

Yale R n s 11:415 Ja '22 200w

TAGORE, SIR RABINDRANATH (RAVINDRA-
NATHA THAKURA). Thought relics. »$2
Macmillan 891.4 21-6449

These paragraphs of meditation are varia-
tions on a single theme, the spiritual as op-
posed to the material,—a call "to free ourselves
from the grip of our acquisitions," to release
the energies employed in supplying ourselves
with the things and pleasures of the moment.

"For those who lack leisure and wish to know
Tagore the poet, 'Thought relics' can be recom-
mended without reserve." A. W. Porterfield

+ Lit R p8 Jl 2 '21 320w
Reviewed by Lyman Abbott

Outlook 128:296 Je 15 '21 200w
Reviewed by R. E. Hume

Yale R n s 11:414 Ja '22 290w

TAGORE, SIR RABINDRANATH (RAVIN-
DRANATHA THAKURA). Wreck. $2.25
(2c) (8s 6d) Macmillan 21-10023

In this novel the Hindu custom of arranging
marriages before bride and bridegroom have
ever seen each other face to face gives rise to
some curious complications. A young lawyer,
Ramesh Babu, in love with Hemnalini, his class-
mate's sister, according to the custom of the
country yields to his father's wish and marries
a girl unknown to him. On the homeward
journey on the Ganges, the entire wedding
party is wrecked in a whirlwind. The surviving
Ramesh finds on the shore the body of a girl

in bridal array, takes her to be his wife and
succeeds in resuscitating her. In time he dis-

covers that he has made a mistake and that
another wedding party had been wrecked in the
same storm. Ramesh is now plunged into a
stage of irresolution and vacillation. The ap-
pealing helplessness of the girl and her com-
promised position keep him from telling her the
truth, while the spell of Hemnalini reasserts
itself. Endless confusion and trouble ensues
which is finally cleared up when Kamala finds

her real husband. In the unravelling an inter-

esting picture of Hindu life unfolds itself.

Bookm 54:492 Ja '22 70w
Reviewed by L: Mumford

Freeman 4:67 S 28 '21 480w
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"The love interest is deftly and very de-
licately wrought, and the development of the
girl's character is charmingly studied."

+ Lit R pll Ag 27 '21 400w
Nation and Ath 29:549 Jl 9 '21 500w

"Mr Tagore's novels are primarily written for

his Indian audience. . . To compare them with
western fiction is neither profitable nor fair.

In 'The wreck' Mr Tagore has no announced
purpose; but one cannot doubt that in the
gentleness, the serenity, the simplicity, the
moral elevation of his characters he is enforc-
ing what he sees as the eternal difference
between East and West. . . All the characters
are ideaUsts. The situation is never influenced
by physical passion. . . With this simplifi-

cation of humanity we get an extraordinary
effect of beauty of human attitudes and rela-

tions, the truth of human emotion." R. M.
Lovett

4- New Repub 27:225 Jl 20 '21 lOOOw

"The novel is long and mildly interesting.
The characterisation is on broad lines, and
when the author attempts humour, he usually
only succeeds in being arch."

h New Statesman 17:280 Je 11 '21 270w

"Detailed as it is, the story moves with
sufficient rapidity—a vivid and colorful presen-
tation of existence as it is known to certain
classes, and one province at least of the wonder-
ful and fascinating Indian Empire." JL. M.
Field

-f N Y Times pl6 Je 26 '21 2350w
"A singular tale, more dramatic and with

more human story element than anything else
Tagore has written."

+ Outlook 128:422 Jl 6 '21 40w
Springf d Republican p7a Jl 17 '21 lOOOw

TALE of a walled town; and other verses, by
B. 8266,—Penitentiary. $2 Lippincott 811

22-714

The writer of these verses, a long-term
prisoner in one of our large penitentiaries, does
not find all his themes within the walls of his
prison. The title-poem is the story of his Ufe
and the circumstances that finally brought him
to prison, but the poems which follow show a
variety of interests, a full mind and imagina-
tion, and much besides bitterness in the heart
of the writer. William Stanley Braithwaite
supplies the introduction.

TANNENBAUM, FRANK. Labor movement;
its conservative functions and social con-
sequences. $2 (lis) Putnam 331 21-14076

In explaining the raison d'etre of the labor
movement the author names as its basic cause
the element of insecurity which is an inevitable
accompaniment of the dynamic character of
social forces. As a means of defence against
this insecurity the labor organization contributes
to the rebuilding of present-day society, which
implies the displacement of the capitalistic sys-
tem by industrial democracy. By its very ex-
istence the labor union is, therefore, revolu-
tionary in fact. The only difference between
a conservative and a radical labor movement
is that the former is unconscious and the latter
conscious of its full significance and conse-
quently more educational. The three parts of
the book discuss the causes, the methods, and
the consequences of the labor movement.

"The book is written in an interesting style
and careful attention has been taken to give it

a scientific tone. In the earlier parts it gives
promise of affording a well-constructed philos-
ophy of labor organization. In the later chap-
ters, the vitopian element comes strongly to
the fore." F. T. Stockton

+ Am Econ R 11:701 D '21 750w
Booklist 18:8 O '21

Boston Transcript p6 Jl 13 '21 620w
"This volume presents to the public a work

of rare and condensed value and of remarkable
comprehension. It may aptly be described as
the philosophy of the Labor movement."

+ Cath World 114:401 D '21 350w

"The book is one which no student of the
labour movement can afford to ignore, yet to
the reading of which he must bring all his
critical faculties; for Mr Tannenbaura delights
in loose generalizations and in sweeping charac-
terizations of large tendencies." Ordway Tead

H Freeman 4:19 S 14 '21 580w
"The author combines a dauntless radicalism

of theory with a studied moderation of state-
ment; a combination rare enough among ac-
tive labor agitators."

+ Ind 106:132 S 17 '21 200w
"In spite of the limitations, Mr Tannenbaum

has wz-itten a fruitful book, and his fundamen-
tal attitude is so necessary an approach to
an understanding of the labor movement that
it should be widely assimilated." G: Soule

H Nation 113:297 S 14 '21 820w
"He is so subtle that his book is dangerous.

It is not what it seems. It purports to be a
study of the labor unions and their place in
society; but, step by step, he leads the reader
on until at the end the reader finds that by an
imperceptible journey he has arrived at the
I.W.W., the Bolsheviki. . . Mr Tannenbaum,
at 28, has classified mankind too shrewdly. He
is a man who knows how to learn, and one
looks with interest for the book he will write
at 48." C: W. Thompson

h N Y Times pl4 Jl 17 '21 2200w
"As a description of the movement from

within, it is remarkable in its dignified absten-
tion from anything like propaganda or proselyt-
ing."

-j- R of Rs 64:223 Ag '21 130w
"With great open-mindedness and a consid-

erable feeling for historical development he has
endeavored to interpret labor to itself and to
the public. His book is a genuine contribution
to a literature which in the United States is

all too sparse." W: L. Chenery
-t- Survey 47:574 Ja 7 '22 380w

Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 30w

TAPPERT, KATHERINE. "Viewpoints in bio-
graphy. (Viewpoint ser.) pa 60c A. L. A.
016.92 21-26897

An annotated list of nearly four hundred
biographies arranged according to the subject
or idea that makes them interesting. They are
grouped under such headings as Americaniza-
tion, Qharming personalities. Childhood and
youth, Democracy, English public life, (jossipy
memoirs. Nature lovers. Romantic love, Stim-
ulating lives. The most readable and lovable
biographies and autobiographies have been
chosen and the annotations are in most cases
by people who have greatly appreciated and
enjoyed the books.

Booklist 18:36 N '21

TARBELL, IDA MINERVA. Boy scouts' life

of Lincoln, il $2 Macmillan B or 92 21-18596

Although the book is called a boy scouts'
life of Lincoln, it will be interesting to any
boy or girl who is fond of American history.

It tells the story of Lincoln and his time in

a clear and interesting way, putting the most
emphasis on his political life.

"The book is written with a keen eye to
facts and is a drama full of spirit and inspi-
ration."

+ Lit R p341 Ja 7 '22 130w
R of Rs 65:223 P '22 lOOw

TARDIEU, ANDR^ PIERRE GABRIEL
AMeD^E. Truth about the treaty; fore-

word by E: M. House; introd. by Georges
Clfemenceau. $4 Bobbs 940.314 21-7504

"In two parts, the first and larger part be-
ing a history of the treaty making, in which
the author bore a part, the second and not
much lesser part an argument in favor of

carrying out the treaty, and especially those
sections which relate to the subject of repara-
tions."—N Y Times
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TARDIEU, A. P. G. A. —Continued
"It is a stirring narrative, reproducing in

places the atmosphere of the conference so
truly that the reader can really appreciate
sojTiething of the tremendous stress and strain
under which the participants labored." W. E.
Lunt

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:438 Ag '21 400w
Booklist 17:333 Jl '21

Reviewed by E. J. Carpenter
Boston Transcript p4 My 11 '21 llOOw

"The facts of Tardieu, though very seldom
incorrect, are sometimes incomplete, and truth
is never incomplete. Again, Tardieu is obsessed
by the sufferings, the dangers, the achieve-
ments, and the 'genius' of France. We all
understand this, but it is hampering to the
judgment."

H Lit R p4 Je 11 "21 650w
Reviewed by W: MacDonald

Nation 112:850 Je 15 '21 1250w
New Repub 27:86 Je 15 '21 2000w

"M Tardieu most naturally sees everything
through French spectacles. . . The author
gesticulates all through, but his gestures are
not overdramatic; they merely carry along the
interest of the story or the argument." C: W.
Thompson

H NY Times p9 Ap 24 '21 2400w
"No reader who desires to restudy the story

of the Peace Conference can possibly find any
other single work so valuable and so well in-
formed as this one written in stanch defense
Of the part taken by France."

-f R of Rs 63:670 Je '21 420w
Spec 127:207 Ag 13 '21 1550w
Springf d Republican p6 Mr 29 '21 900w

"He has an inexhaustible fund of information
and a genius for clarity of presentation; he
never permits details to muddy his logic; ap-
parently frank to the point of bluntness, he
understands how to avoid unostentatiously the
facts which weaken his argument or arouse
unnecessary contentions; he tells the truth, but
sometimes in such a way as to make it neces-
sary to weigh his conclusions with care,
especially when based upon statistics." C:
Seymour

+ Yale R n s 10:852 Jl '21 1550w

TARKINGTON, BOOTH. Alice Adams. il

$1.75 (2i^c) Doubleday [7s 6d Hodder &
S.] 21-26561

Alice Adams, twenty-two, was clever and
attractive but socially handicapped by lack of
money and a family that was a millstone
about her neck. She kept up a brave front,
accepted such social crumbs as were offered
her, and used ingenious and sometimes path-
etic devices to explain or conceal her family.
She finally enlisted the interest of a promis-
ing young man and while she could keep him
on the porch or out walking with her, all
went well. But his affection was not equal
to the acid test of a ghastly home dinner
party which Mrs Adams insisted upon. Other
calamities followed fast upon his defection,
but the story nevertheless ends happily—for it

leaves Alice resolutely climbing the stairway
to Frincke's Business college, "the very door-
way which she had always looked upon as
the end of youth and the end of hope."

Booklist 17:351 Jl '21

" 'Alice Adams' is a novel that taxes the
vocabulary of praise. Mr Tarkington'.s finest,
certainly does not say enough. Perhaps I can
best express the matter by putting it this way:
Mr Tarkington seems to me, in this picture of
family life in an American city, to have out-
played the year's crop of realists at every
stroke. In 'Alice Adams' he seems to me to
have written what is a great and an enduring
picture of a slice of American life in the present
generation." .1. F.

4- Bookm 53:449 Jl '21 GOOw
"No more poignant tragedy has been written

in the year. The tragic method of 'Alice Ad-
ams' sways us utterly because it is a tragedy

in which nobody dies, nobody goes mad, no-
body commits suicide. Indeed the people who
go down are still fighting at the end and that
is characteristic of man in the face of adver-
sity. . . The dinner on the hot night completes
one of the most devastating pictures of Amer-
ican life which has ever been drawn." Hey-
wood Broun

+ Bookm 54:394 D '21 320w
"Ingenious and entertaining as Is Mr Tar-

kington's latest novel, it is in no sense a care-
ful study of American life. It is the product
of a master hand at the delineation of a certain
phase of character, but we need not look into
it if we wish to sound the depths of human
nature or to read the history of the progress
of the American family." E. F. Edgett

-\ Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 980w
Reviewed by M. M. Colum

Freeman 4:66 S 28 '21 1500w
"The author has succumbed to the craze for

detail to the great detriment of his work,
and just in so far as he is photographic he is
dull. The conversations between Alice and
Russell may be literally true, but they are
inexcusable in a work of fiction. For the first
time Mr Tarkington is occasionally tiresome."

H Lit D p44 Jl 23 '21 lOOOw
"Alice Adams is not the most highly colored

of his portraits, but she is the most satisfy-
ing, because she is never forced. Amateurs in
Tarkington who wish to 'rock with laughter'
may be disappointed in her, for she is born
of the comic spirit, not the guffaw, and you
must pity her while you smile. She is the
flapper grown old enough to be skeptical of
her illusions. Tarkington made seventeen
something more than a numeral. This book
is his mocking, yet admiring, tribute to
feminine twenty-two." H: S. Canby

+ Lit R p3 My 21 '21 ICOOw
"His style has never been more swift, more

easy, more flexible, more accurate in its con-
formity to the vernacular. He attempts no
detours and permits himself no superfluities.
It is packed with piercing observation. Next
to the honesty of his conclusion, this mingling
of comedy and pathos is what does most to
give his latest book its superior quality." Carl
Van Doren

+ Nation 113:125 Ag 3 '21 660w
"Alice has incontestable reality; so has her

father in his patient acquiescence; so her
mother in her passionate maternity. The old
people are indeed the more completely realized,
for in Alice, we feel that something is left out.
. . In one respect Mr Tarkington has advanced
since 'The magnificent Ambersons.' There is

in 'Alice Adams' no excursion into the romantic
in search of a happy ending." R. M. Lovetl

+ New Repub 27:147 Je 29 '21 lOOOw
"The novel is at once more slight and less

humorous than a good deal of its author's
work, but It is interesting, realistic and
thoroughly American." L. M. Field

-f- N Y Times p22 My 22 '21 780w
"The book is by no means as amusing as

many of the author's other stories. But it is

decidedly a clear-cut depiction of a phase of
American life; it creates a natural and moving
situation, and its characters are all alive."
R. D. Townsend

H Outlook 128:658 Ag 24 '21 llOOw
"For over a hundred pages the entertain-

ment is so excellent that a strong sense of
grievance is aroused by the discovery that it

thereafter settles down into quite an ordinary
story of love and affairs, of bankrupt mer-
chants, defaulting clerks, broken-hearted wo-
men, and girls to whom troubles bring a nob-
ler outlook."

-1 Sat R 132:491 O 22 '21 500w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p613 S

22 '21 220w

TARKINGTON, BOOTH. Harlequin and
Columbine, il ?1.50 (S'^c) Doubleday 21-22104

This little story of the theater, written nearly
ten years ago, satirizes an aspect of the stage
now largely passed. The story is built up
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around a temperamental and egotistic young
star, spoilt by adulation, who is shown with his
company rehearsmg a new play, altering it
beyond the distracted author's recognition and
ruining the part of the hero to make It "lov-
able," a part in which he could act his idea
of his own charming self. A delicate bit of
romance is introduced by the young ingenue
who enters the play as an understudy and
transforms it.

"One who has had plays produced reads of
the tribulations of Mr Tarkington's young
author with a sort of gasping delight. And
one is son-y that none but those who have
had plays produced can really know how good
are the opening chapters. This part is writ-
ten in Mr Tarkington's very best manner,
with a beautiful economy of means, a refresh-
ing absence of comment, of explanation.
Many readers may take it for a mere bur-
lesque of what happens when a play is pro-
duced, whereas it is written in the purest vein
of satire." Hulbert Footner

+ Lit R p316 D 31 '21 860w
Reviewed by Ruth Eliot

Pub W 100:17 D 17 '21 400w
"Lovers of the unexpected ending will Like

this tale, which has an almost O. Henry
touch. The conclusion, however, seems forced."

-\ Springf d Republican pl3a Ja 15 '22

150w

TAYLER, JOHN LIONEL. Stages of human
life, il ?7 Button 612

This volume Is a study of how to keep
healthy, in immaturity, during manhood or
womanhood, in old age. It shows how the hu-
man being passes thru the changes of the
years and that each period has its own distinc-
tive gifts. Following a brief general section,
the book is divided into two parts, the first

being devoted to general hygiene, the second
to development hygiene. Thruout the book
the author brings out the significance of
life and the harmony which should exist be-
tween its physical and mental aspects. The
book has a bibliography and an index.

"He writes as a man with a considerable
knowledge of the body, with a considerable
knowledge of human nature, and with, here
and there, touches of real insight and wisdom.
It is a book which will enable the reader to
understand himself better, and which will add
greatly to his tolerance of others."

-1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p747 N 17
'21 600w

TAYLOR, ALBERT D., and COOPER, GOR-
DON D. Complete garden, il *$6 Doubleday
716 21-7181

A first abridged edition of this book was
published in 1916. The present volume is greatly
enlarged and revised. Its purpose is to supply
a compact reference manual for the use of
those who have no authoritative source of in-
formation, and its lists of plants are selected
for their specific adaptation to design and com-
position. The General planting suggestions of
part one contains: Planting and seeding sea-
sons; Pruning; Planting and transplanting;
Lawns; Bulb culture; Maintenance; Winter pro-
tection and mulching. Part two contains the
lists for reference. The book is well illustrated
—some of the plates in color—and has a bib-
liography, a glossary and an index.

Booklist 18:10 O '21

-j- Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 280w
"In places he grows more scientific than

artistic. Another shortcoming of Mr Taylor's
excellent work is the fact that he has not yet
learned the value of wild flowers for decorative
purposes. Regardless of these criticisms, 'The
complete garden' is a remarkable work."

-i Lit R pl2 Je 11 '21 220w

TAYLOR, BERT LESTON (B, L. T., pseud.)-
Penny whistle; together with the Babette
ballads; with a foreword by Franklin P.
Adams. $1.50 Knopf 811 21-20422

A volume of newspaper verse by the creator
and conductor, for twenty years, of the column
"A line-o'-type or two" in the Chicago Tribune.
These verses are his own selection from his
output of the last eight years.

Boston Transcript p6 N 19 '21 550w
"In hid tenderer moods, a kinship with Eu-

gene Field and R. L. S.; in his topical themes,
a deft and satirical touch. It is the posthu-
mous work of the colyumnist deservedly the
best loved and most admired by his fellow-
professionals."

+ Dial 72:105 Ja '22 50w
"In Chicago the late Bert Leston Taylor was

accepted as Field's local successor. . . In his
foreword F. P. A. places B. L. T. high in the
'high profession of writing light satirical verse';
and he ranks his old friend with Calverley,
than which no praise could well be higher. To
my mind Taylor lacked the individuality of
Calverley; but, on the other hand, he had at
times a tenderness that Calverley did not
possess. As I read these buoyant verses, often
as brilliant as they are buoyant, I was re-
minded less of Calverley than of Gilbert, whose
patterns B. L. T. was prone to employ."
Brander Matthews

-I- N Y Times p2 N 27 '21 ISOOw

TAYLOR, CHARLES CARLISLE. Life of Ad-
miral Mahan, naval philosopher, il *$6
Doran B or 92 21-1884

The book is the tribute of an Englishman to
a great American of whom the author says;
"Rarely perhaps have been found such com-
manding gifts of intellect allied with so
genuine a modesty. . . Mahan's master-
pieces not only won instant recognition in the
navies and among the statesmen of all lands,
but have for years successfully withstood the
matured judgment of the most eminent auth-
orities in the intellectual hierarchy of the
twentieth century." (Introd. ) The book gives
a full account of the Admiral's life and career
and of his literary achievements. Than he, it

is said, no historian and no writer of naval
warfare has displayed a profounder grasp of
the true meaning of sea power. The appendix
contains the Admiral's last contributions to the
press. There is also a bibliography, a chronol-
ogy and an index.

Ath d761 D 3 '20 360w
Booklist 17:249 Ap '21

Reviewed by C: A. Beard
Freeman 3:523 Ag 10 '21 1150w

"The underlying theme of the biography is a
plea for Anglo-American solidarity and for
this, if nothing else, may blessings fall on book
and author!"

+ Lit R p9 Ap 16 '21 330w
"An admirable biography."

+ N Y Times pl8 F 6 '21 2350w
R of Rs 63:558 My '21 140w

"The 'Life' is a prolonged panegyric, but
one of an admirable man."

-I-
— Sat R 130:501 D 18 '20 1200w

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 D 11 '20 50w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p728 N 11
'20 920w

Reviewed by R. W. Neeser
Yale R n s 11:217 O '21 190w

TAYLOR, EMERSON GIFFO.RD. Long way
round. *$2 (2c) Small 21-4713

The author lets Suzanne de Sevry tell her
own story. She is the daughter of a famous
painter and has herself, in early youth,
achieved fame. In spite of this she is still

undeveloped, both as an artist and as a per-
sonality when Laurence Nicholson, a New York
connoisseur, comes into her life as an admirer
of her work and her devoted lover. In Su-
zanne's eyes he lacks the glow of romance. She
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spurns him, experimenting wildly, the while,

with more poignant emotions. Not until disas-

ter in various forms has overtaken her does
she appreciate and kindle towards the depth
of love that has always been waiting for and
protecting her.

"There is much charm in the telling of this

rather improbable tale—craftsmanship of a

kind that makes one want to reread delightful

bits—but it must be confessed that Suzanne's
repeated descriptions of her own beauty and
talent leave one cold and unsympathetic, for

after all the adventures of such a superwoman
are not very near to the experience of the
ordinary mortal." Margaret Breuning

H Lit R p9 My 7 '21 580w

"A work alike poetical, forceful and con-
vincing. The author possesses a literary style

of rare distinction, and his touch is that of a
poet always sure of himself."

-f N Y Times p24 My 29 '21 420w

"This novel is not only an absorbing bit of

fiction, but it has a style and literary finish."

-f- Springf'd Republican plO Ap 29 '21 60w

"This tale is not far above the ordinary, but
there is sufficient action to provide recrea-
tion. It is a work that is likely to pass from
the reader's mind with the turning of the final

—
-f- Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21

160w

TAYLOR, GEORGE ROBERT STIRLING.
Modern Enghsh statesmen. $2.75 (5c)

McBride 923.2 22-126

Keenly analytical studies of six men chosen
as representative of modern English states-
manship. Beginning with Oliver Cromwell as
the first of the modern school of statesmen, the
author studies successively Robert Walpole, the
two Pitts, Edmund Burke and Benjamin
Disraeli.

"He feels as keenly about Cromwell as the
average person feels about Mr Lloyd George or
Mr Smillie. . . Every line he writes is almost
violently interesting. Whether his estimates
are sound is, of course, another matter, and,
since so many of them are intuitive, one hesi-
tates how to judge them. His Cromwell is a
convincing study, his Walpole plausible, whilst
his Pitts should be recognized as genuine by
any man or woman who has a decent mind and
is not utterly in the thrall of text-books and
their mythology." D.,W.

+ Ath p403 S ^4 '20 520w
"Unfortunately almost all that is new in the

book is not only untrue but is manifestly
absurd."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p592 S 16

20 740w

TAYLOR, HENRY OSBORN. Thought and ex-
pression in the sixteenth century. 2v *$9
Macmillan 940.21 20-18402

"Henry Osborn Taylor's new book, 'Thought
and expression in the sixteenth century,' con-
tinuing the studies so ably set forth in 'The
medieval mind,' deals with the renaissance as
it manifested itself throughout Europe, with
separate sections for Italy, Germany, France
and England."—Springf'd Republican

"This is not the book on the renaissance and
the reformation for which the world waits.
But it has many useful chapters and numerous
helpful passages. When our author leaves the
theologians and deals with the poets and
painters and philosophers we find, almost in-
variably, something of an ampler ether, a
diviner air." E: M. Hulme

^ Am Hist R 26:501 Ap '21 1700w

"A good reference book for it brings together
compactly yet fully, material which must
usually be sought in many books, and illus-

trates by quotations from original sources not
easily accessible."

-f Booklist 17:214 Mr '21

Cath World 114:102 O '21 240w

"V/e find the book lacking the element which
is most essential in a study of the Renaissance
and the Reformation; we are not made to
realize that this turbulent period is creating
a philosophy and even an attitude of mind.
What Dr Taylor has done is immensely valu-
able. The author has presented living, fight-

ing characters, who are thoroughly in harmony
with the spirit of their time. In fact, Dr
Taylor has been so successful in this that his
generalizations, conservative and stressing the
classical past, are often inconsistent with the
characters he portrays."

-j Grinnell R 16:454 Je '21 200w
"There is impressive learning in this book,

but the learning is inspired and the writing
moving."

-I- Ind 105:170 F 12 '21 250w
"His work is admirably fair, wonderfully com-

plete (save for the failure to mention Spain or
Portugal), insuperably lucid, and yet somehow
impotent. The book is well documented, un-
usually sane and clear, and the extended
sketches of the greater men are like Holbein
portraits. The only ungrateful thing one feels

like saying is that it is all too life-like to be
living."

H Lit R p6 F 19 '21 880w
"It is marked by a clear presentation, a skil-

ful digesting of abstract philosophies, and an
enthusiasm for most of the great men and many
of the phases of the renaissance. Unfortu-
nately, liowever, stimulating as the book is, it

fails to give a perspective that the present re-
viewer regards as essential for an adequate
grasp of the meaning of the sixteenth century."

H Mod Phllol 18:505 Ja '21 660w
"When he thoroughly likes his subject Mr

Taylor is superb. One divines that the largest
aspects of history on the one hand, and minute
research on the other, irk Mr Taylor's mind,
for his work is neither dense with new knowl-
edge nor glowing with original philosophy.
What he gives us is tlie honey and not the meat
of history; a lovely work but neither a profound
nor a reliable one." Preserved Smith

-I Nation 112:45 Ja 12 '21 1200w
Nation and Ath 29:96 Ap 16 '21 1550w

"To his new task he has brought many of
the same fine qualities that have given dis-
tinction to his former books: wide reading,
independent judgment, catholicity of taste,
ability to analyze discriminatingly the char-
acter of men, a sympathy with times and
traditions other than our own, and especially
the genuine historical spirit. There is a cer-
tain unsteadiness and disproportion in his
treatment. One must record also that there
are a large number of small mistakes." S: C.
(Tlhew

H New Repub 26:114 Mr 23 '21 920w
"The book contains minor errors, which

some critics will seize upon with the raptur-
ous joy which is their birthright. But to the
present reviewer these errors seem of no
great consequence. He is rather moved to
conclude that writing of the general sound
learning here displayed loses half its vices in

losing all its pedantry. It is pleasant to
think of this book, as of the earlier ones
written by Mr Taylor, as a distinguished and
significant contribution to American scholar-
ship." W: W. Lawrence

+ N Y Times pl3 Ap 17 '21 1700w

"The treatment of the vast theme is thor-

oughly sympathetic yet modern in its point of

view, and the style is scholarly without bemg
pedantic."

+ Outlook 127:477 Mr 23 '21 50w
R of Rs 03:557 My '21 50w

"Such is Dr Taylor's erudition and mastery
of the spirit of his subject that there is not a

page of the two volumes that does not contain

some striking thought or comment on, the en-

grossing subjects with which he deals.

-f- Springf'd Republican p6 Ja 31 '21 580w

"It is often diflficult to be clear whether Mr
Taylor is writing a history of thought and ex-

pression, or of biographies of thinkers and
writers His book strikes us as bemg Inter-
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estingly representative or selective rather
than comprehensive in its history of six-
teenth-century culture. But, in spite of all

these considerations, Mr Taylor has produced
a remarkably sympathetic book, readable,
lucid, often racy in style, at times allusive
rather than expository, but throughout writ-
ten with 'live' energ-y."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup pl69

Mr 17 '21 1550W
"He has an extraordinary knack of letting

his authors speak for thenaselves, even in
their own words, without once allowing the
reader to lose sight of whither it is all tend-
ing. He simply has the gift of popularizing
his material in the best sense of the word."

+ Weekly R 4:319 Ap 6 '21 820w
Reviewed by Wilbur Cross

Yale R n s 11:416 Ja '22 950w

TAYLOR, KATHARINE HAVILAND. Real
stuff, il $1.75 (3c) Harcourt 21-16316

The story of a large and interesting family,
as told by some of its members. There was
pretty Felicia, who longed for wealth; studi-
ous Rosalie, who was a teacher; Billy, full of
life and tease, and all boy; Dot with a tem-
per as f^ery as her hair but always helping
someone else; and last but not least the
giggling, mischievous twins. One dreadful
night their father was hurt and then followed
a long serious illness. When the man next door
suggested turning their big shabby house into
apartments, in order to raise enough money to
send their father away, it did not seem pos-
sible. But as it turned out it was the very best
thing which could have happened.

to the preparatory, junior, intermediate and
senior grades, respectively, of primary schools
as well as to the lower and middle forms of
secondary schools. Beginning with the kinder-
garten the work for each grade is carefully
described. One chapter is devoted to working
conditions and storage of the clay, and another
to plaster casting.

Booklist 18:41 N '21

TEAD, ORDWAY, and METCALF, HENRY
CLAYTON. Personnel administration; its

principles and practice. *$5 McGraw 331.1
20-13089

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

Booklist 18:93 D '21

"The chapters are told with a vigor and per-
sonal flavor which make them most readable."

+ Lit R pl74 N 12 '21 120w
"The fun of family life is pictured in a de-

lightful manner."
-}- N Y Times pl6 N 13 '21 30w

"The average girl will find high ideals set
before her, not in a didactic manner, but by
object lessons that she can easily understand."
H. L. Reed

-f Springf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 150w
"Unusually good story for girls of the grow-

ing-up age."
+ Wis Lib Bui 17:212 D '21 40w

TAYLOR, KATHARINE HAVILAND. Second
Mrs Clay. 'Jl.TS (2y2c) Doubleday 21-8516

The first Mrs Clay had been a failure, and
was not much missed when divorce removed
her. Jeanne, the second Mrs Clay, was very
different from the dominating and ill-tempered
Irene. The Clay relatives took an undue in-
terest in Samuel's second matrimonial venture.
They contrived to make Jeanne very miserable,
almost succeeding in estranging her from her
husband, even in the face of their very real
love for each other. The chief source of con-
tention was religion, for the Clays were
Lutherans, while Jeanne's Catholic faith was
very dear to her. It took a severe attack of
typhoid fever for Jeanne, to bring both to a
more tolerant sympathy with the other's point
of view.

"The imagination and energy expended in

the field of personnel administration the past
five years have resulted in a profusion of

methods and principles. To present these in a
manner both comprehensive and critical was a

task, the magnitude of which only the experi-
enced and widely versed personnel administra-
tor can appreciate. In this task the authors
have succeeded so well that it will be unneces-
sary to repeat it in the near future. Their
book is a landmark in the literature of personnel
administration." H: C. Link

-1- Am Econ R 11:115 Mr '21 700w

"This is without doubt the best general book
that has appeared in the field." R. W. Stone

4- Am J Soc 27:127 Jl '21 240w

+ Booklist 17:333 Jl '21

"From the beginning the study is grounded
in science, with a view to establishing a pro-

fession with proper attitudes and standards.
Psychology, sociology, and the most advanced
business practice are called into play to show
the importance which human values have in

industry as well as the reasons for and the

functions of a personnel department." A. E.

^^+ New Repub 26:383 My 25 '21 1250w

TEALL, EDWARD NELSON. Books and folks.

$1.75 (8c) Putnam 028 21-14083

The book aspires to be "a volume of friendly

and informal counsel for those who seek the

best in literature and life." For this purpose he
relates his own experiences as an "omnivorous
reader" before and after college, pomts out

the place of the newspaper, the magazine, and
the book, with tentative advice on how to make
each count toward "better living," and chats

about book reviews and the unostentatious
supervision of children's reading. The gist of

his advice is: "Don't be ashamed to like what
you like. Don't pretend to like what you don t

like. Don't be a slave, don't be a hypocrite.

"It is a pity that an author who can produce
such fine flashes of characterization as does
Mrs Taylor when she delineates some minor
character as, for instance, Mme Clay in this
book, should permit hers«If such jejune ut-
terances and stuffy superficial treatment of
other persons."

-J Lit R p9 Ap 30 '21 220w
Springf'd Republican plla My 22 '21

230w

TAYLOR, STEWART. Clay modelling for
schools. (Pitman's handwork ser.) il $2 (*6s)
Pitman 372.53 21-12009

"A suggestive course for teachers of modelling
and for students." (Sub-title) The book pro-
vides a progressive scheme of study applicable

"Writing after having had unusual experience

with books and people, and in a vein that is as

creditable to the books as it must be pleasmg
to the people, his treatise is of great value

forced though we are to believe that what might
be termed the elective system in reading calls

for greater caution than Mr Teall would recom-
mend." .„^ „„„

-\ Lit R pll Jl 9 21 280w

TEMPERLEY, HAROLD WILLIAM VA-
ZEILLE, ed. History of the Peace confer-

ence of Paris. 5v v 1-3 ea *$21 Oxford
940.314 (Eng ed 20-17457)

"The Institute of international affairs was
founded in Paris last year by sonie mem-
bers of the British and American delegations.

Its first task was to produce an account or the

Peace conference, which had begun a new chap-

ter in the history of the world. The work was
planned in five volumes by the late Mr G. L.

Beer the great American historian of our old

colonial system, and by Lord Eustace Percy,

and chapters were allotted to various experts,

under the general editorship of Major Temper-
ley The list of writers, whose individual con-

tributions are not identified includes besides

those already mentioned and others, fair i<rea-
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erick Maurice, Professor Hazeltine, Dr Hogarth,
Major Ormsby-Gore, Professor Coolidge, Dr
Seton-Watson, Professor Shotwell of Columbia,
Professor C. K. Webster, and Professor Young
of Cornell. Tlie first volume treats of the end
of the war and the preliminaries of the confer-
ence. The second volume discusses in detail
the settlement with Germany. The third vol-
ume is to contain notes and documents rela-
tive to the German peace and to the League of
nations. The fourth volume is to deal with the
Austrian, Hungarian, and Bulgarian treaties,
and the fifth with the Turkish treaty and gen-
eral peace questions."—Spec

In sum, and disregarding incidental defi-
ciencies and points of excellence, the three
volumes, with their full indexes, provide a
work of reference that cannot be superseded
for many years, and for which we must be
profoundly grateful." C: Seymour

-] Am Hist R 26:535 Ap '21 1350w
"The contributed articles are of unequal

value, but taken as a whole they give a fair
portrayal of the various problems as English-
men were disposed to see them. The volume
of documents is particularly useful."

+ Am Pol Sol R 15:304 My '21 llOw
"This monumental work, although not ac-

tually an official publication, must be regarded
as sufficiently so for all purposes . . . and hence
in every respect useful as an official document
in the case." E. J. Carpenter

+ Boston Transcript p8 Ja 26 '21 1700w
(Review of v 1-3)

"It is a useful book, and both Mr Temper-
ley and the Institute of international affairs
have every reason to congratulate themselves
on the first three volumes of their projected
history. Whether in the remaining volumes
rather more compression might not be prac-
tised is a question which they will have to
consider seriously." Geoffrey Butler

-i Eng Hist R 36:291 Ap '21 1600w
"The contributors have added personal knowl-

edge to a wide documentation, and for some
time to come their work will be the standard
book of reference for intelligent readers. It has
an amplitude, an obvious acquaintance with the
subject, and a solid seriousness of purpose and
execution which put it in a class by Itself. Its
chief defect is a certain unwieldiness and con-
fusion of arrangement which indicate changes
of plan in the course of preparation." C: H.
Haskins

H Lit R p3 Ja 8 '21 1750w (Review of
v 1-3)

"It is obvious that Professor Temperley
and his associates have worked under some
restrictions. They evidently have not felt
themselves at liberty to discuss at any length
the personal or political characteristics of the
leaders who actually made the peace, and a
number of important documents have appar-
ently not been available." W: MacDonald

+ Nation 112:746 My 25 "21 500w
"These two volumes are extremely interest-

ing and will be of the greatest value to those
who seriously desire to understand the peace
treaties and the new problems which arise out
of them."

+ Spec 125:406 S 25 *20 1650w (Review
of v 1-2)

Spec 125:475 O 9 '20 130w (Review
of v 3)

"English readers who desire to understand
the Peace Treaties will find the book invalu-
able. The new volumes in particular explain
a whole series of vexed questions, arising out
of the collapse of the Hapsburg monarchy,
which are not yet fully solved."

+ Spec 127:497 O 15 '21 1400w (Review
of v 4-5)

"Of the volume generally it may be said that,
without any pretence to be more than a colour-
less chronicle, it yet reproduces the spirit and
atmosphere in which the conference met. Judg-
ing the volume as an endeavour to record faith-
fully and intelligibly the vast work undertaken
but never completed by the conference, we are

impressed by its sincerity, its fairness and Ita
accuracy."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p447 Jl
15 '20 2500W (Review of v 1)

"The two chapters dealing with reparation
and finance are written with great care and full
knowledge; one feels as one reads that every
word has been carefully weighed, and they pro-
vide the best and most illuminating treatment
of what is by far the most diflicult and at this
moment practically the most important part of
the treaty. The whole is, in its final result,
sketchy and incoherent. Moreover, there are
serious omissions. In particular we nowhere
get any serious or thorough discussion on the
total effect of the German terms; we do not see
the treaty in its effect on Germany as a whole.
The political side is inadequately dealt with."

-\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p607 S 23
'20 ISOOw (Review of v 2)

TERHUNE, ALBERT PAYSON. Buft: a collie,
and other dog stories. $2 Doran [7s 6d
Hodder & S.] 21-14546

"Buff, hero of the first and longest of the
stories that make up the book, is a collie fit

to rank with Bob, Son of Battle. And like
Oliphant's classic, these stories are of a sort
to make an unwary reader search hastily for
his handkerchief. Fortunately for the popu-
larity of Mr Terhune's book, however, happy
endings are frequent in his writing."—Lit R

Booklist 18:18 O '21

"The old Terhune faults are there—little

crudities of plot, phrases that reappear
reminiscently, even a case or two of faulty
vocabulary. But no man, even if he were to
spend years on a book, could put into it more
of heart and of fine understanding than are to
be found in this volume."

4 Lit R pll Jl 16 '21 270w
"A wonderful story of dog love and trust

and loyalty and intelligence."
+ N Y Times p23 Jl 17 '21 570w

Springfd Republican plla O 2 '21 190w

TERHUNE, ALBERT PAYSON. Man in the
dark. $2 Button 21-26294

"When Faith Landis, only child of the saintly
old Methodist minister of Clayburg, W. Va.,
returned to her home after a four years' absence
at a teachers' college in the North, she dis-
covered that her one-time friend and playmate,
Saul Harmon, had taken to drink and become
a kind of Ishmaelite. There were, moreover,
those who believed him to be the leader and
organizer of the gang of night riders who had
of late been terrorizing the county and helping
the distillers of 'moonshine' whisky. Faith im-
mediately championed Saul. But before his
innocence was proved he came very near to
being lynched by an irate mob. She had not
only defended him from the mob, but rode
seven miles on horseback in the midst of a rag-
ing storm to save his property . . . and in
general behaved as a well-conducted motion-
picture heroine should."—N Y Times

Booklist 17:256 Ap '21

"A murder and a kidnapping, the attempted
lynching, a fight to the death between two
collies, a pistol duel between the hero and the
villain, and various other incidents of the kind
help to enliven the thoroughly conventional
story."

h N Y Times p24 My 29 '21 340w
"Though conventional, has a certain force

and is thrilllngly readable."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21

250w

THAYER, LEE (MRS H. W. THAYER). That
affair at "The Cedars." il •$1.90 (2c) Double-
day 21-1896

The affair at "The Cedars" Is concerned with
the murder of the master of the house. Ray-
mond Austin. Clancy, an up-and-coming young
detective, at once is on the Job to discover the
murderer. After sorting and sifting the evl-
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dence he decides on a show-down with all the
suspects present. This results in no less than
three confessions of guilt—one from the man
who was in love with Austin's wife, one from
the wife herself, and one from the father of a
g-irl whom Austin had ruined. Convinced that
each is trying to shield another, Clancy plays
his last card, proving the innocence of the three
and placing the guilt where it belongs. Detec-
tive stories seem not to be satisfied, in their
latest fashion, unless the guilty person remains
in plain sight thought imsuspected by all inter-
ested parties, while in the very act of commit-
ting the crime.

"The plot is quite ingenious."
+ Booklist 17:219 Mr '21

"What makes her book funny and the usual
thing far from it is that she writes with
knowledge and understanding, while many
writers of burlesques display the knowledge
requisite but next to no understanding."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Ap 27 '21 250w

THAYER, MARY DIXON. Intellectuals; a
friendly satire, il $1.75 Dorrance 817 21-3134

It is the self-nominated, self-seconded, and
self-elected class of intellectuals that the author
satirizes

—"the legions of gratingly self-assert-
ing, self-appraising, self-successful Intellec-
tuals who tread during life the heady trail of
Fame and Plenty and sink, at death, into a
pit of suitable oblivion." (Soliloquy—by way of
preface) Between a poetic prologue and epilogue
are wedged the essays: Adopt a new member:
Start a "Big movement"; Occasionally agree;
Discuss life; Value values; Create with frenzy;
Are sometimes young; Absorb courses; Stalk
celebrities; Visit widows and orphans.

"A satire in the mood of Don Marquis's
'Hermione,' but lacking much of his delicacy."

-I Lit R pl4 Mr 5 '21 160w

THEAL, GEORGE MCCALL, History of South
Africa from 1873 to 1884. 2v ea 'JS.SO Mac-
millan 968

"These two volumes constitute the tenth and
eleventh in a series covering four centuries of
recorded history. These volumes cover impor-
tant events in the Cape colony, the South Afri-
can republic, and the Transvaal under British
rule."—R of Rs

"It is only fair to say that in some im-
portant particulars these latest volumes, like
their predecessors, with all their value, leave
something desired as history. They are, in
effect, rather chronicles than history in the
modern sense." W. C. Abbott

h Am Hist R 26:795 Jl '21 650w
"Unfortunately the late Dr Theal, though he

wrote a history in eleven volumes, was no his-
torian. He was an annalist, which Is something
entirely different."— Ath p329 S 10 '20 780w
"The breadth of view is notable."

-t- Cath World 113:117 Ap '21 320w
R of Rs 63:112 Ja '21 30w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p370 Je

10 '20 60w
"Dr Theal claimed for himself accuracy, and

also to have striven to write impartially. In
recording names, dates, events no one could
possibly be more accurate, and there can be no
doubt as to his intention to do impartial justice
'to every section of the people without fear,
favour, or prejudice.' Yet he is not wholly ac-
curate and for the same reasons he Is not im-
partial. He is so immersed in details that,
while he draws the single tree with correctness,
he does not always place the forest In true
perspective. He is so absorbed in and by local
surroundings that he sees all things through
local eyes."— 4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p391 Je

24 '20 ISOOw

THEISS, LEWIS EDWIN. Young wireless
operator—as a fire patrol. $1.75 (2c) Wilde

Charley Russell and his chum, Lew Hein-
sling, are spending their Easter -vacation In a
big state forest reserve, when they discover a
serious forest tire. By the aid of their wireless,
which they had brought to send messages to
the boys back home, Charley gets word to the
forester, and the fire is conquered before it
does much damage. In recognition of his good
work Charley is appointed fire patrol in an im-
portant post. Charley's rise to a regular ranger
and his difficulties with timber thieves all
make a very exciting story. It will be enjoyed
most by boys in their teens.

"Here is a book that not only can be rec-
ommended without reserve for the considera-
tion of any parent or the reading of any boy,
but can almost with propriety be urged upon
them."

+ Lit R pl92 N 19 '21 240w
N Y Times p21 N 6 '21 50w

THOMAS, EDWARD (EDWARD EASTAWAY,
pseud.). Collected poems; with a foreword
by Walter De La Mare. $2.50 Seltzer [10s 6d
Selwj'n] 821

Edward Thomas, 1878-1917, was a friend and
follower of Robert Frost, who found him in
England in 1912, an "overworked critic and
hack in the middle of his fourth decade and
drew such poetry out of him as he had time
to yield before the war took his life in 1917."
His poetry is suggestive of Frost's. Desmond
Mac(!?arthy says of him, "His poetry possesses
the qualities of contemplative Integrity, emo-
tional candour, and a kind of subtlety In sim-
plicity such as plain men sometimes show in
appreciating things, people and places which
are dear to them. Seldom as a poet does he
sing or chant; rather he talks to us. Unless
my ear is too coarse to catch his rhythms he
Is essentially a prose poet."

"The poetry of Edward Thomas affects one
morally as well as sesthetically and intellec-
tually. . . On minds grown weary in the midst
of the intolerable turmoil and aridity of daily
wage-garning existence, it falls with a touch
of momentary rejuvenation. The secret of
"Thomas's influence lies in the fact that he is

genuinely what so many others of our time
quite unjustifiably claim to be, a nature poet."
Aldous Huxley

+ Ath p405 S 24 '20 1050w
Reviewed by W: S. Braithwaite

Boston Transcript p6 Ja 7 '22 1500w
"Thomas was by no means as great a poet

as Mr Frost is, nor was his work coloured by
Mr Frost's peculiar purity of motive. The
difference between them may be stated best
by saying that Mr Frost writes of nature
even when it hurts him; whereas Thomas was
too much inclined to treat nature as the best
means of escape from life." J: G. Fletcher

H Freeman 4:140 O 19 '21 720w
"Poetry for him has reduced the world to

an exquisite calm and placed him in the cen-
ter of it; he feels the world and he feels him-
self, though both lie far aloof. His observa-
tion of bird and hill and tree has been praised
by Englishmen for its fidelity, and Americana
will believe it faithful; but what is more Im-
portant, readers everywhere will find it inter-
esting. Thomas wrote for the mind's eye as
well as for the body's." Mark Van Doren

H- Nation 113:sup668 D 7 '21 580w
Spec 125:539 O 23 '20 180w

"Thomas's poetry abounds in revelations.
He perceives in familiar objects elements of
beauty that escape us, and sends us back to
look at them again with newly delighted eyes.
. . The foundation of our love for him is the
fullness of love in him for those things which
we too most deeply cherish and which like
him we cherish half unconsciously as If know-
ing that their meaning and being exceeds
what we can define."

4- The Times [London] Lit Sup p614 S
23 '20 1300W
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THOMAS, JAMES HENRY. When labor
rules. »$2 (3J/^c) Harcourt 304 21-7260

The author, who is general secretary of the
National union of railwaymen and a leading
Labor member of Parliament, sketches his own
views of how labor should rule Britain. He
does not profess to speak for the Labor party
but addresses himself to outsiders anxious
about what the future holds for them, to people
already persuaded of the strength and serious-
ness of the labor movement but who are filled
with fears about the actual working out of the
new order. He gives a plain statement of what
he believes would be the policy of labor gov-
ernment in relation to constitution and
monarchy, to housing and health, education,
finance, prohibition, women, foreign affairs,
colonies and dependencies, the angry questions
of nationalization and of Sinn Fein, and to a
"league of peoples," which he prefers to a
league of nations.

"The interpreter of a dumb giant is in an
unassailable position, as long as the giant is
dumb. But if the giant persistently refuses to
do anything that bears out this interpretation
of him, we do not take quite the same delight
in contemplating his undoubtedly magnificent
muscles." J. W. N. S.— Ath p805 D 10 '20 720w
Reviewed by G: Soule

Nation 112:900 Je 22 '21 460w
"It is an entertaining book, because it is

an unconscious revelation of the author's
character. We can see in it Mr Thomas's de-
vout beUef in the power of phrases. Until Mr
Thomas and the moderate Labour leaders have
formulated a coherent policy, they will be at
the mercy of the extreme men who bring their
party into disrepute."— Spec 125:602 N 6 '20 1250w

Sprlngf'd Republican p7a N 28 '20 960w
"Thomas is a conservative among radicals.

. . The doctrines he expresses are phrased
tactfully, too tactfully, his more advanced com-
rades will doubtless comment. He has per-
formed a valuable service in describing with
such wide scope the national policies to which
his dominant section of the Labor party is
now committed. His book is thus a valuable
picture of the England which, it may be, lies
just over the horizon." W: L. Chenery

+ Survey 46:122 Ap 23 '21 640w
"Utopias are none of his concern; but this

vision of his comes too often perilously near
those seductive but unsubstantial regions."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p711 N

4 '20 SOOw

THOMPSON, FLORENCE SEYLER, and GAL-
ViN, GEORGE WILLIAM. Thousand faces.
*$2 (31/^0) Four seas co.

The story is the result of secret investiga-
tions of insane asylums and private sanitoriums,
made by the authors, revealing the horrible fact
that thousands of sane men and women are
yearly committed to these places by relatives
and other designing persons. The hero of the
story, Harold Fitzgerald, is a young inventive
genius, who is robbed of his invention and
imprisoned in an asylum thru the machina-
tions of his friend and physician, Dr Sydney
Phillips. Another friend of Harold's, the news-
paper reporter, Donald Bruch, who had taken
the post of attendant at the asylum, for pur-
poses of investigation, accidentally discovers the
victim and releases him. The tale is a succes-
sion of horrors and injustice and depicts an
appalling capacity for evil in human nature.

"As propaganda novels go, it is a very decent
job of writing, and it opens up an evil that
undoubtedly should be investigated. If it were
better literature, it might be poorer propa-
ganda." C. F. G.

H Grinnell R 16:425 My '21 440w
"It is without doubt a much exaggerated

picture. The book has the fault of many works
of propaganda disguised in the form of fic-

tion—the disguise is easily penetrated, and the
incidents as a whole appear to be overdrawn."
M. E. Kenworthy

h Survey 45:545 Ja 8 '21 360w

THOMPSON, JOHN BAPTISTS DE MACK-
LOT (OZARK RIPLEY, pseud.) Jist
huntin'. il *$2 (4c) Stewart Kidd 799

21-12289
These "tales of the forest, field and stream"

(Sub-title) are the experiences of a sportsman,
naturalist and wanderer who spent a quarter
of a century in the big outdoors. He began
to hunt as a school-boy, taking his gun and
his dog to school with him, and Dixie Carroll,
in his introduction to the book, says of him
that few men know the real out-o' -doors

—

"with a frying pan, a pack o' flour, a piece
of bacon, and a blanket"—better than he does.
Partial contents: Setter against pointer; A
day with the longbills; After Canadian honkers;
With White River elk; Southern bear hunt-
ing; The giant gobbler of Gun Bluff; Hunt-
ing ducks on a swift waterway; The white
wolf; Strongfang of the swamps.

"Lovers of the real outdoors, and especially
those who are fond of dogs, will find much of
interest and entertainment In these sketches
of a hunter's life. The various episodes are
told fluently and with some dramatic effect,
although the writer has no claim to distinc-
tion of style. They impress one, however, as
authentic records."

+ Lit R pl2 Ag 6 '21 lOOw
R of Rs 64:334 S '21 30w

THOMPSON, SYLVIA. Rough crossing. $1.75
(41/20 Houghton [7s 6d Blackwell] 21-20620

Elizabeth Anne's story, from the time she
first began to sit up and take notice of an un-
explored world, to the time when she left
school and did up her hair, is fairly typical of
the evolution of a girl from childhood to ma-
turity. The reader accompanies her through
her various school experiences, observes her
growing self-consciousness, sees her as the
star actor in a world centering about her own
little person, with her poses and fads, her un-
conscious snobbery, her deliberate resolve to
become a "real flapper" and conduct herself
like one. We leave her at the end of her
school-days with the dawning of a suspicion
that "growing up" is somewhat disillusioning
and a complicated piece of business, with more
in it than mere lessons, boys and flirtations
and—even marriage.

"It is a charming narrative. The psychology
is superb and there is a superabundance of
human nature."

-f- Lit R p43 S 24 '21 230w
"Keen study of an ultra-modern girl." M. H.

B. Mussey
+ Nation 113:sup684 D 7 '21 200w

"There is no romance and little beauty
about the whole affair. We should describe it

as a painstaking document upon a not very
important subject."— Nation and Ath 29:687 Ag 6 '21 70w
"The book has some amusing pages, nota-

bly a quite funny account of the idealistic and
disorderly atmosphere of a co-educational
school, but one asks in amazement how a
young girl who is intelligent enough to pro-
duce this quite well written book in what is

evidently her late teens can actually think
that this sort of thing is worth writing about."

[- New statesman 17:218 My 28 '21 600w

"This is one of the few stories about a lit-

tle girl in her chrysalis state, doing rather
well what Booth Tarldngton did for a boy in

'Seventeen.'
"

4- N Y Times p26 N 27 '21 lOOw

"Miss Thomson writes vitally and well. The
people in her book are alive, and she makes
her audience see and feel them. 'The rough
crossing' is full of promise."

+ Sat R 132:19 Jl 2 '21 390w
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"She grives us no inevitably tiresome 'story'

of impossible incidents, but simply a perfect-
ly plain straightforward account of a girl

growing up, depending for its interest solely

on the accuracy of the observation—would it

be fair to call it the introspection?—at each
stage of development. Miss Thompson has
attempted to set down sincerely what the feel-

ings of a growing girl are, and that in itself is

sufficient apology for her novel."
+ Spec 126:659 My 21 '21 440w

Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21

350w
"Phase by phase we accept Elizabeth, as

she Is presented; but we find it hard to recon-
cile the youthful zest in life exhibited in the
nose-powdering with the maturity of thought
with which she expresses herself before she
has put her hair up. "We feel that the growing
girl has been evolved as an hypothesis to ac-
count for the grown woman."— -{- The Times [London] Lit Sup p258 Ap

21 '21 540w

THOMPSON, VANCE CHARLES. Live and be
young. *$1.25 (8cj Doubleday 613 20-20981

The author of this robust philosophy of
youthfulness believes that the normal human
life should be twice as long as it is, that the
secret of youthfulness is movement, that
energy developed by being in the smart set,

climbing (social), and getting rich are powerful
aids, and that emotions and imagination
should be exercised as well as muscles. As a
concrete basis for the application of his rules
of life, he divides mankind into three classes:
affirmative, receptive, passive, and tells how
each should conduct himself to get the most
out of life.

+ Booklist 17:202 Mr '21

"This book contains wisdom in spots. In other
spots its philosophy is selfish and relentless."
Van Buren Thorne

^ NY Times pll F G '21 2500w

THOMPSON, WALLACE. People of Mexico;
who they are and how they live. *$2.50
Harper 917.2 21-1610

The purpose of the book is seriously to set
down and interpret the fundamentals of the
national anatomy of Mexico. As a mixed-breed
land its problems are the clashes of racial
characteristics and cultures. The ingredients of
the Mexican melting pot and the resultant so-
cial structure are described in part one of the
book. Part two treats of the climate, the gov-
ernment, religion, education, the family and its

mode of life, sanitation, conditions of labor,
vices, crime and poverty.

take in the whole reach of the subject" G. B.
Winton

H Survey 46:154 Ap 30 '21 720w
Wis Lib Bui 17:74 Ap "21 50w

THOMPSON,' WALLACE. Trading with Mex-
ico. $2 Dodd 917.2 21-19401

This book is an attempt to depict present
trade conditions in Mexico and the factors
which influence them—political, financial, in-
dustrial, economic. The author is a firm be-
liever in the policy of taking up the "white
man's burden," and in supporting the Amer-
ican pioneer whose weapons of conquest are
"dollars and brains and energy." He recites
the items of our bill against Mexico and de-
votes considerable space to the oil industry aa
the dominating influence in Mexican affairs.

The solution of Mexico's problems, Mr
Thompson maintains, is in the hands of Amer-
ican business men who must "demand condi-
tions which vsrill give the opportunities and
the profits to those who can best use them."

THOMSON, CHARLES GOFF. Terry; a tale

of the hill people. '$2 (4c) Macmillan 21-5542

Terry is a member of the Philippine constab-
ulary, and the story tells of the work which
this branch of government service performs.
His relations with his fellow-offlcers, with the
American hemp-growers, with the natives,
and finally with a tribe of wild Hill people
who have had no experience with white men,
are included in the plot. The author's knowl-
edge of native life and superstitions provides
local color in abundance and two love stories

add a touch of romance.

+ Booklist 17:300 My '21

Freeman 3:334 Je 15 '21 400w
"Makes fascinating reading, even though the

tone is pessimistic and alarming to a degree.
Its validity, however, is quite another matter.
For the whole story is not here." W. J. Ghent

h Ind 107:143 N 5 '21 1500w
"Mr Thompson's book on Mexico is an oasis

of thoroughness in a desert of superficiality.
Judged as a treasure house of data alone, as
a compendium of painstakingly collected details
bearing on Mexican life, his book stands in a
class where few can compete with it." T. R.

-f N Y Times plO F 20 '21 2000w
Pittsburgh 26:254 My '21 20w

"Most of his expositions of Mexican life are
true to the facts. These give the book its
chief value. There is evident, however, in
all of them, a tendency to repress eulogy, to
indulge in only faint praise, and a sort of
brooding pessimism, unconfessed by the
author. In his study of race, his analysis is

excellent, but synthesis is wholly wanting.
Its premises, though perfectly stable as far
as they are developed, do not, by any means,

Booklist 18:54 N '21

"The adventures which he relates are thrill-

ing enough, but they are overburdened by his

style, which is too heavily adjectival for any
rapid movement."

H Lit R pll Ap 16 '21 60w
"A powerful, dramatic, intimate story of

Philippine existence."
-f N Y Times p25 Je 26 '21 410w

"This is a lively and exciting tale of ad-
venture."

-f Outlook 128:174 My 25 '21 80w
"The work is above the average in description

and narration. It will interest the reader seek-
ing a stirring tale."

+ Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 120w

THOMSON, JAMES ALEXANDER KER.
Greeks and barbarians. $3 Macmillan [Ss

6d Allen & U.] 880 21-16396

"The Greeks thought that Hellenism was
born of the conflict between them and the bar-
barians, and Mr Thomson selects typical epi-

sodes from Greek history and literature to il-

lustrate the theme. He begins with the Greek
settlements in Ionia, where, as at the dawn of

history, Greek warriors are now confronting
the barbarian in the shape of Mustapha Kemal
and his Turkish hordes. Early Ionia was
overwhelmed; the Spartans were beaten at

Thermopylae, but Greece was saved in the end
from Persian tyranny. Then we have the fa-

mous March of the Ten Thousand under Xen-
ophon from the Tigris to the sea. Another
chapter exemplifies the meaning of that free-

dom which Greece gave to the world; Persia
stood for slavery such as Moscow would re-

impose on men. Next to 'Eleutheria' comes
'Sophrosyne'—the principle of moderation,
'nothing in excess'—with some apt quotations
from Herodotus. Mr Thomson closes with a
chapter on 'Classical and romantic' "—Spec

"Mr Thomson has no passion for antiquity
merely because it is old; nothing could be more
remote from him than a prejudiced conserva-
tism. In his hands the humanities become
really human, and he possesses an enthusiasm,
a sanity, and a freshness of outlook such as
are not found combined in one man more than
twice or thrice in a generation."

+ Oath World 114:111 O '21 300w
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THOMSON, J. A. K. —Continued
"His earlier chapters here and there lack

solid groundwork. From a rather anec-
dotic treatment in his earlier chapters Mr
Thomson passes increasingly into comparisons
and criticism in the latter part of this book.
Here he is on firmer ground." Roberts Walker— + Lit R p2 S 3 "21 720w
"Mr Thomson paints a convincing picture of

the world in which the torch of Greece kindled
and flamed. The reader is left with a feeling
of admiration for a scholar who can teach him
so much in so charming a manner."

+ Nation and Ath 29:30 Ap 2 '21 130w
"His work is stimulating and enthusiastic,

and full of attractive quotations and modern
parallels. But occasionally it seems to us
vague, wanting In precision, and inclined to
be fantastic in judgment."— -I- New Statesman 17:220 My 28 '21 700vv

"It is a capital book which deserves to be
widely read."

+ Spec 126:275 F 26 '21 210w
.The Times [London] Lit Sup pl45 Mr

3 '21 70w
"Blithe, simple and infectious, like a fresh

spring day."
The Times [London] Lit Sup pl45 Mr

24 '21 900w

THOMSON, JOHN ARTHUR. Control of life.
$2.50 (7c) Holt [7s 6d A. Melrose] 570

21-14071
The thesis of the book is that science can

do more for human life than it has hitherto
been allowed to do or asked to do. By bring-
ing more brains and more good will to bear on
the many applications to the practical prob-
lems of man that science is capable of, we
can get rid of many hindrances to progress
and life and attain to a fuller spiritual realiza-
tion, with a corresponding beneficent biological
reaction. Partial contents: The biological con-
trol of life; Our natural inheritance; The in-
fluence of nurture; The biology of health;
Population problems; Index.

Booklist 18:42 N '21

Boston Transcript p6 Ag 24 '21 700w
"Dr Thomson has brought together in

pleasant, popular form a host of observations
and has given more concrete value to his com-
pilation by frequent exact references to books
and publishers. It is a book which can be
opened at random and read for five minutes
at a time on the very probable chance of af-
fording a worth while thought, a suggestion
for the betterment of mankind, a stimulant
to introspection." W: Beebe

+ Lit R p85 O 15 '21 llOOw
Reviewed by Preserved Smith

Nation 113:324 S 21 '21 180w
"He has not merely made the biological proc-

ess Interesting to the average seeker after
scientific truth; he has drawn him into it, to
survey it in all its variety, and to see himself
as a link in the great chain of life. He has
written a delightful excursus on the science of
life. And he has been careful to light the
track along which its immediate line of mastery
Is likely to lie."

+ Nation and Ath 29:770 Ag 27 '21 700w
New Statesman 17:654 S 17 '21 900w

"This is a distinctly worth while 'looking
ahead' book. The intelligent application of
the vast number of correlated facts contained
in it should make for the attainment of as
near a practical Utopia as man may reasonably
expect." Van Buren Thorne. M.D.

-f N Y Times p5 S 25 '21 2250w
"Prof. Thomson is a trained biologist and

profound humanist, whose writing mingles in-
tellectual grasp with spiritual perception, and
clarity with charm."

-f- Sprlngf'd Republican p9a O 16 '21 550w
Reviewed by C. E. A. Winslow

Survey 47:638 Ja 25 '22 130w

THOMSON, JOHN ARTHUR. Natural history
studies, il *^2 Holt 570 21-2305

Selections from the author's larger works
grouped to reveal the life of plants and animals
through the four seasons. Partial contents:
Water-babies; The tale of the tadpoles; The
natural history of nests; Parental care among
animals; The circulation of matter; Summer
flowers; Summer industries; Examples of in-
stinct; Wonders of instinct; The migration of
birds; Homing of sea-swallows; The fall of the
leal'; Seed-scattering; Autumn fruits; Storing
for hard times; The deep sea; The struggle for
existence; A limb for a life; The white winter
coat.

"In being amused we cannot help noting
in what a high degree the author possesses the
gift of characterization. His penguins are
sketched with a few clean strokes; they are at
once realistic portraits and imaginative crea-
tions. Many a character in flction is less ex-
act and vivid. The occasional sentimentality
is the only thing which mars one's enjoyment
of the book."

-I Ath p20 Ja 7 '21 190w
4- Booklist 17:208 Mr '21

-f Dial 71:121 Jl '21 90w
"The book is one to be read for interest

and stimulations, not a textbook for study."
+ Lit R p9 Mr 19 '21 120w

"Prof. Thomson is one of the few learned
naturalists who have a thorough command of
the secrets of nature, and, further, of the pen."

+ Sat R 131:32 Ja 8 '21 600w

THOMSON. JOHN ARTHUR. System of ani-
mate nature. 2v '^G Holt 570 20-18325

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"A broad-minded survey of animate nature,
which deals with the wide problems of biolo-
gical science, such as those of animal be-
haviour, evolution, and heredity, in a way that
will appeal especially to the many who are
willing to take a little trouble for the sake
of understanding the scientific view of life,

but who have no very extensive technical
knowledge." A. N. Da C. Andrade

+ Lond Mercury 3:463 F '21 270w
"Professor Thomson has certainly waded deep

into natural philosophy, and the results of his
study are lucidly set forth in this series of
IccturGs "

4-" Spec 126:206 F 12 '21 1700w
"I do not know of any other biological writer

since Huxley who has expressed in more perfect
English the great truths and mysteries of
biology; and it is particularly the appeal of
mystery, of the deeper realities which lie behind
the things seen, that one finds in these vol-
umes. Many poets and naturalists have essayed
to write a great poem of life; but probably no
one has succeeded in larger measure than
Professor Thomson." E. 'G. Conklin

-f- Yale R n s 10:639 Ap '21 1800w

THORNTON, WILLIAM MUNDELL. First
principles of the electrical transmission of
energy. (Pitman's technical primer ser.) il

85c (2s 6d) Pitman 621.31

The book is the substance of six lectures
delivered to the members and students of the
Institution of electrical engineers in Newcastle
and Middlesborough. The lectures give a rapid
survey of the physical basis of electrical trans-
mission from the standpoint of the electron,
a treatment not yet usual in engineering litera-
ture.

THORP, N. HOWARD, comp. Songs of the
cowboys. $1.65 Houghton 811.08 21-20295

N. Howard Thorp of Santa F6, the compiler
of this little volume, is an old-time cow
puncher and cattleman, well-known in the
Southwest. In this collection of genuine cow-
boy songs, taken down for the most part from
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the lips of cowboy ballad singers, are included
many of his own poems. There is an intro-
duction by Alice Corbin Henderson.

Boston Transcript p4 N 9 '21 300w
"They are reminiscent of the verses of Cap-

tain Jack Crawford, the Poet Scout, an out-
standing frontier figure of the late seventies
and the eighties. Captain Jack was a remark-
able scout, but he couldn't write poetry. . .

In most of them we do not get the fresh and
unliterary quality mentioned in the introduc-
tion. They are simply dull and lonely, the
stuff that folksongs are made of."— Lit R pl35 O 29 '21 150w
"A most welcome addition to that all too small

body of spirited ballad verse with lilt and swing,
particularly of the rollicking, humorous kind,
for which some of us would gladly exchange tho
bulk of contemporary 'artistic' poetry. More-
over, a large proportion of the cruder, and really
'naive' songs are without authors' names, and
may well be as anonymously 'folk' as the
sailor's chantey. One of the most characteristic
features of Mr Thorp's collection are his laconic
notes at the head of each poem." R: Le
Gallienne

4- N Y Times p2 X 13 '21 1950w

THORPE, LOUISA. Bonbons and simple sugar
sweets; with a foreword by E. Gladys
Clarke. 7.5c (3s> Pitman 641.85

"This is not merely a book of recipes: it

deals with the subject from the standpoint
of a beginner who has no previous knowledge
of cookery. The hints given are, therefore,
of a very practical nature and, if carefully
observed, will enable the amateur to avoid the
many pitfalls that beset the sweetmaker's path.
. . The recipes given have been proved by
experience over and over agajn and will be
found thoroughly reliable. They comprise
methods for making every conceivable sweet-
meat within the capacity of the amateur."
(Preface)

THURSTON, ERNEST TEMPLE. Green bough.
•$2 (21/^0 Appleton 21-5479'

"The theme is the old and new one of the
unmarried mother. Simply, with a fine courage
and entire conviction that she is doing the
right and the wise thing, Mary Throgmorton
accepts love when it comes to her just as she
'ouches upon thirty years, and takes the re-
sult with joy. That the man was married
already was not a reason for her to be denied
a destiny for which her whole being was
eminently fitted. The man is a mere incident,
and practically disappears, tho he enters the
story again later, when Mary's son has grown
strong and splendid under her care, bringing
about a complication that threatens the hard-
won happiness of the mother. In the end it

is another factor, and again a factor of waste,
the war, that sets the final seal on Mary's heart
and the story. Waste of the true, splendid
source of life, waste of that life itself in the
rapacity and blood of warring nations, these
are the great evils, in Mr Thurston's eyes."

—

Pub W
"Those who wish to know the author's in-

terpretation of a woman's revolt against man
and the 'man-made' institution of marriage
may perhaps find the book interesting albeit

in a morbid, pathological, disagreeable way."
i- Grlnnell R 16:429 My '21 160w

"It is very well done—if one can accept his

fundamental thesis and grant that his heroine
Is truly representative of 'every woman,' as
he claims. Whatever one thinks of it all, the
book may stand as one of the best expositions
of this sort of feminism." H. L. Pangborn

-I Lit R p9 My 21 '21 600w

"Written with a conviction, a faith, also with
a beauty that prove Mr Thurston, the affecta-
tions of whose style occasionally jar on one,

to be a writer of true power." Hildegarde
Hawthorne

4 NY Times p21 Ap 24 '21 llOOw

"Written with a serious tenderness that car-
ries it safely past the perils of its theme." Hilde-
garde Hawthorne

-h Pub W 99:1227 Ap 16 '21 350w
"The book is powerfully written, and the

author succeeds in giving a monumental
touch both physically and mentally to the
figure of Mary."

H Spec 126:659 My 21 "21 120w
"As a novel, his book has no value, and as a

pamphlet little more, for he is a sentimentalist."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p246 Ap
14 '21 lOOw

"There is little real dignity about Mary or
her story, which is told in the strained, hectic
manner of the professional agonizer over 'sex.'

"

H. W. Boj-nton— Weekly R 4:494 My 21 '21 380w

THWING, CHARLES FRANKLIN. American
colleges and universities in the great war,
1914-1919. •$3 Macmillan 940.373 20-19163

An account of the activities of American col-
leges in the great war, including data and
statistics regarding the number of college men
who served, the percentage killed; the partic-
ipation of college faculties in scientific and
other specialist work, and the relations of
American colleges to other nations and to their
educational forces. There are chapters on the
Students' army training corp.=, on the services
of the women's colleges, on the religion of the
student soldier and on the proposed memorials.

Am Pol Sol R 15:457 Ag '21 oOw

+ El School J 21:549 Mr '21 560w
St Louis 19:86 Ap '21 40w

+ Spec 126:784 Je 18 '21 750w

TIETJENS, EUNICE STRONG (HAMMOND)
(MRS PAUL TIETJENS). Jake. •?2 f4i4c)

Eoni & Liveright 21-6498

Jake Gilroy was a lovable, weak-willed man,
victimized by two women, his selfish, dominat-
ing mother and his cheap, light-headed wife.

The conflicting demands upon him of these two
women kept all throe in a continual clash. His
weak will grew weaker under the strain, until

mind itself gave way. By this time his mother
had died, and his wife had left him, but a
loyal, protective instinct in her brought her
back to her husband in his need, and in losing

his mind he found his wife.

Booklist 18:54 N '21

Cath World 113:697 Ag '21 140w

"The style is limpid and disarmingly un-
studied, and the result is a novel of direct-

ness and compression, in which people live."

+ Dial 71:482 O '21 80w
"All one can feel about 'Jake' is that he was

unfortunate in his wife, cursed in his mother
and damned in his biographer." Ernest Boyd

— Freeman 3:453 Jl 20 '21 70w

"Might make an interesting study. Mrs
Tietjens makes it sordid and depressing. She
has a morbid element in her mental outlook
which is something of an asset when she
writes poetry about China, but has a bad ef-

fect on realistic fiction."— Ind 105:626 Je 11 '21 60w

"The book has its ups and downs; it Is not

so consistently a failure as its loose-jawed hero,

and neither is it consistently successful. The
worst is slovenly and sentimental. Miss
Tietjens does not always write good Eng-

'^ -L -1- Lit R pl7 Ap 23 *21 300w

"It is posses.sed of the rare virtue of orig-

inality, and a flavor which will appeal to the

jaded palate as delightfully fresh and un-
familiar. Mrs Tietjens has brought to the
novel the temperament of a poet."

-4- N Y Times p22 My 8 '21 460w
Sprlngrd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21

520W
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TILDEN, SIR WILLIAM AUGUSTUS. Famous
chemists; the men and their work. 11 $5
Dutton [12s Gd Routledge] 925.4 21-17458

The present volume sketches, in a style
suitable for general reading-, the lives of some
of the most prominent chemists of the past,
beginning with Robert Boyle, father of chem-
istry. The principle of selection, from the
great number of names available, is to in-
clude those whose work has been in connection
with the evolution of the atomic theory and
who have taken the leading part in each step
forward along this line. The names are
grouped according to important periods in the
progress of chemistry. The names chosen are:
Boyle, Black, Priestley, Cavendish, Scheele,
Lavoisier, Davy, Dalton, Gay-Lussac, Proust,
Berzelius. Faraday, Avogadro, Cannizzaro,
Liebig, Dumas, Frankland, Williamson, Men-
deleeff, Crookes and Ramsay. The book is

illustrated, has a bibliography of authorities
and an index.

Bookh'st 18:81 D '21

Boston Transcript p7 Ag 24 '21 460w
"The author's style and his successful at-

tempt to convey his information in language,
comprehensible by all, make his book most
easy, as well as pleasant reading."

-f Cath World 114:538 Ja '22 400w
"In giving us a series of brief yet delight-

fully written biographies of the frontiersmen
of science. Sir William Tilden is doing the
world a real service. He has chosen wisely
and written delightfully." C. S. Leonard

+ Lit R p4 S 10 '21 3000W
Nation and Ath 29:831 S 10 '21 S80w

Reviewed by Van Buren Thorne
N Y Times p21 Ja 1 '22 2400w

"The book is more likely to interest profes-
sional chemists or students of chemistry, and
to such it will doubtless furnish entertaining
reading matter."

+ Outlook 129:104 S 21 '21 50w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p309 My

12 '21 60w
"He begins with Boyle and ends with Ram-

say. His survey gives us a good insight into
the creation and development of the main lines
of chemical inquiry during all that time; and
the characters and circumstances of the in-
dividuals chiefly responsible for these advances
are briefly and pleasantly described."

-t- The Times [London] Lit Sup p335 My
26 '21 SOOw

TILDEN, WILLIAM TATEM, jr. Art of lawn
tennis, il *$2 Doran 796 21-6269

Some of the fundamentals of the art and
science of lawn tennis, explained by a world
champion of the game, are: the reason why
certain shots are missed and others made; why
certain balls are hit so much faster though
with less effort than others; why some players
are great while others are only good. The
language of tennis is also explained. The book
is well illustrated and falls into four parts:
I: Tennis technique—-strokes and fundamen-
tals of the game; II: The general laws of tour-
nament tennis; III: Modern tennis and its
future; IV: Some sidelights on famous players.

-f- Booklist 17:242 Ap '21

"On the whole, the book is the most inter-
esting and up-to-date tennis reading material
available." Dean Mathey

+ Bookm 53:362 Je '21 400w
"This is one of the best books on the game

ever issued."
-f Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 160w

"Obviously this tennis champion wrote his
book himself—wrote crudely in places. and
arranged the whole none too well; nevertheless,
all enthusiasts will have a good time reading
it and will get something out of it." H. E.
Bounce

-^ Lit R p9 Mr 5 '21 lOOOw

"The reader finds in it an exuberance, a
gusty and rollicking enthusiasm, that sets it
well apart from its predecessors. Its covers
enclose much sound tennis wisdom, but there
is something within them far better still—

a

whiff of spring which, while the snow piles lie
outside the window, makes you feel the turf of
a tennis court under your feet and hear the
swish of your newly strung bat. On the whole,
Tilden's remarks upon other players give the
reader the impression of being keen and just."
L: Graves

-I- N Y Times p9 Mr 6 '21 2500w
Spec 126:655 My 21 '21 1500w

+ Springf'd Republican p8 Je 29 '21 170w
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p678 O
21 '20 eoow

TILESTON, MRS MARY WILDER (FOOTE),
ed. Amelia Peabody Tileston and her can-
teens for the Serbs; ed. by her mother. 11

$2 (51/20) Atlantic monthly press 940.47
21-288

Miss Tileston had a long record of devoted
service as a relief worker during the war. Her
chief work consisted in carrying on canteens
in Macedonia, near the Serbian border, for sol-
diers who were on the last stage of their long
cold march from hospital back to the front.
She not only fed them but nursed and be-
friended them. During the winter of 1919-20
she carried on a canteen in Belgrade, where
hundreds of soldiers stopped every day. She
kept up this work till her death, in February
1920, of pneumonia. Her mother's memorial
volume is supplemented by many of her let-
ters.

"The letters are of interest, for their
narrative, but especially for their pluck."

-f Boston Transcript p4 F 9 '21 390w

TILLEY, ARTHUR AUGUSTUS. MoliSre. $5
Macmillan (12s 6d Cambridge univ. press)
842

"The book is not so much a biography of
Molifere as It is a study of his genius. Mr
Tilley condenses the narrative of MoliSre's life
into his first chapter, which is biographical
rather than critical; then in nine succeeding
chapters he supplies a running criticism on
the chronological sequence of Molidre's pieces;
and he devotes his final two chapters to a
consideration of the relation of 'Comedy and
character' and of Moli&re's 'Construction, style
and moral teaching.' "—N Y Times

"A valuable contribution to English scholar-
ship." Ernest Boyd

+ Lit R p3 Ag 6 '21 780w
Reviewed by Robert Lynd

New Statesman 17:190 My 21 '21 1700w
"Mr Tilley has done admirably what he set

out to do; and he has here given us an honest
and a substantial piece of work." Brander
Matthews

+ N Y Times p2 Ag 28 '21 1900w
"His book embodies the conclusions of all

the best French critics and students of Molifere,
as well as his own judicious comments. We
know of no other work in English that illumi-
nates so clearly the career of the great French
dramatist."

+ Spec 126:753 Je 11 '21 1300w
"There is not a great deal that is very new

in his book. There could not be. It would not
have been worth reading if there had, for it

would necessarily have been false."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p321 My
19 '21 2200W

TOLSTOI, LEO N I KOLAI EVICH, count. Post-
humous works. 3v ea $2 International bk.
pub. 891.7 21-5363

These three volumes in the Russian author's
library have been translated by Archibald J.

Wolfe. Volume one contains four short stories:
Haji-Murat; Father Sergius; Posthumous
memoirs of Fedor Kusmitch, the hermit; On
the Khodyn heath; The young tsar. They all
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Illustrate Tolstoy's teachings and beliefs and,
under various aspects, depict the evolution of
the human soul from worldliness to godliness.
Volume two consists of two dramas: And a
light shineth in the darkness; and The living
corpse. The first of these was left incomplete
in manuscript form and shows in broad out-
lines Tolstoy's own life, his attitude towards
the ownership of land, militarism and material
prosperity and the family conflicts resulting
therefrom. The second is an unexpurgated
translation of the already popular play, "Re-
demption." Volume three contains the most
important of hitherto unpublished works of the
author. They are a series of dialogues between
children and between children and their elders,
on various phases of human life including
religion, war, education, the press, property,
the state, prisons and human relations in
general, and several short stories.

Boston Transcript p6 Ap 2 "21 490w
"We have here essays, sketches, stories,

plays, and exhortations, and in every form the
author grips our interest, captures our ima-
gination, and evokes our noblest emotions for
the appreciation of his 'message.' Much credit
is due to Mr Wolfe for the fluent translation
which transmits undiminished the power of
Tolstoy's art."

+ Grinnell R 16:454 Je '21 130w

+ Lit R p8 Mr 12 '21 200w

TOMLINSON, EVERETT TITSWORTH. Mys-
terious rifleman. (Am. scouting ser.) $1.75
4c Appleton 21-17542

"Has to do with events in and about Wil-
mington, N.C., in the summer of 1781. The
story centres about the adventures of two
boys who play a considerable part in defeat-
ing the plots of their Royalist neighbors. 'Old
Bess,' a home-made rifle with what was for
those days an unheard-of range, has quite a
bit to do with the discomfiture of the Tories."
—Lit R
"The story is full of the spirit of the Revolu-

tion and serves to make some facts in our
history very real to the young reader."

+ Lit R p209 N 26 '21 70w
Springfd Republican plla D 11 '21 140w

TOMLINSON, EVERETT TITSWORTH. Young
people's history of the American revolu-
tion. 11 $2.50 Appleton 973.3

21-11329

"An enlightening version of the story of the
American struggle for freedom, told by a writ-
er whose scholarship is beyond question, and
whose impartiality continually crops out. "The
present book fills a needed gap by bringing into
relief dates and facts considered to be of im-
portance by Americans themselves, and by giv-
ing just enough detail in the shape of historic
documents to illustrate the story told without
confusing the reader. Nothing that really in-
terests has been omitted, from the story of
the origin of the American flag to the tragic
episode of the execution of Major AndrS and
the treachery of Benedict Arnold."—The Times
[London] Lit Sup

"Its small type and singularly jumbled bind-
ing are detrimental to the reader's comfort.
The writing is lucid and sufflciently interesting,
and if our own country is presented in an un-
favorable light, we are bound to admit that she
only gets her deserts."

-I Sat R 132:sup6 D 10 '21 60w
"The large number of illustrations, all taken

from old engravings or paintings, deserve spe-
cial notice."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p701 O
27 '21 120w

TOMLINSON, H. M. London river. $2.50
(lie) Knopf [7s 6d Cassell] 914.21 21-20418

The title suggests ships and sailors, for sea-
men commonly call a river by the name of the
principal town upon it. It is the lower Thames

of which the author writes, that part of the
river walled in by wharves and warehouses
and docks, and his sketches reveal the very
atmosphere and mind of ships and sailors. Mr
Tomlinson describes the foreshore of London,
a midnight voyage from Limehouse Hole, a
side-street cobbler's shop, a master mariner's
home, a sailor's tavern, and the memories
aroused by poring over an old Lloyd's Register.

Booklist 18:112 Ja '22

"The prose style is rhythmical, quietly filled
with an imagery which makes the reader feel
that 'all his tides set seaward.' "

+ Dial 72:217 P '22 60w
"It is a literary joy to read Mr Tomlinson

once more in a book, for he is one of our
stylists, and on the sea writes about what he
knows, as a sailor. He is the meditative and
philosophic mariner, whose mistress is the sea.
In these sketches and foreshore appreciations
the mood and atmosphere are all, and we are
carried along in quiet rumination, which is the
author's peculiar charm."

+ Eng R 32:478 My '21 lOOw
Ind 107:214 N 20 "21 150w

"Through the whole book runs the lament
that sail has been driven from the seas by
steam. In this matter I do not think that the
author has done his duty by his readers. It
is not enough to murmur reverently, as though
they possessed some esoteric power, the many
names of forgotten clippers." B. R. Redman— Nation 114:47 Ja 11 '22 270w
"A work of high and unusual value, and not

merely a piece of brilliant writing." H. W. M.
+ Nation and Ath 28:823 Mr 12 '21 1150w

"Charming and rhapsodical sketches. The
book as a whole is not what we fancy Mr Tom-
linson could write and we hope still will write.
His manner is as a rule so oblique, so glancing,
that the impressions he conveys are not nearly
positive enough."

H Spec 126:589 My 7 '21 1050w
"A book to be read slowly with delight."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl37 Mr
3 '21 980w

TOMLINSON, PAUL GREENE. Princeton boy
under the king, il $1.75 (3c) Dodd

21-18580

"Pictures faculty and students as they lived
and worked in Nassau Hall under the early
presidents, Aaron Burr, Jonathan Edwards, and
Samuel Davies. There is just enough of a plot
to serve as vehicle for bringing home to the
present generation a realization of the small
beginnings of Princeton, and something of the
atmosphere of these early days when there
were those who maintained that Perth Amboy
was destined to become a greater port than
our own New York."—Lit R

Lit R pl72 N 12 '21 120w
N Y Times pl2 D 4 '21 50w

"It is a well written, readable book, but per-
haps suffers to some extent the fate of most
books written under the restrictions of an
avowed purpose. Purely as a story for boys,
it is a trifle impeded by the history in spite of

all the author could do—and he has done well-
to prevent it."

_| Springf'd Republican plO D 23 '21 150w

TORCHIANA, HENRY ALBERT WILLEM
VAN COENEN. Tropical Holland, il $2.50

Univ. of Chicago press 919.1 21-17374

The book is an essay on the birth, growth,
and development of popular government in an
oriental possession, the Dutch East Indies or
Insulinde. Three of the chapters are devoted
to the geography and geology, the climate,
flora and fauna, and the population of the
archipelago and the remaining chapters to the
political history, beginning with the prehistoric
period, up to the present. There are many
illustrations, maps and an index.
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TORCH I AN A, H. O. W. VAN C. —Continued
"It is an excellent compilation and the sort

of little book which saves you hours of irritating
and puttering labor when you must know some-
thing connected with tropical Holland." H. W.
V. L.

+ Am Hist R 27:347 Ja '22 600w
"The consul general of the Netherlands for

our Pacific coast states has compacted into
three hundred pages a large amount of informa-
tion about the Dutch East Indies. Really the
book is a small encyclopaedia." F. L. B.

-f- Boston Transcript p6 N 16 '21 1050w
R of Rs 64:557 N '21 40w

TOULMIN, HARRY AUBREY. How to keep
invention records; together with an expla-
nation of the nature of industrial property;
with an introd. by James T. Newton. *$2
Appleton 608 20-22801

The purpose of the book is to demonstrate
the necessity of keeping adequate records of
inventions, their development and reduction to
practice, and early commercial history. In the
first part, "Protection of industrial property,"
the general nature of industrial property and
monopolies granted to protect it, are discussed.
In the second part, "Record forms," a prac-
tical method of insuring this recording of dates
is presented in a series of a dozen forms. The
third part, "Patent investigations," deals with
the methods of investigations.

Booklist 17:240 Ap '21

TOWNE, CHARLES HANSON. Bad man; based
on the play by Porter Emerson Browne,
il $2 (4c) Putnam 21-1674

The story, made from the play of the same
name, concerns the fortunes of Gilbert Jones on
his ranch near the Mexican border. He is in
rather bad shape as the mortgage on the ranch
is about to be foreclosed, and the girl he loves
is married to another man. He seems unable
to restore his own fortunes when the "bad
man" appears on the scene. He is a typical
Mexican bandit, but proves to be indebted to
Gilbert for a service rendered in the past. In
paying off his indebtedness, he has no scruples
about stealing or even killing, and by means
of these typically Mexican methods, Gilbert is

enabled to save his ranch and get his girl.

The Times [London] Lit Sup p325 My
19 '21 160w

TOWNE, CHARLES HANSON. Loafing down
Long Island. *$2.50 Century 917.47 21-9059

"Mr Towne put into practice the idea of
walking along Long Island on the instalment
plan. He would walk a certain distance over
the week-end, following a road map, return
by train on Monday morning, and then take
a train out again the next week-end to the
spot where he had left off and start in again.
The towns that Mr Towne passed through on
his meanderings, Bellport, Brookhaven, Speonk,
Quogue, Shinnecock, Southampton, Water Mill,
Amagansett, etc., are described in a leisurely
fashion, suggestive of the old essayists."—N Y
Times

+ Booklist 17:346 JI '21

+ Bookm 53:554 Ag '21 80w
"Delightful out-of-doors book."

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 29 '21 320w
Dial 71:374 S '21 60w

"Human and entertaining guide book. The
author is a companionable fellow, with a taste
for poetry. The book should make excellent
reading in a slowly driven automobile covering
the ground herein described."

+ Lit R pl2 Je 4 '21 280w
"It Is a pleasant pastime to wander with

Mr Towne along Long Island. He injects a
gentle humor Into his book, and presents
quaint types frequently."

-t- N Y Times pl9 My 29 '21 960w

"There is much of naive charm in the
narrative, and the pages will open the eyes
of many Manhattanites to the beauty of the
remoter sections of their somewhat unappre-
ciated island neighbor."

+ Outlook 128:261 Je 8 '21 50w
"His descriptions are in harmony with his

mood, method and subject. He has a way of
making you see with his eyes, hear with his
ears and tingle with his sensibilities."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Je 20 '21 260w
Wis Lib Bui 17:155 O '21 40w

TRACEY, A. G. Appreciation of literature. $1
(*33 6d) Pitman 028

The book proposes to be a guide in the vast
field of English literature and to help the young
to acquire good taste in the" choice of reading
matter. It begins as far back as Chaucer and
the successive chapters deal with reading for
recreation and amusement, for experience, to
stimulate the imagination, for information, in
search of beauty, in search of truth.

TRAIN, ARTHUR CHENEY. As it was in the
beginning. •$1.75 (8c) Macmillan 21-2968

Lawrence Berwick, a successful, overworked
New York lawyer goes to London to speed up
an important case which has been vexatiously
delayed. He plans to return in a week, but
from the moment he embarks he finds himself
up against a solid wall of British calm, which
refuses to yield an inch to his nervous batter-
ing. He finally surrenders himself to the in-
evitable and in the end becomes almost con-
verted to the leisurely English way, especially
since it gives him time to fall in love with
Lord Congreve's daughter. Thru some pleasant
comedy, the story succeeds in showing the dif-
ference between American and British ways,
both business and social.

— Boston Transcript p7 Ap 27 '21 300w
"Arthur Train is always readable, and this

is written in his best vein."
+ Grinneil R 16:455 Je '21 70w

"The moral is a sound one, and the case
is presented with Mr Train's usual, sprightly
humor and skill."

+ Lit R pll Mr 12 '21 90w
"Mr Train has a number of books, a dozen

or more, to his credit, but there isn't among
them all a brighter, livelier, more amusing
skit than this little tale with the enigmatical
title."

+ N Y Times p24 My 15 '21 450w
Outlook 128:72 My 11 '21 50w

Reviewed by E. L. Pearson
-I Weekly R 4:223 Mr 9 '21 70w

TRAIN, ARTHUR CHENEY. By advice of
counsel, il '*$2 (2y2C) Scribner 21-4166

In this volume of short stories, Tutt and
Mr Tutt, heroes of a previous book by the
same author, again figure. They are lawyers
with a pas.'^iou for .iusticc and witli a great
spirit of friendship for the poor and down-
trodden who do not always receive justice.
Contents: The shyster; The kid and the camel;
Contempt of court; By advice of counsel; "That
sort of woman"; You're another! Beyond a
reasonable doubt. The stories have appeared
in the Saturday Evening Post.

Booklist 17:306 My '21

Boston Transcript p7 Ap 23 '21 330w

+ Cleveland p35 My '21 20w
"All are not only amusing, but are well

told and filled to the brim with local color."
4- Lit R plO Mr 26 '21 SOw

"There is humor all through the stories,
.'sometimes a tolerant and mildly philosophical
kind of humor, sometimes the more direct
humor of sltufitlon or of character."

-f N Y Times p22 Ap 17 '21 600w
"Mr Train leavens his tales with a vein of

hunior that robs the legal discussions of pe-
dantry. There is a leisurely ripeness to Mr
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Train's style which, added to its quality of
originality, sets him apart from the average
maker of light fiction."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Ap 10 '21

320w
Reviewed bv E. L. Pearson

Weekly R 4:296 Mr 30 '21 160w

TRAIN, ARTHUR CHENEY. Hermit of
Turkey Hollow; the story of an alibi. $1.65
(4i^c) Scribner 21-16801

"Mr Tutt, a wily old law^'er of the firm of
Tutt & Tutt, who has appeared before in stories
by Mr Train, takes up the defense of a tramp
who is accused of murder and who has a
strong- circumstantial case built up against him.
The larger part of the tale is centered in the
courtroom, and it is an amusing fact to note
that when the trial opens ^Ir Tutt is abso-
lutely ignorant of any means by which he may
save his client. By shrewdness of cross-exam-
ination and unresting deductive faculties he
wins out just as everything appears in a bad
light for the feeble-minded tramp. The story
is fairly short and may be read in an hour or
two."—N Y Times

Booklist 18:86 D '21

Boston Transcript plO D 7 '21 520w
"The only fault I can find with the book is

that in reading it aloud it cannot be made to
last more than two evenings." E. L. Pearson

+ Ind 107:237 D 3 '21 150w
Lit D p54 Ja 28 '22 620w

"Gauged as story merely, the plot is some-
what frail and wholly conventional. The my-
stery is solved by luck, not by genius. In spite
of this book is not at all bad."

h Lit R pl28 O 29 '21 270w
"A thoroughly good handling of a murder

mystery."
-f N Y Times p25 N 13 '21 lOOw

"It is always a pleasure to read a crime and
mystery story written by some one who knows
criminal law and the practice of the courts."

+ Outlook 129:400 N 9 '21 90w

TRALLE, HENRY EDWARD. Planning church
buildings, il •$1.25 Am. Bapt. 726 21-14212

This volume Is one In a series of texts in
religious education known as the Judson train-
ing manuals for the school of the church. Dr
Tralle advocates the elimination of all movable
partitions in the church-building, and the com-
plete separation of department from department
and of class from class. The book is illus-
trated with plans and diagrams.

Booklist 18:43 N '21

TRAPROCK, WALTER E.. pseud. Cruise of
the Kawa. See Chappell, G: S.

TRAVERS, BEN. The Dippers. •$1.75 Lane
20-19239

"A respectable London solicitor, attending a
client in the country, arrives at the wrong
house, and finds himself mistaken for Hank
P. Dipper, a professional American Jazz-
dancer who by some chance has failed to keep
his appointment. Moved by the entreaties of
Dipper's wife, he consents to sustain this
character in a grand dual display, intended to
entertain the guests of a new peer; and his
clumsy efforts being taken for intentional
caricature, he scores an amazing success. The
conversational absurdities of the negro 'coon'
band, and of would-be connoisseurs among the
spectators, are diverting, as is the indignation
of the real Hank Dipper, who appears in time
to witness what he considers a desecration of
his art."—Ath
"A gay little farce, built round a situation

which conduces to vulgarity and riskiness, but
steering creditably clear of both."

-h Ath pl8 Ja 7 '21 140w
"The labored effort at wit and the deluge of

attenuated conversation are positively painful."— NY Times p25 D 19 '20 220w

"This story seems to possess distinct pos-
sibilities for a cinema play. In this form It
would probably be exceedingly funny, but as
a novel it is distinctly confusing."

H Spec 126:114 Ja 22 '21 30w
"A bit of farcical comedy which really 'comes

off.'
"

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pl4 Ja
6 '21 50w

TREAT, PAYSON JACKSON. Japan and the
United States, 1853-1921. $2 (2c) Houghton
327.52 21-19411

With the exception of the first chapter, the
present volume consists of twelve lectures pre-
pared for delivery at four of the leading Japan-
ese universities in the fall of 1921. The purpose
of these lectures was to present a brief survey
of the relations between the United States and
Japan froin the beginning of their intercourse,
under the terms of the treaty negotiated by
Commodore Perry, to the present time. The
author, who is professor of history in Stanford
university, has been solely concerned during
the last fifteen years with the investigation and
teaching of the modern history of the Far
East. In these lectures he attempts to account
for the prevailing views of the Japanese and
American peoples toward each other at differ-
ent times during the seventy years of their
intercourse.

"Professor Treat's book is timely and author-
itative. It is written with clarity, skill, and
conviction. Here is a voice from the Pacific
Coast which helps us to think of Japan with
intelligence, good feeling and justice." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p9 N 26 '21 350w
"Whatever may be the reader's point of

view, Professor Treat's book is an aid to the
proper appreciation of Japan's position as a
modern world power."

-f R of Rs 64:669 D '21 80w
Survey 47:407 D 10 '21 70w

TREND, J. B. Picture of modern Spain, men
and music. $4.50 Houghton [15s Constable]
914.6

The Spaniards of today, says the author,
Dy remaining neutral in the war, have pre-
served more of the European spirit than any
of the belligerent peoples; and the European
view -of life and its values—that mixture of
idealism, humanity and common sense—is more
alive to-day in Spain than in most other coun-
tries. After a description of the present-day
Spaniard and his attitude toward the war, by
way of introduction, the book deals with Spain's
educational situation, its literature, language
and music. The history of the various dialects
is gone into and the Catalan contribution to the
language is treated at some length, a biblio-

graphical guide to the Catalan question being
appended to this section. There is also a bibli-

ographical guide to Spanish secular music.

Booklist 18:79 D "21

Boston Transcript p6 D 31 '21 650w
"The author is a keen observer, and thorough

as far as he goes. The result of his efforts at
compression is a nervously written volume which
calls to mind a short lecture delivered from a
mountain of notes." G: Kent

H Lit R Pl67 N 12 '21 700w
"Though the book has no distinction, it has a

pottering around and about that brings together
material that could not be found anywhere else

exactly, not in one volume at least. On thQ
economic side it is all weak, negligible. On the
political not so much better, nor on the literary.

But the opening discussion on the state of mind
in Spain will be new to many readers." S. Y.

1- New Repub 29:230 Ja 18 '22 520w

"His volume is altogether unusual. It is

easily the be.st book written on things Spanish
bv an Englishman since the publication of Mr
Havelock Ellis' 'Soul of Spain.' . . His descrip-
tions are written with a care for reality and a
sense of proportion which make them valuable
as criticism, while his lively eye and easy style

give them the picturesque and truthful char-
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acter which only is achieved when a man did
not go to report, but reports for our pleasure
what he has observed for his."

+ New Statesman 17:422 Jl 16 '21 320w
"A volume that is intensely interesting to the

curious reader; but it is a volume that leaves
much to be desired in order, unity and sym-
metry. Still, it is the most comprehensive book
on modern Spain which is available in English,
and its author has done his best to justify the
boldness of its title." B. R. Redman

\ NY Times p6 Ja 8 '22 1750w
"One of the most readable of recent books on

its subject, by an author who is equally at
home in discussing the politics, the novel, the
drama or the music of Spain."

+ Outlook 129:230 O 12 '21 40w
"Present-day conditions in Spain are set

forth in this book in a most readable way."
-f R of Rs 64:557 N '21 50w

"Mr Trend has an intimate knowledge of the
things about which he writes, though he uses
his knowledge so lightly and easily that any
reader can assimilate it without effort. What
has enabled Mr Trend to write these very inter-
esting chapters is a continued intercourse and
friendship with some of the most progressive
minds in Spain. He has moved, it would ap-
pear, among the intellectuals, and it is their
point of view that he reflects."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p399 Je
23 '21 1600W

TREVELYAN, JANET PENROSE (MRSGEORGE MACAULAY TREVELYAN).
Evening play centres for children; the story
of their origin and growth; with a preface
by Mrs Humphry Ward, il *$2 Button 331.84

(Eng ed 21-5470)
"The first play-center experiment was

launched in London in 1897 and by stages the
original effort has grown into a movement
which bids fair to cover all the large centers
of population in England. The way in which
Mrs Trevelyan sketches the development of
the work is made doubly important by the
fact that she has been connected with the
movement from the very first and in her writ-
ting makes many references to her diary as
well as her own personal memory. New
methods of conducting play centers are em-
phasized, and many useful suggestions are to
be found in the book. The appendix contains
suggestions on organizing play centers for the
present-day needs, lists of hall and playground
games, and other valuable information." —El
School J

Ath p288 P 27 '20 60w
El School J 21:552 Mr '21 300w

"Mrs Trevelyan's book Is simply written, a
readable narrative of the growth of the move-
ment from small beginnings. The reader la
caught by the moving account of a pioneer
work with all its mishaps and slender threads
between success and failure." P. L. Ben-
jamin

+ Survey 46:281 My 28 '21 370w
"Should be read by all who sympathize with

or wish to help any systematic attempt to
elevate and brighten the lives of poor children."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup F 19 '20
70w

TREVES, SIR FREDERICK, bart. Riviera of
the Corniche road, il $5 Funk [25s Cassell]
914.4 21-16503

"The Grande Corniche, as distinguished
from the other roads that lie on the cornice
of the hills along the French and Italian Riv-
ieras, extends from Nice eastward nearly to
Mentone, at the Italian frontier, a distance of
less than twenty miles. It lies for the most
part above the towns on the shore, and rising
to heights of 1700 feet it commands unrivalled
panoramas of sea and mountain. Out of the
tourist season it is scarcely used, for it con-
nects directly no towns, but during the winter
it attracts thousands of folk travelling for

pleasure, and is, perhaps, today the most fam-
ous road in the world. . . Sir Frederick Treves
has gathered the lighter and more entertain-
ing historical information and biographical
gossip concerning the region from all sources,
and with the aid of some ninety-two good
photographs gives vivid glimpses of the towns
and villages that lie on the shore or perch on
the hills in the neighborhood of the great
road."—Lit R

"Even though the book is extremely sketchy
it makes pleasant enough reading. For the
most part it gives a view such as the casual
traveller might get if he never descended from
his motor, but read the local history and
picked up a bit of talk here and there. But
now and again one comes upon an observation
that smacks of more personal and more
thoughtful acquaintance."

h Lit R p291 D 17 '21 620w
"Sir Frederick Treves has added a vastly

interesting and instructive volume to our shelf
of books on the Riviera."

4- Nation and Ath 28:786 Mr 5 '21 1850w
Spec 126:464 Ap 9 '21 lOOOw

"Equipped with an observant eye (in which
there is an inviting twinkle), a keen ear for
the legends and folklore of the district, a good
camera, and an easy, graceful pen. Sir Fred-
erick Treves has produced a book on the fam-
ous Grande Corniche which is not likely to be
displaced for a good many years to come."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pll9 F
24 '21 1300W

TREWMAN, HARRY FREDERICK. Electri-
fication of railways. (Pitman's technical
primer ser. il $1 Pitman 621.33 21-9816

A description of the systems and equipment
of electric traction, a comparison of steam and
electric traction, and a survey of the possibi-
lities of electric traction in relation to the
economical production of electricity.

TRIDON, ANDR6. Psychoanalysis, sleep and
dreams. $2 (7c) Knopf 130 21-9734

The author is (1921) a practising psycho-
analyst and lecturer on the subject. "This
book is fin attempt at correlating sleep and
dreams find at explaining sleep through
dreams. "Briefly stated, my thesis is that we
sleep in order to dream and to be for a num-
ber of hours our simpler and unrepressed
selves. Sleeplessness is due to the fact that, in
our fear of incompletely repressed cravings,
we do not dare to become, through the uncon-
sciousne.'ss of sleep, our primitive selves."
(Preface) Partial contents: Sleep defined;
Where dreams come from; (Convenience
dreams; Dream life; Wish fulfilment; Night-
mares; Typical dreams and sleep walking;
Prophetic dreams; Recurrent dreams; Sleep-
lessness; Dream interpretation.

-f Boston Transcript p7 Je 25 '21 390w
Reviewed by G. B. King

Freeman 4:212 N 9 '21 700w
"Mr Tridon's discussion is simple and sane.

On the other hand, the slipshod arrangement
of the material is regrettable." C. M. S.

H Grinnell R 16:453 Je '21 240w
Lit R pl2 Ap 9 '21 300w

"The slipshod and scientifically tawdry style
and the utter lack of humour will form for
some an obstacle to the reading of Mr Tridon's
book, which nevertheless (or perhaps in con-
sequence) gives a very good account of the
subject." E. N. Da C. Andrade— Lond Mercury 3:360 F '21 290w
"A very readable and interesting book."

+ Nature 107:516 Je 23 '21 llOw
"We are under great obligation to Mr Tri-

don bpcau.'^e he writes, not for the scientists
who already under.stand the subject, but for
the layman who wants to understand." M. A.
Hopkins

+ Pub W 99:1235 Ap 16 '21 330w
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"A sketchy and trivial but fairly well-
balanced examination of the problem of
dreams."

+ Springf'd Republican p5a My 15 '21

lOOw
Reviewed by Bernard Glueck

Survey 47:85 O 12 '21 30w

TROWBRIDGE, WILLIAM RUTHERFORD
HAYES. Queen Alexandra; a study of
royalty, with an introd. by Walburga, Lady
Paget, il |5 Appleton [21s Unwin] B or 92

(Eng ed 21-21956)

This biography of the queen -mother of Eng-
land follows her whole career from her child-
hood in Denmark thru the negotiations for her
marriage with the Prince of Wales, her recep-
tion by the English people, her domestic and
political relations, her connection with Queen
Victoria and state affairs, and her life as
queen-consort. There are numerous illustra-
tions.

which appear to be genuine Americanisms,
and a list of misunderstood and imaginary
Americanisms. There is a bibliography and an
index.

" "Queen Alexandra' may not be the complete
recital of this notable career, as indeed it could
not be, but it is worth reading and being treas-
ured as a contribution which affords pleasure
and adds information about one of the most
beloved characters among royalty today or in
the past." Julius Moritzen

+ Bookm 54:580 F '22 950w
"The author has hardly been well advised in

attempting to combine a biography of Queen
Alexandra with a philosophic defence of the
principle of royalty in general. All in all, it is

a charming and very appealing picture that Mr
Trowbridge gives us, and if, on the political side,
we prefer to take some of his statements, with
a grain of salt, others of the sidelights thrown
on persons and events are of considerable in-
terest. The book, it should be added, while a
model of discretion, is without a trace of syco-
phancy." Stanley Went

H Lit R p257 D 10 '21 500w
"Notwithstanding the shallowness of Mr

Trowbridge's penetration and the restrictions
imposed by hjs double purpose, he has suc-
ceeded in redrawing of the outlines of a
personality that had grown rather dim during
recent years and in filling in with color part
of the story of a former day."

H NY Times p5 O 2 '21 1850w
"Of all the long years during which Queen

Alexandra has more and more closely endeared
herself to the heart of the English by her own
warmth of feeling and grace of expression, this
book gives an adequate account if a little this
side of inspiration."

H Sat R 132:464 O 15 '21 850w
Springf'd Republican p6 S 10 '21 40w

"The interest of biography always depends
upon one of two things—the disclosure of fresh
facts or the graphic presentation of a person-
ality. Neither of the conditions can possibly be
fulfilled in a work of the kind before us."

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p635 O 6
'21 900w
Wis Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 50w

TUCKER, GILBERT MILLIGAN. American
English. $3 Knopf 427 21-9467

In defense of his argument that better Eng-
lish ia spoken, on the whole, in the United
States than in Great Britain the author makes
the following points: (1) we have no dialects,
either geographical or .social, whereas there
are many in England; (2) our pronunciation,
while sometimes regrettably harsh, is much
clearer and follows the spelling more closely;
(3) our spelling, in every case where there
is a well established difference, is to be pre-
ferred to that of England; (4) the mother
tongue suffers far less in America than in
England from freakish changes of fashion. He
gives a list of more than 1100 so-called Ameri-
canisms, and shows, by means of quotations
from British writers, that these are really of
foreign, mostly British, origin. He also sup-
plies a list of nearly 1900 words and phrases

+ Booklist 17:335 Jl '21

"It is a good book—shrewd, learned, pain-
staking, amusing. It is full of sly touches,
wise little discussions, all the marks of com-
plete and unfaltering competence. I believe
that Mr Tucker knows more about the Amer-
ican dialect than anyone else in the world.
There are small errors. The value of the book
is not appreciably diminished by them." H. L.

+ Bookm 53:353 Je '21 1200w
+ Boston Transcript p6 My 7 '21 840w

Lit R p9 Ap 9 '21 210w
"He has his British critics too much on his

mind. As an American concern over our med-
ium of life and literature this whole field is
alive and important. There is every sort of
interest in it, curious or creative; of folklore,
romance, history, or the art of writing. . . This
is all living substance, and a book about it is
a living affair. But in so far as it is only
an answer to English attacks this sort of writ-
ing is second-rate." Stark Young

H New Repub 28:357 N 16 '21 1200w
"The successive chapters of Mr Tucker's

new book show that he has profited by the
material he has carefully catalogued." Bran-
der Matthews

H -NY Times p4 Ap 10 '21 1750w
-1- R of Rs 63:557 My '21 80w

"If one can forgive Mr Tucker for his
spirited defense of American speech and his
protests against British stupidity, one must
at the same time admit that he would have
made a better book if he had followed a more
illuminating policy in collecting and apprais-
ing American peculiarities."

1- Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 11 '21
720w

"An interesting and valuable work, critical
and well informed." E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 4:340 Ap 13 '21 130w

TUMULTY, JOSEPH PATRICK. Woodrow
Wilson as I know him. il $5 Doubleday B
or 92 21-21613

The author has observed Mr Wilson at close
range for eleven years, from the time of hia
first appearance in politics as candidate for
governor of New Jersey, having been his priv-
ate secretary from the beginning of his gov-
ernorship to the end of his presidency. The
nature of the material in his book—private
correspondence, notes which passed between
the president and his secretary on matters of
policy, presidential soliloquies on great issues
and conversations of which the secretary kept
careful notes, give the book historic purpose
and value. 'The author touches upon all the
important points in the history of Mr Wilson's
administration and searches the controversies
which have raged about his public life and
personal relationships. The appendix contains
the cablegrams which passed between presi-
dent and secretary during the Paris confer-
ence. The book is indexed.

"Even admitting all that may be, and haus
been, said concerning Mr Tumulty's lapses
from the highest skill and taste, granting also
that he appears in this narrative as a special
pleader,—in the very nature of the case how
could he be anything else?—the book is a
document which will serve a valuable historic
purpose. One thing that it makes clear is

that, quite apart from the immediate results
of important decisions which Mr Wilson was
called upon to make, he has cared far more
for the opinion of posterity than of his con-
temporaries." M. A. D. Howe

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf Ja '22 620w
"Mr Tumulty has written a good book. It

does not please Mr Wilson's too ardent lovers,
nor does it please Mr Wilson's too ardent
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haters. The former find too much Tumulty in

it, the latter too real a Wilson." R. D. W. C.

+ Greensboro [N. C] Daily News p6 Ja
22 '22 950w

"Amusinglv prominent as the author makes
himself throughout the book, it is nevertheless
perfectly evident that his animating purpose
throughout is that of exalting not himself but
his master. . . The book contains not much
that is essentially new; but it brings back to

mind instances of great achievement which in

the heat of controversy have been forgotten by
many."

-\ Ind 108:16 Ja 7 '22 1700w

"To the followers of Mr Wilson, this intim-
ate statement of inside happenings will come
as a vindication of a misunderstood man; to

the enemies of Mr Wilson, there will be noth-
ing in the pages but a grotesque imitation of

a lesser Boswell. But on whatever side of the
fence you are, you will be compelled to learn
much of the character of Mr Wilson which
will dispel the many myths as to his strong-
headed unwillingness to accept advice or to

consult authority. This story of Woodrow
Wilson may be taken as authentic stuff of in-

side White-House problems during a trying
administration."

-t- Lit D p36 D 24 "21 260w
"Admitting that his book brings little new

political material to light, and that his quota-
tions must be scrutinized critically, Mr Tu-
multy, has thrown valuable light on Wilson's
personality. He marshals irrefutable evidence
to show that in the circle of his personal in-

timates Wilson was genial, kindly, glad of ad-
vice, willing to accept criticism, if his inter-

locutor dared, like Tumulty, to criticise." C:
Seymour

H Lit R p349 Ja 14 '22 ISSOw

"In spite of intrusive egoism Mr Tumulty's
book is of great value." D: S. Muzzey

H Nation 114:73 Ja 18 '22 1150w

"Mr Tumulty has disappointed the critics.

His book has been received not only with
great cordiality, but with enthusiastic approba-
tion, and, better than all, with a storm of dis-

cussion. 'Woodrow Wilson as I know him' is

a strong aid to the understanding of the psy-
chology of an ex-President whose apotheosis,
in the minds of many of his admirers, would
seem not far distant." M. F. Egan

-f N Y Times p8 D 11 '21 2100w
Pub W 100:20 D 17 '21 650w

TURBERVILLE, ARTHUR STANLEY, and
HOWE, FREDERICK ARTHUR. Great
Britain in the latest age, from laisser faire

to state control. $3.50 Button [7s 6d
Murray] 942.03 21-13250

"This book originated with a series of lec-

tures delivered by the authors to troops in

Germany early in 1919 in connexion with the
Army Education Scheme which emphasized
'Civics,' or the duties and rights of citizen-

ship in the British Commonwealth. Its scope
is roughly the last hundred years; and for

teachers in connexion with adult educational
work, secondary and continuation schools, etc.,

it should prove a valuable help as an intro-
duction to the historical study of the period.
It deals with the whole period not chronolog-
ically but under subject headings—Steam
power and machinery; The decline and revival
of farming; Political theory; Imperial expan-
sion; Commercial foreign policy; and so on."

—

The Times [London] Lit Sup

Sat R 131:283 Ap 3 *21 420w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p79 F 3

•21 llOw

TURBERVILLE, ARTHUR STANLEY. Medl-
2 seval heresy and the inquisition. $4 Button

272 (Eng ed 21-5101)

A brief account of the principal heresies of
the middle ages and of the attitude of the
church toward them, together with an histori-
cal sketch of the origin and spread of the in-
quisition and of the composition and procedure
of its tribunal. The ten-page bibliography is

a select list of the most useful, important and
easily accessible works. There is an index.

"Within its limits it is a useful little volume,
easily and companionably written, with insight
and with an evident purpose to be fair." G: L.
Burr

H ^ Am Hist R 26:318 Ja '21 320w
"Mr Turberville is exceptionally well qualified

for treating the connection between heresy and
the Inquisition. His grasp of it has enabled
him, while confining' himself within compara-
tively narrow limits, to produce a picture re-
markable for its clearness, no less than for the
accuracy of its historical perspective."

+ Ath p441 O 1 '20 200w
"A very sound piece of work and gives high

promise for the future. It is of course founded
on a careful study of printed authorities, but it

shows independent thought on the matters in-
volved. What it lacks is perhaps familiarity
vsdth the mediseval mental attitude, and even
with its theologv, popular and professional."

-i Sat R 131:54 Ja 15 '21 120w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p602 S

16 '20 40w
"Excuses may be found for the confused

pages on the development of theology in the
early and medieval Church. And at most
these are not important matters in the book
before us. It is sound, sensible, impartial."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p678 O
21 '20 880w

TURGENEV, IVAN SERGIEEVICH. Knock,
2 knock, knock, and other stories. (New lib.

ed) $2 Macmillan 21-20111

The five rather long short stories in this
book make up the seventeenth volume of the
novels of Turgenev, translated by Constance
Garnett. Contents: Knock, knock, knock; The
inn; Lieutenant Yergunov's story; The dog;
The watch.

TURNER, EDWARD RAYMOND. Europe since
1870. $3 Doubleday 940.2 21-14880

The book is based in part on a previous book
by the author, "Europe, 1789-1920." (Book
Review Digest, 1920) but considerable additions
have been made and some portions are entirely
new. It is illustrated with thirty-six maps and
has an appendix and an index.

"Especially useful in its treatment of the
industrial and commercial developments of the
last century with their social and political im-
plications." J: M. Gaus

-I Am Pol Sci R 15:609 N '21 800w
"Ably and interestingly written." S. L. C.

-I- Boston Transcript p4 Ag 27 '21 330w
"The value of the book is further enhanced

by an excellent index."
-1- N Y Times p30 Ag 7 '21 1050w

"This volume is not based on research, nor
can it be considered a new and suggestive dis-
cussion in any essential respect. It is, never-
theless, a valuable and useful work." E. E.
Sperry

1- Am Hist R 27:311 Ja '22 750w
"A very useful volume. The student of poli-

tical science is impressed particularly by the
emphasis upon governmental organization and
developments in the different European coun-
tries, by the author's impartial attitude toward
controversial matters, and by his readable
style."

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:623 N '21 120w
Boston Transcript p6 S 10 '21 430w

"The author has an attractive style, which
is, perhaps, more uniformly lively and pleasing
than that which is exhibited in any compet-
ing work on modern history. The story is ex-
tremely well told. . . In the light of the general
excellence of most of the work, it is to be
hoped that in a second edition one may dis-
cover a rewriting of some twenty or thirty
pages, which reflect the excitement and heigh-
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tened emotions of a period of active warfare
and not the constructive moderation and the
calm reflection and reconsideration whicii must
come to dominate the post-war period if the
'fruits of victory' are to be other than uni-
versal misery and preparation for another con-
flict." H. E. Barnes

H New Repub 29:228 Ja 18 '22 1150w
•'If Doctor Turnsr's style is adapted to the

lower intelligence, and therefore may be
treated somewhat contemptuously by the in-

tellectuals, it is certainly simple and direct.

There is no lack of strength in his matter, no
weakness in his power of selection, and no
attempt at propaganda, whatever may be said
of the almost too great simphcity of his man-
ner." M. F. Egan

J] NY Times pl2 O 16 '21 2250w
Outlook 129:266 O 19 '21 lOOw
R of Rs 64:447 O '21 50w
Wis Lib Bui 17:187 N '21 40w

TURNER, GEORGE KIBBE. White shoulders.
*$2 (3c) Knopf [8s 6d Mills & B.] 21-13415

The story of a southern girl put on the
marriage market by her mother in the frankest
fashion, but Just when it seems that she is

to capture a rich prize, a suspicion of scandal
from her past is revived. The treatment she
then receives from a self-appointed tribunal
of Jealous women brings Cole Hawkins, rich,

dissolute, but warm-hearted, to her defence.
The story of their romance is told by old Judge
Dalrymple, who is in the confidence of both.

one. It is European painting seen from an
aeroplane, and if something is lost from such
an Olympian altitude, something is gained,
too."—Int Studio

Booklist 18:54 N '21

Boston Transcript p6 S 17 '21 430w
"Though the direction the story takes from

the start is impossible, the plot and incident are
so admirably handled that the story cannot fail

to carry the reader away and along with it,

in spite of his more detached Judgment of life."

T: P. Cope
-\ Lit R p8 Ag 27 '21 560w
"George Kibbe Turner may best be described

as an excellent craftsman in the construction
of Action. Whatever literary qualifications he
may have sink into insignificance beside the
fact of his undoubted power in building up a
tale that presents a titillating mystery and
then holds the reader agog until the last un-
looked-for climax sets all right."

-1- N Y Times p22 Ag 21 '21 420w
"Somehow the whole thing just fails to grip."

Sprlngf d Republican plla O 2 '21 550w
— The Times [London] Lit Sup p582 S
8 '21 180w

TURNER, NANCY BYRD. Zodiac Town; the
rhymes of Amos and Ann. il $1.50 Atlantic
monthly 21-19408

"Amos and Ann, two children who don't
want to learn a rhyme, run away from it.

They meet the Journeying Man, who takes
them to Zodiac Town, where they find a de-
lightfully appropriate house for each month
in the year. The black-and-white pictures in
the book are by Winifred Bromhall, an English
artist, and they are very merry and pleasing."
—Lit R

Booklist 18:93 D '21

"A book of clever imagining and tuneful
freshness." M. C. Potter

+ Lit R pl70 N 12 '21 280w

TURNER, PERCY MOORE. Appreciation of
painting, il $3.50 Scribner [15s Selwyn &
B.] 750

"What Mr Turner h^s here attempted in 236
pages is no less than a student's guide to
European painting from Giotto to the futurists,
with chapters on the meaning of art, and on
emotional development, as makeweight. At a
conservative estimate then, he has condensed
at least ten full- sized books into one short

"Undoubtedly illuminating criticisms. . .

He makes no claim to completeness." N. H. D.
-\ Boston Transcript p7 N 12 '21 780w
"Though he certainly 'scorches,' he misses

little of the scenery. He has a sharp, incisive
word for everyone. Particularly is he to be
praised for the pages which he devotes to mod-
ern theories, the impressionists, neo-impres-
sionists, syntheticists, post-impressionists, cu-
bists and futurists. Still sparing of words he
states the various theories in an extremely
lucid manner and says more in a few pages
than most writers express in a book. Above
all, he Jinks the movements together and
shows how one grew naturally out of the
other."

H Int Studio 74:119 N '21 430w
"While embracing the whole range of paint-

ing from the primitives, he is catholic enough
to include and discuss sympathetically the
most modern groups of to-day."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p597 S
15 '21 lOOw

TURPIN, EDNA HENRY LEE. Old mine's
secret, il $1.50 (2y2c) Macmillan 21-18798

The boys and girls of a little southern town
take part in the World war with their war
gardens and their Red cross work. To make
things more exciting, there is a spy who tries
to create prejudice against a secret agent of
the United States, and an old silver mine
which is suddenly found to be workable. The
southern atmosphere of the story is well
brought out.

N Y Times p30 D 11 '21 50w
"An animated tale."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 1 '21

lOOw

TURQUET-MILNES, G. Some modern French
writers. $2.50 McBride 840.4 21-15168

The author calls this collection of essays a
study in Bergsonism. Proceeding upon the
theory that the philosophy of Bergson has been
the most potent influence in the work of many
of the greatest of modern Frenchmen—poets
and novelists as well as writers in the more
strictly scientific fields of thought—the author
proceeds to trace this influence in the writ-
ings of such inen as Maurice Barrfes; Paul
Bourget, Anatole France, Paul Claudel, Jules
Remains, Jean MorSas, Charles P6guy, and
Emile Clermont. There is a bibliography and
an index.

Booklist 18:76 D '21

"Two papers, discussing respectively the
works of Paul Claudel and Charles Peguy,
stand out among the collection. Not even ex-
cessive long-windedness can deny, to the stu-
dies of these signal figures, a vigor and charm."

-i Bookm 54:490 Ja '22 60w
"Is the work of a well-read student of con-

temporary French literature, but it is also a
perfect example of inability to form an in-
dependent judgment." Ernest Boyd— Freeman 4:43 S 21 '21 480w
"The author's style is most unpleasing and

difficult to read, and she is rather led astray
by the obsession of her theme. She has writ-
ten a volume which is entitled to a place in
the library of the forewarned and forearmed
specialist. It will hardly fulfil the promise of
its title so far as the general public is con-
cerned." Ernest Boyd— Lit R p82 O 15 '21 580w

Outlook 129:572 D 7 '21 220w
"A penetrating and many-sided picture of

contemporary French thought."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p8 Ja 12 '22 260w
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TWELVETREES, WALTER NOBLE. Treatise
on reinforced concrete, il ?7.50 Pitman 693.5

21-8646
The book includes tlie new standard notation

of the concrete institute and has a foreword by
E. Fiander Etchells on Standard notation for
engineering formulae. Contents: Origin
and general characteristics; Constitution and
properties of concrete; Forms and properties
of reinforcing steel; Properties of concrete and
steel in combination; Theory of reinforced con-
crete—introductory notes: flexure of beams;
Theory of reinforced concrete—web stresses in
beams: compression and tension members:
members under combined stresses; Formulae for
beams—longitudinal tension and compression
reinforcement—web stresses and web reinforce-
ment: Formulae for compression members

—

concentric loading: eccentric loading; Formulae
for members under combined stresses; Equiv-
alent area; Inertia and bending moments: work-
ing stresses. There is an index of selected ref-
erences, a general index, folding plates and il-
lustrations.

TYLER, JOHN MASON. New stone age In
northern Europe. 11 *$3 Scribner 571.2

21-4576
The author, who is professor emeritus of

biology in Amherst college reconstructs this
account of the life of man in the new stone
age from the records of shell heaps along the
Baltic, stone monuments to the dead scattered
thru northern Europe, temples like Stonehenge,
remnants of lake dwellings, pottery, bones,
weapons, garments, etc. He pictures this far-
off age as a happy, progressive, vigorous time
in which may be recognized "most of the
germs and many of the determinants of our
modern institutions and civilization." The
author says in his preface that while the his-
torian and sociologist may find his book of
value, it was the eager young student of
whom he more often thought while writing it
and its bibliography is prepared especially for
him.

"It has the advantage of having been written
by an able, conscientious, experienced, and well-
read teacher, but has the disadvantage of
dealing with a subject which has not been the
life specialty of the author and in which he is
obliged to depend almo.st wholly on the writings
and opinions of other men. The result is an
excellent book in parts, but one which in-
cludes some of the errors and fallacies of dif-
ferent previous writers, which at times weaken
and modify the author's perspective."

-I Am Hist R 27:94 O '21 1150w
+ Booklist 17:287 My '21

"There is much that is very useful and inter-
esting in this book. We have, however, to
warn the unsophisticated reader that. . . all
the while theories, are set down just as if they
were establishprl fact."

h Cath World 114:543 Ja '22 300w
"Professor Tyler's volume fills a distinct want

in our archaeological literature. A book of this
character, embodying data gathered by a
multitude of workers in many different lands,
could hardly be expected to meet all the re-
quirements of a complete manual. Never-
theless, as a first attempt of its kind by an
American it is to be heartily commended, par-
ticularly for the general reader." N. C. Nel-
son

H Freeman 3:548 Ag 17 '21 900w
"The author .shows in many passages a

quality of understanding and sympathetic
imagination in regard to our Neolithic precur-
sors that is both rare and delightful." H: F.
Osborn

+ Lit R p5 My 28 '21 ]600w
Reviewed by E: Sapir

Nation 113:237 Ag 31 '21 820w
Nation and Ath 29:655 Jl 30 '21 130w

"It is an unpretentious treatment of the
.subject, the several topics being di-scussed
somewhat too discretely, yet this method
seems preferable to the over-systematization

of a premature synthesis. The final third of
the volume contains a good deal of speculative
matter, as well as a sort of confession of faith
by the author. I cannot help feeling that both
might have been advantageously spared so as
to leave more space for topics on which de-
finite and objective statements are possible."
R. H. Lowie

H New Repub 28:223 O 19 '21 360w
New Statesman 17:680 S 24 '21 400w

"He describes it with delightful simpHcity
and clarity and with such zest in all his own
adventures therein that the reader can hardly
fail to appreciate and share his interest."

+ N Y Times pl5 Mr 27 '21 2200w
"Undertakes to present in a plain and

popular way the story of those dull folk, the
earliest cultivators. Professor Tyler has man-
aged out of this unpromising material to con-
struct a tale—one might almost say a romance—that holds the attention from start to finish.
Perhaps it is his biological training that has
endowed him with the art of viewing human
history in its 'grand lines.'

"

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p396 Je
23 '21 750w

u
UDDGREN, GUSTAF. Strlndberg the man; tr.

from the Swedish by Axel Johan Uppvall.
$2 (71/2C) Four seas co. B or 92 21-11059

The author of this volume of biography,
reminiscence and analysis lays claim to in-
timate personal acquaintance with the great
Swedish dramatist. Strindberg's turbulent
life and many-sided career are subjected to
psychoanalysis and several interviews with
the dramatist shed a new light on his per-
sonality.

Booklist 18:48 N '21

Boston Transcript p7 S 10 '21 220w
"Represents a new departure in literary

criticism. It is a study of Strindberg, the
author, based upon an analysis of his uncon-
scious life. It explains successfully many traits
about Strindberg whose sources had been partly
hidden from us, his misanthropy and his later
religious conversion, particularly." Albert Mor-
dell

-f- Lit R plO Jl 2 '21 600w
Reviewed by A. W. Porterfield

Lit R p8 Ag 27 '21 780w

UNDERHILL, EVELYN (MRS STUART
^ MOORE). Essentials of mysticism, and

other essays. *$3 Button 149.3 21-1752

"The essays collected in this volume have
been written during the past eight years. They
deal with various aspects of the subject of
mysticism: the first half-dozen with its general
theory and practice, and special points arising
within it; the rest with its application as seen
in the lives and works of the mystics, from
the pagan Plotinus to the Christian contem-
platives of otir own day. Most of them have
already appeared elsewhere, though all have
been revised and several completely re-written
for the purposes of this book." (Preface) Con-
tents: The essentials of mysticism; The mystic
and the corporate life; Mysticism and the doc-
trine of atonement; The mystic as creative
artist: The education of the spirit; The place
of will, intellect, and feeling in prayer; The
mysticism of Plotinus; Three mediaeval mys-
tics: Mysticism in modern France.

"The book gives an exposition of mysticism
bv one who is both a scholar and a thinker
so that the general reader may understand it.

The style is untechnical, clear and attractive."
F. W. C.

-I- Boston Transcript p5 Ap 30 '21 880w

"It compels admiration for the author's
marvelous familiarity with mystical literature,

her acute sense of spiritual values, rare power
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of subtle analysis and her delightfully graphic
and richly poetic delineations. Yet, the author
seems to lack the dogmatic standard of objec-
tive religious values by which even mysticism
must be measured, unless it be allowed to run
riot and degenerate into extravagant folly."

-\ Cath World 114:101 O '21 300w

"Miss Underbill is the foremost writer on
mysticism in its popular aspect. . . Both parts
Of the book are shot through with intensely
suggestive contributions to the study of human
thinking. But the biographies are more rich

with passages of orientation dear to students
of comparative literature, and they contain far

less watering down to the popular capacity.
These seven chapters comprise the valuable
part of the book." J: B. Wheelwright

+ Lit R p5 Je 25 '21 1400w

4- Spec 126:305 Mr 5 '21 360w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p687 O

21 '20 40w

UNDERWOOD, WILLIAM LYMAN. Wild
2 brother, il $2 (9c) Atlantic monthly 599

21-20891

This is the strange story of a bear cub,
found in the Maine woods near a lumber camp,
when only a few weeks old. To save him from
starvation, the mother of a large family, in-

cluding a baby, nursed him with her baby and
brought him up as a foster brother to her
children. When too big and rough for the
baby to play with he was bought by the author
and kept in his home until Bruno's size n:ade it

advisable to lodge hini in a zoo. The story of
Bruno's pranks is illustrated with numerous
photographs.

UNDSET, SI GRID. Jenny; tr. from the Nor-
wegian bv W. Emme. $2.50 (2c) Knopf

21-18947

The author is one of the most widely read
of the younger Norwegian novelists and this
is the first of her books to be translated into
English. The story opens in Rome, among
a group of Scandinavian art students, follows
them to Norway and back again to Rome. The
story is chiefly concc-rned with the loves of
Jenny Winge, gentle, lovable, weak-willed, lack-
ing in knowledge of herself and tossed be-
tween moods and desires, who begins rather
late to know the love of men and finds each
new experience sadder than the last. The book,
which is pitched in a minor key throughout,
ends in tragedy.

"The downward movement of the story is

swift and terrible. Moreover it cannot be read
without provoking a host of questions, and few
novelists, we know well, possess this arrest-
ing, provocative quality." D. I.i. M.

-I Boston Transcript p5 Ag 27 '21 C80w
Freeman 4:94 O 5 '21 330w

"A readable novel, which, if it does not
answer to the expectations aroused by the
greater Scandinavian authors, is an honorable
recruit to the ranks of popular Action."

+ Lit R pll Jl 2 '21 SOOw
" 'Jenny' is not one of Sigrid Undset's best

books. It is too rigid, too full of fine-spun
agonies. It seems to justify ever co little those
who speak about Norwegian gloom. And yet
there is in it so much aliility to ensnare visual
beauty and so many wise and delicate percep-
tions that one inust hope for translations of
Sigrid Undset's maturer works." Signe Toksvig

\- New Repub 28:165 O .5 '21 350w
"The story is written with a gaunt power

that makes it convincing. Its men and women
enlist strong sympathy from the reader as they
go on their fate-dogged way. . . But if only
somebodv wotild smile now and then!"

^ NY Times p21 Jl 3 '21 920w

UNTERMEYER, JEAN (STARR) (MRS
LOUIS UNTERMEYER). Dreams out of
darkness. ?1.50 Huebsch 811 21-2163t

This is Mrs Louis Untermeyer's second
volume of collected verse. Like the earlier

poems, these are mostly introspective, but the
second volume contains a much larger pro-
portion of rhymed verses than the first.

"The lyrics in 'Dreams out of darkness*
surpass those in Mrs Untermeyer's first book,
'Growing pains.' She has grown. The growth
is made evident in the sincere subjectivity o(
her new work, in the intensity of the new
moods, in the freedom and subtlety of the
new organic rhythms which she uses. . . This
book strikes deep and reaches high. It has
strong roots and brave branches." Marguerite
Wilkinson

-f Bookm 54:383 D '21 180w
" 'Dreams out of darkness' not only fulfills

the promise but betters the achievement of

the earlier 'Growing pains.' . . There is only
one major disappointment in this collection

and that is 'Eve before the tree,' Mrs Unter-
meyer's longest and, in many ways, her most
ambitious poem." L: Untermeyer

-I NY Times p3 N 27 '21 1450w

V
VACHELL, HORACE ANNESLEY. Bfinkers,"

a romance of the preconceived idea. $1.90

(4c) Doran [8s 6d Cassell] 21-17813

The theme is the old one of the young squire
and the pretty serving-maid. Miranda Is the
daughter of Adam Issell, artist and sage, and
keeper of a small shop which young Ralph
Somervell, son of the local magnate, frequented.
Soon after meeting Ralph, Miranda, desiring
not to be a burden to her father in his poverty,
goes into service and becomes parlor maid, in a
nearby vicarage. The legend soon grew up
about her that she was the daughter of a noble
hou.se. a fiction carefully cultivated by Ralph's
friend. Miles Purdie, with the hope of reconcil-

ing Ralph's familv to his marriage with Mir-
anda. But he reckoned without full under-
standing of the force of social prejudice and its

strange workings. Colonel Somervell is in the

end brought around to the marriage but too

late, for Ralph had proved not so valiant in love

as in war, and Miranda in the meantime has
found in .Miles Purdie a lover of firmer fiber.

"The story partakes of all the qualities of an
old-fashioned sentimental romance." E. F.

Edgett
Boston Transcript p4 O 26 '21 lOSOw

Lit R p355 Ja 14 '22 220w

"A delightful tale, well written, abounding
in sprightly and witty dialogue and upon an
unusual theme."

+ N Y Times p26 N 27 '21 70w

"It is easy reading, and many of the scenes

are very entertaining."
+ Spec 127:371 S 17 '21 60w

"A simple, likable little romance, not over-

loaded with thought, and containing no prob-
k'lns, philo^iophical or otherwise "

+ Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21 70w

"Mr Vachell has taken the old theme of the

> oung squire and the pretty servingmaid and
turned it into a delightful comedy that Is en-

tirely his own." ,„^
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p402 Je
23 '21 470w

VACHELL, HORACE ANNESLEY. Fourth
dimension. •$2 (2c) Doran 21-26423

Jessica Yeo got her start in the dramatic
world in some amateur theatricals where a
famous actor happened to be present and
recognized her natural ability. Her rise was
rapid and steady and eventually carried her

to a "lead" in London. In the meantime,
however, she has married Arthur Cherrlngton,

the young dramatist-author of the play In

which she made her first success. The problem
of the book is really the problem of their

married life, for as Jess advances In her pro-

fession, Cherry retrogrrades in his, and they
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VACHELL, HORACE A. —Continued
gradually drift apart. Cherry's serious illness
brings Jess to the necessity for a choice and
she chooses without hesitation the "fourth
dimension"—the side beyond the footlights
which Is not included in the narrow three sides
of the stage, and she feels she will play a
bigger part as Mrs Arthur Cherrington than
she would as Jessica Yeo, leading lady.

Ath p472 O 8 '20 lOOw
"Although not unusual in theme or treat-

ment the characters are likable and the story
moves pleasantly."

4- Booklist 17:30G My '21

"Throughout its placid course the story rings
with truth. Mr Vachell touches life in this
story, a9 in his others, gently, calmly and
humorously, and in 'The fourth dimension' he
has written a shrewd and placidly realistic
chronicle of the world of the stage." E. F. Ed-
gett

+ Boston Transcript p6 Mr 12 '21 llOOw
"It is rather a shame that 'The fourth dimen-

sion' is so well written. The skill revealed
there only serves to conceal the naked banality
of much of Mr Vachell's theme, and his charac-
terization only makes one wish that it had been
done in a better cause. The book is worth
reading, if you can put aside the natural re-
sentment at seeing fine skill used to point
platitudes."

[- Lit R plO Mr 26 '21 300w
"It is a deft story that strikes the reader

as being especially human and applicable to
much that is to be encountered in every-day
life in spheres more familiar than those here
pictured."

-t- Springfd Republican p9a Ap 10 '21 340w
"The story loses a good deal in the telling.

The excellent porridge is adulterated by the
treacle of sentiment and the skimmed milk of
diffuseness; but the book has solid claims to
the attention."

\ The Times [London] Lit Sup p617
S 23 '20 470w

VAN BUREN, EVELYN. Zizi's career. •$1.75
Bobbs 21-1895

"Zizi—a family diminutive of 'Zephyr'—is a
queer young girl belonging to an equally queer
domestic circle, and it is Zizi who tells what
story there is. Her mother is a young and
beautiful woman, in spite of her being the
mother of Zizi and a younger sister known as
'Baby,' and she has gone to Denver to seek
relief for weak lungs. Mama thinks Zizi has
the talent to become a great actress, and in
due course Zizi undergoes training at the
hands of a dramatic teacher called Cripsiano,
and is rehearsed for the part of Cleo in a play
in which Cripsiano himself is to sustain an im-
portant r61e. But Zizi falls short, and at last
Baby appears in the character that was to
have been her sister's, and makes a hit."

—

N Y Times

"Some fresh note she strikes, which redeems
the thinness of plot and lack of power in con-
struction."

-J Boston Transcript p6 My 14 '21 ISOw
"While it would not be possible, by any

lenience of judgment, to call 'Zizi's career' a
good novel, it is fluently told, in a chatty,
trivial fashion, which, as its happenings are
generally painfully trivial too, is not unfitting.
If one cares to read about the thoughts,
opinions and daily commonplace doings of a
very commonplace family, he may find the book

1- N V Times p24 Mr 6 '21 470w
"The author has evidently cared enough for

her characters to let them live a little in her
mind outside of the story, and thus has en-
dowed them with that third dimension that
gives them reality in the mind of the reader."
Marguerite Fellows

H Pub W 99:160 Ja 15 '21 280w

VANCE, LOUIS JOSEPH. Alias the Lone
Wolf. $1.75 Doubleday 21-19395

"The Lone Wolf has earned the enmity of a
group of clever criminals, and to protect him
from them the British Government had forced
him to fiee to France. Whim caused him to
travel in the district of the C6vennes, which
Stevenson has made famous, and the author's
descriptive powers present this region ade-
quately, although they interrupt his breathless
narrative. Under the alias of Andr6 Duchem-
In, the Lone Wolf rescues Mme de Montalais
from an attack of bandits, and after many
narrow escapes he restores to her the jewels
which they had captured."—Lit R
"Joseph Vance has at last found a hero of

whom the public does not get tired. This is
his fourth story of the adventures of 'Michael
Lanyard, alias the Lone Wolf.' "

+ Lit R p240 D 3 '21 130w
"Mr Vance's followers may rest assured that

they will find the present volume as appealing
as its successors."

+ N Y Times. p26 N 27 '21 120w

VANCE, LOUIS JOSEPH. Red masquerade;
being the story of the Lone Wolf's daughter.
il *$1.75 (3c) Doubleday 21-9710

In the first part of the book the love story
of Michael Lanyard, the "Lone Wolf" of former
stories, and Princess Sofia is told, with the
cruelty of Sofia's divorced husband. Prince Vic-
tor, emphasized. The main story, told in part
two, has for its heroine another Sofia, daughter
of Michael and the princess, whose father is
unaware of her existence. The Prince again
appears as the villain. He is now the head of
a band of traitors who are aiming to overthrow
the English government. He has Sofia in his
power, claiming to be her father, and tries to
use her in his fight against Michael, who is
now a secret service aijent of the government.
The contest between the two men is waged
craftily, and, on one side at least, unscrupu-
lously. Sofia's escape and the frustration of
the plotters occur simultaneously in a climax
full of action.

Booklist 18:19 O '21

"Louis Joseph Vance has never written a
better story than this of the 'Red masque-
rade.' " D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p6 Je 25 '21 820w
Lit R pll Ag 20 '21 120w

"The tale moves swiftly, it has plenty of
color and of action, and satisfactorily fulfills Its

mission as a 'thriller.'
"

-I- N Y Times p24 My 29 '21 500w
Springfd Republican p7a Jl 17 '21 lOOw
The Times [ London] Lit Sup p718 N

3 '21 30w

VANDENBERG, ARTHUR HENDRICK.
Greatest American: Alexander Hamilton, il

$2.50 Putnam B or 92 21-18790

The first section of this book is a symposi-
um in which various representative men of
today answer the author's question, "Who is

the greatest American, and why?" The second
section is a study of the life of Alexander
Hamilton presented in justification of the
author's belief that this statesman is the
greatest American.

"An amateurish survey of Hamilton's life

and qualities, couched in the language of con-
ventional eulogy."— Am Hist R 27:363 Ja '22 llOw

"It does not, hov/ever, throw any new light

on Hamilton, but does contain an interesting
collection of opinions of various American
public men regarding Hamilton's place in our
Constitutional and political history."

h Outlook 130:34 Ja 4 '22 220w

VANDEN BERGH, LEONARD JOHN. On the
trail of the pigmies, il $3 McCann 916.7

"The author of this somewhat unusual book
of travel was for nine years, from 1896 to 1905,
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a missionary of tlie Roman Catholic Cliurcli
in Central Africa. Returning to civilization, he
found it difficult to obtain a hearing concern-
ing' many of the customs of the natives of in-
terior Africa. Many of his statements regard-
ing' these matters seemed absurd, although
absolutely true. To prove these assertions
and to obtain photographs whicli could not lie,

Dr Vanden Bergh, in September, 1919, returned
to Central Africa, at the head of an anthropo-
logical expedition under the combined auspices
of the American Museum of Natural History
and of several American universities. He was
accompanied as photographer, by Dr George
Burbank Shattuck, formerly professor of geol-
ogy at Johns Hopkins and Vassar colleges.
Ten years in those tropical wilds, therefore,
has been Dr Vanden Bergh' s experience."

—

Boston Transcript

"The photographic work of the expedition,
reproduced in the volume, is admirable." E.
J. C.

-{- Boston Transcript p4 O 5 '21 6S0w
"The book, as a whole, gives a vivid revela-

tion of Central African life."

-f R of Rsi 64:558 N '21 60w

VAN DOREN, CARL CLINTON. American
novel. $2 (6i/^c) Macmillan 813 21-10973

This book is meant to serve as a chapter
In the history of the American imagination as
exhibited in the progress of native fiction.
Ovtang to the unpartizan and historical char-
acter of the book less space is devoted to
criticism than to exposition and only the
general tendencies of recent fiction are in-
dicated; tlie discussion of the contemporary
novel being reserved for another volume. Con-
tents: The beginnings of fiction; James Feni-
more Cooper; Romances and adventure;
Nathaniel Hawthorne; Blood and tears; How-
ells and realism; Mark Twain; Henry James;
The eighties and their kin; Reaction and
progress; Bibliographical notes; Index.

"Mr Van Doren brings to his taslc as his-
torian an unbiased intelligence, a capacity for
generous yet discriminating appreciation, and
an exceptional gift of expression. Altliough
his worlc is largely expository, it is touched
throughout with imagination, and is almost
always happy in phrasing. . . Of the protago-
nists of the American novel he is a most satis-
fying interpreter. Within the space that he
has set for himself, it is hard to see how ex-
position of their aims or appraisal of their
achievements could be more thorough or ade-
quate. When he approaches the works of
contemporary writers, he is less satisfactory-."
A. S. Pier

Atlantic's Bookshelf D '21 500w
Booklist 18:12 O '21

"If it were not so entertainingly prepared,
one would be inclined to name it a superlative
textbook. I can think of no way to become so
quickly informed in regard to our fictional
background as to read this study of Mr Van
Doren's." J. F.

+ Bookm 54:67 S "21 250w
"Mr Van Doren's story is an old one, but

it has never been so thoroughly and so com-
pactly told. His book is an extremely read-
able and practical addition to the history of
American literature." E. F. Edgett

-I- Boston Transcript p4 Jl 16 '21 1950w
"Allov/ing for some lack of unity in method

and the proper slighting of authors wliose
reputations are not yet established and whose
work is not complete, it must be acknowl-
edged that Mr Van Doren's study faithfully re-
flects the topography of our literature. He
has true insight and scholarly method."

-|- Boston Transcript p7a Ag 14 '21 1250w
"The book is a contribution to a newer and

rather extra-academic criticism, a criticism
best characterized as expert. The bland and
entertaining ease of its ways is not evidence
of superficiality, but of careful skill and un-
doubtedly much arid labor and many dusty
hours in digesting a mass of more or less
discrete matter. The readability, the reason-

ableness of thinking, the steadiness of rend-
ered opinion, the watchful proportioning, the
scrupulous care for the reader's attention are
pleasantly and constantly effective. Every page
is testimony of well-felt prose and considered
opinion. The discussion is freed of the old
dull baggage of platitude and overworn ex-
pression, and couched in newer locutions
fresher of thought." C: K. Trueblood

+ Dial 71:355 S '21 1500w
"His method is simple and so effective that

a long life for this volume as a reference and
text book may safely be predicted." H: S.
Canby

-1- Lit R pll7 O 29 '21 850w
"He is intelligent; he is persuasive; he is

readable; most of all, he is quite remarkably
learned. The general effect of his study of
the novel is that of clear light. It is well-
ordered, it reveals extraordinary knowledge
of its subject, and it is written gracefully
and ingratiatingly. In brief, a sound and
valuable book—and an excellent overture to
the work on living American novelists that is

to follow." H. L. Mencken
-f Nation 113:18 Jl 6 '21 1550w

"Mr Van Doren's tone is throughout admir-
able and his attitude finely critical. The book
is a genuine piece of scholarly criticism, as well
as an interesting and significant chronicle." R.
M. Lovett

+ New Repub 29:106 D 21 '21 2300w
"This is an admirable book, full of judicious

and penetrating criticism, written with distinc-
tion. This history of the American novel can
be confidently recommended to all who are
truly interested in the subject; without any
jocosity, without any colloquialisms, withouc
any paradoxes, the author holds the reader's
attention. He is always serious, and never
dull." W: L. Phelps

-f N Y Times p3 Ag 7 '21 2000w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p701 O

27 '21 60w
"Sincere and interesting critical work, dis-

passionate but alive, modern in its spirit but
never impudent nor merely smart." E. L.
Pearson

+ Weekly R 5:80 Jl 23 '21 70w
Wis Lib Bui 17:186 N '21 60w

VAN DYKE, HENRY. Camp-fires and guide-
posts, il $2 Scribner [8s Gd Hodder & S.]

814 21-7796

Collection of essays, most of them reprints
of a series published in Scribner's Magazine
during 1920-21. Contents: Camp-flres and
guide-posts; A certain insularity of islanders;
A basket of chips; Self, neighbor and com-
pany; Sympathetic antipathies; Publico-mania;
Moving day; Firelight views; Fishing in strange
waters; The pathless profession; A mid-
Pacific pageant; Japonica; Interludes on the
Koto; Suicidal tendencies in democracy; A
bundle of letters; Christmas greens; On saying
good-bye; Fellow-travellers; An old-style
American; Interpreter's bouse; The healing
gift; A traveller from Altruria.

Booklist 17:343 Jl '21

"It is not only for the -winter—it is for all

seasons when a sad or a joyous heart needs
consolation or sympathy." M. F. Egan

-f- N Y Times pll S 11 '21 1750w
"The book is drawn into a unity by the

mellow wisdom and kindliness of its author's
standpoint; he has not many strikingly original
thoughts to offer, but he says well the sensible
things which he has in mind to say."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p630 S
29 '21 llOw

VANHOMRIGH, ESTHER (VANESSA, pseud.).
Vanessa and her correspondence with Jon-
athan Swift; ed. with an introd. by Alex-
ander Martin Freeman. *$2.50 Houghton [7s

6d Selwyn & B.] B or 92 (Eng ed 21-1203S)

"Vanessa (Miss Esther Vanhomrigh) first

met Swift in London in 1708. Their friendship
was of the closest for 15 years until Vanessa
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VANHOMRIGH, B.—Continued
died from the shock of a Quarrel with him.
His life was largely shaped by two Esthers-
one Esther Johnson, whom he married in 1716,

and who is the 'Stella' to whom he wrote so
much, and the other is the less-known Bather
Vanhomrigh, who died in 1723. This Esther he
called 'Vanessa' (a name derived from the first

syllable of her first two names). Her story
is now presented in the correspondence. The
material has not before been printed."—
Springf'd Republican

Reviewed by E. F. Edgett
Boston Transcript p4 Jl 23 '21 1150w

Reviewed by Lawrence Mason
Lit R pi S 10 '21 3500W
Nation and Ath 29:744 Ag 20 '21 880w

Reviewed by J: Macy
New Repub 28:354 N 16 '21 1400w

"We lay down the book with mixed feel-

ings. Is there any profit in this raking over
of ashes, in this painful piecing together of a
miserable story? In the case of this volume
such criticism is hardly justified. Our shrink-
ing should be ascribed to a certain quality in

the letters themselves, and not to the spirit

—

a patient and delicate one—in which the editor
has approached his work."

-I- New Statesman 17:50 Ap 16 '21 1200w

"Mr Freeman's attempts to elucidate the
mystery of the story of Swift and Vanessa lean
very much in Swift's favor, rather more, In-

deed, than the facts warrant."
N Y Times p4 Jl 17 '21 2500w
Springf'd Republican p6 Je 18 '21 120w

Springf'd Republican p6 Ag 24 '21 270w

"It is useless now to suggest that the un-
happy story ought to be left alone. It is one
of the standard subjects of literary gossip;
and there are still serious students of Swift's
life and work who are compelled to consider
the effect upon both of Swift's relations with
women. For the sake of gossipers and students
alike it is well to have things right; and Mr
Freeman's scholarly editing and urbane intro-

duction go a long way towards putting things
right."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup pl91 Mr
24 '21 2050W

VAN LOON, HENDRIK WILLEM. Story of

mankind, il $5 Boni & Liveright 901 21-20552

This book attempts by text and picture to
sketch for children the development of the
human race and to make them "feel history."
The author traces briefly the important steps
in the advance of civilization from prehistoric
times to the present, bringing out clearly the
characteristics of different peoples and the
peculiar quality of civilization in each suc-
cessive period. The book is profusely illus-

trated with the author's own pictures and
maps drawn for children and in accordance with
their own ideas of art. An excellent historical

reading list for children is included.

Booklist 18:125 Ja '22

"The most invigorating, and I venture to

predict, the most influential children's booli

for many years to come." A. C. Moore
+ Bookm 54:468 Ja '22 600w

"A 'key' this volume certainly is; but it is

also the open door to a knowledge of world
events and world figures, of which the smallest
child should not stand in awe. Temptation
there may have been to seek effects somewhat
at the expense of facts in such strongly indivi-
dualistic writing, but there is no evidence
which careful reading discloses to suggest dis-

proportion or the slightest disregard of his-
torical perspective." F. P. H.

-f Boston Transcript p8 D 28 '21 800w
"The book is worth almost all the praise that

It will receive." E. L. Pearson
-I Ind 107:264 D 10 '21 150w
"The people of .the dead past are real human

beings to him. He cares for them only in so
far as he can see them in his mind's eye going

about their business, buying and selling,
cheating, hating, loving, fighting, repenting.
And by virtue of being an artist he con-
trives to let the reader see them thus. The
text has the same kind of value as the illus-

trations; it is a series of pictures for the most
part, oi caricatures, if you like, which do not
so much aim to convey literal information
as to bring into strong relief saUent char-
acteristics." Carl Becker

+ Lit R pl65 N 12 '21 1150w
"A liistory for children which is one of the

most extraordinary books to see the light in
many a day. . . The author has taken the
hardest not the easiest way to his goal, for
he deals primarily with movements and ideas,
not with heroes and picturesque incidents.
Nevertheless, the book reads like a fascinating
story, told by a master story-teller. In spite
of the fact that all human history is told in
about four hundred and fifty pages, there is

no skimming of the surface. 'Did the country
or the person in question produce a new idea
or perform an original act without which the
liistory of the entire human race would have
been different?' This is the author's test in^

the selection of material. . . All through the
book there runs a rich vein of delightful humor
and irony which helps not a little to explain
man and his institutions." J. S. Schapiro

+ Nation 113:759 D 28 '21 1700w
"Mr Van IjOOIi's book inexorably suggests a

comparison witli the recent excursion into
universal history by Mr Wells. . . Fathers and
mothers who sit in silence before the flicker-
ing fire and wonder how best to equip their
children to fight the powers of folly and dark-
ness will find Mr Van Loon a far safer guide
than the English novelist. Mr Van Loon
knows a thousand times more history and
writes with as much taste and more humor.
. . He has written a great boolt, one that will
endure." C: A. Beard

+ New Repub 29:105 D 21 '21 1150w

+ N Y Times p3 D 4 '21 150w
"Altogether a fascinating book, which there

can be no hesitation in recommending both to
children and to the older ones we call grown
up. We shall all be the better for having
followed the pageant of the past as it is un-
rolled by so sure a hand." Austin Hay

-f N Y Times pl4 Ja 8 '22 2850w
"The story is told in lucid and comprehen-

sive but somewhat colloquial fashion, and con-
troversial subjects are not dodged."

+ Outlook 130:34 Ja 4 '22 130w
4- Springf'd Republican p8 N 30 '21 250w

"Those who are acquainted with 'Ancient
man,' published last year, already know the
able and direct way in wliich Dr van Loon
brings vital topics in their proportional value
within the grasp of the child's intelligence."

+ Survey 47:83 O 12 '21 250w

VAN RENSSELAER, MARIANA (GRISWOLD)
(IVIRS SCHUYLER VAN RENSSELAER)
(LYDIA SCHUYLER, pseud.). Many chil-
dren, il $1.50 Atlantic monthly 811

21-17222

Verses written for and about children. Be-
ginning with the most childish, the verses
gradually become more grown-up, along with
the children. The book is charmingly illus-

trated.

"The simplicity and directness of language
and rhytlim, the delightful spontaneity of mood
and feeling, make this a very charming book
of verses to be read to and by children."

-|- Boston Transcript p4 D 24 '21 250w
"The majority of her poems are inspired by

simple and unaffected poetic ideas such .as
might occur to "any boy or girl. The versifica-
tion of these ideas is not always successful."

-\ Lit R pl32 O 29 '21 150w
"There is too much sameness of theme and

treatment. It is a very pleasant and attrac-
tive book, however, and shines with the true
knowledge and love of childhood."

4- — Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21

180w
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VAN VECHTEN. CARL, ed. Lords of the
housetops. *$2.50 (3l^c) Knopf 21-13067

Thirteen cat tales. Contents: The cat. by
Mary E. Wilkins Freeman; Zut, by Guy Wet-
more Carryl; A psychical invasion, by Algernon
Blackwood; The afflictions of an English cat,

by Honors de Balzac; Gipsy, by Booth Tar-
kington; The blue dryad, by G. H. Powell;
Dick Baker's cat, by Mark Twain; The black
cat, by Edgar Allan Poe; Madame Jolicoeur's

cat, by Thomas A. Janvier; A friendly rat, by
W. H. Hudson; Monty's friend, by William
Livingston Alden; The queen's cat, by Peggy
Bacon; Calvin, by Charles Dudley Warner.

Booklist 18:54 N '21

+ Boston Transcript p7 Ag 10 '21 600w

"There can be no question that Mr Van
Vechten will go down in our literary history
as our most eminent authority on cats. His
•Tiger in the house' would nearly give him the
right to this distinction quite apart from the
present anthology. He shows marked famili-
arity with the subject, and he has chosen well.

And best of all, the preface is quite brief and
vivacious and there are no notes."

-I- Lit R pll Ag 20 '21 190w
"This little book with its clever title and its

attractive format should be on the shelves of
every cat lover, and of every one who carts for
a good story well told." Hildegarde Hawthorne

-f N Y Times p22 Ag 28 '21 820w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p5S3 S

8 '21 30w

VAN VORST, IVIARIE. Tradition. $1.90 Small
[8s 6d Mills & B.] 21-16431

"Jessica Tryst lives with her grandfather,
a wealthy lumberman, in the New England
woods from which he has drawn his riches.
. . Her grandfather dies, and it is discovered
that all his money has been lost in speculation.
Worse than that, he owed $5,000 at the end.
So she works as a waitress in a sanatorium
established for the benefit of nervous and
alcoholically sick men. In the end she marries
one of them—for the sake of his money. She
pays off her grandfather's debt and by degrees
becomes a leader in New York society. She
does not care for her husband—who is, indeed
a sorry specimen—and she listens to the tender
suggestions of another man, who is obviously
of much finer quality than the man to whom
she is bound. Later, the war breaks out and
the husband goes to the front. He does not
see his wife for years. Under what circum-
stances he meets her again, and what happens
then are all part of a most absorbing tale."
—N Y Times

Boston Transcript p4 O 5 '21 80w
" 'Tradition' is more than a mere story. It

is the message of a clear-sighted, sympathetic
woman to other women who may have to face
some of the problems which made up the
drama of life for Jessica. And with splendid
force, as well as with the grace of a fascinat-
ing and unusually well-constructed novel, is

this message conveyed."
-t- N Y Times p24 N 13 '21 400w

"The story does not possess the merit or in-
terest of some of :\Iiss Van Vorst's previous
novels."— Springf'd Republican plla D 1 '21

200w
"Life, no doubt, seems full of anomalies; but

there is a limit to the incoherences and in-
consistencies which the novelist's licence can
sanction."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p547

Ag 25 '21 450w

VARESI, GILDA, and BYRNE, DOLLY.
Enter madame; a play in three acts: in-
trod. by Alexander Woollcott. il *$1.75
Putnam 812 21-.'?366

A printed version of a play that has had a
long and successful run in New York, with
Miss Varesi in the title part. It is built about

the personality of a tempestuous and fascinat-
ing opera singer whose servants and son and
husband adore her and wait on her whims. At
the moment of the play the husband has re-
belled. He is tired of following a famous wife
about the earth, and is determined to get a
divorce, marry a womanly woman and settle
down to domesticity. The development shows
amusingly how he is won back to his old al-
legiance.

-|- Cleveland p43 Je '21 50w
Reviewed by Kenneth MacGowan

-f Freeman 3:475 Jl 27 '21 30w
Lit R plO Ja 22 '21 280w
Theatre Arts M 5:170 Ap '21 40w

VAST, HENRI. Little history of the great war.
il *$2 Holt 940.3 20-20075

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"An effort to present in clear but brief out-
line the events of the war and the causes
which produced it. In this effort the author
has scored a very real success. The course
of the military events from August, 1914, to
November, 1918, is set forth graphically, simply,
and clearly: the facts are allowed to speak for
themselves and there is no unnecessary
eloquence." M. W. Tyler

+ Am Hist R 26:582 Ap '21 380w
"If little it is not the dry, well-packed sum-

mary that one might expect. It is full of fire

and swing, French in every line, unblushingly
partisan, clear, well-arranged, and thoroughly
interesting."

+ Grinnell R 16:382 Mr '21 40w

VAUGHAN, JOHN. Music of wild flowers.
*.'i:o Dutton 580

"Many of the botanical papers re-issued
in this volume, dealing with such subjects
as Hampshire yews; The old walls of Win-
chester; The new forest flora; St Aldhelm's
head; Fritillaries, etc. were originally pub-
lished by Canon Vaughan in various periodicals.
A paper on the death-place of Izaak Walton
has been added to the collection." (The Times
[London] Lit Sup) "The title refers simply
to a remark made by Dr Arnold, famous
headmaster of Rugby, when he said to a
friend in reference to music: 'I cannot per-
ceive what to others is a keen source of
pleasure; but on the other hand, there are
many men who cannot enter into the deep
delight with which I look at wood anemones
or wood- sorrel. Wild flowers are my music' "

(Lit R)

+ Ath p328 S 10 '20 620w
"The style is just what one would expect

of a book written in a college close by a
Cajion of Winchester, precise, yet rambhng,
arid, dignified, and gently anecdotal. Persons
immersed in botany strictly as a gentleman's
hobby, rather than as a science, will enjoy
the volume."

+ Lit R plO Mr 5 '21 220w
"An expert and pleasant series of papers."

-I- Sat R 130:221 S 11 '20 310w

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p570 S
2 -20 60w

VEBLEN, THORSTEIN B. Engineers and the
price system. $1.50 (4c) Huebsch 331 21-14785

A series of papers, reprinted from the Dial,

on the present industrial system in America.
The first, on sabotage, shows that the violence
which has attached to the meaning of the word
in American usage is only one of its methods
and not its most usual or most effective. Its

better definition is, the author thinks, "con-
scientious withdrawal of eflTiciency" in which
sense it is practised by employers as well as
by employed. The second paper is on the
captain of industry, as typified by the cor-
poration financier, and latterly by the invest-
ment banker, who with no competent grasp of

the industrial arts has all power in questions
of industrial policy. In the paper entitled "On
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the dangers of a revolutionary overturn," Mr
Veblen discusses the position of the vested
rights of property and privilege in this coun-
try which he believes are still secure against
a popular overturn. Other papers are on "Cap-
tains of finance and the engineers," and on a
"Soviet of technicians."

Booklist 18:72 D '21

"Certain phrases like 'the underlying popula-
tion' and 'Vested Interests' occur too often
and too complacently even for the purposes of
irony. One feels that the thinker has been
swallowed alive by the propagandist."

+ Dial 71:614 N '21 ]20w
"While those who are familiar with the

major part of Mr Veblen's work will find, in
this latest volume, little that has not been
expressed or implied in previous books, they
will also find an attempt to apply the author's
general diagnosis to the current situation in in-
dustrial society; and an attempt to work out
his conclusions into a practical recon.struction-
programme; or at least, to show the possibility
of their being worked out." Lewis Mumford

-f Freeman 4:261 N 23 '21 900w
R of Rs 64:223 Ag '21 60w
Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 60w

VEHEYNE, C, pseud. (ETHEL WILLIAM-
SON). Journal of Henry Bulver. *$1.85 Put-
nam 21-8614

The hero, whose story is presented in the
form of his own journal, was a mad genius,
whose powerful personality brought unhappiness
to all who came in contact with him, yet whom
none seemed able to withstand. He threw over
on the wedding day the girl to whom he was
engaged, ran off, without loving her, with the
wife of his benefactor and soon abandoned
her, married, almost by capture, the woman
whom he really seemed to love and then de-
serted her. Thru all these stormy scenes, he
apparently kept his gaiety and self-possession,
yet could not quite escape from himself and
an accusing conscience, and finally, in haunt-
ing fear of insanity, killed himself, a victim
of his own recklessness.

Reviewed by Vivian Shaw
Dial 71:369 S '21 150w

"It has many technical faults excusable in
a first novel and a general slovenliness of
style. The story, however, goes with a rush,
and the cussing and smashing are done with
a refreshingly naive enthusiasm." V. G.

-] Freeman 3:478 Jl 27 '21 210w
"Miss Veheyne, in her first novel, has been

successful. She has made a figure like a
Rodin statue: strong, grim, almost sickening.
We may wonder why she wanted to do it, how
she could be willing to steep herself in such
intense mental suffering all the time it took
to write the book, but we must admit that
she has done it wonderfully well. Henry Bulver
Is Intensely alive from the first page to the
last." H. V. C. Ogden

-f Lit R plO My 14 '21 900w
"Not more than for two minutes at a time

is Henry Bulver ever an attractive and ap-
peahng figure and he can be defended only
from a thoroughly decadent point of view.
Yet it must be admitted that in spots the
story is clever and that it has some appeal
if only as a challenge to more normal and
healthy ideas."

h Sprlngfd Republican p9a Jl 24 '21 180w
"The genius we have to take on trust and

the irresponsibility is revolting, • but our
sympathies are enlisted. . . There are several
scenes in the book that are none the less na-
tural and convincing for the melodramatic ele-
ment in the character of the chief actor."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p227 Ap
7 '21 580w

VERIVIILYE, KATE (JORDAN) (MRS FRED-
ERICK M. VERM I LYE). Next corner, il
•$2 (2c) Little 21-664

Elsie Maury, romantic and high strung, is
married to Robert Maury, kindly and thought-
full but not romantic. For business reasons
Robert spends several years in Burmah, while
Elsie stays in Paris. There she meets Arturo.
the Marques de Burgos, who makes ardent
Spanish love to her. She is tricked into going
to his country home alone with him, and there
promises to desert her husband for him. Cir-
cumstances bring about Arturo's death before
they can carry out their plan, but not before
she has, in an effort to play fair with her
husband, written and sent a letter to him tell-
ing what she means to do. Arturo's death
sends her back to her husband, who has not
yet received the fatal letter. Her life then
resolves itself into waiting for the appearance
of the letter which will tell Robert all. Come
it finally does, but in a way and with an out-
come which is very different from anything
Elsie has ever anticipated.

"There is deft characterization and a back-
ground of psychological analysis. The book is
exotically flavored, full of atmosphere, move-
ment, color. It is markedly feverish. It holds
the interest from the first page to the last."

+ Bookm 53:177 Ap '21 120w
"Miss Jordan, we think, is the born story

teller who can touch the veriest trifle and
tvirn it out, not a joy forever, but a pleasure
in the moment."

+ Boston Transcript p4 F 16 '21 300w
Cleveland pl8 Mr '21 40w

"A worse fandango of perfervid emotion and
crudely melodramatic situation than are here
combined would be far to seek."— Lit R plO F 12 '21 280w
Reviewed by D. W. Webster

-1 Pub W 98:1886 D 18 '20 160w
Sat R 132:326 S 10 '21 llOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p549 Ag

25 '21 210w

VERMILYE, KATE (JORDAN) (MRS FRED-
ERICK M. VERMILYE). Trouble-the-
house. $1.90 (3V^c) Little 21-20883

The escapades of young Susy Gilvarry at
home and abroad kept her family in a con-
tinual foment and gave her the name of
"Trouble-the-house." Her vitality, her fertile
imagination, her dramatic sense, found plenti-
ful and varied forms of expression and brought
her into frequent disgrace. It was natural
that she should begin early to write and be-
fore long to know the joys of publication. So
great was her power of invention that the
vmimaginative called her a liar, but when the
family finances ran low her gift of romancing
proved a convenient source of income and
saved a bad situation.

"Susy is a surprise and a genuine pleasure..
She is a real person even at eight years old,
and she continues to be a real person if some
of her later experiences lack the charm of
the early ones. Susy deserves a place among
the few real children of fiction who are re-
membered." D. L. M.

-\ Boston Transcript p6 N 26 '21 SSOW
Lit D p58 Ja 28 '22 1450w

"It will prove abundantly entertaining to all

those readers furnished with a humorous ap-
preciation of character, who do not object to
being put off with a brightly colored chromo
in place of the spirited and scrupulously ex-
ecuted portrait in oils which they might have
expected."

H Lit R p266 D 10 '21 250w
"In Kate Jordan's latest story we get a

book that gives us a girl who has never been
a woman, and who lives entirely in her girl

world. No one can read 'Trouble-the-house'
without shouts of laughter." Hildegarde
Hawthorne

+ N Y Times p24 D 25 '21 1050w
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VERNON, HORACE MIDDLETON. Industrial
fatigue and efficiency. $5 Dutton [12s 6d
Routledge] 331.8

"The industrial activities directly associated
with the war afforded exceptional opportunity
for the study of fatigne in workmen and work-
women and its influence on efficiency. Dr
Vernon, who acted as investigator for the In-
dustrial Fatigue Research Board, has in this
book gathered together and digested a great
mass of general statistical information and of
facts relating to specific occupations, the
fruits not only of his own investigation but
also of individual study of the subject in Eng-
land, America and Germany during many
years."—Sat R

"A book which no large employer who de-
sires to get the maximum return from his ex-
penditure on wages and to have healthy and
happy employees, can afford to ignore."

+ Sat R 132:490 O 22 '21 230w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p664 O

13 '21 90w

VIETINGHOFF, JEANNE DE. Understand-
ing of good: thoughts on some of life's
higher issues; tr. by Ethel Ireland Velle-
man; with foreword by Richard King. •$2
(6c) Lane 248 21-1331G

A book of help for the meditative and
religious mind. It discusses with understand-
ing sympathy the conditions, the trials and
joys of the life of the spirit.

"There is a tendency to emphasize the glory
and grandeur of the universe, to the exclu-
sion of the simple human relationships. But
many people will gain strength and faith
through reading it."

1- Boston Transcript p4 S 28 '21 130w
"The author discourses with full and readily

flowing pen and with much charm of style on
the life of the spirit. Her book will not, per-
haps, appeal to those who seek definite solu-
tions of their difficulties and beliefs or de-
tailed practical counsel; but there is no little

wisdom to be gathered from her pages, which
are well suited to hold and to inspire."

-4 The Times [London] Lit Sup p263 Ap
21 '21 sow

VIGNAUD, HENRY. Columbian tradition. •$3
Oxford 970 20-8751

The complete and elaborate title of the book
is "The Columbian tradition on the discovery
of America and of the part played therein by
the astronomer Toscanelli; a memoir addressed
to the Professors Hermann Wagner of the
University of Gottingen and Carlo Errera of
Bologna," It is based on another book by the
same author—"Histoire de la grande entre-
prise de 1492,"—and is an answer to criticisms
of this book by the above-named professors.
The author's argument is that the voyage of
Columbus leading to the discovery of America
had not for its object the discovery of a route
to the East Indies by way of the West and
that certain documents attributed to the
Florentine astronomer Toscanelli, urging Colum-
bus to that course, are not genuine. Con-
tents: Letter to my opponents; The aim of
Columbus in 1492; The documents attributed
to Toscanelli; Appendix—recapitulation of the
controversial points.

"Henry Vignaud has long been known as
one of the most earnest students of matters
pertaining to Columbus and the discovery of
America. He fortifies his theory by an elab-
orate refutation of the objections raised."

+ Boston Transcript p7 Mr 26 '21 250w
"Whatever foreign critics may think of Mr

Vignaud's argumentation, it has met with
serious consideration in the historical depart-
ments of several of our own universities."
Theodore Stanton

+ Nation 112:436 Mr 23 '21 1900w

VILLIERS, BROUGHAIVI, pseud. (FREDERICKJOHN SHAW). England and the new era.
$a Dutton 912.08

"Mr Villiers has established a claim to be
heard as an effective exponent of Liberal and
democratic principles. A 'New era' is drivinghim further along lines of political advance.He wants a complete break with the past, andmoves towards the Labour Party. He favours
a capital levy; but he proposes as a preferable
alternative that the whole of the land of the
country with the whole plant upon it as it was
in 1914 shall be taken over by the State at
the gross valuation recorded in the books or
the Land Valuation Department and the owners
compensated by Government 5 per cent, stock.
Abroad he sees 'an immense decline in the
moral prestige of England,' and he urges that
whatever becomes of the 'Empire of Authority*
we have a unique opportunity among the na-
tions to establish an 'Empire of Influence.' "
—The Times [London] Lit Sup

"His book is cheerfully free from any ref-
erences to authorities. When he writes 'what
is required of the young men and women is anew patrioti.^m, the free spirit of Mr H. G.
Wells in action,' he appears to one reader, at
least, to rival in futility the egregious Canute
talking to the waves." M. B.— Freeman 3:430 Jl 13 '21 lOOw
"Mr Villiers writes especially well. He has

a captivating manner of saying unparliamen-
tary things. He has written a very interest-
ing and vigorous book."

H NY Times pl4 Je 19 '21 ISOOw
"An exceedingly interesting study of the new

nationalism which, in England, is taking the
place of imperialism in politics and social
thought; in other words, England's fight for
self-government."

+ Survey 46:414 Je 18 '21 30w
"It is a book well worth reading over on this

side; for the principles which the author enun-
ciates also apply to the solution of America's
growing imperial and financial problems." B.
L.

+ Survey 47:254 N 12 '21 350w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p687 O

21 '20 170w

VINACKE, HAROLD MONK. Modern consti-
tutional development in China. •$2 Princeton
univ. press 342.5 21-2930

"Presentation, from the standpoint of the
technical political scientist, of the various
formal constitutional changes that have been
put into nominal effect in China since the
issuance in 1898 of the reforming edicts of the
Emperor Kwang Hsu."—Weekly R

Am Pol Sol R 15:313 My '21 30w
Booklist 17:247 Ap '21

"Mr Vinacke's work reveals throughout the
peculiar dilemma of a scholarly mind, divided
between instinctive political idealism and a
conscientious regard for facts."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p52 Ja
27 '21 1150w

"This work has been well done. The various
docurnent=i have been given their historical set-
ting and analyzed with considerable skill."

+ Weekly R 4:321 Ap 6 '21 240w

VINCE, CHARLES. Street of faces: glimpses of
town, il $5 Dutton 914.21

Whimsical, humorous sketches of London
streets, scenes and characters by one who sees
his London with a loving and imaginative eye.
He touches lightly such subjects as The gulls
of Hampstead, Lighted windows, Ashbins of
Piccadilly, London docks, Motor 'bus conductors,
A war office window, Pierre Loti and Kensing-
ton Gardens, Street signs, and The smallest
house in the world. The illustrations are eight
full-page pencil drawings by J. D. M. Harvey
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VINCE, CHARLES—Cow^inMcd
"He catches many aspects of the many

square miles of the great city, and he writes
with an ingratiating sympathy about them all."
E. F. B.

+ Boston Transcript p5 O 5 '21 440w
"An unimportant, but delightful series of

studies of the London Streets. It is to the
lover of London that these slight sketches are
dedicated and he will not fail to find enjoyment
in them."

+ Int Studio 74:184 D '21 200w
"There is no more charmingly printed book

for the holidays than this, and no quainter
sheaf of essays."

+ Lit D p39 D 24 '21 150w
"The book is really a whimsical man's tour

through London, and the stickler for accuracy
would pick holes in it. But then London is a
big place, and one man sees—or hears—what
another misses. London is whatever you find
therein; and if Mr Vince flnds fancies where
Baedeker flnds hotels, and Sir L. Chiozza
Money finds statistics, it does not follow that
he is wrong. The author has a pleasant style
and an eye for the picturesque, which even a
spell of duty in the War Oflace has not sensibly
£Lff6Ct6d "

+'Sat R 130:339 O 23 '20 390w
"Mr Vince has discovered London, and in 'The

street of faces' he has collected twenty-seven
jottings about his discovery. Mr Vince is rich,
we suspect, in the "changed eye'; to him more
often than to most of us come those mornings
and evenings when London is not taken for
granted and unseen, but seen with a changed
and wondering eye that finds magic and mean-
ing in her familiar beauty and ugliness. He has
a pretty humour and a pretty fancy."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p614 S
23 '20 740w

VINOGRADOV, SIR PAVEL GAVRILOVICH.
Outlines of historical jurisprudence, v 1,

Introduction; tribal law. *$8 Oxford 340.9
20-19920

"This is the first instalment of a work that
will expand, it seems, to four or five volumes.
Sir Paul Vinogradoff has felt the want of any
comprehensive survey of legal conceptions in
their origin and growth and has determined
to supply it himself. In the present volume we
have a general introduction dealing with the
relation of law to other sciences and explain-
ing the methods hitherto pursued by different
speculative .schools. The second half of the
volume is entitled 'Tribal law' and opens the
historical exposition proper. Sir Paul Vinograd-
off surveys the origins of the family, of land
tenure, and of the clan."—Lit R

Reviewed by G: E. Howard
Am Hist R 26:749 Jl '21 1400w

"The author displays a knowledge and an
appreciation of psychology, philosophy, and
social science and of the significant changes
going on in those fields of thought, as well
as a profound knowledge of jurisprudence."
W. B. Bodenhafer

-I- Am J Soc 26:783 My '21 330w
Am Pol Scl R 15:312 My '21 70w

-f Ath p42 Ja 14 '21 llOOw
"The book is a contribution of the highest

value to the early history of law. It is marked
not only by wide learning but by the sound
and temperate judgment brought to topics
obscure in themselves and in some measure
darkened by hasty assumptions."

+ Eng Hist R 36:237 Ap '21 llOOw
"No one is better qualified for the task he has

assumed." F: Pollock
+ Lit R p5 Mr 26 '21 720w

Reviewed by Preserved Smith
Nation 113:sup418 O 12 '21 800w

"It cannot be said that the result is worthy
of our expectations. It has its eyes in the
past rather than in the present."— Natlorf and Ath 29:255 My 14 '21 850w

"Our author's own conception of his province
is not as clear as might be desired. His erudi-
tion is great; his lucidity of thought and ex-
pression is less remarkable. We gather much
from him as to the teaching and theories of
foreign writers little known here. His own
position towaids them is not always defined
with sharpness and precision."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p786 D 2
'20 1450W

VIVIAN, ALFRED. Everyday chemistry. 11

•$1.64 Am. bk. 540 20-4830
"The book contains outlines of Inorganic and

organic chemistry briefly and simply presented
with many interesting drawings and 391 ex-
ercises which for the most part may be per-
formed by means of home-made devices, or
in many cases by the use of kitchen utensils.
It emphasizes everyday applications—plant
growth, enzymes, digestion, fermentation, nu-
trition, feeding of farm animals, milk and its
products, food preservation; bleaching, dyeing
and cleaning; insecticides, soils, etc. The book
contains much good reading for the layman.
The author is dean of the college of agricul-
ture of the Ohio State university."— N Y P L
New Tech Bks

-I- Oath World 112:554 Ja '21 60w
-f N Y P L New Tech Bks p54 Jl '20 90w

Pratt pl5 F '21 30w
+ School R 29:76 Ja '21 480w

Springf'd Republican p8 S 30 '21 70w

VIVIAN, E. CHARLES, and MARSH, W.
LOCKWOOD. History of aeronautics, il

$5 Harcourt [30s Collins] 629.1

This is the flrst attempt at a detailed account
of how the aeroplane and the dirigible of to-
day came into being. It is largely a matter of
compilation beginning with the period of legend
and early experimentation and following up the
intervening stages to the present perfected ma-
chines. The book is in four parts: I, The evolu-
tion of the aeroplane; II, 1903-1920: progress In
design (contributed by Lieut. -Col. W. Lock-
wood Marsh; III, Aerostatics; IV, Engine de-
velopment. There is a bibliography and an in-
dex.

New Statesman 17:395 Jl 9 '21 380w
"The authors trace the work of the pioneers

with competence, but the book is attractive
lather than academic, and will never attain the
position of a standard authority."— Sat R 131:506 Je 18 '21 1050w

V0JN0V16, LUJO, conte. Dalmatia and the
Jugoslav njovement; with a preface by Sir
Arthur Evans. *$3 Scribner 943.69 20-10517

"This book, by the hand of a native Dalma-
tian, was written singly and solely to the end
of proving that for upwards of a thousand years
Dalmatia has been essentially and overwhelm-
ingly a land of Slavs. The much contested
Fiume, as not technically included in Dalmatia,
is not considered in this book. In the main,
the Author appeals to history, unfolding a pic-
ture of the racial and political vicissitudes of
Dalmatia since the days of the lUyrians. More
than half of his material is devoted to the na-
tionalist movement of the nineteenth century,
during which time Dalmatia was a province
under Hapsburg rule and came into its Jugo-
slav consciousness."—Am Hist R

Reviewed by Ferdinand Schevill
^ Am Hist R 26:521 Ap '21 490w
"Count Louis Voinovitch possesses a wide

knowledge of the literature of his native land.
Pie also marshals many of the little-known epi-
sodes of Dalmatian and southern Slav history
in orderly array. It is indeed a pity that In the
present translation of his book the author has
not been able to bring his history up to date."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p447 Jl 15
'20 880w
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VORONOFF, SERGE. Life; a study of the
means of restoring vital energy and pro-
long-ing life. $3 Dutton 612. r.8 20-18317

In his researches for the causes of natural
(physiologrical) death the author has come to
the conclusion that the failing of energy at a
certain age is due to glandular deterioration
and that the vitality of the tissues can be
stimulated and the limits of human lives ex-
tended by the grafting of young glands in
the place of old and enfeebled ones. Besides
indicating the revolutionary effects on the
future of medicine and the longevity of man to
be expected from glandular therapeutics and
.surgery, the book records what has already
been accomplished by laboratory experiments.
The translation from the French is by Evelyn
Bostwick ^'oronoff.

the book is its extensive and elaborate survey
of the old inns, coffee houses, chop houses, and
similar places of entertainment in and around
London."—Lit R

"From the very outset the development of
his theory is unconvincing. Because of grave
weaknesses in the presentation of the subject,
one naturally accepts the results of Dr Voro-
noff's experimental researches with reserve and
circumspection, and awaits their confirmation
by methods of greater exactitude." E. P. B.— Freeman 3:285 Je 1 '21 220w

Lit R rlO D 4 '20 1050w
"The book is broad in conception, but ex-

ceedingly narrow in execution, because of
failure to give credit where credit is due. As
for the vital facts of the effects of sex-gland
transplantation named in Voronoff's book, these
can be found in Lydston's volume of 1917."
Van Buren Thorne

1- N Y Times p3 N 7 '20 2900w
"The physiological part of Dr Voronoff's book

is more important than the suggested human
therapeutics."

f- Springf'd. Republican p9a N 14 '20

160w
Reviewed by Bernard Glueck

Survey 46:652 S 1 '21 140w

VORSE, MARY MARVIN (HEATON). Men
and steel, pa ?1 (3c) Boni & Liveright
331.89 21-6523

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Mrs Vorse went to see steel, and that is what
she saw, the whole gigantic process accepted as
a fact. Always she sees the men in little,

dwarfed by the thing they serve. Always she
sees them humanly. Nowhere is there any at-
tempt to corner our sympathy for the steel
workers as such, no abuse of steel owners, no
discoverable bias; nothing in fact, but the
steady, delicate stroke on stroke of a woman's
seeing." Mary Austin

-f Bookm 53:82 Mr '21 1050w
Cath World 114:121 O '21 lOOw

"The story of steel lends itself to bitterness,
yet this book is not bitter. An account of the
steel strike might well become mere propaganda,
yet the book never sinks into the tract. It is
the unadorned story of the steel towns, the steel
mills, the men and their machines." H. F. F.

+ Grinnell R 16:425 My '21 360w
"It is frankly not a judicial but an advocate's

view of the economic questions involved. But
it is alive with sincere sympathy and graphic
accounts of things seen and people talked with."

-f Outlook 127:432 Mr 16 '21 130w
Springf'd Republican pl3a My 1 '21 290w

+ Wis Lib Bui 17:72 Ap '21 50w

w
WAGNER, LEOPOLD. New book about Lon-

don. $4 Dutton [10s 6d Allen & U.l 914.21
21-12379

"As the title indicates the author of this book
is confident that what he has to tell of London
will not be found in the ordinarj' guide or work
of reference. The most remarkable feature of

"In the main the claim is justified that 'with
very, very few exceptions' the author has
broken new ground. Mr Wagner's familiarity
with all sorts of resorts, remains of old build-
ings, sites of famous institutions and so forth,
is amazing."

+ Lit R pl2 Je 18 '21 270w
"Mr Wagrner's book is full of interesting de-

tails about old London."
+ New Statesman 17:54 Ap 16 '21 llOw

"It is all on the same good-natured level,
and all in the same tone. There is scant men-
tal play, and the book is put together on a
scarcely recognizable plan, topographical or
chronological. It is much like unplanned sight-
seeing over-indulged in, and the reader is apt
to suffer the same fatigue. It would take a
strong antiquarian to assimilate all of it."— NY Times p28 Ag 21 '21 450w

-\ Sat R 132:17 Jl 2 '21 980w

WALDO, HAROLD. Stash of the marsh coun-
try. *$2 (3c) Doran 21-9516

The marsh country of the title is the region
round Detroit and the Great Lakes where
Poles and Bohemians have settled in numbers.
Stashlaf Plazarski, or Stash is one of the
ambitious Polish boys who wants to get ahead,
and it is his story that is told. He follows
various occupations, becoming in turn printer,
violinist, actor, reporter, playwright, miner.
Yet, as lie looks back on his life from an
army training camp, he feels that he has failed—"failed in loyal return to his friends. . .

And his disloyalty had not only betrayed him-
self, but it had brought tragedy to others. . .

Looking back now, he saw so clearly how
these could have been averted."

Booklist 18:54 N '21

"The Polish names, words and dialect make
a prickly and difficult style to read, but the
novel is evidently written with an intimate
knowledge of the Middle "West and an under-
standing of the newly arrived Polish country-
inen."

-\ Boston Transcript p6 Jl 9 '21 240w
Dial 72:215 F '22 150w

"A difficult and pointillistic style obscures the
excellent qualities of this novel. The qualities
of his novel are more Slavic than American. It
has the cruelty, the ecstatic sordidness, and the
beauty that one associates with Maxim Gorky."

-I Lit R pll Je 11 '21 200w
"The story is an enthralling one, but it is told

in a curious staccato method that makes its

reading something of a trial. The dialect, too,
is trying in the long run. But the book is worth
reading because of its extraordinary livingness,
its sincerity and its knowledge of the people it

describes." Hildpgarde Hawthorne
-f — N Y Times p27 Jl 17 '21 290w
"Brilliance is its merit and its defect. The

style, both elliptic and exuberant, allures and
repels. The method is episodic and almost
studiedly formless." H. W. Boynton

-\ Weekly R 5:257 S 17 '21 380w

WALKER, A. H., and WALKER, HORACE.
Conjuring tricks, il *$2 Dutton 791

"The authors describe, usually with diagram
of the apparatus, the conventional tricks and
some new ones with handkerchiefs, flags, coins,

cards, balls, eggs, cigarettes and candles, be-
sides a number of thought reading devices and
miscellaneous tricks."—Springf'd Republican

"A reliable guide to magic for the beginner.
More advanced magicians will be interested in

the explanations of several original and ex-

clusive tricks not heretofore described."

-I- Lit R pll Mr 12 '21 40w
Springf'd Republican p6 Je 7 '21 130w
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WALKLEY, ARTHUR BINGHAM. Pastiche
= and prejudice. $3 Knopf [7s 6d Heinemann]

S24

"Reprints from the London Times, a score of
essays upon dramatic and literary subjects, all

done with a light touch."—Ind

"To find, in a series of pastiches and occa-
sional pieces reprinted from a daily paper, a
discussion of the teclmique of Henry James as
lucid, intelligent, and illuminating as the same
discussion in Dr Percy Lubbock's 'Craft of fic-

tion,' is a little startling. It makes you wish
that Mr Walkley would not have published in
1921 certain papers on the cinema which must
have been written in 1900," and would have
omitted the laboriously ingenious series of
pastiches." Gilbert Seldes

h Dial 72:95 Ja '22 80w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:166 N 12 '21 90w
Reviewed by Ernest Boyd

+ Lit R p367 Ja 21 '22 820w
Nation and Ath 30:18 O 1 '21 1200w

"Mr "Walkley is always brisk, alert and quip-
pish. He is not only a clever man and a culti-
vated man, but also a man of discernment with
a healthy distaste for humbug." Brander Mat-
thews

+ N Y Times p2 Ja 22 '22 llOOw
"Mr Walkley is a genial writer. He is genial

to the point of good humor where mere good
temper merges into a philosophy of life. Even
his faults are amiable ones. He obviously suf-
fers bad plays too gladly, for example. But it

is largely due to this pleasant tone that his
essays lose so little by reprinting."

H Spec 127:468 O 8 '21 300w
"The final impression Mr Walkley leaves on

his reader is of urbanity. His is the mind of
a man richly endowed with knowledge and wit.
These essays reveal very clearly why it is that
he is unshakeably supreme among dramatic
critics, because his wit and style are firmly
rooted in thought and knowledge."

-t- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 N 5 '21 600w
(Reprinted from London Observer)
Theatre Arts M 6:80 Ja '22 380w

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p609 S 22
'21 1300w

WALLACE, EDGAR. Daffodil murder. *$1.90
(21/20 Small 21-1520

A rich man is found murdered in a park
in London, with a woman's silk night-dress
wound around his body and several women's
handkerchiefs stuffed within to stop the bleed-
ing. On his breast lay a bunch of daffodils.
The chief suspects are a young girl to wliom
Lyne, the victim, had made insulting proposals,
and the chief manager of the Lyne stores,
known to have been under suspicion of rob-
bing his employer. An English detective just
hack from China, where he has made a won-
derful reputation, is put on the case. Through-
out the story tiie mystery deepens and broad-
ens. The shrewd detective, hitherto impervious
to feniinine charms falls in love with the girl
he is supposed to hunt down, and not until the
very end does a death-bed confession disclose
the real murderer in an entirely unsuspected
person.

"The narrative moves with rapidity, and,
despite its numerous and frequently unneces-
sary complications, presents an orderly pro-
gression of incidents. Throughout it sustains
suspense, and the solution of its problem is
unexpected—more unexpected, in fact, than in-
genious."

-^ Lit R plO P 19 '21 90w
"One thing Mr Wallace knows, and that is

how to build a thriller. From the point of
view of good workmanship it is not as en-
grossing a book as some other detective stories
that have appeared this season."

-j NY Times p22 Mr 6 '21 680w
"Interest is well kept up throughout."

-f Spec 125:781 D 11 '20 30w

"His special gifts have no scope in this
sort of thing, which he does not manage well.
Even an exciting mystery plot should observe
some appearance of probability."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p637 S 30

'20 90w

WALLAS, GRAHAM, Our social heritage.
$3.75 Yale univ. press [12s 6d Allen & U.]
301 21-8787

"The most distinguished contributor to the
new science of the study of government is
Mr Graham Wallas of the London School of
Economics and Political Science. His studies
have been published in three volumes—'Human
nature in politics,' 1908; 'The great society,'
1914, and now 'Our social heritage.' In this
book politics is analyzed as a force shaped in
part by the influence of individual heredity,
and in part by that of an inherited environ-
ment. No man, whatever may be his 'natural'
qualities, acts as a free and independent agent
in society. He finds himself confronted with
a thousand conditions which had already taken
clear shape and assumed firm authority be-
fore he entered upon the scene. His course of
action must be laid with reference to the
physical, mental, and moral states by which
he is surrounded."—Lit R

"Suggestive and timely work. While his
argimients are not necessarily conclusive and
convincing, they offer a challenge to exponents
of vocationalism which can scarcely be ignored.
It is probably as progressive and constructive
a work as one can look for within the camp
of liberal orthodoxy in social and political
theory." H. E. Barnes

+ Am Pol Sol R 15:443 Ag '21 800w
Booklist 17:333 Jl '21

"Three books constitute the essence of
Grahani Wallas's contribution . . . the present
volume. 'Our social heritage," is the maturest
and wisest of them all, if not the most original
and striking. Of very few books indeed, and
of a mere handful of sets of books by a single
man, can the cliche, that not to read them is

to remain not fully educated, be applied with
any measure of justness. It is a criterion of
the suppleness and integrity of Mr Wallas's
mind that in this instance such judgment can
fearlessly be given." H. E. Stearns

+ Bookm 53:454 Jl '21 1300w
"He puts a fundamental problem with great

artistry—indeed one feels at times that a classic
literary excellence has been achieved at the
sacrifice of .sharpness and brevity of argu-
ment. But the book repays reading, even if

the admiring student of Mr Wallas' contribu-
tion to modern thought teels that his earlier
work was more significant." Ordway Tead

H Dial 70:705 Je '21 1650w
Reviewed by G. B. King

Freeman 3:550 Ag 17 '21 2500w
"No one who has a serious interest in the

extremely delicate and complicated undertak-
incT which modern government has become can
afford to neglect Mr Wallas's latest volume.
It is an acute and informed treatment of some
of the fundamental factors in the interaction
of politics and society." AUeyne Ireland

4- Lit R p2 My 21 '21 1250w
Reviewed by J. A. Hobson

Nation 113:322 S 21 '21 1750w
Nation and Ath 29:60 Ap 9 '21 2350w

"In spite of much up-to-the-minute psycho-
logism. and the garnering of the American
laboratories and the British closets, Mr Wal-
las's conception of human nature and human
institutions remains for all practical purposes
static." H. M. Kallen— New Repub 26:358 My 18 '21 4300w
"Mr Wallas aproaches the modern world and

its problems on many sides, and, if he is a
keen and bright-eyed critic rather than a
constitution-maker of Utopia, his work has not
the less constructive value on that account.
His book should help to bring doctrinaires and
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doubters alike back to ploughing the rich fields
of human nature instead of the fruitless sands."
Robert Lynd

+ New Statesman 17:78 Ap 23 '21 ISOOw
"Professor Wallas says many uncomfortable

things and, in particular, underrates the good
work done by British officials in India and the
dependencies. But, as we have said, he is a
critic who stimulates his readers to think for
themselves."

H Spec 126:718 Je 4 '21 800w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 My 21 '21 60w

" 'Our social heritage' is really helpful and
stimulating because of its analyses, its criti-
cisms and its appraisals of our educational
processes and our administrative devices. It

is not successful in leaving any coherent con-
structive program in the mind of the reader, nor
does it aspire to do so." J: M. Gaus

H Springf d Republican p9a Je 26 '21 880w
Survey 46:315 Je 4 '21 30w

"His closing chapter on the church will offend
those who believe in sacramental religion, but
his study of the effect of the growth of 'sacra-
mental guild feeling' is instructive, and no one
can object to his main plea, which is for a 'per-
sonal effort of clear thought and frank speech
on religious questions.' " E: T. Devine

+ Survey 46:477 Jl 2 '21 450w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p231 Ap 7

'21 SOW
"He is so obviously a seeker after truth,

actuated by a constant desire to be fair, and
withal strong in the experience of lite, which
is so much more valuable than that of books,
that disagreement with him is apt to be more
stimulating than the passive assent one gives to
the ordinary professorial treatise on the sub-
ject of society."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p252 Ap
21 '21 2300w

WALPOLE, HUGH SEYMOUR. Thirteen
travellers. $2 (3c) Doran [8s 6d Hutchinson]

21-15428

The thirteen travellers are London folk of
various types and social levels whose stories,
separately told, are linked by their connection
as tenants, or in the service of, Horton's, an
admirably managed block of service flats in
Duke street, back of Piccadilly. We see the
thirteen recovering from the impact of the war
and adjusting themselves to the conditions of a
new world. The process killed Absalom Jay,
who 'was very smart in ante-bellum days and
a well-known figure in London society;
liberated Fanny Close, portress at Hortons;
drove the Hon. Clive Forby to house painting
for a living; made Mrs Nix, wife of the
manager, a new and self-assertive woman; and
variously affected other tenants in Duke street,
No. 42.

"Very vividly and truthfully, more as a biog-
rapher than as a novelist, Mr Walpole makes
us know each one of the thirteen human units
linked together by the external circumstance of
being inhabitants of the same apartment
house. Most of this unlucky number of flat-
dwellers are definitely real people, who either
gallantly overcame, or were ignominiously
crushed by, the almost insuperable difficulties
that beset the paths of bewildered travelers
starting on the perilous journey into a new
world on November 11, 1918." A. L. Grant

+ Atlantic's Bookshelf D '21 400w
Booklist 18:54 N '21

"In accordance with the traditions of the
popular flctioneers Mr Walpole solves these
problems. Needless to say, it was not for such
inventions that Henry James singled out Hugh
Walpole in a famous essay on the younger
English novelists." Ernest Bovd— Bookm 54:161 O '21 2'60vv

"Seldom has a summary of London life and
character at a critical period been given such
vitality in fiction as in these short stories."
E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p6 S 14 '21 1150w

"It is all a dreary make-believe of any life,
and if it were not for the fact that Main Street
will probably think it an authentic account of
London To-day and lap it up, there is no harm
in it." Robert Herrick

f- Lit R p65 O 8 '21 800w
"The best of his stories. Absalom Jay, Fanny

Close, Lucy Moon, and Mr Nix, are models of
effective portraiture through action and sufCer-

+ Nation 113:625 N 30 '21 250w
Reviewed by J. M. Murry

Nation and Ath 29:584 Jl 16 '21 1800w
"The stories are exquistely told. There is an

extraordinary actuality, vividness, in each
story. It lives; it is. While you read it you are a
part of it." Hildegarde Hawthorne

+ N Y Times p22 S 4 '21 1250w
"Some of the resulting stories are touching,

some bracing, some a little horrible. That
they are well written is assured by their
authorship."

-i Outlook 129:230 O 12 '21 60w
"Will delight the large public which reads Mr

Walpole' s novels."
+ Sat R 132:150 Jl 30 '21 900w

"The stories make pleasant reading. For this
nicety we forgive the lapses into the sentimental
or the sensational and the slightly defective
workmanship which are the drawbacks to the
collection."

-I Spec 126:178 Ag 6 '21 400w
"Mr Walpole's working with symbols has

never been better illustrated."
4- Springf'd Republican pl3a N 13 '21

750w
"Nowhere is there gusto; at the most we find

a kind of null and flaccid benevolence."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p438 Jl 7
'21 250w

"An entertaining book." H. W. Boynton
+ Weekly R 5:280 S 24 '21 620w

Wis Lib Bui 17:211 D '21 40w

WALPOLE, HUGH SEYMOUR. Young en-
chanted. $2 Doran [7s 6d Macmillan]

21-27485

This is the story of Henry and Millicent
Trenchard, who look out upon the world with
fresh young eyes full of imagination and a
zest for life. Henry, with a poet's soul, falls

in love at first sight with a girl and, since
she does not respond, deems himself happy
when he can rescue her from a wicked mother
and hand her over safely to an uncle from
Denmark. Millicent, as secretary to a newly
rich, warm-hearted, but foolish woman, has
a lomantic love affair with a man who proves
himself unworthy, tears herself loose with
much heartache, and finds consolation with
Peter Westcott, Henry's tried friend and her
own.

"Mr Walpole succeeds in the neat trick of
momentarily palming off a modern fairyland of
his o^Ti invention as our dear prosaic old nor-
mal world. At his last page you look up to
blink and rub your eyes; for the sober verity
of three hours ago has become, of a sudden, as
altogether strange as a comfortable and
familiar house to which you have returned
after a long journey." Wilson FoUett

-I- Atlantic's Bookshelf Ja '22 350w
Booklist 18:123 Ja '22

Bookm 54:588 F '22 140w
"In 'The young enchanted'. Mr Walpole has

written a novel filled with thwarted purposes.
In fragmentary portions, it is excellent; as a
whole it repeats an old, old story to which
little new is added." E. F. Edgett

f-
Boston Transcript p6 N 26 '21 1350w

"Mr Walpole may find the rose-hued glasses
restful to the eyes, but one wishes that—like

the pince-nez of his hero—they had been
knocked off."— Dial 72:216 F '22 40w
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WALPOLE, HUGH SEYMOUR —Continued
"I recall no earlier story in which Mr Wal-

pole has so obviously put things into the
mouths of his people that do not recognizably
belong there." H. W. Boynton— Ind 108:18 .Ta 7 '22 450w

Lit D p50 Ja 28 '22 IGOOw
"It is a book into which you pass as through

a door, the life within it becoming part of your
own life, the persons within it becomng part
of you, becoming your frends. It is, truly, an
enchanting book." Hildogarde Hawthorne

+ N Y Times pl2 D 18 '21 1150w
Reviewed by Hildegarde Hawthorne

Pub W 100:19 D 17 '21 720w
"There are good passages in 'The young en-

chanted'; it could scarcely be otherwise
with an author of Mr Walpole's gifts. But it

is, on the whole, a disappointing book, and
unjustifiably long for its material."

(- Sat R 132:622 N 26 '21 230w
Spec 127:674 N 19 "21 250w
Sprlngf'd Republican plSa Ja 22 '22

580w
"To live, say Mr Walpole's young enchanted,

is an awfully big adventure—never bigger, say
they and their elders alike than now, when
the world has fallen to pieces and must be put
together again on a new pattern. . . "We
cannot but welcome a novel which puts thia
point of view as 'The young enchanted' does—even though it may not show Mr Walpole
n ^ his best *'

4 The Times [London] Lit Sup p731 N
10 '21 900w

WALSH, JOHN HENRY. Glenwood of Ship-
bay. $2 (2i^c) Macmillan 21-17194

"The hero is a Maine shipbuilder, eccentric,
forceful, and given to the emission of senten-
tious remarks something in the manner of
Pudd'nhead Wilson, though they are not always
bull's-eyes. His career is followed from boy-
hood, throug:h various adventures in business,
in love affairs, and politics, to a spectacular
success."—Lit R

"Mr Walsh has a story to tell and he has
much insight and understanding of character,
but his manner of telling it is unfortunate. It
lacks fluency and is jerky to the point of mak-
ing it hard reading. His plot is messy with
detail; far too much is crowded upon a can-
vas too small to hold it. . . The vigor of
the author's character drawing goes far to
atone for his exasperating manner."

H Lit R pl53 N -> '21 llOw
"The plot is well-fashioned and rises to a

number of fine scenes."
+ N Y Times pl2 D 11 '21 50w

"The novel is deliberately leisurely; it
diverges here and there and everywhere to tell
us a little about people who have not much to
do with the story, but always in a clever and
amusing way; it is made up of episodes rather
than built around a dramatic situation, yet be-
fore we are through we find an odd and moving
situation." R. D. Townsend

-{- Outlook 130:33 .Ja 4 '22 130w

WALTERS, L. D'O., comp. Irish poets of to-
day. $3 Dutton [8s 6d Unwin] 821.08

Among the poets represented in the anthology
of Irish verse are A. E., Padraic Colum, James
H. Cousins, Darrell Figgis, Padric Gregory,
Douglas Hyde, Lionel Johnson, Francis Led-
widge, Shane Leslie, W. M. Letts, Patrick Mac-
Gill, James Stephens, Herbert Trench, Kather-
ine Tynan and W. B. Yeats.

"May interest readers knowing little of con-
temporary Irish verse; to others it must be a
disappointment. Superficial, it masquerades un-
der a misleading title."— Lit R p44 S 21 '21 410w

"It is bad because it is based on no discover-
able principle. She has not sought quality.
for she has. admitted commonplace verse and
made an indifferent choice from her g-ood

poets. AS it stands we cannot accept it as
a fair index to the range or quality of contem-
porary Ii-ish poetry." Michael Gahan— Nation and Ath 20:861 S 17 '21 1150\v

"An anthology, with poetry of far higher
quality could have been compiled, but it could
only be made by one who had read the pages
of the many little-read journals which appear
and disappear."

1- Sat R 132:87 Jl 16 '21 9G0w

WALTON, SEYMOUR, and FINNEY, H. A.
Mathematics of accounting and finance. $4
Ronald 657 21-16653

A manual of business calculation, for use in
connection with the problems which con-
tinually arise in the course of business. The
earlier chapters explain in considerable detail
a number of short processes and practical sug-
gestions that may be applied to routine com-
putations of any sort, particular attention be-
ing given to the matter of adequate checks
upon calculations. The central portion of the
book treats of the special applications of
arithmetical principles and short methods to
the problems of individual lines of business.
In the later chapters explanations are given
in simple terms, of logarithmic and actuarial
methods in solving business problems relating
to compound interest inve.stments, annuities,
bond discount and premium, effective bond
rates, leaseholds and depreciation.

"An excellent manual of business calcula-
tion, for use in connection with the problems
which continually arise in the course of busi-
ness as conducted to-day."

+ Lit R pl06 O 22 '21 50w

WARD, STEPHEN. Ways of life; a study in
ethics. *$3.25 Oxford 171 21-245

"After a section in which the functional view
of thought is upheld. Mr Ward devotes him-
self assiduously to his argument that ideal
morality is impossible because of the limitations
imposed by the circumstances of life on man's
free choice. 'Morality considers only the good,
the perfect, the unqualified.' The world cannot
be made to sritisfy moral aspirations. Morality
begins, Mr Ward seems to say, when we
recognize that life cannot be constituted on a
moral basis."—Sprlngf'd Republican

"More than once in reading this attractive
little book have we been visited by the suspi-
cion that Mr Ward is a very delicate and
subtle ironist. This may be merely a tribute to
his originality, or it may be an indication of a
disagreement so profound as to make it difficult
for us to suppose that Mr Ward was com-
pletely serious."

H Ath p766 Je 11 '20 1150w
Sprlngf'd Republican p9a O 24 '20 220w

"A brilliant, subtle and provocative treatise
in ethical theory."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plO Ap 15 '21

470w

WARDLAW, CHARLES DIGBY, and MORRI-
SON, WHITELAW REID, Basket ball; a
handbook for coaches and players, il $2
Scribner 797 21-7193

Calling attention in their preface to the lack
of articles and books on basketball, the authors
of this volume have attempted "to analyze the
game scientifically and to present the material
in a logical way." The subject is presented
under the chapter headings: How the game is

played; Handling the ball; Shooting; Handling
of the body; Positions; Offense; Defense; The
hygiene of training; Special training for play;
Administration. The authors are both instruc-
tors in athletics. An introduction is provided
by .Jesse Feiring Williams, associate professor
of physical education. Teachers' college, Colum-
bia university. The book is abundantly illus-

trated with pictui-es and diagrams.

Booklist 17:340 Jl '21
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"As a whole the book is the most complete
treatise on the sport that has yet been writ-
ten."

+ Lit R pl2 My 14 '21 160w

WARNER, FRANCES LESTER. Pilgrim trails.
il $1.75 (5cj Atlantic monthly press 917.44

21-1117(J

The first chapter of this little "Plymouth-to-
Provincetown sketchbook" is devoted to Ply-
mouth, the second to the John Alden and the
Myles Standish house in Duxbury, the third to
Edward Winslow's "Great lot," now the town
of Marshfield, the fourth to Cape Cod and its
houses. The book is illustrated with drawings
by E. Scott White.

4- Boston Transcript p4 Je 22 '21 700w
-f Lit R pl4 Je 25 "21 60w

"It is light and slight, and intended to be
both. It is neither weighted down with his-
torical data nor copious notes. It is what it

claims to be—a Plymouth to Provincetown
sketch book."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a S 11 '21 260w

WARNER, FRANCES LESTER, and WAR-
NER, GERTRUDE. Life's minor collisions.
$1.50 (10c) Houghton 814

Some of the well-known and inevitable
sources of irritation in families are here dis-
cussed with humor and understanding. Some
of these small but no less violent irritants,
sure always to bring results are "differences
in tempo" among the members of a family,
advice offered during a telephone conversation,
indulgence in bossing, coaching the carver at
table, exhortations by the healthy to the sick.
The comforting opinion offered by the authors
Is that these minor collisions are hurtful only
when they are treated as major issues and
that if not given a disproportionate importance
they may even have a great deal of humorous
charm.

Booklist 18:112 Ja '22

"The essays are light, unassuming, unim-
portant, mildly humorous, and not at all witty.
The Misses Warner make it plain in their
book that they are very nice people, too wise
to take themselves seriously, too intelligent to
think life funny."

h Lit R p234 D 3 '21 120w
"The book should be read aloud, and to a

member of one's own family, to bring out its
most potent appeal; for th^n comes the de-
lighted recognition of its universal application.
. . One is likely to close this book with a
quiet chuckle of pleasure."

-f- Springf'd Republican pl3a D 4 '21 410w

WARRACK, JOHN. Domestic life in Scotland,
1488-1688. (Rhind lectures in archeology,
1919-20) il $3 Dutton 914.1

In this sketch of the development of furni-
ture and household usage in Scotland the author
describes in illustration a medieval castle of the
fifteenth century, in which life was a stern
and comfortless existence; the manse of Sto-
bo, house of a Scottish clergyman of the same
period, presenting a more luxurious picture
than any contemporary nobleman's house; and
the house of a burgher, a cloth merchant, also
showing more refinement in equipment and ar-
rangement. These pictures are used as the
background to the history and the domestic
life and customs of the people. The changes
that took place during the decay of feudalism,
the covenanting period and the restoration are
also described. In tracing the lines of develop-
ment the author has examined and analyzed
many hundreds of early inventories preserved in
the Register House.

rather dully strung together, which is the more
regrettable in view of the amount of research
involved."

h Lit R p284 D 17 '21 350w
"Mr Warrack's book is a little disappointing.

He has drawn much of his subject matter from
unpublished records, but he gives us the facts
tidily presented in modern language."

-f — New Statesman 16:712 Mr 19 121 160w

WARREN, HOWARD CROSBY. History of the
association psychology. $3.50 Scribner 149.4

21-10604
"The present study, while essentially histori-

cal in character, aims to bring out the general
consistency of the Associationist movement and
to trace back certain recent developments of
psychology to their source in the writings of
this school." (Preface) Beginning with the
origin and definitions of the term "association
of ideas," the author, who is professor of
psychology at Princeton university, covers the
entire history of the theory from Plato through
Hartley and the earlier associationists, Mill and
the later associationists to modern times, de-
voting a chapter each to Continental asso-
ciationalism. Experimental studies of associa-
tion, Nature and laws of association, and "The
associational analysis of mental states. There
is a bibliography and an index.

"Dr Warren's latest work marks a great ad-
vance in the historical study of psychology. It
is the first thoroughly adequate treatment of
one of the most significant phases in the de-
velopment of the science."

+ Lit R pl2 Je 25 '21 240w
Survey 46:414 Je 18 '21 40w

WARREN, IRENE. Office records; their fil-

ing and indexing, il $1 .Journal of electric-
ity and western industry, Rialto bldg., San
Francisco 651 21-8013

"This is a handbook written for the pur-
pose of presenting briefly some of the under-
lying principles on which business filing and
indexing are based, the modern equipment
available, the relation of the central filing

system to the department and special files

and indexes, and the problems of organiza-
tion and administration incident to the con-
duct of an efficient filing and indexing de-
partment." (Preface) The systems of filing

considered are the alphabetic-numbered, the
geographic, the numeric systems, and subject
filing. There are also chapters on using the
files, card records and transfer methods and
equipment. A reading list Is given of books
and articles on filing.

Booklist 17:338 Jl '21

WASSERMANN, JACOB. World's illusion; tr.

by Ludwig Lewisohn. (European library)

2v •$4 (IV2C) Harcourt 20-22159

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"Mr Warrack has given n\an>' lectures in
archjeolog\' and he has the great vnerit of
knowing his subject. Unfortunately he also
has the defects of his qualities and his learn-
ing is prosy and his presentment of it dull. . .

The book is full of quaint pieces of knowledge

"The book is big in every respect—one of the

biggest produced by our own day—and the skill

of the translator has given us its original spirit

unimpaired." Edwin Bjorkman
-f Bookm 53:170 Ap '21 lOOOw

"Here, we know, is testimony that somewhere
there is a man who has learned something from
the war- somewhere, a cubit has been added to

the human stature. Here is evidence that the

race is attempting to compensate itself m some
fashion for the harm it has done itself; and 11

one deems this the greatest value of the work,

one is attributing to it a virtue of Indubitable
magnitude." Paul Rosenfeld

H Freeman 2:545 F 16 '21 2550w
" 'The world's illusion' is essentially a vision-

ary book. It is true only because it lo romantic.

In spite of its prose naturalism its main current

is poetic. It suggests a sort of half Slavic.

Franciscan romance." Stark Young
4 New Repub 26:113 Mr 23 '21 940w
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WATSON, E. L. GRANT. Other magic. $2.50
(6c) Knopf 21-21698

The scene of the story Is one of the South
Sea islands among- whose wild and supersti-
tious natives an English trader, James Blunt,
had been living for eight years when the story
opens. At the advice of the only other white
man on the island, the missionary Matherson,
Blunt writes to his sister in England to send
him a housekeeper, with the thought that if

she proved desirable he might later make her
his wife. She conies to Blunt an utter strang-
er, a fine resolute young woman of twenty-
eight, of strong religious faith and actuated
in coming by high motives. Blunt soon comes
to love and desire her and she is inevitably
drawn to him though at first resisting his at-
traction. The savage natives resent the white
woman's presence and try to esercise their
magic upon her, but find her possessed of a
stronger magic than their own—her Christian
faith. It saves her more than once from their
designs but the conflict between the two magics
leads to a tragic end.

"While there is little novelty either in the
scene or the incidents of 'The other magic,*
there is much that is new and strikingly
original in its motive and in its character
analysis. The story itself is enthralling in its

interest because it is as much a study of in-
tellectual and spiritual processes as a chronicle
of physical incidents, and especially because
the manner of its telling is both poetic and
dramatic." E. F. Edgett

4- Boston Transcript p8 N 30 '21 1350w

"The situation is well managed and, so far
as I know, it is an original, novel invention
in the old and multitudinous story of the white
man in the tropics." J: Macy

+ Lit R p411 F 11 '22 350w
N Y Times pl8 Ja 8 '22 440w

WATSON, ROBERT. Spoilers of the valley.
$1.90 (2c) Doran 21-15506

Vernock, a ranching town in western Canada,
holds two deadly enemies. The one is the
handsome young mayor of the place, Graham
Brenchfield, who owns half the valley. The
other is an ex-convict, Phil Rallston, who has
served five years in a penitentiary for a bank
robbery. But the real criminal was Brench-
field whose victim Rallston had become. While
the latter is outliving his past and becoming
a prosperous and respected citizen of Vernock.
in spite of his enemy's endeavors to undo him
both by cunning and by force, Brenchfield
keeps on adding to his iniquities and finally
comes to grief. A romance, in the course of
which Rallston wins the girl whom Brench-
field also loves, and many an amusing episode,
not directly relevant, are woven into the nar-
rative.

"He knows well the methods of exciting ad-
venture."

4- Boston Transcript p6 D 3 '21 150w
"Well built as to plot, although along con-

ventional lines, and enlivened by some real
if not very subtle humor. There is plenty of
action. A lively, interesting tale, good of its
kind."

+ Lit R p43 S 24 '21 60w
"The author has brought together in his

prosperous little town many curious charac-
ters, some of them unusual and amusing
enough to be taken out of real life."

-I- N Y Times p24 N 13 '21 210w

WATSON, SIR WILLIAM. Ireland unfreed:
* poems and verses ^vTitten in the earlv

months of 1921. $1; pa 50c (2s 6d) Lane 821
21-13665

"The sonnets and short poems here presented
are in behalf of Ireland'.s struggle for fr(-e-
dotn. and Sir William poetically addresses him-
self to both the figur<js and circumstances
which affect that freedom both from the Irish
and English, side."—Boston Transcript

Boston Transcript p4 D 24 '21 340w
"Greater poems on Ireland than those con-

tained within the covers of this thin volume
have been written in the last twelve months,
but none more charged with scorn for oppor-
tunists and informed with indignation for in-
epitude masquerading as the majestic."

+ Cath World 114:556 Ja "22 220w
"One can not help wishing that he had ab-

stained from touching on this theme. No Eng-
lishman should ever handle it." J. G. F.— Freeman 4:406 Ja 4 '22 250w

"Sir William writes in the traditional forms
of English verse, chiefly the sonnet. Limita-
tions of form as well as of subject thus vir-
tually compel him to attempt the 'grand style;'
but this he fails successfully to attain. The
reader, therefore, is constantly aware of the
mechanics of the poet's craft, and is irritated
by 'poetic diction.' " N. J. O'Conor— Lit R p34 S 24 21 450w
"When Sir William's inspiration runs a little

thin, he never fails to compensate us with ges-
tures of the grand manner." R: Le Gallienne

h N Y Times p6 O 23 '21 280w
Springf'd Republican p8 S 9 '21 400w

WATTS, FRANK. Introduction to the psy-
chological problems of industry. $5 Mac-
millan [12s 6d Allen & U.] 331.8

(Eng ed 21-26735)

This book considers industrial and mental
fatigue as related to efficiency, the elimination
of fatigue through motion study, vocational se-
lection and intelligence tests, scientific man-
agement and the Taylor system, the causes
of industrial unrest, and the creative impulse
in industry. The author is lecturer in psy-
chology in the University of Manchester and
in the Department of industrial administra-
tion, Manchester college of technology.

Booklist 18:8 O '21

Reviewed by Helen Marot
Lit R p5 Ag 27 '21 llOOw
Nation and Ath 29:658 Jl 30 '21 390w

"Vocational selection is treated very briefly
and, on the whole, rather slightingly. This is

really the only serious blemish on a valuable
piece of work. This defect is, however, in our
opinion, compensated by the very interesting
discussion from a psychological point of view
of some of the larger and more pressing prob-
lems of labour." J. D.

H Nature 108:74 S 15 '21 850w
"Mr Watts' book is not strikingly original, but

it is a useful summary of recent developments
in the application of psychology to industrial
problems; and, both where it is right and where
it is obviously wrong, it is worth reading be-
cause it presents within a reasonable compass
an account of a movement, undoubtedly gather-
ing strength at the present time, which ought
to be understood by all students of Labour ques-
tions, and especially by the workers them-
SGIVGS.

*'

+ — New Statesman 17:254 Je 4 '21 800w
Springf'd Republican p9a Ag 7 '21 lOOw

Reviewed by W: L. Chenery
Survey 47:82 O 12 '21 140w

"A question of grave topical interest is here
discussed by a teacher of psychology in Man-
chester University in a style easily intelligible
to the general reader."

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p263 Ap
21 "21 50w

"The interest of his study is perhaps rather
in what it suggests than in what it accomp-
lishes. Mr "Watts's command of English is

faltering and he can be said to have no style.

The more technical part of Mr Watts's volume
is suggestive and interesting though contain-
ing, as he himself insists, little but concise
statement of ideas Avhich are already more
or less familiar."

1- The Times [London] Lit Sup p379 Je
16 '21 920w
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WEAVER, JOHN VAN ALSTYNE, Jr. In Amer-
ican. *$1.50 Knopf 811 21-784

"There is a certain class of Americans who
will accept Mr Weaver's poems with amused
tolerance and because they are racy and full
of the characteristic quality of 'pep,' but who
will deny that the speech is characteristically
American. Perhaps it is not the speech of
the drawing-room, but it is the speech of many
in the street when they have come out of the
drawing-room; and it is the speech of thou-
sands and thousands who make America what
ehe is and who do not know what the inside
of a drawing-room is like. Spirit and language
have here conjoined in Mr Weaver's poems to
produce what is faithfully national, and fast
growing to become a very vital and important
part of the artistic vision of the country. Such
tales as Drug store. Denouement, Cats, Con-
cerning pickers, Died of influenza, Mame, White
collars, and Snoozer, have qualities of humor,
pathos, and deep human substances."—Boston
Transcript

Booklist 17:295 My "21

"Readable and buyable because the poems
have story interest and are written in the
language we, this means you, speak." R. W.
Lardner

H Bookm 53:81 Mr '21 780w
"This first book of Mr Weaver's is a sur-

prisingly individual one. It Is full of uncom-
mon significance for the future expression of
life 'in American' language." W: S. Braith-
waite

+ Boston Transcript p8 F 2 '21 lOOOw
Dial 71:373 S '21 llOw

"The best things in 'In American' are quite
good enough to warrant a cordial welcome to
the author and much interest whenever his
next book may be announced. But other
things that might have been equally good are
better described as clever; still others are me-
diocre." H. E. Dounce
+ — Lit R p6 F 26 '21 720w
"In Mr Weaver's book there is no vulgarity;

for no dialect that passes through human lips
is vulgar per se, and these poems 'in the Amer-
ican language" are lifted above vulgarity by
the genuine human emotion in them, the
authentic characterization, the unexpected little

turns of pathos, tenderness or humor." H. M.
-f Poetry 18:162 Je '21 820w

WEAVER, RAYMOND iVIELBOURNE. Herman
INIelville, mariner and mystic, il $3.50 Doran
B or 92 22-267

Herman Melville, 1819-1891, the literary dis-
coverer of the South seas, spent his youth and
early manhood in the forecastle of a merchant-
man, on whalers and a man-of-war, and lived
for four months among the cannibals of the
Marquesas. All his best known books, includ-
ing; "Typee," "Omoo" and "Moby Dick" were
written before he was thirty-two and at the
time received little recognition. The rest of
his long life was lived in obscurity, his last
thirty years in New York city. This long
period, on which his biography has little data,
is disposed of in the concluding chapter "The
long quietus." The early part of his life is
treated with considerable detail.

"Discursively and with no apparent sense
of the value of coherence in a biographical
narrative, Mr Weaver follows Melville
through his cruises into the South Seas and
back again to America. Practically all he tells
of them may be found in Melville's own pages.
It is unfortunate that so little is told the
reader of this biography about Melville's last
years." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 D 14 '21 1350w
"His biography is another 'South Sea book':

it has taken advantage of a popular wave and
ridden in on the crest of it. Is it hypercritical
to insist that the Melville of whom we wanted
to hear is not at all the 'mariner' and not
much the 'mystic,' but a good deal the writer,
and altogether the man?"

h Freeman 4:358 D 21 '21 1700w

"Under the circumstances Mr Weaver may
be said to have done his work well. The
weakness of the book is due to the conditions
controlling its creation. I'ersonal records in
any great number do not exist." Carl Van
Vechtea

H Lit R p316 D 31 '21 1350w
"Mr Weaver has done his work with en-

thusiasm, with ample materials at his com-
mand, and with a healthy consciousness of its
importance. Here is God's plenty for readers
and lovers of Melville. . . Given this biography
and Melville's works, we have the man, vig-
orous, observant, eloquent, but torn by un-
ending speculations, baffled by sad defeats. To
him all those will turn who love the tingle and
tang of life yet who do not fear to think.
What a storm-beaten tract, yet how fertile and
tropical, has been added to the continent of
American literature!" H. H. Hudson

+ Nation 114:20 Ja 4 '22 850w
"In spite of its distinctly devastating faults,

Mr Weaver's book is important on account of
its subject, and must go on the shelf beside
•Moby Dick.' r^Ielville survived so many extra-
ordinary fortunes and misfortunes that he can
carry his biography without feeling the weight
of it." J: Macy— New Repub 29:185 Ja 11 '22 720w
Reviewed by Brander IMatthews

N Y Times p5 D 25 '21 450w
Reviewed by L. R. Morris

Outlook 130:149 Ja 25 '22 1450w
R of Rs 65:223 F '22 70w

WEBB, MRS MARY GLADYS (MEREDITH).
House in Dormer forest. *$2 (2^/^cj Doran

21-6904
The laws of nature versus the laws of man,

such is the theme of this novel. Growth, free-
dom, beauty versus stagnation, intolerance,
hideousness; which shall triumph? The forest,
work of nature, versus the house, work of man;
which shall fall? The Darkes had built their
house in Dormer forest, many years ago, and
tliey abide by laws that change not. But a
new generation springs up—a generation that
craves for the vast stretches of understand-
ing and love. Here is Jasper Darke who gropes
pitifully in blindness, having lost the God of his
fathers and not' found his own. There is Am-
ber Dark6, his sister, with the soul of a vir-
gin forest, crying to the stars for companion-
ship. Against them is the whole force of or-
ganized society, father, mother, grandmother
and ghosts of countless generations. Who shall
win ?

"Mrs Webb is more successful with her un-
desirable than with her sympathetic characters.
The conclusion, with its welter of imexpected
happy endings, is, even as such things go in
novels, utterly incredible."

H Ath pl79 Ag 6 '20 220w
"It is not often that we find the grim real-

ist and the deep-visioned poet housed in the
same body, but surely we find them in the per-
son of Mary Webb. She can warm us with
beauty and move us to pity and terror, and
at still another touch of the wand she can
make the fears .vanish as though they had
never existed. Hers is not a book for an idle
moment, but one to be seriously enjoyed, to
1)0 appreciated for its wisdom and its beauty."
D. L. Mann

-I- Boston Transcript p8 Ja 26 '21 1150w
"For all the talent and passion and beauty

of the book one wishes that Mrs Webb had
been able to see by a drier light and with
a quieter eye the people and events that illus-

trate the important truths she has experienced
and grasped."

H Nation 112:749 My 25 '21 380w
" 'Tlie house in Dormer forest' is a very

interesting story, it introduces us to an original
and likable heroine who finds happiness at
the stoiy's end. and its touches of 'nature,'
both in scenery and atmosphere, are forceful
and haunting."

-I NY Times p23 Ja 30 '21 800w
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WEBB, MRS M. G.—Continued
"There is imagrlnative quality here."

+ Outlook 128:28 My 4 '21 50w
"The analysis of characters is keen. One

reads with grins of appreciation such bits
as the explanation of wliy grandmother did
not kneel. If one is critical one finds the
symbolism woven thruout somewhat cumber-
some and the sympathy of the surrounding
forest a trifle heavy." M. A. Hopkins

H Pub W 99:574 F 19 '21 420w
"The result of so much unrelieved intensity

is not only to produce gloom but monotony.
Mrs Webb's clever use of detail and of highly
coloured phrases, even her real power of im-
agination, has not saved her from that. She
is so absorbed in the single colours in her
pattern, in the single bricks and ornaments in
her house and the single trees in her forest
that her people become flat images of certain
mental states, not rounded huinan forms
which move from shadow into sunlight."

f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p471 Jl
22 '20 560w

WEBB, SIDNEY, and WEBB, BEATRICE
(POTTER) (MRS SIDNEY WEBB), Con-
stitution for the socialist commonwealth of
Great Britain. *$4.25 (*13s 6d) Longmans
335 20-18152

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

ence of tho Czecho-Slovak nation, 1918; Coven-
ant of the League of nations, 1919.

"If looked at from the standpoint of the ul-
timate goal, the Webbs' plan for a constitution
for the socialist commonwealth of Great Britain,
while economically sound, is politically and hu-
manly impossible. If looked at from the stand-
point of the immediate situation, it is a master-
piece of analysis, criticism, and construction."
J: R. Commons

+ Am Econ R 11:82 Mr '21 3650w
Cleveland p38 My '21 70w

"Aside from failures in imagination, the book
is a sounder and richer analysis of the coming
commonwealth than any that has preceded it.

It is so full of detailed suggestion founded
upon shrewd analysis of experience that it has
an air of reality which is lacking in most at-
tempts to project the picture of a socialized
nation." G: Soule

H Lit R p3 F 26 '21 850w
"The book is interesting, but not light read-

ing. Some of its proposals will no doubt appeal
to all readers; all of its proposals to some read-
ers. Criticism is easy; construction as difflcult
as it is urgent. This constitution-making com-
mands the respect of the critic for its concrete
and practical character." Barbara Wootton

+ Nature 107:100 Mr 24 '21 520w

WEBSTER, HUTTON, conip. Historical source
book. '*$1.60 Heath 909 21-414

The book contains thirty-three documents
selected to exhibit the historical development
of orderly, constitutional and democratic
government in England and America and later
on the Continent: and the growth of inter-
national law and international relations. The
book is indexed and the documents are: The
Great Charter, 1215; Conflrmation of the char-
ters, 1297; Mayflower compact. 1620; Petition
of right, 1628; New England confederation,
1643; Instrument of government, 1653; Habeas
corpus act, 1679; Bill of rights, 1689; Act of
settlement, 1701; Resolutions of the Stamp act
congress, 1765; Virginia bill of rights, 1776;
Declaration of independence, 1776: Articles of
confederation, 1778; Northwest ordinance, 1787;
Constitution of the United States, 1787; Decree
abolishing the feudal system, 1789: Declaration
of the rights of man and of the citizen, 1789;
Address to all peoples, 1792: Washington's fare-
well address, 1796; Holy allijince, 1S15; Monroe
doctrine, 1823; Chartist petition, 1838; Durham
report, 1839; Communist manifesto, 1848; De-
claration of Paris. 1856; Lincoln's first inau-
gural address, 1861; Gettv.sburg address, 1863-
Peace circular of Nicholas II. 1898; Final ant
of the first Hague peace conference, 1899;
Roosevelt s inaugural address, 1905; Wilson's
fourteen points, 1918; Declaration of independ-

+ Booklist 17:297 My '21

R of Rs 64:447 O '21 20w

WEBSTER, NESTA H. (MRS ARTHUR
WEBSTER). World revolution; the plot
against civilization. $3.50 Small [18s Con-
stable] 335 21-18503

"In this book Mrs Webster continues the
theme expounded in her study of the French
Revolution. [Book Review Digest, 1920] She
follows up her theory that the great Revolu-
tion was really a plot against civilization en-
gineered by a secret society, describes in de-
tail the policy, methods and working of the
society in that connexion, and then goes on to
trace its continued influence in subsequent
revolutions and attempted revolutions down to
and including the international campaign of
the Bolshevists. She holds and sets out to
prove that they are all part of the same story,
and that the main ideas have descended In
unbroken sequence from Weishaupt's Illuminati
through the various revolutionary groups and
agencies that have taken up the task of des-
troying civilization during the last 140 years."
(The Times [London] Lit Sup) Contents:
Illuminism; The first French revolution; The
conspiracy of Babeuf; The growth of socialism;
The revolution of 1848; The Internationale; The
revolution of 1871; The course of anarchy; Syn-
dicalism; The revolution of 1917; Conclusion.

"Mrs Webster goes to history in search of
'conspiracy'; and it must be admitted that she,
like every other person who diligently looks
for soine particular thing in history, finds
what she seeks. She troubles herself not at all
with scholarly treatises or authentic documents
or reputable narratives of political and social
events; these are not the stuff from which
'conspiracy' is fashioned." C. J. H. Hayes— Nation 113:sup670 D 7 '21 560w
"She is less interested apparently in his-

torical facts than in the theses she is able
to deduce by a selection from the general
body of historical truth of such facts only as
support her theories."— Sat R 132:53 Jl 9 "21 1200w
"The chapters on 'The conspiracy of Babeuf

and 'The growth of socialism,' though packed
with good things and good quotations, pale
in interest before the admirable essays entitled
'The revolution of 1848,' 'The Internationale,'
and 'The revolution of 1871,' and the sections
of the work which carry on the history of
Revolution up to the Russian crisis of our
own day."

-f- Spec 127:15 Jl 2 '21 1400w
"If her capacity for weighing and Judging

evidence dispassionately were equal to her
other gifts it would be a deepl.v impressive
book; but this is where she fails. It is not the
summing up of a judge, but the speech of an
advocate, making out a case. Students of his-
tory and of current events should not fail to
make themselves acquainted with it; but they
should take it as a partial and particular in-
terpretation."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p539 Ag
25 '21 2800W

WEIGALL, ARTHUR EDWARD PEARSE
BROME. Burning sands. $2 (3c) Dodd

21-15555

"The hero is a man of mighty muscle and of
guaranteed supernal nobility. He is half Eng-
lish, half American; is in reality the rightful
heir to an earldom. But he scorns society and
prefers to live among the desert Bedouins. The
lady in the case is the daughter of Lord Blair,
the British 'Resident,' and there is fully as
inuch Cairo and high society as desert in the
story. The moral appears that modern society
is corrupt, and that peace and happiness are
only to be found in a desert oasis; but this is

qualified by the admission that perhaps too
much desert is a bad thing. The superman
comes to see that, after all, Muriel is not really
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'contaminated' and that there is an element of
cowardice in his persistence in desert life.

Hence the conventionally happy ending."—Lit R

called in, but most of the credit goes to Peter
himself, who returns in time to see that Jus-
tice is done.

"A romance which is not without its thrills,

though it steers clear oi many oi those out-
standing excitements of our recent desert lore."

-[- Boston Transcript p6 N 2G '21 22Uw
"Mr Weigall specializes in desert romance.

It is a warm business, but he manages to go
through with it without becoming unduly di-
shevelled. The temperature of this story runs
high; feverish at times, but it never quite boils
over. The thing is not of the 'Garden of Allah'
variety; still less of the crude viciousness of
the momentarily popular 'Sheik.' "

+ Lit R pl2 Ag 20 '21 320w
"A good story, possessing a skillfully con-

structed plot, plenty of interesting incident and
characters who have well-marked personalities.
It is a novel for those who want in addition to
good story and colorful setting and interesting
people that intangible something that shows
tliat the author has not only observed and
Imagined but has thought and felt and has
come to conclusions."

-h N Y Times pl6 O 16 '21 450w
Outlook 129:104 S 21 '21 20w

"A vivid story of romance and adventure."
-F Springf'd Republican plla O 23 '21 240w

WEISS, FERI FELIX. Sieve; or. Revelations
of the man miU. il $2.50 (3%c) Page 325.7

21-16217

"Being the truth about American immigra-
tion" is the book's sub-title. "Reminiscences
of an Immigration inspector," would have done
as well, for the volume is an account of the
experiences of one who for thirteen years has
personally inspected over one hundred thou-
sand immigrants in the port of Boston. He tells

us what happens at quarantine, about stow-
aways, what the Board of special inquiry is,

about the leaks in the sieve, and relates many
unusual incidents.

"An Interesting exposition of the work of an
immigration officer, enlivened to an absorbing
degree by the narration of various experiences
falling to the lot of the author personally while
he was in the service. The author has made
purposeful and intelligent study of the subject,
and manifestly is actuated to his conclusions
by sincere interest in the matter of making the
'sieve' more effective." D. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p4 O 26 '21 820w
"The saving grace of his volume, written

with emphatic conviction and undoubted sin-
cerity of motive, is a tremendous and unselfish
devotion to his Uncle Sam and a desire that
only the cream of the human race shall be ad-
mitted on any terms to the country of his adop-
tion. But even after all these years Mr Weiss
does not understand 'America'. Himself of for-
eign extraction, he exhibits, however uncon-
sciously, an anti-foreign prejudice that would
do credit to any 100 per cent scion of the oldest
'old stock' we have."

h Lit R p285 D 17 '21 350w
"There is little in his analysis of our immi-

gration laws, or in his recital of numerous in-
stances where undesirable aliens were dis-
covered and turned back that throws new light
on the immigration problem in this country."— Survey 47:440 D 17 '21 60w

WELLS, CAROLYN (MRS HADWIN HOUGH-
TON). The come back. *$1.90 (3c) Doran

21-9515
Peter Crane, while on a trip in Labrador,

Is separated from his two comrades and
given up for lost. His family then begin to
receive various ouija and mediumistic mes-
sages from him. They believe implicitly in
them, but one of Peter's companions on the
trip doubts the authenticity of the messages,
and is beginning to pile up evidence against
them, when he is murdered by poisoning. To
solve the mystery of his death, the detective
Pennington Wise and his assistant Zizi are

Bookm 54:78 S '21 150w
"With a double mystery it is a bit of a me-

chanical joke after all, and as such can be read
with relish, since any humor is better than
none. But Carolyn Wells can be so nicely hu-
morous. Why can't good humor be enough?"

h Lit R pll Je 25 '21 200w
Outlook 128:340 Je 22 '21 20w
Springf'd Republican p9a Je 19 '21

150w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p470 Jl

21 '21 80w

WELLS, CAROLYN (MRS HADWIN HOUGH-
TON). Luminous face. $1.75 (2V2C) Doran

21-15427

"Carolyn Wells's detective stories alternate
between the exploits of Fleming Stone and
Pennington Wise. It is the latter's turn to
solve the mystery which, characteristically, has
a murder for the core of the plot. The great
detective with his girl coadjutor, Zizi, does not,
however, come into the story until it is well ad-
vanced. Meanwhile, the reader learns all about
the shooting of a wealthy western man at his
apartment in Washington Square, New York.
When it seems that this crime must join the
long list of unsolved murders. Wise is called
in, and his methods of investigation embody
the later chapters of the book. Of course, the
person seemingly the least likely to have done
the deed, is proved to be the criminal."

—

Springf'd Republican

"The characters are rather lightly sketched.
They resemble the faces of a poor newspaper
photograph in which so little ink has been
used that it is almost impossible to distinguish
one from another. Her style, also, cannot be
said to be particularly felicitous. But why
bother about non-essentials? For 251 pages
she has successfully baffled the ingenuity of
the reader."

H Lit R pl28 O 29 '21 310w
"As complicated and puzzling a detective

story as any one could desire."
+ N Y Times p22 O 16 '21 320w

Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 '21 180w

WELLS, CAROLYN (MRS HADWIN HOUGH-
TON). Mystery of the sycamore, il •$2
(31/2C) Lippincott 21-6265

In spite of a fifteen-year-old political feud
between Samuel Appleby and Daniel Wheeler,
when Appleby feels the need of Wheeler's in-
fluence and backing in a coming election, he
does not hesitate to ask for it. Since it is

impossible for Wheeler to come to him, Appleby
makes a trip to Wheeler's home to discuss the
matter. Their relations, both political and per-
sonal, become very much involved, and they
can arrive at no agreement. Just after one
of their arguments, Appleby is discovered shot
through the heart with Wheeler and hia
daughter "gazing distractedly" at the body.
Immediately Wheeler and his wife and daughter
all confess to the crime and each supplies a
very plausible motive. Since it is obvious that
they can not all be guilty, the great Fleming
Stone is called in. With his assistant Fibsy.
he solves the mystery, making several people
very happy.

Boston Transcript p4 My 18 '21 410w
*' 'The mystery of the sycamore' is a good

Carolyn Wells detective story, and when one
has said that there is little more to be said.

None of the Carolyn Wells stories are quite

in the first rank, of course, and there is always
something a little strained and artificial about
their situations." C. F. Lavell

H Grinnell R 16:423 My '21 90w
Reviewed by M. A. Hopkins

+ Pub W 99:573 F 19 '21 360w
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WELLS, CAROLYN —Continued
"The tale is interesting, but is perhaps a bit

more artificial than some of the author's
preceding stories."

-\ Sprlngf'd Republican plOa My 8 '21

120w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p485 Jl

28 '21 200w

WELLS, CAROLYN (MRS HADWIN HOUGH-
- TON). Ptomaine street. $.1.25 Lippmcott

21-21552

"In this parody of 'Main street' all attempt
at seriousness or common sense is deliberately
abandoned. The story tells of Dr Bill Petti-
coat, the ptomaine specialist, and of Warble,
his wife, who spends the major part of her time
in a vain attempt to reform the world. Her
ideas of refonn, however, are decidedly uncon-
ventional; she believes that people are too
much addicted to art and other serious things,
and, accordingly, she endeavors to show her
friends the advantages of childishness."— Lit
R

"In spite of its undoubted cleverness, [there
is] too much of this." S. L. C.

-1 Boston Transcript p8 D 28 '21 320w
"Although the humor of the book is some-

times forced, and although it has a cheapness
of tone that reminds one of the Sunday "com-
ics," yet there are some genuinely amusing
situations, and the story may be characterized
as a bit of delightful nonsense."

H Lit R p284 D 17 '21 BOw
"It is parody, not satire; but one may wonder

if Carolyn Wells isn't laughing at America for
being so enthralled by Carol Kennicott."

Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a Ja 8 '22 80w

WELLS, HERBERT GEORGE. Russia in the
shadows, il *$1.50 (GV^c) Doran 914.7

21-26088

The book relates the experiences and ob-
servations of the author during a visit in
Russia, in September 1920, spent mostly in
Petrograd as the guest of Maxim Gorky. In
summing up his convictions about the Rus-
sian situation he states that it presents the
spectacle of modern civilization in extremis,
that in another year, without outside help, the
collapse of Russia will be complete and will not
be limited to its boundaries. Other European
nations, perhaps all modern civilization, will
tumble into the same hole. The only alternative
is helpful intervention of the western powers,
especially the United States, with recognition
of and in cooperation with the Bolshevik
government. Contents: Petersburg in collapse;
Drift and salvage; The quintessence of
Bolshevism; The creative effort in Russia; The
Petersburg soviet—a legislative mass meet-
ing; The dreamer in the Kremlin; The envoy.

"This is a journalistic description of what Mr
Wells saw in a fifteen days' visit to Russia in
September, 1920. It is a moderate, sane, and
sympathetic account of the utter breakdown of
civilization in Russia." V: E. Helleberg

-f- Am J Soc 27:405 N '21 190w
"Mr Wells has told us something of what

we want to know about Russia. It is in his
criticism of the ideas of the creative men in
Russia at present, of Lenin and one or two
others, that Mr Wells is least satisfactory."

-1 Ath plO Ja 7 '21 580w
Booklist 17:178 F '21

"There are not many recent books that con-
tain so much of deep interest, combined with
such ability to sketch, powerfully and poig-
nantly, the desolation which has replaced the
feudal civilization of a regime which lingered
long beyond its time upon the stage of na-
tions." S. L. C.

+ Boston Transcript p8 Mr 23 '21 580w
"Mr Wells' book may be both wrongheaded

and soft-hearted (probably neither) but it sets
things down with such an intensity of utterance

that it is likely to accomplish more than the
most moral of judgments or the most precise
of descriptions."

+ Dial 70:479 Ap '21 120w
Reviewed by L: Mumford

Freeman 3:165 Ap 27 '21 980w

-f- Ind 105:388 Ap 9 '21 150w
"As an account of present-day Russia, writ-

ten honestly by a man with a genius for
observation and portrayal, the volume is of high
value. As an argument leading up to a set
of proposals for action it can be accepted only
with serious critical reservations."

H Lit R p8 Mr 26 '21 380w
"To say that it is an interesting book is

only to say that Mr Wells has written it. But
it is also a book which carries far more con-
viction than do most of the accounts we have
had of the Bolshevist regime." C. M. Lloyd

+ Lond Mercury 3:570 Mr '21 580w
Reviewed by Dorothy Brewster

Nation 112:sup554 Ap 13 '21 580w
Nation and Ath 29:253 My 14 '21 480w
N Y Times pl8 F 13 '21 8S0w

"The overwrought imagination of Wells
bowed before the audacity of Lenine's thought
and the boldness of Trotsky's action. It seems
to me that by his trip to Russia Mr Wells has
given himself the pleasure of meeting and
talking with Lenine, but has added nothing
to what he could have written without leaving
England." Ivan Petrunkevitch— Outlook 127:513 Mr 30 '21 2600w

Pittsburgh 26:253 My '21 20w
R of Rs 63:559 My '21 90w

"How to reconcile Mr Wells's cleverness with
his astonishingly vmconvincing judgments is
one of the literary puzzles of today."

-\ Spec 125:854 D 25 '20 2100w
"The mind of Mr Wells presents an in-

teresting reaction to any situation with which
it grapples, and this book is no exception. It

will interest even those who do not accept its

conclusions."
+ Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 3 '21 960w

"Mr Wells used his time to good purpose;
his judgments on men and things are shrewd;
and of the accuracy of his chief conclusions,
which agree with those of most impartial ob-
servers, there can be no doubt. The volume
is marked throughout by robust good sense."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p883 D
;,0 '20 1150w
Wis Lib Bui 17:74 Ap '21 60w

"His conclusions are indeed entirely unwar-
ranted and unreasonable, and the tone of the
book is not in good taste. Yet we must truly
be thankful to Wells for giving such a vivid
description of the conditions now prevailing in
Russia." Alexander Petrunkevitch

H Yale R n s 10:661 Ap '21 240w

WELLS, HERBERT GEORGE. Salvaging of
civilization. $2 (3i^c) Macmillan [7s 6d Cas-
sell] 301 21-8727

"The book falls roughly Into three divisions.
The first essays deal with the Idea of an ef-

fective world State as the only alternative to
the collapse of civilization which is to be
dreaded if a second world war breaks out
with improved weapons of destruction. This
project is followed by a scheme for a 'Bible
of Civilization,' the compilation of a new sa-
cred Book for mankind containing history,
rules of life, extracts from the world's litera-

ture, and 'forecasts.' The last section Is de-
voted to educational problems and reforms,
and contains a short autobiographical frag-
ment in which Mr Wells reflects on the ad-
vantages and disadvantages of his own
schooling and scientific training."—The Times
[London] Lit Sup

Booklist 17:334 Jl '21

Boston Transcript p4 Je 1 '21 800w

Dial 71:245 Ag '21 90w
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"The volume holds a vision inspired by a
fierce resentment against the agonies of 1914-

1918; but it seeks its answer in the unnum-
bered centuries. In his separate chapters Mr
Wells is very frequently real and practical,
and all through the book there runs a note of
noble aspiration." Simeon Strunsky

H Lit R p5 Je 18 '21 820w
" 'The salvaging of civilization' seems to

have come off the point of his pen as water
comes out of a faucet. Yet the book is very
well worth reading. The real defect of the
book would appear to be its consistent ex-
ternahty." R: Roberts

-I
Nation 113:124 Ag 3 '21 420w

"Mr Wells's book is marred by minor de-
fects, which are only minor because of the
greatness of the whole." J. C. M. G.

H Nature 107:707 Ag 4 '21 2150w

"He talks a lot about 'hard thinking,
'thinking through," fundamental brainwork,
and so on. Yet he himself is less a sober
thinker than an excited popularizer, a revi-
valist and agitator, with an immense, highly
contentious and exacting devotion to his im-
mediate purpose. When one shares that pur-
pose with him, one is eager to grab him as
an ally and make no criticism. But in the
long run, for all his great gifts and fine sus-
ceptibilities, his is a dangerous method, and
it is necessary to keep conscious of this in

takng stock of his proposals." Francis Hack-
ett — New Repub 27:118 Je 22 '21 1800w

"Mr Wells has rendered an immense service
to his time by compelling us to remember the
common origin and the common interests of
mankind. He has invented a wonderful tele-
scope through which we can look back and see
man struggling out of the mud and can look
forward and see him climbing a dim and dis-
tant pinnacle. He Is one of the few writers who
can give driving-force to the idea of the world
as one place." Robert Lynd

:j New Statesman 17:246 Je 4 '21 1600w

Reviewed by C: W. Thompson
N Y Times p3 My 29 '21 1150w

"Only a venturesome, as well as a disinter-
ested thinker could have written a book like

'The salvaging of civilization,' and the adven-
ture itself, considering the courage, the high
motives, and the intellectual address displayed
in it, wins applause. It must be said, however,
that Mr Wells, like Sir Launcelot, does not quite
arrive. On the whole, one finds in Mr Wells's
extraordinary and stimulating, not to say pro-
voking book, little more than several ordinary
ideas greatly magnified."

{ No Am 214:285 Ag '21 10.50w

"The value of his panacea we do not here
consider, but we commend his book as worth
reading by any moral teacher who is oppressed
by present world conditions and is open to
a consideration of proposed remedies, whether
true or false."

i Outlook 128:550 Ag 3 '21 370w
R of Rs 64:110 Jl '21 170w
Spec 126:174 Ag 6 '21 2000w

"Less convincing because of its evident haste
of composition and its typically Wellsian
avoidance of the facts of human frailty."— Springfd Republican p8 S 23 '21 430w
"In spite of frequent repetition of certain

crudities for which one must accept Mr Wells'
apology that he was not well when putting this
volume through the press, this little volume is
full of suggestive thought and deserves a wide
reading." B. L.

H Survey 47:222 N 5 '21 300w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p343 My

26 '21 130w
"As long as he is dealing with present facts

he is as sharp as a needle. When, however,
he turns from criticism to construction, it is
as if his pen had passed into the hands of an-
other writer. The realist has suddenly be-
come a romantic, and his treatment of his-
tory, sacred and profane, his attempts to
teach statesmen their business, rather sug-

gest the picture of a child with a new toy
trying to invent a new game."

(- The Times [London] Lit Sup p347 Je
2 '21 llOOw

Reviewed by H. L. Stewart
Weekly R 5:125 Ag 6 '21 1850w
Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 40w

WELLS, MARGARET ELIZABETH. Project
2 curriculum. (School project ser.) il $2 Lip-

pincott 371.3 21-6515

"An extensive account of a project curric-
ulum as worked out in the State Normal School
at Trenton, N.J. This included a preliminary
episode, 'playing fair,' based on experiences at
the state fair, which expanded into 'playing
families,' 'playing store' and 'playing city,' run-
ning through the third grade. The philosophy
of this development is set forth; guiding prin-
ciples are exhibited; and the varied outcomes,
in information, skill, habits, attitudes, appreci-
ations and ideals are portrayed. An appendix
gives illustrations of the work done by the chil-
dren."—Survey

"Valuable to anv elementary teacher."
+ Booklist 17:334 Jl '21

"The conditions under which the experiment
was carried on were far from ideal, and the
results were not checked in terms of modern
scientific measuremnt. However, this book
should help to direct interest to the needs and
possibilities of socializing the formal organiza-
tion of the school subjects."

H El School J 21:714 My '21 390w
"Miss Wells's condemnation of present school

practice in the primary grades is probably at
times unduly severe. The true value of the
author's immediate contribution does not, how-
ever, depend upon the acceptance in full of any
particular philosophy of education, and the
open-minded reader can scarcely fail to find
the entire account most stimulating reading,
regardless of any exceptions which he may
take to details."

H School R 29:474 Je '21 770w
Survey 46:652 S 1 '21 190w
Wis Lib Bui 17:207 D '21 30w

WELLS, PERCY A. Furniture for small houses;
a Jaook of designs for inexpensive furniture,
with new methods of construction and
decoration, il *$7 Button 645

(Eng ed 20-19654)

"From England comes this book, called
'Furniture for small houses,' describing the re-
sults of experiments at the Shoreditch Tech-
nical institute, to reduce to the simplest pos-
sible terms, good form and construction in
furniture. "The book is fully illustrated with
photographs and scale drawings of all the
articles. In addition to his study of materials,
sizes, and methods, Mr Wells has thought of
design."—J Home Econ

"There are no startling innovations, no
strange novelties in the pieces, but each one
designed for the world-old liuman needs seems
to represent the culmination of careful in-
telligent study and choice." R. R. Treganza

-1- J Home Econ 13:90 F '21 5S0w
"A fault which cannot be overlooked is

the absence of comfort. In fact the whole book
is marked by austerity."

(-Lit R p26 O 23 '20 190w
"Excellently produced and illustrated book."

4- Sat R 130:76 Jl 24 '20 550w

WENDELL, BARRETT. Traditions of Euro-
pean literature, from Homer to Dante. *$6
Scribner 809 20-20996

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"The task is so large that it could only be ac-
complished by one who had spent a lifetime of
study upon the subject matter. It is the type
of hook which must grow gradually in the con-
sciousness of the writer before it can be put
successfully on paper. It bears the stamp of
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the scholar, but it bears as well the mark of a
practical knowledge of men." D. L. Mann

+ Boston Transcript p4 F 16 '21 1300w
Cleveland p27 Ap '21 60w

"Dr Wendell's book cannot he recommended
as in any sense helpful to the student who
wishes to gauge the resthetic and moral prob-
lems raised by the consideration of European
literature. Nor is it very good as a guide-
book. His volume is not an aid to culture,
but merely an index to the great names of
European literature, with no effort to appraise
their relative value of importance."— New Statesman 17:526 Ag 13 '21 S50w
"This last completed work of Professor Wen-

dell has the same attractive qualities of style
and presentation that characterized all his lec-
tures and books."

-H R of Rs 63:556 My '21 120w
"The work would not be called erudite or au-

thoritative, but it represents years of sympa-
thetic thinking by a gentlemanly scholar who
lectured on these literary traditions at Harvard
college between 1904 and 1917. Such a book
was needed in America." P. B. McDonald

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a My 29 '21 IGOOw
"Altogether this is a most instructive book for

those who are capable of profiting by it. The
author knows what he is about, and does not let
pedantry, or learning for learning's sake, de-
flect him from his praiseworthy object."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p406 Je
23 '21 520w

WERA, EUGENE. Human engineering; a
study of the management of human forces
in industry. $3.50 Appleton 331 21-3904

The author holds that the present labor unrest
marks a stage in the actual evolution of society,
that is, the realization of the social purpose of
industry; that no fundamental transformation
of industry or society is needed to attain a
peaceful settlement of industrial problems; that
a logical development of our institutions can
accomplish it. The book is a first attempt to
present human engineering as a science, to dis-
close the laws which govern the life of indus-
trial collectivities and to set forth the means
by which their activities may be controlled for
the expansion of life and progress. The con-
tents are in four parts: I: Psychological evolu-
tion of industry; II: The outlook; III: Elements
of human engineering; IV: Applied human en-
gineering. There is a bibliography and an in-
dex.

"The title of this book is indicative of its
vague and very general contents." A. H. Wil-
liams — Ann Am Acad 96:183 Jl '21 210w
"The author's distinctive contribution Is in

going farther than has been done before in
the psychology of human engineering."

+ Engin News-Rec 86:865 My 19 '21 290w
"The plan of the book is extremely am-

bitious. The table of contents might well
form the outline for an encyclopaedia of a
dozen volumes on Industrial Relations. The
democratic spirit of the book and its sane
optimism are outstanding merits." P. W. Bid-
well

-f- Lit R p6 Jl 30 '21 1150W
"While there is some value in the author's

discussion, it does not go far toward practical
solution of management problems. As a con-
tribution to a subject which is of vital in-
terest to industrial management the work has
certain merits."

1- Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Ag 19 '21 120w
"Much of what the author says is sound, but

it is often phrased in such vague language that
It is almost platitudinous. His objective is in
truth too large for his equipment. This is
shown as much by his actual conclusions as it
is indicated by the bibliography of sources to
which he refers." W. L. C.

i Survey 46:446 Je 25 '21 llOw
The Times [London] Lit Sup p717 N 3

WEST, SIR ALGERNON EDWARD. Contem-
porary portraits; men of my day in publio
hfe. il $7 (20c) Dutton 923.5 (Eng ed 21-2403)

In a career of thirty-seven years in the
English civil service, the author "met a great
number of the most interesting people, and
developed a grievance. His grievance is that
while there are always writers ready to teU
about politicians, men of science, soldiers and
sailors, writers and painters, there have been
few to make 'mention of those who have served
the state in the unostentatious duties of the
civil service.' Sir Algernon West introduces
us into a crowded portrait gallery in his con-
ciaely written book. Sir Henry Maine is there;
and so are Sir Spencer Walpole and Sir
Thomas Erskine May. Tom Taylor and
Anthony TroUope add a lighter touch to the
volume. Lord Welby and Sir Robert Morant
are of more recent memory. The figure that
stands out with most relief perhaps Is that
of Sir C. Trevelyan."—The Times [London]
Lit Sup

"The chief defect in this book is its in-
adequacy of treatment. The book improves
as it goes on, its best paper being the last,
on No. 10, Downing Street."

1- Ath p553 O 22 '20 150w
"The handicap that Sir Algernon West's

book will confront in the United States is
that he writes, with a very few exceptions,
of men whose names mean nothing in this
country."—

-I- Boston Transcript p8 Mr 30 '21 550-w

Reviewed by C: W. Thompson
N Y Times p8 Ap 10 '21 2600w
Outlook 128:422 Jl 8 '21 50w

"Sir Algernon West has written a pleasant
book, illustrated with many portraits, on the
many distinguished civil servants who were
his contemporaries. He recalls their merits
rather than their failings; if his sketches have
a fault, it is that they are sometimes too
brief."

4 Spec 125:502 O 16 '20 2000w
"A most amusing and interesting book of

memories."
-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p660 O
14 '20 lOOOw

WEST, HENRY LITCHFIELD, comp. Lyrics
of the links, il $2 (lis) Macmillan 811.08

21-9224

All lovers of golf will be interested in this
collection of poems. There are over one hun-
dred and fifty of them, many of which have
already appeared in periodical form. Some
are parodies, all are short and have to do
with some phase of golfing interests. Among
the authors represented are John Kendrlck
Bangs, Charles Evans, jr., Theodosia P. Gar-
rison, Edgar A. Guest, Andrew Lang, Ring
W. Lardner, Grantland Rice, Clinton Scol-
lard, and the compiler. There is an index to
titles, and one of authors. The volume is il-

lustrated by pen and ink sketches by George
M. Richards.

Bookm 53:557 Ag '21 40w

WEST, JULIUS. History of the Chartist move-
ment, il *$4 Houghton 342.42

(Eng ed 21-4174)

"By Mr Squire's memoir, which introduces
this volume, it appears that its author, Julius
West, who died during the progress of the
war, was a young Russian Jew, who came
to London with his parents in his infancy.
English was therefore the language of his

life and such education as he received was in

that language. In his preface Mr West tell.'J us
that this is a heretofore untrodden field and
that, previous to the appearance, of this work,
no hi.-5tory of Chnrtism in the English lan-

guage was in existence. Chartism, he explains,
'is the name generally applied to a democratic
[Socialistic! movement which came to a head'
in England about the year 1840."—Boston
Transcript
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"It is an unfortunate fact that Mr West was
In Ignorance of the superb history of Chartism
about to be completed by Mr Hovell until his
own book was nearly linished. "A history of
the Chartist movement' approaches its sub-
ject with a view at once broader and at the
same time, to the mind of the reviewer, less
sound than the approach of Lieutenant Hovell."
W. P. Hall

H Am Hist R 26:513 Ap '21 SOOw
"The great value of Mr West's work lies not

so much in its completeness and accuracy,
valuable as are these characteristics, as in the
fact that he Indicates not only the many
threads that were dravsm together to produce
Chartism, but also shows how these threads
—separating and diverging, but always con-
tinuing—ran into the later movements of Brit-
ish life." A. G. Porritt

+ Am Pol Sci R 15:299 My '21 350w
"Mr West's book is not the study of Chartism

which we had hoped for, but it does provide
the raw material for anyone with the patience
and ability necessary for the writing of such
a study. And it has the great merit of showing
the central point to which the future historian
of Chartism must direct his attention." L. W.

+ Ath p516 O 15 '20 940w
+ Boston Transcript p6 N 10 '20 640w

"If Mr West has allowed his facts to clutter
the middle of the road and block the march of
his story, what the book loses in literary merit
it gains in precision of detail." L: Mumford

-J Freeman 3:22 Mr 16 '21 540w
"Although Mr West has not produced a

great book, although his work does not plumb
the course of British economic and social
change deeply as Beer's 'History of British
socialism,' he has furnished a study which adds
not a little to our knowledge of Chartism."
Herbert Feis

H Lit R p8 Ap 30 '21 450w
"A very readable history of this intensely

interesting episode in the emancipation of the
laboring classes." B. L.

+ Survey 45:739 F ID '21 290w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p622 S 23

'20 80

w

WESTROPP, IVl. S. DUDLEY. Irish glass, il

•$15 Lippincott 748 (Eng ed 21-9142)

"This volume sketches the industry of glass-
makin^,- in Ireland before the end of the 17th
century, and describes in detail the work of
the principal glasshouses of the following
periods including those of Dublin, Gurteen and
Waterlord, Drumree and Belfast, and Cork.
The information given is based on old news-
papers, the Journals of the Irish House of
Commons, Proceedings of the Dublin Society,
old account books and letters of the Water-
ford glass-house, and special use has been
made of advertisements. Over 188 typical pieces
of Irish glass and 220 patterns and designs are
reproduced in the forty fine plates."—The
Times [London] Lit Sup

Boston Transcript p6 My 28 '21 550w
"Mr Westropp has written a most interesting

history of an honorable and beautiful Irish
craft."

+ Lit R pl2 My 7 '21 270w
"An authoritative history of glass-making in

Ireland. Mr Dudley Westropp's competence is
unquestionable. It is unlikely that anyone will
ever add much to the evidence thus collected
for the first time and elucidated with rigorous
impartiality."

+ Spec 126:53 Ja 8 '21 960w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p740 N 11

•20 90w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p889 D

30 '20 720w

WEYL, WALTER EDWARD. Tired radicals;
and other papers. $2 (5c) Huebsch 320.4

21-151S1
Mr Weyl was one of the editors of the New

Republic from its beginning to his death In 1919,
and most of these essays were contributions to

that paper, to Harper's and to Asia. Contents:
Tired radicals; The only truly revolutionary
class; Equality; The party of the third part;
The new wealth; Prophet and politician; In the
king's robing room; The crumbling House of
Lords; The conquering Chinese; Japan's
thwarted emigration; Japan's menacing birth-
rate; The clash of the races.

Booklist 18:45 N '21

Bookm 54:492 Ja '22 200w
"His ability to urge his own views with the

utmost sincerity and forcefulness and yet rec-
ognize every point and condition that favored
his opponents most distinguishes Weyl from the
controversialists of to-day. One could always
disagree with him; one seldom was antagonized
by him. The reader may well lay aside his
Carlyle and his Macaulay for a day and find
their spirit and their eloquence in these discus-
sions of the problems of to-day and to-morrow."
J. J. Smertenko

+ Lit R p52 O 1 '21 980w
"The paper on Mr Wilson entitled 'Prophet

and politician' is perhaps the most likely to en-
dure. The other papers are informative, lucid,
lightened now and then by humor." N. T.

+ Nation 113:298 S 14 '21 240w
Nation and Ath 30:62 O 8 '21 400w

"Fine selection of his articles. A volume
singularly pleasant in appearance and arrange-
inent." Francis Hackett

-f New Repub 28:107 S 21 '21 1350w
"These papers impress one by their bril-

liancy, clarity and depth of analysis." Gregory
Zilboorg

+ Survey 47:439 D 17 '21 180w
"One of the most thought-provoking and II-

luininating books that America has produced
in our generation. The author of this stimu-
lating and illuminating book avoids throughout
the mistake of overburdening his discussions
with statistics, but he equally escapes the dan-
ger of mere impressionism. And the style, which
is always fresh and lucid, sparkles with fre-
quent ep:gi-am."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p603 S 22
'21 640w
Wis Lib Bui 17:185 N '21 60w

WHEAT, GEORGE SEAY, ed. Municipal land-
ing fields and air ports, il •$1.75 Putnam
629.1 20-22004

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

N Y P L New Tech Bks 5:76 O '20 40w
"This book for the first time presents as a

whole and concretely the most important aspects
of flying as a project of peace-time transporta-
tion in the United States." B. L.

-f Survey 46:15 Ap 2 '21 220w

WHEELER, CANDACE THURBER (MRS
2 THOIVIAS M. WHEELER). Development

of embroideiT in America, il $5 Harper 746
21-20517

Beginning with the porcupine quill embroid-
ery of the American Indian women, Mrs
Wheeler describes the successive types of

needlework practiced by American women, the
crewelwork, samplers and quilts of New Eng-
land, the needlework of the Moravian commun-
ity in Pennsylvania, the elaborate stitchery

called French embroidery, Berlin woolwork, and
Kensington embroidery. She also tells of the
formation of the Society of decorative art in

New York city, of which she was the founder.
The last two chapters are devoted to American
needle-woven tapestry and to the Bayeux tap-
estries. The book is profusely illustrated,

partly in color.

WHEELOCK, JOHN HALL. Bibliography of

Theodore Roosevelt. •$2 Scribner 012
20-19591

The book is "a reasonably complete bibllogra-
phv of everything between covers by or about
Theodore Roosevelt published previous to May
1, 1920, including collected works, selections

from his works, translations of his works Into
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the principal foreign languages and, to some
extent, books in English containing articles by
or about him. Literature privately printed, or
in pamphlet form, has, for the most part, not
been included." (Introd. note) Excluded are
also Mr Roosevelt's various state papers, presi-
dential messages, documents, addresses, etc., po-
litical writings bearing directly or indirectly
upon him, books and articles about him -writ-
ten in or translated into other than English
languages and his contributions to periodical
literature.

Booklist 17:201 Mr '21

WHITE, EDWARD LUCAS. Andivius Hed-
ulio. $2 (Ic) Button 21-18418

The story records the adventures of a Ro-
man nobleman in the days of the empire. An-
divius Hedulio tells his story in the first per-
son. He was one of the set of rich and fash-
ionable nobles who circled around the young
Emperor, Commodus. He had an estate in the
Sabine hills and was expecting soon to marry
a lovely, wealthy and fashionable young wid-
ow. , Then suddenly he falls under suspicion of
treason and must disappear from his world as
one dead. In disguise he wanders over almost
the whole Roman empire, is made a slave, has
hair-breadth escapes and countless adventures
and passes thru every phase of Roman life.

After ten years he regains imperial favor, his
confiscated estates are returned to him and
with them Vedia, his betrothed.

"The powers of varied description and varied
narrative utilized by Mr White during the
course of his story are remarkable. Through
the eyes of Andivius he creates scene after
scene, and vivifies event after event, with a
never-flagging energy. In all sorts of intrica-
cies he never allows the interest of the reader
to lapse for a moment." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p6 N 5 '21 1350w
"A triumph of bold and rapid narrative, as

full of breathless suspense and thrilling esca-
pade as anything in Dumas." W: C. Greene

+ Lit R p219 D 3 '21 800w
"Mr "White's knowledge of Roman life is that

of a life-long student of Roman history, lan-
guage and customs, and it is a really wonderful
kaleidoscope of the people and their manners
and customs of the early Christian era which
gives the setting for his narrative. The narra-
tive is too long and too diffuse but it is a fasci-
nating and colorful yarn."

H NY Times p22 N 13 '21 500w
"It will repay the lover of the exciting and

unusual, even if patience is needed with the
prolonged minuteness of description." R. D.
Townsend

H Outiool< 129:486 N 23 '21 300w

WHITE, VIOLA CHITTENDEN. Horizons.
(Yale ser. of younger poets) *$1.25 Yale
univ. press 811 21-8861

"She has thrown her visions towards, not
merely social horizons, but the horizons of
the spirit, of nature, of mysteries, and of
those moods which unaccountably seem to
mean so little in teasing fancies and yet turn
out to be the source of light that make clear
objects and features on the margins of eter-
nity."—^^Boston Transcript

"Thoughtful work boldly done, lacking finish
at times, but strong enough to assure the
reader that Miss White is a poet—no mere
dabbler in verse forms."

+ Bookm 54:79 S '21 160w
"Miss White's volume is the best, so far

published, in this series." W: S. Braithwaite
-|- Boston Transcript p7 My 7 '21 1500w

"Miss White has an insufficient respect for
rhythm and her verse is immature, but she
is often singularly happy in her epithets. The
small beginning perhaps of a real poetic
talent?"
+ — Spec 126:786 Je 18 '21 30w

"Consisting mainly of short, fugitive Im-
pressions, emotions, and memories, it has Its
own gracious if fragile melody."

-| The Times [London] Lit Sup p295 My
5 '21 30w

Reviewed by W: R. Benet
Yaie R n s 11:180 O '21 70w

WHITE, WILLIAM PATTERSON. Heart of
the range, il *$1.75 (Ic) Doubleday 21-10024

Racey Dawson, already familiar to read-
ers of the author's "Hidden trails," figures
here as the hero of a wild West tale. He,
with his pal, is starting to Arizona to hunt
for gold, when he discovers that on account
of a slightly befuddled brain he has taken a
horse not his own. In returning the horse to
its owner, he meets Miss Molly Dale, posses-
sor of a pair of very blue eyes and an allur-
ingly red mouth. When he learns that a
gang of rascals is trying to cheat her father
out of his ranch, he gives up his hunt for
gold, and takes up wholeheartedly a fight
against these scoundrels. The gang is a
large one, and between the battle of wits and
the gunplay that they carry on, Racey Daw-
son is a busy man. Needless to say, his ef-
forts are rewarded.

Booklist 18:19 O '21

Lit R plO My 21 '21 90w
"Racey is a real creation and as true a pic-

ture of the cowboy as any novelist has ever
made. He is well worth knowing, and the stor-
ies in which he appears are worth reading on
his account alone, to say nothing of their in-
terest for those who like tales of Western ad-
venture."

-f N Y Times p24 Je 19 '21 780w
"There is plenty of action, much humor and

a minimum of sentimentality."
+ Springf'd Republican p7a Jl 3 '21 130w

WHITEHEAD, ALFRED NORTH. Concept of
nature; Tarner lectures delivered in Trinity
college, November, 1919. *$4 Macmillan
530.1 (Eng ed 21-6777)

"Professor Whitehead, the distinguished
Cambridge raatheniatician, who holds the chair
of applied mathematics in the Imperial college
of science and technology, was the first lec-
turer under the Tarner lectureship at Cam-
bridge. The inaugural course here printed forms
a companion book to the author's 'Enquiry
concerning the principles of natural knowledge.'
Professor Whitehead thinks that Einstein has
cramped the development of his brilliant
mathematical method in the narrow bounds of
a very doubtful philosophy. A lecture delivered
in the spring of this year before the Chemical
society of the students of the Imperial college
of science and technology is included."—The
Times [London] Lit Sup Jl 8 '20

"If we may be permitted to criticize Dt
White'nead's exposition of his theory, we sug-
gest that more 'illustrations' of the meanings
of the formal statements should be given.
But to the reader who is willing to make the
necessary effort, the book may be commended
as an original and stimulating analysis."

-I Athi p270 Ag 27 '20 1200w
"He has elaborated a new terminology of

his own, and one must read his book several
times to be sure of penetrating to his intel-

lectual motives. Still his main contention is

in itself clear and illuminating." M. R. Cohen
+ New Repub 27:174 Jl 6 '21 230w
4- N Y P L New.Tech Bks 5:88 O '20 70w

Spec 126:527 Ap 23 '21 380w
Thie Times [London] Lit Sup p443 Jl 8

•20 140w
"When the tedious bits come, as they will in

any ascent, his earnestness is infectious; and
when relaxation is possible he can beguile the
way."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p561 S
2 '20 1700w
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WHITEHEAD, HAROLD. Your job; how to
choose a job, how to get a job, how to
grow in a job. $2 Biddle 174 20-22993

"In thirty-four short snappy chapters the
author gives good advice and offers useful
suggestions to the man choosing an occupa-
tion and ambitious to succeed in business.
Author is professor of sales relations, head of
vocational department, College of Business
Administration of Boston University."—Quar
List New Tech Bks

Booklist 17:269 My '21

Boston Transcript p4 Mr 16 '21 90w
Quar List New Tech Bks Je '21 40w

WHITEHOUSE, JOHN HOWARD, ed. Ruskin
the prophet. •$3.50 Dutton B or 92 21-5383

"Ten papers, including the introdufetion by
the editor, form the contents of this little cen-
tenary memorial tribute to John Ruskin."
(Boston Transcript) "Ruskin as prophet is

treated by Mr Masterman, and Ruskin as polit-
ical economist by Mr J. A. Hobson. A very
suggestive essay is contributed by Dean Inge
upon Ruskin and Plato; Professor J. A. Dale
writes about Ruskin and Shakespeare; and Mr
Whitehouse about Ruskin and London and
Ruskin and an early friendship. The volume is

rounded out with Some memories of Ruskin,
by Mr H. W. Nevinson. And to show that
Ruskin was one person as well as many—to
afRrm his unity in diversity—there are essays
by Mr Masefleld and Mr Binyon on Ruskin as
Ruskin." (Ath)

+ Ath p291 P 27 '20 40

w

+ Ath p692 N 19 '20 630w
Booklist 17:250 Ap '21

"While the many-sided Ruskin Is revealed
in this book, it is especially an exposition of
his theories and his teachings. Seldom has so
much that is significant about him been brought
into such small space." E. F. Edgett

+ Boston Transcript p4 Ja 5 '21 1400w
"An intelligent sobriety is the chief DOte of

this work."
-J- Dial 70:353 Mr '21 lOOw

"It is an interesting book."
+ Spec 125:572 O 30 '20 80w

The Times [London] Lit Sup p670 O
14 '20 70w

"Ruskin could have received no happier treat-
ment, and, in a full consideration of his genius,
no juster."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p698 O
28 '20 2300W

WHITHAM, G. I. Guarded room. *$2 (2i^c)
Lane 21-8615

Since the tragic deaths of her husband and
eldest son, Mrs Bowes has led the sheltered life
of an invalid, tenderly cared for by her daughter
Helen. After Helen's death, the duty of caring
for her falls upon Judith, a young ward of the
family. But Mrs Bowes has grown so depend-
ent on Helen's loving service that she does not
long survive her. The younger son turns up
from the ends of the earth shortly before
Helen's death. He wants to marry Judith, but
Elise Brinsley, about whom there is some mys-
tery, stands between them. The mystery is
eventually cleared away when it becomes known
that Elise is the wife of the older son Lionel.
The theme of the story seems to be that, care-
fully secluded in her guarded room, the mother
has cut herself off from her children with irrep-
arable injury to their welfare.

"A charming story, written with more than
superficial skill."

+ Ath pl57 F 11 '21 120w
"Now and again the story holds the attention

for a few moments, but it soon lapses into
mediocrity. The daughters are wishy-washy
characters, the sons are prigs, and the mother
is an unmitigated bore."

1- Lit R pll Ap 2 '21 60w

" 'The guarded room' can be recommended
for use on a long railroad journey, or for any
other time when one wants to be merely
amused without suffering thrills of a painfully
shocking kind."

-i- N Y Times p22 Je 26 '21 4S0w
"It has a clever theme."

+ Outlook 128:128 My 18 "21 60w
"An admirable story. We commend the book

heartily to our readers."
+ Sat R 131:199 Mr 5 '21 70w

"A story in which practically no events hap-
pen at all, an invalid's couch being the pivot on
which the whole novel turns. The book is an
admirable picture of still life."

+ Spec 126:435 Ap 2 '21 490w
"A quiet well-written story of English country

life. With a slender plot, the author has suc-
ceeded in evolving a tale at all times readable
and sometimes interesting."

-J The Times [London] Lit Sup p78 F
3 '21 ISOw

WHITMAN, WALT. Gathering of the forces.
il 2v *$15 Putnam 814 21-2540

For descriptive note see Annual for 1920.

"If 'The gathering of the forces' adds not a
cubit to Whitman's stature, it does provide
mildly interesting new material for his future
biographers." Alexander Woollcott

h Bookm 53:75 Mr '21 1800w
"Nothing in the volumes indicates any re-

search, beyond an examination of the Eagle
files, in the field invaded. And yet the Whit-
man text presented, material wliich hitherto
could be seen only in Brooklyn, will be wel-
comed not only by students of the poet, seek-
ing to understand his mental growth, but also
by students of American history, manners,
journalism, literature, drama, music, and art."

h Dial 70:593 My '21 300w
"These articles tell us little that is new about

the man. If the republication of all this early
journalistic woi-k tends to attract attention to
the greater message of individual faith and of
individual rebellion against law which he left
in 'Leaves of grass,' much good may per-
haps even yet be done." J: G. Fletcher

+ Freeman 3:188 My 4 '21 820w
"It is a human document, a great side-light

on Whitman's poems, and incidentally, a mine
of information on a host of matters of tem-
porary and local interest." F: T. Cooper

+ Pub W 99:168 Ja 15 '21 600w
"They are not great examples of literary

work, but they are quite good journalism, and
show that essential sanity and moderation
which belonged to Walt Whitman."

-1- — Spec 126:466 Ap 9 '21 220w
"As we read all this commonplace, it does

not make us like him less; it only shows how
the dyer's hand is subdued to what it works in.

W^hitman, since he was writing in a daily paper,
gave his public what it wanted; and that could
not be literature. The end came, luckily, after
two years, when he could no longer compro-
mise."

-J The Times [London] Lit Sup p88 F 10
•21 1750W

"These writings are in a real and large sense
ordinary. They do not in the least explain
Whitman's jump into originality; but they
prove the actuality of the jump, and that
proof is their signal value." O. ^V. Firkins

-f Weekly R 5:127 Ag 6 '21 800w
Reviewed by Emory HoUoway

Yale R n s 11:212 O '21 1050w

WHITMAN, WALT. Uncollected poetry and
prose of Walt Whitman; ed. by Emory
Holloway. 2v $7.50 Doubleday 814 21-19875

The purpose of the editor has been "to col-

lect all of Whitman's magazine publications
not found in his 'Complete prose' and to select

from liis countless newspaper stories, book
reviews, editorials, criticisms of art, music,
drama, etc., such as have particular biograph-

ical and literary value, with tuch others as
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may be needed fairly to indicate his thought
and style of composition in each stage of his
pre-poetic career." The editor provides seventy
pages of biographical and critical inforination.

"Two pleasing and scholarly volumes the
fruit of some years of intelligently directed la-
bor." Fillmore Hvde

+ Bookm 54:585 F '22 540w
"As might naturally be expected, a great

deal of mingled consequence and inconsequence
may be found in these two volumes of Whit-
man's verse and prose. After thirty-one pages
of verse, the rest is prose, and it is such a
miscellany as might be expected from a pen
that for years contributed to fleeting newspaper
pages." E. F. Edgett

1- Boston Transcript pS D 7 '21 1350w
"We wonder just why it should all have

been so piously rescued. . . Yet much of it

is interesting, vastly more interesting, for ex-
ample, than those other two similar volumes
which appeared last year under the title, 'The
gathering of the forces.' There we had virtually
nothing but Whitman's newspaper-editorials,
his reflections, in short; and it is natural that
they should have been dull and commonplace,
for in reflection Whitman was always at h!s
weakest. In these volumes, on the other hand,
we have, among all sorts of miscellaneous
scraps, his earliest attempts at creation."

H Freeman 4:382 D 28 '21 780w
Lit D p41 D 24 '21 ICOw

"Every line of these notebooks deserves, and
will receive, the closest attention of Whitman
students. Some of the facts and tendencies
which they reveal settle definitely certain vexed
questions as to Whitman's physical and psy-
chological characteristics." Bliss Perry

-f N Y Times p8 D 25 '21 llOOw
R of Rs 65:223 F '22 130w

WHITTINGHAM, GEORGE NAPIER. Home
' of fadeless splendour; or, Palestine of to-

day, il $10 Dutton 915.69

The author disclaims that this is a guide
book and describes it rather as a series of im-
pressions jotted down "during a first visit to
Palestine." His detailed picture of the Holy
Land, its past history and present condition,
make the work more than a guide book and
certainly more than a book of jottings. He
sees the country thru the eyes of a scholar,
tourist and religious pilgrim. The book is illus-
trated with sixteen etchings and maps and
eight colored plates. There is a short bibli-
ography. Contents: A pilgrim on his wa.v to
.Jerusalem; Within the Holy City; A land of
hills and valleys; The story of the chosen
people: The faith of Islam; Christendom's most
holy place; The Christian Passover; The gloiies
of Galilee; Bethany; Jericho, Jordan and the
Dead sea; Bethlehem, the focal point of re-
union; Appendices.

campaigns. While the book is chiefly valuable
as military history and as an account of the
military significance of Moltke's work, the
personality of the man, his human side, is also
revealed in these pages. Maps, a bibliography,
a chronological table and index are included.

"Despite the denials of foreword and intro-
duction the author has given us a super-guide-
book to the past, present and future of Pales-
tine. Perhaps he will resent the contradiction
less if it is coupled with the assurance that
his efforts are not unworthy of the theme. He
has the scholar's reverence for the past and the
tourist's eye for beauty, with a side-glance at
convenience. Throughout he thrills with the
pious ectasy of the pilgrim."

+ Sat R 132:619 N 26 '21 270w
Spec 127:64 N 12 '21 50w

WHITTON, FREDERICK ERNEST. Moltke.
(Makers of the nineteenth century) $3.50
Holt [18s Constable] B or 92

(Eng ed 21-12780)
Helmuth Carl Bernhard von Moltke, 1800-

1801, was a Prussian general and strategist,
chief of staff of the Prus.sian army. The effi-
ciency of the military organization which he
was so succfssful in building up and perfect-
ing was first fully revealed in the Seven weeks'
war between Prussia and Austria, in 186G. and
later in the Franco-German war of 1870-71.
Two-thirds of the book is devoted to these two

Boston Transcript p7 N 23 '21 1350w
"Col. Whitton writes clearly and pointedly,

and may even hold the attention of those
whose bump of reverence for anny chiefs is not
markedly prominent. And that means he has
made his subject interesting."

+ Nation and Ath 29:746 Ag 20 '21 190w
"A life of Moltke which is likely to become

at once a biographical and a military classic.
The author's lucid and graceful style, com-
bined with a strong sense of human interest
and a grm grasp of the principles underlying
the art of war, makes the book exceedingly
readable, whilst it must long remain the
standard text-book for military students on
the important campaigns of 1866 and 1870."

+ Spec 127:50 Jl 9 '21 680w
"The book is too uncritically laudatory of its

hero's 'master mind' to satisfy in 1921. The
sketch of the Field-Marshal's younger days is
however excellent, and the accounts of the
wars of 18G4 and 1870-1, which take up more
than two-thirds of the pages, are clear and ac-
curate; but they give a picture of events
rather than of personality."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p427 Jl
7 '21 1300W

WICK, JEAN. comp. Stories editors buy and
why. $2 Small 21-15641

Thirteen short stories selected as typical of
the stories the editors of as many periodicals
choose for publication. The replies of the
several editors to the question why they bought
the particular stories are given verbatim. Con-
tents: The week-end guest, by Marie Van
Vorst; The terrible charge against Jeff Potter,
by Samuel A. Derieux; "A source of irritation.''
by Stacy Aumonier; "Momma," by Rupert
Hughes; Back pay, by Fannie Hurst; "Cab,
Sir?" by Samuel Hopkins Adams; Tou've got
to be selfish, by Edna Ferber; "Clothes make
the man." by Booth Tarkington; The bell of
Saint Gregoire, by Agnes Ross White; The eve-
ning rice, by Achmed Abdullah; The taking of
Billy Rand, by Gordon Young; According to
Ruskin, by Harriet Welles; The crystal flask,
by Paul Rosenwey.

Booklist 18:45 N '21

"Whether general advice, however excellent,
is ever of any great service to the individual
writer may be doubted, but the specific require-
ments here mentioned ought at least to prevent
some of the more careless from sending detec-
tive or mystery tales to the magazine which
declai'es that it uses 'only business stories.' The
general reader interested in the magazines, will
learn from this book what editors are aiming
for." L. M. Field

+ N Y Times p8 S 11 '21 1950w
"Miss Wick disclaims invidious discrimina-

tion in her selection of the thirteen stories.
"They are representative samples."

-I- Springf'd Republican p6 S 6 '21 240w
Wis Lib Bui 17:157 O "21 50w

WICKHAIVI, ANNA. Contemplative quarry, and
The man with a hammer; with an introd.
by Louis Untermeyer. $1.25 Harcourt 821

21-15171

"Anna Wickham. is a young Englishwoman
who has written almost ten times as much
as she has published. The most casual read-
ing—if such a thing were possible—of Mrs
Wickham' s work reveals the strength of her
candor, the intense singleness of her purpose.
Torn between her desire for perfection and her
distrust of it, she typifies the woman of to-day,
who has repudiated the old order and is, as
yet, pitifully unadjusted to a new one. For
the greater part, her poems present the drama
of woman struggling between what is difflcult

to repudiate and what is still more difficult to
accept. . . Out of all these poems, even the most
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lyrical ones, rises the cry of the solitary soul
that is no less solitary for being the pro-
tagonist of a sex." (Introd)

"It is a veritable poetic thunderstorm. It

shows the lightning of a swift, vivid, uncertain
modern intellect zigzagging from wrath to love
and from scorn to faith. Anna Wickham has
found no philosophical trail as yet, and has
made none. She is a brave and honest explorer
who gives a faithful and passionate record of
impressions in terse and vigorous poetry."
Marguerite Wilkinson

H Bookm 54:383 D '21 SOOw
"Her ideas reveal an indubitable personality,

pugnaciously modern in its conceptions, a per-
sonality torn between the struggle of equal in-
dividuality in a world of men and the old idea
of 'the weaker sex.' At times she dominates
the reader Viy adroit argument and revealment
but her lines rise infrequently to that perilously
beautiful plane that is authentic poetry."

1- Dial 71:716 D '21 120w
"It seems that, with very few exceptions, the

main interest to be found in this book is in its

choice of theme. Mrs "Wickham represents
'woman in revolt', in short, feminism naked
and unashamed." J: G. Fletcher

H Freeman 4:164 O 26 '21 750w
"Of two moods Miss Wickham is master;

of a playful irony and of a rebellious ^passion
against the stupidities of life." J. W. "Krutch

4- Lit R p3 S 3 '21 1200W
"Anna Wickham's book is a highly valuable

document both on poetry and on woman. . .

The appeal of such a book is great because it

is both passionate and ascetic, and because its

protests are intense without being shrill. Its
author's voice is low, an excellent thing in
prophetesses. Thinking will soonest save her,
and she perpetually thinks. Only a few books
of recent poetry are so continuously interesting
as Anna Wickham's, and scarcely any is so
civilizing." ISIark Van Doren

+ Nation 113:482 O 26 '21 350w
Reviewed by L: Untermeyer

New Repub 26:269 Ap 27 '21 ISOOw
"Anna Wickham is surely one of the most

Interesting poets now writing in England. The
most striking thing about Mrs Wickham is the
reality of her emotions; when you read a poem
of hers you feel not that you are getting
a successful literary product prompted by an
emotion and executed according to the best
models, but that you are getting the emotion
itself almost disturbingly warm and alive, with
no veils of literature between you and it."

New Repub 26:304 My 4 '21 350w
"This woman's sense of humor, of irony,

prevents her from crying with the woe of
being misunderstood, and it is well, because
from her irony she has shaped a steel blade
that pierces inevitably, a feat that protesta-
tions could not do." H. S. Gorman

-h N Y Times pl4 S 4 '21 1300w

WIDDEMER, MARGARET (MRS ROBERT
HAVEN SCHAUFFLER). Cross-currents.
$1.40 Harcourt 811 21-19077

The lyrical poems of this small volume are
grouped as follows: Not to their faces; The
uncrossed hills; About living; Torches; Woods
and waters.

Booklist 18:112 Ja '22

"Miss Widdemer handles a wide variety of
rhythms and stanza forms with natural ease.
There is perhaps too much lyric repetition of
phrase form or structure in the style, and now
and then a prose line or two turns up, but not
often. At times there is undue thinness, or
the whimsical tone of a poem is carried too far
and fails. On the whole, however, the book
will interest many readers, because it deals in
universal experiences, pleasantlv portrayed."

H Bookm 54:489 Ja '22 llOw
"The old touches of sentimentality in Miss

Widdemer's art are beginning to fade and leave
bare the more genuine texture of sentiment.
She has only to exercise a more rigorous self-
discipline, coupled with a more determined

sense of values, to produce poems whose sub-
stances will carry their own zuusic and mean-
ing at the core rather than on the surface."
W: S. Braithwaite

H Boston Transcript p6 D 17 '21 1300w
"The book is- like an egg without salt—whole-

some and savourless."
H Dial 72:217 F '22 70w
"In Miss Widdemer's poetry there is much

that is sensible, pretty, and sympathetic; there
is much that could be praised were it not
true that poetry is the highest form of lei'
ters and the poets the greatest names in
literature; were it not true that a passable
short story deserves more charity than Mips
Widdemer's passable poetry. Her lines are
unmusical, her expression is commonplace, her
artistic quality is inadequate."— Lit R p290 D 17 '21 170w

Springf'd Republican p6 Ja 9 '22 310w

WIDDEMER, MARGARET (MRS ROBERT
HAVEN SCHAUFFLER). Year of Delight.
$1.90 (21/20) Harcourt 21-14548

When Delight was a little girl in the Mary
Lebaron school for orphans of clergymen she
often planned the glorious things which would
happen in her imaginary world, which she
called year-after-next. At eighteen she left the
school and went as secretary to a very wealthy,
elderly relative. Three years later the doctor in-
formed Delight that she had but one more year
to live, and almost at the same time she be-
came heiress to a fortune of $6,000,000. With
swift certainty as to what she wanted Delight
planned out her one year, which was to be her
year-after-next. And year-after-next turned out
to be much more beautiful than she had ever
dreamed.

"This is better told than most tales of house
parties; but for all it tries to be more serious, it

is ever so much like the others."
-I Lit R p27 S 17 '21 320w
"A well-written story which, after a rather

slow explanatory chapter or two, never ceases
to race breathlessly on the full tide of youth-
ful exuberance and reckless joy of life."

-f N Y Times pl8 S 25 '21 580w
"The story is a satisfying light, gay, del-

icate romance."
+ Springf'd Republican p9a O 9 "21 SlOw

Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 20w

WILDE, OSCAR. Portrait of Mr W. H. subs
$10 Kennerley

The present version of "The portrait of Mr
W. H." is the story "as written by Oscar
Wilde some time after the publication of his
essay, of the same title, and now first printed
from the original enlarged manuscript which
for twenty-six years has been lost to the
world." (Title page) It is a fanciful story
embodying a theory probably held by Oscar
Wilde, as to the real personality of the W. H.
of Shakespeare's sonnets; namely, that W. H.
was Wille Hughes, a boy actor of strange
beauty and charm, in Shakespeare's company,
whom the latter greatly loved.

"There have been few such brilliant Jeux
d'esprit, combining as it does in little the wit
and whimsicality of Wilde's plays, his gift of
story-telling, the atmosphere of the romance
of beauty, and of the romance of learning,
which pervaded his prose, and, added also, his
keen intellectual relish in devising, supporting,
and decorating the theory itself from his gay
multifarious reading." R: I.e Gallienne

+ Bookm 54:162 O '21 1200w
"It is a shadowy portrait, . after all, that

Wilde has sketched so carefully; he could not
make it vital. It is Wilde himself who draws
our interest—Wilde and the Sonnets, artist
and art. So far as Hughes himself is con-
cerned, we are indifferent. . . It is not a
masterpiece, though there are masterly touches
in it, many rememberable things, for it

would have taken Wilde more than he was
capable of to make himself negligible." C"
Vale

1- Dial 71:359 S '21 2050w
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"It is possible to read such prose as we have

in 'The Portrait of Mr W. H.' without conde-
scension and with some unaffected enjoyment.
The trick, though it never passes beyond that,

is well done and no doubt worth doing. He has
invested the story with a quiet and pretty
pathos and has interpreted the sonnets with
the intuition of an artist rather than the eru-
dition of a scholar." N. A.

H Freeman 4:430 Ja 11 '22 600w
"There are interpretative values in this fan-

tasy, apart from the interest it has in repre-
senting the writer's personality and his over-
wrought but often truly beautiful prose style."
ti.. M. Alden

-i Lit R p228 D 3 '21 700w
"Wilde brings much subtle argument to sup-

port his claim, but it has the misfortune to
be supported by nothing more substantial than
arguments and guesses which might be matched
on behalf of almost any imaginary Eliza-
bethan. Viewed as fiction, however, this is a
charming story, adorned with dainty erudition,
presented with a nice fictive art, written in a
graceful, insinuating style, and rounded out
with a whimsical conclusion that draws the
teeth of the narrative's apparent seriousness."

-] Nation 113:240 Ag 31 '21 230w
Reviewed by R: Le Gallienne

N Y Times pa Jl ?4 '21 3550w

WILHELM, R., ed. Chinese fairy book; tr.

after original sources by F. H. Martens.
il $2.50 Stokes 398.2 21-18125

"The tales have the 'Oriental glow and
glitter of precious stones and gold and multi-
colored silks." A child will take this book to
his heart, for it is a mint of tales, some very,
very short, like .lEsop's tables, and some
quite long. There are many nursery fairy tales,

legends of the gods, tales of saints and magi-
cians, nature and animal stories, ghost stories,
historic legends, and literary fairy tales."

—

Lit R

"This is a lovely book and an interesting
one. . . In all, an invaluable collection, beau-
tifully put together, attractive to look at and
to handle—a book 'to have and to hold.' "

+ Lit R pl73 N 12 '21 140w

WILKINSON, MRS MARGUERITE OGDEN
(BIGELOW). New voices; an introduction
to contemporary poetry, il $2.25 Macmillan
811.09 21-15093

A new, revised and enlarged edition, the
original of which was published in 1919. A
"Postscript" tells something of the most im-
portant poetry published since that time and
the work of some twenty poets, including Wil-
fred Owen, Lascelles Abercrombie, Edith Sit-
well, Charlotte Mew, Conrad Aiken, Lola
Ridge, and Hilda Conkling, is represented in
the additions.

"Mrs Wilkinson attempts not merely an an-
thology, but a critique of the new verse. Her
book is a series of essays, to which groups of
poems are appended as illustrative material.
The analysis of organic rhythm, diction, pat-
tern, images, and symbols, will be helpful to
readers who know nothing of poets, past or
present; but the author makes the mistake of
writing down to her audience. Where Mrs
Wilkinson excels is in choosing the poetry to
illustrate her points. Here her taste never
errs, and the two hundred or more poems which
make up her anthology are themselves the best
defense of the poetry of which she is so ardent
an advocate." Florence Converse

-I Atlantic's Bookshelf D '21 1050w
Booklist 18:60 N '21

"The postscript of this revised edition of
'New voices' deserves the extra space it fills

in the volume. There are beautiful and unus-
ual things in it, possessing not only artistic
value but high poetic genius. These poems
have ideas; they carry individuality."

+ Lit R p76 O 8 "21 290w

"Any one seeking an introduction to con-
temporary poetry will find none other so gen-
erally acceptable, both as regards the poetry
selected and the Interpretative criticism with
which it is accompanied." R: Le Gallienne

+ N Y Times p6 N 6 '21 2050w
Sprlngf'd Republican p8 N 16 '21 450w

WILLIAMS, ALBERT RHYS. Through the
- Russian revolution, il $2 Boni & Liveright

947 21-21707

For fourteen months Mr Williams lived in the
villages with the peasants, in the trenches with
the soldiers, and in the factories with the
workers. He saw the revolution thru their

eyes and took part in most of the dramatic epi-
sodes. He tells how the revolution came about
thru hunger, economic collapse and war, how
it was upheld by the revolutionists, and how
the allies combined to crush it; of the different
phases thru which it passed and the heroic ef-

forts that were made to establish the new
order. The illustrations include Bolshevik
posters (some of them in color) and placards.

Bookm 54:589 F '22 60w
"Mr Williams has written a glowing, high-

pitched book, that must be taken with plenty
of salt. The permanent value of the work
consists in its ten Bolshevist posters, repro-
duced* in original colors, with nearly fifty ad-
ditional photographs and illustrations. Thus
he has made a contribution to current history.
Furthermore, the placards are given in both
Russian and English." W: L. Phelps

h N Y Times pl3 Ja 8 '22 400w
R of Rs 65:220 F '22 80w

WILLIAMS, BASIL. Cecil Rhodes, il $2 (2c)
Holt [15s Constable] B or 92

(Eng ed 21-16148)

This is volume 8 of the Makers of the nine-
teenth century series. The author, writing from
acquaintance not only with Rhodes himself, but
with almost all the personalities who figure In
the biography, gives a contemporary portrait
of the man and a connected narrative of his
work. While to some extent the book is an
apology for Rhodes, Mr Williams does not de-
fend all his acts. With the Jameson raid he
deals sternly, but in the last two chapters he
gives a noble account of Rhodes's later activi-
ties and his conception of the Rhodes scholar-
ships. "This book is not Intended to be an
unrelieved panegyric of Rhodes or a tract for
the imperialism he preached and worked for.

But it frankly sets forth with the belief that
he was, with all his grievous faults, a great
man, and that at the root of his imperialism
were qualities that have done good service to
mankind." (Introd.)

"The plans and achievements of the empire
builder are narrated fully and vividly so that
the volume is not only the biography of a great
imperial figure but a chronicle of South Afric-
an history during well nigh a quarter of a cen-
tury."

-f Am Pol Sci R 15:625 N '21 120w
Booklist 18:48 N '21

Reviewed by Rex Hunter
Bookm 54:168 O '21 560w

"Mr Williams is at once judicial and
sympathetic; he does not whitewash Rhodes or
conceal his faults, though he hints at some of

them only very discreetly. His narrative is

not always well written, and it sometimes an-
noys the reader by the absence of specific dates;
but as an account of Rhodes's career, it is

clear in arrangement, well proportioned, and
readable." H. E. Woodbridge

-J Lit R p4 Jl 16 '21 2500w

"Mr Basil Williams's sketch of Cecil Rhodes's
character and career is the most verifiable, and,
on the whole, the fairest picture which as
yet any contemporary hand has drawn." H. W.
"m.

-f Nation and Ath 28:783 Mr 5 '21 1700w
Reviewed by Francis Hackett

New Repub 27:303 Ag 10 '21 2250w
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"Mr Williams has made a comprehensible
Rhodes, even if it is not the whole Rhodes."
C: W. Thompson

+ N Y Times pl4 Je 5 '21 2750w
"Mr Basil Williams gives us the true Rhodes,

with his generosities and asperities, his un-
scrupulousness of means, and his grandeur of
alms."

+ Sat R 131:238 Mr 19 '21 780w
"A real biography—excellent in perspective,

in terseness, and in -writing. It gives a finished
picture of the man, with his greatness and
his weaknesses."

+ Spec 126:270 F 26 '21 1700w
"Mr Williams is a fully appreciative but by

no means blind worshipper of his hero. He is
by his very knowledge and sympathy rendered
keensighted to Rhodes's limitations and faults,
and shows him to us in all his native rugged-
ness and simplicity. He tells the story with
admirable skill."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p99 F 17
'21 2750W

WILLIAMS, BEN AMES. Evered. $2 Dutton
[Ss 6d Mills & B.] 21-14135

"The story is built around a strong, stub-
born farmer-butcher and his family, who live
in far-up Maine, close to the end of civilized
things. The big figure in the book is Evered,
a man who loved his wife with a persistent,
intense love, but whose nature demanded that
that affection should in ordinary moments be
manifested by abuse. One day Evered sees
his wife in a position that makes him doubt
for the first time her faithfulness. When but
a few seconds later there is given him the
opportunity to save his wife from death he
refuses, becoming morally the murderer of
that creature which was to him most dear.
There follows the merciless torment of con-
science—the gradual weakening of this power-
ful and terrible man whose strength is being
eaten away by the torment of his soul. When
at last he learns that she was constant in her
love, even cherishing him after years of piti-
less abuse, he knows not whether he is hurt
more or less."—Lit R

ing Davis, Margaret Deland, Edna Ferber,
Mary Wilkins Freeman, Hamlin Garland, O.
Henry, Hergesheimer, Fannie Hurst, Jack Lon-
don, Brander Matthews, Melville Davisson
Post, Mary Roberts Rinehart, Booth Tarking-
ton, and Edith Wharton—their life stories and
how they are reflected in their writings."

—

Booklist

Booklist 18:19 O "21

"The least one can say of Mr Williams's
'Evered' is that it is a healthy incident in cur-
rent fiction. One hesitates to say how good
it is." P. N. Stone

+ Lit R p9 Jl 16 '21 550w
"Mr Williams tells his dramatic tale with a

sure eye for effect and attempts to force noth-
ing. The story is one that will make an im-
pression on the reader." H. S. Gorman

+ N Y Times pll Jl 10 '21 170w
"It is one of those books with power enough

to carry the reader to the last page, but not
enough to make him think of it much after-
wards."

H Sat R 132:241 Ag 20 '21 80w
"The quality of the imaginative power in-

volved in the conception of the plot is well
matched with the author's skill in handling
words, and the result is eminently satisfac-
tory."

+ Spec 127:638 N 12 '21 40w
"In its fatalism, its silences. Its solitudes,

and its merciless cruelty the story reminds
one of 'Ethan Frome' though in its finality,
it is more serene; and because of its obedience
to elemental laws, almost without terror. But
'Evered' lacks the artistic restraint that char-
acterizes Edith Wharton's work. It barely es-
capes, in fact, being melodramatic."

-1 Springf d Republican p9a Jl 31 '21
320w

"A pathetic and thrilling story."
+ The Times [London] Lit Sup p534 Ag
18 '21 170w
Wis Lib Bui 17:211 D '21 50w

WILLIAMS, BLANCHE COLTON. Our short
story writers. (Modern Amencan writers
ser.) *$2.50 Moffat 928 20-22170

"Alice Brown, James Cabell, Dorothy Can-
field, Chambers, Cobb, Connolly, Richard Hard-

-1- Booklist 17:154 Ja '21

Boston Transcript p5 D 22 '20 490w
+ Cleveland p27 Ap '21 90w

N Y Times p2 F 6 '21 3400w

WILLIAMS, CHARLES BURGESS, and HILL,
DANIEL HARVEY. Corn book for young
folk, il $1.20 Ginn 633.1 21-4790

This little volume is intended for classroom
use and is therefore copiously illustrated with
photographs taken at every stage of the de-
velopment of the plant. The authors' aim is

"to teach the general principles of crop grow-
ing thru their application to a specific crop."
Corn was selected because it exceeds in value
all other crops grown in this country. Funda-
mental principles of corn raising such as seed
selection, preparation of a seed bed, tillage,
rotation of crops, are carefully considered.
Each chapter is closed with an appendix, called
Points for thought, consisting of suggestions
and questions which lead the reader to form
his own conclusions on the matter under dis-
cussion. The book is indexed.

WILLIAMS, CHARLES DAVID, bp. Prophetic
ministry for today. $1.50 (3c) Macmillan
251 21-20138

These eight addresses by the bishop of
Michigan were the Lyman Beecher lectures for
1920 at Yale university. He talks intimately
of the work of the ministry, especially of its
prophetic function. He believes that the
minister of today as successor to the Hebrew
prophets, has above all a social message to
deliver, that he cannot be content or silent
till our social and industrial system is Chris-
tianized and the ideal of service is made
supreme.

WILLIAMS, HUGH NOEL. Gallant of Lor-
raine; Francois, seigneur de Bassompierre,
marquis d'Harouel, mar^chal de France
(1579-1646). 2v il $10 Dutton [28s Hurst &
B.] B or 92 (Eng ed 21-11327)

Frangois de Bassompierre, 1579-1646, was a
French soldier, courtier and diplomatist, fav-
orite of King Henry IV, whose services dur-
ing the Huguenot rising of 1621-22 won for
him the dignity of marshal of France. He be-
came implicated in the plot to overthrow
Richelieu and was imprisoned for twelve years
in the Bastille until the cardinal's death.
Here his "Memoires," which are an important
source for the history of his time, were pre-
pared, and it is upon these memoirs that Mr
Williams's biography is based.

Boston Transcript p6 S 17 '21 950w
"An entertaining and gossipy account of one

of the most picturesque figures in French
history. Mr Williams is successful in giving
us a vivid, life-like portrait of his hero, with-
out more partisanship than is pardonable in
a sketch of this character, against a histori-
cal background which is carefully and ac-
curately drawn, but avoids unnecessary ela-
boration." Stanley Went

-f Lit R p66 O 8 '21 1500W
"In the Bastille Bassompierre wrote the ex-

tensive memoirs which furnish the basis of Mr
Williams's biography. They are of sufficient
importance to be cited by all historians of the
period. Mr Williams does not write with any
particular charm, but it would be difficult for
any pen to obscure the fascination of that bril-
liant and debauched court or the appeal of
Henri's attractive scoundrelism." J. M. Krutch

H Nation 113:603 N 23 '21 550w
New Statesman 17:336 Je 25 '21 500w
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WILLIAMS, HUGH NOBL—Continued
"Despite Bassompierie having been a born

adventurer Mr Williams proceeds with the
story in the most unexciting manner, over-
loading his text with details which in no way
heighten the interest, and stretching out to
640 pages what could have been easily com-
pressed into less than two-thirds of that
space. On the other hand, the author must be
credited with having performed his task with a
strict regard for historical accuracy and tak-
ing great pains to make his book authorita-
tive." Austin Hay

1- N Y Times pl5 S 25 '21 1900w
Outlook 129:266 O 19 '21 220w

"Set forth with some prolixity, but in a
sensible, informative manner."

h Sat R 132:298 S 3 '21 600w

WILLIAMS, MARY WILHELMINE. Social
Scandinavia in the viking age. 11 *$6 Mac-
millan 948 20-15557

" 'Social Scandinavia in the Viking age' is a
study of the ways of life of the Northmen
during the period in which their influence was
contributing to European history. After describ-
ing the geographic environment, appearance
and character of these kindred of the peoples
of British blood, the book traces the career
of the individual from the time he was named
to the elaborate final rites performed at his
death. The study includes such matters as
food, dress and dwellings; the customs of court-
ship, the nature of marriage and family life;

methods of transportation and travel; the
peaceful industries and recreations and the
methods of waging warfare; the manner in
which the Northmen governed themselves and
administered justice; the form of their artistic
and literary expression, and the religious ob-
servances and superstitions which colored their
lives. The volume is illustrated with numerous
drawings and photographs. Mary Wilhelmine
"Williams, Ph.D., the author of the book, is

associate professor of history in Goucher col-
lege."—N Y Times

"It can scarcely be said that Professor Wil-
liams has exhausted her theme; but an author
has the right to impose limits, and the re-
viewer has no fault to find with the plan. In
places the proof-reader has failed to note er-
rors." L. M. Larson

-I Am Hist R 26:496 Ap '21 620w
"In every page the book bears evidence of

thorough and painstaking study." A. E. Jenks
-f Am J Soc 26:632 Mr '21 390w

"Thorough and scholarly."
+ Cath World 113:108 Ap "21 360w

"The book bears all the marks of a pains-
taking scientific technique, yet it misses that
quality of wholesome dreariness that most
studies in social origins exhibit. Dr Williams
evidently liked her subject very much, and is

in command of a literary art that compels her
readers to like it too."

+ New Repub 25:115 D 22 '20 260w
"A scholarly and readable study."

-f N Y Times p21 Ja 30 '21 180w
R of Rs 62:558 N '20 70w

"Its sole and rare fault is that one could
wish it longer."

-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p53 Ja
27 '21 lOOOw

WILLIAMS, MICHAEL. American Catholics
' in the war; National Catholic war council,

1917-1921. $2.50 Macmillan 940.315
21-15651

"A running chronicle of the activities of
American Catholics during the great war. Mr
Williams elected to construct his narrative
very largely on a foundation of original docu-
ments, which are reproduced in full. The or-
ganization of the National Catholic War Coun-
cil and its work during the years 1917-19 have
been set forth by Mr Williams in generous
detail, illustrated from official archives of the
Council and of the Catholic Church."—N Y
Times

"This book is merely a running chronicle, a
summary of a tremendous mass of material;
hut though it is suggestive and fragmentary
rather than exhuustive and definite, neverthe-
less, it is based solidly upon documentary evi-
dence."

+ Cath World 114:475 Jy. '22 3000w
"His volume is more valuable as a source

book than as a personal commentary by the
author. Perhaps, however, it was Mr Will-
iams's intention to keep his historical method
purely objectve, leaving the more detailed cri-
tical examination of the subject to future his-
torians. It is to be hoped that subsequent edi-
tions of the book will have an index."

H NY Times pS N 27 '21 250w

WILLIAMS, TALCOTT. Turkey; a world prob-
lem of to-day. $3 (5c) Doubleday 914.96

These pages "present a direct plea for the
acceptance by the United States of a manda-
tory from the League of Peace for Asiatic
Turkey and Constantinople, or as much of it

as could be saved from other powers." (Pref-
ace) The background of this argument is pro-
vided by chapters on Turkish history, govern-
ment, religion, racial problems, literature and
journalism, economic conditions, etc. Both
American and world interests are bound up in
this great issue, the author maintains.

"The reader realizes from the first few pages
that the author comes to his task, not as a
mere parlor student of his subject, but as one
equipped with advantages rarely possessed by
those who essay to inform the public regarding
Turkish life, politics and world relations."

+ Boston Transcript p4 S 28 '21 950w
Reviewed by T: Q. Beesley

N Y Times pl4 N 27 '21 1200w
"Like almost every book by a journalist,

even a great journalist, Mr Williams's dis-
course is a somewhat perplexing mixture of
exposition, authoritative assertion, explanation
of personal opinion, history, and argument. The
author is somewhat given to bold, forthright
statements. He has written, however, an ex-
ceedingly informing, provocative, variously in-
teresting, and reliable book about Turkey. He
not only gives the facts, but contributes his
ripe opinions of their importance."

H No Am 214:860 D '21 lOOOw
Outlook 129:438 N 16 '21 70w

"Extremely interesting and written in a style
admirably direct and clear." E. L. Pearson

+ Weekly R 5:274 S 24 '21 SOw

WILLIAMS, WHITING. Full up and fed up. 11

$2.50 Scribner 331.8 21-20731

For this first-hand investigation of the mind
of the British worker, Mr Williams spent some
months of 1920 among labor gangs in England,
Scotland, and Wales. He worked and lived
with miners, steel workers, dock laborers and
machinists, used every opportunity to talk
with them, went to their meetings, listened to
their labor leaders, and tells in their own
words what they think of their life and work-
ing conditions. This makes up seven-eighths
of the book. The remaining part is given to
his interpretation, summed up in the slang
of the title: "full up" meaning scarcity of
work, "fed up" signifying the discontent of
the workers.

Booklist 18:107 Ja '22

Freeman 4:406 Ja 4 '22 250w
"This is a book that ought to be read."

-H R of Rs 64:670 D '21 550w
"A lively yarn, breezily and vigorously told

and decidedly worth while."
-f Sprlngf d Republican plO N 18 '21 650w

WILLIAMSON, CHARLES NORRIS, and WIL-
LIAMSON, ALICE MURIEL (LIVING-
STON) (MRS CHARLES NORRIS WIL-
LIAMSON). Brightener. il $1.75 (l^^c)
Doubleday 21-17546

Elizabeth Courtenaye was the last of an
old English family and, when her grandmother
died, nothing was left to her but her title
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as the widowed Princess di Miramare, the old
family seat of Courtenaye Abbey, and innu-
merable debts. To help her out the wife of
her lawyer invented the profession of
"Brightener" for her. The story is an ac-
count of the many incredibly strange ad-
ventures she has in the capacity of brighten-
ing other people's lives, and making matches
for them, with her own romance thrown in.

Booklist 18:87 D '21

Boston Transcript p5 N 19 '21 620w
"It isn't literature. It is simple reading

for motion picture producers, and one cannot
help feeling that It was written with a snappy
scenario in mind."— Lit R pl53 N 5 '21 180w
"Entertaining, if distinctly improbable."
H NY Times pl2 N 20 '21 280w

Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 30w

WILLIAMSON. CHARLES NORRIS, and
WILLIAMSON, ALICE MURIEL (LIVING-
STON) (MRS CHARLES NORRIS WIL-
LIAMSON). Great pearl secret, il *$1.90
(3c) Doubleday 21-1282

An American multi-mtllionairess marries an
impoverished English duke, whose only remain-
ing possession is a wonderful rope of Russian
pearls that had once belonged to a tsarina,
and had for some generations wandered, as an
heirloom in the duke's family, from bride to
bride. This last is a love inarriage whose
brightness is dimmed by only one shadow: the
pearls are in pawn and cannot be handed over
to the bride on her marriage eve as per tradi-
tion. It is a pretty nucleus for scandal and
intrigue and even the loving duchess' faith in
her husband is shaken when a Polish dancer's
name is tossed about by wagging tongues in
connection with his name. When at last the
pearls arrive under special escort from France
and the seals are broken under special love
rites, only to reveal a faked copy, bedlam is
let loos^. Mystery, suspicions, high-strung emo-
tions, and mortal danger, hold the reader
spell-bound until the thief is disclosed in the
person of the duchess' maid, Simone, and
both the dancer and the duke are proved in-
nocent, the latter even a noble benefactor.

"Not so good as other stories by these
authors."

H Booklist 17:220 Mr '21

"The two authors have seldom put their
names to a better story." D. L. Mann

-f- Boston Transcript p8 F 2 '21 800w
"The story is eminently readable, though

hardly distinguished."
+ Lit R plO Mr 19 '21 90w

Sat R 131:424 My 21 '21 60w

WILLIAMSON, CHARLES NORRIS, and WIL-
LIAMSON. ALICE MURIEL (LIVING-
STON) (MRS CHARLES NORRIS WIL-
LIAMSON). Vision house. 51.90 (2c) Doran

21-9591
The Earl of Severance is in love with Marise

Sorel, a beautiful American actress, but to
gain an inheritance, is obliged to marry his
cousin CEnone, ill with consumption and not
expected to live long. In order that he may be
near Marise without fear of scandal, he pro-
poses that she go thru a marriage ceremony
with some one from whom she can easily
get a divorce when he himself is free. To punish
him for this selfish plan, Marise consents to
it and chooses for her husband, John Garth,
Severance's particular bSte noir. How this
situation works out may be Imagined, since
Garth is already in love with Marise and is,
besides, a man with no lack of likable quali-
ties.

more the American multitudes will undoubtedly
think this a good little book."

h Lit R pll Je 25 "21 500w
"The tale has its Improbabilities, but It is

exciting and readable."
-r Outlook 128:340 Je 22 '21 50w

WILLIAMSON, GEORGE CHARLES. Minia-
ture collector. (Collector's ser.) il $2.50 Dodd
757 (Eng ed 21-9143)

This "Guide for ihe amateur collector of
portrait miniatures" (bub-title) is profusely
illustrated, The illustrations are from collec-
tions of various owners, from costly and
privately printed works and from books now out
of print. Partial contents; Hans Holbein and the
earliest painters in miniature; Nicholas and
Lawrence Hilliard; The Olivers; John Hoskins
and his son; Samuel Cooper; Richard Cosway;
Andrew and Nathaniel Plimer; George Engle-
heart; John Smart; Ozias Humphry; William
Wood; The miniature painters in enamel; Some
foreign miniature painters: Plumbago draw-
ings; Collections and collectors; Forgeries; The
American miniature painters; Bibliography; In-
dex.

Booklist 17:341 Jl "21

"Everything that a collector of miniatures
would be likely to desire." N. H. D.

-1- Boston Transcript p7 Mr 26 '21 960w
Int Studio T2:20G Ja '21 60w

+ Outlook 127:477 Mr 23 '21 50w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p780 N

25 '20 SOW

WILLIS, JAMES FLORENCE. Bibliophily, or
booklove. *$1 (7c) Houghton 028 21-6504

Of booklove the author says that it is the
passport to the purest and the perfectest plea-
sures possible to man; that we are never really
well-bred until we have attained ability to
know and to love real books; that this is chiefly
a matter of self-education; that it is a mark of
culture, of refinement, of broad-mindedness, and
of spiritual development. The six essays in the
booklet are: Booklove; Books; Great books:
Book-gathering; Book-reading; Bookmaking.

"It was a disappointment to find in 'Vision
house' only sentimentalized sophistication.
However, the Williamson style is sprightly,
the character types glitter pleasantly, and once

"There are but few sights more pathetic than
that of a man who takes up an excellent theme
and then lets it run away with him. In short,
Mr Willis has thundered away at the imperfec-
tion of books and readers in such a fashion that
the title of his sermon takes on sour irony: you
cannot make people love something by black-
jacking them into your own method of wooing
the object in question. Yet it is sound as a
whole."

H Lit R p9 Mr 26 '21 300w
"His is a pretty little book, neatly printed

and neatly bound; but it is not the book I

had hoped for, because its topic is rather the
reading of books than the collecting of books.
In short, Mr Willis is not a bibliophile at all;

and he does not know a bibliophile when he
meets one. He may be a booklover in his own
fashion; but he loves books only for what
they contain, and not for themselves." Bran-
der Matthews

-\ NY Times pl7 My 1 '21 2000w

WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE, RICHARD
GREVILLE VERNEY, 19th baron. Hunting
the fox. il *$4 (9c) Houghton 799

(Eng ed 21-8996)

Far from sounding the doom of fox-hunt-
ing, the war has given it a new lease of life,

the author declares. The immediate conse-
quence of mobilization was the recognition of

fox-hunting as a first-class national asset, and
the war has surely increased the number and
ardor of its supporters. It is not a decadent
sport, then, but one in full vigor that the book
envisages. In the contents the requirements
and qualities of masters of foxhounds are dis-

cussed, the fox-hound himself, the technique
of the sport, the breeding and training of the
horse and riding to hounds. Some field advice
is given.
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WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE, R: —Continued
"Since the death of Mr John Watson the

author has been probably the most famous
M.F.tL in Great Britain. . . In this essay,
for it is little more, every aspect of fox-hunt-
ing has been dealt with, from the most tech-
nical duties of the huntsman in field and ken-
nel to the problems of horse-breeding and the
training of young horses. There is an inter-
esting chapter on the literature of the chase."
C F

' + Ath pHO Jl 23 '20 660w
Lit R pl2 Mr 26 '21 50w

"The book is, perhaps, the first simply writ-
ten and yet exhaustive manual upon fox hunt-
ing that has been published."

+ N Y Times pl4 Mr 6 '21 850w
"He has at command a clear and vigorous

prose style, though he is, we think, a little too
fond of describing quotations as 'inimitable,'

and rises occasionally to a solemnity which
argues more for his keenness as a sportsman
than for his sense of humour. These, however,
are minor blemishes."

-I The Times [London] Lit Sup p465 Jl

22 '20 1900w

WILLOUGHBY DE BROKE, RICHARD GRE-
VILLE VERNEY, 19th baron, ed. Sport of
our ancestors, il $10 799 Dutton [21s Con-
stablel

A collection of fox-hunting pieces from the
prose writings of Whyte-Melville, Beckford,
Nimrod and Anthony Trollope, and from the
verse of Bgerton Warburton and Bromley-
Davenport, with some introductory pages for
each of them, and a chapter on "Jorrocks."
Fine printing and paper give the book a hand-
some make-up. "The illustrations, which are
in color and In black-and-white, are by G. D.
Armour.

Boston Transcript p7 N 16 '21 240w
Reviewed by E. L. Pearson

Ind 107:166 N 12 '21 160w
"What makes the book doubly attractive is

the real spirit of the chase, riding to hounds,
and traveling in the coach, depicted in line
and color by G. D. Armour. Rarely has a
sporting book such a wealth of hunting action
about it."

+ Lit D p39 D 24 '21 200w
"The extract from Anthony Trollope's 'Amer-

ican senator' Is perhaps the Jolliest chapter in
Lord Willoughby de Broke's very Jolly book,
although the selections from Whyte Melville
are a close second." Margaret Armstrong

+ Lit R p252 D 10 '21 500w
"Exceedingly pleasant and instructive read-

ing. Almost anybody with the slightest
sporting instinct will delight in the book."

+ Outlook 129:400 N 9 '21 90w
"Though the bulk of the book Is quotation.

the value of it lies chiefly in what Lord
Willoughby himself has written. He is politi-
cian and huntsman, both. He was born at a
date and in a position which has allowed him
to enjoy the very cream of Joriocks's England,
and a form of semi-feudal country life without
parallel in any other country or time. . . The
historical value is the product of very special
knowledge in the author."

-+- Sat R 132:565 N 12 '21 460w
"It is an entertaining volume and the draw-

ings b.v Mr G. D. Armour are excellent."
+ Spec 127:713 N 26 '21 60w

WILLSIE, HONORS (MCCUE) (MRS HENRYELMER WILLSIE). Enchnnted canyon; a
novel of the Grand canyon and the Arizona
desert. »$2 (1V2C) Stokes 21-6029

We first meet Enoch Huntingdon, who dom-
inates the book, at the age of fourteen, a New
York street waif, orphaned and incorrigible,
and already a gambler. Something in his face
and name arouses the interest of a benefactor
who as a first step in the task of regeneration
take.s him to the Grand canyon 't)f the Colorado
and leaves him for ten days in the care of a
trusted guide. Several trips down Bright Angel

trail have the desired effect. After an interval
of twenty-two years we meet Enoch again
as Secretary of the Interior, a great and ad-
mired figure in 'W^ashington and almost In
command of himself, except for a morbidly
haunting shame concerning his uncertain par-
entage and an occasional relapse to gambling.
Then re-enters the desert heroine, whom he
had met as a child on Bright Angel trail, and
his love for her, witli the help of another trip
to the old canyon scenes, completes the cure.

Booklist 18:55 N '21

"It is the majesty of the Canyon that gives
color to a most captivating tale."

+ Bookm 53:461 Jl '21 130w
"Certainly nowhere has Mrs Willsie displayed

her power as a novelist more unquestionably."
D. L. Mann

-h Boston Transcript p4 My IS '21 lOOOw
"Mrs Willsie is at her best in her description

of tlie great West, for she writes as one who
li^nows and loves her subject. All in all it Is a
delightful tale."

+ Lit R pl8 Ap 23 '21 120w
"Two features of the story make an especial-

ly strong impression. The first of these is the
early life of the boy in New York. . . . The
influence of the police for better things in the
worst parts of the city is probably rather a
new note in fiction." Arthur Woods

+ N Y Times p24 My 1 '21 680w
"The parts of the novel relating to out-of-

door life in the wilds are the best of the book.
The emotion is somewhat strained and the
passion of the situation somewhat artificial."
+ — Outlook 128:174 My 25 '21 140w

WILMOT-BUXTON, ETHEL MARY. Short
world history. $2 Dutton [6s Methuen] 909

Since a complete epitome of world history in
all its aspects is an impossibility, the author,
assuming on the reader's part, a general knowl-
edge of events and personages, confines herself
to tracing the line of economic development
throughout the rise and fall of empires, show-
ing the general principles of cause and effect,
as one nation after another rises, becomes
dominant, and passes into obscurity. By this
method the leading principles of economics are
seen in their practical applications.

"The author is an optimist. It is to be hoped
that her faith is as well founded as her record
of facts is accurate."

+ Lit R p75 O 8 '21 140w
"The organization of the material and the

style of the book make it serviceable for refer-
ence or textbook use."

+ School R 29:795 D '21 350w
"In about 200 pages, explains the effects of

the greater movements of history in a simple,
unassuming and reasonably frank manner which
should make the book of considerable useful-
ness to students in the schools or to those out-
side the schools who are educating them-
selves."

+ Springf'd Republican p8 O 4 '21 80w

WILSON, GEORGE GRAFTON. First year of
the League of nations. •$1.25 Little 341.1

21-4819

Beginning with the resolution taken in the
first week of the Peace conference, calling for a
League of nations, the author, who is (1921)
professor of international law at Harvard uni-
versity, follows the growth of the league. A
brief account of the meetings of the Council Is
followed by a comprehensive summary of the
work of the first assembly, which met at Gen-
eva, Nov. 15-Dec. 18, 1920. The full text of the
Covenant of the League of nations Is printed
as an appendix.

Am Pol Sol R 15:458 Ag '21 60w
Booklist 17:334 Jl '21

"Admirably brief and clear presentation of
what anyone interested in the formation of a
leagtie of nations, will wish to know." M. H.
Anderson

-f Pub W 99:965 Mr 19 '21 300w
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R of Rs 63:560 My '21 40w
"Impartial in its criticism and appraisal of

alms and results, no other book of its length
offers so complete a survey of a too little

known development of the past year and a
half."

-f Sprlngrd Republican p9a Ag 28 '21

120w
+ Survey 46:217 My 14 '21 40w

WILSON, GUY MITCHELL, and HOKE,
KREMER JACOB. Hovir to measure, il

•$2.20 Macmillan 136 20-22844

"The book is designed primarily as a hand-
book for teachers in the administration of [edu-
cational] tests. The major portion of the space
is given to the discussion of those tests which
have been found to be most serviceable to the
classroom teacher. The principal tests in each
school subject are reviewed, detailed direc-
tions for use are given, results are analyzed
and their values for diagnosis are considered.
The dominant emphasis throughout these chap-
ters, however, is not upon the tests themselves
but upon the progress of the pupil as aided
by the use of the tests."—El School J

"As a handbook for the teacher it is probably
the best now available."

-t- El School J 21:390 Ja '21 600w

4- School R 29:154 F '21 600w

WILSON, HARRY LEON. Wrong twin, il 'JLTS
(Ic) Doubleday 21-7335

Of the two Cowan twins at nine, Wilbur was
the normal one, while Merle was ultra proper
and nice. It was Merle who was adopted by
the wealthy Whipple family when harum-
scarum Patricia demanded a brother. The
paths of the twins then separated and there-
after their upbringing differed widely. Merle
was carefully trained and expensively educated,
while Wilbur more or less regulated his own
affairs, with more attention paid to mechanics
and caddying than to things learned from books.
Then the war came and again the twins showed
a fundamental difference in their response to
its call. Wilbur enlisted as soon as possible,
while Merle became editor of the New Dawn,
a radical paper antagonistic to the war and
the government. The patriotic Whipples be-
gan to wonder if they had chosen the wrong
twin. After the war was over, Patricia clinched
the matter by marrying Wilbur.

"A delightful and entertaining story, con-
taining some shrewd observation of the Amer-
ican type."

-+- Booklist 17:307 My '21

"Its realism, which is of the right kind, be-
comes all the more vahd because of that ele-

ment of humor which never needs to be con-
sciously sought for in the life of the ordinary
American." M. F. Egan

+ N Y Times pl4 Ap 17 '21 320w
"Mr Wilsor is inimitable in small-town life

—he touches its traits with a mellow remini-
scence. He writes of real people, lais humor
has tang without sting, and his philosophy of

life is clean and cheerful. His pervasive Ameri-
canisn—nhove par. if anvthing—is no theory,
but wholesome, folksy and practical." Perry
Winkel

-j- Pub W 99:957 Mr 19 '21 300w
Sat R 132:327 S 10 '21 120w
Spec 127:340 S 10 '21 40w

"The story is replete with mirth-provoking
incidents, and is, by all odds, the most mature
and diverting narrative that Mr Wilson has
written."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican pl3a My 1 '21

400w

WILSON, MARTHA. School library manage-
ment. 2d ed, rev *85c Wilson. H. W. 027.8

21-1216

In this new edition the number of pages
has been Increased from 126 to 142. Minor cor-
rections have been made thruout.

Booklist 17:227 Mr '21

"The volume may be confidently relied upon
to perform its definite service."

4- School R 29:235 Mr '21 220w

WILSON, PHILIP WHITWELL. Vision we for-
get. (Forgotten Bible ser.) $2 Revell 228

21-12365

"The author, an English political Journalist,
is also the author of a number of devotional
books, including 'The Christ we forget.' He
makes no claim to be authority on prophetic
systems, but finds in John of Patmos one who
seems to have comprehended the world In
which we have to live. He suggests that
the book is altogether up-to-date, giving
'curious yet exact descriptions of modern war,
of recent revolutions, of the electric telegrraph,
of the women's movement, of the popular press,
of the distributed Bible, pocket size, of capi-
tal and labor, of Catholics and Protestants, of
scientific research, of the art of healing, of in-
ternational peace,—in fact of all that Is char-
acteristic, whether good or ill. In the twentieth
century.' "—Springf'd Republican

"To say that the book is eloquent and sug-
gestive is to speak faint prai.'?e. It Is In many
ways fascinating in its presentation of spiritual
truths pnd its interpretation of passages con-
sidered ob.scure."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Ap 4 '21 320w
"At a time when the practical appeal of

the Apocalypse to the world of to-day may be
rather dimmed, there may well be a place
for its interpretation by a fresh active and
devout intelligence in close touch with con-
temporary life and allied with a trained gift

of popular exposition."
-f The Times [London] Lit Sup p311 My
12 '21 160w

WILSON, ROMER. Death of society. $2 (2c)
Doran 21-10336

This "novel of tomorrow" is the author's
vision of a new society where sex relationships
are founded upon freedom. A young English-
man, wandering in Norway, comes by chance
to the home of Karl Ingman, an elderly Nor-
wegian critic, and is urged to stay there for

a few days. He finds it a place of enchant-
ment, where the lovely Rosa Ingman, wife of

his host, teaches him a new kind of love. After
a day of ecstasy together, the lovers decide to

return to society and respect its conventions,
to wait in patience for the age that they might
never see but which must come "after the
death of society."

"The mere sex complications, though they
are the foundation of the book, do not provide
its charm, or Its wide divergence from other
sex novels. It is as separate as an enchanted
castle, where no one can enter or leave till the
spell is lifted." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript pl2 N 30 '21 8o0w

"The book is an effort to say something
profound about the nature of love. But the
profound thing itself is not expressed in the
book and one would become quite impatient
with the author's balbutient utterance were it

not for the real power of her creation." Vivian
Shaw

1- Dial 71:371 S '21 lOOw
"What might have been a beautiful or a

daring picture of emancipated men and women
is here turned into an exhibition of moonlsh
trash. As if fearful of being misunderstood,
the authoress gave to her book the sub-title

'A novel of tomorrow.' Its actual location in

time is somewhere between the mediaeval
ages and Freud."— Lit R pll Jl 23 '21 230w
Reviewed by Ludwlg Lewisohn

Nation 113:156 Ag 10 '21 800w

"She means to create something beautiful
and stirring and hauntingly ideal, and there
are some spirited and lovely passages In the
book, especially of description. But she leaves
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too many loop-holes for the devil of the
ridiculous, and it is impossible not to see
him in this Norwegian paradise."

\- New Repub 27:332 Ag 17 '21 550w
"Its flimsinesses, vaguenesses and sillinesses

spring from the same stem as the quick, de-
licate perceptions which also abound in it. She
has had the courage of her ignorance, her
extravagance, her sense of beauty, and with-
out such courage, which also inevitably pro-
duces absurdities, the work of romantic writers
is apt to be feeble. Her courage has saved
her."

h New Statesman 17:387 Jl 9 '21 1300w
"There are some fine descriptions of Nor-

wegian scenery in the novel, to which its

author has at times managed to impart a
kind of unearthly quality. But there are many
moments when one is tempted to believe the
book intended as a burlesque on a certain type
of modern fiction."

f- N Y Times p24 ,T1 17 '21 460w
"The characters discuss Ibsen admiringly, but

they are far indeed from attaining to his ter-
rible clearness of vision."— Sat R 131:423 My 21 '21 250w
"Couched in a few sentences, its theme may

sound an almost repulsive one, and only the
reading of the book in its entirety can con-
vey the quality by which it stands or falls,

its beauty, and its odd mountain glamour. A
great deal of the pleasure afforded to the reader
lies in the extremely compact and vivid de-
scriptions."

-t- Spec 126:720 Je 4 '21 700w
"It is all so rapturous and transcendental

that a prosaic reader may easily be left bog-
gling. There is, nevertheless, something that
we like about this book; there is both a mind
and a heart behind it, and some of the dialogue
is excellent."

f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p290 My
5 '21 550w

WILSTACH, PAUL. Potomac landings, il $5
Doubleday 975.2 21-19778

Below Washington the Potomac river is prac-
tically an arm of Chesapeake bay. This calm
stretch of the river is known as Tidewater
Potomac and it is to this one hundred and
twenty miles of the river's course that the
book is confined. The Potomac is one of our
earliest settled waterways, the first white
colonization being made by Lord Baltimore in
1634, the settlements gradually advancing up
the river on both the Maryland and the Vir-
ginia side. The book tells of the establishment
of the great plantations, the noted names con-
nected with them, the life of the manor-houses
and their hospitality, the schools and churches
of the colonists, their balls and their hunts,
their traveling and postal facilities. The last
chapter is given to the Potomac of today. The
book is indexed and fully illustrated and there
is a map of the part of the river treated.

Booklist 18:117 Ja '22

Boston Transcript p9 N 26 '21 250w
"Mr Wilstach, with his accustomed sensitive-

ness to material, has made a bewitching book
out of 'Potomac landings'. . . He has revived
for his readers the temperamental atmosphere
of a river whose share in the nation's life has
been ample and worthy."

+ Lit D p36 D 24 '21 200w
"Mr Wilstach has mingled imagination with

realism by allowing the Potomac scene to re-
produce itself, in considerable measure, through
the medium of quotations from letters and
other literary remains. This procedure imparts
an appropriately archaic flavor to his stoi-y,
which, not limiting itself to the romantic fea-
tures of days that are fied, gives the many-
sided picture of a civilization." R. J. Davis

-f- Lit R p227 D 3 '21 350w
"It is a painstaking yet popular study of a

small but Important segment of American do-
main and life. The author's work gains by

the illustrations, and the result is a handsome
book of historic and human Interest."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p6 D 12 '21 450w

WINDISCH-GRAETZ, LAJOS, herczeg, (LUD-
WIG WINDISCHGRAETZ). My memoirs:
tr. by Constance Vesey. $5 Houghton B
or 92 [16s Allen & U.] (Eng ed 21-16674)

"Prince Ludwig Windischgraetz belongs to
the Hungarian nobility; he was a Cabinet
Minister during the war and was repeatedly
urged by the Emperor Karl to become Prime
Minister. As soon as he left the army he
voluntarily became a spy, and the habit or
gift of spying never afterwards deserted him.
He took an active part in Hungarian politics
from the year 1910, with Andrassy in opposi-
tion against Tisza, and during the latter part
of the war was behind the scenes of high
policy and, according to his own account, a
constant and personal adviser of the Emperor.
The picture which he draws for us of the gov-
erning classes in Austria-Hungary is one of
hopeless corruption and incompetence. Charges
and counter-charges of corruption, treason, and
murder fiy across his pages."—New States-
man

Am Hist R 27:318 Ja '22 1050w
"Succeeds in giving a view of the confused

scene of Austro-Hungarian politics during the
period of the great war." L. P.

-I- Freeman 4:310 D 7 '21 230w
Nation and Ath 30:24 O 1 '21 200w

"The future historian who deals with the
causes, social and political, of the Great War
will do well to read this extraordinarily In-
teresting book."

-I- New Statesman 17:652 S 17 '21 630w
"It is a book rich in drama, exhibiting in

vivid fashion the clash of personalities in
those momentous days when an empire was
going to pieces." Austin Hay

4- N Y Times pi O 30 '21 2600w
"Despite its extreme bitterness of tone, this

Is an uncommonly interesting study of a
momentous decline and fall."

-f Sat R 132:327 S 10 '21 600w
"We have seen no more vivid and dramatic

account of the last stage of Hapsburg rule
than that which Prince Ludwig Windisch-
graetz has written, and of which Miss Vesey
had made an exceptionally readable transla-
tion."

+ Spec 127:271 Ag 27 '21 1250w
"The book is not one which tends to in-

spire confidence in the author; it leaves the
impression of a man argumentative, opinionat-
ed, perhaps quarrelsome, full indeed of
courage and resolution, but without the essen-
tial qualities of statesmanship."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p491 Ag

4 '21 2000w

WIPRUD, A. C. Federal farm-loan system in
operation. *$2 Harper 332.3 21-13422

The purpose of the book is to give reliable
information about the system that is to supply
the American farmers with the long-term
credit which will enable them to develop and
expand their farming operations. W. G. Mc-
Adoo, in his introduction to the volume says
"This great system of agricultural credit will
become a very rock of Gibraltar for agricul-
tural prosperity. If this is now supplemented
by an intelligent system of warehousing, and
by co-operative organizations for the financing,
marketing, and distribution of farm products,
a new and brighter future will open to the
American farmer." The joint-stock land
banks—an organization intended to comple-
ment the Federal loan banks—are dealt with In
the appendix, which also gives the text of
the Federal farm loan act.

Booklist 18:8 O '21

Lit R p26 S 17 '21 280w
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WITHINGTON, ROBERT. English pageantry;
an historical outline. 2v v 2 $6 Harvard
univ. press 792 lS-12461

"Continues his story of the pageant from
Elizabethan times. Professor Withington, in
his second volume, traces its liistory through
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries down
to the revival in England under Lrouis N.
Parker and the most, recent pageants in the
United States. Processional pageantry, the
comiiiwnity drama, and the "festival" all receive
their due share of attention. Tlie author writes
at considerable length on such subjects as The
Lord mayor's show. Survivals and revivals,
The Parkerian pageant and Pageantry in the
United States."—N Y Times

Booklist 18:11 O '21

"If the material is somewhat undigested
these two volumes will prove a valuable store-
house of Information for future inquirers. Mr
Withington has supported his text with abund-
ant notes." C. L. K.

+ Eng Hist R 36:612 O '21 500w
"Broad vision, combined with accurate def-

nitions of the elements and types of pageant
and festival and a detailed record of past
achievements, makes Mr Witiiington's work,
while incidentally interesting to tlie lay reader,
of the highest practical value as an authority
and encyclopaedia for the worker in the field of
communitv drama." L. R. S.

+ Freeman 2:574 F 2i '21 2S0w
"Mr Withington's book is neither as enter-

taining nor as valuable when he comes to a
discussion of present day pageantry. The il-

lustrations are poorly reproduced and chosen
inconsequentially. The book is not, on this
side, a good specimen of the printer's art,
nor of judgment on the part of the author.
But in spite of all the flaws one might find in
this book, the residuum is a mass of valuable
information not to be found elsewhere." Jack
Crawford

-\ Lit R plO My 14 '21 760w

H Nation 112:487 Mr 30 '21 250w

-I- N Y Times p9 D 26 '20 410w

-f Spec 126:401 Mr 26 '21 700w
"One of the mo.^t valuable features of Pro-

fessor Withington's book is its extensive bib-
liographv." N. B. Kn.=;tl

+ Survey 4r.:73S F 19 '21 320w
"It is not for the casual reader, hardly even

for the student of the drama, but from this
time on no one will be able to discuss the
subject of mediaeval or modern pageantry with-
out consulting the vast store of facts herein
assembled. The book of the pageant has yet
to be written, but here at least is the raw
material for it." T. M. Parrott

-I Weekly R 4:252 Mr 16 '21 1200w

WITTE, SERGIEI JULIEVICH, count.
Memoirs of Count Witte. •$5 Doubleday B
or 92 21-4725

Count %Vitte was premier under Nicholas II,

reorganizer of Russia's finances, and negotiator
of the Treaty of Portsmouth, following the
Russo-Japanese war. He counted himself as
a man of culture, neither liberal nor conserva-
tive. For this reason he had many enemies in

all camps, at the court, among conservatives
and liberals and in democratic circles. He re-
tired from the premiership in 1906. His
memoirs, which close with his death in 1912,

are a frank record of the reign of Nicholas
II, a day by day account of events in which
he himself was a principal actor, of political
intrigues in Russia and of diplomatic alliances
in the old Europe. The chapter on the Peace
of Portsmouth contains some interesting com-
ments on America and on President Roosevelt
and the last chapter relates to Count Witte's
experiences with the Kaiser. The book is trans-
lated and edited by Abraham Yarmolinsky, has
a preface by Countess Witte and is indexed.

"From first to last his memoirs are marred
by his lack of generosity in his appreciation
of others, as well as by his egotism and his

continual boasting about his own accomplish-
ments. When all is said and done, the
'Memoirs' of Count Witte are the record of
a very remarkable man who, whatever his
faults, deserved well of his country and under
more favorable circumstances might have
ranked among the great statesmen of the age."
A. C. Coolidge

H Am Hist R 26:790 Jl '21 1050w
Am Pol Sci R 15:451 Ag '21 270w
Booklist 17:301 My "21

+ Dial 70:717 Je '21 80w
"Count Witte's apologia pro vita sua. These

memoirs are largely a reply to published
criticisms. They are a statement of what Count
Witte would like to have posterity think about
him. . . It is not to be expected that the
author will be just to his opponents." Arthur
Bullard

H Lit R p4 Ap 2 '21 2050w
"The English translation as a whole Is well

done, but there are a number of idiomatic in-
felicities which should have been got rid of.

The index leaves a good dea.l to be desired."
W: MacDonald

-\ Nation 112:692 My 11 '21 llOOw
"Count Witte was not a good writer, and his

memoirs have been translated into a language
which is certainly not English. But one gets
a clearer and more concrete picture of his

character in his own pages than one did in Dr
Dillon's, where he appeared with something or

a halo. His was a character well worth study-
ing.""^

\. Nation and Ath 29:583 Jl 16 '21 SOOw

New Repub 27:53 Je 8 '21 1350w

"A sense of proportion is denied him, and,
while he devotes inordinate space to a squabble
with an under-secretary, he dismisses the com-
mercial treaty wrung by Germany from Rus-
sia in the hour of her defeat by Japan in a
few curt sentences. His memoirs throw Ught
on many dark places, but it does not shme
steadily, and we are conscious, all the time,

of large tracts of obscurity."— New Statesman 17:420 Jl 16 '21 720w

"These memoirs are rich in details, but the

great facts in the situation of Russia before

the war In her relations with Germany have
been so frankly exposed by the revolutionary
governments that even Count Witte can tell

us little that we have not already read, well

documented in the newspapers of the world."

M. F. Egan
.] NY Times p6 Ap 3 '21 3300w

"Witte's views, apart from his bitter char-
acterizations of opponents—and these are, no
doubt, exact enough-^-are of large mterest.

His diagnosis of Russian public opmion at the

time of the First Soviet, for example, Is re-

markably clear and convmcing."
-f No Am 214:137 Jl '21 1850w

"This volume will always remain an indis-

pensable source of information for all histo-

rians who may choose to deal with modern
Russian history. The author's narrative is well

written, absolutely accurate and dependable,

his facts are generally correct S A. KorIT

+ Outlook 127:687 Ap 27 '21 2250w

"His memoirs do credit to his intelligence

and literary skill; and, if we may accept them
as a genuine and untouched original, they show
that Count Witte had much more good sense

and honesty than the politicians and courtiers

v.ho led the late Tsar to his ruin. It is a pity

that a work of such importance for the com-
prehension of Russian affairs could not have

been properly translated."oeen P^^^^p^/
126:753 Je 11 '21 720w

Sprlngf'd Republican p5a Ap 3 '21

1700W

"This book of rambling reminiscences shows
that he had very serious limitations. The
truth is that Witte was lacking in what may
be cslled general cultivation. There is hardly

T striking word or phrase, not a paragraph of

vivid desTcription. What is still more charac-

teristic, there is no glimpse in these memoirs
of the living, breathing Russia. When all Is
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said and done, Witte was a one-eyed man
among the blind."

h The Times [London] Lit Sup p363 Je
9 '21 1400VV

WODEHOUSE, PELHAM GRENVILLE. In-
discretions of Archie. *J1.75 (2Vic) Doran

21-26737

Archie Is an Englishman, but he "had always
lacked that reserve which characterises many
Britona, and since the war he had looked on
nearly everyone he met as a brother." But
his brotherly love was quite lost on his Ameri-
can father-in-law, Daniel Brewster. It wasn't
because Archie had neither money nor occu-
pation, but the real barrier between them was
the adverse criticism that Archie had once
directed against the Hotel Cosmopolis, Daniel
Brewster, proprietor. Archie does his best to
heal the breach between them, but, being
Archie, and "priceless," in the English slang
with which the book is filled, his efforts often
fall to reach the desired effect. He always
gets other effects, however.

Booklist 18:19 O '21

"Such truly light-hearted persiflage as this
book offers doesn't step on the toes of a single
problem, and should be welcomed as real balm
in an over-solemn Gilead."

+ Lit R pll Ag 13 '21 220w
"It is not so much the episodes tliat count

In the success of Mr Wodehouse's book as the
characterization. Archie is broad but he rings
true. He is intensely amusing and his Eng-
lish slang is delightful. The Indiscretions
of Archie' is a clever and unforced exem-
plification of clean and uniorced fun."

-I- N Y Times p6 Jl 31 '21 1650w
Outlook 129:29 S 7 '21 50w

"Related in Mr Wodehouse's diverting man-
ner,"

-f The Times [London] Lit Sup pl29 F
24 '21 80w
Wis Lib Bui 17:157 O '21 20w

WOLCOTT, LAURA. Maddalena's day, and
other sketches. $1.55 Yale univ. press 818

20-23049

A book of legendary tales and impressionistic
travel sketches, six of which have already ap-
peared in the New York Evening Post and
the Springfield Republican. Contents: Out of
the present; Maddalena's day; Our knight of
the lagoons; A corner of Venice: The old cus-
tode at Lucca; The spell of Pisa; A footpath
in Provence; November by the North Sea;
Across the centuries; On donkey-back to Cape
Spartel. Out of the past: The abbey's legend;
The priest's dilemma; The iniquity of Midas; A
brief for Mistress Socrates; Cophetua and the
beggar-maid.

tional politics, was called upon to write a re-
futation of them. His original articles appeared
in the Manchester Guardian, the Spectator, and
the Daily Telegraph. Since the Protocols have
found their way to this country, it is very
fortunate that Mr Wolf's refutation has aJso
crossed the ocean."—Lit R

Booklist 17:246 Ap '21

"All are marked by sympathetic observation
and delicate humor. The sympathy of observa-
tion is extended to the Catholic atmosphere,
which is an integral part of life in Catholic
countries, but the sympathy lacks that fullness
of understanding which alone could save it

from smacking of condescension. The 'Brief for
Mistress Socrates' is a delicious skit."

\ Cath World 113:554 Jl '21 lOOw
"This book of Laura Wolcott's is a clear gift

of entertainment in many novel, foreign scenes,
all of them alive with color, and some of her
tales are exquisite little dreams made sure,
and lastingly Impressive."

-I- Sprlngf d Republican pl4 Je 24 '21 600w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p278 Ap

28 '21 70w

WOLF, LUCIEN. Myth of the Jewish menace
in world affairs; or. The truth about the
forged Protocols of the elders of Zion. pa
•50c Macmlllan 296 21-2315

"When the Morning Post of London original-
ly published the Protocols of the elders of Zlon,
Lucien Wolf, a Jewish authority on interna-

"Convincing and dispassionate discussion."
+ Lit R pl5 Mr 5 '21 70w

R of Rs 63:560 My '21 20w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p631 S

29 '21 40w

WOLFF, WILLIAM ALMON. Sold south. $1.75
(8s 6d) Putnam 21-18473

"Here is a novel of Latin-American adven-
ture with a singular difference—it might almost
be classed as propaganda for a better under-
standing of our neighbors. Scott Preston, a
nephew of the American financial king, has no
head for business and an aptitude for mis-
takes. His uncle has him appointed as as-
sistant in the legation in Costa Real. His
visions of Costa Real were of the sort gathered
from musical comedies. Instead he found, as
Mr Wolff shows, a modern Latin-American
country with a good code of laws, particularly
a mining law framed for the benefit of Costa
Real. Preston, the uncle, has a mining con-
cession suddenly become very valuable, and
the law stands in his way. The intrigue to
have this act repealed, leading to the inevitable
revolution, provides a fair amount of adven-
ture. Scott defies his uncle because of his
sympathy for Costa Real's people, and the story
ends satisfactorily for all save the villain."

—

Lit R

"In many ways the story might serve as a
tract regarding the methods of conducting re-
lations between this country and Latin-Amer-
ican nations, and might give some hints for a
school for diplomats. A slender thread of ro-
mance runs through the story, but It is not the
compelling issue, although it adds a little
interest." J. S. B.

H Boston Transcript p7 N 19 '21 560w
"Mr Wolff's novel is not notable in any re-

spect save this newer one of a sympathetic
understanding of Latin-American progressiv-
ism."

H Lit R p238 D 3 '21 200w
"Mr Wolff injects a degree of verisimilitude

into his story that lifts it from the rank of the
comic opera type of South American republic
stories."

-j- N Y Times pl2 D 11 '21 70w
Springf'd Republican pl3a Ja 15 '22

50w

WOMEN'S EDUCATIONAL AND INDUS-
TRIAL UNION. DEPARTMENT OF RE-
SEARCH. Training for store service. "$2
Badger, R. G. 658 21-1181

"Far more general interest attaches to the
report of investigations made in the research
department of the Women's educational and in-
dustrial union of Boston than its very specific
title, 'Training for store service,' would sug-
gest. Fully one-half of the book is devoted
to the study of the numbers, distribution, quali-
fications, and careers of juvenile store em-
ployees, and of the nature of the several forms
of employment in which they are engaged.
With this study made, the determination of
proper training is reduced to the answering of
very specific questions. An appendix gives,
besides a list of basic statistical studies not
reproduced in the report, some suggestive out-
lines developed by the educational depart-
ments of great stores, and suggested titles for
a store library."—School R

Reviewed by B. M. Cannon
Am Econ R 11:507 S '21 520w
Boston Transcript p3 Ap 16 '21 80w

-f El School J 21:551 Mr '21 500w
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"The person who will read the book carefully
will find that it is not by any means dull but
rather is very interesting. As a whole it is

a most helpful contribution." A. U. Dodd
+ J Pol Econ 29:520 Je '21 200w
+ School R 29:232 Mr '21 530w

"Quite a remarkable collection of evidence
is present, bespeaking a most careful investi-
gation. The book is exceedingly dull. Will
be mainly valuable to those who are organiz-
ing courses in mercantile education." M. C C.

-i Survey 46:651 S 1 '21 140w

WOOD, JAMES NELSON. Democracy and the
will to power. (Free lance books) $2 Knopf
321.8 21-17353

This book represents an attempt, by an
American, to get at the fundamentals of the
democratic process of government. Mr Wood
believes that democracy, in actual practice, has
little to do with the determination and execu-
tion of the popular will, or even of the will of
the majority; but represents a contlict between
minority groups who are enabled by various de-
vices to bend the majority to their purposes.
He proposes no panacea, real or quack; the vol-
ume is a simple, dispassionate, but keen
analysis of democracy as it actually operates.
There is an introduction by H. L. Mencken.

Boston Transcript p7 N 16 '21 250w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p703 O

27 '21 120w

WOODBERRY, GEORGE EDWARD. Collected
works. 6v ea *$3 Harcourt S14

"In these six volumes are gathered all of
Woodberry's prose works, apart from the 1-iives

of Poe, Hawthorne, and Emerson, and those
moods and scenes of the old world in 'North
Africa and the desert.' Besides the more con-
structive philosophy of life and literature con-
tained in 'Heart of man' and 'Tlie torch' and
the essays hitherto published as 'Makers of
literature,' 'Great writers,' 'Inspiration of poe-
try,' 'Appreciation of literature,' and 'America
in literature,' there is now reprinted from the
files of the Nation and the Atlantic Monthly
in the early eighties a selection of reviews of
permanent interest, on Carlyle, Ruskin,
Thackeray, Browning, and the American poets;
and several addresses and introductions to edi-
tions of various classics, including the Kenyon
college lectures on 'Historical and aesthetic
criticism.' "—Lit R

"Mr Woodberry is out of date because he did
not gear with his own times, but remained
aloof and backward-looking and so became the
last of the Lowells instead of the first of the
Woodberrys. Mr Woodberry was old when he
was young, and he is an institution before he
is dead. Some books are epoch making. . .

Mr Woodberry's six solid volumes are epoch
closing."— Freeman 3:402 Jl 6 '21 2500w
"His power is that of persuasion; he per-

suades by a quiet charm and a warm enthu-
siasm. There is no flaunting of scholarship
and recondite allusion, no pride of opinion or
boast of discovery. His knowledge has suf-
fered the sea change into wisdom, and is a
part of the mellow humanity in him to which
nothing human is alien." R. H. Loines

+ Lit R p2 My 7 '21 llOOw (Review of
v 1-6)

"His workmanlike essays are models of lit-
erary understanding."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican plla Ap 17 '21
800w (Review of v 4-6)

WOODRUFF, HELEN (SMITH) (MRS
LEWIS B. WOODRUFF). What David
did; love letters of two babies, il '*$1.75
Boni & Liveright 21-5271

A whimsical love story told in letter form.
The two babies of the sub-title are David,
son of Dotty and the "Bugologist," and Pa-
tricia, daughter of Gerry and Sylvia. Their
letters, transcribed, of course, by the hands
of their loving mothers, help to clear up a

misunderstanding which might have proved
serious between Gerry and Sylvia. Uncle
Dave has a hand in the affair, too. The sto-
ry IS illustrated by amusing black and white
sketches by the author.

"There are enough really nice people to
make a story for that thin volume, without
dragging in, for a motif, the cruelty of a
husband so entirely unbelievable as to be pos-
itively irritating. At any rate, one can say
for this little story that most of the funny
parts are funny, and that if the author
would concentrate on those next time, she
would soon come to the dignity of illustrating
her books, instead of accompanying her Illus-
trations." I. W. L.

\- Boston Transcript p5 My 14 '21 650w
"The plot is slight in structure, scarcely

meriting the name of a plot, but the letters
are bubbling over with humor and vivacity
and the black and white sketches are irresist-
ible."

+ Lit R plO Ap 9 '21 140w
"An hour of reading well-flavored with honey

and barley sugar is 'What David did.' The
cleverest thing is the succession of little pen
and ink sketches."

+ Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 150w

WOOFTER, THOMAS JACKSON. Negro
migration, changes in rural organization
and population of the cotton belt, il $2.25;
pa $1.50 W. D. Gray, 106 7th av., N.Y. 326

21-521

"The author, a southern man, now field
agent of the Phelps-Stokes Fund, is well-
equipped. While he has followed statistical
methods, he has given descriptive interpreta-
tions, and his work is easy to read. After
describing the break-down of the agricultural
regime of slavery and the immediate read-
justments made necessary by freedom, he con-
siders the present agricultural opportunity.
Here one finds an account of the tenant sys-
tem, its advantages and dangers. He then
takes up the movements of population and
finds that 'on the whole, there is no cause
for pessimism.' Prior to 1910, the movement
was largely from one rural district to another;
lately, indu.strial centers have been the mag-
net. Sanitation, schools, protection from vio-
lence and injustice in the courts he considers
the chief problems to be handled by the state
governments."—Ann Am Acad

"Hi.s treatment is wholly without rancor
and is free from the arrogant assumption which
is so often met with in work by southern
authors. There is a refreshing frankness and
sincerity of purpose to promote the general
betterment of both races." Kelly Miller

+ Am J Soc 27:256 S '21 880w
"One of the best studies of Negro life in

the rural districts of the South." Carl Kelsey
-f Ann Am Acad 94:216 Mr '21 300w

"It deserves cordial welcome for his evident
desire to add a few hard facts to the cur-
rent American fictions about the Negro." H.
J. S.

-i Freeman 3:141 Ap 20 '21 250w
"This latest work on the Negro problem is

so filled with scientific facts and suggestive
statements, that it cannot fail to interest all
who are concerned with Southern farms and
industries, or others who give serious thought
to our vexing problems of race." S. D. F.

+ Springf'd Republican p6 Jl 19 '21 620w
Reviewed by G: E. Haynes

Survey 46:717 S 24 '21 470w

WOOLF, VIRGINIA (STEPHEN) (MRS
- LEONARD WOOLF). Monday or Tues-

day. $1.60 Harcourt [4s 6d Hogarth press]
21-22105

The vagueness and inconclusiveness of our
mental processes, as they rise to the surface
from the subconscious, seems to be in these
sketches. They think themselves. The key-
note of them all is given by the title sketch

—

"desiring truth." Contents: A haunted house;
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WOOLF, VIRGINIA—Con«Muc(i
A society; Monday or Tuesday; An unwritten
novel; The string quartet; Blue and green;
Kew Gardens; The mark on the wall.

"The most alluring feature here is to be
found in the exciting knack she has mastered
of starting anywhere and arriving anywhere.
But when form is vague one has a right to
ask for more frequent minor illuminations."

4 Dial 72:215 F '22 130w
"The first paper, 'A haunted house,' is sug-

gestive and very well done, but the others are
confused and confusing. Besides detached pic-
tures and impressions, the reader is left with
nothing definite in his mind, no real idea or
purpose, no clear-cut thought. And yet it

must be admitted there are some startling
Images inserted here and there."

h Sprlngf'd Republican plla D 25 '21

200w
"The whole book is either humorous or

witty."
-I- The Times [London] Lit Sup p227 Ap
7 '21 400w

WOOLLEY, CHARLES LEONARD. Dead
towns and living men, being pages from
an antiquary's note-book, il *$6.25 Oxf6rd
913 21-206

"The record of an archaeologist, this book
is rather a portrayal of men, manners, and
places than a description of the author's
work, yet it contains enough of the spirit and
the findings of the latter to lend an artistic
Interest to what is otherwise an animated
travel sketch." (Lit R) "Contents: Egypt;
Italy; Carchemish; Haj Wahid, and others;
The Kaimmakam of Birijik; A chief of the
Kurds; Naboth's vineyard; Aleppo." (Brook-
lyn)

"Mr Woolley's book is brightly written and
his many word pictures of persons and places
are often captivating and always of inter-
est." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p6 My 28 '21 400w
Brooklyn 13:83 Ja '21 20w

"Readers to whom archaeology is a vague
and highly specialized profession can learn
from Mr Woolley's narrative how fascinating
it may be."

+ Lit R pl2 My 7 '21 220w
Nature 106:308 N 4 '20 330w

"A most entertaining and instructive book."
+ Spec 125:179 Ag 7 '20 2000w

Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 18 '20 60w
"Mr Woolley's book stands out prominently

as a relief from the welter of pessimistic
writing that has followed the war, and the
lover of eastern pleasantries will find in it a
mine of laughter."

-f The Times [Londonl Lit Sup p499 Ag
5 '20 lOOOw

WOOLSEY, THEODORE SALISBURY. Studies
in French forestry, il *$6 Wiley 634.9 21-667

"This is a detailed study of French forestry
during the last century, with chapters on such
subjects as natural regeneration, artificial re-
forestation, control of erosion, and government
regulation. There is a description of the re-
forestation of the desolate sand dunes of the
Landes which is especially thorough. Col.
Greeley, who was chief of the Forestry sec-
tion of the A. E. F., contributes a brief account
of the experiences of the American forest en-
gineers in France."—N Y Times

Booklist 17:288 My '21

"Some of the material is extremely interest-
ing, but interest Is not the chief purpose of
the volume. It is too profound a study for the
dilettante. Rather it Is intended as a text-book
for the student and a reference work for the
practical forester."

+ Lit R pl2 Ja 29 '21 120w

-\- Nature 107:548 Je 30 '21 700w
"Colonel Woolsey has written a book which

should be widely read by all thoughtful Amer-
icans." F: T. Hill

+ N Y Times pl4 F 6 '21 2100w

WRIGHT, GEORGE E. Church and psychical
research. *$1.60 Dutton 134

"An inquiry as to the proper attitude of a,

Churchman towards psychical research. It is
the question of communication with the dis-
embodied which he studies, and much of the
book is devoted to a description of the evidence;
it is, he thinks, obvious that from an ignorance
of the results of psychical research many
people accept as supernatural what is merely
subliminal. He pleads for the open mind and an
impartial weighing of evidence, and fully dis-
cusses the objections raised specially by the
orthodox Christianity to research and to the
evidence on which conclusions are based."—
The Times [London] Lit Sup

"He has written his book not to exploit his
own opinions but to encourage investigation;
and it is a good guide for those so inclined."
F. W. C.

-f Boston Transcript p7 My 28 '21 340w
N Y Times p22 Jl 31 '21 370w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p879 D 23

'20 150w

WRIGHT, HAROLD BELL. Helen of the old
house. $2 (2c) (8s 6d) Appleton 21-14624

In a small manufacturing town all the causes
of industrial unrest are in evidence and a
foreign labor agitator is doing his best to fan
the flames. While a strike is in progress in
one of the factories the son of the biggest
mill owner, who has just succeeded his father
in the management and who is a war veteran
with new and progressive ideas, succeeds in
quelling a general uprising. When his father,
driven insane by a bad conscience, for he owes
his prosperity to the filching of an invention
from a fellow workman, dies at his own hands,
the son not only makes restitution to the
wronged man, but reorganizes the business on
a joint ownership plan, in which the em-
ployees become half owners.

Booklist 18:55 N '21

"From the literary viewpoint 'Helen of the
old house' is a bad book. It has too much
the semblance of being turned out of a ma-
chine; the cogs are too nicely adjusted. And
the writing of it, in spite of a certain terse-
ness that carries an air of seriousness, is ex-
tremely bad. As a tract, however, the book
has a certain force."

1- N Y Times pl5 Ag 28 '21 2250w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p666 O

13 '21 60w
Wis Lib Bui 17:189 N '21 30w

WRIGHT, PETER E. At the supreme war
council, il *$2.50 Putnam [7s 6d E. Nash]
940.4 21-26738

"Captain Wright, who was interpreter to the
Versailles Supreme War Council, in this book
denounces Lord Haig, Sir William Robertson,
Sir Frederick Maurice, and Lord Derby as
war losers, and is full of enthusiastic praise
for Mar^chal Foch, Mr Lloyd George, Field-
Marshal Sir Henry Wilson, and General Sir
Hubert Gough. It deals with the relations of
Sir W^illiam Robertson with Lieut. -Colonel A'
Court Repington; the foundation of the Ver-
sailles War Council; the plan of campaign for
1918 as evolved by that Council; General
Maurice's removal from the Army; the failure
of Lord Haig to contribute to the General Re-
serve which the War Council proposed to
command; the defeat of Gough; and the ap-
pointment of Foch as Generalissimo. He pur-
ports to quote from confidential papers."r—
The Times [London] Lit Sup
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Booklist 18:13 O "21

Freeman 3:549 Ag 17 '21 270w
"Capt. Wright has achieved only a half suc-

cess, for if he has startled many people he ap-
pears to have convinced no one. But he has
at least succeeded in making sensational
charges. Without doubting his references to
numbered documents, it may be observed that
they almost never concern the essential points
of the author's argument: they go to prove
Incidental matters or facts of common knowl-
edge, but serve at least to give an appearance
of scholarly documentation to the printed
page." T. H. Thomas— Lit R p5 Je 4 '21 2800W
"Save for some incidental flavps of style, it

is presented with cutting precision as well as
utter carelessness of the consequences. For
this method we cannot blame him."

-\ Nation and Ath 29:59 Ap 9 '21 1950W
"Captain Wright's book has stirred up a

hornets' nest abroad. No wonder. In parade
of first-hand knowledge, in 'documentation,'
as the French say, there have been few like it.

Assertions like his can scarcely be brushed
aside lightly. They may be right or they may
be wrong; they certainly are impressive."

N Y Times p3 My 22 '21 3250w
"A certain measure of respect should be

observed in dealing with distinguished soldiers,
and his publisher's delighted vaunt that rep-
utations 'go down like nine-pins' in Captain
Wright's pages invites the easy retort that
skittles are played at public-houses."— Sat R 131:343 Ap 23 '21 880w
"The argument is conducted with a spirit

of almost bloodthirsty partisanship which Is
not at all disguised by the author's air of
being the scientific historian. To the book as a
whole we cannot apply a less harsh word than
Ill-conditioned."— Spec 126:526 Ap 23 *21 1400w
Reviewed by Phillips Bradley

Sprlngf'd Republican p9a Ag 21 '21

llOOw
"Captain Wright Is certainly not Judicial, and

hardly Judicious. There is always a public for
a book in which matter that has hitherto been
confidential is first made public; but we doubt
whether in this case it will result in many
Judgments being recast."— The Times [London] Lit Sup p221 Ap

7 '21 500w

WRONG, GEORGE MCKINNON. United States
and Canada. *$1.25 Abingdon press 327.73

21-11331

A series of lectures delivered at Wesleyan
university, on the relations between Canada
and the United States. The author is professor
of history at the University of Toronto.

"The author is an eminent historian who un-
derstands America and Canada and the rela-
tions which exist between. The two peoples
cannot know too much about each other. These
lectures are just the things to increase that
desirable information." F. W. C.

-f Boston Transcript p4 Jl 16 '21 390w
"The author's words respecting the oppor-

tunities of democracy on this continent and
with regard to the overwhelming responsibility
which rests upon the British and American
Commonwealths for the peace of the world
are timely and impressive. His contribution
to the political thought of both countries must
be of service in each." R. L. Borden

+ Canadian Hist R 2:272 S '21 720w
"His lectures are a wise and sympathetic

explanation of the Canadian attitude in the
light of history and of the present international
situation."

+ Lit R pll Je 18 '21 130w
R of Rs 64:110 Jl '21 50w

+ Spec 126:786 Je 18 '21 280w
"Professor Wrong's able and vigorous little

book deserves a wide circulation on both sides
of the Atlantic."

"Marked by wide knowledge and dear think-
ing."

+ The Times [Londonl Lit Sup p358 J»
2 '21 40w

WYLIE, ELINOR. Nets to catch the wind.
$1.10 Harcourt 811 21-19078

Imagination and an austere simplicity mark
these poems, the first of the author's published
work. One of her critics discovers Blake as
her obvious model.

"It is a style which, unlike many others,
never falls down or turns bad. Its accuracy
never misses; its colors are always right—two
qualities exceedingly rare in contemporary
American verse." Edmund Wilson, Jr.

+ Bookm 54:579 F '22 950w
"For a first book, Mrs Wylie takes her place

with amazing suddenness beside the few poets
who both think and feel, and express the
merged ideas and emotions in forms that have
more than a hint of magic. This Is a small
book, even as books of verse go, but its weight
is pure with the gold we call poetry." W: S.
Braithwaite

+ Boston Transcript p9 N 30 '21 1400w
"She recalls the imagery of Blake, the In-

tensity of Emily Dickinson, and she remains
secure in her individual approach. She is a
more attentive technician than either of the
artist- mystics whom her work most clearly re-

" + Dial 72:105 Ja '22 90w
"Mrs Wylie, who has just flashed across the

poetic horizon with a burnished intellectuality,
evidently believes that the world will end In
ice. Hers is a congealed brilliance. The world
she inhabits is never unreal but it is a world of
sudden angles and cold comers seen by moon-
light. Emotion is not absent here but It Is

passion frozen at its source; It glitters but It

rarely glows. Mrs Wylie has made more than
an auspicious beginning. But to go farther she
must give herself less reservedly." L: Unter-
meyer

H New Repub 29:133 D 28 '21 320w

WYLIE, IDA ALENA ROSS. Rogues & com-
pany. $1.75 (2y2C) Lane 21-11025

A young and good looking man Is found on
the steps of a London house one night, un-
able to give an account of himself or even to
tell who he is. But he Is speedily Identified
by others, by a beautiful young girl who
claims him as the French count who Is her
fianc§, and by one George Brown, who Identi-
fies him as his brother, alias Slippery Bill, a
notorious burglar. In the enactment of this
double role, the unfortunate young man Is at
times between the devil and the deep sea,
but, in trying to bear the responsibilities
of Slippery Bill, he receives a blow on the head
which restores to him his memory and his
rightful place in society.

"High spirits and irresponsibility have not
hitherto been marked characteristics of Miss
I. A. R. Wylie' s writing, but In this agreeable
extravaganza she proves her capacity for both."

-f Ath pl57 F 11 '21 90w
"Her book depends for interest on vivacity

of style and amusing situation more than on
cleverness of dialogue, and on originality rather
than plausibility of plot."

+ Lit R pll Jl 16 '21 200w
"A series of complicated and amusing ad-

ventures, delightfully related and coming to

a satisfactory conclusion. It is an excellent bit

of foolery, cleverly written and cleverly hand-
led."

+ N Y Times p22 Jl 17 '21 760w
Outlook 128:550 Ag 3 '21 70w

"An amusing little volume acknowledged by
the aiithor to be an extravaganza."

+ Spec 126:243 F 19 '21 30w
"An entertaining story, with enough mystery

to keep the reader perplexed to the grand
finale."

+ Sprlngrd Republican pl4 Jl 19 '21 200w
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WYLLIE, ROBERT E. Orders, decorations
and insignia, military and civil; withi the
history and romance of their origin and
a full description of each, il 'JS Putnam
929.7 21-4556

The work is limited to the decorations of
the United States and of our allies in the
world war. "Eliort has been made to give a
general view of the subject with something
of the history and legends connected there-
with, and sufficient detail to enable the re-
cipient of any decoration, American or Allied,
to know what his decoration means and how
to wear it." (Preface) The book is indexed
and profusely illustrated, many of the plates
in color. Contents: The history and devel-
opment of medals and decorations; Military
orders; Nomenclature, classification, and
method of wearing decorations and medals;
American decorations; American service med-
als and badges; Great Britain; France, Bel-
gium and Monaco; Portugal and Italy; East-
ern Europe; Asia and America; Decorations
of the colours; Shoulder insignia; Insignia of
rank; Insignia and distinctive colours of arm
of service.

"Ribbons, medals and decorations are de-
picted in colors and the book is sumptuously
printed."

+ Boston Transcript p4 My 11 '21 210w
"Useful book."

4- Lit R pl2 Ap 2 '21 70w
"The Illustrations are excellent." E. L.

-f- Weekiy R 4:275 Mr 23 '21 70w
"A work remarkable for its historical infor-

mation and for its fine plates in color." E. L.

+ Weekly R 4:363 Ap 20 '21 220w

Y
YALE REVIEW. American and British verse

from the Yale review. •$1.25 Yale univ
press 821.08 20-19777

"Among the poets who appear are John
Drmkwater, Maxwell Bodenheim, Siegfried
Sassoon, Robert Nichols, Robert Frost, Edwin
Arlington Robinson, and John Gould Fletcher.
The last of these contributes a brief fore-
word."—Lit R

An air of dignity and distinction is main-
tained throughout the recently published an-
thology of the Yale Review. There is little
experimentation with free forms in this col-
lection. Henry Adams, represented by 'Buddha
and Brahma," occupies more pages than
should have been his share, considering the
studied and consciously philosophical charac-
ter of his poem." L. M. R.

-1 Freeman 3:166 Ap 27 '21 80w
"From the verse of the various men repre-

sented, the editors seem to have chosen not
the poems which approximate their own taste
most nearly, but rather those which best
characterize the work of the individual poets.
Thus their anthology succeeds in giving a
very fair idea of the currents in modern
vcrsG."

'+ Lit R pl2 N 27 '20 lOOw
"Remarkable for three good poems by John

Gould Fletcher, Maxwell Bodenheim, and
Henry Adams."

+ Nation 112:188 F 2 '21 .50w

+ Poetry 18:106 My '21 40w
Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Je 28 '21 140w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p295 My

5 '21 50w

YEATS, WILLIAM BUTLER. Four plays for
s dancers, il $2 (10s (kl) Macmillan 822

21-18683
Short symbolic dramas designed to be per-

formed on any impromptu stage, with the
simplest properties: three crude musical in-
struments^—a drum, a gong and a zither.

masks for the players, and a black cloth aa
back drop to mark the space of the stage. Mr
Yeats has found his model in the Japanese
"Noh" plays. Contents: At the hawk's well;
The only jealousy of Emer; The dreaming of
the bones; Calvary. Notes for each play are
given, the music for two of them, and designs
by Edmond Dulac for the masks and costumes
used in the first performance of "At the
hawk's well."

+ Sat R 132:643 D 3 '21 600w
"When a man writes four plays away from

the usual, and achieves the result he sets out
to achieve as successfully as Mr Yeats does,
and when he writes as distinguished a preface
and note as Mr Yeats has written, explaining
just what he was trying to do with his masks
and his symbolic folding and unfolding of the
cloth, and his mystic poetry, and when he il-

lustrates that book with designs by Mr Ed-
mond Dulac, and when, for good measure, the
publishers print and bind the book in unusual-
ly good form, it ought to be superfluous to say
more to any lover of the beautiful in the
theatre than that he should read and enjoy the
book at the earliest possible moment."

+ Theatre Arts M 6:79 Ja '22 260w
"It is not only Mr Yeats's meaning and

ideas, nor his lovely lyrical poems, his extra-
ordinarily natural yet poetical blank verse, his
dialogue in rhyme; nor only the masks, the
music, the movement (as we imagine it to be
from reading his plays and his directions), nor
the g:rave, ritual air of the whole: it is the
comljination of all these that gives each of
these strange, remote plays its singleness."

-f- The Times [London] Lit Sup p840 D
15 '21 580w

YEOMANS, EDWARD. Shackled youth. $1.60
Atlantic monthly 370.4 21-8151

"A plea for better teachers and for greater
freedom in the schoolroom is made In this
series of essays. Particularly severe Is Mr
Yeomans in his attack on the routine and
standardization which have become a part of
educational administration."—Boston Trans-
cript

Booklist 18:72 D '21

Boston Transcript p6 Jl 9 '21 lOOw
Dial 71:245 Ag '21 50w

"One is convinced of the seriousness and
sanity of the book."

-1- Sprlngf'd Republican p8 S 21 '21 440w
Wis Lib Bui 17:154 O '21 20w

YOUNG, ARTHUR PRIMROSE. Elements of
electro-technics, il $3.10 Pitman 621.3

21-372

The book is the outcome of a series of lec-

tures and retains the style of the lecture.

Practical illustrations are freely introduced
and the logical method of first explaining a
fundamental principle and then showing how
it is put to practical use, is followed. The
whole subject is treated from an engineering
standpoint and appeals not only to students
but to men engaged in the electrical industry.

YOUNG, FILSON. With Beatty in the North
sea. (Eng title, With the battle cruisers),

il $5 Little 940.45 21-1639J

The author was a naval intelligence pfflcer,

with the rank of lieutenant, attached to the

British North Sea squadron and for much oi

the time to Admiral Beatty's flagship, the

Lion. The period covered by his narrative

is not long, extending only into the early part

of the year 1015, but it included the German
.aids on Scarhoroueh and Hartlepool and the

battle of the Dogger Bank, this latter acUon
being the central interest of the book. ine

author pays his tribute both to Lord Fisher

and to Admiral Beatty, exalting the latter s

strategy especially, but he is unspa-fng in his

criticisms of the admiralty and Brit sh naval

policy. Though he is closely familiar with
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naval affairs, his book is not all technical and
may be read with interest as a narrative of

adventure.

Booklist 18:78 D '21

"Many of Lieutenant Young's descriptive
passages are of the most thrilling' description,
devoid wholly of technicalities and deeply and
thoroughly human, giving the reader a sensa-
tion, now of personal presence amid the whirl,
seeming uproar and fearful uncertainty of the
moment, and now of following the imaginative
flow of the fiction writer." E. J. C.

+ Boston Transcript p7 N 16 '21 560w

Lit D p36 D 24 '21 250w
"Apart from its naval value this book

abounds in passaghes which would find a place
in any prose anthology." Shane Leslie

+ Lit R p2 Jl 16 '21 1050W
"His relation is that of an observant and

thinking man who is by nature, one guesses,
made lonely and suspect because of his acute,
ironic, and independent mind. He is also a
sensitive artist, and his words have to pass an
exacting conscience, so that he has written a
War-book which is not only an indispensable
foot-note to history, but is a very entertaining,
and occasionally an exciting narrative."

+ Nation and Ath 29:171 Ap 30 '21 880w

"Mr Filson Young's fascinating story has
been received with far less consideration and
applause than it deserves. The book is unique.
It contains a thrilling account of the first of
the great ship sea fights that we might have
won—and didn't."

-f- Sat R 132:263 Ag 27 '21 820w
"Mr Filson Young's book is not only a most

entertaining and skilfully written narrative
of adventure, but a statement of facts which
those who are beating out the history of the
war cannot ignore."'

+ Spec 126:620 My 14 '21 1200w
"He saw much worthy to be recorded and

there is real satisfaction, and gain also, to
be found in his book whenever he applies
himself frankly to recording the thing seen.
His style may escape affectation only by a
very easy half-inch, but he rarely goes over
the border, and he can give a picture."

A The Times [London] Lit Sup p299 My
12 =21 620w

YOUNG, FLORENCE ETHEL MILLS. Fore-
shadowed. $1.90 Doran (Eng ed 21-14708)

"The conclusion of a loveless marriage Is

foreshadowed even before the marriage takes
place. So when Lois Blount marries Gerald
Acyroyd, of none too blameless past, at the
same time loving Sydney Farroll, the unhappy
result Is certain. A mistakenly quixotic im-
pulse, forbidding her to rescind her promise,
is the reason for the step. So the heroine
endures for three years the neglect of a dis-
solute husband. Then, resolving to bolt with
Farroll, she is stopped at the last minute by
her husband's suicide. She blames herself for
this and breaks with Farroll forever. . . The
background of the story is in Africa."

—

Springf'd Republican

"The sex psychology of the book is plausible
enough, and the theme is skilfully handled.
Its workmanship is rather above the average."

H Lit R pll Jl 2 '21 150w
"She writes vvith dignity, understanding and

much skill. In this new novel she does not
handle the heroine as deftly as she does the
other characters and lays herself liable to the
Imputation of using the young woman as a
puppet to work out the plot of a preconceived
story. Miss Mills Young is particularly deft
and effective in the writing of conversation."

H NY Times p23 Jl 17 '21 460w
"The book has lifelike dialog, and its people

are entirely human, not good or bad, but a
mixture of good and bad."

+ Springf'd Republican p7a Ag 14 '21 60w
"Miss Mills Young stages her story in her

familiar grround of South Africa and displays in

her descriptive and narrative manner her ac-
customed skill."

H Tiie Times [London] Lit Sup pl29 F 24
'21 lOOw

YOUNG, FLORENCE ETHEL IVIILLS. Impru-
dence. $1.90 (21/20) Doran (Eng ed 21-3635)

There was nothing prudent about Prudence
Graynor except her name. The youngest
daughter of a large and well-to-do English
fani'.ly. at eighteen she began to kick against
the pricks of propriety and respectability which
surrounded her at home. So when Philip Steele
met and loved her, she was quite ready to re-
turn his love. But Philip was young and
poor and had his way to make in the world.
When he went away, in desperation at the
promise of indefinite boredom at home. Pru-
dence married Edward Morgan, twenty odd
years her senior. After five years of married
life, when she has had time to realize that she
has simply exchanged one form of bondage for
another, Philip Steele returns. The temptation
that comes to her and how she meets It reveal
what the years have given to her character.

"It is a novel of the same general type as
'Mary Olivier.' The style, however, is not
redeemed by the brilliancy of May Sin-
clair, and the whole book partakes somewhat
of the heaviness and seriousness and respect-
ability of the milieu which it describes."

-\ Lit R pl4 Mr 5 '21 150w
"It is a leisurely, carefully wrought piece of

work, done with a good understanding of the
undercurrents which so often and so strongly
affect human motives."

+ N Y Times p23 Mr 20 '21 340w
"The minor characters show even more con-

spicuously than the heroine as 'stock' figures.

All this being said, we come back to our
original problem; wherein, exactly, lies the
charm of the book?—for charm it undoubtedly
has. If not in the substance, it must be In

the handling; and Miss Mills Young does cer-
tainly present her story with a directness, good
sense, and restraint which command our admi-
ration."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p701 O
28 '20 460w

YOUNG, FRANCIS BRETT. Black diamond.
$2 (Ic) Button [73 6d Collins] 21-18416

This biographical novel deals entirely with
the relations of Abner Fellows, a young Eng-
lish miner of passionate nature, with the wo-
men that cross his path. There are five, and
two experiences are fateful. After a mother-
less childhood the proximity of Alice, his young
stepmother, a child-wife of Abner's own age,
and her appeals to his sympathy keep him
in physical turmoil and irritation. When she
throws herself upon his protection against her
drunken husband, nothing is left for him but
to flee the countryside. Once more comfortably
settled, as lodger, in the home of a young
couple with two children, an unfortunate
brawl which lands the husband in prison for
manslaughter, leaves Abner as the sole protec-
tor of the family. A heroic struggle now
ensues between his sense of honor and his
love for Mary, complicated by the slander of
the community. Just as both have come to
the point of yielding the husband returns In

a jealous rage.

"The total of 'black country' novels Is large;
but 'The black diamond' is an exceedingly
good one. . . There is the inevitable accident
and the equally inevitable moment when the
burly miner comes home intoxicated and beats
his wife. But some of it Is much newer than
this and almost all of it is capitally con-
ceived and written." Heywood Broun

_| Bookm 54:396 D '21 160w
"The book has in it little of the mystical ele-

ment one finds in so much of this author's
work. It is a little too long, but it is interest-
ing, and its people are real, if not especially
likable."

-^ Lit D p40 D 3 '21 1300W
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YOUNG, FRANCIS BRETT—Continued
'Firm of outline, rich in description and

characterization, detached and uncompromising
in method, it reveals a sharp sense of the slow
fatality of life. Brett Young not only describes
richly and with an excellent sense of the
dramatic, he observes accurately. He seems
to know intimately the country and the people
of which he writes. He deals with the primi-
tive emotions with nicety of observation. Deep
emotions are expressed clumsily in this book
by clumsy men and women, but in the sig-
nificant management of their expression lies
this author's art." W: R. Benet

+ Lit R p347 Ja 14 '22 SOOw
"Throughout by far the greater space of the

story Mr Brett Young shows that power of
embodying his poetic imagination in a concrete
representation of fact, which has hitherto been
lacking in his work. And in gaining this new
power he has lost none of the gifts which
previously gave his books their charm and
distinction. The writing is as finely cut, as
melodious and agreeable as ever; and the des-
criptions of country are as beautiful as any-
thing he has ever done." E. S.

-1- Lend Mercury 3:560 Mr '21 640w
"The book is conspicuous for its sanity and

breadth of view. Tragic in its events, tragic in
its ending, it produces upon our mind no
gloomy impression. The story has genuine
power, and never for a moment ceases to con-
vince us." Forrest Reid

+ Nation and Ath 29:27 Ap 2 '21 680w
"Mr Young has become the faithful realist

dealing out careful measures of emotion. We
read him with respect but hardly with ex-
citement. The story is not didactic, but it is

edifying. There are no politics in this un-
compromising and yet sympathetic study of
the labourer. Mr Brett Young does not in-
sist on drawing morals, but he has written a
book that makes for charity and understand-
ing. Its standard of character is high and
the women are remarkat>ly good." Allan Monk-
house

H New Statesman 16:707 Mr 19 '21 630w
"Mr Young brings to realism those qualities,

in addition to a reportorial gift, which mark
the line between a catalogue of the everyday'
and a work of art. He approaches the bit of
life which he is about to vivisect with a great
heart, a noble sympathy, a poetic warmth,
added to which is the sheer ability to write
well. The result is, as in 'The black diamond,'
an admirable piece of work."

-h N Y Times pl5 D 18 '21 480w
"The story is delightfully told with no waste

and no hurry. One incident grows out of the
next with the utmost naturalness and sim-
plicity." M. C. Smith

+ Pub W 100:18 D 17 '21 340w
"The book, though well and carefully writ-

ten, is nevertheless rather drab and disap-
pointing. There is very little of the joy in
outward things with which the author has
delighted his readers in his former works. The
reader will be left with the uncomfortable feel-
ing that the book is painstaking rather than
successful."

H Spec 126:498 Ap 16 '21 170w
"If anyone takes it up in the hope that, be-

cause it deals with sex, it will be suggestive,
he or she will be disappointed. The narrative
is too direct, simple and natural, too much con-
cerned with the effective presentation of ele-
mental character, to waste time on pruriency."

+ Springf'd Republican p6 D 14 '21 750w
"Mr F. Brett Young continues to advance.

This novel is stronger and surer than 'The
tragic bride' which preceded it."

+ The Times [London] Lit Sup pl23 F
24 '21 840w

YOUNG, FRANCIS BRETT. Tragic bride. •$2
(3VzC) Button 21-5543

" 'The tragic bride' is a psychological study
of a girl, the last of a perishing Irish family,
brought up in the wild and melancholy sur-
roundings of Galway. In such surroundings
the heroine, Gabrielle Hewish, grows up and

meets with a tragic but never melodramatic
fate. The main denouement of the story
depends on our acceptance of the character of
a boy who is morally deformed."—Spec

"Our state is one of suspension from begin-
ning to end. If we had not been prepared so
carefully for a prize most rare! But the open-
ing pages are full of nothing but such prepaj-a-
tion. To follow and to follow and to follow

—

to listen, to attend, to be ever watchful, and
then to have the chase complicated wilfully—so
we feel by this time—is too much for the reader
to bear. We remain Mr Brett Young's disap-
pointed and disheartened admirers." K. M.— Ath p407 S 24 '20 330w
"The author's best, say many critics."

+ Booklist 17:352 Jl '21

Lit D p60 Je 11 '21 830w
"Altogether, 'The tragic bride' is a striking

and unusual story that has many attributes
of beauty, carries a strong appeal, and lifts
its age-old theme into a new and purer and
more spiritual atmosphere."

-I- N Y Times pl8 Ap 10 '21 580w
"It is an unusual piece of writing and has

that undefinable thing we call quality." R. D.
Townsend

+ Outlook 128:260 Je 8 '21 230w
"The directness and economy of the story

make its pattern very clear, and the repetition
of incidents completes the perfection of the
design and intensifies the impression of in-
escapable fate." M. C. Smith

+ Pub W 99:1231 Ap 16 '21 380w
"Though the character Arthur Payne is hard

to swallow, the rest of the book has a very
pleasing consistency of atmosphere. Yet when
all is said in praise of this novel—and there
certainly is a great deal to praise—the reader
will probably feel that he wishes Mr Brett-
Young had given the world a new book of
poems instead."

-J Spec 125:504 O 16 '20 380w
"Mr Young's novel is well proportioned, and

has a certain charming lucidity of manner. It
is neither crude nor banal. "There is a great
deal of grace and polished poise and a sense of
construction."

+ Springf'd Republican p9a Je 26 '21 290w
"His story is not quite proof against all

questionings. Looking back on it from Its con-
clusions, one can hardly avoid the reflection
that the limits of probability have been strained
to the utmost. But these questionings do not
arise till the story is finished and refiected
upon, for it is too well constructed for any
doubting short of a determined, cold scepticism
to destroy its persuasiveness."

-i The Times [London] Lit Sup p583 S
9 '20 780w

YOUNG, GEORGE. Diplomacy old and new. $1
Harcourt [2s 6d Swarthmore press] 327

The book belongs to the Handbooks on in-
ternational relations series edited by G. Lowes
Dickinson, whose object is "to disseminate
knowledge of the facts of international rela-
tions, and to Inculcate the international
rather than the nationalistic way of regard-
ing them." The author considers the old
diplomacy as positively bad but does not think
that the political and economic consequences
of the late catastrophe of war and peace will

be likely, at an early date, to make us scrap
our general system of controlling and conduct-
ing foreign relations. He thinks rather that
reforms must come within the old structure
along the lines of compromise. The three es-
says of the book are: Diplomacy and personnel:
Diplomacy and Parliament; Diplomacy and
peace.

"Mr Young's ideas for the training of
candidates for the diplomatic and consular
corps will be indorsed as sound by the in-
telligent members of every school of thought
on this subject."

+ Lit R pl2 S 3 '21 170w
Springf'd Republican p6 S 6 '21 230w
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"The present volume is, unfortunately, more
restricted in scope than its title would imply.
There are but three chapters in the book and
the first two are limited exclusively to a con-
sideration of the personnel and machinery of

the British Foreign Office. For the student of
comparative governments the presentation is

extremely useful, but for the average reader in

America the treatment, though accurate and
even brilliant at times, is on the whole tech-
nical." G. H. Stuart

H Survey 47:253 N 12 '21 250w
"At times the author has overstated his

case. But there is undoubtedly value in his
carefully reasoned constructive proposals for
rearranging the field of activity of the Diplo-
matic and Consular Services."

H The Times [London] Lit Sup p311 My
12 '21 300w

YOUNG, STARK. Three one-act plays; Mad-
retta. At the shrine, Addio. $1.35 Stewart
Kidd 812 21-10550

The three plays are love tragedies. In "Mad-
retta," a lonely young Creole wife, not under-
standing the depth of her husband's love, is

about to leave her home with a gay young
lover, but discovers her mistake and the lat-

ter' s perfidy at a catastrophic moment, which
leaves her only the choice of death with her
husband. In "At the shrine" a priest, pleading
with a so-called abandoned woman to release
his nephew, capitulates before the genuineness
of her love, while his sincerity and sympathy
turn her sneers into renunciation. In "Addio"
a poor Italian organ-grinder, now crippled,
finds his long lost love and heroically renounces
her on consideration of her better chances with
a man of sound body and good intentions.

"In this attractive little volume three short
prose tragedies are given, of which the first,

'Madretta,' is the best." W: L. Phelps
-{-NY Times p26 Ag 21 '21 450w

YOUNG girl's diary; prefaced with a letter by
' Sigmund Freud; tr. from the German by

Eden and Cedar Paul. $5 Seltzer [12s 6d
Allen & U.] 136.7 21-18879

The diary covering the period between the
age of eleven and fourteen, lays bare the soul
of a girl during adolescence. With complete
candor it reveals the child's curiosity about
sex, and her attitude towards her parents,
sister and brother, her ardent friendship for a
schoolmate and a teacher, and her first child-
ish excursions into the field of romance. The
preface by Sigmund Freud points out the sig-
nificance of these revelations to educationists
and psychologists.

" 'A young girl's diary* is without any doubt
a genuine piece of work. It does not appear to
have been monkeyed with by anybody. It is
bound to seem familiar to almost any honest
female who can remember when she was
twelve or fourteen; and by the same token,
almost the only possible remark upon it, at the
end of its reading, is: 'All right, what of it?'

"

Ruth Hale
+ Bookm 54:485 Ja '22 470w

"Not even the autobiography of Benjamin
Franklin has more reality." Katharine An-
thony

-f Nation 114:102 Ja 25 '22 lOOOw
Reviewed by Mary Isham

N Y Times p2 Ja 8 '22 1750w
"Amazingly intimate revelation of the soul

of a girl between the ages of eleven and four-
teen [which] deserves to be read by everyone
interested in the understanding and guidance
of childhood life. Parents particularly ought
to gain from an intelligent perusal of the book
further conviction of the importance of gain-
ing and holding the confidence of their chil-
dren if they are to spare the young ones the
mischief and unhappiness which a promiscuous
picking up of information here and there con-
cerning some of the most vital facts of life

may engender." Bernard Glueck
+ Survey 47:638 Ja 25 '22 90w

YOUNG WOMEN'S CHRISTIAN ASSOCIA-
TIONS. BUREAU OF PAGEANTRY AND
THE DRAMA. National costumes of the
Slavic peoples, il $3 Womans press 391

21-2827

Drawings of the national costumes of Bul-
garia, Czecho-Slovakia; Poland, Russia, and
Serbia, by Margaret Hubbard, with descriptive
notes, and a color plate, by Esther Peck, com-
piled for the use of directors of Americaniza-
tion pageants. A list of Slavic holidays and
festivals which are of value as play or pageant
material is given and the characteristic celebra-
tions of each day are described.

+ Booklist 17:279 My '21

ZANGWILL, ISRAEL. Cockpit. $1.60 Macmil-
2 Ian [5s Heinemann] 822 21-20069

The theme of this drama in three acts is the

reverse of that in Zangwill's earlier play, "The
melting pot." It shows the friction of races m
the crowded, Balkan parts of Europe. Most of

the action passes in the palace of San Marco,
at Scaletta, the capital of the imaginary kmg-
dom of Valdavia, whose young queen, brought
up in New York in ignorance of her royal birth

and heritage, has just succeeded to the throne.

She is suddenly plunged into a cockpit of races

and religion and becomes the center and vic-

tim of plots and counterplots.

Reviewed by Ludwig Lewisohn
Nation 114:21 Ja 4 '22 220w

"Something of the very incoherence of those
Balkan States upon which Mr Zangwill has
based his comedy seems to have passed mto
his treatment of it. It can hardly be doubted
that 'The cockpit' is a more acute diagnosis of

the political diseases of Europe than has yet

been produced, rendered the more compelling
as it is by quick incident and excellent dia-

logue, and informed from page to page by those
qualities of indignation and pity which have
always been dominant in the writing of Mr
Israel Zangwill." „ „^„

+, Sat R 132:692 D 17 '21 SlOw

"We cannot quarrel with a dramatist—of all

writers—if he makes his ideas very plain; and
Europe is not yet entirely free from such evils

as Mr Zangwill perhaps exaggerates—doubtless

for our good—in this high-coloured romantic

-L _ The Times [London] Lit Sup p856 D 22

'21 350w

ZANGWILL, ISRAEL. Voice of Jerusalem. 'IS
Macmillan 296 21-2983

A collection of Mr Zangwill's essays on Jewish
subjects written in the course of the last

twenty-five years, prefaced by a long essay of

130 pages which gives its title to the book. In

the course of these essays he argues with rnost

of the people who have, at one time or another,

denounced or disparaged the Jews. He deals

with Zionism, with anti-Semitism, with modern
Judaism, with the stage-Jew in different litera-

tures, and with the baselessness of the legend

of the conquering Jew." Contents: Proem: The
quest; The voice of Jerusalem; The position or

Judaism; Songs of the synagogue; The legend

of the conquering Jew; Shylock and the other

stage Jews; Language and Jewish life; The
territorial solution of the Jewish problem; The
old do' man; The mirage of the Jewish state;

"Our own"; The Polish-Jewish problem; The
Goyim- The people of the abyss; Converted mis-
sionaries; Two Josephs that dreamed (Joseph
Fels and Joseph Jacobs); The pillar of Are;

Epilogue; The majesty of Armenia.

"A collection of essays which are so able a
defense and explanation of Jewish character
that they form a thorough challenge to the

common criticisms of the race."

+ Booklist 17:269 My '21
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ZANGWILL, \SRAEL—Continued
"Everywhere he is illuminating, though one

feels in him very strongly his conviction of
the superiority of his race." D. L. M.

+ Boston Transcript p5 Ap 2 '21 1350w
"In the collection of Zangrwill's essays one

will find many interesting and informing
facts regarding Jews." C: S. Bernheimer

+ Lit R p4 My 21 '21 520w
"Behind the cascade of words Mr Zangwill's

mind has really worked to some purpose. His
mind has the great merit of a certain amount
of originality, of refusing to work merely along
other people's grooves."

H Nation and Ath 28:708 F 19 '21 820w
"The chapter, 'The legend of the conquering

Jew,' is a masterpiece. It is quite in the best
style of the famous essayist and novelist, who
presents tne facts in masterly fashion, with
scintillating epigrams and cutting satire."
Herman Bernstein

+ N Y Times pl2 Ap 3 '21 1450w
R of Rs 63:446 Ap '21 60w

"Sincere if violent book."
H Spec 126:79 Ja 15 '21 1200w

Sprlngf'd Republican p6 Jl 26 '21 llOw
"His enthusiasm for Jewry would always be

admirable if it were not sometimes inopportune.
He expresses it with a mystical eloquence
which, in spite of the occasional interruption
of verbal fireworks and cheap buffoonery, even
those who do not share it can enjoy. What one
misses in his work is any sign of an equal
enthusiasm for England, or for any of the
causes for which England and the Entente were
fighting."
+ — The Times [London] Lit Sup p868 D

23 '20 1400W

ZIMAND, SAVEL. Modern social movements;
descriptive summaries and bibliographies;
with introd. by Prof. Charles A. Beard.
$1.80 Wilson, H. W. 016.33 21-26739

These critically selected and annotated read-
ing lists on the subjects of trade unionism,
the cooperative movement. Industrial democ-
racy (including copartnership, national in-
dustrial councils, and the Plumb plan), single
tax, socialism, guild socialism, syndicalism,
bolshevism and the Soviet state, and anar-
chism, constitute a bibliography of the whole
labor movement. To each of these subjects Is
devoted a section of the book and in each case
the bibliography is prefaced by a brief descrip-
tive summary of the movement in the various
countries where it has appeared. Foreign refer-
ences are included and periodicals devoted to
the several subjects are listed.

Booklist 18:4 O '21

"Admirable little handbook. Rarely is so
much scholarship packed into such small space
or rendered more useful both to the non-
specialist and the student."

+ Lit R pll Jl 2 '21 180w
"A handbook which ought to serve as a

model. Adequate scholarship is here made
easily available to all." G: Soule

+ Nation 113:126 Ag 3 '21 330w
"We never have encountered a more exhaust-

ive bibliography of the writings on modern so-
cial movements. Nothing seems to have
escaped Mr Zimand's net. The classification is
admirable, and each catalogue is prefaced by a
lucid and unbiased description of the subject
with which it deals."

+ Nation and Ath 29:746 Ag 20 '21 260w
"With a canvas so small, and a theme so

immense, no one should quarrel with the artist
for overlooking a tree here and blade of grass
there. In the sweep of his brush, Mr Zimand
is both bold and .sure; but inevitably the fine
shades are lacking." Leo Wolman

H New Repub 28:52 S 7 '21 1050w
Survey 47:92 O 12 '21 220w
The Times [London] Lit Sup p535 Ag

18 '21 40w
Wis Lib Bui 17:155 O '21 30w

ZWEIG, STEFAN. Remain Rolland. 11 $4
Seltzer B or 92 21-18690

"It is the effort to reintegrate the world that
gives Remain Rolland his distinction among the
writers of today. It is clear from these pages
that Rolland was from the first consciously
possessed by his enterprise. He was an inter-
nationalist in his early enthusiasms for Bee-
thoven, Shakespeare, Spinoza. . . In 1897 he
wrote the first chapter of 'Jean Christophe,'
which continued to appear obscurely almost
until its conclusion in 1912. It is an interna-
tional romance. The conception is one of the
most grandiose that has entered into the novel
form. Before its completion 'Jean Christophe'
was recognized as a masterpiece; in 1909 it was
published in book form and by translations into
English, German and Spanish, it began to ful-
fil its international mission. And then came
the war. . . In a literal sense Rolland accepted
the burden of his creed, and through the long
horror he remained above the m€16e. . . With
what agony we know from the pages of his last
book, 'Clerambault.' "—New Repub

"Many of us pray to be saved from ourselves.
It should be Romain Rolland's prayer to be
saved from his biographer. If his greatness is

truly great, it will spealc for itself. It needs
no such extravagant adulation; no such pre-
posterous praise as is to be found on every
page of this book." E. F. Edgett— Boston Transcript p4 N 2 '21 1250w
Reviewed by Kenneth Burke

Dial 72:92 Ja '22 lOOOw
"No work could give greater pleasure than

this to the disciple who prefers to have his hero
unsalted. M Rolland appears in these pages
very much as the Pope appears to the faithful
when he is borne into the Sistine Chapel on the
shoulders of six chamberlains; one fairly
swoons with the incense and the silver bugles.
This is one way of writing a man's life, and I

have no quarrel with it; the work has its
beauty. On the other hand, it quite fails to
present the portrait of an individual. One de-
rives from it the impression of a sort of super-
human unity, which may or may not captivate
the imagination but which certainly leaves the
reader with all his questions unanswered."

1- Freeman 4:286 N 30 '21 1900w
"The tragic absurdity of fate which has

turned Romain Rolland into the idol of a po-
litical group is all the more apparent as one
reads the biographical chapters of the book.
The author has made an interesting narrative
out of this uneventful story of an earnest
young scliolar and music-lover's rise to fame."
Ernest Boyd

Lit R p225 D 3 '21 1150w
"Stefan Zweig was apparently overwhelmed

with his own emotions while writing his book.
He, too, is a man whose faith is not devoid of
passion. But he is not always clear enough,
he does not always embrace the whole scope
of Rolland's vision." Gregory Zilboorg

-\ Nation 113:571 N 16 '21 1600w
"Mr Zweig's biography is no ordinary one.

The outward events of Romain Rolland's life

are merely referred to in passing, and the nar-
rative is kept on the high plane of his intel-
lectual achievement. And to its fulfilment this
biography of Stefan Zweig, .so truly and so
ardently interpretative, will be an important
contribution." R. M. Lovett

-j- New Repub 28:222 O 19 '21 1550w
"Exactly what have been the purposes which

have inspired Rolland from the days of his
youth onward are described in this biography
by Stefan Zweig, who is himself well known as
dramatist, novelist and poet and who through-
out a brilliantly written book gives expression
to the same idealism as the author of 'Jean-
Christophe."

-f N Y Times pl4 D 11 '21 1250w
"A massive and luminous biographical por-

trait. It combines the charm of rich olijective
delineation with a persuasive revelation of Rol-
land, the artist." Newton Fuessle

+ Outlook 130:70 Ja 11 '22 llOOw
R of Rs 64:668 D '21 40w



List of Documents for Use in the Smaller Libraries

Compiled by

MARY E. FURBECK,

Economics Division, New York Public Library

Advertising
Advertising' methods in Japan, China and the

Philippines. J. W. Sanger. (U.S. Bur. of
foreign and domestic commerce. Special
agents ser. 209) 107p pa '21

Agricultural credit
How farmers may form a national farm
loan association. (U.S. Federal farm loan
bureau. Circular 2) Sp pa '21

Agricultural economics
Methods of conducting cost of production and
farm organization studies. F. W. Peck. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Department bul. 994) 47p
pa '21

Agricultural research
Digging up facts for New Hampshire farms.
(New Hampshire. Agricultural experi-
ment station. Bul. 199) 30p pa '21 New
Hampshire. Agricultural experiment sta-
tion, Durham, N.H.

Agriculture
Agricultural almanac for 1921. Bristow
Adams, comp. (U.S. Agriculture dept
Farmers' bul. 1202) 64p pa '21

Bibliography
Farmers' bulletin subject index, July 1, 1921.

(U.S. Agriculture dept. Division of publica-
tions) 12p pa '21

Statistics

Handbook of foreign agricultural statistics.
Frank Andrews. (U.S. Agriculture dept.
Department bul. 987) 69p pa '21

Statistical data compiled and published by
ihe Bureau of crop estimates, 1863-1920.
(U.S. Agriculture dept. Department circu-
lar 150^ 64p pa '21

New Jersey
New Jersey for progressive farmers. (New

Jersey. Dept. of conservation and develop-
ment) 64p pa '21 Dept. of conservation and
development, Trenton, N.J.

Utah
Some types of irrigation farming in Utah. E.
B. Brossard. (Utah. Agricultural experiment
station. Bul. 177) 140p pa '20 Utah Agri-
cultural College, Logan, Utah

Alberta
Alberta: a survey of the topography, climate,

resources, industries, transportation and
communication, and institutional services of
the province of Alberta. J. McCaig. (Al-
berta. Agricijlture dept.) 96p pa map '21

Dept. of agriculture, Edmonton, Alberta
Alfalfa

Alfalfa production under irrigation. George
Stewart. (Utah Agricultural college. Ex-
periment station. Circular 45) 48p pa '21
Logan, Utah

Apples
Apple candy; a commercial use for cull

apples. T. H. Abell. (Utah. Agricultural
experiment station. Bul. 179) 14p pa '21 Utah
Agricultural college, Logan, Utah

Argentina
Argentine Republic: general descriptive data.
(Pan American union) 31p pa '20 Pan
American Union, Washington, D.C.

Barns
Dairy barn plans. J. Lynn Thomas. (Texas.
Agricultural and mechanical college. Exten-
sion service. Bul. 59) 20p pa '21 Agri-
cultural and mechanical college of Texas,
College Station, Texas

Bees
Swarm control. G. S. Demuth. (U.S. Agri-
culture dept. Farmers' bul. 1198) 47p pa '21

Beet sugar
An improved method of making sugar-beet

sirup. C. O. Townsend and S. F. Sherwood.
(U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1241)

16p pa '21

Beet-sugar industry in the United States in

1920. C. O. Townsend. (U.S. Agriculture
dept. Department bul. 995) 58p pa '21

Benefit societies
Mutual relief associations among government
employees in Washington, D.C. Victoria B.
Turner. (U.S. Labor statistics bur. Bul.
282) 38p pa '21

Bibliography
Best books of 1920, selected for a small

public library. (New York. State Library.
Bibliography bul. 70) 59p pa '21 State li-

brary, Albany, N.Y.

Birds
Birds of South Dakota. W. H. Over & Craig

S. Thoms. (So. Dakota. Geological and
natural history survey. Bul. 9) 142p pa
"21 University of South Dakota, Vermilion,
S.D.

Community bird refuges. W. L. McAtee. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1239) 13p
pa '21

Instructions for bird banding. Frederick C.

Lincoln. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Depart-
ment circular 170) 19p pa '21

Bolivia
, , , J

Bolivia; a commercial and mdustrial hand-
book. W. S. Schurz. (U.S. Bur. of foreign

and domestic commerce. Special agents ser.

208) 260p pa '21

California

Guide books

Routes to desert watering places in the
Mohave desert region, California. D. G.
Thompson. (U.S. Geological survey. Water-
supply paper 490-B) 269p pa '21 Maps in

pocket

Camping
. ^, ... , e *

Handbook for campers m the national forests

in CaUfornia. (U.S. Agriculture dept. De-
partment circular 185) 48p pa '21

Use of coarse grains for human food. C. E.

Saunders. (Canada. Cereals div. Bul. 40)

15p pa '21 Minister of Agriculture, Ottawa,
Ontario, Canada

Child labor laws
Administration of child-labor laws: part 4,

Employment-certificate system, Wisconsin.
Ethel E. Hanks. (U.S. Children's bur. Bur.

pub. 85) 189p pa '21

Administration of the first federal child-labor

law. (U.S. Children's bur. Bur. pub. no. 78)

197p pa '21
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Child welfare
Standards of Icg'al protection for children
born out of wedlocii. (U.S. Children's bur.
Bureau publication no. 77) 158p pa '21

A report of regional conferences held
under the au.-^pices of the U.S. Children's
bureau and the Inter-city conference on
illegitimacy. Chicago, 111., Feb. 9-10, 1920.
New York, N.Y., Feb. 16-17, 1920

Children
Physical standards for working children.

(U.S. Children's bur. Bur. pub. 79) 24p pa
•21

Preliminary report of the committee ap-
pointed by the children's bureau of the
U.S. department of labor to formulate
standards of normal development and sound
health for the use of physicians in ex-
amining children entering employment and
children at work.

Care and hygiene
Books on health as related to the school

child. 2d ed. rev. (N.Y. State Library. Bib-
liography bul. 69) 37p pa '21 State Library,
Albany, N.Y.

Infant-welfare work in Europe; an account
of recent experiences in Great Britain,
Austria, Belgium, France, Germany and
Italy. Nettie McGill. (U.S. Children's bur.
Bureau pub. 76) 169p pa '21

Synopsis of the child hygiene laws of the
several states including school medical in-
spection laws. Taliaferro Clark and S. D.
Collins. (U.S. Public health service. Pub-
lic health bul. 110) 58p pa '21

Yooir opportunity in the schools. L. Emmet
Holt. (U.S. Education bur. Health educa-
tion no. 9) 14p pa '21

Legislation

Child legislation in Iowa. Frank E. Horack.
(Iowa University. Studies in child welfare,
v.l, no. 6) 36p pa '21 The University, Iowa
City, Iowa

Chimneys
Chimneys and fireplaces. A. M. Daniels. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1230) 28p pa
•21

Civics
Civics for naturalization (second revision)
Guy D. Gold. (Massachusetts. Education
dept. Bul. v. 6, no. 3) 53p pa '21 Division
of University extension. State House,
Boston, Mass.

Clearing of land
Use of explosives in blasting stumps. George

R. Boyd.
.
(U.S. Agriculture dept. Dept.

circular 191) 15p pa '21

Colleges
United States

Facilities for foreign students in American
colleges. Samuel Paul Capen. (U.S. Edu-
cation bur. Bui. 1920, no. 39) 269p pa '21

Colombia
Colombia: a commercial and industrial hand-

book. P. L. Bell. (U.S. Foreign and domes-
tic commerce bur. Special agents ser. 206)
423p '21

Commercial museum of Philadelphia
Educational work of the Commercial museum

of Philadelphia. Charles R. Toothaker,
(U.S. Educational bur. Bul. 1920. no. 13)
28p pa ^21

Community buildings
Plans of rural community buildings. W. C.
Nason and C. J. Galpin. (U.S. Agriculture
dept. Farmers' bul. 1173) 40p pa '21

Community theatres
Country theater. A. M. Drummond. (N.Y.

[State] College of agriculture. Cornell read-
ing course for the farm 153) 16p pa '20
Cornell university, Ithaca, N.Y.

Cooperative marketing
Cooperative grain marketing; a comparative
study of methods in the United States and
in Canada. J. M. Mehl. (U.S. Agriculture
dept. Department bul. 937) 21p pa '21

Cotton
Cotton diseases and their control. W. W. Gil-

bert. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul.
1187) 32p pa '21

Farming under boll weevil conditions. (South
Carolina. Clemson Agricultural college. Ext.
bul. 48) 20p pa '21 Clemson college, S.C.

Cotton industry
Tariff • information survey on the Japanese

cotton industry and trade; recent develop-
ment and future outlook of the Japanese
cotton industry and trade, with special
reference to comparative costs and com-
petition between Japan and the United
States, pa (U.S. Tariff comm.) 162p '21

Czecho-Slovakia
The economic situation in Czecho-Slovakia in

1920. Robert J. Caldwell. (U.S. Labor
dept.) 4Sp pa '21

Dairies
Milk-plant equipment. Ernest Kelly and
Clarence E. Clement. (U.S. Agriculture
dept. Department bul. 890) 42p pa '20

Dairying
Dairy farming. J. B. Fitch. (Kansas. Agricul-

tural experiment station. Circular 90) 32p pa
'21 State Agricultural college, Manhattan,
Kansas

Drainage
Farm drainage. W. L. Powers and Ward
Cretcher. (Oregon. Experiment station. Sta-
tion bul. 178) 47p pa '21 Oregon Agricul-
tural college, Corvallis, Ore.

Dyes
Census of dyes and coal-tar chemicals, 1920.

(U.S. Tariff commission. Tariff information
ser. 23) 118p pa '21

Education
Educational directory, 1920-1921. (U.S. Educa-

tion bur. Bul. 1920, no. 33) 213p pa '21

Organization of state departments of educa-
tion. L. A. Kalbach and A. O. Neal. (U.S.
Education bur. Bul. 1920, no. 46) 48p pa
•21

Statistics of universities, colleges, and pro-
fessional schools, 1917-18. (U.S.- Education
bur. Bul. 1920, no. 34) 223p pa '21

Advance sheets from the Biennial sur-
vey of education in the United States,
1916-18

Jurisprudence
Education laws relating to education, enac-

ted in 1918 and 1919. W. R. Hood, comp.
(U.S. Education bur. Bul. 1920. no. 30) 231p
pa '21

Education, Adult
Adult education. E. A. Fitzpatrick. (Wis-

consin. Education bd. Wisconsin's educa-
tional horizon, v. 4, n. 2, pt. 2) 39p pa '21

State board of education, Madison, Wis.

Education, Higher
Opportunities for study at American graduate

schools. G. F. Zook and P. Capen. (U.S.
Education bur. Bul. 1921, no. 6) 59p pa '21

Education laws
State laws and regulations governing teach-

ers' certificates. K. M. Cook. (U.S. Educa-
tion bur. Bul. 1921, no. 22) 244p pa '21

English

Study and teaching

Elementary syllabus in English language
and literature. (N.Y. (State) University.
Bul. 725) 123p pa '21 State Library, Al-
bany, N.Y.

Exhibits
Home economics exhibits for county and
community fairs. Mabel Wilkerson. (Illinois.

University. Agricultural college and ex-
periment station. Circular 247) 24p pa '21

Univ. of Illinois, Urbana, 111.

Farm buildings
Farm buildings. Frank C. Lewis. (Purdue
university. Agricultural experiment station.
Circular 100) 144p pa '21 Lafayette, Ind.
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Farrrr loans
Buying farms with land-bank loans: a study
based on the experience of 2,700 farmers
who have borrowed money through Federal
farm loan banks. L. C. Gray & H. A.
Turner. (IT.S. Agriculture dept. Department
bul. 968) 27p pa '21

Farm management
Farm well planned. D. H. Otis. (Wisconsm.
Agricultural experiment station. Bul. 328)

28p pa '21 University of Wisconsin, Madi-
son

Fires
Fires for fun. C. P. Wilber. (New Jersey.
Dept. of conservation and development) 24p
pa '21 Dept. of conservation and develop-
ment. State House, Trenton, N.J.

Fisheries
Fish ponds on farms. R. S. Johnson and
M. F. Stapleton. 3d ed. (U.S. Bur. of
fisheries doc. 826) 35p pa '21

Bibliography

Analytical subject bibliography of the pub-
lications of the Bureau of fisheries, 1871-
1920 R. M. E. MacDonald. (U.S. Bur. of
fisheries doc. 899) 306p pa '21

Floors
Floors and fioor coverings. (U.S. Agriculture

dept. Farmers' bul. 1219) 36p pa '21

Florida
Florida tourist. (Florida. Agriculture dept.
Quarterly bul. v. 31, no. 4) 152p pa '21 De-
partment of agriculture, Tallahassee,
Florida

Flowers
Growing annual flowering plants. L. C. Cor-

bett and F. L. Mulford. (U.S. Agricul-
ture dept. Farmers' bul. 1171) 83p pa '21

Food
A week's food for an average family. C. L.
Hunt. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul.

1228) 27p pa '21

What to feed the family. Jet Corine Winters.
(Texas. Univ. Bul. 2123) 64p pa '21 Uni-
versity publications, University of Texas,
Austin, Texas

Foremen training
Instructor training; instructor-training
courses for trade teachers and for foremen
having an instructional responsibility.
Charles R. Allen. (U.S. Federal board for
vocational education. Bul. 62) 43p pa '21

Forestry
Forest experiment stations. E. H. Clapp. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Circular 183) 34p pa '21

The why and the how of forestry in Louis-
iana. R. D. Forbes. (Louisiana. Conservation
dept. Bul. 7) 40p pa '21 Dept. of conserva-
tion. New Orleans court building. New
Orleans, La.

Working plan for a communal forest for the
town of Ithaca, New York. J. S. Everitt.
(Cornell university. Agricultural experi-
ment station. Bul. 404) 99p pa '21 Cornell
Univ. Agricultural experiment station,
Ithaca, N.Y.

Fuel conservation
How to get better service with less natural
gas in domestic gas appliances. (U.S. Bur.
of standards. Circular 116) 5p pa '21

Gas masks
Gas masks for gases met in fighting fires.
A. C. Fieldner ancJ others. (U.S. Mines bur.
Technical paper 248) Tip pa '21

Ginseng
Ginseng culture. W. W. Stockberger. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1184) 16p
pa '21

Grapes
Insect and fungous enemie.=! of the grape.

A. L. Quaintance and C. L. Shear. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Farmer.s' bul. 1220) 75p
pa '21

Health education
Suggestions for a program for health teach-
ing in the elementary schools. .1. Mace An-
dress and Mabel C. Bragg. (U.S. Education
bur. Health education 10) 107p pa '21

Heating
Operating a home heating plant. A. M.
Daniels. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers'
bul. 1194) 28p pa '21

Hours of labor
Physiological basis for the shorter working
day for women. Dr. George W. Webster.
(U.S. Women's bur. Bul. 14) 20p pa '21

Housecleaning
Housecleaning made easier. Sarah J. Mac-
Leod. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul.

1180) 31p pa '21

immigrants
Devices for drill and review in English for
use by teachers of non-English speaking
adults. C. B. Springsteed. (N.Y. (state)
Univ.) lip pa '21 State library, Albany,
N.Y.

Education
Educational needs of immigrants In Illinois.

Grace Abbott. (Illinois. Immigrants com-
mission. Bul. no. 1) 37p pa '20 Immigrants
commission, 538 S. Dearborn St., Chicago,
111.

Educational opportunities for women from
other lands. Elizabeth A. Woodward. (Univ.
of the State of New York. Bul. 718) 35p
pa '21 Albany, State Library

Immigration laws
Immigration laws, rules of May 1, 1917. 5th
ed (U.S. Immigration bur.) 116p pa '21

This publication includes act of May 19,

1921

Income
Statistics of Income: compiled from the re-
turns for 1918. (U.S. Internal revenue com-
mission) 150p pa '21

Income tax
Bibliography

List of recent references on the income tax.

H. H. B. Meyer. (U.S. Library of Con-
gress) 96p pa '21

industrial cripples
Industrial rehabilitation—general administra-

tion and case procedure. Lewis H. Carris.
(U.S. Federal board for vocational educa-
tion. Bul. 64) 52p pa '21

Industrial housing
Housing bv employers in the United States.

Leifur Magnuson. (U.S. Labor statistics
bur. Bul. 263) 283p pa '20

Industrial hygiene
Industrial poisoning in making coal-tar dyes
and dye intermediates. Alice Hamilton.
(U.S. Labor statistics bur. Bul. 280) 87p
pa '21

Infants
Care and hygiene

Breast feeding. Ella Oppenheimer. (U.S. Chil-
dren's bur. Bur. pub. 83) 13p pa '21

Insects , ,

Insects injurious to deciduous shade trees
and their control. Jacob Kotinsky. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1169) lOOp
pa '21

Iron and steel industry
Iron-ore resources of Europe. Max Roesler.

(U.S. Geol survey. Bul. 706) 152p pa '21

Irrigation
Handbook of the irrigation district laws of

the seventeen western states of the United
States, December 20, 1918, with addenda
outlining changes made in the 1919 session
laws. W. R. King and E. W. Burr. (U.S.
Interior dept.) 213p pa '20

Journalism
Stories farm paper editors want. C. E. Rogers.
(Kansas State agricultural college. Bul. v.

5, no. 2) 33p pa '21 State agricultural col-

lege, Manhattan, Kansas
Kindergartens
Housing and equipment of kindergartens.

(U.S. Education bur. Bul. 1921, no. 13) 27p
pa '21

Labor legislation
New York labor laws enacted m 1921. (N.Y.

(State) Labor dept. Special bul. 107) 68p
pa '21 State Library, Albany, N.T.
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Landscape gardening
Some suggestions for landscape designing for

public and private grounds. F. H. Dudley.
(Maine. Agriculture dept. Bui. v. 20, no. 1)
43p pa '21 Commissioner of agriculture,
Augusta, Maine

Laundering
The home laundry. Flora Rose. (N.Y. State

college of agriculture. Cornell reading
course for the home. Lesson 137) 45p pa
'20 Extension service, Cornell university,
Ithaca. N.Y.

League of nations
Documents relating to the League of na-

tions and treaty with Germany. (U.S. Con-
gres, 66:1 Senate. Documents, v. 13) v p
'19 Apply to Congressmen

Lumber Industry

Sweden
Swedish forests, lumber industry and lumber
export trade. Axel H. Oxholm. (U.S. For.
& dom. commerce bur. Special agents ser.
195) 282p map pa '21

Marketing of farm products
Road to better marketing. Theodore Macklin.

(Wisconsin. University. College of agricul-
ture. Extension service. Circular 136) 16p
pa '21. Madison, Wis.

Markets
Market statistics. C. J. West and L. B.

Flohr. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Department
bul. 982) 279p pa '21

Medicine
Education

Opportunities for the study of medicine in
the United States. George F. Zook. (U.S.
Education bur. Higher education circular
22) 33p pa '21

Michigan
Mineral resources of Michigan, with statisti-
cal tables of production for 1918 and prior
years. (Michigan Geol. and Biological sur-
vey. Geol. ser. 24) 214p pa '20 Geological
and biological survey, Lansing, Mich.

Milk
Milk and its uses in the home. (U.S. Agricul-

ture dept. Farmers' bul. 1207) 34p pa '21

Milk houses
Farm dairy houses. Ernest Kelly and K.
E. Parks. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers'
bul. 1214) 14p pa '21

Minimum wage
Minimum wage laws of the United States:
construction and operation. Lindley D.
Clark. (U.S. Labor statistics bur. Bul. 285)
345p pa '21

Montana
Montana; tourist edition. (Montana. Dept.

of agriculture, labor and industry) 64p pa
'21 Commissioner of agriculture, Helena,
Montana

Mosquitoes
Mosquitoes of New Jersey and their control.

T. J. Headlee. (New Jersey. Agricultural
experiment station. Bul. 348) 229p pa '21
New Jersey agricultural experiment sta-
tions. New Brunswick, N.J.

Mothers' pensions
Administration of the aid-to-mothers law in

Illinois. Edith Abbot and S. P. Breckin-
ridge. (U.S. Children's bur. Bur. pub. 82)
176p pa '21

National forests
In the open; the national "forests of Wash-

ington. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Department
circular 138) 78p pa '20

Natural gas
Conservation of natural gas in the home: re-
port to the Court of Industrial relations by
the Natural gas conservation committee.
(Kansas. Natural gas conservation com-
mittee) 22p pa '20 Court of industrial rela-
tions, Topeka, Kans.

Nebraska
Nebraska at a glance. (Nebraska. Agriculture

dept. Bul. 110) 14p pa '21 Agricultural
dept.. State House, Lincoln, Nebraska

Negro
Negro at work during the world war and
during reconstruction; statistics, problems,
and policies relating to the greater inclu-
sion of negro wage earners in American In-
dustry and agriculture. Second study on
negro labor. (U.S. Labor dept. Div. of negro
economics) 144p pa '21

Oil Industry
Preliminary report on petroleum In Alaska.
George C. Martin. (U.S. Geol. survey. Bul.
719) 83p pa '21

Restrictions on American petroleuin prospec-
tors: message from the President of the
United States, transmitting, in response to
the Senate resolution of March 10, 1920, a
report by the Secretary of state, furnishing
information requested by the resolution
supplementary to that embodied in a re-
port submitted May 14, 1920, and printed as
Senate document no. 272. (U.S. 67th Con-
gress, 1st sess.. Sen. doc. 11) 31p pa '21

Apply to Congressmen
OH lands
Underground conditions in oil fields. A. W.
Ambrose. (U.S. Mines bur. Bul. 195) 238p
pa '21

Oysters
Aids to successful oyster culture, I: procuring
the seed. T. C. Nelson. (N.J. Agricultural
experiment station Bul. 351) 59p pa '21

Agricultural experiment station. New
Brunswick, N.J.

Parcel post
Parcel post statistics; statistica.l data rela-

tive to ascertaining the cost of administer-
ing the parcel post service and the trend
and tendencies of the system in its growth
and development. (U.S. Post offlce dept.)
63p pa '21

Pellagra
Pellagra: its cause, wrong feeding; its pre-

vention, right feeding. (Mississippi. Bd.
of healtn. Special bul. 6) 15p pa '21 State
board of health, Jackson, Miss.

Peppers
Peppers. W. W. Tracy. (U.S. Agriculture

dept. Department circular 160) lOp pa '21

Pickles
Pickles: chow chow, chili sauce, sauerkraut,

etc. (Connecticut. Agricultural college ex-
tension service. Bul. 38) 13p pa '21 Con-
necticut Agricultural college, Storrs, Conn.

Pines

Diseases

Treatment of ornamental white pines infected
with blister rust. J. F. Martin and others.
(U.S. Agricultural dept. Dept. circular 177)
20p pa '21

Pork
Pork on the farm; killing, curing and can-

ning. F. G. Ashbrook and others. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1186) 44p
pa '21

Ports
Glances at ports and harbors around South
America. W. A. Reid. (Pan American
union) 47p pa '21 Pan American union,
Washington, D.C.

Potatoes
How to grow an acre of potatoes; prepared

especially for use in boys' and girls' club
work. William Stuart. (U.S. Agriculture
dept. Farmers' bul. 1190) 28p pa '21

Diseases

Investigation of potato diseases. P. A.
Murphy. (Canada. Botany division. Bul. 44,

2d ser.) 86p pa '21 Minister of agriculture,
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Pottery Industry
Survey and analysis of the pottery industry.
H. B. Smith. (U.S. Federal board for voca-
tional education. Bul. 67) 88p pa '21

Poultry
Feeding laying hens. A. G. Philips. (Purdue
nniversitv. Agricultural experiment station.

Circular 101) 16p pa '21 Lafayette, Ind.
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Poultry feeds and feeding. George Robertson.
(Canada. Poultry div. Bui. 91) 31p pa '21

Minister of agriculture, Ottawa, Can.

Unit course in poultry husbandry. C. H.
Schopmever. (U.S. Federal board for voca-
tional education. Bui. 63) 36p pa '20

Diseases
Tuberculosis of fowls. Bernard A. Gallagher.

(U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1200)
lip pa '21

Prenatal care
Prenatal care. (Texas. State board of health.

Bul. v.l, no. 4) 16p pa '21 State board
of health, Austin, Texas

Prices
Prices of farm products in the United States.
G. F. Warren. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Bul.
999) 72p pa '21

Retail prices, 1913 to December, 1919. (U.S.
Labor statistics bur. Bul. 2V0) I'JSp pa '21

Probation
Probation in children's courts. Charles L.
Chute. (U.S. Children's bur. Bur. pub. 80)
32p pa '21

Prostitution
Wliat representative citizens think about

prostitution. (U.S. Public health service.
V. D. Bul. no. 66) 8p pa '21

Public health
How to measure the efficiency of local health

officers. Robert Olesen. (U.S. Public health
service. Reprint 636) 8p pa '21

Rice as food
Rice as food. (U.S. Agric. dept. Farmers' bul.

1195) 22p pa '21

Salmon as food
Canned salmon; pink and chum, with recipes

for using them. (U.S. Fisheries bur. Eco-
nomic circular no. 48) 7p pa '21

School buildings
School buildings and grounds; law, rules,
regulations and general information. (Univ.
of the State of New York. Bul. 720) 83p
pa '21 State Library, Albany, N.Y.

School libraries
Library service for schools; a manual for
teachers and librarians, to be kept in the
school or library. (Mass. Education dept.
Bul. 1920, no. 9) 80p pa '20 State depart-
ment of education, Boston, Mass.

Standard library organization and equipment
for .secondary schools. C. C- Certain. (Uni-
versity of the State of New York. Bul. 713)
39p pa '20 New York State Library, Al-
bany, N.Y.
Report of a committee of the National

education association on library organiza-
tion and equipment.

Seeds
Seed marketing: hints for the farmer. G. C.

Edler. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Farmers'
bul. 1232) 31p pa '21

Sewage disposal
Septic tanks for the farm. J. R. Haswell.

(Pennsylvania. State college. Extension
circ. 89) 19p pa '21 State college, Centre-
ville, Pa.

Sex Instruction
The wonderful story of life: a mother's talks
with her daughter regarding life and its
reproduction. (U.S. Public health service)
20p pa '21

Sulphuric acid
The manufacture of sulphuric acid in the
United States. A. E. Wells and D. E. Fogg.
(U.S. Mines bur. Bul. 184) 216p pa '20

Swine
Swine judging for beginners. J. S. Coffey.

(Ohio. University. Agricultural college ex-
tension service. Bul. v 16, no. 4) 16p pa
'21 Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio

Switzerland
Switzerland; a commercial and industrial
handbook. H. L. Groves. (U.S. Bur. of
foreign and domestic commerce. Special
agents ser. 210) 128p '21

Sycnttiore
Utilization of sycamore. W. D. Brusk. (U.S.
Agi^iculture dept. Department bul. 884) 24p
pa 20

Tariff
Agricultural staples and the tariff; produc--

tion, trade and foreign competition, with
special reference to Canada. (U.S. Tariff
commission. Tariff information ser. 20) 190p
pa '20

Telegraph
Government control

Government control and operation of tele-
graph, telephone and marine cable systems,
August 1, 1918 to July 31, 1919: acts of
Congress; proclamations of President;
general orders of postmaster general; re-
ports on administration of wires. (U.S. Post
office dept.) lOOp '21

Textiles
Textile fibers and fabrics. Helen A. Bray.

(Texas. College of industrial arts. College
bul. 92) 45p pa '21 College of industrial
arts, Denton, Texas

What's what in textiles. Julia F. Tear.
(Texas. College of industrial arts. College
bul. 89) 22p pa '21 College of industrial
arts, Denton, Texas

Timber
Measuring and marketing farm timber. W.

R. Mattoon and W. B. Barrows. (U.S.
Agriculture dept. Farmers' bul. 1210) 61p
pa '21

Tobacco
Diseases

A dangerous tobacco disease appears in the
United States. E. F. Smith and R. E. B.
MacKenney. (U.S. Agriculture dept. Depart-
ment circular 174) 6p pa '21

Transportation
Statistics

Preliminary abstract of statistics of common
carriers for the year ended December 31,

1919. U.S. Interstate commerce commission.
172p pa '21

United States

Bureau of chemistry
Bureau pf chemistry of the United States De-
partment of agriculture; organization, en-
forcement of Food and drugs act, enforce-
ment of Tea act, research work. (U.S. Agri-
culture dept. Department circular 137) 23p
pa '20

Commerce
Trade of the U.S. with the world, 1918-1919.

Pt. 2, Exports. (U.S. For. & dom. commerce
bur. Miscellaneous ser. 106) 456p pa '21

Statistics

Statistical abstiact of the United States,
43d number. (U.S. Bur. of foreign and
domestic commerce) 874p '21

War industries board

American industry in the war. B. M. Baruch.
(U.S. War industries board. Report) 424p
pa '21

Utah
The agriculture of Utah. F. S. Harris. (Utah
Agricultural college. Experiment station.
Circular 44) 32p pa '21 Utah Agricultural
college, Logan, Utah

' Visual instruction
List of references on the use of pictures In

education. (U.S. Education bureau. Library
leaflet 13) 12p pa '20

Vocational guidance
An analysis of clerical positions for juniors

in railway transportation. R. E. Berry.
(California university. Division of voca-
tional education. Part-time education ser.

6) 104p pa '21 University of California,
Berkeley, Cal.

An analysis of the work of juniors in banks.
Eva Jessup and Clyde Blanchard. (Cali-
fornia university. Division of vocational
education. Part-time education ser. 5) 72p
pa '21
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Vocational guidance—Continued

Bibliography
Bibliography on vocational guidance; selected

list of vocational guidance references for
teachers. Charles L. Jacobs. (U.S. Federal
board for vocational education. Bui. 66)

35p pa '21

Weeds
Liawn pennywort: a new weed. Albert A.
Hansen. U.S. Agriculture dept. Department
circular 165) 6p pa '21

Weights and measures
Buying commodities by weight or measure.

(U.S. Standards bur. Miscellaneous pub. 45)

42p pa '20

"Extracts adopted from Bureau of Standards
circular no. 55, Measurements for the house-
hold."

Standard containers for fruits and vegetables.
F. P. Downing. (U.S. Agriculture dept.
Farmers' bul. 1196) S6p pa '21

Wholesale Driccs
Wholesale prices, 1890 to 1919. (U.S. Labor

statistics bureau. Bul. 269) 205p pa '20

Women In Industry
Employment of women in 5 and 10 cent

stores. Edith Hilles. (N.Y. State. Labor
dept. Special bul. 109) 68p pa '21 Labor
department, Albany, N.Y.

Some effects of legislation limiting hours of
work, for women. (U.S. Women's bureau.
Bul. 15) 26p pa '21

Yellowstone Park
Manual for motorists: Yellowstone national

park, season of 1921. (U.S. National Park
Service) 12p pa '21

The Senate and House documents and reports are issued in limited editions, and unless

otherwise indicated may be obtained only through members of Congress. Librarians should

make application to their own representatives in Washington.
The Department of Agriculture's supply of the Current number of Farmers' Bulletins is

ordinarily sufficient to make it possible to send them free to all applicants. They are also

for sale at 5 cents per copy [by the Superintendent of Documents].
The Superintendent of Documents, Washington, D. C, is authorized to sell at cost of

paper and printing any United States pubhc docimient in his charge, the distribution of which
is not otherwise provided for. Publications cannot be supplied free to individuals nor for-

warded in advance of payment.
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Reference Department, Pratt Institute Free Librairy, Brooklyn, N. Y.

Nos. 18-21 FEBRUARY. 1922

Farm management, a textbook for student,
investigator, and investor. R. L. Adams.
McGraw. Syip. $4.00. (Agricultural and
biological publications).

Considers the various factors entering into the
business of farming: farm selection, soils, equipment
and buildings, capital, bookkeeping and accounting,
costs, marketing, labor, tenancy, farm law, manage-
ment, etc. Especially addressed to the beginner and
of California.

Author is professor of farm management. University
the settler in new sections.

Modem road building and maintenance,
principles and practice; prepared for the
use of engineers, contractors, road of-
ficials, students and all who are interested
in the rational and economic solution of
the many problems connected with our
public roads and the traffic they are re-
quired to carry. A. P. Anderson, Wil-
mington, Del., Hercules Powder Co. I42p.
paper. Gratis.

A creditable trade publication, well illustrated.
Author is highway engineer, Bureau of Public

Roads, U. S. Department of Agriculture.

Electrical machinery; a practical study
course on installation, operation and main-
tenance. F. A. Annett. McGraw. 43ip.

$300.
Home study book for beginners, based on a study

course which originally appeared in Power. The
matter is plainly stated, with simple mathematics and
many illustrations. A good book for the beginner
who needs a self-instruction book on the principles
and operation of electrical machinery.

Author is associate editor of Power.

Elementary concrete construction. L. H.
Baxter. Bruce. I04p. $1.00.
A manual training textbook, consisting of an ele-

mentary text and a section with many projects in
coticrete work, most of which have been carried out
under the author's instructions by boys from ten to
fourteen years of age. Fully illustrated with dimen-
sioned line drawings and with halftones. Any be-
ginner in the use of concrete might find the book
instructive.

Author is supervisor of manual training, St. Johns-

The Ford car; construction and repair; a
practical guide including instructions on
the care and repair of the Ford car, com-
Pj^ete methods for testing and repairing
the Ford electrical system, and questions

and answers. J. R. Bayston. American
technical society. 164P.
A practical book of the correspondence school type.

Describes in detail the construction and operation of
the Ford car, how to overhaul it, lubrication, carbure-
tion, and the electrical equipment. A section on
operation troubles is arranged in question and answer
form. Contains 113 illustrations.

Author is head, automobile engineering, American
school of correspondence.

The essentials of advertising. F. L. B Ian-
chard. 322p. McGraw. $3.00.
An elementary text-book on advertising in its vari-

ous aspects. Considers briefly the layout and con-
struction of advertisements, the selection of type,
and use of color, illustrations, advertising mediums:
newspapers, magazines, outdoor, street car, mail or-
der, booklets, house organs, motion pictures, etc.
Contains chapters on the advertising manager's duties,
the advertising salesman, the advertising agent, and
related matter. Review questions accompany each
chapter.

Author is director, course in advertising, 23d St.

Y. M. C. A., N. Y.

The making, shaping and treating of steel.

Ed. 2. J. M. Camp and C. B. Francis.
Carnegie Steel Co. 614P. $5.00. Special

price to libraries, $2.00.

Excellent book, based on instruction given to non-
technical employees of the Carnegie Steel Company
in its Bureau of Instruction, of which the senior
author is head.

Considers refractories, fuels, the manufacture of
pig iron, the various processes of steel manufacture,
rolling mills and rolling mill practice, the heat treat-
ment and composition of steel.

Authoritative text for any one desiring a knowl-
edge of the metallurgy of cast iron and steel. An
introductory chapter is devoted to general princlplei
of physios and chemistry.

Trade tests; the scientific measurement of
trade proficiency. J. C. Chapman. Holt.

435P. $4-00.

Standard oral, picture, performance and written
trade tests worked out in war time for the purpose
of testing the ability of army recruits who claimed
skill in trades and were to be assigned to the kinds
of army mechanical work for which they were best
suited. Various tests are given in detail with ques-
tions, answers and illustrations. With modifications,
it is thought that the tests would be useful in per-
sonnel selection for industrial works.

Author is associate professor of educational psychol-
ogy, Yale University and member of the National Re-
search Council, sub-committee on selection of men
with special skills.
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The working of steel; annealing, heat treat-

ing and hardening of carbon and alloy

steel. F. H. Colvin and K. A. Juthe.
McGraw. 245p. $3.00.

A book for steel workers telling in plain language
something about the composition and properties of

steels and describing the heat treating processes to

which it is subjected in preparing it for various
uses. Includes in addition, chapters on steel making,
furnaces, and on heat measurements and heat meas-
uring instruments.

Authors are respectively editor of American Ma-
chinist, and chief engineer of American Metallurgical
Corporation.

Wills, estates and trusts; a manual of law,

accounting and procedure, for executors,
administrators and trustees. Thomas
Conyngton, H. C. Knapp, and P. W.
Pinkerton. Ronald. 2v. 825P. $8.00.

"This work is intended specifically to meet the

needs of executors, administrators, trustees, bank of-

ficials interested in trust business, accountants, and
generally those concerned with the settlement of es-

tates and the handling of trusts." Introduction.

The book is authoritative and nontechnical, and is

written in much detail.

The first two authors are of the New York Bar,
the third is a Certified Public Accountant.

of process outlines, notes, hints aad other
valuable information and suggestions for
retail druggists and dispensing pharma-
cists, culled from the pages of the Drug-
gists' Circular and elsewhere. Ed. 2.

Druggists' Circular. 257P. $2.00.

Contains directions for preparing a large number
of preparations which may be made and sold by re-

tail druggists. The matter is grouped under the
following heads: pharmaceutical formulas; the pre-
scription department; toilet preparations; perfumes
and toilet waters; dental preparations; for the hair
and scalp; soaps and laundry requisites; cleaning and
renovating processes; insect, vermin and rodent de-
stroyers; culinary recipes; varnishes and polishes;
inks, glues, pastes and cements; veterinary recipes;
and miscellaneous information.

Merchandise manual for shoe departments.
Elizabeth Dyer. Pittsburgh, Research
bureau for retail training, Carnegie In-

stitute of Technology. I33p. $2.00.

A course of instruction for retail salespeople, based
on a study of the shoe departments of a number of
stores. Considers shoe materials, styles, stockkeeping
and the other details of successful salesmanship. Con-
tains instructions for teachers of instruction classes.

"Bibliography for shoes and leathers", p. 133.

American electricians' handbook. Terrell
Croft. 2nd ed., rev. and enl. McGraw.
823p. $4.00.

Revised edition of one of the most complete, com-
pact and usable handbooks ever prepared for the
practical needs of workers employed in operating
electrical machinery, installing electric wiring, etc.

Steam boilers. Terrell Croft, ed. McGraw.
41 ip. $4.00. (Power plant series.)

An elementary book on steam boilers adapted for
the use of readers preparing to take engineers' license
examinations, and for others wanting a plainly writ-

ten book without difficult mathematics. The matter is

divided into 25 divisions treating of the evolution
of the steam boiler, types of boilers, construction and
materials of construction, accessories, combustion,
furnaces and boiler settings, chimneys, draft, and
much related matter. The book is well illustrated
with 514 specially prepared line drawings. Questions
and answers accompany each of the 25 divisions, and
numerous problems with their solutions are provided.

Chemistry and civilization. A. S. Cushman.
iSip. Badger. $2.50.

Based on a course of lectures and suitable for
the general reader who may be interested in the
subject. The author traces the development of the
science of chemistry from its beginning to its most
modern aspects, points out its service to civilization

in peace and its applications in warfare, and specu-
lates on what its future development may bring forth.

Contains portraits of men eminent in research.

Author is director, Institute of Industrial Research,
Washington, D. C.

Gloves and the glove industry. B. E. Ellis.

Pitman. 146?. $1.00. (Common commo-
dities and industries.)

A non-technical book of British origin giving a
short history of the glove, describing the materials
and making of leather and textile fabric gloves, and
giving an account of the glove industry in general.
Illustrated.

Carpentry for beginners. William Fair-
ham. 21 7p. Lippincott. $1.50. (The
woodworker series).

An elementary book, of English origin, for ama-
teurs and boys. Contains dimensioned drawings and
directions for making thirty-six housekeeping articles;

describes woodworking tools and their uses, together

with other useful information for the amateur car-

penter. Well illustrated.

Waste in industry. Federated American en-

gineering societies. Committee on elim-

ination of waste in industry. McGraw.
$4.00.

Report of a committee named by Herbert Hoover
as president of the Federated Engineering Societies

to study present conditions and possibilities of economy
by elimination of waste in the great industries of the

country: the building trades, men's ready-made cloth-

ing, printing trades, metal trades, boot and shoe manu-
facturing, and textile manufacturing. Gives extent

and causes of waste, not means of reducing it.

The druggists' circular formula book, in

which may be found recipes for hundreds
of unofificial preparations in daily demand
in the drug store, the laboratory, the

boudoir, the household, the workshop, ©n
the farm, and wherever there are men,
women and children, domestic animals,

poultry, furred and feathered pets, trees

and plants; together with a compilation

Chemical warfare. A. A. Fries and C. J.

West. McGraw. 44SP. $3-50.

An authoritative book on the operations of the

Chemical Warfare Service in the world war. De-
scribes the organization of the service, the training

given, the gases and incendiary materials employed,
how they were used, defensive devices, and related

matter.

Senior author is brigadier-general, chief, Chemical
Warfare Service, United States Army.
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Technical methods of analysis, as employed
in the laboratories of Arthur D. Little,

Inc., Cambridge, Mass. R. C. Griffin, ed.

McGraw. 666p. $6.00. (International chem-
ical series.)

Valuable compilation of methods of procedure in

the analysing of inorganic and organic substances

of many kinds: general inorganic analyses; general

organic analyses; metals; fuels; paints and paint

materials; oils, fats, waxes and soaps; wood, paper,

and paper-making materials: textiles and textile

fibers; foodstuffs; miscellaneous analyses.

Editor is director of the analytical department,

Arthur D. Little Company.

Commercial engraving and printing. C. W.
Hackleman. Indianapolis. Commercial en-

graving and publishing co. 8oop. $15.00.

An unusually comprehensive, well illustrated book,

primarily intended for the use of those interested in

buying advertising or in preparing advertising copy.

Considers copy and its preparation, commercial pho-

tography; relief, surface, and intaglio processes of

engraving and printing; printing inks and harmony of

colors; embossing, stamping and cutting dies; book-

binding; music engraving; poster making; stationery;

patents; trademarks; mailing lists and postal infor-

mation; care and filing of plates and copy; entering

into considerable detail. Contains 2,000 illustrations,

some in color.

Oil-field practice. Dorsey Hager. McGraw.
3iop. $3.00.

Treats briefly of the acquisition of oil lands; drill-

ing and production methods; storage, fires, avoidable
wastes and losses; refining; valuation and buying
oil properties. Illustrated.

The advertising handbook; a reference book
covering the principles and practice of

advertising. S. R. Hall. McGraw. 743p.
$5.00.

Considers all phases of advertising, especially the
preparation of copy, printing, illustration and adver-
tising mediums. A section on laws affecting adver-
tising is included.

Author writes from large experience in the teach-
ing and practice of advertising.

The engineer. J. H. Hammond. Scribner.
I94p. $1.50 (Vocational series).

Written by a successful mining engineer for the
young man who may be considering some branch
o£_ engineering as a profession. Considers very
briefly^ engineering generally; engineering ethics and
education; the scope of the various engineering fields;
mechanical, civil, mining, electrical, chemical, marine
and military, and the opportunities which they offer.

Concrete work; a book to aid the self-de-
velopment of workers in concrete and for
students of engineering, v. 2. W. R. Hatt
and W. C. Voss. Wiley. 2o6p. $2.00.
(Wiley technical series, industrial texts.)
The present volume contains 97 job sheets for

work to be carried out as required in connection
with the text of Vol. i, which was noted in this
list, 1921, No. I.

Collection and disposal of municipal refuse.
Rudolph Hering and S. A. Greeley. Mc-
Graw. 653p. $7.00.
An exhaustive consideration of the problems in-

volved in collecting, transporting and disposing of
garbage, street refuse and other refuse materials in
cities. Systems and methods employed in cities of
this country and Europe are given in considerable
detail, cost data being included. Collection and dis-
posal in small towns are briefly considered.

The book is illustrated and provided with numer-
ous tables, charts and diagrams.

Handbook for heating and ventilating en-
gineers. Ed. 4. J. D. HofiEman and B. F.

Raber. McGraw. 475p. $4.50. New rev.

and enl. edition of a successful handbook
on heating, ventilation and refrigeration,

consideriiig both theoretical and practical

aspects of the subject.

Valuable reference for engineers concerned with
the design and installation of any of the types of

heating and ventilating systems.

Illustrated and provided with tables. Pocket size,

flexible covers.

Authors are respectively professor of practical

mechanics, Purdue University, and professor of

mechanical engineering. University of California.

Handbook of building construction; data

for architects, designing and constructing
engineers, and contractors. Compiled by
a staff of forty-six specialists. G. A. Hool
and N. C. Johnson, editors-in-chief. 2v.

McGraw. 1474P. $10.00.

A noteworthy reference book. Vol. i treats of

structural theory, the designing and detailing of

structural members and connections in steel, con-

crete, timber and masonry, and contains a great mass
of data valuable to those concerned with the design-

ing and construction of buildings.

Vol. 2 deals with constructive methods and equip-

ment; building materials; estimating and contracts;

heating, ventilating and power; water supply; sani-

tation; electrical equipment, lighting, elevators, etc.,

as these matters concern the designer, engineer and
contractor.

The editors-in-chief compiled the Concrete engi-

neers' handbook, (McGraw, 1918), which is a valu-

able reference book in its field.

Photo-engraving primer; concise instruc-

tions for apprentice engravers or for

those seeking simple yet practical knowl-
edge of line and half-tone engraving. S.

H.. Horgan. American photographic pub.

CO. 8ip. $1.50

A book for the beginner written by an authority.

Explains in plain language, step by step, photo-

engraving processes from making the photographic

copy to the finished etched plate. A glossary of

terms is included. The same author's larger book,

"Morgan's half-tone and photomechanical processes

"

(Inland Printer, 234P. 1913- Now o. p.) is a

standard book on the subject.

Author is editor of the "Process engraving" de-

partment of the Inland Printer.

How to use the steel square. International

Correspondence Schools, Scranton, Pa.

79p. McKay. $1.50.

Treats of the use of the carpenter's steel square

in the framing of buildings. Originally published

in 1908 as a section of an expensive book; now is-

sued separately by arrangement with the holders of

the copyright. An excellent book on the subject.

Well illustrated.

Railway signaling. E. E. King. McGraw.

369P. $4.00.

"It is the purpose of this book to collect from

various sources that which is already in use in com-

mon practice in the field of railway signaling and to

present it in textbook form suitable for the beginner

in his study of this subject." Preface.

Concisely written and comprehensive textbook with

excellent illustrations and a glossary of terms.

Author is professor of railway civil engineering.

University of Illinois.
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American banking practice; a treatise on the

practical operation of a bank, intended

for students, bank employees and others

who would know the conduct of a bank
under recognized practice, with which is

combined the negotiable instruments law,

uniform in forty-six states. W. H. Kniffin.

McGraw. 389P. $3-50.

A textbook in which are considered the activities

of the bank of moderate size.

Author is instructor in banking practice, New
York University, and vice-president of a smalltown
bank.

Art simplified; a book of practical art for

advertisers, commercial artists, teachers

and students. Ed. 2. P. J. Lemos and J.

T. Lemos. Prang. I45p. $3.25. (Quarto
art series.)

A textbook on art applied to commercial illustra-

tion. Good book for students and teachers and for

all interested in illustration for advertisements. Il-

lustrated with fourteen plates each having a num-
ber of designs.

Authors are respectively director, Museum of Fine
Arts, Stamford University, and instructor, Art De-
partment, Polytechnic High School, San Francisco.

The cinema handbook; a guide to practical

motion picture work of the nontheatrical
order, particularly as applied to the re-

porting of news, to industrial and educa-
tional purposes, to advertising, selling

and general publicity, to the production
of amateur photoplays, and to entertain-

ment in the school, church, club, com-
munity center and home. A. C. Lescar-
boura. Munn. S07p. 5^ in. $300.
A useful little handbook for those interested in the

making and showing of motion pictures for nonthe-
atrical purposes. Describes the various kinds of ap-

paratus and their operation and contains much useful
information on the subject.

Author is of the editorial staff of Scientific Ameri-
can.

Radio questions and answers on govern-
ment examination for radio operator's
license. A. R. Nilson. McGraw. 86p.
boards. $1.00.

One hundred and twenty-two typical examination
questions for commercial radio operators' license, with
answers in full, and sixty additional questions with-
out answers to serve as tests. A bibliography is ap-
pended.

Author is director. East Side Y. M. C. A. radio
school. New York City.

The modern motor truck, its design, con-
struction, operation and repair. V. W.
Page. Henley. 8oop. $5.00.

Comprehensive practical book describing the varir us
kinds of motor trucks, gasoline and electric; tt eir
construction, care and repair. Good practical b( ok
for truck drivers, garagemen and all having to do
with motor trucks.

The author has written a number of successful
books on the automobile.

Small motors, transformers, electromag-
nets; a practical presentation of design
and construction data for small motors,
small low-and high-tension transformers,
electromagnets, and induction coils. H. M.
Stoller, F. E. Austin, E. W. Seeger. Amer-
ican technical society. 319P. $3.00.

Practical book of the correspondence school type.

French-English dictionary for chemists.
A. M. Patterson. Wiley. 384P. $3.00.

Useful dictionary containing the words and idio-

matic phrases which are met with in French chemical
literature, and in addition a large number of words
which occur in scientific literature in general; 32,000
entries in all. The introduction contains informa-
tion concerning French chemical nomenclature and
some principles of grammar.

The same author's German-English dictionary for
chemists (Wiley, 1917), was a very successful pub-
lication.

Sheet metal drafting prepared in the exten-
sion division of the University of Wiscon-
sin. E. M. Longfield. McGraw. 236P.
$2.25.

A textbook prepared for use in the correspondence
division of the University of Wisconsin. Good text
for trade and industrial schools or for home study.

Author is head of the sheet metal department,
Boston Trade School.

The electric lamp industry. G. A. Percival.

Pitman. 151P. $1.00. (Pitman's common
commodities and industries.)

A non-technical book for the general reader.
Gives a short history of the electric lamp, describes
the various kinds of lamps, the materials of which
constructed and the methods of manufacture and
testing.

Automobile upkeep and care; economy,
smooth running, good appearance and
freedom from trouble in operating the car.

H. P. Manly. 3o8p. Drake. $1.50.

Tells how a car should be handled and taken
care of to be kept in good running condition and
not need repairs. Contains nothing on repair work.

A short course in advertising. A. F. Os-
born. 248P. Scribner. $3.00.

The psychology and methods of advertising are
considered in some detail by the author who writes
from experience both as teacher of advertising and
as vice-president of an advertising company.

Modern methods of Ford repairing; a com-
plete manual for the Ford repairman, ex-
plaining the use of all the up-to-date tools
and shop equipment and minutely describ-
ing the methods of performing the work
on all the different mechanical parts of
the car. J. H. Pile. 25ip. U. P. C. book
CO. $2.50.

Useful book for the repairman work'ng on Ford
automobiles. Contains 135 illustrations in the text
and 34 blue print plates showing wiring diagrams
of various ignition, starting and lighting systems
used in Ford cars.

Based on the author's observations of methods
employed in the Ford factory and branches and in

the better kinds of Ford repair shops.
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Power's practical refrigeration. Compiled
by the editorial staff of Power. McGraw.
283P. $2.00.

A practical book on refrigeration, based on a study

course for operating engineers which appeared in the

periodical Power. The book is well adapted for its

purpose. Contains 103 illustrations.

Drawing room practice. F. A. Stanley. Mc-
Graw. 253p. $2.50.

A reference book of facts, showing approved
methods of procedure in making drawings of me-
chanical objects. Addressed to teachers, machinists,
toolmakers, etc.

Author has written and compiled a number of ex-
cellent machine shop books.

The third Power kink book; a collection of

short articles which have proven valuable

as time-savers in power plant work.
Compiled by the editorial staff of Poiver.

McGraw. 264P. $1.50.

A compilation of short illustrated articles contrib-

uted to a power plant periodical by practical workers
in engine and boiler rooms and repair shops of

power plants.

Elementary machine shop practice; a text-

book presenting the elements of the ma-
chinists' trade. J. A. Pratt. Van Nos-
trand. 320p. $2.50.

A quite elementary textbook based on the au-

thor's experience in teaching machine shop work.
Addressed to apprentices, students, workmen and
teachers.

Author is director, Williamson Free Trade School.

Shoemaking. The staff editors of the Retail

Shoe Salesmen's Institute and others.

226p. Bost., Retail shoe salesmen's insti-

tute. (Training course for retail shoe
salesmen, v. 4.)

Designed to give the retail shoe salesman a better
knowledge of the goods which he sells. Considers
the history and progress of the shoemaking industry,
details of shoe construction, types of shoes and
their parts, shoemaking machinery, shoe inspection,
and other useful information.

"Both the information presented and the manner
of its preparation are gauged to meet the special
needs of the retail shoe salesman." Preface.

The evolution of the oil industry. Victor
Ross. Doubleday. I78p. $1.50.

_
An instructive, readable book on petroleum, its

history, mining, transportation, products and uses in
peace and war. Advocates diplomatic action to se-
cure equal privileges to American enterprises in for-
eign lands.

Finding your job. N. G. Shidle. Roland.
200p. $2.00.

Valuable, suggestive book for the man or woman
seeking suitable industrial or commercial employment.

Automatic telephony; a comprehensive
treatise on automatic and semi-automatic
systems. Ed. 2. A. B. Smith and W. L.
Campbell. McGraw. 43op. $5.00.
Ed. I appeared in 19 14. In the present book

the matter has been revised and increased to in-
clude latest developments. The Strowger system is
described in detail, other important systems are out-
lined, and considerable space is given to operating
and traffic conditions. The most important American
book on the subject.

Machine drawing; a text and problem book
for technical students and draftsmen. C.
L. Svenson. Van Nostrand. 2i4p. $2.25.

A text-book on advanced application of mechanical
drawing as applied to machine parts. Good text for
a college course, to follow an elementary course,
or for use in other schools teaching mechanical
drawing beyond an elementary course. The am-
bitious drafting room subordinate might derive bene-
fit from a study of the book. In addition to the
text, nearly 200 problems are provided. Illustrated
with 338 line drawings.

Author is assistant professor of engineering draw-
ing, Ohio State University.

Gas torch and thermit welding. Ethan
Viall. 442p. McGraw. $4.00.

A useful book on the welding and cutting of
metals by means of the gas torch and on welding
by the thermit process. The book is largely a com-
pilation from the best sources; it also contains in-

formation obtained by the author by direct inspec-
tion of operations in actual practice. The author's
aim is plainly to describe and illustrate American
present-day practice and equipment-—but, as he states:
"Directions as to how to handle a gas torch and to
weld are of no use without actual practice—and lots

of it." The book contains 342 illustrations.

Author is editor of American Machinist.

Telephone service. Government printing of-

fice. 2i4p. Paper, 65c. U.S. Bureau of

standards, circular no. 112.

A general treatise on telephone service and the
telephone plant, with descriptions of manually oper-
ated and the various automatic systems of telephony,
omitting detailed descriptions and technicalities which
are reserved for publications which will follow.

An authoritative, instructive book for the reader
interested in the development, equipment and oper-
ation of telephone service, its public relations,

statistics, etc. Well illustrated.

The dictionary of photography; a reference
book for amateur and professional pho-
tographers. E. J. Wall. Ed. 10, ed. and
rev. by F. J. Mortimer. Lond., Iliffe, and
N. Y., Tennant and Ward. 694?. $5.00.

Excellent reference book, revised and brought up
to date.

Practical amateur wireless stations. J. A.
White. 136P. Wireless press, paper. 75c.

A compilation of 47 chapters on amateur wireless

telegraphy, reprinted from the Wireless Age, each
chapter by a different author, the whole forming an
excellent book for the wireless experimenter.

Compiler is editor of Wireless Age.

NOTE: To candidates for government licenses to

practice wireless telegraphy is recommended: How
to pass U. S. government wireless license exam-
inations; 142 actual government questions an-

swered for elementary students of radio communi-
cation. Ed. 7. E. E. Bucher. 1917, paper, 750.
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Your job: how to choose a job, how to get

a job, how to gprow in a job. Harold
Whitehead. I7ip. Biddle. $2.00.

Interestingly written, inspirational book for young
business men. In thirty-four short snappy chapters
the author gives good advice and offers useful sug-

gestions to the man choosing an occupation and
ambitious to succeed in business.

Author is professor of sales relations, head of

vocational department, College of Business Admin-
istration of Boston University.

Woodwork joints, how they are set out,

how made and where used; with four

hundred and thirty illustrations. Lippin-

cott. 2i4p. $1.50. (The woodworker series).

A book of English origin for the amateur wood-
worker, showing the various joints in woodwork, in-

cluding a chapter on puzzle joints. Fully illustrated.

Automotive repair. Vol. I Instruction

manual of repair jobs for the general re-

pairman and the owner. J. C. Wright.
Wiley. 530p. $3.50. (The Wright automo-
tive series).

The first volume of the most complete work yet

attempted on automobile repair work, designed as a

textbook for schools where men are trained to do
automobile repairing or for home study by car owners
and others. The present volume treats of general re-

pair jobs and of automobile construction and oper-

ation, the matter being worked out in much detail

and illustrated with many line drawings, diagrams,
and halftones.

Three other volumes are announced for early pub-
lication to complete the work; volume 2, for elec-

trical service men; volume 3, for battery service men;
volume 4, for tire service men.

Author is chief, industrial education service. Fed-
eral Board for Vocational Education.
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A B C of exhibit planning. Routzahn, E. G. and
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A B C of the federal reserve system. Kem-
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Abd al-HamId II, dethroned sultan ot the
Turks, 1842-

Pears, Sir E. Life of Abdul Hamid. (Ja '18)
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Bronner, A. F. Psychology of special abilities
and disahllities. (My '17)

Chapman, J. C. and D. R. Trade tests. (Ap
21)

Cody, S. Commercial tests and how to use
them. (S '19)

Dewey, E., and others. Methods and re-
sults of testing school children. (Ap '21)

Goddard, H: H. Human efficiency and levels
of intelligence. (D '20)

Melville, N. J: Standard method of testing ju-
venile mentality by the Binet-Simon scale.
(Jl '17)

Miner, J. B. Deficiency and delinquency.
(Ap '19)

Monroe, W. S., and others. Educational tests
and measurements. (Ja '18)

Plntner, R. Mental sur-/ey. (S '18)

Pintner, R., and Paterson, D. G. Scale of per-
formance tests. (D '17)

Trabue M. R. and Stockbridge, F. R. Mea-
sure your mind. (My '20)

Yoakum, C. S., and Terkes, R. M., eds.
Army mental tests. (My '20)

Abington abbey. Marshall, A. (N '17)

Abolishing of death. King, B. (Ja '20)

Abolition of inheritance. Read, H. E. (O "18)

About it and about. Willoughby. D. (D '20)
Above Cayuga's waters. Cornell Era. (Mr '17)

Above the battle. Drake. V. (O '18)
Above the battles. Andr4. C. H. A. (Je '19)
Above the French lines. Walcott, S. (O '18)
Abraham Lincoln. Drlnkwater, J: (S '19)
Abraham Lincoln. Hill, J: W. (Ja '21)
Abraham Lincoln and the union. Stephenson,

N. W. (Ag '19)
Abraham Lincoln as a man of letters. Robin-

son, L. E. (Ap '19)

Abraham's bosom. King, B. (S '18)

Abrasives
Jacobs. F: B. Abrasives and abrasive

wheels. (D '19)

Acceptances
Mathewson, P. Acceptances, trade and bank-

ers'. (My '21)
Acceptances, trade and bankers'. Mathewson.

P. (My '21)
Accepting the universe. Burroughs, J: (N '20)

Accidents, Industrial
Blanchard, R. H. Liability and compensation

Insurance. (D '17)

Vernon, H. M. Industrial fatigue and effi-

ciency. (Ja '22)
According to orders. Austin, F. B. (Je '19)

Accounting
Bennett, R. J. Corporation accounting. (S

'17)

Carthage, P. I. Retail organization and ac-
counting control. (Ja '21)

Cole, W: M., and Geddes, A. E. Fundamentals
of accounting. (O '21)

Gilman, S. Principles of accounting. (My '17)

Hodge, A. C, and McKinsey, J. O. Principles
of accounting. (D '20)

Oakey, F. Princinles of government account-
ing and reporting. (Je '21)

Paton, W: A., and Stevenson, R. A. Prin-
ciples of accounting. (F '19)

Walton, S., a'hd Finney, H. A. Mathematics
of accounting and finance. (D '21)

Webner, F. E. Factory accounting. (S '17)

Aces for industry. Steele, R. M. (Ja '20)

Achievement of the British navy In the world-
war. Leyland, J: (Ag '18)

Acids
Adlam, G: H: J. Acids, alkalis and salts.

(Jl -20)
Acquisitive society. Tawney, R: H: (Ja '21)
Acres of diamonds. In Burr. A. R. Russell H.

Conwell. (Mr '17)

Across Asia Minor on foot. Childs, W. J. (My
'17)

Across France in war time. Wray, W. F. (D
' '17)

Across Mongolian plains. Andrews, R. C. (Ap
'21)

Across the blockade. Brailsford, H: N. (D
•19)

Across the stream. Benson, E: F: (Jl '19)

Across the years. Porter, E. (Ja '20)

Acting'
Calvert, L: Problems of the actor. (Je '18)

Fiske, M. M. Mrs Fiske. (D '17)

Actions and reactions in Russia. Liddell, R. S.
(S '18)

Acton. John Emerich Edward Daiberg Acton,
1st baron, 1834-1902

Acton, J: E. E: D. A,, 1st baron. Selections
from the correspondence of the first Lord
Acton. (F '18)

Acts of the Apostles. Foakes-Jackson, F: J:,
and Lake, K., eds. (Ap '21)

Actual government of Connecticut. Schoon-
maker, N. (F '20)

Adam, Juliette (Lamber) (Mme Edmond
Adam), 1836-

Stephens, W. Mme Adam. (O '17)

Adam and Caroline. O'Riordan, C. O. (F '22)

Adam and Eve and Pinch Me. Coppard, A. E.
(F '22)

Adam of Dublin. O'Riordan, C. O. (Ja '21)

Adams, Mrs Abigail (Smith) 1744-1818
Richards, L. E. Abigail Adams and her times.

(F '18)

Adams, Charles Francis 1807-1886
Adams, C- F., and others, (jlycle of Adams

letters. (Ja '21)

Adams, Charles Francis, 1835-1915
Adams, C: F., and others. Cycle of Adams

letters. (Ja '21)

Adams, Henry, 1838-1918
Adams, H: Education of Henry Adams. (D

•18)

Adams, H: Letters to a niece and prayer
to the Virgin of Chartres. (Ja '21)

Adaptation (biology)
Haldane, J: S. Organism and environment
as Illustrated by the physiology of breath-
ing. (O '17)
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Addresses and sermons to students. Steele,

D. M. (S '19)

Addresses in America. Galsworthy, J: (S '19)

Adirondack mountains
Donaldson, A. L. History of the Adirondacks.

(Jl '21)
Longstreth, T: M. Adirondacks. (D '17)

Administration of industrial enterprises. Jones,
E: D: (My '17)

Administration of village and consolidated
schools. Finney, R. L«., and Schafer, A.
L. (Ag '20)

Admirable Crichton. Barrie, J. M. (Ja '19)

Admiral's wife in the making, 1860-19U.3. Poore,
I. M.. lady. (Je '17)

Adolescence
Young girl's diary. (F '22)

Adolescence. Paget, S. (O '19)

Adolescent girl. Blanchard, P. M. (Ag '20)

Adopted husband. Hasegawa, T. (S '19)

Adorable dreamer. Kirby, E. (O '20)

Adornment of the spiritual marriage. Ruys-
broeck, J. van. (Jl '17)

Adult education
Parry, R. St J:, ed. Cambridge essays on
adult education. (Ag '21)

Advance of English poetry in the twentieth
century. Phelps, W: L. (D '18)

Advancing hour. Hapgood, N. (O '20)

Adventure
O'Reilly, E: S. Roving and fighting. (Jl '18)

Adventure beautiful. Whiting, L. (Ja '18)
Adventure in working-class education. Mans-

bridge, A. (D '20)

Adventure of death. MacKenna, R. W: (O
•17)

Adventure of life. MacKenna, R. W: (Je '19)
Adventurers of Oregon. Skinner, C. L. (D '20)

Adventurers of the night. Hannay, J. O. (S
'21)

Adventures and enthusiasms. Lucas, E: V.
(O '20)

A^dventures and letters of Richard Harding
Davis. Davis, R: H. (Ja '18)

Adventures in Alaska. Young, S: H. (Je '19)
Adventures in Beaver Stream camp. Dugmore,

A. R. (D '18)

Adventures in indigence Portor, L. S. (Mr
•19)

Adventures in interviewing. Marcosson, I: F:
(Mr '20)

Adventures in Mother Goose land. Gowar, E:
(O '20)

Adventures in propaganda. Blankenhorn, H.
(Jl '19)

Adventures in southern seas. Forbes, G: (Ja
'21)

Adventures in Swaziland. O'Neil, O. R. (N
•21)

Adventures in the African jungle hunting pig-
mies. Geil, W: E. (Je '17)

Adventures in the arts. Hartley, M. (N '21)
Adventures in wars of the republic and con-

sulate. Moreau de Jonnfis, A. (Ag '21)
Adventures of a modern occultist. Bland, O.

(N '20)

Adventures of a nature guide. Mills, E. A.
(Mr '20)

Adventures of a woman hobo. Lynn, E. (Jl
'17)

Adventures of Arnold Adair. Driggs, L. L. (O
'18)

Adventures of Jimmie Dale. Packard. F. L
(My '17)

Adventures of Odysseus and the tale of Troy.
Colum, P. (My '19)

Adventures of Piang. Stuart, F. P. (D '17)
Adventures of the fourteen points. Hansen.

H. A. (Ja '20)
Adventures of Twlnkly Eyes. Chaffee, A.

(O '19)
Adventures of the U-202. Spiegel von und zu

Peckelsheim, E., freiherr. (Je '17)
Adventuress. Reeve, A. B: (F '18)
Adventurous lady. Snaith, J: C. (N '20)
Advertise! Sampson, E. (P '20)

Advertising
Allen, F: J. Advertising as a vocation. (Mv

'20)

Ashley, W, B., comp. Church advertising.

Blanchard, F, L. Essentials of advertising.
(Jl '21)

Dean, A. W. Modern publicity. (Je '21)

Deland, L. F. At the sign of the dollar. (My
'17)

Dench, E. A. Advertising by motion pictures.
(Je '17)

Durstine, R. S. Making advertisements. (Ja
'21)

Farrar, G. P. Typography of advertisements
that pay. (N '17)

French, G: How to advertise. (Jl '17)

Higham, C: F: Looking forward. (Je '21)

Higham, C: F: Scientific distribution. (S '19)

Kastor, E. H. Advertising. (Jl '18)

Mahin, J: L. Advertising. (N '17)

Opdycke, J: B. Advertising and selling prac-
tice. (Je '18)

Opdycke, J: B. English of commerce. (Ap
'21)

Osborn, A. F. Short course in advertising.
(My '21)

Rajnsay, R. E. Effective house organs. (Ap
'20)

Russell, T: Commercial advertising. (Ap
20)

Sampson, E. Advertise! (F '20)

Advice. Bodenheim, M. (N '20)

Advice to women. Stacpoole, F. (F '18)

Aerial observation. Porter, H. E. (Jl '21)
Aerial transport. Thomas, G: H. (S '20)

Aerobatics. Barber, H. (F '20)

Aeronautics
Barber, H. Aerobatics. (F '20)

Bedell, F: Airplane characteristics. (F '19)

Brown, A. W., and Bott, A. J: Flying the
Atlantic in sixteen hours. (Jl '20)

Carmina, B. M. Aviation. (F '20)

Carpenter, F. A. Aviator and the Weather
bureau. (S '17)

Collins, F. A. Air man. (S '17)

David, E. J: Aircraft. (Ja '20)

Flying book, 1918. (Ja '19)

Grahame-White, C, and Harper, H. Air
power. (D '17)

Hayward, C: B. Practical aviation. (My
-19)

McMinnies, W: G. Practical flying. (O '18)

Maitland, E: M. Log of H.M.A. R 34 (Jl '21)

Manufacturers aircraft association. Aircraft
year book. (O '19)

Pag6, V: W. A B C of aviation. (Je '19)

Porter, H. E. Aerial observation. (Jl '21)

Smith, L. Y. Romance of aircraft. (D '19)
Sweetser, A., and Lament, G. Opportunities

in aviation. (Mr '20)

Turner, C. C. Aircraft of to-day. (Jl '17)

Westervelt, G: C, and others. Triumph of
the N. C.'s. (Je '20)

Wilson. E. B. Aeronautics. (D '20)

Woodhouse, H: Textbook of applied aeronau-
tic engineering. (N '20)

Woodliouse. H: Textbook of naval aero-
nautics. (Ag '17)

History

"Vivian, E. C:, and Marsh, W. L. History of
aeronautics. (O '21)

Aeronautics, Commercial
Grahame-White, C, and Harper, H. Our

first airways. (Ag '19)

Thomas, G: H. Aerial transport. (S '20)

Aeronautics, Military
Berry, W: H. Aircraft in war and commerce.

(Jl '18)

Bott, A. Cavalry of the clouds. (Mr '18)

Dixie, A. E: Air navigation for flight officers.

(Jl '18)

Grahame-White, C, and Harper, H. Air
power. (D '17)

Loening, G. C. Military aeroplanes. (O '18)

McConnell, J. R. Flying for France. (Ap '17)

Middleton, E. C. Airfare of to-day and of the
future. (Jl '18)

Middleton, E. C. Glorious exploits of the air.

(Je '18)

Middleton. B. C. Way of the air. (F '18)

Munday. A. H. Eyes of the army and navy.
(Ja '18)

Widmer. E. J. Military observation balloons.
(My '1S>
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Winslow, C. D. With the French flying corps.
(Je '17)

Woodhouse, H: Textbook of military aero-
nautics. (Jl '18)

Aeroplane engines
Chadwick, J: C. Aviation engines. (Ja '20)

Aeroplane structural design. Jones, T. H., and
Frier, J: D. (My '21)

Aeroplanes
Abbot, W. J: Aircraft and submarines. (Je

•18)

Collins, A. F: Boys' airplane book. (N '19)
'19)

Colvin, F. H. Aircraft mechanics handbook.
(O '18)

Lanchester, F: W: Flying-machine from an
engineering standpoint. (Ja '18)

Pag6, V: W. Aviation engines. (Jl '18)

Rathbun, J: B. Aeroplane construction and
operation. (O '18)

Esthetic attitude. Langfeld, H. S. (F '21)

Affable stranger. McArthur, P. (F '21)

Affinities. Rinehart, M. (Jl '20)

Afraid. Dark, S. (Mr '17)

Africa
Brawley, B: G. Africa and the war. (F '19)

Du Plessis, J. Thrice through the dark con-
tinent. (Ja '18)

Description and travel

Baker, E. Life and explorations of Frederick
Stanley Arnot. (D '20)

Marcosson, I: F. African adventure. (Ag
'21)

Economic conditions
Woolf, L. S. Empire and commerce in

Africa. (O '20)

History
Morel, E. D. Black man's burden. (Ja '21)

Missions
Livingstone, W: P. Mary Slessor of Calabar.

(Ap '17)

Native races
Harris, J: H. Africa: slave or free? (Mr

'21)

Africa, Central

Description and travel

Vanden Bergh, L. J: On the trail of the
pigmies. (N '21)

Africa, East
Lorimer, N. O. By the waters of Africa. (D

•17)

Description and travel

Anderson, W: A. South of Suez. (O '20)

Africa, German East
Joelson, F. S. Tanganyika territory. (Je '21)

Africa, South
Leyds, W. J. Transvaal surrounded. (N ^20)

Africa and the discovery of America. Wiener,
L. (Ja '21)

Africa and the war. Brawley, B: G. (F '19)
Africa: slave or free? Harris, J: H. (Mr '21)
African adventure. Marcosson, I: F: (Ag '21)
African missionary heroes and heroines.

Kumm, H. K: W. (My '18)

African trail. Mackenzie, J. K. (S '17)
After death. Stead, W: T: (F '19)

After-death communications. Bazett, L. M.
(N '20)

After dinner speeches. Burton, A. (Mr '21)
After the day. Bennett, R. (F '21)
After the war—what? Baker, J. H. (F '19)
After the whirlwind. Russell, C: E: (Je '19)
After thirty. Street, J. (S '19)
Afterglow. Cooper, J. F., Jr. (My '19)
Afternoon. Verhaeren, fi. (My '17)
After-war problems. Dawson, W: H., ed. (O

'17)

Against the grain. Eng title of Rolling stone.
Scott, C. A. Dawson- (Mr '20)

Against the winds. Vermilye, K. (My '19)

Agasslz, Elizabeth Cabot (Cary) (Mrs Louis
Agasslz), 1822-1907

Paton, L. A. Elizabeth Ca.ry Agasslz. (F
•20)

Agasslz, Louis, 1807-1873
Cooper, L. Louis Agasslz as a teacher. (Ag

•18)

Age of big business. Hendrick, B. J. (Ag '19)

Age of innocence. Wharton, E. N. (N '20)

Age of the reformation. Smith, P. (Ap '21)

Agrarian crusade. Buck, S. J. (D ^20)

Agricultural chemistry
Collins, S. H. Plant products and chemical

fertilizers. (D '19)

Agricultural colleges
Waugh, F. A. Agricultural college. (Je '17)

Agricultural colonization
Howe, F: C. Land and the soldier. (My '19)

Mead, E. Helping men own farms. (Ag
'20)

Morman, J. B. Place of agriculture in re-
construction. (Ag '19)

Speek, P: A. Stake in the land. (My '21)

Agricultural credit
Wiprud, A. C. Federal farm-loan system In
operation. (S '21)

Agricultural economics. Nourse, E. G. (Ag
'17)

Agricultural extension work
Routzahn, M. B. Traveling publicity cam-

paigns. (F '21)

Agricultural macliinery
Ramsower, H. C. Equipment for the farm and

the farmstead. (Je '17)

Agricultural pests
Conradi, A. F:, and Thomas, W: A. Farm

spies. (Jl '17)

Petherbridge, F. R. Fungoid and insect pests
of the farm. (Jl '17)

Agricultural societies
Buck, S. J. Agrarian crusade. (D '20)

Agriculture
Arnold, J. H. Farm management. (D ^19)

Babbitt, S. D., and Wimberly, L. 0:, eds.
Essays on agriculture. (D ^21)

Benson, O. H., and Betts, G: H. Agriculture
and the farming business. (Mr '17)

Butterfield, K. L. Farmer and the new day
(My '19)

Davis, K. C. Productive plant husbandry. (D
17)

Dean, E: O. Opportunities In farming. (My
•19)

Findlay, H., ed. Handbook for practical
farmers. (Ja '21)

Gehrs, J: H: Productive agriculture. (N '17)

Gehrs, J: H: Principles of agrriculture. (P
•20)

Gilbert, A. W., and others. Potato. (Jl '17)

Hibbard, B. H. Effects of the great war upon
agriculture in the United States and Great
Britain. (Ja ^20)

Long, H. C. Plants poisonous to live stock.
(S '17)

McMahon, J: R., ed. How these farmers
succeeded. (Je '19)

Moore, R. A., and Halllgan, C: P. Plant pro-
duction. (F ^20)

Morgan, J. O. Field crops for the cotton-
belt. (N •n)

Nolan, A. W. Teaching of agriculture. (Ag
•18)

Sampson, H. O. Effective farming. (F '20)

Spillman, W: J. Farm science. (Mr '19)

Washington, G: Agricultural papers. (S '19)

Wilcox, E. V. Tropical agriculture. (Je '17)

Economic aspects

Burr, W. Rural organization. (Ja '22)

Morman, J. B. Place of agriculture In re-
construction. (Ag ^19)

Stull, W: Food crisis and Americanism. (Ap
•19)

Study and teaching

Stimson, R. W. Vocational agricultural ed-
ucation by home projects. (Ja '20)

Williams, C: B., and Hill, D. H. Corn book
for young folk. (Mr '21)

New York (state)

Fippin, E. O. Rural New York. (Je '21)
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Agriculture

—

Continued

Southern states

Bennett, H. H. Soils and agriculture of the
southern states. (Je '21)

Agriculture, Cooperative
Hertel, H. Co-operation in Danish agricul-

ture. (Ja '19)

Kile, O. M. Farm bureau movement. (Ja
'22)

Smith-Gordon, L. E. P., and Staples, L. C.
Rural reconstruction in Ireland. (Je '19)

A.ims of labour. Henderson, A- (Je '18)

Aims of teaching in Jewish schools. Gross-
man, L: (Ap '20)

Alr-hne to liberty. Lee, G. S. (Jl '18)

Air man. Collins, F. A. (S "17)

Air-man and the tramp. Lee, J. B. (Je '18)

Air men o' war. Cable, B., pseud. (Jl '19)
Air navigation. Card, S. F. (Ja '20)

Air navigation for flight officers. Dixie, A. E:
(Jl '18)

Air pirate. Gull, C. A. E: R. (N '20)
Air power. Grahame-White, C, and Harper, H.

(D '17)

Aircraft. David. E. J: (Ja '20)
Aircraft and automobile materials of construc-

tion. Judge. A. W. (Ag '21)
Aircraft and submarines. Abbot, W. J: (Je

•18)

Aircraft in war and commerce. Berry, W: H.
(Jl '18)

Aircraft mechanics handbook. Colvin, F. H.
(O '18)

Aircraft of to-day. Turner. C: C. (Jl '17)
Aircraft year book. Manufacturers aircraft

association. (O '19)
Airfare of to-day and of the future. Mlddleton.

E. C. (Jl '18)
Airman's outings. Eng title of Cavalry of the

clouds. Bott, A. (Mr '18)
Airplane characteristics. Bedell, F: (F '19';

Airplane photography. Ives. H. E. (Mr '20)

Airplanes
Jones. T. H., and Frier, J. D. Aeroplane

structural design. (My '21)
Judge, A. W. Aircraft and automobile ma-

terial.s of construction. (Ag '21)
Airs and ballads. McClure, J: P. (Je '18)

Airships
Whale, G: British airships. (Jl '20)

Airy nothings. Gordon, G: (Jl '18)
Alabaster box. Freeman, M. E., and Kingsley,

F. (My '17)

Alaska
Higginson, E. Alaska, the great country. (S

Stuck, H. Voyages on the Yukon and its
tributaries. (F '18)

Description and travel
Burr, A. R. Alaska, our beautiful northland

of opportunity. (O '19)
Cameron, C. Cheechako in Alaska and Yu-

kon. (F '21)

Gordon. G: B. In the Alaskan wilderness
(My '18)

Kent, R. Wilderness. (Ap '20)
Stephenson. W: B., Jr. Land of tomorrow.

(S '19)
Young, S: H. Adventures in Alaska. (Je '19)

Alaska man's luck. Rutzebeck, H. (Ja '21)
Alaska, our beautiful northland of opnortunitv

Burr, A. R. (O '19)

Albania
Chekezl. C. A. Albania past and present. (Ag

19)
Dako, C. A. Albania, the master key to the
Near East. (D '19)

•

Albania past and present. Chekrezl, C. A. (Ag
•19)

Albany: the crisis in government. Waldman.
L: (S '20)

Alberta: adventuress. Loutll. E. (F '19)
Alchemy. Hlllyer, R. S. (Ag '21)

Alclblades, 4507-404 B. C.
Robinson. C- K: Days of Alkibiades. (Je '17)

Alcohol, Denatured
Farmer, R. C. Industrial and power alcohol.
(P '22)

Alcohol, Physiological effects of
Alcohol: its action on the human organism.
(N '18)

Fisk, E. L. Alcohol. (Ja '18)
Flint, G: E. Whole truth about alcohol. (My

'19)

Hobson, R. P. Alcohol and the human race.
(My '19)

Alcoholism
Hfiricourt, J. Social diseases. (Ap '21)
Thompson, V. Drink. (Ja '19)

Towns, C: B. Habits that handicap. (Mr
•20)

Aldrlch, Thomas Bailey, 1836-1907
Aldrich L. Crowding memories. (N '20)

Alexis. Maclean, S. (N '17)

Alexandra, consort of Edward VII, king of
Great Britain, 1844-

Trowbrldge, W: R. H. Queen Alexandra.
(N '21)

Alexandra, Feodorovna, ex-czarina of Russia,
1872-1918

Mouchanow, M. My empress. (Je '18)

Radziwlll, C. Confessions of the Czarina. (Je
•18)

Alfred the Great, king of England, 8497-901?
Lees, B. A. Alfred the Great. (My '19)

Alfs button. Darlington, W. A. (S. '20)

Algebra
Austin. F. E. Preliminary mathematics.
(Ag -IT)

Alias the Lone Wolf. Vance, L: J. (Ja '22)
Alice Adams. Tarkington, B. (Jl '21)
Alice sit-by-the-flre. Barrie, J. M. (Je '19)
Aliens. McFee, W: (Ap '18)

Aliens' text book on citizenship. Beck, H.
M. (O '20)

Alkali Industry and trade
Partington, J. R. Alkali industry. (D '19)

All aboard for Wonderland. Kingsbury, H. O.
(D -17)

All and sundry. Raymond, E. T. (Jl '20)

All clear, God of my faith, and God's outcast.
Manners. J: H. (Mr '20)

All in it. Beith, J: H. (D '17)
All-of-a-sudden Carmen. Kobb6, G. (Je '17)

All roads lead to Calvary, Jerome, J. K. (Ja
'20)

All 'round our house. Holland, R. S. (N '19)

All the brothers were valiant. Williams, B. A.
(Ag -19)

All the world. Sheldon, C: M. (O '19)
All things are possible. Shestov, L. (O '20)

All-wool Morrison. Day. H. F. (S '20)

Allegra. Harker, L. A. (Ap '20)

Allenby's final triumph. Massey, W: T: (Ag
(Ja '19)

Allerton, Mark, pseud. See Cameron, W: E.
(Ja '19)

A.llied and American peace terms as seen by a
linguist. Mercer, S: A. B. (Jl '18)

Allied shipping control. Salter, J. A. (N '21)

Alller, Roger
Allier, R. and Mrs R. Roger Allier. (Je '19)

"All's well!" Oxenham. J: (My '17)

Almanzar. Davis, J, F. (D '18)

Almonds of life. Young. F. E. M. (O '20)

Almosts. MacMurchy, H. (My '20)

Mone in the Caribbean. Fenger, F: A. (My
'18)

Along the friendly way. Ludlow, J. M. (N
'19)

Alpha of the plough, pseud. See Gardiner,
A. G. (O '17, O '19, Mr '21)

Alsace-Lorraine
Blumenthal, D. Alsace-Lorraine. (F '18)

Cerf. B. Alsace-Lorraine since 1870. (Je '19)

Edwards, G: W. Alsace-Lorraine. (F '19)

Hallays, A. Spell of Alsace. (Ja '20)

Hazen, C: D. Alsace-Lorraine under German
rule. (Ja '18)

Jordan, D: S. Alsace-Lorraine. (Mr '17)

O'Shaughnessy, E. L. Alsace in rust and
gold. (My '20)

Phillipson, C. Alsace-Lorraine. (Ja '19)

Vlzetelly, E. A. True story of Alsace-Lor-
raine. (Ja '19)

Also Ran. Reynolds. G. M. (N '20)

Altar of freedom. RInehart, M. (Je '17)

Alternating currents. Magnusson. C. E: (Jl

'17)
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Alternative. Gibbon, M. M. (Jl '21)

Altitude and healtii. Roget, F. R. (D '20)

Altruism
Palmer, G: H. Altruism. (Ag '19)

Aluminum
Pattison, J. T. Manufacture of alujninum.
(F '20)

Amalgamated association of Iron, steel and tin

workers
Robinson, J. S. Amalgamated association of

iron, steel and tin workers. (Mr '21)

Amalia. Marmol, J. (My '19)

Amarilly In love. Manlates, B. K. (O '17)

.4jna.teur and educational dramatics. Hilliard,
E.. and others. (Mr "18)

Amateur chemist. Colhns, A. F: (Ag '19)

Amateur man. Gaut, W: R. (My '19)

Amateur mechanic. Collins, A. F: (Ja '20)

Amateur philosopher. Grabo, C. H: (Ap '17)

Amateur theatricals
Clark, B. H. How to produce amateur plays.

(O '17)
^ ^

Hilliard, E., and others. Amateur and educa
tional dramatics. (Mr '18)

A.mateur vagabond. Matter, J: and R. (D '18;

Amazing city. MacDonald, J: F. (D '19)

Amazing interlude. Rinehart, M. (Je '18)

Ambassador. Newton, J. F. (Je '17)

Ambassador Morgenthau's story. Morgenthau,
H: (.Ta '19)

Ambassador of God. Cadman, S: P. (Jl '21)

Ambition and success. Marden. O. S. (D '19)

"Ambulance 464," encore des blesses. Bryan,
J. H. (S '18)

.Vmbulancing on the French front. Coyle, E: R.
(N '18)

Ambush. White. S: A. (N '20)

Amenities of book-collecting and kindred af-
fections. Newton, A. E: (Mr '19)

America
City club of Chicago. Ideals of America.

(Je '20)

Discovery and exploration

Alexander, P. F:, ed. Discovery of America,
1492-1584. (F '19)

Dark, R: Quest of the Indies. (D '20)

Fossum. A. Norse discovery of America. (O
•18)

Kellogg, L. P., ed. Early narratives of the
Northwest, 1634-1659. (Ap '17)

Lamprey, L. Days of the discoverers. (D
'21)

Richman, I. B. Spanish conquerors. (Ag '19)

Vignaud, H: Columbian tradition. (Je '21)

Wiener, L. Africa and the discovery of
America. (Ja '21)

America after the war. (Je '18)

America among the nations. Powers, H. H.
(F '18)

America and Britain. McLaughlin, A. C. (Ap
'19)

.America and Britain. Powers, H. H. (F '19j

America and the great war for humanity and
freedom. Johnson, W. F. (Ag '17)

America and the new era Friedman, E. M.,
ed. (D '20)

America and the new world epoch. Steinmetz,
C: P. (F '18)

America and the race for world dominion.
Demangeon, A. (Je '21)

America and the young intellectual. Stearns,
H. E. (Ja '22)

America at the front. Waldo, F. L. (F '1S>
America at war. Hart, A. B., ed. (Ap '18)

America at war. Osborne, W: F: (Ap '18)

America entangled. Jones, J: P. (N '17)

America first. Evans, L. B. (Ja '21)
America in France. Palmer, F: (Ja '19)

America in the war. Raemaekers, L: (Mr '19)

America of today. Lapsley, G., ed. (Ja '20
America; save the Near East. Rihbany, A. M.

(F '19)

America via the neighborhood. Daniels, J:
(Ja "21)

America yesterday and today. Lamkin, N. B.
(Ja '19)

American, The. Dillon. M. C. (My '19)

American adventures. Street. J. L. (D '17)

American air service. Sweetser, A. (Jl '19)

American ambassador. Byrne, L., pseud. (Jl
'17)

American and British verse from the Yale
review. Yale review. (Je '21)

American anniversaries. Dillon, P. R. (S '19)

American apprenticeship and industrial educa-
tion. Douglas, P. H. (O '21)

American army in the European conflict. Cham-
brun. J. A. de P. de, and Marenches, C: de.
(Mr '20)

American boys' book of signs, signals and
symbols. Beard, D. C. (D '18)

American boys' engineering book. Bond,
A. R. (Mr '19)

American boys' handybook of camp-lore and
woodcraft. Beard, D. C. (D '20)

American business in world markets. Moore,
J. T. M. (Je '19)

American business law. Frey, A. B. (Jl '20)

American business methods. Parsons, F. W.
(Je '21)

American Catholics in the war. Williams, M.
(F '22)

American charities. Warner, A. G. (My '19)

American chemistry. Hale, H. (O '21)

American cities. Gilbert, A. B. (Ja '19)

American citizenship and economic welfare.

Hollander, J. H. (F '20)

American city progress and the law. McBaln,
H. L. (Je '18) ^ ^ ^

American civil church law. Zollmann, C. F: G.
(Ag '18)

American colleges and universities In the grreat

war, 1914-1919. Thwing, C: F. (Ap '21)

American colonization society
Fox, E. L. American colonization society,

1817-1840. (D '20) ^ , t^ j
American country dances. Burchenal, E., ea.

(S '19)

American credo. Nathan, G: J., and Mencken,
H: L: (Ap '20)

American democracy. Forman. S: E. (F 21)

American democracy and Asiatic citizenship.

Gulick. S. L: (Je '18)

American democracy from Washington to Wil-
son. FInley, J: H., and Sullivan, J., eds.

(F '20)

American democracy versus Prussian Marxism.
Birdseye, C. F. (O '20)

American drama
^ ,^^ .^_^

Godfrey, T: Prince of Parthia. (N '17)

Moses, M. J. American dramatist. (N '17)

Moses, M. J., ed. Representative plays by
American dramatists. (My '18)

Moses, M. J., ed. Representative plays by
American dramatists. (O '21)

Quinn, A. H. Representative American
plays. (My '17)

.

American economic life in its civil and social

aspects. Burch, H: R. (O '21)

American empire. Nearing, S. (Ap 21)

American engineers in France. Parsons, W: B.

American English. Tucker, G. M. (My '21)

American era. Powers, H. H. (Ag 21)

American family. Webster, H: K. (D 18)

American fiction

History and criticism

Van Doren, C. C. American novel. (S '21)

American football. Daly, C: D. (N 21)

American footprints in Paris. Boucher, F.,

comp. (My '21)

American foreign policy. Carnegie endowment
for international peace. Division of inter-

course and education. (D '20)

American foreign trade. Notz, W: F:. and
Harvey, R: S. (Ja '22)

American foreign trade. Pepper. C: M. (O '19)

American front. Peixotto, E. C. (D 19)

American girl. Buck, W. (Mr '18)

American girl and her community. Slattery,

M. (Ja '19) _ ^ ,^ V, **,
American guide book to France and its battle-

fields. Garey, E. B., and others. (Ap 20)

American highway engineers' handbook. Blan-

chard, A. H., ed. (Jl '19)

American history. Muzzey, D: S. (Ql '20)

American history for little folks. Blalsdell,

A. F., and Ball, F. K. (D '17)

American hospital of the twentieth century.

Stevens, E: F. (P '20)

American hunting dog. Miller, W. H. (Je 1^)

American hydroelectric practice. Taylor, W: T:,

and Bravmer, D. H. (D '17)
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American ideals. Foerster, N., and Pierson.

W: W.. eds. (D '17)

American idyll. Parker, C. S. (Ag '19)

American in the making. Ravage, M. E. (D 17)

American Indian corn (maize). Murphy, C: J.

(F '18)
American Indians, north of Mexico. Mmer,

W: H. (F '18)

American labor and the war. Gompers, S:
(Mr '19)

American labor policy. Cohen, J. H. (O '19)

American labor year book, 1917-1918. (Jl '18)

American labor year book, 1919-1920. (D '20)

American language. Mencken. H: L: (My '19)

American leaders. Murphy, M. A. (Mr '21)

American league to enforce peace. Ashbee,
C. R. (Ag "17)

American legion
Wheat, G: S. Story of the American legion.
(O '19)

American liberty enlightening the world.
Semple, H: C. (Ap '21)

American library association

War service

Koch, T. W. Books in the war. (D '19)

American literary yearbook. (D '19)

American literature
Boynton, P. H. History of American litera-

ture. (Mr '20)

Brooks, Van W. Letters and leadership. (N
•18)

Cambridge history of American literature.

(Ja '18, Mr '19, Ap '21)

Clark, J: S. Study of English and American
writers. (Je '17J

Ferguson, J: DeL. American literature In
Spain. (Je '17)

Kilmer, J., comp. Literature in the making.
(Je '17)

Long, W: J. Outlines of ETnglish and Amer-
ican literature. (Jl '17)

Mantz, H. E. French criticism of American
literature before 1850. (S '17)

Mencken, H: L: Book of prefaces. (N '17)

Morris, L. R., comp. Young Idea. (S '17)

Perry, B. American spirit In literature. (Ag
•19)

Wyatt, E. F. Great companions. (Je '17)

Collections

Cornell Era. Above Cayuga's waters. (Mr
'17)

Field, W. T. Readings from English and
American literature. (Je '19)

Fulton, M. G., ed. Southern life in southern
literature. (Je '17)

Greenlaw, E. A., and Hanford, J. H., eds.
Great tradition. (N '19)

Newcomer, A. G., and others, eds. Three
centuries of American poetry and prose. (Ja
•18)

Pattee, F. L., ed. Century readings for a
course In American literature. (S '19)

Rees, B. J., ed. Modern American prose
selections. (Ag '20)

Thomas, C: S., and Paul, H. Q., eds. Atlantic
prose and poetry. (Ja '20)

American lubricants. Lockhart, L. B. (My '19)

American machinist shop note book. Suver-
krop, E: A., comp. (P '20)

American marriage laws in their social as-
pects. Hall, P. S., and Brooke, E. W.
(O '19)

American medical biographies. Kelly, H. A.,
and Burrage, W. L. (N '20)

American methods In foreign trade. Vedder,
Q: C: (Ag '19)

American negro slavery. Phillips, U. B. (S
•18)

American novel. Van Doren, C. C. (S '21)

Ajnerican painting and its tradition. Van
Dyke, J: C: (F '20)

American patriotic prose and verse. Stevens,
R. D. and D. H., eds. (F '18)

American patriotism In prose and verse. Qath-
any, J. M., ed. (F '20)

American philosophy of government. Snow, A.
H: (D '21)

American physician in Turkey. Ussher, C. D.,
and Knapp. Q. H. (F •IS)

American pictures and their painters. Bryant,
L. (S ^17)

American poetry
Lowell, A. Tendencies in modern American
poetry. (D '17)

Untermeyer, L: New era in American
poetry. (My '19)

Collections

Boynton, P. H., and others, eds. American
poetry. (N '18)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., comp. Anthology of
magazine verse for 1916. (Ag '17)

Crow, M., comp. Christ in the poetry of to-
day. (O '17)

Monroe, H., and Henderson, A. C, eds. New
poetry. (.Ap '17)

Newark, New Jersey. Committee of one
hundred. Newark anniversary poems. (O
•17)

Stevenson, B. E., comp. Home book of
verse. (D '18)

History and criticism

Braithwaite, W: S. B. Poetic year for 1916.
(O •U)

Morris, L. R., comp. Young idea. (S '17)

Wilkinson, M. O. New voices. (O '19, N '21)

American poilu. Harden, E. S. (My '19)

American police administration. Graper, B.
D. (Ag -21)

American police systems. Fosdick, R. B. (Ja
'21)

American political ideas. Merriam, C: B:
(Mr '21;

American presidents. Moran, T: F. (F '18)

American problems of reconstruction. Fried-
man, E. M., ed. (F '19)

American protective league
Hough, E. Web. (D '19)

American public library. Bostwick, A. E. (Ja
•18)

American railroad problem. Sharfman, I. L*
(O '21)

American railway accounting. Adams, H: C.
(O '18)

American Red cross In the great war. Davison,
H: P. (P '20)

American Red cross text-book on home diete-
tics. Fish, A. Z. (Je '17)

American Red cross text-book on home hygiene
and care of the sick. Delano, J. A. (F '20)

American Red cross work among the French
people. Ames, P., jr. (Ap '21)

American reput^llcs
Shepherd, W: R. Hispanic nations of the
New world. (P '20)

American revolution in our school text-books.
Altschul, C: (N '17)

American rifle. Whelen, T. (F ^19)

American samplers. Bolton, E., and Coe, B.
J. (Ja '22)

American school toys and useful novelties in
wood. Kunov, C: A. (My '20)

American social problems. Burch, H: R., and
Patterson, S: H. (F '19)

American soul. Farriss, C: S. (F '21)

American spirit. Adams, B. K. (Ap '19)

American spirit. Lane, F. K. (Je '18)

American spirit. Monroe, P., and Miller,
I. E., eds. (Mr '19j

American spirit in literature. Perry, B. (Ag
•19)

American Supreme court as an international
tribunal. Smith, H. A. (F '21)

American towns and people. Rhodes, H. Q.
(Ja '21)

American women and the world war. Clarke,
L C. (Je '18)

American world policies. Hill, D: J. (Ag '20)

American world policies. Weyl, W. E: (Ap
'17)

Americanism
Emerson, G. New frontier. (Ag '20)

Americanism and social democracy. Spargo, J:

(O '18)

Americanism versus bolshevism. Hanson, O.
(Mr '20)

Americanisms
Tucker, G. M. American English. (My '21)

Americanization
Aronovicl, C. Americanization. (F •20)

Beck, H. M. Aliens' text book on citizenship.
(O '20)
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Berkson, I. B. Theories of Americanization.
(S •21)

Bogardus, E. S. Essentials of Americaniza-
tion. (O '19, Aff '20)

Broolis, C: A. Ciiristian Americanization.
(O -19)

Daniels. J : America via tlie neighborhood.
(Ja '21)

Davis, M. M., jr. Immigrant health and the
community. (Jl '21)

Davis, P., and Schwartz, B., eds. Immigration
and Americanization. (Mr '20)

Drachsler, J. Democracy and assimilation
(P '21)

Roberts, P: Problem of Americanization. (Ap
•21)

Stewart, W. Making of a nation. (My '20)

Talbot, W., comp. Americanization. (P '18,

Jl '20)

Thompt^on, F. V: Schooling of the immi-
grant. (N '20)

Webster, H. H. Americanization and citizen-
ship. (D '19)

Americanization and citizenship. Webster,
H. H. (D '19)

Americanization of Edward Bok. Bok, E: W:
(D '20)

Americanized socialism. MacKaye, J. (P '19)

Americans all. Heydrick, B: A., ed. (O '20)

Americans by adoption. Husband, J. (Jl '20)

American's creed and its meanings. Andrews,
M. P. (F '20)

Americans in France
Boucher, P., comp. American footprints In

Paris. (My '21)

American's I^ondon. Hale. L. (O '20)

America's aims and Asia's aspirations. Gall-
agher, P. (O '20)

America's case against Germany. Rogers, L.
(O '17)

America's day. Phayre, I. (Ap '19)

America's foreign relations. Johnson, W. P.
(Ag -17)

America's message to the Russian people.
United States. Special diplomatic mission
to Russia. (S '18)

America's position in music. Simpson, E. E.
(Ag '20)

America's power resources. Gilbert, C. Q., and
Pogue, J. E. (S '21)

America's race to victory. R^quin, E. (Ja '20)

America's tomorrow. Smith, S. (Ja '20)

Ammunition
Alford, L. P., ed. Manufacture of artillery
ammunition. (Jl '17)

Ammunition for final drive on booze. Banks,
L: A. (N '18)

Among Italian peasants. Cyriax, T. (Ap '21)

Among the Ibos of Nigera. Basden, G: T:
(Ja '21)

Among us mortals. Hill, W: E. (Ja '18)

Amorltes
Clay, A. T. Empire of the Amorites. (D

•19)

Amusements
Phelan, J: J. Pool, billiards and bowling

alleys as a phase of commercialized amuse-
ments in Toledo, Ohio. (N '19)

Ripley, G: S. Games for boys. (Ja '21)

An American soldier. Abbey, E. A. (S '18)

Analysis of mind. Russell, B. A. W: (O '21)

Anarchism and anarchists
Ganz. M., and Perber, N. J. Rebels. (Ap '20)

Russell, B. A. W. Proposed roads to free-
dom. (Ap '19)

Anatol. Schnitzler, A. (My '18)

Anatomy
History

Choulant, J. L.. History and bibliography of
anatomic illustration. (Jl '21)

Anatomy, Artistic
Choulant, J. L. History and bibliography of
anatomic illustration. (Jl '21)

Anatomy of society. Cannan, G. (D '19)
Anatomy of woody plants. Jeffrey, E: C: (Ap

•18)

Ancestors in silhouette. Edouart, A. A. C. P.
(Je ^21)

Anchor. Sadler, M. (My '20)

Anchorage. Olmstead, P. (Je '17)

Anchors awelgh. Welles, H. (Ap '19)

Ancient Allan. Haggard, H: R. (Je '20)
Ancient man. Van l.on. II. W. (F '21)
And even now. Beerbohm, M. (N '21)
And the Kaiser abdicates. Bouton, S. M.

(Mr "21)

"And they thought we wouldn^t fight." Gib-
bons, F. P. (Mr '19)

Andalusia
Maugham, W: S. Land of the blessed Vir-

gin. (S '20)

Anderson Crow, detective. McCutcheon, G: B.
(Je '20)

Andes of southern Peru. Bowman, I. (Ap '17)

Andivius HeduHo. White, E: L. (N '21)

Andrews, Mrs Marlon. See Hare, C, pseud. (Jl
'17)

Andvari's ring. Peterson, A. (My '17)

Anecdotes
D'Oyly, W. H. Tales retailed of celebrities
and others. (N '20)

Shriner, C: A., comp. Wit, wisdom and
foibles of the great. (Ap '19)

Angelica. Holding, E. S. (Ja '22)

Angell, Norman, pseud. Fruits of victory. (S
'21)

Anger
Richardson, R. F. Psychology and pedagogy
of anger. (Ja '20)

Anglo-American future. Gardiner, A. G. (Jl
'21)

Anglo American relations, 1861-1865. Shaw,
P: J:, and Chesson, W. H. (My '20)

Anglo-Irish essays. Magee, W: K. (Jl '18)

Anglo-Saxon race
Howe, W: S. War and progress. (Ja '19)

Anglophobia. Cook, J. Q. (F '20)

Animal husbandry. Tormey, J: L,., and Lawry.
R. C. (F '21)

Animal ingenuity of to-day. Ealand, C: A.
(Ag '21)

Animal Intelligence
Ealand, C: A. Animal Ingenuity of today.
(Ag -21)

Animal life and human progrress. Dendy, A.,
ed. (N '19)

Animal life in field and garden. Fabre, J. H.
C. (O '21)

Animal parasites and human disease. Chand-
ler. A. C. (S '18)

Animals
Burgess, T. W. Burgess animal book for
children, (D '20)

Donald, C: H. Companions. (My '21)

Ingersoll. E. Wit of the wild. (D '20)

Nelson, E: W: Wild animals of North Amer-
ica. (Ap '19)

Animals

Habits and behavior
Dixon, R. Human side of animals. (D '18)

Fabre, J. H. C. Our humble helpers. (D '18)

Loeb, J. Forced movements, tropisms, and
animal conduct. (F '19, P '20)

Long, W: J. How animals talk. (O '19)

McNally, G. M. Babyhood of wild beasts.
(Ja 'IS)

Pellett, F. C. Our backdoor neighbors. (Ja
'18)

Spectator, The. Dogs, birds and others. (N
•21)

Legends and stories

Bailey, C. S. Once upon a time animal sto-
ries. (D '18)

Bates, K. L. Sigurd our golden collie. (Ap
20)

Batten, H. M. Many trails. (F '22)

Chapman, W: G. Green timber trails. (O
'19)

Eaton, W. P. On the edge of the wilderness.
(D '20)

Evarts, H. G: Bald face. (Ja '22)

Gautier, J. Memoirs of a white elephant. (Ap
•17)

Gask, L. Treasury of animal stories. (N
'19)

Greene, H. P. Pilot. (Je '17)

Hawkes, C. Master Frisky. (O '20)

Judson, K. B. Old Crow and his friends.
(D '18)
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Animals—Legends and stories

—

Continued
Llnderman, F. B. How it came about stories.
(O '21)

Long, W: J. Wood-follc comedies. (N '20)

Lytle, J: H. Story of Jaclc. (F '21)

St Mars, F. Way of the wild. (O '20)

Animals "n art
Brvant, L. Famous pictures of real animals.
(Ja '19)

Collier, V. W. F. Dogs of China and Japan.
(Ja '22)

Animated cartoons. Lutz, E. G: (Je '20)

Animism
Gilmore, G: W: Animism. (N '19)

Zweraer, S: M. Influence of animism on
Islam. (Ag '20)

Ann Annington. Jepson, E. (Je '18)

Anne. Hartley, O. (N '20)

Anne of Brittany, queen consort of Louis XII,
king of France, 1477-1514

Sanborn, H. J. Anne of Brittany. (D *17)

Anne Pedersdotter. Wiers-Jenssen, H. (O '17)

Anne's house of dreams. Montgomery, L. M.
(O '17)

Annes, The. Taggart, M. A. (Jl '21)

Annotated bibliography of the writings of Wil-
liam James. Perry, R. B. (Ap '21)

Annual magazine subject-index, 1916. Faxon,
F: W., ed. (My '17)

Annual of new poetry, 1917. (O '17)

Annuals and biennials. Jekyll, G. (O '17)

Another sheaf. Galsworthy, J: (Mr '19)

Answer to John Robinson. (N '20)

Answerer. Overton, G. (D '21)

Answering voice. "Teasdale, S., comp. (O '17)

Antarctic regions
Buchanan, J: Y. Comptes rendus of obser-
vation and reasoning. (Jl '17)

Markham, C. R. Lands of silence. (Ag '21)

Shackleton, E. H: South. (Ap '20)

Anthology of another town. Howe, E. W. (Ja
'21)

Anthology of magazine verse for 1916. Braith-
waite, W: S. B., ed. (Ag '17)

Anthology of magazine verse for 1917. Braith-
waite, W: S. B., ed. (Mr '18)

Anthology of magazine verse for 1918.
Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. (Mr '19)

Anthology of magazine verse for 1919. Braith-
waite, W: S. B., ed. (Ap '20)

Anthology of magazine verse for 1920; and
year book of American poetry. Braith-
waite, W: S. B.. ed. (Mr '21)

Anthologj^ of newspaper verse for 1919, and
year book of newspaper poetry. Davis, F.
P., ed. (F '21)

Anthology of recent poetry. Walters. L.
D'O. (D '20)

Anthology of Swedish lyrics. Stork, C: W.,
comp. (Mr '18)

Anthony Aston. Nicholson, W. (Ja '21)

Anthony Trent, master criminal. Martyn, W.
(F '19)

Antony Gray, —gardener. Moore, L. (Jl '17)

Anthropogeography
Huntington, E., and Gushing, S. W. Prin-

ciples of human geography. (Je '21)

Anthropology
Crawford, O. G. S. Man and his past. (N

•21)

Spurrell, H. G: F. Modern man and his fore-
runners. (S '18)

Antichrist. Nietzsche, F. W. (Je '20)

Anti-slavery crusade. Macy, J. (Ag '19)

Ants
McCaleb, W. F. "Busy"; the life of an ant.
(My '19)

Anymoon. Bleackley, H. W: (Ag '19)

Apartment next door. Johnston, W: A. (Mr
'19)

Apocalypse of John. Beckwith, I. T. (O '20)

Apostles' creed
Drown, E: S. Apostles' creed to-day. (My

'17)

Appeal of the nation. Gordon, G: A. (S '17)

Appeal to conscience. Miller, K. (Ag '18)

Apple woman of the Klickitat. Morris, A.
Van R. (Ap '19)

Apples
Folger, J: C, and Thom.<?on, S: M. Commer-

cial apple Industry. (My '21)

Mackay, L. G. Housekeeper's apple book. (P
'18)

Applications for positions
Gunion, P. C. Selling your services. (Je

•20)

Kilduff, E: J. How to choose and get a
better Job. (S '21)

Shidle, N. G. Finding your job. (F '22)
Sales service company. Selling your services.
(F -18)

Application of the coal tar dyestuffs. Whlt-
taker, C. M. (D '19)

Applications of electrolysis in chemical in-
dustry. Hale, A. J. (Je '19)

Applied bu.siness law. Bush, C. H. (My '20)
Applied economic botany. Cook, M. T. (F '20)

Applied eugenics. Popenoe, P. B., and Johnson,
R. H. (My '19)

Applied mechanics. Poorman, A. P. (Ja '18)
Applied motion study. Gilbreth, F. B. and

L. E. (Ap '18)

Applied psychology. Hollingworth, H. L., and
Poffenberger, A. T. (Ja '18)

Applied science for metal workers. Dooley, W:
H: (Mr '20)

Applied science for wood-workers. Dooley, W:
H: (Mr '20)

Appreciation of literature. Tracey, A. G. (S
'21)

Appreciation of painting. Turner, P. M. (D
'21)

Appreciations and depreciations. Boyd, E. A:
(Je '18)

Apprentice course for small libraries. Wisconsin.
University. Library school. (D '17)

Apprentices
Douglas, P. H. American apprenticeship and

industrial education. (O '21)

Approaches to the great settlement. Balch,
E. G. (Ap '18)

Approaches towards church unity. Smyth,
N., and Walker, W., eds. (D '19)

April elegy. Ficke, A. D. (Je '17)

April folly. Lucas, St J. W. L. (S '17)

Apron-strings. Gates, E. (Ja '18)

Aquatic plants. See Marine flora

Arabia
History

Hurgronje. C. S. Revolt in Arabia. (Je '17)

Arabic language
Gairdner, W: H: T. Egyptian colloquial

Arabic. (O '17)

Aranha, Joseph Graca. See Graca, Aranha, J. P.
da

Arbitral determination of railway wages.
Stockett, J. N. (Ja '19)

Arbitration, Commercial
Cohen, J. H: Commercial arbitration and the

law. (F '19)

Arbitration, Industrial
Academv of political science. Labor disputes
and public service corporations. (Jl '17)

Barnett. G: E., and McCabe, D: A. Mediation,
investigation and arbitration in Industrial
disputes. (Ap '17)

Beman, L. T., comp. Selected articles on the
compulsory arbitration and compulsory in-

vestigation of industrial disputes. (N '20)

Bing, A. M. War-time strikes and their ad-
justment. (Je '21)

Stockett, J. N. Arbitral determination of
railway wages. (Ja '19)

Arbitration, International
Ealch, T: W. World court in the light of the
United States Supreme court. (Ja '19)

Blvmyer, W: H. Isolation plan. (N '21)

Brown, P. M. International realities. (Mr
'17)

Archaic England. Bayley, H. (D '20)

Archeology
Bond, F: B. Gate of remembrance. (O 18)

Cobern. C. M. New archeological discoveries.
(N '17)

Crawford, O. Q. S. Man and his past. (N
'21)

Joyce, T: A. Central American and West In-
dian archseology. (My '17)

Marshall, F. H: Discovery in Greek lands.
(F '21)

Woolley, C: L. Dead towns and liring men.
(Je '21)
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Architectural drawing
Dale. R. B. Drawing for builders. (Jl '17)

Magonigle. H. V. Architectural rendering
in wash. (N '21)

Architectural rendering In wash. Magonigle,
H. V. (N '21)

Architecture
Bragdon, C. F. Architecture and democracy.

(Ja '19)

Caffln, C: H: How to study architecture. (D
•17)

Cram, R. A., ajid others. Six lectures on
architecture. (Mr '17)

Hamlin, T. F. Enjoyment of architecture.
^O '21)

Kimball, F., and Edgell, G: H. History ot
architecture. (Je '18)

Pond, I. K. Meaning of architecture. (S '18)

Porter, A. K. Beyond architecture. (S 'li)

Price, C: M. Practical book of architecture.
(Ap '17,

France
Cofnn, L: A., Jr., and others. Small French

buildings. (Ja '22)

Spain
Byne, A., and Stapley, M. Spanish architec-
ture of the sixteenth century. (S '17)

United States

Moore, C: Daniel H. Burnham, architect.
(Ja '22)

Architecture, Ancient
Warren, H. L. Foundations of classic archi-

tecture. (F '20)

Architecture, Colonial
Cousins, F., and Riley, P. M. Colonial archi-

tecture of Philadelphia. (Jl '21)

Cousins, F., and Riley, P. M Colonial archi-
tecture of Salem. (My '20)

Hollister, P. M. Famous colonial houses. (F
'22)

Robinson, A. G. Old New England doorways.
(N '19)

Robinson, A. G. Old New England houses.
(N '20)

Architecture, Domestic
Cousins, F., and Riley, P. M. Wood-carver of
Salem. (Ap '17)

Embury, A. Livable house—its plan and de-
sign. (S '17)

Izor, E. P. Costume design and home plan-
ning. (Ap '17)

Cutwater, H. G. Designs for American
homes. (O '21)

Robinson, L. E. Domestic architecture. (O
•17)

Architecture, Gothic
Cram, R. A. Substance of Gothic. (N '17)

Architecture, Greetc
Rider, B. C. Greek house. (Je '17)

Architecture, Lombard
Porter, A. K. Lombard architecture. (O '17)

Arctic regions
MacMillan, D. B. Four years in the white

north. (F '19)

Markham, C. R. Lands of silence. (Ag '21)
Muir, J: Cruise of the Corwin. (Ja '18)

Peary, R. E. Secrets of polar travel. (D '17)
Stef5,nsson, V. Friendly arctic. (Ja '22)
Stuck, H. Winter circuit of our arctic coast.

(Je '20)

Arctic stowaways. Wallace, D. (Ja '18)
Ardours and endurances. Nichols, R. M. B.

(My '18)

Are we capable of self-government? Noxon,
F. W. (N '17)

Argentine Republic

Description and travel

Dreier, X. S. Five months in the Argentine
from a woman's point of view. (F '21)

Argonaut and juggernaut. Sitwell, O. (Ap '20)
Argonauts of faith. Mathews, B. J (Ag '20)
Argosy of fables. Cooper, F: T., ed. (Ja '22)
Argumentation and debating. Foster. W: T.

(D '17)

Arguments and speeches. Evarts, W: M. (My
'20)

Arlosto, Ludovico, 1474-1533
Croce, B. Ariosto, Shakespeare and Comellle.
(Ap '21)

Arlosto, Shakespeare and Corneille. Croce, B.
(Ap '21)

Aristocrat. Parker, L: N. (Je '17)
Aristocrats of the garden. Wilson, E. H. (Ap

•17)

Aristokia. Pezet, A. W. (Jl '19)

Arithmetic
Dana, M. Arithmetic made easy. (N '19)

Arithmetic, Commercial
Walton, S., and Finney, H. A, Mathematics

of accounting and rtnance. (D '21)
Arithmetic for engineers. Clapham, C: B. (Ap

•17)

Arizona
James, G: W. Arizona, the wonderland. (Ja

•18)

Robinson, W. H. Story of Arizona. (Jl '19)

Arien, IVIichaei, pseud. See Kouyoumdjian, D.
(F '22)

Armature construction. Hobart, H: M., and
Ellis, A. G. (Jl '19)

Armatures
Denton, F. M. Elementary principles of con-
tinuous-current armature winding. (Ap '21)

Hobart, H: M., and Ellis, A. G. Armature
construction. (Jl '19)

Armed neutralities of 1780 and 1800. Scott,
J. B., ed. (Je '19)

Armenia
Gabrielian, M. C. Armenia, a martyr nation.

(Jl '18)
Papazian, B. S. Tragedy of Armenia. (Mr

•19)

History
Asian, K. Armenia and the Armenians from

the earliest times until the great war
(1914). (Je '20)

Armenian legends and poems. Boyajian, Z. C,
comp. (Ap '17)

Armenians
Bryce, J. B., viscount. Treatment of Armen-

ians in the Ottoman empire, 1915-1916. (Jl
'17)

Gibbons, H. D. Red rugs of Tarsus. (Je '17)

Armenians in America. Malcom, M. V. (Ag
'19)

Armenians in the United States
Malcom, M. V. Armenians in America. (Ag

•19)

Armies
Freytag-Loringhoven, H. F. P. J. Nation
trained in arms or a militia? (Ja '19)

Radiguet, R. L: J. Making of a modern
army and its operations in the field. (My
'18)

Insignia

Bunkley, J. W: Military and naval recogni-
tion book. (Mr '18)

Williams, D. Army and navy uniforms ana
insignia. (Mr '18)

Armies of labor. Orth, S: P. (D '20)

Arms and armor
Dean, B. Helmets and body armour in
modern warfare. (O '20)

Army and navy uniforms and insignia. Wil-
liams, D. (Mr '18)

Army and religion. (Mr '20)

Army and the law. Glenn, G. (O '19)

Army behind the army. Powell, E. A. (Ja '20)

Army mental tests. Yoakum, C. S., and Terkes,
R. M., eds. (My '20)

Army of 1918. McCormick, R. R. (D '20)

Army physical training. Waldron, W: H:
(D '19)

Armv with banners. Kennedy. C: R. (My '20)

Arnl'jot Gelline. Bj0rnson, B. (Mr '18)

Arnold, Benedict, 17407-1801

Fiction

Stimson, F: J. My story. (D '17)

Arnold, IViatthew, 1822-1888
Sherman, S. P. Matthew Arnold. (S '17)

Arnold, Thomas, 1795-1842
Strachey, L. Eminent Victorians. (D '18)

Arnot, Frederick Stanley, 1858-1914
Baker, E. Life and explorations of Frederick
Stanley Arnot. (D '20) _ ^^

Around the wigwam fire. Cornyn, J: H. (O
•21)
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Around the year In the garden. Rockwell, F: F,
(Ja '18)

Arrant rover. Onions, B. (D '21)
Arrow of gold. Conrad, J. (My '19)
Arrows of desire. Mackenzie, J: S. (Jl '20)

Art
Brooks, A. M., ed. Great artists and their
works, by great authors. (F '20)

Glutton -Brock, A. ESsays on art. (Ap '20)
Fry, R. E. Vision and design. (Ag '21)
Gibran, K. Twenty drawings. (Je '20)
Govett, E. Art principles. (My '19)

Hartley, M. Adventures In the arts. (N
•21)

Hind, C: L: Art and I. (Je '21)

Sir§n, O. Bs.«!entials in art. (D '20)
Wright, W. H. Creative will. (Ap '17)

Galleries, museums, etc.

Bryant, L. What pictures to see in Europe.
(D '19)

Oilman, B: 1. Museum ideals of purpose and
method. (Ja 'l»j

Jackson, M. T. Museum. (Jl '17)

History
Faure, E. History of art. (F '22)

India

Havell, E. B. Handbook of Indian art. (Mr
•21)

Indiana
Burnet, M. Q. Art and artists of Indiana.
(F '22)

United States

Dunlap, W: History of the rise and progress
of the arts of design in the United States.
(N ^18)

Art, Ancient
Faure, E. History of art. (F '22)

Art, Chinese
Ferguson, J: C. Outlines of Chinese art. (Ja

'20)

Art, Commercial
Whiting, J: D. Practical illustration. (Ja

•21)

Art, Italian
Berenson. B. Study and criticism of Italian

art. (Jl '17)

Art, Japanese
Stewart, B. Japanese color prints. (Ja

•21)

Art, Municipal
Robinson, C: M. Modern civic art. (Je '18)

Art, Scottish
Rinder, F., comp. Royal Scottish academy,

1826-1916. (N '17)

Art and artists of Indiana. Burnet, M. Q. (F
'22)

Art and I. Hind, C: L: (Je '21)
Art and the great war. Gallatin, A. E. (Ja '20)
Art of biography. Thayer. W: R. (D ^20)
Art of fighting. Fi.ske, B. A. (Je '20)
Art of home decoration. Northend, M. H. (D

•21)

Art of illustration. Sullivan, E. J. (F '22)
Art of interesting. Donnelly, F. P. (N '20)
Art of lawn tennis. Tilden, W: T., jr. (Ap

'21)

Art of letters. Lynd, R. (Mr '21)
Art of photoplay making. Freeburg, V: O. (Je

•18)

Art principles. Govett, E. (My '19)

Art of public worship. Dearmer, P. (P '20)
Art of the British empire overseas. Holme,

C:, ed. (O '17)
Art of the novelist. Lathrop. H: B. (D '19)
Art theatre. Cheney, S. (D '17)
Artificial dye-stuffs. Ramsey, A. R. J., and

Weston, H. C. (Jl '18)
Artificial light. Luckiesh, M. (Ag '20)
Artificial silk. Foltzer, J. (Je '21)

Artists
Birnhaum, M. Introductions. (Jl '20)

Artists, American
Burnet, M. Q. Art and artists of Indiana.
(F '22)

Artists, English
Smith, J. T: Nollekens and his times. (Ap

•17)

Artists' families. Brieux, E. (My *18)

Arts and crafts
Glass, F: Drawing, design and craft work.
(Ap ^21)

Holme, C:. ed. Arts and crafts. (Je •I?)

Aryans
Leslie, S. Celt and the world. (Ap ^17)

As it was in the beginning. Train, A. C. (My
•21)

As others see her. Smith, A. S. (D '19)
As the larks risfe. Garrison, T. (My '21)
As the wind "blew. Troubetzkoy, A. (D '20)
As the wind blows. Phillpotts, E. (S '20)
As Tommy sees us. Gray, A. H. (Jl ^18)

Asbestos
Summers, A. Ij. Asbestos and the asbestos

industry. (My '20)
Asgard and the gods. Wagner, W. (D '17)
Ashes to ashes. Ostrander, I. E. (P '20)
Ashley-Smith explorations. Dale, H. C., ed.

(My '18)

Ashton, Winifred. See Dane, C, pseud. (Je
•21)

Asia
Dennett, T. Democratic movement in Asia.
(Mr '19)

Gibbons, H. A. New map of Asia. (N '19)
Hyndman, H: M. Awakening of Asia. (N

•19)

Mathews, B. J. Riddle of nearer Asia. (Ap
'19)

Ware, M. S. Old world through old eyes. (O
'17)

Commerce
Eldridge, F: R., jr. Trading with Asia. (Ja

•22)

Asia Minor
Childs, W. J. Across Asia Minor on foot.
(My ^17)

Hawley, W. A: Asia Minor. (D •IS)
Jastrow, M. War and the Bagdad railway.

(F ^18)

Antiquities

Petrie, W: M. F. Eastern exploration, past
and future. (Je ^19)

Ask and receive. Crane, A. M. (F ^21)
Askew^s victory. Bng title of Buccaneer

farmer. Blndloss, H. (Ap '19)

Aspects of literature. Murry, J: M. (My '21)

Asphalt
Abraham, H. Asphalts and allied substances.

(F •ig)
Asphalt. Johns, O. G. (Jl •I?)
Asphalts and allied substances. Abraham, H.

(F •ig)

Asqulth, Mrs Margot (Tennant), 1864-
Asquith, M. Margot Asqulth, an autobiog-

raphy. (Ag ^21 and 1920 Annual)
Assault on humanism. Shorey, P. (O '17)

Associated press
Stone, M. E. Fifty years a journalist. (Ja

•22)

Association of Ideas
Warren, H. C. History of the association
psychology. (Jl ^21)

Aston, Anthony, 1712-1731
Nicholson. W. Anthony Aston. (Ja ^21)

Astronomy
Bryant, W. W: Kepler. (Jl '21)

Holt, A. H. Manual of field astronomy. (My
17)

Johnson, G. Star people. (O '21)

Lewis, L E. Splendors of the sky. (Ja ^20)

McCabe, J. End of the world. (Mr •21)-

Moulton, F. R. Introduction to astronomy.
(Je -17)

Plummer, H: C. K. Introductory treatise on
dynamical astronomy. (N ^19)

At fame's gateway. Mix. J. L (My ^20)

At Plattsburg. French, A. (My '17)

At random, Creevey, C. A. (N '20)

At Suvla Bay. Hargrave, J: (Ag 17)

At the Butterfly house. Brown, E. A. (D '18)

At the front in a flivver. Stevenson, W: T.
(Ja ^18)

At the sign of the dollar. Deland, L. P. (My
'17)

At the sign of the oldest house. Tompkins,
J. W. <F •IS)
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At the Serbian front in Macedonia. Stebbing,
E: P. (Mr '18)

At the sign of the Red swan. Elwell, A. (Ag
'20.

At the .«-ip:n of the Two heroes. Aldon, A. (O
•20) „

At the Supreme war council. Wright, P. E.
(Jl '21)

Atchison, Topeka and Santa Fe railway com-
pany

Bradlev, G. D. Story of the Santa Fe. (JI

•20)

Athenian tragedy. Goodell. T: D. (Je '21)

Athletes all. Camp, W. (Je '19)

Athleticc
Camp, W. Athletes all. (Je '19)

Camp, W. C. Training for sports. (My '21)

Clarl<, E. H. Track athletics up to date.
(Ag ^20)

Pearl. N. H., and Brown, H. E. Health by
stunts. (P '20)

Atlantic classics. Atlantic Monthly. (My '18)

Atlantic coast line railroad
Dozier. H. D. History of the Atlantic coast

line railroad. (Je '20>

Atlantic Monthly
Howe, M. A. D. Atlantic monthly and its

makers. (Ap '19)

Atlantic prose and poetry. Thomas, C: S., and
Paul, H. G., eds. (Ja '20)

Atlantija. Benoit. P. (S '20)

Attack. Liveing, E: G: D. (O '18)

Auction bridge
Foster, R. F: Foster on auction. (O '18)

Foster. R. F: Pirate bridge. (Mr 17)

Audacious adventures of Miles McConaughy.
Smith, A. D. H. (D '18)

Audubon, John James, 1780-1851
Herrick, F. H. Audubon the naturalist. (D

•17)

Aura
Kilner, W. J: Human atmosphere (the

aura). (Mr '21)

Aurelia, and other poems. Nichols, R. M. B.
(O '20)

Aurelius, Antoninus Marcus, 121-180
Sedgwick, H: D. Marcus Aurelius. (O '21)

Aurora the magnificent. Hall, G. (My '17)

Austen, Jane, 1775-1817
Austen-Leigh, M. A. Personal aspects of
Jane Austen. (Mr '21)

Firkins, O. ^V. Jane Austen. (Ap '20)

Australia
White, G. Thirty years in tropical Australia.
(Ap '19)

Description and travel

Doyle, A. C. Wanderings of a spiritualist.
(Ja '22)

Economic conditions

Coghlan, T. A. Labour and industry In Aus-
tralia. (O '19)

Northcott, C. H. Australian social develop-
ment. (Ja '19)

History
Reid, Sir G: H. My reminiscences. (S '17)
Scott, E. Short history of Australia. (Jl

'17)

Australia in arms. Schuler, P. F. E. (Ag
•17)

Australian social development. Northcott, C.
H. (Ja '19)

Australian victories in France in 1918. Mon-
ash. J: (Ja '21)

Austria
Leutrum von Ertingen, O. Court and diplo-
macy in Austria and Germany. (Ja '19)

Schierbrand, W. von. Austria-Hungary. (N
'17)

Court and courtiers
Ress4guier, R. M. H. B., graf, Francis Jo-
seph and his court. (Ja '18)

Seven years in Vienna. (S '17)

Foreign relations
GoriCar. -T.. and Stowe, L. B. Inside story of
Austro-Gernian intrigue. (Ap '20)

Politics and government
Pollak, G. House of Hohenzollern and the
Hapsburgr monarchy. (S '17)

Authority in the modern state. Laskl, H. J.

(Je '19)

Authors
Bennett, A. Books and persons. (N '17)

Authors, American
American literary yearbook. (D '19)

Authors' leagrue of America. My maiden ef-
fort. (D '21)

Ellsworth, W: W. Golden age of authors.
(N '19)

Kilmer, J., comp. Literature in the making.
(Je '17)

Williams, B. C. Our short story writers.
(Mr ^21)

Authors, British
Colvin, S. Memories and notes of persons
and places. (D '21)

Harris, F. Contemporary portraits. (Mr
•21)

Hueffer. F. M. Thus to revisit. (S '21)

MacFarlane, C: Reminiscences of a literary
life. (N '17)

Miller, E. L. English literature. (O '17)

Authors, French
Henry, S. French essays and profiles. (O

•21)

Turquet-Milnes, G. Some modern French
writers. (O '21)

Authors and I. Hind, C: L: (Mr '21)

Authorship ^, , ^
Authors' league of America. My maiden ef-

fort. (D '21)

Baker, H. T. Contemporary short story. (Ap
'17)

Brown, R. W., ed. Writer's art by those
who have practiced it. (Je '21)

Canby, H: S., and others. Facts, thought,
and imagination. (D '17)

Gushing, C: P. If you don't write fiction.

(Ag '20)

Esenwein, J. B. Writing for the magazmes.
(Ap '17)

Hearn, L. Talks to writers. (D 20)
Klickmann, F. Lure of the pen. (My 20)

McCourtie, W: B. Where and how to sell

manuscripts. (S '19)

Stevenson, R. L: B. Learning to write. (Ag
'20)

Autobiography. Carnegie. A. (N '20)

Autobiography of a Pennsylvanian. Penny-
packer, S: W. (N '18)

Autobiography of a race horse. Yates, L. B.
(Ag "20) ^^ ,,,^

Autobiography of a super-tramp. (Je 17)

Autobiography of a Winnebago Indian. (S
•20)

.\utobiography of Buffalo Bill. Cody, W: F:
(Jl '20) ^ .„ T^ «•

Autograph prices current. Courville, E. H.,
comp. (S ^17)

Automobile engines
Clark, A. G. Text book on motor car en-
gineering, v 2. (Ja '18)

.

Favary. E. Motor vehicle engmeermg. (F
'20)

Sylvester, C. Coil ignition for motor cars.

(S '21)

Automobile owner^s guide. Scholl, F. B.
(N '20)

.Automobile starting, lighting, and igmtlon.
Page, V: W. (D ^20)

Automobile touring
Dixon, W. H. Westward hoboes. (N 21)

Jessup, B. Motor camping book. (My '21)

Kitchin, W: C. Wonderland of the East.
(Mr "21)

Paine, A. B. Car that went abroad. (Ag
•21)

Automobiles ^„ ^_
Barber, H. L. Story of the autornoblle. (D

'17)

Brokaw, H. C, and Starr, O: A. Putnam a

automobile "aandbook. (O '18)

Sunham, M. K. Automobile welding with the
oxy-acetylene flame. (Je '17)

Eraser, E: S.. and Jones. R. B. Motor vehicles
and their engines. (S '19) _, ^ ,

Moreton. D: P., and Hatch, D. S. Electrical
equipment of the motor car. (Mr '19)
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Automobiles —Continued
Pag6, V: W. How to run an automobile. (Jl

•17)

Page, V: W. Model f Ford car. (D '20)
Scholl, F. B. Automobile owner's guide.
(N '20)

Verrill, A. H. How to operate a motor car.
(Je '19)

Electric equipment
Am. bur. of engineering. Automobile storage

battery. (Je '18)

American bureau of engineering. Ford
standard electrical equipment. (N '19)

PagS, V: W. Automobile starting, lighting,
and ignition. (D '20)

Laws and regulations
Childs, L. Legal points for automobile own-

ers. (Jl '17)

Lighting
Collins, A. F: Motor car starting and

lighting. (S '20)

Manufacture
Judge, A. W. Aircraft and automobile ma-

terials of construction. (Ag '21)

Repair
Slauson, H. W. First aid to the car. (Jl '21)

Williams, S. T. Automobile repairman's
helper. (Ag '18)

Starting devices
Collins, A. F: Motor car starting and light-

ing. (S '20)

Autosuggestion
Baudouin, C: Suggestion and autosugges-

tion. (Mr '21)

Autumn
Keeler, H. L. Our northern autumn. (D '20)

Autumn. Coxon, M. (My '17)
Autumn. Nathan, R. (N '21)
Autumn crocuses, Eng title of Christmas

roses. Sedgwick, A. D. (Ag '21 and 1920
Annual)

Autumn loiterers. Towne, C: H. (D '17)
Autumn sowing. Benson, E: F: (My '18)
Avalanche. Atherton, G. F. (Mr '19)
Average Americans. Roosevelt, T., jr. (Ja '20)

Aviation
Barber, H. Aerobatics. (F '20)
Card, S. F. Air navigation, (Ja '20)
Carmina, B. M. Aviation. (F '20)
l>argon, J. Future of aviation. (D '20)
David, E. J: Aircraft. (Ja '20)
Kroll, H. D.. ed. Kelly field in the great
world war. (F '20)

Aviation engines. Chadwick, J: C. (Ja '20)
Aviation engines. Pag6, V: W. (Jl '18)

Aviation landing stations
Wheat, G: S., ed. Municipal landing fields
and air ports. (Ag '21 and 1920 Annua!)

Aviator and the Weather buieau. Carpenter.
F. A. (S '17)

Aviators
Driggs, L. La T. Heroes of aviation. (F '19)

Avon's harvest. Robinson, E. A. (My '21)
Avowals. Moore, G: (My '20)
Awake! America. Hornaday, W; T. (O '18)
Awakening. Galsworthy, J: (Ja '21)
Awakening of business. Hurley, E. N. (F '18)
Awakening of Asia. Hyndman, H: M. (N

"Ayesha." Miicke, H., von. (Ap '17)
Aztec-hunters. Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: (Ja '19)

Aztecs
Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Aztec-hunters. (Ja '19)

Azure rose. Kauffman, R. W. (Je '19)

B. L. T. See Taylor, B. L. (Ja '22)
Bab. Rinehart, M. (Jl 17)
Babel. Kahler, H. M. (Je '21)
Babette Bomberllng's bridegrooms. Berend. A.

(N '21)
Baby, before and after arrival. Cooke. J. B

(Je '17)

Babyhood of wild beasts. McNally, G. M. (Ja
'18)

Baby's food. Abt, I: A. (S '17)

Baccalaureate addresses
Thwing, C: F. College gateway. (Je '19)

Bach, Johann Sebastian, 1685-1750
Forkel, J. N. Johann Sebastian Bach. (D

'20)

Back of the front in France. Bradley, A. O.
(Ja '19)

Back to Methuselah. Shaw, G: B. (Jl '21)
Back to the republic. Atwood, H. F. (My '18)
Backgrounds for social workers. Menge, E: J:

(N '18)

Backward children
Ajiderson, M. L. Education of defectives in
the public schools. (Ag '18)

Backward peoples and our relations with them.
Johnston, H. H. (N '21)

Backwater. Richardson, D. M. (My '17)
Backyard garden. Farrington, E: L (My '18)
Back-yard gardening. Best, T: R. (Mr '19)
Bad man. Towne, C: H. (Mr '21)
Bad re.sults of good habits and other lapses.

Park, J: B. (Je '20)
Bag of saffron. Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B.

(Ap '18)

Bagdad railway
Jastrow, M. War and the Bagdad rail-
way. (F '18)

Bairnsfather, Bruce
Bairnsfather, B. Bairnsfather case. (F '21)
Bairnsfather, B. Bairnsfather; a few frag-
ments from his life. (D '18)

Bairnsfather case. Bairnsfather, B. (F '21)

Baker, Newton DIehl, 1871-
Hayes, R. A. Secretary Baker at the front.
(D '18)

Bald face. Evarts, H. G: (Ja '22)

Baldwin, Faith. See Cuthrell, F. (D '21)

Baldwin, Simeon, 1761-1851
Baldwin, S. E. Life and letters of Simeon
Baldwin. (S '19)

Balance. Bellamy, F. R. (Mr '17)

Balancing country life. Young men's Christian
associations. International committee. (Ja
'18)

Balfour, Arthur James, 1848-
Raymond, E. T. Life of Arthur James Bal-

four. (Ja '21)
Balfour, Viviani and Joffre. Halsey, F. W.,

ed. (S '17)

Balkan freebooter. Gordon, J. (Ap '17)

Balkan home-life. Garnett, L. M. J. (Mr '18)

Balkan states
Mowrer, P. S. Balkanized Europe. (Je '21)

Sloane, W: M. Balkans. (S '20)

Description and travel

Brown, D. Heart of the Balkans. (Jl '17)

Conwav, A. E. Ride through the Balkans.
(Ja '18)

History

Buxton, N. E:, and Leese, C. L. Balkan
problems and European peace. (S '20)

Durham, M. E. Twenty years of Balkan
tangle. (Ap '21)

Seton-Watson, R. W: Rise of nationality in
the Balkans. (Jl '19)

Social life and customs
Garnett, L. M. J. Balkan home-life. (Mr '18)

Balkanized Europe. Mowrer, P. S. (Je '21)

Balkans. Sloane, W: M. (S '20)

Ballad-maker's pack. Guiterman, A. (O '21)

Ballads
Mackenzie, W: R. Quest of the ballad. (F

'20)

Olcott, F. J. Story-telling ballads. (Ja '21)
Pound, L. Poetic origins and the ballad.
(Ap '21)

Some British ballads. (F '21)

Ballads, Russian
Masnus, L. A. Heroic ballads of Russia. (N

•21)

Ballads of a Bohemian. Service, R. W. (Jl '21)

Ballads of «ld New York. Guiterman, A. ( Mr
'20)

I
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Balloons
Widmer. E. J. Military observation balloons.
(My -18)

Baltic states
Butler, R. New eastern Europe. (S '19)
Ruhl, A. New masters of the Baltic (D '21)

Balzac, Honor6 de, 1799-1850
Floyd, J. H. Women in the life of Balzac.
(My -21)

Band-wagon. Ellsworth, F. F. (S '21)

Bands (music)
Woods, G. H. Public school orchestras and
bands. (Je '20)

Bank credit Phillips, C. A. (Ag '21)
Banked flres. Savi, E. W. (D '19)
Banker at the boarding-house. Rollins, M.

(Ja '19)

Banks and banking
Agger, E. E. Organized banking. (Jl '18)

Buildings, equipments, and supplies. (Je
•19)

Dunbar, C: F. Theory and history of bank-
ing. (F '18)

Fiske. A. K. Modern bank. (O '19)
Freeman, C. M. Bank's best asset. (F '20)

Holdsworth, J: T. Money and banking. (F
•18)

McCaleb, W. F. Present and past banking in
Mexico. (Ap '20)

Management and executive control. (Je '19)

Moulton, H. G. Financial organization of
society. (Mr '21)

National city bank of New York. Practical
bank operation. (Ap '21)

Phillips, C. A. Bank credit. (Ag '21)
Phillips, C. A. Readings in money and bank-

ing. (Je '17)

Todd, J: A. Mechanism of exchange. (N '17)

Withers, H. Meaning of money. (Jl '17)

Wolfe, O. H. Practical banking. (Ja '18)

Bank's best asset. Freeman. C. M. (F '20)

Banks of Colne (the nursery). Phillpotts, E.
(Jl '17)

Banners. Deutsch, B. (Je '19)

Bantus
Mackenzie, J. K. African trail. (S '17)

Bar 20-three. Mulford, C. E: (S '"!)

Barbara of Baltimore. Taylor, K. H. (N '19)

Barbara picks a husband. Hagedorn, H. (N
18)

Barbarians. Chambers, R. W: (D '17)

Barbarous soviet Russia, McBride. I: (S '20)

Barbed wire. Piper, E. F. (Ja '18)

Barbeilion, W, N. P., pseud. See Cumxnings,
B F'

Barent c'reighton. Shafer, D. C. (S '20)

Barnes, Ronald Gorell. See Gorell, R. G.
Barnes, 3d baron

Barnett, Samuel Augustus, 1844-1913
Barnett, H. O. Canon Barnett. (N '19)

Barrle, Robert, 1866-
Barrie, R. My log. (D '17)

Barry Leroy. Bailey, H: C. (Je '20)

Barrlngton, Sir Jonah, 1760-1834
Barrington, J. Recollections. (F '20)

Barstow, Mrs Montague. See Orczy, E.

Bartlmeus, pseud. See Ricci, L: A. da C.

Baseball
Frost, H., and Wardlaw, C: D. Basket ball
and indoor baseball for women. (S '20)

Bashkirtseff, Marie Konstantlnovna, 1860-1884
Bashkirtseff, M. K. Journal. (Jl '19)

Basil Everman. Singmaster, E. (Ap '20)

Basis of a world order. Rogers, R. W. (O '18)

Basis of durable peace. Cosmos, pseud. (Mr
•17)

Basket ball
Frost, H., and Wardlaw, C: D. Basket ball
and indoor baseball for women. (S '20)

Wardlaw, C: D., and Morrison, W. R. Basket
ball. (My '21)

Basque country. Fedden, K. W. (Ag ^21)
Bass, pike, perch and other game fishes of

America. Henshall, J. A. (O ^19)

Bassomplerre, Fransols de, marquis D'Harouel,
1579-1646

Williams, H. N. Gallant of Lorraine. (O '21)
Bat wing. Rohmer, S., pseud. (Jl '21)

Baths and bathing
Bowers. E. F: Bathing for health. (Jl '17)

Batiks, and how to make them. Mljer, P. (Ag
'19)

Battering the Boche. Gibson, P. (Je '18)
Battle of Jutland. Bellairs. C. W. (Je '20)
"Battle of the books" in its historical setting.

Burlingame, A. E. (Mr '21)
Battle of the nations, 1914-1918. Kuramer.

F: A. (Jl '19)
Battle of the Somme. Buchan, J: (Jl '17)
Battle of Verdun. Dugard, H: (Je '17)
Battle studies. Ardaut du Picq, C: J. J J

(Jl '21)
Battle with tuberculosis and how to win It.

Iving, D. M. (N '17)
Battlefields of the World war. Johnson. D. W.

(D '21)

Battles
Ardant du Picq. C: J. J. J. Battle studies.

Creasy, Sir E: S. Fifteen decisive battles of
the world. (Je '18)

Fraser, C. C. Boy's book of battles. (F '20)
Battles of the Somme. Gibbs, P. ( Sh 1

Battles royal down North. Duncan, N. (N '18)
Baubles. Wells, C. (N '17)

Baudelaire, Charles Pierre, 1821-1867
Symons, A. Charles Baudelaire. (Je '21)

Bayonet
Bayonet training manual used by the British

forces. (S '17;

McLaglen, L. Bayonet fighting. (S '17)
New manual of bayonet training and Practical

bayonet fighting. (S '17)
Beach of dreams. Stacpoole, H: D. S. (N

ly)

Beaconsfield, Benjamin Disraeli, 1st earl of.
1804-1S81

Buckle, G: E. Life of Benjamin Disraeli,
earl of Beaconsfield. (O '20)

Beagles (dogs)
Lentilhon, E. Forty years beagling in the
United States. (F '22)

Bears
Mills, E. A. Grizzly, our greatest wild an-

imal. (Ag '19)

Bears, Stories of
Underwood, W: L. Wild brother. (F '22)

Beatrice Ashleigh. Young, F. E. M. (D '18)

Beatty, Frank Edmund, 1853-
Hunter. F. T. Beatty, Jellicoe, Sims and
Rodman. (Ja ^20)

Beatty, Jellicoe, Sims and Rodman. Hunter.
F. T. (Ja '20)

Beaumarchais, Pierre Augustin Caron de, 1732-
1799

Kite, E. S. Beaumarchais and the war of
American independence. (Ja '19)

Beaumaroy home from the wars, Eng title of
Secret of the tower. Hawkins, A. H. (S
'19)

Beautiful Mrs Davenant. Tweedale, V. (O '20)
Beautiful crochet on household linen.* Klick-

mann, F. (Je '17)

Beauty. Hughes, R. (Jl '21)

Beauty, Personal
Kellermann, A. Physical beauty and how to
keep it. (Ag ^18)

Beauty and Mary Blair. Kelley, E. M. (My
21)

Beauty and the bolshevist, Miller, A. (D '20)
Beck of Beckford. Blundell, M. E. (F '21)
Beckoning roads. Judson, J. (My ^19)
Bedouins. Huneker, J. G. (Je ^20)

Bees
Mace, H. Book about the bee. (D '21)
Maeterlinck, M. Children's life of the bee.
(N ^19)

Fiction

McCaleb, W. F. Happy. (Jl '17)

Beethoven, Ludv»/ig van, 1770-1827
Rolland, R. Beethoven. (Mr '17)

Beetle. Marsh, R: (Ap '17)

Beetles
Fabre, J. H. C. Glow-worm, and other

beetles. (F '20)

Fabre, J. H. C. Sacred beetle and others.
(Ja '19)
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Beets and beet sugar
Harris, F. S. Sugar-beet In America. (Ap

•19)

Before and now. Harrison, A. (Je '20)
Before dawn. McLeod, I. R. (Mr '19)

Before the war. Haldane, R: B. H. (Ap '20)

Before the wind. Laing, J- (Je '18)

Beggar and king. Glaenzer, R: B. (F '18)

Beggars' gold. Poole, E. (D '21)

Beggar's vision. More, J. B. (Ja '22)

Beginner's history of philosophy. (Bushman,
H. F. (Ap '20)

Beginning of wisdom. Ben^t, S. V. (D '21)

Beginnings of English overseas enterprise.
Lucas, Sir C: P. (P '18)

Beginnings of modern Europe (1250-1450). Em-
erton, E. (Ja '18)

Beginnings of science. Menge, E: J: (Ap '19)

Behavior of crowds. Martin, E. D. (Ag '21

and 1920 Annual)
Behind the battle line. Doty, M. Z. (Ja '19)

Behind the German veil. Beaufort, J. M. de.
(Jl '17)

Behind the motion-picture screen. LescJir-
boura. A. C. (F '20)

Behind the scenes in the Reichstag. Wetterl6,
E. (O '18)

Behind the thicket. Henderson, W. E. B. (D
'17)

Behind the wheel of a war ambulance. Imbrie,
R. W. (F '19)

Btkker, L. J. De. See De Bekker, L. J.

Belasco, David, 1859-
Winter, W: Life of David Belasco. (Ap '19)

Belgian Congo and the Berlin act. Keith, A. B.
(Ap '20)

Belgian fairy tales. Griffls, W: E. (D '19)

Belgian literature
Turquet-Milnes, G. Some modern Belgian

writers. (N '17)
Belgian twins. Perkins, L. F. (F '18)

Belgium
Edwards, G: W. Belgium old and new. (F

•21)

Linden, H. V. Belgium. (F '21)

Verdavalne, Q. Pictures of ruined Belgium.
(N" '17)

History
Cammaerts, fi. History of Belgium. (Jl '21)

Essen, L. van der. Short history of Belgium.
(Ap '20)

Oerman occupation
Cammaerts, E. Through the iron bars. (O

•17)
Gerlache de Gomery, A. V. J. de. Belgium in
war time. (Ap '18)

Halasi, Q. Belgium under the German heel.
(O '17)

Massart, J. Secret press In Belgium. (Ap
•19)

Mercler, D. F. F. J. Cardinal Mercier's own
story. (My '20)

Whltlock, B. Belgium. (Je '19)
Belgium old and new. Edwards, G: W. (F '21)

Belief
Forbes, W. E. Cycles of personal belief. (Jl

'17)
Belief in God and immortality. Leuba, J. H:

(Je '17)

Believe you me! Putnam, N. (D '19)
Belinda of the Red cross. Hamilton, R. W. (N

•17)
Bell-ringer. Sears, C. E. (N ^18)

Bellini, Giovanni, 14307-1516
Berenson, B. Venetian painting In America.
(My '17)

Bells of San Juan. Gregory, J. (Ja '20)
Belonging. Wadsley, O. (O '20)
Beloved sinner. Macnamara, R. S. (My '19)
Beloved stranger. Bynner, W. (Ag '19)
Beloved woman. Norris, K. (O '21)

Belting
Dunkley, W. G. Belts for power transmission.
(My '21)

Belts for power transmission. Dunkley, W. G.
(My '21)

Ben, the battle horse. Dyer, W. A. (D '19)
Ben Thorpe. Crabb, A., pseud. (N '21)
Benefits forgot. WiUsie, H. M. (N •17)

Bengal
Bengal fairy tales. Bradley-Birt, F. B. (Ja

'21)

Tagore, R. Glimpses of Bengal. (Jl '21)
Benjy. Stevenson, G: (Je '20)

Benson, Margaret, 1865-1916
Benson, A. C. Life and letters of Maggie
Benson. (D '17)

Benson family
Benson, E: F: Our family affairs, 1867-1896.
(Ap '21)

Bentley, John Francis, 1839-1902 ,

L'Hopital, W: de. Westminster cathedral and
its architect. (My '20)

Beowulf
Widsith, Beowulf, Finnsburgh, Waldere, Deor.

(Ja '22)

Bergson, Henri Louis, 1859-
Turquet-Milnes, G. Some modern French

writers. (O '21)

Bergson and his philosophy. Gunn, J. A. (Mr
-21)

Berkshire hills

Eaton, W. P. In Berkshire fields. (N '20)

Bermuda Islands

Description and travel

Ober, F: A. Guide to the West Indies, Ber-
muda and Panama. (My '21)

Bernstorff, Johann Heinrich Andreas Hermann
Albrecht, graft von, 1862-

Bernstorff, J. H. A. H. A. My three years
in America. (Ag '20)

Bertram Cope's year. Fuller, H: B. (My '20)

Besieged in Kut and after. Barber, C: H.
(O ^17)

Best American humorous short stories. (Jes-
sup, A., ed. (S '20)

Best college short stories. (Je '19)

Best ghost stories. (Ja '20)

Best in life. Coxon, M. (Je '18)

Best man I know. Hyde, W: D. (N '17)

Best o' luck. McClintock, A. (D '17)

Best people. Warwick, A., pseud. (Je '18)

Best plays of 1919-20. Mantle, B. ed. (D '20)

Best psychic stories. French, J. L:, ed. (S
'20)

Best Russian short stories. Seltzer, T:, comp.
and ed. (N '17)

Btst short stories of 1916. O'Brien, E: J. H.,
ed. (Mr '17)

Best short stories of 1917. O'Brien, E: J. H.,
ed. (Ap '18)

Best short stories of 1918. O'Brien, E: J., ed.
(Mr '19)

Best short stories of 1919. O'Brien, E: J. H.,
ed. (Ap '20)

Best short stories of 1920. O'Brien, E: J. H.,
ed. (Mr '21)

Betham-Edwards, M. B. See Edwards, M. B.
Betham (F 20, My '21)

Bethlehem Bach choir. Walters, R. (O '18)

Betrayers. Drummond, H. (N ^19)

Betrothal. Maeterlinck, M. (Ja '19)

Betsy Lane, patriot. MuUett, G: M. (N '19)

Better letters. (My '20)

Better meals for less money. Green, M.,
pseud. (Je '17)

Better world. Dennett, T. (F '21)

Betty Bell. Kilbourne. F. (D '19)

Betty Marchand. Barmby, B. (D '18)

Betty Stevenson, Y.M.C.A. Stevenson, B, G.
(Ap '21)

Betty Trevor. Vaizey. J. (Mr '17)

Between the lines on the American front.

Ames, F. T., pseud. (Je '19)

Between two worlds. Willey, J: H. (O '19)

Between you and me. Lauder, H. (Ap '20)

Beverages
Moore, H. W. On Uncle Sam's water wagon.

(S '19)

Stockbridge, B. E. Wliat to drink. (Ap '20)

Wiley, H. W. Beverages and their adultera-
tion. (Ag '19) _,,

Beverages and their adulteration. Wiley,
H. W. (Ag '19)

Beyond. Galsworthy, J: (S '17)

Beyond architecture. Porter, A. K. (S '18)

Beyond life. Cabell, J. B. (Ap '19)
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Beyond the desert. Noyes, A. (D '20)

Beyond the horizon. O'Neill, E. G. (S '20)

Beyond the Marne. Cuvru-Magot, H. (O '18)

Beyond the Rhine. Henry, M. (Je '18)

Bible. Whole
About the Bible

Hodges, G: How to know the Bible. (D '18)

Pennlman, J. H. Book about the English
Bible. (O '19)

Wheeler, E. P. Lawyer's study of the Bible.
(Ap '20)

Work, E. H. Bible in English literature. (Ja
'18)

Criticism, Interpretation, etc.

Milligan, G: Expository value of the Revised
version. (F '18)

Smith, H: P. Essays in Biblical interpreta-
tion. (O '21)

Evidence and authority

Fullerton, K. Prophecy and authority. (Jl

'19)

History, Literary

Lewis, F. G. How the Bible grew. (Jl '19)

Literary character

Genung, J: F. Guidebook to the Biblical lit-

erature. (My '20)

Moulton, R: G. Bible at a single view. (S
•18)

Natural history

Stidger, W: L. Outdoor men and minds. (My
•21)

Stories

Johnson, C, ed. Bible stories my children
love best of all. (F '19)

Study and teaching
Bryant, S. How to read the Bible in the
twentieth century. (F '19)

Phelps, W: L. Reading the Bible. (Ag '19)

Wood, C. A. School and college credit for
outside Bible study. (Je '17)

Versions
Margolis, M. L. Story of Bible translations.
(N '17)

Bible. Old Testament

About the Old Testament
Frazer, J. G: Folk-lore In the Old Testament.

(S '19)

Schoff, W. H. Ship "Tyre." (F '21)
Lee, F. T. Old Testament heroes of the

faith. (Ap '21)

Criticism, interpretation, etc.

Enelow, H. G. War and the Bible. (F '19)
Knudson, A. C. Religious teaching of the
Old Testament. (F "19)

Maiden, R: H: Old Testament. (F '20)
Robertson, E. S. Bible's prose epic of Eve and

her sons. (Ap '17)

Introductions
Creelman, H. Introduction to the Old Testa-
ment. (D '17)

Prophets
Bizzell, W: B. Social teachings of the Jewish

prophets. (Je '17)
Kent, C: F. Social teachings of the prophets
and Jesus. (Jl '17)

Stories

Wood, I. F. Heroes of early Israel. (F '21)

Study and teaching
Brown, C: R. Story book of the early
Hebrews. (Ja '20)

Hutchins, W: Ji Religious experience of
Israel. (D '19)

Parts of the Old Testament

Heaateuch
Brightman. E. S., ed. Sources of the Hexa-

teuch. (D '18)

Single boolcs

Oeneaia

Morgenstern, J. Jewish interpretation of the
book of Genesis. (D '20)

Robertson. E.' S. Bible's prose epic of Eve
and her sons. (Ap '17>

Job
Jastrow, M., Jr. Book of Job. (Ja '21)

Kallen, H. M., ed. Book of Job as a Greek
tragedy. (N '18)

Psalms
Elselen, F: C. Psalms and other sacred writ-

ings. (Ag '18)

Jastrow, M., jr. Gentle cynic. (Je '19)

Song of Solomon
Jastrow, M., jr. Song of songs. (F '22)

laaiah

Gordon, A. R. Faith of Isaiah. (D '20)

Bible. New Testament

Texts
Moulton, R: G., ed. Modern reader's Bible

for schools. (Je *20)

About the New Testament
Scott, E. F. New Testament today. (F '22)

Antiquities

Cobern, C. M. New archeologlcal discoveries.
(N '17)

Selections

Kent, C: F., and others, trs. Shorter Bible.
(Ja '19)

Stories

Wilson, P. W. Two ancient Red cross tales.
(O '18)

Parts of the New Testament

Oospels

Hayes, D. A. Synoptic gospels and the Book
of Acts. (P '20)

Sharman, H: B. Records of the life of
Jesus. (F '18)

Epistles

Kennedy, H. A. A. Theology of the Epistles.
(F '21)

Parry, R. St J: Pastoral epistles. (F '21)
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Barbour, R. H: Play that won. (F '20)

Barbour, R. H: Three-base Benson. (O '21)
Barbour, R. H:, and Holt, H. P. Fortunes

of war. (F '20)
Barbour, R. H:, and Holt, H. P. Lost Island.
(D '18)

Barbour, R. H:, and Holt, H. P. Mystery
of the Sea-lark. (O '20)

Barclay, V. C. Danny again. (O '20)

Barclay, V. C. Mysterious tramp. (Mr '21)
Barstow, C: L., ed. Courageous girls. (N '18)
Barstow, C: L., ed. Every day heroes. (N

'18)

Barstow, C: L., ed. Patriotism and the flag.
(N '18)

Bassett, S. W. Paul and the printing press.
(O '20)

Bassett, S. W. Steve and the steam engine.
(O '21)

Bassett, S. W. Story of porcelain. (D '19)
Bassett. S. W. Story of sugar. (Ja '18)
Beard, D. C. American boys' book of signs,

signals and symbols. (D '18)

Beard, E. P. Jolly book of funcraft. (D '18)
Benson, E: F: David Blaize and the blue

door. (N '19)

Benton, R. Star-child, and other plays. (O
-21)

Bergengren, R. W. Jane, Joseph and John.
(F '19)

Beston, H: B. Firelight fairy book. (Ja '20)
Bishop, A. Tom of the raiders. (O '21)
Blaisdell, A. F., and Ball. F. K. American

history for little folks. (D '17)
Blaisdell, A. F., and Ball, F. K. Log cabin
days. (O '21)

Blaisdell, A. F., and Ball, F. K. Pioneers of
America. (Ja '20)

Blanchard, A. E. Little maid of Picardy.
(N '19)

Bond, A. R. American boys' engineering
book. (Mr '19)

Bosschfire, J. de. Christmas tales of Flanders.
(Ja '18)

BosschSre, J. de. City curious. (N '20)

Bowen, \V: Enchanted forest. (F '21)

Bowen, W: Old tobacco shop. (D '21)
Bradley-Birt, F. B. Bengal fairy tales. (Ja

'21)

Brady, L. E. Green forest fairy book. (Ja
'21)

Brailhwaite, W: S. B. Story of the great
war. (P '20)

Branner, J: C. How and whv stories. (N
•21)

Brown, A. F. Round Robin. (D '21)
Brown, E. A. At the Butterfly house. (D

'18)

Brown, E. A. Rainbow island. (Je '19)
Brown, E. A. Silver bear. ;N '21)
Brown, E. A. Spanish chest. (D '17)

Browne, B. Frozen barrier. (N ^21)
Bro\vne, E. G. Songs and stories for the little

ones. (Mr 'IS)
Browne, B. White blanket. (Ja '18)
Bryan, G: S. Sam Houston. (My '18)
Bryant, L. Famous pictures of real animals.

(Ja '19)

Bryant, A. E., ed. Treasury of hero tales.
(O '20)

Burgess, T. W. Burgess animal book for
children. (D '20)

Burgess, T. W. Burgess bird book for chil-
dren. (D '19)

Burton. C: P. Trail makers. (Ja '20)
Butler, E. P. Swatty. (Ap ^20)
Calhoun, D. D. Princess of Let's Pretend. (S

'17)

Cammaerts, E. and T. Boy of Bruges. (O
•18)

Canfield, F. A. Refugee family. (Ja '20)
Carmichael, M. H., comp. Pioneer days. (D

'17)

Carrington, H. Boy's book of magic. (N '20)
Cary, M., tr. French fairy tales. (D '19)
Cauldwell, S: M. Chocolate cake and black

sand. (D '17)
Chaffee, A. Adventures of Twinkly Eyes.

(O -19)
Chaffee. A. Lost river. (O '20)
Chandler, A. C. Magic pictures of the long
ago. (My '19)

Chandler, A. C. More magic pictures of the
long ago. (My '20)

Chaplin, A. Treasury of fairy tales. (Ja '18)
Chase, M. E. Virginia of Elk Creek valley.
(N '17)

Cheley, P. H. Camping with Henry. (S '18)
Cheley, F. H. Overland for gold. (F '21)
Children's story garden. (Je '20)

Chisholm, L., and Steedman, A., comps.
Staircase of stories. (My '20)

Clark, G. G. Tiny toilers and their works.
(N '21)

Clarke, C: R. Boys' book of chemisti-y. (F
'19)

Coe, F. E., comp. Third book of stories for
the story-teller. (Ag '18)

Collins, A. F: Boys' airplane book. (N '19)
Collins, A. F: Boys' book of engine building.
(O '18)

Collins, A. F: Handicraft for boys. (D 'IS)
Collins, A. F: Jack Heaton, wireless opera-

tor. -(N '19)
Collins, A. F: Magic of science. (D '17)
Collins, A. F: Money making for boys. (Ja

"18)

Collins, A. F: and V. D. Boys^ book of sub-
marines. (F •IS)

Collins, V. D. Boys' mihtary manual. (D
•18)

Colum, P. Adventures of Odysseus and the
tale of Troy. (My ^19)

Colum, P. Boy apprenticed to an enchant-
er. (Ja ^21)

Colum, P. Boy who knew what the birds
said. (Ja 19)

Colum, P. Children of Odin. (D '20)

Colum, P. Girl who sat by the ashes. (F
'20)

Colum, P. Golden fleece. (D '21)

Comstock, R. Lads who dared. (D '18)

(ioniadi, A. F:, and Thomas, W: A., Farm
spies (Jl '17)

Cornyn. J: H. Around the wigwam fire. (O
•21)

Cragin, L. E. Sunday story hour. (D '17)
Crump, I. Boys' book of policemen. (Je '17)

Crump, I. Boys' book of raih-oads. (O '21)

Crump. I. Boys' book of mounted police.
(Mr 'IS)

Curtis, A. Little maid of old Philadelphia.
(D '19)

Dana, E. N. Story of Jesus. (N '20)

Darrow, F. L. Boys' own book of great in-
ventions. (Mr '19)

Dasent, Sir G: W. East o' the sun and west o'

the moon. (My '17)

Davies, E. C. Boy in Serbia. (O '20)

Davies, M. C. Little freckled person. (N
•19)

Davis, R: H. Boy scout. (D ^17)

De Groot, C. When I was a girl in Holland.
(D •!?)
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De L,a Mare, W. J: Peacock pie. (Jl '17)

De La Mare, W. J: Three MuUa-muIgars.
(F '20)

Deland, E. D. Secret stairs. (O '21)
Delano, E. Two alike. (F '19)
Dickinson, A. D. and H. W., eds. Children's
book of patriotic stories. (D '17)

Dickinson, A. D. and H. "W., eds. Children's
second book of patriotic stories. (Je '18)

Dixon, R. Human side of animals. (D '18)
Dodge, L: Everychild. (O '21)
Driggs, L. L. Adventures of Arnold Adair.
(O '18)

Du Bois, M. C. Comrade Rosalie. (Ja '20)
Dudley, B. Bolivar Brown. (D '21)
Duganne, P. Ruthie. (O '21)
Duggan, J. P. Little acrobat. (N '19)
Duggan, J. P. Little Cuba libre. (D '18)
Dugmore, A. R. Adventures in Beaver
Stream camp. (D '18)

Dunn, B. A. Boy scouts of the Shenandoah.
(Ap '17)

Du Puy, W: A. Uncle Sam. fighter. (D

Dyer, W. A. Dogs of Boytown. (D '18)
Dyer, W. A. Five Babbitts at Bonnyacres.
(D '17)

Dyer, W. A. Sons of liberty. (Ja '21)
Eastman, C: A. Indian heroes and great

chieftains. (D '18)

Eastman. B. Indian legends retold. (N '19)
Eaton. W. P. Boy scouts in Glacier Park.
(D '18)

Eaton, W. P. On the edge of the widerness.
(D '20)

Edwards, C. Treasury of heroes and hero-
ines. (D '20)

Eells, E. S. Fairy tales from Brazil. (D '17)
Eells, E. S. Tales of enchantment from

Spain. (N '20)

Eells, E. S. Tales of giants from Brazil.
(D '18)

Elephant stories. (O '19)
Elias, E. L. Abraham Lincoln. (N '20)
Elias, E. L. Periwinkle's island. (N '20)
Ellsworth, H. Blue Jays in the Sierras. (D

'18)

Ernst, C. H. Blind trails. (D '19)
Evans, P. E. Daddy Pat of the marines.
(O '19)

Evans, L. B. America first (Ja '21)
Evison, M. Rainbow geld. (N '20)
Fabre, J. H. C. Animal life in field and gar-
den. (O '21)

Fabre, J. H. C. Field, forest and farm. (N
'19)

Fabre, J. H. C. Insect adventures. (Ja '18)
Fabre, J. H. C. Our humble helpers. (D '18)
Fabre, J. H. C. Secret of everyday things.
(N '20)

Fabre, J. H. C. Story-book of science. (D

Fall, D. Science for beginners. (Ja '18)
Fillmore, P. H. Czechoslovak fairy tales. (Ja
20)

Fillmore, P. H. Shoemaker's apron. (N '20)
Fisher, D. F. Understood Betsy. (O '17)
Forsey, M. S. Jack and me. (N '20)
Fraser, C. C. Boys' book of battles. (F

'20)

Fraser, C. C. Boy's book of sea fights. (N
'20)

Fraser, C. C. "Work-a-day heroes. (N '21)
Fraser, C. C. Young citizen's own book. (N

'20)

French, A. Golden Eagle. (D '17)
Frentz, E: W. Uncle Zeb and his friends.

(Ja '20)
Friedlander, G. Jewish fairy book. (N '20)
Fryer, E. M. Book of boyhoods. (D '20)
Fryer, J. Mary Frances first aid book. (N

'17)

Fyleman, R. Fairies and chimneys. (N '20)
Gaines. R. L.. and Read, G. W. Village shield.

(O '17)

Gardner, G. New Robinson Crusoe. (S '20)

Garis, H. R. Rick and Ruddy. (O '20)

Garis, H. R. Venture boys afloat. (D '17)

Gask, L. Treasury of animal stories. (N
'19)

Gate, E. M. Tales from the secret kingdom.
(D -19)

Gautier, J. Memoirs of a white elephant.
(Ap '17)

Ceil, W: B. Adventures in the African jungle
hunting pigmies. (Je '17)

Gilchrist, B. B. Camerons of Hlghboro. (N
•19)

Gilchrist, B. B. Cinderella's granddaughter.
(D -18)

Gilchrist, B. B. Kit. Pat and a few boys. (O
21)

Godoy, M. When I was a girl in Mexico.
(Je '19)

Goldsmith, M. I wonder why. (O '20)

Gollomb, J. That year at Lincoln high. (Ja
•19)

Gordon, M. D. Crystal ball. (O '20)

Goss, W. L. Jed's boy. (F '20)

Gowar, E: Adventures in Mother Goose
land. (O -20)

Graham, J. C. It happened at Andover. (N
'20)

Grattan-Smith, T. E. True blue. (N '20)

Gray, J. Elsie Marley, honey. (Ja '19)

Gray, J. Kathleen's probation. (Je '18)

Gray, J. Rosemary Graenaway. (S '20)

Gray, J. Rusty Miller. (Je '19)

Gray, V. G. Margery Morris. (F '18)

Greene, H. P. Pilot. (Je '17)

Gregor, E. R. War trail. (D '21)

Gregor, K. R. White otter. (Je '17)

Greenberg, D: S. Cockpit of Santiago Key.
(My '20)

Griffls, W: E. Belgian fairy tales. (D '19)

Griflis, W: E. Dutch fairy tales for young
folks. (Ja '19)

Griffls, W: E. Swiss fairy tales. (O '20)

Griflis, W: E. Welsh fairy tales. (D '21)

Grinnell, G: B. When buffalo ran. (Ap '21)

Griswold, F. Hindu fairy tales retold for
children. (D '18)

Grosvenor, J. Strange stories of the great
river. (N '18)

Grosvenor, J. Strange stories of the great
valley. (Je '17)

Grundtvig, S. H. Danish fairy tales. (F
'20)

Hagedorn, H. Boys' life of Theodore Roose-
velt. (F '19)

Hagedorn, H. You are the hope of the
world! (O '17)

Hale, B. Little allies. (D '18)

Hale, S. Inklings for thinklings. (F '20)

Hall, A. N. Carpentry and mechanics for
boys. (F '19)

Hall, M. E. Roger Williams. (D '17)

Hamilton, J. G. de R. and M. T. Life of
Robert E. Lee for boys and girls. (D '17)

Hardy, M. Fairy roads to Science-town. (My
•19)

Harper, W., comp. Story-hour favorites. (D
'18)

Harris, A. E. Hale Merrill's honey quest.
(D -18)

Harris, J. C. Uncle Remus returns. (N '18)

Hartley, G: I. Boy hunters in Demerara. (D
21)

Hasbrouck, L. S. Hall with doors. (N '20)

Hawkes, C. Master Frisky. (O '20)

Hawkes, C. Wood and water friends. (D
'17)

Hawksworth, H. Strange adventures of a
pebble. (N '21)

Henry, O., pseud. Ransom of Red Chief. (Ja
'19)

Herben, B. S. Jack O'Health and Peg O'Joy.
(N '21)

Heyliger, W: High Benton. (P '20)

Heyliger, W: High Benton—worker. (O '21)

Holland, R. S. All 'round our house. (N
•19)

Holland, R. S. Blue heron's feather. (D '17)

Holland, R. S. Refugee rock. (N '20)

Hooker, F. C. Prince Jan. (D ^21)

Hudson, W: H: Little boy lost. (Ja ^19)

Hueston, E. Leave it to Doris. (Ja '20)

Hughes, R. Fairy detective. (Ja '20')

Hunt, C. W. Little house in the woods. (D
'18)

Hunting, G. Sandsy himself. (D '18)

Hunting, H. G. Their friendly enemy. (O
•21)
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Hutchlns, F. W. and C. J. Sword of liberty.
(D -21)

Hyde, M. K. Girls' book of the Red cross.
(D "19)

Ingersoll, E. Raisin Creek exploring club.
(N '19)

Ingpen, R., ed. One thousand poems for
children. (F '21)

Jackson, G. E. Silverheels. (D '17)

Jacobs, J. Book of wonder voyages. (Ja '20)

Jefferson, C: E: Land of enough. (Ja '18)

Johns, C. S. Fairies' annual. (O '19)
Jones, R. M. St Paul, the hero. (O '17)

Johnson, G. Star people. (O '21)

Judson, K. B. Old Crow stories. (D '17)

Judson, K. B. Old Crow and his friends.
(D '18)

Kay, B. Elizabeth, her folks. (D '20)

Kay, B. Elizabeth, her friends. (D '20)

Kelland, C. B. Catty Atkins. (Mr '20)

Kelland, C. B. Catty Atkins, riverman. (S
'21)

Kellogg, V. L. Nuova. (N '20)

Kingsbury, H. O. All aboard for Wonder-
land. (D '17)

Knipe, E. and A. A. Cavalier maid. (F
'20)

Knipe, E. and A. A. Diantha's quest. (D '21)

Knipe, E. and A. A. Lost little lady. (D '17)
Knipe, E. and A. A. Luck of Denewood. (O

'21)

Knipe, E. and A. A. Maid of old Manhattan.
(D '17)

Knipe, E. and A. A. Mayflower maid. (O
'20)

Knipe, E. and A. A. Vive la France. (N
•19)

Krapp, G: P. Tales of true knights. (O '21)

Laboulaye, E. R, de. Laboulaye's fairy book.
(N '20)

Laing, M. E. Hero of the longhouse. (F '21)

Lamprey, L. Children of ancient Britain.
(D '21)

Lamprey, L. Days of the discoverers. (D '21)
Lamprey, L. In the days of the guild. (Ja

•19)

Lamprey, L. Masters of the guild. (N '20)

Lange, D. Lure of the Mississippi. (D '17)
Lange, D. Raid of the Ottawa. (N "21)

Langford. G: Kutnar, son of Pic. (O '21)
Langford, G: Pic, the weapon maker. (O

'20)

Lanier, H: W., ed. Book of bravery. (F '19)

Lanier, H: W., ed. Book of bravery; second
ser. (N '19)

Lanier, H: W., ed Book of bravery; third
ser. (Ja '21)

Lansing, M. F., and Gulick, L. H. Food and
hfe. (My '20)

Latham, H. S. Jimmy Quigg, office boy. (D
'20)

Latham, H. S. Marty lends a hand. (My '20)
Levinger, E. E. New land. (F '21)

Linderman, F. B. How it came about stories.
(O -21)

Lindsay, M. M. Bobby and the big road. (O
'20)

Lindsay, M. M., and Poulsson, E. Joyous
travelers. (O '19)

Lippincott, J. W. Red Ben, the fox of Oak
Ridge. (F '20)

Lisle, C. Diamond rock. (N '20)
Livermore, G: G. Team play. (D '21)
Livingston, R. Land of the great out-of-

doors. (N '20)

Livingstone, W: P. Story of Mary Slessor
for young people. (D '17)

Lofting, H. Story of Dr Dolittle. (Ja '21)
Long, W: J. How animals talk. (O '19)
Lord, K. Little playbook. (Ag '20)
Lorenzini, P. Heart of Pinocchio. (D '19)
Lynde, F. Donovan chance. (N '21)
MacArthur, R. A. Daisy. (O '19)
Macaulay, F. Camp Jolly. (D '17)
McCaleb, W. F. Happy. (Jl 'l?)

Macdonald, Z. K. Eileen's adventures in
Wordland. (N '20)

McFee, L N. Boy heroes in fiction. (N '20)

McFee, I. N. Boys and girls of many lands.
(D '17)

McFee, I. N. Girl heroines in fiction. (N '20)

McFee, I. N. Little friends in feathers. (N
'21)

McFee. I. N. Little tales of common things.
(D '18)

McFee, 1. N. Stories of American inven-
tions. (N '21)

McFee, I. N. Treasury of myths. (D '21)
Machard, A. When Tytie came. (O '20)

Mclsaac, F. J. Tony Sarg marionette book,
(Ja -22)

Mackain, F. E. Buzzy. (N '20)

McKinney, F. L. Blue Heron Cove. (D '18)
Macmillan, C. Canadian wonder tales. (D

'18)

McNeil, E. Buried treasure. (F '20)
McSpadden, J. W. Boys' book of famous

soldiers. (F '20)
Maeterlinck, M. Children's life of the bee.
(N '19)

Marcy, M. E. Stories of the cave people.
(N '18)

Marshall, A. Peggy in Toyland. (N '20)

Marshall, B. Cedrlc the forester. (O '21)
Marshall, H. E. This country of ours. (F

'18)

Mathews, B. J. Argonauts of faith. (Ag
'20)

Mathews, F. S. Book of birds for young
people. (S '21)

Mathiews, F. K., ed. Boy scouts book of
canipfire stories. (N '21)

Mathiews, F. K., ed. Boy scouts book of
stories. (O '19)

Mathewson, C. Second base Sloan. (Jl '17)

Meader, S. W. Black buccaneer. (N '20)

Meigs, C. Pool of stars. (My '20)

Meiklejohn, N. Cart of many colors. (My
'20)

Merington, M. More fairy tale plays. (D '17)

Meyer, Z. Orchard and meadow. (N '19)

Mijatovich, E. L., tr. Serbian fairy tales.

(S '18)

Miller, W. H. Boys' book of canoeing and
sailing. (My '17)

Miller, L. E: In the tiger's lair. (D '21)

Miller, W. H. Boy explorers in darkest New
Guinea. (D '21)

Miller, W. H. Sea fighters. (Ap '21)

Miller, W. H. Ring-necked grizzly. (O '20)

Mitchell, L. Circus comes to town. CO '21)

Mitchell, L. Here and now story book. (D
•21)

Moon, G. P. and C. Lost Indian magic.
(F '19)

Morgan, A. B. Little folks tramping and
camping. (N ^20)

Morgan, A. P. Boys' home book of science
and construction. (D '21)

Moses, M. J., ed. Treasury of plays for chil-
dren. (D '21)

Mullett, G: M. Betsy Lane, patriot. (N '19)

Murphy, M. A. American leaders. (Mr '21)

Newberry, P. Castaway Island. (D '17)

Newbolt, Sir H: J: Book of the happy war-
rior. (Ja '18)

Newbolt, Sir H: J: Book of the long trail.

(F '20)

Niemeyer, N. Stories for the history hour.
(D '17)

Olcott, F. J. Book of elves and fairies. (D
'18)

Olcott, F. J. Red Indian fairy book. (D '17)

Olcott, F. J. Tales of the Persian genii. (Ja
'18)

Olcott, F. J. Story-telling ballads. (Ja '21)

Olcott, F. J., ed. Wonder garden. (F '20)

Olcott, H. M. Whirling king, and other
French fairy tales. (O '20)

Oliver, M. I. G. First steps in the enjoy-
ment of pictures. (Ap '20)

Pacret, S. I sometimes think. (Jl '17)

Pairpont, N. M. Noel and the little people
of the woods. (N '21)

Parkman, M. R. Heroes of to-day. (D '17)

Parkman, M. R. Heroines of service. (D '17)

Parrv, T: W. When Daddy was a boy. (D
'17)

Parsons, G. Land of fair play. (O '19)

Patch, E. M. Little gateway to science. (Je
'20)

Pavne, F. U. Plays and pageants of citizen-
ship. (D '20)
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Payne, F. U. Plays and pageants of democ-

racy. (O '19)
. „^

Payne, F. U. Plays for Anychlld. (O '18)

Peattie, E. Newcomers. (D '17)

Peattie, E. Painted windows. (D '18)

Peck, L. B. Stories for good children. (F
'21)

Perkins, L. Belgian twins. (F '18)

Perkins, L. French twins. (F '19)

Perkins, L. Italian twins. (N '20)

Perkins, K Puritan twins. (D '21)

Perkins. L. Scotch twins. (My '20)

Perry, S. G. Girls' -nest. (O '18)

Phillips, E. C. Black-eyed Susan. (D '21)

Phillips, E. C. Wee Ann. (D '19)

Pier, A. S. Hilltop troop. (N '19)

Pier, A. S. Plattsburgers. (O '17)

Pier, A. S. Son decides. (Je '18)

Pitman, N. H. Chinese wonder book. (F
•20)

Pollock, F. L. Northern diamonds. (D '17)

Pollock, F. L. Wilderness honey. (D '17)

Potter, M. C. Rhymes of a child's world.
(N '20)

Price, E. B. Blue magic. (O '19)

Price, E. B. Happy venture. (O '21)

Price, E. B. Us and the bottle man. (O
'20)

Price, E. C. Stories from French history.
(Ja '22)

Pritchard, M. T., and Ovington, M. W.,
comps. Upward path. (O '20)

Pumpellv, R. Travels and adventures of
Raphael Pumpelly. (F '21)

Pyle, K., comp. and il. Mother's nursery
tales. (Ja '19)

Pyle, K. Tales of folk and fairies. (D '19)

Pyle, K. Tales of wonder and magic. (F
'21)

Quinn, E. V., ed. Stokes' wonder book of

fairy tales. (D '17)

Rankin, C. Girls of Highland hall. (N '21)

Rhoades, C. H. Four girls of forty years
ago. (N '20)

Rhoades, C. H. When Gretel was fifteen. (O
'21)

Rhys, G., comp. Children's garland of verse.

(N '21)

Rice, G., ed. Boys' book of sports. (D '17)

Richards, L. B. Honor Bright. (O '20)

Rollins, M. Village pest. (Ja '18)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Aztec-hunters. (Ja '19)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Book of cowboys. (O
'21)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Boy with the U.S.
secret service. (D '21)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Boy wth the U.S.
trappers. (My '20)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Boy with the U.S.
weather men. (Ja '18)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Hunting hidden trea-
sure in the Andes. (D '21)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Polar hunters. (Jl 17)

Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: Wonder of war in the
air. (F '18)

, ,^ ,

Rutledge, A. H. Tom and I on the old plant-
ation. (D '18)

Sabin, E. L. Opening the iron trail. (Ja '20)

Samson, R. M. Schoolgirl allies. (Ja '18)

Sanderson, E. Daring deeds of great path-
finders. (D '19)

Saunders, M. Bonnie Prince Fetlar. (N '20)

Saunders, M. Golden Dicky. (N '19)

Saxe, M. S. Our little Quebec cousin. (F
'20)

Schorer, E. Wishing ring. (Ja '20)

Schultz, J. W. Gold cache. (D '17)

Schultz, J. W. Lone Bull's mistake. (D '18)

Schultz, J. W. Rising Wolf, the white Black-
foot. (F '20)

Schultz, J. W. Running Eagle. (My '19)

Schultz, J. W. War-trail fort. (O '21)

Scott, E. Elizabeth Bess. (D '17)

Scott, E. Loyalty of Elizabeth Bess. (D '18)

Scoville, S:, jr. Blue pearl. (N '20)

Scoville, S: Boy scouts in the wilderness.
(N '19)

Seaman, A. H. Crimson patch. (O '20)

Seaman, A. H. Dragon's secret. (O '21)

Seaman, A. H. Girl next door. (D '17)

Seaman, A. H. Slipper Point mystery. (N
'19)

Seaman, A. H. Three sides of Paradise
Green. (D '18)

Sedgwick, A. D. Childhood in Brittany
eighty years ago. (N '19)

Seebach, J. F. and M. R. Singing weaver.
(D '17)

Seers, H. W. Nature stories to tell to chil-
dren. (D '18)

Segovia, G. Spanish fairy book. (Ja '19)

Segur, S. Old French fairy tales. (F '21)
Seton, E. T. Woodland tales. (My '21)

Sherard, J. L: Blueberry bear. (O '20)
Sheridan, S. N. Billy Vanilla. (N '19)
Sholl, A. M. Faery tales of Weir. (Ja '19)

Singmaster, E. Long journey. (Ap '17)

Skinner, A. M. and E. L., comps. Child's
book of modern stories. (Ja '21)

Skinner, A. M. and E. L., comps. Pearl story
book. (Ap '19)

Skinner, A. M. and E. L., comps. and eds.
Garnet story book. (My '20)

Skinner, A. M. and E. L., comps. Topaz story
book. (Ja '18)

Skinner, A. M. and E. L. Turquoise story
book. (D '18)

Skinner, E. L. and A. M. Children's plays.
(My '20)

Smith, C. L. Gus Harvey. (Ja '21)

Smith, D: E. Number stories of long ago.
(O '19)

Smith, E. S., ed. Good old stories for boys
and girls. (Je '19)

Smith, E. S., ed. Heroines of history and
legend. (O '21)

Smith, E. S., c»mp. Mystery tales for boya
and girls. (D '17)

Smith, E. S., comp. Peace and patriotism.
(D -19)

Smith, L. R. Like-to-do stories. (O '20)

Smith, M. S. Maid of Orleans. (P '21)

Smith, N. A. Christmas child. (Ja '21)

Snell, R. J. Captain Kituk. (D '18)

Snell, R. J. Eskimo Robinson Crusoe. (D
'17)

Spears, R. S. "Driftwood." (O '21)

Spyri, J. Cornelli. (N '20)

Spyri, J. Little Miss Grasshopper. (F '19)

Spyrl, J. Tiss, a little Alpine waif. (D '21)

Spyri, J. Toni, the little wood-carver. iO
'20)

Steel, F. A. English fairy tales. (D '18)

Stein, E. Our little crusader cousin of long
ago. (My '21)

Steiner, E: A. Uncle Joe's Lincoln. (F '19)

Stephens, J. Irish fairy tales. (F '21)

Stewart, M. "Tell me a story I never heard
before." (Ja '20)

Stone, G. Cou.sin Nancy and the Lees of
Clifford. (N '20)

Stone, G. Jane and the owl. (O '20)

Stuart, F. P. Adventures of Piang. (D '17)

Sullivan, A. Brother Eskimo. (N '21)

Syrett, N. Robin Goodfellow. (Mr '18)

Taggart, M. A. Pilgrim maid. (My '20)

Tappan, E. M. Hero stories of France. (Je
'20)

Tappan, E. M. Little book of the war. (F
'19) ^

Tappan, E. M. Our European ancestors. (D
'18)

Tarbell, I. M. Boy scouts' life of Lincoln.
(D '21) , ,

Taylor, F. L. Two Indian children of long
ago. (F '21)

Taylor, I. A. Joan of Arc. (O '20)

Taylor, K. H. Real stuff. (O '21)

Teixeira de Mattos, A. L: Tyltyl. (N '20)

Theiss, L: E. Champion of the foothills. (D
'18)

Theiss L: E. Hidden aerial. (D '19)

Theiss, L: E. Young wireless operator—as a

fire patrol. (O '21)
^ ^. ^ i

Thompson, J. M. Over Indian and animal

trails (F '19)

Thompson, W: Wigwam wonder tales. (O

Tolman, A. W. Jim Spurling, fisherman. (D
'18)

Tomlinson, E. T. Mysterious rifleman. (D

TomUnson, E. T. Young people's history of

the American revolution. (D 21)

Tomlinson, P. G. Princeton boy under the

Town^end, R. M. Journey to the garden gate.

(F '20)
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Travel stories. (O '20)
i'urkingrton, G. A. My country. (D '18)
Turner, N. B. Zodiac Town. (D '21)
Turpln, E. H: L. Old mine's secret. (D '21)
Turpin, E. H: L,. Treasure mountain. (O '20)
Turpin, E. H: L. Peggy of Roundabout lane.
(D '17)

Tattle, W. C. Reddy Brant. (O '20)
Vaizey, J. Betty Trevor. (Mr '17)

Van Loon, H. W. Ancient man. (F '21)
Van Loon, H. W. Story of mankind. (D '21)

Van Teslaar, J. S. When I was a boy in Rou-
mania. (Jl '17)

Vincent, F. S. Peter's adventures in Mead-
owland. (N '20)

Wade. M. H. Leaders to liberty. (N '19)
Wade, M. H. Twin travelers in South
America. (D '18)

Wade, M. H. Twin travelers in the Holy
Land. (D '19)

Walker, D. S. Dream boats. (F '19)

Walker, A. Sandman's rainy day stories.
(O '20)

Walker, A. Sandman's stories of Drusilla
doll. (O '20)

Walker, H: C. Jimmy Bunn stories. (N '20)

Wallace, D. Arctic stowaways. (Ja '18)
Wallace, D. Ragged inlet guards. (Mr '20)

Warner. G. C. Star stories for little folks. (O
•18)

Watson, V. C. With Cortes the conqueror.
(Ja '19)

Weeks A. D. Squaw Point. (D '19)
White, E. O. Blue aunt. (F '19)

Whyte, A. G. World's wonder stories. (D
•17)

Widdemer, M. Winona of Camp Karonya. (Ja
'18)

Wildman, E. Famous leaders of industry.
(My '20)

Wilhelm, R., ed. Chinese fairy book. (D '21)

Wilkinson, A. Boy holidays in the Louisiana
wilds. (D -17)

Wilson, E. N. White Indian boy. (D '19)

Wood, I. F. Heroes of early Israel. (F '21)

Wright, L L. With the little folks. (N '19)
Wynne, A. For days and days. (N '19)

Yard, R. S. Top of the continent. (D '17)
Zwilgmeyer, D. What happened to Inger
Johanne. (D '19)

Books in general. Squire, J. C. (N '19)
Books in general; second ser. Squire, J: C. (S

'20)

Books in the war. Koch, T. W. (D '19)

Books on the table. Gosse. E. W: (Jl '21)

Booksellers and bookselling
Graham, B. Bookman's manual. (S '21)

Longman, W. Tokens of the eighteenth cen-
tury connected with booksellers and book-
makers. (Jl '17)

Newton, A. E: Magnificent farce. (D '21)

Boomerang. Gray, D: (P '19)

Boone Stop. Croy, H. (O '18)

Boot and shoe industry. Harding, J. S. (Ap
•19)

Booth, William, 1829-1912
Begble, H. Life of William Booth. (My '20)

Bom fool. Byrd, J: W. (F '20)

Borneo
Shelford, R. W. C. Naturalist in Borneo. (S

'17)

Description and travel
Lumholtz, K: S. Through central Borneo.
(D '20)

Borough treasurer. Fletcher. J. S. (S '21)
Borrowdale tragedy. Dawson, W: J. (F '21)

Bose, Sir Jagadis Chandra, 1858-
Geddes, P. Life and works of Sir Jagadis
Chandra Bose. (My '21)

Boss and the machine. Orth, S: P. (Ag '19)

Boston
Fisher, W: A. Notes on music in old Boston.

(F '19)

History
Thwing, A. H. Crooked and narrow streets

of the town of Boston, lfi30-1822. (D '20)
Bostwick's budget. Dowst, H: P. (F '21)
Boswell of Baghdad. Lucas, E: V. (My '18)

Botany
Bonnier, G. E. M. Name this flower. (Mr '18)
Bower. F: O. Botany of the living plant.
(F '20)

Clements, F: E: Plant succession. (My '17)
Densmore, H. D. General botany for uni-

versities and colleges. (My '20)
P'arrer, R. J; On the eaves of the world. (Ap

Faulkner, H. W. Mysteries of the flowers.
(My '17)

Gager, C: S. Fundamentals of botany. (Je
'17)

Ganong, W: F. Textbook of botany for col-
leges. (Je '17)

Jeffrey, E: C: Anatomy of woody plants.
(Ap '18)

Keeler, H. L. Our northern autumn. (D '20)
Keeler, H. L. Wayside flowers of summer.

(Je '17)

Transeau, E. N. Science of plant life. (Mr
ly)

Nantucket
Albertson, A. O. Nantucket wild flowers. (Je

'21)

Botany, Economic
Cook, M. T. Applied economic botany. (F

'20)

Boundaries
Fawcett. C: B. Frontiers. (F '19)
Holdich, Sir T: H. Political frontiers and
boundary making. (Ap '17)

Boundaries of Europe and the Near East.
Holdich, T: H. (S '19)

Bounder. Hodges, A. (Je '19)
Bourru, soldier of France. Taboureau, Capl-

taine. (Je '19)
Box with broken seals. Oppenheim, E: P.

(D '19)

Boxes
Salade, R. F. How paper boxes are made.

(S '21)
Boy actl\ity projects. Blackburn, S: A. (Ap

•19)

Boy apprenticed to an enchanter. Colum, P.
(Ja '21)

Boy behavior. Burger, W. H. (Ag '19)
Boy bird house architecture. Baxter, L. H.

(My '20)
Boy explorers In darkest New Guinea. Miller,

W. H. (D '21)
Boy heroes in fiction. McFee, I. N. (N '20)
Boy holidays In the Louisiana wilds. Wilkin-

son, A. (D '17)

Boy hunters in Demerara. Hartley, G: I. CD
•21)

Boy in Serbia. Davies, E. C. (O '20)
Boy of Bruges. Cammaerts, E. and T. (O '18)
Boy scout. Davis, R: H. (D '17)

Boy scouts
Baden-Powell, R. S. S. Scoutmastership. (S

'20)

Mathiews, F. K., ed. Boy scouts book of
campflre stories. (N '21)

Boy scouts book of campflre stories. Mathiews,
F. K., ed. (N '21)

Boy scouts book of stories. Mathiews, F. K.,
ed. (O '19)

Boy scouts in (Slacier Park. Eaton, W. P. (D
'18)

Boy scouts in the wilderness. Scoville, S: (N
'19)

Boy scouts' life of Lincoln. Tarbell, I. M. (D
•21)

Boy scouts of the Shenandoah. Dunn, B. A.
(Ap '17)

Boy who knew what the birds said. Colum, P.
(Ja '19)

Boy with the guns. Taylor. G: W: (Ag '19)

Boy with the U.S. secret service. Rolt-Wheeler,
F. W: (D '21)

Boy with the U.S. trappers. Rolt-Wheeler,
F. W: (My '20)

Boy with the U.S. weather men. Rolt-
Wheeler, F. W: (Ja '18)

Boy Woodburn. Ollivant, A. (Je '18)

Boyhood of Abraham Lincoln. Gore, J: R. (Je
•21)

Boys
Appel, J. H. Making of a man. (Ja ^22)

Burger, W. H. Boy behavior. (Ag '19)

Cheley, F. H. Stories for talks to boys. (Ap
'20)

Clark, T: A. High school boy and his prob-
lems. (N '20)

Livermore, G: G. Take it from Dad. (F '21)
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Boys—Continued
Smith, H: L: Your biggest job, school or

business. (F '21)

Bibliography
Veal, R. T. Classified bibliography of boy

life and organized work with boys. (S '19)

Boys' airplane book. Collins, A. F: (N '19)

Boys and girls of many lands. McFee, I. N.
(D '17)

Boys' book of battles. Fraser, C. C. (F '20)

Boys' book of canoeing and sailing. Miller,

W. H. (My '17)

Boys' book of chemistry. Clarke, C: R. (F '19)

Boys* book of engine building. Collins, A. F:
(O '18)

Boys' book of famous soldiers. McSpadden,
.J. W. (F '20)

Boy's book of magic. Carrington, H. (N '20)

Boys' book of model boats. Yates, R. F. (N
•20)

Boys' book of mounted police. Crump, I.

(Mr '18)

Boys' book of policemen. Crump, I. (Je '17)

Boys' book of railroads. Crump, I. (O '21)

Boys' book of sea fights. Fraser, C. C. (N
20)

Boys' book of sports. Rice, G., ed. (D '17)

Boys' book of submarines. Collins, A. F: and
V. D. (F '18)

Boys' camp manual. Taylor, C: K. (F '18)

Boys' home book of science and construction.
Morgan, A. P. (D '21)

Boys' life of Lafayette. Nicolay, H. (N '20)

Boys' life of Theodore Roosevelt. Hagedorn, H.
(F '19)

Boys' military manual. Collins, V. D. (D '18)

Boys' own book of great inventions. Darrow,
F. L. (Mr '19)

Bracelet of garnets. Kuprin, A. I. (Je '17)

Bradish, Prudence, pseud. See Gavit, L. (My
19)

Brahmadarsanam. Acharya, A. (Ja '18)

Branded. Lynde. F. (Je '18)

Branding iron. Burt, K. N. (S '19)

Brandon of the engineers. Bindloss, H. (Mr
•17)

Brass. Norris, C: G. (S '21)

Brass check. Sinclair, U. B. (Ap '20)

Brassbounder. Bone, D: W: (S '21)

Brave Belgians. Buflln, C, ed. (Ap '18)

Brazil
Cooper, C. S. Brazilians and their country.

(Ja '18)

Cunninghame Graham, R. B. Brazilian
mystic. (Ag '20)

Elliott, L. E. Brazil today and tomorrow.
(My '17)

Brazilian mystic. Cunninghame Graham, R.
B. (Ag '20)

Breaches of Anglo-American treaties. Bigelow,
J: (My '17)

Bread
Handy, A. L. War-time breads and cakes.

(Je '18)

Taylor, A. E. War bread. (Jl '18)

Breakers and granite. Fletcher, J: G. (Je
•21)

Breathing
Gaines, T: R. Vitalic breathing. (O '21)

Haldane, J: S. Organism and environment
as Illustrated by the physiology of breath-
ing. (O '17)

Lankow, E: How to breathe right. (O '18)

Breathless moment. Coxon, M. (S '20)

Breshkovsky, Mme Catherine, 1845-
Breshkovsky, C. Little grandmother of the
Russian revolution. (Ja '18)

Brevoort, Henry, 1782-1848
Irving, W. Letters of Washington Irving to
Henry Brevoort. (Mr '19)

Briary bush. Dell. F. (D '21)

Bricklaying
Scrimshaw, S. Bricklaying in modern prac-

tice. (F '21)

Bride of Corinth. France, A., pseud. (F '21)

Bridge, Sir Frederick, 1844-
Bridge, F: Westminster pilgrim. (My '20)

Bridge, Norman, 1844-
Bridge, N. Marching years. (Ja '21)

Bridge across. Harker, L. A. (Ja '22)

Bridge of kisses. Onions, B. (D '20)

Bridge of time. Warner, W: H: (Ja '20)

Brief description of the Holy sepulchre. Jef-
fery, G: H. E. (Jl '20)

Brief history of Europe from 1789 to 1815.
Holt, L. H., and Chilton, A. W. (F '20)

Brief history of the great war. Hayes, C. J. H.
(Jl -20)

Brief history of the Philippines. Fernandez,
L. H. (Ag '19)

Brieux, Eugene, 1858-
Scheifley, W: H. Brieux and contemporary
French society. (Ja '18)

Brightener. Williamson, C: N. and A. M. (D
•21)

Brimming cup. Fisher, D. F. (Ap '21)

Bringing out Barbara. Train, E. (D '17)

Bristol, Rhode Island

History
Munro, W. H. Tales of an old seaport. (My
18)

Britain after the peace. Villiers, B. (N '18)

Britain and greater Britain in the nineteenth
century. Hughes. E: A. (Jl '20)

Britain in arms. DestrSe, J. (N '17)

Britain's civilian volunteers. Bowser, T. (Jl
17)

British airships. Whale, G: (Jl '20)

British-American discords and concords. (F
19, Ag ig)

British campaigns in Africa and the Pacific,
1914-1918. Dane, E. (D '20)

British campaigns in Flanders. Fortescue,
J: W: (S '19)

British campaigns in the nearer East. Dane,
E. (F '20)

Qritish Columbia
Bell, A. Sunset Canada, British Columbia and

beyond. (Jl '18)

Description and travel

Freeman, L: R. Down the Columbia. (D '21)

Haworth, P. L. On the headwaters of Peaco
river. (Ja '18)

British corn trade. Barker, A. (F '21)

British empire and a league of peace. Adams,
G: B. (Jl '19)

British exploits in South America. Koebel, W:
H: (O '17)

British fleet in the great war. Hurd, A. S. (Ja
19)

British foreign policy in Europe to the end of
the 19th century. Egerton, H. E: (F '18)

British Guiana
Beebe, W: Edge of the Jungle. (D '21)

Beebe, W: Jungle peace. (D '18)

Beebe, W:, and others. Tropical wild liie

in British Guiana. (Je '18)

Description and travel

Clementi, M. P. R. Through British Guiana
to the summit of Roraima. (S '21)

LaVarre, W: J. Up the Mazaruni for dia-
monds. (Ja ^20)

British heraldry. Davenport, C. J. H. (D "21)

British in Capri, 1806-1808. Knowles, L. (Ja
19)

British In South America
Koebel, W: H: British exploits In South
America. (O '17)

British labor and the war. Kellogg, P. U., and
Gleason, A. H. (Je '19)

British labor conditions and legislation dur-
ing the war. Hammond, M. B. (Je ^20)

British museum library. Rawllngs, G. B. (Ap
•17)

British navy at war. Dixon, W: M. (S '17)

British navy in battle. Pollen, A. J. H. (Mr
•19)

British revolution and the American democ-
racy. Angell, N., pseud. (Ap ^19)

British supremacy and Canadian self-govern-
ment, 1839-1854. Morison, J : L. (O '20)

British war administration. Fairlie, J: A. (Ja
•20)

Brittany
Fedden, R. Golden days. (Ja ^20)

Mosher, A. Spell of Brittany. (Ja ^21)

Sedgwick, A. D. Childhood In Brittany
eighty years ago. (N '19)

Broaches and broaching. Viall, E. (Ja '19)
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Broad stripes and bright stars. Bailey, C. S.
(My '20)

Broads, 1919. Money-Coutts, H. B. (Je '21)
Brodie and the deep sea. Eng title of Chil-

dren of storm. Wylie. I. A. R. (N '20)
Broken gate. Hough, JE. (N '17)
Broken homes. Colcord, J. C. (Ag '19)
Broken journey. Gaunt, M. E. B. (Ja '20)
Broken laugh. Villars, M. (O '20)
Broken lights. Hughes. G. (D '20)
Broken music. Low, B: R. C. (F '21)
Broken shackles. Gordon, J: (Je '21)
Broken soldier and the maid of France. Van

Dyke, H: (N '19)
Broken to the plow. Dobie, C: C. (O '21)
Broken wing. Naidu, S. (My '17)
Bromley neighborhood. Brown, A. (S '17)

Bronshtein, Lev Davidovich. See Trotzky, L..,

pseud. (Ap '18)

Bronte, Charlotte, 1816-1855
Bronte society. Charlotte Bronte. (Ap '19)

Brooke. Rupert, 1887-1915
De la Mare, W. J: Rupert Brooke and the

intellectual imagination. (My '20)
Marsh, E: H. Rupert Brooke. (N '18)

Brooke, Stopford Augustus, 1832-1916
Jacks, L. P. Life and letters of Stopford
Brooke. (F '18)

Broome street straws. Holliday, R. C. (Ja '20)
Brother Eskimo. Sullivan, A. (N '21)
Brothers in arms. Powell, E. A. (Ag '17)
Brought forward. Cunninghame Graham, R. B.

(F '18)

Brown, John, 1810-1882
Wilson, H. P. John Brown, soldier of for-

tune. (D '19)
Brown brethren. MacGill, P. (Ap '18)

Brown-eyed Susan. Irwin, G. (O '17)
Brown moth. Graeve, O. (Mr '21)
Brown study. Richmond, G. L. (Je '17)
Brown Wolf. London, J. (F '21)

Browning, Robert, 1812-1889
Brett- Smith, H. F. B. Peacock's Four ages

of poetry, Shelley's Defence of poetry,
Browning's Essay on Shelley. (Ja '22)

Powell, J: W. Confessions of a Browning
lover. (My '18)

Bruce. Terhune ,A. P, (S '20)

Bruno, Giordano, 1548-1600
Boulting, W: Giordano Bruno. (P '18)

Brute gods. Wilkinson, L: U. (D '19)
Bubble. AVeaving, Powell, E. A. (Ag '17)

Buccaneer farmer. Bindloss, H. (Ap '19)
Buck. Stewart. C: D: (Mr '19)
Bucking the tiger. Abdullah, A, (O '17)

Buckley, James Monroe, 1836-
Mains, G: P. James Monroe Buckley. (N '17)

Buddhism
Anesaki. M. Nichiren, the Buddhist prophet.
(Ap '17)

Coomaraswamy, A. K. Buddha and the gos-
pel of Buddhism. (Ag '17)

Saunders, K. J. Gotama Buddha. (Ap '21)
Starr, F: Korean Buddhism. (F '19)

Buddy ballads. Braley, B. (Ja '20)
Buddy's blighty. Turner, J. (N '18)

Budget
Cleveland, F: A., and Buck, A. E. Budget
and responsible government. (Jl '20)

Fitzpatrick, E: A: Budget making in a de-
mocracy. (Mr '19)

Gulick, L. H. Evolution of the budget in
Massachusetts. (Jl '20)

Stourm, R. Budget. (D '17)
Willoughby, W: F. Movement for budge-
tary reform in the states. (Mr '19)

Willoughby, W: F. Problem of a national
budget. (Mr '19)

Budgett, Mrs Sidney. See Dejeans, E.
Buff: a collie. Terhune, A. P. (S '21)

Buffalo Bill, pseud. See Cody, W: F: (Jl '20)
Bugle rhymes from France. Linebarger, P. M.

W. (Ja '19)

Builder of the new South. Tompkins, D. A.
(Ja '21)

Builders. Glasgow, E. A. G. (D '19)
Builders of democracy. Greenlaw, E. A. (F

•20)

Building
Emerson, D: B. Modern building superin-
tendence and the writing of specifications.
(F '22)

Building the Pacific railway. Sabin, E. L. (Ja
'20)

Buildings, equipment and supplies. (Je '19)

Bulgaria
Description and travel

Bates, J. V: Our allies and enemies in the
Near East. (Ap '19)

Politics and government
Logio, G: C. Bulgaria; problems and politics.

(O '19)
Bulldog Carney. Eraser, W: A. (Ja '20)
Bulletin of the Public Affairs Information Ser-

vice. Public Affairs Information Service.
(Mr '18)

Bullets and billets. Bairnsfather. B. (Mr '17)
Bullitt mission to Russia. Bullitt, W: C. (Ja

'20)

Bulwark against Germany. Vosnjak, B. (Ap
•19)

Bunch-grass and blue-joint. Linderman, F.
B. (S '21)

Burgess animal book for children. Burgess,
T. W. (D '20)

Burgess bird book for children. Burgess,
T. W. (D '19)

Burglar of the zodiac. Ben6t, W: R. (N '18)
Burgomaster of Stilemonde. Maeterlinck, M.

(Ap '19)

Buried treasure. McNeil, E. (F '20)

Burial
Dowd, Q. L. Funeral management and costs.

(Je '21)

Burned bridges. Sinclair, B. W: (O '19)

Burnett-Smith, A. See Smith, A. S.

Burnham, Daniel Hudson, 1846-1912
Moore, C: Daniel H. Burnham, architect.

(Ja '22)
Burning sands. Weigall, A. E: P. B. (N '21)
Burning secret. Branch, S. (Ja '20)

Burns, Robert. 1759-1796
Burns, R. Sylvander and Clarlnda. (D '17)
Neilson, W: A. Robert Burns: how to know
him. (S '17)

Burroughs, John, 1837-1921
Barrus, C. John Burroughs. (D '20)

Sharp, D. L. Seer of Slabsides. (N '21)

Burrows, Julius Caesar, 1837-1915
Orcutt, W: D. Burrows of Michigan and the
Republican party. (F '18)

Business
Babson, R. W. Fundamentals of prosperity.

(F '21)

Bassett, W: R. Organization of modern
bu.siness. (N '21)

Bexell, J: A. First lessons in business. (O
•19)

Collins, A. F: and V. D. Putnam^s hand-
book of buying and selling. (Je '20)

De Haas, J. A. Business organization and
administration. (S '20)

Douglas, A. W. Merchandising. (F '20)

Duncan, C. S: Commercial research. (F
•20)

Forbes, W: C. Romance of business. (D '21)

Frederick, J. G: Great game of business.
(F '2^)

Gantt, H: L. Organizing for work. (N '19)

Gardner, E: H. New collection methods. (F
'20)

Gerstenberg, C: W: Principles of business.
(S '19)

Gerstenberg, C: W., and Johnson, W. S. Or-
ganization and control. (N '17)

Hanson, D. L: Business philosophy of
Moses Irons. (Ja '21)

Hurley, E. N. Awakening of business. (F
'18)

Jones, E: D: Administration of industrial en-
terprises. (My '17)

Kellv, F. C. Human nature in business. (Jl
•20)

Larson, C. D. Business inspirations. (N
'19)

LIpman, F: L. Creating capital. (Je '18)

Montague, G. H. Business competition and
the law. (My '17)
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Business —Continued
Morley, L. H., and Kight, A. C. 2400 busi-
ness books and guide to business litera-
ture. (N '20)

Norton, H. R. Textbook on retail tolling.
(Ag '19)

Peirce, P: Human side of business. (My '18)
Purinton, E: E. Personal efficiency in busi-

ness. (S '19)
Saunders, A., and Creek, H. L., eds. Litera-
ture of business. (Ap '21)

Schoch, P., and Gross, M. Elements of busi-
ness. Je '19

Secrist, H. Statistics in business. (D '20)
Stein, L. Buying brains. (Mr '19)

Business competition and the law. Montague,
G. H. (My '17)

Business correspondence. See Commercial cor-
respondence

Business costs. Eggleston, De W. C, and Rob-
inson, F: B. (My '21)

Business education
Cody, S. Commercial tests and how to use
them. (S '19)

Hotchkiss, W. E. Higher education and busi-
ness standards. (Je '18)

Business etiilcs
Babson, R. W. Religion and business. (My

'21)

Fowler, N. C. jr. Grasping opportunity. (N

Reed, H. B. Morals of monopoly and competi-
tion. (S '17)

Business language
Clapp, J: M. Talking business. (Ag '20)

Business law. See Commercial law
Business law for business men. Crane, U. E.

(Je '17)

Business law for engineers. Allen, C. F. (Mr
'18)

Business man and his "overflow." Sweet.
W: E. (Je '19)

Business management
Parsons, F. W. American business methods.

(Je '21)

Business man's English, spoken and written.
Bartholomew, W. E., and Hurlbut, F. (F
'21)

Business of finance. Withers, H. (N '18)
Business of home management. Pattison, M. S.

(Ap '19)
Business of the household. Taber, C. W., and

others. (N '18)

Business of war. Marcosson, I: F: (Je '18)
Business philosophy of Moses Irons. Hanson,

D. L: (Ja '21)
Business research and statistics. Frederick,

J. G: (N '20)
Business writing. Lee, J. M., ed. (Ag '20)
"Busy"; the life of an ant. McCaleb, W. F. (My

'19)

Butler, Samuel, 1835-1902
Jones, H: P. Samuel Butler. (F '20)

Butte, Montana
Davis, Q: W. Sketches of Butte. (Jl '21)

Butterflies
Weed, C. M. Butterflies worth knowing. (Je

•17)

autters, Harry, 1892-1916
Butters, H. Harry Butters, R. F. A. (Mr
18)

Buying brains. Stein, L. (Mr '19)
Buzzy. Mackain, P. E. (N '20)
By advice of counsel. Train. A. C. (My '21)
By-paths in Sicily. Heaton, E. O. (D '20)
Bye-paths in curio collectng. Hayden, A. (N

'20)

By the waters of Africa. Lorlmer, N. O. (D
•17)

By the waters of Fiume. Zanella, N. (Jl '20)
"By the world forgot.'^ Brady, C. T. (Ja '18)

Bywater, Ingram, 1840-1914
Jackson. W: W. Ingram Bywater. (N '17)

Byways in Southern Tuscany. Hooker, K. (Ja
•19)

Cabin. Blasco Ibafiez, V. (Mr '18)
Cabin fever. Bower, B. M., pseud. (Mr •IS)
Cactus Center. Chapman, A. (Ap '21)

Cadet manual. Steever, E. Z., and Prink, J. L.
(Ap '18)

Caesar or nothing. Baroja y Nessi, P. (My '19)

Cafeteria
Geary, B. Handbook of the association cafe-

teria. (N '17)
Cairn of stars. MacDonnell, J. P. C. (Jl '20)

Cairns, Kate, pseud. See Bosher, K. L. (Ap
-18)

Caius Gracchus. Gregory, O. (Ja '21)

Cake
Handy, A. L. War-time breads and cakes.

(Je '18)

Cake, pastry and dessert dishes. Hill, J. (O
'17)

Cake upon the waters. Akins, Z. (O '19)

Calder6n de la Barca, PedrOf 1600-1681
Madariaga, S. de. Shelley and Calderon. (O

'21)

Calendar of leading experiments. Franklin,
W: S., and MacNutt, B. (S '19)

Calhoun, John Caldwell, 1782-1850
Meigs, W: M. Life of John Caldwell Cal-
houn. (Ja '18)

Caliban. George, W. L. (O '20)

California
Chase, J. S. California desert trails. (N

•19

Description and travel
Murphy, T: D. Oregon, the picturesque. (Ja

•18)

Sloane, J. M. Smiling hill-top and other
California sketches. (D '19)

History
Canfield, C. L., ed. Diary of a forty-niner.

(Ja '21)

Missions
Carter, C: P. Stories of the old missions of

California. (Ap '18)

Hall, T. California trails. (My '21)

Fiction

Chase, J. S. Penance of Magdalena. (Ag
•20)

California trails. Hall, T. (My '21)

Call Mr Fortune. Bailey. H: C. (My '21)

Call of the offshore wind. Paine, R. D. (N '18)

Call of the Republic. Wise, J. C. (Jl '17)

Call of the soil. Bertrand, A. (D '19)
Call of the surf. Heilner, V. C, and Stick, F.

(N '20)

Calorific power of fuels. Poole, H. (D '18)

Calorimeters and calorimetry
Poole, H. Calorific power of fuels. (D '18)

Calvary alley. Rice, A. C. (O '17)

Calvin, John, 1509-1564
Menzies, A. Study of Calvin, and other pa-
pers. (Je 19)

Cam design and manufacture. Jacobs, F: B.
(Je '21)

Cambridge essays on adult education. Perry,
R. St J:, ed. (Ag '21)

Cambridge essays on education. (Ja '19)

Cambridge history of American literature. (Ja
'18)

Cambridge history of American literature.
(Mr '19)

Cambridge history of American literature. (Ap
'21)

Cambridge history of English literature. (Mr

Cambridge readings in Italian literature. Bul-
lough, E:, ed. (Jl '21)

Camerons of Highboro. Gilchrist, B. B. (N
•19)

Camilla. Robins, E. (D ^18)

Camion cartoons. Day, K. H. (P '20)

Camion letters. (Mr '18)

Camouflage cookery. Moore, H. W. (D '18)

Campaign diary of a French oflScer. Nicolas.
R. (Je '17)

Campaigning in the Balkans. Lake, H. (Ja '19)

Campaigns and intervals. Giraudoux, J. (Mr '18)

Camp Jolly. Macaulay, F. (D '17)

Campbell, John Archibald, 1811-1889
Connor, H: G. John Archibald Campbell.

(Je '20)

Campbell, Joseph. See MacCathmhaoll, S.

pseud.
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Camp-fire verse. Haynes, W., and Harrison,
J. L., comps. (Ja '18)

Camp-fires and giiide-posts. Van Dyke, H:
(Ag- '21)

Camping
Beard, D. C. American boys' handybook of
camp-lore and woodcraft. (D '20)

Childs, W. M. Holidays in tents. (S '21)
Coale, A. W. Summer in the girls" camp.
^(O '19)
Fordyce, C. P. Touring afoot. (S '17)
Jessup, E. H. Motor camping book. (My '21)

Kephart, H. Camping and woodcraft. (My
-21)

Miller, \V. H. Camping out. (Je '18)

Pinkerton, K. S. Woodcraft for women. (S
'17)

Verrill, A. H. Book of camping. (S- '17)

Camping and woodcraft. Kephart, H. (My '21)

Camping with Henry. Cheley, F. H. (S 'IS)

Camps (Military)
Taylor, C: K. Boys' camp manual. (F '18)

Camps and trails in China. Andrews, R. C.
and Y. B. (O '18)

Cams
Jacobs, F: B. Cam design and manufacture.

(Je '21)

Can Grande's castle. Lowell, A. (D '18)

Can mankind survive. Swift, M. I: (Je '19)
C^an such things be? Bierce, A. (Ja '19)

Can the church survive in the changing or-
der? Fitch, A. F. (F '21)

Can we believe in immortality? Snowden,
J. H: (S '18)

Canaan. Graga Aranha, J. P. da. (Ap '20)

Canada
Macnaughtan, S. B. My Canadian memoirs.
(Ap '21)

Miller, J: O., ed. New era in Canada. (N
•17)

Moore, W: H: Clash: a study in nationali-
ties. (Je '19)

Whiting, L. Canada, the spell-binder. (N
•17)

Army
Beaverbrook, W: M. A., 1st baron. Canada In
Flanders. (O '17)

Constitution
RiddelL W: R. Constitution of Canada in its
history and practical working. (S '17)

Description and travel

Curran, W: T., and Calkins, H. A. In Can-
ada's wonderful northland. (Ap '17 >

Heming, A. H. H. Drama of the forests. (D
•21)

Newton, W. D. Westward with the Prince
of Wales. (S '20)

Foreign relations

United States

Wrong, G: M. United States and Canada.
(Ag -21)

History
Davidson, G. C: North West company. (S

'19)
Hammond, M. O. Canadian confederation
and its leaders. (D '17)

Munro, W: B. Crusaders of New France.
(Ag '19)

Riddell, W: R. Constitution of Canada in its
history and practical working. (S '17)

Skelton, O. D. Canadian Dominion. (D '20)

Wrong, G: M. Conquest of New France. (Ag
•19)

Politics and government
Morison, J: L. British supremacy and Ca-
nadian self-government. 1839-1854. (O '20)

Porritt, E: Evolution of the Dominion oi
Canada. (Ja '19)

Social conditions

Anderson, J. T: M. Education of the new
Canadian. (My '19)

Canada at war, 1914-1918. Hopkins, J. C. (Ag
'19)

Canada in war-paint. Bell. R. W. (F "18)

Canada's sons and Great Britam in the world
war. Nasmith, G: G. (F '20)

Canadian ballads and songs
Mackenzie, W: R. Quest of the ballad. (F

20)
Canadian Dominion. Skelton, O. D. (D '20)

Canadian literature
Baker, R. P. History of English-Canadian

literature to the confederation. (Ap '21)
Canadian poets and poetry. Garvin, J: W:. ed.

(Mr '17)
Canadian stories. lies, G: (F '19)
Canadian wonder tales. Macmillan, C. (D '18)
Canadians in France, 1915-1918. Steele, H. E.

R. (F '21)

Candid courtship. Mears, M. (O '17)
Candle in the wind. Taylor, M. I. (Ja '20)
Candle of vision. Russell, G: W: (Jl '19)
Candles that burn. Kilmer, A. (Je '19)

Candy
Bradley, A. Candy cook book. (Je '17)
Evans, M. E. My candy secrets. (F '20)
Thorpe, L. Bonbons and simple sugar sweets.

(O '21)

Canfleld, Dorothy. See Fisher, D. F.
Canning and preserving
Andrea, A. L. Home canning, drying and

preserving. (S '18)
Cruess, W: V. Home and farm food preserva-

tion. (Ja '19)
Gray, G. M. Every step in canning. (F '20)
Handy, A. L. War food. (Ag '17)
Hughes, M. C. Everywoman's canning bock.

(Je '18)

Powell, O. Successful canning and preserv-
ing. (O '17)

Rockwell, F: F. Save it for winter. (O '18^

Wright, M. M. Preserving and pickhng. (My
'18)

Canoes and canoeing
Miller, W. H. Boys' book of canoeing and

sailing. (My '17)

Canon Barnett. Barnett, H. O. (N '19)
Canon Sheehan of Doneraile. Heuser, H. J.

(Je '18)

Canopic jar. Speyer, L. (Je ^21)

Cantacuzene, Princess (countess Sp^ransky,
nee Juila Dent Grant), 1876-

Cantacuz^ne, Princess. My life here and
there. (N '21)

Canteening overseas. Baldwin, M. (F '21)

Canterbury, England
Watt, F. Canterbury pilgrims and their
ways. (D '18,

Canterbury pilgrims. MacKaye, P. W. (Je '17)
Canticle of Pan. Bynner, W. (Jl '20)
Cantonment manual. Kilner, W. G., and Mac-

Blroy, A. J. (F '18)

Cape Cod
Bangs, M. R. Old Cape Cod. (D '20)
Brigham, A. P. Cape Cod and the Old col-
ony. (O '20)

Chatham, D. and M., pseuds. Cape Coddi-
ties. (Jl '20)

Rothery, A. E. Cape Cod, new and old. (Ag
'18)

Warner, F. L. Pilgrim trails. (Jl '21)
Cape Currey. Juta, R. (S '^0)

Cape Fear river
Sprunt, J. Chronicles of the Cape Fear

rivor, 16G0-1916. (F 'IS)
Capel Sion. Evans, C. (Ja '19)

Capital
Cahn, H. Capital to-day. (S '18)
Cann, H. Collapse of capitalism. (O '18)
Cunningham, W: Progress of capitalism In
England. (N '17)

Drake, P. H. Democracy made safe. (N '18)
Hobson, J: A. Evolution of modern capital-

ism. (Ja '18)

Capital punlstiment
Fanning. C. E., comp. Selected articles on

capital punishmont. (Ap '17)

Capital to-day. Cahn, H. (S '18)

Cap'n Abe, storekeeper. Cooper, .T. A. (S '171
Cap'n Jonah's fortune. Cooper, J. A. (F '20)

Capri
Knowles, I British in Capri, 1806-1808. (Ja

•19)

Captain Bickel of the Inland sea. Harring-
ton, C: K. (N '19)

Captain Bligh's second voyage to the South
Sea. Bligh, W: (Mr '21)
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Captain Gault. Hodgson, W: H. (N '18)

Captain Kituk. Snell, R. J. (D '18)

Captain Macedoine's daughter. McFee, W:
(D '20)

Captain Marraday's marriage. Cobb, T: (Ap
•19)

Captain Zillner. Kreuz, R. J. (N '19)

Captive lion, and other poems. Davies, W: H:
(N '21)

Captive on a German raider. Trayes, F. G.
(F '19)

Captives. Walpole, H. S. (D '20)

Captivity and escape. Martin, J. (Ja '19)

Captured. Douglas, J: H. (My '18)

Car that went abroad. Paine, A. B. (Ag
•21)

Caravan man. Goodwin, E. (N '18)

Carburetors
Pag6, V: W. Gasoline and kerosene car-

buretors. (Jl '19)

Cardinal Mercier's own story. Mercier, D. F.
F. J. (My '20)

Cards
Foster, R. F:, ed. Hoyle up-to-date. (Je '17)

Foster, R. F: Pirate bridge. (Mr '17)

Care and feeding of children. Holt, L. E. (Ag
•20)

Care and management of rabbits. Sherlock, C.
C. (O '20)

Career of David Noble. Keyes, F. P. (Ja
'22)

Career of Leonard Wood. Sears, J. H. (N
'19)

Careers for women. Filene, C. (Ja '21)

Caribbean sea
Fenger, F: A. Alone in the Caribbean. (My

•18)

Caricatures and cartoons
Graves, C: L. Mr Punch's history of modern
England. (D '21)

Herford, O. Confessions of a caricaturist.
(O '17)

Hohenzollerns through German eyes. (O 17)

Carleton, S., pseud. See Jones, S. C.

Carlin, Francis, pseud. See MacDonnell, J. F.
C.

Carlyle, Thomas, 1795-1881
Roe, F: W: Social philosophy of Carlyle and
Ruskln. (O '21)

Carmen's messenger, Blndloss, H. (O '17)

Carnegie, Andrew, 1835-1919
Carnegie, A. Autobiography. (N '20)

Lynch, F: H: Personal recollections of An-
drew Carnegie. (F '21)

Carnegie pensions. Cattell, J. M. (S '19)

Caroline King's cook book. King, C. B. (Jl '18)

Carolyn of The Corners. Endicott, R. B. (Mr '18)

Carolyn of the sunny heart. Endicott, R. B.
(My '19)

Carpenter, William Boyd, 1841-
Carpenter, W: B. Further pages of my life.

(Jl -17)

Carpentry
Adams, J: D. Carpentry for beginners. (Ja

'18)

Griffith, I. S: Carpentry. (Jl '17)

Carpentry and mechanics for boys. Hall, A, N.
(F '19)

Carpets
Brinton, R. S. Carpets. (My '20)

Carranza, Venustlano, 1859-
Gibbon, T: E: Mexico under Carranza. (Je

•19)

Carrier, Jean Baptlste, 1756-1794
Carrier, J. B. Correspondence of Jean-Bap-

tiste Carrier. (My '21)

Carringtons of High Hill. Harland, M. (O
•19)

Carroll, Charles, 1737-1832
Leonard, L: A. Life of Charles Carroll of
Carrollton. (Je '18)

Carroll, Dixie, pseud. See Cook, C. B.
Carry on. Dawson, G. (Ag '17)

Cars
Husband, J. Story of the Pullman car. (Jl

'17)

Cart of many colors. Meiklejohn, N. (My '20)

Cartagena and the banks of the Sinti. Cunning-
hame Graham, R. G. B. (My '21)

Carter and other people. Marquis, D. (O '21)

Cascade range
Rinehart, M. Tenting to-night. (Jl '18)

Case against spiritualism. Stoddart, J. T. (D
'20)

Case for compulsory military service. Coul-
ton, G: G. (S '18)

Case for liberty. Haynes, E. S. P. (D '20)
Case in camera. Onions, O. (Ap '21)
Case of Korea. Chung, H: (Ag '21)
Casey Ryan. Bower, B. M., pseud. (O '21)

Cast iron
Parsons, S. J. Malleable cast iron. (S '20)

Castaway Island. Newberry, P. (D '17)

Castaways. Jacobs, W: W. (Mr '17)

Caste
Benton, A. H. Indian moral Instruction and

caste problems. (S '17)

Caste three. Shields, G. M. (Ag '18)

Casting tackle and methods. Smith, O. W.
(N '20)

Castle, Vernon, 1887-1918
Castle, I. My husband. (My '19)

Castle to let. Reynolds, G. M. (Ja '18)
Casual laborer and other essays. Parker, C. H.

(My '20)
Catalog of literature for advisers of young

women and girls. Pierce, A. E., comp. (Mr
'21)

Catalogue of books In the children's depart-
ment. Pittsburgh. Carnegie library. (N
•21)

Catalytic hydrogenation and reduction. Maxted,
E: B. (F '20)

Catechism of palmistry. Ellis, I. (My '21)

Cathedral of Reims. Landrieux, M. (Mr '21)

Cathedrals
Bumpus, T: F. Cathedrals of England and

"Wales. (N '21)
O'Reilly, E. B. How France built her cathe-

drals. (My '21)

Cathedrals of England and Wales. Bumpus, T:
F. (N '21)

Catholic tales and Christian songs. Sayers,
D. L. (D '19)

Catholicity. Newton, R: H. (Ja '19) ,

Cathy Rosster. Rickard, L. (Ap '20)

Cats
Spaulding, R. H: Your dog and your cat.
(S '21)

Van Vechten, C. Tiger in the house. (Ja
•21)

Catsklll mountains
Longstreth, T: M. The Catskllls. (D '18)

Cattle
Eckles, C. H:, and Warren, G: F: Dairy
farming. (Ag '17)

Mackenzie, K. J. J. Cattle and the future
of beef-production in England. (Jl '20)

Catty Atkins. Kelland, C. B. (Mr '20)

Catty Atkins, riverman. Kelland, C. B. (3
'21)

Caught by the Turks. Yeats-Brown, F. C: C.
(Ap '20)

Cause, The. Binyon, L. (Jl '17)

Cause of world unrest. (D '20)

(Causes and course of organic evolution. Mac-
farlane, J: M. (F '20)

Causes and pretexts of the world war. Ferrare,
O. (Ja '19)

Causes of Germany's moral downfall. Hut-
cheon, R. J. (F '20)

Causes of international war. Dickinson, Q. L.
(Je '21)

Causes of tuberculosis. Cobbett, L: (O '17)

Causes of war. Swindler. R. E. (My '20)

Cavalier maid. Knipe, E. and A. A. (F '20)

Cavalry of the clouds. Bott, A. (Mr '18)

Cavell, Edith Louisa, 1866-1915
Edith Cavell nurse from Massachusetts. (Je

•17)

Cechs (Bohemians) in America. Capek, T: (Mr
•20)

Cecil, Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoyne-. See
Salisbury Robert Gascoyne-Cecil, 3d mar-
quis of (F ^22) „ „ ,,^

Cecilia of the pink roses. Taylor, K, H. (O
•17)

Cedric the forester. Marshall, B. (O '21)
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Celebrated spies and famous mysteries of the
great war. Barton, G: (Mr '20)

Celia and her friends. Brunner, E. (S '20)

Celia once again. Brunner, E. (S '20)

Cellar-house of Pervyse. Mitton, G. E. (Ap
'17)

Celt and the world. Leslie, S. (Ap '17>

Celtic dawn. Morris, L. R. (Ap '17)

Celtic [mythology]. Macculloch, J: A. (O '18)

Celtic psaltery. Graves, A. P. (S '18)

Cement
Blount, B. : Woodcock, W: H. ; and Gillett,

H: J. Cement. (Ja '21)

Brown, W: A. Portland cement Industry. (S
•17)

Campbell, H: C. How to use cement for
concrete construction for town and farm.
(Je '20)

Howe, H. E. New stone age. (Je '21)

Central America
Koebel, W: H: Central America. (Ap '18)

Munro, D. G. Five republics of Central
America. (F '19, F '20)

Antiquities

Joyce, T: A. Central American and West In-
dian archseologry. (My '17)

Central American journey. Babson, R. W. (My
'20)

Centurion, pseud. See Morgan, J: H. (O '18)

Century of hope. Marvin, F. S. (S '19)

Century of negro migration. Woodson, C. G.
(Ja '19)

Century of prices. Burton, T. E., and Selden,
G: C: (D '19)

Century of science in America. Dana, E: S.,

and others, eds. (Ap '19)

Century readings for a course in American lit-

erature. Pattee, F. L.. ed. (S '19)

Certain American faces. Slattery, C: L: (Mr
'19)

Cervantes Saavedra, Miguel de. 1547-1616
Schevill, R. Cervantes. (Je '19)

Cesare Borgia, Iseult of Brittany, The toy
cart. Symons, A. (Mr '21)

Ceylon
Mitton, G. E. Lost cities of Ceylon. (S '17)

Chaffee, Adna Romanza, 1842-1914
Carter, W: G. H. Life of Lieutenant General

Chaffee. (Ap '18)

Chair caning
Perry, L. D. Seat weaving. (Ag '17)

Chair on the boulevard. Merrick, L. (Jl '21)

Challenge of St Louis. Mangold, G: B: (D '17)

Challenge of the present crisis. Fosdick, H. E.
(Ja '18)

Challenge of the war. Frank, H: (Jl '19)

Challenge to adventure. Curtis, A. (Ja '20)

Challenge to Sirius. Kaye-Smith, S. (Ap '19)

Chalmers comes back. Dawson, W: J. (N '19)

Chamber music. Joyce, J. (Ja '19)

Champion of the foothills. Theiss, L: E. (D
'18)

Chance and change in China. Roe, A. S. (Ag
•20)

Chance encounters. Burt, M. S. (N '21)

Chance to live. Beckley, Z. (Ja '19)

Change of air. Gerould, K. (D '17)

Changing winds. Ervine, St J. G. (My '17)

Channing of Wellingborough, Francis Allston,
1st baron, 1841-

Channing, F. A. Memories of Midland pol-
itics, 1885-1910. (Jl '18)

Chan's wife. Chase, J. (Ja '20)

Chanson de Roland. (Je '21)

Chanteys and ballads. Kemp, H. H. (D '20)

Chaos and order in industry. Cole, G: D. H.
(N '20)

Chaos in Europe. Moore, F: (Mr '19)

Chapman, J. Wilbur, 1859-1918
Ottman, F. C. J. Wilbur Chapman. (Ag

•20)

Chapters from my official life. Wilson, Sir
C: R. (Je ^17)

Chapters in the administrative history of
mediaeval England. Tout, T: F: (Ja'21)

Character
Balkin, H. H. New science of analyzing

character. (N '19)
Myerson, A. Foundations of personality. (Ja

•22)

Character and opinion in the United States.
Santayana, G: (F '21)

Character training in childhood. Haviland,
M. S. (Mr -21)

Character-training of children. Forbush, W:
B. (Ap •20)-

Characters from the histories and memoirs of
the seventeenth century. Smith, D: N.,
ed. (Je '19)

Charades
Whitin, C. B. Wounded words. (S '20)

Charities
Barton, G: E: Re-education. (Ja '18)

Bogen, B. D. Jewish philanthropy. (N '17)

Brandt, L. How much shall I give? (N
•21)

Gillin, J: L: Poverty and dependency. (O
•21)

Richmond. M. A. Social diagnosis. (Jl '17)

Street, E. Sympathy and system in givmg.
(N '21)

Warner. A. G. American charities. (My '19)

Charles Chapin's story. Chapin, C: (N '20)

Charity. Cunninghame Graham, R. B. (F 18)

Charity organization
Bercovici, K. Crimes of chanty. (Jl 17)

Charles V, emperor of the Holy Roman Empire,
1500-1558 ^^ ,

Hare, C, pseud. Great emperor, Charles V,

1519-1558. (Jl '17)

Charles XII, king of Sweden, 1682-1718
Gade, J: A. Charles the twelfth, king of
Sweden. (Ag '17;

Charleston, South Carolina ^ ,,.

Smith, A. R. H. and D. E. H. Dwellmg
houses of Charleston, South Carolina. (Ja
•18)

Charm school. Miller, A. (N ^19)

Charm of Kashmir. O^Connor, V. C. S. (Mr
•21)

"Charmed American. •' Lewys, G. (My ^19)
Charmed circle. Jewell. E: A. (N 21)

Charnel rose. Aiken, C. P. (F '19)

Chartism , ^, , ,

Faulkner, H. U. Chartism and the churches.

Hovell, M. Chartist movement. (Je 18)

Lovett, W: Life and struggles of William
Lovett. (S '20)

Rosenblatt, P. F. Chartist movement m its

social and economic aspects. (S '17)

Slosson, P. W: Decline of the Chartist move-
ment. (My '17)

West, J. History of the Chartist movement
(Ap '21)

Chase, Beatrice, pseud. See Parr, O. K.

Chase, William Merritt, 1849-1916
Roof, K. M. Life and art of William Merritt

Chase. (F '18) ^ ^ ^^ ,,,^
Chaste wife. Swinnerton, F. A. (Ap 17)

Chatham's colonial policy. Hotblack, K. (Ja

Chats on royal Copenhagen porcelain, Hayden,

Chats' on Sheffield plate. Hayden, A. (My '21)

Chautauqua Institution , ^^ . ,.«
Hurlbut, J. L. Story of Chautauqua. (Ag

•21)

Checkers
Lasker, E: J. Chess and checkers. (Ap '19)

Cheechako in Alaska and Yukon. Cameron, C.

(F '21)

Cheerful—by request. Ferber, E. (O '18)

Cheerio! Hays, H. M. (S '19)

Cheer-up letters from a private with Pershing.

Ford, T. (S '18)

Cheery way. Bangs, J: K, (S 20)

Cheese , • ,

Thorn, C:, and Fisk, W. W. Book of cheese.

(P '20)

Chekhov, Anton Pavlovlch, 1860-1904

Chekhov, A. P. Note-book of Anton Chek-

Gorky M.,%seud., and others. Reminiscences
of Anton Chekhov. (Ja '22)

Chemical sign of life. Tashiro, S. (N 17)

Chemical warfare ^ , ^i. • i ^o,-
Fries. A. A., and West, C. J. Chemical war-

fare. (Ja '22)
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Chemistry
Clarke, C: R. Boys' book of chemistry. (F
19)

Collins, A. F: Amateur chemist. (Ag '19)

Gibson, C: R. Chemistry and its mysteries.
(Je '20)

Hendrick, E. Everyman's chemistry. (Mr
'18)

Pilcher, R: B., and Butler-Jones, F. What
industry owes to chemical science. (P '19)

Rideal, E. K. Ozone. (Ja '21)

Vivian, A. Everyday chemistry. (Ap '21)

Dictionaries

Kingzett, C: T: Popular chemical diction-
ary. (Ag '20)

Patterson, A. M. German-English dictionary
for chemists. (Jl '17)

History
Harrow, B: Eminent chemists of our time.
(F '21)

Moore, F. J. History of chemistry. (F '19)

Chemistry, Analytic
Villavecchia, V. Treatise on applied an-

alytical chemistry. (Ap '19)

Chemistry, Biological. See Biological chemistry
Chemistry, Industrial
Rogers, A. Laboratory guide of Industrial
chemistry. (D '17)

Chemistry, Inorganic
Darling, E. R. Inorganic chemical synonyms.
(Mr '20)

Chemistry, Physical and theoretical
McClendon, J. F. Physical chemistry of vital
phenomena. (Ja '18)

Mills, J: Realities of modern science. (Ag
'19)

Robertson, T. B. Physical chemistry of the
proteins. (O '18)

Chemistry, Sanitary. See Sanitary chemistry
Chemistry, Technical
Brannt, W: T., and Wahl, W: H:, eds.
Techno-chemical receipt book. (D '19)

Greenwood, H. C. Industrial gases. (Ag
'20)

Hale, H. American chemistry. (O '21)

Hendrick, E. Opportunities in chemistry.
(Ag '19)

Leighou, R. B: Chemistry of materials of
the machine apd building Industries. (D
'17)

Pilcher, R: B., and Butler-Jones, F. What
Industry owes to chemical science. (Ag '19)

Rogers, A., ed. Element^ of industrial chem-
istry. (Jl '17)

Slosson, E. E. Creative chemistry. (Ja '20)
Tilden, Sir W: A: Chemical discovery and in-
vention in the twentieth century. (S '17)

Chemistry of food and nutrition. Sherman,
H: C. (S '19)

Chemistry of the coal-tar dyes. Fay, I. W.
(Ag '19)

Chemists
Harrow, B: Eminent chemists of our time.

(P '21)

Tilden. W: A: Famous chemists. (O '21)
Cherry Isle. Close, E. (D '20)

Chess
Capablanca, J. R. Chess* fundamentals. (F

'22)

Capablanca, J. R. My chess career. (Jl '20)
Lasker. E: J. Chess and checkers. (Ap '19)

Chess fundamentals. Capablanca, J. R. (P '22)
Chestermarke instinct. Fletcher, J. S. (Je

•21)

Chestnuts and small beer. Jennings, H: J.
(Ap '21)

Chicago
Chatfield-Taylor, H. V. Chicago. (Ap '18)

Description

Shackleton, R. Book of Chicago. (Ja '21)

Social conditions
Carbaugh, H. C, ed. Human welfare work in
Chicago. (Je '17)

Chicago produce market. Nourse, E. G. (Jl
•18)

Chicago race riots, July, 1919. Sandburg, C.
(Mr '20)

Chick Evans' golf book. Evans, C:, jr. (Ag
-21)

Chief contemporary dramatists. Dickinson, T:
H., ed. (My "21)

Child behavior. Mateer, F. (O '18)
Child in health and illness. Leo-Wolf, C. G.

(Ap •!&)

Child labor
Reed, A. Y., and Woelpper, W. Junior wage
earners. (Jl '21)

Child life and the curriculum. Meriam, J. L.
(Jl '20)

Child of the Alps. Symonds, M. (O '21)

Child-placing In families. Slingerland, W: H:
(Mr '19)

Child study
Cabot, E. Seven ages of childhood. (Ap

•21)

Godin, P. Growth during school age. (Mr
•21)

Hartshorne, H. Childhood and character.
(D '19)

Lay, W. Child's unconscious mind. (My '19)

Mateer, P. Child behavior. (O '18)

Melville, N. J: Standard method of testing
juvenile mentality by the Binet-Simon scale.
(Jl '17)

Norsworthy, N., and Whitley, M. T. Psychol-
ogy of childhood. (Ap '19)

Waddle, C: W. Introduction to child psychol-
ogy. (O '18)

White, W: A. Mental hygiene of childhood.
(Je ^19)

Child under eight. Murray, E. R., and Smith,
H. B. (D '20)

Child welfare from the social point of view.
Milnes, N. (Je ^21)

Child welfare in North Carolina. National
child labor committee. (My '19)

Child welfare in Oklahoma. National child labor
committee. (O ^18)

Childhood and character. Hartsborne, H. (D
•19)

Childhood in Brittany eighty years ago. Sedg-
wick, A. D. (N •ig)

Children
Bacon, J. D. On our hill. (Mr ^19)

Bruce, H: A. B. Handicaps of childhood. (D
•17)

Chrlsman, O. Historical child. (F •21)

Dunn, C. F: W: Natural history of the child.
(My ^20)

Care and hygiene

Croy, M. S. 1000 things a mother should
know. (Je ^17)

Dickinson, M. B. Children well and happy.
(S '18)

Evans, E. Problem of the nervous child.

(My '20)

Gavit, L. Mother-love in action. (My '19)

Holt, L. E. Care and feeding of children.
(Ag '20)

Leo-Wolf, C. G. Child in health and Illness.

(Ap '18)

Porter, C: Future citizen and his mother.
(D '19)

Charities, protection, etc.

Loeb, S. I. Everyman's child. (N '20)

Milnes, N. Child welfare from the social

point of view. (Je '21)

National child labor committee. Child wel-
fare in North Carolina. (My '19)

Slingerland, W: H: Child-placing in fami-
lies. (Mr '19)

Walker. G: Traffic in babies. (Ap ^19)

Management
Cabot, E. Seven ages of childhood. (Ap

•21)
Haviland, M. S. Character training in child-

hood. (Mr '21)

Hughes, J. L. Trainmg the children. (N 17)

Post, M. Heart and soul. (N '21)

Children, Exceptional
Groszmann, M. P. E. Exceptional child. (F

'19)

Children in the mist. Martin, Q: (S 'lO)
Children of ancient Britain. Lamprey, L. (D

'21)

Children of Eve. Clarke, I. C. (P 'IS)
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Children of fate. Rutledge, M., pseud. (My
17)

Children of France and the Red cross. Lucas,
B. J. (N '18)

Children of Odin. Colum, P. (D '20)

Children of passage. Watson, F: (Je '18)

Children of storm. Wylie, I. A. R. (N '20)

Children of the dear Cotswolds. Marker, L. A.
(Ja '19)

Children of the desert. Dodge, L: (Ap '17)

Children of the slaves. Eng title of Soul of

John Brown. Graham, S. (Ja '21)

Children of the whirlwind. Scott, L. (S '21)

Children well and happy. Dickinson, M. B.
(S -18)

Children's amusements and occupations
Macbeth, A. Playwork book. (Ja '19)

Children's book of patriotic stories. Dickinson,
A. D. and H. W., eds. (D '17)

Children's books. See Books for boys and girls.

Children's catalog of thirty-five hundred books.
Bacon, C., comp. (Ap "17)

Children's fairy-land. Aulnoy, M. C. J. De B.
(O '19)

Children's garland of verse. Rhys, G., comp.
(N -21)

Children's library. Powell. S. H. (My '17)

Children's life of the bee. Maeterlinck, M. (N
•19)

Children's literature
Barnes, W., comp. Types of children's litera-

ture. (Jl '19)

Moore, A. C. Roads to childhood. (D '20)

Bibliography
Pittsburgh. Carnegie library. Catalogue of
books in the children's department. (N
•21)

Children's plays
Barbee, L. Let's pretend. (D '17)

Cauldwell, S: M. Chocolate cake and black
sand. (D '17)

Lord, K. Little playbook. (Ag '20)

Merington, M. More fairy tale plays. (D '17)

Miller, E. E. Dramatization of Bible stories.
(Ag '18)

Olcott, v. Patriotic plays for young people.
(Ag '18)

Payne, F. U. Plays and pageants of democ-
racy. (O '19)

Payne, F. U. Plays and pageants of citizen-
ship. (D '20)

Payne, F. U. Plays for Anychild. (O '18)

Skinner, E. L. and A, M. Children's plays.
(My '20)

Soble, M. S. Bible plays for children. (O
'19)

Syrett, N. Robin Goodfellow. (Mr '18)

Walker, A. J. La Fayette; Christopher
Columbus; Long knives in Illinois. (My '19)

Children's poetry
De La Mare, W. J: Peacock pie. (Jl '17)

Rhys, G., comp. Children's garland of verse.
(N '21)

Smith, N. A. Christmas child (Ja '21)

Van Rensselaer, M. Many children. (N '21)

Children's second book of patriotic stories.
Dickinson, A. D. and H. W., eds. (Je '18)

Children's stories
Bailey, C. S. Tell me another story. (Jl '18)

Esenweln, J. B., and Stockard, M. Children's
stories. (D '17)

Smith E. S. Good old stories for boys and
girls. (.Je '19)

Children's story garden. (Je '20)
(TThild's book of modern stories. Skinner, A.

M. and B. L., comps. (Ja '21)
Child's book of the teeth. Ferguson, H. W.

(O '18)

Child's food garden. Kilpatrick, V. (My '18)
Child's religion. Wilbur, M. A. (Je '17)
Child's unconscious mind. Lay, W. (My '19)

Chill hours. Mackay, H. G. (Ap '20)

Chimney-pot papers. Brooks. C: S. (Jl '19)
Chimneysmoke. Morley, C. D. (Ja '22)

China
Alsop, G. F. My Chinese days. (D '18)
Bland, J: O- P. China, Japan and Korea.

(Jl '21)

Cochran, J. C. Foreigrn magic. (S '19)
Farrer, R. J: On the eaves of the world. (Ap

'18)

Latourette, K. S. Development of China. (Ap
'17)

La Motte. E. N. Peking dust. (My '19)

Parker, E: H. China. (N '17)

Werner, E: T..C. China of the Chinese. (N
'19)

Constitution

Tyau, M. T. Z. China's new constitution
and international problems. (O '19)

Description and travel

Andrews, R. C. Across Mongolian plains.
(Ap '21)

Andrews, R. C. and Y. B. Camps and trails
in China. (O '18)

Ben, A. Spell of China. (Mr '18)

Bland, J: O. P. Houseboat days in China.
(N '19)

Gamewell, M. N. Gateway to China. (Ap '17)

Gaunt, M. E. B. Broken journey. (Ja '20)

Miller, G: A. China inside out. (Je '17)

Murdock, V: China, the mysterious and
marvellous. (D '20)

Scott, C: E. China from within. (Ja '18)

Foreign relations

Bau, M. J. Foreign relations of China. (Ja
'22)

Chung, H: Oriental policy of the United
States. (O '19)

Kawakami, K. K: Japan and world peace.
(Ag '19)

Morse, H. B. International relations of the
Chinese empire. (S '19)

Overlach, T. W: Foreign financial control in

China. (Ap '19)

Reid, G. China, captive or free? (S '21)

Tomimas, S. Open-door policy and the ter-
ritorial integrity of China. (D '19)

Weale, B. L. P., pseud. Truth about China
and .Tapan. (N '19)

Willoughby, W. W. Foreign rights and In-
terests in China. (D '20)

History

Coleman, F: A. Far East unveiled. (O '19)

Vinacke, H. M. Modern constitutional de-
velopment in China. (Je '21)

Weale, B. L. P., pseud. Fight for the repub-
lic in China. (Ja '18)

Politics and government
Cheng, S. Modern China. (My '20)

Vinacke, H. M. Modern constitutional de-
velopment in China. (Je '21)

Wiieeler, W: R. China and the world- war.
(My '19)

Religion

Clennell, W. J. Historical development of
religion in China. (O '17)

Social life and customs
Dewey, J: and H. A. Letters from China
and Japan. (Ag '20)

Gamble, S. D: Peking. (Ja '22)

My Chinese marriage. (Ja '22)

Roe, A. S. Chance and change in China.
(Ag '20)

China, captive or free? Reid, G. (S '21)

China collector. Lewer, H. W: (My '20)

China, Japan and Korea. Bland, J: O. P. (Jl

•21)

China shop. Stern, G. B. (F '22)

China's new constitution and international
problems. Tyau. M, T. Z. (O '1^)

Chinese coat. Lee, J. B. O '20)

Chinese cook book. Chan, S. W. (D '17)

Chinese fairy book. Wilhelm, R., ed. (D 21)

Chinese In the United States
Gulick, S. L: American democracy and
Asiatic citizenship. (Je '18)

Chinese label. Davis, J. F. (Je '20)

Chinese labor camps
Klein, D. With the Chinks. (Jl '20)

Chinese language
Writing

Pound, B. L. Instigations of Ezra Pound.
(S '20)

Chinese lyrics from the book of jade. Gautier,

T TF '19)

Chinese nightingale. Lindsay. N. V. (D '17)

Chinese painters, Petrucci, R. (S 20)
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Chinese poetry
Ayscou&h, F., and Lowell, A- Fir-flower

tablets. (Ja '22)

Cranmer-Byngr. L. A., tr. Feast of lanterns.
(O '17)

Translations Into English

Waley, A., tr. More translations from the
Chinese. (Ja '20)

Chinese puzzle. Bower, M., and Lion, L. M.
(O '19)

Chinese wonder book. Pitman, N. H. (F '20)

Chlpperfleld, Robert Orr, pseud. See Ostrander,
I. E.

Chips of jade. Guiterman, A. (F '21)

Chlorination of water. Race, J. (Ap '19)

Choate, Joseph Hodges, 1832-1917
Martin, E: S. Life of Joseph Hodges Cho-

ate. (Ja '21 Ag '21)

Strong, T. G: Joseph H. Choate. (N '17)

Chocolate cake and black sand. Cauldwell,
S: M. (D '17)

Choice. Weyl, M. (S '19)

Choice before us. Dickinson, G. L. (O '17)

Choirs
Walters, R. Bethlehem Bach choir. (O '18)

Chords from Albireo. Barney, D. (Ag '20)

Chorus girl. Chekhov. A. P. (Ag '20)

Chosen people. Nyburg, S. L. (Ap '17)

Chosen peoples. Zangwill. I. (My '19)

Christ as a teacher. Wayland, J: W. (O
'19)

Christ in the poetry of today. Crow, M., comp.
(O '17)

Christ of revolution. Coates, J: R. (Mr '21)

Christian adventure. Gray, A. H. (Jl '20)

Christian Americanization. Brooks, C: A. (O
'19)

Christian approach to Islam. Barton, J. L.
(Mr '19)

Christian basis of world democracy. Latour-
ette, K. S. (F '20)

Christian belief in God. Wobbermin, E. G.
G. (My '19)

Christian doctrine of reconciliation. Denney, J.

(O '18)
Christian faith and the new day. McAfee, C.

B. (Je '20)

Christian idea in the modern world. Calkins, R.
(N '18)

Christian internationalism. Merrill, W: P. (Mr
'19)

Christian life
Ballantine, W: G. Young man from Jeru-
salem. (N '21)

Calkins, R. Christian idea in the modern
world. (N '18)

Carey, W. J. Kingdom that must be built.
(My '19)

Chapman, E: M. Companions of the way.
(Mr '18)

Figgis, J: N. Some defects In English re-
ligion. (S '17)

FIske, D: Perils of respectability. (S '20)
Fosdick, H. E. Meaning of service. (Ap

'21)

Howe, J. W. Walk with God. (Je '19)

Jones, R. M. World within. (S '19)

Kent, C: F., and Jenks, J. W. Jesus' prin-
ciples of living. (D '20)

McComb, S: New life. (Jl '17)

Page, K. Something more. (P '21)
Rawlinson, A. J: E: Religious reality. (S '19)
Shoemaker, S. M., jr. Realizing religion. (Jl

•21)

Swain, R: La R. What and where is God?
(Jl '21)

Vietinghoff, J. de. Understanding of good.
(S '21)

Christian life in the community. Myers, A. J:
W: (P '20)

Christian literature
Ferrar, W: J: Early Christian books. (F

'20)

Christian man, the church and the war. Speer,
R. E. (N '18)

^

Christian ministry and social problems. Wil-
liams. C: D: (N '17)

Christian preacher. Garvie, A. E. (Jl '21)

Christian science
HaiTis, W. S. Christian science and the or-
dinary man. (Je '17)

Snowden, J. H: Truth about (Christian sci-
ence. (Ja '21)

Christian socialism. Raven, C: E. (Ja '21)
Christian task. Du Bols, J. H. (S '20)
Christian unity. Committee on the war and

the religious outlook. (My '21)

Christianity
Brown, W: A. Is Christianity practicable?

(Je '17)

Clutton-Brock, A. Studies In Christianity.
(S '19)

Clutton-Brock, A. What is the kingdom of
Heaven? (D '20)

Cross, G: What is Christianity? (F '20)
Du Bols, J. H. Christian task. (S '20)
Faunce, W: H. P. New horizon of state and
church. (S '18)

Foakes-Jackson, F: J: Introduction to the
history of Christianity. (F '22)

Fosdick, H. E. Meaning of service. (Ap
•21)

Foster, G: B. Christianity In its modern ex-
pression. (Ag '21)

Gray, A. H. Christian adventure. (Jl '20)
Hankey, D. W: A. Church and the man. (Ap

•18)

Hodges, G: Religion In a world at war.
(Ag '17)

Holland, H: S. Creeds and critics. (D '18)

Holmes. E. G. A. Secret of the cross. (Jl
•19)

Hunter, R. Why we fail as Christians. (O
•19)

Latourette, K. S. Christian basis of world
democracy. (F '20)

McAfee, C. B. Christian faith and the new
day. (Je '20)

Machen, J: G. Origin of Paul's religion. (Ja
'22)

Moore, E: C. Spread of Christianity in the
modern world. (N '19)

Newton, R: H. Catholicity. (Ja '19)
Nietzsche, F. W. Antichrist. (Je '20)

Peck, W. G. Coming free Catholicism. (O
'19)

Rashdall, H. Idea of atonement in Christian
theology. (Je '20)

Sanday, W:, and Williams, N. P. Form and
content in the Christian tradition. (My '17)

Scott. M. J. Credentials of Christianity. (O
'20)

Sperry, W. L. Disciplines of liberty. (Ja '22)

Thoms, C. S. Essentials of Christianity. (My
'20)

Waring, H: F. Christianity's unifying funda-
mental. (My '19)

Christianity and Immortality. Storr, V. F.
(N '18)

Christianity In its modern expression. Foster,
G: B. (Ag '21)

Christianity's unifying fundamental. Warmg,
H: F. (My '19)

Christina Forsyth of Fingoland. Livingstone,
W: P. (S '19)

Christianopolis. Andrea, J. V. (My '17)

Christine. Barr, A. E. (O '17)

Christine. Cholmondeley, A. (O '17)

Christine of the young heart. Clancy, L. B.
(D '20)

Christmas and the year round. Crane, F. (F
'18)

Christmas child. Smith. N. A. (Ja '21)

Christmas entertainments
Lamkin, N. B. Gifts we bring. (F '20)

Christmas garland. Beerbohm, M. ( Je '19)

Christmas roses. Sedgwick, A. D. (Ja '21,

Ag '21)

Christmas tales of Flanders. Bosschfire, J. de.
(Ja '18)

Christopher. Lodge, O. J. (Ap '19)

Christopher and Columbus. Arnim, M. A. (Je
•19)

Christopher Laird. Fenollosa, M. (D '19)

Chronicle of an old town. Cunningham,
A. B. (D '19) „ . .,„^

Chronicles of St Tid. Phillpotts. B. (Ap '18)

Chronicles of the Cape Fear river, 1660-1916.
Sprunt, J. (F '18)

Chronology of iron and steel. Goodale, S. L.,

comp. (My '21)

Church
. ^^

Fitch, A. P. Can the church survive in the
changing order? (F '21)
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Gray, A. H. As Tommy sees us. (Jl '18)

Hankey, D. W: A. Church and the man. (Ap
•18)

Jackson, H: E. Community church. (Ja '20)

Church advertising. Ashley, W. B., comp. (O
'17)

Church—after the war—what? Speer, R. E.,

and others. (Jl '19)

Church and industrial reconstruction. Com-
mittee on the war and the religious out-
look. (O '20)

Church and science. Windle, Sir B. C. A. (In

•17)

Church and labor. Ryan, J. A., and Husslein,
J. C. eds. (Jl '21)

Church and psychical research. Wright, G: E.
(Jl '21)

Church and social problems
Bell, B. I. Right and wrong after the war.

(Jl '18)

Bickersteth, S: Citizens all. (Je '19)

Blachly, C. D. Treatment of the problem of
capital and labor in social-study courses in
the churches. (D '20)

Coffin, H: S. In a day of social rebuilding.
(N '18)

Committee on the war and religious outlook.
Church and industrial reconstruction. (O
•20)

Harkness, G. E. Church and the Immigrant.
(D '21)

McConnell, F. J: Democratic Christianity.
(Je '19)

Moon, P. T: Labor problem and the social
Catholic movement. (N '21)

Ryan, J: A., and Husslein, J. C., eds. Church
and labor. (Jl '21)

Sinclair, U. B. Profits of religion. (Ag '19)

Steele, D: M. Papers and essays for church-
men. (Mr '20)

Tiplady, T. Social Christianity in the new
era. (S '19)

Ward, H. F: Gospel for a working world.
Wesley, E. A., and Darbyshire, J: R., eds.

Social problems and Christian Ideals. (Ag
•18)

Williams, C: D: Christian ministry and social
problems. (N '17)

Williams, C: D: Prophetic ministry for today.
(D '21)

Church and social work
Myers, A. J: W: Christian life in the com-
munity. (F '20)

Church and socialism. Ryan, J : A. (D '20)

Church and state
Gwatkin. H: M. Church and state in Eng-
land to the death of Queen Anne. (F '18)

Klein. A. J. Intolerance in the reign of Eliza-
beth, queen of England. (S '17)

Laski, H. J. Studies in the problem of sov-
ereignty. (S '17)

Riddell, W. A. Rise of ecclesiastical control
in Quebec. (S '17)

Roberts, R: Church in the commonwealth.
(N '18)

Church and the great war. Tippy, W. M. (F
•19)

Church and the hour. Scudder, V. D. (Jl "17)
Church and the immigrant. Harkness, G. E.

(D '21)
Church and the ministry. Gore, C: (D '19)
Church and world peace. Cooke*, R: J. (F '21)

Church architecture
Brunner, E. de S. New country church build-

ing. (N -17)
Street, G: E. Unpublished notes and re-
printed papers. (Je '17) •

Tralle, H: E. Planning church buildings.
(S '21)

Church finance
Agar, F: A. Modern money methods for the

church. (Ag '21)
McConnell, F. J: Church finance and social

ethics. (Ag '21)
Church finance and social ethics. McConnell.

F. J: (Ag '21)

Church history
Headlam, A. C. Doctrine of the church and
Christian reunion. (Ja '21>

McGlothlln, W: J. Course of Christian his-
tory. (S '19)

Manning, B. L. People's faith In the tlm«
of Wyclif. (F ^20)

Pollen, J: H. English Catholics in the reign
of Queen Elizabeth. (N "/.O)

Robinson, C: H: Conversion of Europe. (Je
'18)

Walker, W. History of the Christian church.
(N '18)

Primitive and early

Adams, A. D. Heralds of the King. (Je '19)

Foakes-Jackson, F: J:, and Lake, K., eds.
Acts of the Apostles. (Ap '21)

Foakes- Jackson, F: J: Introduction to the
history of Christianity. (F '22)

Hastings, J., and others, eds. Dictionary of
the Apostolic church. (O '19)

Lake, K. Landmarks in the history of
early Christianity. (Ja '21 >

Machen, J: G. Origin of Paul's religion.
(Ja '22)

Wilson, P. W. Church we forget. (Ja '20)

Church in the commonwealth. Roberts, R:
(N '18)

Church of England
Duncan-Jones, A. S. Ordered liberty. (Ja

•18)

Emmet, C. W. Conscience, creeds and critics.

(S '19)

Goudge, H: L., and others. Place of women
in the church. (Ja '18)

Henson, H. H., and others. Church of Eng-
land. (Ag '20)

Royce, G: M. Note book of an American par-
son in England. (S '18)

Tidball, T: A. Making of the Church of
England. (Jl '19)

Church polity
Gore, C: Church and the ministry. (D '19)

Church school of citizenship. Hoben, A. (Ja
'19)

Church unity
Committee on the war and the religious out-

look. Christian unity. (My '21)

Eliot, C: W: Road to unity among the Chris-
tian churches. (My '20)

Gilkey, S. W. Plea for greater unity. (F '20)

G-uild, R. B., ed. Community programs for
cooperating churches. (N '20j

Guild, R. B. Practicing Christian unity. (F
'20)

Headlam, A. C. Doctrine of the church and
Christian reunion. (Ja '21)

Palmer, E. J. Great church awakes. (Ja
'21)

Smyth, N., and Walker, W., eds. Approaches
towards church unity. (D '19)

Speer, R. E., and others. The church—after
the war—what? (Jl '19)

Towards reunion. (My '20)

Church we forget. Wilson, P. W. (Ja '20)

Church work
Athearn, W. S. Maiden survey. (S '21)

Burr, A. R. Russell H. Conwell. (Mr '17)

Federal council of the churches of Christ in
America. Library of Christian cooperation.
(Je '17)

Gates, H. W. Recreation and the church.
(F '18)

Granger, W: A. Practical papers on parish
problems. (N '19)

Guild, R. B., ed. Community programs for
cooperatinf^ churches (N '20>

Johnston, H. A. Enlisting for Christ and the
church. (F '20)

Speer, R. E. New opportunity of the church.
(F '20)

Tippy, W. M., and Kern, P. B. Methodist
church and its work. (Jl '19)

Churches

Jerusalem
Jeffery, Q: H. E. Brief description of the
Holy sepulchre. (Jl '20)

Cicero, Marcus Tullius, 106-43 B.C.
Petersson, T. Cicero. (Je '21)

works. (Jl '17)
, . ,.,

Taylor, H. Cicero, a sketch of his life and

Cielo, Astra, pseud. See Goldsmith, M.

Cinderella Jane. Cooke, M. B. (Je '17)
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Cinderella's granddaughter. Gilchrist, B. B.
(D '18)

Cinema craftsmanship. Patterson, F. T. (D
'20)

Cinema murder. Opnenheim, E: P. (Jl '17)

Circle. Maugham, W: S. (N '21)

Circus
Conklin, G: Ways of the circus. (Mr '21)

Circus. Kilmer, J. (My '21)

Circus comes to town. Mitchell. L. (O '21)

Cities and sea-coasts and islands. Symons, A.
(Ap '19)

Cities and towns
Forbes, A. Towns of New England and old
England, Ireland and Scotland. (O '21)

Gilbert, A. B. American cities. (Ja '19)

(Joodnow, F. J., and Bates, F. G. Municipal
government. (F '20)

White, B. Free city. (Ja '20)

Cities and towns, Ancient
Mitton, G. E. Lost cities of Ceylon. (S '17)

Citizen and the republic. Woodburn, J. A., and
Moran, T: F. (S '19)

Citizens all. Bickersteth, S: (Je '19)

Citizenship
Allen, W: H. Universal training for citizen-

ship and public service. (F '18)
Ashley, R. L: New civics. (N '17)

Austin, M. Young woman citizen. (D '18)

Bennion, M. Citizenship. (Ja '18)

Bickersteth, S: Citizens all. (Je '19)

Bridges, H. J. On becoming an American.
(Ap '19)

Graham, E: K. Education and citizenship,
and other papers. (Ag '19)

Hoben, A. Church school of citizenship. (Ja
•19)

Webster, H. H. Americanization and citizen-
ship. (D '19)

Weeks, A. D. Psychology of citizenship. (Je
'17)

Zlegler, S: H., and Jaquette. H. Our com-
munity. (Mr '19)

City. Claudel, P. (My '21)
City curious. Bosschfere, J. de. (N '20)
City homes on country lanes. Sniythe, W. E.

(Ja '22)

City in the foreground. Hopkins, G. M. (N
•21)

City manager in Dayton. Rightor C. E., and
others. (F '20)

City manager plan
Mabie, E: C:, comp. Selected articles on the

city manager plan. (Je '18)
City milk supply. Parker, H. N. (Jl '17)

City of comrades. King, B. (My '19)
City of endless night. Hastings, M. M. (D '20)
City of masks. McCutcheon, G: B. (N '18)
City of the discreet. Baroja y Nessi, P. (Mr

'18)

City of trouble. Buchanan, M. (F '19)
City pastorals. Griffith, W: (Je '18)

City planning
American institute of architects. City plan-
ning progress in the United States, 1917.
(O '17)

Bird, C: S., jr. Town planning for small
communities. (Je '17)

London society. London of the future. (O
•21)

McBain, H. L. American city progress and
the law. (Je '18)

Moody, W. D. What of the city? (S '19)
Nolen, J: New Ideals In the planning of

cities, towns and villages. (Ap '20)
Robinson, C: M. Modern civic art. (Je '18)

City tides. Coates, A. A. (Ja '19)
City ways and company streets. Divine, C;

(N '18)

City worker's world in America. Simkovitch.
M. M. (S '17)

Civic biology. Hodge, C. F., and Dawson, J.
(O '18)

Civil service pensions
Meriam, L: Principles governing the retire-
ment of public employees. (Mr '18)

Civil service reform
Poulke, W: D. Fighting the spoilsmen. (Mr

•19)

Weber, G. A. Organized efforts for the Im-
provement of methods of administration in
the United States. (Ja '20)

Civil war in West Virginia. Lane, W. D: (O
'21)

Civilization
Branford, B. Janus and Vesta. (S '17)
Coit, S. Is civilization a disease? (Jl '17)

Cram, R. A. Walled towns. (Ja '20)
Day, C. S., jr. This simian world. (Ag '20)
Eckel, E. C. Coal, iron and war. (S '20)
Ferrero, G. Ruin of the ancient civilization
and the triumph of Christianity. (D '21)

Freeman, R: A. Social decay and regenera-
tion. (S '21)

Holmes, S: J. Trend of the race. (S '21)
Kidd, B: Science of power. (My '18j

Ludovici, A. M. Man's descent from the
gods. (N '21)

Means, P. A. Racial factors in democracy.
(S '19)

Rathenau, W. New society. (Je '21)

Swift, M. 1: Can mankind survive. (Je '19)

Van Loon, H. W. Story of mankind. (D '21)

Wells, H. G: Salvaging of civilization. (Jl '21)

Civilization. Duhamel, G. (Ap '19)

Civilization. La Motte, E. N. (Je ^19)

Civilization and the world war. Morse, A. D.
(Ja '20)

Civilization of the ancient Egyptians. Both-
well-Gosse, A. (Je '17)

Claiborne, William, 1587-1676
Claiborne, J: H. William Claiborne of Vir-

ginia. (Ap '18)
Claimants to Constantinople. With Hazen,

C: D., and others. Three peace congresses
of the nineteenth century. (Je '17)

Claire. Blades, L. B. (S '19)
Clair de lune. Barryniore, B. M. L. (Je '21)

Clammer and the submarine. Hopliins, W: J:
(F '18)

Clan call. Liebe, H. (Jl '21)

Clanking of chains. MacNamara, B. (My '20)

Clark, Charles Edgar, 1843-
Clark, C: E. My fifty years in the navy. (D

•17)

Clash: a study in nationalities. Moore, W: H:
(Je '19)

Classes for gifted children. Whipple, G. M. (Mr
•20)

Classical dictionaries
Walters, H: B., ed. Classical dictionary of
Greek and Roman antiquities, biography,
geography, and mythology. (Ap •I?)

Classical education
Browne, H: Our renaissance. (Je '18)

Jackson, W: W. Ingram Bywater. (N '17)

Livingstone, R: W. Defence of classical edu-
cation. (S '17)

Murray, G. Religio grammatici. (F '19)

Osier, \V: Old humanities and the new sci-
ence. (Je '20)

Shorey, P. Assault on humanism. (O '17)

West, A. F., ed. Value of the classics. (P
•18)

Classical influence in English literature in the
nineteenth century. Chislett, W:, jr. (Ja
'19)

Classicism
Chislett, W:, Jr. Classical influence in English

literature in the nineteenth century. (Ja
'19)

Classification, Decimal
Dewey, M. Decimal classification. (F '20)

Classified bibliography of boy life and organized
work with boys. Veal, R. T. (S '19)

Class-room method and management. Betts,
G: H. (N '17)

Classroom organization and control. Sears,
J. B. (Ja '19)

Class-room republic. Craddock, E. A. (D '20)

Classroom teacher. Strayer, G: D., and Engel-
hardt, N. L: (D '20)

Claude's book. Kelway-Bamber, L., ed. (My
•19)

Claude's second book. Bamber, L. K. (O '20)

Clay modelling
Taylor, S. Clay modelling for schools. (Ag

'21)

Clay modelling for schools. Taylor, S. (Ag
'21)
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Cleaning
Brannt, W: T. Practical dry cleaner, scourer
and grarraent dyer. (Ag '19)

Clear the decks! "Commander," pseud. (F '19)

Cleek, the master detective. Hanshew, T: W.
(Ap '18)

Cleek's government cases. Hanshew, T: W.
(My '17)

Clemenceau, Georges EugSne Benjamin, 1841-
Hyndman, H: M. Clemenceau, the man and

his time. (Ap '19)

Lecomte, G. C: Georges Clemenceau. (Jl
•19)

Clemens, Samuel Langhorne (Mark Twain,
pseud.). 1835-1910

Brooks, V. Ordeal of Mark Twain. (O
•20)

Clemens, S: L. Mark Twain's letters. (Ja
'18)

Paine, A. B. Short life of Mark Twain. (D
•20)

Cleomenes. Billings, M. W. (N '17)

Clerambault. Rolland, R. (S ^21)

Cleveland. Grover, 1837-1908
Ford, H: J. Cleveland era. (F '20)

Cleveland
Public schools

Lutz, R. R. Wage earning and education.
(My '17)

Cleveland era. Ford, H: J. (F '20)

Climate
Huntington, E. World-power and evolution.
(My '19)

Clintons, and others. Marshall, A. (Jl '19)

Clocks and watches
Brearley, H. C. Time telling through th»

ages. (O ^20)

Close-up. Tumbull, M. (D '18)

Closed door. BosschSre, J. de. (Ap •IS)

Clothing and dress
Izor, E. P. Costume design and home plan-

ning. (Ap '17)

Kinne, H., and Cooley, a. M. Clothing and
health. (Je '17)

Mc(5owan, E. B., and Waite, C. A. Textiles
and clothing. (O '19)

Parsons, F. A. Psychology of dress. (Mr
•21)

Poole, B. W. Clothing trades industry. (F
•21)

Woolman, M. Clothing. (D '20)

Clothing trade
Budish, J. M., and Soule, G: H: New union
Ism In the clothing industry. (S ^20)

Clothing trades industry. Poole, B. W. (F
•21)

Cloud of witnesses. De Koven, A. (As '20)

Clouds
Clarke, G: A. C. CHouds. (S '21)

Clouds and cobblestones. Flexner. H. (D '20)

Cloudy Jewel. Lutz, G. L. H. (D '20)

Clough, Arthur Hugh, 1819-1861
Osborne, J. I. Arthur Hugh Clough. (Jl '20)

Symonds, J: A. Last and first. (Ag ^19)

Clutch of circumstance. Cooke, M. B. (Ja '19)

Coal
Bone, W: A. Coal and its scientific uses.

(Ap ^19)
Herington, C. F: Powdered coal as a fuel.

(Jl ^18)

Coal and candlelight. Eden, H. (Ja '19)

Coal, iron and war. Eckel, E. C. (S '20)

Coal miners
Lane, W. D: Civil war in West Virginia. (O

•21)

Coal mines and mining
Bulman, H. F. Coal mining and the coal

miner. (D '20)

Burns, D., and Kerr, G: L. Modern practice
of coal mining. (F ^20)

Hodges, F. Nationalisation of the mines.
(D ^20)

Coal tar
Findlay, A. Treasures of coal tar. (Jl •IS)
Warnes, A. R. Coal tar and some of its

products. (My '19)

Ck>at without a seam. Cone, H. Q. (Jl '20)

Cobbler in Willow street, and other poems.
O'Neil, G: (Ja '20)

Cobblestones. Sentner, D: (F '22)

Cobden, Richard, 1804-1865
Hobson. J: A. Richard Cobden. (Ap ^19)

Coburn, Mrs Fordyce. See Abbott, E. H.
Cobweb. Chamberlain, G: A. (D '21)

Cockpit. Zangwill, I. (F '22)

Cockpit of Santiago Key. Qreenberg, D: S.
(My ^20)

Cocoa
Browne, E. A. Cocoa. (Ag ^21)

Cody, William Frederick (Buffalo Bill, pteud.)
1846-1917

Cody. L. Memories of Buffalo Bill. (Mr 'JO)

Cody, W: F: Autobiography of Buffalo Bill.

(Jl '20)

Coelebs. Young, F. E. M. (Je '18)

Coggin. Oldmeadow, E. J. (Mr •20)

Coil ignition for motor cars. Sylvester, C.
(S ^21)

Coinage ,„ ,,„^
Macdonald, G: Evolution of comage. (Jl ^17)

Coins and medals. Hardin, C. (Ag ^21)

Colas Breugnon. Rolland, R. (D ^19)

Coleridge, Arthur, 1830-1913
Coleridge, A. Reminiscences. (N ^21)

Colette Baudoche. Barrfes, M. (D •IS)

Collapse and reconstruction. Barclay, T: (Ag
•19)

Collapse of capitalism. Cahn, H. (O 18)
Collapse of superman. Thayer, W: R. (Mr '18)

Collected essays and reviews, James, W: (Ap
•21)

Collected legal papers. Holmes, O. W. (Ag
•21 and 1920 Annual)

Collected legal papers. Holmes, O. W. (Ja
21)

Collected plays. Phillips, S. (Je '21)

Collected poems. De La Mare, W. J: (Ja
•21)

Collected poems. Hardy, T: (D ^20)

Collected poems. Johnson, R. U. (Mr '20)

Collected poems. Myers, F: W: H: (My ^21)

Collected poems. Noyes, A. (D '20)

Collected poems. Robinson, E. A. (D '21)

Collected poems. Thomas, E: (Ja '22)

Collected works. Pearse, P. H. (O '17)

Collected works. Woodberry, G: E: (Je ^21)

Collecting of accounts „
Gardner, E: Tl. New collection methods. (F

'20)

Meyer, C: A. Mercantile credits and collec-

tions. (F '20)

Shaw, A. W. Company. Credits and collec-

tions. (Ap '19)

Collecting old glass. Toxall, Sir J. H: (Je •I?)

Collecting old miniatures. Yoxall, Sir J. H:
(Je '17)

Collectors and collecting
Bosanko, W. Collecting old lustre ware. (S

'17)

Carrick, A. V. Collector's luck. (Ja '20)

Courviile, E. H., comp. Autograph prices cur-
rent. (S '17) „ ^.

Hayden, A. Bye-paths In curio collecting.

(N '20)

Teall. G. C. Pleasures of collecting. (N '20)

Yoxall, Sir J. H: Collecting old glass. (Je
'17)

Yoxall, Sir J. H: Collecting old miniatures.

Collector's luck. Carrick, A. V. (Ja '20)

College and commonwealth. MacCracken, J:

H: (Ja '21)
, , „ ,«

College and new America. Hudson, J. W: (S
'20)

College gateway. Thwing, C: F. (Je '19)

College man in khaki. Merrill, W; (F 19)

College stories
Best college short stories. (Je '19)

College students
, , ^ ,. ^ _

Clark, T: A. Discipline and the derelict. (Je
'21)

Foster, W: T. Should students study? (Ap '17)

College teaching. Klapper, P., ed. (Je '20)

College verse . j.^ . ^
Schnittkind, H: T:, ed. Poets of the future.

(Je '17)

Colleges and universities
Allen, W: H. Self-surveys by colleges and

universities. (Ja '18)
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Colleges and universities

—

Continued
Butler, N: M. Scholarship and service. (N

•21)

Cornell Era. Above Cayuga's waters. (Mr
•17)

Graham, E: K. Education and citizenship,
and other papers. (Ag '19)

Hawthorne, H. Rambles in old college towns.
(D '17)

Hudson, J. W: College and new America.
(S '20)

Keppel, F: P. Undergraduate and his college.
(Mr '18)

Kolhe, P. R. Colleges in war time and after.
(Je '19)

MacCracken, J: H: College and common-
wealth. (Ja '21)

Meiklejohn, A. Liberal college. (D '20)

Sharpless, I: Story of a small college. (Ag
•18)

Thwing, C: F. American colleges and uni-
versities in the great war, 1914-1919. (Ap
•21)

Veblen, T. B. Higher learning in America.
(Mr '19)

Collins, William Wllkle, 1824-1889
Phillips, W. C. Dickens, Reade and Collins.
(Ag '19)

Colloid chemistry. Alexander, J. (Jl '19)

Colloids
Alexander, J. Colloid chemistry. (Jl '19)

Bechhold, H. Colloids in biology and medi-
cine. (Ag '19)

Collyer, Robert, 1823-1912
Holmes, J: H. Life and letters of Robert

Collyer, 1823-1912. (F '18)

Colmore, G., pseud. See Weaver, G.

Colombia
Description and travel

Cunninghame Graham, R. G. B. Cartagena
and the banks of the Sinu. (My ^21)

Colonel John Scott of Long Island. Abbott,
W. C. (O 'W)

Colonial architecture of Philadelphia. Cousins,
Riley, P. M. (My '20)

Colonial architecture of Salem. Cousins, F., and
F., and Riley, P. M. (Jl '21)

Colonial folkways. Andrews, C: M. (F '20)

Colonial life and customs
Prescott, D. R. Day in a colonial home.

(S '21)
Colonial merchants and the American revolu-

tion, 1763-1776. Schlesinger, A. M. (N '18)
Colonial tariff policy of France. Girault, A. (Jl

•17)

Colonial Virginia. Stanard, M. M. P. (Ja '18)
Colonization of North America. Bolton, H. E.,

and Marshall, T. M. (F '21, Ag '21)

Color
Luckiesh, M. Language of color. (Je •IS)
Snow, B. E., and Froehlich, H. B. Theory
and practice of color. (Ap '19)

Weinberg, L: Color in everyday life. (F '20)

Color printing
Fletcher, F. M. Wood-block printing. (Je

'21)

Color prints
Stewart, B. On collecting Japanese colour-

prints. (Ja '18)

Colorado
Baggs, M. L. Colorado, the queen jewel of the
Rockies. (Je *18)

Colorado river
Kennan, G: Salton sea. (Mr '18)

Colors of life. Eastman, M. (F '19)

Colour studies. Symons, A. (N '18)
Coloured stars. Mathers, E: P. (D '19)
Columba, Saint, 5217-597
Menzies, L. Saint Columba of lona. (My '21)

Columbia river
Freeman, L: R. Down the Columbia. (D '21)
Lyman. W: D. Columbia river. (Ap '18>

Columbian tradition. Vignaud, H: (Je '21)

Columbus, Christopher, 1446-1506
"Vignaud, H: Columbian tradition. (Je '21)

Drama
Walker, A. J. Christopher Columbus. (In La
Fayette) (My '19)

Come back. Wells, C. (Jl ^21)
Come seven. Cohen, O. R. (N '20)

Comedians all. Nathan, G: J. (N '19)

Comedienne. Reymont, W. S. (F '21)
Comedies of words. Schnitzler, A. (S '17)
Comforts of home. Bergengren, R. W. (Ja '19)
Coming dawn. Thompson, T., comp. (D '18)
Coming, The. Snaith, J: C. (N '17)
Coming democracy. Fernau, H. (O '17)
Coming free Catholicism. Peck, W. G. (O ^19)

Coming of the Lord. Snowden, J. H: (My '19)

Command is forward. Woollcott, A. (.O '19)

Commentary to Kant's critiaue of pure reason.
Smith, N. K. (F ^19)

Comments on hacks and hunters. Fleitmann,
L. L. (F '22)

Commerce
Friedman, E. M. International commerce
and reconstruction. (Jl '20)

Hauser, H. Germany's commercial grip on
the world. (Je •17)

Herrick, C. A. History of commerce and In-
dustry. (Ag '18)

Morrison, A. J. East by west. (Je '20)

Newland, H. O. Romance of modern com-
merce. (N '20)

Savay, N. L. Principles of foreign trade. (P
'20)

Selfridge, H. G. Romance of commerce. (Ap
'18)

Commerce and industry. Page, W:, ed. (D
•20)

Commercial advertising. Russell, T: (Ap '20)

Commercial apple industry. Folger, J: C, and
Thomson, S: M. (My ^21)

Commercial arbitration and the law. Cohen,
J. H: (F '19)

Commercial commodities. Matthews, F. (N
•21)

Commercial correspondence
Bartholomew, W. E., and Hurlbut, F. Busi-

ness man's English, spoken and written.
(F '21)

Better letters. (My '20)

Butler, R. S., and Burd, H: A. Commercial
correspondence. (Ja '20)

Gallagher, O. C:, and Moulton, L. B. Prac-
tical business English. (D '18)

Gardner, E: H. Constructive dictation. (F
'20)

Kilduff, E: J. Stenographer's manual. (Mr
•21)

Lee, J. M., ed. Business writing. (Ag '20)

Mason, W. L. How to become an office ste-
nographer. (Ap '20)

Opdycke, J: B. English of commerce. (Ap
'21)

Opdycke, J: B., and Drew, C. A. Commercial
letters. (Je '18)

Saunders, A., and Creek, H. L., eds. Litera-
ture of business. (Ap '21)

Commercial egg farming. Hanson, S. G: (Ja
•19)

Commercial engraving and printing. Hackle-
man, C: W: (My '21)

Commercial law
Burdick, F. M. Essentials of business law.
(P '20)

Bush, C. H. Applied business law. (My '20)

Conyngton. T: Business law. (Je '20)

Crane, U. E. Business law for business men.
(Je '17)

Frey, A. B. American business law. (Jl
•20)

Moore, J. H., and Houston, C: A. Problems
in business law. (Ag '20)

Moore, W: U. Law of commercial paper. (D
'18)

Perrin, H. L., and Babb, H. W. Commercial
law cases. (D '21)

Spencer, W: H. Law and business. (S
'21)

Commercial law cases. Perrin, H. L., and
Babb. H. W. (D '21)

Commercial letters. Opdycke, J: B., and Drew,
C. A. (Je '18)

Commercial oils, vegetable and animal. Laucks,
I. F. (Ja '20)

Commercial organizations
Naylor, E. H. Trade associations. (Mr '21)

Commercial plant propagation. Hottes, A. C.
(Je '18)
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Commercial policy In war time and after. Cul-
bertson. W: S. (S '19)

Commercial poultry raising. Roberts, H. A.
(Ap '19)

Commercial products
Matthews, F. Commercial commodities. (N

'21)

Commercial research. Duncan, C. S: (P '20)

Commercial Russia. Beable. W: H: (O '19)

Commercial tests and how to use them. Cody,
S. (S '19)

Commercialization of leisure. Sizer, J. P. (Ja
•18)

Commission for relief In Belgium
Kellogg, V. L. Fighting starvation in Bel-
gium. (Ap '18)

Kellogg. C. Women of Belgium. (Je '17)

Common cause. Adams, S: H. (Mr '19)

Common science. Washbume, C. W. (O '20)

Comnion sense and labour. Crowther, S: (Je
'20)

Common-sense ethics. Joad, C. E. M. (S '21)

Common sense in labor management. Clark,
N. M. (Ja '20)

Common weal. Cunningham, W: (Ja '19)

Commonplace books
Dobson, A. Bookman's budget. (My '18)

Commonwealth at war. Pollard, A. F: (F '18)

Commonwealth of nations. Curtis, L., ed. (Ag
•17)

Communism
Gompers, S:, and Walling, W: E. Out of

their own mouths. (N '21)

Pasvolsky, L. Economics of communism.
(S '21)

Paul, R and C. Creative revolution. (Ja
•21)

Community. Maciver, R. M. (S '17)

Community centers
Burr, W. Rural organization. (Ja '22)

Clarke, I. C. Little democracy. (D '18)

Daniels, J: America via tne neighborhood.
(Ja '21)

Hanlfan, L. J. Community center. (D '20)

Jackson, H: E. Community center. (S '18)

Community center activities. Perry, C. A. (My
'17)

Community church. Jackson, H: E. (Ja '20)

Community civics. Ames, E. W., and Eldred,
A. (Je '21)

Community drama. MacKaye, P. W. (N '17)

Community health problem. Burnham, A C.
(Mr '21)

Community life

Shelby, G. M. How to face peace. (Ag '19)

Community organization. Hart, J. K. (Ap '21)

Community plays
Mackay, C. D. Patriotic drama In your town.

(Ja '19)
Community programs for cooi>erating churches.

Guild. R. B.. ed. (N '20)

Community songs
MacKaye, P. W., and Barnhart, H. Will of

song. (O '19)

Community theatre In theory and practice.
Burleigh, L. (D '17)

Companions. Donald, C: H. (My '21)

Companions of the way. Chapman, E: M. (Mr
•18)

Company of royal adventurers trading In
Africa. Zook, G: F: (O '20)

Comparative education. Sandiford, P:, ed. (N
•19)

Competition
Montague, G. H. Business competition and

the law. (My '17)

Reed, H. B. Morals of monopoly and com-
petition. (S '17)

Stevens, W: H. S. Unfair competition. (S
'17)

Complaint of peace. Erasmus. D. (As '17)

Complete dog book. Bruette, W: A. (F '22)
Complete garden. Taylor, A. D., and Cooper,

G. D. (My -21)

Complete handbook for the sanitary troops of
the U.S. army and navy, and national guard
and naval militia. Mason. C: F. (N '17)

Complete opera book. Kobb6, G. (F '20)

Complete poems of F'rancla Ledwld^e. Led-
widge, F. (Ap '20)

Complete poetical works. Hay, J: (N '17)

Complete practical machinist. Rose, J. (Ap
'20)

Complete U.S. infantry guide. (N '17)

Compressed air
Daw, A. W. and Z. W. Compressed air
power. (O '20)

Comptes rendus of observation and reasoning.
Buchanan, J: Y. (Jl '17)

Compulsory education
Abbott, E., and Breckinridge, S. P. Truancy
and non-attendance in the Chicago schools.
(Je '17)

Comrade Rosalie. Du Bois, M. C. (Ja '20)

Comrades. Dillon, M. C. (Mr '18)

Comrades. Holt, F. T. (In They the crucified.

Holt, F. T.) (O '18)

Comrades in arms. Millet, P. (Je '17)

Comrades in courage. Redier, A. (Mr '18)

Comrades of the mist. Wilson, E. E. (S '19)

Concentration
Larson, C. D. Concentration. (Mr '21)

Concept of nature. Whitehead, A. N. (Ap
•21)

Concerning painting. Cox, K. (N '17)

Conclusive peace. Taylor, C: F. (Ap '17)

Concordance to the works of Horace. Cooper,
L., ed. (O '17)

Concrete ^^ ,_^
Howe, H. E. New stone age. (Je '21)

Concrete, Reinforced
. ,

Twelvetrees, W. N. Treatise on reinforced
concrete. (Mr '21)

Concrete construction
Fallon, J: T., ed. How to make concrete gar-
den furniture and accessories. (F '18)

Conditions of labor in American industries.

Lauck, W: J., and Sydenstricker, E. (Je
•17)

Conduct of life

Appel, J. H. Makmg of a man. (Ja 22)

Baker, S. Higher living. (Je '18)

Barton, B. More power to you. (D 17)

Bennett, A. Self and self-management. (Mr
'19)

Bruce, H: A. B. Self-development. (N '21)

Carroll, R. S. Soul in suffering. (N '19)

Cheley, F. H. Stories for talks to boys. (Ap
'20)

Crane, F. Christmas and the year round. (F
'18)

Crane, F., Lighted windows. (Ag '18)

Crane, "F. Looking glass. (Jl '17)

Edson, D: O. Getting what we want. (Je

'21)

Fairbanks, D. Laugh and live. {O '17)

Garesch4, E: F. Your neighbor and you. (S

'19)

Goddard, H. C. Morale. (Ap '19)

Gulick, L. H. Dynamic of manhood. (Ja 18)

Hadley, A. T. Moral basis of democracy. (F
'20)

Hill, J. L. Worst boys in to\s-n. (Ap '20)

Kingman, H: Faith of a middle-aged man.
(F '18)

AlcCall, A. B. Larger vision. (Ja 20)

Marden, O. S. Love's way. ^(F 19)

Marden, O. S. You can, but will you? (Jl

•20)

Marks, J. Courage. (Je '19)

Marshall, H: R. Mind and conduct. (D
'19)

Parmelee, M. PersonaUty and conduct.

Post, M. Heart and soul. (N '21)

Spillman, H. C. Personality. (F 20)

Streeter B. H., ed. God and the struggle for

existence. (F '20) ..„„^^
Sweet, W: E. Bxislness man and his over-

flow.'' (Je '19) /»T..i«\
Wise, S. S: How to face life. (My '18)

Conducting (music)
. , . ^ „*<»,o.

Gehrkens, K: W. Essentials m conducting.

Conducting a mail order business. Bull, A. ii..

(N '21)

Conference on the limitation of armaments
Bullard, A. A B C's of disarmament and the

Pacific problems. (N '21) „ ,. ,
Taft H- W. Japan and the Far East confer-

ence. (N '21)
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Confessions of a Browning lover. Fowell, J:
W. (My '18)

Confessions of a caricaturist. Herford, O. (O
•17)

Confessions of a little man during great days.
Andreieff, L. N. (My '17)

Confessions of a social secretary. Lowe, C. M.
(Mr -17)

Confessions of a war correspondent. Shepherd,
W: G. (Ag '17)

Confessions of a young man. Moore, G:" (Jl
'17)

Confessions of an opera singer. Howard, K.
(Ja '19)

Confessions of Jacob Boehme. Bohme, J. (F
•21)

Confessions of the Czaiinsu Radziwill, C. (Je
•18j

Conflict of laws relating to bills and notes.
Lorenzen. E. G. (Ag '19)

Confusion of tongues. Frothingham, P. R. (O

Congo, Belgian
Keith, A. B. Belgian Congo and the Berlin

act. (Ap 'JO)

Congregatlonallsts
Hazeltine, K. S. Pilgrim followers of the
gleam. (D '19)

Congress of Vienna, 1814-1815. Webster, C: K.
(S '19)

Conjuring
Carrington, H. Boy's book of magic. (N

'20)

Elbiquet, pseud. Supplementary magic. (Jl

Houdini, H. Miracle mongers and their
methods. (Ap '21)

Squier, E: S. Tricks and magic made easy.
(N '19)

Walker, A. H. and H. Conjuring tricks.
^ (Ag -21)
Conjuring tricks. Walker; A. H. and H. (Ag

21)

Connecticut
Government

Schoonmaker, N. Actual government of Con-
necticut. (F '20)

History
Gipson, L. H: Jared Ingersoll. (My '21)
Purcell, R. J. Connecticut In transition. (S

•19)
Connecticut in transition. Purcell, R. J. (S ^19)
Connecticut wits and other essays. Beers, H:

A. (F ^21)

Conneil, Norreys, pseud. See O'Rlordan, C.
(F '22)

Conquering hero. Gibbon, J: M. (N '20)
Conquerors of Palestine through forty centuries.

Lock, H. O. (F '21)
Conquest. O'Donovan, G. (Ag '21)
Conquest. Wadslev, O. (D '17)
Conquest of New France. Wrong, G: M. (Ag

Conquest of the old Southwest. Henderson,
A. (Je '20)

Conquests of Invention. Parkman, M. R. (O
'21)

Conrad in quest of his youth. Merrick, L. (Je
'19)

Conscience, creeds and critics. Emmet. C. W.
(S '19)

Conscientious objectors
Kellogg, J. A. Conscientious objector. (My

19)

Drama
Mygatt, T. D. Good Friday. (Ja '20)

Consciousness
Strong, C: A: Origin of consciousness. (S

'19)
Conscript 2989. Crump, I. (Ap '18)
Consequences. De La Pasture, E. E. M. (N

•19)

Conservation of food energy. Armsby, H: P.
(O 18)

Conservation of resources
Chamberlain, A. H: and J. F. Thrift and
conservation. (S '19)

Ely, R: T., and others. Foundations of na-
tional prosperity. (F '18)

Fairbanks, H. W. Conservation reader. (Jl
•20)

Gilbert, C. G., and Pogue, J. E. Ameri-
ca's power resources. (S '21)

Conservation of the wild life of Canada.
Hewitt, C: G. (O '21)

Conservation reader. Fairbanks, H. W. (Jl
'20)

Consolidated rural school. Rapeer, L: W., ed.
(D '20)

Constantine I and the Greek people. Hibben,
P. (Ag '20)

Constantinople
Abbott, G. F. Under the Turk in Constanti-

nople. (My '21)
Hazen, C: D., and others. Three peace con-

gresses of the nineteenth century. (Je '17)

Woolf, L. S. Future of Constantinople. (D
•17)

Constitution and what it means today. Cor-
Constitution for the socialist commonwealth of

win, E: S: (N '20>

Great Britain. Webb, S. and B. (F '21,

Ag '21)

Constitution of Canada in its history and prac-
tical working. Riddell, W: R. (S '17)

Constitutional history of England. Adams, G:
B. (My '21)

Constitutional history of the Louisiana pur-
chase. Brown, E. S. (Ag '20)

Constitutional power and world affairs. Suth-
erland. G: (My '19)

Constitutional conventions
Hoar, R. S. Constitutional conventions. (D

'17)

Constitutional law
Guthrie, W: D. Magna carta. (Ap '17)

Constitutions, State
McCIure, W. M. State constitution-making.

(Jl '17)

Constructive dictation. Gardner, E: H. (F
'20)

Consumers' cooperation. Sonnichsen, A. (My
•20)

Consuming fire. Kirk, H. E. (Ag •lO)

Contact, pseud. See Bott, A.
Contact with the other world. Hyslop, J. H.

(S '19)

Contemplative quarry, and The man with a
hammer. WIckham, A. (S ^21)

Contemporary British literature. Manly, J: M.,
and Rixjkert, E. (O '21)

Contemporary composers. Mason, D. G. (Ja ^19)

Contemporary drama of England. Dickinson,
T: H. (Mr '17)

Contemporary drama of France. Chandler, F.
W. (My '20)

Contemporary drama of Ireland. Boyd, E. A:
(Mr '17)

Contemporary drama of Italy. MacClintock, L.
(Mr '20)

Contemporary French politics. Buell, R. L.
(Ja -21)

Contemporary politics in the Far East. Horn-
beck, S. K. (P '18)

Contemporary portraits. Harris, F. (Mr '21)

Contemporary portraits. West, A. (S '21)

Contemporary Russian composers. Montagu-
Nathan, M. (Jl '17)

Contemporary short story. Baker, H. T. (Ap
'17)

Contemporary Spanish dramatists. Turrell,
C: A., ed. and tr. (Jl '19)

Contemporary theories of unemployment and
of unemployment relief. Mills, F: C. (Ag
'18)

Contemporary verse anthology. (F '21)

Contingency of the laws of nature. Boutroux,
£. (F '18)

Contracts
Ballantine, H: W. Preparation of contracts
and conveyances with forms and problems.
(Je '21)

Contracts, Government
Crowell, J: F. Government war contracts.

(Je '21)

Contracts, specifications and engineering rela-
tions. Mead, D. W. (Jl '17)

Control of ideals. Van Wesep, H. B. (N '20)

Control of life. Thomson. J: A. (S '21)

Control of parenthood. Marchant, J., ed. (F
•ai)
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Control of the drink trade. Carter, H: (Jl '18^

Controllers for tlectric motors. James, H: D.

(Mr '20)

Convalescence
I.eith, W. C. Domus doloris. (Je '19)

Convent life. Scott, M. J. (O '19)

Convention and revolt in poetry. Lowes. J: L.

(My '19)

Conversation
Kleiser. G. Talks on talking. (Je '17)

Conversion of Europe. Robinson, C: H: (Jfe

'18)

Conveyance and distribution of water for water
supply. Wegrmann, E: (F '19)

Conveyances
Ballantine, H: W. Preparation of contracts
and conveyances with forms and problems.
(Je '21)

Conveying machinery
Zimmer, G: F: Mechanical handling and stor-

ing of material. (Jl '17)

Convictions of Christopher Sterling Begbie, H.
(Ag '19)

Conweil, Russell Herman, 1842-
Burr, A. R. Russell H. Conweil. (Mr '17)

Cook, iVlrs George Cram. See Glaspell, S.

Cookery
Allen, I. C. Mrs Allen's cook book. (Mr

•18)

Bradley, A. Candy cook book. (Je '1/)

East, A. M. Kitchenette cookery. (Jl '17)

Evans, M. E. Mary Elizabeth's war time re-
cipes. (O '18)

Fish, A. Z. American Red cross text-book on
home dietetics. (Je '17)

Fox, M. C, comp. Blue grass cook book. (Ja
•19)

Franks, T. Daily menus for war service. (Ja
•19)

Gillmore, M. Economy cook book. (Jl '18)

Green, L. Effective small home. (My '17)

Green, M., pseud. Better meals for less
money. (Je '17)

Greenbaum, F. K. International Jewish cook
book. (My '19)

Handy, A. L. War-time breads and cakes.
(Je '18)

Harvey, L. S. Food facts for the home-
maker. (Ap '20)

Hill, J. Cake, pastry and dessert dishes. (O
•17)

Howard, M. W. Practical cookbook. (Je '17)

Judson. C. Junior cook book. (Ag '20)

King, C. B. Caroline IQng's cook book. (Jl
'18)

Kirk, A. G. Practical food economy. (S '17)

Mackay, L. G. Housekeeper's apple book. (F
'18)

Moore, H. W. Camouflage cookery. (D '18)

Murphv, C: J. American Indian corn (maize).
(F -18)

Neil, M. H. Economical cookery. (S '18)

Norton, J. T. Mrs Norton's cook-book. (Jl
•17)

Panchard, E. Meats, poultry and game.
(Je '20)

Partridpe, P. D.. and Conklin. H. M. Wheat-
less and meatless days. (Ap '18)

Purdy, M. D. Food and freedom. (D '18)
Rose. M. D. Everyday foods in war time.
(Mv '18)

Smith, F. L. More recipes for fifty. (N '18)

Stern, F., and Spitz, G. T. Food for the
worker. (Jl '17)

Stewart, F. E. Lessons in cookery. (S '19)

Stockbridge, B. E. Liberty cook book. (S
'18)

Thompson, M. J. Food for the sick and the
well. (Mr '20)

Wade, M. L. Book of potato cookery. (F
'19)

Wellman, M. T. Economy in food. (Jl '18)
Wellman, M. T. Food study. (Je '17)
Williams, J. B. Us two cook book. (N '20)

Wilson, M. A. Mrs Wilson's cook book. (N
•20)

Wright, M. M. Preserving and pickling. (My
•18)

Wright, M. M. Salads and sandwiches. (My
•18)

See also Canning and preserving; Diet;
Food

Cookery (fish)
Spencer, B., and Cobb, J: N. Fish cookery.
(F '22)

Cookery, Chinese
Chan. S. W. Chinese cook book. (D '17)

Cookson, Mrs Roger. See Tremayne, S., pseud.

Cooper, James Fenimore, 1789-1851
Cooper, J. F. Legends and traditions of a
northern county. (S '21>

Cooperation
Bailey, L. H. Universal service. (My '18)

Harris, E. P., and others. Co-operation. (J«
'18)

Howe, F: C. Denmark. (My '21)

Sonnlchsen,, A. Consumers' cooperation. (My
•20)

Tufts, J. H. Ethics of cooperation. (Mr '19)

Woo'f, L. S. Co-operation and the future of

incxustry. (S '19)

Co-operation and the future of industry.
Woolf, L. S. (S '19)

Co-operation in Danish agrriculture. Hertel, H.
(Ja '19)

Co-operative credit for the United States.
WolfC, H: W: (N '17)

Cooperative marketing. Cumberland, W: W.
(Ja '18)

Co-operative movement in Russia. Bubnoff,
L V. (O '17)

Cooperstown, N.Y.
Birdsall, R. Story of Cooperstown. (O '17)

Copenhagen porcelain
Hayden, A. Chats on royal Copenhagen por-

celain. (F '20)

Copper
Denny, C. W. Electro-deposition of copper.

(Jl '21)

Copplestone, Bennet, pseud. See Kitchin, F: H.
(Ap '21)

Coquette. Swinnerton, F. A. (S '21)

Cordage
Woodhouse, T:, and Kilgour, P. Cordage and
cordage hemp and fibres. (My '20)

Cords of vanity. Cabell, J. B. (Mr '21)

Corn
Brooks, E. C. Story of corn and the west-
ward migration. (Je '17)

il.nphy, C: J. American Indian corn
(maize). (F '18)

Williams, C: B., and Hill, D. H. Corn book
for young folk. (Mr '21)

Corn book for young folk. Williams, C: B.,

and Hill, D. H. (Mr '21)

Corn from olde fteldes. Brougham, E. M

.

comp. (F '19)

Cornellle, Pierre Alexis, 1792-1868
Croce, B. Ariosto, Shakespeare and Corneille.

(-^P '21)

Comelli. Spyri, J. (N '20)

(jornhuskers. Sandburg, C. (D '18)

Corporate organization and management. Con-
yngton, T: (N ^17)

Corporation accounting. Bennett, R. J. (S
'17)

Corporation \aw
Stetson, J. F. L., and others. Some legal
phases of corporate financing, reorganivia-
tion and regulation. (S '17)

Corporation schools
Morris, J: V. Employee training. (Ag 21)

Corporations
Bennett, R. J. Corporation accounting. (S

'17)
. ,,

Conyngton, T: Corporate organization ana
management. (N '17)

Davis, J. S. Essays in the earlier history of
American corporations. (S '17)

Dewing, A. S. Financial policy of corpora-
tions. (My '21)

Gerstenberg, C: W., and Johnson, W. S. Or-
ganization and control. (N '17)

Rossmoore, E. E. Federal corporate income
taxes. (Je '21)

Corpulence _ „
Cobb, I. S. One third off. (O '21)

Correspondence of Jean-Baptiste Carrier. Car-
rier, J. B. (My '21)

Correspondence of John Henry Newman with
John Keble .and others, 1839-1845. Newman.
J: H: (Ap '18)
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Correspondence of Nicholas Blddle. Biddle.

N. (D '19)

Correspondence of Sir Arthur Helps. Helps,
A. (My '18>

Corsair in the war zone. Paine, R. D. (O
•20)

Corson, Geoffrey, pseud. See ShoU, A. M. (Ja
•19)

Cortes, Hernando, 1485-1547
Watson, V. C. With Cortes the conqueror.

(Ja '19)

Corthls, Andr6, pseud. See L6cuyer. A. (N '21)

t:osmic relations and immortality. Holt, t±.

(D '20)

Cosmogony , .,. * ,f
Arrhenius, S. A. Destmies of the stars, (fa

•18)

Cossacks ^ ,„.^
Cressori, W: P. Cossacks. (Je 20)

Cost accounting ^ -^ * •
i

Armstrong, G: S. Essentials of industrial

costing. (F ^22)
*• „ rw

Belt R. E. Foundry cost accounting. (if

'20)

Church, A. H. Manufacturing costs and ac-

counts. (Jl '17)

Eggleston, D. C. Problems in cost account-

ing. (D '18)
, „ ^. ^ T,

Eggleston, De W. C, and Robinson, F: B.

Business costs. (My '21) ^ ^ ^ ^
Nicholson, J. L., and Rohrbach, J: F. D. Cost
accounting. (F '20)

Parkhurst, F: A: Predetermination of true

costs and relatively true selling prices.

Scovell, C. H. Cost accounting and burden
application. (Ap '17)

Cost of living
, ^ ., •

Donham, S. A. Spending the family income.
(Ja '22)

, ,. . ,,
Gibbs, W. S. Minimum cost of living. (Je

Howe, F: C. High cost of living. (Ja '18)

Costa Rica ^ ^ . „.
Calvert, A. C. and P. P. Year of Costa Rican
natural history. (Jl '17)

Costanzo, Mrs Gabrlelle Margaret (Canripbell).

See Bowen, M., pseud (N 'n, N '18, My 19)

Costume , ^. ,^ ,.„^
Burbank, E. Woman as decoration. (Ja lb)

Fales, J. Dressmaking. (My '17)

Izor, E. P. Costume design and home planning.

(Ap '17)
, , ,-,

Parsons, F. A. Psychology of dress. (Mr

Traphagen, E. H. Costume design and illus-

tration. (My '19)
.

Young women's Christian associations. Na-
tional costumes of the Slavic peoples. (My
'21)

Costume design
Hughes, T. Dress design. (Ja 21)

Cottage of delight. Harben, W: N. (N '19)

Cotton
Bigwood, G: Cotton. (Je '19)

Daniels, G: W: Early English cotton in-

dustry. (D '20)
^ ^,

Goulding, E. Cotton and other vegetable
fibres. (Ag '20) ^ ,^

Morgan. J. O. Field crops for the cotton-belt.

(N '17)

Cotton kingdom. Dodd, W: E.' (Ag '19)

Council of seven. Snaith, J: C. (Ja '22)

Counsel of the ungodly. Brackett, C: (S '20)

Counter-attack. Sassoon, S. (F '19)

Counterfeit miracles. Warfield, B: B. (Ja '19)

Country air. Jacks, L. P. (Ap '18)

Country child. Showerman, G. (D '17)

Country church
Brunner, E. de S. Country church in the
new world. (My '19)

Brunner, E. de S. New country church
building. (N '17)

Earp, E. L. Rural church serving the com-
munity. (Ag '19)

Gill, C: O., and Pinchot, G. Six thousand
country churches. (My '20)

Morse, K: l-'ear God in your own village.
(Ap '18)

Country life
Bowman, J. C, ed. Promise of country life.

(Ap -17)

Boyle, J. E. Rural problems in the United
States. (S '21)

Burr, W. Rural organization. (Ja '22)

Galpin, C: J. Rural Ute. (Ja '19)

Groves, B. R. Rural problems of today. (Ag
'18)

Kirkpatrick, M. G. Rural school from withiu,
(S '17)

McArthur, P. Red cow and her friends. (Ap
'19)

McMahon, J: R. Success in the suburbs. (Jl
'17)

National country life conference. Rural
organization. (S '21)

Quicli, H. Fairview idea. (Mr '19)

Smith, J: P. Our neighborhood. (S '19)

Smythe, W: E. City homes on country
lanes. (Ja '22)

Young men's Christian associations. Inter-
national committee. Balancing country life.

(Ja '18)

Young men's Christian associations. Inter-
naiional committee. Home of the country-
.side. (S '17)

Country sentiment. Graves, R. (Jl '20)

Country town. Courthope, W: J: (Ap '21)

Country weekly. Bing, P. C. (F '18)

Counts of Gruy^re. De Koven, A. (Ap '17)

County administration. Maxey, C. C. (F '20)

County government
Gilbertson, H: S. County—the "dark con-
tinent" of American politics. (O '17)

James, H. G. Local government in the
United States. (Ag '21)

Maxey, C. C. County administration. (F
'20)

Courage
Lord, H. G. Psychology of courage. (My

'19)

Courage. Marks, J. (Je '19)

Courage of Marge O'Doone. Curwood, J. O.
(My '18)

Courageous girls. Barstow, C: L., ed. (N '18)

Courageous marriage. Bryant, M. (Ag '21)

Course for begrinners in religrious education.
Rankin, M. E. (Ag '18)

Course in wood turning. Milton, A. S., and
Wohlers, O. K. (P '20)

Course of Christian history. McGlothlin, W: J.

(S '19)

Course of empire. Pettigrew, R: F. (Ja '21)

Courses of study
Bobbitt, J: F. Curriculum. (Ja '19)

Meriam, J. L. Child life and the curriculum.
(Jl '20)

Court and diplomacy in Austria and Germany.
Leutrum von Ertingen, O. (Ja '19)

Court of Belshazzar. Williams, E. W. (O '18)

Court rules
Rosenbaum, S: Rule-making authority in the
English supreme court. (N '17)

Courtney, Leonard Henry Courtney, 1st baron,
1832-1918

Gooch, G: P. Life of Lord Courtney. (N
'20)

Courts
Wells, F: DeW. Man in court. (Je '17)

Courts, Industrial
Allen, H: J. Party of the third part. (Je

'21)

Cousin Julia. Flandrau, G. H. (O '17)

Cousin Nancy and the Lees of Clifford. Stone,
G. (N '20)

Cousin Philip. Eng title of Helena. Ward, M.
A. (Ja '20)

Cousin Sadie. Anderton, D. (F '21)

Coutts, Thomas, 1735-1822
Coleridge, E. H. Life of Thomas Coutts,
banker. (My '20)

Covenanter. Taft. W: H., and others. (Ag 19)

Covered with mud and glory. Lafond, G. (Ap
•18)

row and milk book. Guest, F. (My 17)

Cow-country. Bower, B. M. (Mr '21)

Cow puncher. Stead, R. J. C. (F '19)

Cowboys
Furlong, C: W. Let 'er buck. (S '21)
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Cowboys—Continued

Poetry

Thorp, N. H., comp. Songs of the cowboys.
(N -21)

Crack in the bell. Macfarlane, P: C. (F '19)

Cradle of the war. Woods, PI: C: (N '18)

Craft of the tortoise. Tassin, A. de V. (Mr
'20)

Cranch, Christopher Pearse, iai3-1892
Cranch, C. P. Life and letters of Christopher
Pearse Cranch. (My '17)

Crater's gold. Curtiss, P. E. (Je '19)

Cream of curiosity. Hine, R. L. (F '21)

Cream of the jest. Cabell, J. B. (D '17)

Cieated legend. Sologub, F., pseud. (S '17)

Creating capital. Lipman, F: L. (Je '18)

Creative chemistry. Slosson, E. E. (Ja '20
Creative criticism. Spingarn, J. E. (Jl '17)

Creative impulse In industry. Marot, H. (S
'18, Ag '19)

Creative mtelligence. Dewey, J:, and others.
(Mr '17)

Creative involution. Williams, C. L. (Ap '17)

Creative revolution. Paul, E. and C (Ja '21,

Ag -21)

Creative will. Wright, W. H. (Ap '17)

Creators of decorative styles. Dyer, W. A. (D
•17)

Credentials of Christianity. Scott, M. J. (O
•20)

Credit
Beebe, D. E. Retail credits and collections.
(Mr '19)

Gardner, E: H. New collection methods. (F
•20)

Laughlin, J. L. Credit of the nations. (S
•18)

Meyer, C: A. Mercantile credits and collec-
tions. (F '20)

Shaw, A. W., company. Credits and collec-
tions. (Ap •IS)

Credits and collections. Shaw, A. W., com-
pany. (Ap •lO)

Creeds and critics. Holland, H: S. (D •IS)

Creole families of New Orleans. King, G. E.
(My ^21)

Crescent and Iron cross. Benson, E: F: (Je
•18)

Crescent moon. Young, F. B. (Je '19)

Cresting wave. Morris, E. B. (Ag ^20)

Crdvecoeur, Michel Gulllaume Saint-Jean de,
1735-1813

Mitchell, J. P. St Jean de CrSvecoeur. (Jl '17)

Cricket. Cooke, M. B. (Je '19)

Crime. Grelling, R: (F '19, N '19)

Crime, The, by a German. (F '18)

Crime and criminals
Ferrl, E. Criminal sociology. (O '17)
Healy, W: Mental conflicts and misconduct.

(Jl '17)

Irving, H: B. Book of remarkable criminals.
(N "18)

Kingston, C: Remarkable rogues. (N '21)
Lewis, B. G. Offender and his relations to
law and society. (My '17)

Mercier, C: A. Crime and criminals. (Je
•19)

Mutzenberg, C: G. Kentucky's famous feuds
and tragedies. (N '17)

Parmelee, M. F. Criminology. (My '18)
Scandlin, H. W. Wicked John Goode. (Jl '17)
Woods. A. Crime prevention. (O '18)

Crimes of charity. Bercovici. K. (Jl '17)
Criminal sociology. Ferri. E. (O '17)
Criminology. Parmelee, M. F. (My '18)
Crimson alibi. Cohen, O. R. (Mr '19)
Crimson blotter. Ostrander, I. E. (Jl '21)
Crimson patch. Seaman, A. H. (O ^20)
Crimson tide. Chambers. R. W: (Mr '20)
Crisis in Russia. Ransome, A. (My '21)
Crisis of the naval war. Jellicoe, J: R. J.

(Mr •21)

Critic in Pall Mall. Wilde, O. F. O. W. (Jl
•20)

Critical essays of the early nineteenth cen-
tury. Aiden, R. M., comp. (Jl '21)

Critical history of Greek philosophy. Stace,
W. T. (Ag ^21)

Criticism
Lewlsohn, L., ed. Modern book of criticism.

(Jl ^20)
Spingarn, J. E. Creative criticism. (Jl '17)

Critique of the theory of evolution. Morgan,
T: H. (My '17)

Croce, Benedetto, 1866-
Carr, H. W. Philosophy of Benedetto Croce.

(Jl '18)

Crocheting
Klickmann, F. Beautiful crochet on house-

hold linen. (Je '17)

Cromwell, Oliver, 1599-1658

Dramas
Drinkwater, J: Oliver Cromwell. (Ja '22)

Crooked and narrow streets of the town of Bos-
ton, 1630-1822. Thwing, A. H. (D '20)

Crooked house. Fleming, B. (Ap '21)

Cross, Victoria, pseud. See Corv, V. (My '21)
Cross at the front. Tiplady, T: (Ja '18)

Cross-curi'ents. Widdemer, M. (Ja '22)
Cross-cut. Cooper, C. R. (Jl '21)
Cross-lots. Peck, G: C. (Ja ^22)
Cross of Ares. Perkins, L. (Ap '21)
Cross of fire. Anderson, R. G. (F '19)

Cross pull. Evarts, H. G: (My '20)

Crosses
Vallance, A. Old crosses and lychgates. (F

•21)

Crossing. Tagore, R. (In Lover^s gift. Tagore,
R.) (N '18)

Croswell, James Greenleaf, 1852-1915
Croswell, J. G. Letters and writings. (N '17)

Crowding memories. Aldrich, L. (N '20)

Crowds
3Iartin, E. D. Behavior of crowds. (Ag '21

and 1920 Annual)
Crown jewels
Tounghusband, G: J: Jewel house. (.F 21)

Crow's nest. Day, C. S., jr. (Ja '22)

Cruise of the Corwin. Muir. J: (Ja '18)

Cruise of the dream ship. Stock, R. (F '22)
Cruise of the Kawa. Chappell. G: S. (N '21)

Cruise of the "Scandal." Bridges, V: (Ag
•20)

"Crumps." Keene, L: (Ja '18)

Crusader of France. Belmont, F. (Mr '18)

Crusaders of New France. Munro, W: B. (Ag
•19)

Crusades
Krey, A. C: First crusade (Ja ^22)

Stein, E. Our little crusader cousin of long
ago. (My ^21)

Cry of youth. Lombardi, C. (Jl ^20)

Cry out of the dark. Stevens, H: B. (Ja '20)

Crystal age. Hudson, W: H: (Ap '17)

Crystal ball. Gordon, M. D. (O '20)

Crystal heart. Bottome, P. (N ^21)

Cuba
History

Johnson, W. F. History of Cuba. (D ^20)

Wright, I. A. Early history of Cuba, 1492-
1586. (Ap ^17)

Cultural reality. Znanieckl. F. (Ap •IQ)

Culture
Lowie, R. H. Culture and ethnology. (Ag

•18)

Znaniecki, F. Cultural reality. (Ap '19)

Culture and diseases of the sweet pea. Tau-
benhaus, J. J. (N '17)

Cumberland, Gerald, pseud. See Kenyon, C. F.
(D ^21)

Cumberland, Richard, 1732-1811
Williams, S. T: Richard Cumberland. (Ja

•18)

Cup of fury. Hughes, R. (Jl '19)

Curious quest. Oppenheim, E: P. (P '19)

Curious republic of Gondour. Clemens, S: L.
(Ag '19)

Curly of tlie Circle bar. Ames, J. B. (F '20)

Currency. See Money
Currency and credit. Hawtrey, R. G. (F '21)

Current social and industrial forces. Edle,
L. D., ed. (Jl '20)

Currents and eddies in the English romantic
generation. Pierce, F: E. (Ap '19)

Curriculum. Bobbitt, J: F. (Ja 19)
Cursed. England, G: A. (O '19)
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Curtain. Macfarlan, A. (Mr '21)

Curtain of steel. Halnsselln, M. T: (Je '19)

Curtains. Hall. H. (O "21)

Custard Cup. Livingston, F. B. (Je '21)

Custer, George Armstrong. 1839-1876
Dellcnbaugh, F: 3: George Armstrong Cus-

ter. (Mr '17)

Cycadaceae
Chamberlain, C: J. Living cycads. (Je '19)

Cycle of Adams letters. Adams, C: F., and
others. (Ja '21)

Cycle of sonnets. Linn, E. L. (Ja '19)

Cycle of spring. Tagore, R. (My '17)

Cycles of personal belief. Forbes, W. E. (Jl '17)

Cytherea. Hergesheimer, J. (F '22)

Czechoslovak fairy tales. Fillmore, P. H. (Ja
•20)

Czechoslovak stories. Hrbkova, S. B., tr. and
ed. (Ag '20)

Czechs
Roy, J. A. Pole and Czech in Silesia. (Ap

'21)

Daddy Pat of the marines. Evans, F. E. (O '19)

Daffodil murder. Wallace, B. (Mr '21)

Daily bread; A window to the south; The lean
years. Reely, M. K. (O '19)

Daily menus for war service. Franks, T. (Ja
•19)

Dairying
Eckles, C. H:, and Warren, G: F: Dairy

farming. (Ag '17)

Guest, F. Cow and milk book. (My '17)

Daisy. MacArthur, R. A. (D '19)

Daisy Ashford: her book. Ashford, D. (S '20)

Dalcroze, E. Jacques- See Jacques-Dalcroze,
E. (Ag '21)

Dalmatia
Vojnovie, L. Dalmatia and the Jugoslav
movement. (My '21)

Dalmatia and the Jugoslav movement. Vojno-
vie, L. (My '21)

Daly, Augustin, 1838-1899
Daly, J. F. Life of Augustin Daly. (D '17)

Dame school of experience. Crothers, S: M.
(Ja '21)

Dams
Creager, W: P. Engineering for masonry
dams. (D '17)

Damsel in distress. Wodehouse, P. G. (D
'19)

Dancing
Burchenal, E., ed. American country dances.

(S '19)

Coll, C: J. Dancing made easy. (N '19)

Einert, M. T. Rhythmic dance book. (N '21)

Elsom, J. C, and Trilling, B. M. Social
games and group dancing. (S '19)

Jacques-Dalcroze, E. Rhythm, music and
education. (Ag '21)

MoUer, H. Dancing with Helen Moller. (Je
•18)

Poetry
Dickson, E: R., ed. Poems of the dance. (F

'22)

Dancing hours. Ohlson, H. (Ap '17)

Dandelions. Cade, C. T. (S '17)

Danger! Doyle, A. C. (Mr '19)

Danger signals for teachers. Winship, A. E:
(N '19)

Dangerous ages. Macaulay, R. (O '21)

Dangerous days. Rinehart, M. (Ag '19)

Dangerous inheritance. Forrester, I. L. (D
'20)

Danish fairy tales. Grundtvig, S. H. (F '20)

Danish West Indies. Westergaard, W. C. (O
'17)

Danny again. Barclay, V. C. (O '20)

Dante Allghlerl, 1265-1321
Cunnington, S. Stories from Dante. (N '21)

Dinsmore, C: A. Life of Dante Alighierl.
(N '19)

Grandgent. C: H. Power of Dante. (S '19)
Moore, E: Studies in Dante, series 4. (S '17)
Sedgwick. H: D. Dante. (Mr '19)

Slattery. J: T. Dante. (Ag '20)

Zahm, J: A. Great inspirers. (Je '17)

Danton, George Jacques, 1759-1794
Madelin, L: Danton. (F '22)

Dardanelles
Callwell, C: E: Dardanelles. (Mr '20)

Dardenelles campaign. Nevinson, H: W. (Ag
'19)

Daredevil of the army. Corcoran, A. P. (Ap
•19)

Daring deeds of great pathfinders. Sander-
son. E. (D '19)

Dark Geraldine, P'erguson, J: A. (Ag '21)
Dark mirror. Vance, L: J. (Ag '20)
Dark mother. Frank, W. D: (D '20)
"Dark people." Poole, E. (My '18)
Dark river. Millin, S. G. (D '20)
Dark Rosaleen. Blundell, M. E. (Ag '17)
Dark star. Chambers, R. W: (Jl '17)
Dark wind. Turner, W. J. (Jl '20)
Darkest hour. Eng title of Before dawn. Mc-

Leod, I. R. (Mr '19)
Darkwater. Du Bois, W: E: B. (Ap '20)
Dartmoor window again. Parr, O. K. (F '19)

Dartmouth college
Tucker, W: J. My generation. (D '19)

Daughter of Helen Kent. Comstock, S. (D '21)
Daughter of Jehu. Richards, L. B. (D '18)
Daughter of the land. Porter, G. (O '18)
Daughter of the middle border. Garland, H.

(D '21)
Daughter of the morning. Gale, Z. (Ja '18)
Daughter of the Puritans. Creevey, C. A. (My

'17)

Daughter of the sun. Qui^n sabe. (Ja '22)
Daughter of two worlds. Scott. L. (Mv '19)
Daughters of heaven. Cory, V. (My '21)

D'Aulnoy, Marie Catherine Jumelle de Berne-
vllle, comtesse. See Aulnoy, M. C. J. de B.,
comtesse d'

David and Jonathan. Thurston, E. T. (Mr
'19)

David Blalze and the blue door. Benson, E: F:
(N '19)

David Vallory. Lynde, F. (O '19)

Davies, John Langdon-. See Langdon-Davies,
J:

Davies, William Henry, 1870-
Davies, W: H: ATitoMography of a super-
tramp. (Je '17) '

Davis, Henry Gassaway, 1823-1916
Pepper, C: M. Life and times of Henry Gas-
saway Davis. (Ap '20)

Davis, Henry Winter, 1817-1865
Steiner, B. C. Life of Henry Winter Davis.
(My '17)

Davis, Jefferson, 1808-1889
Gordon, A. C. Jefferson Davis. (Ja '19)

Davis, Jerome Dean, 1838-1910
Davis, J. M. Davis, soldier missionary. (Ap

'17)

Davis, Richard Harding, 1864-1916
Davis, R: H. Adventures and letters of Rich-
ard Harding Davis. (Ja '18)

Dawn. Porter. E. (My '19)

Dawn of a new era in Syria. McGilvary M.
(D -20)

Dawn of modern medicine. Buck, A. H. (D
'20)

Dawn of the French renaissance. Tilley, A. A.
(F '19)

Dawson Black; retail merchant. Whitehead. H.
(O '18)

Dawson-Scott, Catherine Amy. See Scott,

C. A. Dawson

-

Day, The. Chappell, H: (O '18)

Day and night stories. Blackwood, A. (O 17)

Day before yesterday. Armstrong, D: M. (N
'20)

Day-book of Walter Savage Landor. Landor,
W. S. (Ap '20) _ „, ,

Day continuation school at work. Wray, W. J.,

and Ferguson, R. W., eds. (D '20)

Day in a colonial home. Prescott, TK R.
(S '21)

Day of the crescent. Hubbard, G. B. (F '21)

Day of faith. Roche, A. S. (F '22)

Day of glory. Fisher, D. F. (My 19)

Day of the confederacy. Stephenson, N. w^.

(Ag '19)

Days and events. Livermore, T: D. (Mr '20)
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Days before yesterday. Hamilton, F: S. (Mr
•21)

Day's burden. Kettle. T: M. (Ap "19)

Days of Alki'oiades. Robinson, C. E: (Je '17)

Davs of i^lorv. Villiers, F:. il. (Je '20)

Days of the discoverers. Lamprey, L.. (D '21)

Days out. Woodbridge, E. (Ja '18)

Dayton, Ohio

Politics and government
Rightor, C. E., and others. City manager in

Dayton. (F '20)

Dead command. Blasco Ibafiez, V. (My '19)

Dead man's gold. Dunn, J. A. E. (S '20)

Dead Man's Plack, and An old thorn. Hudson,
W: H: (F '21)

Dead men's money. Fletcher, J. S. (D '20)

Dead towns and living men. Woolley, C: L.

(Je '21)

Deadham Hard. Harrison, M. S. (N '19)

Deadlock. Richardson, D. M. (Ja '22)

Deafness
Nitchie. E. B. Lip-reading. (O '19)

"Dear folks at home." (Ap '19)

Dearham's inheritance. Eng title of Partners
of the out-trail. Bindloss, H. (O '19)

Death
Carrington, H. Death. (My '21)

Flammarion, C. Death and its mystery. (My
'21)

Freud, S. Reflections on war and death. (Je
•18)

Holmes, J: H., and Olf, L. B., comps. Grail
of life. (Ja '20)

Kirkland, W. M. New death. (O '18)

MacKenna, R. W: Adventure of death. (O
•17)

Maeterlinck, M. Light beyond. (Ja '18)

Mercer, J: E: "UTiy do we die? (Ap '20)

Whiting. L. Adventure beautiful. (Ja '18)

Death and its mvstery. Flammarion, C. (My
•21)

Death of a nation. Yohannan, A. (Ap '17)

Death of society. "^Vilson, R. (Ag '21)

Death of Titian. Hofmannsthal, H. H. von.
(My •20)

Death, the gate of life? Dallas. H. A. (Ag '19)

Debatable ground. Stern. G. B. (Mr '21)

Debates
Beman, L. T., comp. Selected articles on pro-

hibition of the liquor trafHc. (Ap '17)

Fanning, C. E., comp. Selected articles on
capital punishment. (Ap '17)

Reely, M. K., comp. Selected articles on im-
migration. (Mr '17)

Reely, M. K., comp. Selected articles on
minimum watre. (Mr '17)

"Van Valkenburgh. A., comp. Selected articles
on military training in schools and colleges.
(Mr '17)

Van Valkenburgh, A., comp. Selected articles
on national defense. (Ap '17)

Debating
Foster. W: T. Argumentation and debating.
(D '17)

Phelps, B. M.. ed. University debaters' an-
nual. (N '17)

Phelps, E. M.. ed. University debaters' an-
nual. (Ja '22)

Phelps. E. M.. ed. University debaters' an-
nual. (Ja '19)

Phelps, E. M.. ed. Universitv debaters' an-
nual. (O '19)

Phelps. B. M.. ed. University debaters' an-
nual, 1919-1920. (Ja '21)

Shurter, E. D. How to debate. (D '17)

Debs, Eugene Victor, 18.55-

Karsner. D- Debs. (F '20)

Debts, Public
Fisk, H. E: Oui public debt. (F '20)

Hollander. J. H. "War borrowing. (F '20)

De Bunsen, Victoria Buxton. See Bunsen, V. B.
de

Deburau. Gultry, S. (F '21)

Decadence. Gourmont, R. de. (N '21)

De Carlo, Camillo. See Carlo. C. de
Decimal classification. Dewey, M. (F '20)
Decline of aristocracv in the politics of New

York. Fox, D. R (D '20)

Decline of the Chartist movement. Slosson,
P. W: (My '17)

Decoration and ornament
Mijer, P. Batiks, and how to make them.
(Ag '19)

Paris, W: F. Decorative elements in architec-
ture. (Jl '17)

Decorations of honor
Wyllie, R. E. Orders, decorations and in-

signia, military and civil. (Je '21)

Decorative elements in architecture. Paris,
W: F. (Jl '17)

Decorative textiles. Hunter, G: L. (F '19)

Deductions from the world war. Freytag-Lor-
inghoven, H. F. P. J. (Ap '18)

Deep heart. Clarke, I. C. (F '20)

Deep waters. Jacobs, W. W. (O '19)

Deer godchild. Bernard, M., and Serrell, B.
(Ap '19)

Defective and delinquent classes
Barton, G: E: Re-education. (Ja '18)

Defective children
Anderson, M. L. Education of defectives In

the public schools. (Ag '18>

Goddard, H: H. Juvenile delinquency. (Ja
'22)

Hollingworth, L. A. Psychology of subnor-
mal children. (Mr '21)

Defence of classical education. Livingstone,
R: W. (S '17)

Defence of idealism. Sinclair, M. (D '17)

Defence of libeity. Brett, O. (Mr '21)

Defence of philosophic doubt. Balfour, A. J.

(O '21)
Defenders of democracy. (F '18)

Deficiency and delinquency. Miner, J. B. (Ap
•19)

Definite object. Farnol, J. (Je '17)

Defoe, Daniel, 1661-1731
Nicholson, W. Historical sources of Defoe's
Journal of the plague year. (S "20)

Degradation of the democratic dogma. Adams,
H: (Ap '20)

Dehan, Richard, pseud. See Graves, C. L M.
(N •IS, N '19, S '20, N '21)

Dehydrating foods. Andrea, A. L. (D '20)

Delafield, E, M., pseud. See De la Pasture,
E. E. M. (D '18, N '19, D *20, S '21)

Delinquency
Fernald, M. R., and others. Study of women
delinquents in New York state. (My '21)

Deliverance. Watson, E. L. G. (Ap '20)

Delphic oracle. Dempsey, T. (Ja '19)

De Man, Henry. See Man, Henry de

Democracy
Alexander, H. B. Liberty and democracy.

(Je '18)

Andrews, M. P. Heritage of freedom. (O '18)

Angell, N., pseud. British revolution and the
American democracy. (Ap '19)

Becker, C. United States: an experiment
in democracy. (S '20)

Birdseye, C. F. American democracy versus
Prussian Marxism. (O '20)

Brown, I. J: C. Meaning of democracy. (F
'21)

Bryce, J. B. Modern democracies. (Je '21)

Churchill, W. Traveler in war-time. (S '18)

Coar, J: F. Democracy and the war. (Mr
'18j

Cope, H: F: Education for democracy. (Jl

'20)

Cram R. A. Nemesis of mediocrity. (Je '18)

Douglas, C. H. Economic democracy. (My
'20)

Ely. R: T. World war and leadership in a
democracy. (Ja '19)

Finlev J: H., and Sullivan, J., eds. American
democracy from Washington to Wilson.
(F '20)

Follett, M. P. New state. (Ap '19)

Grabo, C. H: Worjd peace and after. (Ag
'18)

Greenlaw, E. A. Builders of democracy. (F
•20)

Griggs E: H. Soul of democracy. (My '18)

Gulliver. J. H. Studies in democracy. (My
•17)

Hobson, J: A. Democracy after the war. (Mr
'18)

Jones, H: W. Safe and unsafe democracy.
(Ja '19)
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Democracy

—

Continued
Jordan, D: S. Democracy and world rela-

tions. (Ja "19)

Latourette, K. S. Christian basis of world
democracy. (F '20)

Lee. G. S. Ghost in the White House. (S
•20)

Macdonald, J. A. North American idea. (N
Mallock, W: H. Limits of pure democracy.
(Ag '18)

, ^
Means. P. A. Racial factors in democracy.

(S '19)

Mills, W. T: Democracy or despotism. (Jl '17)

'17)

Peterson, S: Democracy and government.
(Mr '20) , ^

Roberts. R: Unfinished program of democ-
racy. (S '20)

Sharp. D. L. Patrons of democracy. (My
'20) ^ .,

Sims," N". L. Ultimate democracy and its

making. (N '17)

Sloane, W: M. Powers and aims of western
democracy. (N '19)

Thayer, W: R. Democracy, discipline, peace.
(Jl '19)

Tufts, J. H. Our democracy. (F '18, Ag 18)

Wood, J. N. Democracy and the will to

power. (N '21)

Democracy. Desmond, S. (Jl '19)

Democracy and assimilation. Drachsler, J. (F
'21)

Democracy and government. Peterson, S: (Mr
•20)

Democracy and ideals. Erskine. J: (Ag '20)

Democracy and the Eastern question. Mil-
lard, T: F. F. (Jl '19)

Democracy and the human equation. Ireland.

A. (Ap '21)

Democracy and the will to power. Wood, J. N.
(N '21)

Democracy and world relations. Jordan, D: S.

(Ja '19)

Democracy at the crossroads. Hearnshaw, F.

J: C. (S '19)

Democracy in education. Hart, J. K. (Ag 18)

Democracy in reconstruction. Cleveland, F:
A., and Schafer, J. (My '19)

Democracy made safe. Drake, P. H. (N '18)

Democracy versus autocracy. Gieser, K: F:
(Jl '19)

Democratic Christianity. McConnell, F. J: (Je
•19)

Democratic Ideals and reality. Mackinder,
H. J: (Jl '19)

Democratic industry. Husslein, J. C. (Ja '20)

Democratic movement in Asia. Dennett, T.
(Mr '19)

Denmark
Desmond, S. Soul of Denmark. (My '19)

Egan, M. F. Ten years near the German
frontier. (Ap '19)

Steffi,nsson, J. Denmark and Sweden, with
Iceland and Finland. (Ap '18)

Politics and government
Howe, F: C. Denmark. (My '21)

Social life and customs
Somerville, E. A. O., and Martin, V. F. Stray-
aways. (Mr '21)

Departmental cooperation in state govern-
ment. Ellingwood, A. R. (Mr 'IH)

Deportation of women and girls from Lille. (My
'17)

Derelict. Bottome, P. (Jl '17)

Descent of bolshevism. Rihani, A. F. (Ag
Description of industry. Adams, PI: C. (Ap

•18)

Descriptive mineralogy. Bayley, W: S. (F '18)

Desert and the rose. Ellison, E. N. (Jl '21)

Desert campaigns. Massey, W. T. (S '18)

Desert fiddler. Hamby, W: H: (Jl '21)
Desert mounted corps. Preston, R: M. P:

(Ja '22)
Desert of wheat. Grey. Z. (Mr '19)

Desert valley. Gregory. J. (Je '21)

Desertion
Colcord, J. C. Broken homes. (Ag '19)

Design of railway location. Williams, C. C. (S
'17)

Designs for American home.?. Outwater. H. G.
(O '21)

Desk-book of twenty-flve thousand words fre-
quently mispronounced. Vizetelly, F. H. (Jl
'17)

Destinies of the stars. Arrhenius, S. A. (S
18)

Destiny. Seton, J. (F '18)

Destruction of merchant ships under interna-
tional law. Smith, Sir F: E. (N '17)

Detection of the common food adulterants.
Bruce, E. M. (Ja '18)

Determination of a spelling vocabulary. An-
derson, W: N. (D '21)

Determination of farming costs. Orwin. C: S.
(Ja '19)

Developing executive ability. (Gowin, E. B.
(My '20)

Development. Bryher, W. (Ja '21)

Development of China. Latourette, K. S. (Ap
•17)

Development of embroidery in America. Wheel-
er, C. T. (F ^22)

Development of Japan. Latourette, K. S.
(N -18)

Development of the British West Indies, 1700-
1736. Pitman, F. W. (Je •IS)

Development of the United States. Farrand,
M. (D '18, Ag '19)

Devil stories. Rudwin, M. J., comp. (My ^21)

Devil to pay. Greene, F. N. (Je '18)

Devil worship. Joseph, I. (My '19)

Devil's cradle. Sidgwick, C. (D '18)

Devil's own. Parrish, R. (F '18)

Devil's paw. Oppenheim, E: P. (D '20)
Diabetes
Oppenheimer, R. Diabetic cookery. (Ja ^19)

Diabetic cookery. Oppenheimer. R. (Ja '19)
Diamond pin. Wells, C. (My ^19)

Diamond rock. Lisie, C. (N •20)

Diana of the Ephesians. Humphreys. E. M.
J. (Ap '20)

Diantha goes the primrose way. Hughes, A. M,
(D '20)

Diantha's quest. Knipe, E. and A. A. (D '21)
Diaries; v. 1; Youth. Tolstoi, L. N., count. (F

'18)

Diaries of court ladies of old Japan. Omorl,
A. S., and Kochi Doi, trs. (Ja '21)

Diary of a French army chaplain. Klein, F,
(Jl '18)

Diary of a (German soldier. (Ap '19)

Diary of a forty-niner. Canfield, C. L., ed.
(Ja '21)

Diary of a journalist. Lucy. H: W: (F '21)

Diary of a nation. Martin, E: S. (D '17)

Diary of a nobody. Grossmith, G: and W.
(Mr '21)

Diary of a sportsman naturalist in India.
Stebbing, E: P. (Ja '21)

Diary of an expectant mother. Hirsch, C. (O
•17)

Diary of Opal Whiteley. Eng title of Story of
Opal. Whiteley, O. S. (O '20)

Diary of the Rus-sian revolution. Houghteling,
J. L. (Mr '18)

Diary without dates. Bagnold, E. (F '19)

Diaz, Porfirio. 1830-1915
Hannay, D: Diaz. (Mr '17)

Dickens, Charles, 1812-1870
Burton, R: E. Charles Dickens. (F '20)

Garden, P. T. Murder of Edwin Drood. (Mr
'21)

Ley, J. W: T: Dickens circle. (S '19)

Matz, B. W. Inns and taverns of Pickwick.
(F '22)

Phillips, W. C. Dickens, Reade and Collins.

(Ag '19)

Quickens, Q., pseud. English notes. (F '21)

Dickens circle. Ley, J. W: T: (S '19)

Dictionaries
Freese. J. H. New pocket dictionary of the
English and Russian languages. (Jl ^17)

Jone.';, D. English pronouncing dictionary.
(S '17)

Patterson, A. M. German-English dictionary
for chemists. (Jl '17)

Vizetelly, F. H. Desk-book of twenty-flve
thou.sand words frequently mispronounced.
(Jl '17)

Walters, H: B., ed. Classical dictionary of

Greek and Roman antiquities, biography,
f^eography, and mythology. (Ap '17)

Diotionarv of military terms. Farrow, E: S:

(F '19)
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Dictionary of music and musicians. Grove, G:
(F '21)

Dictionary of 6000 phrases. Carr, E. H. (S '19)

Dictionary of the Apostolic church. Hastings,
J., and others, eds. (O '19)

Diderot, Denis, 1713-1784
Ellis, H. New spirit. (Je '21)

Dies
Stanley, F. A. Punches and dies, layout,
construction and use. (F '20)

Diesel engine design. Purday, H. F. P. (N
'20)

Diet
Bayliss. W: M. Physiology of food and econ-
omy in diet. (N '17)

Donnelly, A. How to reduce. (Ja '21)

Fish, A. Z. American Red crogs text-booli on
home dietetics. (Je '17)

Fisher, I. Effect of diet on endurance. (Mr
-19)

Peters. L. H. Diet and health. (N '18)

Proudfit, F. T. Dietetics for nurses. (Ap '19)

Strouse, S., and Perry, M. A. Food for the
sick (S '17)

Willard, F., and Gillett, L. H. Dietetics for
high schools. (F '21)

Dietaries
Pope, A. E. Practical dietary computer. (Ag

•18)

Dietetics for high schools. Willard, F., and
Gillett, L. H. (F '21)

Dietetics for nurses Proudfit. F. T. (Ap '19)

DIgby, Kenelm Henry, 1800?-1880
Holland. B. H; Memoir of Kenelm Henry Dig-

by. (F '20)

Digestion
Hawk, P. B. What we eat and what hap-
pens to it. (My '19)

Kellogg, J: H. Itinerary of a breakfast.
(Ja '20)

Dilke, Sir Charles Wentworth, 2d bart, 1843-
1911

Gwynn, S. L., and Tuckwell, G. M. Life of
the Rt. Hon. Sir Charles W. Dilke. (D '17)

Dime novels
Cobb, I. S. Plea for Old Cap Collier. (S

'21>

DIoneo, pseud. See Shklovskii, I. V.
Diplomacy
Heatley, D: P. Diplomacy and the study of

international relations. (S '20)
Satow, Sir E. M. Guide to diplomatic prac-

tice. (Jl '17)

Young, G: Diplomacy old and new. (O '21)
Diplomacy old and new. Young, G: (O '21)
Diplomat. Fleming, G. (Jl '17j

Diplomat in Japan. Satow, E. M. (Jl '21)
Diplomatic days. O'Shaughnessy, E. L. (Ja

-18)

Diplomatic documents relating to the outbreak
of the European war. Scott, J. B., ed. (Je
'17) .

Diplomatic reminiscences before and during the
world war, 1911-1917. Nekliudov, A. V. (F
'21)

Dippers, The. Travers, B. (Mr '21)
Direct and indirect costs of the great world

war. Bogart, E. L. (Je '20)
Direction of human evolution. Conklin, E. G.

(My '21)

Directories
Newspaper press directory and advertisers'

guide. (S '17)

Winslow, H. M., ed. Official register and
directory of women's clubs in America.
(Ag '17)

Disabled

Rehabilitation
Dunton, W: R. Reconstruction therapy. (Jl

'19)

Gilbreth, F. B. and L. E JTotioii studv for
the handicapped. (N '.'^O^

Harris, G, Redemption of the disabled. (My
'19)

Disabled soldier. McMurtrie, D. C. (Mr '19)

Disabled soldiers. See Soldiers. Disabled
Disabled soldiers and sailors pensions and

training. Devine, E: T:, and Brandt, L.
(Ja '20)

Disappearance of Kimball Webb. Wright, R.
(Ap '20)

Disarmament
Blymyer, W: H.. Isolation plan. (N "21)

Bullard, A. A B C's of disarmament and the
Pacific problems. (N '21)

Reely, M. K., comp. Selected articles on dis-
armament. (D '21)

Disasters
Deacon, J. B. Disasters and the American
Red cross in disaster relief. (Mr '18)

Discipline and the derelict. Clark, T: A. (Je
21)

Disciplines of liberty. Sperry, W. L. (Ja '22)

Discovery. Gregory, R: A. (Ap '17)

Discovery in Gieek lands. Marshall, F. H: (F
21)

Discovery of America, 1492-1584. Alexander,
P. F:, ed. (F '19)

Disease and remedy of sin. Mackay, W: M.
(P '21)

Disease in milk. Straus, N. (Ag '17)

Diseases, Social
H6ricourt, J. Social diseases. (Ap '21)

Diseases oi occupation and vocational hygiene.
Kober, G: M., and Hanson, W: C, eds. (Ap
'17)

Diseases of truck crops and their control. Tau-
benhaus, J. J. (N '18)

Dispensaries
Davis, M. M., and Warner, A. R. Dispensaries.

(Ja '19)

Distributive justice. Ryan, J: A. (Ap '17)

Disturbing charm. Onions, B. (N '19)
Ditte: daughter of man. Nexc5, M. A. (N '21)

Ditte: girl alive! Nexo, M. A. (O '20)
Diverging roads. Lane, R. W. (My '19)
Diversity of creatures. Kipling, R. (Je '17)
uivinations and Creation. Holley, H. (Je '17)

Divine adventure. Maynard, T. (Ap '21)
Divine comedy. Dante Alighieri. (F '19)

Divine event. Harben, W: N. (N '20)
Uivine image. Giltinan, C. (Ap '18)

Divine personality and human life. Webb, O.
C: J. (N '20)

Divorce
Chesterton, G. K. Superstition of divorce.

(Je '20)
Gallichan, C. G. Women's wild oats. (Jl '20)

Dixons. Kelly, F. F. (O '21)

Do the uead still live? Heagle, D: (Jl '20)

Do we need a new idea of God. Reeman, E. H:
(N '17)

Dr Adriaan. Couperus, L: M. A. (Ja '19)

Doctor Danny. Sawyer, R. (Ap '19)

Dr Elsie Inglis. Balfour, F. (S '19)
Doctor in war. Hutchinson, W. (Ja '19)
Dr John FothergilJ and his friends. Fox, R: H.

(F '20)

Dr Jonathan. Churchill, W. (Ja '20)

Doctor Luther. Freytag, G. (Je '17)

Doctor of Pimlico. Le Queux, W: T. (S '20)
Doctor's diary in Damaraland. Walker, H.

F. B. (N '17)

Doctor's part. Church. J. R. (Ja '19)

Doctrine of the church and Christian reunion.
Headlam, A. C. (Ja '21)

Documents and statements relating to peace
proposals and war aims. (F '20)

Dodd, Walter James
Macy, J: A. Walter James Dodd. (Ap '19)

Dodo wonders. Benson, E: F: (O '21)

Dogs
Bruette, W: A. Complete dog book. (F '22)

Collier, V. W. F. Dogs of China and Japan.
(Ja '22)

Dyer, W. A. Dogs of Boytown. (D '18)

Maeterlinck, G. Maeterlinck's dogs. (N '19)

Meredith. E. G. Terrier's tale. (D '20)

Miller, W. H. American hunting dog. (Je
19)

Spaulding, R. H: Your dog and your cat.
(S '21)

Spectator, The. Dogs, birds and others. (N
'21)

Legends and stories

Foote, J: T. Dumb-Bell of Brookfield. (Je
'17)

London, J. Jerry of the islands. (My '17)

McSpadden, J. W. Famous dogs in fiction.

(Ja '22)
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Dogs—Continued
Smith, B. Only a dog. (My '17)

Poetry
Frothingham. R., comp. Song of dogs. (N

•20)

Dogs, birds and others. Spectator, The. (N
'21)

Dogs of China and Japan. Collier. V. W. F.
(Ja '22)

Dogtown common. MacKaye, P. W. (S '21)
Doing my bit for Ireland. Skinnider, M. (Ag

Domgs of Raffles Haw, and other stories.
Doyle. Sir A. C. (N '19)

Dolf. Baily, F. E. (F '22)

Dollar
Fisher, I. Stabilizing the dollar. (My '20)

Dollars and cents. Terhune, A. P. (Jl '17)
Dolores of the Sierra. Haslett, H. H. (Ja '18)
Domesday book. Masters, E. L. (Ja '21, Ag

•21)

Domestic animals
Fabre, J. H. C. Our humble helpers. (D '18)
McArthur, P. Red cow and her friends. (Ap

•19)

Domestic appliances
Prescott, D. R. Day in a colonial home. (S

'21)

Domestic architecture. Robinson, L. E. (O
'17)

Domestic life in Scotland. Warrack, J: (O '21)

Domestic science. See Home economics
Domestic service. (O '17)

Dominican Republic
Schoenrich, O: Santo Domingo. (S '18)

Dominie Dean. Butler, E. P. (O '17)
Dominie dismissed. Neill. A. S. (Jl '17)
Domnei. Cabell, J. B. (F '21)
Domus doloris. Leith, W. C. (Je '19)
Don Folquet, and other poems. Walsh, T: (O

'20)

Don Quixote of America. Hemstreet, C: (Mr
•21)

Donald Thompson In Russia. Thompson, D.
(Jl '18)

Donovan chance. Lynde, F. (N '21)

Dooley, Martin, pseud. See Dunne, F. P.
Door of dreams. Rittenhouse, J. B. (Mr 'IS)
Door of the unreal. Biss, G. (Ja '21)
Dope. Rohmer, S., pseud. (N '19)
Dormie one. Porter, H. E. (D '17)
Double life. Richards, G. (F '21)
Do's and dont's in the army. Hersey, H. (Ja

18)
Doubloons—and the girl. Forbes, J: M. (Je

Doughboys. MacGill, P. (F '19)
Doughboy's religion. Lindsey, B: B., and

O'Higgins, H. J. (Mr '20)

Douglas, Stephen Arnold, 1813-1861
Howiand, L: Stephen A. Douglas. (Ja '21)

Douglas romance. Sladen. D. B. W. (My '17)
Dover patrol. Bacon, R. H. S. (Ap '20;
Down here the hawthorn. Moult, T: (D '21)
Down the Columbia. Freeman, L: R. (D '21)
Dr«ift convention for I^eague of nations. Mar-

burg, T., ed. (Ja 19)
Drafting room practice

Collins, C: D. Drafting room methods, stand-
ards and forms. (Ap '19)

Draftsmanship
Bishop, C. T: Structural drafting and the
design of details. (F '21)

Dragon. Gregory, I. A. (O '20)
Dragon's secret. Seaman, A. H. (O '21)

Drake, Sir Francis, 15407-1595
Runciman, W. Drake, Nelson and Napoleon.
(Ap 21)

Drama
Adams, J. Q., ed. Dramatic records of Sir
fi?"'^ Herbert, master of the revels, 1623-
1673. (Ja '19)

Baker, G: P. Dramatic technique. (My '19)

,i,' S„-^- Contemporary drama of Ireland
(Mr '17)

Chandler, F w Contemporary drama ofFrance. (My '20)
Clark, B. H., ed. E"ropean theories of the
drama. (F '19)

Courtney, W: L Old saws and modern in-
stances. (Jl '19)

Dickinson, T: H. Contemporary drama of
England. (Mr '17)

Hamilton, C. M. Problems of the playwright.
(D '17)

Hamilton, C. Seen on the stage. (Ja '21)
Jameson, S. Modern drama in Europe. (Je

'21)

Lewis. B. R. Technique of the one-act play.
(F '20)

MacCIintock, 1^. Contemporary drama of
Italy. (Mr '20)

Mackay, C. D. Little theatre in the United
States. (D '17)

MacKaye, P. W. Community drama. (N '17)
Matthews, B. Principles of playmaking. (Ja

'20)

Moses. M. J., ed. Representative British
dramas. (F '19)

Nathan, G: J. Comedians all. (N '19)
Nathan, G: J. Theatre, the drama, the

girls. (Mr '21)
Phelps, W: L. Essays on modern dramatists.
(My '21)

Piatt, A. Practical hints on playwriting. (N
'20)

Rolland, R. People's theater. (Ja '19)
Smith, J: T. Parish theatre. (D '17)
Symons, A. Studies in the Elizabethan
drama. (N '19)

Bibliography
Dickinson, T: H., ed. Chief contemporary
dramatists. (My '21)

Study and teaching
Knickerbocker, E. Van B., ed. Plays for
classroom interpretation. (O '21)

Drama in education
Hilliard, E., and others. Amateur and educa-

tional dramatics. (Mr '18)

Miller, E. E. Dramatization of Bible stories.
(Ag '18)

Drama of the forests. Heming, A. H. H. (D
•21)

Dramas
Andreieff, L. N. He, the one who gets

slapped. (S •21)

Archer, W: Green goddess. (Je '21)

Ash, S. God of vengeance. (O '18)

Baker, G. P. Modern American plays. (O
•20)

Barker, G. Three short plays. (F '18)

Baronti, G. Modern phenix. (Ja '19)
Barrie. J. M- Alice sit-by-the-flre. (Je '19)

Barrie, J. M. Echoes of the war. (Ja '19)

Barrie, J. M. [Plays.] (Ja '19)

Barrymore, B. M. D. Clair de lune. (Je
'21)

Bay, J. Helping the rich. (My '21)

Benavente y Martinez, J. Plays; second
series. (F '20)

Benavente y Martinez, J. Plays. (O '17)

Bennett, A. Body and soul. (Mr '21)

Bennett, A. Judith. (S '19)

Bennett, A. Sacred and profane love. (Mr '20)

Bennett, A. Title. (N '18>

Betts. F. Saga plays. (O '17)

Bierstadt, E: H., ed. Three plays of the Ar-
gentine. (Ap '20)

Blackwood, A., and Pearn, V. Karma. (O
•18)

Bolton. G. Light of the world. (Ja '21)

Bottomley, G. King Lear's wife. (Ap '21)

Bradford, G., jr. Unmade in heaven. (Ap
'18)

Brieux, E. Artists' families. (My '18)

Brighouse. H. Three Lancashire plays. (O
•20)

Brown, A. One act plays. (N '21)

Brunner, E. B. Bits of background in one
act plays. (Je '19)

Calthrop, D. C, and Barker, Q. Harlequinade.
(Je '18)

Cannan, G. Everybody's husband. (Jl '19)

Chapin. H. Three one-act plays. (9 '21)

Churchill. W. Dr Jonathan. (Ja '20)

Clark, B. H., ed. Masterpieces of modern
Spanish drama. (Jl '17)

Claudel. P. City. (My '21)

Claudel, P. The hostage. (Mr '18)

Claudel, P. Tete d'or. (F '20)
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Cochran, E. O. Wilderness rose. (Je '17)

Colum. P. MoKU the wanderer. (Mr '17)

Converse, F. Garments of praise. (O '21)

Croclter, B. Pawns of war. (Mr '18)

Dane, C, pseud. Bill of divorcement. (Je
'21)

Davis. A., and Stratton, A. R. Inward light.

(F -20)

Davis, R. H., and Sheehan, P. P. Efficiency.
(Jl '18)

De Lesseline, L. Two Cromwells. (Ag '19)

Dixon, T: Man of the people. (S '20)

Dreiser, T. Hand of the potter. (O '19)

Drinkwater, J: Abraham Lincoln. (S '19)

Dnnkwater, J; Mary Stuart. (My '21)

Drinkwater, J: Oliver Cromwell. (Ja '22)

Drinkwater, J: Pawns. (Ja '21, Ag '21)

Dunsany, E: J: M. D. P., 18th baron. Plays
of gods and men. (Je '17)

Elkins, F. B. Three tremendous trifles. (Jl
•19)

Ferber, E., and Levy, N. $1200 a year. (O
'20)

Fltzmaurice, G: Five plays. (O '17)

Forbes, J. Famous Mrs Fair. (Ja '21)

47 workshop. Plays of the 47 workshop. (D
•20)

France, A., pseud. Bride of Corinth. (F '21)

Furness, H. H. Gloss of youth. (N '20)

Gale, Z. Miss Lulu Bett. (N '21)

Galsworthy, J: Plays. (Je '20)

Galsworthy, J: Six short plays. (O '21)
CVl.'ippcIl ^. I'!;. vs. (Ac ':! >
Godfrey, T: Prince of Parthia. (N '17)

Gogol, N. V. Inspector-general. (My '17)

Goldring, D. Fight for freedom. (Ag '20)

Gordon, G: Airy nothings. (Jl '18)

Gordon, L. Gentleman ranker, and other
plays. (Je '19)

Greene, K. C. Little boy out of the wood.
(My '17)

GuimerS,, A. La pecadora (Daniela). (My
•17)

Gorky, M., pseud. Night's lodging. (Ap '20)
Gould, F. Marsh maiden. (O '19>

Grantham, A. E. Wisdom oi Akhnaton. (N
20)

Gregory, I. A. Dragon. (O '20)
Gregory, O. Caius Gracchus. (Ja '21)
Guild, T. H. Power of a god, and other one-

act plays. (My '20)

Guitry, S. Deburau. (F '21)

Hare, W. B. White Christmas. (F '18)

Harvard university. Dramatic club. Plays
of the Harvard dramatic club. (D '20)

Haslett, H. H. Dolores of the Sierra. (Ja
•18)

Hauptmann, G. J. R. Dramatic works, v. 7.

(Mr '18)

Heidenstam, K: G. V. von. Birth of God.
(My '20)

Heidenstam, K. G. V. von. Soothsayer. (Ja
•20)

Hill, F. T. High school farces. (Ja ^21)
Hofmannsthal, H. H. von. Death of Titian.
(My '20)

Holt, F. T. They the crucified. (O '18)

Howard, K. Two plays, and a rhapsody. (Je
•17)

Hunter. R. Stuff o' dreams; and other plays.
(F '20)

Ibsen, H. Early plays. (D '21)

Joyce, J. Exiles. (D '18)

Kamban, G. Hadda Padda. (F '18)
Kaufman, G: S., and Connelly, M. Dulcy. (F

•22)

Kennedy, C: R. Army with banners. (My
•20)

Kennedy, C: R. Rib of the man. (My '17)
ICreymborg, A. Plays for merry Andrews.
(F '21)

Tjawrence. D: H. Touch and go. (Ag '20)
Lee. v.. pseud. Satan the waster. (O '20)
Leslie. N. Three plavs. (Mv '20)
MacKaye, P. W. Canterbury pilgrims. (Je

•17)

MacKaye. P. W. Rip Van Winkle. (Mr ^20)
MacKaye, P. W. Sinbad the sailor. (S '17)
MacKaye. P. Washington, the man who
made us. (Mr '19)

McLaren, J. H: Joan of Arc. (My '18)
Macmillan, M. L. More short plays. (Ja '18)

Maeterlinck, M. Betrothal. (Ja '19)

Maeterlinck, M. Burgomaster of Stilemonde.
(Ap '19)

Maeterlinck, M. Miracle of St Anthony. (S
•18)

Manners, J: H. All clear, God of my faith,
and God's outcast. (Mr '20)

Manners, J: H. Harp of life. (F '22)
Manners, J: H. Out there. (Ag '18)
Marble, A. R. Standish of Standish. (D

•19)

Marks, J. A: Three Welsh plays. (Ap '17)

Masefield, J: Locked chest and The sweeps
of ninety-eight. (Ap '17)

Masefield. J: Poems and plays. (Ap '19)

Massey. E: Plots and playwrights. (N •IT)
Maugham, W: S. Circle. (N '21)

Middleton, G: Masks. (My '20)
Millay, E. St V. Lamp and the bell. (N '21)

Milne, A. A. First plays. (Jl '20)
Moeller, P. Five somewhat historical plays.

(Ja •lO)
Moeller, P. Moli6re. (Jl '19)

Moeller, P. Sophie. (My ^20)
Molnar, F. Liliom. (Je •21)

Mygatt, T. D. (3ood Friday. (Ja ^20)

Neihardt, J: G. Two mothers. (Je ^21)

Norwood, R. W. Man of Kerioth. (Je '19)

Olcott, V. Patriotic plays for young people
(Ag •IS)

O'Neill, E. G. Beyond the horizon. (S '20)

O'Neill, E. G. Emperor Jones; Diffrent; The
straw. (Je '21)

O'Neill, E. G. Gold. (O '21)

O'Neill, E. G. Moon of the Caribbees. (Jl
•19)

Ostrovskii, A. N. Plays. (D '17)
Parker, L: N. Aristocrat. (Je '17)

Percy, W: A. In April once. (D '20)

Phillips. S. Collected plays. (Je ^21)

Pinero, A. W. Social plays. (My '18, Ja ^20)

Pin-skl, D: Ten plays. (My '20)

Pinskl, D: Three plays. (Ag '18)

Przybyszewski. S. Snow. (My '20)

Ray, A. C. Swords. (F '22)

Reely, M. K. Daily bread; A window to the
south; The lean years. (O '19)

Reely, M. K. Early Ohios and Rhode Island
reds. (O ^21)

Robinson, L. Whiteheaded boy. (O '21)

Rolland, R. Fourteenth of July, and Danton.
(Ja •ig)

Rolland, R. Liluli (S '20)

Rostand, E. E. A. Plays. (Ja '22)

Rubin, W: B: Bolshevists. (O '21)

Schnitzler, A. Anatol. (My '18)

Schnitzler, A. Comedies of words. (S '11)

Shaw, G: B. Back to Methuselah. (Jl '21)

Shaw, G: B. Heartbreak house. Great
Catherine and playlets of the war. (D
•19)

Sigurj6nsson, J. Modern Icelandic plays. (Ap
•17)

Steiner. R. Four mystery plays. (My '20)

Stepniak, pseud. New convert. (Je •!?)

Stevens, H: B. Cry out of the dark. (Ja
•20)

Stimson, F: J. Light of Provence. (N *17)

Svmons, A. Cesare Borgia, Iseult of Brlt-
tanv, The toy cart. (Mr ^21)

Symons, A. Tristan and Iseult. (F 18)
Tagore, Sir R. Cycle of spring. (My '17)

Tagore, Sir R. Sacrifice. (F '18)

Takeda Izumo. Pine-tree. (My '17)

Tarkington, B., and Wilson, H. L. Gibson
upright. (D '19)

Tassin, A. de V. Craft of the tortoise. (Mr
•20)

Theis. G. Numbers; and other one act plays.

(Ag ^19)

Tolstoi, L. N. Redemption. (Ja ^20)

Torrence, R. Granny Maumee, (N '17)

Trask. K. Without the walls. (Je '19)

Trench, H. Napoleon. (Ap '20)

Vanzype, G. Mother Nature. (N '17)

Varesi, G., and Byrne, D. Enter madame.
(Mr '21)

, ,^
Walker, S. More portmanteau plays. (D

'19)

Walker, S. Portmanteau plays. (O '17)

Watts, M. S. Three short plays. (Mr '17)

Wliitworth, G. Father Noah; and Other
fancies. (O '19)
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Dramas —Continued
Wlers-Jenssen, H. Anne Pedersdotter. (O

•17)
Wilde, P. Unseen host. (O '17)
Wisconsin plays; second series. (Ag '18)
Yeats, W: B. Four plays for dancers. (F

'22)

Young. S. Three one-act plays. (Ag '21)
Zangwill, I. Cockpit. (F '22)

Bibliography
Shay, F., ed. Plays and books of the Little

theatre. (D '19)

Collections

Cohen, H. L., ea. One- act plays by modern
authors. (S '21)

Cook, G: C, and Shay, F., eds. Provincetown
plays. (Je '21)

Dickinson, T: H., ed. Chief contemporary
dramatists. (My '21)

Eliot, S: A., ed. lilttle theater classics, v 1.

(Ja '19)
Eliot, S: A., ed. Little theater classics. (Mr

•20)

Eliot. S: A., ed. Little theater classics. (My
•21)

Goldberg, L, ed. and tr. Six plays of the
Yiddish theatre. (F '20)

Mantle, B., ed. Best plays of 1919-20. (D
'20)

Mayorga, M. G., comp. Representative one-
act plays by American authors. (N '19)

Moses, M. J., ed. Repressntative British
dramas. (F '19)

Moses, M. J., ed. Representative plays by
American dramatists. (My '18)

Moses, M. J., ed. Representative plays by
American dramatists. (O '21)

Quinn, A. H., ed. Representative American
plays. (My '17)

Shay, F., and Loving, P., eds. Fifty con-
temporary one-act plays. (Mr '21)

Plays for amateurs
Benton, R. Star-child, and other plays. (O

Knickerbocker, E. Van B., ed. Plays for
classroom interpretation. (O '21)

Moses, M. J., ed. Treasury of plays for
children. (D '21)

Stratton, C. Producing in little theaters.
(N -21)

Dramatic index. See Faxon, F: W., ed. Annual
magazine subject-index, 1916. (My '17)

Dramatic moments in American diplomacy.
Page, R. W. (My 18)

Dramatic records of Sir Henry Herbert, master
of the revels, 1623-1673. Adams, J. Q., ed.
(Ja '19)

Dramatic story of Old Glory. Abbott, S: (JJ
'19)

Dramatic technique. Baker, G: P. (My '19)
Dramatic works, v. 7. Hauptmann, G. J. R.

(Mr '18)

Dramatists
Moses, M. J. American dramatist. (N '17)
Phelps, W: L. Essays on modern dramatists.
(My '21)

Dramatization of Bible stories. Miller. E. E
(Ag '18)

Drawing
Bowers, R. S. Drawing and design for crafts-
men. (Ap '17)

Catterson-Smith, R. Drawing from memory
and mind picturing. (F '22)

Chase, J. C. Drawing made easy. (N '19)
Dale, R. B. Drawing for builders. (Jl '17)
Manuel. H. T. Talent in drawing. (Ap '20)

Drawing, design and craft work. Glass. F:
(Ap ^21)

Drawing from memory and mind picturing.
Catterson-Smith, R. (F '22)

Drawings
Sparrow, W. S. Prints and drawings bvFrank Brangwyn with some other phases
of his art. (Mv '19)

Dream boats. Walker. D. S. (F '19)
Dream English. Childe, W. R. (F '20)
Dreamer under arms. Hurrell. F. G. (D '18)
Dreamers. Hamsun, K. (Ja '22)
Dreamers. Garrison, T. (N '17)

Dreamer's tales. Dunsany, E: J: M. D. P. (Ap
io

Dreaming true. Newton, A. (D '21)
Dreamland shores. Ault, N. (Ja '21)

Dreams
Constable, F. C. Myself and dreams. (Ap

Tridon, A. Psychoanalysis, sleep and dreams.
(My -21)

Walsh, W: S. Psychology of dreams. (Jl
'20)

Dreams and Images. Kilmer, J., ed. (Ag 'IS)
Dreams and voices. Trine, G. S. (Ja '21)
Dreams out of darkness. Qntermeyer, J. (D

•21)

Dress design. Hughes, T. (Ja ^21)
Dress you wear and how to make It. Rhoe,

M. J. (D '18)

Dressing gowns and glue. Sieveking, L. deG.
(Je '20)

Dressmaking
Conover, I. D. Dressmaking made easy. (N

'19)

Fales, J. Dressmaking. (My '17)

Hughes, T. Dress design. (Ja '20)
Rhoe, M. J. Dress you wear and how to
make it. (D '18)

Drift. Aldis, M. (Jl '18)
Drift of pinions. Keable, R. (Je '20)
Drifting (with Browne). Fletcher, A. B. (Jl

'18)

"Driftwood." Spears, R. S. (O '21)

Drill, Military
Bellows, H: A. Manual for local defense.
(D '18)

Robbins, E: J., comp. Universal drill man-
ual. (Ag '17)

Drilling and borl.ig machinery
Viall, E. Broaches and broaching. (Ja '19)

Drink. Thompson. V. (Ja '19)
Droonin' water. Bng title of Dead men's money.

Fletcher, J. S. (D '20)
Drowned gold. Norton, R. (N '19)

Drowsy. Mitchell, J: A. (O '17)

Drug habit
Towns, C: B. Habits that handicap. (Mr '20)

Drugs
Humphrey, J: Drugs in commerce. (Ag '21)

Drugs in cpnmierce. Humphrey, J: (Ag '21)

Druid path. Ryan, M. E. (Mr '17)

Drums afar. Gibbon, J: M. (Ja '19)

Drums in our street. Davies, M. C. (Ja '19)

Drums of jeopardy. MacGrath, H. (N '20)

Dry rot of society. Cox, M. (Ag '19)

Dryden, John, 1631-1700
Van Doren, M. Poetry of John Dryden.

(Ja '21)

Drying (fruits and vegetables)
Andrea, A. L. Home canning, drying and

preserving. (S '18)

Duchess of Siona. Goodwin, E. (My '19)

Dude wrangler. Lockhart, C. (Je '21)

Duds. Rowland, H: C. (Mr '20)

Dulcy. Kaufman, G: S., and Connelly, M. (F
'22)

Dumb- Bell of Brookfield. Foote, J: T. (Je '17)

Dunsany, Edward John IVIoreton Drax Plunkett,
18th baron, 1878-

Bierstadt, E; H. Dunsany the dramatist.
(D -19)

Bierstadt, E: H. Dunsany the dramatist.
(Ap -17)

Du Pont de Nemours (E. L) and company.
Du Pont, B. G. (Ag '21)

Dust. Haldeman- Julius, E. and M. (Je '21)

Dust and light. WTieelock, J: H. (D '19)

Dust of New York. Bercovici, K. (Ja '20)

Dutch and English on the Hudson. Goodwin,
M. (Ag '19)

Dutch East Indies
Torchiana, H: A. W. van C. Tropical Hol-

land. (N '21)

Dutch fairv tales for young folks. GrifEis, W: E.
(Ja '19)

Dutch landscape etchers of the seventeenth
century. Bradley, W: A. (Jl '19)

Duveneck, Frank, 1848-
Keermann. N. Frank Duveneck. (Mr '19)

Dweller in Mesopotamia. Maxwell, D. (Ap '21>

Dwellers in Arcady. Paine. A. P. (Je *19>
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Dwelling houses of Charleston, South Carolina.
Smith, A. R. H. and D. E. H. (Ja '18)

Dwelling-place of light. Churchill, W. (N *17)

Dyes and dyeing
Cain, J: C. Manufacture of intermediate
products for dyes. (Ap '19)

Fay, I. W. Chemistry of the coal-tar dyes.
(A^ '19)

Higgins, S. H, Dyeing in Germany and
America. (O '17)

Perkln, A. G:, and Everest, A. E. Natural
organic colouring matters. (F '20)

Ramsey, A. R. J., and Weston, H. C. Arti-
ficial dye-stuffs. (Jl '18)

Whittaker, C. M. Modern dyeing methods:
the application of the coal tar dyestuffs.
(D -19)

Dynamic of manhood. Gulick, L. H. (Ja '18)

Dynamic psychology. Woodworth. R. S. (Ag
•18)

Dynamic symmetry. Ilambidge, J. (S '20)

E., A., pseud. See Russell, G: W:
Eagle, Solomon, pseud. iSee inquire, J: C. (Mr

'21, F '22)

Eagle's eye. Flynn, W: J. (My '19)
Earliest man. Migeod, F: W: H. (D '17)
Earliest voyages round the world, 1519-1617.

Alexander, P. F: (F '18)

Early Christian books. Ferrar, W: J: (F '20)

Early days of the Saturday club, 1855-1870.
Emerson, E: W. (F '19)

Early diplomatic relations between the United
States and Japan. Treat, P. J. (F '18,

Ag '18)

Early economic effects of the war upon Canada,
Shortt, A., and Rowe, L. S. (F '20)

Early effects of the war upon the finance, com-
merce and history of Chile. Rowe, L. S. See
Shortt, A., and Rowe, L. S. Early economic
effects of the war upon Canada.

Early English cotton industry. Daniels, G: W:
(D '20)

EJarly English water-colour drawings by the
great masters. Holme, G., ed. (F '20)

Early European history. Webster, H. (D '17)
Early history of Cuba, 1492-1586. Wright, I. A

(Ap -17)

Early history of singing. Henderson, W: J.
(Ag -21)

Early illustrated books. Pollard, A. W: (My
'19)

Early life and adventures of Sylvia Scarlett.
Mackenzie, C. (O '18)

Early life of Robert Southey, 1774-1803. Hal-
ler, W: (F '18)

Early narratives of the Northwest, 1634-1669.
Kellogg. L. P., ed. (Ap '17)

Early Ohios and Rhode Island reds. Reely, M.
K. (O '21)

Early Persian poetry. Jackson, A. V. W. (Ag
'20)

Early Philadelphia. Lippincott, H. M. (Ja '18)

Early philosophical works. Diderot, D. (N '17)

Early plays. Ibsen, H. (D '21)

Early theories of translation. Amos, F. R. (D
'20)

Early Tudor poetry. Berdan, J: M. (Mr '21)

Earth evolution and its facial expression.
Hobbs, W: H. (F '22)

Earth turns south. Wood, C. (Je '19)

Earthen vessel. Glenconner, P. G. A. T. (My
•21)

Earthenware collector. Rhead, G: W. (My '20)

Earthquake. Train, A. (Je '18)

East by west. Morrison, A. J. (Je '20)

East
Description and travel

Greenbie, M. L.. In the eyes of the East.
(Ja '22)

East (Far East)

Description and travel

Forbes, R. Unconducted wanderers. (O '19)

Reese, A. M. Wanderings in the Orient.
(Ja '20)

East Indies
Powell, E. A. Where the strange trails go
down. (D '21)

East o' the sun and west o' the moon. Dasent,
Sir G: W. (My '17)

Eastaway, Edward, pseud. See Thomas, E:
(Ja -22)

Easter
Snowden, J. H: Wonderful morning. (Je

•21)

Eu.stern exploration, past and future. Petrie,
W: M. F. (Je '19)

Eastern nights—and flights. Bott, A. (Ja '20)

Eastern question (Balkan)
Abbott, G: F: Turkey, Greece and the great
powers. (My '17)

Chekrezi, C. A. Albania past and present.
(Ag '19)

Duff, J. D., ed. Russian realities and prob-
lems. (Jl '17)

Durham, M. E. Twenty years of Balkan
tangle. (Ap '21)

Georgevitch, T. R. Macedonia. (N '18)
Gibbons, H. A. Reconstruction of Poland and
the Near East. (O '17)

Hazen, C: D., and others. Three peace con-
gresses of the nineteenth century. (Je '17)

Holdich, T: H. Boundaries of Europe and
the Near East. (S '19)

Jastrow, M., jr. Eastern question and lt3
solution. (My '20)

Lewin. P. E. German road to the East.
(S '17)

Marriott, J: A. R. Eastern question. (O '17)
Near East from within. (Ja '19)
Powell, E. A. New frontiers of freedom.

(Je '20)
Savi<5, V. R. South-eastern Europe. (Mr '18)
Stoddard, T. L. Nev/ world of Islam. (O '21)
Taylor, A. H. E. Future of the southern

Slavs. (Ja '18)

Woods, H: C: Cradle of the war. (N '18)

Eastern question (Far East)
Brown, A. J. Mastery of the Far East. (Je

'19)

Brown, A. J. Mastery of the Far East. (N
'21)

BuUard, A. A B C's of disarmament and the
Pacific problems. (N '21)

Gallagher, P. America's aims and Asia's as-
pirations. (O '20)

Greenbie, S. Pacific triangle. (D '21)
Gulick, S. L: American democracy and
Asiatic citizenship. (Je ^18)

Hornbeck, S. K. Contemporary politics In
the Far East. (F '18)

Hyndman", H: M. Awakening of Asia. (N
'19)

Kuno, Y. S. What Japan wants. (D '21)

McKenzie, F: A. Korea's fight for freedom.
(Mr '20)

Sherrill, C: H. Have w^e a Far Eastern
policy? (Ag '20)

Taft, H: W. Japan and the Far East con-
ference. (N '21)

Eastern railroad. Bradlee, F. B. C. (Ja '18)

Eastern red. Huntington, H. M. (My '18)

Eastern stories and legends. Shedlock, M. L.
(D 20)

Easv lessons in Einstein. Slosson, E. E. (Je
'20)

Eating in two or three languages. Cobb, I. S.
(Je '19)

Ecclesiastical law
Zollman, C. American civil church law. (Ag

'18)

Echo. Tremayne, S., pseud. (Jl '20)

Echo of voices. Curie, R: (Jl '17)

Echoes and realities. Eaton, W. P. (Ja '19)

Echoes of the war. Barrie, J. M. (Ja '19)

Eclipse of Russia. Dillon, B. J. (Ag '18)

Economic basis of an enduring peace. Mac-
farlane, C: W: (S '18)

Economic causes of modern war. Bakeless, J:
E: (O '21)

Economic causes of war. Loria, A. (My '18)

Economic conditions
Barron, C. ^V. World remaking. (Ap '20)

Chapln, F. S. Historical introduction to social
economy. (D '17)

King, W: L. M. Industry and humanity. (F
•19)

Economic consequences of the peace. Keynes.
J: M. (Mr '20)

Economic democracy. Douglas, C. H. (My '20)
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Economic development of France and Germany.
Clapham, J: H. (O '21)

Economic development of modern Europe. Ogg,
F: A. (N '17)

Economic development of the United States.
Lippincott. I: (My '21)

Ecociomic effects of the war upon women and
children in Great Britain. Andrews, I., and
Hobbs, M. A. (F '19)

Economic foundations of peace. Garvin. J. L:
(O '19)

Economic history of Rome to the end of the
republic. Frank, T. (F '21)

Economic liberty. Cox, H. (D '20)
Economic moralism. Smith, J. H. (Ap '17)
Economic problems of peace after war. Scott,

W: R. (Mr '19)
Economic problems of peace after war. Scott.

W: R. (F '18)

Economic statesmanship. Barker, J. E. (F '21)
Economical cookery. Neil. M. H. (S '18)

Economics
Adams, H: C. Description of industry. (Ap

Alston, L. How it all fits together. (My
'21)

Burch, H: R. American economic life in its
civil and social aspects. (O '21)

Carlton, F. T. Elementary economics. (My

Carver, T: N. Elementary economics. (F
'21. Ag '21)

Carver, T: N. Principles of national econ-
omy. (F '22)

Carver, T: N. Principles of political econ-
omy. (Ap '19)

Clay. H: Economics. (Je '19)
Gunnison, J. Economics. (My '21)
Dalton, H. Some aspects of the inequality of
Incomes in modern communities. (My '21)

Douglas, C. H. Economic democracy. (M>

Ely, R: T.. and others. Outlines of economics.
(Ap '17)

Fay, C. R. Life and labour in the nine-
teenth century. (N '2©)

Fetter, F: A. Economics, v. 2. (My '17)
Pumiss, E. S. Position of the laborer in a
system of nationalism. (N '20)

Gardner. Q. New Robinson Crusoe. (S '20)
Grunzel, J. Economic protectionism. (Jl '17)
Hecht, J: S. Real wealth of nations. (D

'21)

Hollander, J. H. American citizenship and
ecoHomic welfare. (P '20)

Kirkaldy. A. W. Wealth. (F '21)
Knight, F. H. Risk, uncertainty and profit

(S '21)

Laing, G. A. Introduction to economics. (O
'19)

Laughlin, J. L. Latter-day problems. (Mr

Leacock, S. B. Un.solved riddle of social jus-
tice. (Mr '20)

Lyons, V. A. Wages and empire. (O '21)
McPherson, L. G. Flow of value. (My '20>
Marshall, L. C, ed. Readings in industrial

society. (F '19)
Marshall, L. C. and Lyon, L. S: Our eco-
nomic organization. (O '21)

Mendelsohn. S. Labor's crisis. (D '20'>

Muir. R. Liberalism and industry. (S '21)
Neilson, F. Old freedom. (S '19)
O'Brien, Q: A. T. Essay on mediaeval
economic teaching. (N '20)

Plgou, A. C. Economics of welfare. (S
'21)

Reeve, S. A. Modern economic tendencies.
(Ag .'21)

Robertson, J: M. Economics of progress. (Ja

Robinson, C. E: New fallacies of Midas. (O

Ryan, J: A. Distributive Justice. (Ap '17)
Smart, W: Economic annals of the nine-
teenth century. 1821-1830. (Ap '18)

Smart. W: Second thoughts of an economist.
(Je '17)

Sumner, W: G. Forgotten man. (Je '19)
Sumner. W: G. What social classes owe

to each other. (Je "20)
Tawney, R: H: Acquisitive society. (Ja

21)

Ten-minute talks with workers. (O '20)
Turner. J: R. Introduction to economics. (Ag

Wallas, G. Our social heritage. (Jl '21)

Dictionaries
Browne, W. R., comp. What's what in the

labor movement. (F '22)

History
Turberville, A. S.. and Howe. F: A. Great
Britain in the latest age. (O '21)

Economics of communism. Pasvolsky. L. (S
•21)

Economics of welfare. Pigou, A. C. (S '21)
Economy cook book. Gillmore, M. (Jl '18)
Economy in food. Wellman, M. T. (Jl '18)

Ecstasy
Mordell, A. Literature of ecstasy. (Ja '22)

Ecstasy. Couperus, L: M. A. (D '19)

Eddy, Mary Morse (Baker) Glover, 1821-1910
Snowden, J. H: Trutli about Christian sci-

ence. (Ja '21)

Eden, Emily, 1797-1869
Eden, E. Miss Eden's letters. (My '20)

Edpe of doom. Batter.sby, H: F. P. (Je '20)

Edge of the jungle. Beebe. W: (D '21)
Edgewater people. Freeman, M. E. (Ja '19)
Edible oils and fats. Mitchell, C: A. (Ja '19)
Edith Bonham. Foote, M. (Ap '17)
Editorial. Flint. L N. (Ja '21)

Editorials
Neal, R. W. Editorials and editorial-writing.

(Je '21)

Editorials and editorial-writing. Neal, R. W.
(Je '21)

Edouart, Augustin Amant Constance Fiddle,
1788-1861

Edouart, A. A. C. F. Ancestors in silhouette.
(Je '21)

Educating by story-telling. Gather, K. D. (Ap
'19)

Education
Alexander, H. B. Letters to teachers. (S

'19)

Athearn, W. S. National system of educa-
tion. (Jl '20)

Bourne, R. S. Education and living. (Je '17)

Branom. M. E. Project method in education.
(My '20)

CambridKe essays on education. (Ja '19)

Clarke, J: School and other educators. (Jl
'18)

Clow, F: R. Principles of sociology with
educational applications. (S '20)

Coursault, J. H. Principles of education. (D
•20)

Dell, F. Were you ever a child? (D '19)

Edwards, A. S. Fundamental principles of
learning and study (F '21)

Flexner, A., and Bachman, F. P. Gary
schools. (O '19)

Graham, B: K. Education and citizenship.
(Ag '19)

Hart, J. K. Democracy In education. (Ag '18)

Judd. C: H. Introduction to the scientific
study of education. (O '18)

Lanprdon-Davies, J: Militarism in education.
(Mr '20)

MacCracken, J: H: College and common-
wealth. (Ja '21)

Miller, I. E. Education for the needs of life.

(F '19)

Moore, E. C. What the war teaches about
education. (O '19)

Parry, R. St J:, ed. Cambridge essays on
adult education. (Ag '21)

Paton. S. Education in war and peace. (D
'20)

Richmond, K. Permanent values in educa-
tion. (Ap '18)

Bobbins. C: L. School as a social Institution.
(Jl '18)

Rugg. H. O. Statistical methods applied to
education. (Ja '18)

Sandiford. P:, ed. Comparative education.
(N '19)

Shreves. R. M. Philosophical basis of educa-
tion. (N '18)

Smith, W. R. Introduction to educational
sociology, (S '17)
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Smith, H: L: Tour bigrgest Job, school or
business. (F '21)

Stockton. J. L. Project work in education.
(O '20)

Thwing, C: F. Education according to some
modern masters. (Je '17)

West, A. F. War and education. (S '19)

West, M. Education: selective, specific, com-
pensatory. (As '18)

Whitehead, A. N. Organization of thought,
educational and scientific. (Ja '19)

History

Cubberley, E. P. History of education. (Ja
'21)

Cubberley, E. P. Readings In the history of

education. (F '21)

Statistics

Ayres, L. P. Index number for state school
systems. (F '21)

England
Badley, J: H. Education after the war. (O

'17)

Dobbs, A. E: Education and social move-
ments. (O '19)

Jones, H: A. Patriotism and popular edu-
cation. (S '20)

Mansbrldge. A. Adventure in working-class
education. (D '20)

MumfordL A. A. Manchester gi-ammar
school. (N '20)

Newton, A. W. English elementary school.

(N '19)

France
Buisson, F. E., and Farrington, F: E., eds.

French educational ideals of today. (O '19)

Germany
Alexander, T: Prussian elementary schools.

(Ji '18)

Friedel, V. H. German school as a war
nursery- (Jl '19>

India

Benton, A. H. Indian moral instruction and
caste problems. (S '17)

Hindu mind training. (S '17)

United States

Aurner; C. R. History of education in
Iowa. (Mr '21)

Butterworth, J. E: Problems in state high
school finance. (D '18)

Cubberley, E. P. Public education in the
United States. (S '19)

Keith, J: A. H., and Bagley, W: C. Nation
and the schools. (Ap '21)

Moore, E. C. Fifty years of American educa-
tion. (F '18)

Munroe, J. P. Human factor in education.
(D '20)

Ohlinger, G. German conspiracy in Ameri-
can education. (Je '19)

Pearson, F. B. Reconstructed school. (My
•19)

Shipley, A. E. Voyage of a vice chancellor.
(Ja '20)

Yeomans, E: Shackled youth. (S '21)

See also Rural schools

Education, Classical. See Classical education
Education, Compulsory. See Compulsory educa-

tion

Education, Elementary
Meriam, J. L. Child life and the curriculum.

(J) '20)

Occupations and busy work
Dobbs, E. v. Illustrative handwork for ele-
mentary school subjects. (N '17)

Smith, L. R. Primary seat work. (Je '19)

Education, Higher
Burnet, J: Higher education and the war.
(D '17)

Hotchkiss, W. E. Higher education and
ousiness standards. (Je '18)

Meiklejohn, A. Liberal college. (D '20)
Thwing, C: F. Training of men for the
world's future. (N '17)

Education, Religious. See Rellgrlous education

Education, Secondary
Da^is, C. O. Public secondary education.

(S -17)

Foster, H. H. Principles of teaching in
secondary education. (O '21)

Inglis, A. J. Principles of secondary educa-
tion. (Mr '18)

Mackie, R. A. Education during adolescence.
(D '20)

Smith, F. W. High school. (Ja '18)

Snedden, D: S: Problems of secondary educa-
tion. (Jl "17)

Education, Technical. See Technical education
Education and aristocracy in Russia. Leary,

D. B. (Ja '20)

Education and citizenship, and other papers.
Graham, E: K. (Ag '19)

Education and social movements. Dobbs, A. E:
(O '19)

Education and the general welfare. Sechrist,
K. K. (N '20)

Education by violence. Canby, H: S. (Jl '19)

Education during adolescence. Mackie, R. A.
(D '20)

Education for democracy. Cope, H: F: (Jl
•20)

Education for life. Peabody. F. G. (S '18)

Education in ancient Israel. Swift, F. H. (S
'19)

Education in war and peace. Paton, S. (D '20)

Education of children
Alexander, T: Prussian elementary schools.

(Jl '18)

Cook, H: C. Play way. (Jl '18)

Forbush, W: B. Character-training of chil-

dren. (Ap '20)

Forhush. W: B. Home-education of children.
(Ap -20)

Freeman, F. N. How children learn. (Mr '18)

Heniger, A. M. H. Kingdom of the child.

(F '19)

Kirkpatrick, E. A. Imagination and its place
in education. (D '20)

McMillan, M. Nursery school. (N '21)

Millard, C. N. Parent's job. (Ag '18)

Murray, E. R., and Smith, H. B. Child under
eight. (D '20)

Radice, S. New children. (O '20)

Sechrist, F. K. Education and the general
welfare. (N '20)

Stoner, W. S. Manual of natural education.
(My '17)

Strayer, G: D., and Engelhardt, N. L: Class-
room teacher. (D '20)

Whipple, G. M. Classes for gifted children
(Mr '20)

Education of defectives in the public schools.
Anderson, M. L.. (Ag '18)

Education of Eric Lane. McKenna, S. (Ag
'21)

Education of Henry Adams. Adams, H: (D
'18)

Education of the new Canadian. Anderson. J.

T: M. (My '19)

Education of the South African native. Loram,
C: T. (N '18)

Education of the young in sex hygiene. Will-
son, R. N. (Je '17)

Education of women
Bennett, H. M. Women and work. (Je '17)

Educational bearings of modern psychology.
Meredith, C. M. (Je '17)

Educational measurements
Manuel, H. T. Talent in drawing. (Ap '20)

Terman, L: M. Intelligence of school chil-

dren. (O '19)

Whipple, G. M. Classes for gifted children.

(Mr '20)

Educational psychology. Gordon, K. (Ja '18)

Educational sociology. Chancellor, W: E. (Ag
•20)

Educational surveys
Bliss, D. C. Methods and standards for local

school surveys. (Ap '19)

Engelhardt, N. L: School building program
for cities. (O '19)

Educational toys. Petersen, L: C. (Ap '21)

Educational tests and measurements. Monroe,
W. S., and others. (Ja '18)

Edward Albert, Prince of Wales
Newton, W. D. Westward with the Princ*
of Wales. (S '20)
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Edwards, Agnes, pseud. See Rothery, A. E.
Effect of diet on endurance. Fisher, I. (Mr

•19)

Effective farming. Sampson, H. O. (F '20)

Effective house organs. Ramsay, R. E. (Ap
•20)

Effective public speaking. Mosher, J. A. (Mr
•18)

Effective small home. Green, L. (My '11)

Effects of the great war upon agiiculture m
the United States and Great Britain. Hib-
bard. B. H. (Ja '20)

Effects of the war on money, credit and
banking in France and the United States.
Anderson. B: M. (Je '20)

Effects of the war upon insurance. Gephart,
W: F. (Ja '20)

Efficiency
Davis. R. H., and Sheehan, P. P. Efficiency.

(Jl '18)

Forbes-Lindsay, C. H. A. Everyday elH-
ciency. (Ja '19)

Peaks, A. G. Periodic variations In effi-

ciency. (Ja '22)

Spillman, H. C. Personality. (F '20)

Efficiency, Industrial
Barrett, H. J. Modern methods in the ofBce.

(Jl '18)
Chellew, H: Human and Industrial effi-

ciency. (N '20)

Commons, J: R.. and others. Industrial gov-
ernment. (O '21)

Gantt, H: L. Organizing for work. (N '19)
Gilbreth, F. B. and L. E. Applied motion

study. (Ap '18)

Haines, H: S. Efficient railway operation. (O
•19)

loteyko, J. Science of labor and its organ-
ization. (S '19)

Jones, E: D: Administration of industrial
enterprises. (My '17)

Myers, C: S: Mind and work. (Ap '21)
Purinton, E: E. Personal efficiency in busi-

ness. (S •ig)
Vernon, H. M. Industrial fatigue and effi-

ciency. (Ja '22)
Wera, E. Human engineering. (My '21)
Woods, C. E. Unified accounting methods for

industrials. (Jl '17)

Bibliography
Cannons, H. G: T., ed. Bibliography of in-

dustrial efficiency and factory management.
(Ap '21)

Efficiency Edgar. Kelland, C. B. (Jl '20)
Efficiency methods. McKillop, M. and A. D.

(Ap '18>

Efficient marketing for agriculture. Macklin,
T. (N '21)

Efficient railway operation. Haines, H: S. (O
•19)

Egan. Porter, H. E. (N ^20)

Eggs
Hanson, S. G: Commercial egg farming. (Ja

ly

)

Eglinton, John, pseud. See Magee, W: K. (Jl
•18)

Egotism in German philosophy. Santavana, G:
^Ag '17)

Egypt
Harrison, T: S. Homely diary of a diplomat

in the East, 1897-1899. (Je •IS)

Antiquities
Mace, A. C, and Winlock, H. E. Tomb of
Senebtisi at Lisht. (D '17)

Civilization
Bothwell-Gos.se. A. Civilization of the an-

cient Egyptians, fje '17)

Description and travel
Brlggs. M. S. Through Egypt in war-time.
(Ja ^20)

Politics and government
Wilson Sir C: R. Chapters from my official

life. (Je '17)

Social life and customs

^^^^^h^^- ^^ Modern sons of the Pharaohs.
(F '20)

Egyptian colloquial Arabic. Gairdner, W: H: T.
(O '17)

Egyptian [mythology]. Mliller, W. M. (Ag '18)
lSlG-1916; one hundred years of savings bank-

ing. Robinson, E: L. (Ja '18>
XVIIIth century in London. Chancellor. E. B.

(Mr '21)
Eileen's^ adventures in Wordland. MacDonald,

Z. K. (N '20)

Einstein theory. See Relativity (physics)
Emstein theory of relativity. Lorentz, H. A.

(D '20)

Elder's people. Spofford, H. E. (My '20)

El Dorado
Zahm, J: A. Quest of El Dorado. (Ja '18)

Elections
Howe, J: B. Eve of election. (D '18)

Electric batteries
Austin, F. E. Examples in battery engineer-

ing. (N '17)

Electric controllers
James, H: D. Controllers for electric motors.
(Mr ^20)

Electric currents
Stelnmetz, C: P. Theory and calculation of

electric circuits. (D ^17)

Electric currents, Alternating
Magnusson, C. E: Alternating currents. (Jl

•17)

Timbie, W: H:, and Higbie, H: H. Essentials
of alternating currents. (F ^20)

Electric engineering
Barr, J. R. Principles of direct-current elec-

trical engineering. (S '19)
Brown, H. W. Electrical equipment. (Jl '17)

Clarkson, R. P. Elementary electrical en-
gineering. (F '21)

Perry, A. M., comp. Electrical aids to greater
production. (My '20)

Electric generators

Testing

Smith, C: F. Testing of continuous current
machines. (Jl '21)

Electric lamp industry. Percival, G. A. (My
'21)

Electric lamps
Percival, G. A. Electric lamp industry. (My
21)

Electric lighting
Croft, T. W. Practical electric illumination.
(Ap '18)

Electric machinery
Croft, T. W. Electrical machinery. (F '18)

Electric measurements
Edgcumbe, K. W: E: Industrial electrical
measuring instruments. (D '19)

Farmer, F. M. Electrical measurements. (O
'17)

Electric mining machinery. Walker, S. F. (O
•20)

Electric motors
Mavcock, W. P. Small book on electric mo-

tors. (My ^19)

Testing

Smith, C: F. Testing of continuous current
machines. (Jl '21)

Electric motors and control systems. Dover,
A. T. (My '19j

Electric plants

Central stations

Marshall, C: W. Modern central stations. (O
-21)

Electric railroads
Dover, A. T. Electric motors and control

systems. (My '19)

Dover, A. T. Electric traction. (O 17)

Fairchild, C: B. Training for the electric

railway business. (D '19)

Electric switches ,^ ^ ._,

Poole, H: E. High tension switchgear. (Jl

•21)

Electric transformers
-, . /t?

Still, A. Principles of transformer design. (*

20)
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Electric transmission
Thornton, W: M. First principles of the elec-

trical transmission of energy. (O '21)

Electric waves
Miessner, B: P. Radiodynamics. (Je '17)

Electric welding
Hamilton. D. T:, and Oberg, E. V. Electric

welding. (My '19)

Electric wire and wiring
Cook, A. L. Interior wiring and systems for

electric light and power service. (Je '17)

Croft, T. \V. Wiring for light and power.
(Ag '17)

Electrical aids to greater production. Perry,
A. M., comp. (My '20)

Electrical equipment. Brown, H. W. (Jl '17)

Electrical equipment of the motor car. More-
ton. D: P., and Hatch, D. S. (Mr '19)

Electrical transmission of photographs. Mar-
tin, M. J. (N '21)

Electricity
Comstocli, D. F., and Troland, L. T. Nature

of matter and electricity. (S '17)

Livens. G: H: Theory of electricity. (Ap
'19)

Neale, R. B. Electricity. (Jl '20)

Young. A. P. Elements of electro-technics.
(Je *21)

Dictionaries

Sloane, T: O. Standard electrical diction-
ary. (S '20)

Electricity In steel works. McFarlane, W: (Jl
•21)

Electrification of railways. Trewman. H. F:
(Jl '21)

Electrochemistry
Hering, C, and Getman. F: H. Standard

table of electrochemical equivalents and
their derivatives. (Ja '18)

Rideal, E. K. Industrial electrometallurgy.
(D '19)

Electro- deposition of copper. Denny, C. W. (Jl
'21)

Electrodeposltlon of metals
Denny, C. W. Electro-deposition of copper.

(Jl '21)

Electrolysis
Hale, A. J. Applications of electrolysis in
chemical industry. (Je '19)

Electrons
Millikan, R. A. Electron. (F '18)

Electrophyslology
Baines, A. E. Studies in electro-physiology.
(Mr '19)

Robertson. A. W. Studies in electro-pathol-
ogy. (My '19)

Elementary biology. Gruenberg. B: C: (N '19)

Elementary economics. Carlton, F. T. (My
•20)

Elementary economics. Carver, T: N. (F '21,

Ag '21)

Elementary electrical engineering. Clarkson,
R. P. (F '21)

Elementary forge practice. Harcourt, R. H:
(Ja '21)

Elementary lessons in English idiom. Bas-
com, L. ]\L (N '20)

Elementary naval ordnance and gunnery. Ram-
sey, H. C. (O '18)

Elementary nervous system. Parker, G: H.
(My '19)

Elementary principles of continuous-current ar-
mature winding. Denton, F. M. (Ap '21)

Elements of bond investment. Sakolski, A. M.
(Je '21)

Elements of business. Schoch, P., and Gross,
M. (Je '19)

Elements of constructive philosophy. Macken-
zie, J: S. (Ag '18)

Elements of electro-technics. Young, A. P.
(Je '21)

Elements of general science. Caldwell, O. W:,
and Eikenberry, W: L: (Ja '19)

Elements of hydiaulics. Slocum, S. E. (S '17)
Elements of industrial chemistry. Rogers, A.,

ed. (Jl '17)
Elements of international law. Davis, G: B

(Je '17)

Elements of marketing. Cherington, P. T. (Ag
•21)

Elements of military sketching and map read-
ing. Barnes J: B. (Ag '17)

Elements of radiotelegraphy. Stone, E. W
(Ja '20)

Elements of religion and religious teaching.
Campagnac, E. T. (Ja '20)

Elements of retail salesmanship. Ivey. P. W.
(Jl '20)

Elements of social science. Maciver, R. M. (O
-21)

Elements of wood ship construction. Curtis,
W: H: (S '19)

Elephant god. Casserly, G. (N '21)
Elephant stories. (O '19)

Elephants, Legends and stories of
Gautier, J. JMemoirs of a white elephant-
(Ap '17;

Eleven poems. Dario, R. (Je '17)

Elfin artist. Noyes, A. (O '20)

El Gringo, pseud. See Weeks, G: F.
Eli of the downs. Peake, C. M. A. (O '20)

Eliot, George, pseud. (Mrs Mary Ann Evans
[Lewes] Cross) 1819-1880

Berle. L. W. George Eliot and Thomas Hardy.
(Ja '18)

Elizabeth Bess. Scott. E. (D '17)
Elizabeth, her folks. Kay. B. (D '20)

Elizabeth, her friends. Kay, B. (D '20)

Elizabethan sea-dogs. Wood, W: C: H: (Ag
•19)

Elizabethan Ulster. Hamilton, E. W: (S '20)

Elizabeth's campaign. Ward, M. A. (D ^18)

Ellen Levis. Singmaster. E. (Ap '21)

Elocution
Bassett, L. E. Handbook of oral reading.

(Je '17)

Elsie Marley, honey. Gray, J. (Ja '19)

Elstones. Clarke, I. C. (Je '19)

Elusive lady. Eng title of Ghost garden.
Troubetzkoy, A. (O •IS)

Emancipation of Massachusetts. Adams, B.
(N '19)

Emancipation of the American city. Arndt,
W. T. (O '17)

Emblems of fidelity. Allen, J. L. (Ap '19)

Embroidery
Wheeler, C. T. Development of embroidery

in America. (F '22)

Emden (raider)
Miicke, H. von. The "Emden." (Jl '17)

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, 1803-1882
Beers, H: A. Four Americans. (D '19)

Crothers, S: M. Ralph Waldo Emerson. (My
'21)

Eminent chemists of our time. Harrow, B:
(F '21)

Eminent "Victorians. Strachey, L. (D '18)

Emma Gees. McBride, H. W. (S ^18)

Emperor Jones; Diff'rent; The straw. O^Nelll,
E. G. (Je '21)

Emperor of Elam. Dwight, H. G. (Ja '21)

Empire and commerce in Africa. Woolf, L. S.

(O '20)

Empire and the future. (Ap '17)

Empire of the Amorites. Clay, A. T. (D '19)

Employee training. Morris. J: V. (Ag '21)

Employees' magazines. O'Shea, P: F. (O '20)

Employers' liability
Blanchard, R. H. Liability and compensation

insurance. (D '17)

Employment management
Benge, El J. Standard practice in person-

nel work. (Ja '21j

Bloomfield, D. Labor maintenance. (Mr '21)

Bloomfield, D. Selected articles on employ-
ment management. (Ag '19)

Colvin. F. H. Labor turnover, loyalty and
output. (S '19)

Commons, J: R.. and others. Industrial gov-
ernment. (O '21)

Fish, E. H: How to manage men. (Ag '21)

Frankel, L. K., and Fleisher, A. Human
factor in industry. (S "20)

Link, H: C. Employment psychology. (N
'19)

Myers, C: S: Mind and work. (Ap '21)
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Hind, C: L: Authors and 1. (Mr '21)

Holliday, R. C. Broome street straws. (Ja
•20)

Holliday, R. C. Men and books and cities.
(Ja '21)

Holliday, R. C. Peeps at people. (Ja '20)

Holliday, R. C. Turns about town. (N '21)

Holliday, R. C. Walking-stick papers. (Ja
'19)

Howe, E. W. Ventures in common sense.
(Ja '20)

Hudson, W. H. Traveller in little things. (N
'21)

Hunelsor, J. G. Bedouins. (Je '20)

Huneker, J. G. Unicorns. (O '17)

Huneker, J. G. Variations. (Ja ^22)

Inge, W: R. Outspoken essays. (My '20)

James, W; Collected essays and reviews.
(Ap '21;

James, W: On vital reserves. (Jl '17)

Jenkins, M. Literature with a large L, and
Fellow travelers. (N '19)

Johnson, L. P. Reviews and critical papers.
(N '21)

Kettle. T: M. Day's burden. (Ap '19)

Kilmer, J. Circus. (My '21)

Kirkland, W. M. Joys of being a woman.
(N '18)

KirkJand, W. M. View vertical. (N '20)

Kouyoumdjian, D. London venture. (My '20)

Lankester, E. R. Secrets of earth and sea.
(Ja '21)

Littell, P. Books and things. (N '19)

Lodge, H: C. Senate of the United States.
(Jl '21)

Lowell, J. R. Function of the poet. (Jl 'irO)

Lucas. E: V. Adventures and enthusiasms.
(O ^20)

Lucas, E: V. Boswell of Baghdad. (My •IS)

Lynd. R. Art of letters. (Mr '21)

Mabie, H. W. Fruits of the spirit. (My '17)

McFee, W: Harbours of memory. (Ja '22)

Mackenzie, J: S. Arrows of desire. (Jl ^20)

McMasters, W: H. Originality, and other
essays. (S ^21)

Maeterlinck, M. Mountain paths. (D ^19)

Magee, W: K., Anglo-Irish essays. (Jl '18)
'18)

Mais, S. P. B. Books and their writers. (O
•20)

Mais, S. P. B. From Shakespeare to O.
Heniy. (My '18)

Marvin. P. S., ed. Recent developments In
European thought. (D '20)

Masson, T: L. Well, why not? (My '21)

Matthews, B. Essays on English. (N '21)

Mencken, H: L: Prejudices. (Ag ^21 and
1P20 Annual)

Mencken, H: L: Prejudices. (D ^19)

Mencken, H: L: Prejudices; second series.
(.Ta '21)

Mcvnell, A. C. Hearts of controversy. (Ap
18)

Milne, A. A. If I may. (N '21)

Milne, A. A. Not that It matters. (O '20)

Monahan, M. New adventures. (N '17)

More, P. E. New England group and others.
(My '21)

More, P. E. With the wits. (Ja '20)

Morley, C. D. Mince pie. (P '20)

Morley, C. D., comp. Modern essays. (Ja
'22)

Morlev, C. D. Plum pudding. (Ja '22)

Morley, C. D. Pipefuls. (D '20)

Morley. C. D. Shandygaff. (Je '18)

Murdock. V: Folks. (Je '21)

Murry, J: M. Aspects of literature. (My
'21)

Murry, J: M. Evolution of an intellectual.
(Ag '21)

Newton, A. E: Amenities of book-collectingr
and kindred affections. (Mr ^19)

Newton, A. E: Magnificent farce. (D '21)
Nicholson. M. Man in the street. (O '21)

Overton, G. M. Why authors go wrong. (D
•19)

Paget, S. I sometimes think. (Jl '17)
I'ark, J : E. Bad results of good habits and

ntliei- l.TPses. (Je '20)
Parr. O. K. Dartmoor window again. (F '19)

Pater. W. H. Sketches and reviews. (As
•19)
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Pearson, F. B. Reveries of a schoolmaster.
(My '17)

Peck, G: C. Cross-lots. (Ja '22)

Peck. G: C. Forgotten faces. (D '19)

PoIIak, a. International minds and the
search for the restful. (Jl '20)

Portor, L. S. Adventures in indigence. (Mr
•19)

Pound, E. L. Pavannes and Divisions.
(N -18)

Quiller-Couch, A. Studies in literature. (F
•19)

Repplier, A. Points of friction. (N '20)
Rice, W: N. Poet of science, and other ad-

dresses. (D '19)

Royce. J. Fugitive essays. (Ap '21)
Ryan, J: A. Church and socialism. (D '20)
Saleeby, C. W. Whole armour of man. (Ja

'20)

Santayana, G: Little essays. (O '20)
ScarJjorough, D. From a southern porch.
(Ja '20)

Scovllle, S:, Jr. Everyday adventures. (N
'20)

Sherwood, M. P. Familiar ways. (N '17)
Shestov, L. All things are possible. (O '20)
Shestov, L.. Penultimate words. (Ja '18)
Shipley, A. E. Studies in insect life. (N '17)
Sichel, E. H. New and old. (Mr '19)
Speare, M. E., and Norris, W. B., eds. Vital

forces in current events. (Mr '21)
Squire, J: C. Books in general. (S '20)
Squire, J: C. Life and letters. (Mr '21)
Stearns, H. E. America and the young in-

tellectual. (Ja '22)
Storm, M. Minstrel weather. (Ja '21)
Sturgis, E. M. Personal prejudices. (N '20)
Symonds, J: A. In the key of blue and other
prose essays. (S '19)

Symons, A. Figures of several centuries.
(My '17)

Symonds, J: A. Last and first. (Ag '19)
Tarleau, L. Y. Inn of disenchantment. (N

'17)

Tomlinson, H. M. Old junk. (Ap '20)
Turner, A. On falling in love. (S '17)
Van Dyke, H: Camp-fires and guide-posts.
(Ag -21)

Van Vechten, C. In the garret. (Mr '20)
Walkley, A. B. Pastiche and prejudice. (F

Ward, W. P. Last lectures. (O '18)
Warner, F. L. Endicott and I. (D '19)
Warner, F. L. and G. Life's minor collisions.

(Ja '22)

Waugh, A. Tradition and change. (N '19)
Wevl. W. E: Tired radicals. (O '21)
Wilde, O. F. O. W. Critic in Pall Mali. (Jl

•20)
Willoughby, D. About it and about. (D '20)
Wilson, T. P. C. Waste paper philosophy.
(F '21)

Windle, B. C. A. Science and morals. (D
'20)

Woodberry, G: E: Collected works. (Je '21)
Woodbridge, E. Days out. (Ja '18)
Wyndham, G: Essays in romantic literature.
(D '19)

Yeats, J: B. Essays, Irish and American.
(Jl '19)

Essays and addresses in war time. Bryce.
J. B. (F '19)

Essays and addresses on the philosophy of re-
ligion. HUgel, F. (N '21)

Essays in Biblical interpretation. Smith, H: P.
(O '21)

Essays in common sense philosophy. Joad, C.
E. M. (Ag '20)

Essays in Lent. Mabie, H. W. (My '19)
Essays in orthodoxy. Quick, O. C. (Ja '18)
Essays In scientific synthesis. Rignano, E.

(Ja '19)

Essays in the earlier history of American cor-
porations. Davis. J. S. (S '17)

Essays In the study of Sienese painting. Beren-
son, B. (Ja '19)

Essays in war-time. Ellis, H. (Mr '17)
Essays on agriculture. Babbitt, S. D., and

Wimberly L. C:. eds. (D '21)
Essays on art. Clutton-Brock, A. (Ap '20)
Essays on hooks. Clutton-Brock. A. (O '21)
Essays on English. Matthews, B. (N '21)

Essays or modern dramatists. Phelps, W: L.
(My '21)

Essays on vocation. Mathews, B. J. (Ja '21)
Essays on wheat. Buller, A. H: R. (S '20)
Essays, speculative and political. Balfour, A.

J. (Ap '21)
Essential mysticism. Cobb, S. (F '19)
Essentials in art. Sii-^n, O. (D '20)
Essentials in conducting. Gehrkens, K: W. (Je

'19)

Essentials of advertising. Blanchard, F. L. (Jl
'21)

Essentials of alternating currents. Timble,
W: H:, and HIgble, H: H. (F '20)

Essentials of American constitutional law.
Thorpe, F. N. (F '18)

Essentials of Americanization. Bogardus, B. S.
(O '19, Ag '20)

Essentials of an enduring victory. Ch6radame,
A. (F '19)

Essentials of business law. Burdlck, P. M. (P
•20)

Essentials of Christianity. Thoms, C. S. (My
•20)

Essentials of drafting. Svensen, C. L. (Jl '18)
Essentials of extempore speaking. Mosher, J.

A. (Mr '18)

Essentials of industrial costing. Armstrong, G:
S. (F '22)

Essentials of mysticism. Underbill, E. (Ag
•21)

Essentials of philosophy. Sellars, R. W. (Ja
•18)

Essentials of social psychology. Bogardus,
E. S. (Ja '19, Ja ^21)

Establishing industrial schools. Smith, H. B.
(Jl '17)

Esthetics
Colman, S:, and Coan, C. A. Proportional

form. (.Te '20)

Langfeld, H. S. Aesthetic attitude. (F '21)
Parker, D. H: Principles of aesthetics. (D

•20)

Wright, W. H. Creative will. (Ap '17)

Esthonia
Ruhl, A. New masters of the Baltic. (D

'21)

Etchers
Bradley, W: A. Dutch landscape etchers of
the seventeenth century. (Jl '19)

Carrington, F. Engravers and etchers. (N
•17)

Pennell, J. Etchers and etching. (P '20)

Etching
Brooks, A. M. From Holbein to Whistler.
(Ja '21)

Pennell, J. Etchers and etching. (F '20)

Pennell, J. Graphic arts. (Ja '22)

Eternal husband. Dostoevskii. F. M. (Jl "17)

Ethical philosophy of life presented In Its main
outlines. Adler, F. (Jl •IS)

Ethics
Adler, F. Ethical philosophy of life presfented

in its main outlines. (Jl '18)

Bosanquet, B. Some suggestions in ethics.
(Ja '19)

Calkins, M. W. Good man and the good.
(Ag '19)

Calkins, M. W. Good man and the good. (Ja
'19)

Clark, T: A. Discipline and the derelict.
(Je '21)

Everett, W. Q. Moral values. (Je '18)

Field, G. C. Moral theory. (O '21)

Hastings, J., and others, eds. Encyclopaedia
of religion and ethics, v. 9. (F '18)

Hayes, E: C. Sociology and ethics. (Ag
'21)

Hill, O. A. Ethics, general and special. (F
•21)

Hirst, B: W. Self and neighbour. (P 'JO)

Hobhouse, L. T. Rational good. (N ^21)

Hudson, J. W: Truths we live by. (Jl ^21)

Joad, C. B. M. Common-sense ethics. (S
•21)

Kane, R. Worth. (O ^20)

Peck, G: C. Cross-lots. (Ja ^22)

Raymond, Q: L. Ethics and natural law.
(F ^21)

Solovyof, V, Justification of the good. (D
•19)
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Van Wesep, H. B. Control of ideals. (N '20)

Walston, C: Eugenics, civics, and ethics.
(Ja '21)

Walston, C: Truth. (Ag '19)

Ward. S. Ways of life. (Je '21)

Ethics, Christian
Bell, B. I. Right and wrong after the war

(Jl '18)

Hyde, W: D. Best man I know. (N '17)

Slater, T: Foundation of true morality. (Jl
'20)

Sorlev, W: R. Moral values and the idea of
God. (D '19)

Ethics and natural law. Raymond, G: L. (F
•21)

Ethics of cooperation. Tufts, J. H. (Mr '19)

Ethiopian saga. Haigh, R. (Jl '19)

Ethnology
Lowle, R. H. Culture and ethnology. (Ag

'18)

Etiquet
Braddy, N. Young folks' encyclopaedia of

etiquette. (Je '21j
Smith, F. R., comp. Manners and conduct

in school and out. (Ja '22)

Squler, E: S. Etiquette made easy. (N '19)

Etiquette made easy. Squier, E: S. (N '19)

Eton college
Ainger, A. C. Memories of Eton sixty years
ago. (Jl '17)

Eudocia. Phillpotts. E. (D '21)
Eugenic prospect. Saleeby, C. W. (O '21)

Eugenics
Bodart, G., and Kellogg, V. L. Losses of life

in modern wars. (Ap '17)

Castle, W: E. Genetics and eugenics. (Jl '17)

Dunlap, K. Personal beauty and racial bet-
terment. (Ja '21)

Holme.s. S: J. Trend of the race. (S '21)
McDougall. W: Is America safe for democ-
racy? (Jl '21)

Newman, H. H., ed. Readings in evolution,
genetics, and eugenics. (D '21)

Popenoe, P. B., and Johnson, R. H. Applied
eugenics. (My '19)

Walston, C: Eugenics, civics, and ethics.
(Ja -21)

Eugenics, civics, and ethics. Walston, C: (Ja
'21)

Eugenie, empress consort of Napoleon III, 1826-
1920

Carey, A. Empress Euggnie in exile. (D '20)

Filon, P. M. A. Recollections of the Empress
Eugenie. (Jl '21)

Fleury, M. Memoirs of the Empress Eu-
genie. (S '20)

Soissons, G. J. R. E. C: E. de S. True story
of the Empress EugSnie. (My '21)

Ehinice. Clark, I. C. (F '20)

Eurhythmies
Jacques-Dalcroze, E. Rhythm, music and

education. (Ag '21)

Europe
Brallsford, H: N. Across the blockade. (D

'19)

Marriott, J: A. R. European commonwealth.
(S -19)

Antiquities

Tyler. J: M. New stone age in northern
Europe. (Ap '21)

Boundaries
Bowman. I. New world. (N '21)

Civilization

Ashley, R. L: Modern European civilization.
(Ag '19)

Description and travel
Hamilton, F: S. Vanished pomps of yester-
day. (Jl '20)

Stiles, P. New footprints in old places. (Ja
•18)

Economic conditions
Dawson, C. W: It might have happened to

you. (My '21)

Keynes, j: M. Economic consequences of the
peace. (Mr '20)

Ogg. F: A. Economic development of modern
Europe. (N '17)

Vanderlip, F. A. What happened to Europe.
(S '19)

History
Abbott, W. C. Expansion of Europe. (S '18)
Adkins, F. J. Historical backgrounds of the
great war. (D '18)

Belloc, H. Europe and the faith. (D '20)

Breasted, J. H:, and Robinson, j. H. His-
tory of Europe, ancient and medieval. (O
'20)

Coolidge, A. C. Origins of the Triple al-
liance. (O '17)

Davis, W: S., and others. Roots of the war.
(Jl '18)

Elson, H: W: Modern times and the living
past. (Ag '21)

Emerton, E. Beginnings of modern Europe
(1250-1450). (Ja '18)

Greenwood, J. H. Our heritage from the
Old world. (Mr '21)

Hall, J. Our ancestors In Europe. (Ja '18)

Hazen, C: D. Fifty years of Europe. (Ag
•19)

Hazen, C: D. Modern Europe. (Mr '21)
Hazen, C: D. Modern European history. (Mr

•17)

Heamshaw, P. J: C. Main currents of Euro-
pean history, 1815-1915. (Ag '18)

Holt, L. H., and Chilton, A. W. Brief history
of Europe from 1789 to 1815. (F '20)

Holt, L. H.. and Chilton, A. W. History of
Europe from 1862 to 1914. (F '18)

Levine, I: D. Resurrected nations. (My '19)

Lipson, E. Europe in the nineteenth century.
(Ap '17)

Marvin. F. S. Century of hope. (S '19)

Melville, A. Memoirs of Sir Andrew Melville.
(F '19)

Muir, R. Expansion of Europe. (O '17)

Postgate, R. W:, ed. Revolution from 1789 to
1906. (N '21)

PrevitS Orton, C: W: Outlines of medieval
history. (Je '17)

Robinson, J. H., and Beard, C: A. His-
tory of Europe. (Ag '21)

Schapiro, J. S. Modern and contemporary
European history. (O '18)

Schevill, F. Political history of modern Eu-
rope. (O '21)

Tappan, E. M. Our European ancestors. (D
'18)

Thorndike, L. History of medieval Europe.
(D '17)

Turner, E: R. Europe, 1789-1920. (Ja '21)

Turner. E: R. Europe since 1870. (S '21)

Webster, H. Early European history. (D
•17)

Industries

Allen, N. B New Europe. (Je '20)

Intellectual life

Taylor, H: O. Thought and expression In
the sixteenth century. (Mr '21)

Politics and government
Bassett. J: S. Lost fruits of Waterloo. (Je

'18, Ag '19)

Brallsford, H: N. League of nations. (My
•17)

Freksa, F:, comp. Peace congress Of Intrigue.
(Mr '19)

Gooch, G: P. Nationalism. (Je ^21)

Harri.son, A. Before and now. (Je "Hi)

Hill, D: J. Rebuilding of Europe. (D '17,

Ag '18)

Muir, R. Nationalism and internationalism.
(Ap '17)

Naumann, F. Central Europe. (Ap '17)

Ogn. F: A. Governments of Europe. (Ap
•21)

Phillipps, L. M. Europe unbound. (Je '17)

Schevill, F. Political history of modern Eu-
rope. (O '21)

Seton-Watson. R. W: Europe in the melting
pot. (My '20)

Snowden, E. Political pilgrim in Europe.
(D '21)

Stoddard, T. L. Present-day Europe. (S
•17)

Webster, C: K. Congress of Vienna, 1814-
1815. (S '19)
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Social conditions

Folks, H. Human costs of the war. (Jl '20)

Gibbs, P. H. More that must be told. (D
•21)

Seligsberg, A. F: Invalid Europe. (My '21)

Europe: a book for America. Roth, S: (F '20)

Europe and the faith. Belloc, H. (D '20)

Europe and the league of nations. Sarolea,

C: (Je '20) ^
Europe in the melting pot. Seton-Watson, R.

W: (Mv '20)

Europe, 1789-1920. Turner, E: R. (Ja '21)

Europe since 1870. Turner, E: R. (S '21)

European commonwealth. Marriott, J: A. R.
(S '19)

European literature
Magnus, L. General sketch of European

literature in the centuries of romance. (F
•20)

Wendell, B. Traditions of European litera-

ture. (Ja '21)

European theories of the drama. Clark, B. H.,

ed. (F '19)

European war, 1914-1919
Aldrich. M. When Johnny comes marching
home. (D '19)

Allen, G: H:, and others. Great war. (Ag
'17)

Allen, W: H. War fact tests for graduation
and promotion. (O '18)

Ayscough, J:, pseud. French windows. (O
'17)

Barry, W: World's debate. (Ja '18)

Barton, G: Celebrated spies and famous mys-
teries of the great war. (Mr '20)

Beith, J: H. All in it. (D '17)

Benedict, B. History of the great war. (D
'19)

Blanchon, G. New warfare. (Mr 18)
Bralthwalte W: S. B. Story of the great
war. (F *20)

Brandes, G. M. C. World at war. (Je '17)

Brooke, T., and Canby, H: S., eds. War aims
and peace ideals. (My '19)

Brown, P. M. International realities. (Mr
'17)

Bryce, J. B., viscount. Some historical re-
flections on war, past and present. (Ag
•17)

Bryce, J. B., viscount, and others. War of
democracy. (Mr '17)

Buchan, J: Nelson's history of the war.
(F 18. Ag '18, Ag '19)

Butler, N. M. World in ferment. (S '17)

Cable, B., pseud. Front lines. (Je '18)

Carrington, H. Psychical phenomena and the
war. (Jl '18)

Cestre, C: France, England and European
democracy, 1215-1915. (Ap '18)

Chferadame, A. Pangerman plot unmasked.
(Ap -17)

Chfiradame, A. United States and Panger-
mania. (Mr '18)

Coar, J: F. Democracy and the war. (Mr
•18)

Cook. Sir T. A. Mark of the beast. (My '17)

Creel, G: War, the world, and Wilson. (Ag
•20)

Czernin von und zu Chudenitz, O. T. O: M.
In the world war (My '20)

Dampierre, L. M. M. J. de, marquis. Ger-
man imperialism and international law.
(Ag '17)

Defenders of democracy. (F '18)

Deland, M. W. Small things. (Ag '19)

Doyle, A. C. History of the great war. (O
'17, S '18, Ag '19, Ap ^20)

Duhamel, G. Heart's domain. (O '19)

Ely. R: T. World war and leadership In a
democracy. (Ja *19)

Empey, A. G. First call. (Mr '18)

Faunce, W: H. P. New horizon of state and
church. (S '18)

Flowers. M., ed. What every American
should know about the war. (O '18)

Frothlngham, A. L. Handbook of war facts
and peace problems. (F '220)

Frothlngham, T: G. Guide to the military
history of the world war, 1914-1918. (N
'20)

Gardiner, J: de B. W. German plans for the
next war. (S '18)

Garner, J. W. International law and the
world war. (My '21)

Guernsey, 1. S. Reference history of the
war. (Ap '21)

Gulick, Li. H. Morals and morale. (Mr '19)

Halsey, F. W., comp. Balfour, Vivlanl and
Joffre. (S '17)

Hayes, C. J. H. Brief history of the great
war. (Jl '20)

Hobbs, W: H. World war and Its con-
sequences. (My '19)

Hobhouse, L. T. Questions of war and peace.
(Ap '17)

Home—then what? (Ap '20)

Howe, W: S. War and progress. (Ja '19)

Keller, A. G. Through war to peace. (Je '18)

Kipling, R. Eyes of Asia. (Ja '19)

Kunimer, F: A. Battle of the nations, 1914-
1918. (Jl '19)

K'ung Yuan Ku'ush. Judgment of the Orient.
(My '17)

Le Bon, G. Psychology of the great war.
(Ag '17)

Le Bon, G. World in revolt. (N '21)

Lee, G. S. Air-line to liberty. (Jl '18)

Levine, I: D. Resurrected nations. (My '19)

Literary digest history of the world war.
(My '20)

Lodge, O. J. War and after. (Ag '18)

Loti, P., pseud. War. (Jl '17)

Mackenzie, D. A. From all the fronts. (O
'18)

McLeod, T. B. World war and the road to
peace. (Je '18)

McPherson, W: L. Short history of the great
war. (Je '20)

Magnus, L. A. Pros and cons In the great
war. (Ja '18)

Man, H: de. Remaking of a mind. (S '19)

March, F. A. History of the world war. (Mr
'19)

Meriwether, L. War diary of a diplomat.
(Ap '19)

Mr Punch's history of the great war. (N '19)

Morse, A. D. Civilization and the world war.
(Ja '20)

Mtihlon, W. Vandal of Europe. (O '18)

Murray, A. M. Fortnightly history of the war.
(Ja •IS)

Nyrop, K. Is war civilization? (Ja ^18)

Ogg, F: A., and Beard, C: A. National gov-
ernments and the world war. (Mr '19)

Osborne, W: F: America at war. (Ap '18)

Perry, R. B. Present conflict of ideals. (My
19)

Phillipps, L. M. Europe unbound. (Je '17)

Pollard, A. F: Commonwealth at war. (P
'18)

Pollard, A. F: Short history of the great
war. (Jl '20)

Powell, E. A. Italy at war and the Allies In
the west. (Je '17)

Powell, L. P., and Curry, C: M., eds. World
and democracy. (O '19)

Powell, L. P. and G., comps. Spirit of democ-
racy. (Ja '19)

Priim, fi. Pan-Germanism versus Christen-
dom. (My '17)

Radiguet, R. L: J. Making of a modern army
and its operations in the field. (My '18)
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enterprises. (My '17)

Webb, S. Works manager today. (F '18)

Webner, F. E. Factory accounting. (S '17)

Woods, C. E. Unified accounting methods for
industrials. (Jl '17)

Facts about France. Saillens, E. (Je '19)

Facts and fabrications about soviet Russia.
Clark, E. (D '20)

Facts, thought, and imagination. Canby, H: S.,

and others. (D '17)

Faery landa of the South seas. Hall, J. N.,
and Nordhoff, C: B. (Ja '22)

Faery tales of Weir. Sholl, A. M. (Ja '19)

Fahnestock, Mrs Wallace Weir. See Humphrey,
Z.

Fair play for the workers. Grant, P. S. (D
'18)

Fair to middling. Bartley, N. I. (O '21)

Fair value. Hartman, H. H. (My '20)

Fairfax and his pride. Van Vorst, M. (Jl '20)

Falrhope. Jones, E. D. (N '17)

Fairies and chimneys. Fyleman, R. (N '20)

Fairies and fusiliers. Graves, R. (Ja '19)

Fairies' annual. Johns, C. S. (O '19)

Fairview idea. Quick, H. (Mr '19)

Fairy detective. Hughes, R. (Ja '20)

Fairy roads to Science- town. Hardy, M. (My
•19)

Fairy tales
Bailey, M. Little man with one shoe. (D

'21)

Chaplin, A. Treasury of fairy tales. (Ja '18)

Dasent, Sir G: W. East o' the sun and west
o' the moon. (My '17)

Eells, E. S. Fairy tales from Brazil. (D '17)

Griffls. W: E. Swiss fairy tales. (O '20)
Griffls, W: E. Welsh fairy tales. (D '21)
Griswold, F. Hindu fairy tales retold for chil-

dren. (D '18)

Hearn, L. Japanese fairy tales. (Ja '19)

Olcott, F. J. Book of elves and fairies. (D
•18)

Quinn, E. V., ed. Stokes' wonder book of
fairy tales. (D '17)

Segovia, G. Spanish fairy book. (Ja '19)

Steel, F. A. English fairy tales. (D '18)
Wilhelm, R., ed. Chinese fairy book. (D

'21)

Faith. Cunninghame Graham, R. B. (F '18)
Faith, war, and policy. Murray, Q. (O '17)
Faith justified by progress. Wright, H: W. (Ap

'17)

Faith of a farmer. Dannatt, W: (Ja '19)
Faith of a middle-aered man. Kingman, H: (F

'18)

Faith of a Quaker. Graham, J: W: (D '20)

Faith of France. Barr6s, M. (Jl '18)
Faith of Isaiah. Gordon, A. R. (D '20)
Fall of feudalism in France. Herbert, S. (N

•21)

Fall of the Romanoffs. (F '18)
Fallacy of the German state philosophy. Crile,

G: W. (Jl '18)

False Dmitri. Howe, S. E., ed. (Ap 17)
False faces. Vance, L: J. (Mr '18)
False witness. Jorgensen, J. (My '17)
Fame and failure. Ellis, J. (S '20)
Familiar ways. Sherwood, M. P. (N '17)

Family
Abel, M. W. Successful family life on the
moderate income. (O '21)

Calhoun, A. W. Social history of the Amer-
ican family from colonial times to the pres-
ent. (D '17, Ag '18)

Galbraith, A. M. Family and the new de-
moci-acy. (Mr '20)

Knight, M. M., and others. Taboo and
genetics. (S '21)

Family album. Brody. A. (F '19)

Family life

Warner, F. L. and G. Life's minor collisions.
(Ja '22)

Family of noblemen. Saltykov, M. E. (Ja '18)
Famous chemists. Tilden, W: A: (O '21)
Famous colonial houses. Hollister, P. M. (F

'22)

Famous detective stories. McSpadden, J. W..
ed. (O '20)

Famous dogs in fiction. McSpadden, J. W.
(Ja '22)

Famous ghost stories. McSpadden, J. W., ed.
(Ja '19)

Famous leaders of industry. Wildman, E. (My
•20)

Famous Mrs Fair. Forbes, J. (Ja '21)
Famous modern ghost stories. Scarborough, D.,

comp. (Je '21)
Famous mysteries. Watkins, J: E. (Ja '20)
Famous pictures of real animals. Bryant, L.

(Ja '19)

Famous psychic stories. McSpadden, J. W..
ed. (N '20)

Fan book. Percival, M. (Jl '21)

Fanatic or Christian? Martin, H. R. (My '18)
Fanny herself. Ferber, E. (O '17)

Fans
Percival, M. Fan book. (Jl '21)

Fantastics, and other fancies. Hearn, L. (D
'19)

Far away and long ago. Hudson, W: H: (D
'18)

Far-away stories. Locke, W: J. (S '19)

Far East
Powell, E. A. Where the strange trails- go
down. (D '21)

Commerce
Eldridge, F: R., jr. Trading with Asia. (Ja

'22)

Far East unveiled. Coleman, F: A. (O '19)

Far to seek. Diver, M. (N '21)

Farm accounting
Scovill, H. T. Farm accounting. (My '18)

Farm and garden tractors. Collins, A. F: (Ja
'21)

Farm animals
Plumb, C: S. Types and breeds of farm ani-
mals. (O '20)

Farm buildings
Roberts, H. A. Farmer his own builder. (Ja

'19)

Farm bureau movement. Kile, O. M. (Ja
'22)

Farm bureaus
Kile, O. M. Farm bureau movement. (Ja

'22)

Farm engines
Currie, B. W. Tractor and its influence upon

the agricultural implement industry. (Je
'17)

Ramsower, H. C. Equipment for the farm
and the farmstead. (Jl '17)

Farm life

Butterfleld, K. L. Farmer and the new day.
(My '19)

Collingwood, H. W. Hope Farm notes. (Je
21)

Dodge, H: I. He made his wife his partner.

(Je '19)

Earp, E. L. Rural social organization. (Ag
'21

McArthur, P. Red cow and her friends. (Ap
'19)

Shute, H: A: Real diary of the worst farmer.
(Je '20)

Tilden, F. Second wind. (N '17)

Vogt, P. L. Introduction to rural sociology.

(O '17)

Wood, A. C. Old days on the farm. (Ja '19)

Farm management
Bowsfleld, C. C. Making the farm pay. (D

•19)

Findlay, H., ed. Handbook for practical

farmers. (Ja '21)
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Farm management

—

Continued
McMahon, J: R., ed. How these farmers suc-
ceeded. (Je '19)

Farm management. Ainold, J. H. (D '19)

Farm produce
Adams, A. B. Marketing perishable farm

products. (Ag '17)

Orwin, C: S. Determination of farming costs.
(Ja '19)

Weld, L,: D. H. Marlteting of farm products.
(Ag '17)

Marketing
Hibbard, B: H. Marketing agricultural proa-

ucts. (P '22)

Macklin, T. Efficient marketing for agricul
ture. (N '21)

Farm science. iSpillman, W: J. (Mr '19)

Farm spies. Conradi, A. F:, and Thomas,
W: A. (Jl '17)

Farmer and the new day. Butterfield, K. L.
(My '19>

Farmer his own builder. Roberts, H. O. (Ja
'19)

Farmer of Roaring Run. Dillon. M. C. (Mr
'20)

Farmers' clean milk book. North, C: E: (S
'19)

Farming
Dimock, J. A. New business of farming. (Mr

'18)

Father Allan's island. Murray, A. (Mr '21)

Father Duffy's story. Duffy, F. P. (F '20)

Father Noah; and other fancies. Whitworth,
G. (O '19)

Father of a soldier. Dawson, W: J. (My '18;

Father of women, and other poems. Meynell,
A. C. (F '19)

Father Tabb. Tabb, J. M. (Ag '21)
Father Tom. McLoughlin, P. P. (O '19)

Fathers of New England. Andrews, C: M. (Ag
'19)

Fatigue
Florence, P. S. Use of factory statistics in

the investigation of industrial fatigue. (Ap
19)

Lee, F: S. Human machine and industrial
efficiency. (Jl '19)

Vernon, H. M. Industrial fatigue and ef-
ficiency. (Ja '22)

Faulkner's folly. Wells, C. (N '17)
Fear God in your own village. Morse, R: (Ap

'18>

Fear not the crossing. Williams, Q. (Ap '20)
Feast of lanterns. Miln, L, (Mr '21)
Feast of lanterns. Cranmer-Byng, L. A., tr.

(O '17)

Federal administration and the alien. Kellor,
F. A. (Ag '21)

Federal corporate income taxes. Rossmoore,
E. E. (Je '21)

Federal farm-loan system in operation. Wip-
rud, A. C. (S '21)

Federal government. Adams, G: B. (In British
empire and a league of peace.) (Jl '19)

F'ederal income tax. Haig, R. M., and others.,
eds. (Jl '21)

Federal military pensions in the United States.
Glasson, W: H: (My '19)

Federal power. West, H: L. (D '18)
Federal reserve banks
Kemmerer, E. W. A B C of the federal re-
serve system. (Mr '19)

Feeble-minded
Goddard, H: H. Human efficiency and levels

of intelligence. (D '20)

Hollingworth, L. Psychology of subnormal
children. (Mr '21)

ATnoMurchy. H. Almosts. (Mv '20)
Miner, J. B. Deficiency and delinquency.
(Ap '19)

Feed water
Paul, J. H. Boiler chemistry and feed water

supplies. (O '19)
Feeding of nations. Starling, E. H: (O '20)
Feelings and things. Wallace. E. K. (Jl '17)
Fellowship of the picture. Dearmer, N. (D

'20)

Feminism and sex-extinction. Kenealy. A.
(N '20)

Fern seed. Rideout. H: M. (N '21)
Fernando. Ayscough, J:, pseud. (Ag '19)

Ferns
Beecroft, W. I., comp. Who's who among

the wild flowers and ferns. (Je '17)

Ferrybridge mystery. Vane, D. (N '20)

Fertilization of plants
Lovell, J: H. Flov/er and the bee. (Ja '19)

Fertilizers and manures
Collins, S. H. Plant products and chemical

fertilizers. (D '19)

Lloyd, S. L. Mining and manufacture of fer-
tilizing materials and their relation to soils.
(Ja '19)

Feudalism
Herbert, S. Fall of feudalism in France. (N

'21)

Fiction (books about)
Birkhead, E. Tale of terror. (S "21)
Hamilton, C. M. Manual of the art of fiction.
(N '18)

Lathrop, H: B. Art of the novelist. (D '19)
Phillips, W. C. Dickens, Reade, and Collins.
(Ag '19)

Bibliography
Grimm, M. E., comp. Translations of foreign

novels. (D '17)

Fiction (classified by subject)

Adolescence
Allen, J. L. Kentucky warbler. (Mr '18)
Burr, H. M. Everyboy. (O '18)
Kelley, E. M. Beauty and Mary Blair. (My

'21)

Kilbourne, F. Betty Bell. (D '19)

Reid, F. Pirates of the spring. (Ap '20)
Robinson, E. M. Enter Jerry. (Ja '22)
Thompson, S. Rough crossing. (O '21)
Widdemer, M. Boardwalk. (Mr '20)

Adventure
Abdullah, A. Night drums. (Ja '22)
Allan, D. Syrens. (D '21)

Allan, L. Blue Pete, half breed. (Ja '22)
Bailey, H: C. Highwayman. (Jl '17>

Barbour, R. H:. and Holt, H. P. Joan of
the island. (Ag '20)

Bindloss, H. Kit Musgrave's luck. (O '21)
Bindloss, H. Lister's great adventure. (F
21)

Bindloss, H. Lure of the north. (O '18)

Bindloss, H. Wyndham's pal. (Mr '20)

Bonner. G. Treasure and trouble therewith.
(N '17)

Borley, G: C. Lost horizon. (Ja '22)

Braddy, N., ed. Masterpieces of adventure.
(Ad 21>

Brady, C. T. "By the world forgot." (Ja '18)

Brent, J: Man's game. (O '21)

Bridges, V: Lady from Long Acre. (Ap '19)

Browne, B. Frozen barrier. (N '21)

Burroughs, E. R. Thuvia, maid of Mars.
(Ap '21)

Casey, P. and T. Wolf-cub. (Mr '18)

Chambers, R. W: Dark star. (Jl '17)

Cody, H. A. Jess of the rebel trail. (Ja
'22)

Colton, C: My orient pearl. (Jl '21)

Comfort, W. L. Yellow lord. (Jl '19)

Cook, W. V: Grey fish. (S '20)

Cram, M. Lotus salad. (Ag '20)

Cronin, B. Timber wolves. (My '21)

Day, H. F. When Egypt went broke. (Ag '21)

Day, H. F. Where your treasure is. (S '17)

Dingle, A. E. Gold out of Celebes. (Jl '20)

Dodge, L: Tawi Tawi. (My '21)

Elwell, A. At the sign of the Red swan.
(Ag '20)

England, G: A. Flying legion. (O '20)

Farnol, J. Black Bartlemy's treasure. (Ja
'21)

Farnol, J. Martin Conisby's vengeance. (N
'21)

Fenf,-er, F: A. Golden Parrot. (Ap '21)

Forbes, J: M. Doubloons—and the girl. (Je
•17)

Frankau, G. Seeds of enchantment. (Je '21)

Freeman, L: R. Hell's hatches. (Je '21)

Gibbs. G: F. Black stone. (My '19)

Gibbs, G: F. Vagrant duke. (Mr '21)

Grey, Z. U. P. trail. (Mr '18)

Grimshaw, B. E. Terrible island. (D '20)

Gull, C. A. E: R. Air pirate. (N '20)

Haggard. Sir H: R. Finished. (N '17)

Haggard, H: R. She and Allan. (Mr '21)
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Hall, J. Through Mocking Bird Gap. (Jl '21)

Hankins, A. P. Jubilee Girl. (D '21)

Hannay, J. O. Island mystery. (D 'IS)

Harris. C. F. Wings of the wind. (S '20)

Hawes. C: B. Great quest. (D '21)

Hendiyx, J. B. Gun-brand. (Je '17)

Kenyon, C. E. L. Spanish doubloons. (N
•19)

Kline, B. Gallant rogue. (Je '21)

Kyne, P. B. Green-pea pirates. (Ja '20)

Kyne, P: B. Webster—man's man. (N '17)

Le Gallienne. K: Pieces of eight. (My '18)

Le Queux, W: T. Intriguers. (Je '21)

London. J. Hearts of three. (F '21)

McCutcheon, G: B. West wind drift. (D '20)

MacGrath. H. Drums of jeopardy. (N '20)

MacGrath, H. Luck of the Irish. (D '17)

MacGrath, H. Pagan madonna. (Je '21)

McKowan, E. Janet of Kootenay. (N '19)

Maher, R: A. Hills of desire. (Jl '19)

Martyn, W. Secret of the silver car. (Je '20)

Masefleld, J: Lost endeavour. (Mr '17)

Miller, L. E: Hidden people. (Ja '21>

Moore, F: F. Islo o" dreams. (Ap '20)

Mundy, T. Eye of Zeltoon. (Je '20)

Mundy, T. Ivory trail. (S '19)

Nicholson, M. Blacksheep! blacksheep! (Jl

'20)

Norton, R. Drowned gold. (N '19)

Oppenheini, E: P. Jacob's ladder. (Ap '21'

Oyen, H: Gaston Olaf. (D '17)

Oyen, H: Plunderer. (Je '20)

Packard, F. L. Pawned. (Ag '21)

Parker, G. No defence. (N '20)

Patterson, A. W. Heaviest pipe. (S '21)

Qui6n sabe. Daughter of the sun. (Ja '22)

Rideout, H: M. Fern seed. (N '21)

Rowland. H: C. Mile high. (S '21)

Rutzebeck, H. Alaska man's luck. (Ja '21)

Safroni-Middleton, A. Gabrielle of the la-

goon. (N '19)

Scott, C. A. Dawson. Rolling stone. (Mr
'20)

Smith, A. D. H. Audacious adventures of
Miles McConaughy. (D "18)

Stacpoole, H: D. S. Beach of dreams. (N
•19)

Stacpoole, H: de V. S. Satan. (Je '21)

Stacpoole, H: De V. Sea plunder. (Je '17)

Thurston, E. T. David and Jonathan. (Mr
•19)

Worts, G: F. Peter the brazen. (Ja '20)

Americans abroad

Byrne, L., pseud. American ambassador. (Jl
•17)

Hall, G. Aurora the magnificent. (My '17)

Animal stories

Atkinson, E. "Poilu," a dog of Roubaix. (F
•19)

Chapman, W: G. Green-timber trails. (O
'19)

Comfort, W. L., and Dost, Z. K. Son of
power. (D '20)

Curwood, J. O. Nomads of the North. (My
19)

Dyer, W. A. Ben, the battle horse. (D "19)
Rvarts. H. G: Cross pull. (Mv '20)
Evarts, H. G: Yellow horde. (Je '21)
Foote, J: T. Dumb-Bell of Brookfleld. (Je

•17)

Greene, H. P. Pilot. (Je ^17)
Hines, J: C. Blue streak. (D '17)
Hooker, F. C. Prince Jan. (D '21)
Keon, G. Ju.st Happy. (Ag '20)
London, J. Jerry of the islands. (My '17)
London, J. Michael, brother of Jerry. (Ja

•18;

Lytle, J: H. Story of Jack. (F '21)
McSpadden, J. W. Famous dogs in fiction.

(Ja ^22)

Meredith, E. G. Terrier's tale. (D '20)
Roberts, C: G: D. Jim. (My '19)

Smith, B. Only a dog. (My '17)
Steiner, E: A. My doctor dog. (Ja '18)
Terhune. A. P. Bruce. (S '20)
Terhune, A. P. Buff: a collie. (S '21)
Terhune. A. P. Lad. (Je '19)
Thompson: an autobiography (N •IS)
Van Vechten, C. ed. Lords of the house-

tops. (S '21)

Yates, Ij. B. Autobiography of a race horse.
(Ag '20)

Aristocracy
Sadleir. M. Privilege. (N '21)

Army life

French. A. At Plattsburg. (My •!?)
Haines, A. C. Firecracker Jane. (Ja '19)

Artist life

Cannan. G. Mendel. (Mr '17)
Holdmg, E. S. Rosaleen among the artists.

(S '21)
Humphreys. E. M. J. Rubbish heap. (Jl '17)
Lewis. W. Tarr. (S '18)
Lucas. St J. W. L. April folly. (S '17)
Moore, G: Lewis Seymour and some women.

(Je '17)

Taylor, E. G. Long way round. (Je '21)
Updegraff, A. Strayed revellers. (O '18)

Van Vorst, M. Fairfax and his pride. (Jl
•20)

Authorship
Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B. Happy house.
(Ap '20)

Automobile stories

Lewis. S. Free air. (N '19)

Morgan, B. Roaring road. (Ag '20)

Baseball stories

Beaumont, G. Hearts and the diamond.
(D '21)

Witwer, H. C. There's no base like home.
(Ag '20)

Biblical stories

Jenkins, B. A. Princess Salome. (Jl '21)

Business
Aikman. H. G. Groper. (S '19)

Alien. 1. R. Money-maker. (O '18)

Barmby. B. Betty Marchand. (D '18)

Bartlett. F: O. Jean & co. (S '19)

Barton. B. Making of George Ciroton. (Je '18)

Byrne, D. Strangers' banquet. (F '20)

Cahan, A. Rise of David Levinsky. (O '17)
Chase, D. 1< lood tide. (My "IS)
Dodge, H: I. Skinner's big idea. (Je '18)

Dowst, H: P. Man from Ashaluna. (F '21)

Ferber, E. Fanny herself. (O '17)

Gee, J. Isaacs. (O '19)

Grendon, F. Nixola of Wall street. (My ^19)

Kahler, H. M. Babel. (Je '21j

Kelland, C. B. Sudden Jim. (Mr '17)

Kelland, C. B. Youth challenges. (D '20)

Kerr, S. Golden block. (Mr '18)

Lefevre, E. To the last penny. (My '17)

Lewis, S. Job. (Mr '17)

Lynde, F. David Vallory. (O '19)

Lynde, F. Fire bringers. (My '21)

Mackenzie, C. Man who tried to be it. (My
'17)

Mason, G. His wife's job. (O '19)

Morris, E. B. Cresting wave. (Ag '20)

Perry, L. Romantic liar. (Je '19;

Porter, H. E. Egan. (N '20)

Rollins, M. Banker at the boarding-house.
(Ja -19)

Turner, G: K. Biography of a million dol-
lars. (Ap •IS)

Welch, A. W. Wolves. (Ag '19)

Weston, G: Mary minds her business. (Ap
'20)

Whitehead, H. Dawson Black; retail mer-
chant. (O '18)

Cats, Stories of

See Animal stories

Character studies

Amim, M. A. Vera. (N '21)

Atherton, G. F. Sisters-in-law. (Mr '21)

Bacon, F. Lightnin'. (My '20)

Baillie-Saunders, M. Black sheep chapel.
(Jl '19)

Barrett, L. Gibbeted gods. (N ^21)

Bates. S. C. Golden answer. (Je ^21)

Ben6t, S. V. Beginning of wisdom. (D ^21)

Benson. E: F: Autumn sowing. (My '18)

Beresford, J: D. House-mates. (O '17)

Blasco Ih&hez, V. Torrent. (D '21)

Borden, M. Tortoise. (S '21)
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Fiction—Character studies—C( ntinued
Bottome, P. Crystal heart. (N '21)

Bottome. P. Helen of Troy, and Kose. (F
'19)

Boucicault. R. B. Hose of Jericho. (My '20)

Byrd. J: W. Born fool. (F '20)

Cabell, J. B. Cords of vanity. (Mr 21)

Carswell, C. Open the door. (S "20)

Chamberlayne, E: S. Little bacic room. (My
'21)

Cody. H. A. Touch of Abner. (D '19)

Comstock, H. T. Shield of silence. (Je 21)

Couperus. L: M. A. Majesty. (Je^^21)

Couperus. L: M. A. Twilight of the souls.

Cournos. J: Wall. (S '21)

Croker, B. M. Blue china. (Ja 20)

Dane, C. Legend. (Ap '20)

Dawson. W: J. Borrowdale tragedy. (F^l)
Dawson, W: J. Robert Shenstone. (O 17)

Delafield, E. M. Zella sees herself. (N 17)

De La Pasture, E. E. M. Consequences. (JN

'19)

De la Pasture. E. E. M. Heel of Achilles.

(S '21)

De La Pasture, E. E. M. Tension. (D '20)

Dobie, C: C. Broken to the plow. (O 21)

Dodd, L. W. Book of Susan. (O 20)

Dowdall, M. F. H. Three loving ladies. (Ag
•21)

England, G: A. Cursed. (O '19)

Frank, W. D: Unwelcome man. (Mr 17)

Fuessle, N. A. Flail. (Je '19)

Fuller, H: B. Bertram Cope's year. (My
'20)

Gale, Z. Miss Lulu Bett. (My '20)

Galsworthy. J: In chancery. (N 20)

Galsworthy, J: To let. (O '21)

Gerould. G. H. Peter Sanders, retired. (Je

•17)

Gibbon, M. M. Jan. (Ja '21)

Golding, L: Forward from Babylon. (D
'21)

Goldring, D. Margot's progress. (Jl '20)

Hall, G. Miss Ingalis. (N '18)

Hall, H. S. Steel preferred. (N '20)

Hawkins, A. H. Lucinda. (Ja '21)

Hecht. B. Erik Dorn. (O '21)

Herbert, A. P. House by the river. (Ap
•21)

Hergesheimer. J. Linda Condon. (D '19)

Hewlett, M. H: Mainwaring. (N '20)

Holding, E. S. Angelica. (Ja '22)

Holding, E. S. Invincible Minnie. (My '20)

Holdsworth, E. Taming of Nan. (Ap '20)

Horn, H. Harlequinade. (Je '21)

Hurst, F. Star-dust. (My '21)

Hutchinson. A. S. M. If winter comes. (S
'21)

Johnston, H. H. Gay-Dombeys. (Ag '19)

Johnston, H. H. Mrs Warren's daughter.
(Jl '20)

Kaye-Smlth, S. Challenge to Slrlus. (Ap '19)

Keith, K. Girl. (Mr '17)

Kelland, C B. Scattergood Baines. (Ap
'21)

Keyes, F. P. Career of David Noble. (Ja
'22)

Leadbitter, E. Road to nowhere. (Jl '21)

Lippmann, J. M. Flexible Ferdinand. (Je
'19)

MacGrath, H. Man with three names. (Mr
'20)

McKenna, S. Lady Lilith. (N '20)

McKenna, S. Midas and son. (Je '19)

Maugham. W: S. Mrs Craddock. (Ag '20)

Merwin, S: Henry is twenty. (Ja '19)

Merwin, S: Passionate pilgrim. (S '19)

Merwin, S: Temperamental Henry. (N '17)

Miller, A. Manslaughter. (D '21)

Nex8, M. A. Ditte: daughter of man. (N '21)

Oldmeadow, E. .1. Hare. (Mr '21)

O'Sullivan, V. Good girl. (N '17)

Peake, C. M. A. Ell of the downs. (O '20)

Pedler, M. Lamp of fate. (Jl '21)

Porter. E. Dawn. (My '19)

Rickard. L. Cathy Rossiter. (Ap '20)

Ridge, W: P. Madame Prince. (Ap '17)

Robins. E. Camilla. (D '18)

Rolland, R. Colas Breugnon. (D '19)

Sadler, M. Anchor. (My '20)

Scott. C. K. P.linrT Tuico. (Ap '21)

Sharp, H. M. Pawn In pawn. (Jl '20)

Sidgwick. E. Madam. (My '21)

Sime, J. G. Our little life. (Je '21)
Sinclair, M. Mr Waddington of Wyck. (O
21)

Singinaster, E. Basil Everman. (Ap '2U)
Singniaster, E. Ellen Levis. (Ap 'Zij
Stern, G. B. China shop. (F '22)
Swinnerton, F. A. Coquette. (S '21)

Swinnerton, F. A. September. (Mr '20)

Tarkington. B. Alice Adams. (Jl '21)
Tietjens, E. Jake. (My '21)

Underbill, R. M. White moth. (Ja '21)

Lpdegratf. A. Second youth. (Je '17)

Van Vorst. M. Tradition. (D '21)
Veheyne, C, pseud. Journal of Henry Bulver.

(Je '21)

Waldo. H. Stash of the marsh country. (Jl
21)

Weyl, M. Happy woman. (Ap '20)

VV liar Ion, E. i\. Summer. iAg '17)

Wilson, H. L. Wrong twin. (My '21)

Wyllarde. D. Temperament. (S '20)

Cheerful stories

Abbott. J. L. Happy house. (Jl '20)

AbboLi, E. H. Stingy receiver. (Mr '17)

Abdullah, A. Bucking the tiger. (O '17)

Adams, S: H. Wanted: a husband. (Je '20)

Akins, Z. Cake upon the waters. (O '19)

Aldrich, D. Enchanted hearts. (Ja '18)

Bailey,. T. Mistress Anne. (Ag '17)
Bosliiei, K. L. Kitty Canary. (Ap '18)

Biadley, M. Innocent adventuress. (Mr '21)
Brainerd, E. How could you, Jean? (D '17)

Brainerd, E. Our little old lady. (F '20)

Brown, E. A. Journey's end. (Je '21)
Browne, P. E. Someone and somebody. (N

'17)

Brownell, A. M. Thankful Spicers. (O '21)

Buckrose, J. E.. pseud. Girl in fancy dress.
(Mr '21)

Buckrose, J. E.. pseud. Matchmakers. (Mr
'17)

Buckrose. J. E., pseud. Tale of Mr Tubbs.
(Jl '19j

Burgess, G. Mrs Hope's husband. (O '17)

Burnham, C. L. Hearts' Haven. (D '18)

Burnham, C. L. Key note. (Ja '22)

Castle, A. and E. Pamela Pounce. (D '21)

Champion, J. Sunshine in Underwood. (Jl
'20)

Clancy, L. B. Christine of the young heart.
(D '20)

Daviess, M. T. Golden bird. (O '18)

Dowd, E. C. Polly and the princess. (F '18)

Dowd, E. C. When Polly was eighteen. (O
'21)

Eastman, R. L. Big little person. (N '17)

Endicott, R. B. Carolyn of The Corners. (Mr
•18>

Fenollosa, M. Sunshine beggars. (My '18)

Ford, S. Inez and Trilby May. (F '22)

Foster, M. Shoestrings. (Je '1"?)

Fox. F. B. Heart of Arethusa. (S '18)

Gray, D: Boomerang. (F '19)

Hagedorn, B. Barbara picks a husband.
(N '18)

Hall, A. B: Little red house in the hollow.
(Je '18)

Hall, G. Aurora the magnificent. (My '17)

Hannay. J. O. Adventurers of the night.
(S '21)

Hill, M. McAllister's grove. (S '17)

Hough, E. Man next door. (My '17)

Hueston. E. Sunny slopes. (O '17)

Jepson, E. Ann Annington. (Je '18)

Kelley, E. M. Outside inn. (N '20)

Kingsley, F. Neighbors. (O '17)

Kirby, E. Little Miss MufCet. (D '19)

Livingston, F. B. Custard Cup. (Je '21)

Luther, M. L. Hope chest. (Ap '18)

Lutz, G. L. H. Cloudy Jewel. (D '20)

Lutz. G. L. H. Enchanted barn. (Ag '18)

Lynde, P. Stranded in Arcady. (Jl '17)

Mackay, I. E. Window-gazer. (Ja '22)

MacKinnon. L. V. Miriam of Queen's. (N
•21)

Maniates, B. K. Amarilly in love. (O '17)

Maniates, B. K. Penny of Top Hill trail. (My
'19)

Miller, A. Beauty and the bolshevist. (D
'20)

Miller, A. Charm school. (N '19)

Montgomery. L. M. Anne's house of dreams-
(O '17)
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Montgomery, L. M. Rilla of Ingleside. (N '21)

Morley, C. D. Parnassus on wheels. (N '17)

Nicholson, M. Lady Larkspur. (Je '19)

Nicholson, M. Madness of May. (Je '17)

Olmstead. F. This little world. (Je '21)

Onions, B. Arrant rover. (D '21)

Onions, B. Disturbing charm. (N '19)

Onions, B. R. Girls at his billet. (My '17)

Onions, B. R. Miss Million's maid. (N '17)

Onions, B. Sweet stianger. (Ap '21>

Porter. E. Oh, money! money! (My '18)

Rice. A. C. Calvary alley. (O '17)

Richards, L. E. Pippin, a wandering flatne.

(Jl '17; ,^
Richmond, G. L. Red Pepper's patients. (O

'17)

Sawyer, R. Herself, himself and myself. (N
'17)

Schayer, E. R: Good loser. (S '17)

Shute. H: A: Youth Plupy. (O '17)

Skinner, C. L. "Good-morning, Rosamond! "

(Jl '17)

Sterrett, F. R. Nancy goes to town. (Ja
'21)

Sterrett, F. R. Rebecca's promise. (O '19)

Sterrett, F. R. William and Williamina. (N
•17)

Strahan, K. C. Something that begins with
"T." (S '18)

Street, J. L. Sunbeams, Inc. (D '20)

Taylor, K. H. Cecilia of the pink roses. (O
•17)

Tompkins. J. W. At the sign of the oldest
house. 'F '18)

Tompkins, J. W. Girl named Mary. (S '18)

Tompkins, J. W. Joanna builds a nest. (D
'20)

Train, A. C. As it was in the beginning.
(My '21)

Turner, J: H. Simple souls. (Ja '19)

Van Schaick, G: G. Top-floor idyl. (N" '17)

Vermilye, K. Trouble-the-house. (Ja '22)

Weir, F. Merry Andrew. (D '18)

Wemyss, M. C. E. Oranges and lemons. (Jl

'19)

Weston, G: Oh, Mary, be careful! (Mr '17)

Weston, G: You never saw such a girl. (Ag
•19)

Widdemer, M. Wishing-ring man. (N 17)
Widdemer. M. Year of Delight. (O '21)

Wodehouse, P. G. Damsel in distress. (D
'19)

Children, Stories about
Aldrich, D. Enchanted hearts. (Ja '18)

Bell, J: J. Kiddies. (Ja '18)

Bilbro, M. Middle pasture. (Mr '17)

Boyer, W. S. Johnnie Kelly. (N '20)

Brubaker, H. Ranny, otherwise Randolph
Harrington Dukes. (N '17)

Butler, Jii. P. Swatty. (Ap '20)

Cooke, M. B. Cricket. (Je '19)

Croy, H. Boone Stop. (O '18)

Croy, H. Turkey Bowman. (N ^20)

Cunningham, A. B: Manse at Barren Rocks.
(F '19)

Dodge, H: I. Skinner's baby. (N '17)
Endicott, R. B. Carolyn of The Corners. (Mr

'18)

Endicott, R. B. Carolyn of the sunny heart.
(My '19)

Fenollosa, M. Sunshine beggars. (My '18)

Fisher, D. F. Understood Betsy. (O '17)

France, A., pseud. Little Pierre. (F '21)

Galsworthy, J: Awakening. (Ja '21)

Gates. E. Phoebe. (Mv "19)

Gatlin, D. Mi.ssy. (D '20)

Gray, J. Rusty Miller. (Je '19)

Harker, L- A. Jan and her job. (My *17)
Harraden, B. Spring- shall plant. (Ap '21)
Irwin, G. Brown-eyed Susan. (O '17)
Jewell, E: A. Charmed circle. (N '21)
Johnston. W: A. "Limpy." (Mr '17)
Kelley, E. M. Turn about Eleanor. (Ja '18)
Leonard, M. F. Ways of Jane. (Je '17)
McKishnie, A. P. Son of courage. (D '20)
Maniates. B. K. Our next-door neighbors.
(Ap -17)

Masters, E. L. Mitch Miller. (D '20)
Merwin, S: Temperamental Henry. (N '17)
Miller. A. A. Huldy's Whistle. (N '19)
Montgomery. L. M. Rainbow Vallev. (O '19)
Partridge, E: B. Sube Cane. (N •17)
Porter, E. Mary Marie. (Je •20)

Reid, F. Spring song. (Mr '17)
Rollins, M. Village pest. (Ja '18)
Seely. H. G. Son of the city. (D '17)
Showerman, G. Country child. (D '17)
Sterrett, F. R. William and Williamina. (N

'17)

Taggart, M. A. The Annes. (Jl '21)
Thurston, M. N. Sarah Ann. (N '17)
Vermilye, K. Trouble-the-house. (Ja '22)
Vorse, M. M. Growing up. (S '20)
Walpole, H. S. Jeremy. (D '19)

Children, Stories for
Sec Books for boys and girls

Chinese
Gelzer, J. Street of a thousand delights. (O

'21)

Christmas stories
Dawson, C. Seventh Christmas. (N '17)
Jefferson, C: E: Land of enough. (Ja '18)
Maher, R: A. While shepherds watched. (D

'17)

Nicholson, M. Reversible Santa Claus. (Ja
'18>

Oemler, M. Where the young child was. (N
'21)

Rinehart, M. Truce of God. (F '21)

Church problems
Cody, H. A. Unknown wrestler. (F '19)
Sheldon, C: M. All the world. (O '19)
Sheldon, C: M. Howard Chase, Red Hilt,
Kansas. (My '18)

Circus life

Bell, P. D. Her elephant man. (D '19)
Locke. W: J: Mountebank. (Ap '21)

Class consciousness
Cobb, T: Impossible Apollo. (My '21)

Collectors and collecting

Croker, B. M. Blue china. (Ja '20)
Pertwee, R. Transactions of Lord Louis
Lewis. (Ap '18)

Country life

Reynolds, K. Green Valley. (My '19)
Showerman, G. Country child. (D •17)

jSee also Farm life

Court-room scenes
Hill, F: T. Tales out of court. (D '20)

Crime and criminals

Green, F. N. Devil to pay. (Je '18)

Gr-egory, J. Ladyflngers. (Je '20)

Leverage, H: Where dead men walk. (Ag
20)

Moroso, J: A. People against Nancy Pres-
ton. (D '21)

Packard, F. L. From now on. (Mr '20)

Packard, F. L. White Moll. (Jl '20)

Roche, A. S. Uneasy street. (Mr '20)

Rowland, H: C. Duds. (Mr '20)

Williamson, C: N. and A. M. Second latch-
key. (Je '20)

Desert life

Hull, E. M. SheiK. (Jl '21)

Detective Stories

See Mystery stories; Secret service

Divorce

Kerr, S. See-saw. (Ap '19)

Maxwell. W: B. For better, for worse. (N
•20)

Dogs, Stories of

See Animal stories

Economic problems

Cadmus and Harmonia, pseuds. Island of

sheep. (Ap '20)

Education

Beresford, J: D., and Richmond, K. W. B.

Ford. (Ap '18)

Norris, C: G. Salt. (S '18>

Wells, H. G: Joan and Peter. (N 18)

Enterprise

Sullivan, A. Rapids. (S '20)
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Fiction —Continued

Eugenics
Wodehouse, P. G. Their mutual child. (O

•19)

European war
Abdullah, A. Man on horseback. (Ap '20)

Allain, M. Yellow document. (My '19)

Ames, F. T., pseud. Between the line? on
the American front. (Je '19)

Anderson, R. G. Cross of fire. (F '19)

Andreieft, L. N. Confessions of a little man
during great days. (My '17)

Angellotti. M. P. Firefly ot France. (Je '18)

Atkinson, E. "Poilu," a dog of Roubaix.
(F '19)

Bagnold, E. Happy foreigner. (Mr '21)

Balmer, E. Ruth of the U.S.A. (S "19)

Barbusse, H. Light. (Ja "20)

Battersby, H: F. P. Edge of doom. (Je '20)

Bazin, R. F. N. M. Pierre and Joseph. (Je

20)
Bennet, R. A. Blond beast. (O '18)

Berger, M. Ordeal by fire. (Mr '17)

Berger, M. and M. Secret of the Marne. (Je
•18)

Bernard, M., and Serrell, E. Deer godchild.
(Ap '19)

Bertrand, A. Call of the soil. (D •ig)

Blasco Ib&fiez, V. Enemies of women. (F
•21)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Four horsemen of the Apo-
calypse. (O '18)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Mare nostrum. (Ja '20)

Borden-Turner, M. Tortoise. (S '21)

Boylesve, R. You no longer count. (Jl '18)

Brereton, F: S. On the road to Bagdad. (Ap
•17)

Brooks, A. Fighting men. (S '17)

Buchan, J: Greenmantle. (Mr '17)

Cable, B. Grapes of wrath. (My '17)

Chambers, R. W: Barbarians. (D '17)

Chambers, R. W: In secret. (Ag '19)

Chartres, A. Outrage. (Je '18)

Cholmondeley, A. Christine. (O *17)

Connor, R., pseud. Sky pilot In No man's
land. (Ap '19)

Cook, W. V: Grey fish. (S '20)

Davignon, H. Two crossings of Madge
Swalue. (Ag '19)

Dawson, C. Pincher Martin, O.D. (Je '17

Dawson, C. W: Test of scarlet. (D '19)

Dawson, "W. Gift of Paul Clermont. (N '21)

Dillon, M. C. Comrades. (Mr '18)

Dillon, M. C. The American. (My '19)

Dorgeles, R. Wooden crosses. (My '21)

Dos Passos, J: R., jr. Three soldiers. (O '21)

Driggs, L. L. Adventures of Arnold Adair.
(O '18)

Dunbar, R. Swallow. (Jl '19)

Dunsany, E: J: M. D. P. Tales of war. (D
•18)

Dyer, W. A. Ben, the battle horse. (D '19)

Empey, A. G. Tales from a dugout. (D '18)

Fisher, D. F. Day of glory. (My '19)

Fisher, D. F. Home fires in France. (N '18)

Gambler, K. White horse and the red-haired
girl. (My '19)

G§raldy, P. The war, Madame. (My '17)

Gibbon, J: M. Drums afar. (Ja '19)

Gibbs, G: F. Secret witness. (N '17)

Gibbs, G: F. Splendid outcast. (Ap '20)

Gibbs, P. H. Wounded .souls. (N '20)

Giesy, J: U. Mimi. (S '18)

Gulches, G. Soldiers both. (Jl '18)

Hamilton, R. W. Belinda of the Red cross.
'17)

Harris, C. P. Where the souls of men are
caUing. (Ag '18)

Herbert, A. P. Secret battle. (Mr '20)

Holmes, R. J., and Starbuck, A., eds. War
stories. (Jl '19)

Holt, L. Green and gay. (Jl '18)

Huard, F. W. Lilies, white and red. (Jl '19)
Hughes, R. Unpardonable sin. (S '18)

Hunt, E: E. Tales from a famished land. (Je
•18)

Hurrell, F. G. Dreamer under arms. (D '18)

Huzard, A. Mirabelle of Pampeluna. (N '19)
Jeffery, J. E. Side issues. (N '20)
Jenkins, B. A. It happened "over there." (F

'19i

Jenkins, H. Q: John Dene of Toronto. (D
•19)

Johnson, O. M. Wasted generation. (N '21)

Kauffman, R. W. Victorious. (Je '19)

Keable, R. Simon called Peter. (F '22)
Kelly, T: H. What outfit. Buddy? (My '20)

Kennedy, W: A. Invader's son. (F '20)

Kueller, J. van A. Young lion of Flanders.
(Ja '18)

Lathrop, W: A. Love time In Picardy. (Jl
'19)

Latzko, A. Judgment of peace. (Ap '20)

Liatzko, A. A. Men in war. (My '18)

Locke, W: J, Rough road. (S *18)

Love of an unknown soldier. (D '18)

Ivowndes, M. A. Red cross barge. (Ap '18)

Macfarlane, P. C. Exploits of Bilge and Ma.
(D '19)

MacGill, P. Brown brethren. (Ap '18)

MacGill, P. Dough boys. (F '19)

Mackay, H. G. Chill hours. (Ap '20)

Marbo, C. Man who survived. (Jl '18)

Mason, A. B: W. Summons. (D '20)

Maurois, A. Silence of Colonel Bramble. (Jl
20)

Maxwell, W: B. Life can never be the same.
(F '20)

Mayran, C. Story of Gotton Connlxloo. (Ja
'21)

Montasue, M. P. England to America. (Je
•20)

Morgan, J: H. Gentlemen at arms. (O '18)

Motris, G. His daughter. (Mr •IS)

Mundy, T. Hira Singh. (D '18)

Nadaud, M. Birds of a feather. (My '19)

Nadaud, M. Flying poilu. (Ag '18)

Newton, W. D. War cache. (S '18)

Oppenheim, E: P. Devil's paw. (D '20)

T'erkin.'^. L. Cross of Ares. (Ap '21)

Poore, I. M. Rachel Fitzpatrick. (S '20)

Ricci, L: A. da C. Long trick. (Ap '18)

Richards, H. G. Shadows. (My '17)

Rickard, L. House of courage. (N '19)

Rickard, Mrs V: Light above the cross roads.
(O '18)

Rinehart. M. Amazing Interlude. (Je '18)

Robins, E. Messenger. (N '19)

Robinson, E. H. Maid of Mirabelle. (O '20)

Rolland, R. Clerambault. (S '21)

Rutledge, M., pseud. Children of fate. (My
'17)

"Sapper," pseud. Human touch. (F '19)

Sapper, pseud. No Man's Land. (O '17)

Sawyer, R. Leerie. (S '20)

Sheehan, P. P. Invisible passport. (Je '18)

Shepherd, W: G. Scar that tripled. (Mr 'IS)

Sidgwick, C. Salt of the earth. (O '17)

Sinclair, M. Romantic. (D '20)

Sladen, D. B. W. Douglas romance. (My '17)

Sleath, F: Sniper Jackson. (My '19)

Smith, B. Only a dog. (My '17)

Stanley, D. Miss Pirn's camouflage. (Je '18)

Sterrett, F. R. Jimmie the sixth. (D '18)

Taffrail, pseud. Sub. (S "18)

Tales of wartime France. (O '18)

Tinayre, M. To arms' (Je '18)

Vallotton, B: Heart of Alsace. (Ja '19)

Vallotton. B: Potterat and the war. (Ap '18)

Van Dyke, H: Broken soldier and the maid
of France. (N '19)

Van Dvke. H: Valley of vision. (My '19)

Wallace, E. Tam o' the Scoots. (My '19)

Warner, W: H:, and Kaplan, De W. Mothers
of men. (Jl '19>

WTiarton, E. N. Marne. (Ja '19)

Williamson, C: N. and a. M. Everyman's
land. (Ja '19)

Witwer, H. C: From baseball to Boches. (D
'18)

Yeo, pseud. Soldier men. (Je '18)

Young, F. E. M. Beatrice Ashleigh. (D '18)

Zanella, N. By the waters of Flume. (Jl

20)

Bibliography

Dawson. L. I., and Huntting, M. D. Euro-
ropean war fiction in English, and personal
narratives. (F '22)

Austria

Kreutz, R. J. Captain Zillner. (N '19)
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Balkans
Mackenzie, C. Sylvia & Michael. (S '19)

Vane, G:

Belgium
Waters of strife. (S '20)

Catiada

Connor, R., pseud. Major. (Ja '18)

Oermany
Atherton, G. F. White morning. (Mr '18)

Austin, F. B. According to orders. (Je '19)

Fox, E: L. New Gethsemane. (N '17)

Sidgwlck, C. Devil's cradle. (D '18)

Sidgwick, C. Salt of the earth. (O '17)

Wylie, I. A. R. Towards morning. (O '18)

Oreat Britain

Ayres, R. M. Richard Chatterton, V. C. (Jl
'20)

Baxter, A. B. Parts men play. (Ja '21)

Begbie, H. Convictions of Christopher Sterl-
ing. (Ag '19)

Beith, J: H. Willing horse. (D '21)

Bell, J: K. Smiths in war time. (D '17)

Bennett. A. Pretty lady. (Jl '18)

Bennett, A. Koll-call. (Mr '19)

Benson. E: F: Robin Linnet. (Mr '20)

Benson, E: F: Up and down. (Ja '20)

Benson, S. Living alone. (My '20)

Benson, S. This is the end. (Jl '17)

Bottome, P. Second fiddle. (N '17)

Bottome, P. Servant of reality. (N '19)

Buckrose, J. E., pseud. Silent legion. (D
'18)

Burke, E: My wife. (N '17)

Cannan, G. Pink roses. (D '19)

Cobb, T: Captain Marraday's marriage. (Ap
19)

Copplestone, B. Last of the Qrenvilles. (Ap
'20)

Dawson, C. W: Little house. (N "20)

De La Pasture, E. E. M. War-workers. (D
'18)

De S61incourt, H. Soldier of life. (Mr '17)

Diver, K. H. M. Strong hours. (Ja '20)

Diver. K. H. M. Unconquered. (D '17)

Ervine, St J: G. Changing winds. (My '17)

Findlater, M. and J. H. Seen and heard, be-
fore and after 1914. (Jl '17)

Flatau, D. Yellow souls. (F '19)

Frankau, &. Peter Jameson. (My '20)

Galsworthy, J: Saint's progress. (Ag '19)

Galsworthy, J: Tatterdemalion. (My '20)

George, W. L. Blind alley. (My "19)

Goldring, D. Fortune. (Ja '20)

Graves, C. I. M. That which hath wings.
(N -18)

Hamilton, C. M. William—an Englishman.
(Jl -20)

Harraden, B. Where your heart is. (F '19)

Hemenway, H. Four days. (S '17)

Isham, F: S. Three live ghosts. (F '19)

Jenkln, A. M. N. End of a dream. (Jl '20)

Jepson, E. PoUyooIy dances. (Ag '20)

Jerome, J. K. All roads lead to Calvary.
(Ja '20)

Kaye-Smith, S. Four roads. (N '19)

Laing, J. Before the wind. (Je '18)

Laing, J. Man with the lamp. (D '19)
Lane, A. E. War phases according to Maria.
(Mr '17)

Lee, J. B. Air-man and the tramp. (Je '18)

Locke, W: J: House of Baltazar. (Mr '20)

Locke, W: J: Red planet. (Ag '17)
Lowndes, M. A. Lilla. (My '17)

McCarthy, J. H. Nurse Benson. (Je '19)
McKenna, S. Ninety-six hours' leave. (Ap

'18>

McKenna, S. Sonia married. (D '19)
McNeile, H. C. Mufti. (O '19)
Maxwell, W: B. Glamour. (Ap '20)

Onions, B. Bridge of kisses. (D '20)

Onions, B. R. Girls at his billet. (My '17)

Onions, B. Land-girls love story. (My '19)
Onions, B. R. Years for Rachel. (D '18)
Oppenheim, E: P. Zeppelin's passenger.

(N'18)
Phillpotts, E. Banks of Colne (the nursery).

(Jl '3 7)

Rlcci, L. A. da.C. Navy eternal. (Mr '19)

Rickard, Mrs V: Fire of green boughs. (My
•19)

Sidgwlck, E. Jamesie. (O '18)
Suiclaa-, M. Tree of heaven. (Mr '18)
Snaith, J: C. Undefeated. (My '19)
Vachell, H. A. Soul of Susan Yellam. (N '18)
Ward, M. A. Elizabeth's campaign. (D *18)
Ward. M. A. 'Missing.' (D '17)
Wells, H. G: Joan and Petei. (N '18)
West, R. Return of the soldier. (Mr '18)

Hungarj/
Steiner, E: A. Sanctus Spiritus and com-
pany. (Ja '20)

Paris
Kelland, C. B. Little moment of happiness.
(O '19)

Poland
Baskerville, B. C. Playground of Satan. (Je

'19)

Russia
Radziwill, C. Firebrand of Bolshevism. (My

'19;

United States
Adams, S: H. Common cause. (Mr '19)
Andrews, M. R. S. Her country. (D '18)
Andrews, M. R. S. Joy in the morning. (D

'19)

Arnim, M. A. Christopher and Columbus.
(Je '19;

Austin, M. No. 26 Jayne street. (Je '20)
Bacheller, 1. A. Prodigal village. (Mr '21)
Bailey, T. Tin soldier. (Je '19)
Black, A. Great desire. (N '19)
Bower, B. M., pseud. Thunder bird. (Je

'19)

Brown, A. Black drop. (Ja '20)
Chambers, R. W. Moonlit way. (S '19)
Dawson, W: J. Chalmers comes back. (N

'19)

Dawson. W: J. War eagle. (O '18)
Foote, M. Ground-swell. (N '19)
Fvothingham, E. B. Finding ot Norah. (Ap

Gatlin, D. Full measure of devotion.* (Mr '18)
Glasgow, E. A. G. Builders. (D '19)
Grey, Z. Desert of wheat. (Mr '19)
Hughes, R. Cup of fury. (Jl '19)
Kelland, C. B. Highflyers. (My '19)
Kelley, E. M. Over here. (Je 'J 8)
King, B". City of comrades. (My '19)
Lutes. D. My boy in khaki. (O '18)
Lutz, G. H. Red signal. (Je '19)
Lutz, G. L. H. Search. (Ja '20)
McCutcheon, G: B. Shot with crimson. (Ag

18)
^

Mason, G. Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes. (D
'19)

Montague, M. P. Uncle Sam of Freedom
Ridge. (S '20)

Pier, A. S. Son decides. (Je '18)

Poole, E. Blind. (D '20)
Putnam, N., and Jacobsen, N. Esmeralda.

(F '19)

Randall, J: H. With soul on Are. (F '20)
Richmond, G. L. Red and black. (F '20)
Rinehart, M. Dangerous days. (Ag '19)
Rinehart, M. Twenty-three and a half hours'

leave. (F '19)

Schem, L. C. Hyphen. (Ja '21)
Sherwood. M. P. World to mend. (N '20>
Sinclair, U. B. Jimmie Higgins. (Ag '19)
Strunsky, S. Professor Latimer's procrress.

(Je -18)

Tarbell, I. M. Rising of the tide. (My '19)
Tarkington, B. Ramsey Milholland. (S '19)
Tilden. F. Khaki. (S '18)
Train. A. Earthquake. (Je '18)

Webster, H: K. American family. (D '18)

Fairy tales

Tarn, W: W. Treasure of the Isle of mist
(Jl '20)

Family life

Aumonler, S. Querrils. (O '19)
Bartley, N. I. Woman's woman. (D '19)

Brownell, A. TVT. Thankful Splcer.s. (O '21">

Holt, I. Marriotts and the Powells. (Ja '22)
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Irwin, I. Happy years. (D '19)

Mackenzie, C. Rich relatives. (Ja '22)

Scott,' E. Narrow house. (Ap '21)

Tarkington, B. Alice Adams, (Jl '21)

Vorse, M. M. Prestons. (F '19)

Farm life

Dodge, H: I. He made his wife his partner.
(Je '19)

Dyer, W. A. Five Babbitts at Bonnyacres.
(D '17)

Harris, C. M., and Leech, F. H. From sunup
to sundown. (My '19)

Harris, G. Treasure of the land. (O '17)

Oyen, H. Big fiat. (Je '19)

Paine, A. B. Dwellers in Arcady. (Je '19)

Quick, H. Fairview idea. (Mr '19)

Simpson, J: T: Hidden treasure. (Je '19)

Fur trade

Pendexter, H. Kings of the Missouri. (O
•21)

.

Genius

Veheyne, C, pseud. Journal of Henry Bulver.

(.Je '21)

Ghost stories

French, J. L:, comp. Great ghost stories.

(Jl '18) , V, .

Scarborough, D., comp. Famous modern ghost
stories. (Je '21) ^ .

Scarborough, D., comp. Humorous ghost
stories. (Je '21)

. . ,,^t ,«. ^

Stead. W; T:, ed. Real ghost stories. (N 21)

Troubetzkoy, A. Ghost garden. (O '18)

Gipsy stories

Bercovici. K. Ghitza. (D '21)

Heredity and environment

Hergesheimer, J. Three black Pennys. (D
'17)

Wood, M. Mystery of Gabriel. (Ja '18)

High cost of living

Dodge, H: I. Skinner makes it fashionable.

(Je '20)

Historical novels

Buchan, J: Path of the king. (Ag '21)

Baiylon

Williams, E. W. Court of Belshazzar. (O '18)

Bohemia
Kryshanovskaya, V. I. Torch-bearers of Bo-
hemia. (My '17)

Byzantium
Phillpotts, E. Eudocia. (D '21)

Canada
Wilson, M. Forginp of the pike.s. (My '20)

Cape Colony

Juta. R. Cape Currey. (S '20)

Con8tantmor)le

Smith, A. D. H. Spears of destiny. (Jl '19)

Crimean war
Barr, A. E. Orkney maid. (Je '18)

Steel, F. A. Marmaduke. (O '17)

Denmark
Jacobsen, J. P.. Marie Grubbe. (S '18)

Discovery & exploration (nth century)

Forbes, G: Adventures in southern seas.
(Ja '21)

Egypt
Couperua, L: M. A. Tour. (Jl '20)

Haggard, H: R. Ancient Allan. (Je '20)

Haggard, H: R. Moon of Israel. (F '19)

Pier, G. C. Hanit, the enchantress. (Ag '21)

England
Bailey, H: C. Highwayman. (Jl '17)
Barclay. F. L. White ladles of Worcester.
(D '17)

Barr, A. E. Paper cap. (D '18)

Childe, W. R. Dream English. (F '20)
I'Uiiioi. J., uur admirable Betty. (N '18)
tjoLigii, G: VV. yeoman adventurer. Ue '17>

Hudson, W; H: Dead Man's Plack, and An
old thorn. (F '21)

iviiiptj, J. \', >ach-uog' 01; the ciown. (Ap

Liocke, G. E. Ronald o' the moors. (O '20)

McCarthy, J. H. Henry Elizabeth. (S '20)
MacDonald, G. North door. (O '20)

McFaUden, G. V. His Grace of Grub street.
(F -lU)

McFadden, G. V. Preventive man, (Jl '20)
Nepean, lii. M. My two kings, (Je '18>

Oakeshott, K. K Merchant at arms. (Mr
•21)

Orczy, E. His Majesty's well- beloved. (Ap
'20;

Punshon, E. R. Old fighting days. (S '21)

Weyman, S. J: Great house, (D '19)

France
ArninoCf, L.. Torchlight. (S '21)

Bailey, H: C. Barry L.eroy, (Je '20)

Bowen, M., pseud. Third estate, (N '18)

Brebner, i-'. J. Gallant lady. (Je '19)

Brooks, C: S. Luca Sarto. (Ap '20)

Broster, D, K, Sir Isumbras at the ford. (Ja
'19)

Castle. A. and E. Wolf-lure. (D '17)

Drummond, H. Betrayers. (N '19)

Dumas, A. Liove and liberty, (Je '18)

Dumas, A. Neapolitan lovers, (Je '18)

James, H: Gabrielle de Bergerac. (F '19)

Johns, C. S. With gold and steel. (Ja '18>

Orczy, E. Flower o' the lily. (Je '19;

Orczy, E. League of the Scarlet Pimpernel.
(N '19)

Orczy, E. Lord Tony's wife. (Je '18)

Orczy, E. Sheaf of bluebells. (D '17)

Sabatini, K. Scaramouche. (Jl '21)

Iceland

Hewlett, M. H: Gudrid the Fair. (Ap '18)

Hewlett, M, H: Light heart, (Jl '20)

Hewlett, M, H: Outlaw, (Ap '20)

India

Steel, F. A. Mistress of men. (Ap '18;

Italy

Diuniniond, H. Greater than the greatest.
(Je '17;

Drummond, H. Maker of saints. (S '20)

Goodwin, E. Duchess of Siona. (My '19)

McCabe, J. Pope's favourite. (Jl '17)

Vorse, M. M. Ninth man. (O '20)

Jerusalem

Mapu, A. Sorrows of Noma. (Ap '20)

Middle ages

Ross, R. Revels of Orsera. (F '21)

Missouri

Pendexter, H. Kings of the Missouri. (O '21)

Napoleonic era

Cramb, J: A. Rule of might. (F '19)

Netherlands

Bowen, M., pseud. William, by the grace of

God. (N '17) _
Laughlin, C. E. Heart of her highness. (D

•17)

Orczy, E. First Sir Percy. (Mr '21)

Palestine

Brady, C. T. When the sun stood still. (S '17)

Hudson, C: B: Royal outlaw. (O '17)

Worth, P. Sorry tale. (S '17)

Portugal

Sabatini, R. Snare. (N '17)

Prussia

Bailey, H: C. Gamesters. (Je '19)

Home
Billings, M. W. Cleomenes. (N '17)

White, E: L. Andivius Hedulio. (N '21)

White, E: L. Unwilling vestal. (Je '18)
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Russia

Underwood, E. Whirlwind. (N '18)

Scotland

Fleming, G. "Over the hills and far away."
(Jl -IS)

Johnston, M. Foes. (D '18)

Upain

Blasco Ibanez, V. Sfinnica. (Ja '19)

Conrad, J. Arrow of gold. (My '19)

Orczy, E. First Sir Percy (Mr '21)

Stceden

Bowen, M. Kings-at-arms. (My '19)

United States

Altsheler, J. A. Great Sioux trail. (Ap '18)

Altsheler, J. A. Rulers of the lakes. (D '17)

Atkinson, E. Hearts undaunted. (Ja '18)

Babcock, B. Soul of Ann Rutledge. (Je '19)

Bacheller, 1. A. Light in the clearing. (Ap
•17)

Bacheller, 1. A. Man for the ages. (Ja '20)

Bierce, A. In the midst of life. (O '18)

Buchan, J: Salute to adventurers. (Ja '18)

Carter, J. Madam Constantia. (My '19)

Chambers, R. W: Little red foot. (Jl '21)

Daviess, M. T. Matrix. (Ap '20)

Dixon, T: Man in gray. (Ja '22)

Fox, J:, jr. Erskine Dale, pioneer. (D '20)

Greggr, F. M. Founding of a nation. (O '20)

Grev, Z. U. P. trail. (Mr '18)

Harben, W. N. Triumph. (O '17)

Harland, M. Carringtons of High Hill. (O
•19)

Lynn, M. Free soil. (Ja '21)

McCarter, M. Vanguards of the plains. (D
'17)

Maule, M. K. Prairie-schooner princess. (N
'20)

Owen, C. D. Seth Way. (Ja '18)

Parrish, R. Devil's own. (F '18)

Pendexter, H. Red belts. (Mr '20)

Scott, E. Elizabeth Bess. (D '17)

Shafer, D. C. Barent Creighton. (S '20)
Singmaster, E. Long journey. (Ap '17)

Stimson, F: J. My story. (D '17)

White, S. E: Rose dawn. (D '20)

Willsie, H. M. Benefits forgot. (N '17)

Horse racing

Richards, G. Double life. (F '21)

Yates, L. B. Autobiography of a race horse.
(As '20)

Humor and satire

Arnim, M. A. Vera. (N '21)

Ashford, D. Daisy Ashford: her book. (S
'20)

Ashford, D. Young visiters. (S '19)

Beerbohm, M. Seven men. (D '20)

Bell, J: J. Johnny Pryde. (Jl '18)

Bell, J: J. Just Jemima. (N '19)

Berend, A. Babette Bomberling's bride-
grooms. (N '21)

Bunner, H. C. Stories. (Mr '17)
Burke, E: My wife. (N '17)

Butler, E. P. In pawn. (N '21)
Cannan, G. Windmills. (Ag '20)

Cobb, I. S. Life of the party. (N '19)

Cohen, O. R. Highly colored. (D '21)
Creswell, H. B. Thomas. (N '18)

Darlington, W. A. Alf's button. (S '20)
Davey. N. Pilgrim of a smile. (O '21)

Dickson, H. Old Reliable in Africa. (D '20)

Dodge, H: I. Skinner makes it fashionable.
(Je '20)

Elliott, F. P. Lend me your name! (O '17)
Fitch, G: Twenty-four. (Mr '17)
Fletcher, B. Drifting (-^vith Browne). (Jl '18)

Glass, M. M. Potash and Perlmutter settle
things. (N '19)

Glass, M. M. Worrying won't win. (Ag '18)
Grossmith, G: and W. Diary of a nobody.

(Mr '21)

Hemstreet, C: Don Quixote of America. (Mr
'21)

Huxley, A. L. Limbo. (Ag '20)
Irwin, W. A. Blooming angel. (S '19)
Irwin, W. A. Trimmed with red. (Ag '20)

Jacobs. W. W. Castaways. (Mr '17)

Jenkins, H. G: Bindle. (Ap '17)

Jenkins, H. G: Night club. (F '18)

Jewell, B: A. Charmed circle. (N 21)

Kelland, C. B. Efflciency Edgar. (Jl 20)

Leacock, S. B. Winsome Winnie. (Ja 21)

Lockharl, C. Dude wrangler. (Je '21)

Mackail, D. What next? (Je '21)

Mackall, L. Scrambled eggs. (D '20)

Mackenzie, C. Poor relations. (Mr '20)

Mackenzie, C. Rich relatives. (Ja '22)

Maher, R: A. Works of Satan. (D '21)

Marshall, A. Upsidonia. (Mr '17)

Marshall, R. Enchanted golf clubs. (Mr 20)

Morley, C. D., and Haley, B. In the sweet
dry and dry. (N '19)

New Decameron. (D '19)

Pezet, A. W. Aristokia. (Jl '19)

Putnam, N. Believe you me! (D '19)

Putnam, N. It pays to smile. (F '21)

Rinehart, M. Bab. (Jl '17)

Rinehart, M. More Tish. (F '22)

Street, J. L. Sunbeams, Inc. (D '20)

Travers. B. The Dippers. (Mr '21)

Tillman. A. E: "Line's busy." (N '20)

Wells, C. Ptomaine street. (F '22)

Wodehouse, P. G. Indiscretions of Archie.
(S '21)

Wodehouse, P. G. Piccadilly Jim. (My '17)

Immigrants in America

Anthony, J. Rekindled fires. (Je '18)

Gather. W. S. My Antonia. (N '18)

Cournos, J: Mask. (Mr '20)

Steiner, E: A. Sanctus Spiritus and com-
pany. (Ja '20)

Stern. E. G. My mother and I. (Ag 17)

Tobenkin, E. House of Conrad. (Ap '18)

Yezierska, A. Hungry hearts. (D '20)

Indian tales and legends

Coolidge, G. Teepee neighbors. (Mr '18)

Cornyn, J: H. Around the wigwam fire. (O
•21)

Schultz, J. W. Running Eagle. (My '19)

Industrial conditions

Bleackley, H. W: Monster. (Mr '21)

Churchill, W. Dwelling-place of light. (N
'17)

Eekhoud, G. New Carthage. (O '17)

Hall. H. S. Steel preferred. .
(N '20)

Maher, R: A. Gold must be tried by fire. (Je
•17)

Sinclair, U. B. King coal. (O 'IJ)
Sterne, E. Road of ambition. (Jl 17)

Straight road. (Je "17)

Insane asylums

Thompson, F. S., and Galvin, G: W. Thou-
sand faces. (Je '21)

Intemperance

Rives, H. E. Long lane's turning. (O '17)

Japanese in California

Irwin, W. A. Seed of the sun. (Mr '21)

Kyne, P: B. Pride of Palomar. (N 21)

Jesus Christ

Snaith, J: C. Coming, The (N '17)

Jewish life

Cahan. A. Rise of David Levinsky. (O '17)

Cannan. G. Mendel. (Mr '17) ^ ^ , ,_
Golding, L: Forward from Babylon. (D

Lowe, C. M. Saul. (F '20)

Nvburg S. L. Chosen people. (Ap 1<)

Pearl, B. Sarah and her daughter. (Jl 20)

Shore, V. Heritage. (Ja '22)

Journalism

Adams S: H. Common cause. (Mr '19)

Adams, S: H. Success. (N '21)

Dodge, L: Whispers. (Je '20)

George, W. L. Caliban. (O '20)

Jerome, J. K. All roads lead to Calvary. (Ja
•20)

Macaulay, R. Potterism. (D '20)

Snaith. J: C. Council of seven. (Ja 22)

Williams, S. C. Unconscious crusader. (Je

'20)

Williams, W. W. Goshen street. (N '20)
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Kings and rulers

Couperus, L: M. A. Majesty. (Je '21)

Labor and laboring classes

Anderson, S. Marching men. (O '17)
Barr, A. E. Paper cap. (D '18)
Gordon, J: Broken shackles. (Je '21)
Hamp, P. People. (My '21)
Nexo, M. A. Pelle the conqueror. (Ag '17)
Sullivan, A. Inner door. (O '17)
Tobenkin, E. House of Conrad. (Ap '18)
Twombly, F. D., and Dana, J: C, comps.
Romance of labor. (Ap '17)

Webster, H: K. American family. (D '18)

Law and lawyers
Train, A. C. By advice of counsel. (My

•21)

Train, A. C. Hermit of Turkey Hollow. (D
'21)

Train, A. C. Tutt and Mr Tutt. (Je '20)

Legends and folktales

Krapp. G: P. Tales of true knights. (O "21)

Shedlock, M. L. Eastern stories and legends.
(D '20)

Flemish
Coster, C: T. H. de. Flemish legends. (N

'20)

Coster, C: de. Legend of the glorious adven-
tures of Tyl Ulenspiegel in the land of
Flanders and elsewhere. (Ap '19)

Irish

MacManus, S. Lo, and behold ye! (O '19)
MacManus, S. Top o' the mornin.' (N '20)

Japanese
Ozaki, Y. T. Romances oi old Japan. (Mr

•20)

Russian
Champney, E. and F. Romance of Russia.

(Ja '22)

Letters (stories in letter form)
Kummer, F: A., and Christian, M. Pipes of

ye.sterday. (Ap '21^

Lucas. E: V. Vcrena in the midst. (N '20)
Ridsdale, K. Gate of fulfillment. (Je '20)
Woodruff, H. What David did. (Je '21)

Locality, Novels ot

AdirondacHs
Hughes, R. Beauty. (Jl '21)
Longstreth. T: M. Mac of Placid. (O '20)

Africa
Abdullah, A. Night drums. (Ja '22)

Battersby, H: F. P. Edge of doom. (Je '20)

Benolt, P. Atlantida. (S '20)
Burroughs, E. R. Tarzan the untamed. (O

•20)

Chamberlain, G: A. White man. (Ap '19)
Craig, M., pseud. Maktoub. (Jl '18)
Dickson. H. Old Reliable in Africa. (D '20)
Johnston, H. H. Man who did the right

thing. (Je '21)

Stockley, C. Pink gods and blue demons.
(Ag -20)

White, S. E: Simba. (Ag 'IS)
Young, F. B. Crescent moon. (Je 'l.i)

Young. F. E. M. Foreshadowed. (D '21)

Alaska
Beach, R. E. Winds of chance. (Ja '19)
Browne. B. Frozen barrier. (N '21)
Hines, J: C. Blue streak. (D '17)
Raine. W: M. Yukon trail. (Jl '17)
Rutzebeck, H. Alaska man's luck. (Ja '21)

Algeria

Kauffman, R. W. Azure rose. (Je '19)

Arigona
Noyes, A. Beyond the desert. (D '20)
Willsie, H. M. Forbidden trail. (Ja '20)

Armenia
Inchbold, A. C. Love and the crescent. (S

'20)

Australia

Jones, D. E. Year between. (Jl '19)
Richardson, H: H. Fortunes of Richard
Mahony. (O '17)

Watson, E. L. G. Mainland. (Jl '18)
Watson, E. L. G. Where bonds are loosed.
(Ap '18)

Australia (Melhourne)
Gelzer, J. Street of a thousand delights.
(O -21)

Austria-Hungary
Reynolds, G. M. Castle to let. (Ja '18)

Bahama islands

Le Gallienne, R: Pieces of eight. (My '18)

Baltimore
Taylor, K. H. Barbara of Baltimore. (N '19)

Belgium (Antwerp)
Eekhoud, G. New Carthage. (O '17)

Boston
Brown, A. Wind between the worlds. (S

'20)

Cutler, R. Louisburg square. (My '17)

Pier, A. S. Jerry. (Mr '17)

Train, A. World and Thomas Kelly. (F '18)

Warren, C. M. Phcenix. (Ap '17)

Braeil

Elliott, L. W. Black gold. (F '21)

Qraca Aranha, J. P. da. Canaan. (Ap 'SO)
Ingram, B. M. Twice American. (D '17)

Brooklyn
Morley, C. D. Haunted bookshop. (Ag '19)

Van Slyke, L. Little Miss By-the-day. (N
'19)

California

Atherton, G. F. Avalanche. (Mr '19)

Austin, M. The ford. (My '17)

Bancroft, G. Interlopers. (O '17)

Bonner, G. Treasure and trouble therewith.
(N '17)

Bower, B. M., pseud. Lookout man. (N '17)

Carpenter, G. Long sweetening. (Ja '22)

Chase, J. S. Penance of Magdalena. (Ag
'20)

Gregory, .f. Wolf breed. (D '17)

Hamill, K. B. Flower of Monterey. (S '21)

Hendryx, J. B. Gun-brand. (Je '17)

Hueston, E. Eve to the rescue. (Mr '21)

Irwin, W. A. Seed of the sun. (Mr '21)

Kyne, P: B. Pride of Palomar. (N '21)

Kyne, P: B. Valley of the giants. (My '19)

Lane, R. W. Diverging roads. (My '19)

Macbeth. M. H. Kleath. (S '17)

Mackav, I. E. Up the hill and over. (Je '17)

Packard, F. L. Sin that was his. (F '18)

Paterson, I. Magpie's nest. (My '17)

Porter, G. Her father's daughter. (O '21)

Porter, R. N. Girl from Four Corners. (My
'20)

Straight road. (Je '17)

Thomson, E: W: Old man Savarin stories.

(Ja '18)

Tompkins, J. W. Starling. (Ag '19)

WTiite, S. E: Rose dawn. (D '20)

Wild apples. (D '18)

Canada
Allan, L. Blue Pete, half breed. (Ja '22)

Bindloss, H. Girl from Keller's. (Mr '18)

Bindloss, H. Lure of the north. (O '18)

Bindloss, H. Partners of the out-trail. (O
•19)

Binns. O. Mating in the wilds. (S '20)

Cody, H. A. Glen of the high north. (O '20)

Connor, R., pseud. To him that hath. (F '22)

rulliini, R. Heart of Unaga. (N '20)

Cullum, R. Law of the gun. (F '20)

CuUum, R. Triumph of John Kars. (Ja '19)

Curwood, J. O. Courage of Marge O'Doone.
(Mv 'IS)

Curwood, J. O. Flaming forest. (O '21)

Curwood, J. O. Riveras end. (F '20)

Curwood, J. O. Valley of silent men. (O '20)

Durkin, D. Heart oi" Cherry McBain. (N
'20)

Emanuel, V: R. Wooden spoil. (Jl '19)

Footner, H. Fur bringers. (D '20)
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Gibbon, J: M. Conquering hero. (N '20)

Gregory, J. Wolf breed. (D '17)

H6mon, L.: Maria Chapdelaine. (Ja '22)

Hendryx, J. B. Gun-brand. (Je '17)

Ingersoll, W. E. Road that led home. (Je '18)

Keith, M. In Orchard Glen. (My '19)

Kendall, R. S. Luck of the mounted. (F
'21)

Macbeth, M. H. Kleath. (S '17)

Mackay, I. E. Mist of morning. (N '19)

Mackay, I. E. Up the hill and over. (Je '17)

McKishnie, A. P. Willow, the wisp. (S '1.8)

McKowan, E. Graydon of the Windermere.
(F '21)

McKowan, E. Janet of Kootenay. (N '19)

Marshall. E. Snowshoe trail. (O '21)

Niven, F: J: Lady of the crossing. (O '19)

Packard, F. L. Sin that was his. (F '18)

Parker, G. Wild youth and another. (Mr
'19)

Paterson, I. Magpie's nest. (My '17)

Pinkerton, K. S. and R. E. Long traverse.
(S '20)

Pinkerton, K. S. and R. E. Penitentiary
Post. (Ag '20)

Rogers, G. D. Joan at Halfway. (D '19)

Sidgwick, C, and Garstin, C. Black knight.
(O '20)

Slme, J. G. Our little life. (Je '21)

Sinclair, B. W: Burned bridges. (O '19)

Sinclair, B. W: Hidden places. (F '22)

Stringer, A. J: A. Piairie mother. (N '20)

Thomson, E: W: Old man Savarin stories.
(Ja '18)

Van Schaick, G: G. Peace of Roaring River.
(D '18)

Waller, M. E. Out of the silences. (D '18)

Watson, R. Spoilers of the valley. (D '21)

White, S: A. Ambush. (N '20)

Cape Cod
Bassett, S. W. Flood tide. (My '21)
Cooper, J. A. Tobias o' the light. (Ag '20)

Lincoln, J. C. Galusha the magnificent. (Ag
'21)

Lincoln, J. C. Portygee. (Je '20)

Chicago

Borden-Turner, M. Romantic woman. (My
'20)

Bradley, M. Wine of astonishment. (Mr '19)

Smith, H: J. Other side of the wall. (N '19)

Stewart. C: D: Buck. (Mr '19)

Webster, H: K. Mary Wollaston. (D '20)

Chile

Blest y Gana, A. Martin Rivas. (Je '18)

China
Lamb, H. !\TafchinR- Sfinds. (Mv '20)

Lane. J. Yellow men sleep. (O '19)
Merwin, S: Hills of Han. (D '20)

Merwin, S: In red and gold. (My '21)
Miln, L. Feast of lanterns. (Mr '21)
min. L. J. Mr Wu. (Ap '20)

Morant, G: S. de. In the claws of the dragon.
(S '21)

Weale. B. L P. Wang the ninth. (Ja '21)
Wherry, E. Wanderer on a thousand hills.

(Je '17)

Colorado
Bower, B. M.. pseud. Casey Ryan. (O '21)
Cooper, C. R. Cross-cut. (Jl '21)

Connecticut

Minnigerode. M. Laughing house. (D '20)

Corsica

Macfarlan, A. Curtain. (Mr '21)

Dakota
Harris,, K. Meet Mr Stegg. (Ap '21)

Detroit

Alkman, H. G. Groper. (S '19)

Egvpt
Bradley, M. Fortieth door. (Ap '20)
Lorimer, N. O. There was a king in Egypt.

(Ja '19)

Rhodes, K. Sands of gold. (Ap '19)
Weigall, A. E: P. B. Burning sands. (N '21)
Weigall. A. E: P. B. Madeline of the desert.
(D '20)

England
Anstruther, E, H. A. Husband. (Jl "20)
Atkin, G. M. New world. (F '22)
Baxter, A. B. Parts men play. (Ja '21)
Brown, 1. Security. (Ap '17)
Cooler, H: fcjt J: James Bevanwood, baronet.
(Ap '21;

Dawson, C. W: Kingdom round the corner.
(Jl '21)

Graham, S. Priest of the ideal. (D '17)
Johnston. H. H. Gay-Dombeys. (Ag '19)
Johnston, H. H. Mrs Warren's dauehter.

(Jl '20)
McCarthy, J. H. Golden shoe. (Jl '21)
McFadden, G. V. Trusly servant. (Ap '21)
Mordaunt, E. While there's life. (Je '19)
O'SuUivan, Mrs D. Mr Dimock. (F '21)
Paternoster, G: S. Great gift. (D '17)
Pryde, A., pseud. Jenny Bssenden. (Mr '21)
Scott, C. A. D.- Headland. (Mr '21)
Walpole, H. Green mirror. (Ja '18)
Watts-Dunton, W. T. Vesprie Towers. (Ap

'17)

Wyliarde, D. Holiday husband. (Jl '19)

England {London)
Aumonier, S. Just outside. (Mr '18)
Barcyiiska. H. Jackie. (Ap '21j
Brunner, E. Celia and her friends. (S '20)
Brunner, E. Celia once again. (S '20)
Burke, T: Limehouse nights. (O '17)
Burke, T: More Limehouse nights. (Ag '21)
Buike, T: Twinkletoes. (Ap '18)
Cannan, G. Time and eternity. (My '20)
De Morgan, W: F. Old man's youth. (My

'21)

Desmond, S. Passion. (Jl '20)
Ervine, S. Q. Foolish lovers. (Jl '20)
Evans, H. Girl alone. (Jl '18)
Irwin, M. E. F. Out of the house. (Mr '17)
Jameson, S. Happy highways. (Mr '21)
Leadbitter, E. Road to nowhere. (Jl '21)
Lyons, A. N. London lot. (O '19)
Mackail, D. G: Romance to the rescue. (D

•21)

McKenna, S. Education of Eric Lane. (Ag
-21)

McKenna, S. Sixth sense. (Ap '21)
McKenna, S. Sonia. (S '17)
Maugham, W: S. Liza of Lambeth. (N '21)
Miller, E. Y. Blue aura. (Ja '18)
Newton, W. D. Low ceilings. (O '21)
Patricia Brent, spinster. (,Ap '19>
Pryde, A. Marqueray's duel. (Jl '20)
Snaith,- J : C. Time spirit. (S '18)
Swinnerton, F. A. Nocturne. (Je '18)
Walpole, H. S. Young enchanted. (D '21)
Woolt, V. Night and day. (N '20)

England (Oxford)
Morley, C. D. Kathleen. (Ap '20)
Ritchie, Mrs D: G: New warden. (F '19)

E)iglund (ijrovincial and rural)

Ashton, H. Marshdikes. (O '17)

Ayscough, J:, pseud. Abbotscourt. (Je '20)
Ayscough, J:, pseud. Jacqueline. (O '18)
Barr, A. E. Joan. (Mr '17)

Benson, E: F: Dodo wonders. (O '21)

Benson, E: F: "Queen Lucia." (S '20)
Benson, E: F: Tortoise. ( N '17)

Beresford. J: D. Jervaise comedy. (Je '19)
Blndloss, H. Buccaneer fanner. (Ap '19)
Bleackley, H. W: His job. (Je '18)

Bleackley, H. W: Monster. (Mr '21)

Blundell, M. E. Beck of Beckford. (F '21)

Brighouse, H. Marbeck inn. (Ap '20)
Buckrose, J. E., pseud. Gossip shop. (My
18)

Buckrose, J. E., pseud. House with the
golden windows. (Jl '21)

Buckrose, J. E., pseud. Matchmakers. (Mr
'17)

Buckrose, J. E., pseud. Young hearts. (S
•20)

Cade, C. T. Dandelions. (S '17)

Cameron, W: E. Lady of St Luke's. (Ja '19)

Cannan, G. Stucco house. (My '18)

Coxon, M. Autumn. (My '17)

Dane, C. First the blade. (Je '18)

Easton, D. (]tolden bird. (S '20)

Fleming, G. Oft with the old love. (O '17)

Galsworthy, J: In chancery. (N '20)

Gambler, K. Girl on the hilltop. (Ag '20)
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Goodwin, E. Caravan man. (N '18)

Hall, E. B. Love laughs last. (N '19)

Harding, J. Margaret's Mead. (Ja '22)

Harker, L. A. Children of the dear Cots-
wolds. (Ja '19)

Harker, L. A. Jan and her Job. (My '17)

Harker, L. A. Montagu Wycherly. (Mr '21)

Harrison, M. S. Deadham Hard. (N '19)

Helen of Four Gates. (S '17)

Hicks Beach, S. E. Shuttered doors. (Je '20)

Hocklngr. J. Passion for life. (Jl '20)
Jacks, L. P. Country air. (Ap '18)

Jesse, F. T. Secret bread. (O '17)

Kaye-Smith, S. Green apple harvest. (Je '21)

BLaye-Smlth. S. Tamarisk town. (Jl '20)

Leadbitter, E. Shepherd's warning. (D '21)

Lorimer, N. O. With other eyes. (O '20)

Lowndes, M. A. Love and hatred. (Ap '18)

Lucas, E: V. Rose and Rose. (D '21)
McFadden, G. V. Honest lawyer. (My '17)

McFa(?den, G. V. Maumbury Rings. (S '21)

Macnamara, R. S. Beloved sinner. (My '19;

Marshall, A. Abington abbey. (N '17)

Marshall, A. Graftons. (Ag '18)

Marshall, A. Hall and the Grange. (My '21)

Marshall, A. Many Junes. (Je '20)

Marshall, A. Peter Binney. (D '21)

Marshall, A. Richard Baldock. (D '18)

Marshall, A. Sir Harry. (Ja '20)

Merrick, H. Mary-girl. (S '20)

Meynell, V. Second marriage. (Jl '19)

Moore, L. Antony Gray, —gardener. (Jl '17)

Moore, L. Greenway. (Ap '21)

Moult, T: Snow over Elden. (Ap '21)

Newton, W. D. Green Ladies. (Ja '20)

Oldmeadow, E. J. Coggin. (Mr '20)

Ollivant, A. Boy Woodburn. (Je '18)

Oppenheim, E: P. Wicked marquis. (Jl
•19)

Pedler, M. House of dreams-come-true. (S
•20)

Phillpotts, E. Banks of Colne (the nursery).
(Jl '17)

Phillpotts, E. Chronicles of St Tid. (Ap '18)

Phillpotts, E. Miser's money. (Je '20)

Phillpotts, E. Orphan Dinah. (Ag '21)
Phillpotts, E. Spinners. (D '18)

Phillpotts, E. Storm in a teacup. (O '19)

Pryce, R: Statue in the wood. (Jl '18)
Pryde, A., pseud. Nightfall. (Ja '22)
Rain-girl. (D '19)

Rainsford. W. H. That girl March. (F '21)

Reynolds, G. M. Lonely stronghold. (Ag '18)

Rideout, H: M. Foot-path way. (Je '20)
Riley, W. Way of the winepress. (N '17)
Sadleir, M. Privilege. (N '21)
Sharp, H. M. Stars in their courses. (Je '17)

Stevenson, G: Benjy. (Je '20)
Stevenson, G: Little world apart. (My '17)
Swinnerton, F. A. September. (Mr '20)
Swinnerton, F. A. Shops and houses. (Mr

'19)

Thurston, E. T. Sheepskins and grey russet.
(Je '20)

Turner, J: H. Place in the world. (My '20'

Vachell, H. A- Blinkers. (N '21)
Vachell, H. A. Fishpingle. (O '17)
Vachell, H. A. Whitewash. (Jl '20)
Ward, M. A. Harvest. (My '20;
Ward, M. A. Helena. (Ja '20)
Wawn, P. J. Joyful years. (O '17)
Webb, M. G. House in Dormer forest. (Mr

'21)
Wemyss, M. C. E. Impossible people. (Ap

•18)

Whltham, G. 1. Guarded room. (My '21)
Whitham, G. I. "Mr Manley." (My •IS)
Whltham, Q. 1. St John of Honeylea. (Je
20)

Whlttaker, J. Tumblefold. (My 19)
Woden, G: Little houses. (N '19)
Wyllarde, D. Pathetic snobs. (D '18)
Young, F. B. Black diamond. (D '21)
Young, F. E. M. Coelebs. (Je '18)
Young, F. B. M. Imprudence. (Mr '21)
Zangwill, I. Jinny, the carrier. (O '19)

Far East
Rideout, H: M. Foot-path way. (Je '20)

Finland
Linnankoski, J., pseud. Song of the blood-
red flower. (O '21)

Florida
Oyen, H: Plunderer. (Je '20)

France
Dawson, W. Gift of Paul Clermont. (N '21)
Rideout, H: M. Key of the llelds, and Boldero.

(Je '18)

Vallings, G. Bindweed. (Jl '17)

France (Lorraine)

Barres, M. Colette Baudoche. (D '18)

France (Provence)
Ardne, P. A. Golden goat. (My '21)

Georgia
Comstock. H. T. Shield of silence. (Je '21)
Harben, W: N. Hills of refuge. (F '19)
Harris, C. M., and Leech. F. H. From sunup

to sundown. (My '19)
Harris, C. M. Making her his wife. (Je '18)
Houghton, B. Y. Shelleys of Georgia. (N '17)
Olmstead, F. This little world. (Je '21)

Oermany
Cholmondeley, A. Christine. (O '17)
Henry, S. O. Villa Elsa. (Je '20)

Wilson, R. Martin Schiller. (My '19)

Great Lakes
MacHarg, W:, and Balmer, E. Indian drum.
(N '17)

Ch-eece

Brown, D. and K. In pawn to a throne. (D
•19)

Kenyon, C. F. Tales of a cruel country. (F
'20)

Hawaiian Islands

London, J. On the Makaloa mat. (F '20)

MacDonald, F. C: Sorcery. (N '19)

Holland
Couperus, L: M. A. Dr Adriaan. (Ja '19)

Couperus, L: M. A. Old people and the things
that pass. (Je '18)

Couperus, L: M. A. Twilight of the souls.
(N '17)

Iceland

Gunnarsson, G. Sworn brothers. (S '21)

India

Casserly, G. Elephant god. (N '21)

Chauvelot, R. Parvati. (N '19)

Comfort, W. L., and Dost, Z. K. Son of
power. (D '20)

Dell, E. M. Lamp in the desert. (N '19)

Diver, M. Far to seek. (N '21)

Lowis, C. C. Four blind mice. (D '20)

Mundy, T. Told in the East. (F '21)

Mundy. T. Winds of the world. (F '18)

Penny. F. E. Love tangles. (O '17)

Rideout, H: M. Tin Cowrie Dass. (F '19)

Savi, E. W. Banked fires. (D '19)

Savi, E. W. When the blood burns. (D '20)

Ta,gore, R. Home and the world. (Ag '19)

Tagore, R. Mashi. (Je '18)

Tagore, R. Wreck. (Ag ^21)

Tracy, L: Sirdar's sabre. (D ^20)

Indiana

Anderson, D: Blue moon. (D ^19)

McCutcheon. G: B. QuilFs Window. (D ^21)

Porter, G. Daughter of the land. (O '18)

Ireland

Blundell, M. E. Dark Rosaleen. (Ag '17)

Bodkin, M. M. When youth meets youth.
(Ap '21)

Carleton, W: Stories of Irish life. (Mr '20)

Castle, A. and E. New wine. (F '20)

Corkery, D. Threshold of quiet. (Je '18)

Cummins, G. A. Land they loved. (N '19)

Desmond. S. Gods. (Ja ^22)

Ervine, St J: G. Changing winds. (My ^17)

Ervine, St J: G. Foolish lovers. (Jl '20)

Galway, C. Towards the dawn. (D ^20)

Hannay, J. O. Adventurers of the night. (S
•21)

Hannay. J. O. Up, the rebels! (Mr '20)

Hinkson, K. Love of brothers. (D '20)
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Joyce, J. Portrait of the artist as a young
man. (My "17)

MacFarlan, A. Inscrutable lovers. (Ap '20)

MacGill, F. Glenmornan. (My 19)

MacGlll. P. Maureen. (Je '20)

MacNamara. B Clanking of chains. (My
'20-,

. .

MacNamara, B. Valley of the squmtmg win-
dows. (Ag '19)

O'Donovan, G. Conquest. (Ag '21)

O'Duffy, E. Wasted island. (.N '20)

O'Kelly, S. Golden barque; and The weaver's
grave. (D '20)

O'Kelly, S. Waysiders. (O '18)

O'Riordan, C. O. Adam and Caroline. (F
'22)

O'Riordan, C. O. Adam of Dublin. (Ja '21)

Page, G. Paddy-the-next-best-thing. (F '21)

Poore. I. M. Rachel Fitzpatrlck. (S '20)

Sawyer, R. Doctor Danny. (Ap '19)

Sawyer, R. Herself, himself and myself. (N
'17)

Somerville, E. A. CE. Enthusiast. (O '21)

Somervllle, E. A. C and Martin, V. F.
Mount Music. (Je '20)

Thurston, E. T. Enchantment. (Je '17)

Young, F. B. Tragic bride. (My '21)

Isle of Man
Caine. H. Master of man. (O '21)

Italy

Clarke, I. C. Deep heart. (F '20)

Forster, E: M. Where angels fear to tread.
(Ap '20)

Hudson, S. Richard Kurt. (Jl '20)

Kennard, J. S. Memmo. (Ja '21)

Lefevre, E. Simonetta. (Ja '20)

Lombardl, C. Cry of youth. (Jl '20)

Richardson, N. World shut out. (D '19)

Japan
Colton, C: My orient pearl. (Jl '21)

Cooper, E. Heart of O Sono San. (Ja '18)

Hasegawa, T. An adopted husband. (S '19)

Warwick. A., p.«eud. Best people. (Je '18)

Java
Couperus, L: M. A. Hidden force. (F '22)

Jerusalem

LagerlSf. S. O. V. Holy City. (Je '18)

Kansas
Haldeman-Julius, E. and M. Dust. (Je '21)

Lynn. M. Free soil. (Ja '21)

McCarter, M. Reclaimers. (Mr '19)

t>lieldon, C; M. Howard Chase, Red Hill.
Kansas. (Mv '18)

White, W: A. In the heart of a fool. (Ja '19)

Kentucky
Buck. C: N. Koof tree. (Ap '21)

Buck, C: N. Tempering. (Je '20)

Hcugh, E. Way out. (Ag '18)

Kerr. S. See-saw. (Ap '19)

Liiiid.slcrd, 11. Law of Hemlock mountain.
(At) '21)

Robinson, E. H. Smiling Pass. (F '22)

Labrador
Grenfell, W. T. Labrador days. (Jl '19)

Long Island
Overton, G. M. World without end. (Ap '21)
Robbins, C. A. Red of Surley. (Je '19)

Louistana
Bush, C. G. B. Grinding. (S '21)
Lancaster, F. H. Wind in the garden. (Jl

'19)

Oyen, H: Twisted trails. (My '21)
Perry, S. G: Palmetto. (N '20)

Maine
Kelland, C. B. Catty Atkins, riverman. (S

'21)

Walsh. J: H: Glenwood of Shipbay. (Ja
'22)

Williams. B. A. Evered. (N '21)

Mexico
Chamberlain, G: A. Not all the king's

horses. (D '19)

Dix, B. M. Hands off! (F '20)

Fergusson, H. Blood of the conquerors. (N
'21)

Grogan, Q. William PoUok, and other tales.
(Je '20)

Qui6n sabe. Daughter of the sun. (Ja '22)

Michigan
Mulder, A. Outbound road. (D '19)

Minnesota
Ellsworth, F. F. Band-wagon. (S '21)

Lewis, S. Main street. (N '20)

Mississippi

Spears, R. S. "Driftwood." (O '21)

Spears, R. S. River prophet. (Ag '20)

Missouri

Croy, H. Boone Stop. (O '18)

Dodge, L: Rosy. (Je '19)

Montana
Hendryx, J. B. Prairie flowers. (Ap '21)

Nebraska
Gather, W. S. My Antonia. (N '18)

iMauIe, M. K. Prairie-schooner princess. (N
'20)

New England
Abbott, H. R. Merry heart. (D '18)

Arnold, W. Miss Emeline's kith and ktn. (N
'19)

Bassett, S. W. Harbor road. (Ja '20)

Bassett, S. W. Wall between. (D '20)

Bassett. S. W. Wayfarers at the Angel's. (D
'17)

Bement, C. P. Spinner of webs. (N '19)

Brown, A. Bromley neighborhood. (S '17)

Brown, A. Homespun and gold. (Ja '21>

Chase, D. Flood tide. (My '18)

Comstock, S. Valley of vision. (My '19)

Cooper, J. A. Cap'n Abe, storekeeper. (S
•17)

Cooper, J. A. Cap'n Jonah's fortune. (F '20)

Curtis, A. Challenge to adventure. (Ja '20)

Curtiss, P. E. Crater's gold. (Je '19)

Deiand, M. W. Promises of Alice. (O '19)

Duffus, R. L. Roads going south. (D '21)

Freeman, M. E. Edgewater people. (Ja 19)

Freeman, M. E., and Kingsley, F. Alabaster
box. (My '17)

Gerould, G. H. Youth in Harley. (O '20)

Hergesheimer, J. Java Head (Mr '19)

Hopkins, W: J: Clammer and the sub-
marine. (F '18)

Howells, W: D. Mrs Farrell. (O '21)

Howells, W: D. Vacation of the Kelwyns.
(N '20)

Humphrey, Z. Homestead. (S '19)

Irwin, I. Lady of kingdoms. (N '17)

Keyes, F. P. Old Gray homestead. (My '19)

Lee, J. B. Other Susan. (N '21)

Lincoln, J. C. Extricating Obadiah. (D '17)

Lincoln, J. C. "Shavings." (Ja '19)

Nathan, R. Autumn. (N '21)

Pelley, W: D. Fog. (D '21)

Pelley, W: D. Greater glory. (N '19)

Portei-, E. Oh, money! money! (My '18)

Proutv, O. Star in the window. (N '18)

Richards, L. E. Daughter of Jehu. (D '18)

Richards, L. E. In blessed Cyrus. (Ja '22)

Sears, C. E. Bell-ringer. (N '18)

SpofCord, H. E. Elder's people. (My '20)

Sweet, L: M. Makin' o' Joi. (Ja '20)

Wharton. E. N. Summer. (Ag '17)

Williams, W. W. Goshen street. (N '20)

New Mexico

Shedd, G: C. In the shadow of the hills. (D
•19)

New Orleans

Cable, G: W. Flower of the Chapdelalnes.
(Je '18)

^ ^
Cable. G: W. Lovers of Louisiana (to-day).

(D '18>
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New York (city)

Adams, S: H. Our square and the people In
It. (D '17)

Ashniun, M. E. Topless towers. (D '21)
Austin, M. 26 Jayne street. (Je '20)
Beckley, Z. Chance to Uve. (Ja '19)

Bercovici, K. Dust of New York. (Ja '20)
Black, A. Great desire. (N '19)
Black, A. Seventh angel. (Ap '21)

Bullard, A. Stranger. (Jl '20)
Burr, J., pseud. Glorious hope. (F '19)

Chamberlain, G: A. Taxi. (Ag '20)
Cooke, M. B. Cinderella Jane. (Je '17)
Corbett, E. F. Puritan and pagan. (Ja '21)

Duganne, P. Prologue. (N '20)

Empej-, A. G. Madonna of the hills. (Ap
21)

Farnol, J. Definite object. (Je "17)

Forman, H: J. Fire of youth. (Ap '20)
Frank, W. D: Dark mother. (D '20)

Gibbs, G: F. Youth triumphant. (Ja '22)

Graeve, O. Brown moth. (Mr '21)

Graeve, O. Youth goes seeking. (N '19)
Hodges, A. Bounder. (Je '19)

Hudson, H:, 2d, pseud. Spendthrift town.
(D '20)

Hughes, R. What's the world coming to?
(Jl '20)

Irwin, I. H. Lady of kingdoms. (N* '17)

Irwin, W. A. Venus in the East. (Ja '19)

Jordan, E. G. Wings of youth. (My '18)

Kelley, E. M. Beauty and Mary Blair. (My
'21)

Lewis. S. Job. (Mr '17)

Lowe, C. M. Saul. (F '20)

McCutcheon, G: B. City of masks. (N '18)

Pearl, B. Sarah and her daughter. (Jl '20)

Poole, E. Beggars' gold. (D '21)
Poole, E. His family. (Je '17)

Raine, W: M. Big-town round-up. (P '21)

Runkle, B. B. Island. (N '21)

Saltus, E. E. Paliser case. (Je '19)

Sawyer. R. Silver sixpence. (Ap '21)

Scott. L. Children of the whirlwind. (S '21)

Spadoni, A. Swing of the pendulum. (Ap
'20)

Stringer, A. J: A. Wine of life. (My '21)

Terhune, A. P. Fortune. (N '18)

Updegraff, A. Second youth. (Je '17)

Vorse, M. M. I've come to stay. (My '19)

WTiarton, E. N. Age of innocence. (N '20)

Wonderly, W: C. World to live in. (Ap '19)

New York (city) (East side)

Anthony, J. Gang. (Ja '22)

Sangster, M. E. Island of faith. (Ag '21)

New York (city) (ghetto)

Asch, S. Uncle Moses. (Ap '21)

New York (city) (Greenwich village)

Davies. M. C. Husband test. (Jl '21)

New York (state)

White. Q. Storm country Polly. (Jl '20)

New Zealand
Mander. J. Passionate puritan. (Jl '21)
Mander, J. Story of a New Zealand river.
(My '20)

Newport
James, H: Ivory tower. (Ja '18)

Norway
Gunnarrson. G. Sworn brothers. (S '21)
Hamsun, K. Growth of the soil. (Ap '21)
Wilson. R. Death of society. (Ag '21)

Ohio
Anderson. S. Poor white. (D '20)
Anderton. D. Cousin Sadie. (F '21)
Cunningham, A. B. Chronicle of an old
town. (D '19)

Oregon
Bend, P.. pseud. Smiting of the rock. (Ja

19)

PaHs
Audoux, M. Marie Claire's workshop. (D
Kauffman, R. W. Azure rose. (Je '19)

Merrick. L. While Paris laughed. (Ap '19)
Moote, G: Confessions of a young man. (.Jl

Deland, M,
•20)

Kline. B.
Martin. H

'18)

Alartin, H
Martm, H.

20)
Martin, H.
Morris, H.
Myer.s, A.

Pennsylvania
W. Old Chester secret. (D '20)

End of the flight. (My '17)
. R. Fanatic or Christian? (My

. Marriage of Susan. (N '21)
R. Schoohnaster of Hessville. (N

R. Those Fitzenbergers. (Ap '17)
S. Hannah Bye. (Ja '20)

B. Patchwork. (My '20)

Philadelphia

Macfarlane. P: C. Crack in the bell. (P '19)

Philippine Islands
C.arlsen, C. L. Son of Pio. (My '19>
Martin. M. W. Green god's pavilion. (O '20)
Thomson. C: G. Terry. (Jl '21)

Rangoon
Rickard. L. Fool's errand. (S '21)

Rome
Richardson. N. Pagan fire. (Ja '21)

Russia
Gilbreath. O. Miss Amerikanka. (Ap '18)
Le Queux, W: T. Intriguers. (Je '21)
Snow, F. H. Red flowers. (Jl '21)
Walpole, H. Secret city. (Mr '19)

San Francisco

Atherton, G. F. Sisters-in-law. (Mr '21)

Doble, C: C. Blood red dawn. (Jl '20)
Spadoni. A. Swing of the pendulum. (Ap
•20)

Scotland
Allan. D. Syrens. (D '21)

Barr. A. E. Christine. (O '17)

Bell, J: J. Johnny Pryde. (Jl '18)

Castle, A. and E. Mlnniglen. (O '18)

Douglas, O. E. Penny plain. (D '20)

Niven, F: J: Tale that is told. (D '20)

Watson, F: Children of passage. (Je '18)

Watson, R. Stronger than his sea. (F '21)

Moore, F:

8i})eria

Samovar girl. (Jl '21)

South Africa

Buffum, G: T. On two frontiers. (Je '18)

Dell, E. M. Top of the world. (N '20)

Millin, S. G. Dark river. (D '20)

Stockley, C. Blue Aloes. (Mr '19)

Young, F. E. M. Almonds of life. (O '20)

Young, P. E. M. Laws of chance. (F '19)

Young, F. E. M. Shadow of the past. (Jl '19)

South America
Brent, J: Man's game. (O '21)

Wolff, W: A. Sold south. (Ja '22)

South Carolina

Bennett, J: Madame Margot. (Ja '22)

Oemler, M. Purple heights. (N '20)

South seas

Barbour, R. H:, and Holt, H. P. Joan of
the island. (Ag '20)

Comfort, W. L. This man's world. (D '21)

Conrad, J. Rescue. (Je '20)

Freeman, L: R. Hell's hatches. (Je '21)

Grimshaw, B. E. My South Sea sweetheart.
(Je '21)

Grimshaw, B. Terrible island. (D '20)

Kitchin, F: H. Madame Gilbert's cannibal.
(Ap '21)

London, J. Jerry of the Islands. (My '17)

Maugham. W: S. Trembling of a leaf. (N
'21)

Osbourne. L. Wild justice. (Ja '22)

Russell, J: Where the pavement ends. (Ja
'22)

Safroni-Middleton. A. Sestrina. (Mr '21)

Watson, E. L. G. Other magic. (Ja '22)
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Spain

Baroja y Nessi, P. City of the discreet. (Mr
'18)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Blood and sand. (Je '19)

Blasco Ibanez, V. Cabin. (Mr '1S>

Blasco, Ib&hez, V. Mayflower. (Jl '21)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Shadow of the cathedral.
(Ap '19)

Blasco Ibiftez, V. Torrent. (D '21)

Casey, P. and T. Wolf-cub. (Mr '18)

Fish, H. Great way. (O '21)

Lazarillo de Tormes. Life of Lazarillo de
Tormes and his fortunes and adversities.
(N '17)

Le6n. R. Son of the Hidalgos. (Jl '21)

Sweden
LagerlOf, S. O. L. GHJsta Berling's saga. (Ap

•19)
Switze7-land

In the mountains. (N '20)

Symonds, M. Child of the Alps. (O '21)

Syracuse

Porter, H. E. Man nobody knew. (My *19)

Cronln, B.

Tasmania
Timber wolves. (My '21)

Tennessee
Liebe, H. Clan call. (Jl '21)

Turkey

Farr&re. C. Man who killed. (Ja '18)

Kerruish, J. D. Miss Haroun Al-Raschld.
(O '17)

United States

Putnam, N. West Broadway. (Ja '22)

United States {middlewcstern)

Anderson, S. Winesburg, Ohio. (Ag '19)

Butler, E. P. Dominie Dean. (O '17)

Dell, F. Moon-calf. (D '20)

Dorsey. G: A. Young Low. (S '17)

Flandrau, G. H. Cousin Julia. (O '17)

Fuller, H: B. On the stairs. (My '18)

Gale, Z. Peace in Friendship Village. (F
•20)

Holt, I. Marriotts and the Powells. (Ja '22)

Howe, E. W. Anthology of another town.
(Ja '21)

Hughes, R. In a little town. (Mr '17

Hutchlngs, E. G. Jap Herron. (N '17)

Kelland, C. B. Sudden Jim. (Mr ^17)

Mulder. A. Sand doctor. (Mr '21)

Shields. G. M. Caste three. (Ag •IS)

Tarkington, B. Magnificent Ambersons
(N '18>

Waldo, H. Stash of the marsh country. (Jl
•21)

Watts, M. Boardman family. (My •IS)

Watts, M. S. Noonmark. (F '21)

Willsie, H. M. Lydia of the pines. (Mr '17)

United States (northwestern)

Marshall, E. Strength of the pines. (Ap '21)

Sinclair, B. W: Poor man's rock. (D '20)

United States (r.outhern)

Bailey. T. Mistress Anne. (Ag '17)

Bosher, K. L. His friend. Miss McFarlane.
(Je '19)

Daviess, M. T. Golden bird. (O '18)

Dejeans, E. Nobody's child. (S '18)

Dorranee. El. A. and J. F. Flames of the
Blue Ridge. (F '20)

Fenollosa, M. Christopher Laird. (D '19)

Grifllths, G. Lure of the manor. (Ag '20)

Harben, W: N. Cottage of delight. (N '19)

Harben, W. N. Triumph. (O '17)

Hill, M. McAllister's grove. (S '17)

Hoffman. M. E. Lindy Loyd. (O '20)

Johnston, M. Michael Forth. (Ja ^20)

Jones, E. D. Fairhope. (N '17)

Kester. P. His own country. (S '17)

Martin. G: March on. (Ja '22)

Oemler, M. C. Slippy McGep. (Je '17)

Olmstead, F. Anchorage. (Je '17)

Olmstead, F. On furlough. (D '18)

Olmstead. F. Stafford's Island. (Je '20)

Ragsdale. L. Next-besters. (S '20)

Railey, J. H Show down. (Je '21)

Sampson. E. S. Mammy's white folks. (S
•20)

Stacpoole, H: De V. S. Ghost girl. (N '18)

Turner, G: K. Hagar's hoard. (N '20)

United States (southtcestern)

Barry. R: H. Fruit of the desert. (S '20)

Bennet, R. A. Bloom of cactus. (Mr '20)

Dodge, L: Children of the desert. (Ap '17)

Dunn, J. A. E. Dead man's gold. (S '20)

Dunn, J. A. E. Man trap. (Jl '21)

Gregory, J. Bells of San Juan. (Ja '20)

Gregory. J. Man to man. (D '20)

Hall, J. Through Mocking Bird Gap. (Jl '21)

Hamby. W: H: Desert fiddler. (Jl '21)

Hooker, F. C. Long dim trail. (N '20)

Knibbs, H: H. Partners of chance. (Ja '22)

Rhodes, E. M. Stepsons of light. (Jl '21)

Roe, V. E. Tharon of Lost Valley. (F '20)

Roe, V. E. Val of Paradise. (Jl '21)

Shedd, G: C. Iron furrow. (Ap '20;

Towne, C: H. Bad man. (Mr '21)

White, S. E: Killer. (Jl '20)

United States (tcestern)

Abbott, K. Wine o' the winds. (Ag '20)

Bedford-Jones, H: J. O. Mesa trail. (Jl

'21)

Bower, B. M., pseud. Cabin fever. (Mr 'IS)

Bower, B. M., pseud. Cow-country. (Mr
•21)

Bower, B. M., pseud. Quirt. (Jl '20)

Bower, B. M., pseud. Rim o' the world. (F
'20)

Bower, B. M., pseud. Skyrider. (F '19)

Bower, B. M., Starr, of the desert. (Ap '17)

Brand, M. Night horseman. (Mr '21)

Brand, M. Seventh man. (F '22)

Brand, M. Trailln'! (Jl '20)

Brand, M. Untamed. (My '19)

Buffum. G: T. On two frontiers. (Je '18)

Burt, K. N. Branding iron. (S '19)

Burt. K. N. Hidden Creek. (O '20)

Campbell, E. Knight of Lonely Land. (My
•21)

Chapman. A. Mystery ranch. (Ja '22)

Coolidge, D. Rimrock Jones. (O '17)

Coolidge, D. Silver and gold. (O '19)

Coolidge, D. Wunpost. (N '20)

Croy, H. Turkey Bowman. (N '20)

Davis, S: P. First piano in camp. (D '19)

Dorrance, E. A. and J. F. Glory rides the
range. (Jl '20)

Dunn, J. A. E. Turquoise Canon. (Ap ^20)

Emerson, W. G: Man who discovered him-
self. (O '19) ^ » .,,s

Foote, M. H. Edith Bonham. (Ap "17)

Gregory, J. Desert valley. (Je '21)

Gregory, J. Joyous trouble maker. (Ag 18)

Gregory, J. Judith of Blue Lake ranch. (Ag
'19)

Grey, Z. Man of the forest. (Mr '20)

Grey, Z. Mysterious rider. (Mr '21)

Grey, Z. To the last man. (F '22)

Grey. Z. Wildfire. (Mr '17)

Hendryx, J. B. Gold girl. (Ag '20)

Hendrvx, J. B. Prairie flowers. (Ap 21)

Hill F. Once on the summer range. (D '18)

Holmes, T: K. Heart of Canyon Pass. (F
'22)

Hough, E. Sagebrusher. (My '19)

Knibbs, H: H. Ridin' kid from Powder river.

(D '19)

Knibbs, H: H. Tang of life. (N '18)

Lewis, S. Free air. (N '19)

Lockhart, C. Fighting shepherdess. (Ag 19)

Lynde, F. Girl, a horse and a dog. (S '20)

Marshall, E. Voice of the pack. (Je '20)

Morris, A. Van R. Apple woman of the
Klickitat. (Ap '19)

Mulford. C. E: Bar 20-three. (S '21)

Mulford, C. E: Man from Bar-20. (N '18)

Ogden, G: W. Rustler of Wind River. (Jl

Raine, W: M. Gunsight Pass. (My '21)

Raine, W: M. Man four-square. (My '19'>

Raine, W: M. Oh, you Tex! (Ag '20)

Raine. W: M. Sheriff's son. (Ag '18)

Raine, W: M. Tangled trails. (F '22)

Richards, C. E. Tenderfoot bride. (F '21)

Rideout, H: M. Key of the fields, and Bol
dero. (Je •18>
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Ritchie, R. W. Trails to Two Moons. (D '20)

Seton, E. T. Preacher of Cedar Mountain. (Je
•17)

Spearman, F. H. Laramie holds the range.
(N '21)

Stead, R. J. C. Cow puncher. (F '19)

TltuB, H, Last straw. (Jl '20)

White, W: P. Heart of the range. (Jl '21)

White, W: P. Hidden trails. (O '20)

White, W: P. Lynch lawyers. (Jl '20)

White, W: P. Owner of the Lazy D. (D
19)

White, W: P. Paradise Bend. (F '21)

Willsie, H. Enchanted canyon. (Je '21)

Wilson, H. L. Ma Pettengill. (My '19)

Venezuela

Blanco-Fombona, R. Man of gold. (Ag '21)

Venice

Coxon, M. Best in life. (Je '18)

Vermont
Fisher, D. F. Brimming cup. (Ap '21)

Virginia

Bailey, T. Trumpeter swan. (D '20)

Glasgow, E. A. G. Builders. (D '19)

John.ston, M. Sweet Rocket. (D '20)

Wales
Evans, C. Capel Sion. (Ja '19)

Evans, C. Mv neigrhbors. (My '20)

Evans, C. My people. (S '17)

Webb, M. Golden arrow. (Je 17)
Webb, M. Gone to earth. (O '17)

Young, F. B. and E. B. Undergrowth. (Ja
'21)

Washington, D.C.

Bailey, T. Tin soldier. (Je '19)

Washington (state)

Kyne, P: B. Kindred of the dust. (Ag '20)

West Virginia

Cunningham, A. B: Manse at Barren Rocks.
(F '19)

Cunningham, A. B. Singing mountains. (N
'19)

Dillon, M. C. Farmer of Roaring Run. (Mr
•20)

Terhune, A. P. Man in the dark. (Ag '21)

Wisconsin
Gale, Z. Birth. (Ja '19)

Lumber industry

Day, H. F. Rider of the king log. (N '19)
Kelland, C. B. Source. (Je '18)

Oyen, H: Gaston Olaf. (D '17)

IVIarine corps
Bishop, G., jr. Marines have landed. (Mr

'21)

Marriage
Aikman, H: G. Zell. (Mr '21)
Banning, M. C. Half loaves. (Je '21)

Barmby, B. Sunrise from the hiU-top. (F
•20)

Bartlett. F: O. Triflers. (My '17)

Bartley, N. I. Fair to middling. (O '21)
Bartley, N. I. Paradise auction. (S '17)
Borden-Turner, M. Romantic woman. (My
20)

Buckrose, J. B., pseud. Marriage while you
wait. (N '19)

Burr, J., p.seud. Passion.ite spectator. (Ap
'21)

Byrne, D. Foolish matrons. (N '20)
Caine, W: Three's a crowd. (Ap '18)
Chamberlain, G: A. Cobweb. (D '21)
Chase, J. Chan's wife. (Ja '20)
Cooke, M. B. Cinderella Jane. (Je '17)
Couperus, L: M. A. Inevitable. (D '20)
Coxon. M. Hidden valley. (Ag '19)
Crowell, B. Wings of the Cardinal. (O '17)
Delano, E. To-morrow morning. (N '17)
Dell, E. M. Hundredth chance. (Jl '17)
Dell, F. Briary bush. (D '21)
Edginton, H. M. Married life. (Ag '20)
Empty house. (O '17)

Fisher, D. F. Brimming cup. (Ap '21>
Forster, B. M. Howard's End. (Ap '21)

Galsworthy, J: Beyond. (S '17)

Hamilton, C. His friend and his wife. (Je
•20)

Hamilton, C. Joan and the babies and I.

(My '17)

Harris, C. M. Happily married. (Ap '20)

Harris, C. M. Making her his wife. (Je '18^

Hichens, R. S. In the wilderness. (Mr '17)

Hughes, R. We can't have everything. iO
•17)

Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B. Bag of saffron.
(Ap '18)

Irwin, F. Mask. (O '17)

Kerr, S. Painted meadows. (Je '20)

Laughlin, C. E. Keys of heaven. (My '18)

McClelland, M. Kaleema. (Mr '21)

Mears, M. Flapper's mother. (My '19)
Morris, G. Wild goose. (D '19)

Norris, C: G. Brass. (S '21)
Norris, K. Josselyn's wife. (N '18)

Norris, K. Sisters. (N '19)

Norris, K. Undertow. (Ap '17)

Poole, E. His second wife. (Je '18)

Porter, E. H. Road to understanding. (Ap
'17)

Rickard, L. Reckless Puritan. (Ap '21)

Rumsey, M, Mr Cushing and Mile du Chas-
tel. (Jl '17)

Scott. C. K. Blind mice. (Ap '21)

Spadoni, A. Noise of the world. (Ap '21)

Swinnerton, F. A. Chaste wife. (Ap '17)

Taylor, K. H. Second Mrs Clay. (Je '21)

Terhune, A. P. Dollars and cents. (Jl '17)

Tremlett, Mrs H. Giddy Mrs Goodyer. (Jl
'17)

Vachell, H. A. Fourth dimension. (Ap '21)

Verniilye, K. Next corner. (Ap '21)

Webster, H: K. Thoroughbred. (Mr '17)

Weyl, M. Choice. (S '19)

Wlddemer, M. I've married Marjorie. (S
•20)

Wylie, I. A. R. Children of storm. (N '20)

IVIinIng

Cooper, C. R. Cross-cut. (Jl '21)

Eraser, W: A. Red Meekins. (F '22)

Young, F. B. Black diamond. (D '21)

Motherhood
Gates, E. Apron-strings. (Ja '18)

Moving picture stories

Luther, M. L. Presenting Jane McRae. (S
'20)

Reeve, A. B: Film my.stery. (Ap '21)

Witwer, H. C: Kid Scanlan. (Ag '20)

Witwer, H. C: There's no base like homp.
(Ag '20)

Musicians
Close, E. Cherry Isle. (D '20)

Leadbitter, B. Rain before seven. (Jl '20)

Maclean, S. Alexis. (N '17)

Mix, J. I. At fame's gateway. (My '20)

Pedler, M. Splendid folly. (Mr '21)

Porter, K. Sistpc Pne. (Ap '21)

Schauffler, R. H. Fiddler's luck. (Jl '20)

Vallings, G. Bindweed. (Jl '17)

Mystery stories

Abbott, E. H. Rainy week. (S '21)

Abdullah, A. Trail of the beast. (O '19)

Alexander, G. C. Prince Cinderella. (F '22)

Allain, M. Yellow document. (My '19)

Allison, W: Secret of the sea. (Ap '20)

Allison, W: Turnstile of night. (D '20)

.\therton. G. F. Aval.anche. (Mr '19}

Barton, G: Pembroke Mason affair. (Ap '21)

Baulsir, E. Within four walls. (O '21)

Bedford-Jones, H: J. O. Mardi gras mys-
tery. (Jl '21)

Bell, J: J. Till the clock stops. (Ap '10

Benolt, P. Secret spring. (Je '20)

Bierce, A. Can such things be? (Ja '19)

Blndloss, H. Carmen's messenger. (O '17)

Biss, G. Door of the unreal. (Ja '21)

Bonner. G. Miss Maltland, private secretary.
(Je 'Ifl)

Bower, M.. and IJon, L. M. Chinese puzzle.

(O '19)
Brebner, P. J. Ivory disc. (Ag '20)

Brodie-Innes, J: W: (3olden rope. (Ag '19)
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Brown, E. A. That affair at St Peter's. (Jl

20)
Buchan. J: Mr Standfast. fO '19)

Burt, K. Red lady. (Je '20)

Camp, C: W. Abandoned room. (D '17)

Camp. C: W. Gray mask. (Jl '20)

Capes, B. E: J. Skeleton key. (Ag '20)

Chalmers, S. Greater punishment. (Ag "20)

Chambers. R. W: Dark star. (Jl '17)

Champion, J. Jimmy's wife. (Ap '17)

Chapman, A. Mystery ranch. (Ja '22)

Child, R: W. Vanishing men. (S '20)

Clouston, J. S. Man from the clouds. (Ap
'19)

Clouston, J. S. Simon. (N '19)

Clouston, J. S. Spy in black. (Jl '18)

Cobb, T: Silver bag. (Je '20)

Cohen, O. R. Crimson alibi. (Mr '19)

Cohen, O. R. Gray dusk. (Jl '20)

Cohen, O. R. Six seconds of darkness. (Mr
'21)

Cooke, M. B. Clutch of circumstance. (Ja
'19)

Copplestone, B. Lost naval papers. (Ap '18)

Crabb, A., pseud. Ghosts. (My '21)

Crabb, A., pseud. Samuel Lyle, criminolo-
gist. (N '20)

Curtiss, P. E. Wanted: a fool. (Ja '21)

Davis, J. F. Chinese label. (Je '20)

Dawson, W: J. Borrowdale tragedy. ( F '21)

Dejeans, E. Tiger's coat. (Mr '17)

De Morgan, W: F. Old madhouse. (O '19)

Dodge, L: Whispers. (Je '20)

Doubleday, R. Green Tree mystery. (Ja '18)

Doyle, A. C. Doings of Raffles Haw, and
other stories. (N '19)

Doyle, A. C. His last bow. (N '17)

Durand, R. A. Mind healer. (D '21)

Dutton, C: J. Underwood mystery. (Mr '21)

Ferguson, J: A. Dark Geraldine. (Ag '21)

Ferguson, J: A. Stealthy terror. (My '18)

Fleming, B. Crooked house. (Ap '21)

Fletcher, J. S. Borough treasurer. (S '21)

Fletcher, J. S. Chestermarke instinct. (Je
'21)

Fletcher, J. S. Dead men's money. (D '20)

Fletcher, J. S. Herapath property. (D '21)

Fletcher, J. S. Middle Temple murder. (N
'19)

Fletcher, J. S. Orange-yellow diamond.
(Mr '21)

Fletcher, J. S. Paradise mystery. (Ag '20>

Fletcher, J. S. Talleyrand maxim. (Mr '20)

Flynn, W: J. Fr^gle's eye. (My '19)

Footner, H. Owl taxi. (Mr '21)

Footner. H. Thieves' wit. (F '19)

^nrresler, I. L. Dangerous inheritance. (D

Foster. J: Searchers. (Ag '20)

Fox, D: Man who convicted himself. (O
•20)

Fox, M. Mystery keepers. (Ag '19)

French, J. L:, comp. Great ghost stories. (Jl
'18)

French, A. Hiding-places. (Ap '17)

Ganachilly, A. Whispering dead. (Ag '20)

Gibbs, G: F. Golden bough. (D '18)

(3orell, R. G. B.. 3d baron. In the night. (O
'17)

Graham, A. Follow the little pictures! (Ag
'20)

Green, A. K. Room number 3. (Mr "19)

Greene, F. N. Devil to pay. (Je '18)

Groner. A. Joe Muller, detective. (D '17)

Hall, I,. B. Sinister house. (Mr '19)

Hanshew, M. E. and T: W. Riddle of the
frozen flame. (Jl '20)

Hanshew. M. E. and T: 'W. Riddle of the
mysterious lipht. (Ap '21)

Hanshew, T: W. Cleek, the master detective.
(Ap '18)

Hanshew, T: W. Cleek's government cases.
(My '17)

Hanshew, T: W. and M. E. Riddle of the
purple emperor. (My '19)

Hardy, A. S. No. 13, rue du Bon Diable. (D
'17)

Harris-Burland, J: B. Shadow of Malre-
ward. (O '19)

Hawkins, A. H. Secret of the tower. (S
19)

Hay, J. Mrs Marden's ordeal. (Ag '18)

Hav, J. IVTehvood mvsterv. (Mv '20)

Hay, J. "No clue!" (N '20)

Hay, J. Unlighted house. (My '21)

Hay, J. Winning clue. (S 'IS)

Hichens, R. S. Spirit of the time. (Ap '21)

Holmes, G. House 'round the corner. (F '20)

Hughes, K. Beauty. (Jl '21)

Uutchlnson, H. Mystery of the summer-
house. (Je '19)

Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B., freifrau von. Mag
Pye. (Ap '17)

Ingram, E. M. Thing from the lake. (Ja
•22)

Jenkins, li. G: Malcolm Sage, detective.
(Ap '21)

Jepson, B. Loudwater mystery. (S '20)

Johnson, G. E. Wind along the waste. (My
'21)

Johnston, W: A. Apartment next door. (Mr
•19)

Johnston, W: A. House of whispers. (Je '18)

Johnston, W: A. Mystery in the Ritsmore.
(Ag '20)

Jones, S. C. La Chance mine mystery. (Je
'20)

Kerr, S. Blue envelope. (My '17)

Kummer, F: A. Web. (Mr '19)

Le Blanc, M. Golden triangle. (N '17)

Leblanc, M. Secret of Sarek. (Je '20)

Lee, J. B. Green jacket. (O '17)

Le Queox, W: T. Doctor of Plmllco. (S
'20)

Level, M. Tales of mystery and horror. (O
•20)

Leverage, H: Whispering wires. (F '19)

Levison, E. Eye witness. (Je '21)

Levison, E. Hidden eyes. (F '21)

Lincoln, N. S. Moving finger. (Je '18)

Lincoln, N. S. Nameless man. (D '17)

Lincoln, N. S. Red seal. (Je '20)

Lincoln, N. S. Three strings. (F '19)

Lincoln, N. S. Unseen ear. (Ap '21)

Lippmann, J. M. Mannequin. (Je '17)

Lowndes, M. A. From out the vasty deep.
(Ap '21)

Lowndes, M. A. Lonely house. (O '20)

Lowndes, M. A. Love and hatred. (Ap '18)

Luehrmann, A. Other Brown. (N '17)

Luehrmann, A. Triple mystery. (Ag '20)

Lyell, W: D. House in Queen Anne square.
(Je '21)

McCutcheon, G: B. Green fancy. (O '17)

McCutcheon, G: B. Sherry. (N '19)

McFadden, G. V. Honest lawyer. (My '17)

McGibeny, D. 32 caliber. (F '21)

MacGrath, H. Girl in his house. (Ag '18)

MacGrath, H. Private wire to Washington.
(Mv '19)

MacGrath, H. Yellow Typhoon. (D '19)

MacHarg, W:, and Balmer, E. Indian drum.
(N '17)

Machen, A. Terror. (D '17)

McSpadden, J. W., ed. Famous detective
stories. (O '20)

McSpadden, J. W., ed. Famous ghost stories.

(Ja '19)

Mantle, B. In the house of another. (D '20)

Marsh. R: Beetle. (Ap '17)

Martyn, W. Anthony Trent, master criminal.

(F '19)

Neidig. W: J. Fire flingers. (My '19)

New, C. H. Unseen hand. (My '18)

Norris, W: E: Obstinate lady. (D '19)

Oemler, M. Woman named Smith. (N '19)

Onions, O. Case in camera. (Ap '21)

Oppenheim, E: P. Box with broken seals.

(D '19)

Oppenheim, E: P. Cinema murder. (Jl '17)

Oppenheim, E: P. Great impersonation. (Mr
'20)

Oppenheim, E: P. Pawns count. (My '18)

Orczv, E. Man in grey. (Ja '19)

Ostrander, I. B. Ashes to ashes. (F '20)

Ostrander, I. E. Crimson blotter. (Jl '21)

Ostrander, I. E. How many cards? (Ja
'21)

Ostrander, I. E. Man in the Jury box. (My
'21)

Ostrander. T. E. Second bullet. (Jl '19)

Ostrander, I. E. Suspense. (S '18)

Ostrander, I. E. Trigger of conscience. (Ja
'22)

Ostrand«r, I. E. Twenty-six clues. (Ag '19)

Ostranler, I. E. Unseen hands. (O '20)

Oyen, H: Twisted trails. (My '21)
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Packard, F. L. Adventures of Jimmie Dale.
(My '17)

Packard, F. L. Furtlier adventures of Jim-
mie Dale. (Je '19)

Packard. F. L. Wire devils. (Je '18)

Parrish, R. Mystery of the sliver dagger.
(Je '20)

Parrish, R. Strange case of Cavendish. (Je
•19)

Payne, W. Overlook house. (My '21)

Phillpotts, E. Grey room. (Ap 'lil)

Porter, H. E. What he least expected. (Ap
'17)

Post, M. D. Mystery at the Blue villa. (Ap
•20)

Post, M. D. Sleuth of St James's Square.
(D '20)

Post, M. D. Uncle Abner, master of myster-
ies. (D '18)

Punshon. E. R. Solitary house. (Mr '19)

Raine, W: M. Tangled trails. (F '22)
Raymond, C. S: Four corners. (Jl '21)

Raymond, C. S: Mystery of Hartley house.
(D •IS)

Raymond, C. S. One of three. (O '19)
Rees, A. J: Hand in the dark. (S '20)

Rees, A. J: Shrieking pit. (Jl '19)

Reeve, A. B: Adventuress. (F '18)

Reeve, A. B: F'ilm mystery. (Ap '21)

Reeve, A. B: Panama plot. (S '18)

Reeve, A. B: Treasure train. (D '17)
Reynolds, G. M. Also Ran. (N '20)

Reynolds, G. M. Castle to let. (Ja '18)

Reynolds, G. M. King's vpidow. (Jl '19)
Rinehart, M. Sight unseen and The con-

fession. (S '21)

Rising, L.. She vifho was Helena Cass. (N
'20)

Roche, A. S. Eyes of the blind. (Je '19)
Roche, A. S. Plunder. (Ap '17)

Roche, A. S. Ransom! (Ag '18)

Rohmer, S., pseud. Bat wing. (Jl '21)
Rohmer, S., pseud. Dope. (N '19)
Rohmer, S., pseud. (Jolden scorpion. (Jl '20)
Rohmer, S., pseud. Green eyes of Bast. (F

'21)

Rohmer, S., pseud. Hand of Fu-Manchu. (S
•17)

Rowland. H: C. Peddler. (N '20)
Scott, J: R. Man in evening clothes. (Jl '17)
Scott. L. Mary Regan. (Ap '18)

Shedd, G: C. Invisible enemy. (O '18)
Sheehan, P. P. House with a bad name. (D

'20)
Sheridan, S. N. Typhoon's secret. (Ap '20)

Shortt. V. D.. and Mathews, F. H. Rod oi
the snake. (My '18.)

Smyth, C. Gilded man. (N '18)

Stone, A. Fighting Byng. (S '19)
Stringer, A. J: A. Man who couldn't sleep.
(My '19)

Stringer, A. J: A. House of intrigue. (Je '18?
Swayne, M. L. Blue germ. (D '18)
Taylor, K. H. Barbara of Baltimore. (N '19)
Thayer, L. Mystery of the thirteenth floor.
(Ap '19)

Thayer, L. That affair at "The Cedars."
(Mr '21)

Thayer, L. Unlatched door. (N '20)
Tracy. L: Number seventeen. (Je '19)
Tracy, L: Revellers. (S '18)
Tracy, L; Strange case of Mortimer Fenley.
(My '20)

Train, A. C. Hermit of Turkey Hollow. (D
'21)

Tweedale, V. Beautiful Mrs Davenant. (O
'20)

Tyrrell. R. Pathway of adventure. (Ag '20)
Vanardy. V. Lady of the night wind. (Jl

•19)

Vance, L: J. Alias the Lone Wolf. (Ja '22)
Vance, L: J. False faces. (Mr '18)
Vance. L: J. Red masquerade. (.11 '21)
Vane. D. Ferrybridee mystery. (N '20)
Wallace, E. Daffodil murder. (Mr '21)
Wallace, E. Four just men. (N '20)
Wallace, E. Kate plus 10. (N '17)
Wallace, E. Secret house. (F '20)
Watson, J: R., and Rees. A. J: Mystery or

the downs. (My '18)

Wells. C. Come back. (Jl '21)

"'«^Ils. C. Diamond pin. (My '19)

Wells, C. Faulkner's folly. (N '17)
Wells, C. Luminous face. (N '21)
Wells, C. Mark of Cain. (Ap '17)

WelLs. C. My-stery ot the sycamore. (Ap
•n)

Wells, C. Raspberry jam. (Ap '20)
Wells. C. Room with the tassels. (D '18)
Wells, C. Vicky Van. (D '18)
Williams, H: S. Witness of the sun. (N

'20)

Williams, V. Okewood of the secret service.
(Je '19)

Williamson, C: N. and A. M. Great pearl
secret. (Mr '21)

Williamson, C. N. and A. M. Lion's mouse.
(N '19)

Woodrow, N. M. Hornefs nest. (Ap '17)

Wright, R. Disappearance of Kimball Webb.
(Ap '20)

Wylie, I. A. R. Rogues & company. (Jl '21)

Mysticism
Newton, A. Jewel in the sand. (Ap ^20)

Negro problem
Kester, P. His own country. (S '17)

Ovlngton, M. W. Shadow. (Ap '20)

Negro stories

Come seven. (N ^20)

Highly colored. (D '21)
Polished ebony. (N '19)

Almanzar. (D '18)
Uncle Remus returns. (N "18)

G: Children in the mist. (S '20)

E. K. Further E. K. Means. (Ap

E. K. More E. K. Means. (Ag '19)

E. K. [Negro stories]. (O '18)

O. R,
O. R
O. R.
J. F.
J. C

Cohen,
Cohen.
Cohen,
Davis,
Harris,
Martin,
Means,

'21)

Means,
Means,

New thought
Seton, J. Destiny. (F '18)

Novels from plays

Musson, B. Turn to the right. (Ja '18)

Nurses and nursing

Sawyer, R. Leerle. (S '20)

Parodies
Wells, C. Ptomaine street. (F '22)

Patriotism

Greene, H. Flag. (Ja '18)

Philosophical novels

Machen, A. Terror. (D '17)

Politics

Blythe, S: G: Hunkins. (D '19)

Chamberlayne, E: S. Little back room. (My
•21)

Day, H. F. All-wool Morrison. (S '20)

Ellsworth, F. F. Band-wagon. (S '21)

McConn, M. Mollle's substitute husband. (O
•20)

Oppenheim. E: P. Nobody's man. (Ja '22)

Railey. J. H.- Show down. (Je '21)

Roseboro', V. Storms of youth. (Je '20)

Williams. B. A. Great accident. (My '20)

Prehistoric times

Langrford, G: Pic, the weapon ipaker. (O
'20)

Prisons and prisoners

Lvnde, F. Branded. (Je '18)

Woodruff, H. Imprisoned freeman. (Ag '18)

Profiteering

Oppenheim, E: P. Profiteers. (Jl '21)

Prophecies (novels of the future)

Beresford. J: D. Revolution. (Je ^21)

Hastings, M. M. City of endless night. (D
'20)

Lindsav. N: V. Golden book of Springfield.
(Mr '21)

McMasters, W: H: Revolt. (Jl '20)

Marx. M. You. (F '22)

Shanks, E: B. People of the ruins. (N 20)

Psychic phenomena
Harben, W: N. Divine event. (N '20)
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Johnston, M. Sweet Rocket. (D '20)

Mewton, A. Dreaming true. (D '21)

Psychological novels

Anderson, S. Triumph of the egg. (D "21)

Barker, D. A. Great leviathan. (F '21)

Benson, K: F: Lovers and friends. (D '21)

iioreafoid, J: D. God's counteipoint. (N '18>

Beresford, J: D. Imperfect mother. (Jl '20)
iDeresiord, J: D. Wonder. (Ap 17)
Bianchi, M. G. Point of view, (S '18)

Blackwood, A. Wave. (Mr '17)

Blades, L,. B, Claire. (S '19)

Bottome, P. Servant of reality. (N '19)

Bryher, W. Development. CJa '21)

Burnet, D. Lark. (D '21)

Burr, J., pseud. Glorious hope. (Ja '22)

Caine, W: Strangeness of Noel Carton- (O
•20)

Castle, A. and E. John Seneschal's Mar-
garet. (D "20)

Conrad, J. Shadow line. (My '17)

Crabb, A., pseud. Ben Thorpe. (N '21)

Dane, C. Regiment of women. (Mr '17)

Dark, S. Afraid. (Mr '17)

Davis, N. Other woman. (Jl '20)

De ijeimcoun, H. iSiine tales. (Mr '18)

De Sfelincourt, H. Soldier of life. (Mr '17)

De La Pasture, E. E. M. PeUcans. (Ap ly)
France, A., pseud. Mummer's tale. (Ag '21)

i'^iessle, M. A. Flail. (Je '19)

Fuessle, N. A. Gold shod. (O '21)

(]teorge, W. L. Ursula Trent. (N '21)

Hall, G. S. Recreations of a psychologist.
Ua -21)

Hamsun, K. Hunger. (D '20)

Helen of Four Gates. (S '17)

Henderson, W. E. B. Behind the thicket. (D
'17)

Hichens, R. S. Mrs Marden. (D '19)

riumphrey, Z. Grail fire. (Ap '17)

James, H: Ivory tower. (Ja '18)

James, H: Sense of the past. (Ja '18)

Jenkin, A. M. N. End of a dream. (Jl '20)

Joyce, J. Portrait of the artist as a young
man. (My '17)

Kenyon, C. F. Poisoner. (D '21)

King, B. Thread of tlame. (O '20)

Ludovici, A. M. Too old for doUs. (Jl '21)

MacFarlan, A. Mockery. (Ap '19)

Marx, M. You. (F '2Z)
Maugham, W: S. Moon and sixpence. (S '19)

Monkhouse, A. N. True love. (S '20)

Nicolson, V. M. Heritage. (O '19)
Ollivant, A. Two men. (D '19)

Pertwee, R. Our wonderful selves. (Ag '19)

Quiller-Couch, A. T: Foe-Farrell. (Jl '18)

Reid, F. Spring song. (Mr '17)

Richardson, D. M. Deadlock. (Ja '22)

Richardson, D. M. Honeycomb. (Je '18)

Richardson, D. M. Interim. (Ag '20)
Richardson, D. M. Pilgrimage: Backwater. (My

•17)

Richardson, D. M. Tunnel. (O '19)
Scott, C. A. D.- Headland. (Mr '21)

Sedgwick, A. D. Third window. (Jl *20)

Sheppard, A. T. Quest of Ledgar Dunstan.
(N '17)

Sinclair, M. Mary Olivier. (O '19)
Sinclair, M. Romantic. (D '20)

Smith, C. I. Ten hours. (N '21)

Springer, F. C. Gregg. (Ap '19)

Straus, R. Pengard awake. (Ja '21)

Taylor, M. 1. Candle in the wind. (Ja '20)
Vance, L: J. Dark mirror. (Ag '20)
Walpole, H. S. Captives. (D '20)

Walton, G: L. Oscar Montague—paranoiac
(Ap "20)

Washburn, C. C. Order. (Ap '20)
Waste, H., pseud. Philosophy. (Je '17)

Watson, E. L. G. Deliverance. (Ap '20)

Webster, H: K. Mary Wollaston. (D '20)

West, R. Return of the soldier. (Mr '18)

Woolf. V. Voyage out. (Jl '20)

Young, F. B. Tragic bride. (My '21)

Young, F. B. Young physician. (Ag '20)

Young, F. B. and E. B. Undergrowth. (Ja
'21)

Railroad stories

Lynde, F. Donovan chance. (N '21)

Lynde, F. Wreckers. (Jl '20)
Packard, F. .L. Night operator. (S '19)

Reincarnation
Baiclay, F. L. Returned empty. (N '20)
BlaeKvvooa, A. Wave. uMr '11)
Stevenson, B. E. King in Babylon. (N '17)

Religion
Garborg, A. Lost father. (S '20)
Hams, C. M. My son. (My '21)
Humphrey, Z. Sword of the spirit. (F '21)
Lutz, G. L. H. Tryst. (Jl '21)
Lutz, G. L. H. Witness. (Ap '18)
Montague, M. P. Gift. (Je 'la;
Roche, A. S. Day of faith. (F '22)
'iayior, K. H. tjecond Mrs Clay. (Je '21)
Wells, H. G: Soul of a bishop. (O '17)
W'ells, H. G: Undying fire. (Jl '19)

Religious psychology
Maxwell, W: B. Mirror and the lamp. (Ap

•19)

Wood, M. Mystery of Gabrifel. (Ja '18)

Wood, M. H. M. White island. (Ag '19)

Roman Catholic faith

J:, pseud. Jacqueline. (O '18)

C. Children of Eve. (D '18)

C. Deep heart. (F '20)

C. Elstones. (Je '19;

C. Eunice. (F '20)

C. Lady Trent's daughter. (S

Ayscough,
Clarke, I.

Clarke, L
Clarke, 1.

Clarke, I.

Clarke, 1.

•20)

Clarke, I.

Clarke, I.

Clarke, I.

'19)

Maynard,

Morris, H. S.

Quaker life

Hannah Bye. (Ja '21)

C. Tressider's sister. (My '21)

C. Ursula Finch. (F '21)

C. Whose name is legion. (Jl

T. Divine adventure. (Ap '21)

Romance
Alexander, G. C. Prince Cinderella. (F '22)
Byine, D. Messer Maico Polo. (N '21)
Cabell, J. B. Cream of the jest. (D '17)

Cabell. J. B. Domnei. (F '21)

Castle, A. and E. Pamela Pounce. (D '21)
Corelli, M. Secret power. (Ja '22)
Daviess, M. T. Out of a clear sky. (Jl '17)
Deeping, W. Martin Valliant. (Ap '17)

F^mol, J. (jeste of Duke Jocelyn. (N '20)
Fish, H. Great way. (O ^21)

Gibbs, G: F. Y'outh triumphant. (Ja '22)
Hewlett, M. H: Gudrid the Fair. (Ap '18)
Hewlett, M. H: Thorgils. (Mr '17)
Heyer, G. Black Moth. (Ja '22)

Hildreth, J. H. Queen's heart. (S '18)
Hudson, W: H: Crystal age. (Ap '17)

MacLeod, D. C. Lantern of love. (S '21)

Rinehart, M. Long live the king! (O '17)

Ryan, M. E. Druid path. (Mr '17)

Wallace, E. K. Stars in the pool. (F "21)

Wawn, F. J. Joyful years. (O '17)

School and college life

Beith, J: H. "Pip." (Mr '17)

Dane, C. Regiment of women. (Mr '17)

Fitzgerald, F. S. K. This side of paradise.
(Je '20)

Graham, J. C. It happened at Andover. (N
'20)

Hopkins, G. M. City in the foreground. (N
'21)

MacKinnon, L. V. Miriam of Queen's. (N
'21)

Marshall, A. Peter Binney. (D '21)

Minnigerode, M. Big year. (My '21)

Nathan, R Peter Kindred. (My '20)

Paine, R. D. Sons of Eli. (F '18)

Robinson, E. M. Enter Jerry. (Ja '22)

Tarkington, B. Ramsey MilhoUand. (S '19)

Waugh, A. Loom of youth. (Je '20)

Sea stories

Allison, W: Secret of the sea. (Ap '20>

Bone, D: W: Brassbounder. (S '21)

Connolly, J. B. Hiker Joy. (Je '20)

Connolly, J. B. Running free. (N '17)

Conrad, J. Rescue. (Je '20)

Conrad, J. Shadow line. (My '17)

Copplestone, B. Last of the Grenrllles. (Ap
•20)
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Corbett, E. F. Vanished Helga. (D '18)

Dunn, J. A. K. Man to his mate. (Ap '21)

Durand, R. A. Mind healer. (D '21)

Kenger. F: A. Golden Parrot. (Ap '21)

Forbes, G: Adventures in southern seas.

(Ja '21)

French, J. L.:, ed. Great sea stories. (N '21)

Hawes. C: B. Mutineers. (D '20)

Knittel, J: Aaron West. (F '22)

Leverage, H: Ice pilot. (Mr *21)

Leverage, H: Shepherd of the sea. (Mr
'20)

McFarland. R. Skipper John of the Nimbus.
(F '19)

McFarland. R. Sons of the sea. (Mr '21)

McFee, W: Aliens. (Ap "18)

McFee, W: Captain Macedolne's daughter.
(D -20)

Mason, A. Flying bo'sun. (D '20)

Miller. W. II. Sea fighters. (Ap '21)

Moore, F: F. Isle o' dreams. (Ap '20)

Moore, F: F. Sailor girl. (My '20)

Noble. E: Outposts of the fleet. (D '17)

Overton, G. M. Mermaid. (Mr '20)

Paine, R. D. Call of the offshore wind. (N '18)

Paine, R. D. Ships across the sea. (Je '20)

Patterson, J: E: Passage of the barque
Sappho. (My '20)

Price, E. B. Silver Shoal light. (O '20)

Ricci, L: A. da C. Long trick. (Ap '18)

Sheridan, S. N. Typhoon's secret. (Ap '20)

Smith, A. D. H. Audacious adventures of

Miles McConaughy. (D '18)

StacDoole, H: de V. S. Satan. (Je '21)

Stacpoole, H: De V. Sea plunder. (Je '17)

Taffrail. pseud. Sub. (S '18)

Tooker, L: F. Middle passage. (N '20)

Welles, H. Anchors aweigh. (Ap '19)

White, S: A. Foaming fore shore. (N '20)

Williams, B. A. All the brothers were
valiant. (Ag '19)

WiUiams, B. A. Sea bride. (Ja '20)

Secret service

Bindloss, H. Brandon of the engineers. (Mr
'17)

Bower, B. M. Starr, of the desert. (Ap '17)

Gibbs, G: F. Secret witness. (N '17)

Sinclair, U. B. 100%. (Ja '21)

Sex problems
Aldis, M. Drift. (Jl '18)

Beresford, J: D. God's counterpoint. (N '18)

Branch, S. Burning secret. (Ja '20)

Dixon, T: Way of a man. (Ap '19)

Dorsey, G: A. Young Low. (S '17)

Goodman, D. C. Taker. (S '19)

Hamilton, C. Blue room. (D '20)

Hergesheimer, J. Cytherea. (F '22)

Kelland, C. B. Little moment of happiness.
(O '19)

Patterson, M. Woman's man. (D '19)

Salter, O. M. Martha and Mary. (Je '21)

Wilkinson. L: U. Brute gods. (D '19)

Short stories

Adams, S: H. Our square and the people In
it. (D '17)

Abdullah, A. Honourable gentleman, and
others. (N '19)

Abdullah, A., and others. Ten-foot chain.
(D '20)

Aleichem, S. Jewish children. (N '20)

Anderson, S. Triumph of the egg. (D '21)

Anderson, S. Winesburg, Ohio. (Ag '19)

Andreleff, L. N. When the king loses his
head. (S 'ZO)

Andrews, M. R. S. Joy in the morning. (D
•19)

Annunzio, G. d'. Tales of my native town.
(Ap -20)

Artsvb.ishev, M. P. Ta'es of the revolution.
(S '17)

Aumonier, S. Friends. (O '17)

Aumonier, S. Golden windmill. (Jl '21)

Austin. F. B. According to orders. (Je '19)

Ayscough, J:, pseud. Tideway. (My '18)

Bacon, J. D. Square Peggy. (N '19)

Bailey, H: C. Call Mr Fortune. (My '21)

Barbusse, H. We others. (D '18)

Baxter. A. B. Blower of bubbles. (Mr '20)

Beach, R. E. Laughing Bill Hyde. (Ja 18)

Beaumont, G. Hearts and the diamond. (D
'21)

Bell, J: J. Kiddies. (Ja '18)

Benecke, E. C. M., and Busch, M., trs. More
tales by I'olish authors. (Jl '17)

Bercovici, K. Dust of New York. (Ja '20)

Bercovici, K. Ghltza. (D '21)

Beresford, J: D. Signs and wonders. (F '22)

Best ghost stories. (Ja '20)

Bibesoo, E. I have only myself to blame.
(Ja '22)

Bierce, A. Can such things be? (Ja '19)

Bierce, A. In the midst of life. (O '18)

Blackwood, A. Day and night stories. (O
'17)

Blackwood, A., and Wilson, W. Wolves of
God. (N '21)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Luna Benamor. (S '19>

Botrome, P. Derelict. (Jl '17)

Bridges, V: Cruise of the "Scandal." (Ab
'20)

Brooks, A. Fighting men. (S '17)

Brown, A. Flying Teuton. (Je '18)

Brown, A. Homespun and gold. (Ja '21)

Brown, D., and Phoutrides, A., trs. Modern
Greek stories. (S '20)

Brown, K. H. Wages of honor. (N '17)

Brunner. E, Celia and her friends. (S '20)

Brunner, E. Cella once again. (S '20)

Buffum, G: T. On two frontiers. (Je '18)

Bunner, H. C. Stories. (Mr '17)

Burke, T: I^imehouse nights. (O '17)

Burke, T: More Limehouse nights. (Ag '21)

Burroughs, E. R. Jungle tales of Tarzan.
(Jl '19)

Burt; M. S. Chance encounters. (N '21)

Burt, M. S. John O'May. (Mr '19)

Byng, L. M., tr. Roumanian stories. (O '21)

Carleton, W: Stories of Irish life. (Mr
•20)

Gather, W. S. Youth and the bright Medu-
sa. (N '20)

Champney, E. and F. Romance of Russia.
(Ja '22)

Chapin, M. L. Rush-light stories. (My '19)

Chekhov, A. P. Bishop, and other stories.
(N '19)

Chekhov, A. P. Horse-stealers. (S '21)

Chekhov, A. P. House with the mezzanine,
(N '17)

Chekhov, A. P. Lady with the dog. (N '17)

Chekhov, A. P. Party. (D '17)

Chekhov, A. P. Schoolmaster. (D '21)

Chekhov, A. P. Schoolmistress and other
stories. (Ap '21)

Chekhov, A. P. Wife. (Jl '18)

Chekhov, A. P. Witch. (Jl '18)

Child, R: W. Velvet black. (Jl '21)

(iholmondeley, M. Romance of his life. (O
'21)

Clemenceau. G. B. B: Surprises of life. (O
'20)

Cobb, I. S. From place to place. (Mr '20)

Cobb, I. S. Those times and these. (Ag '17)

Cohen, O. R. Come seven. (N '20)

Cohen, O. R. Highly colored. (D '21)

Cohen, O. R. Polished ebony. (N '19)

Connolly, J. B. Running free. (N '17)

Coppard. A. E. Adam and Eve and Pinch
Me. (F '22)

Copplestone, B. Lost naval papers. (Ap '18)

Corkery, D. Munster twilight. (Jl '17)

Cory, V. Daughters of heaven. (My '21)

Cotter, W. Sheila and others. (Ja '21)

Cunninghame Graham, R. B. Brought for-

ward, and other volumes. (F '18)

Curie, R: Echo of voices. (Jl '17)

Cutting, M. S. Some of us are married. (Ag
'20)

Davis, C. B. Her own sort. (My '17)

Davis, R: H. Boy scout. (D '17)

Dell, E. M. Safety curtain. (Ja '18)

Dell, B. M. Tidal wave. (Ap '20)

De Seiincourt. H. Nine tales. (Mr '18)

Dostoevskii, F. M. Eternal husband. (Jl '17)

Dostoevskii, F. M. Gambler. (Ja '18)

Dostoevskii. F. M. Honest thief. (Ap '20>

Dostoevskii, F. M. White nights. (F '20)

Doyle, A. C Danger! (Mr '19)

Doyle, A. C. Doings of Raffles Haw. and
other stories. (N '19)

Dreiser, T. Free. (Ja '19)
,xt.,ov

Duncan, N. Battles royal down North. (N 18)

Duncan, N. Harbor tales down North. (N '18)
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Uunsanv, E: J: M. D. P. Dreamer's tales.
(Ap -18)

Dunsany, E: J: M. D. P. Tales of three
hemispheres. (Mr '20)

Dwtght, H. G. Emperor of Elam. (Ja '21)

Easton. D. Golden bird. (S '20)

Evans, C. Capel Sion. (Ja '19)

Evans. C. Mv neighbor.s. (My '20)

Evans. C. My people. (S '17)

Evarts, H. G: Bald face. (Ja '22)

P'erber, E. Cheerful—by request. (O '18)

Ferber, E. Half portions. (Jl '20)

Findlater, M. and J. H. Seen and heard, be-
fore and after 1914. (Jl '17)

Fisher, D. F. Day of glory. (My '19)

Fitzgerald, F. S. K. Flappers and philos-
ophers. (N '20)

Foote, J: T. Lucky seven. (Ap '18)

Ford, S. Wilt thou, Torchy. (Mr '17)

Fox, J: In Happy Valley. (O '17)

Eraser, W: A. Bulldog Carney. (Ja '20)

Freeman, M. E. Edgewater people. (Ja '19)

Fuessle, N. A. Flesh and phantasy. (F '20)

Gale, Z. Peace in Friendship Village. (F
'20)

Galsworthy, J: Five tales. (My '18)

Galsworthy, J: Tatterdemalion. (My '20)

Gelzer, J. Street of a thousand delights. (O
•21)

Qlttlns, H. N. Short and sweet. (S '20)

Graves. C. I. M. Eve of Pascua. (S '20)

Graves, C. I. M. Sailor's home, and other
stories. (N '19)

Graves, C. 1. M. Under the Herm4s. (Ap '18)

Graves. C. I. M. Villa of the peacock. (N
'21)

Greene. F: S.. ed. Grim thirteen. (O '17)

Grenfell. W. T. Labrador days. (Jl '19)

Grogan, G. William Pollok. and other tales.
(Je '20)

Haggard. H: R. Smith and the Pharaohs. (O
'21)

Hall. G. S. Recreations of a psychologist.
(Ja '21)

Hamp, P. People. (My '21)

Hannay, J. O. Our casualty, and other
stories. (O '19)

Harper. W. Off duty. (S '19)

Harris, K. i\Ieet Mr Stegg. (Ap '21)

Hearn. L. Fantastics, and other fancies.
(D -19)

Henry, O.. pseud. Ransom of red chief. (Ja
'19)

Henry, O., pseud. Waifs and strays. (D '19)

Hergesheimer, J. Gold and iron. (Jl '18)

Hergesheimer, J. Happy end. (N '19)
Heydrick, B: A., ed. Americans all. (O

•20)
Hlchens. R. S. Snake-bite, and other stories.
(Mr '20)

Hodgson, W: H. Captain Gault. (N '18)

Holmes, R. J., and Starbuck, A., eds. War
stories. (Jl '19)

Howells, W: D.. ed. Great modern American
stories. (S '20)

Huard, F. W. Lilies, white and red. (Jl '19)

Hughes, R. In a little town. (Mr '17)

Hughes, R. Long ever ago. (My '18)
Hughes, R. Momma. (Ja '21)

Hunt, E: E. Tales from a famished land. (Je
•18)

Hurst, F. Gaslight sonatas. (My '18)
Hurst, F. Humoresque. (My '19)

Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B. Helping Her-
sey. (Ag '20)

Irwin, I. Happy years. (D '19)
Irwin, W. A. Pilgrims into folly. (S '17>
Irwin, W. A. Suffering husbands. (Ag '20)
Jacks, L. P. Country air. (Ap '18)
Jacobs, W. W. Deep waters. (O '19)
James, H: Landscape painter. (P '20)
James, H: Master Eustace. (D '20)

James, H: Travelling companions. (Je '19)
Jeffery, J. E. Side Issues. (N '20)
Jerome. J. K. Street of the blank wall. (Mr

17)
Johnson, A. Under the rose. (O '20)
Johnson, A. S. John Stuyvesant, ancestor.
and other people. (N '19)

Kahler, H. M. Babel. (Je '21)
Keable, R. Drift of pinions. (Je '20)
Keller, G. Seldwyla folks. (F '20)
Kenyon, C. F. Tales of a cruel country. (F

•20)

Kipling, R. Diversity of creatures. (Je '17)
Kipling, R. Selected stories. (Ja '22)

KoroI§nko, V. G. Birds of heaven, and other
stories. (Ja '20)

Lagerlof, S. O- L. Queens of Kungahalla.
(O '17)

La Motte, E. N. Civilization. (Je '19)
I.ardner, R. W. GuUible's travels, etc.

(S •!?)

Level, M. Tales of mystery and horror. (O
•20)

Linderman, F. B. On a passing frontier.
(Ag '20)

Locke. W: J. Far-away stories. (S '19)
London. J. Brown Wolf. (F '21)

London. J. On the Makaloa mat. (F '20)

London, J. Red one. (Ja '19)

McCutcheon, G: B. Anderson Crow, detec-
tive. (Je '20)

Mackay, H. G. Chill hour.s. (Ap '20)
Mackenzie, D. A. Stories of Russian folk-life.
(Ap '17)

Mackinnon, A. G. Guid auld Jock. (O '20)

MacManus, S. Lo, and behold ye! (O '19)
MacMajius, S. Top o' the momin'. (N '20)
McMichael, C: B., tr. Short stories from the

Spanish. (D '20)

Mansfield. K. Bliss. (Mr ^21)

Marquis, D. Carter and other people. (O
'21)

Marshall. A. Clintons, and others. (Jl '19)

Martin, G: Children In the mist. (S '20)
Masefield, J: Tarpaulin muster. (D '19)
Mason, A. E: W. Four corners of the world.
(N '17)

Maugham, W: S. Trembling of a leaf. (N
'21)

Maupassant, G. H. R. A. de. Second odd
number. (N '17)

Maxwell, W: B. Life can never be the
same. (F '20)

Means, E. K. Further E. K. Means. (Ap
'21)

Means, E. K. [Negro stories]. (O 18)
Merrick, L. Chair on the boulevard. (Jl

'21)

Merrick, L. While Paris laughed. (Ap '1J>,

Miller. W. II. Sea fighters. (Ap '21)

Morgan, B. Roaring road. (Ag '20)

Morley, C. D. Tales from a rolltop desk.
(Jl '21)

Mundy, T. Told In the East. (F '21)

Munro. H. H. Toys of peace and other
papers. (Je '19)

Nevinson, H: W. Original sinners. (Ap '21)

New Decameron. (D '19)

New Decameron; second day. (D '20)

Newton. A. Blue string. (Mr '19)

Noble, E: Outposts of the fleet. (D '17)

Noyes, A. Walking shadows. (Ja '19)

Oemler, M. Where the young child was. (N
•21)

O'Higgins, H. J. From the life. (N '19)

O'Kelly, S. Golden barque; and The weaver's
grave. (D '20)

O'Kelly, S. Waysiders. (O '18)

Orczy, E. League of the Scarlet Pimpernel.
(N '19)

Orczy, E. Man in grey. (Ja '19)

Osborn, E: W. Maid with wings. (Ja '18)

Osbourne, L. Wild Justice. (Ja '22)

Packard, F. L. Night operator. (S '19)

Paine, R. D. Ships across the sea. (Je '20)

P6rez de Ayala, R. Prometheus. (D '20)

Perry, L. For the game's sake. (D '20)

Pertwee, R. Transactions of Lord Louis
Lewis. (Ap '18)

Phillpotts, E. Chronicles of St Tid. (Ap '18)

PInski, D: Temptations. (O '19)

Porter, E. Across the years. (Ja '20)

Porter, E. Tangled threads. (Ja '20)

Porter, E. Tie that binds. (Ja '20)

Post, M. D. Mystery at the Blue villa. (Ap
'20)

Post, M. D. Sleuth of St James's Square.
(D '20)

Post, M. D. Uncle Abner, master of myster-
ies. (D '18)

Prouty, O. Good sports. • (My '19)

Ragosin, Z. A., comp. Little Russian master-
pieces. (D '20)
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Fiction—Short stories—Continued
Reynolds, G. M. "Open, sesame!" (D '19)

Rhodes, H. G. High life. (F '21)

Rice, A. C. Miss Mink's soldier. (N '18)

Rice, A. C. and C. T. Turn about tales. (O
•20)

Rlnehart, M. Affinities. (Jl '20)

Rinehart, M. R. Love stories. (Je '19)

Robblns, L.. Mary the merry. (My '18)

Robbins, C. A. Silent, white and beautiful.
(Ja '21)

Rohmer, S., pseud. Tales of secret Egypt.
(Je '19)

Russell, J: Red mark, and other stories.
(D '19)

Russell, J: Where the pavement ends. (Ja
•22)

Sabatini, R. Historical nights' entertain-
ment. (F '20)

Sawyer, R. Doctor Danny. (Ap '19)

Scott, T. Silver age. (Ja '20)

Sedgwick, A. D. Christmas roses. (Ja '2l,

Ag '21)

Shore, V. Heritage. (Ja '22)

Smith, G. A. Pagan. (S '20)

Spofford, H. E. Elder's people. (My '20)

Steele, W. D. Land's end. (N '18)

Stockley, C. Blue Aloes. (Mr '19)

Stringer, A. J: A. Man who couldn't sleep.
(My '19)

Taber, S. Optimist. (F '18)

Tagore, R. Mashi. (Je '18)

Tales of wartime France. (O '18)

Taylor, A. R. Mr Squem, and Some male tri-
angles. (F '19)

Thornson, E: W: Old man Savarin stories.
(Ja '18)

Tolstoi, I. Visions. (My '17)

Tracy, L: Sirdar's sabre. (D '20)

Train, A. C. By advice of counsel. (My
'21)

Train, A. C. Tutt and Mr Tutt. (Je '20)

Tree, Sir H. B. Nothing matters. (My '17)

Turgenev, I. S. Knock, knock, knock. (F
'22)

Tuttle, F. G Give my love to Maria. (D '17)

Tuttle, W, C. Reddy Brant. (O '20)

Vachell, H. A. Some happenings. (Ja '19)

Van Loan, C: E. Fore! (Ag '18)

Van Loan, C: B. Score by Innings. (Ap '19)

Van Loan, C: E. Taking the count. (N '19)

Van Vechten, C., ed. Lords of the house-
tops. (S '21)

Vem§de, R. E. Port Alllngton stories. (N
'20)

Wallace, E. Tam o' the Scoots. (My '19)

Walpole, H. S. Thirteen travellers. (O '21)

Weaver, H. Flame and the shadow-eater.
(D '17)

Welles, H. Anchors aweigh. (Ap '19)

"White. E: L. Song of the sirens. (Ap '19)

White, S. E: Killer. (Jl '20)

Wlddemer, M. Boardwalk. (Mr '20)

Wiggin, K. D. Ladies-in-waiting. (D '19)

Williams, B. C, ed. Book of short stories.
(Ja '19)

Wilson, H. L. Ma Pettengill. (My '19)

Wolcott, L. Gray dream. (Ap '19)

Woolf, V. Monday or Tuesday. (F '22)

Wormser, G. R. Scarecrow, and other stories.
(F '19)

Wylie, I. A. R. Holy fire. (Ap '20)

Teo, pseud. Soldier men. (Je '18)

Yezierska, A. Hungry hearts. (D '20)

Collections

Braddy, N., ed. Masterpieces of adventure.
(Ap '21)

French, J. L:, ed. Best psychic stories. (S
'20)

French, J. L:, comp. Great ghost stories. (Jl
•18)

Jessup, A., ed. Best American humorous
short stories. (S '20)

Laselle, M. A., ed. Joy in work. (Jl '21)

I^.<^elle, M. A., ed. Short stories of the ne\<
America. (Je '19)

Law, F: H., ed. Modern short stories. (Ag
'18)

McSpadden. J. W., ed. Famous detective
stories. (O '20)

McSpadden, J. W. Famous dogs in Action.
(Ja '22)

McSpadden, J. W., ed. Famous ghost stories.
(Ja '19)

McSpadden, J. W., ed. Famous psychic sto-
ries. (N '20)

Mathiews, F. K., ed. Boy scouts book of
campflre stories. (N '21)

O. Henry memorial award. Prize stories
1919. (Jl '20)

O. Henry memorial award. Prize stories of
1920. (Je '21)

O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. Best short stories of
1916. (Mr '17)

O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. Best short stories of
1917. (Ap -IS)

O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. Best short stories of
1918. (Mr '19)

O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. Best short stories of
1919. (Ap '20)

O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. Best short stories of
1920. (Mr '21)

O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. Great modern English
stories. (Ag '19)

Rudwin, M. J., comp. Devil stories. (My
'21)

Scarborough, D., comp. Famous modern
ghost stories. (Je '21)

Scarborough, D., comp. Humorous ghost
stories. (Je '21)

Seltzer, T:, comp. and ed. Best Russian
short stories. (N" '17)

Underwood, E., tr. Short stories from the
Balkans. (D '19)

Wright, W. H., ed. Great modern French
stories. (Mr '18)

Smuggling
Bindloss, H. Kit Musgrave's luck. (O '21)

McFadden, G. V. Preventive man. (Jl '20)

Social conditions and problems
Banning, M. C. This marrying. (My '20)

Barrett, L. Sinister revel. (D '19)

Barrj% A. S.; pseud. Little girl who couldn't-
get-over-it. (O '18)

Beckley, Z. Chance to live. (Ja '19)

Bellamy, F. R. Balance. (Mr '17)

Beresford, J: D. Revolution. (Je '21)

Black, A. Seventh angel. (Ap '21)

Bowers, P. E. Pawns of fate. (My '19)

Briarly, M. In his own image. (Je '21)

BruSre, M. S. Mildred Carver., U. S. A. (My
'19)

Cannan, G. Stucco house. (My 18)
Cooke, M. B. Threshold. (My '18)

Desmond, S. Passion. (Jl '20)

Evans, H. Girl alone. (Jl '18)

Hedges. M. H. Iron City. (N '19)

Horn, H. Harlequinade. (Je '21)

Johnson, O. M. Wasted generation. (N '21)

Kelly, F. F. Dixons. (O '21)

King, B. Empty sack. (O '21)

Lee, J. B. Rain-coat girl. (D '19)

Lewis. S. Main street. (N '20)

Martin, H. R. Fanatic or Christian? (My
'18)

Martin, H. R. Maggie of Virginsburg. (N '18)

Maule, M. K. God's anointed. (O '21)

Phillips. D: G. Su.san Lenox. (Mr '17)

Poole, E. His family. (Je '17)

Putnam, N. West Broadway. (Ja '22)

Randall. J: H. With soul on Are. (F '20)

Richmond, G. L. Brown study. (Je '17)

Rinehart. M. Poor wise man. (D '20)

Sheppard. A. T. Rise of Ledgar Dunstan.

Stern. G. B. Debatable ground. (Mr '21)

Thompson, F. S., and Galvln, G: W. Thou-
sand faces. (Je '21)

Thurston, B. T. Green bough. (Je '21)

WTiittaker. J. Tumblefold. (My '19)

Wilson. R. Death of society. (Ag '21)

Wright, H. B. Helen of the old house. (D
'21)

Socialism

Bleackley. H. W: Anymoon. (Ag '19)

De.'smond, S. Democracy. (Jl '19)

Frankau, G. Seeds of enchantment. (Je 21)

Sinclair. U. B. Jimmie Higgins. (Ag "19)

Wood, C. Mountain. (S '20)

Society novels

B.nrtlev, N. T. Oorgf^ons girl. (My '20)

Benson. B: F: Dodo wonders. (O '21)

Brackett, C: Counsel of the ungodly. (S

•20)
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Camp, C. W. Guarded heights. (My '21)

Davis, C. B. Her own sort. (My '17)

Field, L. M. Little gods laugh, (O '17)
Flandrau, G. H. Cousin Julia. (O '17)
Hamilton, C. Scandal. (N '17)
Hamilton. C. Who cares? (Mr '19)

Hughes, R. We can't have everything. (O
'17)

Huntington, H. M. Eastern red. (My '18)

Johnson, O. M. Virtuous wives. (O '18)

McKenna, S. Education of Eric Lane. (Ag
•21)

McKenna, S. Sixth sense. (Ap '21)

Miller, A. Happiest time of their lives. (Jl
'18)

Miller, A. Ladles must live. (O '17)
Ohlson, H. Dancing hours. (Ap '17)

Scott, L. Daughter of two worlds. (My '19)

Train, E. Bringing out Barbara. (D '17)

Warren, C. M. Phoenix. (Ap '17)

Wharton, R N. Age of innocence. (N '20)

Splrltuallim

Brown, A. Wind between the worlds. (S
•20)

Bryant, M. Courageous marriage. (Ag '21)

Mlln, L. Invisible foe. (O '20)

Sanborn, M. F. First valley. (O '20)

Sport and recreation

Gould, N. Rider In khaki. (Je '18)

Marshall. R. Enchanted golf clubs. (Mr '20)

Morgan, B. Roaring road. (Ag '20)

Ollivant, A. Boy Woodburn. (Je '18)

Perry, L. For the game's sake. (D '20)

Porter, H. E. Dormie one. (D '17)

Roche, A. S. Sport of kings. (D '17)

Van Loan, C: E. Fore! (Ag '18)

Van Loan, C: E. Old man Curry. (D ^17)

Van Loan, C: E. Score by innings. (Ap '19)

Van Loan. C: E. Taking the count. (N '19)

Wltwer, H. C: Kid Scanlan. (Ag '20)

Yates, L. B. Autobiography of a race horse.
(Ag '20)

Stories for boys and girls

See Books for boys and girls

Supernatural phenomena
Benson, E: F: Across the stream. (Jl '19)

Blackwood, A. Garden of survival. (D '18)

Blackwood, A., and Wilson, W. Wolves of
God. (N '21)

Burnett, F. H. White people. (Mr '17^

Clarke, I. C. Whose name is legion. (Jl '19)
Clifford. L. Miss Fingal. (Jl '19)

Coppard, A. E. Adam and Eve and Pinch
Me. (F '22)

French, J. L:, ed. Best psychic stories. (S
'20)

Haggard, H. R. Love eternal. (S '18)

Haggard, H: R. When the world shook. (Ag
•19)

Harrison, M. S. Tall villa. (Mr '20)

Inprram, E. M. Thing from the lake. (Ja
'22)

Irwin, I. Out of the air. (My '21)

.rohnston. M. Michael Forth. (Ja '20)
Judson. J. Stars incline. (Ap '20)
King, B. Abraham's bosom. (S '18)

King, B. Going West. (S '19)

McSpadden, J. W., ed. Famous psychic sto-
ries. (N '20)

Mitchell. J: A. Drowsy. (O '17)
Roof, K. M. Great demonstration (F '21)
Ross, R. Revels of Orsera. (F '21)

Temperance stories

Buck, C: N. WTien Bear Cat went dry. (N
'18)

Theater and stage life

Bell, J: K. Gay life. (Ap '17)
Boucicault. R. B. Rose of Jericho. (M'y '20)
Cannan, G. Mummery. (S '19)

Chapln, A. A. Jane. (Je '20)
CooDer. H: St J. Sunny Ducrow. (Mv '20)
Corbett, E. F. Puritan and pagan. (Ja '21)
Daviess, M. T. Blue grass and Broadway.
ai '19)

Harker. L. A. AUegra. (Ap '20)
Hill. M. Toll of the ro^d. (Jl '18)
KobbS, G. All-of-a-sudden Carmen. (Je '17)
Lawrence, D: H. Lost girl. (Ap '21)

McClelland, M. Kaleema. (Mr '21)

Mackall, D. Q: Romance to the rescue. (D
'21)

Mackenzie, C. Vanity girl. (O '20)
Miller, E. Y. Blue aura. (Ja '18)

Pertwee. R. Old Card. (N '19)
Reymont, W. S. Comedienne. (F '21)
Sa\\ver. R. Silver sixpence. (Ap '21)
Tarkingrton, B. Harlequin and Columbine.

(Ja '22)

Turnbull, M. Close-up. (D '18)
Vachell, H. A. Fourth dimension. (Ap '21)
Van Bureii. E. Zizi's career. (Ap '21)
Watts, M. S. Boardman family. (Mv '18)
Wodehouse, P. G. Little warrior. (D '20)

Thrift
Dowst, H: P. Bostwick's budget. (F '21)

Tramps
Hanklns, A. P. Jubilee Girl. (D '21)

Translated stories

Balkan
Underwood, E., tr. Short stories from the
Balkans. (D '19)

Bohemian
Hrbkova, S. B., tr. and ed. Czechoslovak

stories. (Ag '20)

Danish
Gunnarsson, G. Sworn brothers. (S '21)

Jacobsen, J. P. Marie Grubbe. (S '18)

Jacobsen, J. P. Niels Lyhne. (Jl '20)

Nexo, M. A. Ditte: daughter of man. (N '21)

Nex6, M. A. DItte: girl alive! (O '20)

Dutch
Couperus, L: M. A. Dr Adrlaan. (Ja '19)

Couperus, L: M. A. Ecstasy. (D '19)

Couperus, L: M. A. Hidden force. (F '22)

Couperus, L: M. A. Inevitable. (D '20)

Couperus, L: M. A. Old people and the things
that pass. (Je '18)

Couperus, L: M. A. Tour. (Jl '20)

Couperus, L: M. A. Twilight of the souls. (N
•17)

Finnish

Linnankoski, J., pseud. Song of the blood-
red flower. (O '21)

Flemish

Eekhoud, G. New Carthage. (O '17)

French
Audoux, M. Marie Claire's workshop. (D

'20)

Barbusse, H. Inferno. (N '18)

Barbusse, H. Light. (Ja ^20)

Barbusse, H. We others. (D '18)

Barr^s, M. Colette Baudoche. (D '18)

Benoit, P. Atlantlda. (S '20)

Berger, M. Life at stake. (Jl '19)

Bertrand, A. Call of the soil. (D '19)

Beyle, M. H. Red and the black. (Ap '19)

Boylesve, R. You no longer count. (Jl '18)

Chauvelot, R. Parvati. (N '19)

Clemenceau, G. E. B: Strongest. (N '19)

Clemenceau, G. E. B: Surprises of life. (O
'20)

Coster. C: de. Legends of the glorious ad-
ventures of Tyl Ulenspiegel in the land of
Flanders and elsewhere. (Ap '19)

Davignon, H. ' Two crossings of Madge
Swalue. (Ag '19)

Dumas. A. Love and liberty. (Je '18)

Dumas, A. Neapolitan lovers. (Je '18)

France, A., pseud. Human tragedy. (Ja '18)

France, A., pseud. Little Pierre. (F '21)

France, A., pseud. Monsieur Bergeret in

Paris. (Ja '22)

France, A., pseud. Mummer's tale. (Ag '21)

France, A., pseud. Seven wives of Bluebeard.
(F ^21)

Guiches, G. Soldiers both. (Jl '18)

Guillaumin, E. Life of a simple man. (F
21)

Hamp, P. People. (My '21)

Harr\'. M.. pseud. Little daughter of .Teru-

salem. (Ag '19)

H6mon, L: Maria C!hapdelalne. (Ja '22)
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Fiction—Translated stories—French

—

Continued
Huysmans, J. K. En route. (S '19)

Huzard, A. Mirabelle of Pampeluna. (N '19)

L6cuyer, A. For me alone. (N '21)

Le Roy, E. Jacquou the rebel. (Ag '19)

Loutil, E. Alberta: adventuress. (F 'ID)

Marbo, C. Man who survived. (Jl '18)

Marx. M. Woman. (Apr '20)

Maurols, A. Silence of Colonel Bramble.
(Jl '20)

Mayran, C. Story of Gotton Connlxloo. (Ja
•21)

Nadaud. M. Birds of a feather. (My '19)

Holland, R. Clerambault. (S '21)

Rolland. R. Colas Breugnon. (D '19)

Roupnel, G. Nono. (My '19)

Tales of wartime France. (O '18)

Tlllier, C. My uncle Benjamin. (S '18)

Tinayre. M. To arms! (Je '18)

Vanderheym, F. H. Two banks of the Seine.
(Jl '19)

Vigny, A. V: de. Military servitude and
grandeur. (Jl '19)

Wright, W. H., ed. Great modern French
stories. (Mr *18)

Oerman
Keller, G. Seldwyla folks. (F '20)

Sudermann, H. lolanthe's wedding. (F '19)

Sudermann, H. Silent mill. (Jl '19)

Wassermann, J. World's illusion. (Ja '21,

Ag '21)

Oreek

Brown. D., and Phoutrides, A., trs. Modem
Greek stories. (S '20)

Hehreto

Mapu, A. Sorrows of Noma. (Ap '20)

Italian

Annunzio, G. d'. Tales of my native town.
(Ap '20)

Boccaccio de Certaldo, G. Tales from Boccac-
cio. (O '18)

Serao, M. Souls divided. (My '20)

Japanese

Hasegawa, T. An adopted husband. (S '19)

Taketomo, T., tr. Paulownia. (S '18)

Tokutomi, K. Heart of Nami-san. (D '18)

yorvcegian

Bojer, J. Face of the world. (D '19)

Bojer. J. Great hunger. (Ap '19)

Bojer, J. Life. (Mr '21)

Bojer, J. Power of a lie. (Jl '20)

Bojer, J. Treacherous ground. (Jl '20)

Garborg, A. Lost father. (S '20)

Hamsun, K. Dreamers. (Ja '22)

Hamsun, K. Growth of the soil. (Ap '21)

Hamsun. K. Hunger. (D '20)

Hamsun, K. Pan. (S '21)

Undset, S. Jenny. (Ag '21)

Polish

Benecke, E. C. M., and Busch, M., trs. More
tales by Polish authors. (Jl '17)

Nalkowska. S. Rygier-. Kobiety (women).
(D '20)

Reymont, W. S. Com6dienne. (F '21)

Portuguese

Graga Aranha, J. P. da. Canaan. (Ap '20)

Roumanian
Byng, L. M.. tr. Roumanian stories. (O '21)

Slavici. I. Lucky Mill. (Jl '19)

Russian

Andreieff, L. N. Confessions of a little man
during great days. (My '17)

Andreieff, L. N. Satan's diary. (D '20)

Andreieff, L. N. When the king losses his

head. (S '20)

Androieff, L. N.; and Bunin, I. Lazarus;
nnd The gentleman from San Francisco.
(Ap '19)

Apukhtin, A. N. From death to life. (Ja '18)

Artsybashev, M. P. Tales of the revolution.
(S '17)

Ash, S. Mottke the vagabond. (F '18)

Chekhov, A. P. Bishop, and other stories.

(N '19)

Chekhov. A. P. Chorus girl. (A& '20)
Chekhov, A. P. Horse-stealers. (S '21)
Chekhov, A. P. House with the mezzanine.
(N '17)

Chekhov, A. P. Lady with the dog. (N '17)
Chekhov, A. P. Nine humoious tales. (My

•18)

Chekhov, A. P. Party. (D '17)

Chekhov, A. P. Schoolmaster. (D '21)
Chekhov, A. P. Schoolmistress and other

stories. (Ap '21)

Chekhov, A. P. Wife. (Jl '18)

Chekhov, A. P. Witch. (Jl '18)

Danilevskii, G. P. Moscow in flames. (F '18)
Dostoevskii, F. M. Eternal husband. (Jl '17)

Dostoevskii, F. M. Friend of the family. (My
'21)

Dostoevskii, F. M. Gambler. (Ja '18)

Dostoevskii, F. M. Honest thief. (Ap '20)

Dostoevskii, F. M. Pages from the journal of
an author. (S '17)

Dostoevskii, F. M. White nights. (F '20)

Gorky. M., pseud. Stories of the Steppe. (S
'18)

Gregorovitsh. D. Fishermen. (N '17)

Korol6nko, V. G. Birds of heaven, and other
stories. (Ja '20)

Kuprin, A. I. Bracelet of garnets. (Je '17)

Nemirovich-Dantchenko, V. I. Peasant tales
of Russia. (D '18)

Ragosin, Z. A., conip. Little Russian master-
pieces. (D '20)

Saltykov, M. E. Family of noblemen. (Ja
'18)

Savinkov. B. Pale horse. (N '19)

Savinkov, B. What never happened. (Mr '18)

Seltzer. T:. comp. and ed. Best Russian
short stories. (N '17)

Sologub, F., pseud. Created legend. (S '17)

Tolstoi, r. Visions. (My '17)

Tolstoi, L. N. Posthumous works. (Mr '21)

Tolstoi, L. N. What men live by. (S '18)

Turgenev, I. S. Knock, knock, knock. (F
'22)

Sanskrit
Ryder, A. W:, tr. Twenty-two goblins. (Ad

'18)

Spanish

Alarc6n, P. A. de. Three-cornered hat. (S
'18)

Baroja y Nessi, P. Caesar or nothing. (My
'19)

Baroja y Nessi, P. City of the discreet. (Mr
•18)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Blood and sand. (Je '19)

Blasco Ibaiiez. V. Cabin. (Mr '18)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Dead command. (My '19)

Blasco Ibafiez. V. Enemies of women. (F '21)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Four horsemen of the
Apocalypse. (O '18)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. La Bodega. (Ag '19)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Luna Benamor. (S '19)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Mare nostrum. (Ja '20)

Blasco Ib&fiez. V. Mayflower. (Jl '21)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Shadow of the cathedral.
(Ap '19)

Blasco Ibanez, V. S6nnica. (Ja '19)

Blasco Ibafiez, V. Woman triumphant. (Je
'20)

Blest y Gana, A. Martin Rivas. (Je '18)

Cervantes Saavedra, M. de. Rinconete and
Coitridillo. (Ap '18)

Lazarillo de Tormes. Life of Lazarillo de
Tormes and his fortunes and adversities.
(N '17)

McMlchael, C: B., tr. Short stories from
the Spanish. (D '20)

Marmol, J. Amalia. (My '19)

P6rez de Ayala, R. Prometheus. (D '20)

Zamacois. E. Their son; The necklace. (Mr
'20)

Swedish

Lagerlof. K. O. L. GSsta Berling's saga. (Ap
'19)

Lagerlof, S. O. V. Holy City. (Je '18)

Yiddish

Aleichem, S. .Jewish children. (N '20)

A.^rh. S. TTnrle Mo.'ses. (An '21)

Ash. M. Mottke the vagabond. (F '18)

Kobrin, L. Lithuanian village. (O '20)

Pinskl, D: Temptations. (O '19)
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Fiction —Continued

Travel
Matter. J: and R. Amateur vagabond. (D

•18>

Unclassified

Abbott, E. H. Ne'er-do-much. (My '18)

Abbott, E. H. Old-Dad. (Mr '19)

Agate, J. E. Responsibility. (Je '20)

Aldis, M. Drift. (Jl '18)

Allen. J. L. Emblems of fidelity. (Ap '19)

Aumonler, S. One after another. (O '20)

Austin, M. Outland. (F '20)

Baily, F. E. Dolf. (F '22)
Bam, P. W: Livery of Eve. (Jl '17)

Bain, F. W:, tr. Substance of a dream. (Ap
20)

Barcynska, H. Rose o' the sea. (N '20)

Bartley, N. I. Gray angels. (N '20)

Beecher, C. Maid and wife. (Jl '19;

Bell, J: K. Peculiar major. (Ap '20)

Blackwood, A. Promise of air. (Jl '18)

Bryant, M. Shadow on the stone. (Je '18)

Bryce, Mrs C: Long spoon. (N '17)

Burnham, C. L. In apple-blossom time. (N
19)

Burt, K. Snow-blind. (O '21)

Cabell, J. B. Figures of earth. (Ap '21)

Cabell, J. B. Jurgen. (D '19)

Canby, H: S. Our house. (Jl '19)

Chambers, R. W: Crimson tide. (Mr "20)

Chambers, R. W: Laughing girl. (F '19)

Chambers, R. W: Restless sex. (My '18>

Chambers. R. W: Slayer of souls. (Jl '20)

Chester. G: R. and L. E. Son of Walling-
ford. (O '21)

Cobb, T: Mr Preston's daughter. (D '20)

Cocke, S. C. Master of the hills. (O '17)

Comfort, W. L. Shielding wing. (Ap '19)

Comstock, H. T. Man thou gavest. (Jl '17)

Comstock, H. T. Unbroken lines. (Ja '20)

Comstock. S. Davightei" of Helen Kent. (D
'21)

Coxon. M. Breathless moment. (S '20)
Crockett, S: R. Light out of the east. (Ag
20)

Cuthrell, F. Mavis of Green Hill. (D '21)

De Carrick, W:, pseud. King's coming. (Ag
19)

Dalrymple, L. Kenny. (N '17)
Daviess, M. T. Heart's kingdom. (O '17)
Dell, E. M. Greatheart. (Je '18)

Dell, E. M. Obstacle race. (N '21)
Demens, I. He who breaks. (S '18)

Dodge, L: Runaway woman. (N '18;

Douglas, N. They went. (My '21)

Dudley. E: L. Spriggles. (O '19)
Fauley, W. F. Jenny be good. (D '19)
Fisher, M. Treloars. (N '17)
Fleming, G. Diplomat. (Jl '17)

Footner, H. Substitute millionaire. (N '19)
Foster, M. Trap. (O '20)
Frothingham, E. B. "Way of the wind. (Mr

'17)

Garrett, G. Blue wound. (Jl "21)

Gaut. W: R. Amateur man. (My '19)
Gerould, K. Change of air. (D '17)

Gibbon, M. M. Alternative. (Jl '21)
Goodwin, J: Without mercy, d" '21)

Gregory, S., pseud. Tellowleaf. (N '19)

Grozier, E. A., ed. One hundred best novels
condensed. (Je '20)

Guthrie, K. S. Romance of two centuries.
(F -20)

Hall, A. B. Blind wisdom. (F '21)
Hartley, O. Anne. (N '20)

Heard. A. Ivory fan. (Mr '21)
Hepburn, E. Wings of time. (Ja '22)
Hough. E. Broken gate. (N '17)
Humphreys, E. M. J. Diana of the Ephes-

lans. (Ap '20)
Itwin. v. Po<-)r dear Thpodora! (My '20)
Jesse, F. T. White riband. (D '21)
Jones, E. B. C. Quiet interior. (O '21)
Jordan, E. Girl In the mirror. (O '19)
Judson. J. Beckoning roads. (My '19)
King, B. High heart. (N '17)
King, B. Lifted veil. (Mr '17)

Kirby, E. Adorable dreamer. (O '20)
Kummer, F: A., and Christian, M. Peggy-

Elise. (D '19)

Lawrence, C. E. God In the thicket. (Ja
'21)

Lee. J. B. Chinese coat. (O '20)
Lewis, S. Innocents. (O '17)
Lutz, Q. L. H. Exit Betty. (Jl '20)
MacConnell, S. W. Many mansions. (Ja '19)
AIcKcnna, S. Sheila intervenes. (Ap '20)
Mackenzie, C. Early life and adventures of
Sylvia Scarlett. (O '18)

Marion, by the author of VMe." (My '17)
Mears, M. Candid courtship. (O '17)
.Merrick, L. Conrad in quest of his youth.

(Je '19)

Meriitt, A. Moon pool. (Ja '20)
]\litcheil, R. C. Play the game. (Je '21)
ISorris, K. Beloved woman. (O '21)
Norris, K. Harriet and the piper. (S '20)
Norris, K. Martie, the unconquered. (O '17)
Nyburg, S. L. Gate of ivory. (D '20)
Onions, B. Sweethearts unmet. (Ap '20)
Onions, B. R. Three of hearts. (My '18)
Onions, O. Tower of oblivion. (Ja '22)
Oppenheim, E: P. Curious quest. (F '19)
Oppenheim, E: P. Hillman. (Mr '17)
O'SulIivan, V. Sentiment. (N '17)
Pahlow, G. C. Glory of going on. (D '19)
Patrick, D. Wider way. (S '20)
Percival, D. Footsteps. (F '19)
Petersen, M. B. Immortal flame. (D '19)
Phillpott.s. K. Evander. (Mv '20)
Rendall, V. H. London nights of Belsize. (O

Rice, A. C. Quin. (S '21)
Seymour, B. K. Invisible tides. (Jl '21)
Snaith, J: C. Adventurous lady. (N '20)
Stacpoole, H: De V. S. Man who lost him-

self. (Je '18)

Stayton, F. Threads. (N '21)
Street, J. After thirty. (S '19)
Taylor, K. H. Yellow soap. (Ag '20)
Thurston, E. T. World of wonderful reality.
(N '19)

Tompkins, E. W. Enlightenment of Paulina.
(Ja -18)

Townshend, G. E. Q. E. T. Widening cir-
cle. (S '20)

Tremayne, S.. pseud. Echo. (Jl '20)
Turner, G: K. Red Friday. (Ag '19)
Turner, G: K. White shoulders. (S '21)
Vermilye. K. Against the -winds. (Mv *19)
Villars, M. Broken laugh. (O '20)
Wadsley, O. Belonging. (O '20)
Wadsley. O. Conquest. (D '17)
Wadsley, O. Flame. (Je '18)
Wadsley, O. Possession. (Ap '17)
Wallace. E. Green rust. (Je *20)
Warner, W: H: Bridge of time. (Ja '20)
Watts, M. S. From father to son. (S '19)
Weaver, G. Thunderbolt. (Ag '20)
Williamson, C: N. and A. M. Brlghtener.
(D '21)

Williamson, C: N. and A. M. Vision house.
(Jl '21)

Winsor, G. M. Station X. (F '20)
Woodworth, H. G. In the shadow of Lantern

street. (Jl '20)
Worth, P. Hope Trueblood. (Jl '18)
Wright, H. B. Re-creation of Brian Kent.
(O '19)

Wylie, I. A. R. Shining heights. (Ap '18)

Woman suffrage

McKenna. S. Sixth .sen.«e. (Ap '21)
Merwin, S:, and others. Sturdy oak. (D '17)

Women
Dowdall, M. F. H. Three loving ladies. (Ag

'21)

Ferber, E. Girls. (D '21)

Gale, Z. Daughter of the morning. (Ja '18)

Johnston, M. Wanderers. (K '17)

Kouyoumdjian, D. Romantic lady. (F '22)

Macaulav, R. Dangerous ages. (O '21)

Marx, M. You. (F '22)

Young people

Ashmun. M. B. Topless towers. (D '21)

(folding, L: Forward from Babylon. (D '21)

Harker, L. A. Bridge across. (Ja '22)

Holt, I. Marriotts and the Powells. (Ja
'22)

Hopkins, G. M. City in the foreground. (N
'21)

Sterrett, F. R. These young rebels. . (O '21)

Tarkington. B. Alice Adams. (Jl '21)

Walpole. H. S. Young enchanted. (D '21)
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Fiddler's luck. Schauffler. R. H. (Jl '20)
Field ambulance sketches. (N '19)
Field and study. Burroughs, J: (My '19)
Field artillery instruction. Carter, A. H., and

Arnold, A. V. (Ag '20)
Field book of insects. Lutz, F. E. (Mr '18>
Field book of wild birds and their music.

Mathews. F. S. (Je '21)
Field crops for the cotton -belt. Morgan, J. O.

(N '17)
Field entrenchments. Solano, E. J:, ed. (Ja

'18)

Field, forest and farm. Fabre, J. H. C. (N
•19)

. u *i v>. ti>

Field work and social research. Chanin. F.
S. (Ap '21j

Fielding, Henry, 1707-1754
Cross, W. L. History of Henry Fielding.
(Ap '19;

Fields and battlefields. Bagenal, H. (N '18)
Fields of the fatherless. Koy, J. (My '19>
Fields of victory. Ward, M. A. (O '19)
Fiery cross. Oxenham, J: (F '19)
Fifes and drums. (Ag '17)
Fifteen decisive battles of the world. Creasy.

E: S. (Je '18)
Fifteen thousand useful phrases. Kleiser, G.

(Ja '18)
Fifth army in March 1918. Sparrow, W. S.

(Je '21)
Fifth avenue. Maurice, A. B. (D '18)
Fifty contemporary one-act plays. Shay, F.,

and Loving, P., eds. (Mr '21)
Fifty years. Johnson, J. W. (Jl '18)
Fifty years a journalist. Stone, M. E. (Ja

22)
Fifty years in the royal navy. Scott, P. M.

(Ap '20;

Fifty years of a showman's life. Plowman,
T: F. (Jl '19)

Fifty years of American education. Moore,
E. C. (F '18)

Fifty years of Europe. Hazen, C: D. (Ag '19)
Fifty years of golf. Kirkaldy, A. (O '21)
Fifty years of travel by land, water, and air.

Butler, F. H. (Mr '21)
Fight for a free sea. Paine, R. D. (D '20)
Fight for freedom. Goldring, D. (Ag '20)
Fight for the Argonne. West, W: B: (O '19)
Fight for the future. Burroughs, E: A. (My

'17)

Fight for the Republic. Johnson, R. (My '17)
Fight for the republic in China. Weale, B. L.

P., pseud. (Ja '18)
Fighters for peace. Parkham, M. R. (My "19)
Fighting at Jutland. Fawcett, H. W and

Hooper, G. W. W., eds. (F '22)
Fighting Byng. Stone. A. (S '19)
Fighting engineers. Collins, F. A. (Jl '18)
Fighting for peace. Van Dyke, H: (Ja '18)
Fighting France. Lauzanne, S. J. V. (O '18)
Fighting Germany's spies. Strother, F. (F

'19)

Fighting mascot. Kehoe, T: J. ' (P '19)
Fighting men. Brooks, A. (S '17)
Fighting shepherdess. Lockhart, C. (Ag '19)
Fighting starvation in Belgium. Kellogg, V L(Ap '18)

Fighting the Boche underground. Trounce, H.
D. (Ja '19)

Fighting the tiying circus. Rickenbacker, E: V.

Fighting the spoilsmen. Foulke, W: D. (Mr

Fighting without a war. Albertson, R. (Ap

Figures of earth. Cabell. J. B. (Ap '21)
Figures of several centuries. Symons, A. (My

Files and filing
Fr6mont, C: Files and filing. (My '21)

Files and filing (documents)
McCord, J. N. Textbook of filing. (My '20)
Warren, I Office records. (Jl '21)

Film folk. Wagner, R. (Ag '18)
Piltn rnystr-ry. Hoeve. A B: (An '21)
Financial history of Great Britain. 1914-1918.

McVey, F. L. (S '19)

Finance
Barron, C. W. World remaking. (Ap '20)

Foxwtll, H. S. Papers on current finance.
(My '20>

Lough, W: H: Business finance. (Jl '17. Ag
•18)

^

Moody, J: Masters of capital. (D '20)
Moulton, H. G. Financial organization of

society. (Mr '21)
Walton, S., and Finney, H. A. Mathematics

of accounting and finance. (D '21)
Withers, H. Business of finance. (N '18)
Withers, H. Our money and the state. (N

'17)

Great Britain
Hobson, J: A. Taxation in the new state.
(My '20)

Kirkaldy, A. W., ed. Industry and finance.
(Ag '21)

McVey, F. L. Financial history of Great
Britain, 1914-1S18. (S '19)

Willoughby, W: F., and others. System of
financial administration of Great Britain.
(O '17)

Mexico
McCaleb, W. F. Present and past banking

in Mexico. (Ap '20)
McCaleb, W. F. Public finances of Mexico.

(Je '21)

United States
Collins, C: W. National budget system. (N

'17)

Financial organization of society. Moulton, H.
G. (Mr -21)

Financial policy of corporations. Dewing, A. S.
(My '21)

Financing or public service corporations. Ig-
natius, M. B. (Ap '19)

Finding a way out. Moton, R. R. (Jl '20)
Finding of iNorah. Frothingham, E. B. (Ap

•18)

Finding the worth while in the Southwest.
Saunders, C: F. (S '18)

Finding themselves. Stimson, J. C. (D '18)
Finding your job. Shidle, N. G. (F '22)
Fine art of photography. Anderson, P. L: (N

'19)

Finished. Haggard, Sir H: R. (N '17)

Finland
Reade, A. Finland and the Finns. (My '18)

Ruhl, A. New masters of the Baltic. (D '21)

Fir- flower tablets. Ayscough, F., and Lowell,
A trs (Ja '22)

Fir trees and fireflies. Wilson, C. C. (F '21)

Fire bringers. Lynde, F. (My '21)
Fire flingers. Neidig, W: o. (My '19)
b^re insurance. Ketcham, E: A: (Je '17)

Fire of green boughs. Rickard, Mrs V: (My
•19)

Fire of youth. Forman, H: J. (Ap '20)

Firebrand of Bolshevism. Radziwill, C. (My
•19)

Firecracker Jane. Haines, A. C. (Ja '19)
Firefly of France. Angellotti, M. P. (Je "18)

Firelight fairy book. Beston, H: B. (Ja '20)

First aid In Illness and Injury
Cole, N. B., and Ernst, C. H. First aid for

boys. (Jl '17)

Fryer, J. Mary Frances first aid book. (N
•17)

Mason, C: F. Complete, handbook for the
sanitary troops of the U.S. army and navy,
and national guard and naval militia. (N
'17)

First aid to the car. Slauson, H. W. (Jl '21)

First call. Empey, A. G. (Mr '18)

First Canadians In France. Bell, F: M. (D '17)

First course in general science. Barber, F: D.,
and others. (Jl '17)

First crusade. Krey, A. C: (Ja '22)

First lessons in business. Bexell, J: A. (O
'19)

First lessons in spoken French for men in
military service. Wilkins, B. H., and
others. (Ag '17)

First piano in camp. Davis. S: P. (D '19)

First plays. Milne, A. A. (Jl '20)

First principles of the electrical transmission of
energy. Thornton, W: M. (O '21)

First redections on the campaign of 1918. John-
ston, R. M. (My '20)

First shot for liberty. De Varila, O. (O '18)

First Sir Percy. Orczy, E. (Mr '21)
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First steps in the enjoyment of pictures.
Oliver, M. I. G. (Ap '20)

First the blade. Dane, C. (Je 'IS)
First valley. Sanborn, M. F. (O '20)
First world war. Repington. C: A. (D '20)
First year of the League of nations. Wilson,

G: G. (My '21)
Fish cookery. Spencer, E., and Cobb, J: N.

(F '22)

Fisheries
Jenkins, J. T. Sea fisheries. (F '21)
Root. E. North Atlantic coast fisheries arbi-

tration at the Hague. (My '18)

Fisherman's lures and game-fish food. Rhead,
L: J: (Je '20)

Flaherman's verse. Haynes, W., and Harri-
son. J. L., comps. (Ap "19)

Fishermen. Gregorovitsh, D. (N '17)

Fishes
Fleuron, S. Grim. (JI '21)
Grey. Z. Tales of fishes. (O '19)
Griswold, F. G. Some fish and some fishing,

(Ja '22)

Henshall, J. A. Bass, pike, perch and other
game fishes of America. (O '19">

Meek, A. Migration.? of fish. (Je '17)

Fishing
Aston, G: Mostly about trout. (O '21)

Bennion, B. Trout are rising in England and
South Africa. (Ap '21)

Cook, C. B. Fishing, tackle and kits. (O
•19)

Cook, C. B. Goin' fishin'. (Ja '21)

Cook, C. B. Lake and stream game fishing.
(N '17)

Fedden, R. Golden days. (Ja '20)
Griswold. F. G. Some fish and some fishing.

(Ja '22)

Heilner, V. C, and Stick, F. Call of the
surf. (N "20)

Holden, G: P. Idyl of the split bamboo. (Ja
'21)

Holden. G" P Streamcraft. (D '191

Hulit, L. Fishing with a boy. (F '22)

Johnson, F. M. Reminiscent tales of a humble
angler. (Ag '21)

Radcliffe, W: Fishing from the earliest
times. (Ja '22)

Rhead, L: J: Fisherman's lures and game-fish
food. (Je '20)

St John, L. Practical fiy fishing. (Je '20)

Sheringham, H. T. Trout fishing memories
and morals. (N '20)

Smith, O. "W. Casting tackle and methods.
(N '20)

Poetry
Haynes. W., and Harrison. J. L., comps.
FishPiman's verse. CAp '19)

Fishing from the earliest times. Radcliffe, W:
(Ja '22)

Fishing with a boy. Hulit, L. (F '22)
Flshpingle. Vachell, H. A. (O '17)

Fiske, John (Edmund FIske Green) 1842-1901
Clark, J: S. Life and letters of John Fiske.

(Ja '18)

FIske, Minnie Maddern (Mrs Harrison Grey
FIske) 1865-

Fiske, H. M. Mrs Fiske. (D '17)

Five Babbitts at Bonnyacres. Dyer, W. A. (D
'17)

Five books of youth. Hillyer, R. S. (Ag '20)
Five masters of French romance. Gugrard,

A. L. (Ap '17)

Five month.'^ in the Argentine from a woman's
point of view. Dreier, K. S. (F '21)

Five plays. Fitzmaurice, G: (O '17)
Five republics of Central America. Munro,

D. G. (F '19, F '20)

Five somewhat historical plays. Moeller, P.
(Ja '19)

Five tales. Galsworthy, J: (Mv '18)

Flag. Greene, H. (Ja '18)

Flags
Abbott, S: Dramatic stor>' of Old Glorv.

(Jl '19)

Guthrie, W: N. Religion cf Old Glory. (F
'20)

Moss, J. A., and Stewart, M. B. Our flag and
its message. (N '17)

Ogden, H: A. Our flag and our songs. (Ag
'17)

Schauffler, R. H., comp. and ed. Our flag in
verse and prose. (N '17)

Tappan, E. M. Little book of the flag. (Mr

Flail. Fuessle, N. A. (Je '19)
Flame. Wadsley, O. (Je '18)
Flame and shadow. Teasdale, S. (D '20)
Flame and the shadow-eater. Weaver. H. (D

'17)

Flame that Is France. Malherbe, H: (O '18)
Flames of the Blue Ridge. Dorrance, E. A.

and J. F. (F '20)
Flaming crucible. Fribourg, A. (My '19)
Flaming forest. Curwood, J. O. (O" '21)
Flaming sword in Serbia and elsewhere. Sto-

bert. M. A. (O '17)
Flappers and philosophers. Fitzgerald, F. S. K.

(N '20)
Flapper'.^ mother. Mears, M. (Mv '19)
Flashes from the front. Grasty, C:" H: (Jl '18)

Flaubert, Gustave, 1821-1880
Sand, G:, pseud, and Flaubert, G. George
Sand-Gustave Flaubert letters. (F '22)

Fledgling. Nordhoff, C: D. (Ag '19)
Fleets behind the fleet. Dixon, W: M. (Je '18)

Fleming, Margaret, 1803-1811
MacBean, L. Marjorie Fleming's book. (Mr

21)
Flemish legends. Coster, C: T. H. de. (N '20)
Flemish system of poultry rearing. Jasper,

Mme. (My '17)
Flesh and phantasy. Fuessle, N. A. (F '20)
Fleurs-de-lys. Thorley, W. C:, tr. and ed. (Je

'20)
Flexible Foiflinand Lippmann. J M. (Je '19)
Flood tide. Bassett, S. W. (My '21)
Flood tide. Chase, D. (My '18)

Floods
Alvord, J: W., and Eurdick, C: B. Relief from

floods. (Ja '19)

Florence, Italy
Description

Grierson, E. W. Things seen In Florence.
(D '21)

Florida
llobart. G: V. Idle moments in Florida. (Ap

'21)

Winter, N. O: Florida, the land of enchant-
ment. (My '18)

Description and travel
Johnson, C. Highways and byways of Flor-

ida. (F '19)

Simpson, C: T. In lower Florida wilds. (O
20)

Flotation process. Megraw, H. A. (F '20)

Flour mills
Kozmin, P: A. Flour milling. (Ag '18)
Millar, A. Wheat and its products. (Je '17)

Flow of value. :McPheison. L. O. (Mv '20)
Flower and the bee. Lovell, J: H. (Ja '19)
Flower o' the lily. Orozy, E. (Je '19)

Flower of Monterey. Hamlll, K. B. (S '21)
Flower of the Chapdelaines. Cable, G: W. (Je

'18)

Flower-patch among the hills. Klickmann, F.
(Je '17)

Flowers
Albertson, A. O. Nantucket wild flowers.

(Je '21)
Beals, K. Flower lore and legend. (Ja '18)
Beecroft, W. I., comp. Who's who among the
wild flowers and ferns. (Je '17)

Coan, C. A. Fragrant note book. (O '17)
Croy, M. S. 1000 hints on flowers and birds.

(Ja '18)

Doubleday, N. B. Wild flowers worth know-
ing. (Je '17>

Faulkner, H. W. Mysteries of the flowers.
(My '17)

Keeler, H. L. Wayside flowers of summer. (Je
'17)

Teall, G. C. Little garden the year round.
(Ap -20)

Vaughan, J: Music of wild flowers. (My '21)
Flowers in the grass. Hewlett, M. (Mr '21)
Flower.s of the wind. Atkin, G. M. (F '20)

Floyd, John, 1770-18.37
.\mbler. C: H: Life and diary of John Floyd,

i78:^--;8r;4 eje •lO)
Flying book, 1918. (Ja '19)
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nying bo'sun. Mason, A. (D '20)

Flying fighter. Koberts, E. M. (My '18)

Flying tor France. McConnell, J. R. (Ap '17)

Flying legion. England, G: A. (O '20)

Flying-machine Irom an engineering standpoint.
Lancaster, F: W: (Ja 'IS)

Flying poilu. Nadaud, M- (Ag '18)

Flying spy. Carlo, C. de. (F '20)

Flyiny leuton. Brown, A. (Je '18)

Flying the Atlantic In sixteen hours. Brown,
A. W.. and Bott. A. J: (Jl '20)

Flying Yankee. Flight, pseud. (Ja '19)

Foaming fore shore. White, S: A. (N '20)

Foch, Ferdinand, 1851-
Atteridge, A. H. Marshal Ferdinand Foch.
(Ap '19;

Johnston, R. M. General Foch. (S '18)

Laughlin, C. E. Foch the man. (D '18)

Le Gofiic, C: General Foch at the Marne.
(N '18)

Recouly, R. Foch: the winner of the war.
(Je '20)

Foe-Farrell. Quiller-Couch. A. T: (Jl '18)

Foes. Johnston, M. (D '18)

Foes of our own household. Roosevelt, T. (O
'17)

Fog. Pelley. W: D. (D '21)

Folk-element in Hindu culture. Sarkar, B. K.,

and Rakshit, H. K. (N '17)

Folklore
Andrews, E. Ulster folklore. (My '19)

Armfleld, C. Wonder tales of the world. (N
'20>

Barker, W. H., and Sinclair, C. eds. West
African folk-tales. (N '17)

Bosschgre, J. de. Christmas tales of Flanders.
(Ja '18>

Bradley-Birt, F. B. Bengal fairy tales. (Ja
'21)

Coster, C: T. H. de. Flemish legends. (N
'20)

Dasent, Sir G: W. East o' the sun and west
o' the moon. (My '17)

Eastman, E. Indian legends retold. (N '19)

Eells, E. S. Fairy tales from Brazil. (D '17)

Eells, E. S. Tales of enchantment from
Spain. (N '20)

Eells, E. S. Tales of giants from Brazil.

(D '18)

Fillmore, P. H. Shoemaker's apron. (N '20)

Glinski, A. J. Polish fairy tales. (F '21)

Gregory, I. A., comp. and ed. Visions and
beliefs in the west of Ireland. (Je '20)

Griswold, F. Hindu fairy tales retold for
children. (D '18)

Haigh, R. Ethiopian saga. (Jl '19)

Jatakas. Jataka tales. (My '17)

Judson, K. B., comp. Myths and legends of
British North America. (Je '17)

Macmillan, C. Canadian wonder tales. (D
•18)

Magnus, L. A. Heroic ballads of Russia. (N
•21)

Marett, R. R. Psychology and folk-lore.

(Mr '21)

Mijatovich, E. L., tr. Serbian fairy tales

(S '18)

Murray, A. Father Allan's island. (Mr '21)

Ozaki, Y. T. Romances of old Japan. (Mr
'20)

Ransome, A. Old Peter's Russian tales. (Ja
•IS)

Ryder, A. W:. tr. Twenty-two goblins. (Ap
•18)

Safronl-Mlddleton, A. South sea foam. (J«
•20)

St Johnston, T: R. Islanders of the Pacific.

(Je '21)

Smith, G. E. Evolution of the dragon. (O
'19)

Spence, L: Legends and romances of Spain.
(D '20)

Stephens. J. Irish fairy tales. (F '21)

Strachey, M. Savitrl. and other women.
(Mr '21)

Folk-lore in the Old Testament. Frazer, J. G:
(S '19)

Folklore of the sea
Bassett, W. Wander-ships. (F '18)

Folk songs
Campbell, O. D., and Sharp, C. J., comps
English folk songs from the southern Ap-
palachians. (Mr '18)

Folks. Murdock. V: (Je '21)
Follow the little pictures! Graham. A. (Ag '20)
Folly of nations. Palmer, F: (D '21)
Food

Abt, I: A. Baby's food. (S '17)
Andrea, A. L. Dehydrating foods. (D '20)
Armsby, H: P. Conservation of food energy.

(O '18)

Bailey, E. H: S. Text-book of sanitary and
applied chemistry. (O '17)

Bayliss, W: M. Physiology of food and econ-
omy in diet. (N '17)

Cooper, Li. F. How to cut food costs. (D '17)
Harvey, L,. S. Food facts for the home-

maker. (Ap '20)

Jordan, E. O. Food poisoning. (N '17)
Kirk, A. G. Practical food economy. (S '17)

Lriinsing, M. F., and Guliclc, L,. H. Food and
life. (My '20)

McCann, A. W. This famishing world. (Mr
19)

Sherman, H: C. Chemistry of food and nutri-
tion. (S '19)

Smith, J. R. World's food resources. (Ja
'20)

Stern, P\, and Spitz, G. T. Food for the
worker. (Jl '17)

Strouse, S., and Perry, M. A. Food for the
sick. (S '17)

Wellman, M. T. Food study. (Je '17)

Food adulteration and Inspection
Bruce, E. M. Detection of the common food
adulterants. (Ja '18>

Leach, A. E. Food inspection and analysis.
(D '20)

Wiley, H. W. Beverages and their adultera-
tion. (Ag '19)

Food and freedom. Purdy, M. D. (D '18)
Food crisis and Americanism. Stull, W; (Ap

'19)

Food for the sick and the well. Thompson,
M. J. (Mr '20)

Food inspection and analysis. Leach, A. E.
(D '20)

Food saving and sharing. United States.
Food administration. (My '19)

Food supply
Crookes, Sir W: Wheat problem. (Mr '18)

Farmer, A. N., and Huntington, J. R. Food
problems. (S '18)

Kellogg, V. L., and Taylor, A. E. Food prob-
lem. (Ja '18, Ag '18)

Lusk, G. Food in war time. (Jl '18)

McCann, A. W. Thirty cent bread. (Ag '17)

MacNutt, J. S. Modern milk problems. (Ag
'17)

O'Brien, C: Food pieparedness for the
United States. (Ag '17)

Pack, C: L. War garden victorious. (Je
•19)

Partridge, P. D., and Conklin, H. M. Wheat-
less and meatless days. (Ap '18)

Pearl, R. Nation's food. (F '21, Ag '21)

Purdy, M. D. Food and freedom. (D '18)

Rew, R. H: Food supplies In peace and war.
(Jl '20)

Smith, J. R. World's food resources. (Ja
'20)

Starling, E. H: Feeding of nations. (O
•20)

Taylor, A. E. War bread. (Jl ^18)

United States. Food administration. Col-
legiate section. Food and the war. (D '18)

United States. Food administration. Food
saving and sharing. (My '19)

Wellman, M. T. Economy in food. (Jl '18)

Foolish lovers. Ervlne. S. G. (Jl '20)

Foolish matrons. Byrne, D. (N '20)

Fool's errand. Rickard, L. (S '21)

Foot-path way. Rideout, H: M. (Je '20)

Foot-power loom weaving. Worst, E: F. (Ap
'19)

Football ^ ,^
Camp, W. C. Football without a coach. (O

'20)

Daly, C: D. American football. (N '21)

Roper, W: W. Winnine football. (N '20)

Footnotes to formal logic. Rieber, C: H:
(Ja '19)

Footsteps. Percival, D. (F '19)

Footsteps and fantasies. Druce, C. J. (Ja 20)

For better, for worse. Maxwell, W: B. (N
'20)
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For days and days. Wynne, A. (N '13)

For France. (D '17)
For France. Dawson, A. J: (Ag '17)

For France and the faith. Casalls, A. E. (N
•17)

For me alone. L^cuyer, A. (N '21)

For rent—one pedestal. Shuler, M. (S '17)

For the game's sake. Perry, L. (D '20)

For the right. (O '17)

Forbidden trail. Willsle. H. M. (Ja '20)

Force and energy
Perry, H. Theories of energy. (F '19)

Force supreme. Wellman, "W. (F '19)

Forced movements, tropisms, and animal con-
duct. Loeb, J. (F '19, F '20)

Forced to fight. Erichsen, E. (Jl '17)

Ford, Henry, 1S63-
Lane, R. W. Henry Ford's own story. (My

'17)

Ford, William Elphlnstone, d. 1913?
Beresford, J: D., and Richmond, K. W. E.
Ford. (Ap '18)

Ford, The. Austin, M. (My '17)

Ford standard electrical equipment. American
bureau of engineering. (N '19)

Fore! Van Loan, C: E. (Ag '18)

Foreign exchange
Escher, F. Foreign exchange explained. (Je

'18>

Shugrue, M. J. Problems in foreign ex-
change. (F '21)

Whitaker, A. C. Foreign exchange. (Mr
'20)

York, T: A. Foreign exchange. (Ja '21)

Foreign financial control In China. Overlach,
T. W: (Ap -19)

Foreign magic. Cochran, J. C. (S '19)

Foreign policy of Woodrow Wilson, 1913-1917.
Robinson, E. E., and West, V: J. (Ag '18)

Foreign relations of China. Bau, M. .1. (Ja
'22)

Foreign rights and Interests in China. Wlll-
oughby, W. W. (D '20)

Foreign trade of the United States. Ford. L.
C. and Ford, T: F. (Ja '21)

Foreininner. Gibran, K. (D '20)

Forekt products
Brown, N. C. Forest products. (Mr '20)

Forests and forestry
Boerker, R: H. D. Our national forests. (D

'18)

Henry, A. Forests, woods and trees in re-
lation to hygiene. (Ja '21)

Ise, J: United States forest policy. (N '20)

Muir, J: Steep trails. (D '18)

Record, S: J. Identification of the economic
woods of the United States. (F '20)

Taylor, J. L. B. Handbook for rangers and
woodsmen. (Je '17)

Woolsey, T. S. Studies in French forestry,
(Mr '21)

Foreign relations of China. Bau, M. J. (Ja
'22)

Foreshadowed. Young, F. E. M. (D '21)

Forests, woods and trees in relation to hy-
giene. Henry, A. (Ja '21)

Forgery of works of art
Nobilli, R. Gentle art of faking. (F '22)

Forging
Harcourt, R. H: Elementary forge prac-

tice. (Ja '21)

Forging of the pikes. Wilson, M. (My '20)

Forgotten faces. Peck, G: C. (D '19)

Forgotten man. Sumner, W: G. (Je '19)

Forgotten shrines. Farrar, J: C. (Jl '20)

Form and content in the Christian tradition.
Sanday, W:, and Williams, N. P. (My '17)

Form and functions of American government.
Reed, T: H. (Ap '17)

Formation of Tennyson's style. Pyre, J. F. A.
(N '21)

Formative types in English poetry. Palmer.
G: H. (Ja '19)

Former Philippines thru foreign eyes. Craig, A.,
ed. (Je '17)

Forsyth, Mrs Christina (Molr), b. 1844
Livingstone, W: P. Christina Forsyth of
Fingoland. (S '19)

Fortieth door. Bradley. M. (Ap '20)

Fortnightly history of the war. Murray, A. M.
(Ja '18)

Fortnight in Naples. Maurel, A. (F '22)
Fortune. Goldring, D. (Ja '20)
Fortune. Terhune, A. P. (N '18)
Fortunes of Richard Mahony. Richardson.

H: H. (O '17)
Fortunes of war. Barbour, R. H:, and Holt,

H. P. (F '20)
Forty days in 1914. Maurice, F: B. (My '19)
Forty-niners. White, S. E: (S '19)
Forty-odd years in the literary shop. Ford. J.

L. (N '21)

Forty years beagling in the United States.
Lentilhon, E. (F '22)

Forty years' friendship. Holland, H: S. (N
'19)

Forward from Babylon. Goldlng, L: (D '21)
Forward, march! Morgan, A. (Ap '19)

Foster, Stephen Collins, 1826-1864
Milligan. H. V. Stephen Collins Foster. (D

'20)

Foster on auction. Foster, R. F: (O '18)

Fothergill, Jonn, 1712-1780
Fox. R: H. Dr John Fothergill and his

friends. (F '20)

Foundation of true morality. Slater, T: (Jl
•20)

Foundations and nature of verse. Jacob, C.
F. (Ja '19)

Foundations of classic architecture. Warren.
H. L. (F '20)

Foundations of Einstein's theory of gravitation,
Freundlich, E. (F '21)

Foundations of feminism. Barnett, A. (Mr
•21)

Foundations of Indian economics. Mukerjee, R.
and others. (F '18)

Foundations of Mormonism. LaRue, W: E.
(D '19)

Foundations of national prosperity. Ely, R: T..
(N '17)

Foundations of personality. Myerson, A. (Ja
•22)

Foundations of social science. Williams, J.

M. (F '21)

Foundations of sovereignty. Laskl. H. J. (O
'21)

Foundations of spiritualism. Smith, W. W.
(Je '21)

Founders. Bolton, C: K. (N '19)

Founding Of a nation. Gregg, F. M. (O ^20)

Founding of New England. Adams, J. T. (Jl
•21)

Foundries
Accounting

Belt, R. E. Foundry cost accounting. (F
•20)

Foundry cost accounting. Belt, R. E. (F '20)

Foundry practice
Shaw, B., and Edgar, J. Foundrywork. (Jl

'21)

Foundrywork. Shaw, B., and Edgar, J. (Jl
'21)

Four Americans. Beers, H: A. (D '19)

Four blind mice. Lowis, C. C. (D '20)

Four corners. Raymond, C. S: (Jl '21)

Four corners of the world. Mason, A. E: W.
(N '17)

Four days. Hemenway. H. (S "17)

Four essays. Potter, M. A. (Ap '18)

Four grirls of forty years ago. Rhoades, C. H.
(N '20)

Four horsemen of the Apocalypse. Blasco
Ibafiez, V. (O '18)

Four just men. Wallace, E. (N '20)

Four lectures on the handling of historical ma-
terial. Williams. L. F: R. (N '17)

Four modern religious movements. Forster,
A. H. (F '20)

Four mystery plays. Steiner, R. (My '20)

Four plays for dancers. Yeats, W: B. (F '22)

Four roads. Kaye-Smith, S. (N '19)

Four years In the underbrush. (D '21)

Four years in the white north. MacMillan,
D. B. (F '19)

Fourteenth of July and Danton. Rolland, R.
(Ja '19)

Fourth dimension
Smith, W. W. Theory of the mechanism of

survival. (Jl '21)

Williams, C. L. Creative involution. (Ap
•17)

Fourth dimension. Vachell, H. A. (Ap ^21)
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Fourth Gospel in research and debate. Bacon,
B: W. (Jl -19)

Fox, George, 1624-1691
Jones, R. M. Story of George Fox. (My '20)

Fox hunting
Willoughby de Broke, R: G. V. Sport of our
ancestors. (Ja '22)

Foxes
Lippincott, J. W. Red Ben, the fox of Oak
Ridge. (F '20)

Foxhunting on the Lakeland fells. Clapham,
R: (Ja '21)

Fragment on the human mind. MerE, J: T.
(Ag '20)

Fragments of truth. Ingalese, R: and I. (Je
•21)

Fragrant note book. Coan, C. A. (O '17)

France, Anatoie, pseud. (Jacques-Anatole
Thibault), 1844-

Shanks. L: P. Anatoie France. (Ag '19)

France
Dawson, A. J: For France. (Ag '17)
Dell, R. E: My second country. (Je "20)
For France. (D '17)
Saillens, E. Facts about France. (Je '19)
Stephens, W. France I know. (D '19)

Army
Vigny, A. V: de. Military servitude and
grandeur. (Jl '19)

Foreign legion

Kelly, R. A. Kelly of the Foreign legion. (O
'17)

Biography
Sarolea, C: French renascence. (Je '17)
Tappan. E. M. Hero stories of France. (Je

'20)

Civilization

Gugrard, A. L. French civilization. (Mr '21)

Commercial policy
Girault, A. Colonial tariff policy of France.

(Jl '17)

Court and courtiers
Campan, J. L. H. G. Memoirs of the private

life of Marie Antoinette. (My '18)

Description and travel
Davis, W: M. Handbook of northern France.
(O '18)

Dodd. A. B. Up the Seine to the battlefields.
(Je '20)

Edwards, G: W. Vanished halls and cathe-
drals of France. (Ja '18)

Fedden, K. W. Basque country. (Ag '21)
Fryer, E. M. Hill-towns of France. (Ja '18)
Garey, E. B. American guide book to France
and its battlefields. (Ag '20)

Gibbons, H. A. Riviera towns. (Ja '21)
Hallays, A. Spell ot the heart ol France.
(Ap -21)

Laughlin, C. E. Martyred towns of France.
(F '20)

Marshall, A. Spring walk in I*rovence. (N
'20, Ag '21)

Michelin illustrated guides to the battle-
fields. (.11 '21)

Paine, A. B. Car that went abroad. (Ag '21)

Economic conditions
Clapham, J: H. Economic development of
France and Germany. (O '21)

Foreign relations
Bracq, J. C. Provocation of France. (Ap

'17)

Stuart. G. H: French foreign policy. (Mr
•21)

Historic houses
Cook, Sir T. A. Twenty-five great houses of
France. (Ap '17)

History
Bonner, J: Story history of France. (O

19)
Bourgeois, E. History of modern France,

1815-1913. (N '19)
Davis, W: S. History of France. (Ja '20)
Duclaux, M. Short history of France. (Ag

'18)

Duruy, V: History of France. (D '20)
Hassall, A. France. (F '19)
Hudson, W: H: France. (Ap '18)
Price, E. C. Stories from French history.

(Ja '22)

"Van Vorst, B. Popular history of France.
(Ap '19)

House of Valois, 1328-1589
Tilley, A. A. Dawn of the French renais-
sance. (F '19)

Bourhons, 1589-1789
Boulenger, J. Seventeenth century. (Ag

'20)

Williams. H. N. Gallant of Lorraine. (O '21)

Revolution, 1789-1799
Carrier, J. B. Correspondence of Jean-Bap-

tiste Carrier. (My '21)
Gooch, G: P. Germany and the French
revolution. (F '21)

Hazen, C: D. French revolution and Napo-
leon. (My '17)

Herbert, S. Fall of feudalism in France. (N
'21)

Madelin, L: Danton. (F '22)
Pope-Hennessy, U. Madame Roland. (D '18)

Webster, N. H. French revolution. (Je '20)

Consulate and empire, 1799-1815

Moreau de Jonn&s, A. Adventures in wars of
the republic and consulate. (Ag '21)

Restoration, 1811,-181,8

Rochechouart, L: V: L. Memoirs of the Count
de Rochechouart. (F '21)

ind empire, 18St-1870
Fleury, M. Memoirs of the Empress Eu-

genie. (S '20)

3rd republic, 1870-

Deschanel, P. E. L: Gambetta. (N '20)

Intellectual life

WIgmore, J: H:. ed. Science and learning In
France. (O '17)

Navy
Larrouy, M. Vagabonds of the sea. (Jl '19)

Politics and government
Buell. R. L. Contemporary French politics.

(Ja '21)

Laski, H. J. Authority in the modern state.
(Je '19)

Salt, E. M. Government and politics of
France. (Ap '21)

Social life and customs
Lockitt. C: H: Relations of French and Eng-

lish society, 1763-1793. (My '21)

Wharton, E. N. French ways and their
meaning. (O '19)

Franco and ourselves. Gibbons, H. A. (My
•20)

France bears the burden. Fortescue, G. R. (F
'18)

I<'rance, England and democracy, 1215-1915.
Cestre, C: (Ap '18)

France facing Germany. Clemenceau, G. E. B:
(Ap '19)

Francis Joseph I, emperor of Austria, 1830-1916
Ress6guier, R. M. H. B., graf. Francis Joseph
and his court. (Ja '18)

Francis, M. E., pseud. See Blundell. M. E.

Franklin, Benjamin, 1706-1790
Bruce, W: C. Benjamin Franklin, self-re-

vealed. (Ja '18)

Oswald, J: C. Benjamin Franklin, printer.
(Mr '17)

Frauds
Houdini, H. Miracle mongers and their
methods. (Ap '21)

Freaks of Mayfair. Benson, E: F: (N '17)

F'red Mitchell's war story. Mitchell, F. (F '19)

Frederick II, the Great, king of Prussia, 1712-
1786

Catt, H. A. de. Frederick the Great. (My
'17)

Young, N. Life of Frederick the Great. (O
'19)
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Fredericks, Arnold, pseud. See Kummer, F: A.
(Ag 21)

Free. Dreiser, T. (Ja '19)

Free air. Lewis, S. (N '19)

Free city. White. B. (Ja '20)

Free soil. Lynn, M. (Ja '21)

Free speech
Chafee, Z., jr. Freedom of speech. (Ja '21,

Ag '21)

Free speech for radicals. Schroeder, T. A.
(Jl '17)

Free trade and protection
Grunzel, J. Economic protectionism. (Jl '17)

Sumner, W: G. Forgotten man. (Je '19)

Taussig, F. W: Free trade, the tariff and
reciprocity. (Je '20)

Freedom. Cannan, G. (Ap '19)

Freedom ot speech. Chafee, Z., jr. (Ja '21,

Ag '21)

Freedom of the press
Llppmann, W. Liberty and the news. (Ap

•20)

Schroeder, T. A. Free speech for radicals.
(Jl '17)

Sinclair, U. B. Brass check. (Ap '20)

Freedom of the seas
Brown, L. F. Freedom of the seas. (Jl '19)

Davison, C: S. Freedom of the seas. (F
'20)

Freedom of the seas. Grotius, H. (D '17)

Freethinkers of the nineteenth century.
Courtney, J. E. (S '20)

French blood in America. Fosdick, L. J: (Ag
•19)

French -Canadians
Moore, W: H: Clash: a study in nationalities.

(Je '19)

French civilization. Gu6rard, A. L. (Mr '21)

French criticism of American literature before
1850. Mantz, H. E. (S '17)

French educational Ideals of today. Buisson,
F. E., and Farrington, F: E., eds. (O
•19)

French essays and profiles. Henry, S. (O '21)

French fairy tales. Cary, M., tr. (D '19)

French fiction
Gu§rard, A. L. Five masters of French ro-
mance. (Ap '17)

Saintsbury, G: E: B. History of the French
novel. (My '18, O '19)

French fireside poetry. Edwards, M. B.
Betham-, tr. (My '21)

French foreign policy. Stuart, G. H: (Mr '21)

French furniture under Louis XV. FSlice, R.
de. (My '21)

French furniture under Louis XVI and the em-
pire. Felice, R. de. (Je '21)

French in the United States
Fosdick, L. J: French blood in America. (Ag

•19)

Severance, F. H. Old frontier of France. (Jl
•17)

French language
Coleman, A., and La Mesl6e, A. M. Le soldat

amfericain en France. (N '17)

Cross, H. Soldiers' spoken French. (Ag '17)

Giese, W: F:, and Cerf, B. Simplest spoken
French. (Mr '18)

Lceman, J. French in a nutshell. (N '18)
Plumon, E. Vade-mecum for the use of of-

ficers and interpreters in the present cam-
paign. (N '17)

Vizetelly, F. H., ed. Soldier's service diction-
ary of English and French terms. (My '18)

Wilkins, E. H., and others. First lessons
in spoken French for men in military ser-
vice. (Ag '17)

Willcox, C. De W. War French. (N '17)
French literary studies. Rudmose-Brown,

T: B. (Je '18)

French literature
Duclaux, M. Twentieth century French

writers. (S '20)
Henry, S. French essays and profiles. (O '21)
Hudson. W: H: Short history of French

literature. (F '20)
Rudmose-Brown, T: B. French literary stud-

ies. (Je '18)

Sarolea, C: French renascence. (Je '17)
Symons, A. Symbolist movement in litera-

ture. (My '19)

Turquet-Milnes, G. Some modern French
writers. (O '21)

Wood, M. M. Spirit of protest in old French
literature. (S '18)

French literature of the great war. Schinz, A.
(Jl '20)

French music of to-day. Jean-Aubry, G. (Je
'20)

French poetry
Lewisohn, L. Poets of modern France. (S

'18)

Pound, E. L. Instigations of Ezra Pound.
(S '20;

Collections

Boni, A., ed. Modern book of French verse.
(Ag '20)

Edwards, M. B. Betham-, tr. French fireside
poetiT. (My '21)

Thorley, W. 0:, tr. and ed. Fleurs-de-Iys.
(Je '20)

French renascence. Sarolea, C: (Je ^17)

French revolution. Webster, N. H. (Je ^20)

French revolution and Napoleon. Hazen, C: D.
(My -17)

French twins. Perkins, L. (F '19)

French ways and their meaning. Wharton,
E. N. (O '19)

French windows. Ayscough, J:, pseud. (O '17)

Frenchwoman's impressions of America.
Bryas, M. de and J. de. (Jl '20)

Frenzied fiction. Leacock, S. B. (F '18)

Freud, Sigmund, 1856-
Hitschmann, E. Freud^s theories of the neu-

roses. (N '17)

Friend of the family. Dostoevski!, F. M. (My
21)

Friendly arctic. Stefansson, V. (Ja '22)

Friendly rhymes. Foley, J. W: (My '12)

Friends. Aumonier, S. iO '17)

Friends, Society of
Braithwaite, W: C: Second period of
Quakerism. (F '20)

Graham, J: W: Faith of a Quaker. (D '20)

Jones, R. Service of love in war time. (N
•20)

Friends in feathers. Porter, G. (Jl ^17)

From a flat house-top. Hardin, C. (Je ^21)

From a modern university. Smithells, A. (O
•21)

From a southern porch. Scarborough, D. (Ja
•20j

From all the fronts. Mackenzie, D. A. (O '18)

From Appomattox to Germany. Fitzhugh, P. K.
(Jl '19)

From Bapaume to Passchendaele. Gibbs, P. H.
(S '18)

From baseball to Boches. Witwer, H. C: (D
•18)

From Berlin to Bagdad. Schreiner, G: A
(N •IS)

From Czar to Bolshevik. Stebbing, E: P.
(Mr '19)

From Dartmouth to the Dardanelles. (My '17)

From death to life. Apukhtin, A. N. (Ja '18)

From father to son. Watts, M. S. (S '19)

From friend to friend. Ritchie, A. I. (Je '20)

From Holbein to Whistler. Brooks, A. M. (Ja
•21)

From isolation to leadership. Latang, J: L:
(Ja '19)

From job to job around the world. Fletcher.
A. C: B. (N '17)

From liberty to Brest-Litovsk. Williams, A. T.

(Je '20)

From Marx to Lenin. Hillquit, M. (O 21)

From midshipman to rear-admiral. Fiske,
B. A. (D •ig) ^.^ ^ V, ^From Montreal to Vimy Ridge and beyond.
Wells, G. A. (Ja •IS;

From mud to mufti. Bairnsfather, B. (F '20)

From Newton to Einstein. Harrow, B: (Jl

•20)

From now on. Packard, F. L. (Mr '20)

From out the vasty deep. Lowndes, M. A.

From Pericles to Philip. Glover, T. R. (Je '18)

From Persian uplands. Hale, F: (D '20)

From place to place. Cobb, I. S. (Mr '20)

From "Poilu'^ to "Yank.'^ Stevenson, W: T.

(F ^19)

From private to fleld-marshal. Robertson, W:
R. (D '21)
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From Serbia to Jugoslavia. Gordon-Smith, Q.
(Je '20)

From Shakespeare to O. Henry. Mais, S. P. B.
(My '18)

From sunup to sundown. Harris, C. M., and
Leech, F. H. (My '19)

From the flre step. Eng title of "Over the top."
Empey, A. <3.

From the front. Andrews, C. E:, ed. (O '18)

From the g:ulf to Ararat. Hubbard. G. E. (F
'18)

From the life. O'Higgins, H. J. (N '19)

From the unconscious to the conscious. Geley,
G. (My '21)

From the watch tower. Klein, S. T. (F '19)

From Upton to the Meuse with the Three
hundred and seventh infantrv. Ralnsford,
W. K. (Mr '20)

From war to peace. Quick, H. (Je '19)

Front lines, (iable, B., pseud. (Je '18)

Frontier and pioneer life

Bell, J. C., Jr. Opening a highway to the Pa-
cific, 1838-1846. (N '21)

Carmichael, M. H., comp. Pioneer days. (D
'17)

Deane, R: B. Mounted police life in Canada.
(Jl '17)

Farls, J: T. On the trail of the pioneers. (Je
'20)

Garland, H. Son of the middle border. (O
•17)

Hayes, E. Wild turkeys and tallow candles.
(D '20)

Frontier in American history. Turner, F: J.

(D -20)

Frontier language and nationality in Europe.
Dominian, L. (Jl '17)

Frontier of control. Goodrich, C. L. (Ja '21,

Ag '21)

Frontier state, 1818-1848. Pease. T. C. (O '19)

Frontiers
Holdich, Sir T: H. Political frontiers and
boundary making. (Ap '17)

Frontiers. Fawcett, C: B. (F '19)

Frontiers of freedom. Baker, N. D. (Je '18)

Frozen barrier. Browne, B. (N '21)

Fruit
Popenoe, W. Manual of tropical and sub-

tropical fruits. (Ja '21)

Diseases and pests

Hesler, L. R.. and Whetzel, H. H. Manual
of fruit diseases. (O '17)

Fruit culture
Davis. K. C. Horticulture. (F '20)

Fruit of the desert. Barry, R: H. (S '20)

Fruits of the spirit. Mable, H. W. (My '17)

Fruits of victory. Angell, N., pseud. (S '21)

l^ry, Mrs Elizabeth (Gurney), 1780-1845
Richards, L. E. Elizabeth Fry—the angel of

the prisons. (Je '17)

F\iel, water and gas analysis for steam users.
Kershaw, J: B. C. (D '20)

Fuels
Kershaw, J: B. C. Fuel, water, and gas

analysis for steam users. (D '20)

Poole, H. Calorific power of fuels. (D '18)

Fugitive. Tagore, R. (N '21)

Fugitive es.says. Royce, J. (Ap '21)

Full measure of devotion. Gatlin, D. (Mr '18)

Full speed ahead. Beston. H: B. (My '19)

Full up and fed up. Williams, W. (D '21)

Function of the poet. Lowell, J. R. (Jl '20)
Functions of money. Spalding, W: F: (S *21)

Fundamental principles of learning and study.
Kdwards. A. S. (F '21)

Fundamental principles of taxation in the light
of modern developments. Stamp, J. C: (Ag
•21)

Fundamental principles of water power engi-
neering. Ferp:u.«son. F- F. (Ap "21)

Fundamental questions. King, H: C. (Ap '17)

Fundamentals of accounting. Cole, W: M., and
Geddes, A. E. (O '21)

Fundamentals of botany. CSager, C: S. (Je '17)

Fundamentals of naval service. Stirling, Y. (Je
'17)

Fundamentals of prosperity. Babson, R. W.
(F '21)

Funeral management and costs. Dowd, Q. L.
(Je '21)

Fungoid and insect pests of the farm. Peth-
erbridge, F. R. (Jl '17)

Fur bringers. Footner, H. (D '20)

Fur trade
Haworth, P. L. Trailmakers of the North-

west. (N '21)
Laut, A. C. Fur trade of America. (My '21)

Fur trade of America. Laut, A. C. (My '21)

Furniture
Binstead, H. E. Furniture. (Ap '19)

Bowers, R. S., and others. Furniture making.
(Ap '17)

Dyer, W. A. Creators of decorative styles.
(D '17)

Dyer, W. A. Handbook of furniture styles.
(D '18)

F61ice, R. de. French furniture under Louis
XV. (My '21)

Felice, R. de. French furniture under Louis
XVI and the empire. (Je '21)

Morse, F. C. Furniture or the olden time. (F
'18)

Percival, M. Old English furniture and Its

surroundings. (Ja '21)

Warrack, J: Domestic life in Scotland. (O
'21)

Wells, P. A. Furniture for small houses.
(Mr '21)

Furniture, Colonial
Nutting, W. Furniture of the Pilgrim cen-

tury. (Ja '22)

Furniture for small houses. Wells, P. A. (Mr
'21)

Furniture of the Pilgrim century. Nutting, W.
(Ja '22)

Furniture upholstery for schools. Johnson,
E, A. (D '19)

Further adventures of Jimmie Dale. Packard,
F. L. (Je '19)

Further E. K. Means. Means, E. K. (Ap '21)

Further Indiscretions. Menzies, A. C. (O '18)

Further memories. Redesdale, A. B. F. (Ap
'18)

Further pages of my life. Carpenter, W: B.
(Jl '17)

Futabatel, pseud. See Hasegawa, T. (S '19)

"Future belongs to the people." Llebknecht,
K: P. A. F. (Ja '19)

Future citizen and his mother. Porter, C:
(D '19)

Future life _ ,,_^
Hill, J: A. Psychical Investigations. (O '17)

Hyslop, J. H. Life after death. (Mr '19)

Jbnes, J: D. If a man die. (F '19)

Moore, J. H., ed. World beyond. (O '20)

Nicoll, W: R. Reunion in eternity. (My
'19)

Our unseen guest. (Ap '20)

Sasia, J. C. Future life. (N '18)

Waddlngton, S: Some views respecting a
future life. (O '17)

Future life in the light of modern inquiry. Mc-
Comb, S: (Ja '20)

Future of aviation. Dargon, J. (D '20)

Future of Constantinople. Woolf, L. S. (D '17)

Future of (German industrial exports. Herzog,
o ^p» ' 1 0'J

Future of medicine. Mackenzie, J. (D '20)

Future of militarism. Roland, pseud. (Ag '17)

Future of the southern Slavs. Taylor, A. H. E.

(Ja '18)

Gabrielle de Bergerac. James. H: (F '19)

Gabrielle of the lagoon. Safroni-Middleton, A.

(N '19)

Gage, Frances Cousens, 1863-1917
Wilson, E. Road ahead. (F '19)

Gages
Hamilton, D. T: Gages, gaging and Inspec-

tion. (My '19) ^ „ « a /T^
Gaining the round above. Kimball G. S. (D

'18)

Gallant lady. Brebner, P. J. (Je '19)

Gallant of Lorraine. WiHiams. H. N. (O 21)

Gallant rogue. Kline. B. (Je '21)

Gallipoli diary. Hamilton, I. S. M. (N '20)

Galusha the magnificent. Lincoln, J. C. (Ag
•21)
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uciisworfhy, John, 1867-
Kaye-Smith, S. John Galsworthy. (My '17)

Galvez, Jos6 de, 1729-1786
Priestley. H. I. Jose de G&lvez. (Jl '17)

G^mbetta, Leon Michel, lg3S-1882
Deschanel. P. E. L: Gajnbetta. (N '20)

Gambler. Dostoevskii, F. M. (Ja '18)

Game protection
Hewitt, C: G. Conservation of the wild life

of Canada. (O "21)

Games
Clark, L. Physical training for the elemen-
tary schools. (Ap '18>

Draper, G: O., comp. School, church, and
home games. (O '21)

Geister, E. Ice breakers. (O '18)

Ripley, G: S. Games for boys. (Ja '21)

Wolcott, T. H., ed. Book of games and
parties. (D '20)

Wrightson, H. A. Games for children's de-
velopment. (S '18)

Games for boys. Ripley, G: S. (Ja '21)

Gamesters. Bailey, H: C. (Je '19)

Gang. Anthony, J. (Ja '22)

Gansfort, Johan Wessei, 14207-1489
Gansfort, J. W. Wessei Gansfort. (Mr '18)

Garden cities
Smythe, W: E. City homes on country lanes.

(Ja '22)

Garden guide. Dick, J: H., ed. (My '17)

Garden ot bright waters. Mathers, E: P., tr.

(Ap '21)
Garden of peace. Moore, P. F. (N '20)

Garden of survival. Blackwood, A. (D '18)

Garden ornaments and furniture
Fallon, J: T., ed. How to make concrete
garden furniture. (F '18)

Garden steps. Cobb, E. (Je '18)

Garden under glass. Rowles, W: F. (Ja '18)

Gardening
Bailey, L. H. Standard cyclopedia of horti-

culture. (O '17)

Bennett, I. D. Making of a flower garden.
(N '19)

Best, T: R. Back-yard gardening. (Mr '19)

Cobb, E. Garden steps. (Je '18)

Davis, K. C. Horticulture. (F '20)
Davis, K. C. School and home gardening.
(Ap '18)

Dick, J: H., ed. Garden guide. (My '17)

Dillistone, G: Planning and planting of little

gardens. (Ja '21)

Duncan, F. Home vegetables and small
fruits. (Mr '18)

Duncan, F. Joyous art of gardening. (My
'17)

Farrington, E: I. Backyard garden. (My '18)

Findlay, H. Practical gard«;ning. (My '18)
Foster, O. H. Gardening for little girls. (Mr

•18>

Free, M. War gardens. (JI '18)
FuHerton, E. L. Book of the home garden.
(My '19)

Harding, A. Book of the peony. (Je '17)
Hottes, A. C. Commercial plant propagation.

(.le '18)

Jekyll, G. Annuals and biennials. (O '17)
Kilpatrick, V. Child's food garden. (My

'18j

King, L. Little garden. (N '21)
McMahon, J: R. Success in the suburbs. (Jl

-17)

Morrison, E:, and Brues, C: T: How to make
the garden pay. (S '17)

Rockwell, F: F. Around the year in the gar-
den. (Ja '18)

Smythe. W: E. City homes on country lanes.
(Ja '22)

Taubenhaus, J. J. Culture and diseases of
the sweet pea. (N '17)

Taylor, A. D., and Cooper, G. D. Complete
garden. (My '21)

Teall, G. C. Little garden the year round.
(Ap '20)

Thomas, G: C. Pr.ictical book of outdoor
rose growing for the home garden. (S '17)

Sep also Ijandscape gardening; Vegetable
gardening

Gardens overseas. Walsh, T: (Mr '18)

Gardner, Augustus Peabody, 1865-1918
Gardner. A: P. Some letters. (My '20)

Gargoyles, and other poems. Jones, H. M. (Je
'19)

Garland, Hamlin, 1860-
Garland, H. Son of the middle border. (O

•17)

Garland, Zulime (Taft) (Mrs Hamlin Garland)
Garland, H. Daughter of the middle border.

(D '21)

Garlands and wayfarings. Bradley, W: A. (F
'18)

Garments for girls. Schmit, C. L. (F '20)

Garments of praise. Converse, F. (O '21)

Garnet story book. Skinner, A. M. and E. L.,
comps. and eds. (My '20j

Garo jungle book. Carey, W:, and others.
(Mr '20)

Garos
Carey, W:, and others. Garo jungle book.
(Mr '20)

Gary schools. Flexner, A., and Bachman, F. P.
(O '19)

Gas
Kershaw, J: B. C. Fuel, water and gas
analysis for steam users. (D '20)

Gas, Natural
Panyitv, L: S. Prospecting for oil and gas.

(F -21)

Gas and oil engines
Clark, C. H. Marine gas engines. (D '19)

Collins, A. F: Gas, gasoline and oil engines.
(Je "19)

Judge, A. W: High speed internal combus-
tion engines. (My '19)

Kushlan, M. Gas motor. (F '20)

Morgan, J: D: Principles of electric spark
ignition in internal combustion engines.
(D '20)

Pollock, W. Hot bulb oil engines and suit-
able vessels. (Ja '21)

Gas manufacture and works
Meade, A. Modern gasworks practice. (D

'17)

Russell, W. M. Operation of gas works. (Jl
•17)

Gas motor. Kushlan, M. (F '20)

Gases in warfare
Fries, A. A., and West, C. J. Chemical war-

fare. (Ja '22)

Gaslight sonatas. Hurst, F. (My '18)

Gasoline and kerosene carburetors. Pag6,
V: W. (Jl '19)

Gaston .Olaf. Oyen, H: (D '17)

Gate of fulfillment. Ridsdale, K. (Je '20)

Gate of ivory. Nyburg, S. L. (D '20)

Gate of remembrance. Bond, F: B. (O '18)

Gate of temptation. Eng title of Ivory disc.
Brebner, P. J. (Ag '20)

Gates of paradise. Markham, E. (Jl '20)
Gateway to China. Gamewell, M. N. (Ap '17)

Gathering of the forces. Whitman, W. (F
•21, Ag '21)

Gauguin, Paul, 1848-1903
Fletcher, J: G. Paul Gauguin. (N '21)

Gauguin, P. Noa Noa. (F '20)

Gay-Dombeys. Johnston, H. H. (Ag '19)

Gay life. Bell, J: K. (Ap '17)

Gems (?) of German thought. Archer, W:,
comp. (Ag '17)

Genealogy
George, H. B. Genealogical tables illustrative

of modern history. (Je '17)

Gen<^ial botanv for univer.=iities and colleges.
Densmore, H. D. (My '20)

General Foch. Johnston, R. M. (S '18)

General Foch at the Marne. Le Goffic, C:
(N '18)

General introduction to psychoanalysis. Freud,
S. (N '20)

General methods of teaching In elementary
schools. Parker, S: C. (O '19)

General physics. Franklin, W: S.. and Mac-
Nutt, B. (S '17)

General principle of relativity in its philo-
sophical and historical aspect. Carr, H.
W. (Jl '21)

General psychology. Hunter, W. S: (N '19)

General sketch of European literature in the
centuries of romance. Magnus, L. (F '20)

General staff and its problems. Ludendorff, E.
von. (F '21)
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General types of superior men. Schwarz, O. L.
(O '17)

General's letters to his son on obtaining his
commission. (Jl '18)

Genetics
Babcock, E. B., and Clausen, R. E. Genetics

in relation to agriculture. (S '18)

Genetics, Plant
Coulter, J: M. and M. C. Plant genetics. (O

•18)

Genetics and eugenics. Castle, W: E. (Jl '17)

Genseric, king of the Vandals, 400(?)-477
Bigelow, P. Genseric, king of the Vandals
and first Prussian kaiser. (O '18)

Gentle art of columning. Edson, C: L. (My '21)

Gentle art of faking. Nobilli, R. (F '22)

Gentle cynic. Jastrow, M., jr. (Je '19)

Gentleman ranker, and other plays. Gordon,
L. (Je '19)

Gentlemen at arms. Morgan, J: H. (O '18)

Geographical dictionary of Milton. Gilbert,
A. H. (N '19)

Geography
History

Stevenson, E: L. Terrestrial and celestial
globes. (P '22)

Study and teaching

Smith, E: E. Teaching geography by prob-
lems. (O '21)

Geography, Commercial
Brown, R. N. R. Principles of economic
geography. (Mr '21)

Colby, C: C., comp. Source book for the eco-
nomic geography of North America. (Ja
'22)

Eldridge, F: R., jr. Trading with Asia. (Ja
'22)

Geography of Illinois. Ridgley, D. C. (Jl

'21)

Geography, Political
Bowman. I. New world. (N '21)

Geology
Eraser, C. C. Secrets of the earth. (Ja '22)

Hawksworth, H. Strange adventures of a
pebble. (N '21)

Hobbs, W: H. Earth evolution and the fa-
cial expression. (F '22)

National research council. Military geology
and topography. (F '19)

Geology, Economic
Emmons, W: H. Principles of economic geol-

ogy. (O '18)

Greology of the mid continent oilfields. Bos-
worth, T: O. (O '20)

George Tyrrell's letters. Tyrrell, G: (D '20)

George Washington, the Christian. Johnson,
W: K. (N '19)

Georgia
Herring, J: L: Saturday night sketches.
(Ag '18)

Georgian poetry, 1916-1917. (My '18)

Georgian poetry. 1918-1919. (My '20)

Gerhardt, Paul, 1607-1676
Hewitt, T. B. Paul Gerhardt as a hymn
writer and his influence on English
hymnody. (Ja '19)

German air force in the great war. Neumann,
G. P., comp. (O '21)

German atrocities. Hillis, N. D. (Ap '18)

(jrerman chancellor and the outbreak of war.
Headlam. J. W. (N '17)

German conspiracy in American education.
Ohlinger, G. (Je '19)

German days. (O '20)
German deserter's war experience. (Je '17)

German empire. Dawson, W: H. (S '19)
German-English dictionary for chemists. Pat-

terson, A. M. (Jl '17)

German fury in Belgium. Mokveld, L. (Jl '17)

German general staff and its decisions. Falk-
enhayn E. G. A. S. von. (Ap '20)

German idealism and Prussian militarism. Su-
per, C: W: (My '18)

German imperialism and international law.
Dampierre, I... M. M. J. de, marquis. (Ag
•17)

German leaders of yesterday and to-day.
Dombrow.ski, E. (S '20)

German literature
Goocii. G: P. Germany and the French revo-

lution. (F '21>
German myth. Myers, G. (Je '19)
German pirate. Ajax, pseud. (N '18)
German plans for the next war. Gardiner, J:

de B. W. (S '18)

German propaganda
Ohlinger, G. German conspiracy in Ameri-
can education. (Je '19)

German school as a war nursery. Friedel, V. H.
(Jl '19)

German secret service in America. Jones, J:
P., and Hollister, P. M. (D '18)

German social democracy during the war.
Bevan, E. R. (D '19)

German spies at bay. Felstead. S. T. (D '20)

German spy in America. Eng title of America
entangled. Jones, J: P. (N '17)

German submarine warfare. Frost, W. (F '19)

German terror in Belgium. Toynbee, A. J. (Jl
'17)

German terror in France. Toynbee, A. J. (Ap
18)

Germanism and the American crusade. Herron,
G: D. (O '18)

Germanism from within. McLaren, A. D. (My
'17)

Germans In Mexico
Ackerman, C. W: Mexico's dilemma. (Je

•18)

Germans in the United States
Cronau, R. German achievements in Amer-

ica. (My '17)

Hagedorn, H. Where do you stand? (Je '18)

Jones, J: P. America entangled. (N '17)

Jones, J: P., and Hollister, P. M. German
secret service in America. (D '18)

Kahn, O: H. Right above, race. (S '18)

Williams, H. P. Social study of the Russian
German. (Jl '17)

Germany
Barker, J. E. Modern Germany. (Ja '20)
Benson, E: F: Crescent and iron cross. (Je

'18)

Berger, M. Germany after the armistice. (Jl
'20)

Brown, C. Germany as it is today. (Jl '18)

German days. (O '20)

Leutrum von Ertingen, O. Court and dip-
lomacy in Austria and Germany. (Ja '19)

Ludendorff, E. von. General staff and its
problems. (F '21)

McAuley, M. E. Germany in war time. (Mr
'18)

Moi-rison, M. A. Sidelights on Germany. (Je
'18)

Raymond. A. Intimate Prussia. (Ap '18)

Young, G: New Germany. (Je '20)

Biography
Dombrowski. E. German loaders of yester-
day and today. (S '20)

Aeronautics, Military

Neumann, G. P.. comp. German air force in
the great war. (O ^21)

Army
Fi-eytag-Loringhoven, H. F. P. J. Deductions
from the world war. (Ap '18)

Church history

Macmillan, K. D. Protestantism In Germany.
(S '18)

Civilization

Bang, J. P: Hurrah and hallelujah. (My '17)

Hutcheon, R. J. Causes of Germany's moral
downfall. (F '20)

McLaren, A. D. Germanism from within.
(My '17)

Super, C: W: German idealism and Prus-
sian militarism. (My '18)

Colonies

Fletcher, C: B. Stevenson's Germany. (S
20)

Commerce
Gourvitch, P. P. How Germany does business.

(Ja '18)

Hauser, H. Germany's commercial grip on
the world. (N '18)
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Germany —Cotitinued

Commercial policy

Frost, S. Germany's new war against Amer-
ica. (F '20)

Herzog, S. Future of German industrial ex-
ports. (F '19)

Courts and courtiers

Keen, E. Seven years at tlie Prussian court.
(Mr '17)

Description and travel

Franck, H. A. Vagabonding tlirough chiang-
ing Germany. (Ag '20)

Howells, W: D. Hitlier and thither in Ger-
many. (Mr '20)

Economic conditions

Brinckmeyer, H. Hugo Stinnes. (F '22)

Clapham, J. H. Economic development of
France and Germany. (O '21)

Dibblee, G; B. Germany's economic po.sition
and England's commercial and industrial
policy after the war. (My '17)

Hauser, H. Germany's commercial grip on
the world. (Je '17)

Foreign relations

Adam, J. Schemes of the Kaiser. (D '18)

Bracq, J. C. Provocation of France. (Ap '17)

Biilow, B. H. M. K:, furst von. Impeiial
Germany. (Ag '17)

GoriCar, J., and Stowe, L. B. Inside story
of Austro-German intrigue. (Ap '20)

Haldane, R: B. H. Before the war. (Ap '20)

Lewin, P. E. German road to the East.
(S '17)

Prothero, G: W. German policy before the
war. (Ag '17)

Smith, M. Militarism and statecraft. (Je '18)
Waldstein, C: What Germany is fighting for.

(Je '18)

Russia
Bernstein, H., comp. and ed. Willy-Nicky
correspondence. (Ap 'IS)

Levine, I: D. Letters from the Kaiser to the
Czar. (O '20)

United States

Rogers, L, America's case against Germany.
(O '17)

Scott, J. B. Survey of international relations
between the United States and Germany.
(Ap '18)

Wilson, W. Why we are at war. (Je '17)

History
Bigelow, P. Prussianism and pacifism. (S

•19)

Radziwill, C., princess. Germany under three
emperors. (Ja '18)

Treitschke, H. G. von. History of Germany in
the nineteenth century. (Jl '17, F '19, F
20)

Ward, A. W: Germany, 1815-1890. (Ap '17,

Ja '19, F '20)

History, Military
Whitton, F: E. Moltke. (N '21)

Occupation by the Allies, 1918

Markham, V. R. Watching on the Rhine. (Ag
'21)

Politics and government
Ackerman, C. W. Germany, the next repub-

lic? (Ag '17)
Bevan, E. R. German social democracy

during the war. (D '19)
Bouton, S. M. And the Kaiser abdicates.
(Mr '21)

Bulow, B. H. M. K:, furst von. Imperial
Germany. {Ag '17)

Crawford, A. W. Germany's moral down-
fall. (.Ta '20)

Dawson, W: H. CJerman empire. (S '19)
Fernau, H. Coming democracy. (O '17)
Liebknecht, K: P. A. F. Militarism. (D '17)
Pollak, G. House of Hohenzollern and the
H-apsburg monarchy. (S '17j

Robertson, C: G. Bismarck. (Ap '19)
Wetterlfe, E. Behind the scenes in the Reichs-

tag. (O '18)

Willoughby, W. W. Prussian political phi-
losophy. (My '19)

Social conditions
Myers, G. German myth. (Je '19)

Kathenau, W. New society. (Je '21)

Social life and customs
Henry, M. Beyond the Rhine. (Je '18)

Markham, V. R. Watching on the Rhine. (Ag
•21)

Gerniaiiy and the French revolution. Gooch, G:
l^ (F "Zl)

Germany at bay. MacFall, H. (My '18)

Germany in the war and after. Kellogg, V. L.
(F '20)

Germany, the next republic? Ackerman, C. W.
(Ag '17)

Germany's annexationist aims. Grumbach, S.
(F '18)

Germany's commercial grip on the world. Hau-
ser, H. (Je '17)

Germany's economic position and England's
commercial and industrial policy after the
war. Dibblee, G: B. (My '17)

Germany's moral downfall. Crawford, A. W.
(Ja '20)

Germany's new war against America. Frost,
S. (F '20)

Gcsle of Duke Jocelyn. Farnol, J. (N '20)

Gesture
NandikeSvara. Mirror of gesture. (O '17)

Getting togetlier. Beith. J: H. (Mr '17)

Getting together with Latin America. Verrill,
A. H. (F '19)

Getting what we want. EMson, D: O. (Je '21)

Ghetto. Ridge, L. (F '19)

Ghitza. Bercovici, K. (D '21)

Ghost garden. Troubetzkoy, A. (O '18)

Ghost girl. Stacpoole, H: De V. S. (N '18)

(ilioit m the White House. Lee, G. S. (S
'20)

Ghosts. Crabb, A., pseud. (My '21)

Ghosts I have seen. TweedaJe, V. (Ap '20)

Gibbeted gods. Barrett. L. (N '21)

Gibson upright. Tarkington, B., and Wilson,
H. L. (D '19)

Giddv Mrs Goodyer. Tremlett. Mrs H. (Jl '17)

Gift." Montague, M. P. (Je '19)

Gift of Paul Clermont. Dawson, W. (N '21)

Gifts we bring. Lamkin, N. B. (F '20)

Gilchrist, Anne (Burrows) (Mrs Alexander Gil-
christ), 1828-1885

Gilchrist, A. Letters of Anne Gilchrist and
Walt Whitman. (D '18)

Gild socialism
Cole, G: D. H. Guild socialism. (Ap '21)

Hobson, S. G. National guilds and the
state. (S '20)

Reckitt, M. B., and Eechhofer, C. E. Mean-
ing of national guilds. (Ap '19)

Russell, B. A. W. Proposed roads to free-
dom. (Ap '19)

Gilded man. Smyth, C. (N '18)

Gilds
Husslein, J. C. Democratic industry. (Ja

'20)

Penty, A. J. Old worlds for new. (Ja '19)

Ginger, pseud. See Irwin, W. A.

Gipsies
Fiction

Bercovici, K. Ghitza. (D '21)

Girard, Stephen, 1750-1831
McMaster, J: B. Life and times of Stephen

Girard. (S "18)

Girl. Keith. K. (Mr '17)

Girl, a horse and a dog. Lynde, F. (S '20)

Girl alone. Evans, H. (Jl '18)

Girl and the job. Hoerle, H. C, and Saltz-
berg, F. B. (D '19)

Girl from Four Coiners. Porter, R. N- (My

Gill Irom Keller's. Bindloss. H. (Mr '18)

Girl heroines in fiction. McFee, I. N. (N '20)

Girl in fancy dress. Buckrose, J. E., pseud.
(Mr '21) „„^

Girl In his house. MacGrath, H. (Ag 18)

Girl in the mirror. Jordan, E. (O '19)

Girl named Mary. Tompkins, J. W. (S '18)

Girl next door. Seaman, A. H. (D '17)

Girl on the hilltop. Gambler, K. (Ag '20)
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Girl who sat by the ashes. Colum, P. (F
•20)

Girlhood and character. Moxcey, M. E. (Jl '17)

Girls
Blanchard, P. M. Adolescent girl. (Ag '20)

Buck. W. American girl. (Mr '18)

Hoerle, H. C. and Saltzberg, F. B. Girl and
the job. (D '19)

Lowry. E. B. Preparing for womanhood.
(N '18)

Moxcey. M. E. Girlhood and character. (Jl
17)

Whetham, C. D. Upbringing of daughters.
(D '17)

Bibliography

Pierce, A. E., comp. Catalog of literature
for advisers of young women and girls.

(Mr '21)

Girls. Ferber. E. (D '21)

Girls at his billet. Onions. B. R. (My '17)

Girls' book of the Red cross. Hyde, M. K.
(D -19)

Girls' camps
Coale, A. W. Summer In the girls' camp. (O

'19)

Girls' clubs. Ferris. H. J. (O '18)

Girls'-nest. Perry. S. G. (O '18)

Girls of Highland hall. Rankin, C. (N '21)

Gitanjali, and Fruit-gathering. Tagore, R.
(Ja '19)

Give my love to Maria. Tuttle, F. G. (D '17)

Giving
Brandt, L. How much shall I give? (N

'21)

Glacier national park
Holtz, M. E.. and Bemis, K. I. Glacier na-

tional park. (J] '17)

Rinehart, M. Tenting to-night. (Jl '18)

Glaciers
Meany. E. S., ed. Mount Rainier. (Jl '17)

Glad of earth. Wood, C. (Je '17)

Gladstone, Catherine (Glynne) (Mrs William
Ewart Gladstone), 1812-1900

Drew, M. Mrs Gladstone. (Je '20)

Gladstone, William Ewart. 1809-1898
Phillipps. L. M., and Christian, B., comps.
Some Hawarden letters, 1878-1913. (Ja '19)

Glamour. Maxwell. W: B. (Ap '20)

Glamour of prospecting. Cornell, F. C. (F
21)

Glands, Ductless
Berman, L: Glands regulating personality.

(.Ta '22)

Glands regulating personality. Berman, L:
(Ja '22)

Glass collector. Percival. M. (My '20)

Glass of fashion. (O '21)

Glassware
Percival, M. Glass collector. (My '20)

WestropD. M. S. D. Irish glass. (Je '21)
Yoxall. Sir J. H: Collecting old glass. (Je '17)

Glen of the high north. Cody, H. A. (O '20)
Glenmoman. MacGill, P. (My '19)

Glenwood of Shipbay. "Walsh, J: H: (Ja '22)
Glimpses of Bengal. Tagore, R. (Jl '21)

Glimpses of South America. Sherwood, F. A.
(D '20)

Glimpses of the cosmos. Ward, L. F. (F '18.

F '19)

Glinka. Mikhail Ivanovich, 1804-1857
Montagu-Nathan. M. Glinka. (Mr '18)

Globes
Stevenson, E: L. Terrestrial and celestial

globes. (P '22)
Glorious exploits of the air. Middleton. E. C.

ae '18)

Glorious hope. Burr, J., pseud. (F '19. Ja '22)

Glory of going on. Pahlow, G. C. (D '19)

Glory of the coming. Cobb, I. S. (F '19)

Glory of the trenches. Dawson, C. CMy '18)

Glorv rides the range. Dorrance. E. A. and
J. F. (,T1 '20)

Gloss of youth. Fumess, H. H. (N '20)

Gloves
Ellis, B. E. Gloves and the glove trade. (Jl

'21)

Gloves and the glove trade. Ellis, B. E. (Jl
•21)

Glow-worm, and other beetles. Fabre, J. H. C.
(F '20)

Glue
Boulton, B. C. Manufacture and use of ply-
wood and glue. (Jl '21)

God
Archer, W: God and Mr Wells. (O '17)
Baldwin, C: S. God unknown. (O '20)
Brent, C: H: Mount of vision. (Jl '18)
Butler. S: God the known and God the un-
known. (Ap '18)

Hough, L. H. Productive beliefs. (D '19)
Lyman, E. W. Experience of God in modern

life. (N '18)

Lyman, E. W: God of the new age. (N '18)
McComb, S: God's meaning in life. (P '18)
Pringle-Pattison, A. S. Idea of God in the

light of recent philosophy. (N '17)
Reeman, E. H: Do we need a new idea of
God. (N '17)

Streeter, B. H., ed. Spirit. (Jl '20)
Swain, R: La R. What and where is God?

(Jl '21)

Webb, C. C: J. Divine personality and hu-
man life. (N '20)

Webb. C. C: J. God and personality. (My '20)
Wells, H. G: God. the invisible king. (Je '17)

God and myself. Scott, M. J. (My '18)

God and the soldier. Maclean, N., and Sclater,
J. R. P. (O '18)

God and the struggle for existence. Streeter,
B. H.. ed. (F '20)

God in the thicket. Lawrence, C. E. (Ja '21)

God of vengeance. Ash, S. (O '18)

God unknown. Baldwin, C: S. (O '20)
Gods. Desmond, S. (Ja '22)

Gods and devils. McCarthy, J: R. (Jl '19)

God's anointed. Maule, M. K. (O '21)

God's counterpoint. Beresford, J: D. (N '18)

God's country. Curwood, J. O. (My '21)

Gods in the battle. Loyson, P. H. (O '17)

God's responsibility for the war. Drown, E: S,

(Ap '19)
God's smile. Magnussen, J. (N '20)

God's wonder world. Cobb, C. S. (Ap '19)

Godward side of hfe. Atkins, G. G. (Ap '18)

Goethe, Johann Wolfgang von, 1749-1832
Brown, P. H. Life of Goethe. '(Mr 21)
Goethe, J. W. von. Goethe's literary essays.

(F '22)

Thomas. C. Goethe. (D '17)

Goethe's literary essays. Goethe, J. W. von.
(P '22)

Goin' fishin'. Cook, C. B. (Ja '21)

Going abroad overland. Steele, D: M. (Mr '17)

Going afoot. Christy, B. H. (Je '20)

Going West. King, B. (S '19)

Gold
White. B: Gold. (F '21)

Gold. O'Neill, E. G. (O '21)

Gold and iron. Hergesheimer, J. (Jl '18)

Gold cache. Schultz, J. W. (D '17)

Gold, frankincense and myrrh. Cram, R. A.
(D '20)

Gold girl. Hendryx, J. B. (Ag '20)

Gold must be tried by fire. Maher, R: A. (Je '17)

Gold out of Celebes. Dingle, A. B. (Jl '20)

Gold shod. Fuessle, N. A: (O '21)

Golden age of authors. Ellsworth, W: W. (N
'19)

Golden answer. Bates, S. C. (Je '21)

Golden arrow. Webb, M. (Je '17)

Golden barque; and The weaver's grave.
O'Kellv. S. (D '20>

Golden bird. Daviess, M. T. (O '18)

Golden bird. Easton, D. (S '20)

Golden block. Kerr. S. (Mr '18)

Golden book of Springfield. Lindsay, N: V.

(Mr '21)

Golden bough. Gibbs, G: F. (D '18)

Golden days. Fedden. R. (Ja '20)

Golden Dicky. Saunders, M. (N '19)

Golden Eagle. French, A. (D '17)

Golden fleece. Colum, P. (D '21)

Golden goat. Arftne, P. A. (My '21)

Golden Parrot. Fenetr, F: A. (Ap '21)

(3olden road. Whiting. L. (Ja '19)

Golden rope. Brodie-Innes, J: W: (Ag 19)

Golden scorpion. Rohmer, S., pseud. (Jl '20)

Golden shoe. McCarthy, J. H. (Jl '21)

Golden songs of the Golden state. Wilkmson,
M. O. (F '18)

^,, ,^,^
Golden stars. Van Dyke, H: (My '19)

Golden treasury of magazine verse. Bralth-
walte, W: S. B., ed. (S '18)
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Golden triangle. Le Blanc, M. (N '17;

Golden verses of Pythagoras. Fabre d'Olivet,
A., tr. (Je '17)

Golden whales of California. Lindsay, N. V.
(Jl '20)

Golden windmill. Aumonier, S. (Jl '21)

GoldonI, Carlo, 1707-1793
Kennard, J. S. GoldonI and the Venice of

his time. (Jl '20)

(Soldonl and the Venice of his time. Kennard,
J. S. (Jl '20)

Golf
Duncan, G:. and Darwin, B. Pre.sent-day

golf. (O '21)
Dunn, J: D., and Jessup, E. H. Intimate

golf talks. (Ja '21)

Evans, C:, jr. Chick Evans' golf book. (Ag
•21)

Hammond, D. Golf swing. (Ja '21)

Hunter, D: S. Golf simplified. (Jl '21)

Kirkaldy, A. Fifty years of golf. (O '21)

Ouimet, F. Golf facts for young people. (O
'21)

Whitlatch, M. Golf, for beginners—and
others. (J! '20)

Poetry
"West, H: L., comp. Lyrics of the links.

(Jl '21)
Golf facts for young people. Ouimet, F. (O

'21)

Golf simplified. Hunter, D: S. (Jl '21)

Golf swing. Hammond, D. (Ja '21)

Gone to earth. Webb, M. (O '17)
Gone West. Grove. H. M., and Hunt, M. M.

(S '19)
Good clieer book. Herbert, B. E. (Ja '20)

Grood English. Canby, H: S., and Opdycke, J:
B. (Ja '19)

Good Fridav. MVgatt, T. D. fJa '20)

(3ood girl. O'Sullivan, V. (N '17)

Good health. Doty, A. H. (O '17)
Good housing that pays. Waldo, F. L. (F '18)
Good lo.'ser. Schayer. E. R: (S '17)

Good man and the good. Calkins, M. W.
(Ja '19, Ag '19)

Good ministers of Jesus Christ. McDowell,
W: F. (S '17)

"Good-morning, Rosamond!" Skinner, C. D.
(Jl '17)

Good old stories for boys and girls. Smith,
E. S.. ed. (Je '19)

Good roads year-book, 1917. American highway
association. (O '17)

"Good soldier." Dawson, N. P., ed. (O 'IS)
Good sports. Prouty, O. (My '19)

Goode, John Gordon, 1864-
Scandlin, H. W. Wicked John Goode. Jl

•17)

Gordon, Charles George, 1833-1885
Strachey, L. Eminent Victorians. (D '18)

Gorgeous girl. Bartley, N. I. (My '20)

Gorky, Maxim, pseud. (Alexel Maximovltch
Pyeshkoff) 1868-

Gorky, M., pseud. In the world. (O '17)
Groshen street. Williams, W. W. (N '20)
Gospel for a working world. Ward, H. F:

(F '20)

Gospel in the light of the great war. Davis,
O. S. (My '19)

(3ospel of out of doors. Clark, F. E: (Ag '20)
Gossip shop. Buckrose. J. E., pseud. (My '18»

Gosta Berling's saga. Lagerlof. S. O. L. (Ap
•11)

Ootama Buddha. Saunders, K. J. (Ap '21)

Government
Burton, T. E. Modern political tendencies.
(Mr '20)

White, B. Free city. (Ja '20)

Government accounting
Oakey, F. Principles of government account-

ing and reporting. (Je '21)
Government and politics of Frnncc. Salt, E.

M- (Ad '21)

Government and politics of Switzerland.
Brooks, R. C. (Ja '19)

Government and the war. Wilkinson, S. (Ja
•19)

Government control and operation of industry in
Great Britain and the United States during
the world war. Baker, C: W. (Ag ^21)

Government control of the liquor business in
Great Britain and the United States. Car-
ver. T: N. (Ja ^20)

Government monopolies
Madsen, A. W. State as manufacturer and

trader. (Ap '17)

Government of England. Wallace, D: D. (D
•17)

Government of India. Macdonald, J. R. (D
'20)

Government of the British empire. Jenks, E:
(N '18)

Government of the United States, national,
state, and local. Munro, W: B. (Jl '19)

Government organization in war time and after.
Willoughby, W: F. (O '19)

Gover'nment ownership
Baker, C: W. (government control and opera-

tion of industry in Great Britain and the
United States during the world war. (Ag
•21)

Carter, H., ed. Limits of state industrial con-
trol. (F ^20)

Mavor, J. Government telephones. (Jl ^17)

Moore, W: H: Railway nationalization and
the average citizen. (Ja ^18)

Government ownership of public utilities in
the United States. Cammen, L. (D ^19)

Government partnership in railroads. Wymond,
M. (Ap •l?)

Government war contracts. Crowell, J: F. (Je
•21)

Govtrnments of Europe. Ogg, F: A. (Ap ^21)

Governors (machinery)
Trinks, W. Governors and the governing of
prime movers. (D '19)

Governors and the governing of prime movers.
Trinks, W. (D '19)

Gracchus, Caius Sempronlus, 159-121 B.C.

Drama
Gregory, O. Caius Gracchus. (Ja '21)

Grafting (surgery)
Voronoff, S. Life. (S '21)

Graftons. Marshall, A- (Ag '18)

Graham, Robert Bontini Cunnlnghame. See
Cunninghame Grahaai, R. B.

Graham, Tom, pseud. See Lewis, S.

Grail fire. Humphrey, Z. (Ap '17)

Grail of life. Holmes, J: H.. and Olf, L. B.,

comps. (Ja '20)

Grain and chaff from an English manor. Sa-
vory, A. H. (Mr '21)

Grain trade
Barker, A. British corn trade. (F '21)

Boyle. J. E. Speculation and the Chicago
lioard of trade. (At> ^21)

Grammar made easy. Dana, M. (N '19)

Grammar of textile design. Nisbet, H. (Ja
•20)

Grand Canyon
Van Dyke, J: C: Grand canyon of the Colo-

rado. (Je '20)

Grand canyon of the Colorado. Van Dyke,
J: C: (Je '20)

Grand fleet, 1914-1916. Jellicoe, J: R. (My '19)

Grand opera with a victrola. Wier, A. E. (Jl

'17)

Grand strategy of evolution. Patten, W: (Mr
'21)

Grange master and Grange lecturer. Buell, J.

(N '21)

Granny Maumee. Torrence, R. (N 17)

Grant, Allan, pseud. See Smith, A. D. H.

Grant, Douglas, pseud. See Ostrander, I. E.

Grant, Ulysses Simpson, 1822-1885
Cantacuzfene, Princess. My life here and

there. (N '21) ^ ^ ^^^ ,,_.
Coolidge, L: A. Ulysses S. Grant. (Mr 17)

Granville. Guttersen, G. (Je '20)

Grapes
HedricK, U. P. Manual of American grape-
growing. (Ja '20)

, ,,, ,,_^
Grapes of wrath. Cable, B., pseud. (My 17)

Graphic arts. Pennell. J. (Ja '22)

Grasping opportunity. Fowler, N. C, Jr. (N
'17)

Grass in the pavement. Buhler, M. E. (D '18)
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Gravitation
Freundlich, K Foundations of Einstein's
theory of gravitation. (F '21)

Gray angels. Bartley, N. I. (N '20)
Gray dream. Wolcott. L. (Ap '19)
Gray dusk, Cohen, O. R. (Jl '20)
Gray maak. Camp, C: W. (Jl '20)
Graydon of the Windermere. McKowan. E.

(F '21)

Grayson, David, pseud. See Baker, R. S.
Great accident. Williams, B. A. (My '20)
Great adventure. Roosevelt, T. (Ja '19)
Great adventure of Panama. Bunau-Varilla,

P. (My '20)
Great alternative. Reld, L. J. (N '19)
Great American Issues. Hammond, J: H..

and Jenks, J. W. (Mr '21)
Great artists and their works, by great authors.

Brooks, A. M., ed. (F '20)
Great awakening in the middle colonies. Max-

son, C: H. (D '20)

Great Britain
Larned, J. N., and others. English leader-

ship. (Mr '19)

(See also England

Army
Adam, W: A: Whither? (D '20)
Atkinson, C. T: Marlborough and the rise of

the British army. (D '21)
General's letters to his son on obtaining his
commission. (Jl '18)

Marcosson, T: P: Business of war. (Je '18)
Robertson, W: R. From private to fleld-mar-

shal. (D '21)
Sparrow, W. S. Fifth army in March 1918.

(Je '21)

Watson. F: Story of the Highland regiments.
(Ag '17)

Biography
Fletcher, C: R. L. Historical portraits, 1700-

1850. (D '20)

Lee, E. Wives of the prime ministers. (My

Mirrors of Downing street. (Mr '21)
Raymond, E: T. Portraits of the nineties.
(N -21)

Raymond, E. T. • Uncensored celebrities.
(My '19)

Russell, G: W: E. Prime ministers and some
others. (Je '19)

Smith. D: N., ed. Characters from the his-
tories and memoirs of the seventeenth
century. (Je '19)

Ward, M. A. Writer's recollections. (Ja '19)
West, A. E: Contemporary portraits. (S '21)

Church history
Faulkner, H. U. Chartism and the churches,
(My '17)

Colonies
Alvord, C. W. Mississippi valley in British

politics. (My '17)
Empire and the future. (Ap '17)
Fletcher, C: B. Stevenson's Germany. (S

Gillespie, J. E: Influenop of oversea expan-
sion on England to 1700. (F '21)

Hotblack, K. Chatham's colonial policy. (Ja
18) ^^ ,

Leyds, W. J. Transvaal surrounded. (N
•20)

Commerce
Barker, A. British corn trade, (p '21)
Lucas, Sir C: P. Beginnings of English over-
seas enterprise. (F '18)

Sargent, A. J. Seaways of the empire. (My

Selfrldge, H, G. Romance of commerce. (Ap
18}

Constitutional history
Adams, G: B. Constitutional history of Eng-

land. (My '21)
Adams. G: B Outline sketch of English con-

stitutional history. (Je '18)

Court and courtiers
Stanley, B. Twenty years at court, (O '17)

Defenses
Wilkinson, S. Government and the war

(Ja '19)

Economic conditions
Barktr, J. E. Ek;onomic statesmanship. (F

Browne, B. C. Selected papers on social
and economic questions. (Ja '20)

Carpenter, E: Towards industrial freedom,
(F '19)

Cole, G: D. H. Chaos and order In Indus-
try. (N '20>

Cox, H. Economic liberty. (D '20)
Dawson, W: H„ ed. After-war problems, (O
.•17)
Furniss, H: S., ed. Industrial outlook. (N

'17)
Hammond, J. L, L. and B. Town labourer.

1760-1832. (O '17)
Knowles, L. C. A. Industrial and commer-

cial revolutions in Great Britain during the
nineteenth century. (N '21)

Page, W:, ed. Commerce and industry. (D
•20)

Smart, W: Economic annals of the nine-
teenth century. 1821-1830. (Ap '18)

Turberville, A. S., and Howe, F: A. Great
Britain in the latest age. (O '21)

Usher, A. P. Introduction to the industrial
history of England. (Mr '20)

"Villiers, B. Britain after the peace. (N '18)

Beer, G: L
'17)

Cook, J. G.
Egerton, H.
Europe to
'18)

Elliot, A, R.
manshlp.

Haldane, R:
Wister, O,

'

Foreign relations

English-speaking peoples, (O

Anglophobia, (F '20)
E: British foreign policy In

the end of the 19th century. (F

D. Traditions of British states-
(S '19)
B. H. Before the war. (Ap '20)

Straight deal. (Je '20)

United States

Bigelow, J: Breaches of Anglo-American
treaties. (My '17)

British-American discords and concords. (F
'19, Ag '19)

Gardiner, A, G. Anglo-American future. (Jl
'21)

INIills. J. T. Great Britain and the United
States. (F '21)

Powers, H, H. America and Britain. (F '19)

History
Chesterton, G, K, Short history of England.
(D '17)

Colvin, I, D, Unseen hand In English his-
tory. (O '17)

Green, J: R: Short history of the English
people. (Ap '17)

Greenwood, A. D. History of the people of
England. (S '21)

Palgrave, F. History of Normandy and of
England. (N '19)

Pease, T. C. Leveller movement. (S '17)

Stone, G. England from the earliest times
to the Great charter, (Ap '17)

Early history to 1066

Bayley, H. Archaic England. (D '20)

Plantagenets, J15i-lS99

Hughes, D., ed. Illustrations of Chaucer's
England. (Ag '18)

Lancaster and York, 1399'H85
Thomlev, I. D. England under the Yorkists,

1460-1485. (D '20)

Tudors, 11,85-160$

Einstein. L: D: Tudor Ideals. (O '21)

Klein, A. J. Intolerance in the reign of
Elizabeth, queen of England. (S '17)

Anne, 170S-li

Morgan, W: T: English political parties
and leaders during the reign of Queen Anne,
1702-1710. (D '20, Ag '21)

J7H-ISS7
Mathieson. W: L. England in transition,

1789-1832. (Ap '21)
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Great Britain—History —Continued

19 th oenturu

Graves, C: L. Mr Punch's history of modern
England. (D '21)

Hughes, K: A. Britain and greater Britain
in the nineteenth century. (Jl '20)

Lucv, H: W: Diary ot a journalist. (F '21)

Turberville. A. S., and Howe, F: A. Great
Britain in tlie latest age. (O '21)

History, IVIiiitary

Atkinson, C. T: Marlborough and the rise of
the British army. (D '21)

Fortescue, J: W: British campaigns in
Flanders. (S '19)

History, Naval
Corbett, J. S. England in the Mediterranean

[1603-1713]. (Jl '17)

Wood, W: C: H: Elizabethan sea-dogs. (Ag
•19)

Young, F. "With Beatty in the North sea.
(D '21)

Industries and resources

Carter, H., ed. Industrial reconstruction. (D
•18)

Cheyney, E: P. Introduction to the industrial
and social history of England. (My '21)

Cunningham, W: Progress of capitalism in
England. (N '17)

Rees, J. F: Social and industrial history of
England, 1815-1918. (My '21)

Navy
Bacon, R. H. S. Dover patrol. (Ap '20)

Brownrigg, D. E. R. Indiscretions of the
naval censor. (Je '20)

Dawson, B. P. Pushing water. (Ap '19)
Dorling, H: T. Curtain of steel. (Je '19)

Evans, E: R. G. R. Keeping the seas. (Ag
•20)

Fisher, J: A. F. Memories and records. (Ap
'20)

Freeman, L: R. Sea-hounds. (N '19)

Hall, M. Some naval yarns. (Jl '18)

Hurd, A. S. British fleet in the great war.
(Ja •ID)

Hurd, A. S., and Bashford, H: H. Heroic
record of the British navy. (O '19)

Jellicoe, J: R. J. Crisis of the naval war.
(Mr '21)

Jellicoe, J: R. Grand fleet, 1914-1916. (My
'19)

Leyland, J: Achievement of the British navy
in the world-war. (.Ag '18)

Pollen, A. J. H. British navy in battle. (Mr
•19)

Scott, P. M. Fifty years in the royal navy.
(Ap '20)

Parliament
Lucy, H: W: Men and manner in Parlia-
ment. (S '21)

MacDonagh, M. Pageant of Parliament. (Ag
•21)

Pollard, A. F: Evolution of Parliament. (Ap
'21)

Politics and government
Buckle, G: E. Life of Benjamin Disraeli,

earl of Beaconsfield. (O '20)

Cestre, C: France, England and European
democracy, 1215-1915. (Ap '18)

Cunningham, W: Common weal. (Ja '19)
Curtis, L., ed. Commonwealth of nations.
(Ag '17)

Ferrer, J. A. Monarchy in politics. (Ag •IS)
Gladstone, W: E. Speeches. (S '17)

Hamilton, Lord G: F. Parliamentary rem-
iniscences and reflections, 1868 to 1885. (S
•17)

Harrison, A. Before and now. (Je ^20)
Haynes, E. S. P. Case for liberty. (D '20)

Heamshaw, F. J: C. Democracy at tlie cross-
roads. (S '19)

Hodge, H. In the wake of the war. (O '17)
Jenks, E: Government of the British empire.
(N •IS)

La ski, H. J. Political thought in England
from Locke to Bentham. (S '20, Ag- '21)

Lavell, C. F., and Payne, C: E: Imperial Eng-
land. (N '18)

Lavell, C: F., and Payne, C: B: Imperial
England. (Ag '19)

Lucy, H: W: Men and manner in Parlia-
ment. (S -21)
21)

Macdonald, J. R. Parliament and revolu-
Uon. (As "20)

McKenna, S. While I remember. (Ja ^22)

:Mathiesoii, W: L. England in transition,
17SJ-1832. (Ap '21)

Morley, J: M., viscount. Recollections. (Ja
•18)

Muir, R.' National self-government. (N •IS)

Park, J. H. English reform bill of 1867. (My
'21)

Russell, G: W: E. Politics and personalities.
(Ja '18)

Spencer, H. Man versus the state. (Ap '17)

Tout, T: F: Chapters in the administrative
history of mediaeval England. (Ja '21)

Villiers, B., pseud. England and the new era.
(Ag '21)

Wallace, D: D. Government of England. (D
'17)

Whibley, C: PoUtical portraits. (Ap '18)

Social conditions

Dawson, W: H:, ed. After-war problems.
(O '17)

Dilnot, F. England after the war. (N '20)

Dobbs, A. E: Education and social njove-
ments. (O '19)

Gardner, L., ed. Hope for society. (S '17)

Gleason, A. H. Inside the British Isles. (Jl
'17)

Gretton, R: H: English middle class. (My
'19)

McKenna, S. While I remember. (Ja '22)

Nevinson, M. W. Workhouse characters and
other sketches of the life of the poor. (My
'19)

Rees, J. F: Social and industrial history of
England, 1815-1918. (My '21)

Roy, J. Fields of the fatherless. (My '19)

Great Britain and the United States. Mills, J.

T. (F '21)

Great Britain at war. Farnol, J. (Ap '18)

Great Britain in the latest age. Turberville,
A. S., and Howe. F: A. (O '21)

Great Britain's part. Cravath, P. D. (My '17)

Great change. Wood. C: W. (F '19)

Great church awakes. Palmer, E. J. (Ja
'21)

Great companions. Wyatt, B. F. (Je '17)

Great crime and its moral. Willmore, J: S.

(Jl •IS)
Great crusade. Lloyd George, D: (O 'IS)

Great deception. Colcord, S: (Ja '22)

Great demonstration. Roof, K. M. (F '21)

G.-eat desire. Black, A. (N '19)

Great European treaties of the nineteenth
century. Oakes, A: H:, and Mowat, R. B.,

eds. (Ja '19)

Great fire of London in 1666. Bell. W. G: (D
'20)

Great game of business. Frederick, J. G: (F
'21)

Great ghost stories. French, J. L:, comp. (Jl

•18)

Great gift. Paternoster, G: S. (D '17)

Great-heart. Henderson, D. M. (F '20)

Great house. Weyman, S. J: (D '19)

Great hunger. Bojer, J. (Ap '19)

Great impersonation. Oppenheim, E: P. (Mr
•20)

Great inspirers. Zahm, J: A. (Je '17)

Great interruption, Eng title of Life can never
be the same. Maxwell, W: B. (F '20)

Great inventors and their inventions. Bach-
man, F. P. (O 'IS)

Great issue. Moors, J: F. (Ja- '20)

Great leviathan. Barker. D. A. (F '21)

Great men and great days. Lauzanne, S. J.

V. (Ad '21)

Great menace. Mead, G: W. (Ag '20)

Great modern American stories. Howells,
W: D.. ed. rs '20)

Great modern English stories. O Bnen, E:
J. H.. ed. (Ag '19)

.„, . v.. TXT «
Great modern French stories. Wright, W^. H.,

ed. (Mr '18)

Great peace. Powers, H. H. (F '19)

Great pear', secret Williamson, C: N. and A.

M. (Mr '21)
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Great plan, how to pay for the war. Stihvell,
A. E: (F '19)

Great possessions. Baker, R. S. (D '17)
Great problems of British statesmanship.

Barker, J. E. (Mr '18)

Great quest. Hawes, C: B. (D '21)
Great Russian tone-poet, Scriabin. Hull, A. E.

(F '18)

Great sea stories. French, J. L.:. ed. (N '21)
Great Sioux trail. Altsheler, J. A. (Ap '18)

Great south land. Koebel, W: H: (Ap '20)

Great steel strike and its lessons. Foster. W:
Z. (O '20)

Great thousand years. Cram, R. A. (D '18)

Great tradition. Greenlaw, E. A., and Han-
ford, J. H., eds. (N '19)

Great war. Allen, G: H:, and others. (Ag '17)
'17)

Great war and the R. A. M. C. Brereton, F:
S. (N '20)

Great way. Fish, H. (O '21)
Great white wall. Ben6t, W: R. (Je '17)

Greater European governments, Lowell, A. L.
(Je '19)

Greater glory. Pelley, W: D. (N '19)

Greater Italy. Wallace. W: K. (Jl '17)

Greater patriotism. Griffiths, J: L: (Ja '19)

Greater punishment. Chalmers, S. (Apr '20)
Greater than the greatest. Drummond, H. (Je

'17)

Greater war. Herron, G: D. (O '19)

Greatest American. Vandenberg, A. H. (Ja
'22)

"Greatest failure in all history." Spargo, J:
(S '20)

Greatheart. Dell. E. M. (Je '18)

Greathearted women. Murphy, M. A. (Mr
'21)

Greece
Abbott, G: F: Turkey, Greece and the great
powers. (My '17)

Hlbben, P. Constantine I and the Greek peo-
ple. (Ag '20)

Hopklnson, L. W. Greek leaders. (Ag '18)

Lawson, J: C. Tales of Aegean intrigue. (My
'21)

Marshall. F. H: Discovery in Greek lands.
(F '21)

Robinson, C. E: Days of Alkiblades. (Je '17)

Foreign relations

Venlzelos, E. Greece In her true light. (D
'17)

History
Gibbons, H. A. Venizelos. (D '20)

Glover, T. R. From Pericles to Philip. (Je
'18)

Thomson, J. A. K. Greeks and barbarians.
(O '21)

Politics and government
Brown, D. In the heart of German intrigue.
(Ap '18)

Caldwell, W. E. Hellenic conceptions of
peace. (Mr '20)

Greek and Roman mythology. Tatlock, J. M.
(My '17)

Greek drama
Fllckinger, R. C. Greek theater and Its
drama. (S '18)

Goodell, T: D. Athenian tragedy. (Je '21)

Le Grand, P. E. New Greek comedy. (N '17)

Norwood. G. Greek tragedy. (F '21)

Wilson, P. C. Wlagner's dramas and Greek
tragedy. (N '19)

Greek genius and its Influence. Cooper, L., ed.
(Ja '18)

Greek house. Rider, B. C. (Je '17)

Greek ideals. Burns, C. D. (O '17)

Greek leaders. Hopklnson, L. W. (Ag '18)

Greek literature
Cooper, L., ed. Greek genius and Its influence.

(Ja '18)

Fiske, G: C. Lucillus and Horace. (Mr '21)

Thomson, J. A. K. Greeks and barbarians.
(O '21)

Translations (English)
Foster, P. M. K. Ene'lish translations from

the Greek. (F '20)

Greek poetry

Translations Into English
Palamas. K. Life immovable. (My '20)
Petersen, W., tr. Lyric songs of the Greeks.
(My '19)

Greek political theory. Barker, E. (S '19)
Greek tragedy. Norwood, G. (F '21)
Greeks and barbarians. Thomson, J. A. K. (O

'21)

Green and gay. Holt, L. (Jl '18)
Green apple harvest. Kaye-Smith, S. (Je '21)
Green b^^ugh. Thurston, E. T. (Je '21)
Green eyes of Bast. Rohmer, S., pseud. (F

•21)

Green fancy. McCutcheon, Q: B. (O '17)
Green forest fairy book. Grady, L. E. (Ja

'21)

Green goddess. Archer, W: (Je '21)
Green god's pavilion. Martin, M. W. (O

'20)
Green jacket. Lee, J. B. (O '17)
Green Ladies. Newton, W. D. (Ja '20)
Green mirror. Walpole, H. (Ja '18)
Green-pea pirates. Kyne, P. B. (Ja '20)

Green rust. Wallace, E. (Je '20)

Green tent in Flanders. Mortimer, M. (D '17)
Green-timber trails. Chapman, W: G. (O '19)
Green trails and upland pastures. Eaton, W. P.

(D -17)

Green Tree mystery. Doubleday, R. (Ja '18)

Green Valley. Reynolds, K. (My '19)

Greenhouses
Rowles, W: F. Garden under glass. (Ja '18)

Greenmantle. Buchan, J: (Mr '17)

Greenough, Wrs Marietta (McPherson). See
Green, M., pseud.

Greenwaj'. Moore, L. (Ap '21)

Greenwich village, New N ork (city)
Chapin, A. A. Greenwich village. (Ja '18)

Greer, David Hummell, bp., 1844-1919
Slattery, C: L: David Hummell Greer. (Ag

'21)

Gregg. Springer, F. C. (Ap '19)

Grenades
Ainslie, G. M., comp. Hand grenades. (Je

'18)

Dyson, G. Grenade fighting. (Ja '18)

Smith, B. Bombs and hand grenades. (Jl
'18)

Grenfell, Wilfred Thomason, 1865-
Grenfell, W. T. Labrador doctor. (D '19)

Grenstone poems. Bynner, W. (N '17)

Gresham, Walter Quintin, 1832-1895
Gresham, M. Life of Walter Quintin Gre-
sham. (Je '20)

Grey, Albert Henry George, 4th earl, 1851-1917
Begbie, H. Albert, fourth Earl Grey. <J1 '18)

Grey, Charles, 2d earl, 1764-1845
Trevelyan, G: M. Lord Grey of the reform

bill. (Je '20)

Grey fish. Cook, W. V: (S '20)

Grev room. Phillpotts, E. (Ap '21)

Grim. Fleuron, S. '(Jl '21)

Grim thirteen. Greene, P: S.. ed. (O '17)

Grinding. Bush, C. G. B. (S '21)

Grizzly, our greatest wild animal. Mills, E. A.
(Ag '19)

Groper. Aikman, H. G. (S '19)

Groping giant. Brown, W: A., jr. (Je '21)

Grotius, Hugo, 1583-1645
Vreeland, H. Hugo Grotius. (Ap '18)

Ground and goal of human life. Shaw, C: G.
(Ap '20)

Ground-swell. Foote, M. (N '19)

Group mind. McDougall, W: (N '20)

Grow, Galusha Aaron. 1823-1907
DuBois, J. T., and Mathews, G. S. Galusha

A. Grow, father of the homestead law. (J)

'17)

Growing pains. Untermeyer, J: (F '19)

Growing up. Vorse, M. M. (S '20)

Growth , ,
Thompson, D. W. On growth and form. (Ja

'18)

Growth during school age. Godin, P. (Mr '21)

Growth in silence. Cocroft, S. (Ja '18)

Growth of a legend. Langenhove, F. van. (Ap
•17)
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Growth of medicine from the earliest times to

about 1800. Buck. A. H: (Jl "17)

Growth of the soil. Hamsun, K. (Ap '21)

Gruyere, Counts of
, ^^

De Koven, A. Counts of GruySre. (Ap 17)

Guarantees of peace. Wilson, W. (Mr '19)

Guarded heights. Camp, C. W. (My '21)

Guarded room. Whitham, G. I. (My '21)

Guardians of the gate. Laffan, R. G: D. (Je
18)

Guards come through, and other poems.
Dovle, A. C. (My '20)

Gudrid'the Fair. Hewlett, M. H: (A.p '18)

Guest of the Kaiser. Gibbons, A. (Ag '19)

Guid auld Jock. Mackinnon, A. G. (O '20)

Guide book to women. James, J. (D '21)

Guide to diplomatic practice. Satow, Sir E. M.
(Jl 'IT)

Guide to Russian literature. Olgin, M. J.

(Je '20)

Guide to the military history of the world
war, 1914-1918. Frothingham, T: G. (N
'20)

Guide to the national parks of America. Allen,
E: F., ed. (D '18)

Guide to the nature treasures of New York city.

Pindar. G: N., and others. (Jl '17)

Guide to the study and use of reference books.
Kroeger, A. B. (Ja '18)

Guide to the studv of occupations. Allen, F:
J. (Je '21)

Guide to the studv of the Christian religion.
Smith, G. B., ed. (Je '17)

Guide to the use of I'nited States government
publications. Clarke, E. E. (F '19)

Guide to the West Indies, Bermuda and Pan-
ama. Ober, F: A. (My '21)

Guide to Zionism. Sampter, J. E., ed. (S
'20)

Guidebook to the Biblical literature. Genung,
J: F. (My '20)

Guiding principles for American voters. Mason,
A. L. (D '20)

Guild principles in war and peace. Hobson.
S. G. (Jl '19)

Guild sociali.=;m. Cole. G: D. H. ^Ap '21)

Guilt of Germany for the war of German ag-
gression. Lichnowsky. K: M. (F '19)

Gulney, Louise Imogen, 1861-1920
Brown. A. Louise Imogen Guiney. (N '21)

Gulf of misunderstanding. Pinochet, T. (Ja
'21)

Gullible's travels, etc. Lsrdner, R. W. (S '17)

Gun-brand. Hendryx, J. B. (Je '17)

Gun book for bovs and men. McKee, T: H.
(Ap '19)

Gun fodder. Gibbs, H. (D '19)

Gun powder
Du Pont, B. G. E. I. Du Pont de Nemours and
company. (Ag '21)

Gunner Depew. Depew, A. N. (Ap '18)

Guns
McKee. T: H. Gun book for boys and men.
(Ap '19)

Gur>;5 (ordnance)
Longstaff, F: V., and Atteridge, A. H. Book

of the machine gun. (Ja '18)

Gunsight Pass. Raine, W: M. (My '21)

Ghis Harvey. Smith, C. L. (Ja '21)

Guynemer, Georges Marie Ludovic, 1894-1917
Bordeaux, H: Georges Guynemer, knight of

the air. (F '19)

Mortane. .1. Guynemer, the ace of aces.
(N '18)

Gymnastii~..-5
Bolin, J. Gymnastic problems. (S '17)

Habits that handicap. Towns. C: B. (Mr '20)

Hadda Pndda. Kamban, G. (F '18)

Hagar's hoard. Turner, G: K. (N '20)

Hague. Permanent court of arbitration
Root. E. North Atlantic coast fisheries arbi-

tration at the Hague. (My '18)

Hail Columbia! George, W. L. (Ag '21)

Hail, man! Morf;:an. A (My '20)

Hale. Edward Everett. 1822-1909
Hale. E: E., ,ir. Life and letters of Edward
Everett Hale. (F '18)

Hale, Susan, 1833-1910
Hale. S. Letters of Susan Hale. (Mr '19)

Hale Merrill's honey quest. Harris, A. E. (D
18)

Half hours with the Idiot, Bangs, J: K. (O
•17)

H;ill loaves. Banning, M. C. (Je '21)

Half portions. Ferber, B. (Jl '20)

Hall, Arthur
Wright, H. G Life and works of Arthur

Hall of Grantham. (F '20)

Hall, Holworthy, pseud. See Porter, H. E.
(My '19, Jl -21)

Hall and the Grange. Marshall, A. (My '21)

Hall with doors. Hasbrouck. L. S. (N •20)

Hallow-e'en. Letts, VV. M. (S '17)

Halloween
Kelley, R. E. Book of Hallowe'en. (N '19)

Hamilton, Alexander, 1757-1804
Ford, H: J. Alexander .Hamilton. (Ag '20)

Vandenberg, A. H. Greatest American. (Ja
'22)

Hamilton, Anthony, 1645-1719
Clark, R. Anthony Hamilton. (Je '21)

Hamlet. StoU. E. E. (Je '20)

Hampton, Virginia. Normal and agricultural
institute

Peabody, F. G. Education for life. (S '18)

Hand grenades. Ainslie, G. Al., comp. (Je '18)

Hand in the dark. Rees, A. J: (S '20)

Hand-made fables. Ade, G: (Ap '20)

Hand of Fu-Manchu. Rohmer, S., pseud.
(S '17)

Hand of the potter. Dreiser, T. (O '19)

Hand-to-hand fighting. Marriott, A. E. (Ap
'18)

Handbook for newspaper workers. Hyde, G.
M. (N '21)

Handbook for practical farmers. Findlay, H.,
ed. (Ja '21)

Handbook for rangers and woodsmen. Taylor,
J. L. B. (Je '17)

Handbook for rural school offlcers. Showalter,
N. D: (Jl '20)

Handbook for school nurses. Kelly, H. W., and
Bradshaw. M. C. (O '18)

Handbook for the care and operation of naval
machinery. Dinger, H: C: (F '19)

Handbook of American government. Bartlett,
W: H. (S '20)

Handbook of American private schools. Sar-
gent, P. E: (O '17)

Handbook of furniture styles. Dyer, W. A. (D
'18)

Handbook of Greek vase painting. Herford,
M. A. B. (N '19)

Handbook of hydraulics for the solution of hy-
draulic problems. King, H. W. (O '18)

Handbook of Indian art. Havell, E. B. (MSr
'21)

Handbook of military signaling. Giddmgs,
H. A., comp. (F '18)

Handbook of northern France. Davis, W: M.
(O '18)

Handbook of oral reading. Bassett, L. E. (Je
'17)

Handbook of ore dressing, equipment and
practice. Allen. A. W. (F '21>

Handbook of physics measurements. Ferry,
E. S. (O '19)

Handbook of practical shipbuilding. McBride,
J. D. (F '20)

Handbook of the association cafeteria. Geary,
B. (N '17)

Handbook of the new thought. Dresser, H. W.
(Je '17)

Handbook of war facts nn6 peace problems.
Frothingham. A. L. (F '20)

Handbook of Yosemite national park. Hall,

A. F., comp. and ed. (Jl '21)

Handbook on health and how to keep it. Camp,
-W. C. (My '20)

Handbook on piping. Svensen, C. L. (Jl '18)

Handbook on story writing. Williams, B. C.

(.Ta '18)

Ilfimibook to the league of nations. Butler, G.
G. (My '20)

Handful of Ausseys. Thorp. C. H. (Jl '19)

Handicaps of childhood. Bruce, H: A. B. (D
•17)
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Handicraft
Bowers, R. S. Drawing and design for crafts-
men. (Ap '17)

Bowers, R. S., and others. Furniture making.
(Ap '17)

Buchanan, F. Home crafts of today and yes-
terday. (O '17)

Collins, A. F: Handicraft for boys. (D '18)
Perry, L. D. Seat weaving-. (Ag '17)

Handicraft of woodcarving. Jackson, J. (N
•21)

Hands off! Dix, B. M. (F '20)
Hands off Mexico. Turner, J: K. (Jl '20)
Handy home book. Collin.s, A. F: (Jl '17)
Hanit, the enchantress. Pier, G. C. (Ag '21)
Hannah Bye. Morris, H. S. (Ja '21)
Happiest time of their lives. Miller, A. (Jl '18)

Happiness
Stanton, S. B. Hidden happiness. (Ap '17)

Happily married. Harris, C. M. (Ap '20)
Happy.- McCaleb, W. F. (Jl '17)
Happy bride. Jesse, F. T. (D '20)
Happy end. Hergesheimer, J. (N '19)
Happy foreigner. Bagnold, E. (Mr '21)
Happy highways. Jameson, S. (Mr '21)
Happy house. Abbott, J. L. (Jl '20)
Happy house. Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B,

(Ap '20)
Happy hunting grounds. Roosevelt, K. (D '20)
Happy venture. Price, E. B. (O '21)
Happy woman. Weyl, M. (Ap '20)
Happy years. Irwin, I. (D '19)
Harbor road. Bassett, S. W. (Ja '20)
Harbor tales down North. Duncan, N. (N '18)

Harbors
Cunningham, B. Treatise on the principles
and practices of harbour engineering. (F
•20)

MacElwee, R. S: Ports and terminal facili-
ties. (My '19;

Rush. T. E. Port of New York. (Jl '20)
Harbours of memory. McFee, "W: (Ja '22)

Harcourt, Charles, pseud. See Forbes-Lindsay,
C: H. A.

Hard Pan, pseud. See Bonner, G.
Hardy, Thomas, 1840-

Berle, L. W. George Eliot and Thomas
Hardy. (Ja '18)

Bibliography
Webb, A. P., comp. Bibliography of the works

of Thomas Hardy, 1865-1915. (Ap '17)

Hare, Robert, 1781-1858
Smith, E. F. Life of Robert Hare. (N '17)

Hare. Oldmeadow, E. J. (Mr '21)
Harlequin and Columbine. Tarkington, B. (Ja

'22)
Harlequinade. Calthrop, D. C, and Barker, G.

(Je '18)

Harlequinade. Horn, H. (Je '21)
Harp of life. Manners, J: H. (F '22)
Harriet and the piper. Norris, K. (S '20)

Harris, Joel Chandler, 1848-1908
Harris, J. C. Life and letters of Joel Chand-

ler Harris. (N '18, Jl '19)

Hart, Virgil Chittenden, 1840-1904
Hart, E. I. Virgil C. Hart: missionary states-
man. (Jl '17)

Hartley, Catherine Gasquolne. See GalUchan.
C. a

Harvest. Ward, M. A. (Mv '20)
Haunted bookshop. Morley, C. D. (Ag '19)
Haunted hour. Widdemer, M. (Ap '20)
Haunts and by-paths. Smith, J. T.. jr. (D

Havana
Hergesheimer, J. San crist6bal de la Ha-
bana, (Ja '21)

Have faith in Massachusetts. Coolidge, C.
(U 19)

Have we a Far Eastern policy? Shcrrill,
C: H. (Ag '20)

Haverford college, Haverford, Pennsylvania
Sharplees, I: Story of a small college. (Ag

•18)

Hawaiian Islands
Castle, W: R., jr. Hawaii, past and present.

(Je -17)

Greenble, S. Pacific triangle. (D '21)
London, C. K. Our Hawaii. (P '18)

Description and travel
Anderson, I. Spell of the Hawaiian Islands
and the Philippines. (Ap '17)

History
Gowen, H. H: Napoleon of the Pacific. (O

'19)

Hawaiian legends of volcanoes. Westervelt,
W: D., comp. and tr. (Ap '17)

Hawthorne, Nathaniel, 1804-1864
Beers, H: A. Four Americans. (D '19)
Woodberry, G: E: Nathaniel Hawthorne. (D

'18)

Hay, Elijah, pseud. See Seiffert, M. A.

Hay, Ian, pseud. See Beith, J: H. (D '17,

D -21)

He made his wife his partner. Dodge, H: I.

(Je '19)
He, the one who gets slapped. Andreieff, L, N.

(S '21)

He who breaks. Demens, I. (S '18)
Head of tlie hou.';e. Eng title of Lister's great

adventure. Bindloss, H. (F '21)
Headland. Scott, C. A. D.- (Mr '21)

Health
Roget, F. R. Altitude and health. (D '20)

Health and social progress. Binder, R. M.
(Mr ^21)

Health and disease. Lee, R. I. (Je '17)
Health and the state. Brend, W: A. (Ja '19)
Health by stunts. Pearl, N. H.. and Brown,

H. E. (F '20)
Health education in rural schools. Andresa,

J. M. (Mv '19)

Health first. Chapin, H: D. (O '17)
Health for the soldier and sailor. Fisher, I.,

and Fisk, E. L. (Ap '18)

Health of the teacher. Chancellor, W: B. (N
'19)

Health through will power. Walsh, J. J. (Ja
•20)

Healthful house. Robertson, L., and O'Donnell,
T: C. (Ja '18)

Healthful schools. Ayres, M., and others. (O
'18)

Heap o^ livin'. Guest, E. A. (Je '17)

Hearn, Lafcadio, 1850-1904
Hearn, S. Reminiscences of Lafcadio Hearn.

(.Ta '19)

Heart
Babcock, R. H. Your heart and how to take
care of it. (D '18)

Bishop, L: F. Heart troubles. (S '20)
Heart and soul. Post. M. (N '21)

Heart of a soldier. Watt, L. M. (Ag '18)

Heart of Alsace. Vallotton, B: (Ja *19)
Heart of Arethusa. Fox, F. B. (S '18)

Heart of Canyon Pass. Holmes, T: K. (F
'22)

Heart of Cherry McBain. Durkin, D. (N '20)

Heait of Her Highness. Laughlin, C. F. (D
'17)

Heart of Isabel Carleton. Ashmun, M. E. (D
'17)

Heart of Naml-san. Tokutomi, K. (D '18)

Heart of New England. Brown, A. F. (N
'20)

Heart of O Sono San. Cooper, E. (Ja '18)

Heart of peace. Housman, L. (Jl '19)

Heart of Pinocchio. Lorenzini, P. (D '19)

Heart of the Balkans. Brown, D. (Jl '17)

Heart of the Puritan. Hanscom, E. D., ed. (Ja
'18)

Heart of the range. White, W: P. (Jl '21)

Heart of the world. Jones, J. H:, Jr. (Ag
•20)

Heart of Unaga. CuUum, R. (N '20)

Heart to heart appeals. Bryan, Vl: J. (S 'I'O

Heartbreak house, Great Catherine and play-
lets of the war. Shaw, G: B. (D '19)

Hearts and the diamond. Beaumont, Q. (D
•21)

Hearts nwake. Burr, A. J. (D '19)

Heart's domain. Duhamel, G. (O '19)

Hearts' Haven. Burnham, C. L. (V> '18)

Heart's kingdom. Daviess, M. T. (O '1'7)

Heart.s of controversy. Meynell. A. C. (Ap '\S.\

Heart.s of three. London. T. (F '21)

Hearts undaunted. Atkinson. E. (Ja '18>
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Heating
Allen. J: R., and Walker, J. H. Heating and

ventilation. (Ap '19)

Keene, E: S. Mechanics of the household.
(Ja '19)

Smith, K. G. Short course for janitor-en-
gineers. (F '20)

Heavens and earth. Ben6t, S. V. (F '21)

Heaviest pipe. Patterson, A. W. (S '21)

Heel of Achilles. De la Pasture, E. B. M. (S
•21)

Heine, Helnrich, 1797-1856
Ellis, H. New sDirit. (Je "21)

Helen Marsden. Eng title of AlternatlTe.
Gibbon, M. M. (Jl '21)

Helen of Four Gates. (S '17)

Helen of the old house. Wright, H. B. (D
•21)

Helen of Troy, and Rose. Bottome, P. (F '19)

Helena. Ward. M. A. (Ja '20)

Hellenic conceptions of peace. Caldwell, W. E.
(Mr '20)

Hellenism
Bentwich, N. De M. Hellenism. (Ag '21)

Hell's hatches. Freeman, L: R. (Je '21)

Helmets and body armor in modem warfare.
Dean, B. (O '20)

Helping France. Gaines, R. L. (S '19)

Helping Hersey. Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B.
(Ag '20)

Helping men own farms. Mead, E. (Ag ^20)

Helping the rich. Bay, J. (My ^21)

Helps, Sir Arthur, 1813-1875
Helps, A. Correspondence of Sir Arthur
Helps. (My '18)

Hen at work. Cobb, E. (Ag '19)

Henderson-Smith, Mrs E. See Klickmann, F.
Henry Elizabeth. McCarthy, J. H. (S '20;

Henry, O., pseud. (Sidney Porter) 1867-1910
Jennings, A. J. Through the shadows with

O. Henry. (F '22)

Henry V, king of England, 1387-1422
Mowat, R. B. Henry V. (D '20)

Henry is twenty. Merwin, S: (Ja '19)

Henschel, Sir George, 1850-
Henschel, G: Musings and memories of a
musician. (Ag '19)

Hepburn, William Peters, 1833-1916
Briggs, J: E. William Peters Hepburn. (F

•20)

Her country. Andrews, M. R. S. (D '18)

Her elephant man. Bell, P. D. (D '19)
Her father's daughter. Porter, G. (O '21)

Her own sort. Davis, C: B. (My '17)

Heraldry
Davenport, C. J. H. British heraldry. (D

'21)

Heralds of the King. Adams. A. D. (Je '19)

Herapath property. Fletcher, J. S. (D '21)

Herbert, Sir Henry, 1595-1673
Adams, J. Q., ed. Dramatic records of Sir
Henry Herbert, master of the revels, 1623-
1673. (Ja '19)

Here and now story book. Mitchell, L. (D '21)
Here and there in the war area. Bury, H. (Jl

'17)

Here, there and everjrwhere. Hamilton, P: S.
(D '21)

Heredity
Castle, W: E. Genetics and eugenics. (Jl

'17)

Downing, E. R. Third and fourth generation.
(My '18)

Holmes, E. G. A. Problem of the soul. (Ja
'19)

Holmes, S: J. Trend of the race. (S '21)
Newman, H. H., ed. Reading^s in evolution,

genetics, and eugenics. (D '21)

Heresy
Turberville, A. S. Mediaeval heresy and the

inquisition. (F '22)
Heritage. Nicolson, V. M. (O ^19)
Heritage. Shore, V. (Ja '22)
Heritage of freedom. Andrews, M. P. (O '18)
Hermit of Turkey Hollow. Train, A. C. (D

'21)
Hero of the longhouse. Laing, M. E. (P

•21)

Hero stories of France. Tappan, E. M. (Je
'20)

Heroes
Dinitnock. F. II., cd. Scouts' book of heroes.
(P '21)

Lanier, H: W., ed. Book of bravery. (P '19,

N '19, Ja '21)

Moran, H. A. • Heroes. (Je '19)
Heroes of aviation. Driggs, L. La T. (F '19)
Heroes of early Israel. Wood, 1. F. (F '21)
Heroes of the American revolution. Clay, O.

(Ap '17)

Heroes of to-day. Parkman, M. R. (D '17)
Heroic balads of Russia. Magnus, L. A. (N

'21)

Heroic record of the British navy. Hurd, A. S.,
and Bashford, H: H. (O '19)

Heroines of history and legend. Smith, E. S.,
ed. (O '21)

Heroines of service. Parkman, M. R. (D '17)
Herself, himself and myself. Sawyer, R. (N

'17)

Herself—Ireland. O'Connor, E. (N '18)
Hesitant heart. Welles, W. (My '20)

Hey-rub-a-dub-dub. Dreiser, T. (Je '20)
Hidden aerial. Theiss, L: E. (D *19)

Hidden Creek. Burt, K. N. (O '20)

Hidden eyes. Levlson, B. (F '21)

Hidden force. Couperus, L: M. A. (P '22)
Hidden happiness. Stanton, S. B. (Ap •I?)
Hidden people. Miller, L. B: (Ja '21)

Hidden trails. White, W: P. (O ^20)

Hidden treasure. Simpson, J: T: (Je '19)

Hidden treasure of Rasmola. Rihbany, A.
M. (F '21)

Hidden valley. Coxon, M. (Ag '19)

Hide and seek. Morley, C. D. (D '20)

Hiding-places. French, A. (Ap '17)

Higginson, Henry Lee, 1834-1919
Perry, B. Life and letters of Henry Lee Hig-

ginson. (D '21)

Higginson, Thomas Wentworth, 1823-1911
Higginson, T: W. Letters and journals. (P

'22)

High adventure. Hsill, J. N. (S '18)

High altars. Oxenham, J: (F '19)

High Benton. Heyliger, W: (F "20)

High Benton—worker. Heyliger, W: (O '21)

High company. Lee, H. S. (O '20)

High cost of living. Howe, F: C. (Ja '18)

High cost of strikes. Olds, M. (Jl '21)

High heart. King, B. (N '17)

High life. Rhodes, H. G. (F '21)

High road to health. Kelly, J. E. (D '19)

High school boy and his problems. Clarii, T*.

A. (N '20)

High school farces. Hill, F: T. (Ja '21)

High school prize speaker. Snow, W: L., ed.
(Je '17)

High schools
Butterworth, J. E: Problems In state high

school finance. (D '18)

Colvin, S. S. Introduction to high school
teaching. (Ap '18)

Lull, H. G., and Wilson, H. B. Redirection of

high-school instruction. (Ag '21)

Parker. S: C. Methods of teaching In high
schools. (Jl '20)

Smith, F. W. High school. (Ja '18)

High speed internal combustion engines.
Judge, A. W: (My '19)

High tension swltchgear. Poole, H: E. (Jl

•21)

Highacres. Abbott, J. L. (D '20)

Higher education and business standards.
Hotchkiss, W. E. (Je '18)

Higher education and the war. Burnet, J: (D
'17)

Higher learning in America. Veblen, T. B.
(Mr '19)

Higlier living. Baker, S. (Je •IS)

Higher psychical development. CJarrington, H.
(N '20)

Highflyers. Kelland, C. B. (My '19)

Highland light. Bellows, H: A. (Je ^21)

Highland regiments
Watson, F: Story of the Highland regiments.
(Ag '17)

Highly colored. Cohen, O. R. (D '21)

Highway of death. Downer, E. B. (Ap '17)

Highway to leadership. Slattery, M. (F '21)

Highwayman. Bailey, H: C. (Jl '17)

Highways and byways in Northumbria. Gra-
ham, P. A. (Ap '21)
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Higrhways and byways in Nottinghamshire.
Firth, J: B: (My '17)

Highways and byways in Wiltshire. Hutton,
E: (My '18)

Highways and byways of Florida. Johnson, C.
(F -19)

Highways and byways of Northamptonshire
and Rutland. Evans, H. A. (S '19)

Hiker Joy. Connolly, J. B. (Je '20)

Hill, James Jerome, 1838-1916
Pyle, J. G. Life of James J. Hill. (S '17)

Hill of vision. Bond, F: B. (F '20)
Hillman. Oppenheim. E: P. (Mr '17)
Hills of Arcetri. Everett, L. L. (F '22)
Hills of desire. Maher, R: A. (Jl '19)

Hills of Han. Merwin, S: (D "20)

Hills of refuge. Harben, W: N. (F '19)

Hilltop troop. Pier. A. S. (N '19)
Hill-towns of France. Fryer, E. M. (Ja '18)

Hill-tracks. Gibson, W. W. (Je '18>

Hindu achievements In exact science. Sarkar,
B. K. (Ap -19)

Hindu fairy tales retold for children, Grls-
wold. F. (D '18)

Hindu mind training. (S '17)

Hinduism
Sarkar, B. K., and Rakshit, H. K. Folk-ele-
ment in Hindu culture. (N '17)

HInkson, Katharine (Tynan) (Mrs Henry Albert
Hinkson), 1861-

Hinkson, K. Middle years. (My '17)

Hints and observations for those investigat-
ing the phenomena of spiritualism. Craw-
ford, W: J. (Je '19)

Hints on landscape gardening. Piickler-
Muskau, H. L. H., fiirst von. (D '17)

Hints to pilgrims. Brooks, C: S. (Ag '21)

Hlra Singh. Mundy, T. (D '18)

Hiring the worker. Kelly, R. W. (Jl '18)

HIroshige, Ando, 1797-1858
Noguchl, Y. Hiroshige. (Ag '21)

His daughter. Morris, G. (Mr '18)

His family. Poole, E. (Je '17)

His friend. Miss McFarlane. Bosher, K. L,.

(Je '19)

His friend and his wife. Hamilton, C. (Je '20)

His Grace of Grub street. McFadden, G. V.
(F '19)

His job. Bleackley, H. W: (Je '18)

His last bow. Doyle, Sir A. C. (N '17)

His Majesty's well-beloved. Orczy, E. (Ap
'20)

His one talent. Eng title of Brandon of the En-
gineers. Bindloss. H. (Mr '17)

His own country. Kester, P. (S '17)

His second wife. Poole, E. (Je '18)

His wife's job. Mason, G. (O '19)

Hispanic anthology. Walsh, T:, ed. (D '20)

Hispanic nations of the New world. Shepherd.
W: R. (F '20)

Historians
Bassett, J: S. Middle group of American

historians. (Mr '17)

Historic English. Fernald, J. C. (Ag '21)

Historic houses
Hollister, P. M. Famous colonial houses. (F

'22)

Historic Mackinac. Wood, E. O. (Jl '18)

Historic shrines of America, Faris, J: T. (Ja
•19)

Historic silver of the colonies and its makers.
Bigeiow, F. H. (D '17)

Historic trees of Massachusetts. Simmons,
J. R. (D -19)

Historical backgrounds of the great war. Ad-
kins, F. J. (D '18)

Historical child. Chrisman, O. (F '21)

Historical development of religion in China.
Clennell, W, J. (O '17)

Historical introduction to social economy.
Chapin, F. S. (D '17)

Historical nights' entertainment. Sabatini, R.
(F '19, F '20)

Historical portraits, 1700-1850. Fletcher, C: R.
L. (D '20)

Historical source book. Webster, H., comp.
(Mr '21)

Historical sources of Defoe's Journal of the
plague year. Nicholson, W. (S '20)

History
Marvin, F. S., ed. Progress and history. (Jl

'17)

Reade, W. Martyrdom of man. (Ag '20)
Sabatini, R. Historical nights' entertainment.
(F '19)

Williams, L. F: R. Four lectures on the
handling of historical material. (N '17)

Outlines, syllabi, etc.

Putnam, G: P., comp. Tabular views of uni-
versal history. (Ap '20)

Philosophy
Adams, H: Degradation of the democratic
dogma. (Ap '20)

Mathews, S. Spiritual interpretation of his-
tory. (Je '17)

Partridge, G: E. Psychology of nations.
(My '20)

Teggart, F: J: Processes of history. (N '18)

Study and teaching
HaslucK, E. L: Teaching of historv. (F '21)
Kendall, C. N., and Stryker, F. E. History

in the elementary schools. (S '18)
Tuell, H. E. Study of nations. (Mr '20)

History, Ancient
Breasted, J. H: Survey of the ancient world.

(S -19)

Greenwood, J. H. Our heritage from the
Old world. (Mr '21)

Murray, G. Our great war and the great
war of the ancient Greeks. (Ag '20)

Rawlinson, H. G: Intercourse between India
and the western world. (Jl '17)

History, Modern
Cram, R. A. Great thousand years. (D '18)
Earle, E: M. Outline of modem history. (D

'21)

Scott, E. Men and thought in modern history.
(Ag '21)

Webster, H., comp. Historical source book.
(Mr '21)

West, W. M. Story of modern progress. (Jl
'20)

History, Universal
Bryce, J. B. World history. (F '21)

Elson, H: W: Modern times and the living
past. (Ag '21)

Van Loon, H. W. Story of mankind. (D
•21)

Wells, H. G: Outline of history. (D '20)

Wilmot-Buxton, E. M. Short world history.
(N '21)

History and bibliography of anatomic Illus-
tration. Choulant, J. L. (Jl '21)

History and power of mind. Ingalese, R: (Ag
'20)

Historv of a literary radical. Bourne, R. S.

(F '21)

History of aeronautics. "Vivian, E. C:, and
Marsh, W. L. (O '21)

History of American journalism. Lee, J. M.
(F '18)

History of American literature. Boynton, P. H.
(Mr '20)

History of architecture. Kimball, F., and
Edgell, G: H. (Je '18)

History of art. Faure, E. (F '22)

History of Belgium. Cammaerts, £. (Jl '21)

History of British socialism. Beer, M. (F
'20, Je '21)

History of chemistry. Moore, F. J. (F '19)

History of commerce and industry, Herrick,
C. A. (Ag '18)

History of Cuba. Johnson, W. F. (S '20)

Historv of economic legislation in Iowa. Pol-
lock, I. L. (N '18)

History of education. Cubberley, B. P. (Ja
'21)

History of education in Iowa. Aurner, C. R.
(Mr '21)

Historv of English-Canadian literature to the
confederation. Baker, R. P. (Ap '21)

History of English philosophy. Sorley, W: R.
(D '21)

History of Europe. Robinson, J. H., and Beard,
C: A. (Ag '21)

History of Europe, ancient and medieval.
Breasted, J. H:, and- Robinson, J. H. (O
'20)

History of Europe from 1862 to 1914. Holt.
L. H., and Chilton, A. W. (F '18)

Historv of evervday things in England. Quen-
nell, M. and C: H: B. (Ag '19, Jl '20)
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History of France. Davis, W: S. (Ja '20, Ag
'20)

History of France. Duruy, V: D. (D '20)

History of Germany in the nineteenth century.
Treitschke, H. G. von. (JI '17, F '19, F
'20)

History of Henry Fielding. Cross, W. L. (Ap
•19)

History of imperialism. Tucker, I. St J: (Ja
'21)

History of India from the earliest times to the
present day. Trotter, L. J. (Je '18)

History of journalism in the United States.
Payne. G: H: (Ag '20)

History of labour in the United States. Com-
mons, J: R., and others. (Ja '19)

History of Latin America. Sweet, "W: W. (My
•19)

History of legislative methods in the period be-
fore 1825. Harlow, R. V. (F '19)

History of manufactures in the United States,
1607-1860. Clark, V: S. (Ap '17)

History of medieval Europe. Thorndike, L. (D
•17)

History of mediaeval Jewish philosophy. Husik,
I: (Je '17)

History of modern colloquial English. Wyld,
H: C. K. (D ^20)

History of modern France, 1815-1913. Bour-
geois, E. (N •ig)

History of Normandy and of England. Pal-
grave, F. (N ^19)

History of Pc'r.'5ian literature under Tartar
dominion. Browne. ±0: G. (F '21)

History of Poland. Whitton, F: E. (F '18)

History of political theories from Rousseau
to Spencer. Dunnin*?. W: A. (Jl '21)

History of religions. Hopkins, E: W. (Mr
•19)

History of religions. Moore, G: F. (S ^19)

History of sea power. Stevens, W: O., and
Westcott, A. F. (Ja ^21)

History of Serbia. Teniperley, H. W: V.
(S •!?)

History of social development. Mtiller-Lyer,
F. C. (Je ^21)

History of South Africa from 1873 to 1884.
Theal, G: M. (Mr '21)

History of Spain. Chapman, C: E: (Ja '19,

Ag -19)

History of statistics. Koren, J:, ed. (Ja '19)

History of suffrage in the United States.
Porter, K. H. (F '19)

History of Tammany Hall. Myers, G. (D '17)

History of the A. E. F. Thomas, S. (D '20)

History of the Adirondacks. Donaldson, A. L.
(Jl '21)

History of the American field service In
Fi-ance. (N '20)

History of the American people. Beard, C:
A., and Bagley, W: C. (Ja '19)

History of the American people. "West, W. M.
(Ja '19)

History of the American people. Wilson, W.
(Ja '19)

History of the art of writing. Mason, W: A.
(Mr '21)

History of the Aryan rule in India. Havell,
E. B. (S '19)

History of the association psychology. War-
ren, H. C. (Jl '21)

History of the Atlantic coast line railroad.
Dozier, H. D. (Je '20)

History of the Chartist nioveniont. West, J.
(Ap -21)

History of the Christian church. Walker. W.
(N '18)

History of the Civil war, 1861-1865. Rhodes,
J. F. (Ja •IS)

History of the French novel. Saintsbury, G:
E: B. (My •IS, O '19)

History of the great war. Benedict, B. (D
•19)

History of the great war. Doyle, A. C. (O
•17, S •IS, Ag '19, Ap •ZO)

History of the Irish rebellion of 1916. Wells,
W. B., and Marlowe, N. (Ja •IS)

History of the Japanese people. Brinkley, F.,
and Klkuchl, D. (O ^20)

History of the Jews. Goodman, P. (Ag '19)

History of the Jews in Russia and Poland.
Dubnov, S. M. (Ap '17, My '21)

History of the Lithuanian nation and its pres-
ent national aspirations. Jusaitis, K. A.
(Ap '19)

History of the New thought movement. Dres-
ser, H. W. (N* '19)

History of the New York Times. Davis, E. H.
(O '21)

History of the Pacific Northwest. Schafer, J.
(Ap -18)

History of the Peace conference of Paris.
Teniperley, H. W: V.. ed. (Mr "21)

History of the people of England. Green-
wood, A. D. (S '21)

History of the post office in British North
America. Smith, W: (Je '21)

History of the rise and progress of the arts of
design in the United States. Dunlap, W:
(N '18)

History of the Sinn Fein movement and the
Irish rebellion of 1916. Jones, F. P. (F '18)

History of the theatre in America. Hornblow,
A. (F '20)

History of the thrift movement in America.
Straus, S. W: (Ap '20)

History of the transport service. Gleaves, A.
(Mr '21)

History of the United States. Channing, B:
(Ja '22)

History of the United States. Chesterton, C. E.
(Jl '19)

History of the United States from Hayes to
McKinley. Rhodes, J. F. (F '20, Ag '20)

History of the United States, political, social.
Industrial. Thompson, C: M. (Ag '18)

History of the United States since the Civil
war. Oberholtzer, E. P. (Ja '18)

History of the University of "Virginia, 1819-1919.
Bruce, P. A. (Ag ^21)

History of the world war. March, F. A. (Mr
•19)

History of the world war. Simonds, F. H. (Je
•18, O ^20)

History of the Yankee division. Benwell, H. A.
(O '19)

History of trade unionism. Webb, S. and B.
(Je '20)

History of Williams college. Spring, L. W. (O
•17)

History of Zionism, 1600-1918. Sokolow, N.
(Ag '19)

Hither and thither in Germany. Howells,
W: D. (Mr '20)

Hive. Comfort. W. L. (O '18)

Hodgkin, Thomas, 1831-1913
Creighton, L. Life and letters of Thomas
Hodgkin. (F '18)

Hohenzollerns in America and other impossi-
bilities. Leacock, S. B. (My '19)

Hohenzollerns through German eyes. (O '17)

Hoisting machinery
Zimmer, G: F: Mechanical handling and stor-
ing of material. (Jl '17)

Holbrooke. Josef Charles, 1878-
Lowe, G: Josef Holbrooke and his work.
(Ap '21)

"Holding the line.'^ Baldwin, H. (My •IS)
Holiday husband. Wyllarde, D. (Jl ^19)

Holiday in Umbria. Jackson, Sir T: G. (N '17)

Holidays
McSpadden, J. W. Book of holidays. (Ja •IS)

Holidays in tents. Childs, W. M. (S '21)

Holland
De Groot, C. "WTien I was a girl In Holland.
(D '17)

Holland, Henry Fox, 1st baron, 1705-1774
Ilchester, G. S. H. F. Henry Fox. (N '20)

Holland, Henry Scott, 1847-1918
Holland, H: S. Henry Scott Holland; memoir
and letters. (Je '21)

Holland of to-day. Edwards, G: W. (F '20)

Holmes, John, 1812-1899
Holmes, J: Letters of John Holmes to James

Russell Lowell and others. (F '19)

Holocaust, Italy's struggle viith the Hapsburg.
Pons, A. A. (D '19)

Holy City. Lagerlof, S. O. V. (Je •IS)

Holy fire. Wylie, L A. R. (Ag ^20)

Home and community hygiene. Broadhurst, J.

(N "18)

Home and farm food preservation. Cruess,
W: V. (Ja ^19)
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Home and its management. Kittredge, M. H.
(Jl -l?)

Home and the world. Tagore, R. (Ag '19)

Home book of verse. Stevenson, B. E., comp.
(D '18)

Home canning, drying and preserving. Andrea,
A. L. (S '18)

Home crafts of today and yesterday. Bu-
chanan, F. (O '17)

Home defense league, New York
Dawkins, W: A. Police reserve and home
defense gruard manual. (Ja '19)

Home economics
Abel, M. W. Successful family life on the
moderate income. (O '21)

Balderston, L. R. Housevirlfery. (Ap '19)

Cooley, A. M.. and Spohr. W. Household arts
for home and school. (My '20)

Cooley, A. M., and others. Teaching home
economics. (My '20)

Donham, S. A. Marketing and household
manual. (Ja '18)

Donham, S. A. Spending the family Income.
(Ja '22)

Franks, T. Household organization for war
service. (Jl '17)

Franks. T. Margin of happiness. (N '17)

Frederick, C. Household engineering. (D
'19)

Green, L. Effective small home. (My '17)

Hughes, D. M. Thrift In the household. (My
18)

Kinne, H., and Cooley, A. M. Home and the
family. (Je '17)

Kittredge, M. H. Home and its management.

Nesbitt, F. Household management. (Je '18)

Pattlson, M. S. Business of home manage-
ment. (Ap '19)

Peel, D. C. Labour-saving house. (Ap '18)

Prince, J. Letters to a young housekeeper.
(Mr '17)

Scott, R. C. Home labor saving devices.
(Ag '17)

Taber, C. W., and others. Business of the
household. (N '18)

Van Rensselaer, M., and others, comps. Man-
ual of home-making. (Ap '19)

Willard, F., and Gillett, L. H. Dietetics for
high schools. (F '21)

See also Cookery

Accounting
Sheaffer, W: A. Household accounting and
economics. (F '18)

Home-education of children. Forbush, W: B.
(Ap '20)

Home fires in France. Fisher, D. F. (N *18)

Home help in music study. Brower, H. M. (Jl

'18)

Home labor saving devices. Scott, R. C. (Ag
17)

Home nurse's handbook of practical nursing.
Aikens, C. A. (Je '17)

Home of fadeless splendour; or, Palestine of
today. Whittingham, G: N. (F '22)

Home of the countryside. Young men's Chris-
tian associations. International committee.
(S '17)

Home of the echoes. Boreham, F. W. (Ja '22)

Home—then what? (Ap '20)

Home vegetable gardening from A to Z.
Kruhm, A. (Ap '18j

Home vegetables and small fruits. Duncan, F.
(Mr '18)

Homely diary of a diplomat in the East, 1897-
1899. Harrison, T: S. (Je '18)

Homer, b. circa 1000 B.C.
Scott, J: A. Unity of Homer. (D '21)

Homespun and gold. Brown, A. (Ja '21)

Homestead. Humphrey, Z. (S '19)

Homestead law
DuBois, J. T., and Mathews, G. S. Galusha A.
Grow, father of the homestead law. (Jl '17)

Homing with the birds. Porter, G. (O '19)

"Honest Abe." Rothschild, A. (N '17)

Honest thief. Dostoevskii, F. M. (Ap '20)

Honest lawyer. McFadden, G. V. (My '17)

Honeycomb. Richardson, D. M. (Je '18)

Honor Bright. Richards, L. E. (O '20)

Honourable gentleman, and others. Abdullah,
A. (N '19)

Hooker, Sir Joseph Dalton, 1817-1911
Hooker, J. D. Life and letters of Sir Joseph
Dalton Hooker. (Ap '19)

Hoover, Herbert Clark, 1874-
Kellogg, V. L. Herbert Hoover. (Je '20)
Lane, R. Making of Herbert Hoover. (N

'20)

Hope. Cunninghame Graham, R. B. (F '18)
Hope chest. Luther, M. L. (Ap '18)
Hope Farm notes. Collingwood, H. W. (Je '21)
Hope for society. Gardner, L., ed. (S '17)

Hope in suffering. Klein, F. (O '17)
Hope of the world. Wilson, W. (Jl '20)
Hope Trueblood. Worth, P. (Jl '18)

Horace (Quintus Horatlus Flaccus) 65-8 B. C.
Cooper, L., ed. Concordance to the works of
Horace. (O '17)

D'Alton, J. F. Horace and his age. (D '17)
Goad, C. M. Horace in the English literature
of the eighteenth century. (My '19)

Untermeyer, L: Including Horace. (Ja '20)
Horizons. Hackett, F. (S '18)

Horizons. White, V. C. (Jl '21)
Hornet's nest. Woodrow, N. M. (Ap '17)

Horsemanship
Fleitmann, L. L. Comments on hacks and

hunters. (F '22)

Horses
Merwin, H: C. Horse. (Jl '17)

Poetry
Frothingham, R., comp. Songs of horses.
(N '20)

Horse-stealers, eind other stories. Chekhov. A.
P. (S '21)

Horsley, Sir Victor Alexander Haden, 1857-1916
Paget, S. Sir Victor Horsley. (D '20)

Horticulture
Bailey, L. H. Standard cyclopedia of horti-

culture. (O '17)
Horticulture. Davis, K. C. (F '20)

Hosiery manufacture. Davis, W: (O '20)

Hospitable England in the seventies. Dana,
R: H: (Mr '21)

Hospital heroes. Black, E. W. (Mr '19)

Hospitals
Catlin, L. C. Hospital as a social agent In

the community. (Ja '19)

Stevens, E: F. American hospital of the
twentieth century. (F '20)

Hostage in Germany. Desson, G. (F '18)

Hostage, The. Claudel, P. (Mr '18)

Hot bulb oil engines and suitable vessels. Pol-
lock. W. (Ja '21)

Hound of heaven; an Interpretation. Le Buffe,
F. P. (D '21)

Hours of France in peace and war. Mowrer,
P. S. (Ja '19)

Hours of labor
Leverhulme, W: H. L. Six-hour day. (Ag

'19)

Leverhulme, W: H. L. Six-hour shift and
Industrial efflclency. (Jl '20)

Vernon. H. M. Industrial fatigue and effi-

ciency. (Ja '22)

House, Edward Mandell, 1858-
Smith, A. D. H. Real Colonel House. (S '18)

House by the river. Herbert, A. P. (Ap '21)

House decoration
Eberlein, H. D., and others. Practical book

of interior decoration. (F '20)

Green, L. Effective small home. (My '17)

Izor. E. P. Costume design and home plan-
ning. (Ap '17)

Kinne. H.. and Cooley. A. M. Home and the
family. (Je '17)

Northend, M. H. Art of home decoration.
(D '21)

Robertson, L., and O'Donnell, T: C. Health-
ful house. (Ja '18)

Rolfe, A. L. Interior decoration for the
small home. (My '17)

Stratton, A. English interior. (Jl '21)

Wright, A. Interior decoration for modern
needs. (D '17) ,, ^

House in Dormer forest. Webb. M. G. (Mr
'21)

House in Queen Anne square. Lyell, W: D.

(Je '21)
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House of Baltazar. Locke. W: J: (Mr '20)

House oi Conrad. Tobenkin, E. (Ap '18)

House of courage. Rickard, L. (N '19)

House of dreams-come-true. Pedler, il. (S
20)

House of dust. Aiken, C. P. (N '20)

House of HohenzoUern and the Hapsburg mon-
archy. Pollak, G. (S '17)

House of intrigue. Stringer, A. J: A. (Je IS)

House of the winds. Brady, E. J. (F '20)

House of whispers. Johnston. W: A. (Je 18)

House organs
O'Shea, P: F. Employees' magazmes. (O

'20)

Ramsay, R. E. Effective house organs. (Ap
'20)

House 'round the comer. Holmes, G. (F '20)

House with a bad name. Sheehan, P. P. (D
'20)

House with the golden windows. Buckrose,
J. E., pseud. (Jl '21)

House with the mezzanine. Chekhov, A. P.

(N '17)

Houseboat days in China. Bland, J: O. P. (N
19)

Household accounting and economics. Sheaffer,
W: A. (F '18)

Household arts for home and school. Cooley,
A. M., and Spohr, W. (My '20)

Household engineering. Frederick, C. (D '19)

Household management. Nesbitt. F. (Je '18)

Household manufactures in the United States,
1640-1860. Tryon, R. M. (S '17)

Household organization for war service.
Franks, T. (Jl '17)

Housekeeper's apple book. Mackay, L. G. (F
'18)

House-mates. Beresford, J: D. (O '17)

Housewifery. Balderston, L. R. (Ap '19)

Housing and the housing problem. Aronovici,
C. (S '20)

Housing famine, how to end it. Murphy, J: J.,

and others. (Ag '21)

Housing of the unskilled wage earner. Wood,
E. E. (N -19)

Housing problem
Aronovici, C. Housing and the housing

problem. (S '20)

Knowles, M. Industrial housing. (Ja '21)

Murphy, J: J., and others. Housing famine,
how to end it (Ag '21)

"Waldo, F. L. Good housing that pays. (F
•18)

Whitaker, C: H. Joke about housing. (Ag
'20)

Wood, E. E. Housing of the unskilled wage
earner. (N '19)

Housing problem in war and in peace. Whit-
aker, C: H., and others. (Ja '19)

Houston, Samuel, 1793-1863
Bryan, G: S. Sam Houston. (My '18)

How a soldier may succeed after the war.
Conwell, R. H. (D '18)

How and why stories. Branner, J: C. (N '21)

How animals talk. Long, W: J. (O '19)

How children learn. Freeman, F. N. (Mr '18)

How could you, Jean? Brainerd, E. (D '17)

How France built her cathedrals. O'Reilly, E.
B. (My '21)

How Germany does business. Gourvitch, P. P.
(Ja '18)

How I filmed the war. Malins, G. H. (Ap '20)

How it all fits together. Alston, L. (My '21)

How it came about stories. Linderman, F. B.
(O '21)

How it feels to be fifty. Butler, E. P. (Ag '20)

How many cards? Ostrander, I. B. (Ja '21)

How motion pictures are made. Croy, H. (Ja
'19)

How much shall I give? Brandt, L. (N '21)

How paper boxes are made. Salade, R. F.
(S '21)

How presidents are made. Dunn, A. W. (Je
'20)

How shall I take exercise and set-up? De-
lano, S: (Ja '19)

How the Bible grew. Lewis, F. G. (Jl '19)

How the mind cures. Butler, G: F. (Ap '21)

How the war came. Lorebum. R. T. R. (My
'20)

How the world votes. Seymour. C:, and Frary,
D. P. (Ap '19)

How these farmers succeeded. McMahon, J: R..

ed. (Je '19)
^, ,^,How to advertise. French, G: (Jl 17)

How to avoid Infection. Chapin, C: V. (O '17)

How- to become a private secretary. McLach-
lan, J: 'E. (Je '21)

How to become a wireless operator. Hayward,
C: B. (My '19)

How to become an office stenographer. Mason,
W. L. (Ap '20)

How to breathe right. Lankow, E: (O '18)

How to build mental power. Kleiser, G. (F
'18)

How to choose and get a better Job. Kllduft,

E: J. (S '21)
, ,, ^How to choose the right vocation. Merton,

H. W. (N '17)

How to cut food costs. Cooper, L. F. (D 17)

How to debate. Shurter, E. D. (D '17)

How to develop your personality. Major, C. T.
(Ja '1S>

How to develop your speakmg voice. Major,
C. T. (Mr '21)

How to develop your will power. Major, o.

T. (N '20)

How to do business with Russia. Petersson,
C. E. W. (D '17)

How to enjoy music. Antcliffe, H. E. (O '21)

How to face life. Wise, S. S: (My '18)

How to face peace. Shelby, G. M. (Ag 19)

How to get ahead. Atwood. A. W: (M'l '^''

How to keep fit in camp and trench. Lynch,
C:, and Gumming, J. G. (O '18)

How to keep invention records. Toulmin, H.

How "to know the Bible. Hodges, G: (D '18)

How to live. Fisher, I., and Fisk, E. L. (Ag
'19)

How to live at the front. MacQuarrie, H. (O
'17)

How to make concrete garden furniture and
accessories. Fallon, J: T., ed. ^(F '18)

How to make perfection appear. Pedrick, K. F.

(F '20) . _,

How to make the garden pay. Morrison, E:
Brues, C: T: (S '17)

How to manage men. Fish, E. H: (Agr 21)

How to measure. Wilson, G. M., and HoKe,
K. J. (Mr '21)

How to operate a motor car. Verrill, A. i±.

(Je '19) „ /-. T ^T»How to prevent sickness. Howe, G. u. CJa
'19)

How to produce amateur plays. Clark, B. H.

How to read. Kerfoot, J. B. (Ag '17)

How to read poetry. Colson, E. M. (F 19)

How to read the Bible in the twentieth century.

Bryant, S. (F '19)

How to reduce. Donnelly, A- (Ja zl)

How to rest. Howard, W: L. (N" '17) „, ,.,,

How to run an automobile. Page, V: w. tJi

•17)

How to sell more goods. Barrett, H. J. (Je
'18)

How to sing a song. Guilbert, Y. (Ja '19)

How to speak. Lawrence, E. G. (S 18)

How to speak with the dead. Sciens, pseud.

(F '19)

How to study architecture. Caffln. C: H: (D
'17)

How to study music. Farnsworth, C: H. (D
'20)

How to study "The best short stories." Wil-
liams. B. C. (S '19)

How to swim. Kellermann, A. (Ag 18)

How to teach. Strayer, G: D., and Norsworthy,
N. (S "17) ^ . -, ,

-

How to teach English to foreigrners. Gold-
berger. H: H. (F '20) ^ , ^ ^ . „

How to teach in Sunday-school. Schmauk, i.

E. (Ag '20) _ „ ,-- ,,.,

How to teach religion. Betts, G: H. (N 19)

How to teach the special subjects. Kendall,

C. N., and Mirick, G: A. (Ja 19)

How to use cement for concrete construction

for town and farm. Campbell, H: C. (Je

'20)

How to write for moving pictures. Bertsch, M.

How to write special feature articles. Bleyer,

W. G. (Mr '20)

How we advertised America. Creel. G. (.Ad

•20)
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Howard Chase, Red Hill, Kansas. Sheldon,
C: M. (My '18)

Howard, Keble, pseud. See Bell, J: K.
Howard's End. Forster, E. M. (Ap "21)

Howells, William Dean, 1837-
Harvey, A. William Dean Howella. (O '17)

Hoyle up-to-date. Foster, R. F:, ed. (Je '17)

Hudson, William Henry, 1862-
Hudson, W: H: Far away and long ago. (D

•18)

Hugo, Victor Marie, comte, 1802-1885
Duclaux, A. M. F. Victor Hugo. (N '21)

Huguenots
Fosdick, Li. J: French blood in America. (Ag

•19)

Huldy's "Whistle. Miller, A. A. (N '19)

Human and industrial efficiency. Chellew, H:
(N '20)

Human atmosphere (the aura). Kilner, W. J:

(Mr ^21)

Human behavior. Paton, S. (Je '21)

Human conduct. Peters, C: C. (Ap '19)

Human costs of the war. Folks, H. (Jl '20)

Human drift. London, J. (Mr '17)

Human efficiency and levels of intelligence.
Goddard, H: H. (D '20)

Human engineering. Wera, E. (My '21)

Human factor in business. Rowntree, B: S.
(F ^22)

Human factor in education. Munroe, J. P. (D
•20)

Human factor in industry. Frankel, L. K.,
and Fleisher, A. (S '20)

Human machine and industrial efficiency. Lee,
F: S. (Jl "19)

Human mechanism. Hough, T., and Sedgwick,
W: T. (Ja '19)

Human nature and its remaking. Hocking,
W: E. (O '18, F ^20)

Human nature In business. Kelly, F. C. (Jl
20)

Human personality and its survival of bodily
death. Myers, F: W: H: (Ag ^20)

Human physiology. Stiles. P. G. (Jl '17)

Human psychology. Warren, K. C. (Jl '20)

Human side of animals. Dixon, R. (D '18)

Human side of birds. Dixon, R. (Ja '18)

Human side of business. Peirce, F: (My •IS)
Human side of retail selling. Leigh, R., pseud.

(Ap "21)

Human side of trees. Dixon, R., and Fitch,
F. E. (My •I?)

Human touch. "Sapper," pseud. (F '19)

Human tragedy. France, A., pseud. (Ja '18)

Human traits and their social significajice.
Edman, L (N '20)

Human welfare work in Chicago. Carbaugh,
H. C. ed. (Je '17)

Humanism in New England theology. Gordon,
G: A. (My '20)

Humanity or hate: which? Grumbine, H. C.
(Ag '19)

Humanizing industry. Feld, R. C. (O '20)

Humor
Ada, G: Hand-made fables. (Ap '20)

Anthony, E: Merr>'-go-roundelays. (N '21)
Benchley, R. C: Of all things. (Ja '22)
Breiming, M. You know Charles. (Ja '22)
Chappell, G: S. Cruise of the Kawa. (N

'21)

Cobb, I. S. Abandoned farmers. (D '20)

Cobb, I. S. One third off. (O '21)

Cobb. L S. Plea for Old Cap Collier. (S
•21)

Cobb. I. S., and Rinehart, M. R. Oh. well,
you know how women are! and Isn^t that
Just like a man! (My '20)

Day, C. S. jr. Crow's nest. (Ja ^22)
Eastman, M. Sense of humor. (Ja ^22)
Graves, C: L. Mr Punch's history of mod-
ern England. (D '21)

Herbert, A. P. Little rays of moonshine. (P
•22)

Hohart, G: V. Idle moments in Florida. (Ap
21)

Marquis, D. Noah an' Jonah an' Cap'n
Smith. (Ja '22)

Marauis, D. Old soak. (Jl '21)
Masson, T: L. Well, why not? (My '21)
Morley, C. D. Plum pudding. (Ja '22)
Robey, G: My rest cure. (Ap '20)

Stewart, D. O. Parody outline of history.
(Ja '22)

Strunsky, S. Sinbad and his friends. (D '21)
Thayer, M. D. Intellectuals. (My '21)

Humoresque. Hurst, F. (My '19)
Hiunoi'ous ghost stories. Scarborough, D.,

comp. (Je '21)

Humours of a parish, and other quaintnesses.
Money, W. B. (O '20)

Humphreys, David, 1752-1818
Humphreys, F. L. Life and times of David
Humphreys. (Jl '17)

Humphry and Reynolds nurse's service digest.
Humphry, L. (Jl '18)

Hundred and seventy Chinese poems. Waley,
A., tr. (Jl '19^

Hundred years in the Highlands. Mackenzie,
O. H. (O '21)

Hundredth chance. Dell, E. M. (Jl '17)

Hungary
Politics and government

Windisch-Graetz, L. My memoirs. (D '21)
Hunger. Hamsun, K. (D '20)

Hungry hearts. Yezierska, A. (D '20)

Hunkins. Blythe, S: G: (D '19)

Hunting
Beach, R. E. Oh, shoot! (O '21)

Caswell, J: Sporting rifles and rifle shoot-
ing. (S '20)

Clapham, R: Foxhunting on the Lakeland
fells. (Ja '21)

McGuire, J. A. In the Alaska-Yukon game-
lands. (Je '21)

Newbolt, H: J: Book of good hunting. (F
'21)

Robinson, R. E. Silver fields. (S '21)

Roosevelt, K. Happy hunting grounds. (D
•20)

Rutledge, A. H. Plantation game trails. (Ap
'21)

Sheldon, C: Wilderness of the upper Yukon.
(N '19)

Stebbing, E: P. Diary of a sportsman nat-
uralist in India. (Ja '21)

Thompson, J: B. de M. Jist huntin'. (S
'21)

Willoughby de Broke, R: G. V. Hunting
the fox. (Mr '21)

Hunting hidden treasure in the Andes. Rolt-
Wheeler, P. W: (D '21)

Hunting the fox. Willoughby de Broke, R:
G. V. (Mr '21)

Hunting the German shark. Whitaker, -H. (F
•19)

Hunting the Hun. Belton, J., and Odell, E. G.
(O ^18)

Hurrah and hallelujah. Bang, J. P: (My '17)

Husband. Anstruther, B. H. A, (Jl '20)

Husband test. Do.vies. M. C. (Jl ^21)

Huts in hell. Poling, D. A. (Ja ^19)

Huysmans, Jorls Karl, 1848-1907
Ellis, H. New spirit. (Je ^21)

Hydraulic engineering
Fergusson, F. F. Fundamental principles of
water power engineering. (Ap '21)

Lyndon, L. Hydro-electric power. (Je '17)

Hydraulics
King, H. W. Handbook of hydraulics for the

solution of hydraulic problems. (O '18)

Slocum, S. E. Elements of hydraulics. (S '17)

Hydro-electric development. Meares, J: W.
(Mr '21)

Hydroelectric plants
Taylor, W: T:, and Braymer, D. H. Amer-

ican hydroelectric practice. (D '17)

Hydro-electric power. Lyndon, L. (Je '17)

Hydrogen
Maxted, E: B. Catalytic hydrogenation and

reduction. (F '20)

Hydrogenation of oils. Ellis, C. (Ag '19)

Hygiene
Arnold, A. C.
Bacon, G: W.

'18)

Bowers, E. F:
Broadhurst, J.

(N '18)

Bussey, G: D.
(Ap '18)

Camp, W. C.
to keep it.

Triangle of health. (Ja '19)

Keeping young and well. (Ja

Bathing for health. (Jl '17)

Home and community hygiene.

Manual of personal hygiene.

Handbook on health and how
(My '20)
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Chancellor, W: E. Health of the teacher.
(N '19)

Chapin. H: D. Health first. (O '17)
Delano, J. A. American Red cross text-book
on home hygiene and care of the sick. (F
•20)

Doty, A. H. Good health. (O '17)
Fisher, I., and Fisk, E. L.. Health for the

soldier and sailor. (Ap '18)

Fisher, I., and Fisk, E. L. How to live. (Ag
•19)

Gaines, T: R. Vltalic breathing. (O '21)

Galbraith, A. M. Personal hygiene and phy-
sical training for women. (Je '17)

Hough, T., and Sedgwick, W: T. Human
mechanism. (Ja '19)

Howe, G. L. How to prevent sickness. (Ja
•19)

Ruber, J: B. Why die so young? (Ap '21)

Kelly, J. E. High road to health. (D '19)

Lee, R. I. Health and disease. (Je '17)

Lippitt, L. C. Personal hygiene and home
nursing. (F '19)

Miles, E. H. Self-health as a habit. (D '20)

I*roceedings of the international conference
of women physicians. (Ja '21)

Rosenau, M. J. Preventive medicine and hy-
giene. (Ja '18)

Saleeby. C. W. Eugenic prospect. (O '21)

Scott, T: B. Road to a healthy old age. (My
'19)

Tayler, J: L. Stages of human life. (Ja '22)

Winslow, K. Prevention of disease. (My '17)

Study and teaching
Andress, J. M. Teaching of hygiene in the

grades. (My '18)

Hygiene, Industrial. See Occupations—Diseases
and hygiene

Hygiene, Rural
Andress, J. M. Health education in rural

schools. (My '19)

Hygiene in Mexico. Pani, A. J. (Mr '17)

Hylethen, and other poems. Flagg, I: (Ag
•19)

Hymn of free peoples triumphant. Hagedorn,
H. (Je '19)

Hymns
Hewitt, T. B. Paul Gerhardt as a hymn
writer and his influence on English hymn-
ody. (Ja '19)

Hyphen. Schem, L. C. (Ja '21)

I have only myself to blame. Bibesco, E. (Ja
•22)

I sometimes think. Paget, S. (Jl '17)

I. W. W. ; a study of American syndicalism.
Brissenden, P. F: (Jl '19)

"I was there" with the Yanks on the western
front, 1917-1919. Baldridge, C. L., 11. (Ja
'20)

I wonder why. Goldsmith, M. (O '20)

Ibanez, VIncente Blasco. See Blasco Ibifiez, V.
Ibant obscuri. Bridges, R. (O ^17)

Ibos (Nigeria)
Basden, G: T: Among the Ibos of Nigeria.

(Ja '21)

Ibsen, Henrik, 1828-1906
Burchardt, C. B. Norwegian life and litera-

ture. (S '21)

Eller, W: H. Ibsen In Gtermany. 1870-1900.
(Ap '19)

Ellis, H. New spirit. (Je '21)
Franc, M. A. Ibsen In England. (D '19)
Ibsen, H. Early plays. (D '21)

Ice breakers. Geister, E. (O '18)
Ice pilot. Leverage, H: (Mr '21)

Iceland
Arnad6ttir, H. When I was a girl In Iceland.
(O '19)

Idea of a league of nations. Wells, H. G:,
and others. (My '19)

Idea of atonement in C!hrlstlan theology. Rash-
dall. H. (Je '20)

Idea of Coventry Patmore. Burdett, O. (Jl
•21)

Idea of (3od in the light of recent philosophy.
Pringle-Pattison, A. S. (N '17)

Idea of progress. Bury, J: B. (N '20)
Idea of progress. Inge, W: R. (My '21)
Idea of public right. (F '20)
Ideal passion.' Woodberry, G: E: (D '17)
Idealism
Adams, G: P. Idealism and the modern age.

(Je '19)
Sinclair, M. Defence of idealism. (D '17)

Ideals of America. City club of Chicago. (Je
•20)

Ideals of painting. Carr, J. W: C. (Jo ^17)
Identification of the economic woods of the

United States. Record, S: J. (F '20)
Idle days in Patagonia. Hudson, W: H: (Mr

'17)

Idle moments in Florida. Hobart, G: V. (Ap
21)

Idling in Italy. Collins, J. (D '20)

Idolatry of science. Coleridge, S. (F '21)
Idyl of the split bamboo. Holden, G: P. (Ja

'21)

If a man die. Jones, J: D. (F '19)

If I may. Milne, A. A. (N '21)
If I were twenty-one. Maxwell, W: M. (D '17)
If we return. Manwaring, G. B. (D '18)

If winter comes. Hutchinson, A. S. M. (8
'21)

If you don't write fiction. Cushing, C: P.
(Ag '20)

Ignition devices
Pag6, V: W. Automobile starting, lighting,
and ignition. (D '20)

lllegftlmacy
Kammerer, P. G. Unmarried mother. (Ap

'18)

Illinois
Description and travel

Ridgley, D. C. Geography of Illinois. (Jl '21)

History
Bogart, E. L., and Mathews, J: M. Modern
commonwealth, 1893-1918. (Ap '21)

Cole, A. C: Era of the Civil war. (O '19)

Pease, T. C. Frontier state, 1818-1848. (O
'19)

Social life and customs
Reed, E. H. Tales of a vanishing river. (F

•21>

Illinois. University
Nevins, J. A. Illinois. (N '17)

Powell, B. E. Semi-centennial history of the
University of Illinois. (F '19)

Illusions and realities of the war. Grierson, F.
(Jl '18)

Illustration of books
Choulant, L. History and bibliography of
anatomic illustration. (Jl '21)

Eastman, M. Journalism versus art. (Je '17)

Pennell, J. Graphic arts. (Ja '22)

Pollard, A. W: Early illustrated books.
(My '19)

Sullivan, E. J. Art of illustration. (F '22)

Whiting, J: D. Practical illustration, (Ja
•21)

Illustrations of Chaucer's England. Hughes.
D., ed. (Ag '18)

Illustrative handwork for elementary school
subjects. Dobbs, E. V. (N '17)

Imagination and its place in education. Klrk-
patrick, E. A. (D '20)

Immediate causes of the great war. Chitwood,
O. P. (Jl '17)

Immigrant health and the community. Davis,
M. M., jr. (Jl '21)

Immigrants In the United States
Abbott, G. Immigrant and the community.

(Je '17)

Breckinridge, S. P. New homes for old.

(S '21)

Cohen, R. Out of the shadow. (D '18)

Davis, M. M., Jr. Immigrant health hud the
community. (Jl '21)

Harkness, G. E. Church and the immigrant.
(D '21)

Hasanovitz, E. One of them. (O '18)

Panunzio, C. M. Soul of an immigrant. (N
'21)

Park, R. E., and Miller, H. A. Old world
traits transplanted. (Mr '21)
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Immigrants in the United States

—

Continued
Ravage, M. E. American in the making. (D

•17)

Speek, P: A. Stake in the land. (My '21)

Talbot, W., comp. Americanization. (F '18)

Thomas, W: I:, and Znaniecki, P. Polish
peasant in Europe and America. (Jl '18)

Williams, H. P. Social study of the Russian
German. (Jl '17)

Immigration
Davis, P., and Schwartz, B., eds. Immigra-

tion and Americanization. (Mr '20)
Drac.islei', J. Democracy and assimilation.

(F 21)
Kellor, F. A. Federal administration and the

alien. (Ag '21)
Kellor, F. A. Immigration and the future.

(Mr '21)
Orth, S: P. Onr foreigners. (D '20)

Phelps, E. M., comp. Selected articles on
immigration. (Je '21)

Reely, M. K., como. Selected articles on im-
migration. (Mr '17)

Weiss, F. F. Sieve; or, Revelations of the
man mill. (N '21)

Immigration and Americanizaton. Davis, P.,
and Schwartz, B., eds. (Mr '20)

Immigration and the future. Kellor, F. A.
(Mr '21)

Immortal flame. Petersen, M. B. (D '19)

Immortaiity
Carrington, H. Death. (My '21)

Forsyth, P. T. This life and the next. (O
'18)

Genung, J: F. Life indeed. (Ap '21)

Heagle, D: Do the dead still live? (Jl '20)
Holmes, J: H., and Olf, L. B., comps. Grail

of life. (Ja '20)
Kirkland, W. M. New death. (O '18)
Leuba, J. H: Belief In God and immortality.

(Je '17)

McComb. S: Future life in the light of mod-
ern inquiry. (Ja '20)

Mackintosh, H. R. Immortality and the
future. (O '17)

Moore, C. H. Pagan Ideas of Immortality dur-
ing the early Roman empire. (F '20)

Rhodes, D. P. Our immortality. (My '19)
Snowden, J. H: Can we believe in immortal-

ity? (S '18)

Storr, V. F. Christianity and immortality.
(N '18)

Streeter, B. H., and others. Immortality. (P
'18)

Tweedale, C: L. Man's survival after death.
(D '20)

Willey, J: H. Between two worlds. (O '19)
Imperfect mother. Beresford, J: D. (Jl '20)
Imperial England. Lavell, C. F., and Payne, C:

E: (N '18, Ag '19)

Imperial federation
Adams, G: B. British empire and a league of

peace. (Jl '19)

Hodge, H. In the wake of the war. (O '17)
Imperial Germany. Biilow, B. H. M. K:, fiirst

von. (Ag '17)

Imperial trans-Antarctic expedition, 1914-1917
Shackleton, E. H: South. (Ap '20)

Imperialism
Nearing, S. American empire. (Ap '21)
Tucker, I. St J: History of imperialism.

(Ja '21)

Implication and linear inference. Bosanquet,
B. (Mr '21)

Impossible Apollo. Cobb, T: (My '21)
Impossible people. Wemyss, M. C. E. (Ap 'IS)
Impressions and comments. Ellis. H. (S '21)
Impressions of the Kaiser. Hill, D: J. (F '19)
Impres.sions of Theodore Roosevelt. Abbott,

L. F. (D '19)
Impressions that remained. Smyth, B. (Mv

'20)

Imprisoned freeman. Woodruff, H. (Ag '18)
Imprudence. Young, F. E. M. (Mr '21)
In a day of social rebuilding. Coffin. H: S.

(N '18)

In a little town. Hughes, R. (Mr '17)
In American. Weaver, J: V., jr. (Ap '21)
In apple-blossom time, Bumham, C. L.. (N

'19)

In April once, Percy, W: A. (D '20)

In Audubon's Labrador. Townsend, C: W.
(S '18)

In Berkshire fields. Eaton, W. P. (N '20)
In blessed Cyrus. Richards, L. E. (Ja '22>
In camp and trench. Barley, B. (D '18)
In Canada's wonderful northland. Curran, W : T.,

and Calkins, H. A. (Ap '17)
In chancery. Galsworthy, J: (N '20)

In days to come. Rathenau, W. (D '21)
In far north-east Siberia. Shklovskil, I. V.

(Ap '17)

In Flanders fields. McCrae, J: (Ap '19)

In German hands. Hennebois, C: (F '18)

In good company. Kernahan, C. (Jl '17)

In Greek seas. Hardy, O. H: (D '17)
In Happy Valley. Fox, J: (O '17)

In his own image. Briarly, M. (Je '21)
In His steps to-day. Sheldon, C: M. (S '21)

In kultured kaptivity. Rossiter, I. (D '18)

In Kut and captivity with the Sixth Indian
division. Sandes, E: W. C. (F '21)

In I..incoln's chair. Tarbell, I. M, (My '20)

In lower Florida wilds. Simpson, C: T. (O
'20)

In memory of Anna Howard Shaw. Shaw,
A. H. (F '20)

In Mesopotamia. Swayne, M. L. (My '18)

In Morocco. Wharton, E. N. (D '20)

In old Pennsylvania towns. "WTiarton, A, H.
(F '21)

In one man's life. Paine, A. B. (N '21)

In Orchard Glen. Keith, M. (My '19)

In our first year of war. Wilson, W. (Mr '1S'>

In pawn. Butler, E. P. (N '21)

In pawn to a throne. Brown, D. and K, (D
'19)

In red and gold. Merwin, S: (My '21)

In Salonica with our army. Eng title of Cam-
paigning in the Balkans. Lake, H. (Ja '19)

In search of the soul. Hollander, B. (My '21i

In secret. Chambers, R. W: (Ag '19)

In the Alaskan wilderness. Gordon, G: B,
(My '18)

In the Alaska-Yukon gamelands. McGuire,
J. A. (Je '21)

In the claws of the dragon. Morant, G: S. de.
(S '21)

In the claws of the German eagle. Williams,
A. R. (Je '17)

In the days of the guild. Lamprey, L. (Ja '19)

In the days of the Pilgrim fathers. Crawford,
M. C. (Jl '20)

In the days of Victoria. Plowman, T: F. (Je
'18)

In the eyes of the East. Greenbie, M. L. (Ja
'22)

In the footsteps of St Paul. Clark, F. E: (F
•18)

In the fourth year. Wells, H. G: (Jl '18)

In the garret. Van Vechten, C. (Mr '20)

In the heart of a fool. White, W: A. (Ja '19)

In the heart of German intrigue. Brown, D.
(Ap '18)

In the house of another. Mantle, B. (D '20)

In the key of blue and other prose essays.
Symonds, J: A. (S '19)

In the midst of life. Bierce, A. (O '18)

In the mountains. (N '20)

In the night. Gorell, R. G. B., 3d baron. (O
'17)

In the paths of the wind. Dresbach, G. W.
(My '18)

In the prison camps of Germany. Hoffman,
C. (Ja '21)

In the shadow of Lantern street. Woodworth,
H. G. (Jl '20)

In the shadow of the hills. Shedd, G: C. (D
'19)

In the soldier's service. Dexter, M. (Ja 19)

In the sweet dry and dry. Morley, C. D., and
Haley, B. (N '19)

In the tiger's lair. Miller, L. E: (D '21)

In the tracks of the trades. Freeman, L: R.

(N '20)

In the vallev of vision. Faber, G. C. (O '19)

In the wake of the war. Hodge, H. (O '17)

In the war. Smidovich, V. V. (Je '17)

In the wilderne.-^s. Hichens, R. S. (Mr '17)

In the wilds of South America. Miller, L. E.

(P '19)

In the world. Gorky. M., pseud. (O '17)

In the world war. Czernin von und zu Chu-
dpnitz. O. T. O: M (My '20)

, ,^„^
In these latter days. Bancroft, H. H. (Ja '18)
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Inbreeding and outbreeding. East, E: M.. and
Jones. D. F. (Ag '20)

Incidents in the life of a mining engineer. Mc-
Carthy, E: T. (S '19)

Including Horace. Untermeyer, L: (Ja ^0)

Income
, ^.

Pickard. B. Reasonable revolution. (My
'20>

Income tax ,„ .,„^
Essary, J. F. Your vrar taxes. (S '18)

Haig, R. M., and others., eds. Federal in-

come tax. (Jl '21)

MontROmery, R. H. Income tax procedure,
1917. (Je '17)

Montgomery, R. H. Income tax procedure,
1918. (S '18)

Nelson, G. N. Income tax, law and account-
ing, 1918. (Ap -18) ^ , ^ , ,, ,

Phelps, E. M., comp. Selected articles on the
income tax. (Ja '18)

Rossmoore, E. E. Federal corporate income
tixes (Je '21)

Index number for state school systems. Ayres.
L. P. (F '21)

Index to St Nicholas. Guthrie, A. L... comp.
(Ap '20)

Indexes
Faxon, F: W., ed. Annual magazine subject-

index. 1916. (My '17)

Hannigan, F. J., comp. Standard index oi

short stories, 1900-1914. (Je '18)

Indexing
Warren, I.

India

Office records. (Jl '21)

Aga Khan. India in transition. (Mr '19)

Archer, W: India and the future. (Jl '18)

Bannerjea, D. N. India's nation builders.
(N -ao)

Curtis, L. Letters to the people of India on
responsible government. (S '19)

Fisher, F. B., and Williams, G. M. India's
silent revolution. (Jl '19)

Havell, E. B. History of the Aryan rule In

India. (S '19)

Ladd. G: T. Intimate glimpses of life in

India. (Mr '20)

Trotter, L. J. History of India from the
earliest times to the present day. (Je '18)

Description and travel

Chauvelot, R. Mysterious India. (N '21)

Lucas, E: V. Roving east and roving west.
(O '21)

Newell, H. A. Topee and turban. (My '21)

Economic conditions

Mukerjee, R. Foundations of Indian eco-
nomics. (N '17)

History

Anderson, G., and Subedar, M. B. Expan-
sion of British India. (F '20)

Chirol, V. India old and new. (F '22)

Moreland, W: H. India at the death of Akbar.
(F '21)

Rawlinson, H. G: Intercourse between India
and the western world. (Jl '17)

Smith, V. A. Oxford history of India. <D
'19)

Politics and government
Lajpat Raya. England's debt to India. (F

'18)

Lajpat Raya. Political future of India. (Ja
•20)

Macdonald, J. R. Government of India. (D
'20)

Mookerji, R. Local government in ancient
India, (D '20)

Young. P. N. F., and Ferrers, A. India in
conflict. (F '21)

Religion

Whitehead, H: Village gods of South India.
(Ap '17)

Social life and customs
Benton, A. H. Indian moral instruction and

caste problems. (S '17)

Chauvelot, R. Mysterious India. (N '21)

India at the death of Akbar. Moreland, W:
H. (F '21)

India in conflict. Young, P. N. F., and Ferrers.

India old and new. Chirol, V. (F '22)

Indian corps in France. Merewetber. J: W. a.,

and Smith. F: E. (F '19)

Indian drum. MacHarg, W:, and Balmer, Jl.

Indian history for young folks. Drake, F. S:

(My '19) ,„ „„.
Indian legends retold. Eastman, E. (N 19)

Indian [mythology]; Iranian [mythology]. Keith,

A. B., and Carnoy, A. J. (Ap 17)

Indian painting. Brown, P. (Ja '20)

Indian summer. Eno, H: L. (Je 21)

Indiana , , ,. /ti ,1o^
Bailey, E. S. Sand dunes of Indiana. (Jl 18)

Description and travel

Parsons, J: Tour through Indiana in 1840.

(O '20)

Indians of North America
Carmichael, M. H., comp. Pioneer days. (D

'17)
Coolidge, G. Teepee neighbors. (Mr '18)

Eastman, C: A. Indian heroes and great

chieftains. (D '18) ^ ^ , ,a^">-i\
Grinnell. G: B. When buffalo ran. (Ap 21)

Heming, A. H. H. Drama of the forests. (D
'21)

Houghton, L. Our debt to the red man.
(N '18)

, i. /Tj.

Huntington, B. Red man's continent. (F
'20)

Laing, M. E. Hero of the longhouse. (F

Miner, W: H. American Indians, north of

Mexico. (F '18) ^ „. . „ /t:> •1Q^
Olden. S. E. People of Tipi Sapa. (F 19)

Antiquities

Moorehead. W. K. Stone ornaments used by

Indians in the United States and Canada.

(N '17)

Fiction

Gregor, E. R. War trail. (D '21)

History

Drake F. S: Indian history for young folks.

(My' '19)
,

.

Legends

Judson, K. B., comp. .
Myths and legends of

British North America. (Je .17)

Judson, K. B. Old Crow stones. (DH)
Olcott, F. J. Red Indian fairy book. (D 17)

Thompson, F. M. Over Indian and animal

trails. (F '19)

Poetry

Cronyn G:, ed. Path on the rainbow. (Ja

•19)

Social life and customs

Autobiography of a Winnebago Indian. (S

India's' nation builders. Bajinerjea. D. N. (M

India^'s^ silent revolution. Fisher. F. B., and
Williams. G. M. (Jl '19)

^ -o n {<^
Indiscretions of Archie. Wodehouse. P. Q. (3

IndiscVetions of the naval censor. Brownrigg,

D. E. R. (Je '20)

Individuality
v. . , ^„ /a '21^

Briffault, R. Psyche's lamp. (S 21)

Indo-Chinese [mythology]. Scott. J- G- /^«
Miiller, W. M. Egyptian [mythology]) (A«

Industrial administration. Berriman, A E..

Indu^s'triaT'^and^" artistic technology of paint and
varnish. Sabin, A. H. (Je IJ) „ .

Industrial and commercial revolutions in Great

Britain during the nineteenth century.

Knowles, L. C. A. (N '21)
tj r-

Industrial and power alcohol. Farmer, R. c.

(F '22)

Industrial arts , . ,-,_ •nf.v

Collins, A. F: Amateur mechanic. (Ja 20)

Collins, A. F: Handy home book ( Jl
^^^

Griffith I. S: Teaching manual and indus-

trial 'arts. (Ag '20)
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Industrial arts

—

Continued
Schmidt, W. K: Problems of the finishing
room. (Jl '17)

Industrial education
Allen, C: R. Instructor, the man and the

Job. (Ap '19)

Dooley, W: H: Principles and methods of
industrial education. (D '19)

Douglas, P. H. American apprenticeship and
industrial education. (O '21)

Kelly, R. W. Training industrial workers.
(Mr '21)

Industrial electrical measuring instruments.
Edgcumbe. K. W: E: (D '19)

Industrial electrometallurgy. Rideal, E. K.
(D '19)

Industrial engineering. Barr, W: M. (F '20)

Industrial fatigue and eflftclency. Vernon, H.
M. (Ja '22)

Industrial, gases. Greenwood, H. C. (Ag '20>

Industrial goodwill. Commons, J: R. (Ag '19)

Industrial government. Commons, J: R., and
others. (O '21)

Industrial housing. Knowles, M. (Ja '21)

Industrial management
Basset, W: R. When the workmen help
you manage. (D '19)

Clark, N. M. Common sense in labor man-
agemenl:. (Ja '20)

Commons, J: R., ed. Trade unionism and la-
bor problems. (My '21)

Gantt, H: L. Organizing for work. (N '19)

Lee, J: Management. (N '21)

Mjuscio, B. Lectures on industriaJ psychol-
ogy. (N '20)

Tead, O., and Metcalf, H: C. Personnel ad-
ministration. (D '20, Ag '21)

Industrial Mexico. Middleton, P. H. (D '19)

Industrial nursing. Wright, F. S. (F '20)

Industrial outlook. Furniss, H: S., ed. (N '17)

Industrial reconstruction. Carter, H., ed. (D
•18)

Industrial relations
Baker, R. S. New industrial unrest. (Je '20)

Bloomfleld, D., comp. Modem industrial
movements. (F '20)

Bloomfield, D., comp. Selected articles on
modern industrial movements. (Ag '20)

Bloomfield, M. Management and men. (Ag
'19)

Chapman, S. J:, ed. Labour and capital after
the war, (F '20)

Cohen, J. H. American labor policy. (O '19)
Colvin, F. H. Labor turnover, loyalty and
output. (S '19)

Commons, J: R., ed. Trade unionism and la-
bor problems. (My '21)

Federated American engineering societies.
Committee on elimination of waste in indus-
try. Waste in industry. (Ja '22)

Goodrich, C. L. Frontier of control. (Ja
'21, Ag '21)

Holmes, J: H. Is violence the way out of our
industrial disputes? (Je '20)

Labor and industry. (Jl '21)

Lane, W. D. Civil war in West Virginia. (O
'21)

Leitch, J: Man-to-man. (S '19)
liBverhulme, W: H. L. Six-hour day. (Ag

•19)
Leverhulme, W: H, L, Six-hour shift and

industrial efficiency. (Jl '20)
Litchfield, P. W. Industrial republic. (Jl

•20)

Sllchter, S. H. Turnover of factory labor. (S
•19)

Thomas, E: Industry, emotion and unrest
(O ^20)

Industrial republic. Litchfield, P. W. (Jl ^20)

Industrial research
Mees, C: E: K. Organization of Industrial

scientific research. (S •20)

Indi'strial workers of the world
Brissenden, P. F: I. W. W.; a study of
American syndicalism. (Jl '19)

Industrialism
Eckel, E. C. Coal, iron and war. (S '20)

Industry
Adams, H: O. Description of industry. (Ap

'18)

Carpenter, E: Towards industrial freedom.
(P '19)

Conjmons, J: R. Industrial goodwill. (Ag
'19)

Frank, G. Politics of industry. (S '19)
Hobson, .1: A. Evolution of modern capital-

ism. (Ja '18)

Kellogg, P. U., and Gleason, A. H. British
labor and the war. (Je '19)

Marot, H. Creative impulse in industry. (S
'18, Ag '19)

Tead, O. Instincts in industry. (Ag "19)

Veblen, T. Engineers and the price system.
(3 '21)

Veblen, T. B. Vested interests and the state
of the industrial arts. (Ag '19)

Industry and finance. Kirkaldy, A. W., ed.
(Ag '18. Ag -21)

Industry and humanity. King, W: L. M. (F
'19, Ag '19)

Industry and state
Benn, E. J: P. Trade of to-morrow. (Ja '19)
Berriman, A. E., and others. Industrial ad-

ministration. (Ja '21)

Carter, H., ed. Limits of state industrial
control. (F '20)

Cole, G: D. H. Self-government in industry.
(Ja '19)

Gray, H. L. War time control of industry.
(Je '18)

Industry and trade. Bishop, A. L., and Keller.
A. G. (Mr '19)

Industry, emotion and unrest. Thomajs, E: (O
'20)

Inevitable. Couperus, L: M. A. (D '20)
Inez and Trilby May. Ford, S. (F '22)

Infant schools
McMillan, M. Nursery school. (N '21)

Infants

Care and hygiene
Cooke, J. B. Baby, before and after arrival.

(Je '17)

Kinne, H., and Cooley, A. M. Home and the
family. (Je '17)

Infection
Chapin, C: V. How to a.void infection. (O

'17)

Inferno. Barbusse, H. (N '18)

Inflation and high prices. Academy of political
science. (F '21)

Influence of animism on Islam. Zwemer, S:
M. (Ag '20)

Influence of oversea expansion on England to
1700. Gillespie, J. E: (F '21)

Influence of Puritanism on the political and
leligious thought of the English. Flynn,
J: S. (F '21)

Influence of the sea on the political history of
Japan. Ballard, G: A. (Ja '22)

Ingersoll, Jared, 1722-1781
Gipson, L. H. Jared Ingersoll. (My ^21)

Inglls, Elsie Maud. 1864-1917
Balfour, F. Dr Elsie Inglls. (S '19)

Inheritance
Read. H. E. Abolition of inheritance. (O '18)

Injurious insects and useful birds. Washburn,
F: L. (Ap '19)

Inklings for thinklings. Hale, S. (F '20)

Inland navigation
Ogilvie, P. M. International waterways. (Je

'20)

Inn of disenchantment. Tarleau, L. Y. (N '17)

Inner door. Sullivan, A. (O '17)

inness, George, 1825-1894
Inness, G:, jr. Life, art, and letters of George

Inness. (D '17)

Innocent adventuress. Bradley, M. (Mr '21)

Innocents. Lewis, S. (O '17)

Inns
Endell, F. A. G. Old tavern signs. (Ap •17)

Matz, B. W. Inns and taverns of Pickwick.
(F '22)

Inns and taverns of Pickwick. Matz, B. W.
(F '22)

Inorganic chemical synonyms. Darling, E. R.,
(Mr '20)

Inquisition
Turberville, A. S. Mediaeval heresy and the

inquisition. (F '22)

Inquiry into the nature of peace and the terms
of its perpetuation. Veblen, T. B. (Jl '17)
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Inscriptions, Latin
Sandys. J: E. Latin epigraphy. (N 19)

Inscrutable lovers. MacFarlan. A. (Ap '20)

Insect artizans and their work. Step, B: (F
•20)

Insects , ,, , ,

Clark, G. G. Tiny toilers and their works.
(N '21)

Fabre, J. H. C. Insect adventures. (Ja '18)

Fabre, J. H. C. Life of the grasshopper. (My
•17)

Fabre, J. H. C. Wonders of instinct. (Jl '18)

Herrlck, G. "W. Insects of economic Import-
ance. (O '20)

Lulz. F. K. Field book of insects. (Mr '18)

Shipley, A. E. Studies in insect life. (N '17)

Step, E: Insect artizans and their work. (F
•20)

Insects and human welfare. Brues, C: T: (Ja
'22)

Insects as carriers of contagion
Chandler, A. C. Animal parasites and hu-
man disease. (S '18>

Insects, Injurious and beneficial
Brues, C: T: Insects and human welfare.

(Ja '22)

Conradi, A. F:, and Thomas, W: A. Farm
spies. (Jl '17}

Crosby, C. R:, and Leonard, M. D. Manual
of vegetable-garden insects. (F '20)

Washburn, F: L. Injurious insects and useful
birds. (Ap '19)

Inside Constantinople. Einstein, .L: D: (Ap
'18)

Inside story of Austro-German intrigue. Gori-
Car, J., and Stowe, L. B. (Ap '20)

Inside story of the peace conference. Dillon,
E. J. (Mr '20)

Inside the British Isles. Gleason, A. H. (Jl '17)

Inside the German empire. Swope, H. B. (Mr
'17)

Inside the Russian revolution. Dorr, R. (F
'18)

Insignia
Wyliie, R. E. Orders, decorations and in-

signia, military and civil. (Je '21)

Insomnia
Walsh, W: S. Yours for sleep. (S '20)

Inspector-general. Gogol, N. V. (My '17)

Instigations of Ezra Pound. Pound, E. L. (S
•20)

Instinct
Drever, J. Instinct in man. (Ap •IS)

Instinct and the unconscious. Rivers, W: H.
R. (Mr '21)

Instincts in industry. Tead, O. (Ja '19, Ag
19)

Instructor, the man and the job. Allen, C: R.
(Ap '19)

Insurance
Gephart, W: F. Effects of the war upon In-

surance. (Ja '20)

Insurance, Employers' iiabiilty
Blanchard, R. H. Liability and compensation

insurance. (D '17)

Insurance, Fire
Gephart, W: F. Principles of insurance. (My

'17)

Ketcham, E: A: Fire insurance. (Je '17)

Insurance, Industrial
Woodbury, R. M. Social insurance. (N '17)

Insurance, Life
Gephart, W: F. Principles of insurance. (My

'17)

Horner, W. M. Training for a life insurance
agent. (S •I?)

Insurance, Marine
Huebner, S. S. Marine insurance. (D '20)

Insurance, Social
Miller, G. R. Social insurance in the United

States. (D '18)

Insurgent theatre. Dickinson, T: H. (D '17)

Intellectuals
Stearns, H. E. America and the young intel-

lectual. (Ja '22)
Intellectuals. Thayer, M. D. (My '21)
Intellectuals and the wage workers. Cory, H.

E. (My '20)

Intelligence of school children. Terman, L: M.
(O '19)

Intensity. Eng title of Ten hours. Smith, C.

I. (N '21) ^ _
Inter-American acquaintances. Chandler, C: L.

(Ap '18)

Intercourse between India and the western
world. Rawlinson, H. G: (Jl '17)

Interim. Richardson, D. M. (Ag '20)

Interior decoration for modern needs. Wright,

Interior decoration for the small home. Rolfe,

A. L. (My '17)
, . . ,. u*

Interior wiring and systems for electric light

and power service. Cook, A. L. (Je '17)

Interlopers. Bancroft, G. (O '17)

Internal-combustion engines. Lind, W. L. (F
'21 >

International commerce and reconstruction.
Friedman, E. M. (Jl '20)

International conventions and third states.

Roxburgh, R. F. (Ja '18)

International cooperation
Branfo'd, B. Janus and Vesta. (S 17)

Jones, J. L. Love for the battle-torn peoples.

(Ap '17)
^ ,^ A ^r\

Rogers, R. W. Basis of a world order. (O
'18)

Sayre, F. B. Experiments in international

administration. (Mr ^19)

International ideals. Wilson, W. (My 19)

International Jewish cook book. Greenbaum,
F. K. (My '19) ^ _

International labor legislation. Ayusawa, 1. b :

(Ja '21)

International law and relations

Allen, S. H. International relations. (D 20)

Angell, N., pseud. Fruits of victory. (S 21)

Blymyer, W: H. Isolation plan. (N 21)

Brown, P. M. International realities. iMr
'17)

Burton, T. E. Modern political tendencies.

cSk, Q.^ N. Unifying the world. (My '21)

Dampierre, L. M. M. J. de, marquis. Ger-

man imperialism and international law.

Davis, G: B. Elements of international law.

Dickinson, E. D. Eauallty of states In inter-

national law. (Jl ^21)

Fiore, P. International law codified and its

legal sanction. (Ja '19)

Garner, J. W. International law and the

world war. (My '21)
„*,„i„

Heatley, D: P. Diplomacy and the study

or intern.itional relations. (S '20)

Hicks, F: C: New world order. (S 20)

Idea of public right. (F '20)

League to enforce peace. Enforced peace.

Loria, A. Economic causes of war. (My
'18)

Muir, R. Nationalism and internationalism.

OgIl\^e, P. M. International waterways. (Je

'20)

Perla L. What is "national honor"? (Jl '18)

Phillimore, W. G: F. Three centuries of

treaties of peace and their teaching. (Ap
'18)

Richard, P. To the nations. (My '17)

Roxburgh, R. F. International conventions

and third states. (Ja '18)

SempI?. H: C. American liberty enlightening

the world. (Ap '21) , , ^

Smith, Sir F: E. Destruction of merchant
ships under international law. (N 17)

Snow A. H: American philosophy of govern-

ment. (D '21)

Vestal, S: C. Maintenance of peace. (Jl 20)

Wright P. Q. Enforcement of international

law through municipal law in the United

Internatfonal law and the world war. Gamer,
J. W. (My '21)

, , 1Q1R rii
International military digest annual. 1916. (Jl

'17)

International minds and the search for the

restful. Pollak, Q. (Ji/20)
International mining law. Van Wagenen. T. F.

(F '20)
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International protection of labor. Lowe. B. E.
(Ja '22)

International relations. Allen, S. H. (D '20)

International relations of labor. Miller; D: H.
(Mr '21)

International relations of the Chinese empire.
Morse, H. B. (S '19)

International war. Crosby, O. T. (S '19)

International waterways. Ogilvie, P. M. (Je
•20)

International who's who in music and musical
gazetteer. (My '19)

Internationalism
Hobson, J: A. Morals of economic interna-

tionalism. (Ja '21)

Jastrow, M . jr. Eastern question and its
solution. (My '20)

Latourette, K. S. Christian basis of world
democracy, (F '20)

Merrill, W: P. Christian internationalism.
(Mr '19)

Pillsbury, W. B. Psychology of nationality
and Internationalism. (P '20)

Interned In Germany. Mahoney, H: C; (Ag
•18)

Interpretation of radium, and the structure of
the atom. Soddy, F: (Mr '21)

Interpreter. Gladden, W. (F '19)

Interpreters and interpretations. Van Vechten,
C. (Ja '18)

Intervention in Mexico. Inman, S: G. (O '19)

S. (F '21)

Intimate glimpses of life in India. Ladd, G:
T. (Mr '20)

Intimate golf talks. Dunn, J: D., and Jesaup,
E. H. (Ja '21)

Intimate letters from Petrograd. Crosley, P.
S. (F '21)

Intimate life of Sir Walter Scott. Stalker, A.
(Jl '21)

Intimate pages of Mexican history. O'Shaugh-
nessy, E. K (N '20)

Intimate Prussia. Raymond, A. (Ap '18)

Into the jaws of death. O'Brien, J. (N '19)
Intolerance in the reign of Elizabeth, queen of

England. Klein, A. J. (S '17)

Intriguers. Le Queux. W: T. (Je '21)
Introduction to a biology. Darblshire, A. D. (Jl

'17)

Introduction to astronomy. Moulton, F. R.
(Je '17)

Introduction to child psychology. Waddle,
C: W. (O '18)

Introduction to economics. Laing, G. A. (O
'19)

Introduction to economics. Turner, J: R. (Ag
•19)

Introduction to educational sociology. Smith,
W. R. (S '17)

Introduction to high school teaching. Colvin,
S. S. (Ap '18)

Introduction to mathematical philosophy. Rus-
sell, B. A. W: (D '19)

Introduction to modern logic. Lodge, R. C.
(Mr '20)

Introduction to political science. Farrell, H: P.
(Ap '18)

Introduction to psychology. Angell, J. R. (O
'19)

Introduction to rural sociology. Vogt, P. L. (O
•17)

Introduction to social ethics. Mecklln, J: M.
(Jl '20)

Introduction to social psychology. Ellwood.
C: A. (Je '17)

Introduction to sociology. Bogardus, E. S. (Ja
•18)

Introduction to sociology. Flndlay, J. J: (N
'20)

Introduction to the history of Christian Ity.

Foakes-Jackson, F: J: (F '22)

Introduction to the history of Japan. Hara,
K. (F '21, Ag '21)

Introduction to the history of science. Llbby,
W. (Je '17)

Introduction to the industrial and social history
of England. Cheyney, E: P. (My '21)

Introduction to the Industrial history of Eng-
land. Usher, A. P. (Mr '20)

Introduction to the peace treaties. Scott, A. P.
(Je '20)

Introduction to the psychological problems
of Industry. Watts, P. (Jl '21)

Introduction to the science of sociology. Park,
R. E.. and Burgess, E. W. (Ja ^22)

Introduction to the scientific study of educa-
tion. Judd, C: H. (O •IS)

Introduction to the Old Testament. Creelman,
H. (D '17)

Introduction to the study of landscape design.
Hubbard, H: V.. and Kimball. T. (My '18)

Introduction to the study of the government of
modern states. Willoughby, W: F. (Ag
'19)

Introduction to the theory and practice of boot
and shoe manufacture. Plucknett, F. (Je
'17)

Introduction to the theory of relativity. Bol-
ton, L. (Ja '22)

Introduction to trade unionism. Cole, G: D. H.
(Mr '20)

Introduction to vocational education. Hill, D:
S. (Mr '21)

Introductions. Blmbaum, M. (Jl '20)
Introductory psychology for teachers. Strong,

E: K., jr. (U '20)

Introductory treatise on dynamical astronomy.
Plummer, H: C. K. (N '19)

Invader's son. Kennedy, W: A. (F '20)
Invalid Europe. Seligsberg, A. F: (My '21)
Invasion and the war in Belgium. Essen, L.

van der. (N ^17)

Invention. Fiske, B. A. (Ja '22)

inventions
Baff, W: E. Inventions, their development,
purchase and sale. (Je ^20)

Bond, A. R. Inventions of the great war.
(Ag ^19)

Corbin, T: W. Marvels of scientific inven-
tion. (My '17)

Corbin, T: W. Romance of war Inventions.
(F '19)

Darrow, P. L. Boys' own book of great In-
ventions. (Mr ^19)

Fiske, B. A. Invention. (Ja '22)
Hopkins, N. M. Outlook for research and

Invention. (Mr '20)

McFee, I. N. Stories of American Inven-
tions. (N '21)

Mottelay, P. F. Life and work of Sir Hiram
Maxim. (Ag '20)

Parkman, M. R. (iJonauests of Invention. (O
•21)

Stockbrldge, F. P. Yankee Ingenuity In the
war. (Je ^20)

Toulmin, H. A. How to keep Invention rec-
ords. (Je '21)

Inventions of the great war. Bond, A. R. (Ag
'19)

Inventors
Bachman, F. P. Great inventors and their

inventions. (O '18)

Parkman, M. R. Conquests of Invention. (O
'21)

Towers, W. K. Masters of space. (Mr '17)

invertebrates
Pratt, H: S. Manual of the common Inverte-

brate animals. (Ap '17)

Investigations in occultism. Steiner, R. (Mr
'21)

Investment analysis. Lagerquist, W. E. (F
•22)

Investments
Atwood, A. W: How to get ahead. (Mr '17)

Atwood, A. W: Putnam's Investment hand-
book. (N '19)

Lagerquist, W. E. Investment analysis. (F
•22)

Invincible Minnie. Holding. E. S. (My '20)

Invisible censor. Hackett, F. (An '21)

Invisible enemy. Shedd, G: C. (O '18)

Invisible foe. Miln, L. (O '20)

Invisible guide. Hind, C: L: (Ap '18)

Invisible passport. Sheehan, P. P. (Je '18)

Invisible tides. Seymour, B. K. (Jl '21)

Inward light. Davis, A„ and Stratton, A. R.
(F '20)

lolanthe's wedding. Sudermann, H. (F '19)

iowa

Economic conditions

Pollock, I. L. History of economic legislation
in Iowa. (N '18)
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Ireland
Hannay, J. O. Irishman looks at his world.
(Ap '20)

Lockington, W. J. Soul of Ireland. (My '20)

Biography
Flood, J: M. Ireland. (S '19)

Description and travel

Chesterton, G. K. Irish impressions. (Mr
'20)

O'Connor, E. Herself—Ireland. (N '18)

Economic conditions

Connolly, J. Labour in Ireland. (O '17)

Russell, G: W: National being. (Ap '17)

Ryan, W: P. Irish labour movement. (Ja
'21)

Smith-Gordon, L. E. P., and Staples, L. C.
Rural reconstruction in Ireland. (Je '19)

Education
Corcoran, T., comp. State policy in Irish ed-

ucation. (O '17)

Foreign relations

Hogan, J. Ireland in the European system.
(My '21)

History
Bagwell, R: Ireland under the Stuarts and
during the interregnum. (S '17)

Barker, E. Ireland in the last fifty years
(1866-1916). (Je '17)

Cole, G. A. J. Ireland the outpost. (D '20)

Creel, Q: Ireland's fight for freedom. (S '19)

Hamilton, E. W: Elizabethan Ulster. (S
•20)

Hamilton. E. W: Irish rebellion of 1641. (Ap
'21)

Hogan, J. Ireland in the European system.
(My '21)

Johnson, T: C. Irish tangle and a way out.
(Je '20)

Lynd, R. Ireland a nation. (Ap '20)

MacManus, S. Story of the Irish race. (Ja
'22)

Maxwell, C. Short history of Ireland. (Jl
17)

O'Brien, P: O., baron. Reminiscences of the
Right Hon. Lord O'Brien (of Kilfenora).
(Je '17)

Revolt of 1916
Connolly, N. Unbroken tradition. (O '18)
Jones, F. P. History of the Sinn Fein move-
ment and the Irish rebellion of 1916. (F
'18)

Norway, M. L. Sinn Fein rebellion as I saw
it. (Jl '17)

Skinnider, M. Doing my bit for Ireland. (Ag
'17)

Wells, "W. B., and Marlowe, N. History of
the Irish rebellion of 1916. (Ja '18)

industries and resources
Rlordan, E. J. Modern Irish trade and indus-

try. (Ag '21)

Politics and government
Beith, J: H. Oppressed English. (Ag '17)
Dawson, R: Red terror and green. (Je '20)
Hackett- F. Ireland. (N '18)
Hamilton, Lord E. W: Soul of Ulster. (S

•17)

Henry, R. M. Ii>volution of Sinn Fein. (Ja
'21, Ag '21)

Leslie, S. Irish issue In its American aspect.
(Je '18)

MacSwiney, T. Principles of freedom. (Mr
•21)

Russell, G: W:, and others. Irish home-rule
convention. (O '17)

Russell, R. What's the matter with Ire-
land? (Ja '21)

Turner, E: R. Ireland and England in the
past and at present. (O '19)

Wells, W. B., and Marlowe, N. Irish conven-
tion and Sinn Fein. (Ag '19)

Wilson, P. W. Irish case before the court of
public opinion. (O '20)

Social life and customs
Somervllle, E. A. O., and Martin, V. P. Irish
memories. (Je '18)

Somerville, E. A. O., and Martin, V. F. Stray-
aways. (Mr '21)

Ireland an enemy of the allies? Escouflalre,
R. C. (Je '20)

Ireland and England in the past and at pres-
ent. Turner, E: R. (O '19)

Ireland in the European system. Hogan, J.
(My '21)

Ireland unfreed. Watson, W: (F '22)

Ireland's fight for freedom. Creel, G: (S '19)
Irish books and Irish people. Gwynn, S. L.

(Ja '21)

Irish case before the court of public opinion.
Wilson. P. W. (O '20)

Irish convention and Sinn Fein. Wells, W. B.,
and Marlowe, N. (Ag '19)

Irish drama
Boyd, E. A: Contemporary drama of Ireland.

iMr '17)

Irish fairy tales. Stephens, J. (P '21)
Irish glass. Westropp, M. S. D. (Je '21)
Irish home-rule convention. Russell, G: W:,

and others. (O '17>

Irish impressions. Chesterton, G. K. (Mr '20)
Irish issue in its American aspect. Leslie, S.

(Je '18)

Irish labour movement. Ryan, W: P. (Ja
'21)

Irish literature
Boyd, E. A: Appreciations and depreciations.

(Je '18)

Gregory, I. A. Kiltartan poetry book. (My
19)

Magee, W: K. Anglo-Irish essays. (Jl '18)
Morris, L. R. Celtic dawn. (Ap '17)

Pearse, P. H. Collected works. (O '17)
Irish memories. Somerville, E. A. O., and

Martin, V. F. (Je '18)

Irish poetry

Collections

Walters, L. D'C, comp. Irish poets of to-
day. (O '21)

White, A. C, ed. Little book of Irish verse,
(Ap '3 7)

Irish poets of to-day. Walters, L. D'C, comp.
(O '21)

Irish rebellion of 1611. Hamilton, E. W: (Ap
'21)

Irish tangle and a way out. Johnson, T: C.
(Je '20)

Irishman looks at his world. Hannay, J. O.
(Ap '20)

iron
Sprin.cr, L. W. Non-technical chats on iron
and steel. (Ap '18)

History
Goodale, S. L., comp. Chronology of iron and

steel. (My '21)

Iron and steel. Oberg, E. V., and Jones, F. D.
(F '20)

Iron City. Hedges, M. H. (N '19)
Iron furrow. Shedd. G: C. (Ap '20)

Iron hunter. Osborn, C. S. (S '19)

Iron industry and trade
Backert, A. O:, ed. A B C of Iron and

steel. (D '19)
Goodale, S. L., comp. Chronology of iron and

steel. (My '21)

Manlove. G: H: Scrap metals. (S '19)

Oberg. E. V.. and Jones, F. D. Iron and
steel. (F '20)

Iron mines and mining
Osborn, C. S. Iron hunter. (S '19)

Iron ration. Schreiner, G: A. (Ap '18)

Irrigation
Davis, A. P. Irrigation works constructed by
the United States government. (Ja '18)

Harding, S. T. Operation and maintenance ot
irrigation systems. (F '18)

James. G: W. Reclaiming the arid West
(Ja '18)

Irving, Washington, 1783-1859
Brevoort, H: Letters to Washington Irving.
(Mr '19)

Irwin, Will, pseud. See Irwin, W: H:
Is America safe for democracy? McDougall,

W: (Jl '21)

Is America worth saving? Butler, N: M. (Je
'20)
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Is Christianity practicable? Brown, W: A. (Je
17;

Is civilization a disease? Coit, S. (.11 '17)

Is Mexico worth saving? Chamberlain, G: A.
(Mr '21)

Is violence the way out of our Industrial dis-
putes? Holmes, J: H. (Je '20)

Is war civilization? Nyrop, K. (Ja '18)

Isaacs. Gee, J. (O '19)

Isabel Carleton's friends. Ashmun, M. E. (F
'19)

Isabella, queen of Castile and Aragon, 1451-1504
Plunket, I. L. Isabel of Castile. (My '19)

Isaiah
Kirk, H. B. Consuming fire. (Ag '19)

Island. Runkle, B. B. (N '21)

Island mystery. Hannay, J. O. (D '18)

Island of Appledore. Aldon, A. (D '17)

Island of faith. Sangster, M. E. (Ag '21)

Island of sheep. Cadmus and Harmonla,
pseuds. (Ap '20)

Islanders of the Pacific. St Johnston, T: R.
(Je '21)

Islands
Verrill, A. H. Islands and their mysteries.
(F "21)

Islands and their mysteries. Verrill, A. H. (F
•21)

Isle o' dreams. Moore, F: F. (Ap '20)

Isn't that just like a man! Rinehart, M. With
Cobb, I. S. Oh, well, you know how women
are! (My '20)

Isolation plan. Blymyer. W- H. (N '21^

It happened at Andover. Graham, J. C. (N
20)

It happened "over there." Jenkins, B. A. (F
'19)

It might have been worse. Massey, B. (My
20)

It might have happened to you. Dawson, C. W:
(My -21)

It pays to smile. Putnam, N. (F '21)

Issue, The. Headlam. J. W. (Mr '17)

Italian contribution to American democracy.
Mariano, J: H. (Je '21)

Italian drama
MacClintock, L. Contemporary drama of

Italy. (Mr '20)

Italian emigration of our times. Foerster, R.
F. (My '20)

Italian language
Waller, E. English-Italian phrase book for

social workers. (Ap '17)

Italian literature
Collins, J. Idling in Italy. (D '20)

Collections

Bullough, E:, ed. Cambridge readings In
Italian literature. (Jl '21)

Italian sea-power and the great war. Hurd,
A. S. (Ag '19)

Italian social customs of the sixteenth cen-
tury. Crane. T: F: (Mr '21)

Italian twins. Perkins, L. (N '20>

Italian women in industry. Odencrantz, L. C.
(My '19)

Italians In the United States
Mariano. J: H. Italian contribution to
American democracy. (Je '21)

Odencrantz, I^. C. Italian women in industry.
(My '19)

Sartorio, E. C. Social and religious life of
Italians in America. (F '19)

Italy
Alherti, M., and others. Italy's great war and

her- national aspirations. (N ,'18)

Collins, J. My Italian year. (N '19)
Foerster, R F. Italian emigration of our

time?. CMy '20)

Zlmmem, H., and ABxestl, A. New Italy. (Jl
'20)

Description and travel
Faure. G. Wanderings in Italy. (D '19)
Gibbons, H. A. Riviera towns. (Ja '21)
Jackson, Sir T: G. Holiday In Umbria. (N

•17)

History
Carnovale. L. Why Italy entered into the
great war. (N '17)

Cotterill, H: B. Italy from Dante to Tasso.
(D '20)

Jamison, E. M., and others. Italy, mediaeval
and modern. (O '17)

Page, T: N. Italy and the world war. (Ja
•21, Ag '21)

Pons, A. A. Holocaust, Italy's struggle
with the Hapsburg. (D '19)

Trevelyan, J. P. Short history of the Italian
people. (Je '20)

Wallace, W: K. Greater Italy. (Jl '17)

Navy
Hurd, A. S. Italian sea-power and the great
war. (Ag '19)

Social life and customs
Crane, T: F: Italian social customs of the
sixteenth century. (Mr '21)

Cyi'iax, T. Among Italian peasants. (Ap
•i:i)

Italy and the war. Bainville, J. (My '17)

Italy and the world war. Page, T: N. (Ja
21, Ag ^21)

Italy at war. Vivian, H. (O '17)

Italy at war and the Allies in the west. Powell,
E. A. (Je H)

Italy, France and Britain at war. Wells, H. G:
(Mr '17)

Italy in the war. Low, S. J. M. (My '17)

Itinerary of a breakfast. Kellogg, J: H. (Ja
'20)

It's a good old world. Barton, B. (O '20)

Ivan speaks. (My '19)

rve come to stay. Vorse, M. M. (My '19)

I've married Marjorie. Widdemer, M. (S '20)

Ivory disc. Brebner, P. J. (Ag '20)

Ivory fan. Heard, A. (Mr '21)

Ivory tower. James, H: (Ja '18)

Ivory trail. Mundy, T. (S '19)

Jack and me. Forsey, M. S. (N '20)

Jack Heaton, wireless operator. Collins, A. F:
(N '19)

Jack O' Health and Peg O'Joy. Herben, B. S.

(N '21)

Jackie. Barcynska, H. (Ap '21)

Jackson, Andrew, 1767-1845
Ogg, F: A. Reign of Andrew Jackson. (D

'19)

Jackson, Frederick John Foakes-. See Foakes-
Jackson, F: J: (Ap '21, F '22)

Jackson, Thomas Jonathan, 1824-1863
Arnold, T: J. Early life and letters of Gen-

eral Thomas J. Jack.son, "Stonewall" Jack-
son. (Ap '17)

Jacob's ladder. Oppenheim, E: P. (Ap ^21)

Jacopone da Todi (Jacobus de Benedictis) c.

1230-1306
Underbill, E. Jacopone da Todi. (D '20)

Jacqueline. Ay.scough, J:, pseud. (O '18)

Jacquou the rebel. Le Roy, E. (Ag '19)

Jailed for freedom. Stevens, D. (Mr '21)

Jake. Tietjens, E. (My '21)

Jamaica
Description and travel

IMaiden. V. S. Sailing south. (Ap '21)

James I, king of England (James VI of Scot-
land) 1566-1625

James I. Political works of James I. (N '19)

James, Henry, 1843-1916
James, H: Letters of Henry James. (My

'20)

James, H: Middle years. (Ja '18)

James, H: Notes and reviews. (Ag '21)

Beach, J. W. Method of Henry James.
(My '18)

James. William. 18:2-1910
James, W: Letters. (Ja '21, Ag '21)

Flournov. T. Philosophy of William James.
(Ap 'i7)

Peny, R. B. Annotated bibliography of the
v-ritiiiKs of Willi.^ni .Tnme.s. (Ap '21)

Jr.niP'; J'.'v.'iriwood. bironct. Cooper. H: St

J: (Ap '21) , „
James Madison's notes of debates. Scott, J. B.

(O '19)

Jamesie. Sidgwick, E. (O '18)
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Jameson, Mrs Annie Edith (Foster). See Buck-
rose. J. E., pseud. (Mr '21 and Jl '21)

Jan. Gibbon. M. M. (Ja '21)

Jan and her job. Marker. L. A. (My 17)

Jane. Chapln. A. A. (Je "20)

Jane, Joseph and John. Bergen&ren, R. W.
(F '19)

Jane and the owl. Stone. G. (O '20)

Janet of Kootenay. McKowan. E. (N '19)

Janitors ^
Smith, K. Q. Short course for janitor-engi-

neers. (F '20)

Janus and Vest.a. Branford, li. (S '17)

Jap Herron. Hutchings. E. G. (N '17)

Japan
Bland, J: O. P. China, Japan and Korea.

(JI '21)

Brown, A. J. Mastery of the Far East. (N
•21)

Clarke, J. I. C. Japan at first hand. (Je '18)

Hershev, A. S. and S. W. Modern Japan.
(My '19)

Mc(3ovem, W: M. Modern Japan. (Je '20)

Noguchi, T. Japan and America. (Ae '21)

Pooley. A. M. Japan at the cross roads. (Ja
•18, Ag '18)

Sunderland, J. T: Rising Japan. (My "18;

Description and travel

Bell. A. Trip to Lotus Land. (Ja '18)

Champney, E. and F. Romance of old Japan.
(Ja 'IS;

Qreenbie, S. Japan real and imaginary. (Jl

•20)
Hitchcock. A. M. Over Japan way. (F '18)

Kirtland, L. S. Samurai trails. (F '19)

Lucas. E: V. Roving East and roving West
(O '21)

Morse. E: S. Japan day by day. (Ja '18^

Foreign relations

Bywater, H. C. Sea-power in the Pacific.
(S '21)

Chung, H:, comp. Korean treaties. (F '20)

Demangeon, A. America and the race for
world dominion. (Je '21)

Federal council of the churches of Christ in
America. Library of Christian cooperation,
V. 4. (Je '17)

Flowers, M. Japanese conquest of American
opinion. (Mr '17)

Gleason, G: What shall I think of Japan?
(Ag '21)

Kawakami, K. K: Japan and world peace.
(Ag '19)

Kawakami, K. K: Japan in world politics. (S
-17)

Kawakami, K. K., ed. What Japan thinks.
(N '21)

Kuno, Y. S. What Japan wants. (D '21)

McCormick, F: Menace ot Japan. (Ap '17)

Osborne. S. New Japanese peril. (Jl '21)

Pooley. A. M. Japan's foreign policy. (O '20)

Satow, E. M. Diplomat in Japan. (Jl '21)

Taft. H: W. Japan and the Far East con-
ference. (N '21)

Treat, P. J. Early diplomatic relations be-
tween the United States and Japan. (Ag
'18)

Treat, P. J. Japan and the United States.
(D '21)

Weale, B. L. P.. pseud. Truth about China
and Japan. (N '19)

History
Brlnkley. F.. and Klkuchl, D. History of
the Japanese people. (O '20)

Coleman, F: A. Far East unveiled. (O '19)
Kara. K. Introduction to the history of

Japan. (F '21, Ag '21)

Latourette. K. S. Development of Japan.
(N '18)

Porter, R. P. Japan. (S '18)

Satow, E. M. Diplomat in Japan. (Jl '21)

History, Naval
Ballard, G: A. Influence of the sea on the

political history of Japan. (Ja '22)

Navy
Bjrwater, H. C. Sea-power In the Pacific.

(S -21)

Politics and government

Iwasaki. U. Working forces in Japanese poll-

tics. (Ag '21)
, „^. , _ ^„„

Kawab6. K. Press and politics in Japan.
(My '21)

Social life and customs

Dewey, J: and H. A. Letters from China
and Japan. (Ag '20)

. . ^ , -
Gleason. G: What shall I thmk of Japan?
(Ag '21)

Omori, A. S., and Kochi Doi, trs. .Diaries

of court ladies of old Japan. (Ja 21)

Japan and America. Noguchi, T. (Ag '21)

Japan and the Oalitornia pioblem. lyenaga
T., and Sato. K. (Je '21) „ ,. „

Japan and the Far East conference. Taft, ti:

Japan and the United States. Treat, P. J. (D
'21)

Japan and world peace. Kawakami, K. K:
(Ag '19)

Japan or Germany. Coleman, F: A. (Ag '18)

Japanese color prints. Stewart, B. (Ja 21)

Japanese conquest of American opinion. Flow-
ers. M. (Mr '17)

Japanese drama
, „ , ._ . ,xi

Fenollosa, E. F., and Pound, E. L. Koh. (N
'17)

Takeda Izumo. Pine-tree. (My '17)

Japanese fairy tales. Hearn, L., and others.

(Ja '19)

Japanese hokkus. Noguchi, Y. (D '20)

Japanese impressions. Couchoud, P. L: (Ag
'21)

Japanese in California „ , j ^w^
lyenaga, T.. and Sato. K. Japan and the

California problem. (Je '21)

Phelps, E. M., comp. Selected articles on
immigration. (Je '21)

Japanese in the United States
Gulick. S. L: American democracy and
Asiatic citizenship. (Je '18)

Steiner. J. F: Japanese invasion. (Ap 17)

Japanese poetry
Couchoud. P. L: Japanese impression.s. (Ag

'21)

Noguchi, Y. Japanese hokkus. (D '20)

Translations into English

Waley, A., comp. Japanese Poetry. (N '20)

Japanese prints. Fletcher, J : G. (N W
Japan's foreign policy. Pooley. A. M. (O 20)

Jataka tales. Jatakas. (My 'li)

Jaures, Jean L6on, 1859-1914
Pease, M. Jean Jaurfes. (O 17)

^Kartini. R. A. Letters of a Javanese prin-

cess. ' (D '20) ^ m . 1 tr^i
Torchiana, H: A. W. van C. Tropical Hol-

land. (N '21) ^ ,,^ „-,
Java Head. Hergesheimer, J. (Mr 19)

Jeanne d'Arc, 1412-1431
Lynch, D. St Joan of Arc. (N 19)

McLaren. J. H: Joan of Arc. (My 18)

Smith. :\I. S. Maid of Orleans. (F 21)

Stevens. C: M. Wonderful story of Joan of

Arc. (O '18)

Taylor. I. A. Joan of Arc. (O 20)

Jed's boy. Goss, W. L. (F '20)

Jefferson, Thomas, 1743-1826

Muzzey, D: S. Thomas Jefferson. (Ja 19)

Jehovah. Wood. C (S '20)

Jellicoe, John Rushworth Jelllcoe, 1st viscount,

Hunter, F. T. Beatty, Jellicoe, Sims and
Rodman. (Ja '20)

Jennings, Frances, 1885-1915
,i,„'9i\

Jennings, F. Tour in a donkey-cart. (Ag ^1)

Jenny. Undset, S. (Ag '21)

Jenny be good. Fauley. W- ^- ^P VA, -on
Jenny Essenden. Pryde, A., pseud. (Mr 21)

^^Longlcre, L. B. Prophet of the Spirit. (Ja

'18)

Jeremy. Walpole. H. S. (D '19)

Jerome, Saint (Euseblus Hieronymus), 3407-420

Zahm, J: A. Great inspirers. (Je 17)

Jerry. Pier, A. S. (Mr '17)
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Jerry of the Islands. London, J. (My '17>

Jerusalem
Atkins, G. G. Jerusalem past and present.
(D -18)

Chesterton, G. K. New Jerusalem. (Mr "21)
Jeffery, Q: H. E. Brief description of the
Holy sepulchre. (Jl '20)

Jervaise comedy. Beresford, J: D. (Je '19)
Jess of the rebel trail. Cody, H. A. (Ja '22)

Jesus Christ
Abbott, L. Last days of Jesus Christ. (Ap

•19)

Brown, C: R. Master's way. (My '17)
Coates. J: R. Christ of revolution. (Mr '21)
Enelow, H. G. Jewish view of Jesus. (Ag '21)
Glover, T. R. Jesus in the experience of men.

(Je '21)

Glover, T. R. Jesus of history. (Je '17)
Hall, G. S. Jesus, the Christ, in the light of

psychology'. (Jl '17)
Orchard, W: E. Necessity of Christ. (Jl '17)
Relton, H. M. Study in Christology. (Ja '18)
Roberts, R: That one face. (O '19)
Simkhovitch, V. G. Toward the understand-
ing of Jesus. (F '22)

Skrine, J: H. Survival of Jesus. (D '17)
Wayland, J: W. Christ as a teacher. (O '19)

Art
Dana, E. N. Story of Jesus. (N '20)

Biography
Campbell; R. J. Life of Christ. (S '21>
Gilbert, G: H. Jesus for the men of today.

(Ja '18)

Lees. G: R. Life of Christ. (D '20)
Sharman, H: B. Records of the life of Jesus.

(F '18)

Birth
Snowden, J. H: Wonderful night. (Jl '20)

Drama
Norwood, R. W. Man of Kerioth. (Je '19)
Trask, K. Without the walls. (Je '19)

Passion
Hall, F. J. Passion and exaltation of Christ.
(My '19)

Poetry
Crow, M., comp. Christ In the poetry of to-
day. (O '17)

Teaching
Henry, F. A: Jesus and the Christian reli-

gion. (My '17)

Home, H. H. Jesua, the master teacher. (O
'20)

Kent C: F. Social teachings of the prophets
and Jesus. (Jl '17)

Rihbany, A. M. Militant American and Jesus
Christ. (F '18)

Roberts, R: Untried door. (My '21)
Singer, I. Rival philosophies of Jesus and of

Paul. (Ja '20)
Jesus in the experience of men. Glover, T. R.

(Je '21)

Jesus' principles of living. Kent, C: F., and
Jenks, J. W. (D '20)

Jew^ and American ideals. Spargo, J: (Ap
21)

Jew pays. Ravage, M. E. (D '19)
Jewel house. Younghusband. G: J: (F '21)
Jewel in the sand. Newton, A. (Ap '20)

Jewelry
Kunz, G: F: Rings for the finger. (Ap '17)

Jewish child. Feldman, W: M. (F '19)
Jewish children. Alelchem, S. (N '20)
Jewish contribution to civilization. Jacobs, J:

(S '19)
Jewish disabilities in the Balkan states. Kohler,

M. J., and Wolf, S. (My '17)
Jewish fairy book. Frledlander, G. (N '20)
Jewish interpretation of the book of Genesis.

Morgenstern, J. (D '20)
Jewish philanthropy. Bogen, B. D. (N '17)

Jewish poetry
Friedlander, J., comp. Standard book of
Jewish verse. (Mr '18)

Jewish theology systematically and historically
considered. Kohler, K. (S '18)

Jewish view of Jesus. Enelow, H. G. (Ag '21)

Jews
Feldman, W: M. Jewish child. (F '19)
Friedlaender, I. Past and present. (S '19)
Goodhart, A. L. Poland and the minority

races. (D '20)
Heifetz, E. Slaughter of the Jews In the
Ukraine in 1919. (Mr '21)

Hertz, J. H., comp. Book of Jewish thoughts.
(Je '21)

Jacobs, J: Jewish contribution to civilization.
(S '19)

Levinger, E. E. New land. (F '21)
Ravage, M. E. Jew pays. (D '19)
Sacher, H., ed. Zionism and the Jewish

future. (Ap '17)
Spargo, J: Jew and American ideals. (Ap

'21)

Wild, L. H. Evolution of the Hebrew people
and their influence on civiUzation. (Ja '18)

Zangwill, I. Voice of Jerusalem. (My '21)

Education
Grossmann, L: Aims of teaching in Jewish

schools. (Ap '20)

Swift, F, H. Education In ancient Israel.
(S '19)

History

Dubnov, S. M. History of the Jews in Russia
and Poland. (Ap '19, My '21)

Goodman, P. History of the Jews. (Ag '19)

Liturgy and ritual

Oesterley, W: O. E., and Box, G: H. Short
survey of the literature of rabbinical and
mediaeval Judaism. (My '21)

Political and social conditions

Cause of world unrest. (D '20)

Wolf, L. Myth of the Jewish menace in world
affairs. (Je '21i

Religion

Barton, G: A. Religion of Israel. (Mr '19)
Fowler, H: T. Origin and growth of the He-
brew religion. (S '17)

Kohler, K. Jewish theology systematically
and historically considered. (S '18)

Monteflore, C. G. Liberal Judaism and Hel-
lenism. (S '19)

Zangwill, I. Chosen peoples. (My '19)

Restoration

Berle, A. A: World significance of a Jewish
state. (Je '18)

Goodman, P., and Lewis, A. D., eds. Zionism.
(My '17)

Jastrow, M. Zionism and the future of
Palestine. (S '19)

Kallen, H. M. Zionism and world politics.
(N '21)

Sampler, J. E., ed. Guide to Zionism. (S
•20)

Sidebotham, H. England and Palestine. (S
'19)

Sokolow, N. History of Zionism, 1600-1918.
(Ag '19)

Jews in literature
Friedlander, G. Shakespeare and the Jew.
(N '21)

Jews in Poland
Dubnov, S. M. History of the Jews in Russia

and Poland. (Ap '17)

Jews in Russia
Dubnov, S. M. History of the Jews in Russia
and Poland. (Ap '17)

Gorky, M., pseud., and others, eds. Shield.
(Jl '17)

Jews in the Balkan states
Kohler, M. J., and Wolf, S. Jewish disabili-

ties in the Balkan states. (My '17)

Jews In the United States
Berkson, I. B. Theories of Americaniza-

tion. (S '21)

May, M. B: Isaac Mayer Wise. (Ap '17)

Charities

Bogen, B. D. Jewish philanthropy. (N '17)

Jex- Blake, Sophia, 1840-1912
Todd, M. G. Life of Sophia Jex-Blake. (Ja

'19)
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Jig of Forslin. Aiken, C. P. (Mr '17)
Jim. Roberts, C: G: D. (My '19)

Jim Spurling, fisherman. Tolman, A. W. (D
•18)

Jimmie Higgins. Sinclair, U. B. (Ag '19)
Jimmie tiie sixth. Sterrett. F. R. (D '18)
Jimmy Bunn stories. Walker, H: C. (N '20)
Jimmy Quigg, office boy. Latham, H. S. (D

'20)

Jimmy's wife. Champion, J. (My '17)
Jinny the carrier. ZangTvlll, I. (O '19)
Jist huntin'. Thompson, J: B. de M. (S '21)
Joan. Barr, A. E. (Mr '17)

Joan & CO. Bartlett, F. O. (S '19)
Joan and Peter. Wells, H. G: (N '18)

Joan and the babies and I. Hamilton, C. (My
•17)

Joan at Halfway. Rogers, G. D. (D '19)
Joan of the island. Barbour, R. H:, and Holt,

H. P. (Ag '20)
Joanna builds a nest. Tompkins, J. W. (D

•20)

Job. I^ewis, S. (Mr '17)

Joe Muller, detective. Groner, A. (D '17)
John and his writings. Hayes, D. A. (Je '17)

John Dene of Toronto. Jenkins, H. G: (D '19)

John Keats memorial volume. Keats house
committee, Hampstead. (Je '21)

John McCormack; his own life story. Mc-
Cormack, J: (N '19)

John Marshall and the constitution. Corwln.
E: S: (F '20)

John Morl^y, and other essays. Harper, G:
M. (F '21)

John O'May. Burt, M. S. (Mr '19)

John Redmond's last years. Gwynn, S. L. (Ap
'20)

John Seneschal's Margaret. Castle, A. and E.
(D '20)

John Stuyvesant, ancestor, and other people.
Johnson, A. S. (N '19)

Johnnie Kelly. Boyer, W. S. (N '20)

Johnny Pryde. Bell, J: J. (Jl '18)

Johnson, William Eugene, 1862-
McKenzie, F: A. Pussyfoot Johnson. (O *20)

Joke about housing. Whitaker, C: H. (Ag
'20)

Jolly book of funcraft. Beard, E. P. (D '18)

Jonson, Ben, 15737-1637
Smith, G: G. Ben Jonson. (Ap '20)

Jordan, Kate. See Vermilye, K. (Ap '21)

Josef Holbrooke and his work. Lowe, Q: (Ap
'21)

Joseph Pennell's pictures of war work in
America. Pennell, J., il (My '18)

Josselyn's wife. Norris, K. (N '18)

Journal. Bashkirtseff, M. K. (Jl '19)

Journal. Tolstoi, L. N.r count. (N '17)

Journal from our legation In Belgium. Gibson,
H. (N '17)

Journal of a disappointed man. Cummlngs,
B. F. (Ag '19)

Journal of Henry Bulver. Veheyne, C, pseud.
(Je '21)

Journal of small things. Mackay, H. G. (Ap
17)

Journal of submarine commander von Forstner.
Forstner, G. G., freiherr von. (Ja '18)

Journal of the great war. Dawes, C: (J. (S
'21)

Journal to Rosalind. (Ap '21)

Journalism
Bing, P. C. Country weekly. (F '18)
Bleyer, W. G. How to write special feature

articles. (Mr '20)
Bleyer, W. G., ed. Profession of journalism.

(Jl '18)

Chambers, J. News hunting on three conti-
nents. (Ja '22)

Chapin, C: Charles Chapin's story. (N '20)
Eastman, M. Journalism versus art. (Je '17)
Edson, C: L. Gentle are of columning. (My

'21)

Flint, L. N. Editorial. (Ja '21)
Hyde, G. M. Handbook for newspaper
workers. (N '21)

Kawabfe, K. Press and politics in Japan. (My
21)

Lee, J. M. History of American journalism.
(F '18)

Lee, J. M. Opportunities In the newspaper
business. (S '19)

Lippmann, W. Liberty and the news. (Ap
'20)

Marcosson. I: F: Adventures in interviewing.
(Mr '20)

Payne, G: H: History of journalism in the
United States. (Ag '20)

Simonis, H. Street of Ink. (S '17)
Sinclair, U. B. Brass check. (Ap '20)
Stone, M. E. Fifty years a journalist. (Ja

Walston, C: Truth. (Ag '19)
Watson, A. E: T: Sporting and dramatic

career. (Ja '19)
Journalism for high schools. Dillon, C: (Je

18)
Journey. Gould, G. (D '21)
Journey in war time. St John. I. (Jl '19)
Journey to the garden gate. Townsend, R. M.

(F '20)

Journey's end. Brown, E. A. (Je '21)
Joy in the morning. Andrews, M. R. S. (D

Joy in work. Laselle, M. A., ed. (Jl '21)
Joyful years. Wawn, F. J. (O '17)
Joyous art of gardening. Duncan F. (My '17)
Joyous travelers. Lindsay, M. M., and Pouls-

son, E. (O '19)
Joyous trouble maker. Gregory, J. (Ag '18)
Joys of being a woman. Kirkland. W. M (N '18)
Jubilee Girl. Hankins, A. P. (D '21)

Judges
Carpenter, W: S. Judicial tenure In the
United States. (S '18)

Judgment of peace. Latzko, A. (Ap '20)
Judgment of the Orient. K'ung Yuan Ku'ush.

(My '17)

Judicial settlem.ent of controversies between
states of the American union. Scott. J. B.
ed. (Jl '20)

Judicial tenure in the United States. Carpenter.

Judith.' Bennett, A. (S '19)
Judith of Blue Lake ranch. Gregory, J. (Ag

19)

Judson, Edward, 1844-1914
Sears, C: H. Edward Judson, Interpreter of

(jod. (D '17)

Jugoslavs
Vosnjak, B. Bulwark against Germany. (Ap

ly

)

Jumel, Mme Eliza (Bowen) 17757-1865
Shelton, W: H: Jumel mansion. (Ap '17)

Jungle peace. Beebe, W: (D '18)
Jungle tales of Tarzan. Burroughs, E. R.

Junior cook book. Judson, C. (Ag '20)

Junior high schools
Bennett, G. V. Junior high school. (F '20)
Bnggs, T: H: Junior high school. (S '20)
Koos, L. V. Junior high school. (S '20)

Junior Plattsburg manual. Garey, E. B.. and
Ellis, O. O. (S '17)

Junior wage earners. Reed, A. Y., and Woelo-
per, W. (Jl '21)

Junk-man. Le Gfallienne, R: (N '20)
Jurgen. Cabell, J. B. (D '19)
Juridical reform. Works, J: D. (Ap '20)
Just behind the front in France. Hoggson.

N. F. (O '18)
Bsauu,

Just Happy. Keon, G. (Ag '20)
Just Jemima. Bell, J: J. (N" '19)
Just outside. Aumonier, S. (Mr '18)

Justice, Administration of
Goldman, M. C Public defender. (My '17)
Works, J: D. Juridical reform. (Ap '20)

Justice and the poor. Smith, R. H. (F '20)
Justice to all. Mayo. K. (Mr "17)
Justification of God. F'orsyth. P: T. (Jl '17)
Justification of the good. Solovyof, V. (D '19)

Jutland, Battle of, 1916
Bellalrs, C. W. Battle of Jutland. (Je '20)
Fawcett, H. W., and Hooper, G. W. W; eds.
Fighting at Jutland. (F '22)

Gil!, C: C. What happened at Jutland. (Ap
•21)

Juvenile delinquency
(3oddard, H: H. Juvenile delinquency. (Ja

Hall, W: C. State and the child. (F '19)
Hoyt. F. C. Quicksands of youth. (Ap '21)
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Juvenile literature. See Books for boys and
girls

Kaiser vs. Bismarck. Bismarck-Schonhausen,
K: O: E. L. (My '21)

Kaiser as 1 know him. Davis, A. N. (N '18)

Kaieema. McClelland, M. (Mr '21)

Kamehameha, the Great, 1736-1819
Gowen, H. H: Napoleon of the Pacific. (O

•19)

Kankakee river
Keed. E. H. Tales of a vanishinpr river. (I'"

'21)

Kansas
Murdock, V: Folks. (Je '21)

Kansas court of Industrlai reiations
Allen, H: J. Party of the third part. (Je

'21)

Kant, Immanuei
Smith, N. K. Commentary to Kant's critique

of pure reason. (F '19)

Karakoram range
Workman, F. and W: H. Two summers in

the ice-wilds of eastern Karakoram. (Mr
18)

Karma. Blackwood, A., and Pearn, V. (O '18)

Karma. Hearn, L. (Ja '19)

Kashmir
O'Connor, V. C. S. Charm of Kashmir. (Mr

'21)

Kate plus 10. Wallace, E. (N '17)
Kathleen. Morley, C. D. (Ap '20)

Kathleen's probation. Gray, J. (Je '18)

Keats, John, 1795-1821
Colvin, Sir S. John Keats. (Ja '18)

Keats house committee, Hampstead. John
Keats memorial volume. (Je '21)

Kebie, Howard, pseud. See Bell, J: K.
Keble, John, 1792-1866
Newman, J: H: Correspondence of John
Henry Newman with John Keble and others,
1839-1845. (Ap '18)

Keeping fit all the way. Camp, W. C. (Ap '19)
Keeling letters and recollections. Keeling,

F: H. (My '19)
Keeping our fighters fit for war and after.

Allen, E: F., and Fosdick, R. B. (Jl '18)
Keeping the seas. Evans, E: R. G. R. (Ag

•20)

Keeping up with William. Bacheller, I. A. (O
•18)

Keeping young and well. Bacon, G: W. (Ja
•18)

Keineth. Abbott, J. (F '19)
Kelly field in the great world war. Kroll, H.

D:, ed. (F '20)

Kelly of the Foreign legion. Kelly, R. A. (O
•17)

Kenny. Dalrymple, L. (N '17)

Kentucky
History

Skinner, C. L. Pioneers of the old South-
west. (F '20)

Social life and customs
Mutzenberg, C: G. Kentucky's famous feuds
and tragedies. (N '17)

Kentucky siiper.stitions. Thomas, D. I^. and
L. B. (F '21)

Kentucky warbler. Allen, J. L. (Mr 'IS)

Kepler, Johann, 1571-1630
Bryant, W. W: Kepler. (Jl *21)

Key note. Burnham, C. L. (Ja '22)

Key of the fields, and Boldero. Rideout, H: M.
(Je '18)

Keys of heaven. Laughlln, C. E. (My '18)

Khaki. Tilden, F. (S '18)

Kid Scanlan. Witwer. H. C: (Ag '20)
Kiddies. Bell, J: J. (Ja '18)

Killer. White, S. E: (Jl '20)

Kilmer, Joyce, 1886-1918
Kilmer, J. Joyce Kilmer. (F '19)
Kilmer, A. K. Memories of my son. Sergeant

.Joyce Kilmer. <D '20)

Kiltartan poetry book. Gregory, I. A., tr. (My
•19)

Kiltie McCoy. McCoy, P. T., pseud. (D '18)

Kimball, James Peleg, 1840-1902
Kimball, M. Soldier-doctor of our army,
James P. Kimball. (Jl '17)

Kindergarten
Fulmer, Q. Use of the kindergarten gifts.
(My '18)

Kindred of the dust. Kyne, P. B. (Ag '20)
Kinds of poetry. Erskine, J: (S '20)

King Coal. Sinclair, U. B. (O ^17)
King Cole. Masefleld, J: (D '21)
King in Babylon. Stevenson, B. E. (N '17)
King Lear's wife. Bottomley, G. (Ap '21)

King of the air and other poems. Forman, E.
(S '19)

Kingdom of the child. Heniger, A. M. H. (F
'19)

Kingdom round the corner. Dawson, C. W:
(Jl '21)

Kingdom that must be built. Carey, W. J. (My
•19)

Kings-at-arms. Bowen, M. (My ^19)

King's coming. De Carrick, W:, pseud. (Ag
•19)

Kings of the Missouri. Pendexter, H. (O '21)
King's widow. Reynolds, G. M. (Jl '19)

KIngsley, Charlotte May, pseud. See Hanshew,
T: W. (Ap '21)

Kino's historical memoir of Pimeria Alta.
Kino, B. F. (P '20)

Kipling, Rudyard, 1865-
Hart, W. M. Kipling, the story-writer. (D

•18)

Hopkins, R. T. Kipling^s Sussex. (Je '21)

Kipling's Sussex. Hopkins, R. T. (Je '21)

KIrkwood, Samuel Jordan, 1813-1894
Clark, D. B. Samuel Jordan lOrkwood. (Ag

•18)

Kit Musgrave's luck. Bindloss, H. (O '21)
Kit, Pat and a few boys. Gilchrist, B. B. (O

•21)

Kitchener of Khartum, Horatio Herbert Kitch-
ener, earl, 1850-1916

Arthur, Q: C. A. Life of Lord Kitchener.
(Jl '20)

Davray, H: D. Lord Kitchener. (S '17)

Esher, R. B. B. Tragedy of Lord Kitchener,
(N '21)

Grew, E. S. Field-Marshal Lord Kitchener.
(Je •H)

Le Bas, Sir H. F. Lord Kitchener memorial
book. (Je ^17)

Kitchenette cookery. East, A. M. (Jl ^17)

Kitty Canary. Bosher, K. L. (Ap '18)

Kleath, Macbeth, M. H. (S '17)

Knight of Lonely Land. Campbell, E. (My '21)

Knights of Columbus
Egan, M. F., and Kennedy, J: J. B. Knights

of Columbus in peace and war. (D '201

Knights of the air. Molter, B. A. (N '18)

Knitted fabrics. Chamberlain, J:, and Quilter,
J. H: (N '19)

Knitting
Chamberlain, J:, and Quilter, J. H: Knitted

fabrics. (N '19)

NicoU, M. Knitting and sewing. (N '18)

Knock, knock, knock. Turgenev, I. S. (F '22)

Knowledge, Theory of
Gibson, J. Locke's theory of knowledge and

its historical relations. (S '18)

Kobietv (women). Nalkowska, S. Rygier-.
(D '20)

Koehler method of physical drill. Wilbur,
W: H. (D •IS)

Koehler^s West Point manual of disciplinary
physical training. Koehler, H. J: CF '20)

Kongo
Marcosson, I: F. African adventure. (Ag '21)

Korea
, ^^

Bland, J: O. 'P. China, Japan and Korea.
(Jl '21)

Brown, A. J. Mastery of the Far East. (N
21)

Chung, H: Case of Korea. (Ag '21)

Cynn, H. H. Rebirth of Korea. (Ja '21)

Foreign relation*

Chung, H:, comp. Korean treaties. (F '20)
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Korea—Continued

History
McKenzle, F: A. Korea's fight for freedom.
(Mr '20)

Korean Buddhism. Starr, F: (F '19)

Korean treaties. Chung, H:, comp. (F '20)

Korea's fleht for freedom. McKenzie, F: A.
(Mr '20)

Kosciuszko, Thaddeus, 1746-1817
Gardner, M. M. Kosciuszko. (My '21)

Kossovo: heroic songs of the Serbs. (Ag '20)

KravchlnskI, Sergiel MIkhallovich. See Step-
niak, pseud.

Kufara
Forbes, R. Secret of the Sahara: Kufara.

(Ja '22)

Kultur in cartoons. Raemaekers, L: (Ja '18)

Kurdistan
Hubbard, G. E. From the gulf to Ararat. (F

•18)

Kut eJ Amara, Siege of, 1915-1916
Mousley, E: O. Secrets of a Kuttite. (Ja
22)

Kut prisoner. Bishop, H. C. W. (Jl '20)

Kutnar, son of Pic. Langford, G: (O '21)

La Bodega. Blasco Ibafiez, V. (Ag '19)

Labor and capital
Crowther, S: Why men strike. (Jl '20)

Labor and industry. (Jl '21)

Labor and laboring classes
Amar, J. Physiology of industrial organisa-

tion and the reemployment of the disabled.
(F '20)

Basset, W: R. "When the workmen help you
manage. (D '19)

Bloomfleld, D., comp. and ed. Selected
articles on problems of labor. (Ap '20)

Bloomfleld, M. Management and men. (Ag
•19)

Brassey, T: B., 1st earl. Work and wages.
(Ap '17)

Brooks, J: Q. Labor's challenge to the social
order. (Jl '20)

Carter, H., ed. Industrial reconstruction.
(D '18)

Chisholm, A. Labour's Magna charta. (Jl '21)

Clark, N. M. Common sense In labor man-
agement. (Ja '20)

Commons, J: R. Industrial goodwill. (Ag
•19)

Cory, H. E. Intellectuals and the wage
workers. (My '20j

Crowther, S: Conunon sense and labour. (Je
•20)

Edie, L. D., ed. Current social and indus-
trial forces. (Jl '20)

Fumiss, E. S. Position of the laborer in a
system of nationalism. (N ^20)

Halstead, W: R. Tragedy of labor. (N '19)
Husslein, J. C. Democratic industry, (Ja

'20)

Husslein, S. J. World problem. (Ap '19)
Johnson, F. E. New spirit in industry. (D

Maclver, R. M. Labor and the changing
world. (D '19)

Marot, H. Creative impulse in industry. (S
'18, Ag '19)

Mendelsohn, S. Labor's crisis. (D '20)
Reade, W: H: V. Revolt of labour against

civilization. (Je '20)
Reid, L. J: Great alternative. (N '19)
Ryan, J: A., and Husslein. J. C. eds. Church
and labor. (Jl ^21)

Stoddard, W: L. Shop committee. (Ag '19)
Tannenbaum, F. Labor movement. (Ag '21)
Tead, O. Instincts in industry. (Ja '19, Ag

Zimand, S. Modern social movements. (Jl
'21)

Dictionaries
Browne, W. R., comp. What's what in the la-
bor movement. (F '22)

History
Miiller-Lyer, F. C. History of social develop-
ment. (Je '21)

International aspects
Lowe, B. E. International protection of la-

bor. (Ja '22)
Miller, D: H. International relations of la-

bor. (Mr- '21)

Postgate, R. W: Workers' International. (Je
'21)

Solano, E. J:, ed. Labour as an international
problem. (Je '21)

Terminology
Harvard university. Bureau of business re-

search. Labor terminology. (Ag '21)

France
National civic federation. Labor situation In
Great Britain and France. (F '20)

Great Britain

Beer, M. History of British socialism. (Je
•21)

Berriman, A. E., and others. Industrial ad-
ministration. (Ja '21)

Browne, B. C. Selected papers on social and
economic questions. (Ja '20)

Chapman, S. J:, ed. Labour and capital after
the war. (F '20)

Cole, G: D. H. Chaos and order in indus-
try. (N '20)

Cole, G: D. H. Introduction to trade union-
ism. (Mr '20)

Cole, G: D. H. Labour in the commonwealth.
(Mr '20)

Equipment of the workers. (Mr '20)

Fay, C: R. Life and labor in the nineteenth
century. (N '20, Ag '21)

Gleason, A. H. What the workers want. (Jl
'20)

Goodrich, C. L. Frontier of control. (Ja '21,

Ag -21)

Hammond, J: L. L. and B. Skilled labourer,
1760-1832. (My '20)

Hammond, M. B. British labor conditions
and legislation during the war. (Je '20)

Henderson, A. Aims of labour. (Je '18)

Hobson, S. G. Guild principles In war and
peace. (Jl '19)

Hutton, J. E. Welfare and housing. (S '18)

Knowles, L. C. A. Industrial and commer-
cial revolutions in Great Britain during
the nineteenth century. (N '21)

Labor and Industry. (Jl '21)

National civic federation. Labor situation In
Great Britain and France. (F '20)

Reckitt, M. B., and Bechhofer, C. E. Mean-
ing of national guilds. (Ap '19)

Thomas, J. H: When labor rules. (Je '21)

Willcocks, M. P. Towards new horizons.
(Jl '19)

Williams, W. Full up and fed up. (D ^21)

Ireland

Ryan, W: P. Irish labour movement. (Ja
'21)

United States

American labor year book, 1917-1918. (Jl '18)

American labor year book, 1919-1920. (D '20)

Beard, M. Short history of the American la-

bor movement. (Je '20)

Carlton, F. T. Organized labor In American
history. (Je '20)

Cohen, J. H. American labor policy. (O '19)

Commons, J: R., and others. History of la-

bour in the United States. (Ja ^19)

Commons, J: R.. and others. Industrial gov-
ernment. (O '21)

Dav, J. R. Mv neighbor the workingman. (F
'21)

Feld, R. C. Humanizing industry. (O '20)

Foster, W: Z. Great steel strike and Its les-

sons. (O '20)

Frost, S. Labor and revolt. (Ag '21)

Gompers, S: Labor and the common welfare.

(Ap •»»
Gompers, S: Labor and the employer. (O
20)

Grant, P. S. Fair play for the workers. (D
'18)

Interchurch world movement. Commission or
inquiry. Report on the steel strike of 1919.

(O '20)
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Labor and laboring classes—U.S.

—

Continued
King, W: L. M. Industry and humanity. (F

'19 Ag '19)

Lauck, W: J., and Sydenstricker, E. Condi-
tions of labor in American industries. (Je
'17;

Lescohier, D. D. Labor market. (My '20)

Orth. S: P. Armies of labor. (D '20)

Parker, C. H. Casual laborer and other es-
says. (My '20)

Powers, H. H. American era. (Ag '21)

Robbins, H. Making of to-morrow. (Mr
•21)

Storey. M. Problems of to-day. (N '20)

Thomas, E: Industry, emotion and unrest
(O '20)

Ward, H. P: (Jospel for a working world.
(F '20)

Ward, H. F: Labor movement from the
standpoint of religious values. (N '17)

Warne, F. J. Workers at war. (D '20)

Williams, W. What's on the worker's mind.
(D '20)

Labor and reconstruction in Europe. Fried-
man, E. M. (Je '19)

Labor and revolt. Frost, S. (Ag '21)

Labor and the changing world. Maclver,
R. M. (D '19)

Labor and the common welfare. Gompers, S:
(Ap '20)

Labor disputes
Academy of political science. Labor disputes
and public service corporations. (.71 '17)

Feis, H. Settlement of wage disputes. (N
-21)

Lane, W. D: Civil war in West Virginia. (O
•21)

Labor laws and legislation
Ayusawa, I. F: International labor legisla-

tion. (Ja '21)

Lowe, B. E. International protection of la-
bor. (Ja '22)

Labor maintenance. Bloomfield, D. (Mr '21)
Labor market. Lescohier, D. D. (My '20)

Labor movement. Tannenbaum, F. (Ag '21)

Labor movement from the standpoint of re-
ligious values. Ward, H. F: (N '17)

Labor party (Great Britlan)
Kellogg, P. U., and Gleason, A. H. British

labor and the war. (Je '19)

Thomas, J. H: When labor rules (Je '21)

Labor problem and the social Catholic move-
ment. Moon, P. T: (N '21)

Labor situation in Great Britain and France.
National civic federation. (F '20)

Labor terminology. Harvard university. Bu-
reau of business research. (Ag '21)

Labor turnover
Colvin, F. H. Labor turnover, loyalty and

output. (S '19)
Slichter, S. H. Turnover of factory labor. (S

'19)
Labor turnover, loyalty and output. ColvIn,

F. H. (S '19)

Laboratory guide of Industrial chemistry.
Rogers, A. (D '17)

Labor's challenge to the social order. Brooks,
J: Q. (Jl '20)

Labor's crisis. Mendelsohn, S. (D '20)

Laboulaye's fairy book. Laboulaye, E. R. de.
(N '20)

Labour and capital after the war. Chapman,
S. J:, ed. (F '20)

Labour and industry in Australia. Coghlan,
T. A. (O '19)

Labour as an international problem. Solano,
E. J:, ed. (Je '21)

Labour in Ireland. Connolly, J. (O '17)
Labour in the commonwealth. Ccle, G: D. H.

(Mr '20)
Labour-saving house. Peel. D. C. (Ap '18)

Labour's Magna charta. Chlsholm, A. (Jl '21)

Labrador
Cabot. W: B. Labrador. (F '21)

Grenfell, A. E., and Spalding, K. Le petit
nord. (Ap '20)

Description and travel

Townsend, C: W. In Audubon's Labrador.
(S '18)

Labrador days. Grenfell, W. T. (Jl '19)
Labrador doctor. Grenfell, W. T. (D '19)

La Bruyere, Jean de, 1645-1696
Gosse, E. W: Three French moralists. (F

'19)

Lace and lace making
KellOKg, C. Bobbins of Belgium. (My '20)
Whiting, G. Lace guide for makers and

collectors. (Ja '21)

Lace guide for makers and collectors. Whit-
ing, G. (Ja '21)

La Chance mine mystery. Jones, S. C. (Je '20)

Lad. Terhune, A. P. (Je '19)

"Ladies from hell." Pinkerton, R. D. (Je '18)

Ladies-in-waiting. Wiggin, K. D. (D '19)
Ladles must live. Miller. A. (O '17)

Ladies of Dante's lyrics. Grandgent, C: H.
(Ap '18)

Ladles of Gr^court. Gaines, R. L. (S '20)

Lads who dared. Comstock, R. (D '18)

Lady from Long Acre. Bridges, V: (Ap '19)

Lady Larkspur. Nicholson, M. (Je '19)
Lady Lilith. McKenna, S. (N '20)

Lady of kingdoms. Irwin, I. (N '17)

Lady of St Luke's. Cameron, W: E. (Ja '19)

Lady of the crossing. Niven, F: J: (O '19)

Lady of the night wind. Vanardy, V. (Jl '19)

Lady Trent's daughter. Clarke, I. C. (S '20)

Lady with the dog. Chekhov, A. P. (N '17)

Ladyflngers. Gregory, J. (Je '20)

Lafayette, Marie Jean Paul Roch Yves Gilbert
Motler, marquis de, 1757-1834

Hallowell, J. M. Spirit of Lafayette. (Mr
'18)

Holland, R. S. Lafayette, we come! (F '19)

Morgan, G: True La Fayette. (Ja '20)

Nicolay, H. Boys' life of Lafayette. (N '20)

Roberts, O. With Lafayette in America. (Ja
'20)

Drama
Walker. A. J. La Fayette. (My '19)

Lafayette flying corps. Hall, J. N., and Nord-
hoff. C: B., eds. (D '20)

Lafayette, we come! Holland, R. S. (F '19)

Lake and stream game fishing. Cooke, C. B.
(N '17)

Lamartine, Alphonse Marie Louis de Pratt de,
1790-1869

Whitehouse, H: R. Life of Lamartine. (D
'18)

Lamp and the bell. Millay, B. St V. (N '21)

Lamp in the desert. Dell, B. M. (N '19)

Lamp of fate. Pedler, M. (Jl '21)

Lampshades
Earle, O. Lampshades. (D '21)

Lancelot. Robinson, E. A. (Ag '20)

Land
Spence, T:, and others. Pioneers of land
reform. (S '20)

Land and the soldier. Howe, F: C. (My '19)

Land-girl's love story. Onions, B. (My '19)

Land of deepening shadow. Curtin, D. T: (Je
'17)

Land of enough. Jefferson, C: E: (Ja '18)

Land of fair play. Parsons, G. (O '19)

Land of haunted castles. Casey, R. I. (N
'21)

Land of the blessed virgin. Maugham, W: S.

(S '20)

Land of the great out-of-doors. Livingston, R.
(N '20)

Land of the prophets. Heusser, A. H: (My '17)

Land of two rivers. Bevan. E. R. (F '18)

Land of tomorrow. Stephenson, W: B., Jr. (S
'19)

Land they loved. Cummins, G. A. (N '19)

Land where the sunsets go. Leonard, O. H.
(Mr '18)

Landmarks in the history of early Christian-
ity. Lake. K. (Ja '21)

Land's end. Steele. W. D. (N '18)

Lands of silence. Markham, C. R. (Ag '21)

Landscape gardening
Dean, R. Livable house—its garden. (S '17)

Dillistone, G: Planning and planting of
little gardens. (Ja '21)

Hubbard. H: V., and Kimball, T. Introduc-
tion to the study of landscape design. (My
•18)

Puckler-Muskau, H. L. H., fflrst von. Hints
on landscape gardening. (D '17)

Rehmann, E. Small place. (N '18)

Simonds, O. C. Landscape-gardening. (Jl '21)
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Waugh, P. A. Natural style in landscape
gardening. (Ja '18)

Landscape painter. James, H: (F 20)

Landscape painting
.

Sherman, F: F. Landscape and figure pamt-
ers of America. (N '18)

Landscape photography
Photo pictorialists of Buffalo. Pictorial land-
scape photography. (P '22)

Lane, Sir Hugh, 1875-1915
Gregory, I. A. Sir Hugh Lane's life and
achievement. (Ag '21)

Lane, Ralph Norman Angell. See Angell, N.,

pseud.

Language
Avdelotte, F., ed. English and engineering.
"(Je '17)

Sapir, E: Language. (F '22)

Sturtevant. B. H. Linguistic change. (Ja
'18)

Language of color. Luckiesh, M. (Je '18)

Lantern of love. MacLeod, D. C. (S '21)

Lanterns in Gethsemane. Wattles. W. A. (Ap
•19)

Lapland
Description and travel

Butler, F. H. Through Lapland with skis and
reindeer. (N '18)

L'appel du sol. French title of The call of the
soil. Bertrand, A. (D '19)

Laramie holds the range. Spearman, F. H.
(N '21)

Larger socialism. Benedict. B. (S '21)

Larger vision. McCall, A. B. (Ja '20)

Lark. Burnet, D. (D '21)

Lark went singing. Harding, R. G. (Jl '17)

Larkspur. Abbott, J. D. (D '19)

La Rochefoucauld, Francois VI, due de, prince
de Marclllac, 1613-1680

(3osse, E. W: Three French moralist.s. (F
'19)

Larrovltch, Feodor Vladimir
Jordan, W: G:, and Wright, R. L., eds.
Feodor Vladimir Larrovltch. (My '19)

Larrv Munro. Eng title of China shop. Stem,
G. B. (F '22)

Last and first. Symonds, J: A. (Ag '19)

Last blackbird. Hodgson, R. (Ag '18)

Last ci-usade. Maxwell. D. (F '21>

Last days of Jesus Christ. Abbott, L. (Ap '19)

Last davs of the Romanovs. Telberg, G: G.,
and Wilton. ~R. (F '21)

La.'^t diary. Cummings. B. F: (Ap '21)

Last diary of the great warr. Pepys, S:, Jr.,

pseud. (D '19)

Last four months. Maurice, F: B. (Ja '20)

Last knight. Maynard. T. (Mr '21)

Last lectures. Ward, W. P. (O '18)

Last letters from the living dead man. Barker,
E. (O '19)

Last million. Beith. J: H. (Jl '19)

Last of the Grenvllles. Copplestone. B. (Ap
•20)

Last of the Mayflower. Harris. J. R. (D '20)

Last of the Romanofs. Rivet, C: (Jl '18)

Last straw. Titus. H. (Jl '20)

Last words on great issues. Crozler, J: B. (My
'18)

Later essays. Dobson, A. (Jl '21)
Latest light on Abraham Lincoln and war-time

memories. Chapman, E. S. (Mr '18)

Latin America
Beach, H. P. Renaissant Latin America. (Ap

•17)

Enock, C. R. Spanish America. (D '20)

Koebel, W. H. Paraguay. (My '17)

Antiquities

Joyce, T: A. Central American and West In-
dian archaeology. (My '17)

Biography
Robertson, W: S. Rise of the Spanish-
American republics as told in the lives of
their liberators. (N '18)

Commerce
Klsinger, E. B. Exporting to Latin America.
(Ag -17)

Verrill. A. H. Getting together with Latin
America. (F '19)

Foreign relations

Latan6, J: H. United States and Latin
America. (O '20)

. ^
Root, E. Latin America and the United

States. (N '17)

History

Robertson, W: S. Rise of the Spanish-Amer-
ican republics as told in the lives of their

liberators. (N '18)

Sweet, W: W. History of Latin America.
(My '19)

Social life and customs
Morse, E: L. C. Spanish-American life. (Jl

'17)

Latin American [mythology]. Alexander, H. B.

(F '21)
Latin at war. Irwin. W: H: (S '17)

Latin epigraphy. Sandys, J: E. (N '19)

Latin language
Fowler, W: W. Roman essays and Interpreta-
Uons. (Je '20)

Latin literature
Summers, W. C. Silver age of Latin liter-

ature. (Ja '21)
^,, ,_^

Latter-day problems. Laughlin, J. L. (Mr 17)

Latvia „ ,^. ._,
Ruhl, A. New masters of the Baltic. (D

'21)

Lauder, Sir Harry (MacLennan), 1870-

Lauder, H. Between you and me. (Ap 20)

Laugh and live. Fairbanks, D. (O '17)

Laughing Bill Hyde. Beach, R. E. (Ja 18)

Laughing girl. Chambers. R. W: (F '19)

Laughing house. Minnigerode, M. (D '20)

Laughter ^^ ,„„^
Eastman, M. Sense of humor. (Ja 22)

Lavlngton, Hubert, pseud. See Carrington. H.
(Mr '21, My '21)

Bolles, A. S. Putnam's handy law book for

the layman. (D '21)

Holmes, O. W. Collected legal papers. (Ja
'21 Ag '21)

Spencer. W: H. Law and business. (S '21)

Wigmore. J: H: Problems of law. (D '20)

History

Bigelow, M. M. Papers on the legal history

of government. (Ap '20)
. , . ,

Vinogradov, P. G. Outlines of historical Juris-

prudence. (My '21)

Study and teaching

Reed, A. Z. Training for the public pro-
fession of the law. (N '21)

United States

Myers, G. Ye olden blue laws. (Ag '21)

Thorpe, F. N. Essentials of American consti-

tutional law. (F '18)

Law and business. Spencer, W: H. (S 21)

Law- and the family. Grant, R. (D 19)

Law and the word. Troward, T: (D 17)

Law; business or profession? Cohen, J. H:

Law in the modem state. Dugult, L. (Jl '20)

Law of commercial paper. Moore, W: U. (L»

Law of Hemlock mountain. Lundsford, H.

Law o^^mlnd in action. Holmes, F.L. (S '19)

Law of the gun. Cullum R. (F 20)

Law of the sea. Canfleld, G: L:. and Dalzell,

G: W. (S '21) c -D ,n
Lawn tennis up-to-date. Blackmore, S. P. (O

Laws^of chance. Young. FE.M. (F '19)

Laws of physical science. Northrup. E. F. (Jl

'17)

""
Baldwin, S. E. Young man and the law. (Je

Cohen, J. H: Law; business or profession?

Lawyer's^kudy of the Bible. Wheeler. E. P.

Layin'i^down and taking off. Desmond, C: (O

'19)
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Lazarus; and The gentleman from San Fran-
cisco. Andreieff, L. N. ; and Bunin, I. (Ap
•19)

Le petit homme rouge, pseud. See Vizetelly,
E. A. (Ja '19)

Lead
Hofman, H. O. Metallurgy of lead. (F '20)

Smythe. J A. L,ead. (F '21)

Leader of men. Anderson, R. G. (Je '20)

Leaders to liberty. Wade, M. H. (N '19)

Leadership
Andrews, I.. C. Manpower. (Ap '21)

Andrews, L. C. Military manpower. (Ap
21)

Miller, A. H. Leadership. (Je '20)

Slattery, M. Highway to leadership. (F '21)

Leadership and military training. Andrews,
L. C. (Ap '18)

League of nations
Adams, G: B. British Empire and a league

of peace. (JI '19)
Angell, N., pseud. Political conditions of al-

lied success. (Ag '18)

Black, H. Lest we forget. (F '21)
Burns, C. D. World of states. (S '18)

Butler, G. G. Handbook to the league of na-
tions. (My '20)

Colcord, S: Great deception. (Ja '22)
Cook, R: J. Church and world peace. (F '21)

Creel, G: War, the world, and Wilson. CAfe
'20)

Crozier, A. O. League of nations. (S '19)

Dennett. T. Better world. (F '21)

Duggan, S. P. League of nations. (S '19)

Ekidy, S. Everybody's world. (O '20)
Erzberger. M. League of nations. (Je '19)
Garvin, J. L: Economic foundations of peace.
(O -19)

Hicks, F: C: New world order. (S '20)
Hill, D: J. American world policies. (Ag

'20)

Hill, D: J. Present problems In foreign
policy. (Ag '19)

Idea of public right. (F '20)

Kallen, H. M. League of nations today and
tomorrow. (Ap '19)

Kallen, H. M. Structure of lasting peace. (Jl
'18)

Kawakami, K. K: Japan and world peace.
(Ag '19)

Lawrence, T. J. Society of nations. (Ap '19)

Leajjue of nations staits. (Ap *21)
Marburg, T., ed. Draft convention for
League of nations. (Ja '19)

Minor, R. C. Republic of nations. (Mr '19)
Morrow, D. W. Society of free states.

(Je '19)

Oppenheim, L. F. L. League of nations. (S
'19)

Percy, E. S. C. Responsibilities of the
league. (Jl '20)

Phelps, E. M. Selected articles on a league
of nations. (Ja '19, Je '19)

Pollock, F: League of nations. (Ja '21)

Problems of International settlement. (S '19)
Rogers, R. W. Basis of a world order. (O
18)

Sarolea, C: Europe and the league of na-
tions. (Je '20)

Scott, J. B. James Madison's notes of de-
bates. (O '19)

Stallybrass, W: T. S. Society of states. (My
'19)

Sweetser, A. League of nations at work. (F
'21)

Taft, W: H. Taft papers on League of na-
tions. (Ja '21)

Taft, W: H., and others. Covenanter. (Ag
•19)

Tuttle, F. G. Women and world federation.
(O '19)

Walston, C: English-speaking brotherhood
and the League of nations. (D '19)

Wells, H. G:, and others. Idea of a league of
nations. (My '19)

Wells, H. G: In the fourth year. (Jl '18)
Willcocks, M. P. Towards new horizons. iJl

'19)
Wilson, G: G. First year of the League of

nations. (My '21)
Wilson, W. Hope of the world. (Jl '20)

League of nations. Brallsford, H: N. (My '17)

League of nations. Marburg, T. (Ja '18)
League of nations at work. Sweetser, A. (F

'21)
League of n.ations starts. (Ap '21)
League of the Scarlet Pimpernel. Orczy, B.

(N '19)

League to enforce peace
Ashbee, C. R. American league to enforce

peace. (Ag '17)

Goldsmith, R. League to enforce peace. (Mr
'17)

Marburg, T. League of nations. (Ja '18, Ja
'19)

Taft, W: H.. and Bryan, W: J. World peace.
(Je '18)

Learned lady in England, 1650-1760. Reynolds,
M. (Jl '20)

Learning and scholarship
Foster. W: T. Should students study? (Ap '17)

Learning to write. Stevenson, P. L: B. (Ag
•20)

Leave it to Doris. Hueston, E. (Ja '20)
Leaves from an officer's notebook. Crawshay-

Williams, E. (Mr '18)

Leaves in the wind. Gardiner, A. G. (O '19)
Lectures on industrial psycholojry. Muscio,

B. (N '20)

Lectures on modem idealism. Royce, J. (Jl
•20)

Lectures on modern seamanship. United States.
Naval auxiliary school. (Ag '19)

Lectures on ten Britisii mathematicians of the
nineteenth century. Macfarlane, A. (Jl
'17)

Lectures on ten British physicists of the nine-
teenth century. Macfarlane, A. (F '20)

Leda. Huxley, A. L. (O '20)

Lee, Robert Edward, 1807-1870
Farriss. C: S. American soul. (F '21)
Hamilton, J. G. de R. and M. T. Life of
Robert E. Lee for boys and girls. (D '17)

McKIm, R. H. Soul of Lee. (My '18)

Fiction

Dixon, T: Man in gray. (Ja '22)

Leerie. Sawyer, R. (S '20)

Legal aid societies
Smith, R. H. Justice and the poor. (F '20)

Legal and political status of women In Iowa.
Gallaher, R. A. (O '19)

Legal ethics
(Johen, J. H: Law; business or profession?

(Jl -17)

Legal points for automobile owners. Childs, L.
(Jl '17)

Legend. Dane, C. (Ap '20)

Legend of the glorious adventures of Tyl Ulen-
spiegel in the land of Flanders and else-
where. Coster, C: de. (Ap '19)

Legends
Westervelt, W: D. Hawaiian legends of vol-

canoes. (Ap '17)

Legends. Lowell, A. (Jl '21)

Legends and romances of Spain. Spence, L.
(D '20)

Legends and traditions of a northern county.
Cooper, J. F. (S 21)

Legislation
Freund, E. Standards of American legisla-

tion. (D '17)

Leigh, Lennard, pseud. See Forbes-Lindsay,
C; H. A. (Ja '19)

Leisure
Sizer, J. P. Commercialization of leisure. (Ja

'18)

Lenin, Nikolai, pseud. (Vladimir Ulyanoff)
Williams, A. R., and others. Lenin, the man
and his work. (D '19)

Lend me your name! Elliott, F. P. (O '17)

Lenotre, G., pseud. See Gosselin, L: L. T. (Ja
'22)

Lent
Mabie. H. W. Essays in Lent. (My '19)

Leonard Wood on national issues. Wood, L.
(My '20)

L'Ermite, Pierre, pseud. See Loutil, E.

Leschetlzky, Theodor, 1831-1915
Newcomb, E. Leschetlzky as I knew him.
(N '21)
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Leschetizky as I knew him. Newcomb, E. (N
•21)

Lessons In cookery. Stewart, F. E. (S '19)

Liessons in personal efficiency. Grimsliaw, R.
(JI '18)

Lessons of the war and the peace conference.
Ferrara, O. (Ap '19)

Lessons of the world-war. Hamon, A. F: (O
•19)

Lest we forgot. Black, H. (F '21)

Let 'er buck. Furlong, C: W. (S '21)

Let the flag wave. Scollard, C. (N '17)

Let's pretend. Barbee, L. (D '17)

Letter writing
Holt, L. H., and others. Military corres-

poiideiice, reports and orders. (Ap '21)

Lettering
Reinhardt, C: W: Lettering for draftsmen,

engineers and students. (S '17)

Letters
Burns, R. Sylvander and Clarinda. (D '17)

Clemens. S: L. Mark Twain's letters. (Ja
'18)

Coult, M., ed. Letters from many pens. (Jl
•17)

Dowden, E:, and others. Letters about Shel-
ley. (N '17)

Stanley, E. "Twenty years at court. (O '17)

Swinburne, A. C: Algernon Charles Swin-
burne. (Jl '17)

Yeats, J: B. Passages from the letters of
John Butler Yeats. (N* '17)

Letters. Heath, A. G: (N '17)

Letters. Janits, W: (Ja '21, Ag '21)

Letters. Sorley, C: H, (Je '20)

Letters and diary. Seeger, A. (Ag '17)

Letters and journals. Higginson, T: W. (F
'22)

Letters and leadership. Brooks, Van W. (N '18)

Letters and writings. Croswell, J. G. (N '17)

Letters from a French hospital. (Ag '17)

Letters from a prairie garden. Underwood, E.
(My '19)

Letters from an American soldier to his father.
Wheeler, C. (O '18)

Letters from China and Japan. Dewey, J:
and H. A. (Ag '20)

Letters from France. Bean, C. E. W. (O '17)

Letters from my home in India. Churchill, M.
(Ap '17)

Letters from the Kaiser to the Czar. Levlne,
I: D. (O -20)

Letters of a Canadian stretcher bearer. (Mr
'18)

Letters of a Javanese princess. Kartini, R. A
(D '20)

Letters of a soldier. 1914-1915. Eng title of
Soldier of France to his mother. (O '17)

Letters of Algernon Charles S^vmburne. Swin-
burne, A. C: (My '19)

Letters of Anne Gilchrist and Walt Whitman.
Gilchrist. A. (D '18)

Letters of Anton Tchehov to his family and
friends. Chekhov, A. P. (Je '20)

Letters of Donald Hankey. Hankey, D. W: A.
(Mr '20)

Letters of Harry James Smith. Smith, H. J.
(Ag '19)

I.,etters of Henry James. James, H: (My '20)

Letters of John Holmes to James Russell Lowell
and others. Holmes, J: (F '19)

Letters of Susan Hale. Hale, S. (Mr '19)
Letters of Thomasina Atkins. Atkins. T..

pseud. (N '18)

Letters of travel. KlpUng, R. (Jl '20)
Letters to a niece and prayer to the Virgin

of Chartres. Adams, H: (Ja '21)
Letters to a young housekeeper. Prince, J.

(Mr '17^

Letters to a young man on love and health.
Gallichan, W. M. (O '20)

Letters to Henry Brevoort. Irving, W. (Mr '19)
Letters to his mother. Ayscough, J:, pseud.

(S '19)

Letters to Isabel. Shaw, T: (N '21)
Letters to teachers. Alexander, H. B. (S '19)
Letters to the mother of a soldier. Wright, R.

L. (My -18)

Letters to the people of India on responsible
government. Curtis, L. (S '19)

Letters to Washington Irving. Brevoort, H:
(Mr '19)

Letters to X. Massingham, H. J: (S '20)

Levellers
Pease, T. C. Leveller movement. (S '17)

Lewars, Mrs Harold. See Singmaster, E.
Lewis Seymour and some women. Moore, G:

(Je '17)

Lewis Theobald. Jones, R: F. (S '19)

LI Hung-chang, 1823-1901
Bland, J: O. P. Li Hung-chang. (D '17)

Liability and compensation insurance. Blanch-
ard, R. H. (D '17)

Liberal college. Meiklejohn, A. (D '20)
Liberal Judaism and Hellenism. Montefiore,

C. G. (S '19)

Liberalism
Muir, R. Liberalism and industry. (S '21)
Stearns, H. E. Libeialism in America. (Ap

'20)

Liberalism and industry. Muir, R. (S '21)

Liberia
Brawley, B: G. Social history of the Amer-
ican negro. (D '21)

Maugham, R. C: F. Republic of Liberia.
(Jl '20)

Liberty
Alexander, H. B. Liberty and democracy.

(Je '18)

Brett, O. Defence of liberty. (Mr '21)

Haynes, E. S. P. Case for liberty. (D '20)

MacSwiney, T. Principles of freedom. (Mr
•21)

Phillipps, L. M. Europe unbound. (Je '17)

Semple, H: C. American liberty enlightening
the world. (Ap '21)

Liberty and the news. Lippmann, W. (Ap '20)

Liberty cook book. Stockbridge, B. E. (S '18)

Liberty of the press. See Freedom of the press
Liberty, peace and justice. (F '19)

Librarian's open shelf. Bostwick, A. E. (O
'20)

Libraries
Bostwick, A. E. American public library. (Ja

18)
Bostwick, A. E., comp. Library and society.

(Je '21)

Dana, J: C. Suggestions. (S '21)

Koch, T. W. Book of Carnegie libraries. (Ja
'18)

Koch, T. W. War libraries and allied studies.
(F '19)

Legler. H. E. Library ideals. (S '18)

Powell, S. H. Children's library. (My '17)

Rawlings, G. B. British museum library. (Ap
'17;

Advertising
Briscoe, W. A- Library adrertising. (Jl

•21)

Libraries, Children's
Hazeltine, A. I., ed. Library work with chil-

dren. (Ja '18)

Library advertising. Briscoe, W. A. (Jl '21)

Library and society. Bostwick, A. E., comp.
(Je '21)

Library essays. Bostwick, A. E. (O '20)

Library ideals. Legler, H: E. (S '18)

Library of Christian cooperation. Federal coun-
cil of the churches of Christ in America. (Je
'17)

Library primer. Dana, J: C. (Ap '21)

Library schools and training
Friedel, J. H. Training for llbrarlanship.
(My '21)

Wisconsin. University. Library school. Ap-
prentice course for small libraries. (D '17)

Llbrsrv sciGncc
Bostwick, A. E. American public library. (Ja

•18)

Dana, J: C. Library primer. (Ap '21)

Ward, G. O. Practical use of books and li-

braries. (Jl '17)

Library work with children. Hazeltine, A. I.,

ed. (Ja '18)

Libyan desert ^^ ,
Forbes, R. Secret of the Sahara: Kufara.

(Ja '22)

Li6ge on the line of march. Bigelow, Q. L. (Jl

•18)

Life
MacKenna, R. W: Adventure of life. (Je

'19)

Tashlro, S. Chemical sign of life. (N '17)
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Life, Origin of
. , , ^- , m*^

Osborn, H: F. Origin and evolution of life.

(Ae '18)

Lilfe. Bojer, J. (Mr '21)

Ldfe. Voronoff, S. (Jl '21)

Life after death. Hyslop. J. H. (Mr 19)

Life and art of William Merritt Chase. Roof,

K. M. (F '18)

Life and destiny. Denis, L. (D 19)

Life and diarv of John Floyd, 1783-1834. Am-
bler, C: H: (Je '19) ^ . , ^^ ,

Life and explorations of Frederick Stanley
Arnot. Baker, E. (D '20)

Life and friendships of Catherine Marsh.
O'Rorke, L. E. (Ag '18)

Life and labour in the nineteenth century.
Fay, C: K. (N '20, Ag '21)

Life and letters. Squire, J: C. (Mr '21)

Life and letters of Dorotliy NerilL Nevlll,

R. H: (F '20)

Life and letters of Edward Everett Hale. Hale,

E: E., jr. (F '18)

Life and letters of Hamilton Wright Mabie.
Morse, E. W. (Ja '21)

Life and letters of Henry Lee Higginson.
Perry, B. (D '21) ^ ,

Life and letters of James Monroe Taylor.
Haight, E. H. (D '19)

. ^^ .

Life and letters of Joel Chandler Harris. Harris,

J. C. (N '18)

Life and letters of John Fiske. Clark, J: S.

(Ja '18) „
Life and letters of Maggie Benson. Benson,

A C (D '17)

Life and letters of Robert Collyer. 1823-1912.

Holmes, J: H. (F '18)

Life and letters of St Paul. Smith, D: (Je 20)

Life and letters of Simeon Baldwin. Baldwin,
S E (S '19)

Life 'and letters of Stopford Brooke. Jacks,
L. P. (F '18)

Life and letters of Thomas Hodgkin. Creigh-
ton. L. (F '18)

Life and letters of William Thomson, arch-
bishop of York. Thomson, W: (Ag '19)

Life and literature. Hearn, L. (Ja '18)

Life and poetry of James Thomson. Meeker,
J. E: (Ja '18)

Life and struggles of William Lovett. Lovett,
W: (S '20) ^ ,

Life and times of Henry Gassaway Davis.
Pepper, C: M. (Ap '20)

Life and times of Stephen Girard. McMaster,
J: B. (S '18) , .

Life and work of George Sylvester Morns.
Wenley, R. M. (Ap '18)

Life and work of Sir Hiram Maxim. Motte-
lay, P. F., comp. (Ag '20)

Life and work of Sir William Van Home.
Vavifrhan. W. (F '21)

, ^
Life and works of Sir Jagadis Chandra Bose.

Geddes, P. (My '21)

Life at stake. Berger, M. (Jl '19)

Life at the U.S. naval academy. Earle, R. (Je
'17;

Life beyond the veil. Owen, G: V. (Mr '21)

Life boats
Blocksidge. E. W. Ships' boats. (D '20)

Life can never be the same. Maxwell, W: B.
(F '20)

Life immovable. Palama.s, K. (My '20)

Life in a mediaeval city. BensOn, E. (My
•21)

Life in a tank. Haigh, R: (O '18)

Life in the circles. Lane, A., and Beale, H.
S. (F '21>

Life indeed. Genung, J: F. (Ap '21)

Life of a simple man. Guillaumin, E. (F '21)

Life of Abdul Hamid. Pears, Sir E. (Ja '18)

Life of Adniiial Mahan. Taylor, C: C. (Mr
'21)

Life of Artemas Ward. Martyn, C: (O '21)

Life of Arthur James Balfour. Raymond, E.

T (Ja '21)

Life of Benjamin Disraeli, earl of Beaconsfleld.
Buckle, G: E. (O '20)

Life of Charles Carroll of Carrollton. Leonard.
L: A. (Je '18)

Life of Christ. Campbell. R. .T. (S '21)

Life of Christ. Lees, G: R. (D '20)

Life of Dante Alighieri. Dlnsmore, C: A. (N
'19)

Life of David Belasco. Winter, W: (Ap '19)

Life of Elie Metchnikoff. Metchnikoff, O. (N
-21)

Life of Francis Place. Wallas, G. (Je '20)

Life of Frederick Courteney Selous, D. S. O.
Millais. J: G. (Je '19)

Life of Frederick the Great. Young, N. (O
•19)

Life of Goethe. Brown, P. H. (Mr '21)

Life of James McNeill Whistler. Pennell, E.
and J. (D '20)

Life of Jean Henri Fabre. Fabre, A. (D '21)

Life of Joel Chandler Harris. Wiggins, R. L.
(Jl '19)

Life of JcJin, cardinal McCloskey. Farley, J: M.
(F '19)

Life of John Redmond. Wells, W. B. (Ag '19)

Life of Joseph Hodges Choate. Martin, E: S.
(Ja '21, Ag '21)

Life of Lamartine. WTiitehouse, H: R. (D '18)

Life of Lazarillo de Tormes and his fortunes
and adversities. Lazarillo de Tormes. (N
•17)

Life of Leonard Wood. Holme, J: G. (My '20)

Life of Lieutenant General Chaffee. Carter,
W: G. H. (Ap '18;

Life of Lord Courtney. (5ooch, G: P. (N '20)

Life of Lord Kitchener. Arthur, G: C. A. (Jl
'20i

Life of Mrs Robert Louis Stevenson. San-
chez. N. (My '20)

Life of Naomi Norsworthy. Higglns, F. C. (Jl
•18)

Life of Paul. Robinson, B: W. (Ap '19)

Life of Robert, marquis of Salisbury. Cecil, G.
(F '22)

Life of Robert Owen. Owen. R. (S '20)
Life of St Francis Xavier. Stewart, E. A. (Ja

•19)

Lite of Sir Clements R. Markham. Markham,
A. H. (Ap '18)

Life of Sir Stanley Maude. Callwell, C: E:
(Ja '21)

Life of Sophia Jex-Blake. Todd, M. G. (Ja
'19)

Life of the grasshopper. Fabre, J. H. C. (My
•17)

Life of the party. Cobb, I. S. (N '19)
Life of the Rt. Hon. Sir Charles W. Dilke.

Gwynn, S. L., and Tuckwell, G. M. (D '17)
Life of Theodore Roosevelt. Lewis, W: D.

(Je '19)
Life of Thomas Coutts, banker. Coleridge, E.

H. (My '20)

Life of Venizelos. Chester, S. B. (O '21)
Life of Walter Quintln Gresham, 1832-1895.

Gresham, M. (Je '20)
Life of Whitelaw Reid. Cortissoz, R. (My

•21)

Life of William Booth. Begbie, H. (My •20)
Life's minor collisions. Warner, F. L. and G.

(Ja '22)

Life's minstrel. Henderson, D. M. (F '20)
Lifted cup. Rittenhouse. J. B. (D '21)
Lifted veil. King, B. (Mr •!?)

Light. Barbusse, H. (Ja ^20)

Light above the cross roads. Rickard, Mrs V;
(O -18)

Light articles only. Eng title of Little rays of
moonshine. Herbert, A. P. (F '22)

Light beyond. Maeterlinck, M. (Ja '18)

Light heart. Hewlett, M. H: (Jl '20)

Light in the clearing. Bacheller, I. A. (Ap '17)

Light of Provence. Stimson, F: J. (N '17)

Light of the world. Bolton, G. (Ja ^21)

Light out of the east. Crockett, ,S: R. (Ag
•20)

Lighted windows. Crane, F. (Ag '18)

Lighthouses
Putnam, G: R. Lighthouses and lightships of
the united States. (.Jl ^17)

Lighting
, ^ ,^

Keene, E: S. Mechanics of the household.
(Ja '19)

Luckicsh. M. Artificial light. (Ag ^20)

Luckiesh. M. Lighting the home. (N "20)

Lighting the home. Luckiesh, M. (N ^20)

Llghtnin^. Bacon, F. (My ^20)

Lights at dawn. Phoutrides. A. E. (N ^17)

Lightships , ,. ,

Putnam. G: R. Lighthouses and lightships of

the United States. (Jl '17)

Llke-to-do stories. Smith, L. R. (O '20)
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Lllburne, John, 16147-1657
Pease, T. C. Leveller movement. (S '17)

Lilies, white and red. Huard, F. (Jl '19)

Lillom. Molnar, P. (Je '21)

Lilla. Lowndes. M. A. (My '17)

Lille, France
Deportation of women and girls from Lille.

(My '17)

Lllull. Rolland, R. (S '20)

Limbo. Huxley, A. L. (Ag: '20)

Limehouse nights. Burke. T: (O '17)

Limericks. Gardiner, F. H., comp. (Jl '21)

Limits of pure democracy. Mallock, W: H.
(Ag '18)

Limits of socialism. Boucke, O. F. (Jl '20)

Limits of state industrial control. Carter, H.,
ed. (F '20)

"Limpy." Johnston. W: A. (Mr '17)

Lincoln, Abraham, 1809-1865
Barnard's Lincoln. (Ja '18)

Barton. "W: E. Paternity of Abraham Lin-
coln. (D '20)

Barton, W: E. Soul of Abraham Lincoln.
(Ap '20)

Chapman. E. S. Latest light on Abraham
Lincoln and war-time memories. (Mr '18j

Drinkwater, J: Lincoln: the world emanci-
pator. (D '20)

Elias, E. I. Abraham Lincoln. (N '20)

Farri.ss, C: S. American soul. (F '21)

(3ordy, W. F. Abraham Lincoln. (F '19)

Gore, J: R. Boyhood of Abraham Lincoln.
(Je '21)

Grlerson, F. Abraham Lincoln; the practical
mystic. (Ap '19)

Hill, J: W. Abraham Lincoln. (Ja '21)

Levy. T. A. Lincoln the politician. (F '20)

Lincoln, A. Selected writings of Abraham
Lincoln. (Mr '21)

Lincoln, A. Uncollected letters. (D '17)

Roberts, O. Lincoln in Illinois. (S '18)

Robinson, L. E. Abraham Lincoln as a man
of letters. (Ap '19)

Rothschild, A. "Honest Abe." (N '17)

Scoville. S: Abraham Lincoln: his story. (S
'18)

Shirley, R. Short life of Abraham Lincoln.
(Jl '19)

Steiner, E: A. Uncle Joe's Lincoln. (F '19)

Stephenson, N. W. Abraham Lincoln and
the union. (Ag '19)

Tarbell, I. M. Boy scouts' life of Lincoln.
(D '21)

Tarbell, I. M. In Lincoln's chair. (My '20)

Tarbell, I. M. Life of Abraham Lincoln. (D
'17)

Wanamaker, R. M. Voice of Lincoln. (Jl '18)

Wright-Davis, M., comp. Book of Lincoln.
(Mr '19)

Drama
Dixon, T: Man of the people. (S '20)

Drinkwater, J: Abraham Lincoln. (S '19)

Fiction

Babcock, B. Soul of Ann Rutledge. (Je '19)
Bacheller, I. A. Man for the ages. (Ja '20)

Lincoln: the world emancipator. Drinkwater,
J: (D '20)

Linda Condon. Hergesheimer, J. (D '19)
Lindy Leyd. Hoffman, M. E. (O '20)

"Line's busy." Ullman, A. E: (N '20)

Lines long and short. Fuller, H: B. (Mr '17)
Lines of life. Nevinson, H: W. (Mr '21)
Linguistic change. Sturtevant, E. H. (Ja '18)

Lion's mouse. Williamson, C. N. and A. M.
(N '19)

Lip-reading. Nitchie, E: B. (O '19)

Liquid fuels for internal combustion engines.
Moore, H. (O '19)

Liquor problem
Banks, L: A. Ammunition for final drive on
booze. (N '18)

Calkins, R., and Peabody. F, G. Substitutes
for the saloon. (Je '20)

Stelzle. C: Why prohibition! (O '18)

Liquor traffic
Beman, L. T., comp. Selected articles on pro-
hibition of the liquor traffic. (Ap '17)

Carter, H: Control of the drink trade. (Jl
'18)

Carver, T: N. Grovernment control of the
liquor business in Great Britain and the
United States. (Ja '20)

Lister, Charles Alfred, 1887-1915
Lister, C: A. Letters and recollections. (Je

•17)

Lister, Joseph Lister, 1st baron, 1827-1912
Godlee, R. J: Lord Lister. (Ap '18>

Lif^tei's prruat .advenluie. Bind'.oss, H. (V '21)
Literary chapters. George, W. L. (My '18)

Literary criticism
Alden, R. M., comp. Critical essays of the

early nineteenth century. (Jl '21)
Croce, B. Ariosto. Shakespeare and Cor-

iieille. (Ap '21)

Freeman, J: Moderns. (O '17)

Gayley, C: M., and Kurtz, B: P. Methods
and materials of literary criticism. (S '20)

Johnson. L. P. Reviews and critical papers.
(N '21)

Literary digest history of the world war. (My
'20)

Literary landmarks
Maurice, A. B. Paris of the novelists. (D

'19)

Literary pilgrim in England. Thomas, E: (D
•17)

Literary recreations. Cook, Sir E: R. (S '19)

Literary snapshots. Glaenzer. R: B. (N '20)

Literary studies. Whibley. C: (Ap '20)

Literature
Bennett. A. Books and persons. (N '17)

Canby. H: S:, and others. Saturday papers.
(Ja '22)

Clutton-Brock. A. Essays on books. (O '21)
Clutton-Brock, A. More essays on books.
(N '21)

Davies. T. H. Spiritual voices In modem
literature. (F '20)

Ellis, H. New spirit. (Je '21)

Glaenzer. R: B. Literary snapshots. (N '20)

Goethe, J. W. von. Goethe'.=i literary essays.
(F '22)

Gosse. E. W: Books on the table. (Jl '21)

Hearn, L. Talks to writers. (D '20)

Magnus, L. General sketch of European
literature in the centuries of romance. (F
•20)

:Moore, G: Avowals. (My '20)

Pater, W. H. Sketches and reviews. (Ag '19)

Pollak, Q. International minds and the
search for the restful. (Jl '20)

Symons, A. Figures of several centuries. (My
'17)

Collections

Houston. P. H., and Bonnell. J: K., eds.
Types of great literature. (Ja '20)

Rogers. R. E., ed. Voice of science In nine-
teenth century literature. (Jl '21)

History and criticism

Bradford. G. Naturalist of souls. (N '17)

Wendell. B. Traditions of E^iropean liter-

ature. (Ja '21, Ag '21)

Literature, Comparative
Mantz, H. E. French criticism of American

literature before 1850. (S '17)

Literature, Modern
Sherman, S. P. On contemporary literature.

(F '18)

Literature in a changing age. Thorndike, A. H.
(D '20)

Literature in the making. Kilmer, J., ed. (Je
•17)

Literature of business. Saunders, A., and
Creek. H. L.. eds. (Ap '21)

Literature of ecstasy. Mordell, A. (Ja '22)

Literature with a large L. and Fellow travelers.
Jenkins, M. (N '19)

Lithography
Pennell, J. Graphic, arts. (Ja '22)

Lithuania „ , , ^..^

Ruhl, A. New masters of the Baltic. (D
•21)

History

Jusaitls, K. A. History of the Lithuanian
nation and its present national aspirations.

(Ap '19)

Lithuanian village. Kobrln, L. (O '20)
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Little, Frances, pseud. See Macaulay, F.
Little acrobat. Duggan, J. P. (N" '19)

Little allies. Hale, B. (D '18)

Little bacic room. Charaberlayne, E: S. (My
•21)

Little book of Irish verse. White, A. C, ed.
(Ap '17)

Little book of the flag. Tappan, E. M. (Mr '18)

Little book of the war. Tappan, E. M. (F '19)

Little boy lost. Hudson, W: H: (Ja '19)

Little boy out of the wood. Greene, K. C. (My
•17)

Little Cuba libre. Duggan, J. P. (D '18)

Little daughter of Jerusalem. Harry, M., pseud.
(Ag -19)

Little democracy. Clarke, I. C. (D '18)

Little England. Eng title of Pour roads. Kaye-
Smlth, S. (N '19)

Little essays. Santayana, G: (O '20)

Little folks tramping and camping. Morgan,
A. B. (N '20)

Little freckled person. Davies, M. C. (N '19)

Little friends in feathers. McFee, L N. (N
•21)

Little garden. King, L. (N '21)

Little garden the year round. Teall, G. C. (Ap
•20)

Little gateway to science. Patch, E. M. (Je
•20)

Little girl who couldn't-get-over-it. Barry,
A. S., pseud. (O '18)

Little gods laugh. Field, L. M. (O '17)
Little grandmother of the Russian revolution.

Breshkovsky, C. (Ja '18)

Little gray home In France. Gibbons, H. D.
(My '19)

Little heroes of France. Burke, K. (N '20)
Little history of the great war. Vast, H. (Ja

•21, Ag ^21)

Little hours in great days. Castle, A. and
F i'F '211

Little house. Dawson, C. W: (N '20)
Little house in the woods. Hunt, C. W. (D

'18)

Little houses. Woden, G: (N '19)
Little journeys towards Paris, 1914-1918.

Strunsky, S. (O '18)

Little maid of old Philadelphia. Curtis, A.
(D '19)

Little maid of Plcardy. Blanchard, A. B. (N
•19)

Little man with one shoe. Bailey, M. (D
•21)

Little Miss By-the-day. Van Slyke, L. (N
•19)

Little Miss Grasshopper. Spyri. J. (F '19)
Little Miss Muffet. Kirby, E. (D '19)
Little moment of happiness. Kelland, C. B.

(O '19)

Little Pierre. France. A., pseud. (F '21)
Little playbook. Lord. K. (Ag '20)
Little rays of moonshine. Herbert, A. P. (F

'22)

Little red foot. Chambers, R. W: (Jl '21)
Little red house In the hollow. Hall, A. B:

(Je '18)
Little Russian masterpieces. Ragosin, Z. A.,

comp. (D '20)

Little school. Moore, T: S. (S '20)
Little tales of common things. McFee, I. N.

(D -18)

Little theater classics. Eliot, S: A., ed. (Ja
'19)

Little theater classics. Eliot, S: A., ed. (Mr
'20)

Little theater classics. Eliot, S: A., ed. (My
•21)

Little theatre in the United States. Mackay.
C. D. (D '17)

Little town. Douglass, H. P. (My '19)
Little warrior. Wodehouse, P. G. (D '20)
Little world apart. Stevenson, G: (My '17)
Livable house—its garden. Dean, R. (S '17)
Livable^ house—its plan gind design. Embury, A.

(S 17)
Live and be young. Thompson. V. C: (Ap

Jl

)

Live and grow young. Stilwell, A. E: (O '21)

Live stock
Babcock, B. B.. and Clausen, R. B. (Senetlcs

in relation to agriculture. (S '18)
Tormcy, J: L.. .md Lawiy, K. C. Animal
husbandry. (F '21)

Livelihood. Gibson. W. W. (Mr '17)
Lively recollections. Shearme, J: (S '17)
Livery of Eve. Bain, F. W: (Jl '17)
Living alone. Benson, S. (My '20)
Living bayonets. Dawson, C. W: (Ap '19)
Living cycads. Chamberlain, C: J. (Je '19)
Living the creative life. Appel, J. H. (Ja '19)
Living present. Atherton, G. F. (Ag '17)
Living wage. Ryan, J: A. (Jl '20)

Liza of Lambeth. Maugham, W: S. (N '21)

Lloyd George, David, 1863-
Dilnot, F. Lloyd George. (My '17)

Lloyd (jeorge and the war. (S '18)

Spender, H. Prime minister. (Ag '20)
Lo, and behold ye! MacManus, S. (O '19)

Loafing down Long Island. Towne, C: H. (Jl
'21)

Local government
James, H. G. Local government in the United

States. (Ag '21)

Local government in ancient India. Mookerji,
R. (D '20)

Local government In the United States. James,
H. G. (Ag '21)

Location, construction and maintenance of
roads. Goodell, J: M. (Ja '19)

Locke, John, 1632-1704
Gibson, J. Locke's theory of knowledge and

its historical relations. (S '18)
Hefelbower, S: G. Relation of John Locke

to English deism. (Je '19)

Locked chest; and The sweeps of ninety-eight.
Masefield, J: (Ap '17)

Locker-Lampson, Frederick, 1821-1895
Blrrell, A. Frederick Locker-Lampson. (S

'20)

Locomotives
Ahrons, E. L. Steam railway locomotive.
(Mr '21)

Yoder, J. H., and Wharen, G: B. Locomotive
valves and valve gears. (Ja '18)

Log cabin days. Blaisdell, A. F., and Ball, F.
K. (O '21)

Log of H.M.A. R 34. Maitland, E: M. (Jl
'21)

Logic
Bosanquet, B. Implication and linear In-

ference. (Mr '21)

Lodge, R. C. Introduction to modem loffI&
(Mr '20)

Rieber, C: H: Footnotes to formal logic. (Ja
'19)

Loiterer in New England. Henderson, H. W.
(P '20)

Loiterer in New York. Henderson, H. W. (J«
'18)

Loiterer in Paris. Henderson, H. W. (D '21)

Lollingdon Downs. Masefield, J: (S '17)

Lombard architecture. Porter. A. K. (O '17)

London, Jack, 1876-1916
London, C. Book of Jack London. (N '21)

London
Macdonald, J: F. Two towns—one city: Paris
—London. (Jl '18)

Antiquities

Bell, W. G: Unknown London. (Je '20)

Art
Erskine. B. London as an art city. (D '21)

Description

Bell, W. G: More about unknown London.
(D '21)

Blake, A. H. Things seen in London. (D '20)

Burke, T: Out and about London. (My '19)

Burke. T: Outer circle. (O '21)

Dasent, A. I. Piccadilly in three -centuries.

(F '21)

Erskine, B. London as an art city. (D '21)

George, W. L. London mosaic. (O '21)

London society. London of the future. (O
'21)

Symons, A. Cities and sea-coasts and Islands.

(Ap '19)

Tomlinson, H. M. London river. (D '21)

Wagner, L. New book about London. (Ag
•21)

Vince. C: Street of faces. (O '21)
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London —Continued

Fire, 1666

Bell, W. G: Great fire of London in 1666. (D
20)

Poetry

Goldring, D. Streets. (S '21)

Poor
Nevinson, M. W. Workhouse characters.
(My -19)

Social life and customs
Chancellor. E. B. XVIIlth century in Lbn-

don. (Mr '21)

Hale, L. American's London. (O '20)
Neviil, R. H: Mayfair 'and Montmartre. (N

'21)

London, Tower of. See Tower of London
London as an art city. Erskine, B. (D '21)

London days. Warren, A. (N '20)

London lot. Lyons. A. N. (O '19)

London mosaic. George, W. L. (O '21)
London nights of Belsize. Kendall. V. H. (O

•17)

London of the future. London society. (O '21)

London river. Tomlinson, H. M. (D '21)

London venture. Kouyoumdjian. D. (My '20)

Lone Bull's mistake. Schultz, J. W. (D '18)

Lonely flute. Shepard, O. (F '18)

Lonely house. Lowndes, M. A. (O '20)

Lonely stronghold. Reynolds, G. M. (Ag '18)

Long, Mrs Gabrlelle Margaret (Campbell). See
Bowen, M., pseud (N '18)

Long dim trail. Hooker, F. C. (N '20)
Long ever ago. Hughes, R. (My '18)

Long Island

Description and travel

Towne, C: H. Loafing down Long Island. (Jl
'21)

Long journey. Singmaster, E. (Ap '17)

Long knives in Illinois. Walker, A. J. (In La
Fayette) (My '19)

Long lane's turning. Rives, H. E. (O '17)
Long live the king! Rinehart, M. (O '17)
Long road to Baghdad. Candler, E. (O '19)
Long spoon. Bryce, Mrs C: (N '17)

Long sweetening. Carpenter, G. (Ja '22)
Long traverse. Pinkerton, K. S. and R. E. (S

•20)
Long trick. Ricci, L: A. da C. (Ap '18)
Long way round. Taylor, E. G. (Je '21)

Longevity
Golzet, L: H. Never grow old. (N '20)
Huber, J: B. Why die so young? (Ap '21)
Thompson, V. C: Live and be young. (Ap

'21)

Voronoff, S. Life. (Jl '21)
Look! we have come through. Lawrence,

D: H. (Je '19)
Looking at pictures. Smith. S. C: K. (O '21)
Looking back. Fortescue, S. J: (D '20)
Looking forward. Higham, C: F: (Je '21)
Looking glass. Crane, F. (Jl '17)

Lookout man. Bower, B. M., pseud. (N '17)
Loom of youth. Waugh, A. (Je '20)
Lord Grey of the reform bill. Trevelyan, G: M

(Je '20)
Lord Kitchener memorial book. Le Bas, Sir

H. F. (Je '17)
Lord Tony's wife. Orczy, E. (Je '18)

Lords of the housetops. Van Vechten, C,
ed. (S '21)

Lords of the wild. Altsheler, J. A. (My '19)
Losses of life in modern wars. Bodart, G., and

Kellogg, V. L. (Ap '17)
Lost cities of Ceylon. Mitton, G. E. (S '17)
Lost endeavour. Masefield, J: (Mr '17)
Lost father. Garborg, A. (S '20)
Lost fruits of Waterloo. Bassett, J: S. (Je

•1$, Ag '19)

Lost girl. T^awrmce. D: H. (An '21)

Lost horizon. Borley. G: C. (Ja '22)
Lost hunters. Altsheler, J. A. (D '18)
Lost Indian magic. Moon. G. P. and C. (F '19)

Lost Island. Barbour, R. H:, and Holt, H. P.
(D '18)

Lost little lady. Knlpe, E. and A. A. (D '17)
Lost naval pnneri. Copplestone, B. (Ap '18)
Lost river. Chaffee, A. (O '20)

Lost ships and lonely seas. Paine, R. D. (O
•21)

Lotus salad. Cram, M. (Ag '20)
Loudwater mystery. Jepson, E. (S '20)

Louis XVII, titular king of France, 1785-1795?
Gosselin, L: L. T. Dauphin (Louis XVII).

(Ja '22)
Louis Agassiz as a teacher. Cooper, L. (Ag

•18)

Louise, princess of Belgium, 1858-
Louise, princess of Belgium. My own af-

fairs. (D '21)
Louisburg square. Cutler, R. (My '17)

Louisiana
History

J^onn. E. Reconstruction in Louisiana after
1868. (N '18)

Louisiana purchase
Brown, E. S. Constitutional history of the
Louisiana purchase. (Ag '20)

Love
Ellis, E. M. O. New horizon in love and life.
(N '21)

Love and liberty. Dumas, A. (Je •IS)
Love and the crescent. Inchbold, A. C. CS

•20)

Love eternal. Haggard, H: R. (S '18)
Love for the battle-torn peoples. Jones, J. L.

(Ap '17)

Love laughs last. Hall, E. B. (N ^19)
Love letters of Bill to Mable. Streeter, E: (Ja

Love of an unknown soldier. (D '18)
Love of brothers. Hinkson, K. (Ap '20)
Love poems. Verhaeren, E. (O '17)
Love songs. Teasdale, S. (N '17)
Love stories. Rinehart, M. R. (Je '19)
Love tangles. Penny, F. E. (O '17)
Love time in Picardy. Lathrop, W: A. (Jl '19)
Ix)ver of the chair. Gass. S. B. (My '20)
Lovers. Pennell, E. (Jl '17)
Lovers and friends. Benson, E: F: (D '21)
Lover's gift. Tagore, R. (N '18)
Lovers of Louisiana (to-day). Cable, G: W.

(D '18)

Lover's rosary. More, J. B. (N '19)
Love.s and losses of Pierrot. Griffith, W: (Ap

'17)

Love's way. Marden, O. S. (F '19)

Lovett, William, 1800-1877
Lovett, W: Life and struggles of William
Lovett; (S ^20)

Low ceilings. Newton. W. D. (O ^21)
Loyalty of Elizabeth Bess. Scott, E. (D '18)

Lubrication and lubricants
Lockhart. L. B. American lubricants. (My

'19)

Luca Sarto. Brooks, C: S. (Ap '20)
Lucilius and Horace. Fiske, G: C. (Mr '21)
Lucinda. Hawkins, A. H. (Ja •21)
Luck of Denewood. Knipe, E. and A. A. (O

'21)

Luck of the Irish. MacGrath. H. (D '17)
Luck of the moimterl. Kendall. R. .S. (F '21)
Luck on the wing. Haslett, E. (Ja '21)
Lucky Mill. Slavici, L (Jl '19)
Lucky seven. Foote, J: T. (Ap '18)

Ludendorff's own storv. Ludendorff, E. von.
(Mr '20)

Ludwig II, king of Bavaria, 1845-1886
Ebenthal, H. Tragedy of a throne. (O '17)

Luke, Saint
McLachlan, H. St Luke, the man and his
work. (S '20)

Lumber
Wagrner, J. B. Seasoning of wood. (My '18)

Luminous face. Wells, C. (N '21)
Luna Benamor. Blasco Ibaftez, V. (S '19)

Lungs
Barjon, F. Radio-dtagnosls of pleuro-pul-
monary affections. (Ap '19)

Lure of music. Downes, O. (Ja '19)

Lure of the manor. Griffiths, G. (Ag '20)

Lure of the Mississippi. Lange, D. (D '17)

Lure of the north. Bindloss, H. (O '18)

Lure of the pen. Klickmann, F. (My '20)

Lusk report
New York (state). Legislature. Joint legis-

lative committee investigating seditious ac-
tivities. Revolutionary radicalism. (Ag '21)
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Lustra. Pound, E. L.. (F '18)

Lustre
Bosanko, W. Collecting old lustre ware. (S

•17)

Luther, Martin, 1483-1546
Freytag, G. Doctor Luther. (Je '17)
Grlsar, H. Luther. (D '17)

Murray, R. H: Erasmus and Luther. (Ap
•2l>

Slngmaster, E. Martin Luther. (Ap '17)

Lutheran movement of the sixteenth century.
Bauslin, D: H. (Jl '19)

Luxemburg
Casey, R. J. I^and of haunted castles. (N
21)

Putnam, R. Luxemburg and her neighbours.
(Ja '19)

Lydia of the pines. Willsie, H. M. (Mr '17)

Lynch lawyers. White, W: P. (Jl "20)

Lynching
Collins, "W. H. Truth about lynching and the
negro In the South. (F '20)

National association for the advancement of
colored people. Thirty years of lynching In
the United States. (P '20)

LynchinpT bee. l>eonaid. W: E. O. (F '21)

Lynton and Lynmouth. Presland, J: (Ja '19)

Lyric songs of the Greeks. Petersen, W., tr.

(My '19)

Lyrical poems. Hofmannsthal. H. H. (N '18)

Lyrics of the links. West, H: L., comp. (Jl
•21)

Lyttelton, Alfred, 1857-1913
Lyttelton, E. S. Alfred Lyttelton. (Jl '17)

Ma Pettengill. Wilson, H. L. (My '19)

Mable, Hamilton Wright, 1846-1916
Morse, E. W. Life and letters of Hamilton
Wright Mabie. (Ja '21)

Mac of Placid. Longstreth, T: M. (O '20)

McAllister's grove. Hill, M. (S '171

McAronl ballads. Daly, T: A. (Ja '20)

McCall, Sidney, pseud. See Fenollosa, M. (My
•18

Maclagan, Bridget, pseud. See Borden-Turner,
M. (S '21)

McCloskey, John, cardinal, 1810-1885
Farley, J: M. Life of John, cardinal Mc-
Closkey. (F '19)

McCormack, John, 1884-
McCormack, J: John McCormack; his own

life story. (N '19)

MacDonnell, James Francis Carlln. See Carlin,
F. pseud.

Macdonald, Mrs Evan. See Montgomery, L. M.
Macedonia
Georgevitch, T. R. Macedonia. (N '18)
Goff, A., and Fawcett, H. A. Macedonia. (Je

•21)

Macedonian musings. Seligrman, V. J. (Jl '19)

MacFarlane, Charles, 1799-1858
MacFarlane, C: Reminiscences of a literary

life. (N '17)
Machine drawing. Hills, R. W. (D •I?)
Machine gun practice and tactics for officers.

McKellar, K. B. (D ^17)

Machine shop practice
Gates, P. Tool and machine setting. (Jl

•21)

Rose, J. Complete practical machini.'it. (Ap
'20)

Suverkrop, E: A., comp. American machinist
shop note book, (F '20)

Machine shops
Jones, F. D., and Hammond, E: K. Shop
management and systems. (Ap '19)

Machinery, Kinematics of
James, W. H., and Mackenzie. M. C: Princi-
ples of mechanism. (Ap '19)

Maclel, Antonio Vicente Mendes, 18427-1897
Cunninghame Graham, R. P.. Brazilian mvs-

tic. (Ag '20)

Maclntyre, NIel, pseud. See Henderson, D. M.

Mclntlre, Samuel, 1757-1811
Cousins, F., and Riley, P. M. Wood-carver

of Salem. (Ap '17)

M 3cki n3c
Wood, E. O. Historic Mackinac. (Jl '18)

McLoughlin, Thomas Patrick, 1859-1913
McLoughlin, P: P. Father Tom. (O '19)

Mad monk of Russia, Iliodor. Trufanov, S. M.
(Ap '18)

Madam. Sidgwick, E. (My '21)
Madam Constantla. Carter, J. (My '19)
Madame France. Fitch R. L. (F '20)
Madame Gilbert's cannibal. Kitchin, F: H.

(Ad '2\)

Madame Margot. Bennett, J: (Ja '22)
Madame Prince. Ridge, W: P. (Ap '17)

Madame Roland. Pope-Hennessy, U. (D '18)
Maddalena's day. Wolcott, L. (Ag '21)
Madeleine. (D '19)

Madeline of the desert. Weigall, A. E: P. B.
(D -20)

Madison, James, 1751-1836
Scott, J. B. James Madison's notes of de-

bates. (O '19)

Madman. (5ibran, K. (P '19)
Madness of May. Nicholson, M. (Je '17)
Madonna of tlie hill.s. Empf-y,. A. G. (Ap '21)
Maeterlinck's dogs. Maeterlinck, G. (N '19)
Mag Pye. Hutten zum Stolzenberg, B., freifrau

von. (Ad '17)

Maggie of Virginsburg. Martin, H. R. (N '18)

Magic
Elbiquet, pseud. Supplementary magic. (Jl

•17)

Magic in names and in other things. Clodd, E:
(My '21)

Magic of science. Collins, A. F: (D '17)

JSIagic pictures of the long ago. Chandler, A.
C (My '19)

Magna carta. Guthrie, W: D. (Ap '17)

Magnificent Ambersons. Tarkington, B. (N
'18)

Magnificent farce. Newton, A. E: (D '21)
Magpie's nest. Paterson, I. (My '17)

Mahan, Alfred Thayer, 1840-1914
Taylor, C: C. Life of Admiral Mahan. (Mr

•21)

Mahan on naval warfare. Mahan, A. T. (Ja
'19)

Maid and wife. Beecher. C. (Jl '19)

Maid of Mlrabelle. Robinson. E. H. (O '20)

Maid of old Manhattan. Knipe, E. and A A.
(D •n)

]\Taid of (Orleans, ."^mith, M. S. (F '21)
Maid with wings. Oshorn, E: W. (Ja '18)

Maids, wives and widows. Bres, R. P. (Ag
•18)

Mail order business
Bull, A. E. Conducting a mail order busi-

ness. (N ^21)

Main currents of European history, 1815-1915.
Hearnshaw, P. J: C. (Ag •IS)

Main currents of Spanish literature. Ford, J^
D. M. (S -19)

Main currents of zo81ogy. Locy. W: A. (O '18)

Main street. Kilmer, J. (N '17)

Main street. Lewis, S. (N '20)

Mainp law. Gordon. E. B. (Mv '19)

Mainland. Watson, E. L. G. (Jl '18)

Maintenance of peace. Vestal, S: C (Jl '20)

Mainwaring. Hewlett, M. H: (N '20)

Majesty. Couperus, L: M. A. (Je '21)

Major. Connor, R.. pseud. (Ja '18)

Major social problems. Binder, R. M. (Mr
•21)

Make your own hats. Martin, G. A. (N '21)

Make your will. Blakemore. A. W. (F '21)

Maker of .saints. Drummond, H. (S '20)

Makin' o' Joe. Sweet, L: M. (Ja '20)

Making advertisements. Durstine, R. S. (Ja
'21)

Making good in business. Babson, R. W. (D
'21)

Making good in the ministry. Robertson, A. T:
(F '19)

Making her his wife. Harris, C. M. (Je '18)

Making of a flower garden. Bennett, J. D. (N
'19)

Making of a man. Appel, J. H. (Ja '22)

Making of a modem army and its operations in
the field. Radlguet, R. L: J. (My '18)
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Making- of a nation. Stewart, W. (My 20)

Making of George Groton. Barton, B. (Je 18)

Making of Herbert Hoover. Lane, R. (N 20)

Making of modern Wales. Williams, L. W. (O
'20)

Making of the Church of England. Tidball,

T: A. (Jl '19)

Making of the reparation and economic sections
of the treaty. Baruch, B. M. (D '20)

Making of tomorrow. Robbins, H. (Mr '21)

Making of women. Royden, A. M., and others.

(P '19)

Making the farm pay. Bowsfield, C. C. (D '19)

Making tin can toys. Thatcher, E: (My '20)

Maktoub. Craig, M., pseud. (Jl '18)

Powell, E. A. Where the strange trails go
down. (D '21)

Malcolm Sage, detective. Jenkins, H. G. (Ap
'21)

Maiden survey. Athearn, W. S. (S '21)

Malet, Lucas, pseud. See Harrison, M. S.

Malleable cast iron. Parsons, S. J. (S '20)

Malory, Sir Thomas, fl. 1470
Scudder, V. D. Le morte d'Arthur of Sir
Thomas Malory ana its sources. (F '18)

Malvina of Brittany. Eng title of Street of the
blank wall. Jerome, J. K. (Mr '17)

Mammy's white folks. Sampson, E. S. (S
'20)

Man
Dendy, A., ed. Animal life and human prog-

ress. (N '19)

Hocking, W: E. Human nature and its re-
making. (O '18, F '20)

Read, C. Origin of man and liis superstitions.
(Ap '21)

Man, Migration of
Jackson, J. W. Shells as evidence of the mi-
grations of early culture. (D '17)

Man, Origin of
Migeod, F: W: H. Earliest man. (D '17)

Man and his lesson, Eng title of Glamour.
Maxwell, W: B. (Ap '20)

Man and his past. Crawford, O. G. S. (N
'21)

Man and the new democracy. McKeever,
W: A. (Je '19)

Man as he is. Fviller, Sir B. (Jl '17)

Man four-square. Raine, W: M. (My '19)

Man from Ashaluna. Dowst, H: P. (F '21)

Man from Bar-20. Mulford, C. E: (N '18)

Man from the clouds. Clouston, J. S. (Ap '19)

Man in court. Wells, F: DeW. (Je '17)

Man in evening clothes. Scott, J: R. (Jl '17)

Man in gray. Dixon, T: (Ja '22)

Man in grey. Orczy, E. (Ja '19)

Man in the dark. Terhune, A. P. (Ag '21)

Man in the jury box. Ostrander, I. E. (My
'21)

Man in the ranks. Gallishaw, J:, and Lynch.
W: (N '17)

Man in the street. Nicholson, M. (O '21)

Man in the street and religion. Jenkins, B, A.
(O '17)

Man is a spirit. Hill, J: A. (F '19)

Man next door. Hough., E. (My '17)

Man nobody knew. Porter, H. E. (My '19)

Man of gold. Blanco-Fombona, R. (Ag '21)

Man of Kerioth. Norwood, R. W. (Je '19)

Man of the forest. Grey, Z. (Mr '20)

Man of the people. Dixon, T: (S '20)

Man of tomorrow. Richards, C. (Ag '20)

Man on horseback. Abdullah, A. (Ap '20)

Man or the state? Browne, W. R., ed. (P
'20)

Man thou gavest. Comstock, H. T. (Jl '17)

Man to his mate. Dunn. J. A. E. (Ap '21)

Man to man. Gregory, J. (D '20)

Man-to-man. Leitch, J: (S '19)
Man trap. Dunn, J. A. E. (Jl '21)

Man versus the state. Spencer, H. (Ap '17)

Man who convicted himself. Pox, D: (O *20)

Man who couldn't sleep. Stringer, A. J; A.
(My '19)

Man who did the right thing. Johnston, H. H.
(Je '21)

Man who discovered himself. Emerson, W. G:
(O -19)

Man who killed. Parr§re. C. (Ja '18)

Man who lost himself. Stacpoole, H: De V. S.
(Je '18)

Man wlio saw. Watson, Sir W: (Ag '17)

Man who survived. Marbo, C. (Jl '18)

Man who tried to be it. Mackenzie, C. (My '17)

Man with a hammer. See W^ickham, A.
Contemplative quarry. (S '21)

Man with ihe lamp. Laing, J. (D '19)

Man with three names. MacGrath, H. (Mr '20>

Management. Lee, J: (N '21)

Management and executive control. (Je '19)

Management and men. Bloomfleld, M. (Ag
'19)

Management of men. Munson, E: L., and
Miller, A. H. (S '21)

Managing a business in war time. Shaw, A.
W., company. (Je '18)

Manchester gi-animar school. Mumford, A. A.
(N '20)

Manchuria
Tisdale, A. Pioneering where the world is old.

(Ja '18)

Manhood of humanity. Korzybskl, A. (S '21)

Mankind. Humphrey, S. K. (D '17)

Mannequin. Lippmann, J. M. (Je '17)

Manners and conduct in school and out.
Smith, F. R., comp. (Ja '22)

Manning, Henry Edward, cardinal, 1808-1892
Leslie, S. Henry Edward Manning. (O '21)

Strachey, L. Eminent Victorians. (D '18)

Manning, Mrs John Leroy. See Duncan, F.
M;ilu)ower. Andrews, L. C. (Ap '21)

Man's descent I'rom the gods. Ludovici, A. M.
(N '21)

Man's game. Brent, J: (O '21)

Man's supreme inheritance. Alexander, F: M.
(.Tl '18)

Man's survival after death. Tweedale, C: L.

(D '20)

Man's unconscious conflict. Lay, W. (Je '17;

Man's unconscious passion. Lay. W. (F '21)

Man's unconscious spirit. Lay, W. (My "21)

Manse at Barren Rocks. Cunningham, A. B:
(F '19)

Mansergh, Jessie. See Vaizey, J.

Manshlp, Paul, 1886-
Gallatin, A. E. Paul Manshlp. (O '17)

Manslaughter. Miller. A. (D '21)

Manual for local defense. Bellows, H: A. (D
'18) „ . . ,

Manual of American grape-growing. HedricK,
U. P. (Ja *20)

Manual of engineering drawing for students and
draftsmen. French, T: E. (My '19)

Manual of field astronomy. Holt, A. H. (My 17)

Manual of fruit diseases. Hesler, L. R., and
Whetzel. H. H. (O '17)

Manual of home-making. Van Rensselaer. M.,

and others, comps. (Ap '19)

Manual of military maps. Hutchinson. J. M.,

and MacElroy, A. J. (Je '18)

Manual of mystic verse. Willcox, L., comp. and
ed. (O '18) „ „ ,„

Manual of natural education. Stoner. W. S. (My
'17)

Manual of personal hygiene. Bussey, G: D.
(Ap '18)

Manual of Dhofotrraphic technique. Hibbert,
L. J. (Ap '21)

, ^ „
Manual of the art of fiction Hamilton, C. M.

Manual of the common invertebrate animals.
Pratt, H: S. (Ap '17)

Manual of the mechanics of writing. Pence, R.

W. (Ja '22)
, ,^ __

Manual of the timbers of the world. How-
ard, A. L. (Ja '21) ™- XT

Manual of tree diseases. Rankin, W^: H.
(Je '19)

Manual of tropical and subtropical fruits.

Popenoe, W. (Ja '21)

Manual of vegetable-garden in.sects. Crosby, C.

R:, and Leonard, M. D. (F '20)

Manual training r.-^ .. ^
Baxter. L. H. Boy bird house architecture.

Blackburn, S: A. Boy activity projects. (Ap
'19)

Griffith 1. S: Teaching manual and indus-

trial 'arts. (Ag '20)
^ , ^ . „„„

Kunou C: A. American school toys and use-

ful noveltiop in wood (My '20)

Petersen. L: C. Educational toys. (Ap /i)
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Manufacture and use of plywood and glue.
Boulton, B. C. (Jl '21)

Manufacture of aluminum. Pattison, J. T.
(F '20)

Manufacture of artillery ammunition. Alford,
L. P., ed. (Jl '17)

Manufacture of intermediate products for dyes.
Cain, J: C. (Ap '19)

Manufactures
Forbes, W: C. Romance of business. (D

•21)
Manufacturing costs and accounts. Church,

A. H. (Jl '17)

Manufacturing industries in America. Kelr,
R. M. (Mr '21)

Manuscripts
Hine, R. L. Cream of curiosity. (F '21)

Many children. Van Rensselaer, M. (N '21)

Many Junes. Marshall, A. (Je '20)

Many mansions. MacConnell, S. W. (Ja '19)

Many many moons. Sarett, L. (M '20)

Many trails. Batten, H. M. (F '22)

Maple leaves in Flanders fields. Rae, H., pseud.
(O '17)

Maps
Reynolds, F. J., ed. Reynolds' after-war

atlas and gazetteer. (N '19)

Maps, Military
Barnes, J: B. Elements of military sketch-
ing and man reading-. (As '17)

Hutchinson, J. M., and MacElroy, A. J.
Manual of military maps. (Je '18)

Shaw, "W. J. Studies in map reading and
field sketching. (Jl '19)

Marbeck inn. Brlghouse, H. (Ap '20)
March on. Martin, G: (Ja '22)

March on Paris and the battle of the Marne,
1914. Kluck, A. von. (S '20)

Marches of the dragoons in the Mississippi
Valley. Pelzer, L: (Je '18)

Marching men. Anderson, S. (O '17)
Marching on Tanga. Young, F. B. (My '18)

Marching sands. lyamb, H. (My '20)
Marching years. Bridge, N. (Ja '21)

Mardi gras mystery. Bedford-Jones, H: J. O.
(Jl '21)

Mare nostrum. Blasco Ibailez. V. (Ja '20)

Margaret book. Clark, A. (Je '20)

Margaret Fuller. Anthony, K. (N '20)
Margaret's Mead. Harding, J. (Ja '22)
Margery Morris. Gray, V. <i. (F '18)
Margin of happiness. Franks, T. (N '17)
Margin of hesitation. Colby, F. M. (Ja '22)
Margot Asqulth, an autobiography. Asquith,

M. (D '20. Ag '21)

Margot's progress. GSoldring, D. (Jl '20)
Maria Chapdelaine. Hfmon, L: (Ja '22)
Marian Frear's summer. Ashmun, M. E. (S

'20)

Marie Antoinette, queen consort of Louis
XVI, king of France, 1755-1793

Campan, J. L.. H. Memoirs of the private
life of Marie Antoinette. (My '18)

Marie Claire's workshop. Audoux, M. (D "20)

Marie Grubbe. Jacobsen, .T. P. (S '18)

Marine engineering
Dinger, H: C: Handbook for the care and
operation of naval machinery. (S '19)

Durand, W: F: Practical marine engineering.
(Jl '17)

Sothern, J: W: M. Oil fuel burning in marine
practice. (F '21)

Marine flora
Arber. A. Water plants. (Ao '21)

Marine gas engines. Clark, C. H. (D *19)
Marine insurance. Huebner, S. S. (D '20)
Marines have landed. Bishop, G., jr. (Mr

'21)
Marlon, by the author of "Me." (My '17)

Marionettes
Joseph, H. H. Book of marionettes. (Jl '20)
Mclsaac, F. J. Tony Sarg marionette book.

(Ja '22)
Maritime history of Massachusetts, 1783-1860.

Morlson, S: E. (N '21)

Maritime law
Brown, L. F. Freedom of the seas. (Jl '19)
Canfleld, G: L:. and Dalzell, G: W. Law

of the sea. (S '21)
Grotius, H. Freedom of the seas. (D '17)

Marjorie Fleming's book. MacBean, L. (Mr
'21)

Mark, Saint
Robertson. A. T: Making good in the min-

istry. (F '19)

Mark of Cain. Wells, C. (Ap '17)

Mark of the beast. Cook, Sir T. A. (My '17>
Mark Twain's letters. Clemens, S: L. (Ja '18)

Marketing
Adams, A. B. Marketing perishable fann

products. (Ag '17)

Cherington, P. T. Elements of marketing.
(Ag '21)

Donham, S. A. Marketing and household
manual. (Ja '18)

Duncan, C. S: Marketing. (Mr '21)

Ivey, P. W. Principles of marketing. (O '21)

Macklin, T. Efficient marketing for agricul-
ture. (N '21)

Weld, L: D. H. Marketing of farm products.
(Ag '17)

Marketing, Cooperative
Cumberland, W: W. Cooperative marketing.
(Ja '18)

Hibbard, B: H. Marketing agricultural prod-
ucts. (F '22)

Marketing agricultural products. Hibbard, B:
H. (F '22)

Marketing of whole milk, Erdman, H: E. (8
-21)

Markliam, Sir Clements Robert, 1830-1916
Markham, A. H. Life of Sir Clements R.
Markham. (Ap '18)

Marks, Murray, 1840-1918
Williamson, G: C: Murray Marks and his

friends. (N '19)

Marlborough, John Churchill, 1st duke of,

1650-1722
Atkinson, C. T: Marlborough and the rise

of the British army. (D '21)

Marlborough. Sorley, C: H. (Ap '17)

Marlborough and the rise of the British army.
Atkinson, C. T: (D '21)

Marmaduke. Steel, F. A. (O '17)

Marne. WTiarton, E. N. (Ja '19)

Marne campaign. Whitton, F: B. (Jl '17)

Marooned in Moscow. Harrison, M. E. (F '22)

Marqueray's duel. Pryde, A. (Jl '20)

Marquesas Islands
O'Brien, F: White shadows in the South

Seas. (N '19)

Marriage
Ellis, E. M. O. New horizon in love and life.

(N -21)

Galbraith, A. M. Family and the new democ-
racv. (Mr '20)

Gallichan, W. M. Psychology of marriage.
(Jl '18)

Powell, C. L. English domestic relations,
1487-1653. (N" '17)

Stopes, M. C. Married love. (D '18)

Stopes, M. C. Radiant motherhood. (Mr
'21)

Marriage customs and rites
Holliday, C. Wedding customs then and now.
now. (Ap '20)

Marriage feast. Garland, M. T. (Je '21)

Marriage law
Hall, F. S., and Brooke, E. W. American
marriage laws in their social aspects. (O
'19)

Marriage of Susan. Martin, H. (N '21)

Marriage while you wait. Buckrose, J. E.,

pseud. (N '19)

Married life. Edginton. H. M. (Ag '20)

Married love. Stopes, M. C (D '18)

Marriotts and the Powells. Holt, I. (Ja '22)

"Marsa Henry." Watterson. H: (F '20)

Marsh, Catherine, 1819-1912
O'Rorke, L. E. Life and friendships of
Catherine Marsh. (Ag '18)

Marsh maiden. Gould, F. (O '19)

Marshall, Archibald, 1866-
Phelps, W: L. Archibald Marshall. (F '19)

Marshal Ferdinand Foch. Atteridge, A. H. (Ap
•19)

Marshall, John, 1775-1835
Beveridge, A. J. Life of John Marshall. (Ja

'20)
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Corwin, E: S: John Marshall and the con-
stitution. (F '20;

Marshdikes. Ashton. H. (O '17)

Martha and Mary. Salter, O. M. (Je '21)

Martial adventures of Henry and me. "White,
W: A. (My '18)

Martie, the unconquered. Norris, K. (O '17)

Martin, Ellis, pseud. See Ryan, M. E.
Martin Conisby's vengeance. Farnol, J. (N

'21)

Martin Rivas. Blest y Gana, A. (Je '18)

Martin Schiller. "Wilson, R. (My '19)

Martin "Valliant. Deeping, W. (Ap '17)

Marty lends a hand. I>ath.-irn, H. S. (My '20)

Maityrdom of man. Reade, W. (Ag '20)

Martyred towns of France. Laughlin, C. E.
(F '20)

Marvel book of American ships. Jackson, O. P.,

and Evans, F. E. (F '18)

Marvels of scientific invention. Corbin, T: W.
(My '17)

Marx. Karl, 1818-1883
Loria, A. Karl Marx. (D '20)

Mary Elizabeth, pseud. See Evans, Mary EHz-
abeth (F '20)

Mary Elizabeth's war time recipes. Evans,
M. E. (O '18)

Mary Frances first aid book. Fryer, J. (N '17)

Mary-girl. Merrick, H. (S '20)

Mary Marie. Porter, E. (Je '20)

Mary minds her business. Weston, G: (Ap
'20)

Marv Olivier. Sinclair, M. (O '19)

Mary Regan. Scott, L. (Ap '18)

Mary Stuart, queen of Scots, 1542-1587

Drama
Drinkwater, J: Mary Stuart. (My '21)

Mary the merry. Robblns, L. (My '18)

Mary Wollaston. "Webster, H: K. (D '20)

Maryland

History
"Wilstach, P. Potomac landings. (Ja '22)

Mashi. Tagore, R. (Je '18;

Mask. Cournos, J: (Mr '20)

Mask. Irwin, F. (O '17)

Masks. Middleton. G: (My '20)

Mason-wasps. Fabre, J. H. C. (Ag '19)

Masque of poets. O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. (Je
'18)

Mass and vestments of the Catholic church.
"Walsh, J: (Je '17)

Massachusetts
Coolidge, C. Have faith in Massachusetts.
(D '19)

Budget
Gullck, L. H. Evolution of the budget in
Massachusetts. (Jl '20)

Commerce
Morison, S: E. Maritime history of Massa-

chusetts, 1783-1860. (N '21)

Description and travel

Chatham, D. and M.. pseuds. Cape Coddities.
(J\ '20)

Packard, W. Old Plymouth trails. (Jl '20)

History
Morison, S: E. Maritime history of Massa-

chusetts, 1783-1860. (N '21)

Rothery, A. E. Old coast road from Boston
to Plymouth (Jl '20)

Colonial period

Adams, B. Emancipation of Massachusetts.
(V '19)

Massachusetts. State department of health
Whipple, G: C. State sanitation. (D '17)

Massachusetts coast artillery
Cutler, F: M. Old First Massachusetts coast

artillery in war and peace. (N '17)

Massage and exercises combined. Jensen, A.
(N '20)

Masslnger, Philip, 1583-1640
Cruickshank, A. H. Philip Massinger. (D

•20)

Master Eustace. James, H: (D '20)

Master Frisky. Hawkes, C. (O '20)

Master of man. Caine, H. (O '21)

Master of the Hill. Bowie, W. R. (Ja '18)

Master of the hills. Cocke, S. C. (O '17)

Mastcipieces of adventure. Braddy, N., ed.

(Ap '21)
Masterpieces of modern Spanish drama. Clark,

B. H., ed. (Jl -17)

Masters of capital. Moody, J: (D '20)

Masters of space. Towers, W. K. (Mr '17)

Masters of the guild. Lamprey, L. (N '20)

Masters of the peaks. Altsheler, J. A. (D '18)

Master's way. Brown, C: R. (My '17)

Mastery of nervousness based upon self-reed-
ucation. Carroll, R. S. (N '17)

Mastery of the Far East. Brown, A. J. (Je
'19. N '21)

^ ,,,
Matchmakers. Buckrose, J. E., pseud. (Mr

•17)

Materialism
Cram, R. A. Sins of the fathers. (Ap '19)

Mathematicians
Macfarlane, A. Lectures on ten British
mathematicians of the nineteenth century.
CJl '17)

Mathematics
Austin, F. E. Preliminary mathematics. (Ag

Ru.ssell. B. A. W: Introduction to mathe-
matical philosophy. (D '19)

Mathematics of accounting and finance. Wal-
ton, S., and Finney, H. A. (D '21)

Mating in the wilds. Binns, O. (S '20)

Matrix. Daviess, M. T. (Ap '20)

Matter , „ ., ,

Comstock, D. F., and Troland, L. T. Nature
of matter and electricity. (S '17)

Ciehore, A. C. Mystery of matter and energy.
(Ja '18)

Matthews, Brander, 1852-
Matthews, B. These many years. (N 17)

Matthew's sayings of Jesus. Castor, G: D. (F
'19)

Maude, Sir Frederick Stanley, 1864-1917
Callwell, C: E: Life of Sir Stanley Maude.

(Ja '21)

Maumbury Rings. McFadden, G. V. (S 21)

Maureen. MacGill, P. (Je '20)

Mavis of Green Hill. Cuthrell, F. (D '21)

Maxim, Sir Hiram Stevens, 1840-1916

Mottelay, P. F., comp. Life and work of bir

Hiram Maxim. (Ag '20)

Mayfair and Montmartre. Nevill, R. H: (N
'21)

Mayfair to Moscow. Sheridan. C. C. (My '21)

Mayflower. Blasco Ib&fiez, Y. (Jl 21)

Mayflower (ship)
,

Harris, J. R. Last of the Mayflower. (D M)
Mayflower maid. Knipe, E. and A. A. (O 20)

Mayflower Pilgrims. Carpenter. E. J. (F 19)

Mazzini, Giuseppe, 1805-1872
Mazzini, G. Mazzirii's letters to an English

family, 1844-1854. (Ja '21)

Mazzini' s letters to an Enghsh family, 1844-

1854. Mazzini, G. (Ja '21)

Meaning of architecture. Pond, I. K. (b laj

Meaninj? of democracy. Brown, I. J: C (r

'21, S '21)

Meaning of money. Withers, H. (Jl '17)

Meaning of national guilds. Reckitt, M. B., and
Bechhofer, C. E. (Ap '19)

Meaning of service. Fosdick, H E. ('):P
fj^>

Meaning of socialism. Glasler, J: B. (O JO)
Means and methods in the religious education

of the young, with special reference to the

Sunday school. Davidson, J: (Ag 18)

Mears, David Otis, 1842-1915
t^ t, //-»

Mears, D: O. David Otis Mears, D. D. (O
'20)

Measure vour mind. Trabue, M. R., and Stook-

bridge. F. R. CVTy '20)
,-r, .on^

Measures of the poets. Bayfield, M. A. (D iSO)

Measuring instruments
. „^„t„ „„a

Griffiths, E. A. Engmeermg mstruments and
meters (Ag '21)

Measurins' the results of teaching. Monroe,
W. S. (Mr '19> ^ 1, J T3. fic

Meats, poultry and game. Panchard, kj, (Je

'20)
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Mechanical drawing
Bishop, C. T: Structural drafting and the

design of details. (F '21)
Engineer draughtsmen's work. (JI '19)
Fairfield, H. P. Blueprint reading. (D '19)
French, T: E. Manual of engineering draw-

ing for students and draftsmen. (My '19)
French. T: E., and Svensen, C. L. Mechan-

ical drawing for high schools. (My '20)
Reid, J: S. Mechanical drawing. (F '20)
Svensen, C. L. Essentials of drafting. (Jl

'18)

Weick, C: W: Mechanical drawing problems.
(Mr '18)

Mechanical engineering
Fernald, R. H., and Orrok, G: A. Engineer-

ing of power plants. (Jl '17)
Mechanical equipment of buildings. Harding,

L: A., and Willard, A. C. (D '17)
Mechanical handling and storing of material.

Zimmer, G: F: (Jl '17)

Mechanical models
Yates, R. F., ed. Model making. (My '19)

Mechanical movements
Jones, F. D. Mechanisms and mechanical
movements. (Ap '19)

Mechanics, Applied
Poorman, A. P. Applied mechanics. (Ja '18)

Mechanics of the household. Keene, E: S. (Ja
•19)

Mechani-sm of exchange. Todd, J: A. (N '17)
Mechanisms and mechanical movements. Jones.

F. D. (Ap '19)
Medal collector. Johnson, S. C. (Ja '21)

Medals
Johnson, S. C. Medal collector. (Ja '21)
Wyllie, R. E. Orders, decorations and in-

signia, military and civil. (Je '21)
Mediaeval heresy and the inquisition. Turber-

ville, A. S. (F '22)
Mediation, investigation, and arbitration in in-

dustrial disputes. Barnett, G: E., and Mc-
Cabe, D: A. (Ap '17)

Medical dictionary. Drummond. W: B. (P '19)
Medical diseases of the war. Hurst, A. F. (Ja

'18)

Medical education
Bard, S: Two discourses dealing with
medical education in early New York. (S
'21)

Medical missions. Lambuth. W. R. (F '21)
Medical research and human welfare. Keen,W: W. (Ja '18)

Medicine
Mackenzie, J. Future of medicine. (D '20)
Weaver, D. W. and E. W. Medicine as a

profession. (F '19)

Dictionaries and encyclopedias
Drummond. W: B. Medical dictionary. (F

History
Buck, A. H: Dawn of modern medicine.
(D '20)

Buck, A. H: Growth of medicine from the
earliest times to about 1800. (Jl '17)

Walsh, J. J. Medieval medicine. (N '20)
Medieval medicine. Walsh, J. J. (N '20)

Mediterranean sea

^^nell^'ljisf' ^f^'^"*^
'" *^® Mediterranean

Meet Mr Stef^g. Harri.s. K. (Ap '21)
in American history. (Ag '21 and 1920 An-
nual)

Meeting of the spheres. Herbine. C. G. (N '19)
Mehitable. Adams, K. (Ja '21)

Meigs, John, 1852-1911
Bowie, W. R. Master of the Hill. (.Ja '18)

Melcombe, George Bubb Dodington, haron.
1691-1762 •

Sanders. L. C: Patron and place-hunter.(My '20)
Melody of earth. Richards. G. M.. comp. (My

1 8)

Melville, Henry Dundas, 1st viscount, 1742-1811
,^^1^'ir,'"^^®'''

•^- ^- Henry Dundas, Vi.scount
Melville. (N '17)

Melville, Herman, 1819-1891
Weaver. R. M. Herman Melville, mariner
and mystic. (Ja '22)

Melwood mystery. Hay, J. (My '20)
Menmio. Kennard, J. S. (Ja '21)
Memoir of Kenelm Henry Digby. Holland, B.

H: (F '20)

Memoir to William A. Stanton, S. J. Kane,
W: T. (F '19)

Memoirs. Kemal, I. (N '21)
Memoirs. Mosby, J: S. (D '17)
Memoirs of a white elephant. Gautier, J. (Ap

'17)

Memoirs of Alexander Iswolsky. Bng title of
Recollections of a foreign minister. Iswol-
sky, A. (Ap '21)

Memoirs of Count Witte. Witte, S. J. (My
'21)

Memoirs of Edward, eighth earl of Sandwich,
1839-1916. Sandwich, E: G: H: M. (O '20)

Memoirs of life and literature. Mallock, W: H.
(O '20)

Memoirs of Sir Andrew Melville. Melville, A.
(F '19)

Memoirs of the Count de Rochechouart. Roche-
eboiiart. L: V: I^. (F '21)

Memoirs of the Empress Eugfenle. Fleury,
M. (S '20)

Memoirs of the private life of Marie Antoin-
ette. Campan, J. L. H. (My '18)

Memoirs of the Russian revolution. Lomonos-
sofC, G: V. (Ja '20)

Memorial day. Reed, H. L. (Ja '18)

Memorials of a Yorkshire parish. Fletcher,
J. S. (Ag '18)

Memories and notes of persons and places.
Colvin, S. (D '21)

Memories and records. Fisher, J: A. F. (Ap
'20)

Memories discreet and indiscreet. Menzies,
A. M. (Ja '18)

Memories, grave and gay. Hall, F. M. (F '19)

Memories of a marine. Aston, G: (D '20)

Memories of a musical career. Rogers, C. K.
(Ja.'20)

Memories of Buffalo Bill. Cody, L. (Mr '20)

Memories of Eton sixty years ago. Ainger,
A. C. (Jl '17)

Memories of George Meredith. Butcher, A. M.
(Ap '20)

Memories of Midland politics, 1885-1910. Chan-
ning. F. A. (Jl '18)

Memories of my son. Sergeant Joyce Kilmer.
Kilmer, A. K. (D '20)

Memories of old Salem. Northend, M. H. (P
'18)

Memory
Dana, M. Perfect memory. (Ja '18)

Memory. Choyce, A. N. (F '20)

Men and books and cities. Holliday, R. C.
(Ja '21)

Men and manner in Parliament. Lucy, H:
W: (S '21)

Men and steel. Vorse, M. M. (F '21. Ag '21)

Men and thought in modern history. Scott, E.
(Ag '21)

Men in war. Latzko, A. A. (My '18)

Men. manners and morals in South America,
Bland, J: O. P. (Ag '20)

Men of letters. Scott, D. (Ag '17)

Men of the nineties. Muddlman. B. (Je '21)

Men on deck. Riesenberg. F. (Jl '18)

Men who have meant much to me. Calvert,
J: B. (F '19)

Men who make our novels. CJordon, G: (N
'19)

Menace of immorality in church and state.
Straton, J: R. (Jl '20)

Menace of Japan. McCormick, F: (Ap '17)

Menace of peace. Herron. G: D. (Ag '17)

Menace of spiritualism. O'Donnell. E. (Je '20)

Menace of the mob. Merejkowski, D. S. (Ag
'21)

Mendel. C'annan, G. (Mr '17)

Mendel's law
Loeb, J. Organism as a whole. (S '17)

Menno, Simons, ca. 1496-1559
Horsch. J: Menno Simons. (Je '17)

Mennonites
Smith. C: II: Mennonites. CF '21)

Mens creatrix. Temple. W: (N '17)

Mental adjustments. Wells, F: L. (N '17)

Mental oonflict.s and misconduct. Healy, W:
(Jl '17)

Mental control of the body. White, "V. H. (F
•18)
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Mental healing
Alexander, F: M. Man's supreme inheritance.

(Jl '18)

Baylor, C. Remaking a man. (Je '19)

Mental hygiene
Butler, G: K How the mind cures. (Ap

Injgalese, R: History and power of mina.
(Ag '20)

White, W: A. Mental hygiene of childhood.
(Je -19)

White, V. H. Mental control of the body. (F
•18)

Mental hygiene of childhood. White, W: A.
(Je '19)

Mental physiology and hygiene
Call, A. P. Nerves and the war. (N '18)

Emerson, L. E. Nervousness. (N '18)

White, W: A. Principles of mental hygiene.
(Ap '18)

Mental survey. Pintner, R. (S '18)

Mental tests
Monroe, W. S. Measuring the results o!

teaching. (Mr '19)

Scott, W. D., and Hayes, M. H. S. Science
and common sense in working with men.
(F '22)

Wilson, G. M., and Hoke, K. J. How to
measure. (Mr '21)

Mercantile credits and collections. Meyer, C:
A. (F '20)

Merchandising
Douglas, A. W. Merchandising studies of the

states. (My '21)

Merchandising. Douglas, A. W. (F '20)

Merchandising studies of the states. Douglas,
A. W. (My '21)

Merchant at arms. Oakeshott, R. L. (Mr "21)

Merchant marine
Johnson, E. R:, and Huebner, G. G. Prin-

ciples of ocean transportation. (Je '18)

Riesenberg, F. Men on deck. (Jl '18)

Great Britain

Cornford, L. C. Merchant seaman in war.
(Jl '18>

Kurd, A. S. Merchant navy. (Ag '21)

United States

Abbot, W. J: Story of our merchant marine.
(O '19)

Hurley, E: N. New merchant marine. (Ag
•20)

Krafft, H. F:, and Norris, W. B. Sea power
in American history. (F '21)

Paine, R. D. Old merchant marine. (Ag '19)

Phelps, E. M., comp. Selected articles on the
American merchant marine. (Mr '20)

Merchant navy. Hurd, A. S. (Ag '21)

Merchant seaman in war. Cornford, L. C. (Jl
•18)

Merchant vessels. Riegel, R. (S '21)

Merchants of the morning. McCoy, S: (N '19)

Mercier, Deslr§ Ffillcien Francois Joseph,
cardinal, 1851-

Kellogg, C. Mercier, the fighting cardinal
of Belgium. (My '20)

Meredith, George, 1828-1909
Butcher, A. M. Memories of George Mere-

dith. (Ap '20)

Crees, J. H. E: George Meredith. (Ja '19)

Ellis, S. M. George Meredith. (N '20)

Merlin. Robinson, E. A. (Je '17)

Mermaid. Overton, G. M. (Mr '20)

Merry Andrew. Weir, F. (D '18)

Merry-go-round. "Van Vechten, C. (F '19)

Merry-go-roundelays. Anthony, E: (N '21)

Merry heart. Abbott, H. R. (D •IS)
Merys, Michel, pseud. See Blanchon, G.
Mesa trail. Bedford-Jones, H: J. O. (Jl '21)

Meslom's messages from the life beyond. Mc-
Evllly. M. A. (Jl '20)

Mesopotamia
Bevan, E. R. Land of the two rivers. (F '18)

Egan, E. F. War in the cradle of the world,
Mesopotamia. (D '18)

Hubbard, G. E. From the gulf to Ararat. (F
18)

Description and travel

Maxwell, D. Dweller in Mesopotamia. (Ap
'21)

Message of Sadliu Sundar Singh. Streeter, B.
H., and Appasamy, A. J. (Ag '21)

Message of the trees. Hare, M. C, ed. (Je
'19)

Messenger. Robins, E. (N '19)
Messer Marco Polo. Byrne, D. (N ^21)
Messiahs: Christian and pagan. Wallis, W. D.

(Ap ^19)

Messines. Cammaerts, ft. (S •IS)

Metal work
Dooley, W: H: Applied science for metal
workers. (Mr '20)

Metal workers handy-book of receipts and
processes. Brannt, W: T., ed. (O '19)

Metallurgy of lead. Hofmun, H. O. (F '20)

Metals
Brannt, W: T., ed. Metal workers handy-
book of receipts and processes. (O '19)

Metaphysical theory of the state. Hobhouse,
L. T. (Ag '19)

Metaphysics
Alexander. S: Space, time, and deity. (O '21)
Cannan, G. Release of the soul. (Ag •20)
Haldane, R: B. H. Reign of relativity. (N

'21)

Hoernl6, R. F. A. Studies in contemporary
metaphysics. (Ap '20)

Metchnlkoff, Elle, 1845-1916
Metchnikoff, O. Life of Elie Metchnlkoff.
(N '21)

Meteorology
McAdie, A. G: Principles of aerography. (Ja

'18)

Meter rates for water works. Hazen, A. (S
'18)

Method in the madness. Bevan, E. R. (D •IT)
Method of Henry James. Beach, J. W. (My

•18)

Methodist church and its work. Tippy, W. M.,
and Kern, P. B. (Jl '19)

Methods and materials of literary criticism.
Qayley, C: M., and Kurtz, B: P. (S '20)

Methods and results of testing school children.
Dewey, E., and others. (Ap '21)

Methods and standards for local school sur-
veys. Bliss, D. C. (Ap '19)

Methods of teaching in high schools. Parker,
S: C. (Jl '20)

Methods with beginners. Danlelson, F. W.
(N '21)

Metipom's hostage. Barbour, R. H: (O '21)
Mexican war diary. McClellan, G: B. (Jl '17)

Mexico
Barron, C. W. Mexican problem. (O '17)
O'.Shaughnessy, E. L. Diplomatic days. (Ja

•18)

Stowell, J. S: Near side of the Mexican
question. (Mr '21)

Trowbridge, E: D. Mexico to-day and to-
morrow. (Ap '19)

Commerce
Thompson, W. Trading with Mexico. (Ja

•22)

Description and travel

Weeks, G: F. Seen in a Mexican plaza. (O
18)

Economic conditions

Jones, C. L. Mexico and its reconstruction.
(F '22)

Thompson, W. Trading with Mexico. (Ja
22)

Foreign relations

De Bekker, L. J. Plot against Mexico. (F
•20)

Dillon, E. J. Mexico on the verge. (Ja '22)

Jones, C. L. Mexico and its reconstruction.
(F '22)

United States

Chamberlain, G: A. Is Mexico worth sav-
ing? (Mr '21)

Inman, S: G. Intervention in Mexico. (O '19)

History

Hasbrouck. L. S. Mexico from Cortes to Car-
ranza. (F '19)

O'Shaughnessy, E. L. Intimate pages of
Mexican history. (N '20)
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M ex ICO—History —Co n tinued
Priestley, H. I. Jos6 de G&lvez, visitor-gen-

eral of New Spain (1765-1771). (Jl '17)

Tweedie, E. B. Mexico. (Ap '18)

Conquest, 1519-15^0

Watson, V. C. With Cortes the conqueror.
(Ja '19)

Revolution, 1910-

Blasco Ib&fiez, V. Mexico In revolution.
(O '20)

Industries and resources
Mlddleton, P. H. Industrial Mexico. (D '19)

Politics and government
Ackerman. C. W: Mexico's dilemma. (Je '18)

Dillon, B. J. Mexico on the verge. (Ja '22)
Gibbon, T: E: Mexico under Carranza. (Je

'19)

Hannay, D: Diaz. (Mr '17)

Jones, C. L. Mexico and its reconstruction.
(F '22)

Thompson, W. Trading with Mexico. (Ja
•22)

Social life and customs
Godoy, M. When I was a girl in Mexico.

(Je '19)

Thompson, W. People of Mexico. (Mr '21)

Mexico (city)

Sanitary affairs

Pani, A. J. Hygiene in Mexico. (Mr '17)
Mexico and its reconstruction. Jones, C. L.

(F '22)

Mexico from Cortes to Carranza. Hasbrouck,
L. S. (F '19)

Mexico on the verge. Dillon, E. J. (Ja '22)

Meyer, George von Lengerke, 1858-1918
Howe, M. A. D. George von Lengerke Meyer.
(Ap '20)

Michael, brother of Jerry. London, J. (Ja '18)
Michael Forth. Johnston, M. (Ja '20)
Mlchelin illustrated guides to the battlefields.

(Jl "21)

Michigan, Lake
Reed, E. H. Sketches in Duneland. (Ja '19)

Mid-American chants. Anderson, S. (Je '18)
Midas and son. McKenna, S. (Je '19)

Middle ages
Benson, E. Life In a mediaeval city. (My

'21)

Cram, R. A. Great thousand years. (D '18)
Middle group of American historians. Bassett,

J: S. (Mr '17)
Middle passage. Tooker, L: F. (N '20)
Middle pasture. Bilbro, M. (Mr '17)
Middle Temple murder. Fletcher, J. S. (N '19)
Middle years. HInkson, K. (My '17)
Middle years. James, H: (Ja '18)
Midsummer. Adams, K. (D '21)
Mid-Victorian memories. Edwards, M. B. Be-

tham-. (F '20)
Migrations of fish. Meek, A. (Je '17>
Milady's house plants. Palmer. F: E. (D '17)
Mildred Carver, U. S. A. BruSre, M. S. (My

•19)

Mile high. Rowland, H: C. (3 '21)
Militant America and Jesus Christ. Rihbany,

A. M. (F '18)

Militarism
Lane, R. N. A. Fruits of victory. (S '21)
Llebknecht, K: P. A. F. Militarism. (D '17)
MacDonald, J. R. National defence. (Je '17)

Militarism and statecraft. Smith, M. (Je '18)
Militarism in education. Langdon-Davles, J:

(Mr '20)
Military aeroplanes. Loening, G. C. (O '18)
Military and colonial policy of the United States.

Root, E. (Je '17)
Military and naval recognition book. Bunkley,

J. W: (Mr •IS)

Military art and science
Ainslie, G. M., comp. Hand grenades. (Je

'18)

Andrews, L. C. Leadership and military
training. (Ap '18)

Ardant du Picq, C: J. J. J. Battle studies.
(Jl '21)

Azan, P. J. L: War of positions. (D '17)

Azan, P. J. L: Warfare of to-day. (My '18)

Bayonet training manual used by the British
forces. (S '17)

Bernhardi, F. A. J. War of the future. (Mr
'21)

Bertrand, G., and Solbert, O. N. Tactics and
duties for trench fighting. (Mr '18)

Blanchon, G. New warfare. (Mr '18)

Bond, A. R. Inventions of the great war.
(Ag -19)

Bugge, J. Practical minor tactics. (Jl '21)

Campbell, M. V. Rapid training of recruits.
(D '17)

Dyson, G. Grenade fighting. (Ja •IS)
Elliott, F. H. Trench fighting. (Ja 'IS)
Ellis, O. O., and Garey, E. B. Plattsburg
manual. (My ^17)

Flske, B. A. Art of fighting. (Je '20)

Foch, F. Precepts and Judgments. (O '20)
Foch, F. Principles of war. (D '18, O ^20)

Gallishaw, J:, and Lynch, W: Man in the
ranks. (N ^17)

Garey, E. B.. and Ellis, O. O. Junior Platts-
burg manual. (S '17)

Holt, L. H., and others. Military correspond-
ence, reports and orders. (Ap '21)

Hutchinson, J. M., and MacLeroy, A. J. Man-
ual of military maps. (Je •IS)

International military digest annual, 1916.
(Jl '17)

McArthur, J: C. What a company officer
should know. (D '17)

McKellar, K. B. Machine gun practice and
tactics for officers. (D '17)

McLaglen, L. Bayonet fighting. (S ^17)
McRae, D. M. Offensive fighting. (Jl '18)
Marriott, A. E. Hand-to-hand fighting. (Ap

•18)

Mertens, J. K. L. von. Tactics and technique
of river crossings. (Jl '18)

Moretti, O. Notes on training, field artillery
details. (S '17)

Moss, J. A. Trench warfare. (N '17)

New manual of bayonet training and Prac-
tical bayonet fighting. (S '17)

Operation and tactical use of the Lewis auto-
matic rifle. (S '17)

Peterson, J., and David, Q. J. Psychology of
handling men in the army. (O 'IS)

Plumon, E. Vade-mecum for the use of of-
ficers and interpreters in the present cam-
paign. (N '17)

Radlguet, R. L: J. Making of a modern
army and its operations in the field. (My
•18)

Robbins. E: J., comp. Universal drill man-
ual. (Ag '17)

Smith, B. Bombs and hand grenades. (Jl
'18)

Smith, J. S. Trench warfare. (Ag '17)

Solano, E. J:, ed. Field entrenchments. (Ja
•18)

Sutherland, S: J. Reserve officers^ hand-
book. (Ag •!?)

Vickers, L. Training for the trenches. (Ag
•17)

Dictionaries

Farrow, E: S: Dictionary of military terms.
(F '19)

Vizetelly, F. H., ed. Soldler^s service diction-
ary of English and French terms. (My '18)

Mllitaiv conespondence, reports and orders.
Holt, L. H., and others. (Ap '21)

Military engineering
Collins, F. A. Fighting engineers. (Jl '18)

Military equipment and supplies
Gibson, C: R. War inventions and how they
were invented. (Jl '17)

Military geography
Johnson, D. W. Battlefields of the World
war. (D '21)

Military geology and topography. National re-
search council. (F '11)

Military history
Pon.sonby, A. A: W: H. Wars and treaties.
(P '20)

Military hygiene
Fi.'^her, I., and Fisk, B. L. Health for the

soldier and sailor. (Ap '18)

Lynch, C:, and Cumming, J. G. How to keep
fit In camp and trench. (O '18)

Military manpower. Andrews. L. C. (Ap '21)
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Militarv observation balloons. Widmer, E. J.

(My '18)

Military service, Compulsory
Coulton, G: G. Case for compulsory military

service. (S '18) „ ^ ^r ^-

Freytag-Lioringhoven, H. F: P. J. Nation
trained in arms or a militia? (Ja '19)

Kellogg-, W. L. Conscientious objector. (My
'19)

Wise, J. C. Call of the Republic. (Jl '17)

Military servitude and grandeur. Vtgny, A. V:
de. (Jl '19)

Military topography
.

Barnes, J : B. Elements of military sketching
and map reading. (Ag '17)

Shaw, W. J. Studies in map reading and
field sketching. (Jl '19)

Military training
Collins, V. D. Boys' military manual. (D

'18)

Ellis. O. O., and Garey, E. B. Plattsburg
manual. (My '17)

Garey. E. B., and Ellis, O. O. Junior Platts-
burg manual. (S '17)

Howe, L. Universal military training and ser-
vice. (Je '17)

Langdon-Davies, J: Militarism in education.
(Mr '20)

Moss, J. A., and Stewart, M. B. Military
training for boys. (Ag '17)

Parker, R. M. Officer's notes. (My '17)

Steever, E. Z., and Frink, J. L. Cadet man-
ual. (Ap '18)

Van Valkenburgh, A., comp. Selected arti-
cles on military training in schools and col-
leges. (Mr '17)

See also Military art and science

Military training camps
Allen, E: F., and Fosdick, R. B. Keeping our

fighters fit for war and after. (Jl '18)

Crump, 1. Conscript 29S9. (Ap '18)

Odell, J. H: New spirit of the new army.
(Ap '18)

Perry, R. B. Plattsburg movement. (S '21)

Milk
Frederiksen, J. D. Story of milk. (F '20)
Guest, F. Cow and milk book. (My '17)

MacNutt, J. S. Modern milk problems. (Ag
-17)

North, C: E: Farmers' clean milk book. (S
•19)

Parker, H. N. City milk supply. (Jl '17)
Straus, N. Disease in milk. (Ag '17)

Milk supply
Erdman, H: E. Marketing of whole milk.

(S '21)
King, C. L. Price of milk. (Jl '21)

Millennial hope. Case, S. J. (My '18)

Millennium
Case, S. J. Millennial hope. (My '18)

Millinery
Martin, G. A. Make your own hats. (N

'21)

Van Kleeck, M. Seasonal Industrj'. (D '17)
Millions from waste. Talbot, F: A. A. (F '21>

Milnes, G. Turquet-. See Turquet-Milnes. G.
(O '21)

Milton, John, 1608-1674
Gilbert, A. H. Geographical dictionary of

IMilton. (N '19)

Mimi. Giesy, J: U. (S '18)
Mince pie. Morley, C. D. (F '20)

Mind and body
Buller, G: F. How the mind cures. (Ap '21)
Hollander, B. In search of the soul. (My

•21)

"Walsh, J. J. Health through will power. (Ja
'20)

W;ilsli. .J. J Reliq-ioii and health. (F '21)
Mind and conduct. Marshall, H: R. (D '19)
Mind and work. Myers, C: S: (Ap '21)
Mind-energy. Bergson, H. L: (N '20)
Mind healer. Durand, R. A. (D '21)
Mind in the making. Robinson, J. H. (Ja

'22)
Mind of Arthur James Balfour. Balfour, A. J.

(Je '18)

Mind of the buyer. Kltson, H, D. (N '21)

Mine ventilation
Walsh, J. J. Physics and chemistry of mining
and mine ventilation. (F '19)

Mineral deposits of South America. Miller,

B. L., and Singewald, J. T. (O '19)

Mineral enterprise in China. Collins, W: F.

(F '20)

Mineralogy
, ,„

Bavley. W: S. Descriptive mineralogy. (F
•18)

Mines and mineral resources
Eraser, C. C. Secrets of the earth. (Ja '22)

China
Collins, W. F. Mineral enterprise in China.
(P '20)

South America
Miller, B. L., and Singewald, J. T. Mineral

deposits of South America. (O '19)

United States

Levine, L: Taxation of mines in Montana.
(F '20)

Smith, G: O. Strategy of minerals. (Ja '20)

Miniature collector. Williamson, G: C: (Ap
'21)

riiniatures
Williamson, G: C: Miniature collector. (Ap

'21)

Yoxall, Sir J. H: Collecting old miniatures. (Je
'17)

Minimum cost of living. Gibbs, W. S. (Je '17)

Minimum wage
Reely, M. K., comp. Selected articles on
minimum wage. (Mr '17)

Mining and manufacture of fertilizing materi-
als and their relation to soils. Lloyd, S. L.

(Ja '19)

Mining engineering
Peele, R., ed. Mining engineers' handbook.

(Ja '19)

Mining Industry and finance
Pickering, J: C. Engineering analysis of a
mining share. (Je '17)

Mining law
Van Wagenen, T. F. International mining

law. (F '20)

Ministers of the gospel
Gore, C: Church and the ministry. (D '19)

McDowell, W: F. Good ministers of Jesus
Christ. (S '17)

Slattery, C: L: Ministry. (Ja '22)

Williams, C: D: Prophetic ministry for to-
day. (D '21)

Ministry. Slattery, C: L: (Ja '22)

INlinna and myself. Bodenheim, M. (My '19)

Minnesota
Pollock, H. M. Our Minnesota. (Jl '17)

Minniglen. Castle, A. and E. (O '18)

Minstrel in France. Lauder, H. (Jl '18)

^linstrel weather. Storm. M. (.la '21)

Minutes and proceedings of the Ohio company
of associates. Ohio company of associates.

Mirabelle of Pampeluna. Huzard, A. (N '19)

Miracle moncrers and their methods. Houdini,
H. (Ap '21)

Miracle, morality and mystery plays
Converse, F. Garments of praise. (O "1)

Miracle of St Anthony. Maeterlinck, M. (S
'18)

Miracles
Warfleld, B: B. Counterfeit miracles. (Ja

'19)

Miriam of Queen's. MacKinnon, L. V. (N
'21)

Mirror and the lamp. Maxwell, W: B. (Ap '19)

Mirror of gesture. NandlkeSvara. (O '17)

Mirrors of Downing street. (Mr '21)

Mirrors of Washington. (S '21) , r> r.
M'irrois, prisms and lenses. Southall, J. P. C

(F '20)

Mirthful lyre. Guiterman, A. (F '19)

Miscellaneous addresses. Root, E. (F 19)

Miscellaneous studies in the history of music.
Sonneck, O. G: T. (D '21)

Miscellany of American poetry. (O 20)

Miscellany of British poetry. Seymour, W: K.,

ed. (Ap 'M)
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Misinforming a nation. Wright, W. H. (Je '17)

Miser's money. Phillpotts, E. (Je '20)
Miss Amerikanka. Gilljreath, O. (Ap '18)
Miss Eden's letters. Eden, E. (My '20)

Miss Emeline's kith and kin. Arnold, W. (N
'19)

Miss P'jngal. Clifford. L. (Jl '19)
Miss Haroun Al-Raschid. Kerruish, J. D. (O

'17)

Miss Ingalis. Hall, G. (N '18)

Miss Lulu Bett. Gale, Z. (My '20)

Miss Lulu Bett; drama. Gale, Z. (N '21)

Miss Maitland, private secretary. Bonner, G.
(Je '19)

Miss Million's maid. Onions, B. R. (IST '17)
Miss Mink's soldier. Rice, A. C. (N '18)

Miss Pirn's camouflage. Stanley, D. (Je '18)
'Missing.' Ward, M. A. (D '17)

Missionaries
Robinson, C: H: Conversion of Europe. (Je

•18) '

Missionary outlook in the light of the war.
Committee on the war and the religious out-
look. (Je '20)

Missions
Macdonald, A. J: M. Trade, politics and
Christianity in Africa and the East. (Jl '17)

Moore, E: C. Spread of Christianity in the
modern world. (N '19)

Moore, E: C. West and East. (F '21)

Africa
Baker, E. Life and explorations of Frederick

Stanley Arnot. (D '20)
Du Plessis, J. Thrice through the dark con-

tinent. (Ja '18)

Kumm, H. K: W. African missionary heroes
and heroines. (My '18)

Livingstone, W: P. Christina Forsyth of
Flngoland. (S '19)

Livingstone, W: P. Mary Slessor of Calabar.
(Ap '17)

Mackenzie. J. K. African trail. (S '17)

Asia
Dennett, T. Democratic movement in Asia.
(Mr '19)

China
Hart, E. I. Virgil C. Hart: missionary states-
man. (Jl '17)

Miller, G: A. China inside out. (Je '17)

Far East
Brown, A. J. Mastery of the Far East. (N
21)

India

Carey. W:, and others. Garo jungle book. (INIr
•20)

Churchill, M. Letters from my home in India.
(Ap '17)

Japan
Davis, J. M. Davis, soldier missionary. (Ap

'17)

Harrington, C: K. Captain Bickel of the
Inland sea. (N '19)

Korea
Cynn. H. H. Rebirth of Korea. (Ja '21)

Labrador
Grenfell, A. E., and Spalding, K. Le petit

nord. (Ap '20)

Latin America
Beach, H. P. Renaissant Latin America.

(Ap -17)

Stuntz, H. C. South American neighbors. (My

Oceanica
Lenwood, F. Pastels from the Pacific. (S

•19)

Syria
Bliss, D. Reminiscences of Daniel Bliss. (D

'20)

Missions, Medical
Lamb'-ith, \V. R. Medical mi.ssions. (F '21)

Mississippi Valley
Nicholson, M. Valley of democracy. (D '18)
Pelzer, L: Marches of the dragoons in the
Mississippi Valley. (Je '18)

Mississippi vaJley In British politics. Alvord,
C. W. (My '17)

Missy. Gatlin, D. (D '20)

Mist of morning. Mackay, I. E. (N '19)
Mr Gushing and Mile du Chastel. Rumsey, F.

(Jl '17)

Mr Dimock. O'Sullivan. Mrs D. (F '21)

Mr Dooley on making a will and other neces-
sary evils. Dunne, F. P. (S '19)

Mr George Jean Nathan presents. Nathan,
G: J. (Ja '18)

"Mr Manley." Whitham, G. L. (My '18)

Mr Poilu. Ward, H. (Ag '17)

Mr Preston's daughter. Cobb, T: (D '20)

Mr Punch's history of modern England.
Graves, C: L. (D '21)

Mr Punch's history of the great war. (N '19)

Mr Squem, and Some male triangles. Taylor,
A. R. (F '19)

Mr Standfast. Buchan, J: (O '19)

Mr Teddy. Eng title of Tortoise. Benson, E: F:
(N '17)

Mr Waddington of Wyck. Sinclair, M. (O '21)

Mr Wells' Invisible king. Binns, L. B. ( N '19)
Mr Wu. Miln, L. J. (Ap '20)

Mrs Allen's cook book. Allen, I. C. (Mr '18)

Mistress Anne. Bailey, T. (Ag '17)

Mrs Craddock. Maugham, W: S. (Ag '20)

Mrs Farrell. Howells, W: D. (O '21)
Mrs Gladstone. Drew, M. (Je '20)

Mrs Hope's husband. Burgess, G. (O '17)

Mrs Marden. Hichens, R. S. (D '19)

Mrs Marden's orderJ. Hay, J. (Ag '18)

Mrs Norton's cook-book. Norton, J. Y. (Jl '17)

Mistress of men. Steel, F. A. (Ap '18)

Mrs Warren's daughter. Johnston, H. H. (Jl
•20)

Mrs Wilson's cook book. Wilson, M. A. (N
'20)

Mitch Miller. Masters, E. L. (D '20)

MItford, Mary Russell, 1787-1855
Hill, C. Maiy Ru.ssell Mitford and her sur-
roundings. (S '20)

Mobilising America. Bullard, A. (My '17)

Mobilizing woman power. Blatch, H. (S '18)

Mockery. MacFarlan, A. (Ap '19)

Model making. Yates, R. F., ed. (My '19)

Model T Ford car. Pagfe, V: W. (D '20)

Modern American plays. Baker, G: P. (O '20)

Modern American poetry. Unteimeyer, L:, ed.
(My '20)

Modern American prose selections. Rees, B.
J., ed. (Ag '20)

Modern and contemporary European history.
Schapiro, J. S. (O '18)

Modern bank. Fiske, A. K. (O '19)

Modern book of criticism. Lewlsohn, L., ed.
(Jl '20)

Modern book of French verse. Boni, A., ed.
(Ag '20)

Modern British poetry. Untermeyer, L:, ed.
(S '20)

Modern building superintendence and the writ-
ing of specifications. Emerson, D: B. (F
'22)

Modern central stations. Mashall, C: W. (O
'21)

Modern China. Cheng. S. (My '20)

Modern civic art. Robinson, C: M. (Je '18)

Modern comedy. Thomson, O. R. H. (F '19)

Modern commonwealth. 1893-1018. Bogart, E.
L., and Mathews, J: M., eds. (Ap '21)

Modern constitutional development in China,
Vinacke, H. M. (Je '21)

Modern crusaders. Adams, R. E. C. (Mr '21)

Modern currency reforms. Kemmerer, B. W.
(My '17)

Modern democracies. Bryce, J. B. (Je '21)

Modern drama in Europe. Jameson, S. (Je
'21)

Modern dyeing methods: the application of the
coal tar dyestuffs. Whittaker, C. M. (D
'19)

Modern economic tendencies. Reeve, S. A. (Ag
'21)

Modern English statesmen. Taylor, Q: R. S.

(Ja '22)
Modem English writers. Williams, H. H. (D

'19)
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Modern essays. Morley, C. D., comp. (Ja '22)

Modern Europe. Hazen, C: D. (Mr '21)

Modern European civilization. Ashley, R. L:
(Ag '19)

Modern European history. Hazen, C: D. (Mr
•17)

Modern explosives. Levy, S. I. (P '21)

Modern gasworks practice. Meade, A. (D '17)

Modern Gei-many. Barker, J. E. (Ja '20)

Modern Greek stories. Brown, D., and Phou-
trides, A., trs. (S '20)

Modern Icelandic plays. Sigurj6nsson, J. (Ap
'17)

Modern Irish trade and industry. Riordan, E.
J. (Ag "21)

Modern Japan. Hershey, A. S. and S. W. (My
19

Modern Japan. McGovern, W: M. (Je '20)

Modern man and his forerunners. Spurrell, H.
G: F. (S '18)

Modern methods in the ofRce. Barrett, H. J.

(Jl '18)

Modern milk problem. MacNutt, J. S. (Ag
'17)

Modern money methods for the church. Agar,
F: A. (Ag '21)

Modein movements in painting. Marriott, C:
(Ap '21)

Modern navigation. Hastings, F. S. (O '18)

Modem novel. Follett, "W. (Ja '19)

Modern phenix. Baronti, G. (Ja '19)

Modern political tendencies. Burton, T. E. (Mr
'20)

Modern practice of coal mining. Burns, D.,
and Kerr, G- L. (F '20)

Modern psychical phenomena. Carrington, H.
(N '19)

Modern publicity. Dean, A. W. (Je '21)

Modern pulp and paper making. Witham, G:
S. (O '20)

Modern punctuation. Summey, G: (Jl '19)

Modern purgatory. Fornaro, C. de. (F '18)

Modern reader's Bible for schools. Moulton,
R: G.. ed. (Je '20)

Modern roads. Boulnois. H: P. (D '20)

Modern Russian history. Kornilov, A. (My '17)

Modern Russian poetry. Deutsch, B., and
Yarmolinsky, A., trs. (F '22)

Modern Russian poetry. Selver, P., ed. and tr.

(F '19)

Modern salesmanagement. Frederick, J. G:
(F '20)

Modern science and materialism. Elliot, H. S:
R. (Mr '20)

Modern seamanship. Knight, A. M. (Je '17)

Modem short stories. Law, F: H., ed. (Ag
'18)

Modern social movements. Zimand, S. (Jl '21)

Modern sons of the Pharaohs. Leeder. S. H.
(F '20)

Modern spiritism. Schofleld, A. T. (Je '20)

Modem tendencies In sculpture. Taft, L. (Jl
•21)

Modern times and the living past. Elson, H:
W: (Ag '21)

Modern war. ISTevinson, C. R: W. (F '18)

Modern water-colour. Fedden, R. (Ap '18)

Modern whaling and bear hunting. Murdoch.
W. G. B. (Ja '18)

Modernists. Norwood. R. W. (F '19)

Moderns. Freeman, J: (O '17)

Modes and morals. Ge.-ould, K. (Mr '20)

Mogu the wanderer. Colum. P. (Mr '17)

Mohammedanism
Barton, J. L. Christian approach to Islam.
(Mr '19)

Bury, G: W. Pan-Islam. (Je '20)

Stoddard, T. L. New world of I.slara. (O '21)

Zwemer. S: M. Influence of animism on
Islam. (Ag '20)

MoliSre, Jean Baptlste Poquelln, 1622-1673
Tllley. A. A: Molifere. (O '21)

Moliere. Moeller. P. (Jl '19)

Mollie's substitute husband. McConn, M. (O
•20)

Moltke, Helmuth Karl Bernhard, graf von,
1800-1891

Whitton. F: E. Moltke. (N '21)
Moments of vision. H.irdy, 'T: (Ap ^18)
Moments -with ZMark Tn'ain. Clcmen.s. S: I^.

Ofy '20)

Momma. Hughes, R. (Ja '21)

Monarchy in politics. Farrer, J. A. (Ja '18, Ag
•18)

Monday or Tuesday. Woolf, V. (F ^22)

Money
Anderson, B: M. Value of money. (Ja '18)

Fisher, I. Stabilizing the dollar. (My '20)

Hawirey, R. G. Currency and credit. (F
21)

Hayward, W: R. Money. (Jl •I?)
Holdsworth, J: T. Money and banking. (F

•18)

Kemmerer, E. W. Modern currency reforms.
(My '17)

Laughlin, J. L. Money and prices. (Je '19)
Phillips, C. A. Readings in money and bank-

ing. (Je '17)

Spalding, W: F: Functions of money. (S
•21)

Todd, J: A. Mechanism of exchange. (N '17)

Withers, H. Meaning of money. (Ji '17)
Money-maker. Allen, I. R. (O ^18)

Money making for boys. Collins, A. F: (Ja '18)

Mongolia
Andrews, R. C. Across Mongolian plains.

(Ap '21)

Bulstrode, B. Tour in Mongolia. (Ja '21)

Monopolies
Reed, H. B. Morals of monopoly and com-

petition. (S '17)

Monroe doctrine
Hall, A. B. Monroe doctiine and the great
war, (Jl '20)

Monsieur Bergeret in Paris. France, A.,
pseud. (Ja '22)

Monster. Bleackley, H. W: (Mr '21)
Montagu Wycherly. Harker, L. A. (Mr ^21)

Montana
Fogarty, K. H. Story of Montana. (Ap '17)

Montenegro
Devine, A. Montenegro in history, politics
and war. (My '19j

Montessori experiments. Blackburn, M. (S
•21)

Montessori method
Blackburn, M. Montessori experiments. ''S

•21)

Montessori, M. Montessori elementary ma-
terial. (D ^17)

Montessori, M. Spontaneous activity in ed-
ucation. (D '17)

Radice, S. New children. (O '20)
Moon and sixpence. Maugham, W: S. (S '19)
Moon-calf. Dell, F. (D '20)

Moon of Israel. Haggard, H: R. (F '19)

Moon of the Caribbees. O'Neill. E. G. (Jl '19)
Moon pool. Merritt, A. (Ja '20)
Moonlit way. Chambers, R. W. (S '19)
Moons of grandeur. Benet, W: R. (D '20)

Moore, Mrs Stuart. See Underbill, E. (Ap '17,

D '20)
Moral basis of democracy. Hadley, A. T. (F

'20)

Moral education
Bryant, S. Mora! and religious education.
(Ag '20)

Engleman, J. O. Moral education in school
and home. (Jl '19)

Haviland, M. S. Character training in
childhood. (Mr '21)

Moral theory. Field, G. C. (O '21)

Moral values. Everett. W. G. (Je '18)

Moral values and the idea of Grod. Sorley,
W: R. (D '19)

Morale
Hall. G. S. Morale. (S '20)

Hocking. W: E. Morale and its enemies.
(My '19)

Munson, E: L. Management of men. (S
'21)

Morale. Goddard, H. C. (Ap '19)

Morals and morale. Gulick, L. H. (Mr '19)

Morals of economic internationalism. Hobson,
J: A. (Ja '21)

Morals of monopolv and competition. Reed.
H. B. (S '17)

Morbid fears and compulsions. Frink, H. W.
(Jl '18)

More about unknown London. Bell, W. G:
(D '21)

More chapters of opera. Krehbiel, H: E: (F
'20)
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More Christian Industrial order. Coffin, H: S.
(Jl '20)

Mof-e E. K. Means. Means, E. K. (Ag '19)
More essays on books. Clutton-Brock, A. (N

21)
More fairy tale plays. Merlngton, M. (D '17)
More hunting wasps. Fabre, J. H. C. (O '21)
More Limehouse nights. Burke, T: (Ag '21)
Mtore literary recreations. Cook, E: T. (My

'20)

More magic pictures of the long ago. Chand-
ler, A. C. (My '20)

More portmanteau plays. "Walker, S. (D '19)
More power to you. Barton, B. (D '17)
More recipes for fifty. Smith, F. L. (N '18)
More short plays. Macmlllan, M. L. (Ja '18)
More tales by Polish authors. Benecke, E.

C. M., and Busch, M., trs. (Jl '17)
More that must be told. Gibbs, P. H. (D

'21)

More Tish. Rinehart, M. (F '22)
More trivia. Smith. L. P. (D '21)
More translations from the Chinese. Waley,

A., tr. (Ja '20)
More truth than poetry. Montague, J. J. (D

'20)

Morehouse, Henry Lyman
Crandall, L. A: Henry Lyman Morehouse.

(Jl '19)

Morgan, Emanuel, pseud. See Bynner, W. (Jl
21)

Mormonism
LaRue, W: E. Foundations of Mormonism.
(D '19)

Morning knowledge. Shannon. A. (S '20)
Morning, noon and night. Dresbach, G. W.

(My -21)

Morocco

Description and travel
Wharton. E. N. In Morocco. (D '20)

Morris, George Sylvester, 1840-1889
Wenley, R. M. Life and work of George Syl-
vester Morris. (Ap '18)

Morris, William, 1834-1896
Glasler, J: B. William Morris and the early
days of the sociahst movement. (Jl '21)

Morris mansion. New York
Shelton, W: H: Jumel mansion. (Ap '17)

Morse, Richard Gary, 1841-
Morse, R: C. My life with young men. (Ag

18)

Morte d'Arthur. See Malory, Sir T:
Mosby, John Singleton, 1833-1916
Mosby, J: S. Memoirs. (D '17)

Moscow in flames. Danilevskii, G. P. (F '18)
Mostly about trout. Aston, G: (O '21)
Mother-love in action. Gavit. L. (My '19)
Mother Nature. Vanzype, G. (N '17)
Motherhood and the relationships of the sexes.

Gallichan, C. G. (Jl '17)

Mothers
Cooke, J. B. Baby, before and after arrival.

(Je '17)
Croy, M. S. 1000 things a mother should know.

(Je '17)

Hirsch, C. Diary of an expectant mother.
(O '17)

McCracken. E., ed. To mother. (O *17)
Mother's nursery tales. Pyle, K., comp. and II.

(Ja '19)

Mothers of men. Warner, W: H:, and Kaplan.
De W. (Jl '19)

Motion picture education. Dench, E. A. (Ja
'19)

Motion study -

Gilbreth, F. B. and L. E. Applied motion
study. (Ap '18)

Motion study for the handicapped. Gilbreth.
F. B. and L. E. (N '20)

Motives in English fiction. Whiteford. R. N.
(D '18)

Motley. De La Mare, W. J: (O '18)

Motor boats
Chapman, C: F: Practical motor boat

handling, .seamanship and piloting. (N '17)
Pag6, V; W., ed. Motor boats and boat

motor.s. (Ja '21)
Motor boats and boat motors. Pag6 V: W

ed. (Ja '21)

Motor camping book. Jessup, E. H. (My '21)
Motor car starting and lighting. Collins, A.

F; (S '20)
Motor road transport for commercial pur-

poses. Phillimore, J: (Mr '21)
Motor truck design and construction. Schaefer.

C. T. (Mr -20)

Motor trucks
Fraser, E: S., and Jones, R. B. Motor vehi-

cles and their engines. (S '19)
Norton, S. V. Motor truck as an aid to busi-
ness profits. (N '18>

Phillimore, J: Motor road transport for
commercial purposes. (Mr '21)

Schaefer, C. T. Motor truck design and con-
struction. (Mr '20)

Motor vehicle engineering. Favary, E. (P '20)
Motor vehicles and their engines. Fraser, E: S.,

and Jones, R. B. (S '19)
Mottke the vagabond. Ash, S. (F '18)

Mount Rainier national park
Meany, E. S., ed. Mount Rainier. (Jl '17)

Mount Music. Somerville, E. A. O., and
Martin, V. F. (Je '20)

Mount of vision. Brent, C: H: (Jl '18)
Mountain. Wood, C. (S '20)
Mountain craft. Young, G. W., ed. (F '21)
Mountain memories. Conway, M. (An '21)
Mountain paths. Maeterlinck, M. (D '19)

Mountain whites (southern states)
Campbell, J: C: Southern hlghlander and his
homeland. (Jl '21)

Mountaineering
Conway. M. Mountain memories. (Ap '21)
Cross, R. T. My mountains. (Ag '21)
Mills, E. A. Adventures of a nature guide.
(Mr '20)

Raeburn, H. Mountaineering art. (Ja '21)
Workman, F. and W: H. Two summers in

the ice-wilds of eastern Karakoram. (Mr
'18)

Young, C. W., ed. Mountain craft. (F '21)

Mountaineering art. Raeburn, H. (Ja '21)

Mountainy singer. MacCathmhaoil, S., pseud.
(Ag -19)

Mountebank. Locke, W: J: (Ap '21)
Mounted police life in Canada. Deane, R: B.

(Jl '17)

Moussorgsky. See Musorgskil
Movement, Psychology of
Washburn. M. F. Movement and mental Im-
agery. (Ap '17)

Movement for budgetary reform in the states.
Willoughby, W: F. (Mr "19)

Moving finger. Lincoln, N. S. (Je '18)

Moving picture plays
Bertscn, M. How to write for moving pic-

tures. (O '17)

Freeburg, V: O. Art of photoplay making.
(Je '18)

Lytton, G. Scenario writing today. (Mr
'21)

Patterson, F. T. Cinema craftsmanship.
(D '20)

Moving pictures
Croy, H. How motion pictures are made.

(Ja '19)

Lang, E., and West, Q: Musical accompani-
ment of moving pictures. (Jl '20)

Lescarboura, A. C. Behind the motion-pic-
ture screen. (F '20)

Lutz, E. G: Animated cartoons. (Je '20)

Marsh, M. W. Screen acting. (F '22)

Wagner, R. Film folk. (Ag '18)

Moving pictures in education
Dench, E. A. Motion picture education. (Ja

'19)

Moving pictures In Industry
Dench, E. A. Advertising by motion pictures.

(Je '17)

Mozans, H. J., pseud. See Zahm, J: A.
Mozart, Weber and Wagner. Berlioz, H. (F

20)
Mud larks. Garstin, C. (N '19)

Mufti. McNeile, H. C. (O '19)

Mulatto in the United States. Reuter, E: B.
(Ap '19)

Mummer's tale. France, A., pseud. (Ag '21)

Mummery. Cannan, Q. (S '19)
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Municipal engineering
Boulnois, H: P. Municipal engineering. (Jl

•21)

Municipal engineering. Boulnois, H: P. (Ji

•21)

Municipal experiment. Bolton, R. P. (Ap '18)

Municipal government
Arndt, W. T. Emancipation of the American

city. (O '17)

Cooke, M. L. Our cities awake. (D •IS)

Cushman, R. E. Excess condemnation. (D
•17)

Fitzpatrick, E: A. Experts in city govern-
ment. (My '19)

Gilbert, A. B. American cities. (Ja '19)

Goodnow, F. J., and Bates, F. G. Municipal
g-overnment. (F '20)

James, H. G. Local government in the United
States. (Ag '21)

James. H. G. Municipal functions. (Je '17)

McBain, H. L. American city progress and
the law. (Je '18)

"Woodruff, C. R., ed. New municipal program.
(Jl '19)

City manager plan

Rightor, C. E., and others. City manager
in Dayton. (F '20)

Municipal housecleaning. Capes, W: P., and
Carpenter, J. D. (D '18. S '19)

Municipal improvement
Evans, F: N. Town improvement. (O '19)

Municipal landing fields and air ports. Wheat,
G: S., ed. (F '21, Ag '21)

Municipal law
Wright, P. Q. Enforcement of International
law through municipal law in the United
States. (Jl '17)

Municipal ownership
Bolton, R. P. Municipal experiment. (Ap
18)

Johnsen, J. E., comp. Selected articles on
municipal ownership. (Jl '18)

Lincoln, E. E. Results of municipal electric
lighting in Massachusetts. (Mr '19)

Thompson, C. D. Municipal ownership. (Jl
•17)

Munition workers in England and France. Wal-
ter, H. R. See Hewes, A. Women as
munition makers. (N '17)

Munro, H. H. Toys of peace and other pa-
pers. (Je '19)

Munster twilight. Corkery, D. (Jl '17)

Murder of Edwin Drood. Garden, P. T. (Mr
'21)

Murray, John, 1808-1892
Murray, J: John Murray III. (F '21)

Murray Marks and his friends. Williamson,
G: C: (N '19)

Muse in arms. Osborn, E: B. (S '18)

Museum. Jackson, M. T. (Jl '17)

Museums
Gilman, B: I. Museum ideals of purpose and
method. (Ja '19)

Music
Brower, H. M. Home help in music study.

(Jl '18)

Downes, O. Lure of music. (Ja '19)
Lee, E. M. On Hstening to music. (N '18)
Mason, D. G. Short studies of great master-

pieces. (Agr '18)

Ne\vTnan. E. Mu.sicaJ motlev (My '20)
Seymour, H. A. What music can do for you.
(D '20)

Sonneck, O. G: T. Suum cuique. (S '17)
Surette, T: Music and life. (Ap "17)
"Van Vechten, C. In the garret. (Mr '20)
"Van "Vechten, C. Interpreters and interpre-

tations. (Ja '18)
"Van "Vechten, C. Merry-go-round. (F '19)
"Van "Vechten, C. Music and bad manners. (Ap

Appreciation
Antcliffe, H. E. How to enjoy music. (O

21)
Hamilton, C. G. Music appreciation. (Ap

Pollilt. A. W. Enjoyment of music. (O
21)

Dictionaries

Grove, G: Dictionary of music and musicians.
(F '21)

History and criticism

Mason, D. G. Contemporary composers. (Ja
'19)

Sonneck, O. G: T. Miscellaneous studies in
the history of music. (D ^21)

Instruction and study
Farnsworth, C: H. How to study music. (D

•20)

Jacques-Dalcroze, E. Rhythm, music and edu-
cation. (Ag '21)

France
Locke, A. W. Music and the romantic move-
ment in France. (My '21)

Music, American
Simpson, E. E. America's position in music.
(Ag '20)

Music, French
Jean-Aubry, Q. French music of to-day. (Je

•20)

Music, Russian
Montagu-Nathan. M. Contemporary Russian
composers. (Jl '17)

Music, Spanish
Trend, J. B. Picture of modern Spain. (N

•21)

"Van Vechten, C. Music of Spain. (F '19)

Music and the romantic movement in France.
Locke, A. W. (My '21)

Music appreciation. Hamilton, C. G. (Ap '21)

Music of Spain. Van Vechten. C. (F '19)

Music of wild flowers. Vaughan, J: (My '21)

Musical accompaniment
Lang, E., and "West, G: Musical accompani-
ment of moving pictures. (Jl '20)

Musical memories. Salnt-Saens, C. (My ^20)

Musical motley. Newman, E. (My '20)

Musical portraits. Rosenfeld, P. (Je '20)

Musicians
Berlioz, H. Mozart, Weber and Wagrner.
(F '20)

Bisphara, D: S. Quaker singer's recollec-
tions. (Ap '20)

Bridge, F: Twelve good musicians. (My
•21)

Howard, K. Confessions of an opera singer.

(Ja '19)

Isaacson, C: D. Face to face with great mu-
sicians. (Ja ^19)

Isaacson, C: D: Face to face with great
musicians; second ser. (N '21)

Rogers. C. K. Memories of a musical career.
(Ja '20)

Rosenfeld. P. Musical portraits. (Je ^20)

Saint-Saens, C. Musical memories. (My '20)

Smvth, E. Impressions that remained. (My
'20)

Dictionaries

Grove, G: Dictionarv of music and musicians.
(F '21)

, ,

International who's who in music and musical
gazetteer. (My '19)

Musing."? and memories of a musician. Henscli-
el. G: (Ag '19)

Miisorqsi<Tr, Modest Petrovich, 1839-1881
Montagu-Nathan. M. Mou.«sorgsky. (Mr 'ISt

Must we flght Japan? Pitkin, W. B. (Mr
'21)

Mutineers. Hawes. C: B. (D '20)

Mutual nid. Kropotkin. P. A., kniaz. (My '17)

My A. E. F. Noyes. F. N. (A^ '20)

Mv adventures as a German secret agent.
Goltz, H. von der. (D '17)

My Antonia. Gather, W. S. (N '18)

W\' Bohemian dav.s. F\irni.ss, H. (F '20)

My boy in khaki. Lutes, D. (O '18)

My brother Theodore Roosevelt. Robinson, C.
(O "21)

My campaign in Mesopotamia. Townshend.
C: V. F. (N '20)

My Canadian memoirs. Macnaughtan, S. B.
(Ap '21)

Mv candy secrets. E\'ans. M. E. (F '20)

Mv chess career. Capablanca. J. R. (Jl '20)

My Chinese days. Alsop, G. F. (D '18)

My Chinese marriage. (Ja '22)
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My company. Swan, C. J. (F '19)

My country. Brown, G: R. (Ag 'IT)

My country. Turkington, G. A. (D '18)

My dear Wells. Jones, H: A. (D '21)

My diaries. Blunt, W. S. (D '21)

My doctor dog. Steiner, K: A. (Ja '18)

My empress. Mouchanow, M. (Je '18)

My erratic pal. Clark, A. (F '19)

My escape from Germany. Keith, E. A. (Mr
'20)

My fifty years in the navy. Clark, C: E. (D
•17)

My four weeks in France. Lardner, R. W.
(N '18)

My four years in Germany. Gerard, J. W. (O
•17)

My generation. Tucker, W: J. (D '19)

My German prisons. Gilliland, H. G. (My '19)

My home in the field of mercy. Huard, F. (Ja
'18)

My husband. Castle, I. (My '19)

My Ireland. Carlin, F. (F '20>

My Ireland. MacDonnell, J. F. C. (My '18)

My Italian year. Collins, J. (N '19)

My kingdom for a horse! Allison, W: (D '20)

Mv lite and liiends. Sully, J. (Ja '21)

My life and work. Muspratt, E. K. (Mr '17)

My life here and there. CantacuzSne, Princess.
(N '21)

My life with young men. Morse, R: C. (Ag '18)

My "little bit." Corelli, M. (O '19)

My log. Barrie, R. (D '17)

My Lorraine journal. O'Shaughnessy, E. L.
(O '18)

My -maiden effort. Authors' league of America.
(D '21)

My memoirs. Tirpitz, A. P. F. von (Ja '20)

My memoirs. Windisch-Graetz, L. (D '21)

My mother and I. Stern, E. G. (Ag '17)

My mountains. Cross, R. T. (Ag '21)

My neighbor the workingman. Day, J. R. (F
•21j

My neighbors. Evans, C. (My '20)

My orient pearl. Colton, C: (Jl '21)

My own aftairs. Liouise, princess of Belgium.
(D '21)

My people. Evans, C. (S '17)

My poultry day by day. Gibson, A. (My '18)

My quarter century of American politics.

Clark, C. (Ap '20)

My recollections. Massenet. J. E. F. (My '20)

My reminiscences. Pumpelly, R. (O '18)

My reminiscences. Reid, Sir G: H. (S '17)

My reminiscences. Tagore, Sir R. (Jl '17)

My rest cure. Robey, G: (Ap '20)

My Russian and Turkish journals. DufEerin and
Ava, H. G., marchioness of. (My '17)

My second country. Dell, R. E: (Je '20)

My second year of the war. Palmer; F: (Mr
'17)

My .75. Lintier, P. (D '17)

My ship. Leamy, E. S. (Ja '18)

My son. Harris, C. M. (My '21)

My South Sea sweetheart, (jrimshaw, B. B.
(Je '21)

My story. Stimson, F: J. (D '17)

My three keys. Murray, W: D. and G: M.
(Mr '21)

My three years in America. Bernstorff, J. H.
A. H. A. lAg '20)

My two kings. Nepean, E. M. (Je '18)

My Uncle Benjamin. Tlllier, C. (S '18)

My war diary. Waddington, M. A. (O '17)

My war experiences in two continents. Mac-
naughtan, S. B. (My '20)

My wife. Burke, E: (N '17)

My years of exile. Bernstein, E. (My '21)

Myron, Paul, pseud. See Linebarger. P. M. W.
Myself and dreams. Constable, F. C. (Ap '20)

Mysteries of the flowers. Faulkner, H. W. (My
•17)

Mysterious India. Chauvelot, R. (N '21)
Mysterious rider. Grey, Z. (Mr '21)
Mysterious rifleman. "Tomlinson, E. T. (D

'21)

Mysterious tramp. Barclay, V. C (Mr '21)
Mystery at the Blue villa. Post, M. D. (Ap

'20)

Mystery in the Ritsmore. Johnston, W: A.
(Ag '20)

Mystery keepers. Fox. M. (Ag '19)

Mystery of Gabriel. Wood, M. (Ja '18)

Mystery of Hartley house. Raymond, C. S:
(D '18)

Mystery of matter and energy. Crehore, A. C.
(Ja '18)

Mystery of space. Browne, R. T. (Mr '20)

Mystery of the downs. Watson, J: R., and
Rees, A. J: (My '18)

Mystery of the Sea-Lark. Barbour, R. H:, and
Holt, H. P. (O ^20)

Mystery of the silver dagger. Parrish, R. (Je
•20)

Mystery of the summer-house. Hutchinson,
H. (Je '19)

My.=;teiv of the sycamore. Wells, C (Ap '21)

Mystery of the thirteenth floor. Thayer, L.
(Ap -19)

Mystery ranch. Chapman, A. (Ja ^22)

Mystery religions and the New Testament.
Sheldon. H: C. (F ^19)

Mystery tales for boys and girls. Smith, E. S.,

comp. (D •I?)
Mystic isles of the South seas. O'Brien, F:

(My '21)

Mystic warrior. Oppenheim, J. (Ag '21)

Mysticism
Addison, C: M. Theory and practice of mys-

ticism. (F '19)

Bohme, J. Confessions of Jacob Boehnie. (F
21)

Bohme, J. Six theosophic points, and other
writings. (My '20)

Cobb, S. Essential mysticism. (F '19)

Howley, J: F. W. Psychology and mystical
experience. (Ag '21)

Louismet, S. Mysticism true and false. (O
'19)

Newlyn, H. N. G. Relationship between the
mystical and the sensible worlds. (F '20)

Ruysbroeck, J. van. Adornment of the spir-
tvial marriage. (Jl '17)

Underhill, E. Essentials of mysticism. (Ag
'21)

Watkin, E: I. Philosophy of mysticism. (O
•20)

Mysticism and logic. Russell, B. A. W: (J!
'18)

Myth of the Jewish menace in world affairs.

Wolf, L. (Je '21)

Mythical bards, and The life of William Wal-
lace. Schofleld, W: H: (D '20)

Mythology
Bailey, C. S. Wonder stories. (O '20)

Judson, K. B., comp. Myths and legends of
British North America. (Je '17)

Keith, A. B., and Carnoy, A. J. Indian [myth-
ology] ; Iranian [mythology]. (Ap '17)

McFee, I. N. Treasury of myths. (D '21)

Spence, L. Myths and legends of Babylonia
and Assyria. (Je '17)

Mythology, Celtic
MaccuUoch, J: A. Celtic [mythology]. (O

'18)

Mythology, Classical
Tatlock, J. M. Greek and Roman mythology.
(My '17)

Mythology, Egyptian
Miiller, W. M. Egyptian [mythology]. (Ag

'18)

Mythology, Indo-Chinese
Scott, J. G: Indo-Chinese [mythology]. (In

Miiller, J. G: Egyptian [mythology]).
(Ag '18)

Mythology, Latin American
Alexander, H, B. Latin American [mytho-

logy], (F '21)

Mythology, Norse
Wagner, W. Asgard and the gods. (D '17)

Mythology, Slavic
Machal. J. Slavic [mythology]. (In Maccul-

loch, J: A. Celtic [mythology]). (O '18)

Myths and legends of Babylonia and Assyria.
Spence, L. (Je '17)

Myths and legends of British North America.
Judson, K. B., comp. (Je '17)

Name of Old Glory, Riloy, J, W. (S '17)

Name this flower. Bonnier, G. E. M. (Mr '18)

Nameless man. Lincoln. N. S. (D '17)

Names, Personal
Weekley, E. Surnames. (Je '17)
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N.incy EToes to town. Sterrctt. F. R. f.Ta '21')

Nantucket wild flowers. Albertson, A. O. (Je
•21)

Naples
Description

Maurel, A. Fortnight in Naples. (F '22)

Naples (kingdom)
Knowles, L. British in Capri, 1806-1808. (Ja

•19)

Napoleon I, emperor of the French, 1769-1821
Hazen, C: D. French revolution and Napo-

leon. (My '17)

Runciman, W. Drake, Nelson and Napoleon.
(Ap '21)

Napoleon. Trench, H. (Ap '20)

Napoleon of the Pacific. Gowen, H. H: (O '19)

Narcotic drug problem. Bishop, E. S. (Ap ^20)

Narcotics
Bishop, E. S. Narcotic drug problem. (Ap

•20)

Narrow house. Scott. E. (Ap ^21)

Nation and the schools. Keith, J: A. H.,
and Bagley, W: C. (Ap '21)

Nation at bay. Farnam, R. (Jl '18)

Nation at war. Scherer, J. A. B. (D '18)

Nation trained in arms or a militia? Freytagr-
Loringhoven, H. F. P. J. (Ja '19)

National being. Russell. G: W: (Ap '17)

National budget system. Collins, C: W. (N
•17)

National characteristics, American
Canby, H: S. Everyday Americans. (O '20)

Erskine, J: Democracy and ideals. (Ag
'20)

George, W. L.. Hail Columbia! (Ag '21)

Nathan, G: J., and Mencken, H: L: Ameri-
can credo. (Ap '20)

Phayre, I. America's day. (Ap '19)

Pinocliet, T. Gulf of misunderstanding. (Ja
•21>

Rhodes. H. G'. American towns and people.
(Ja '21)

Rodrigues, G. People of action. (F '19)

Santayana. G: Character and opinion in the
United States. (F '21)

National characteristics, English
Chevrillon, A. England and the war (1914-

1915). fAg '17)

Mackenzie, J: S. Arrows of desire. (Jl '20)

National characteristics, French
Wharton, E. N. French ways and their
meaning. (O '19)

National characteristics, German
Archer, W:, comp. Gems (?) of German
thought. (Ag '17)

Thayer, W: R. Collapse of superman. (Mr
•IS)

National characteristics, Japanese
Tyenaga, T., and Sato, K. Japan and the
California problem. (Je '21)

National characteristics, Russian
Jarintzov, N. Russians and their language.
(My '17)

Wright, R. L. Russians. (Je '17)

National costumes of the Slavic peoples. Young
women's Christian associations. (My '21)

National defence. MacDonald. J. R. (Je '17)

National defense. Selected articles pn. John-
^en. J. E.. comp. (F •21)

National evolution. Davles, Q: R. (Jl '20)
National government of the United States.

Kimball. F. (Mv '20)

National governments and the world war. Ogg,
F: A., and Beard, C: A. (Mr ^19)

National guilds and the state. Hobson,, S. G.
(S '20)

National Ideals and problems. Fulton, M. G.,
ed. (D '18)

National miniatures. Leupp, F. E. (Ag '18)

National non-partisan league
Bruce, A. A. Non-partisan league. (S '21)
Gaston, H. E. Nonpartisan league. (Mv

'20)

Russell, C: E: Story of the nonpartisan
league. (Ag '20)

National parks and reserves
Allen, E: F., ed. Guide to the national parks

of America. (D '18)

Holtz, M. E., and Bemis, K. I. Glacier national
park. (Jl '17)

Mills, E. A. Your national parks. (Jl '17)

Rcik, H: O. Tour of America's national
parks. (F '21)

Yard, R. S. Book of national parks. (Ag '19)

Yard, R. S. Top of the continent. (D '17)
National progress, 1907-1917. Ogg, F: A, (Mr

•18)

National self-government. Muir, R. (N '18)

National service handbook. United States.
Committee on public information. (N '17)

National songs, American
Browne, C. A. Story of our national ballads.
(N '19)

Ogdcn, H: A. Our flag and our songs. (Ag
•17)

National strength and international duty.
Roosevelt, T. (Je '18)

National system of education. Atheam, W. S.
(Jl '20)

National year book, 1917. (Jl '17)

Nationalism. Gooch, G: P. (Je '21)

Nationalism and nationality
Brown, P. M. International realities. (Mr

•17)

Dominian, I^. Frontier language and nation-
ality in Europe. (Jl '17)

Faunce, W: H. P. New horizon of state and
church. (S '18)

Gooch, G: P. Nationalism. (Je '21)

T.ane. R. N. A. Fruits of victory. (S '21)

Lavell, C. F. Reconstruction and national
life. (Ag '19)

Muir, R. Nationalism and internationalism.
(Ap '17)

Oakesmith, J: Race and nationality. (Mr '20)

Pillsbury, W. B. Psychology of nationality
and internationalism. (F '20. Ag '20)

Tagore, Sir R. Nationalism. (D '17)

Zangwill, I. Principle of nationalities. (Ag
•17)

Zimmern, A. E. Nationality and government.
(F '19)

Nationalisation of the mines. Hodges, F. (D
•20)

Nationality and government. Zimmern, A. E.
(F '19)

Nation's food. Pearl, R. (F '21, Ag '21)

Nation's health. Morris, Sir M. A. (Jl '17)

Native races
Snow, -A. H: Question of aborigines. (N

'21)

Natural history
Beebe, W: Edge of the jungle. (D '21)

Beebe, W: Jungle peace. (D '18)

Buchanan, A. Wild life in Canada. (Ag
'21)

Burroughs, J: Field and study. (My '19)

Calvert, A. C. and P. P. Year of Costa Rican
natural history. (Jl '17)

Carpenter, G. D. H. Naturalist on Lake
Victoria. (Mr '21)

Collins. A. F: and V. D. Wonders of
n.ntural historv. Ma '21)

Eaton, W. P. In Berkshire fields. (N '20)

Fabre, J. H. C. Animal life in field and
garden. (O '21)

Hewitt, C: G. Conservation of the wild life

of Canada. (O '21)

Hudson, W: H: Book of a naturalist. (N '19)

Ingersoll, E. Wit of the wild. (D '20)

Mills, E. A. Waiting in the wilderness.
(Mr '21)

Pitt, F. Wild creatures of garden and hedge-
row. (N '20)

Rutledge, A. H. Plantation game trails. (Ap
•21 i

Scoville, S:, Jr. Everyday adventures. (N
'20)

Seton, E. T. Woodland tales. (My '21)

Shelford, R. W.. C. Naturalist in Borneo. (S
'171

Stebblng, E: P. Diary of a sportsman nat-
uraH.'^t in India. (Ja '21>

Thomson, J: A. Secrets of animal life. (N
'19)

Thomson. J: A. Natural history studies.
(Mr '21) _^^^

Thoreau, H: D: Through the year with
Thoreau. (N '17)
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Natural history

—

Continued

Museums
Pindar, G: N., and others. Guide to the na-

ture treasures of New York city. (Jl '17)
Natural history of the child. Dunn, C. F: W:

(My '20)
Natural history studies. Thomson, J: A. (Mr

•21)

Natural organic colouring niatters. Perkin, A-
G:, and Everest. A. E. (F '20)

Natural style in landscape gardening. Waugh,
F. A. (Ja '18)

Natural theology
Burroughs, J: Accepting the universe. (N

•20)
Naturalism in English poetry. Brooke, S. A.

(Ja '21)
Naturalist in Borneo. Shellord, R. W. C. (S

•17)

Naturalist pt souls. Bradford, G. (N '17)
Naturalist on Lake Victoria. Carpenter, G.

D. H. (Mr -21)

Naturalization
Beck, H. M. Aliens* text book on citizenship.

(O •20)

Nature
Burroughs, J: Accepting the universe. (N

•20)

Burroughs, J: Under the mapies. (D '21)
Curwood, J. O. God^s country. (My '21)
Dannatt, W: Faith of a farmer. (Ja '19)
Henderson, L. J. Order of nature. (S '17)
Koons, F. T: Outdoor sleeper. (N '20)
Maeterlinck, M. News of spring. (F '18)
Mills, E. A. Adventures of a nature guide. (Mr

'20)

Storm. M. Minstrel weather. (Ja '21)
Whitehead, A. N. Concept of nature. (An

•21)
Nature of matter and electricity. Comstock,

D. F., and Troland, L. T. (S '17)
Nature of solution. Jones, H. C. (Ap '18)

Nature stories
Seers, H. W. Nature stories to tell to chil-

dren. (D '18)

Nature study
Cobb, C. S. (Sod's wonder world. (Ap '19)
Hawkes, C. Trails to woods and waters.
(My ' 20^

Moseley, E. L. Trees, stars and birds. (Mr
•19)

Naval art and science
Dinger, H: C: Handbook for the care and
operation of naval machinery. (F ^19)

Mahan, A. T. Mahan on naval warfare.
(Ja •IQ)

Stirling. Y. Fundamentals of naval service.
(Je '17)

Naval heroes of to-day. Collins, F. A. (D '18)

Naval history
Fiennes, G. Sea power and freedom. (Jl '18)
Stevens, W: O., and Westcott, A. F. His-

tory of sea power. (Ja '21)
Naval history of the war. 1914-1918. Newbolt,

H: J: (Ap -21)
Naval lessons of the great war. Klttredge. T.

B. (My '21)
Naval operations. Corbett, J. S. (S '20)
Naval operations In the war. Gill, C: C. (My

•18)

Naval reserve. Potter, F. H. (Ap '19)

Navies
insignia

Bunkley, J. W: Military and naval recog-
nition book. (Mr '18)

Williams, D. Army and navy uniforms and
insignia. (Mr •IS)

Navigating the ship. Draper. E. G. (Ag '19)

Navigation
Bradford, G., 2d. Whys and wherefores of

navigation. (Jl •IS)
Coffin, J: H. C. Navigation and nautical
astronomy. (D '19)

Draper, E. G. Navigating the ship. (Ag '19)
Hastings, F. S. Modem navigation. (O '18)
Hastings. F. S. Navigation. (F '18)
Jacoby, H. Navigation. (F '18)
Knight, A. M. Modern seamanship. (Je '17)
Lecky. S. T. S. Wrinkles in practical navi-

gation. (D '19)

United States. Naval auxiliary school. Lec-
tures on modern seamanship. (Ag '19)

Navy and the nation. Daniels, J. (Jl '19)
Navy eternal. Riccl. L. A. da C. (Mr '19)
Neapolitan lovers. Dumas, A. (Je '18)
Near Bast from within. (Ja '19)
Near side of the Mexican question. Stowell, J.

S: (Mr '21)
'Neath Verdun. Genevoix, M. (Mr '17)
Necessity of Christ. Orchard, W: E. (Jl '17)
Needlecraft in the school. Swanson, M. (Jl

'17)

Ne'er-do-much. Abbott, E. H. (My '18)

Negotiable Instruments
Lorenzen, E. G. Conflict of laws relating to

bills and notes. (Ag '19)
Moore, W: U. Law of commercial paper.
(D '18)

Negro migration. Woofter, T: J. (S '21)
Negro migration during the war. Scott, E. J.

(O '20)

Negro problem. Johns«n, J. E., comp. (F '22)
[Negro stories]. Means, E. K. (O '18)

Negroes
Brawley, B: G. Negro In literature and art

In the United States. (O '18)
Brawley, B: Q. Your negro neighbor. (S '18)
Collins, W. H. Truth about lynching and
the negro in the South. (F '20)

Du Bois, W: E: B. Darkwater. (Ap '20)
Edwards, W: J. Twenty-five years in the
black belt. (My '19)

Fleming, W: H: Slavery and the race prob-
lem in the South. In "Treaty-making power.
(O '20)

Graham, S. Soul of John Brown. (Ja '21)

Johnsen, J. E., comp. Negro problem. (F
'22)

Kerlin, R. T: Voice of the negro, 1919.
(Ja '21)

Miller, K. Appeal to conscience. (Ag '18)
Morel, E. D. Black man's burden. (Ja '21)
Moton, R. R. Finding a way out. (Jl '20)

National association for the advancement of
colored people. Thirty years of lynching
in the United States. (F '20)

Pritchard, M. T:, and Ovington, M. W.,
comps. Upward path. (O '20)

Reuter, E: B. Mulatto in the United States.
(Ap '19)

Sandburg, C. Chicago race riots, July, 1919.
(Mr '20)

Seligmann, H. J. Negro faces America,
(A^ '20)

Storey, M. Problems of to-day. (N '20)

Colonization

Fox, E. L. American colonization society,
1817-1840. (D '20)

Education
Loram, C: T. Education of the South African
native. (N '18)

Fiction

Martin, G: Children in the mist. (S '20)

Folklore

Branner, J: C. How and why stories. (N
'21)

History

Brawley, B: G. Social history of the Amer-
ican negro. (D '21)

Migration

Scott, E. J. Negro migration during the war.
(O '20)

Woodson, C. G. Century of negro migration.
(Ja '19)

Woofter. T: J. Negro migration. (S '21)

Neighbors. Gibson, W. W. (F '21. Ag '21)

Neighbors. Klngsley, F. (O '17)

Neither dead nor sleeping. Sewall, M. (S '20)

Nelson, Horatio Nelson, viscount, 1758-1805
Runciman, W. Drake, Nelson and Napoleon,

(Ap '21) „ , ^ ,„
Nelson's History of the war. Buchan, J: (F

'18, Ag '18. Ag -19)
,^ „„^

Nemesis of mediocrity. Cram, R. A. (Je 18)

Nerve control and how to gain it. Bruce. H: A.
B. (My '19)
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Nerves
Call, A. P. Nerves and the war. (N '18)

Hall, H. J. War-time nerves. (Ja '19)

Nerves and the man. Loosmore, W. C: (Jl

21)
Nervoiis housewife. Myerson. A. (F '21)

Nervous system
Ash, E. L. Problem of nervous breakdown.
(Ag '20)

Bruce, H: A. B. Nerve control and how to
gain it. (Mv '19)

Carroll, R. S. Mastery of nervousness based
upon self reeducation. (N '17)

Carroll, R. S. Our nervous friends. (My
'20)

Child, C : M. Origin and development of the
nervous system. (Mr '21)

Howard, W: L. How to rest. (K '17)

Jackson, J. A., and Salisbury, H. M. Out-
witting our nerves. (Ag '21)

Loosmore, W. C: Nerves and the man, (Jl
•21)

Myerson, A. Nervous housewife. (F '21)

Parker. G: H. Elementary nervous system.
(Mv '19J

Nervousness
Emerson, L. E. Nervousness. (N '18)

Netherlands

Description and travel

Edwards, G: W. Holland of to-day. (F '20)

Nets to catch the wind. Wylie, B. (Ja *22)

Neuroses
Frink, H. W. Morbid fears and compulsions.

(Jl '18)
Hitschmann, E. Freud's theories of the neu-

roses. (N '17)

Neurotic constitution. Adler, A. (N '17)

Neutrality, Armed
Scott, J. B., ed. Armed neutralities of 1780
and 1800. (Je '19)

Never grow old. Goizet, L: H. (N '20)

Nevill, Lady Dorothy Fanny (Walpole), 1826-
191.3

Nevill. R. H: Life and letters of Dorothy
Nevill. (F '20)

New Adam. Untermeyer, L: (N '20)

New adventures. Monahan, M. (N '17)
New America. Dilnot, F. (Je '19)

New American history. Hart, A. B. (Ag '18)

New and old. Sichel, E. H. (Mr '19)

New archeological discoveries. Cobern, C. M
(N '17)

New basis for social progress. White, W: C,
and Heath, L: J. (F '19)

New book about London Wagner, L. (Ag
•21)

New book of martyrs. Duhamel, G. (Jl '18)

New business of farminfT. Dimock, J. A. (Mr
'18)

New Carthage. Eekhoud, G. (O '17)
New children. Radice, S. (O •20)

New civics. Ashley, R. L: (N '17)

New collection methods. Gardner, E: H. (F
•20)

New constitution for a new America. MacDon-
ald, W: (Ja '22)

New convert. Stepniak, pseud. (Je '17)

New country church building. Brunner. E. de
S. (N '17)

New day. Middleton, S. (My '19)

New death. Kirkland. W. M. (O '18)

New Decameron. (D '19)

New Decameron; second day. (D '20)

New eastern Europe. Butler, R. (Jl '19)

New Elizabethans. Osbom. E: B., ed. ^'Je
•19)

New England
Bridgman, H. A. New England in the life

of the world. (Mr '21)

Description and travel

Chamberlain, A. Vacation tramps in New
England highlands. (Jl '19)

Henderson, H. W. Loiterer in New England.
(F '20)

JolinSon, C. New England. (O '17)
Kitchin, W: C. Wonderland of the East.
(Mr '21)

History
Adams, J. T. Founding of New England.

(Jl '21)

Forbes, A. Towns of New England and old
England. Ireland and Scotland. (O "21)

Religious sects

Platner, J: W., and others. Religious history
of New England. (S '17)

Social life and customs
Peabody, R. S. and F. G. New England
romance. (F '21)

New England group and others. More, P. E.
(My '21)

New England in France, 1917-1919. Taylor,
E. G. (D '20)

New England in the life of the world. Bridg-
man, H. A. (Mr '21)

New England romance. Peabody, R. S. and
F. G. (F '21)

New era in American poetry. Untermeyer, L:
(My '19)

New era in Canada. Miller, J: C, ed. (N '17)

New Europe. Allen, N. B. (Je '20)

New fallacies of Midas. Robinson, C. E: (O
•19)

New footprints in old places. Stiles, P. (Ja '18)

New frontier. Emerson, G. (As '20)

New frontiers of freedom. Powell, E. A. (Je
•20)

New Germany. Young, G: (Je ^20)

New (jethsemane. Fox, E: L. (N ^17)

New Greek comedy. Le Grand, P. E. (N ^17)

New Guinea
Beaver, W. N. Unexplored New Guinea. (Ml*

•20)

Monckton, C: A. W. Taming New Guinea.
(Ag ^21)

New homes for old. Breckinridge, S. P. (S
•21)

New horizon in love and life. Ellis, E. M. O.
(N '21)

New horizon of state and church. Faunce, W:
H. P. (S '18)

New ideals in the planning of cities, towns and
villages. Nolen. J: (Ap '20)

New Industrial unrest. Baker, R. S. (Je ^20)

New Italy. ZImmern, H., and Agreetl, A.
(Jl '^0)

New Japanese peril. Osborne, S. (Jl ^21)

New Jerusalem. Chesterton, G. K. (Mr '21)

New land. Levinfrer, E. E. (F '21)

New life. McComb. S: (Jl *17)

New manual of bayonet training and Practical
bayonet fighting. (S '17)

New map of Asia. Gibbons, H. A. (N '19)

New masters of the Baltic. Ruhl, A. (D '21)

New merchant marine. Hurley, E: N. (Ag
•20)

New Mexico
James, G: W. New Mexico. (Je '20)

Description and travel

Ellison, E. N. Desert and the rose. (Jl '21)

New morning. Noyes, A. (Je '19)

New municipal program. Woodruff. C. R., ed.

(Jl '19)

Nev/ opportunity of the church. Speer, R. E.

(F '20)

New Orleans ^ ,

King, G. E. Creole families of New Orleans.
(My ^21)

New orthodoxy. Ames, E: S. (Mr '19)

New Pacific. Fletcher, C: B. (Ag '17)

New paths. Beaumont, C. W., and Sadler, M.
T. H. (S ^19)

New paths through old Palestine. Slattery, M.
(F '22)

New pocket dictionary of the English and Rus-
sian languages. Freese, J: H: (Jl '17)

New poems. Lawrence, D: H. (Ag '20)

New poetry. Monroe, H., and Henderson, A. C,
eds. (Ap '17)

New policies of soviet Russia. (D ^21)

New psychology and Its relation to life. Tans-
ley, A. G: (O ^20)

„^New rationalism. Spauldlng, E: G. (D 18)

New Republic book. New Republic. (Je '17)

New reservation of time. Tucker, W: J. (F
•18)

New revelation. Doyle, A. C. (Jl '18)

New Robinson Crusoe. Gardner. Q. (S 20)

New schools for old. Dewey, E. (Ag 19)

New science of analyzing character. BalKln,

H. H. (N '19)
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New social order Ward, H. F: (My '20)
New society. Rathenau, W. (Je '21)

New South. Thompson, H. (D '20)

New spirit. Ellis, H. (Je '21)
New spirit In Industry. Johnson. F. E. <D '19)

New spirit of the new army. Odell, J. H: (Ap
'18;

New state. Follett, M. P. (Ap '19)

New stone age. Howe, H. E. (Je '21)
New stone age in northern Europe. Tyler,

J: M. (Ap "21)

New study of English poetry. Newbolt, H: J:
(Je '19)

New Testament today. Scott, E. F. (F '22)

New thought
Appel, J. H. Living th« creative life. (Ja

•19)

Campbell, J. M. New thought Christianized.
(N '17)

Cocroft, S. Growth in silence. (Ja '18)
Dresser, H. W. Handbook of the new

thought. (Je '17)

Dresser, H. W. History of the New thought
movement. (N '19)

Dresser, H. W., ed. Spirit of the new thought.
(Ja '18)

Holmes, F. L. Law of mind In action. (S
'19)

Klein, S. T. From the watch tower. (F '19)

Larson, C. D. Business inspirations. (N '19)
Pedrick, K. F. How to make perfection ap-

pear. (F '20)

Stilwell, A. E: Live and grow young. (O
'21)

New tinsmith's helper and pattern book. Wil-
liams. H. v., pseud. (Ag '18)

New unionism In the clothing industry. Bud-
Ish, J. M.. and Soule, G: H: (S '20)

New voices. Wilkinson, M. O. (O "19, N '21)

New voter. Thompson, C: W. (Ag '18)

New warden. Ritchie, Mrs D: G: (F '19)

New warfare. Blanchon, G. (Mr '18)

New vAne. Castle, A. and E. (F '20)

New words self-defined. Smith, C: A. (D '19)

New world. Atkin, G. M. (F '22)
New world. Bowman, 1. (N '21)
New world. Comerford, F. (N '20)
New world of Islam. Stoddard, T. L. (O '21)

New world of science. Yerkes, R. M., ed. (D
'20)

New world order. Batten, S: Z. (My '19)

New world order. Hicks, F: C: (S '20)

New York (city;
Maurice, A. B. Fifth avenue. (D '18)
Pindar, G: N., and others. Guide to the na-
ture treasures of New York city. (Jl '17)

Shelton, W: H: Jumel mansion. (Ap '17)

Description

Brown, H: C. New York of today. (My '18)
Henderson, H. W. Loiterer in New York.

(Je '18)

Shackleton, R. Book of New York. (F '18)

Harbor
Rush, T, E: Port of New York. (Jl '20)

History
Peterson, A. E., and Edwards, G: W: New
York as an eighteenth century municipality.
(F '18)

Poetry
Armstrong, H. F., ed. Book of New York

verse. (F '18)

Beer, M. A. Songs of Manhattan. (N '18)

Clapp, F: M. New York. (N '18)

(3uiterman, A. Ballads of old New York. (Mr
•20)

New York (state)

Description and travel

Kltchin, W: C. Wonderland of the East.
(Mr '21)

Politics and government
Brown, Q. Your vote and how to use it.

(My '18)

Cothren, M. B. A B C of voting. (Je '18)
Fox. D. R. Decline of aristocracy in the pol-

itics of New York. (D '20)

Thompson, C: W. New voter. (Ag '18)

Prisons
Fornaro, C. de. Modern purgatory. (F '18)

New York stock exchange
Martin. H. S. New York stock exchange.
(Ag '19)

New York Times
Davis, E. H. History of the New York Times.
(O '21)

New Zealand
Economic conditions

Hutchinson, R. H. "Socialism" of New Zea-
land. (My '17)

Newark anniversary poems. Newark, New
Jersey. Committee of one hundred. (O
'17)

Newcomers. Peattle, E. (D '17)
Newer knowledge of nutrition. McCollum,

E. V. (F '19)

Newman, John Henry, cardinal, 1801-1890
Newman, J: H: Correspondence of John
Henry Newman with John Keble and
others, 1839-1845. (Ap '18)

News hunting on three continents. Chambers.
J. (Ja '22)

News of spring. Maeterlinck, M. (F '18)
Newsboy service. Reed, A. Y. (My '18)
Newspaper building. Rogers, J. (Je '19)

Newspapers
Bing, P. C. Country weekly. (F '18)
Davis. E. H. History of the New York Times.

(O '21)

Lee, J. M. Opportunities in the newspaper
business. (S '19)

Newspaper press directory and advertisers'
guide. (S '17)

Payne, G: H: History of journalism in the
United States. (Ag '20)

Rogers, J. Newspaper building. (Je '19)

Japan
KawabS, K. Press and politics In Japan. (My

'21)

Newton chapel. Newton theological Institu-
tion. (Jl '20)

Next-besters. Ragsdale, L. (S '20)
Next corner. Vermilve, K. (Ap '21)
Next of kin. McClung, N. L. (Ja '18)
Next step in religion. Sellars, R. W. (F '19)

Next war. Irwin, W: H: (Jl '21)

Nichiren, 1222-1282
Anesaki, M. Nichiren, the Buddhist prophet.
(Ap '17)

Nicholas II, czar of Russia, 1868-1918
Bernstein, H., comp. and ed. Willy-Nicky cor-
respondence. (Ap '18)

Telberg, G: G., and Wilton, R. Last days of
the Romanovs, (F '21)

Nicholas of Myra, Saint, d 345?
McKnight, G: H. St Nicholas. (F '18)

Niels Lyhne. Jacobsen, J. P. (Jl '20)

Nietzsche, Friedrlch Wllhelm, 1844-1900
Figgis, J: N. Will to freedom. (O '17)

Nietzsche, F. W. Selected letters. (D '21)
Nietzsche, F. W., and Wagner, R: Nietzsche-
Wagner correspondence. (F '22)

Salter, W: M. Nietzsche the thinker. (Ja
'18, Ag '18)

Nietzsche-Wagner correspondence. Nietzsche,
F. W.. and Wagner. R: (F '22)

Nigeria
Basden, G: T: Among the Ibos of Nigeria.

(Ja '21)

Night and day. Woolf, V. (N '20)

Night bombing with the Bedouins. Reece, R. H:
(Ag '19)

Night club. Jenkins, H. G: (F '18)

Night drums. Abdullah, A. (Ja '22)

Night horseman. Brand, M. (Mr '21)

Night magic. Elliot, R. (Ag '19)

Night operator. Packard. F. L. (S '19)

Nightfall. Pryde, A., pseud. (Ja '22)

Nightingale, Florence, 1820-1910
Strachey, L. Eminent Victorians. (D '18)

Nlffht's lodging. Gorky, M.. pseud. (Ap '20)

Nile to Aleppo. Dinning, H. W. (D '20)

Nine humorous tales. Chekhov. A. P. (My
'18)

Nine tales. De S^lincourt, H. (Mr '18)

1914. French, J: D. P. (Ag '19)
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Ninety-six hours' leave. McKenna. S. (Ap '18)

Ninth man. Vorse, M. M. (O '20)

NIpote, CollodI, pseud. See Lorenzini, P.
Nixola of Wall street. Grendon, F. (My '19)

"No clue!" Hay. J. (N '20)

No defence. Parker, G. (N '20)

No Man's Land. Sapper, pseud. (O '17)

Noa Noa. Gauguin. P. (F '20)

Noah an' Jonah an' Cap'n John Smith. Mar-
quis, D. (Ja '22)

Nobody's child. Dejeans, E. (S '18)

Nobody's man. Oppenheim, E: P. (Ja '22)

Nocturne. Swinnerton, F. A. (Je '18)

Nocturne of remembered spring. Aiken, C. P.
(Mr -18)

Noel and the little people of the woods. Pair-
pont. N. M. (N '21)

Noh. Fenollosa, E. F., and Pound, E. L. (N
•17)

Noise of the world. Spadonl, A. (Ap '21)

Nollekens, Joseph. 1737-1823
Smith, J: T: Nollekens and his times. (Ap

'17)

Nomads of the North. Curwood, J. O. (My
'19)

Nono. Roupnel, G. (My '19)

Non-partisan league. See National non-parti-
san league

Non-partisan league. Bruce, A. A. (S '21)

Nonpartisan league. Gaston, H. E. (My '20)

Nonsense verse
Wells, C. Such nonsense. (D '18)

Non-technical chats on iron and steel. Spring,
L. W. (Ap '18)

Noon mark. Watts, M. S. (F '21)

Noontime messages in a college chapel. (Ja
'18)

Normal schools
Allen, W: H., and Pearse, C. G. Self-surveys
by teacher-training schools. (Ja '18)

Norman institutions. Haskins, C: H. (Je '18)

Normandy
Haskins, C: H. Norman institutions. (,Te '18)

History
Palgrave, F. History of Normandy and of
England. (N '19)

Norse discovery of America. Fossum, A. (O
18)

Norsworthy, Naomi, 1877-1916
Higgins, F. C. Life of Naomi Norswortaj;

(Jl '18)

North America
History

Colonial period

Bolton, H. E., and Marshall. T: M. Coloniza-
tion of North America. (F'21, Ag '21)

Industries and resources
Colby, C: C, comp. Source book for the
economic geogrraphy of North America.
(Ja '22)

North American idea. Macdonald, J. A. (N
'17)

North, Anison, pseud. See Wilson, M.
North Atlantic coast fisheries arbitration at the

Hague. Root, E. (My '18)
North door. MacDonald, G. (O '20)

North West company. Davidt n, G. C: (S '19)
Northern diamonds. Pollock, F. L. (D '17)

Northcllffe, Alfred Charles William Harms-
worth, 1st baron, 1865-

Carson, W: E. Northcliffe, Britain's man of
power. (D '18)

Northumberland
Graham. P. A. Highways and byways in
Northumbria. (Ap '21)

Northwest
Kellogg, L. P., ed. Early narratives of the
Northwest, 1634-1669. (Ap '17)

Schafer. J. History of the Pacific Northwest.
(Ap '18)

Northwest, Canadian
Buchanan, A. Wild life In Canada. (Ag '21)
Haworth, P. L. Trallmakers of the North-
west. (N '21)

Northwest mounted police
Deano, R: B. Mounted police life in Canada.

(Jl '17)

Northwest territory
Ogg, F: A., and Beard, C: A. Old Northwest.
(Ag '19)

Norway

Social life and customs
Burchardt, C. J: B. Norwegian life and litera-

ture. (S '21)

Norwegian life and literature. Burchardt, C.
J: B. (S '21)

Norwegian literature
Burchardt, C. B. Norwegian life and litera-
ture (3 '2i)

Norwegian poetry
Bj0rnson, B. Arnljot Gelline. (Mr '18)

Not all the king's horses. Chamberlain, G: A.
(D '19)

Not impossible religion. Thompson, S. P. (F
•19)

Not that it matters. Milne. A. A. (O '20)

Note book of an American parson In England.
Royce, G: M. (S '18)

Note-book of an intelligence officer. Wood,
E. F. (F 'IS)

Note-book of Anton Chekhov. Chekhov, A. P.
(Ja '22)

Notebooks. Butler, S: (O '17)

Note upon the "Dark lady" series of Shakes-
peare's sonnets. Strong, J: R. (S '21)

Notes and reviews. James, H: (Ag '21)

Notes of a camp-follower on the western front.
Hornung. E. W: (N '19)

Notes on a cellar-book. Saintsbury, G: (Ja
'21)

Notes on life and letters. Conrad, J. (Je '21)

Notes on military explosives. Weaver, E. M.
(D '17)

Notes on music in old Boston. Fisher, W: A.
(F '19)

Notes on Shakespeare's workmanship. Quiller-
Couch, Sir A. T: (S '17)

Notes on sovereignty. Lansing, R. (Jl 21)

Notes on training, field artillery details. Mor-
etti, O. (S '17)

Nothing matters. Tree, Sir H. B. (My '17)

"Nothing of importance." Adams, J: B. P. (Je
'18)

Notre Dame verse. Strahan, S., and O'Donnell,
C: L., comps. (D '17)

Novelists
Johnson, R. B. Women novelists. (D '19)

Overton, G. M. Women who make our
novels. (My '19)

Novelists, American
Follett, H. T: and W. Some modern novel-

ists. (Mr '18)

Gordon, G: Men who make our novels. (N
'19)

Novelists, English
Follett, H. T: and W. Some modern novel-

ists. (Mr '18)

November. Binns, H: B. (Ap '18)

Now it can be told. Gihbs. P. H (My '20)

Nowadays. Dunsany, E: J: M. D. P. (N '19)

Number seventeen. Tracy, L: (Je ^19)

Number stories of long ago. Smith, D: E. (O
'19)

"No. 6." Florez. C. de.' (S '18)

No. 13, rue du Bon Diable. Hardy, A. S. (D
'17)

No. 26 Jayne street. Austin, M. (Je '20)

Numbers; and other one act plays. Theis, G.

(Ag '19)

Nuova. Kellogg. V. L. (N '20)

Nurse at the war. McDougall. G. (Ag 17)

Nurse Benson. McCarthy. J. H. (Je 19)

Nursery-manual. Bailey. L. H. (Je '20)

Nursery rhymes of New York city. How, L:

Nursery school education. Owen, G., ed. (Mr
•21)

Nursery schools
McMillan. M. Nur.sery school. (N 21)

Owen, G., ed. Nursery school education.

(Mr '21)

Nurses and nursing ju-.^i, r.f
Alkens, C. A. Home nurses handbook or

l)rnctical nur.=!lng. (Je '17)
_

Bundy. E. R. Surgical nursing m war. (Jl

'18)

Campbell. F. Book of home nursing. (Ja '18)
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Nurses and nursing

—

Continued
JJelano, J. A. American Red cross text-book
on home hygiene and care of the sick. (F
'20)

Goodnow, M. War nursing. (Mr '18)

Harrison, E. Text book of home nursing. (My
19)

Henderson, L. Practical home nursing. (Mr
•19)

Higgins, A. C. Psychology of nursing. (My
•21)

Hill, H. W. Sanitation for public health
nurses. (F '21)

Humphry, L. Humphry and Reynolds nurse's
service digest. (Jl 'IS)

Thurstan, V. Text book of war nursing. (F
'18)

Wright, F. S. Industrial nursing. (F '20)

Nut growing. Morris, R. T. (N '21)

Nutrition
Harrow, B: \'itamines. (My '21)

Lusk, Gr. Food in war time. (Jl '18)

McCollum, E. V. Newer knowledge of nutri-
tion. (P '19)

Nuts
Morris, R. T. Nut growing. (N '21)

O'Brien, Peter O'Brien, baron, 1842-1914
O'Brien, P: O., baron. Reminiscences of the
Right Hon. Lord O'Brien (of Kilfenora).
(Je '17)

Observation. Conwell, R. H. (F *18)

Observation of teaching. Maxwell, C: R. (F
•18)

Obstacle race. Dell, E. M. (N '21)

Obstacles to peace. McClure, S: S. (Ap '17)

Obstetrics
Stacpoole, F. Advice to women. (F '18)

Obstinate lady. Norris, W: E: (D '19)

Occasional addresses, 1893-1916. Asquith, H.
H: (Ja '19)

Occasional papers and addressi^s of an Anjer-
ican lawyer. Taft, H: W. (Ap '20)

Occasional poems. Gust, H: (Ja '20)

Occult sciences
Bland, O. Adventures of a modern occultist.
(N '20)

Ingalese, R: and I. Fragments of truth. (Je
•21)

Ingalese. R: History and power of mind.
(Ag '20)

Occupational therapy
Dunton, W: R. Reconstruction therapy. (Jl

•19)

Occupations
Dean, E: O. Opportunities out-of-doors.

(Mr '21)

Giles, F: M., and Giles, I. K. Vocational
civics. (S '19)

Whitehead, H. Your Job. (Jl '21)

Diseases and hygiene
Kober, G: M., and Hanson, W: C eds. Dis-

eases of occupation and vocational hygiene.
(Ap '17)

Legge, T: M., and others. Origin, symptoms,
pathology, treatment and prophylaxis of
toxic jaundice. (N '17)

Oliver, Sir T: Occupations from the social,
hygienic and medical points of view. (Ap
•17)

Occupations, Choice of
Allen, F: J. Guide to the study of occupa-

tions. (Je '21)

Kilduff. E: J. How to choose and get a
better Job. (S ^21)

Mathews, B. J. Essays on vocation. (Ja
•21)

Occupations, Dangerous
Fraser. C. C. Work-a-day heroes. (N '21)

Ocean shipping. Annin, R. E. (Ag ^20)

Ocean steamship trfiiTlc management. Hiiebner,
G. G. T. (Ag '20)

Ocean tramp. McFee, W: (Je '21)

Oceania
Freeman. L: R. In the tracks of the trades.
(N '20)

October. Bridges, R. (O '20)

Odd corners. Anderson, I. (Ja "18)
Ode to France. Weeks, R. (Ag '17)
Odes and Secular hymn of Horace. Horace.

(Je '1&)

Odes to trifles. Eassie, R. M. (Ja ^18)
Odyssey of a torpedoed transport. Y., pseud.

(O •IS)
Of all things. Benchley, R. C: (Ja '22)
Off duty. Harper, W. (S '19)
Off with the old love. Fleming, G. (O "17)
Offender and his relations to law and society.

Lewis, B. G. (My '17)
Offensive fighting. McRae, D. M. (Jl '18)

Office management
Barrett, H. J. Modern methods in the office.

(Jl '18)

Galloway, L. Office management, its princi-
ples and practice. (O '19)

Parsons, C. C. Office organization and man-
agement. (N '17)

Schulze, J: W: Office administration. (O '19)
Office organization and management. Parsons,

C. C. (N '17)

Office records. Warren, I. (Jl '21)
Officer's notes. Parker, R. M. (My '17)
Official register and directory of women's clubs

in America. (Ag '17)

Official statistics. Bowley, A. L. (S '21)
Oh, Mary, be careful! Weston, G: (Mr '17)
Oh, money! money! Porter, E. (My '18)
Oh, shoot! Beach, R. E. (O '21)

Oh, well, you know how women are! and Isn't
that just like a man! Cobb, I. S., and Rine-
hart, M. (My '20>

Oh, you Tex! Raine, W: M. (Ag '20)

Ohio
Ohio company of associates. Minutes and
proceedings of the Ohio company of asso-
ciates. (N '17)

Social life and customs
Haves, E. Wild turkeys and tallow candles.
(D '20)

Ohio valley
Abdy, H. B. On the Ohio. (N '19)

Oil as fuel
Sothern, .J: W: M. Oil fuel burning in marine

practice. (F '21)

Oil liiel burning in marine practice. Sothern,
.1: W: M. (F '21>

Oil Industry
Bosworth, T: O. Geology of the mid conti-
nent oilfields. (O '20)

Oil shales
Alderson, V: C. Oil shale industry. (N '20)

Oils and fats
Chalmers, T. W. Production and treatment

of vegetable oils. (Ag '19)

Ellis, C. Hydrogenation of oils. (Ag '19)

Laucks, I. F. Commercial oils, vegetable and
animal. (Ja '20)

Mitchell, C: A. Edible oils and fats. (Ja '19)

Okewood of the secret service. Williams, V.
(Je '19)

Old age
Scott, T: B. Road to a healthy old age. (My

'19)

Old and new. Grandgent, C: H. (N '20)

Old and new in the countryside. De Bunsen,
V. A. (Mr ^21)

Old and new masters. Lynd, R. (O '19)

Old Bristol potteries. Pountney, W. J. (My
•21)

Old Cape Cod. Bangs, M. R. (D '20)

Old Card. Pertwee, R. (N '19)

Old Chester secret. Deland, M. W. (D '20)

Old Christmas and other Kentucky tales in
verse. Bradley, W: A. (N '17)

Old cop.st road from Boston to Plymouth.
Rothery, A. E. (Jl '20)

Old crosses and lychgates. Vallance, A. (F
'21)

Old Crow and his friends. Judson, K. B. (D
'18)

Old Crow stories. .Tudson, K. B. (D '17)

Old-Dad. Abbott, E. H. (Mr '19)

Old (Imv.s in Bohemian London. Scott, C. M.
(F '20)

Old days on the farm. Wood, A. C. (Ja '19)

Old EiiKlish fiu-nituie rnul its .surroundings.

Percival, M. (.la '21 >
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Old lighting days. Punshon, E. R. (S '21)
Old First Massachusetts .coast artillery In war

and peace. Cutler. F: M. (N '17)

Old Fort Snelling, 1819-1858. Hansen, M. L.
(N '18)

Old freedom. Neilson, F. (S '19)

Old French fairy tales. Segur, S. (F '21)
Old front line. Masefteld, J: (F '18)

Old frontier of France. Severance, F. H. (Jl
•17)

Old glory and Verdun. Frazer, E. (Mr '19)

Old Gray homestead. Keyes. F. P. (My '19)

Old humanities and the new science. Osier, W:
(Je '20)

Old huntsman. Sassoon, S. (Je '18)

Old junk. Tomlinson. H. M. (Ap "20)

Old madhouse. De Morgan, W: F. (O '19)

Old man Curry. Van Loan, C: E. (D '17)

Old man Savarin stories. Thomson, E: W: (Ja
'18)

Old man's youth. De Morgan, W: F. (My
'21)

Old merchant marine. Paine. R. D. (Ag '19)

Old mine's secret Turpin, E. H: L. (D '21)

Old naval days. Meissner, S. de. (Ja '21)

Old New England doorways. Robinson, A. G.
(N '19)

Old New England school. Fuess, C. M. (Jl '17)

Old New England houses. Robinson, A. G.
(N '20)

Old Northwest. Ogg, F: A., and Beard, C: A.
(Ag '19)

Old people and the things that pass. Couperus,
L: M. A. (Je '18)

Old Peter's Russian tales. Ransome, A. (Ja
•IS)

Old Plymouth trails. Packard, "W. (Jl '20)
Old Reliable in Africa. Dickson, H. (D '20)

Old road to paradise. "Widdemer, M. (F '19)

Old roads out of Philadelphia. Faris, J: T. (Ja
•18)

Old saws and modern instances. Courtney,
W: L. (Jl -19)

Old seaport towns of the South. Cram, M. (D
•17)

Old soak. Marquis, D. (Jl '21)

Old tavern signs. Endell, F. A. G. (Ap '17)

Old Testament. Maiden. R: H: (F '20)

Old Testament heroes of the faith. Lee, F.
T. (Ap '21)

Old tobacco shop. Bowen, W: (D '21)
Old truths and new facts. Jefferson, C: E: (F

'19)

Old village life. Ditchfleld, P: H. (Mr '21)
Old world through old eyes. Ware, M. S. (O

'17)

Old world traits transplanted. Park, R. E.,
and Miller. H. A. (Mr '21)

Old worlds for new. Penty, A. J. (Ja '19)

On a passing frontier. Linderman, F. B. (Ag
'20)

On becoming an American. Bridges, H. J. (Ap
'19)

On collecting Japanese colovir-prints. Stewart,
B. (Ja '18)

On contemporary literature. Sherman, S. P.
(F '18)

On falling In love. Turner, A. (S '17)
On furlough. Olmstead. F. (D '18)
On growth and form. Thompson. D. "W. (Ja

•18)

On heaven. Hueffer, F. M. (Ja '19)
On listening to music. Lee, E. M. (N '18)
On our hill. Bacon, J. D. (Mr '19)
On secret service. Taft. W: N. (Mr '21)
On society. Harrison, F: (F '20)
On the art of reading. Quiller-Couch, A. T:

(D '20)

On the eaves of the world. Farrer, R. J: (Ap
'18)

On the edge of the war zone. Aldrich, M. (O
•17)

On the edge of the wilderness. Eaton, W. P.
(D '20)

On the field of honor. Le Roux, R. C: H. (Mr
•18)

On the fringe of the great fight. Nasmlth,
G: G. (S •IS)

On the headwaters of Peace river. Haworth,
P. L. (Ja '18)

On the Makaloa mat. London, J. (F ^20)
On the Ohio. Abdy. H. B. (N '19)
On the path of adventure. Price. J. M'. (Ag

On the right of the British line. Nobbs, 6. (O

On the road from Mons. Clifton-Shelton, A.
(Ja '18)

On the road to Bagdad. Brereton, F: S. (Ap

On the Russian front. Llddell, R. S. (Ap '17)
On the stairs. Fuller, H: B. (My '18)
On the threshold of the spiritual world. Dres-

ser. H. W. (Ag '19)
On the threshold of the unseen. Barrett, SirW: F. (O '17)
On the trail of the pigmies. Vanden Bergh,

L. J: (N '21)

On the trail of the pioneers. Farls, J: T. (Je

On the wings of the morning. Grant. A. (F
'18)

On two frontiers. Buffum, G: T. (Je '18)
On Uncle Sam's water wagon. Moore, H. W.

(o 19)
On vital reserves. James, W: (Jl '17)
Once on the summer range. Hill, F. (D '18)
Once upon a time animal stories. Bailey. C. S.

(D -18)

One act plays. Brown, A. (N '21)
One-act plays by modern authors. Cohen, H.

L., ed. (S '21>
One after another. Aumonler. S. (O '20)
One great society. Lynch, F: H: (My 'ig)
One hundred best novels condensed. Grozier,

E. A., ed. (Je '20)
100%. Sinclair. U. B. (Ja '21)
One hundred per cent American. Squiers,

A. L., ed. (F •ig)
One of the Y. D. Washburn, S. (Je '19)
One of them. Hasanovitz, E. (O '18)
One of three. Raymond. C. S. (O '19)
One third off. Cobb, I. S. (O '21)
1000 hints on flowers and birds. Croy, M. S.

(Ja '18)

1000 hints on vegetable gardening. Croy, M. S.
(Ja '18)

One thousand poems for children. Ingpen, R.,
ed. (F '21)

1000 things a mother should know, Croy, M. S.
(Je '17)

One who dreamed. Inman, A. C. (My '18)
One year at the Russian court. Maud, R. E.

(Mr '19)

One young man. Williams, J. E. H. (Jl '17)
One young soldier. Dodd, I. S. (Ap '18)
Only a dog. Smith, B. (My '17)
Only possible peace. Howe, F: C. (Mr '19)

Opdycke, Oliver, pseud. See Opdycke, J: B.
(Ap '21)

Open-air theatre. Cheney, S. (My '19)

Open and closed shop
Beman, L. T., comp. Closed shop. (Mr "21)

Onen boats. Noyes. A. (Jl ^17)

Open-door policy and the territorial integrity
of China. Tomimas, S. (D '19)

Open gates to Russia. Davis. M. W. (Mr '20)
Open sea. Masters. E. L. (Ja '22)
"Open, sesame!" Reynolds, G. M. (D '19)

Open the door. Carswell, C. (S '20)
Open vision. Dresser, H. W. (Je '20)
Opening a highway to the Pacific, 1838-1846.

Bell, J. C, jr. (N '21)

Opening the iron trail. Sabin, E. L. (Ja '20)

Opera
Annesley, C:. pseud. Standard operaglass.

(Je '20)

Downes, O. Lure of music. (Ja '19)

Kobbe, G. Complete opera book. (F '20)

Krehbiel, H: E: More chapters of opera, (F
20)

Krehbiel, H. E: Second book of operas. (Mr
'17)

MacKave, P. W. Rip Van Winkle. (Mr '30)

Ordway. E. B. Opera book. (Ap '18)

Wier. A. E. Grand opera with a victrola. (Jl
'17)

Wilson, P. C. Wagner's dramas and Greek
tragedy. (N '19)

Operation and maintenance of irrigation sys-
tems. Harding. S. T. (F '18)

Operation and tactical use of the Lewis auto-
matic rifle. (S '17)

Operation of gas works. Russell, W. M. (Jl
'17)
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Opium
LaMotte, E. N. Opium monopoly. (Je '20)

Opportunities in aviation. Sweetser, A., and
Lamont, G. (Mr '20)

Opportunities in chemistry. Hendrick, E. (Ag
-19)

Opportunities In engineering. Horton, C: M.
(Je '20)

Opportunities in farming. Dean, E: O. (My
•19;

Opportunities in merchant ships. Collins, N.
(Ag -19)

Opportunities In the newspaper business. Lee.
J. M. (S '19)

Opportunities out-of-doors. Dean, E: O. (Mr

Oppressed English. Beith J: H. (Ag '17)

Optics, Geometrical
Southall, J. P. C. Mirrors, prisms and len-

ses. (F '20)
Optimist. Taber, S. (F '18)
Orange-yellow diamond. Fletcher, J. S. (Mr

21)
Oranges and lemons. Wemyss, M. C. E. (Jl

'19)

Orchard and meadow. Meyer, Z. (N '19)
Ordeal by fire. Berger, M. (Mr '17)
Ordeal of Mark Twain. Brooks, V. (O '20)
Order. Washburn, C. C. (Ap '20)
Order of nature. Henderson, L. J. (S '17)
Ordered liberty. Duncan-Jones, A. S. (Ja '18)
Orders, decorations and Insignia, military and

civil. Wyllie, R. E. (Je '21)

Ordnance
Ramsey, H. C. Elementary naval ordnance
and gunnery. (O '18)

Ordnance and the world war. Crozier, W: (Jl
20)

Ore treatment
Allen, A. W. Handbook of ore dressing
equipment and practice. (F '21)

Del Mar, A. Tube milling. (Ja '18)
Megraw, H. A. Flotation process. (F '20)

Oregon
Description and travel

Freeman, L: R. Down the Columbia. (D

Murphy, T: D. Oregon, the picturesque. (Ja
18)

History
Bashford, J. W. Oregon missions. (Ag '19)
Bell, J. C., jr. Opening a highway to the

Pacific, 1838-1846. (N '21)
Skinner, C. L. Adventurers of Oregon. (D

Oregon missions. Bashford, J. W. (Ag '19)
Orex, pseud. See Bidder, H. F.
Organic evolution. Lull, R: S. (My '18)
Organism and environment as Illustrated bythe physiology of breathing. Haldane. J: S.

Organism as a whole. Loeb, J. (S '17, Ag
'18)

Organlzability of labor. Weyforth, W: O. (Ag
18)

Organization and administration of the Sun-day school. Cuninggim, J. L., and North,
E. M. (F '20)

Organization and control. Gerstenberg C- Wand Johnson, W. S. " (N '17)
Organization of Industrial scientific research.

(S 20)
Organization of modern business. Bassett, W:
Organization of thought, educational and

scientific. Whitehead. A. N. (Ja '19)
Organized banking. Agger, E. E. (Jl '18)
Organized efforts for the improvement of meth-

ods of administration in the United States.
Weber, G. A. (Ja '20)

Organized labor in American history. Carlton,

Organized self-government. Dawson, E. (Ag

Organizing for work. Gantt, H: L. (N* '19)
Oriental policy of the United States. Chung,

H: (O '19)
Origin and development of the nervous svs-

tern. Child, C: M. (Mr '21)
Origin and evolution of life. Osborn, H- h' (N

'17, Ag '18)

Origin and growth of the Hebrew religion.
Fowler, H: T. (§ '17)

Origin oi man and his superstitions. Read,
C. (Ap '21)

Origin of Paul's religion. Machen, J: Q. (Ja
22)

Origin of the doctrine of the Trinity. liarrls,
J. R. (Ja '20)

Origin, symptoms, pathology, treatment and
prophylaxis of toxic jaundice. Legge, T: M.,
and others. (N '17)

Oiigiiial sinners. Is'evinson, H: W. (Ap '21)
Originality, and other essays. McMasters, W:

H. (S '21)

Origins of the Triple alliance. Coolldge, A. C.
(O '17)

Orkney maid. Barr, A. E. (Je '18)

Orphan Dinah. Phillpotts, E. (Ag '21)

Orthodoxy
Quick, O. C. Essays in orthodoxy. (Ja '18>

Orthopedic treatment of gunshot Injuries.
Mayer, L. (O '18)

Oscar Montague—paranoiac. Walton, G: L.
(,Ap '20)

Ossoll, Sarah Margaret (Fuller) marchese d',
1810-1850

Anthony, K. Margaret Fuller. (N '20)
Other Brown. Luehrmann, A. (N '17)
Other magic. Watson, E. L. G. (Ja '22)
Other side. Frankau, G. (F '19)

Other side of the waU. Smith, H: J. (N '19)
Other Susan. Lee, J. B. (N '21)

Other woman. Davis, N. (Jl '20)

Otsego county, New York
Cooper, J. F. Legends and traditions of a
northern county. (S '21)

Our admirable Betty. Farnol, J. (N '18)

Our air i'orce. Mitchell, W: (Ap '21 j

Our allies and enemies In the Near East. Bates,
J. V: (Ap '19)

Our America. Frank, W. D: (D '19, Ag '20)
Our ancestors in Europe. Hall, J. (Ja '18)
Our backdoor neighbors. Pellett, F. C. (Ja '18)

Our casualty, and other stories. Hannay, J. O.
(O '19)

Our cities awake. Cooke, M. L. (D '18)

Our common conscience. Smith, G: A. (Ap '19)
Our common country. Harding, W. Q. (O

•21)

Our community. Ziegler, S: H., and Jaquette,
H. (Mr '19)

Our debt to the red man. Houghton, L. (N '18)

Our democracy. Tufts,. J. H. (F '18, Ag '18)

Our economic and other problems. Kahn, O:
H. (Ag -20)

Our economic orgajiization. Marshall, L. C,
and Lyon, L. S: (O '21)

Our European ancestors. Tappan, E. M. (D
•18)

Our family affairs. 1867-1896. Benson, E: F:
(Ad '21)

Our first airways. Grahame-White, C, and
Harper, H. (Ag '19)

Our first hundred thousand. Jenks, C. W. (My
'19)

Our first year in the great war. Greene, F. V.
(N '18)

Our flag and Its message. Moss, J. A., and
Stewart, M. B. (N '17)

Our flag and our songs. Ogden, H: A. (Ag
'17)

Our flag in verse and prose. Schauffler, R. H.,
comp. and ed. (N '17)

Our foreigners. Orth, S: P. (D '20)

Our great war and the great war of the an-
cient Greeks. Murray, G. (Ag '20)

Our greatest battle. Palmer, F: (Ja '20)

Our Hawaii. London, C. K. (F '18)

Our heritage from the Old world. Greenwood,
J. H. (Mr '21)

Our hidden forces. Boirac, fi. (S '17)

Our house. Canby, H: S. (Jl '19)

Our humble helpers. Fabre, J. H. C. (D '18)

Our immortality. Rhodes, D. P. (My '19)

Our little crusader cousin of long ago. Stein,
E. (My ^21)

Our little life. Sime, J. G. (Je ^21)

Our little old lady. Brainerd, E. (F '20)

Our little Quebec cousin. Saxe, M. S. (F '20)

Our Minnesota. Pollock, H. M. (Jl '17)

Our money and the state. Withers, H. (N '17)

Our national forests. Boerker, R: H. D. (D
'18)
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Our navy at work. Kauffman, R. W. (F '19)

Our naw in the war. Perry, L. (F '19)

Our neighborhood. Smith, J: F. (S '19)

Our nervous friends. Carroll, R. S. (My '20)

Our next-door neighbors. Maniates, B. K. (Ap
'17)

Our northern autumn. Keeler, H. L. (D '20)

Our part in the great war. Gleason, A. H. (Je
'17)

Our poets of today. Cook, H. "W. (Ap '19)

Our public debt. Fisk. H. E: (F '20)

Our renaissance. Browne, H: J. (Je '18)

Our revolution. Trotzky, L., pseud. (Ap '18)

Our schools in war time—and after. Dean,
A. D. (Ap 'IS)

Our short story writers. Williams, B. C. (Mr
'21)

Our social heritage. Wallas, G. (Jl '21)

Our square and the people in it. Adams, S: H.
(D '17)

Our trees. Weed, C. M. (Je '18)

Our United States army. Wright, H. S. (Jl

'17)

Our unseen guest. (Ap '20)

Our war with Germany. Basse tt, J: S. (F
'20)

Our winter birds. Chapman, F. M. (Mr '19)

Our Wisconsin. Doudna. E. G: (D '20)

Our women. Bennett, A. (N '20)

Our wonderful selves. Pertwee, R. (Ag '19)

Out and about London. Burke, T: (My '19)

Out of a clear sky. Daviess. M. T. (Jl '17)

Out-of-doors. McCarthy, J: R. (Jl '19)

Out of mist. Mixter, F. K. (N '21)

Out of my life. Hindenburg, P. (Jl '21)

Out of the air. Irwin. I. (My '21)

Out of the house. Irwin, M. E. F. (Mr '17)

Out of the jaws of Hunland. McMullen, F., and
Evans, J. (O '18)

Out of the ruins. Ford, G: B. (Ja '20)

Out of the shadow. Cohen, R. (D '18)

Out of the silences. Waller, M. E. (D '18)

Out of their own mouths. Gompers, S:, and
Walling, W: E. (N '21)

Out of their own mouths. (Ja '18)

Out there. Manners, J. H. (Ag '18)

Out there. Whitehair, C: W. (Je '18)

Out to win. Dawson, C. (S '18)

Out where the West begins. Chapman, A. (Jl
•17)

Outbound road. Mulder, A. (D '19)

Outca.sts in Beulah Land. Helton, R. A. (Ap
'19)

Outdoor life

Clark, F. E: (5ospel of out of doors. (Ag
•20)

Fordyce, C. P. Touring afoot. (S '17)

Pinkerton, K. S. Woodcraft for women. (S
'17)

Verrill. A. H. Book of camping. (S '17)

Outdoor men and minds. Stidger, W: L. (My
'21)

Outdoor sleeper. Koons, F. T: (N '20)

Outdoor story book. Bailey, C. S. (O '18)

Outdoor theaters. Waugh, F. A. (Ja '18)

Outdoors and in. Crowell, J. F. (O '20)

Outer circle. Burke, T: (O '21)

Outland. Austin, M. (F '20)

Outlaw. Hewlett, M. H: (Ap '20)

Outline of applied sociology. Fairchild, H: P.
(F '18)

Outline of history. Wells, H. G: (D '20)

Outline of modern history. Earle, E: M. (D
'21)

Outline of the history of printing. Peddie,
R. A. (N '17)

Outline sketch of English constitutional history.
Adams. G: B. (Je '18)

Outlines of Chinese art. Ferguson, J: C. (Ja
'20)

Outlines of economics. Ely, R: T., and others.
(Ap '17)

Outlines of economic zoology. Reese, A. M.
(F '20)

Outlines of English and American literature.
Long, W: J. (Jl '17)

Outlines of historical jurisprudence. Vinogra-
dov, P. G. (My '21)

Outline.'=5 of medieval history. Previt§ Orton,
C: W: (.Je '17)

Outlines of social philosophy. Mackenzie, J: S.
(S '19)

Outlook for religion. Orchard, W: E. (Ja '18)

Outlook for research and invention. Hopkins,
N. M. (Mr '20)

Outposts of the fleet. Noble, E: (D '17)

Outrage. Chartres, A. (Je '18)

Outside inn. Kelley, E. M. (N '20)

Outspoken essays. Inge, W: R. (My '20)

Outstanding days. Herrick, C. A. (Ag '2U)

Outwitting our nerves. Jackson, J. A., and
Salisbury, H. M. (Ag '21)

Outwitting the Hun. O'Brien, P. (Ap '18)

Over here. Kelley, E. M. (Je '18)

Over here. MacQuarrie, H. (Je '18)

Over Indian and animal trails. Thompson,
J. M. (F '19)

Over Japan way. Hitchcock, A. M. (F '18)

Over Periscope pond. Root, E. S., and Crocker,
M. (Je '18)

"Over the hills and far away." Fleming, G.
(Jl '18)

Over the seas for Uncle Sara. Sterne, E. (D
'18)

Over the threshold of war. Hopkins, N. M.
(Je '18)

"Over the top." Empey, A. G. (Ag '17)

Over there and back In three uniforms. Smith,
J. S. (My '18)

"Over theie" with the Australians. Knyvett,
R. H. (Je '18)

Overland for gold. Chelev, F. H. (F '21)

Overland Journeys to the Pacific
Dale, H. C, ed. Ashley-Smith explorations.
(My '18)

Overlook house. Payne, W. (My '21)

Owen, Caroline Dale. See Snedeker, C. D. O.

Owen, Robert, 1771-1858
Owen, R. Life of Robert Owen. (S '20)

Owl taxi. Footner, H. (Mr '21

1

Owner of the Lazy D. White, W: P. (D '19)

Oxford book of Australasian verse. Murdoch,
W., comp. (S '19)

Oxford book of English mystical verse. Nich-
olson, D. H. S., and Lee, A. H. B., eds. (N
'17)

Oxford historv of India. Smith, V. A. (D '19)

Oxford stamp. Aydelotte, F. (F '18)

Oxford university
Aydelotte, F. Oxford stamp. (F '18)

Oxy-acetvlene welding manual. Campbell, L.

(F '20)

Ozone. Kideal, E. K. (Ja '21)

Pacific ocean
Bvwater, H. C. Sea-power In the Pacific.

"(S '21)

Fletcher, C: B. Problem of the Pacific. (Ag
'19)

Scholefleld, G. H. Pacific. (Ap '20)

Stephens, H: M., and Bolton, H. E., eds.
Pacific ocean in history. (Jl '17)

Pacific railroads
Sabin, E. L. Building the Pacific railway.

(Ja '20)

Pacific settlement of international disputes.
Heath, C. (My '17)

Pacific triangle. Greenbie, S. (D '21)

Paddv-tlie-next-best-thinp. Page, G- (F '21)

Padro. Prentice, P. (My '20>

Padre in France. Hannay. J. O. (Jl '19)

Pagan. Smith, G. A. (S '20)

='agan and Christian creeds. Carpenter, E: (Ap
'20)

Pafran fire. Richardson, N. (Ja '21)

Pagan ideas of immortality during the early
Roman empire. Moore, C. H. (F '20)

Pagan madonna. MacGrath, H. (Je '21)

Pageant of Parliament. MacDonagh, M. (Ag
'21)

Paaeants ,, .„,^
Baker, G: P. Pilgrim spirit. (N '21)

Lamkin, N. B. America, yesterday and to-

dav. (Ja '19)

Lamkin, N. B. Gifts we bring. (F '20)

Patriotic pageants of today. (Ap '19)

Taft. L. Technique of pageantry. (D '21)

Withington. R. English pageantry. (O '18,

Ap '21)

Pages from the journal of an author. Dostoev-
skii, F. M. (S '17)
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Paget, S., ed. See Holland, H: S. Henry Scott
Holland: memoir and letters. (Je '21)

Paget, Violet. See Lee, V., pseud.

Pain
Moore, H: T: Pain and pleasure. (Ap '18)

Paint
Jennings, A. S. Paints and varnishes. (Jl

•20)
Sabin, A. H. Industrial and artistic tech-
nology of paint and varnish. (Je '17)

Painted meadows. Kerr, S. (Je '20)

Painted windows. Peattie, E. (D '18)

Painter in Palestine. Maxwell, D. (N '21)

Painters, American
Bryant, L. American pictures and their

painters. (S '17)

Sherman, F: F. Landscape and figure paint-
ers of America. (N '18)

Van Dyke, J: C: American painting and its

tradition. (F '20)

Painting
Brown, P. Indian painting. (Ja '20)

Bye, A. E. Pots and pans. (Ja '22)

Carr, J. W: C. ideals of painting. (Je '17)

Cox, K. Concerning painting. (N '17)

Govett, E. Art principles. (My '19)

Marriott, C: Moaern movement in painting.
(Ap '21)

.

Oliver, M. I. G. First steps m the enjoyment
of pictures. (Ap '20)

Smith, S. C: K. Looking at pictures. (O
21)

Turner, P. M. Appreciation of painting. (D
'21)

Woodbury, C: H. Painting and the personal
equation. (Ja '20)

United States

Van Dyke, J: C: American painting and
its tradition. (F '20)

Painting, Chinese ^ ^„
Petruccl, R. Chinese painters. (S '20)

Painting, Italian
Berenson, B. EJssays in the study of Sienese

painting. (Ja '19)

Berenson, B. Venetian painting in America.
(My '17)

Paintings
Brigham, G. R. Study and enjoyment of

pictures. (Je '17)

Bryant, L. American pictures and their
painters. (S '17)

Bryant, L. Famous pictures of real animals.
(Ja '19)

Bryant, L. What pictures to see In Europe.
(D '19)

Holme, C:, ed. Art of the British empire
overseas. (O '17)

Pale horse. Savinkov, B. (N '19)

Palestine , ., . ,

Berle, A. A: World significance of a Jewish
state. (Je '18)

Hyamson, A. M. Palestine. (D '17)

Lock, H. O. Conquerors of Palestine through
forty centuries. (F '21)

Sacher, H., ed. Zionism and the Jev^sh
future. (Ap '17)

SIdebotham, H. England and Palestine. (S
•19)

Description and travel

Finley, J: H. Pilgrim in Palestine. (Je '19)

Heusser, A. H: Land of the prophets. (My
•17)

Maxwell, D. Last cru.sade. (F '21)

Maxwell, D. Painter In Palestine. (N '21)

Slattery, M. New paths through old Pale-
stine. (F '22)

Wade, M. H. Twin travelers in the Holy
Land. (D '19)

Whittingham. G: N. Home of fadeless
splendour; or, Palestine of to-day. (P '22)

Paliser case. Saltus, E. E. (.Te '19)

Palmetto. Perry, S. G: (N '20)

Palmistry
Ellis, I. Catechism of nalmlstry. (My '21)

Pamela Pounce. Castle, A. and E. (D '21)

Pan. Hamsun, K. (S '21)

Panama
Description and travel

Marden. P. S. Sailing south. (Ap '21)

Ober, F: A. Guide to the West Indies,
Bermuda and Panama. (My '21)

Panama canal
Bunau-Varilla, P. Great adventure of Pan-
ama. (My '20;

Panama plot. Reeve, A. B: (S '18)

Pan -American ism
Chandler, C: L. Inter-American acquaint-
ances. (Ap '18>

Lockey, J. B. Pan-Americanism. (Ag '20,

Ag '21)

Pan-Americanism. Lockey, J. B. (Ag '21 and
1920 Annual)

Pangermanism
Ch6radame, A. Pangerman plot unmasked.
(Ap '17)

Cheradame, A. United States and Panger-
mania. (Mr '18)

Dainpierre, L. M. M. J. de, marquis. German
imperialism and international law. (Ag '17)

Gardiner, J: de B. W. (Jerman plans for the
next war. (S '18)

Johnson, D. W. Peril of Prussianism. (Ag
'17)

Naumann, F. Central Europe. (Ap '17)

Super, C: W: Pan-Prussianism. (Je '19)

Pan-Germanism versus Christendom. PrUm, B.
(My '17)

Pan-Islam. Bury, G: W. (Je '20)
Pan-Prussianism. Super, C: W: (Je '19)

Pan Tadeusz. Mickiewicfc, A. (Ja '18)

Paper boxes
Salade, R. F. How paper boxes are made.
(S '21)

Paper cap. Barr, A. E. (D '18)

Paper making and trade
Chalmers, T: W. Paper making and Its
machinery. (Ag '20)

Maddox, H. A. • Paper. (Jl '17)

Witham, G: S. Modern pulp and paper mak-
ing. (O •20)

Papers and essays for churchmen. Steele, 3):

M. (Mr '20)

Papers from Plcardy. Pym, T: W., and Gor-
don, G. (D '17)

Papers on current tinance. Foxwell, H. S. (My
•20)

Papers on the legal history of government.
Bigelow, M. M. (Ap '20)

Parables
Barton, W: E. Safed and Keturah. (S '21)

Gibran, K. Forerunner. (D '20)

Paradise auction. Bartley, N. I. (S '17)

Paradi.se Bend. White, W: P. (F '21)

Paradise mystery. Fletcher, J. S. (Ag '20)

Paraguay
Koebef, W: H: Paraguay. (My •IT)

Parasites
Chandler, A. C. Animal parasites and human

disease. (S •IS)

Parent's Job. Millard, C. N. (Ag '18)

Paris
Adam, H. P. Paris sees It through. (Ap '20)

Gibbons, H. D. Paris vistas. (Ja '20)

MacDonald, J: F. Amazing city. (D '19)

Macdonald, J: F. Two towns—one cit> : Paris
—London. (Jl '18)

Slaughter, G. E. Two children In old Paris.
(Je •IS)

Symons, A, Colour studies. (N •IS)

Wolff, J. S. Story of the Paris churches. (D
'19)

Art
Henderson, H. W. Loiterer In Paris. (D

'21)

Description

Henderson, H. W. Loiterer In Paris. (D
'21)

Maurice, A. B. Paris of the novelists. (D
•19)

Story, A. M. S. Present day Paris and the
battlefields, (N '20)

Vonne, G, H. Paris, the magic, city by the
Seine. (Je '19)

Guide-books
Boucher, F., comp. American footprints In

Paris. (My '21)
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Paris

—

Continued

History

Vizetelly, E. A. Paris and her people during
the third republic. (Ja '20)

Social life and customs
Edwards, A. H. Paris through an attic. (Jl

•20)

Nevill, R. H: Mayfair and Montmartre. (N
•21)

Paris and her people during the third republic.
Vizetelly, E. A. (Ja '20)

Paris days and London nights. Snyder, A. Z.
and M. V. (Ja '22)

Pans in shadow. Holt. L. (Ja '21)

Paris through an attic. Edwards, A. H. (Jl
•20)

Paris vistas. Gibbons, H. D. (Ja '20)

Parish theatre. Smith, J: T. (D '17)

Parker, Carleton Hubbell, d. 1918
Parker, C. S. American idyll. (Ag '19)

Parker, Horatio William, 1863-1919
Chadwick, G: W. Horatio Parker. (N "21)

Parliament and revolution. Macdonald, J. R-
(Ab '20)

Parliamentary reform
Trevelyan, G: M. Lord Grey of the reform

bill. (Je '20)

Parliamentary reminiscences and reflections,
1868 to 1885. Hamilton, Lord. G: F. (S '17)

Parnassus on wheels. Morley, C. D. (N '17)

Parodies
Beerbohm, M. Christmas garland. (Je '19)

Castier, J. Rather like .... (Ag ^20)

Powell, C: Poets in the nursery. (D '20)

Squire, J: C. Tricks of the trade. (S "17)

Stewart, D. O. Parody outline of history.
(Ja '22)

Parody outline of history. Stewart, D. O. (Ja
•22)

Parties
"Wolcott, T. H., ed. Book of games and par-

ties. (D ^20)

Partners of chance. Knibbs, H: H. (Ja '22)

Partners of the out-trail. Bindloss, H. (O '19)

Parts men play. Baxter, A. B. (Ja '21)

Party. Chekhov, A. P. (D '17)

Party of the third part. Allen, H: J. (Je '21)

Parvati. Chauvelot, R. (N '19)

Passage of the barque Sappho. Patterson, J:
E: (My '20)

Passed as censored. Bernheim, B M. (F '26)

Passenger. Swinnerton, H. (N '20)

Passing god. Kemp, H. (N '19)

Passing legions. Fife. G: B. (Ja '21)

Passing of the frontier. Hough, E. (Ag '19)
Passing of the great race. Grant, M. (Ag '17>

Passing of the new freedom. Beck, J. M. (N
20)

Passing of the old order In Europe. Zilboorg,
G. (D '20)

Passion. Desmond, S. (Jl '20)
Passion and exaltation of Christ. Hall, F. J.

(My '19)

Passion for life. Hocking, J. (Jl '20)

Passion of labor. Lynd, R. (Je '21)

Passionate pilgrim. Merwin, S. (S '19)
Passionate puritan. Mander, J. (Jl '21)
Passionate spectator. Burr. .T.. pseud. (Ad '21)
Past and present. Frledlaender, I. (S '19)
Pastels from the Pacific. Lenwood, F. (S '19)

Pasteur, Louis, 1822-1895
Duclaux, E. Ptisteur. (O '20)

Pastiche and prejudice. Walkley, A. B. (F
•22)

Pastor of the Pilgrims. Burgess, W. H. (O
•20)

Pastoral epistles. Parrv, R. St J: (F '21)
Pastorals, letters, allocutions, 1914-1917. Mer-

cier, D. P. F. J. (Ap '18)
Pat Crowe, aviator. Crowe, J. R: (O '19)

Patagonia
Hudson, W: H: Idle days In Patagonia. (Mr

•17)

Patchwork. Myers, A. B. (My '20)
Patenting and promoting Inventions. Avram,

M. H. (O '18)

Patents
Avram, M. H. Patenting and promoting In-

ventions. (O '18)

Toulmin, H. A. How to keep invention
records. (Je '21)

Paternity of Abraham Lincoln. Barton, W: E.
(D '20)

Path of empire. Fish, C. R. (F ^20)

Path of the king." Buchan, J: (Ag '21)

Path of the modern Russian stage. Bakshy, A.
(Je '17)

Path on the rainbow. Cronyn, G:, ed. (Ja '19)

Pathetic snobs. Wyilarde, D. (D •IS)

Pathfinders of the West. Laut, A. C. (Ja '19)

Paths of Inland conmierce. Hulbert, A. B. (D
•20)

Pathway of adventure. Tyrrell, R. (Ag '20)

Patmore, Coventry Kersey DIghton, 1823-1896
Burdett, O. Idea of Coventry Patmore. (Jl

'21)

Patricia Brent, spinster. (Ap '19)

Patriotic drama in your town. Mackay, C. D.
(Ja '19)

Patriotic pageants of today. (Ap ^19)

Patriotic plays for young people. Olcott, V.
(Ag '18)

Patriotic poems. Whitman, W. (D '18)

Patriotism
Andrews, M. P. Americanos creed and its

meaning. (F ^20)

Clark, K. Teaching the child patriotism.
(Jl '19)

Dicey, A. V. Statesmanship of Wordsworth.
(Ap '18)

Gathany, J. M., ed. American patriotism in
prose and verse. (F '20)

Guthrie, W: N. Religion of Old Glory. (F
•20)

Hagedorn. H. You are the hope of the
world! (O '17)

Johnston, J: T: M. World patriots. (Mr '18)

Mathews, S. Patriotism and religion. (F ^19)

Monroe, P., and Miller, I. E.. eds. American
spirit. (Mr '19)

Stocks, J: L. Patriotism and the super-
state. (Je ^21)

Turkington, G. A. My country. (D '18)

Waldstein, C: Patriotism, national and inter-
national. (Ap •IS)

Patriotism and popular education. Jones, H:
A. (S '20)

Patriotism and religion. Mathews, S. (F ^19)

Patriotism and the flag. Barstow, C: L., ed.

(N '18)

Patriotism and the super-state. Stocks, J: L.

(Je '21)

Patron and place-hunter. Sanders, L. C: (My
'20)

Patrons of democracy. Sharp, D. L. (My '20)

Patrons of Industry
. ^

Buell. J. Grange master and Grange lecturer.

(N '21)

Pattern making
Broemel, L: Sheet metal workers manual.

(S '19)
, . ,„

Shaw, B.. and Edgar, J. Patternmaklng. (Jl

'21)

Patternmaking. Shaw, B., and Edgar, J. (Jl

'21)

Patti, Adellna (Baroness Cederstrom), 1843-

1919
Klein, H. Reign of Pattl. (N '20)

Paul, Saint
, ,

,. ,..^
Baldwin, C: S. God unknown. (O 20)

Clark, F. E: In the footsteps of St Paul. (F

Jones, R. M. St Paul, the hero. (O '17)

Machen, J: G. Origin of Paul's religion. (Ja
•22)

Mathews, B. J. Paul the dauntless. (Ap '17)

Robinson. B: W. Life of Paul. (Ap 19)

Singer, I. Rival philosophies of Jesus and

Srnith!^D: Life and letters of St Paul. (Je

Paul and the printing press. Bassett, S. W.
(O '20)

Paula, Saint, 347-404
. ,

Zahm. J: A. Great inspirers. (Jf ")
Paulownia. Taketomo, T^ tr. (S 18),
Pavannes and Divisions. Pound, E.(N 18)

Paved streets. Lleberman, E. (b 18)
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Pavements
Blanchard, A. H., ed. American highway

eugineers' handbook. (Jl '19)

Pawn in pawn. Sharp, H. M. (Jl '20)
Pawned. Pacicard, F. L. (Ag '21)
Pawns. Drinkwater, J: (Ja '21, Ag '21)

Pawns count. Oppenheim, E: P. (My '18)
Pawns of fate. Bowers, P. E. (My '19>
Pawns ot war. Crocker, B. (Mr '18)

Peabody, Ephralm, 1807-1856
Peabody, ii. y. and F. G. New England ro-
mance. (F '21)

Peabody, Mrs Mary Jane (Derby), 1807-1892
Peabody, K. S. and F. G. New England ro-
mance. (F '23)

Peace
Eassett, J: S. Lost fruits of Waterloo. (Je

•18)

Brailsford, H: N. League of nations. (My '17)
Blatch, H. Woman's point of view. (My '21)
Bryce, J. B., viscount, and others. Proposals

for the prevention of future wars. (O '17)
Caldwell, W. E. Hellenic conceptions of
peace. (Mr '20;

Collin, C. C. War against war, and the en-
forcement of peace. (Ag '17)

Cooke, R: J. Church and world peace. (F
•21)

Dickinson, G. L. Choice before us. (O '17)
Erasmus, D. Complaint of peace. (Ag '17)
Federal council of the churches of Christ in
America. Library of Christian cooperation.
(Je '17)

Goldsmith, R. League to enforce peace. (Mr
•17)

Hazen, C: D., and others. Three peace con-
gresses of the nineteenth century. (Je '17)

Heath, C. Pacific settlement of international
disputes. (My '17)

Houston, H. S. Blocking new wars. (Je '18)
Jay, W: War and peace. (Je '20)
Kallen, H. W. Structure of lasting peace.

(Jl '18)

League to enforce peace. Enforced peace.
(Ap '17>

McClure, S: S. Obstacles to peace. (Ap '17)
McCormick, H. F. Via pacis. (Jl '17)

McLeod, T. B. World war and the road to
peace. (Je '18)

Marburg, T. League of nations. (Ja '18)
Quin, M. Problem of human peace. (Ja '18)
Richard, P. To the nations. (My '17)
Smith, E. S., comp. Peace and patriotism.
(D -19)

Taft, W: H., and Bryan, W: J. World peace.
(Je '18)

Taylor, C: F. Conclusive peace. (Ap '17)
Veblen, T. B. Inquiry into the nature of
peace and the terms of its perpetuation. (Jl
'17)

Peace and business. Marcosson, I: P: (O '19)

Peace conference, 1919
Baker. R. S. What Wilson did at Paris. (Ja

'20)

Bass, J: F. Peace tangle. (D '20)
Dillon, E. J. Inside story of the peace con-

ference. (Mr '20)

Gallagher, P. America's aims and Asia's
aspirations. (O '20)

Hansen, H. A. Adventures of the fourteen
points. (Ja '20)

Harris, H. W. Peace in the making. (Ag
'20)

Hasklns, C: H., and Lord, R. H. Some prob-
lems of the Peace conference. (O '20)

House, E: M., and Seymour, C: What really
happened at Paris. (Je '21)

Lansing, R. Big four. (N '21)
Lansing, R. Peace negotiations. (Ap '21)
Temperley, H. W: V., ed. History of the
Peace conference of Paris. (Mr '21)

Thompson, C: T. Peace conference day by
day. (S '20)

Peace congress of intrigue. Freksa, F:, comp.
(Mr '19)

Peace in Friendship Village. Gale, Z. (P '20)
Peace in the making. Harris, H. W. (Ag '20)
Peace negotiations. Lansing, R. (Ap '21)
Peace of Roaring River. Van Schaick, G: G.

(D '18)

Peace-president. Archer, W: (Ap '19)
Peace tangle. Bass, J: F. (D '20)

Peace treaty, 1919
Baruch, B. M. Making of the reparation and
economic sections of the treaty. (D '20)

Keynes, J: M. Economic consequences of the
peace. (Mr '20)

Scott, A. P. Introduction to the peace treat-
ies. (Je '20)

Tardieu, A. P. G. A. Truth about the treaty.
(Je '21)

Peach-growing. Gfould, H. P. (S '19)

PGdchfis
Gould, K. P. Peach-growing. (S '19)

Peacock, Thomas Love, 1785-1866
Brett-Smith, H. F. B. Peacock's Four ages
of poetry, Shelley's Defence of poetry.
Browning's Essay on Shelley. (Ja '22)

Peacock pie. De La Mare, W. J: (Jl '17)
Peak of the load. Aldrich, M. (Ap '19)

Pearl stpry book. Skinner, A. M. and E. L.,
comps. (Ap '19)

Pearson, George Conover, pseud. See Gunion,
P. C.

Peasant tales of Russia. Nemirovich-Dant-
chenko, V. L (D '18)

Pebbles on the shore. Gardiner, A. G. (O '17)
Pecadora (Daniela). Guimera, A. (My '17)
Peculiar major. Bell, J: K. (Ap '20)
Peddler. Rowland. H: C. (N '20)

Peel, Lady Georglana Adelaide (Russell), 1836-
Peel, G. A. Recollections. (S '20)

Peeps at people. Holliday, R. C. (Ja '20)
Peggy-Elise. Kummer, F: A., and Christian,

M. (D '19)

Peggy In Toyland. Marshall, A. (N '20)
Peggy of Roundabout lane. Turpin, E. H: L.

(D '17)

Peking
Gamble, S. D:, and Burgess, J: S. Peking.

(Ja '22)

Grantham. A. E. Pencil speakings from
Peking. (F '19)

Peking dust. La Motte, E. N. (My '19)
Pelicans. De La Pasture, E. E. M. (Ap '19)

Pelican's tale. Boyd, F. M. (P '20)
Pelle the conqueror: daybreak. Nexo, M. A.

(Ag '17)

Peltonen, Vlhtorl. See Linnankoski, J., pseud.
(O '21)

Pembroke Mason affair. Barton, G: (Ap '21)

Pen drawing
Pennell, J. Pen drawing and pen draughts-
men. (Mr '21)

Pen drawing and pen draughtsmen. Pennell,
J. (Mr '21)

Penance of Magdalena. Chase, J. S. (Ag '20)

Pencil speakings from Peking. Grantham.
A. E. (F '19)

Pendleton Round-up
Furlong, C: W. Let 'er buck. (S '21)

Pengard awake. Straus, R. (Ja '21)

Penitentiary Post. Pinkerton, K. S. and R. E.
(Ag '20)

Penn, William, 1644-1718
Graham, J: W: William Penn. (O '17)

Penmanship
Squier, E: S. Penmanship made easy. (N

'19)

Pennsylvania
Biography

Sharpless, I: Political leaders of provincial
Pennsylvania. (Jl '19)

Description and travel

Faris, J: T. Old roads out of Philadelphia.
(Ja '18)

Faris, J: T. Seeing Pennsylvania. (D '19)

Mayo, K. Standard-bearers. (S '18)

Wharton, A. H. In old Pennsylvania towns.
(F '21)

Police

Mayo, K. Justice to all. (Mr '17)

Pennsylvania university
Lippincott, H. M. University of Pennsyl-
vania. (Ag '19)

Penny of Top Hill trail. Maniates, B. K. (My
'19)

Penny plain. Douglas, O. E. (D '20)

Penny whistle. Taylor, B. L. (Ja '22)
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Pennypacker, Samuel Whitaker, 1843-1916
Fennypacker, S: W. Autobiography of a Penn-

sylvanian. (N 'IS)

Pensions, Military
Devine, E: T:, and Brandt, L. Disabled sol-

diers and sailors pensions and training.

(Ja '20)

Glasson, W: H: Federal nailitary pensions in

the United States. (My '19)

Penultimate words. Shestov, Li. (Ja '18>

Peonies
Harding-, A. Book of the peony. (Je '17)

People. Hamp, P. (My '21)

People against Nancy Preston. Moroso, J: A.
(D '21)

People of action. Rodrigues, G. (F '19)

People of destiny. Gibbs, P. H. (O '20)

People of Mexico. Thompson, W. (Mr '21)

People of the ruins. Shanks, E: B. (N '20)

People of Tipi Sapa. Olden, S. E. (F '19)

People's faith in the time of Wyclif. Man-
ning, B. I.. (F -20)

People's part in the peace. Tead. O. (Mr '19)

People's theater. RoUand, R. (Ja '19)

Per arnica silentia lunae. Yeats, W: B. (Mr
'IS;

Percolator papers. Hendrick, E. (O '19)

Perfect gentleman. Bergengren, R, W. (F
'20)

Perfect memory. Dana, M. (Ja '18)

Perfumery
Parry, E. J: Raw materials of perfumery.
(My '21)

Peril of hifalutin. Wilson, H. (O '18)

Peril of Prussianism. Johnson, D. W. (Ag
17)

Perils of peace. Chesterton, C. E: (My '17)

Perils of respectability. Fiske, C: (S '20)
Periodic variations in efficiency. Peaks, A. G.

(Ja '22)

Periodicals
Eastman, M. Journalism versus art. (Je '17)

Esenwein, J. B. Writing for the magazines.
(Ap -17)

Wick, J., comp. Stories editors buy and
why. (O '21)

Indexes
Faxon, F: W., ed. Annual magazine subject-

index, 1916. (My '17)

Periwinkles Island. Elias, E. L. (N '20)

Permanent values in education. Richmond, K.
(Ap '18)

Perpetual light. Benet, W: R. (Mr '20)

Pershing, John Joseph, 1860-
Tomlinson, E. T. Story of General Pershing.

(Jl '19)

Persia
Description and t.-avel

Dwight, H. G. Persian miniatures. (Ja '18)

Hale, F: From Persian uplands. (D '20)

Social life and customs
Mirza, Y. B: When I was a boy In Persia.

(Jl '20)

Persian literature
Brovv-ne, E; G. History of Persian literature

un-lcr Tartar dominion. (F '21)

Persian poetry
Jackson. A. V. W. Early Persian poetry.
(Ag '20)

Personal aspects of Jane Austen. Austen-
Leigh. M. A. (Mr '21)

Pergonal beautv and racial betterment. Dun-
lap, K: (Ja '21)

Personal efflciency in business. Purinton, E: E.
(S '19)

Personal hvgiene and home nursing. Lippitt,
L. C. (F '19)

Personal hygiene and physical training for
women. Galbraith, A. M. (Je '17)

Persona! prejudices. Sturgis, E. M. (N '20)

Personal recollections of Andrew Carnegie.
Lynch, F: H: (F '21)

Personality
Berg, D: E. Personality culture by college

faculties. (My '21)

Berman, L: Glands regulating personality.
(.la '22)

Ladd, G: T. Secret of personality. (My '18)

Major, C. T. How to develop your person-
ality. (Ja '18)

Myerson, A. Foundations of personality.
(Ja '22)

Severn, E. Psychology of behavior. (F '18)

Tagore. Sir R. Personality. (N '17)

Webb, C. C: J. God and personality. (My '20)

Ptrsonality. Spillman, H. C. (F '20)

Personality and conduct. Parmelee, M. F.
(N '18)

Personality culture by college faculties. Berg,
D: E. (My '21)

Personnel administration. Tead, O., and Met-
calf, H: C. (D '20, Ag '21)

Personnel relations in industry. Simons, A.
M. (Je '21)

Peru
Description and travel

Bowman, I. Andes of southern Peru. (Ap
'17)

Petain, Henri Philippe B6nonl Omer
Purinton, E: E. P6taln, the prepared. (D

•17)

Peter Binney. Marshall, A. (D '21)

Peter Jamoson. Frankau, G. (My '20)

Peter Kindred. Nathan, R. (My '20)

Peter Sanders, retired. Gerould. G. H. (Je '17)

Peter the brazen. Worts, G: F. (Ja '20)

Peter's adventures in Meadowland. Vincent,
F. S. (N '20) „ ,^,

Le petit nord. Grenfell, A. E., and Spaldlngr,

K. (Ap '20)

Petrarch, Francesco, 1304-1374
Potter, M. A. B'our essays. (Ap '18)

Petroleum
Panvitv, L: S. Prospecting for oil and gas.

(F '21)

Ross. V: Evolution of the oil industry. (Ja
'21)

Petroleum. Lidgett, A. (O '19)

Petroleum as fuel
Moore, H. Liquid fuels for Internal combus-

tion engines. (O '19)

Petroleum Industry and trade
Barron, C. W. Mexican problem. (O 17)

Pets
Crandall, L. S. Pets. (Jl '17)

P6wt6r
Burgess, F: W: Silver: pewter: Sheffield

plate. (Ja '22) ^, ^^ .„,^
Phantom- caravan. Banning, K. (Jl 21)

Phenomena of materialisation. Schrenck-Notz-
ing, A. P. F. (My '21)

Pliiladelphia „, ., , , , .

Faris, J: T. Romance of old Philadelphia.

(F '19)

Lippincott, H. M. Early Philadelphia. (Ja
18)

Architecture

Cousins, F., and Riley, P M. Colonial ar-

chitecture of Philadelphia. (Jl '21)

Description

Morley, C. D. Travels in Philadelphia. (My
'20)

Shackleton, R. Book of Philadelphia. (My
'19)

P h i I ti tc I

V

Johnson, R. C. Stamp collector. (My '20)

Philippine Islands ^^.,. . ^, . „
Craig, A., ed. Former Phihppines thru for-

eign eyes. (Je '17)

Craig. A., and Benitez, C. Philippine progress
prior to 1898. (Je '17)

Elliott, C: B. Philippines. (Ja 18)

Greenbie, S. Paciflc triangle. (D 21)

Stephens, H: M., and Bolton, H. E., eds.

Paciflc ocean in history. (Jl '17)

Description and travel

Anderson, I. Spell of the Hawaiian Islands

and the Philippines. (Ap '17)

History

Fernandez, L. H. Brief history of the Philip-

pines. (Ag '19)

Phillips academy, Andover
i, , /n

Fues.s C M. Old New England school. (Jl

'H)'
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Philosophical basis of education. Shreves, R. M.
(N '18)

Philosophical view of reform. Shelley, P. B.
(Ag '21)

Philosophy
Adler, F. Ethical philosophy of life pre-
sented In its main outlines. (Jl '18)

Balfour, A. J. Defence of philosophic doubt.
(O '21)

Bergson, H. L: Mind-energy. (N '20)
Blood, B: P. Pluriverse. (Ja '21)
Boutroux, fe. Contingency of the laws of
nature. (F '18)

Crile, G: W. Fallacy of the German state
philosophy. (Jl '18)

Dewey, J: Reconstruction In philosophy. (N
'20, Ag '21)

Dewey, J:, and others. Creative intelligence.
(Mr '17)

Diderot, D. Early philosophical works. (N
•17)

Durant, W: J. Philosophy and the social
problem. (D '17)

Grabo, C. H: Amateur philosopher. (Ap '17)
Hoeml6, R. F. A. Studies in contemporary

metaphysics. (Ap '20)
Joad, C. E. M. Essays in common sense

philosophy. (Ag '20)
Mackenzie, J: S. Elements of constructive
philosophy. (Ag '18)

Mackenzie, J: S. Outlines of social philoso-
phy. (S '19)

Merz, J: T. Fragment on the human mind.
(Ag '20)

Perry, R. B. Present conflict of ideals. (My
•19)

Pringle-Pattison, A. S. Idea of (3k)d in the
light of recent philosophy. (N '17)

Richardson, C. A. Spiritual pluralism and
recent philosophy. (D '20)

Rignano, B. Essays in scientific synthesis.
(Ja '19)

Royce, J. Lectures on modern idealism. (Jl
•20)

Russell, B. A. W: Mysticism and logic. (J)
•18)

Sellars, R. W. Essentials of philosophy. (Ja

Smith, N. K. Commentary to Kant's critique
of pure reason. (F '19)

Spaulding, E: G. New rationalism. (D '18)

History
Columbia university. Dept. of philosophy.
Studies in the history of ideas. (Ap '19)

Cushman, H. E. Beginner's history of
philosophy. (Ap '20)

Hollander, B. In search of the soul. (My
'21)

Philosophy. Waste, H., pseud. (Je '17)

Philosophy, Chinese
Brown, B., ed. Wisdom of the Chinese. (Je

•21)

Philosophy, English
Sorley, W: R. History of English philoso-

phy. (D '21)

Philosophy, French
Gourmont, R. de. Decadence. (N ^21)
Gunn, J: A. Bergson and his philosophvi
(Mr '21)

Turquet-Mllnes, G. Some modern writers.
(O ^21)

Philosophy, German
Santayana, G: Egotism in German philosophy.
(Ag '17)

Philosophy, Greek
Stace, W. T. Critical history of Greek phi-
losophy. (Ag '21)

Philosophy, Hindu
Acharya, A. Brahmadarsanam. (Ja '18)
Carrington, H. Higher psychical development.
(N '20)

Philosophy, Jewish
Husik, I: History, of mediaeval Jewish phil-

osophy. (Je '17)

Philosophy, Russian
Masaryk, T. G. Spirit of Russia. (D '19)

Philosophy and religion
Jones, W: T. Spiritual ascent of man. (My

•17)

Wobbermin, E. G. G. Christian belief in
God. (My '19)

Philosophy of Benedetto Croce. Carr, H. W.
(Jl 18)

Philosophy of conflict, and other essays in war-
time. Ellis, H. (Ja '20)

Philosophy of mysticism. Watkin. E: I. (O
•20)

Philosophy of play. Gulick, L. H. (Je '20)
Philosophy of Rabindranath Tagore. Radha-

krishnan, S. (F '20)
Philosophy of speech. Willis. G: (O ^20)
Philosophy of William James. Flournoy, T.

(Ap '17)

Phoebe. Gates, E. (My '19)
PhcEnix. Warren, C. M. (Ap '17)

Phonograph records
Wier, A. E. Grand opera with a victrola. (JJ

•17)

Photography
Anderson, P. L: Fine art of photography.
(N '19)

Anderson, P. L: Pictorial photography. (D
•17)

" " > v*-

Bailey, H: T. Photography and fine art. (S
•19)

Gamble, W: Photography and its applica-
tions. (Jl '20)

Hammond, A. Pictorial composition in pho-
tography. (S '20)

Hibbert, L. J. Manual of photographic
technique. (Ap '21)

Roebuck, J: R. Science and practice of pho-
tography. (Je '18)

Photography, Aerial
Ives, H. E. Airplane photography. (Mr '20)

Photography, Artistic
Photo pictorialists of Buffalo. Pictorial land-
scape photography. (F '22)

Pictorial photography in America, 1921. (Ap
•21)

Photography and fine art. Bailey. H: T. (S
'19)

Phototelegraphy
Martin, M. J. Electrical transmission of
photographs. (N '21)

Physical and occupational re-education of the
maimed. Camus, J. (F '20)

Physical basis of society. Kelsey, C. (F '18)

Physical beauty and how to keep it. Keller-
mann, A. (Ag '18)

Physical chemistry of the proteins. Robertson,
T. B. (O '18)

Physical chemistry of vital phenomena. Mc-
Clendon, J. F. (Ja '18)

Physical education
Camp, W. C. Handbook on health and how

to keep it. (My '20)

Camp, W. C. Keeping fit all the way. (Ap
'19)

Camp, W. C. Training for sports. (My '21)

Delano, S: How shall I take exercise and
set-up? (Ja '19)

Hancock, H. I. Physical training for business
men. (D '17)

Jensen, A. Massage and exercises combined.
(N '20)

Koehler, H. J: Koehler^s West Point man-
ual of disciplinary physical training. (F
•20)

Waldron, W: H: Army physical training.
(D '19)

Wilbur, W: H. Koehler method of physical
drill. (D '18)

Physical effects of smoking, Fisher, G: J:,

and Berry, E. (N '17)

Physical geography
Huntington, E. Red man's continent. (F

'20)

Physical measurements (physics)
Ferry, E. S. Handbook of physics measure-
ments. (O '19)

Physical training for business men. Hancock,
H. I. (D -17)

Physical training for the elementary schools.
Clark, L. (Ap •IS)

Physician in France. Herrlngham, W. P. (My
•20)

Physicians
Cabot, R: C. Training and rewards of the
physician. (Mr •IS)
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Physicians —Continued

Biography
Kelly, H. A,, and Burra&e, W. L. American
medical biographies. (N '20)

Physics
Franklin, W: S., and MacNutt, B. General

physics. (S '17)
Franklin, W: S.. and MacNutt, B. Calendar
of leading experiments. (S '19)

Northrup, if!. F. Laws of physical science.
(Jl -17)

Physics and chemistry of iiiining and mine
ventilation. Walsh, J. J. (F "19)

Physiognomy
Balkin, H. H. New science of analyzing
character. (N '19)

Physiology
Hough, T., and Sedgwick, W: T. Human
mechanism. (Ja '19)

Stiles, P. G. Human physiology. (Jl '17)
Physiology and national needs. Halliburton,

W: D. (Ja '21)
Physiology of food and economy in diet. Bay-

liss, W: M. (N '17;

I'hysiolog>' of industrial organisation and the
reemployment of the disabled. Amar, J.
(F '20>

Piano mastery. Brower, H. M. (Ja '18)

Pianoforte
Instruction and study

Brower, H. M. Piano mastery. (Ja '18)

Brower, H. M. Self-help in piano study. (F
'21)

Pic, the.weapon-maker. Langford, G: (O '20)

Piccadilly in three centuries. Dasent, A. I.

(F '21)

Piccadilly Jim. Wodehouse, P. G. (My '17)

Pictorial composition in photography. Ham-
mond. A. (S '20)

Pictorial landscape photography. Photo pic-
torialists of Buffalo. (F '22)

Pictorial photography. Anderson, P. L: (D '17)

Pictorial pl.Jtography in America, 1921. (Ap
•21)

Picture of modern Spain. Trend, J. B. (N
'21)

Picture-show. Sassoon, S. (Je '20)
Pictures and other passages from Henry James.

James, H: (D '17)

Pictures of ruined Belgium. Verdavaine, G. (N
'17)

Pictures of the floating world. Lowell, A. (N
•19)

Pictures of war work in England. Pennell, J.
(My '17)

Pieces of eight. Le Gallienne, R: (My '18)

Pier-glass. Graves, R. (N '21)

Pierre and Joseph. Bazin, R. F. N. M. (Je '20)

Pierrot wounded and other roems. Roberts,
W. A- (F '20)

Piers
Greene, C. Wharves and piers. (O '17)

Pilgrim fathers
Burgess, W. H. Pastor of the Pilgrims. (O

'20)

Carpenter, F. J. Mayflower Pilgrims. (F '19)

Crawford. M. C. In the days of the Pilgrim
fathers. (Jl '20)

Griffls, W: E. Young people's history of the
Pilgrims. (Je '20)

Harris, J. R. Return of the Mayflower. (Ja
20)

Lord, A. Plymouth and the Pilgrims. (D
'20)

Marble, A. R. Women who came in the
Mayflower. (Jl '20)

Mathews. B. J. Argonauts of faith. (Ag
•20)

Noyes, E. J. R. C. Women of the Mayflower
and women of Plymouth colony. (Ag '21)

"Usher, R. G. Pilgrims and their history.
(Ja "19)

Usher. R. G. Story of the Pilgrims for
children. (Ja '19)

Drama /

Baker, G: P. Pilgrim spirit. (N '21)
Pilgrim followers of the gleam. Hazelfine,

K. S. (D '19)

Pilgrim in Palestine. Finley, J: TI. (Je '19)

Pilgrim maid. Taggart, M. A. (My '20)
Pilgrim of a smile. Davey, N. (O '21)
Pilgrim spirit. Baker, G: P. (N '21)
Pilgrim trails. Warner, F. L. (Jl '21)
Pilgrimage. Gorell, R. G. B. (O '20)
Pilgrimage: Backwater. Richardson, D. M.

(My '17)

Pilgrimage with a milliner's needle. Walther,
A. H. L. (N '17)

Pilgrims and pilgrimages
Watt, F. Canterbury pilgrims and their
ways. (D '18)

Pilgrims and tneir history. Usher, R. G. (Ja
19)

Pilgrims into folly. Irwin, W. A. (S '17)
Pilot. Greene, H. P. (Je '17)
Pincher Martin, O.D. Dawson, C. (Je '17)

•17)

Pine-tree. Takeda Izumo. (My '17)
Pinion and paw. Eng title of Way of the

wHd. St Mars, F. (O '20;
Pink gods and blue demons. Stockley, C. (Ag

'20)

Pink roses. Cannan, G. (D '19)
Pins for wings. Bynner, W. (Jl '21)
Pioneer days. Carmichael, M. H., comp. (D

'17)
Pioneering where the world is old. Tisdale, A.

(Ja '18)

Pioneers of America. Blaisdell, A. F., and Ball,
F. K. (Ja "20)

Pioneers of land reform. Spence, T:, and
others. (S '20)

Pioneers of the old South. Johnston, M. (Ag
'19)

Pioneers of the old Southwest. Skinner, C. L.
(F '20)

Pioneers of the Russian revolution. Rappo-
port, A. S. (Ap '19)

"Pip." Beith. J: H. (Mr '17)

Pipefuls. Morley, C. D. (D '20)

IMpes of yesterday. Kummer, F: A., and
Christian, M. (Ap '21)

Piping
Svensen, C. L. Handbook on piping. (Jl '18)

Piping and panning. Robinson, E. M. (N
'20)

Pippin, a wandering flame. Richards, L. E.
(Jl '17)

Pirate bridge. Foster, R. F: (Mr '17)

Pirates of the spring. Reid, F. (Ap '20)

Pitt, William, 1st earl of Chatham, 1708-1778
Hotblack, K. Chatham's colonial policy. (Ja

.18)

Place, Francis, 1771-1854
Wallas, G. Life of Francis Place. (Je '20)

Place in the world. Turner, J: H. (My '20)

Place of agriculture in reconstruction. Mor-
man, J. B. (Ag '19)

Place of science in modern civilization, and
other essays. Veblen, T. B. (My '20)

Place of women in the church. Goudge, H: L.,
and others. (Ja '18)

Plain song, 1914-1916. Phillpotts, E. (N '17)

Plainsiiian, and other poems. Carpenter, R.
(F '21)

Planning and planting of little gardens. Dilli-
stone. G: (Ja '21)

Planning church buildings. Tralle, H: E: (S
•21)

Plant breeding
Babcock, E. B., and Clausen, R. E, Genetics

in relation to agriculture. (S ^18)

Plant genetics. Coulter, J: M. and M. C. (O
•18)

Plant production. Moore, R. A., and Halllgan,
C: P. (F '20)

Plant products and chemical fertilizers. Col-
lins, S. H. (D '19)

Plant propagation
Bailey, L. H. Nursery-manual. (Je '20)

Hottes, A. C. Commercial plant propagation.
(Je '18)

Plant succession. Clements, F: E: (My '17)

Plantation game trails. RutlodKe, A. H. (Ap
21)

Plants
Palmer, F: E. Milady's house plants. (D '17)

Saunders, C: F. Useful wild plants of the
United States and Canada. (Je '20)
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Plants, Diseases of
Taubenhaus, J. J. Diseases of truck crops
and their control. (N '18)

Plants poisonous to live stock. Long, H. C. (S
•17)

Plato, 4307-347? B.C.
Barker. E. Greek pollticaJ theory. (S '19)

More, P. E, Platonism. (My '18)

Platonism. Moore, P. E. (My '18)

Plattsburg, New York
French, A. At Plattsburg. (My '17)

Perry, R. B. Plattsburg movement. (S '21)

Rookie rhymes. (N '17)

Plattsburg manual. Ellis, O. O., and Garey,
E. B. (My '17)

Plattsburg movement. Perry, R. B. (S '21)

Plattsburgers. Pier, A. S. (O '17)

Play
Cook, H: C. Play way. (Jl '18)

Curtis,, H: S. Play movement and its signifi-
cance. (Ap '18)

Gulick, L. H. Philosophy of play. (Je '20)

Play that won. Barbour, R. H: (F '20)
Play the game. Mitchell, R. C. (Je '21)

Play way. Cook, H: C. (Jl '18)

Playground of Satan. Baskerville, B. C. (Je
'19)

Playgrounds
Curtis, H: S. Play movement and its sig-

nificance. (Ap '18)

Trevelyan, J. P. Evening play centres for
children. (Jl '21)

Plays. Benavente y Martinez, J. (O '17)

Plays. Galsworthy, J: (Je '20)

Plays. Glaspell, S. (Ag '20)
Plays. Ostrovskii, A. N. (D '171

Plays. Rostand, E. E. A. (Ja '22)
Plays and books of the Little theatre. Shay,

F., ed. (D '19)

Plays and pageants of citizenship. Payne,
F. U. (D '20)

Plays and pageants of democracy. Payne,
F. U. (O '19)

Plays for Anychild. Payne, F. U. (O '18)

Plays for classroom interpretation. Knicker-
bocker. E. Van B.. ed. (O '21)

Plays for merry Andrews. Kreymborg, A. (F
'21)

Plays of gods and men. Dunsany, E: J: M.
D. P , 18th baron. (Je '17)

Plays of the 47 workshop. 47 workshop. (D
'20)

Plays of the Harvard dramatic club. Harvard
university. Dramatic club. (D '20)

Playwork book. Macbeth, A. (Ja '19)

Plays; second series. Benavente y Martinez, J.
(F '20)

Plea for greater unity. Gilkey, S. W. (F '20)
Plea for Old Cap Collier. Cobb, I. S. (S '21)

Pleading and practice
Works, J: D. Juridical reform. (Ap '20)

Pleasure
Moore, H: T: Pain and pleasure. (Ap '18)

Pleasures of collecting. Teall, G. C. (N '20)

Plot against Mexico. De Bekker, L. J. (F '20)
Plots and playwrights. Massey, E: (N '17)
Plum pudding. Morley, C. D. (Ja '22)

Plumbing
Keene, E: S. Mechanics of the household.

(Ja '19)

Plunder. Roche, A. S. (Ap '17)

Plunderer. Oyen, H: (Je '20)

Pluralism
Blood, B: P. Pluriver^e. (.Ta '21)
Richardson. C. A. Spiritual pluralism and
recent philosophy. (D '20)

Pluriverse. Blood, B: P. (Ja '21)

Plymouth, Mass.
Lord. A. Plymouth and the Pilgrims. (D

'20)

Plymouth and the Pilgrims. Lord, A. (D '20)

Plywood
Boulton, B. C. Manufacture and use of ply-
wood and glue. (Jl '21)

Pock<>t guides to public speaking. Kleiser. G.
(My '20>

Poe, Edgar Allan, 1809-1849
Ewers, H. H. Edgar Allan Poo. (Mr '17)
Smith, C: A. Edgar Allan Poe (My '21)

Poems, Books of
Adams, F. P. Something else again. (D '20)
Adams, F. P. M'eights and measures. (Ja

'18)

Aiken, C. P. Charnel rose. (P '19)
Aiken, C. P. House of dust. (N "20)
Aiken, C. P. Jig ot forslin. (Mr '17)
Aiken, C. P. Nocturne of remembered spring.
(Mr -18)

Aiken, C. P. Punch. (My '21)
Aldington, R: War and love. (Jl '19)
Allen, H. Wampum and old gold. (Ja '22)
Ananda Acharya. Snow-birds. (D '20)
Anderson, S. Mid-American chants. (Je '18)
Andrews, C. E:, ed. From the front. (O *18)
Annual of new poetry, 1917. (O '17)
Anthony, E: Merry-go-roundelays. (N '21)
Atkin, G. M. Flowers of the wind. (F '20)
Ault. N. Dreamland .shores. (Ja '21)
Baker. IC Blue smoke. (My '20)
Banks, T. H., jr. Wild geese. (Ag '21)
Banning, K. Phantom caravan. (Jl '21)
Barker, H. G. Songs in cities and gardens.
(Mr '20)

Barney, D. Chords from Albireo. (Ag '20)
Barr, A. E. Songs in the common chord. (Ap

'20)

Barrett, W. A. Songs from the journey. (Je
'20)

Barrymore, B. M. L. Resurrecting life. (Je
•21)

Bashford, H: H. Songs out of school. (My
•17)

Bates, K. L. Retinue. (Jl '18)

Baudelaire, C: P. Baudelaire: his prose and
poetry. (Ja '20)

Baudelaire, C: P. Poems and prose poems.
(D '19)

Beaumont, C. W., and Sadler, M. T. H. New
paths. (S '19)

Beer, M. A. Songs of Manhattan. (N '18)
Beers, H: A. Poems. (N '21)

Beers. H: A. Two twilights. (N *17)
Bellows, H: A. Highland light. (Je '21)

Bengt, S. V. Tieavens and earth. (F '21)

Benet, S. V. Young adventure. (F '20)

Bengt, W: R. Burglar of the zodiac. (N '18)

Ben6t, W: R. Great white wall. (Je '17)

Benet, W: R. Moons of grandeur. (D '20)

Benet, W: R. Perpetual light. (Mr '20)

Bennett, R. After the day. (F '21)

Benshimol, E. Tomorrow's yesterday. (N
•20)

Benson. S. Twenty. (O '18)

Beowulf. Widsith, Beowulf, Finnsburgh,
Waldere, Deor. (Ja '22)

Binns, H: B. November. (Ap '18)
Binyon, L. The cause. (Jl '17)

Bj0rnson, B. Arnljot Gelline. (Mr '18)

Blok, A. The twelve. (Ag '21)

Blunden, E. C: Waggoner. (Mr '21)

Bodenheim, M. Advice. (N '20)

Bodenheim, M. Minna and myself. (My '19)

P.ossch$re, J. de. Closed door. (Ap '18)

Bowman, A. A. Sonnets from a prison camp.
(Je '20)

Bradford, G. Prophet of joy. (O '20>

Bradford, G. Shadow verses. (Mr '21)

Bradley, W: A. Garlands and wayfarings. (F
'18)

Bradley, W: A. Old Christmas and other
Kentucky tales in verse. (N '17)

Bradv, E. J. House of the winds. (F '20)

Braley, B. Buddy ballads. (Ja '20)

Braley, B. In camp and trench. (D '18)

Bridges, R. Ibant obscuri. (O '17)

Bridges, R. October. (O '20)

Brody, A. Family album. (F '19)

Brooke, H: B. Poems. (O '17)

Brown, A. Road to Castaly. (Ap '17)

Brown, A. F. Heart of New England. (N
'20)

Buck, H. S. Tempering. (Je *20)

Buhler, M. E. Grass in the pavement. (D
'18)

Bunker. J: J. L. Shining fields and dark
towers. (Mr '20)

Bunner, H: C. Poems. (N '17)

Burke. T: Song book of Quong Lee of
Ijimehouse. (F '21)

Burr, A. J. Hearts awake. (D '19)

Burr, A. J. Silver trumpet. (S '18)

Burt, M. S. Songs and portraits. (O '20)
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Burton, R: E. Poems of earth's meaning.
(Jl '17)

Bynner, W. Beloved stranger. (Ag '19)
Bynner, W. Canticle of Pan. (Jl '20)
Bynner, W. Grenstone poems. (N '17)
Cammaerts, E. Messines. (S '18)
Carlin, P. My Ireland. (F '20)
Carpenter, K. Plainsman, and other poems.
(F '21)

Chapman, A. Cactus Center. (Ap '21)
Chapman, A. Out where the West begins.

(Jl '17)

Chapman, J: J. Songs and poems. (Jl '19)
Chappell, H: The day. (O '18)
Choycc, A. N. Memory. (F '20)

Choyce, A. N. Songs while wandering. (Jl '19)
Christian, W. E. Rhymes of the rookies. (Ja

'18)

Clapp, F: M. New York. (N '18)
Clare. J: Poems. (Jl '21)

Clark, A. Margaret book. (Je '20)

Clark, A. My erratic pal. (F '19)

Cleghorn, S. N. Portraits and protests. (N
•17)

Coates, A. A. City tides. (Ja '19)

Cone, H. Q, Coat without a seam. (Jl '20)

Conkllng, G. W. "Wilderness songs. (Jl '20)

Conkling, H. Poems by a little girl. (Je '20)

Cooper, J. F., jr. Afterglow. (My '19)

Courlhope, W: J: Country town. (Ap '21 >

Coutts, F. B. T: M.- Spacious times and
otliers. (Je '20)

Cranmer-Byng, L. A., tr. Feast of lanterns.
(O '17)

Cromwell. G. Poems. (My '20)

Cronyn, G:, ed. Path on the rainbow. (Ja
'19)

Crowell, J. F. Outdoors and in. (O '20)

Curran, E. Poems. (F '20)

Cust, H: Occasional poems. (Ja '20)

Daly, T: A. McAroni ballads. (Ja '20)

Dario, R. Eleven poems. (Je '17)

Davies, W: H: Captive lion, and other
poems. (N '21)

Davies, W: H: Collected poems. (Ap '17)

Davies, M. C. Drums in our street. (Ja '19)

Davies, M. C. Youth riding:. (F '20)

De La Mare. W. J : Collected poems. (Ja
•21)

De La Mare. W. J: Motley. (O '18)

Dearmer. G. Poems. (Ja '19)

Deutsch, B. Banners. (Je '19)

Divine, C: City ways and company streets.
(N '18)

Donaldson. R. A. Turmoil. (Ja '20)

Doney, M. Way of wonder. (D '19)

Doubleday, J. S. Songs and sea voices. (Ja
'19)

Dowson, E. C. Poems and prose. (O '19)

Doyle, A. C. Guards came through, and other
poems. (My '20)

Dresbach, G. W. In the paths of the wind.
(My '18)

Dresbach, G. W. Morning, noon and night.
(My '21)

Drinkwater, J: Poems, 1908-1919. (D '19)

Drinkwater. J: Poems; 1908-1914. (My '18)

Druce, C. J. Footsteps and fantasies. (Ja
'20)

Eassie, R. M. Odes to trifles. (Ja '18)

Eastman. M. Colors of life. (F '19)

Eaton, W. P. Echoes and realities. (Ja '19)

Eden, H. Coal and candlelight. (Ja '19)

Eliot, T: S. Poems. (My '20)

Elliot, R. Night magic. (Ag '19)
Eno, H: L. Indian summer. (Je '21)
Everett. L. L. Hills of Arcetrl. (F '22)
Faber, G. C. In the valley of vision. (O '19)
Farrar, J: C. Forgotten shrines. (Jl '20)
Ficke, A. D. April elegy. (Je '17)
Fifes and drum.s. (Ag '17)

Flagg, I: Hylethen, and other poems. (Ag
'19)

Flecker. J. E. Collected poems. (Ap '17)
Fletcher, J: G. Breakers and granite. (Je

'21)

Fletcher, J: G. Japanese prints. (N '18)
Fletcher J: G. Tree of life. (F '20)
Flexner, H. Clouds and cobblestones. (D

'20)

Foley, J. W: Friendly rhymes. (My '19)

Forman, E. King of the air and other poems.
(S '19)

I'^'iance, A., pseud. Bride of Corinth. (F

Frankau, G. Other side. (F '19)
Freeman, J: Poems new and old. (Je '21)
Fuller, H: B. Lines long and short. (Mr '17)
Fyleman, R. Fairies and chimneys. (N '20)
Gale, Z. Secret way. (F '22)
Gareschg, E: P. World and the waters. (D

18)
Garland, M. T. Marriage feast. (Je '21)
Garrison, T. As the larks rise. (My '21)
Garrison, T. Dreamers. (N '17)
Gautier, J Chinese lyrics from the book of
jade. (F '19)

Gibran, K. Madman. (F '19)
Gibson, W. W. Hill-tracks. (Je '18)
Gibson. W. W. Livelihood. (Mr '17)
Gibson. W. W. Neighbors. (F '21, Ag '21)
Gibson, W. W. Poems (1904-1917). (N '17)
Oiitinan, C. Divine image. (Ap '18)
Glaenzer, R: B. Beggar and king. (F '18)
Goldring, D. Streets. (S '21)

'

Gorell, R. G. B. Pilgrimage. (O '20)
Gould, G. Journey. (D '21)
Graves. A. P. Celtic psaltery. (S '18)
Graves, R. Country sentiment. (Jl '20)
Graves. R. Fairies and fusiliers. (Ja '19)
Graves, R. Pier-glass. (N '21)
Griffith, W: City pastorals. (Je '18)
Griffith, W: Loves and losses of Pierrot. (Ap

Guest, E. A. Heap o' livin'. (Je '17)
Guiterman, A. Ballad-maker's pack. (O '21)

'mI''"^"'
^' -^^"^^^ °^ °^^ New York. (Mr

Guiterman, A. Chips of jade. (F '21)
Guiterman, A. Mirthful lyre. (F '19)
Hagedorn, 11. Hymn of free peoples triumph-

ant. (Je '19)
Hall, H. Curtains. (O '21)
Hardin. C. From a flat house-top. (Je '21)
Harding R. G. Lark went singing. (Jl '17)
Hardy, O. H: In Greek seas. (D '17)
Hardy. T: Collected poems. (D '20)
Hardy. T: Moments of vision. (Ap '18)
Hare, A. Tossed coins. (Ad '21)
Hay. J: Complete poetical works. (N '17)
Hazard, C. Yosemite. (Jl '17)

^'/'^^.o^^^'"' ^- *^- ^- '^°^- Sweden's laureate.
( F 20)

Heine, H. Poems. (My '17)
Helton, R. A. Outcasts in Beulah Land. (Ap

Henderson, D. M. Life's minstrel. (F '20)
Herbert, A. P. Bomber gipsy. (Jl '20)
Hewlett, M. Flowers in the grass. (Mr '21)
Hewlett, M. H: Village wife's lament. (Ja

Hillyer, R. S. Alchemy. (Ag '21)
HiHyer, R. S. Five books of youth. (Ag

Hillyer, R. S. Sonnets. (Mr '18)
Hodgson, R. La^st blackbird. (Ag '18)
Hodgson. R. Poems. (S '17)
Hofmannsthal, H. H. Lyrical poems. (N 'IS)
Holley, H. Divinations and Creation. (Je '17)
Horace. Odes and Secular hymn of Horace.

(Je '18)

Home, C. M. Songs of the shrapnel shell.
(N '18)

Housman, L. Heart of peace. (Jl '19)
How, L: Nursery rhymes of New York city.

(O '19)
Hueffer, F. M. On heaven. (Ja '19)
Hughes, A. M. Diantha goes the primrose
way. (D '20)

Hughes, G. Broken lights. (D '20)
Huxley, A. L. Leda. (O '20)
Inman, A. C. One who dreamed. (My '18)
Inman, A. C. Red autumn. (Mr '21)
Jesse, F. T. Happy bride. (D '20)
Johns, O. G. Asphalt. (Jl .'17)

Johnson, J. W. Fifty years. (Jl '18)
Johnson. R. U. Collected poems. (Mr '20)
Jones, H. Blue ship. (Je '21)
Jones, H. Well of being. (Je '20)
Jones, H. M. Gargoyles, and other poems.

(Je '19)

Jones, J. H:, jr. Heart of the world. (Ag
'201

Joyce, J. Chamber music. (Ja '19)
Keary, C: F. Religious hours. (My '17)

Kemp, H. H. Chanteys and ballads. (D '20)
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Kemp, H. Passing god. (N '19)
Kerr, R. W. War daubs. (Je '20)
Kettle, T: M. Poems and parodies. (Je '17>

Kilmer, A. Candles that burn. (Je '19)
Kilmer, J., ed. Dreams and images. (Ag '18)

Kilmer, J. Main street. (N '17)
Kilmer, A. Vigils. (D '21)
Kip, A. L. Poems. (Ag '20)
Kipling, R, Rudyard Kipling's verse. (Ja

'20)

Kipling, R. Tears between. (My '19) '

Knibbs, H: H. Songs of the trail. (D '20

Kossovo: heroic songs of the Serbs. (Ar
'20)

Kreymborg, A. Blood of things. (P '21)

Lawrence, D: H. Look! we have come
through. (Je '19)

Lawrence, D: H. New poems. (Ag '20)
Leamy, E. S. My ship. (Ja '18)

Ledwidge, F. Complete poems of Francis
Ledwidge. (Ap '20)

Ledwidge, F. Songs of peace. (N* '17)

Lee, H. S. High company. (O '20)
Lee, J. Work-a-day warriors. (Ja '19)

Le Gallienne, R: Junk-man. (N '20)
Lehmann, R. C. Vagabond. (Ja '19)
Leonard. W: E. C. Lynching bee. (F '21)

Letts, W. M. Hallow-e'en. (S '17)
Letts, W. M. Spires of Oxford. (O '17)
Lieberman, B. Paved streets. (S '18)
Lincoln, E. C. Rhymes of a homesteader.
(My -20)

Llnderman, P. B. Bunch-grass and blue-
joint. (S "21)

Lindsay, N. V. Chinese nightingale. (D '17)
Lindsay, N. V. Golden whales of California.

(Jl '20)
Linebarger, P. M. W. Bugle rhymes from
Prance. (Ja '19)

Linn, E. L. Cycle of sonnets. (Ja '19)
Litchfield, G. D. Song of the sirens. (S '17)
Livesay, P. R., tr. Songs of Ukraina. (Ap

'17)

Lomax, J: A. Songs of the cattle trail and
cow camp. (My '20)

Long, H. Poems. (S '21)
Low, B: R. C. Broken music. (P '21)
Low, B: R. C. Pursuit of happiness. (Jl '19)
Lowell, A. Can Grande's castle. (D '18)
Lowell, A. Legends. (Jl '21)
Lowell, A. Pictures of the floating world.
(N '19)

McCarthy, D. A. Songs of sunrise. (Ja '19)
McCarthy, J: R. Gods and devils. (Jl '19)
McCarthy, J: R. Out-of-doors. (Jl '19)
MacCathmhaoil, S., pseud. Mountainy singer.
(Ag '19)

McClure, J: P. Airs and ballads. (Je '18)
McCoy, S: Merchants of the morning. (N*

'19)

McCracken, E., ed. To mother. (O '17)
McCrae, J: In Flanders fields. (Ap '19)
MacDonnell, J. F. C. Cairn of stars. (Jl

'20)

MacDonnell, J. P. C. My Ireland. (My '18)
MacGill, P. Soldier songs. (Jl '17)
MacKaye, P. W. Dogtown common. (S '21)
McLeod, I. R. Before dawn. (Mr '19)
MacLelsh, A. Tower of ivory. (My '18)
Malcolm, I. Z. Stuff and nonsense. (S '19)
Markham, E. Gates of paradise. (Jl '20)
Marks, J. A. Willow pollen. (Ja '22)
Marquis, D. Noah an' Jonah an' Cap'n
John Smith. (Ja '22)

Masefleld, J: Enslaved. (S '20)
Masefleld, J: King Cole. (D '21)
Masefield, J: Lollingdon Downs. (S '17)
Masefleld, J: Poems. (O '17)
Masefleld, J: Poems and plays. (Ap '19)
Masefield, J: Reynard, the fox. (Ja '20)
Masefleld, J: Right Royal. (F '21, Ag '21)
Masters, E. L. Domesday book. (Ja '21 Ag

'21)
^

Masters, E. L. Open sea. (Ja '22)
Masters, E. L. Starved Rock. (Ja '20, Ag
Masters, E. L. Toward the gulf. (Ap '18)
Mathers, E: P. Coloured stars. (D '19)
Mathers, E: P.. tr. Garden of bright waters.

(Ap '21)

Maynard, T. Last knight. (Mr '21)

Maynard, T. Poems. (N '19)

Maynard, T.. comp. Tankard of ale. (O
'20)

Mew, C. Saturday market. (Ag '21)
Meynell, A. C. Father of women, and other
poems. (P '19)

Mickiewicz, A. Pan Tadeusz. (Ja '18)
Middleton, S. New day. (My '19j
Millay, K. S. V. Renascence. (Mr '18)
Millay, E. St V. Second April. (S '21)
Millen, W: A. Songs of the Irish revolution
and songs of the newer Ireland. (Jl '20)

Miller, A. Wings in the night. (Ag '18)
Mitchell, R. S. Poems. (Jl '21)
Mixter, F. K. Out of mist. (N "21)
Money-Coutts. H. B. Broads, 1919. (Je '21)
Montague, J. J. More truth than poetry.
(D '20)

Montgomery, L. M. Watchman. (Jl '17)
Moore, T: S. Little school. (S '20)
More, J. B. Beggar's vision. (Ja '22)
More, J. B. Lover's rosary. (N '19)
Morgan, A. Forward, march! (Ap '19)
Morgan, A. Hail, man! (My '20)
Morley, C. D. Chimneysmoke. (Ja '22)
Morley, C. D. Hide and seek. (D '20)
Morley, C. D. Rocking- horse. (My '19)
Morley, C. D. Songs for a little house. (Ja

'18)

Morton, D: Ships in harbour. (Je '21)

Moult, T: Down here the hawthorn. (D
•21)

Mowrer, P. S. Hours of France in peace
and war. (Ja '19)

Myers, P: W: H: Collected poems. (My
'21)

Naidu, S. Broken wing. (My '17)
Napier, M. Songs of the dead. (D '20)
Neihardt, J: G. Song of three friends. (Ap

'19)

Nekrassov, N. A. Who can be happy and
free in Russia? (Jl '17)

Nevinson, H: W. Lines of life. (Mr '21)
Newark, New Jersey. Committee of one
hundred. Newark anniversary poems. (O
'17)

Newbolt, H: J: Poems. (F '22)
Nichols, R. M. B. Ardours and endurances.
(My '18)

Nichols, R. M. B. Aurelia, and other poems.
(O '20)

Noguchi, Y. Japanese hokkus. (D '20)

Noguchi, Y. Seen and unseen. (Ag '21)

Noguchi, y. Selected poems. (Ja '22)
Norwood, R. W. Bill Boram. (O '21)
Norwood, R. W. Modernists. (F '19)

Noyes, A. Collected poems. (D '2C)
Noyes, A. Elfln artist. (O '20)
Noyes, A. New morning. (Je '19)

O'Brien, E: J. H. White fountains. (Ap '17)
O'Conor, N. J. Songs of the Celtic past. (My

'18)

O'Neil, G: Cobbler in Willow street, and
other poems. (Ja '20)

Oppenheim, J. Book of self. (Jl '17)

Oppenheim, J. Mystic warrior. (Ag '21)

Oppenheim, J. Solitary. (Ag '19)

Osborn, E: B. Muse in arms. (S '18)

Owen, W. Poems. (Ap '21)

Oxenham, J: "All's well!" (My '17)

Oxenham, J: Fiery cross. (F '19)

Oxenham, J: Vision splendid. (S '17)

Percy, W: A. In April once. (D '20)

Peterson, A. Andvari's ring. (My '17)

Phillpotts, E. As the wind blows. (S '20)
Phillpotts, E. Plain song, 1914-1916. (N '17)
Phoutrides, A. E. Lights at dawn. (N '17)

Pierce, F: E. Poems of New England and
old Spain. (Je '19)

Piper, E. P. Barbed wire. (Ja '18)

Poe, E. A. Poems. (P '18)

Potter, M. C. Rhymes of a child's world.
(N '20)

Pound, E. L. Lustra. (P '18)

Powell, C: Poets in the nursery. (D '20)

Presland, J: Poems of London, and other
verses. (Ag '19)

Preston, K. Splinters. (Ja '22)

Preston, K. Types of Pan. (Jl '19)

Prisoner of Pentonvllle. (Jl '20)
Randolph, T: Poems and Amyntas. (Je '17)

Ransom, J: C. Poems about God. (My '19)

Raskin, P. M. Songs and dreams. (O '20)

Reed, E: B. Sea moods. (Ja '18)
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Reed, H. L. Memorial day. (Ja '18)

Reese, Ij. W. Spicewood. (Je '21)

Rice, C. Y. Sea poems. (N '21)

Rice, C. T. Shadowy thresholds. (Ja '20)

Rice, C. Y. Songs to A. H. R. (Ap '19)

Rice, C. Y. Trails sunward. (Je '17)

Rice, C. Y. Wraiths and realities. (S '18)

Rice, G. Songs of the stalwart. (P 'IS)

Ridge, L. Ghetto. (F '19)

Ridge, L. Sun-up. (P '21, Ag '21)

Riley, J. W. Name of Old Glory. (S '17)

Rittenhouse, J. B. Door of dreams. (Mr '18)

Rittenhouse, J. B. Lifted cup. (D '21)

Roberts, C. Twenty-six poems. (N '18)

Roberts, C. E. M. Poems. (Mr '20)

Roberts, W. A. Pierrot wounded and other
poems. (F '20)

Robinson, C. Poems. (My '21)

Robinson, C. R. Service and sacrifice. (Je
'19)

Robinson, E. A. Avon's harvest. (My '21)

Robinson, E. A. Collected poems. (D '21)

Robinson, E. A. Merlin. (Je '17)

Robinson, E. A. Lancelot. (.Ag '20)

Robinson, E. A. Three taverns. (N '20)

Robinson, E. M. Piping and panning. (N
'20)

Rostrevor, G: Escape and fantasy. (My
•19)

Roth. S: Europe: a book for America. (F
'20)

Ryan, A. Whisper of fire. (Ap '20)

Sackville, M. Selected poems. (N" '20)
Sampson, H: A. Sonnets, and other poems.
(My '21)

Sandburg, C. Cornhuskers. (D '18)

Sandburg, C. Smoke and steel. (N '20)

Sanger, W: C. jr. Verse. (S '20)

Sarett, L. Many maAy moons. (My '20)

Sassoon, S. Counter-attack. (F '19)

Sassoon, S. Old huntsman. (Je '18)

Sassoon, S. Picture-show. (J6 '20)

Sayers, D. L. Catholic tales and Christian
songs. (D '19)

Schauffler, R. H. White comrade. (F '21)
Scholfield, H. Sonnets. (D '19)
Scollard. C. Let the flag wave. (N '17)
Scott, E. Precipitations. (Je '21)

Seiffert, M. A. Woman of thirty. (Mr '20)
Selva, S. de la. Tropical town. (N '18)
Sentner, D: Cobblestones. (P '22)

Service, R. W. Ballads of a Bohemian. (Jl
•21)

Shanks, E: Queen of China. (F '20)
Shepard, O. Lonely flute. (F '18)
Sherman. F. D. Poems. (Ap '18)

Shorter, D. Sixteen dead men. (Ja '20)
Shorter, D. Sad years. (Ja '19)

Sieveking. L. deG. Dressing gowns and
glue. (Je '20)

SItwell, O. Argonaut and Ji:ggernaut. (Ap
•20)

Smith, C. F. Sailor town. (S '19)
Smith, C. F. Small craft. (Jl '19)
Smith, J. T., jr. Haunts and by-oaths. (D

'19)

Sorley, C: H. Marlborough. (Ap '17)
Speyer, L. Canopic jar. (Je '21)
Spring Rice. C. A. Poems. (Ja '21)
Squire, J: C. Birds. (D '20)

Squire, J. C. Poems; first series. (N" '19)
Squire, J: C. Poems; second series. (F '22)
Squire, J: C. Tricks of the trade. (S '17)
Stephens, J. Reincarnations. (S '18)
Sterling, G: Binding of the beast. (Ja '19)
Still. J: Poems in captivitv. (My '20)
Stoddard, C: W. Poems. (O '17)
Strange, M., oseud. Poems. (Jl '19)
Strode, M. Soul's faring. (Je '21)
Swinburne. A. C: Posthumous poems. (S '17)
Swinburne, A. C: Selections. (D '20)
Swinburne, A. C: Springtide of life. (F '19)
Swinnerton, H. Passenger. (N '20)
Tagore, R. Gitanjali, and Fruit-gathering.

(Ja '19)
Tagore, R. Lover's gift. CN '18)
Tale of a walled town. (Ja '22)
Taylor, B. L. Penny whistle. (Ja '22)
Teasdale, S. Flame and shadow. (D '20)
Teasdale, S. Love songs. (N '17)
Thomas, E: Collected poems. (Ja '22)

Thomas, E: Poems. (Ap '18)

Thompson, J: R. Poems. (Je '20)

Thomson, O. R. H. Modern comedy. (F '19)

Thornely, T: Verses from fen and fell. (F
'20)

Tietjens, E. S. Body and raiment. (D '19)
Tietjens, E. Profiles from China. (F '18)
Towne, C: H. World of windows, and other
poems. (D '19)

Tree, I. Poems. (N '19)
Trench, H. Poems, with fables in prose. (Ja

Trine, G. S. Dreams and voices. (Ja '21)
Troubetzkoy, A. As the wind blew. (D '20)
Tudor, M. Potter's clay. (Ap '18)
Tudor, M. Winged spirit. (F '19)
Turner, J. Buddy's bllghty. (N '18)
Turner, W. J. Dark wind. (Jl '20)
Underbill, E. Theophanies. (Ap '17>
Underwood, J: C. War flames. (Jl '17)
Unterm.eyer, J. Dreams out of darkness. (D

•21)

LTntermeyer, J Growing pains. (F '19)
Untermeyer, L: Including Horace. (Ja '20)
Untermeyer, L: New Adam. (N '20)
Untermeyer, L: These times. (Je '17)
Van Dyke, H: Golden stars. (My '19)
Van Dyke, H: Red flower. (Ja •IS)
Van Dyke, T. Songs of seeking and finding.
(D '20)

Van Rensselaer, M. Many children. (N ^21)
V.insittart, R. G. Singing caravan. (Ap '20)
Verhaeren, fi. Afternoon. (My '17)
Verhaeren, fi. Evening hours. (Ag '18)
Verhaeren, fi. Love poems. (O '17)
Vern^de, R. E. War poems. (N '20)
Wallace, E. K. Feelings and things. (Jl ^17)
Walsh, T: Don Folquet, and other poems.
(O ^20)

Walsh, T: Gardens overseas. (Mr •IS)
Walsh. T:. ed. Hispanic anthology. (D '20)
Warren. G. Sword. (O '19)
Warren, G. O. Trackless regions. (Mr '18)
Warren, L., and Donaldson, R. A. En repos
and elsewhere o»rer there. (O '19)

Watson, W: Ireland unfreed. (F '22)
M''atson, Sir W: Man who saw. (Ag '17)
Watson, Sir W: Retrogression. (Ap '17)
Wattles, W. A. Lanterns in Gethsemane.
(Ap '19)

Weaver, J: V., jr. In American. (Ap '21)
Weaving, W. Bubble. (Ap '18)
Weeks, R. Ode to France. (Ag '17)
Welles. W. Hesitant heart. (My '20)
Wells, C. Such nonsense. (D '18)
Welsh, J. C. Songs of a miner. (O '17, My
Wernaer. R. M. Soul of America. (Je '18)
Wheelock, J: H. Dust and light. (D '19)
White, V. C. Horizons. (Jl '21)
Whitman, W. Patriotic poems. (D '18)
Wickham, A. Contemplative quarry, and The
man with a hammer. (S '21)

Widdemer, M. Cross-currents. (Ja ^22)
Widdemer, M. Factories. (N '17)
Widdemer, M. Haunted hour. (Ap '20)
Widdemer, M. Old road to paradise. (F '19)
Wilcox, E. Sonnets of sorrow and triumph.

(F ^19)

Wilkinson, M. O. Bluestone. (O ^20)
Wilkinson, M. O. Golden songs of the Golden

state. (F •IS)
Wilson, A. F: Township line. (N '19)
Wil.'^on. C. C. Fir trees and fireflies. (F '21)
Wilson, E. E: Comrades of the mist. (S

'19)

Wil.=on, T. P. C. Waste paper philosophy.
(F '21)

Wood, C. Earth turns south. (Je '19)
Wood, C. Glad of earth. (Je '17)

Wood, C. Jehovah. (S '20)
Woodberry, G: E: Ideal passion. (D '17)
Woodberry, G: E: Roamer, and other poems.

(Je '20)

Wyatt, E. F. "Wind in the corn. (Ja '18)

Wylie, E. Nets to catch the wind. (Ja ^22)
"X.," pseud. War poems. (Mv '17)

Yanks; A. E. F. verse. (F '20)

Yeats, W: B. Wild swans at Coole. (Mv ^19)
Young, F. B. Poems, 1916-1918. (S ^20)

Youngs, M. F. When we were little. (D ^19)

Collections

Armstrong. H. F., ed. Book of New York
verse. (P •IS)
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Poems, Books of—Collections

—

Continued
Ayscough, F., and Lowell, A., trs. Fir-flow-

er tablets. (Ja '22)

Beckley, Z., and Gollomb, J., comps. Songs
of courage. (O '17)

Boni, A., ed. Modern book of French verse.
(Ag '20)

Boyajian, Z. C, comp. Armenian legends and
poems. (Ap '17)

Braithwaite, W: S. Anthology of magazine
verse for 1916. (Ag '17)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. Anthology of
magazine verse for 1917. (Mr '18)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. Anthology of mag-
azine verse for 1918. (Mr '19)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. Anthology of
magazine verse for 1919. (Ap '20)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. Anthology of
magazine verse for 1920; and year book
of American poetry. (Mr '21)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. Book of modern
British verse. (My '20)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. (Golden treasury of
magazine verse. (S '18)

Braithwaite, W: S. B., ed. Victory. (S '19)

Broadhurst, J., and Rhodes, C. L., comps.
Verse for patriots to encourage good citi-
zenship. (N '19)

Brougham, E. M., comp. Corn from olde
fleldes. (F '19)

Clarke, G: H. Treasury of war poetry, 1914-
1919. (S '19)

Clarke, G: H., ed. Treasury of war poetry.
(N '17, D '18)

Contemporary verse anthology. (F '21)

Crow, M., comp. Christ in the poetry of to-
day. (O '17)

Davis, F. P., ed. Anthology of newspaper
verse for 1919, and year book of newspaper
poetry. (F '21)

Dickinson/, E: R., ed. Poems of the dance.
(F '22)

Eaton, W. D., €d. War in verse and prose.
(Ja '20)

Edwards, M. B. Betham-, tr. French fireside
poetry. (My '21)

Foxcroft, F., ed. War poetry. (O '18)

Foxcroft. F. War verse. (S '19)

Friedlander, J., comp. Standard book of
Jewish verse. (Mr '18)

Frothlngham, R., comp. Songs of dogs. (N
'20)

Frothlngham, R., comp. Songs of horses. (N
'20)

Frothlngham, R., comp. Songs of men. (F
•19)

Gardiner, F. H., comp. Limericks. (Jl '21)

Garvin, J: W:, ed. Canadian poets and po-
etry. (Mr '17)

Gayley, C: M., and Flaherty, M. C:, comps.
Poetry of the people. (S '20)

Georgian poetry, 1916-1917. (My '18)

Georgrian poetry, 1918-1919. (My '20)

Gibbons, H. A., comp. Songs from the
trenches. (D '18)

Ha>'Tie3, W., and Harrison, J. L., comps.
Camp-fire verse. (Ja, '18)

Haynes, W., and Harrison, J. L., comps.
Fisherman's verse. (Ap '19)

Ingpen, R., ed. One thousand poems for
children. (F '21)

Lewlsohn, L. Poets of modern France. (S
•18)

Miscellany of American poetry, 1920. (O
•20)

Monroe, H., and Henderson, A. C, eds. New
poetry. (Ap '17)

Murdoch, W., comp. Oxford book of Aus-
tralasian verse. (S '19)

Nicholson. D. H. S.. and Lee, A. H. E.. eds.
Oxford book of English mystical verse. (N ^17)

O'Brien, E: J. H., ed. Masque of poets. (Je
'18)

Richards, Q. M., comp. Melody of earth. (My
'18)

Richards, E. B., ed. Representative Amer-
ican poetry. (N '19)

Richards, G. E., comp. Star-points. (Ap '21)
Rlttenhouse, J. B., ed. Second book of mod-
ern verse. (Ja '20)

Schnittkind, H: T:, ed. Poets of the future.
(Je '17, Je '21)

Scott, S., comp. Book of the sea. (F '18)

Segar, M. G., comp. Some minor poems of
the middle ages. (Jl '17)

Selver, P., ed. and tr. Modern Russian
poetry. (F '19)

Seymour. W: K., ed. Miscellany of British
poetry. (Ap '20)

Some Jiiitish ballads. (F '21)
Some imagist poets, 1917. (Je '17)
Stempel, G. H., comp. and ed. Bo.ok of bal-

lads, old and new. (N '17)

Stevens, R. D. and D. H., eds. American
patriotic prose and verse. (F '18)

Stevenson, B. E., comp. Home book of verse.
(D '18)

Stork, C: W., comp. Anthology of Swedish
lyrics. (Mr '18)

Strahan, S., and O'Donnell, C: L., comps.
Notre Dame verse. (D '17)

Teasdale, S., comp. Answering voice. (O
-17)

Thorley, W. C:, tr. and ed. Fleurs-de-lys,
(Je "M)

Thorp, N. H.. comp. Songs of the cowboys.
(N '21)

Untermeyer, L:, ed. Modern American poet-
ry. (My '20)

Untermeyer, L:, ed. Modern British poet-
ry. (S '20)

Waley, A., comp. Japanese poetry. (N '20)

Waley, A., tr. Hundred and seventy Chinese
poems. (Jl '19j

Waley, A., tr. More translations from the
Chinese. (Ja '20)

Walters, L. D'O. Anthology of recent poetry.
(D '20)

Ward, T: H., ed. EngUsh poets. (Mr '19)

Wells, C, comp. Book of humorous verse.
(Ja '21)

West, H: L., comp. Lyrics of the links. (Jl
•21)

Wheeler, W: R., ed. Book of verse of the
great war. (Ja '18)

White, A. C, ed. Little book of Irish verse.
(Ap '17)

Willcox, L., comp. and ed. Manual of mystic
verse. (O '18)

Tale book of student verse. (N '19)

Yale review. American and British verse from
the Yale review. (Je '21)

Yale Review. Book of Yale Review verse.
(Mr '18)

Poems about God. Ransom, J: C. (My '19)

Poems and plays. Masefleld, J: (Ap '19)

Poems and prose. Dowson, E. C. (O '19)

Poems and prose poems. Baudelaire, C: P.
(D -19)

Poems by a little girl. Conkling, H. (Je •ZO)

Poems in captivity. Still, J: (My ^20)

Poems new and old. Freeman, J: (Je '21)

Poems of London, and other verses. Presland,
J: (Ag '19)

Poems of New England and old Spain. Pierce,
F: E. (Je '19)

Poems of the dance. Dickinson, E: R., ed. (F
'22)

Poems of the English race. Alden, R. M.,
ed. (Jl '21)

Poems; second series. Squire, J: C. (F '22)

Poems, with fables in prose. Trench, H. (Ja
20)

Poet of science. Rice, W: N. (D '19)

Poet of the air. Wright, J. M. (D '18)

Poetic origins and the ballad. Pound, L. (Ap
'21)

Poetic year for 1916. Braithwaite, W: S. B.
(O '17)

Poetry
Aiken, C. P. Scepticisms. (Ja *20, Ag '20)

Brett-Smith, H. F. B. Peacock's Four ages
of poetry, Shelley's Defence of poetry.
Browning's Essay on Shelley. (Ja '22)

Colson, E. M. How to read poetry. (F '19)

Dunsany. E: J: M. D. P. Nowadays. (N '19)

Erskine, J: Kinds of poetry. (S '20)

Gayley. C: M., and Kurtz, B: P. Methods
and materials of literary criticism. (S '20)

Mordell. A. Literature of ecstacy. (Ja '22)

Newbolt, H: J: New study of English
poetry. (Je '19)

Pound, L Poetic origins and the ballad.

(Ap '21)

Perry. B. Study of poetry. (Ag '20)
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Watts-Dunton, W. T. Poetry and the Renas-
cence of wonder. (Ap '17)

Poetry, American
Schnittkind, H: T:, ed. Poets of the future.

(Je '21)

Poetry of John Dryden. Van Doren, M. (Ja
21)

Poetry of the people. Gayley, C: M., and Fla-
herty, M. C:, comps. (S '20)

Poets, American
Cook, H. W. Our poets of today. (Ap '19)

Lowell, A. Tendencies In modern American
poetry. (D '17)

Poets, English
Moore, S. Some soldier poets. (Ag '20J
Osborn, E: B. New Elizabethans. (Je '19)

Poets in the nursery. Powell, C: (D '20)

Poets of modern France. Lewisohn, L. (S '18)

Poets of the future. Schnittkind, H: T:, ed.
(Je '17, Je '21)

"Pollu," a dog of Roubaix. Atkinson, E. (F
•19)

Point of view. Bianchl. M. G. (S '18)

Points of friction. Repplier, A. (N '20)

Poisoner. Kenyon, C. F. (D '21)

Poisonous plants
Long, H. C. Plants poisonous to live stock.

(S '17)

Poland
Boswell, A. B. Poland and the Poles. (Ap
20)

Butler, R. New eastern Europe. (Jl '19)

Duff, J. D., ed. Russian realities and prob-
lems. (Jl '17)

Gibbons, H. A. Reconstruction of Poland and
the Near East. (O '17)

Goodhart, A. L. Poland and the minority
races. (D '20)

Roy, J. A. Pole and Czech in Silesia. (Ap
21)

"Waliszewskl, K. Poland the unknown. (S
•20)

History
Benson, E: F: White eagle of Poland. (My

•19)

Lewinski-Corwin, E: H: Political history of
Poland. (N '17)

Whitton, F: E. History of Poland. (F 'IS)

Social conditions

Thomas, W: I:, and Znaniecki, F. Polish
peasant in Europe and America. (Jl '18)

Polar hunters. Rolt-Wheeler, F. W: (Jl '17)

Pole and Czech in Silesia. Roy, J. A. (Ap '21j

Police
Crump, I. Boys' book of policemen. (Je ^17)

Ci-ump, I. Boys' book cf mounted police.
(Mr •IS)

Fosdick, R. B. American police systems. (Ja
•21)

Graper, E. D. American police administra-
tion. (Ag ^21)

Mayo, K. Justice to all. (Mr '17)
Mayo, K. Standard-bearers. (S '18)

Woods, A. Policeman and public. (Ap '20)
Police reserve and home defense guard man-

ual. Dawkins, W: A. (Ja '19)

Policeman and public. Woods A. (Ap '20)
Polish fairy tales. Glinski, A. J. (F '21)

Polish fiction
Benecke, E. C. M., and Busch, M., trs. More

tales by Polish authors. (Jl '17)
Polish peasant in Europe and America. Thomas.

W: I:, and Znaniecki, F. (Jl '18)
Polished ebony. Cohen, O. R. (N '19)

Political conditions of allied success. Angell,
N.. pseud. (Ag '18)

Political ethics
Perla, L. What is "national honor"? (Jl '18)

Political frontiers and boundary making. Hol-
' dich. Sir T: H. (Ap '17)

Political future of India. Lajpat Raya. (Ja
'20)

Political history of modern Europe. Schevlll,
F. (O '21)

Political history of Poland. Lewinskl-Corwin,
E: H: (N •I?)

Political history of the public lands. Stephen-
son, G: M. (Ja '19)

Political ldeal3. Russell, B. A. W- (O '17)

Political loaders of provincial Pennsylvania.
Sharpless, I: (Jl '19)

Political parties

Great Britain
Morgan, W: T: English political parties and

leaders during the reign of Queen Anne,
1702-1710. (Ag '21 and 1920 Annual)

Political pilgrim In Europe. Snowden, E. (D
•21)

Political portraits. Whibley, C: (Ap ^18)
Political profiles. Sidebotham, H. (D '21)
Political scene. Lippmann, W. (My '19)

Political science
Bigelow, M. M. Papers on the legal history
of government. (Ap '20)

Bryce, J. B. Modern democracies. (Je '21)
Butler, G. G. Studies in statecraft. (Jl '21)
Jjealey, J. Q. ytale and government. (Ap

Dunning, W: A. History of political theories
from Rousseau to Spencer. (Jl •£!)

Faiiell, H: P. Introduction io political sci-
ence. (Ap '18)

Geiser, K: F: Democracy versus autocracy.
(Jl '19)

Guthrie, W: D. Magna carta. (Ap •!?)
Haines, C: G. and B. H. Principles and prob-
lems of government. (S '21)

Jenks, E: State and the nation. (Jl '19)
Jones, H: Principles of citizenship. (D '20)
Lansing, R. Notes on sovereignty. (Jl '21)
Laski, H. J. Foundations of sovereignty.

(O '21)

Laski. H. J. Political thought in England
from Locke to Bentham. (S '20)

Lowell, A. L. Greater European governments.
(Je '19)

Ogg, F: A. Governments of Europe. (Ap
•21)

Peterson, S: Democracy and government.
(Mr ^20)

Russell, B. A. W: Political Ideals. (O '17)
Scott, E. Men and thought in modern his-

tory. (Ag ^21)

Shelley, P. B. Philosophical view of reform.
(Ag ^21)

Spencer, H. Man versus the state. (Ap '17)

Storey, M. Problems of to-day. (N '20)
Webster, H., comp. Historical source book.
(Mr '21)

Weyl, W. E: Tired radicals. (O '21)

Willoughby, W: P. Introduction to the study
of the government of modern states. (Ag
•19)

Willoughby, W. W. Prussian political philo-
sophy. (My ^13)

Young, J. S. State and government. (N '17)

Study and teaching
American political science association. Teach-

ing of government. (Je ^17)

Political svstems in transition. Fenwick, C: G.
(D •20. Ag ^21)

Political thought in England from Locke to
Bentham. Laski, H. J. (S '20, Ag ^21)

Political works of James I. James I. (N '19)

Politics
McCabe, J. Taint In politics. (O '20)

Politics and personalities. Russell, G: W: E.
(Ja '18)

Politics of Industi-y. Frank, G. (S '19)

Polly and the princess. Dowd, E. C. (F '18)

Pollyooly dances. Jepson, E. (Ag '20)

Polo, Marco, 1252-1324

Fiction

Byrne, D. Messer Marco Polo. (N '21)

Polynesia
Safroni-Middleton, A. Wine-dark seas and
tropic skies. (Ap '19)

St Johnston, T: R. Islanders of the Pacific.

(Je '21)

Stock. R. Cruise of the dream ship. (F '22)

Pool, billiards and bowling alleys as a phase of

commercialized amusements In Toledo,
Ohio. Phelan. J: J. (N '19)

Pool of stars. Meigs, C. (My '20)

Poor _.

Gillin, J: L: Poverty and dependency. (O
•21)
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Poor—Continued
Nevinson. M. W. Workhouse characters and
other sketches of the hfe of the poor. (My
•19)

Smith, R. H. Justice and the poor. (F '20)
Poor dear Theodora! Irwin, F. (My '20)
Poor man's rock. Sinclair, B. W: (D '20)
Poor relations. Mackenzie, C. (Mr '20)
Poor white. Anderson, S. (D '20)
Poor wise man. Rinehart, M. (D '20)
Pope's favourite. McCabe, J. (Jl '17)
Popular aspects of oriental religions. Hartman,

L: O. (Jl '17)

Popular chemical dictionary. Kingzett, C: T:
(Ae- '20)

Popular government. Hall, A. B. (S '21)
Popular history of FVance. Van Vorst, B. (Ap

•19)

Popular misgovernment in the United States.
Cruikshank, A. B. (Mr '21)

Popular theatre. Nathan, G: J. (Ja '19)

Porcelain
Bassett, S. W. Story of porcelain. (D '19)
Lewer, H. W: China collector. (My '30)

Pork-production. Smith, W: W. (S '20)
Port Allington stories. Vernftde, R. E. (N

•20)

Port of New York. Rush, T. E: (Jl '20)

Port Sunlight
Davison, T: R. Port Sunlight. (D '17)

Porter, William Sydney. See Heniy, O. pseud.
(F '19)

Portland cement industry. Brown, W: A. (S
17)

Portmanteau plays. Walker, S. (O '17)

Porto Rico

Description and travel

Marden, P. S. Sai'ing south. (Ap '21)

Social conditions
Fleagle, F. K. Social problems In Porto Rico.
(D '17)

Portrait of a scholar. Chapman, R. W: (Ag
•21)

Portrait of Mr W. H. Wilde, O. (S '21)
Portrait of the artist as a young man. Joyce,

J. (My -17)

Portraits
Fletcher, C: R. L. Historical portraits, 1700-

1850. (D '20)
Portraits and backgrounds. Blashfleld. E. W.

(S '18)
Portraits and protests. Cleghorn, S. N. (N

•17)

Portraits of American women. Bradford, G.
(Ja '20)

Portraits of the eighties. Hutchinson. H. G.
(S '20)

Portraits of the nineties. Raymond, E. T. (N
'21)

Ports and terminal facilities. MacElwee, R. S:
(My '19)

Portugal
Young, G: Portugal old and young. (N '17)

Biography
Bell, A. F. G. Portuguese portraits. (S '18)

History
Young, G: Portugal, old and young. (My

Portuguese portraits. Bell, A. F. G. (S '18)
Portypee. Lincoln, J. C. (Je '20)
Position of the laborer In a system of na-

tionalism. Furniss, E. S. (N '20)
Positivism
Harrison, F: On society. (F '20)

Possession. Wadsley, O. (Ap '17)
Possible peace. Hugins, R. (Ag '17)
Postal savings-banks
Kemmerer, E. W. Postal savings. (Mr '18)

Postal service
Canada

Smith, W: History of the post office in Brit-
ish North America, 1639-1870. (Je '21)

United States
Roper, D. C. United States post office. (D

Smith, W: History of the post office in Brit-
ish North America, 1639-1870. (Je '21)

Postliumous poems. Swinburne, A. C: (S '17)
Posthumous works. Tolstoi, L.. N. (Mr '21)
Potash and Perlmutter settle things. Glass,

M. M. (N '19)

Potatoes
Gilbert, A. W., and others. Potato. (Jl '17)

Potomac landings. Wilstach, P. (Ja '22)

Potomac river
Wilstach, P. Potomac landings. (Ja '22)

Pots and pans. Bye, A. E. (Ja '22)
PotteraL and ihe war. Vallotton, B: (Ap '18)
Potterism. Macaulay, R. (D '20)
Potter's clay. Tudor, M. (Ap '18)

Pottery
Pountney, W. J. Old Bristol potteries. (My

'21)

Rhead, G: W. Earthenware collector. (My
•20)

Poultry
Cobb, E. Hen at work. (Ag '19)
Dryden, J. Poultry breeding and manage-
ment. (Jl '17)

Gibson, A. My poultry day by day. (My '18)
Hanson, S. G: Commercial egg farming, (Ja

-19)

Jaspei-, Mme. Flemish system of poultry
rearing. (My '17)

Roberts, H. A. Commercial poultry raisiniT.
(Ap '19)

Poverty
Gillin, J: L: Poverty and dependency. (O

'21)

Lansbury, G: Your part In poverty. (D '17)
Poverty and dependency. Glllln. J: L: (O

21)
Powdered coal as a fuel. Herington, C. F: (Jl

•18)

Power
Gilbert, C. G., and Pogue, J. E. America'*
power resources. (S '21)

Power factor
Clayton, A. E. Power factor correction. (Jl

'21)

Power factor correction. Clayton, A. E. (Jl
'21)

Power of a god, and other one -act plays. Guild.
T. H. (My -20)

Power of a lie. Bojer, J. (Jl '20)

Power of Dante. Grandgent, C: H. (S '19)

Power of prayer. Paierson, W: P., and Rus-
sell, D:, eds. (F '21)

Power plants
Bolton, K. P. Municipal experiment. (Ap
18)

Fernald, R. H., and Orrok, G: A. Engineer-
ing of power plants. (Jl '17)

Harding, L: A., and Willard, A. C. Mechan-
ical equipment of buildings. (D '17)

Powers and aims of western democracy.
Sloane, W: M. (N '19)

Practical aviation. Hayward, C: B. (My '19)

Practical bank operation. National city bank
of New York. (Ap '21)

Practical banking. Wolfe, O. H. (Ja '18)

Practical book of architecture. Price, C: M.
(Ap '17)

Practical book of interior decoration. Eberleln,
H. D., and others. (F '20)

Practical book of oriental rugs. Lewis, G: G.
(Ag '21)

Practical book of outdoor rose growing for the
home garden. Thomas, G: C. (S '17)

Practical business English. Gallagher, O. C:,

and Moulton, L. B. (D '18)

Practical cookbook. Howard, M. W. (Je '17)

Practical course in wooden boat and ship build-
ing. Van Gaasbeek, R: M. (Ap '19)

Practical dietary computer. Pope, A. E. (Ag
•18)

Practical dry cleaner, scourer and garment
dyer. Brannt, W: T. (Ag '19)

Practical electric illumination. Croft, T. W.
(Ap '18)

Practical flv fishing. St John, L. (Je '20)

Practical flying. McMinnies, W: G. (O '18)

Practical food economy. Kirk, A. G. (S '17)

Practical gardening. Findlay, H. (My '18)

Practical hints on playwriting. Piatt, A. (N
20)

Practical home nursing. Henderson, L. (Mr
'19)
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Practical illustration. Whiting, J: D. (Ja '21)

Practical marine engineering. Durand, W: F;
(Jl '17)

Practical minor tactics. Bugge, J. (Jl '21)

Practical motor boat handling, seamanship and
piloting. Chapman, C: F: (N '17)

Practical papers on parish problems. Granger,
W: A. (N '19)

Practical rabbit keeping. Farrington, E: I.

(S '19)

Practical road buildinj^. Foote, C: E. (Mr '18)

Practical ship production. Carmichael, A. W:
(S '19)

Practical structural design. McCullough, E. (F
18)

Practical use of books and libraries. Ward,
G. O. (Jl '17)

Practical views on psychic phenomena. Wright,
G: E. (Ag '20)

Practice and theory of Bolshevism. Eng title

of Bolshevism. Russell, B. A. W: (Ja
•21)

Practicing Christian unity. Guild, R. B. (P
'20)

Pragmatism
Dewey, J:, and others. Creative intelligence.
(Mr '17)

Prairie flov.-ers. Hendryx, J. B. (Ap '21)

Prairie mother. Stringer, A. J: A. (N '20)

Prairie-schooner princess. Maule, M. K. (N
'20)

Pratt, Mrs Harry Rogers. See Rothery, A. E.

Prayer
Crane. A. M. Ask and receive. (F '21)

Paterson, W: P., and Russell, D:. eds. Power
of prayer. (F '21)

Prayers
Beard, F., comp. Prayers for use in home,

school and Sunday school. (Ja '18)

Preacher of Cedar Mountain. Seton, E. T. (Je
'17)

Preaching
Cadman, S: P. Ambassadors of God. (Jl

•21)

Donnelly, F. P. Art of interesting. (N '20)

Fitch, A. P. Preaching and paganism. (F
•21, Ag '21)

Gardner, C: S. Psychology and preaching.
(Ag '18)

Garvie, A. E. Christian preacher. (Jl '21)

Hoyt, A. S. Pulpit and American life. (Jl
'21)

Kelman, J: War and preaching. (O '19)

McDowell, W: F. Good ministers of Jesus
Christ. (S '17)

Preaching and paganism. Fitch, A. P. (F '21,

Ag '21)

Precepts and judgments, Foch, F. (O '20)

Precious stones
Wade, F. B. Text-book of precious stones.
(Mr '18)

Precipitations. Scott, E. (Je '21)

Predetermination of true costs and relatively
true selling prices. Parkhurst, F: A: (Je
'17)

Prefaces. Marquis, D. R. P. (Ag '19)

Pregnancy
Cooke, .T. B. Baby, before and after arrival.

(Je '17)

Hirsch, C. Diary of an expectant mother.
(O '17)

Stacpoole, F. Advice to women. (F '18)
Prejudices. Mencken, H: L: (D '19)
Prejudices; second ser. Mencken, H: L: (Ja

'21, Ag '21)
Preliminary mathematics. Austin, F, E. (As

'17)

Prelude to Bolshevism. Koren.skv, A. F. (Je
'19)

Preparation of contracts and conveyances with
forms and problems. Ballantine, H: W.
(Je '21)

Preparing for womanhood. I^owry, E. B.
(N '18)

Preparing women for citizenship. Robinson,
H. (Ja '19)

Present and past banking in Mexico. McCaleb.
W. F. (Ap '20)

Present conflict of ideals. Perrv, R. B. (Mv
'19)

Present-day Europe. Stoddard, T. L. (S '17)

Present-day golf. Duncan, G:, and Darwin, B.
(O '21)

Present day Paris and the battlefields. Story,
A. M. S. (N '20)

Present problems in foreign policy. Hill, D: J.

(Ag '19)

Presenting Jane McRae. Luther, M. L. (S
'20)

Preservation of wood. Wallis-Tayler, A. J.
(Ag '18)

Preserving and pickling. Wright, M. M. (My
•18)

President Wilson. Hal6vy, D. (My '19)

President Wilson's addresses. Wilson, W. (O
'18)

President Wilson's foreign policy. Wilson, W.
(D -18)

President Wilson's great speeches and other
history making documents. Wilson, W. (O
•19)

President Wilson^s state papers and addresses.
Wilson, W. (S '18)

Presidents (United States)
EHjnn, A. \V. How presidents are made.

(Je ^20)

Moran, T: F. American presidents. (P '18)
Presidents and pies. Ajiderson, I. W. (Je

20)
President's control of foreign relations. Corwln,

E: S: (Je '18)

Presidents I have luiown from 1860-1918.
Wolf, S. (My '19)

Press and politics in Japan. Kawabfe, K. (My
'21)

Prestons. Verse, M. M. (F '19)

Pretty lady. Bennett, A. (Jl '18)

Prevention of disease. Winslow, K. (My '17)
Preventive man. McFadden, Q. V. (Jl '20)
Preventive medicine and hygiene. Rosenau, M.

J. (Ja '18)

Price of milk. King, C. L. (Jl '21)

Prices
Academy of political science. Inflation and
high prices. (F '21)

Burton, T. E., and Selden, G: C: Century of
prices. (D '19)

Friday, D: Profits, wages, and prices. (N
'20, Ag '21)

McPhersoTi, L. G. Flow of value. (My '20)

Murchison, C. T. Resale price maintenance.-
(My '20)

Parkhurst, F: A. Predetermination of true
costs and relatively true selling prices. (Je
'17)

Pride of Palomar. Kyne, P: B. (N '21)

Priest of the ideal. Graham, S. (D '17)

Priestley, Joseph, 1733-1804
Peacock, D. H. Joseph Priestley. (O '19)

Primaries
Fanning, C. E., comp. Selected articles on

direct primaries. (D '18)

Primary seat work. Smith, L. R. (Je '19)

Prime minister. Spender, H. (Ag '20)

Prime ministers and some others. Russell,
G: W: E. (Je '19)

Primitive society. Hartland, E. S. (O '21)

Primitive society. Lowie, R. H. (Ag '20)

Primitive worship and the prayer book.
Gwj'nne, W. (F '18)

Prince, Norman, 1887-1916
Babbitt, G: F. Norman Prince. (Ap '18)

Prince Cinderella. Alexander, G. C. (F '22)

Prince Jan, St Bernard. Hooker, F. C. (D '21)

Prince of Parthia. Godfrey, T: (N '17)

Princess of Let's Pretend. Calhoun, D. D.
(S '17)

Princess Salome. Jenkins, B. A. (Jl '21)

Princeton boy under the king. Tomlinson, P.
G. (D '21)

Princeton university

Fiction

Tomlinson, P. G. Princeton boy under the
king. (D '21)

History

Norris, E. M. Story of Princeton. (D '17)

Principle of nationalities. Zangwill, I. (Ag
•17)

Principles and methods of Industrial education.
Dooley, W: H: (D '19)
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Principles and practice of the system of con-
trol over parliamentary grants. Durell.
A. J. V. (O '17)

Principles and problems of government. Haines,
C: G. and B. H. (S '21)

Principles governing the retirement of public
employees. Meriam, L: (Mr '18)

Principles of accounting. Hodge, A. C, and
McKinsey, J. O. (D '20)

Principles of accounting. Gilman, S. (My '17)

Principles of accounting. Paton, W: A., and
Stevenson, R. A. (F '19)

Principles of aerography. McAdie, A. G: (Ja
•18)

Principles of aesthetics. Parker, D. H: (D '20)

Principles of agriculture. Gehrs, J: H: (P '20)

Principles of American diplomacy. Moore, J: B.
(Mr '18)

Principles of American state administration.
Mathews, J: M. (My '17)

Principles of business. Gerstenberg, C: W:
(S '19)

Principles of citizenship. Jones, H: (D '20)

Principles of direct-current electrical engi-
neering. Barr, J. R. (S '19)

Principles of economic geography. Brown, R.
N. R. (Mr '21)

Principles of economic geology. Emmons,
W: H. (O '18)

Principles of education. Coursault, J. H. (D
'20)

Principles of electric spark ignition in internal
combustion engines. Morgan, J: D: (D '20)

Principles of foreign trade. Savay, N. L. (F
'20)

Principles of freedom. MacSwiney, T. (Mr
'21)

Principles of government accounting and re-
porting. Oakey, F. (Je '21)

Principles of government purchasing. Thomas,
A. G. (My '19)

Principles of human geography. Huntington,
E., and Gushing, S. W. (Je '21)

Principles of insurance. Gephart, W: F. (My
'17)

Principles of marketing. Ivey, P. W. (O '21)

Principles of mechanism. James, W. H., and
Mackenzie, M. C: (Ap '19)

Principles of mental hygiene. White, W: A.
(Ap '18>

Principles of national economy. Carver T: N.
(F '22)

Principles of natural taxation. Fillebrown, C: B.
(Je '17)

Principles of ocean transportation. Johnson,
E. R:, and Huebner, G. G. (Je '18)

Principles of playmaking. Matthews, B. (Ja
•20)

Principles of political economy. Carver, T: N.
(Ap '19)

Principles of radlotelegraphy. Jansky, C. M.
(O '19)

Principles of secondary education. Inglis, A. J.

(Mr '17)

Principles of social reconstruction. Eng title
of Why men fight Russell. B. A. Wt (Mr
•17)

Principles of sociology. Ross, E: A. (S '20, Ag
'21)

Principles of sociology with educational ap-
plications. Clow, F: R. (S '20)

Principles of teaching in secondary education.
Foster, H. H. (O '21)

Principles of transformer design. Still, A. (i''

'20)

Principles of war. Foch, F. (D '18, O '20)

Printing
Ives, G: B. Text, type and style. (O '21)

History
Aldls, H. G. Printed book. (S '17)
Peddle, R. A. Outline of the history of print-

ing. (N '17)

Pollard, A. W: Early illustrated books. (My
•19)

Printing, Practical
Hackleman, C: W: Commercial engraving
and printing. (My '21)

Polk, R. W. Vocational printing. (P '20)
Stllwell, K. M. School printshop. (P '20)

Printing for profit. Francis, C: (Ap '18)

Printing trade
Francis, C: Printing for profit. (Ap '18)

Prints and drawings by Frank Brangwyn with
some other phases of his art. Sparrow, W.
S. (My '19)

Prisoner in Turkey. Still, J: (Mr '21)
Prisoner of Pentonville. (Jl '20)
Prisoner of the U-90. Isaacs, E. V: (My '19)
Prisoner of Trotsky's. KaJpaschnikoff, A. (Ag

Prisoner of war in Germany. McCarthy, D. J.
(Mr '18)

Prisoners of Mainz. Waugh, A. (S '19)
Prisoners of the great war. Dennett, C. P. (O

'19)

Prisons
Bacon, C, comp. Prison reform. (Mr '17)
Fornaro, C. de. Modern purgatory. (F '18)
Jaffray, J. K., ed. Prison and the prisoner.

(Ja '18)
Lewis, B. G. Offender and his relations to
law and society. (My '17)

Punishment and reformation. Wines, F: H.
(Ag '19)

Private and official correspondence of Gen.
Benjamin F. Butler. Butler, B: F. (Ap '18)

Private Dowding. (Ja '20)

Private in the guards. Graham, S. (F '20)

Private Peat. Peat, H. R. (F '18)

Private wire to Washington. MacGrath, H.
(My '19)

Privilege. Sadleir, M. (N '21)

Prize stories 1919. O. Henry memorial award.
(Jl '20)

Prize stories of 1920. O. Henry memorial award.
(Je '21)

Probabilities
Keynes, J: M. Treatise on probability. (N

'21)

Problem of a national budget. WUloughby,
W: P. (Mr '19)

Problem of Americanization. Roberts, P: (Ap
•21)

Problem of evil. Green, P: (Mr '21)

Problem of Hamlet. Robertson, J: M. (Mr
'21)

Problem of human peace. Quin, M. (Ja 18)
Problem of nervous breakdown. Ash, E. L.

(Ag '20)

Problem of the nervous child. Evans, B. (My
'20)

Problem of the Pacific. Fletcher, C: B. (Ag
'19)

Problem of the soul. Holmes, E. G. A. (Ja '19)

Problems in business law. Moore, J. H., and
Houston, C: A. (Ag '20)

Problems in cost accounting. Eggleston, D. C.
(D '18)

Problems in foreign exchange. Shugrue, M.
J. (P '21)

Problems in state high school finance. Butter-
worth, J. E: (D '18)

Problems of a new world. Hobson, J: A. (Je
'21)

Problems of International settlement. (S '19)

Problems of law. Wigmore, J: H: (D '20)

Problems of peace. Ferrero, G. (Je '19)

Problems of population and parenthood. Na-
tional birth-rate commission. (Mr '21)

Problems of psychical research. Carrington,
H. (Mr '21)

Problems of reconstruction. Lippincott, I: (Je
•19)

Problems of secondary education. Snedden,
D: S: (Jl '17)

Problems of the actor. Calvert, L: (Je '18)

Problems of the finishing room. Schmidt,
W. K: (Jl '17)

Problems of the peace. Dawson, W: H. (Jl '18)

Problems of the playwright. Hamilton, C. M.
(D '17)

Problems of the secondary teacher. Jerusalem,
W. (N '19)

Problems of to-day. Storey, M. (N '20)

Proceedings of the international conference
of women physicians. (Ja '21)

Processes of history. Teggart. P: J: (N 18)

Processional. Eng title of While there's life.

Mordaunt, E. (Je '19)

Prodigal village. Bacheller, I. A. (Mr 21)

Produce trade
, ^ .ti

Nour.se, E. G. Chicago produce market. (Jl

'18)

Producing In little theaters. Stratton, C. (N
•21)
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Production and treatment of vegetable oils.

Chalmers, T. W. (Ag '19)

Productive agriculture. Gehrs, J: H: (N 17)

Productive beliefs. Hough, L. H. (D '19)

Productive plant husbandry. Davis, K. C. (D
'17)

Productive sheep husbandry. Coffey, W. C.
(Tp *20)

Profession of journalism. Bleyer, W. G., ed.

Profession of teaching. Woodley, O. I. and M.
V. (Ja '18)

Professionalism and originality. Hayward,
F. H. (O -17)

o. V Q
Professor Latimer's progress. Strunsky, S.

(Je '18)

Professor's love-life. Maldclewith, R., pseud.

Profiles from China. Tietjens, E. (F '18)

Profit
Knight, F. H. Risk, uncertainty and profit.

(S '21)

Profit and wages. Kleene, G. A. (My '17)

Profit sharing
Burritt. A. W., and others. Profit sharing.
(My '18)

National civic federation. Profit sharing de-
partment. Profit sharing by American em-
ployers. (N '21)

Profiteers. Oppenheim, E: P. (Jl '21)

Profits of religion. Sinclair, U. B. (Ag '19)

Profits, wages, and prices. Friday, D: (N '20,

Ag '21)

Progress
Inge, W: R. Idea of progress. (My '21)

Marvin, F. S., ed. Progress and history. (Jl

'17)

Progress. Cunninghame Graham, R. B. (F '18)

Progress. See Vanzype, Q. Mother nature. (N '17)

Progress of capitalism in England. Cunning-
ham, W: (N '17)

Progressive religious thought in America.
Buckham, J: W. (Ja '20)

Prohibition
Beman, L. T., comp. Selected articles on pro-

hibition of the liquor trafHc. (Ap '17)

Cherrington, E. H. Evolution of prohibition
in the United States of America. (My '21)

Gordon, E. B. Maine law. (My '19)

Ludovicl, A. M. Man's descent from the gods.
(N '21)

McKenzie, F: A. Pussyfoot Johnson. (O
•20)

Smith, R. W. Sober world. (N '19)

Stelzle, C: Why prohibition! (O '18)

Project curriculum. Wells, M. E. (F '22)

Project method in education. Branon, M. E.
(My '20)

Project method of teaching. Stevenson, J: A.
(Ag '21)

Project teaching
Hartley, G. Use of projects in religious edu-

cation. (F '22)

Stevenson, J: A. Project method of teaching.
(Ag '21)

Stockton, J. L. Project work in education.
(O '20)

Wells, M. E. Project curriculum. (F '22)

Project work In education. Stockton, J. L.
(O '20)

Projectiles
Alford, L. P., ed. Manufacture of artillery
ammunition. (Jl '17)

Prologue. Duganne, P. (N '20)

Prometheus. P^rez de Ayala, R. (D '20)

Promise of air. Blackwood, A. (Jl '18)

Promise of country life. Bowman, J. C, ed.
(Ap '17)

Promises of Alice. Deland, M. W. (O '19)

Pronunciation
Vizetelly, P. H. Desk-book of twenty-five-
thousand words frequently mispronounced.
(Jl '17)

Pronunciation of standard English in America.
Krapp, G: P. (Je '19)

Proofs of the spirit world. Chevreuil, L. (S
•20)

Proofs of the truths of spiritualism. Henslow,
G: (Mr '20)

Prophecy and authority. Fullerton, K. (Jl '19)

Prophecy of the war (1913-1914). Einstein,
L: D: (N '18)

Prophet of joy. Bradford, G. (O '20)

Prophet of the spirit. Longacre, L. B. (Ja
'18;

Prophetic ministry for today. William, C: D:
(D '21)

Prophets of dissent. Heller, O: (S "18)

Proportional loriii. Colman, S:, and Coan, C.
A. (Je '20)

Proposals for the prevention of future wars.
Bryce, J. B., viscount, and others. (O '17)

Proposed roads to freedom. Russell, B. A. W.
(Ap '19)

Pros and cons in the great war. Magnus, L. A.
(Ja '18>

Prose Edda. Snorri Sturluson. (S '17)

Prospecting
Cornell, F. C. Glamour of prospecting. (F

'21)

Prospecting for oil and gas. Panyity. L: S. (F
'21)

Prostitution
Madeleine. (D '19)
Miner, M. E. Slavery of prostitution. (Je '17)

Protestantism In Germany. Macmlllan, K. D.
(S •IS)

Provence
Marshall, A. Spring walk in Provence. (Ag

'21 and 1920 Annual)
Proverbs
Brown, B., ed. Wisdom of the Chinese. (Je

'21)

Guiterman, A. Chips of jade. (F '21)

Provincetown plays. Cook, G: C, and Shay, F.,

eds. (Je '21)

Provocation of France. Bracq, J. C. (Ap '17)

Prussian elementary schools. Alexander, T:
(Jl '18)

Prussian political philosophy. Wllloughby,
W. W. (My '19)

Prusslanism and pacifism. BIgelow, P. (S '19)

Psalms and other sacred writings. EMselen,
F: C. (Ag '18)

Psyche's lamp. Briffault, R. (S '21)

Psychic structures at the Gtoligher circle.
Crawford, W: J. (F '22)

Psychic tendencies of today. Martin, A. W.
(F '19)

Psychical and supernormal phenomena. Jolre,
P. M. J. (O '17)

Psychical miscellanea. Hill, J: A. (Je '20)

Psychical research
Barrett, Sir W: F. On the threshold of the
-unseen. (O '17)

Boirac, fi. Our hidden forces. (S '17)

Bolrac, E. Psychology of the future. (My
•18)

Bond, F: B. Gate of remembrance. (O '18)

Bond, F: B. Hill of vision. (F '20)

Cameron, M. Seven purposes. (F '19)

Carrington. H. Higher psychical develop-
ment. (N '20)

Carrington, H. Modern psychical phenomena.
(N '19)

Carrington, H. Problems of psychical re-
search. (Mr '21)

Carrington, H. Psychical phenomena and the
war. (Jl '18)

Crawford, W. J. Experiments In psychical
sciGncc (^O '19)

Crawford, W: J. Psychic structures at the
Goligher circle. (F '22)

Crawford, W. J. Reality of psychic pheno-
mena. (Jl '18)

Dallas, H. A. Death, the gate of life? (Ag
'19)

Denis, L. Life and destiny. (D '19)

Dickinson, S. True tales of the weird. (Mr
'21)

Doyle, A. C. New revelation. (Jl '18)

Dres.<?er, H. W. Open vision. (Je '20)

Flammarlon, C. Death and Its mystery. (My
21)

Frank, H: Challenge of the war. (Jl '19)

Geley, G. From the unconscious to the con-
scious. (My '21)

Hill, J: A. Man is a spirit. (F '19)

Hill, J: A. Psychical investigations. (O '17)

Hill, J: A. Psychical miscellanea. (Je '20)

Holt, H: Cosmic relations and immortality.
(D '20)
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Psychical research—t'ojifinuecZ

Hyslop. J. H. Contact with the other world.

Joire ^P M. J. Psychical and supernormal

K?lw^-'BXbei''L."ed. Claude's book. (My

Kingsford, S. M. Psychical research for the

M?cfomb"s?- ^tu?e\ife in the light of mod-

ern inquiry. (Ja '20)

Maenussen J. Gods smile. (N zu;

nlftin? A W. Psychic tendencies of to-day.

(F '19) A
Mvers F- W: H: Human personality and

its survival of bodily death. (Ag '20)

Schrenck-Notzing. A. P.^F. Phenomena of

materialisation. (My 21) ,

Smith? W. W. Theory of the mechanism of

survival. (Jl '21) ^. ^, , „„ .._ .-iq^

Watson. A. D. Twentieth plane. (Ag 19)

Wright, G: E.^ Church and psychical re-

WrfthtJ^'af^E.^^^Practical views on psychic

phenomena. (Ag '20)
-K-inp-q-

Psychical research for the plain man. Kings-

ford. S. M. (O '21)

'*"i:dK"A?'"Neurotic constitution, (N -17)

Bradby. M. K Psycho-analysis and its

place in life. (F '20)

Burger. W. H. Boy behavior. (Ag 19)

Coriat I. H: Repressed emotions. (b lu
Corilt. I. H: What is psychoanalysis? (3

Edsoi, D: O. Getting what we want. (Je

Freud. S. General introduction to psycho-

analysis. (N '20)
^ ^ , ^ .-- ,.ov

Freud S Totem and taboo. (N lo^
.

Frink,' H. W. Morbid fears and compulsions.

HiShmlnn. E. Freud's theories of the neu-

Lawr^ence^^D^H. ^Psychoanalysis and the

unconscious. (Jl '21)
. . ,.,„.

Lay, W. Child's unconscious mind. (My 19)

L^ W. Man's unconscious conflict. (Je u)

Lay, W. Man's unconscious passion. (^ ,^i)

Lay W. Man's unconscious spirit. (My 21)

Low, B. Psycho-analysis. (Jl 20)

Mordell, A. Erotic motive in literature. (Je

Crnggins. H. J. Secret springs. (D '20)

Pfister, 6. R. Psychoanalytic method. (O
•17)

Swisher, W. S: Religion and the new psy-

chology. (D '20)
,

Trldon, A. Psychoanalysis. (Ap 20)

Tridon, A. Psychoanalysis and behavior. CJN

TrMon, A. Psychoanalysis, sleep and dreams.

White, W: A: Mental hygiene of childhood.

Psychoanalysis and the unconscious. Lawrence,

PsySioa^alysis. sleep and dreams. Tridon. A.

PsyffinStic method. PAster o.
f-

(O J")
Psychological principles. Ward, J. (Ag 19)

^
A^JeK^J. R. Introduction to psychology. (O

'19)

Briffault. R. Psyche's lamp. (S '21)

Constable. F. C. Myself and dreams. (Ap 20)

Culpin, M- Spiritualism and the new psy-

Drevl?Pj. Psychology of everyday life. (O

Edman. I. Human traits and their social

sipniflcance. (N '20) „„„i,it,c
Gardner, C: S. Psychology and preaching.

Go^vrd, H: H. Psychology of the normal

and subnormal. (F '20) „*n„i^„„„
Grimshaw. R. Lessons in personal efficiency.

Higglns, A. C. Psychology of nursing. (My

Howley, J: F. W. Psychology and mystical

experience. (Ag '21)

Hunter. W. S: General psychology. (N 19)

Jastrow, J. Psychology of conviction. (Jl 18)

Judd, C: H. Psychology, general introduction.

(F '18)
, ^. ,,

McKiin. W: D. Study for the times. (Ja

'21)

Marshall, H: R. Mind and conduct. (D '19)

Myerson, A. Foundations of personality.

(Ja '22) ,, ,„,x
Paton, S. Human behavior. (Je 21)

Peters C: C. Human conduct. (Ap 19)

Piatt, 'C: Psychology of thought and feel-

ing. (Mr '21)
, . , , , ,^

Russell, B. A. W: Analysis of mind. (O
'21)

Severn, E. Psychology of behavior. (F '18)

Tansley, A. G: New psychology and its re-

lation to life. <0 '20)
. ,.„ MQ^

Ward, J. Psychological principles. (Ag 19)

Warren, H. C. History of the association

psychology. (Jl '21)

Warren, H. C. Human psychology. (Jl 20)

Watson, J: B. Psychology from the stand-

point of a behaviorist. (Ag '20)

Woodworth, R. S. Dynamic psychology. (Ag
•18)

Psychology, Applied
,

Andrews, L. C. Military manpower. (Ap 21)

Drever, J. Psychology of industry. (S Zl)

Hollingworth, H. L., and Poffenberger, A. r.

Applied psychology. (Ja '18)

Kitson, H. D. Mind of the buyer. (N 21)

Link, H: C. Employment psychology. (N

'19)

Mvers C: S: Mind and work. fAp '21)

Swift, E. J. Psychology and the day s worK.

(Ja '19)

Watts, F. Introduction to the psychological

problems of industry. (Jl '21)

Psychology, Educational
. , i.,i

Bronner, A. F. Psychology of special abil-

ities and disabilities. (My '17)
.

Edwards, A. S. Fundamental principles of

learning and study. (F '21)

Freeman, F. N. How children learn. (Mr 18)

Gordon, K. Educational psychology. (Ja 18)

Hindu mind training. (S ;17)
. „ «*

Meredith, C. M. Educational bearings of

modern psychology. (Je '17)
m^,^„„„

Peaks, A. G. Periodic variations in efficiency.

Striyer.^^G: D.. and Norsworthy, N. How to

Strong!" E: K., jr. Introductory psychology

for teachers. (D '20)

''TunSf ETL'^'^nd Miller, A. H. Manage-
ment of men. (S '21)

Psvcholoqy, Pathological „ ^ „ , t.,a^

C^hapmln J. C, and Rush, G. P. Scientific

measurement of classroom products. (O

He^aly, W: Mental conflicts and misconduct.

Hoilin'^orth, H. L. Psychology of func-

tional neuroses. (D 20) , e ^-.^

Mackay, W: M. Disease and remedy of sin.

Wells,^F: L. Mental adjustments. (N '17)

'''^SZT' L'':'«niL"regulating personality.

Melvilll^^N. J: Standard "Jfn'hod of testmg

juvenile mentality by the Binet-Simon scale.

NoSwShy, N.. and Whitley M. T. Psy-

chology of childhood. (Ap 19) ^^_*„i
WashS, M. F. Movement and mental

Psychofol^'an^d^^folk^ore. Marett, R. R. (Mr

Psychology and mystical experience. Howley.

Psyilioloky^and l-ldagogy of anger. Rlchard-

PsycSg^- f-m^\he'|tlndpoint of a behavior-

P=vi^^loS"of"bo4e^isn^^|pa?^o, J: (F ;20)

Psycholol^ of childhood. Norsworthy. N.. and

Psyc]ro^!>S^of^tiTensf.;fie.^. A D Oe :17)

?ircSoS oE "^rV^s: Wa^sh."w?S. 'U '20,
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Psychology of dress. Parsons, F. A. (Mr '21)

i'sychology of everyday life. Drever, J. (O
•21)

Psychology of functional neuroses. HoUing-
worth, H. L. (D '20)

Psychology of handling men in the army.
Peterson, J., and David, Q. J. (O '18)

Psychology of Industry. Drever, J. (S '21)

Psychology of marriage. Gallichan, W. M. (Jl

'18)

Psycnology of nationality and internationalism.
Pillsbury, W. B. (F '20, Ag '20)

Psychology of nations. Partridge, G: E. (My
•20)

Psychology of nursing. Higgins, A. C. (My
'21)

Psychology of social reconstruction. Patrick,
G: T: W. (D '20, Ag '21)

Psychology of subnormal children. Holling-
worth, L. (Mr '21) ^,, ,,„^

Psychology of the future. Boirac, E. (My 18)
Psychology of the great war. Le Bon, G. (Ag

'17)

Psychology of thought and feeling. Piatt, C:
(Mr -21)

Psychology of war. MacCurdy, J: T. (S 18)

Psychotherapy
Rivers, W: H. R. Instinct and the uncon-

scious. (Mr '21)

Ptomaine poisoning
Jordan, E. O. Food poisoning. (N '17)

Ptomaine street. Wells, C. (F '22)

Public affairs information service
Bulletin. (Mr '17, Mr '18)

Public defender. Goldman, M. C. (My '17)

Public education In the United States. Cub-
berley. E. P. (S '18)

Public finances of Mexico. McCaleb, W. F. (Je
•21)

Public health
Brend, W: A. Health and the state. (Ja

•19)

Broadhurst, J. Home and community hy-
giene. (N '18)

Burnham, A. C. Community health prob-
lem. (Mr '21)

Davis, M. M., jr. Immigrant health and the
community. (Jl '21)

Henry, A. Forests, woods and trees in re-
lation to hygiene. (Ja '21)

Hill, H. W. Sanitation for public health
nurses. (F '21)

Newsholnie, A. Public health and insurance.
(Ja '21)

Saleeby, C. W. Eugenic prospect. (O '21)

Saleeby, C. W. Whole armour of man. (J a
'20)

Wood, H. B. Sanitation practically applied.
(Jl •n)

Public health and insurance. Newsholme, A.
(Ja '21)

Public lands
Stephenson, G: M. PoHtical history of the
public lands. (Ja '19)

Public opinion
Higham, C: F: Looking forward. (Je '21)

Llppmann, W. Liberty and the news. (Ap
'20)

Public opinion and the steel strike. Interchurch
world movement. Commission of inquiry.
(N '21)

Public right. Idea of. (F '20)

Public school orchestras and bands. Woods,
G. H. (Je '20)

Public secondary education. Davis, C. O. (S
'17)

Public service
Sweet, W: E. Business man and his "over-

flow." (Je '19)

Public speaking
Burton, A. After dinner speeches. (Mr '21)
Burton, A. Public speaking made easy. (N

•20)

Donnelly, F. P. Art of interesting. (N ^20)
Hollister, R: D. T. Speech-making. (S '18)
Kleiser, G. Pocket guides to public speak-

ing. (My '20)

Kleiser, G. Talks on talking. (Je '17)

Lawrence, E. Q. How to speak. (S '18)

Mosher, J. A. Effective public speaking. (Mr
•18)

Moalier, J. A. Essentials of extempore speak-
inj,'. (Mr '18)

Stratton, C. Public speaking. (O '20)

Public utilities
Cammen, L. Government ownership of pub-

lic utilities in the United States. (D '19)

Finance
Ignatius, M. B. Financing of public service

corporations. (Ap '19;

Rates
Barker. H. Public utility rates. (O '17)
Grunsky, C. E. Public utility rate fixing. (O

•19)

Valuation
Grunsky, C. E. and C. E., jr. Valuation, de-
preciation and the rate-base. (My ^17)

Public utility rate fixing. Grunsky, C. E. (O
•19)

Publicity
Routzahn, M. B. Traveling publicity cam-

paigns. (F '21)

Pulpit and American life. Hoyt, A. S. (Jl '21)

Pumpelly, Raphael, 1837-
Pumpelly, R. Travels and adventures ^'

Raphael Pumpelly. (F '21)

Punch (periodical)
Graves, C: L. Mr Punch's history of modern
England. (D '21)

Punch. Aiken, C. P. (My '21)

Punches and dies, layout, construction and use.
Stanley, F. A. (F '20)

Punching machinery
Stanley, F. A. Punches and dies, layout,
constmction and use. (F '20)

Punctuation
Summey, G: Modem punctuation. (Jl '19)

Punishment and reformation. Wines, F: H.
(Ag '19)

Puppet-plays
Joseph, H. H. Book of marionettes. (Jl '20)
Mclsaac, F. J. Tony Sarg Marionette book.

(Ja '22)

Purchasing
Thomas, A. G. Principles of government
purchasing. (My '19)

Puritan and pagan. Corbett, E. F. (Ja •21)

Puritan twins. Perkins, L. (D '21)

Puritans
Flynn, J: S. Influence of Puritanism on the

political and religious thought of the Eng-
lish. (F '21)

Hanscom, E. D., ed. Heart of the Puritan.
(Ja '18)

Purple heights. Oemler, M. (N '20)

Pursuit of happiness. Low, B: R. C. (Jl '19)

Pushing water. Dawson, F. P. (Ap '19)

Pushkin, Alexander Sergyevitch, 1799-1837
Dostoevskii, F. M. Pages from the journal

of an author. (S '17)

Pussyfoot Johnson. McKenzie, F: A. (O '20)

Putnam, George Palmer. See Bend, P., pseud.
Putnam's automobile handbook. Brokaw, H. C,

and Starr, C: A. (O '18)

Putnam's handbook of buying and selling.
Collins, A. F: and V. D. (Je '20)

Putnam^s handy law book for the layman.
Bolles, A. S. (D '21)

Putnam^s investment handbook. Atwood,
A. W: (N '19)

Pyeshkoff, Alexel Maximovlch. See Gorki, M.,
pseud.

Pythagoras, 6th cent., B. C.
Fabre d'Olivet, A., tr. Golden verses of Py-

thagoras. (Je '17)

Q., pseud. See Qulller-Couch, Sir A. T:
Quaker colonies. Fisher, S. G: (F '20)

Quaker singer's recollections. Bispham, D: S.

(Ap '20)

Quakerism
Graham, J: W: Faith of a Quaker. (D '20)

Quality street. Barrie, J. M. (Ja '19)
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Quarries and quarrying
Howe, J. A. Stones and quarries. (Ja '21>

Quebec
Kiddell, W. A. Rise of ecclesiastical control

in Quebec. (S '17)

"Queen Lucia." Benson, E: F: (S '20)

Queen of China. Shanks, E: (F '20)

Queen Victoria. Strachey, L. G. (Jl '21)

Queen's heart. Hildreth, J. H. (S '18)

Queens of Kungahillla. LagerlOf, S. O. U (O
•17)

Queensland
Banfield, E. J. Tropic days. (F "20)

Queer beasts. Acland, A. S. (O '19)

Querrils. Aumonier, S. (O '19)

Quest of El Dorado. Zahm, J: A. (Ja '18)

Quest of Ledgar Dunstan. Sheppard, A. T. (N

Quest of the ballad. Mackenzie, W: R. (F
•20)

Quest of the face. Graham, S. (S '18)

Quest of the Indies. Dark, R: (D '20)

Question : '"If a man die, shall he live atgain?"
Clodd, E: (Ap '18)

Question of aborigines. Snow, A. H: (N '21)

Questions of war and peace. Hobhouse, L. T.
(Ap -17)

QuicKsaiidt, of youth. Hoyt. F. C. (Ap '21)

Quiet interior. Jones, E. B. C. (O '21)

Quill's Window. McCutcheon, G: B. (D '21)

Quin. Rice, A. C. (S '21)

Quirt. Bower, B. M., pseud. (Jl '20)

Quit-rent system m the American colonies.
Bond, B. W., jr. (Je '19)

Quito to Bogota. Veatch, A. C. (D '17)

Rabbits
Farrington, E. I. Practical rabbit keeping.

(S '19)

Sherlock, C. C. Care and management of
rabbits. (O '20)

Race and nationality. Oakesmith, J: (Mr '20)

Race problems
Humphrey, S. K. Mankind. (D '17)
Johnston, H. H. Backward peoples and our

relations with them. (N '21)

Macdonald, A. J: M. Trade, politics and
Christianity in Africa and the East. (Jl '17)

Stoddard, L. Rising tide of color against
white world-supremacy. (Jl '20)

Rachel comforted. Maturin, E. (D '20)

Rachel Fitzpatrlck. Poore, I. M. (S '20)
Racial factors In democracy. Means, P. A. (S

•19)

Radford, Wililam, 1809-1890
Meissner, S. de. Old naval days. (Ja '21)

Radiant motherhood. Stopes, M. C. (Mr '21)

Radicals and radicalism
New York (state). Legislature. Joint legis-

lative committee investigating seditious ac-
tivities. Revolutionary radicalism. (Ag
'21)

Radio communication. Mills, J: (F '19)

Radio-diagnosis of pleuro-pulmonary affections.
Barjon, F. (Ap '19)

Radio telephony. Goldsmith, A. N. (Ap '19)

Radioactivity
Chadwick, J. Radioactivity and radioactive
substances. (F '22)

Radioactivity and radioactive substances.
Chadwick, J. (F '22)

Radiodynamics. Miessner, B: F. (Je '17)

Radiotelegraphy
Jansky, C. M. Principles of radiotelegraphy.
(O '19)

Radisson, Pierre Esprit, 16207-1710
Laut, A. C. Pathfinders of the West. (Ja

'19)

Radium
Soddy, F: Interpretation of radium, and

the structure of the atom. (Mr '21)
Raemaekers' cartoon history of the war. Rae-

maekers, L: (Mr '19)
Rage of Islam. Shahbaz. Y. H. (Ap '19)
Ragged inlet guards. Wallace, D. (Mr '20)
Raid of the Ottawa. Lange, D. (N '21)
Railroad builders. Moody, J: (D '20)

Railroads
Lavis, F. Railway estimates, design. Quan-

tities and costs. (D '17)
Orrock, J: W. Railroad structures and es-

timates. (Jl '18)
Williams, C. C. Design of railway location.

(S '17)

Accounting
Adams, H: C. American railway accounting.

(O '18)

Electrification

Trewman, H. F: Electrification of railways.
(Jl '21)

Employees
Stockett, J. N. Arbitral determination of
railway wajges. (Ja '19)

Freight
Traffic field. (O '19)

Management
Haines, H: S. Efficient railway operation.
(O '19)

Valuation
Peabody, J. Railway organization and man-
agement. (Je '17)

Vanderblue, H. B. Railroad valuation. (Ag
'17, D '17)

New England
Bradlee, F. B. C. Eastern railroad. (Ja '18)

United States

Bradley, Q. D. Story of the Santa Fe. (Jl
'20)

Dozier, H. D.- History of the Atlantic coast
line railroad. (Je '20j

Hungerford, E: Railroad problems. (N '17)

Moody, J: Railroad builders. (D '20)

Saoin, E. L. Building the Pacific railway.
(Ja '20)

Sharfman, I. L. American railroad problem.
(O '21)

Railroads and state
Dixon, F. H., and Parmelee, J. H. War ad-
ministration of the railways in the United
States and Great Britain. (D '18)

Dunn, S: O. Regulation of railways. (Jl '18)

Phelps, E. M., comp. Selected articles on
g-overnment ownership of railroads. (Jl '19)

Wymond, M. Government partnership in rail-
roads. (Ap '17)

Railway estimates, design, quantities and costs.
Lavis, F. (D '17)

Railway nationalization and the average citizen.
Moore, W: H: (Ja '18)

Railway organization and management. Pea-
body, J. (Je '17)

Rain before seven. Leadbitter, B. (Jl '20)

Rain-coat girl. Lee, J. B. (D '19)

Rain-girl. (D '19)

Rainbow division, Story of the. Tompkins,
R. S. (S '19)

Rainbow gold. Evison, M. (N '20)

Rainbow island. Brown, E. A. (Je '19)

Rainbow Valley. Montgomery, L. M. (O '19)

Rainier, IVIount
Meany, E. S., ed. Mount Rainier. (Jl '17)

Rainy week. Abbott, E. H. (S '21)

Raisin Creek exploring club. Ingersoll, E. (N
'19)

Rambles in old college towns. Hawthorne, H.
(D '17)

Ramsay, William, 1852-1916
Tilden, W: A: Sir William Ramsay. (Ja '19)

Ramsey Milholland. Tarklngton, B. (S '19)

Random reflections of a grandmother. Sturgis,
E. M. (D '17)

Range of electric searchlight projectors. Rey,
J. A. (D '17)

Ranny, otherwise Randolph Harrington Dukes.
Brubaker, H. (N '17)

Ransom! Roche, A. S. (Ag '18)

Ransom of Red Chief. Henry, O., pseud. (Ja
•19J

Rapid training of recruits. Campbell, M. V.
(D '17)

Rapids. Sullivan, A. (S '20)

Raspberry jam. Wells, C. (Ap '20)
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Rasputin, Grigohl Efimovlch, d. 1917
Radziwill, C. Rasputin and the Russian revo-

lution. (S '18J
Rather like. . . . Castier, J. (Ag '20)

Rational good. Hobhouse, L. T. (N '21)

Rationalism
Spaulding, E: G. New rationalism. (D '18)

Raw materials of perfumery. Parry, E. J:

(My '21)

Raymond Robins' own story. Hard, W: (Mr
'20)

Reade, Charles, 1814-1884
Phillips, W. C. Dickens. Reade and Collins.
(Ag -19)

Readers
Pritchard, M. T:, and Ovington M. W.,
comps. Upward path. (O '20)

Snow, W: L., ed. High school prize speaker.
(Je '17)

Readers, Geographical
Babson, R. W. Central American Journey.
(My '20)

Readers, Historical
Blaisdell, A, F., and Ball, F. K. Log cabin

days. (O '21)

Greenlaw, E. A. Builders of democracy.
(F '20)

Readers, Supplementary
Fairbanks, H. W. Conservation reader. (Jl

'20)

Reading
Bassett, L. E. Handbook of oral reading. (Je

•17)

Reading the Bible. Phelps, W: L. (Ag '19)

Readings from English and American literature.
Field, W. T. (Je '19)

Readings from great authors. Holmes, J: H.,
and others. (Mr 19)

Readings in English prose of the nineteenth
century. Alden, R. M., ed. (My '18)

Readings in evolution, genetics, and eugenics.
Newman, H. H., ed. (D '21)

Readings in industrial society. Marshall,
L. -C, ed. (F '19)

Readings in money and banking. Phillips, C. A.
(Je -17)

Readings in rural sociology. Phelan, J:, ed.
(My '21)

Readings in social problems. Wolfe, A. B., ed.
(My '17)

Readings In the economics of war. Clark,
J: M., and others, eds. (D '18)

Readings in the histoiy of education. Cubber-
ley, E. P. (F '21)

Readjuster movement in Virginia. Pearson,
C: C. (Ja '18)

Real business of living. Tufts, J. H. (Je '18)

Real Colonel House. Smith, A. D. H. (S '18)

Real democracy In operation. Bonjour, F. (Jl
•20)

Real diarv of the worst farmer. Shute, H: A:
(Je '20)

Real front. Chute, A. H. (My '18)

Real ghost stories. Stead, W: T:. ed. (N '21)

Real Russians. Howe, S. E. (S '18)

Real stuff. Taylor, K. H. (O '21)

Real wealth of nations. Hecht, J: S. (D '21)

Realism
McDowall, A. S. Realism. (D '20)

Spaulding, E: G. New rationalism. (D '18)

Realities of modern science. Mills. J: (Ag '19)

Realities of war. Eng title of Now it can be
told. Gibbs, P. H. (My '20)

Reality of psychic phenomena. Crawford, W. J.
(Jl '18)

Realizing religion. Shoemaker, S: M., jr. (Jl
'21)

Reasonable revolution. Pickard, B. (My '20)

Rebecca's promise. Sterrett, F. A. (O '19)

Rebels. Ganz, M., and Ferber, N. J. (Ap '20)

Rebels and reformers. Ponsonby, A. A: W: H.
and D. (Je '19)

Rebirth of Korea. Cynn. H. H. (Ja '21)
Rebirth of Russia. Marcosson, I: F: (S '17)

Rebuilding Europe in the face of world-wide
bolshevlsm. Hlllls, N. D. (Jl '20)

Rebuilding of Europe. Hill. D: J. (D '17, Ag
18)

Recent developments in European thought.
Marvin. P. S., ed. (D '20)

Recent history of the United States. Paxson,
F: L. (O '21)

Reckless Puritan. RlcKard, L. (Ap '21)

Reckoning. Beck, J. M. (F '19)

Reclaimers. McCarter, M. (Mr '19)

Reclaiming the .maimed. McKenzie, R. T. (F
19)

Reclaiming the arid West. James, G: W. (Ja
•18>

Reclamation of land
Carey, A. E:, and Oliver, F. W. Tidal lands.

(S '19)

Recollections
Aldrich, L. Crowding memories. (N '20)

20)
Allison. W: My kingdom for a horse! (D

'20)

Armstrong, M. Day before yesterday. (S
'20)

Asquith, M. Margot Asquith, an autobiog-
raphy. (D '20)

Aston, G: G. Memories of a marine. (D '20)
Bax, E. B. Reminiscences and reflections of
a mid-and-late-Victorian. (Mr '21)

Bispham, D: S. Quaker singer's recollec-
tions. (Ap '20)

Blathwayt, R. Through life and around the
world. (O '17)

Bliss, D. Reminiscences of Daniel Bliss. (D
20)

Blunt, W. S. My diaries. (D '21)
Boyd, F. M. Pelican's tale. (F "20)
Browne, J: H. B. Recollections. (O '17)
Cantacuzfene, Princess. My life here and

there. (N '21)
Carpenter, W: B. Further pages of my life.

(Jl '17)

Chambers, J. News hunting on three conti-
nents. (Ja '22)

Clark, C. My quarter century of American
politics. (Ap '20)

Clarke, E: Story of my life. (O '19)

C^oleridge, A. Reminiscences. (N '21)

Colvin, S. Memories and notes of persons
and places. (D '21)

Conway, M. Mountain memories. (Ap '21)

Edwards, M. B. Betham-. Mid-Victorian
memories. (F '20)

Ellsworth, W: W. Golden age of authors.
(N '19)

Ford, J. L. Forty-odd years In the literary
shop. (N '21)

Fortescue, S. J: Looking back. (D '20)

Furniss, H. My Bohemian days. (F '20)

Gerster, A. G. C: Recollections of a New
York surgeon. (F '18)

Gibbons, J. Retrospect of fifty years. (Ap
17)

Gouldsbury, C: E. Reminiscences of a stowa-
way. (My '21)

Hall, F. M. Memories, grave and gay. (F
'19)

Hamilton, F: S. Days before yesterday.
(Mr '21)

Hamilton, F: S. Here, there and everywhere.
(D '21)

Hamilton, F: S. Vanished pomps of yester-
day. (Jl '20)

Hamilton, Lord G: F. Parliamentary remi-
niscences and reflections, 1868 to 1885. (S
17)

Hinkson, K. Middle years. (My ^17)

Hinkson, K. Years of the shadow. (O '19)

Huneker, J. G. Steeplejack. (N '20, Ag '21)

Jennings, H. J. Chestnuts and small beer.

Jonescu, T. Some personal impressions. (Mr
'20)

Kemal. I. Memoirs. (N '21)

Kernahan, C. In good company. (Jl '17)

Livermore, T: L. Days and events. (Mr '20)

Louise, princess of Belgium. My own af-
fairs. (D '21)

, _
Lucv, H: TV: Diary of a journalist. (F

•21)

Ludlow. J. M. Along the friendly way. (N
'19)

McCarthy, E: T. Incidents In the life of a
mining engineer. (S '19)

MacFarlane, C: Reminiscences of a literary

life. (N -17)
, ^^

Mackenzie, O. H. Hundred years In the
Highlands. (O '21)
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Recollections —Continued
Mackenzie, J. K Story of a fortunate youth.

(F 21)
Macnaugrhtan, S. B. My Canadian memoirs.

(Ap '21)
Malloclt, W: H. Memoirs of life and litera-

ture. (O '20)
Massenet, J. E. F. My recollections. (My

•20)

Matthews, B. These many years. (N "17)
Meissner, S. de. Old naval days. (Ja '21)
Menzies, A. C. Further Indiscretions. (O '18)
Millais, J: G. Sportsman's wanderings. (Mr

Money, W. B. Humours of a parish, and
other qualntnesses. (O '20)

Muspratt, B. K. My life and work. (Mr '17)
Nekliudov, A. V. Diplomatic reminiscences

before and during the world war, 1911-1917.
(F '21)

O'Brien, P: O., baron. Reminiscences of the
Right Hon. Lord O'Brien (of Kilfenora).
(Je '17)

Osborn. C. S. Iron hunter. (S '19)
Peel, G. A. Recollections. (S '20)
Plowman, T: F. Fifty years of a showman's

life. (Jl '19)
Poore, I. M.. lady. Admiral's wife in the
making, 1860-1903. (Je '17)

Pumpelly. R. My reminiscences. (O '18)
Redesdale, A. B. F. Further memories. (Ap

•18)

Held, Sir G: H. My reminiscences. (S '17)
Repington, C: A. Vestigia. (N '19)
Ritchie, A- I. From friend to friend. (Je

•20)

Satow, E. M. Diplomat in Japan. (Jl '21)
Scott, C. M. Old days in Bohemian London.

(F '20)

Scott, P. M. Fifty years in the royaJ navy.
(Ap '20)

Shaw, T: Letters to Isabel. (N '21)
Shearme, J: Lively recollections. (S '17)
Smith, B. Running wild. (Mr '21)
Snowden, E. Political pilgrim In Europe. (D

•21)

Stone, M. E. Fifty years a journalist. (Ja
'22)

Sully, J. My life and friends. (Ja '21)
Tagore, Sir R. My reminiscences. (Jl '17)
Torr, C. Small talk at Wreyland. (Jl '19)
Watterson, H: "Marse Henry." (F '20)
Whitman, S. Things I remember. (Mr '17)
Wilcox, E. Worlds and I. (My '19)
Wilson, Sir C: R. Chapters from my official

life. (Je '17)

Wlndisch-Graetz, L. My memoirs. (D '21)
Wolf, S. Presidents I have known from 1860-

1918. (My '19)

Younghusband, Sir G: J: Soldier's memories.
(S '17)

Recollections. Browne, J: H. B. (O '17)
Recollections. Morley, J: M., viscount. (Ja '18)
Recollections of a foreign minister. Isv/olsky,

A. (Ap '21)
Recollections of a New York surgeon. Gerster,

A. G. C: (F '18)
Recollections of a Rebel reefer. Morgan. J. M.

(Je -17)

Recollections of a Russian diplomat. Schelking,
E. de. (Mr '19)

Recollections of the Empress Eugenie. Filon,
P. M. A. (Jl '21)

Reconstructed school. Pearson, F. B. (My
'19)

Reconstructing America. Wlldman, E., ed.
(F '20)

Reconstruction (European war)
Angell, N., pseud. British revolution and the
American democracy. (Ap '19)

Baker, J. H. After the war—what? (F '19)
Barclay, T: Collapse and reconstruction. (Ag

•19)
Bass, J: F. Peace tangle. (D '20)
Batten, S: Z. New world order. (My '19)
Elatch, H. Woman's point of view. (My

'21)

Carter, H., ed. Limits of state Industrial
control. (F '20)

Cleveland, F: A., and Schafer, J. Democracy
in recon.struction. (My '19)

Crowder. E. H. Spirit of selective service.
(My '20)

Culbertson, W: S. Commercial policy In
war time and after. (S '19)

Dawson, C. W: It might have happened to
you. (My '21)

Demangeon, A. America and the race for
world dominion. (Je '21)

Dilnot. F. England after the war. (N '20)
Ellwood, C: A. Social problem. (Ja '20)
Fenwick, C: G. Political systems in transi-

tion. (D '20, Ag '21)

Ford, G: B. Out of the ruins. (Ja '20)
Friedman, E. M., ed. American problems of

reconstruction. (F '19, Ap '19)
Friedman, E. M. Labor and reconstruction

in Europe. (Je '19)

Gibbs, P. H. More that must be told. (D
•21)

Hlllls, N. D. Rebuilding Europe In the face
of world-wide bolshevisra. (Jl '20)

Holison, J: A. Morals of economic interna-
tionalism. (Ja '21)

Lavell, C. F. Reconstruction and national
life. (Ag '19)

Lipplncott, I: Problems of reconstruction.
(Je '19)

Mowrer, P. S. Balkanized Europe. (Je '21)
Quick, H. From war to peace. (Je '19)
Reid, L. J: Great alternative. (N '19)

Roberts, K. L: Europe's morning after. (Ap
'21)

Russell, C: E: After the whirlwind. (Je
•19)

Shelby, G. M. How to face peace. (Ag '19)
Simons, A. M. Vision for which we fought.
(Mr '19)

Vanderllp, F. A. What happened to Europe.
(S '19)

Wildman, E., ed. Reconstructlnar America.
(F '20)

Willcocks, M. P. Towards new horizons. (Jl
'19)

Zilboorg, G. Passing of the old order In Eu-
rope. (D '20)

Reconstruction and national life. Lavell, C. F.
(Ag '19)

Reconstruction In Louisiana after 1868. Lonn,
E. (N '18)

Reconstruction in philosophy. Dewey, J: (N
•20, Ag ^21)

Reconstruction of Poland and the Near East.
Gibbons. H. A. (O '17)

Reconstruction therapy. Dunton, W: R. (Jl
'19)

Record of a Quaker conscience. Pringle, C. (Ap
'18)

Records of the life of Jesus. Sharman, H: B.
(P '18)

Recreation
Grey, B: G. Recreation. (My '20)

Perry, C. A. Community center activities.
(My '17)

Recreation and the church. Gates, H. W. (F
•18)

Recreation for teachers. Curtis, H: S. (O '19)

Re-creation of Brian Kent. Wright, H. B. (O
'19)

Recreations of a psychologist. Hall, G. S. (Ja
'21)

Red and black. Richmond, G. L. (F '20)

Red and the black. Beyle. M. H. (Ap '19)

Red autumn. Inman, A. C. (Mr '21)

Red battle flyer. Richthofen, M. A. (O '18)

Red belts. Pendexter. H. (Mr *20)

Red Ben, the fox of Oak Rldjge. Lipplncott, J.
W. (F ^20)

Red cow and her friends. McArthur, P. (Ap
•19)

Red cross
Ames, F,. jr. American Red cross work
among the French peonle. (Ap '21)

Bakewell, C: M. Story of the American Red
cross in Italy. (D '20)

Boardman, M. T. Under the Red cross flag at
home and abroad. (Jl '18)

Davison, H: P. American Red cross In the
great war. (P '20)

Deacon. J. B. Disasters and the American
Red cross in disaster relief. (Mr '18)

Fife, G: B. Passinrr legions. (Ja '21)

Hun9:erford, E: With the doughboy in
France. (F '21)

Hyde, M. K. Girls' book of the Red cross.
(D '19)
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Red cross barge. Lowndes, M. A. (Ap '18>

Red flower. Van Dyke, H: (Ja '18)

Red flowers. Snow, F. H. (Jl '21)

Red Friday. Turner, G: K. (Ag '19)

Red heart of Russia. Beatty, B. (N '18)

Red Indian fairy booli. Olcott, F. J. (D '17)

Red lady. Burt,. K. (Je '20)

Red man's continent. Huntington, E. (F '20)

Red mark, and other stories. Russell, J: (D
'19)

Red masquerade. Vance, L: J. (Jl '21)

Red Meekins. Fraser, W: A. (F '22)

Red of Surley. Bobbins, C. A. (Je '19)

Red one. London, J. (Ja '19)

Red Pepper's patients. Richmond, Q. L. (O
'17)

Red planet. Locke, W: J: (Ag '17)

Red rugs of Tarsus. Gibbons, H. D. (Je '17)

Red seal. Lincoln, N. S. (Je '20)

Red signal. Lutz, G. H. (Je '19)

Red terror and green. Dawson, R: (Je '20)

Red triangle girl in France. (F '19)

Red triangle In the changing nations. Wilder,
R. P., ed. (D '18)

Red watch. Currie, J: A. (My '17)

Reddy Brant. TutUe, W. C. (O '20)

Redemption. Tolstoi, L. N. (Ja '20)

Redemption of the disabled. Harris, G. (My
19)

Redirection of high-school instruction. Lull, H.
G., and Wilson, H. B. (Ag '21)

Redmond, John Edward, 1851-1918
Gwynn, S. L. John Redmond's last years.

/ (Ap '20)

Wells. W. B. Life of John Redmond. (Ag
'19)

Re-education. Barton, G: E: (Ja '18)

Reference books
Kroeger, A. B. Guide to the study and use
of reference books. (Ja '18)

Reference history of the war. Guernsey, I.

S. (Ap '21)

Reflections on war and death. Freud, S. (Je
•18)

Reform bill, 1867
Park, J. H. English reform bill of 1867. (My

•21)

Reformation
Bauslin, D: H. Lutheran movement of the
sixteenth century. (Jl '19)

Murray, R. H: Erasmus and Luther. (Ap
'21)

Smith, P. Age of the reformation. (Ap '21)

Reformers
Ponsonby, A. A: W: H. and D. Rebels and

reformers. (Je '19)

Refrigeration and refrigerating machinery
Harding, L: A., and Wlllard, A. C. Mechan-

ical equipment of buildings. (D '17)

Refugee family. Canfleld, F. A. (Ja '20)

Refugee rock. Holland, R. S. (N '20)

Refuse and refuse disposal
Capes, W: P., and (Carpenter, J. D. Munici-

pal housecleaning. (D '18, S '19)

Regiment of women. Dane. C. (Mr '17)

Regulation of railways. Dunn, S: O. (Jl '18)

Rehabilitation. See Soldiers, Disabled.

Reld, Whitelaw, 1837-1912
Cortissoz, R. Life of Whitelaw Reld. (My

'21)

Reign of Andrew Jackson. Ogg, F: A. (D '19)

Reign of Pattl. Klein. H. (N '20)

Reign of relativity. Haldane, R: B. H. (N ^21)

Reims cathedral
Landrieux, M. Cathedral of Reims. (Mr

'21)

Reincarnations. Stephens, J. (S '18)

Rekindled flres. Anthony, J. (Je '18)
Relation of John Locke to English deism.

Hefelbower, S: G. (Je '19)
Relation of the executive power to legisla-

tion. Black, H: C. (Ja '20)
Relation of the Judiciary to the constitution.

Meigs, W: M. (O '20)
Relations of French and English society, 1763-

1793. Lockitt, C: H: (My '21)
Relationship between the mystical and the sen-

sible worlds. Newlyn, H. N. G. (P '20)

Relativity (physics)
Bolton, L. Introduction to the theory of

relativity. (Ja '22)

C.-irr, H. W. General principle of relativity
in its philosophical and historical aspect.
<J1 '21)

• . . „
Bddington A. S. Space, time and gravita-

tion. (Ap '21)

Einstein, A. Relativity. (N '20)

Freundlich. E. Foundations of Einstein's
theory of gravitation. (F '21)

Haldane, R: B. H. Reign of relativity. (N
•21)

Harrow, B: From Newton to Einstein. (Jl

•20)
Lorentz, H. A. Einstein theory of relativity.

(D '20)

Slosson, E. E. Easy lessons in Einstein.
(Je '20)

Whitehead, A. N. Concept of nature. (Ap
'21)

Release of the soul. Cannan. G. (Ag '20)

Relief from floods. Alvord, J: W., and Bur-
dick, C: B. (Ja '19)

Rellgio grammatici. Murray, G. (P '19)

Religion
Ames, E: S. New orthodoxy. (Mr '19)

Archer, W: (Sod and Mr Wells. (O '17)

Barrow, G: A. Validity of the religious ex-
perience. (Ja '18)

Barrow, G: A. Validity of the religious ex-
perience. (Ag '18)

Bosanquet. B. What religion is. (Ap '21)

Bunsen. V. B. de. War and men's minds.
(Ag '19)

Glutton-Brock, A. Studies in Christianity.

(S '19)

Cooke. Q: W. Social evolution of religion.

(S '20)

Cunningham, W. Secret of progress. (S '19)

\Da,vies, T. H. Spiritual voices in modern
literature. (F '20)

Dodwell, C. E. W. Righteousness versus re-
ligion. (D '20) ^_

Dole C: F. Religion for the new day. (F
'21)

Drown, E: S. Apostles' creed to-day. (My
•17)

Hastings, J., and others. Bncyclopedla of re-
ligion and ethics. (F '18, S '19)

Henry, F. A: Jesus and the Christian re-
ligion. (My '17)

Hodges, G: Religion in a world at war. (Ag
'17)

Holmes, J: H. Religion for to-day. (Mr '17)

Jenkins, B. A. Man In the street and re-
ligion. (O '17)

Jones, W: T. Spiritual ascent of man. (My
'17)

King, H- C. Fundamental questions. (Ap '17)

Kirk, H. E. Consuming fire. (Ag '19)

Orchard, W: E. Outlook for religion. (Ja '18)

Pratt, J. B. Religious consciousness. (D '20,

Rice. W: N. Poet of science, and other ad-
dresses. (D '19)

Rice, W: N. Return to faith. (O '17)

Schleiter, F. Religion and culture. (Jl '19,

Scott, M. J. God and myself. (My '18)

Sellars. R. W. Next step in religion. (F '19)

Sheldon. H: C. Mystery religions and the
New Testament. (F '19)

Shoemaker, S. M., jr. Realizing religion. (Jl

'21)

Swain. R: La R. What and where Is God?
<J1 '21)

, .
Thomas. J. B. Religion—its prophets and

false prophets. (F '19)

Thompson. S. P. A not impossible religion.

(F '19)

"Walsh. J. J. Religion and health. (F '21)

Webb, C. C: J. Divine personality and human
life. ^N '20> ,, .,„^

Wells, H. G: God, the invisible king. (Je '17)

Psychology
Howley, J: F. W. Psychology and mystical

experience. (Ag '21)

HUgel, F. Essays and addresses on the phil-

osophy of religion. (N '21)

Relierion among American men. Committee on
the war and the religious outlook. (Je
•20)
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Religion and business. Babson, R. W. (My '21)

Religion and common sense. Hankey, D. W: A.
(Ap -IS;

Religion and health. Walsh, J. J. (F *21)

Religion and the new psychology. Swisher, W.
S: (D '20)

Religion and the war. Sneath, E. H., ed. (Mr
•19)

Religion and war. Faunce, W: H. P. (F '19)

Religion for the new day. Dole, C: F. (F '21)

Religion—its prophets and false prophets.
Thomas, J. B. (F '19)

Religion of Israel. Barton, G: A. (Mr '19)

Religion of Old Glory. Guthrie, W: N. (F
20)

Religion of the spirit world. Henslow, G: (N
'201

Religions
Barton, G: A. Religions of the world. (N

•17)

Carpenter, E: Pagan & Christian creeds.
(Ap '20)

Forster, A. H. Four modern religious move-
ments. (F '20)

Hartnian, L: O. Popular aspects of oriental
religions. (Jl '17)

Hopkins, E: W. History of religions. (Mr
'19)

Montgomery, J. A., ed. Religions of the past
and present. (Je '18)

Moore, Q: F, History of religions. (S '19)

Soper, E. D. Religions of mankind. (D '21)

Wallis, W. D. Messiahs: Christian and pa-
gan. (Ap '19)

Religions of mankind. Soper, B. D. (D '21)

Religious consciousness. Pratt, J. B. (D '2u,

Ag '21)

Religious education
Atheam, W. S. National system of educa-

tion. (Jl '20)
Athearn, W. S. Religious education and
American democracy. (Mr '18)

Betts, G: H. How to teach religion. (N '19)

Blachly, C. D. Treatment of the problem of
capital and labor in social-study courses in
the churches. (D '20)

Bower, W: C. Survey of religious education
in tlie local church. (Mr '19)

Campagnac, E. T. Elements of religion and
religious teaching. (Ja '20)

Cobb, C. S. God's wonder world. (Ap '19)

Coe, G: A. Social theory of religious educa-
tion. (Ag '18)

Cope, H: F: Religious education In the
church. (D '18)

Cope, H: F: School in the modern church.
(F '20)

Cuninggim, J. L., and North, K M. Organ-
ization and administration of the Sunday
school. (F '20)

Davidson, J: Means and methods In the re-
ligious education of the young, with special
reference to the Sunday school. (Ag '18)

Federal council of the churches of Christ in
America. I-iibrary of Christian cooperation,
V. 6. (Je '17)

Galloway, T: W. Use of motives in teaching
morals and religion. (Jl '18)

Graves, F. P. What did Jesus teach? (Je
•20)

Grossmann, L: Aims of teaching' in Jewish
schools. (Ap '20)

Hartley, G. Use of projects in religious edu-
cation. (F '22)

Hartshome, H. Childhood and character.
(D '19)

Hoben, A. Church school of citizenship. (Ja
'19)

Lawrance, W: I. Social emphasis in reli-
gious education. (Ap '19)

Miller, E. E. Dramatization of Bible stories.
(Ag '18)

Peabody, F. G. Religious education of an
American citizen. (O '17)

Rankin, M. E. Course for beginners In re-
ligious education. (Ag '18)

Sneath, E. H., and others. Religious train-
ing in the school and home. (D '17)

Welgle, L. A. Talks to Sunday-school teach-
ers. (D ^20)

Wilbur, M. A. ChiWs religion. (Je ^17)

Wood, C. A. School and college credit for
outside Bible study. (Je ^17)

Religious experience of Israel. Hutchins, W: J.
(D '19)

Religious history of New England. Platner,
J: W., and others. (S "17)

Religious hours. Keary, C: F. (My '17)

Religious liberty
Crooker, J. H: Winning: -of religious liber-

ty. (F '20)
Klein, A. J. Intolerance in the reign of
Elizabeth, queen of England. (S '17)

Platner, J: W., and others. Religious his-
tory of New England. (S '17)

Religious poetry
Johnson, L. P. Religious poems. (Jl '17)

Religious reality. Rawllnson. A. E: J: (S '19)
Religious teaching of the Old Testament.

Knudson, A. C. (F '19)
Religious thought of the Greeks. Moore, C. H.

(Je '17)

Religious training in the school and home.
Sneath, E. H., and others. (D '17)

Remaking a man. Baylor, C. (Je '19)
Remaking of a mind. Man, H: de. (S '19)
Remarkable rogues. Kingston, C: (N '21)
Remedy aga,inst sin. Eng title of For better,

for worse. Maxwell, W: B. (N '20)
Reminiscences. Coleridge, A. (N '21)
Reminiscences and reflections of a mid-and-

late-Victorian. Bax, E. B. (Mr '21)
Reminiscences of a stowaway. (5ouldsbury.

C: E. (My '21)

Reminiscences of Anton Chekhov. Gorky, M.,
pseud., and others. (Ja '22)

Reminiscences of Daniel Bliss. Bliss, D. (D
•20)

Reminiscences of Lafcadio Hearn. Hearn, S.
(Ja '19)

Reminiscences of Leo Nikolaevich Tolstoy.
Gorki, M., pseud. (F '21, Ag ^21)

Reminiscent tales of a humble angler. John-
son, F. M. (Ag ^21)

Renaissance
Tilley, A. A. Dawn of the French renais-

sance. (F •ig)
Renaissant Latin America. Beach, H. P. (At

'17)

Renan, Joseph Ernest, 1823-1892
Mott, L: F. Ernest Renan. (Ag '21)

Renascence. Millay, E. S. V. (Mr 'IS)
Renascence tombs of Rome. Davies, G. S. (F

•18)

Repairing
Collins, A. F: Handy home book. (Jl '17)

Report on the steel strike of 1919. Interchurch
world movement. Commission of inquiry.
(O '20)

Repoit upon the atrocities committed by the
Austro-Hungarian army during the first in-
vasion of Serbia. Reiss, R. A. (Jl '17)

Reporter at Armageddon. Irwin, W: H: (O
•18)

Representative American poetry. Richards,
E. B., ed. (N •ig)

Representative American plays. Quinn, A. H.
(My '17)

Representative British dramas. Moses, M. J.,

ed. (F '19)

Representative government and representation
Hall, A. B. Popular government. (S '21)

Ireland, A. Democracy and the human equa-
tion. (Ap '21)

Representative one-act plays by American au-
thors. Maycrga, M. G., comp. (N '19)

Representative .plays by American dramatists.
Moses, M. J., ed. (My '18, O '21)

Repressed emotions. Coriat, I. H: (F '21)

Reproduction
Cadv, B. C. and V. M. Way life begins. (Jl

'17)

Republic of Liberia, Maugham, R. C: F. (Jl
'20)

Republic of nations. Minor, R. C. (Mr '19)

Republican party
Orcutt, W: D. Burrows of Michigan and the
Republican party. (F '18)

Reputations. Goldring, D. (O '20)

Resale price maintenance. Murchlson, C. T.
(My '20)

Rescue. Conrad, J. (Je '20)
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Research
Hopkins, N. M. Outlook for research and In-

vention. (Mr '20)
Reserve officers' handbook. Sutherland, S: J.

(Ag '17)

Resources and industries of the United States.
Fisher, E. F. (My '19;

Responsible state. Giddings, F. H: (O '18)

Responsibilities of the leaerue. Percy, E. S. C.
(Jl '20)

Responsibility. Agate, J. E. (Je '20)

Rest
Howard, W: L. How to rest. (N '17)

Restless sex. Chambers, R. W: (My '18)

Restoration of trade union conditions. Webb,
S. (D '17)

Results of municipal electric lighting in Mas-
sachusetts. Lincoln, E. E. (Mr '19)

Resurrected nations. Levine, I: D. (My '19)

Resurrecting life. Barrymore, B. M. L. (Je
-21)

Retail credits and collections. Beebe, D. E.
(Mr '19)

Retail organization and accounting controk
Carthage, P. I. (Ja '21)

Retail trade
Carthage, P. I. Retail organization and ac-
counting control. (Ja '21)

Field, C. C. Retail buying. (N '17)

Norton, H. R. Textbook on retail selling.
(Ag '19)

Nystrom, P. H: Retail store management.
(S '17)

Retinue. Bates, K. L. (Jl '18)

Retreat from Mohs. (Ag '17)

Retreat from Mons. Corbett-Smith, A. (O '17)
Retrogression. Watson, Sir W: (Ap '17)

Retrospect of fifty years. Gibbons, J. (Ap '17)

Return to faith. Rice. W: N. (O '17)
Return of the Mayflower. Harris, J. R. (Ja

'20)

Return of the soldier. West, R. (Mr '18)

Returned empty. Barclay, F. L. (N '20)

Reunion in eternity. Nicoll, W: R. (My '19)

Revelation of John. Case, S. J. (Ja '20)
Revelations of Louise. Crockett, A. S. (N

'20)

Revellers. Tracy, L: (S '18)

Revels of Orsera. Ross, R. (F '21)

Revere, Paul, 1735-1818
Dyer, W. A. Sons of liberty. (Ja '21)

Reveries of a schoolmaster. Pearson, F. B.
(My '17)

Reversible Santa Claus. Nicholson, M. (Ja '18)

Reviews and critical papers. Johnson, L#. P.
(N '21)

Revolt. MacMasters, W: H: (Jl '20)

Revolt in Arabia. Hurgronje, C. S. (Je '17)

Revolt of labour against civilization. Reade,
W: H: V. (Je '20)

Revolution. Beresford, J: D. (Je '21)

Revolution absolute. Ferguson, C: (Jl '18)

Revolution and democracy. Howe, F: C. (My
•21)

Revolution from 1789 to 1906. Postgate, R. W:,
ed. (N '21)

Revolutionary days. Cantacuzfine, Princess.
(Jl '19)

Revolutionary pilgrimage. Peixotto, E. C. (Ja
'18)

Revolutionary radicalism. New York (state).
Legislature. Joint legislative committee in-
vestigating seditious activities. (Ag '21)

Revolutions
Postgate, R. W:, ed. Revolution from 1789 to

1906. (N '21)

Reynard, the fox. Masefleld, J: (Ja '20)
Reynolds' after-war atlas and gazetteer.

Reynolds. F. J., ed. (N '19)

Rhetoric
Manly, J: M., and Rickert, E. Writing of
English. (My 'Vi)

Rhodes, Cecil John, 1853-1906
Williams, B. Cecil Rhodes. (Jl '21)

Rhymes of a child's world. Potter, M. C. (N
•20)

Rhymes of a homesteader. Lincoln, E. C. (My
'20)

Rhymes of the rookies. Christian, W. E. (Ju
'18)

Rhythm
Jacob, C. F. Foundations and nature of

verse. (Ja '19)

Rhythm, music and education. Jaques-Dal-
croze, E. (Ag '21)

Rhythmic dance book. Elnert, M. T. (N '21)
Rib of the man. Kennedy, C: R. (My '17)
Rich relatives. Mackenzie, C. (Ja '22)

Richard Baldock. Marshall, A. (D '18)
Richard Chatterton, V. C. Ayres, R. M. (Jl

•20)

Richard Dehan, pseud. See Graves, C. I. M. (F
'18; F '19; F '20)

Richard Kurt. Hudson, S. (Jl '20)
Rick and Ruddy. Garis, H. R. (O '20)
Riddle of nearer Asia. Mathews, B. J. (Ap

•19)

Riddle of the frozen flame. Hanshew, M. E.
and T: W. (Jl '20)

Riddle of the mysterious light. Hanshew, M.
E. and T: W". (Ap '21)

Riddle of the purple emperor. Hanshew, T: W.
and M. E. (My '19)

Riddles of Hamlet and the newest answers.
Blackmore, S. A. (F •IS)

Ride through the Balkans. Conway, A. E. (Ja
'18)

Rider in khaki. Gould, N. (Je '18)

Rider of the king log. Day, H. F. (N '19)

Ridin' kid from Powder river. Knibbs, H: H.
(D '19)

Rifle practice
Miller, W. H. Rifles and shotguns. (Jl '17)

Rifles
Caswell, J: Sporting rifles and rifle shoot-

ing. (S '20)

Whelen. T. American rifle. (F ^19)

Right above race. Kahn, O: H. (S '18)

Right and duty. Kuenzli, F: A. (Ap '17)

Right and wrong after the war. Bell, B. I.

(Jl •IS)
Right Royal. Masefleld, J: (F •21, Ag '21)

Righteousness versus religion. Dodwell, C. B.
W. (D ^20)

Riley, James Whitcomb, 1853-1916
Dickey, M. Youth of James Whitcomb

Riley. (D '19)

Rilla of Jngleside. Montgomery, L. M. (N '21)

Rim o' the world. Bower. B. M., pseud. (F
•20)

Rimrock Jones. Coolidge, D. (O '17)

Rimskli-Korsakov, Nikolai Andreevlch, 1844-
1908

Montagu-Nathan, M. Rimsky-Korsakof. (Mr
•IS)

Uinconete and Cortadillo. Cervantes Saavedra,
M. de. (Ap '18)

Ring-necked grizzly. Miller, W. H. (O '20)

Rings
Kunz, G: F: Rings for the finger. (Ap '17)

Riots
Bellows. H: A. Manual for local defense. (D

•18)

Rip Van Winkle. MacKaye. P. W. (Mr '20)

Ripley, Ozark, pseud. See Thompson, J: B.
de M. (S ^21)

Rise of David Levinsky. Cahan, A. (O '17)

Rise of ecclesiastical control in Quebec. Rid-
dell. W. A. (S '17)

Rise of Ledgar Dunstan. Sheppard, A. T. (Ap
•17)

Rise of nationality in the Balkans. Seton-
Watson. R. W: (Jl ^19)

Rise of South Africa. Cory, G: E: (Mr '20)

Rise of the Spanish-American republics as
told in the lives of their liberators. Robert-
son, W: S. (N '18)

Rise of the Spanish empire in the Old world
and the New. Merriman, R. B. (D '18)

Rising above the ruins in France. Smith, C.
H., and Hill, C. R. (S '20)

Rising Japan. Sunderland, J. T: (My '18)

Rising of the tide. Tarbell. I. M. (My '19)

Rising tide of color against white world-su-
premacy. Stoddard, T. L. (Jl '20)

Rising Wolf, the white Blackfoot. Schultz, J.

W. (F '20)

Risk, uncertainty and profit. Knight, F. H.
(S '21)

Rita pseud. Foe Humphreys, E. M. .T. (Jl '17)

Rival philosophies of Jesus and Paul. Singer,
L (Ja -20)
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River prophet. Spears, R. S. (Ag '20)
River's end. Curwood, J. O. (F '20)

Rives, Amelle. See Troubetzkoy, A.
Riviera
Gibbons, H. A. Riviera towns. (Ja '21)
Treves, F: Riviera of the Corniche road.

(Ja '22)

Riviera of the Corniche road. Treves, F: (Ja
'22)

Riviera towns. Gibbons, H. A. (Ja '21)
Road ahead. Wilson, E. (F '19)
Road of ambition. Sterne, E. (Jl '17)
Road and the inn. Hissey, J. J: (Ap '18)
Road that led home. Ingersoll, W. E. (Je '18)
Road to a healthy old age. Scott, T: B. (My

•19)

Road to Castaly. Brown, A. (Ap '17)
Road tc En-Dor. Jones, E. H: (Je '20)
Road to nowhere. Leadbitter, E. (Jl '21)
Road to understanding. Porter, E. H. (Ap '17)
Road to unity among the Christian churches.

Eliot, C: W: (My '20)

Roads
American highway association. Qood roads
year-book, 1917. (O '17)

Blanchard, A. H., ed. American highway
engineers' handbook. (Jl '19)

Boulnols, H: P. Modern roads. (D '20)
Foote, C: E. Practical road building. (Mr

'18>

Goodell, J: M. Location, construction and
maintenance of roads. (Ja '19)

Wood, F: J. Turnpikes of New England. (D
'20)

Roads going south. DuCfus, R. L.. (D "21)
Roads to childhood. Moore, A. C. (D '20)
Roamer, and other poems. Woodberry, G: E:

(Je "20)
Roaming through the West Indies. Franck,

H. A (N '20)
Roaring road. Morgan, B. (Ag '20)

Robbia, Giovanni della, 1469-1529?
Marquand, A. Giovanni della Robbia. (Ap

'21)
^

Robert Shenstone. Dawson, W: J. (O '17)

Robert II, duke of Normandy, 105'1?-1134
David, .C: W. Robert Curthose, Duke of
Noi-mandy. (F '21)

Robertson, Sir William Robert, 1860-
Robertson, W: R. From private to field-mar-

shal. (D '21)
Robin Goodfellow. Syrett, N. (Mr '18)
Robin Linnet. Benson, E: F: (Mr '20)

Robinson, John, 1575-1625
Burgess, W. H. Pastor of the Pilgrims. (O

•20)

Rochechouart, Louis Victor Leon, comte de.
1788-1858

Rochechouart. L: V: L. Memoirs of the
Count de Rochechouart. (F '21)

Rocking horse. Morley, C. D. (My '19)

Rocky mountains
Cross, R. T. My mountains. (Ag '21)
Mills, E. A. Adventures of a nature guide.
(Mr '20)

Mills E. A, Waiting in the wilderness. (Mr

Rod of the snake. Shortt, V. D., and Mathews.
F. H. (My '18)

Rodin, Auguste, 1840-1917
Cladel, J. Rodin: the man and his art. (Ja

18)

Rodman, Hugh, 1859-
Hunter, F. T. Beatty. Jellicoe, Sims andRodman. (Ja '20)

Roger, Noelle, pseud. See Pittard, H. (F '19)

Rogers, Clara Kathleen (Barnett) (IVIrs Henry
Rogers), 1844-

Rogers. C. K. Memories of a musical career.
(Ja '20)

Rogues & company. Wylie, I. A. R. (Jl '21)
Roland, Chanson de. See Chanson de Roland.

(Je '21)

Roland de la Platldre, ivime Manon Jeanne Phil-
pon, 1754-1793

Pope-Hennessy, U. Madame Roland. (D '18)
Roll-call. Bennett, A. (Mr '19)

Rolland, Romain, 1866-
Zwelg, S. Romain Rolland. (N '21)

Rolling mills
Power

McFarlane, W : Electricity in steel works.
(Jl '21)

Rolling stone. Scott, C. A. Dawson-. (Mr '20)

Roman Catholic church
Quin, M. Problem of human peace. (Ja '18)

Liturgy and ritual

Walsh, J: Mass and vestments of the Cath-
olic cliurch. (Je '17)

War work
Williams, M. American Catholics in the war.
(P '22)

Roman Catholic church and science
Windle, Sir B. C. A. Church and science. (N

•17)

Roman Catholic church In France
Moon, P. T: Labor problem and the social
Catholic movement. (N '21)

Roman essays and interpretations. Fowler,
W; \V. (Je '20)

Romance of aircraft. Smith, L. Y. (D '19)

Romance of business. Forbes, W: C. (D '21)

Romance of commerce. Selfridge, H. G. (Ap
•18)

Romance of escapes. Hopkins, T. (N '17)
Romance of his life. Cholmondeley, M. (O

'21)

Romance of King Arthur and his knights of the
Round table. Malory, Sir T: (F '18)

Romance of labor. Twombly, F. D., and Dana,
J: C, comps. (Ap '17)

Romance of Madame Tussaud's. Tussaud, J: T.
(D '20)

Romance of modern commerce. Newland, H.
O. (N '20)

Romance of old Japan. CThampney, E. and F.
(Ja •IS)

Romance of old Philadelphia. Paris, J: T. (F
•19)

Romance of Russia. Champney, B. and F.
(Ja '22)

Romance of the red triangle. Yapp, A. K.
(F '19)

Romance of the Romanoffs. McCabe, J. (Ja
•18)

Romance of two centuries. Guthrie, K. S.
(F ^20)

Romance of war inventions. Corbin, T: W. (F
'19)

Romance to the rescue. Mackail, D. G: (D '21)

Romances of old Japan. Ozaki, Y. T. (Mr '20)

Romantic. Sinclair, M. (D ^20)

Romantic lady. Kouyoumdjian, D. (F ^22)

Romantic liar. Perry, L. (Je '19)

Romantic woman. Borden, T. M. (My '20)

Romanticism
Babbitt, I. Rousseau and romanticism. (Jl

'19)

Locke, A. W. Music and the romantic move-
ment in France. (My '21)

Magnus, L. General sketch of European lit-
erature in the centuries of romance. (F
•20)

Romanov, House of
Telberg, G: G., and Wilton, R. Last days

of the Romanovs. (F ^21)

Rome
Constitutional history

Taylor, H. Cicero, a sketch of his life and
works. (Jl ^17)

Economic conditions

Simkhovitch, V. G. Toward the understand-
ing of Jesus. (F '22)

History

Ferrero, Q. Ruin of the ancient civilization
and the triumph of Christianity. (D '21)

Ferrero, G., and Barbagallo, C. Short history
of Rome. (Ap '18, My '19)

Frank, T. Economic history of Rome to the
end of the republic. (F '21)

Rome (city)
Davies, G. S. Renascence tombs of Rome. (F

•18)

Ronald o" the moors. Locke, G. E. (O '20)

Roof tree. Buck, C: N. (Ap '21)

Rookie rhymes. (N '17)
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Room number 3. Green, A. K. (Mr '19)

Room with the tassels. Wells, C. (D '18)

Roosevelt, Quentin, 1897-1918
Roosevelt, K., ed. Quentin Roosevelt. (N '21j

Roosevelt, Theodore, 1858-1919
Abbott, L. F. Impressions of Theodore

Roosevelt. (D '19)

Anderson, R. G. Leader of men. (Je '20)

Beers, H: A. Four Americans. (D '19)

Bishop, J. B. Theodore Roosevelt and his
time shown in hia own letters. (N '20)

Farriss, C: S. American soul. (F '21j

Hagedorn, H. Boys' life of Theodore Roose-
velt. (F '19)

Hagedorn, H. Roosevelt in the Bad Lands.
(D '21)

Hendf^rson, D. M. Great-heart. (F '20)

Iglehart, F. C. Theodore Roosevelt. (Mr '20)

Leary, J: J., jr. Talks with T. R. (Je '20)

Lewis, W: D. Life of Theodore Roosevelt.
(Je "19)

Morgan, James. Theodore Roosevelt. (Ap *19)

Pearson, E. L. Theodore Roosevelt. (O '20)

Robinson, C. My brother Theodore Roose-
velt. (O 21)

Roosevelt, K. Happy hunting grounds. (I?
•20)

Roosevelt, T. Roosevelt in the Kansas City
Star. (Ja '22)

Roosevelt, T. Theodore Roosevelt's letters to
his children. (O '19)

Sewall. W: W. Bill Sewall's story of T. R.
(N '19)

Thayer, W: R. Theodore Roosevelt. (N '19)

Bibliography
Wheelock, J: H. Bibliography of Theodore
Roosevelt. (My '21)

Poetry
Wilbur, R. J. Theodore Roosevelt. (S '19)

Roosevelt in the Bad Lands. Hagedorn, H.
(D -21)

Roosevelt in the Kansas City Star. Roose-
velt, T. (Ja '22)

Roots of the war. Davis, W: S., and others.
(Jl '18)

Ropshin, pseud. See Savlnkov, B.
Rosaleen among the artists. Holding, E3. S.

(S '21)

Roscoe, Sir Henry Enfield, 1833-1915
Thorpe, Sir T: E: Right Honourable Sir
Henry Enfield Roscoe. (Ap '17)

Rose and Rose. Lucas, E: V. (D '21)
Rose dawn. White, S. E: (D '20)
liose o" the sea. Barcynska, H. (N '20)
Rose of Jericho. Boucicault, R. B. (My '20)
Rosemary Greenaway. Gray, J. (S '20)

Roses
Thomas, G: C. Practical book of outdoor
rose growing for the home garden. (S '17)

Rosy. Dodge, L: (Je '19)

Rough crossing. Thompson, S. (O '21)
Rough road. Locke, W: J: (S '18)
Roumania. Gordon, W. (D '18)
Roumanian diary. Kennard, D. K. (Ap '18)
Roumanian stories. Byng, L. M., tr. (O '21)
Round Robin. Brown, A. P. (D '21)

Rousseau, Jean Jacques, 1712-1778
Babbitt, L Rousseau and romanticism. (Jl

•19)

Rousseau, Victor, pseud. See Emanuel, V: R.
Roving and fighting. O'Reilly, B: S. (Jl '18)
Roving east and roving west. Lucas. E: V.

(O '21)

Royal African company of England
Zook, G: F: Company of royal adventurers
trading Into Africa. (O '20)

Royal government in Virginia. FUppln. P. S.
(S '19)

Royal houses
George, H. B. Genealogical tables illustrative

of modern history. (Je '17)
Radziwill, C. Secrets of dethroned royalty.

(S '20)

Royal outlaw. Hudson, -C: B: (O '17)
Royal Scottish academy, 1826-1916. Rinder, F.,

comp. (N '17)

Rubber _
Dubosc, A., and Luttringer, A. Rubber. (F

'20)

Rubbisti heap. Humphreys, E. M. J. (Jl '17)

Rubens, Sir Peter Paul, 1577-1640
Hourticq. L: Rubens. (N '18)

Ruck, Berta. See Onions, B. R. (My "17, My
18, N "19, D '20, Ap '21)

Rudyard Kipling's verse. Kipling, R. (Ja '20)

Rugs, Oriental
Lewis, G: G. Practical book of oriental rugs.
(Ag '21)

Ruhleben prison camp. Cohen, 1: (Jl '17)

Ruin of the ancient civilization and the triumph
of Christianity. Ferrero, Q. (D '21)

Rule-making authority in the English supreme
court. Rosenbaum, S: (N '17)

Rule of might. Cramb, J: A. (F '19)

Rulers of the lakes. Altsheler, J. A. (D '17)

Rumania
Bates, J. V: Our allies and enemies in the
Near East. (Ap '19)

Gordon, W. Roumania. (D '18)

Negulesco, G. Rumania's sacrifice. (N '18)

Van Teslaar, J. S. When I was a boy in Rou
mania. (Jl '17)

Runaway Russia. Harper, F. M. (My 18)
Runaway woman. Dodge, L: (N '18)

Running Ea^le. Schultz, J. W. (My '19)

Running free. Connolly, J. B. (N '17)

Running wild. Smith, B. (Mr '21)

Rupert Brooke and the intellectual imagination.
De la Mare. W. J: (My '20)

Rural church serving the community. Earp,
E. L. (Ag '19)

Rural community. Sims, N. L., ed. (F '21)

Rural education and the consolidated school.

Arp, J. B. (N '18)

Rural life. Galpln, C: J. (Ja '19)

Rural New York. Fippln, E. O. (Je '21)

Rural organization. Burr, W. (Ja '22)

Rural organization. National country life asso-
ciation. (S '21)

Rural problems In the United States. Boyle,
J. E. (S '21)

Rural problems of today. Groves, E. R. (Ag
•18)

Rural reconstruction in Ireland. Smith-Gordon.
L. E.. and Staples. L. C. (Je '19)

Rural schools
Andress, J. M. Health education In rural

schools. (My '19)

Arp, J. B. Rural education and the consoli-
dated school. (N '18)

Dewey, E. New schools for old. (Ag '19)

Finney, R. L., and Schafer, A. L. Admin-
istration of village and consolidated
schools. (Ag '20)

^ ^^
Foght, H. W. Rural teacher and his work In

community leadership. (Je '18)

Kirkpatrick, M. G. Rural school from within.

(S '17)

Lewis, H. T. Rural school and the com-
munity. (My '19)

Pittman, M. S. Value of school supervision.

Rapeer, L- W., ed. Consolidated rur»l
schools. (D '20)

, , ,

Shewaiter, N. D: Handbook for rural school
officers. (Jl '20)

, ,

Woofter, T: J. Teaching in rural schools.

(Ja '18)

Rural social organization. Earp, R L. (Ag
'21)

Rural teacher and his work In community lead-

ership. Foght, H. W. (Je '18)

Rush-light stories. Chapin, M. L. (My '19)

Ruskin, John, 1819-1900
Chrisman, L: H. John Ruskin, preacher.

Roe, F: W: Social philosophy of Carlyle and
Ruskin. (O '21)

Whitehuuse, J: H., ed. Ruskin the prophet.
(Mr '21) , „ .,

Ruskin the prophet. Whitehouse, J: H., ea.

(Mr '21)

Dillon, E. J. Eclipse of Russia. (Ag '18)

Duff, J. D., ed. Russian realities and prob-

lems. (Jl 'IT)
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Russia —Continued
Fanning, C. E., comp. Selected articles on
Russia. (Je '18)

Liddell, R. S. Actions and reactions In Rus-
sia. (S '18)

Masaryk, T. G. Spirit of Russia. (D '19)

Novikova, O. A. Russian memories. (Jl '17)

Pierce, R. Trapped in "black Russia." (Mr
'18)

Ross, E: A. Russia In upheaval. (Jl '18)

Souiny-Seydlitz, L. I. P., baroness. Russia
of yesterday and to-morrow. (Ag '17)

Spargo, J: Russia as an American problem.
(Mr '20)

Walling, W: E. Russia's message. (My '17)

Wilton, R. Russia's agony. (Je '18)

Wright, R. L. Russians. (Je '17)

Biography
Howe, S. E. Some Russian heroes, saints and

sinners. (Je '17)

Commerce
Beable, W: H: Commercial Russia. (O '19)

Petersson, C. E. W. How to do business with
Russia. (D '17)

Court and courtiers

Maud, R. E. One year at the Russian court.
(Mr '19)

Russian court memoirs, 1914-16. (S '17)

Schelking, E. de. Recollections of a Russian
diplomat. (Mr '19)

Description and travel

Corwell, C: F. Through Russia In war-time.
(O '17)

De Windt, H. Russia as I know it. (Ja '18)

Graham. S. Russia in 1916. (Mr '17)

Howe, S. E. Real Russians. (S '18)

Lansbury, G: What I saw in Russia. (D '20,

Ag -21)

Poole, E. Village. (D '18)

Ruhl, A. B. White nights and other Russian
impressions. (Jl '17)

Sheridan, C. Mayfair to Moscow. (My '21)

Economic conditions

Brailsford, H: N. Russian workers' republic.
(My '21)

Bubnoff, I. V. Co-operative movement in
Russia. (O '17)

Davis, M. W. Open gates to Russia. (Mr '20)

New policies of soviet Russia. (D '21)

Pasvolsky, L. Economics of communism. (S
'21)

Russell, B. A. W: Bolshevism. (Ja '21)

Education
Leary, D. B. Education and aristocracy in
Russia. (Ja '20)

Foreign relations

Iswolsky, A. Recollections of a foreign
minister. (Ap '21)

Witte, S. J. Memoirs of Count Witte. (My
'21)

Oermany
Bernstein, H., comp. and ed. Willy-Nicky cor-

respondence. (Ap '18)

Levlne, I: D. Letters from the Kaiser to the
Czar. (O '20)

United Statts

Gumming, C. K., and Pettlt, W. W:, comps.
and eds. Russian-American relations,
March, 1917-March, 1920. (Jl '20)

United States. Special diplomatic mission to
Russia. America's message to the Russian
people. (S '18)

History
Alexinsky. G. Russia and Europe. (Mr '17)

Beazley, C: R., and others. Russia from the
Varangians to the Bolsheviks. (Mr '19)

Howe, S. E., ed. False Dmitri. (Ap '17)
Iswolsky, A. Recollections of a foreign

minister. (Ap '21)

Kornilov, A. Modern Russian history. (My
'17)

McCabe, J. Romance of the Romanoffs. (Ja
'18)

Trufanov, S. M. Mad monk of Russia, Iliodor.
(Ap -18)

Witte, S. J. Memoirs of Count Witte. (My
'21)

Fiction
Champney, E. and F. Romance of Russia.

(Ja '22)

Revolution, 1917-
Antonelll, E. Bolshevik Russia. (Mr '20)
Beatty, B. Red heart of Russia. (N '18)
Bolshevik aims and ideals. (N '19)
Botchkareva, M. Yashka. (Mr '19)
Brailsford, H: N. Russian workers' republic
(My '21)

Brown, A. J. Russia in transformation. (Mr
•18)

Brown, W: A., Jr. Groping giant. (Je '21)
Bryant, L.. Six red months in Russia. (D

'18)

Buchanan, M. City of trouble. (F '19)
Bullard, A. Russian pendulum. (F '20, Ag

'20)

Bullitt, W: C. Bullitt mission to Russia. (Ja
•20)

Cantacuz^ne, Princess. Revolutionary days.
(Jl '19)

CantacuzSne, Princess. Russian people. (Ag
•20)

Clark, E. Facts and fabrications about
soviet Russia. (D '20)

Crosley, P. S. Intimate letters from Petro-
grad. (F '21)

Dorr, R. Inside the Russian revolution. (F
'18)

Fall of the Romanoffs. (F '18)
Francis, D: R. Russia from the American
embassy. (S ^21)

Gourko, B. War and revolution in Russia,
1914-1917. (Mr ^19)

Hard, W: Raymond Robins' own story. (Mr
'20)

Harper, F. M. Runaway Russia. (My ^18)
Hillqult, M. From Marx to Lenin. (O '21)

Hindus, M. G. Russian peasant and the
revolution. (S '20)

Houghteling, J. L. Diary of the Russian
revolution. (Mr '18)

Kadomtzev, B. Russian collapse. (N '19)

Kalpaschnikoff, A. Prisoner of Trotsky's.
(Ag '20)

Kerensky, A. F. Prelude to Bolshevism. (Je
•19)

Levine, I: D. Russian revolution. (Jl '17)

Lomonossoff, G: V. Memoirs of the Russian
revolution. (Ja '20)

Long, R. E: C. Russian revolution aspects.
(Ap •IS)

Marcosson, I: F: Rebirth of Russia. (S '17)

Moore, F: Chaos in Europe. (Mr ^19)

Olgin, M. J. Soul of the Russian revolution.
(Ja '18)

Petrunkevich, A. I., and others. Russian re-
volution. (N '18)

Pollock. J: Bolshevik adventure. (F '21)

Poole, E. "Dark people." (My '18)

Power, R. Under the Bolshevik reign of
terror. (Ap '20)

Preev, Z. N. Russian revolution and Who's
who in Russia. (Ag '17)

Price, M. P. War and revolution in Asiatic
Russia. (Ap '19)

RadzlwlU, C. Rasputin and the Russian revo-
lution. (S '18)

Ransome, A. Crisis in Russia. (My '21)

Ransome, A. Russia in 1919. (S '19)

Rappoport, A. S. Pioneers of the Russian
revolution. (Ap '19)

Reed, J: Ten days that shook the world.
(Ap '19)

Ross, E: A. Russian Bolshevik revolution.

Russell, C: E: Bolshevism and the United
States. (S '19)

Russell, C: E: Unchained Russia. (N 18)

Russian diary of an Englishman. (F '20)

Sack, A. J. Birth of the Russian democracy.
(S '18)

Sayier. O. M. Russia white or red. (Ja
'20, Ag '20)

Spargo, J: Bolshevism. (My '19)

Spargo, J: "Greatest failure in all history.

(S '20)

Stebblng, E: P. From Czar to Bolshevik.
(Mr '19)
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Thompson, D. Donald Thompson In Russia,

Trotzky, L., pseud. Our revolution. (Ap '18)

Vandervelde, fi. Three aspects of the Rus-
sian revolution. (Ja '20)

Walling, W: E. Sovietism. (S '20)

Wilcox, E. H. Russia's ruin. (K '19)

Williams, A. R. Through the Russian revo-
lution. (F '22)

Williams, A. T. From liberty to Brest-
Litovsk. (Je '20) ^ - . t-,

Zilboorg, G. Passing of the old order in Eu-
rope. (D "20)

Industries and resources

Goldstein, J. M. Russia, her economic past
and future. (D '19)

^ ^ ,

Petersson, C. E. W. How to do business with
Russia. (D '17)

Intervention by Allies

Ackerman, C. W: Trailing the Bolshevikl.
(Ag '19)

Albe. tson. R. Fighting without a war. (Ap
'20)

Bullitt, W: C. Bullitt mission to Russia. <J&
•20)

Politics and government
Baddeley, J: F. Russia in the eighties. (Jl

'21)
Brown, W: A., jr. Groping giant. (Je '21)

(3ompers, S:, and Walling, W: E. Out of
their own mouths. (N '21)

Harrison, M. E. Marooned in Moscow. (F
•22)

Hillquit, M. From Marx to Lenin. (O '21)

McBrlde, I: Barbarous soviet Russia. (S
•20)

Malone, C. I. Russian republic. (My '20)

Ransome, A. Crisis in Russia. (My '21)

Rivet, C: Last of the Romanofs. (Jl '18)

Vinogradov, P. G. Self government in Russia.
(Ag '17)

Wells, H. G: Russia in the shadows. (Mr
•21)

Social conditions

Gorky. M., pseud., and others, eds. Shield.
(Jl '17)

Harrison, M. E. Marooned in Moscow. (F
•22)

Hindus, M. G. Russian peasant and the
revolution. (S '20)

Merejkowski, D. S. Menace of the mob. (Ag
•21)

Reeves, F. B. Russia then and now. (Jl '17)

Schwartz, D. A. Voice of Russia. (S '21)

Wells, H. G: Russia in the shadows. (Mr
•21)

Social life and customs
Aksakov, S. T. Russian gentleman. Ml '17)

Aksakov, S. T. Russian schoolboy. (F '18)

Cantacuz6ne, Princess. My life here and
there. (N '21)

Dufferin and Ava, H. G., Marchiones of. My
Russian and Turkish journals. (My '17)

Russia and Germany at Brest-Lltovsk. Masmes,
J. L. (S '19)

Russia as an American problem. Spargo, J:
(Mr '20)

Russia from the American embassy. Francis,
D: R. (S '21)

Russia from the Varangians to the Bolsheviks.
Beazley. C: R., and others. (Mr '19)

Russia in 1916. Graham, S. (Mr '17)

Russia in the eighties. Baddeley, J: F. (Jl
'21)

Russia In the shadows. Wells, H. G: (Mt
'31)

Russia white or red. Sayler, O. M. (Ja '20)
Russian advance. Washburn. S. (Mr ^17)

Russian-American relations, March, 1917-
March, 1920. Gumming, C. K., and Pettlt,
W. W:, comps. and eds. (Jl '20)

Russian anthology In English. Bechhofer,
C. E., ed. (O '17)

Rus.«!inn Bolshevik revolution. Ross, E: A. (Jl
'21)

Russian collapse. Kadomtzev, B. (N '19)

Russian diary of an Englishman. (F '20)

Russian drama
Sayler, O. M. Russian theatre under the

revolution. (Mr '20)

Russian fiction

Collections

Ragosin, Z. A., comp. Little Russian master-
pieces. (D '20)

Russian gentleman. Aksakov, S. T. (Jl '17)

Russian language
Jcirintzov, N. Russians and their language.
(My ^17)

Dictionaries

Freese, J: H: New pocket dictionary of the
English and Russian languages. (Jl '17)

Grammar
Forbes, N. Russian grammar. (Jl '17)

Readers
Forbes, N., ed. Third Russian book. (N '17)

Russian literature
Mais, S. P. B. Why we should read. (O

•21)

Olgin, M. J. Guide to Russian literatui-e.

(Je ^20)

Shdkhnovski, I. K. Short history of Russian
literature. (My '21)

Collections

Bechhofer, C. E., ed. Russian anthology In
English. (O '17)

Russian music. See Music
Russian peasant and the revolution. Hindus,

M. G. (S '20)

Russian pendulum. Bullard, A. (F '20, Ag '20)

Russian people. Cantacuzfine, Princess. (Ag
•20)

Russian poetry
Deutsch, B., and Yarmolinsky, A., trs. Mod-
ern Russian poetry. (F ^22)

Jarintzov, N. Russian poets and poems. (D
'17)

Livesay, F. R., tr. Songs of Ukraina. (Ap
•17)

Magnus, L. A. Heroic ballads of Russia. (N
'21)

Nekrassov, N. A. Who can be happy and free
in Russia? (Jl '17)

Russian portraits. Eng title of Mayfair to Mos-
cow. Sheridan, C. C. (My '21)

Russian republic. Malone, C. L. (My '20)

Russian revolution.,.*'Levine, I: D. (Jl '17)

Russian revolution. Petrunkevich, A. I., and
others. (N •IS)

Russian revolution and Who's who in Russia.
Freev. Z. N. (Ag '17)

Russian revolution aspects. Long, R. E: C.
(Ap '19)

Russian schoolboy. Aksakov, S. T. (F '18)

Russian songs
Schindler, K.. ed. Songs of the Russian peo-

ple. (Je '17)

Russian theatre under the revolution. Sayler.
O. M. (Mr '20)

Russian workers' republic. Brailsford, H: N.
(My '21)

Russian year-book, 1916. (Je '17)

Russians. Wright, R. L. (Je '17)

Russians message. Walling, W: E. (My '17)

Russia's ruin. Wilcox, E. H. (N '19)

Russo-Japanese war. 1904-1905
Smidovlch, V. V. In the war. (Je '17)

Rustler of Wind River. Ogden. G: W. (Jl '17)

Rustv Miller. Gray, J. (Je '19)

Ruth of the U.S.A. Balmer, E. (S '19)

Ruthie. Duganne. P. (O '21)

Rygler-Nalkowska, Sofja. See Nalkowska, S.

Rygier-.

S. O. S. Marcosson, I: F: (My '19)

S. O. S. Stand to! Grant. R. (S '18)

Sacajawea, d. 1884
Schultz. J. W. Bird woman. (N '18)

Sscpsmcnts
Cram. R. A. Gold, frankincense and myrrh.
(D '20)

Sacred and profane love. Bennett. A. (Mr '20)

Sacred beetle and others. Fabre, J. H. C. (Ja
•19)
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Sacred wood. Eliot, T: S. (Mr '21)
Sacrifice. Tagore, Sir R. (F '18)
Sad years. Shorter, D. (Ja '19)
Sadie's conquest. Eng title ot Girl from Kel-

ler's. Bindloss, H. (Mr '18)
Safe and unsafe democracy. Jones, H: W.

(Ja '19)

Safed and Keturah. Barton, W: E. (S '21)
Safeguarding American ideals. Atwood, H. F.

(F '22)
Safety curtain. Dell, E. M. (Ja '18)
Saga plays. Betts, P. (O '17)
Sagebrusher. Hough, E. (My '19)

Sahara desert
Forbes. R. Secret of the Sahara: Kufara.
(Ja '22)

Sailing
Miller, W. H. Boy's book of canoeing and

sailing. (My '17)
Sailing south. Marden. P. S. (Ap '21)
Sailing thQ seas. Baldwin, J., and Livengood,

W: W. (F '21)
Sailor girl. Moore. F: F. (My '20)
Sailor town. Smith, C. F. (S '19)
Sailor's home, and other stories. Graves.

C. I. M. (N '19)

Saint Columba of lona. Menzies, L. (My '21)
St Joan of Arc. Lynch. D. (N '19)
St John of lioneylea. Whitham, G. I. (Je

20)

St Louis, Missouri

Social conditions
Mangold, G: B: Challenge of St Louis. (D

•17)

St Luke, the man and his work. McLachlan,
H. (S '20)

St Nicholas. McKnight, G: H. (F '18)

St Nicholas (periodical)
Guthrie. A. L., comp. Index to St Nicholas.
(Ap '20)

St Paul, the hero. Jones, R. M. (O '17)
Salnte S€ductre. (O '17)

Saints
Hall, G. Stories of the saints. (My '20)
"Webling, P. Saints and their stories. (N '20)

Saint's progress. Galsworthy, J: (Ag '19)

SakI, pseud. See Munro, H. H.
Salads
Wright, M. M. Salads and sandwiches. (My

'18)

Salem, Massachusetts
Northend, M. H. Memories of old Salem. (P

'18)

Salem shipmaster and merchant. Nichols, •l*
(Jl '21)

Salesman's kindergarten. Hall, W. (Jl '21)

Salesmen and salemanship
Barrett, H. J. How to sell more goods. (Je

•18)

Douglas, A. W. Merchandising. (P '20)
Douglas, A. W. Traveling salesmanship. (F

Frederick. J. G: Modern salesmanagement.
(P '20)

Hall, W. Salesman's kindergarten. (Jl '21)
Ivey. P. W. Elements of retail salesmanship.

(Jl '20)
Kitson, H. D. Mind of the buyer. (N '21)
L'^ish R., p.seud. Human .side of retail sell-

ing:. CAp ';^1)

Maxwell, W: Training of a salesman. (S '19)
Norton, H. R. Textbook on retail selling.
(Ag '19)

Opdycke. J: B. Advertising and selling prac-
tice. (Je '18)

Salisbury, Robert Arthur Talbot Gascoyne-Cecil,
3d marquis, 1830-1903

Cecil, G. Life of Robert, marquis of Salis-
bury. (F '22)

Salonica side-show. Seligman, V. J. (D '20)

Salt
Calvert, A. F: Salt and the salt industry.
(O '19)

Salt Lake City
Public schools

Cubberley, E. P.. and others. School organ-
ization and aiiministration. (Mv '17)

Salt. Norris, C: G. (S '18)
Salt of the earth. Sidgwick, C. (O '17)

Salton sea
Kennan, G: Salton sea. (Mr '18)

Salute to adventurers; Buchan, J: (Ja '18)
Salvaging of civilization. Well.s, H. G: (Jl

'21)

Salvation army
Begbie, H. Life of William Booth. (My '20)
Booth, E. C, and Hill, G. L. War romance of

the Salvation army. (Ag '19)
Samovar girl. Moore, F: (Jl '21)
Sample case of humor. GUlilan, S. W. (O '19)

Samplers
Bolton, E., and Coe, E. J. American sam-

plers. (Ja '22)

Samuel Lyle, criminologist. Crabb, A., pseud.
(N '20)

Samurai trails. Kirtland, L. S. (F '19)

San Cristfibal de la Habana. Hergesheimer,
J. (Ja '21)

Sanctus Spiritus and company. Stelner, E: A.
(Ja '20)

Sand, George, pseud. (Mme Amantlne Luclle
Aurore [Dupin] Dudevant), 1804-1876

Sand, G:, pseud., and Flaubert, G. (jeorge
Sand-Gustave Flaubert letters. (F '22)

Sand doctor. Mulder, A. (Mr '21)

Sand dunes
Bailey, E. S. Sand dunes of Indiana. (Jl '18)

Sandman's rainy day stories. Walker, A. (O
•20)

Sandman's stories of Drusllla doll. Walker,
A. (O '20)

Sands of gold. Rhodes, K. (Ap '19)

Sandwich, Edward George Henry Montagu,
eighth earl of, 1839-1916

Sandwich, E: G: H: M. Memoirs of Edward,
eighth earl of Sandwich. (O '20)

Sandwiches
Wright, M. M. Salads and sandwiches. (My

'18)

Sandsy himself. Hunting, G: (D '18)

Sanitary chemistry
Bailey, B. H: S. Text-book of sanitary and
applied chemistry. (O '17)

Sanitation
Hill, H. W. Sanitation for public health

nurses. (F '21)

Hough, T., and Sedgwick, W: T. Human
mechanism. (Ja '19)

Wood, H. B. Sanitation practically applied.
(Jl '17)

Sanitation for public health nurses. Hill, H.
W. (F '21)

Sanitv in sex. Fielding, W: J: (Jl '20)

Santo Domingo. Schoenrlch, O: (S '18)

Sapper, pseud. See McNeile, H. C. (O '19)

Sapppr Dorothy Lawrence. Lawrence, D. (My
'20)

Sarah Ann. Thurston. M. N. (N '17)

Sarah and her daughter. Pearl. B. (Jl '20)

Sardinia
Bouobier, E. S. Sardinia in ancient times.

(Jl '17)

Lawrence, D: H. Sea and Sardinia. (P '22)

Sargent Industrial school, Beacon, New York
Arnold, S. li. Story of the Sargent Industrial

school at Beacon, New York, 1891-1916. (Ja
'18)

Satan. Stacpoole, H: de V. S. (Je '21)

Satan the waster. Lee. V., pseud. (O '20)

Satan's diary. Andreieff. L. N. (D '20)

Satire
Menicken, H: L: Book of burlesques. (Mr

'20)

Sati"'^ in the Victorian novel. Russell, P. T.

(Je '20)

Saturday club, 1855-1870
Emerson, E: W. Early days of the Saturday

club. 185.';-1870. (P '19)

Saturday market. Mew, C. (Ag *21)

Saturday night sketches. Herring, J: L: (Ag
'18)

Saturdav papers. Canby, H: S., and others.

(Ja '22)

Saul. Lowe, C. M. (F '20)

Savapfc .survivals. I\1ooi-i-. J: II. Ml '17)

Save it for winter. Rockwell. F: F. (O '18>

Savitri, and other women. Strachey. M. (Mr
'21)
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Saving
Atwood, A. W: How to get ahead. (Mr '17)

Hall, B. Thrift. (My '17)

Savings banks
Robinson, E: L. 1816-1916; one hundred years

of savings banking. (Ja '18)

Sawrey- Lowndes, Mrs Frederic. See Lowndes,
M. A.

Saws
Durham, H. W. Saws. (Ja '18)

Scale of performance tests. Pintner, R., and
Paterson, D. G. (D '17)

Scandal. Hamilton, C. (N '17)

Scandinavia
Williams, M. "W. Social Scandinavia in the
Viking age. (Mr '21)

Scandinavian literature
Snorri Sturluson. Prose Edda. (S '17)

Scar that tripled. Shepherd, W: G. (Mr '18)

Scararaouche. Sabatinl, R. (Jl '21)

Scarecrow, and other stories. Wormser, G. R.
(F '19)

Scattergood Baines. Kelland. C. B. (Ap '21)

Scenario writing today. Lytton, G. (Mr '21)

Scenes from Italy's war. Trevelyan, G. M. (S
•19)

Scepticisms. Aiken, C. P. (Ja '20; Ag '20)

Schemes of the Kaiser. Adam, J. (D '18)

Scholarship and service. Butler, N: M. (N '21)

School administration and organization
Craddock, E. A. Class-room republic. (D

'20)

Cubberley, E. P., and others. School organ-
ization and administration. (My '17)

Hanus, P. H. School administration and
school reports. (S '20)

School and college credit for outside Bible
study. Wood, C. A. (Je '17)

School and home gardening. Davis, K. C. (Ap
-18)

School and other educators. Clarke, J: (Jl '18)

School architecture. Donovan, J; J., and others.
fJl -21)

School as a social institution. Robbins, C: L.
(Jl '18)

School attendance
Abbott, E., and Breckinridge, S. P. Truancy
and non-attendance in the Chicago schools.
(Je '17)

School building program for cities. Engel-
hardt, N. L: (O '19)

School, church, and home games. Draper, G:
O., comp. (O '21)

School efflciency. Bennett, H: E. (N '17)

School finance
Burgess, W. R. Trends of school costs. (Ja

'21)

School gardens
Cobb, E. Garden steps. (Je '18)
Davis, K. C. School and home gardening. (Ap

'18)

Kilpatrick, V. Child's food garden. (My '18)

School grading and promotion
Chapman, J. C, and Rush, G. P. Scientific
measurement of classroom products. (O
'17, Ag '18)

School hygiene
Ayres, M., and others. Healthful schools.

(O 'f8)
School in the modern church. Cope, H: F: (F

'20)

School Journalism
Dillon, C: Journalism for high schools. (Je

'18)

School laws
Abbott, E., and Breckinridge, S. P. Truancy
and non-attendance in the Chicago schools.
(Je '17)

School libraries
Wil.son, M. School library management. (Ap

'21)

School librarj' management. Wilson, M. (Ac
'21)

School lunch. Smedley, E. (Je '21)

School lunches
Smedley, E. School lunch. (Je '21)

School management
Bennett, H: E. Schoo^ efflciency. (N '17)

Judd, C: H. Introduction to the scientific
study of education. (O '18)

Sears, J. B. Classroom organization and
control. (Ja '19)

School nurses
Kelly, H. W., and Bradshaw, M. C. Hand-
book lor school nurses. (O '18)

Struthers, L. School nurse. (D '17)
School of sympathy. Arnold, J. B. (D '20)
School printshop. Stilwell, K. M. (F '20)

School reports
Hanus, P. H. School administration and
school reports. (S '20)

School supervision
Pittman, M. S. Value of school supervision.

(Ja '22)

Schoolhouses
Donovan, J: J., and others. School architec-

ture. (Jl '21)

Engelhardt, N. L: School building program
for cities. (O '19)

Schoolgirl allies. Samson, R. M. (Ja '18)
Schooling of the ininiigrant. Thompson, F. V:

(N 'iiO)

Schoolmaster, and other stories. Chekhov, A.
P. (D '21)

Schoolmaster of a great city. Patri, A. (Jl
17)

Schoolmaster of Hessville. Martin, H. R. (N
20)

Schoolmistress and other stories. Chekhov, A.
P. (Ap '21)

Schools
Finney, R. L., and Schafer, A. L. Adminis-

tration of village and consolidated schools.
(Ag '20)

Judd, C: H. Evolution of a democratic school
system. (O '18)

McFee, I. N*. Teacher, the school and the
home. (S '19)

Pearson, F. B. Reconstructed school. (My
'19)

Sargent, P. E: Handbook of American pri-
vate schools. (O '17)

Sechrlst, F. K. Education and the general
welfare. (N '20)

Schools, Continuation
Wray, W. J., and Ferguson, R. W., eds.
Day continuation school at work. (D '20)

Schools as social centers
Perry, C. A. Community center activities.
(My -17)

Science
Adams, H: Degradation of the democratic

dogma. (Ap '20)
Barber, F: D., and others. First course in
geneial science. (Jl '17)

Buchanan, J: Y. Comptes rendus of observa-
tion and reasoning. (Jl '17)

Caldwell, O. W:, and Eikenberry, W: L. Ele-
ments of general science. (Ja '19)

Coleiitlge, S. Idolatry of science. (F '21)
Dana, E: S., and others, eda. Centui-y of
science in America. (Ap '19)

Dooley, W: H: Applied science for metal
workers. (Mr '20)

Dooley, W: H: Applied science for wood-
workers. (Mr '20)

Elliot, H. S: R. Modern science and material-
ism. (Mr '20)

Fabre, J. H. C. Story-book of science. (D
'17)

Fall, D. Science for beginners. (Ja '18)
Gregory, R: A. Discovery. (Ai» "17)

Lankester, E. R. Secrets of earth and sea.
(Ja '21)

Mills, J: Realities of modern science. (Ag
•19)

Morgan, A. P. Boys' home book of science
and construction. (D '21)

Rice, W: N. Poet of science, and other ad-
dresses. (D '19)

Rogers, R. E., ed. Voice of science in nine-
teenth century literature. (Jl '21)

Seward, A. C: Science and the nation. (O
•17)

Soddy, F: Science and life. (D '20)

Van Buskirk, E. F., and Smith, E. L. Science
of everyday life. (Je '19)

Veblen, T. B. Place of science in modem civil-
ization, and other essays. (My '20)
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Science

—

Continued
"Washburne, C. W. Common science. (O '20)

'20)

Wiffraore, J: H:, ed. Science and learning in

France. (O '17)

Yerkes, R. M., ed. New world of science. (D
•20)

History

Hollander, B. In search of the soul. (My '21)

Libby, W. Introduction to the history of sci-

ence. (Je '17)

Sarkar, B. K. Hindu achievements in exact
science. (Ap '19)

Sedgwick, W: .T., and Tyler, H. W. Short
history of science. (F '18, Ag '18)

Philosophy, theories, etc.

Henderson, L. J. Order of nature. (S '17)

Menge, E: J: Beginnings of science. (Ap
•19)

Rignano, E. Essays in scientific synthesis.
(Ja '19)

Study and teaching
Smithells, A. From a modern university.
(O '21)

Trafton, G. H. Teaching of science In the
elementary school. (S '18)

Twiss, G: R. Textbook in the principals of
science teaching. (Ag '18)

Science and common sense in working with
men. Scott, W. D., and Hayes, M. H. S.

(F '22)

Science and morals. Windle, B. C. A. (D '20)

Science and practice of photography. Roebuck,
J: R. (Je '18)

Science and the art of teaching. La Rue, D. W.
(S '18)

Science and war. Moulton, J: F. M. (Ap '20)

Science of eating. See McCann. A. W. This
famishing world

Science of labor and Its organization. loteyko,
J. (S *19)

Science of plant life. Transeau, E. N. (Mr '19)

Science of power. Kidd. B: (My '18)

Scientific distribution. HIgham, C: F: (S '19)

Scientific management
Duncan, C. S: Commercial research. (F '20)

Lichtner, W: O: Time study and Job
analysis. (N '21)

McKillop, M. and A. D. Efficiency methods.
(Ap '18)

Thompson, C. B. Theory and practice of
scientific management. (D '17)

Bibliography
Cannons, K. G: T.. ed. Bibliography of
industrial efficiency and factory manage-
ment. (Ap '21)

Scientific measurement of classroom products.
Chapman, J. C, and Rush, G. P. (Ag '18)

Scientific measurement of classroom products.
Chapman, J. C, and Rush, G. P. (O '17)

Scientific recreations
Collins, A. F: Magic of science. (D '17)

Scientific spirit and social work. Todd, A. J.

(My '20)

Scientific theism versus materialism. Reuter-
dahl, A. (Ag '21)

Score by innings. Van Loan. C: E. (Ap '19)

Scotch twins. Perkins, L. (My '20)

Scotland
Blake, G. R. Scotland of the Scots. (Ja '19)

Description and travel

Clark, K. Spell of Scotland. (My '17)

Mackenzie, O. H. Hundred years In the
Highlands. (O '21)

History
Warrack, J: Domestic life In Scotland. (O

•21)
Social conditions

Mackinnon, J. Social and industrial history
of Scotland from the union to the present
time. (Ag '21)

Social life and customs
Hunter, Q: M. When I was a boy in Scot-

land. (Jl '20)

Warrack, J: Domestic life in Scotland. (O
•21)

Scott, Clement William, 1841-1904
Scott, C. M. Old days in Bohemian London.
(F '20)

Scott, John, 16347-1696
Abbott, W. C. Colonel John Scott of Long

Island. (O '19)

Scott, Sir Walter, 1771-1832
Stalker. A. Intimate life of Sir Walter Scott.

(Jl '21)

Scott- Moncrleff, Charles Elliott, ed. Widsith,
Beowulf, Finnsburgh, Waldere, Deor. See
Beowulf. (Ja '22)

Scottish literature
Smith, G: G. Scottish literature. (N '19)

Scouting thrills. McKean, G: B. (O '19)

Scoutmastershlp. Baden-Powell, R. S. S. (S
'20)

Scouts' book of heroes. Dimmock, F. H.. ed.
(F '21)

Scrambled eggs. Mackall, L. (D '20)

Scrap metals. Manlore, Q: H: (S '19)

Screen acting. Marsh, M. W. (F '22)

Scrlabin, Aleksandr Nikolaevich, 1872-
Hull, A. E. Great Russian tone-poet, Scrla-

bin. (F '18)

Sculpture
Schevill, F. Karl Bitter. (S '17)

Taft, L. Modern tendencies in sculpture. (Jl
'21)

Van Dieren. B. Epstein. (F '21)

Sea and Sardinia. Lawrence, D: H. (F '22)

Sea bride. Williams, B. A. (Ja '20)

Sea fighters. Miller. W. H. (Ap '21)

Sea fisheries. Jenkins. J. T. (F '21)

Sea-hounds. Freeman, L: R. (N '19)

Sea moods. Reed, E: B. (Ja '18)

Sea plunder. Stacpoole, H: De V. (Je '17)

Sea poems. Rice, C. Y. (N '21)

Sea power
Stevens, W: O-, and Westcott, A. F. His-

tory of sea power. (Ja '21)

Sea power and freedom. Fiennes, G. (Jl •IS)

Sea-power in the Pacific. Bywater, H. C. (S
•21)

Sea power in American history. Krafft, H.,
F:, and Norris, W. B. (F '21, Ag '21)

Sea warfare. Kiplinsr, R. (Mr '17)

Seaborne trade. Fayle, C: E. (P '21)

Seafaring life

Nichols, G: Salem shipmaster and merchant.
(Jl '21)

Seamanship. See Navigation

Seamen
Collins, N. Opportunities in merchant ships.
(Ag '19)

Search. Lutz, G. L. H. (Ja '20)

Searchers. Foster, J: (Ag '20)

Searchlights
Rey, J. A. Range of electric searchlight pro-

jectors. (D '17)

Seasonal industry. Van IQeeck, M. (D '17)

Seasoning of wood. Wagner, J. B. (My '18)

Seat weaving. Perry, L. D. (Ag '17)

Seaways of the empire. Sargent, A. J: (My
•19)

Second advent
Campbell, J. M. Second coming of Christ.

(Jl ^19)

Snowden, J. H: Coming of the Lord. (My
'19)

Second April. Millay. E. St V. (S '21)

Second base Sloan. Mathewson, C. (Jl '17)

Second book of modern verse., ed. Rittenhouse,
J. B. (Ja ^20)

Second book of ooeras. Krehbiel, H: E: (Mr
'17)

Second bullet. Ostrander, I. E. (Jl '19)

Second coming of Christ. Campbell, J. M. (Jl

'19)

Second diary of the great warr. Pepys, S:, Jr.,

pseud. (Mr '18)

Second fiddle. Bottome, P. (N '17)

Second latchkey. Williamson, C: N. and A.
M. (Je '20)

Second line of defense. Slattery, M. (O '18)

Second marriage. Meynell. V. (Jl '19)

Second Mrs Clay. Taylor, K. H. (Je '21)

Second odd number. Maupassant, G. H. R. A.
de. (N '17)
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Second period of Quakerism. Braithwaite,
W: C: (F '20)

Second thoughts of an economist. Smart, W:
(Je '17)

Second wind. Tilden, F. (N '17)

Second youth. Updegraff, A. (Je '17)

Secret battle. Herbert, A. P. (Mr '20)

Secret bread. Jegse, F. T. (O '17)

Secret city. Walpole, H. (Mr '19)

Secret corps. Tuohy, F. (F '21)
Secret house. Wallace, E. (P '20)

Secret of everyday things. Fabre, J. H. C.
(N '20)

Secret of personality. Ladd, G: T. (My '18)

Secret of progress. Cunningham, W. (S '19)

Secret of Sarek. Leblanc, Mr (Je '20)

Secret of the cross. Holmes, E. G. A. (Jl '19)

Secret of the Marne. Berger, M. and M. (Je
•18)

Secret of the Sahara: Kufara. Forbes, R. (Ja
'22)

Secret of the sea. Allison, W: (Ap '20)

Secret of the silver car. Martyn. W. (Je '20)

Secret of the tower. Hawkins, A. H. (S '19)
Secret of typewriting speed. Owen, M. B. (Ja

'18)

Secret power. Corelli, M. (Ja '22)

Secret press in Belgium. Massart, J. (Ap '19)

Secret service
(Joltz, H. von der. My adventures as a Ger-
man secret agent. (D '17)

Jones, J: P. America entangled. (N '17)

Jones, J: P., and Hollister, P. M. German
secret service in America. (D "18)

Secret spring-. Benoit, P. (Je '20)
Secret springs. O'Higgins, H. J. (D '20)

Secret stairs. Deland, E. D. (O '21)
Secret way. Gale, Z. (F '22)

Secret witness. Gibbs, G: F. (N '17)

Secretaries, Private
McLachlan, J: E. How to become a private

secretary. (Je '21)

Secretary Baker at the front. Hayes, R. A.
(D '18)

Secrets of a Kuttite. Mousley, E: O. (Ja '22)
Secrets of animal life. Thomson, J: A. (N '19)
Secrets of Crewe house. Stuart, C. (P '21)
Secrets of dethroned royalty. Radzlwlll, C.

(S '20)

Secrets of earth and sea. Lankester, E. R.
(Ja '21)

Secrets of polar travel. Peary, R. E. (D '17)
Secrets of the earth. Eraser, C. C. (Ja '22)
Secrets of the submarine. Hay, M. IP. (N '17)
Security. Brown, I. (Ap '17)
See-saw. Kerr, S. (Ap "19)

Seed of the sun. Irwin, W. A. (Mr '21)
Seeds of enchantment. Frankau, G. (Je '21)
Seeing Pennsylvania. FariF, J: T. (D '19)
Seeing the Far West. Paris, J: T. (D '20)
Seeing the sunny South. Faris, J: T. (N '21)
Seeing the West. Dumbell, K. E. M. (O '20)
Seeing things at night. Broun, H. C. (D '21)
Seen and heard, before and after 1914. Find-

later, M. and J. H. (Jl '17)

Seen and unseen. Noguchi, Y. (Ag '21)
Seen In a Mexican plaza. Weeks. G: F. (O '18)
Seen on the stage. Hamilton, C. M. (Ja '21)
Seer of Slabsldes. Sharp, D. L. (N '21)

Seine river
Dodd, A. B. Up the Seine to the battle-

fields. (Je '20>
Selected addresses and public papers. Wilson,

W. (Mr '19)

Selected articles on a league of nations. Phelps,
E. M., comp. (Ja '19, Je '19)

Selected articles on capital punishment. Fan-
ning, C. E., comp. (Ap '17)

Selected articles on direct primaries. Fanning,
C. E., comp. (D '18)

Selected articles on disarmament. Reely, M.
K., comp. (D '21)

Selected articles on employment management.
Bloomfleld, D. (Ag '19)

Selected articles on government ownership of
railroads. Phelps, E. M., comp. (Jl '19)

Selected articles on immigration. Phelps, E.
M., comp. (Je '21)

Selected articles on immigration. Reely, M. K.,
comp. (Mr '17)

Selected articles on military training in schools
and colleges. Van Valkenburgh. A., comp.
(Mr '17)

Selected articles on minimum wage. Reely,
M. K., comp. (Mr '17)

Selected articles on modern industrial move-
ments. Bloomfleld, D., comp. (F '20, Ag
'20)

Selected articles on municipal ownership. John-
sen, J. E., comp. (Jl '18)

Selected articles on national defense. Van Val-
kenburgli, A., comp. (Ap '17)

Selected articles on national defense. John-
sen, J. E., comp. (F '21)

Selected articles on problems of labor. Bloom-
field, D., comp. and ed. (Ap '20)

Selected articles on prohibition of the liquor
traffic. Beman, L. T.. comp. (Ap '17)

Selected articles on Russia. Fanning, C. E.,
comp. (Je '18)

Selected articles on single tax. Bullock, E. D.,
comp. (Ja '18)

Selected articles on the American merchant
marine. Phelps, E. M., comp. (Mr '20)

Selected articles on the city manager plan.
Mabie, E: C:, comp. (Je '18)

Selected articles on the closed shop. Beman,
L. T., comp. (Mr '21)

Selected articles on the compulsory arbitra-
tion and compulsory investigation of indus-
trial disputes. Beman, Li. T., comp. (N
'20)

Selected articles on the employment of women.
Bullock, E. D., comp. (Mr '20)

Selected articles on the income tax. Phelps,
E. M., comp. (Ja '18)

Selected articles on unemployment. Johnsen.
J. E., comp. (S '21)

Selected letters. Nietzsche, F. W. (D '21)
Selected papers on social and economic ques-

tions. Browne, B. C. (Ja '20)
Selected poems. Noguchi, Y. (Ja '22)
Selected poems. Sackville, M. (N '20>
Selected stories. Kipling, R. (Ja '22)
Selected writings of Abraham Liincoln. Lin-

coln, A. (Mr '21)
Selection and training of the business execu-

tive. Gowin. E. B. (Mr '19)
Selection of textbooks. Maxwell, C: R. (Ja

'22)

Selections. Swinburne, A. C: (D '20)
Selections from his "Historie of the world," hia

letters, etc. Raleigh, Sir W. (O '17)
Selections from the correspondence of the first

Lord Acton. Acton, J: E. E: D. A., 1st
baron. (F '18)

Self and neighbour. Hirst, E: W. (F '20)
Self arrd self-management. Bennett, A. (Mr

'19)

Self-culture
Payot, J. Will-power and work. (Ag '21)

Self-development. Bruce, H: A. B. (N '21)
Self-government in industry. Cole, G: D. H.

(Ja '19)

Self government in Russia. Vinogradov. P. G.
(Ag -17)

Self-health as a habit. Miles, E. H. (D '20)
Self-help in piano study. Brower, H. M. (P

'21)

Self-surveys by colleges and universities. Allen,
W: H. (Ja '18)

Self-surveys by teacher-training schools. Allen,
W: H., and Pearse, C. G. (Ja '18)

Solf-traiiiinf? Hunt. H. E. (Je '20^
Selling your services. Sales service company.

(F '18)

Selling your services. Gunion, P. C. (Je '20)

Selous, Frederick Courteney, 1851-1917
Millais, J: G. Life of Frederick Courteney

Selous, D. S. O. (Je '19)

Semi-centennial history of the University of
Illinois. Powell, B. E. (F '19)

Senate and treaties, 1789-1817. Hayden, R. (Je
•21)

Senate of the United States. Lodge, H: C.
(Jl '21)

Seneca, Lucius Annaeus, c 4. B.C.-A.D. 65
Holland, F. C. Seneca. (Jl '20)

Sense of humor. Eastman, M. (Ja '22)
Sense of sight. Spindler, F. N. (F '18)

Sense of taste. Hollingworth, H. L., and Pof-
fenberger. A. T. (D '17)

Sense of the past. James, H: (Ja '18)

Sentiment. O'SulIivan, V. (N '17)

September. Swinnerton, F. A. (Mr '20)
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Sequel of Appomattox. Fleming. W. L. (F
•20)

Serbia
Daviea, E. C, Tales of Serbian life. (F '20)
Reed, H. L. Serbia. (Je '17)
Waring, L. F. Serbia. (Ja '19)

History
Laffan, R. G: D. Guardians of the gate. (Je

•18)

Temperley, H. W: V. History of Serbia. (S
•17)

Social life and customs
Davles, E. C. Boy in Serbia. (O '20)

Serbia and Europe, 1914-1920. Marcovich, L...

ed. (Je '21)
Serbia crucified. Krunich, M. (My '18)
Serbian fairy tales. Mljatovich, E. L., tr. (S
Serbian poetry
Kossovo: iieroic songs of tile Serbs. (Ar

•20)

Sermons
Alington, C. A. Shrewsbury fables. (Jl '17^
Atkins, G. G. Godward side of life. (Ap '18)
Banks, L: A. Winds of God. (F '21)
Figgis, J: N. Some defects in English re-

ligion. (S '17)

Frothlngham, P. R.. Confusion of tongues.
(O '17)

Gladden, W. Interpreter. (F •lO)
Newton, J. F. Ambassador. (Je •I?)
Newton chapeL Newton theological institu-

tion. (Jl '20)
Peabody, P. G. Sundays in college chapels

since the war. (F '22)

Steele, D. M. Addresses and sermons to stu-
dents. (S '19)

Van Dyke, H: What peace means. (N '19)
Wilson, P. W. Two ancient Red cross tales.
(O •IS)

Sermons for children
Murray, W: D. and G: M. My three keys.
(Mr '21)

Servant of reality. Bottome, P. (N '19)

Servants
Domestic service. (O '17)

Service and sacrifice. Robinson, C. R. (Je
•19)

Service of love in war time. Jones. R. CN '20)
Sestrina. Safroni-Middleton, A. (Mr ^21)
Set down in malice. Kenyon, C. F. (Jl •ig)
Seth Way. Owen, C. D. (Ja '18)
Settlement of wage disputes. Feis, H. (N ^21)
Seven apes of childhood. Cabot, E. (Ap •21)
Seven ages of man. Bergengren, R. W. A. (N

'21)
Seven laws of teaching. Gregory, J: M. (My

•18)

Seven men. Beerbohm, M. (D ^20)
Seven o'clock stories. Ander.°on. R. G. (Ja '21)
Seven peas in the pod. Bailey, M. (N '19)
Seven purposes. Cameron, M. (F '19)
Seven wives of Bluebeard. France, A., pseud.

(F '21)
Seven years at the Prussian court. Keen, E.

(Mr '17)

Seven years in Vienna. (S '17)
Seventh angel. Black, A. (Ap '21)
Seventh Christmas. Dawson, C. (N '17)
Seventh man. Brand, M. (P '22)
Seventeenth century. Boulenger, J. (Ag ^20)

Severn river
Bradley, A. G. Book of the Severn. (N ^20)

Sewage disposal
Klnnicutt, L. P., and others. Sewage dis-

posal. (F ^20)

Sewing
Kinne, H., and Cooley, A. M. Clothing and

health. (Je '17)

McGlauflin, I. Sewing. (O '19)
Rhoe, M. J. Dress you wear and how tomake it. (D '18)

Schmit, C. L. Garments for girls. (F '20)
Swanson, M. Needlecraft in the school. (Jl

•17)

Turner, A. Sewing and textiles. (S '18)

Sex
Barnett, A. Foundations of feminism. (Mr

Fielding, W: J: Sanity In sex. (Jl '20)

Galbraith, A. M. Family and the new de-
mocracy. (Mr '20)

Gallichan, W. M. Psychology of marriage.
(Jl '18)

Galloway, T: W. Sex and life. (S '19)
Galloway, T: W. Sex factor in human life.
(Ag -21)

Herbert, F. Sex-lore. (S ^19)
Knight, M. M., and others. Taboo and

genetics. (S '21)

Lay, AV. Man's unconscious i.assion. (F '21)
Parmelee, M. F. Personality and conduct.
(N '18)

Stopes, M. C. Married love. (D '18)

Sex and life. Galloway, T: W. (S '19)
Sex-education of children. Forbush, W: B.

(Ap '20)

Sex factor in human life. Galloway, T: W.
(Ag '21)

Sex hygiene
Gallichan, W. M. Letters to a young man
on love and health. (O '20)

(Jerrish, F: H: Sex-hygiene. (O '17)
Lowiy, E. B. Woman of forty. (Ja '20)

Sex instruction
Blanchard, P. M. Adolescent girl. (Ag

•20)

Cady, L. B. and V. M. Way life begins. (Jl
'17)

Forbush, W: B. Sex-education of children.
(Ap '20)

Gallichan, W. M. Textbook of sex educa-
tion. (Mr '21)

March, N. H. Towards racial health. (Ap
•20)

Paget, S. Adolescence. (O ^19)

Stopes, M. C. Radiant motherhood. (Mr
'21)

Willson, R. N. Education of the young in
se.x; hygiene. (Je '17>

Sex-lore. Herbert, F. (S '19)

Sexual diseases
Morris, Sir M. A: Nation's health. (Jl '17)

Scholtz, M. Sex problems of man in health
and disease. (N '17)

Sexual ethics
Gulick, L. H. Dynamic of manhood. (Ja '18)

Shackled youth. Yeomans, E: (S '21)
Shadow. Ovlngton, M. W. (Ap '20)

Shadow line. Conrad, J. (My '17)

Shadow of Malreward. Harris-Burland, J: B.
(O '19)

Shadow of Rosalie Byrnes. Mason, Q. (D ^19)

Shadow of the cathedral. Blasco Ibaiiez, V.
(Ap ^19)

Shadow of the past. Young, F. E. M. (Jl '19)

Shadow on the stone. Bryant, M. (Je '18)

Shadow-shapes. Sergeant, E. S. (Ja '21>

Shadow-show. Curie. J. H. (Jl ^20)

Shadow verses. Bradford, Q. (Mr '21)

Shadows. Newton, A. (Je '21)

Shadows. Richards. H. G. (My '17)

Shadowy thresholds. Rice, C. Y. (Ja '20)

Shakespeare, William, 1564-1616
Blackmore, S. A. Riddles of Hamlet and the
newest answers. (F '18)

Croce, B. Ariosto, Shakespeare and Cor-
neille. (Ap '21)

Friedlander, G. Shakespeare and the Jew.
(N '21)

Furness, H. H. Gloss of youth. (N '20)

Gay ley, C: M. Shakespeare and the founders
of liberty in America. (F '18)

Gordon, G: Airy nothings. (Jl '18)

Geikie, Sir A. Birds of Shakespeare. (Je '17)

Lawrence, E. G. Sidelights on Shakespeare.
(Je '19)

Marriott, J: A. R. English history in Shakes-
peare. (S '18)

Odell, G: C. D. Shakespeare from Better-
ton to Irving. (Ja '21>

Quiller-Couch, Sir A. T: Notes on Shakes-
peare's workmanship. (S '17)

Authorship
Looney, J. T: "Shakespeare" identified. (Jl

'20)

Robertson, J: M. Problem of Hamlet. Mr
'21)

Biography
Acheson, A. Shakespeare's lost years in
London, 1586-1592. (Je '21)
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Shakespeare, William —Continued

Character
Acheson, A. Shakespeare's lost years In

London, 1586-1592. (Je '21)

Contemporary England
Ditchfield, P: H. England of Shakespeare.

(Jl '17)

Criticism and Interpretation

Dowden, E: Shakespere. (S '18)

StoU, E. E. Hamlet. (Je '20)

Sonnets
Strong:, J: R. Note upon the "Dark lady"

series of Shakespeare's sonnets. (S '21)

Wilde, O. Portrait of Mr W. H. (S '21)

Stage history

Adams, J. Q. Shakespearean playhouses. (Ja
'18)

Shakespeare and the Jew. Frledlander, G. (N
'21)

Shakespeare for community players. Mitchell,
R. (Jl '20)

Shakespeare from Betterton to Irving. Odell,

G: C. D. (Ja '21)

"Shakespeare" identified. Looney, J. T: (Jl

'20)
Shakespearean playhouses. Adams, J. Q. (Ja

'18)

Shakespeare's lost years in London, 1586-1592.
Acheson, A. (Je '21) _ ^^

Shaking hands with England. Towne, C: H.
(Mr '19)

Shamrock battalion of the Rainbow. Hogan,
M. J. (N '19)

Shandygaff. Morley, C. D. (Je '18)

Shanghai, China
Gamewell, M. N. Gateway to China. (Ap '17)

Shasta of the wolves. Baker, O. (N '19)

"Shavings." Lincoln, J. C. (Ja '19)

Shaw, Anna Howard, 1847-1919
Shaw, A. H. In memory of Anna Howard
Shaw. (F '20)

Shaw, Frederick John, See Villiers, Brougham,
pseud. (Ag '21)

Shaw, Lemuel, 1781-1861
Chase, F: H. Lemuel Shaw. (Jl '18)

Shaw of Dunfermline, Thomas Shaw, baron,
1850-

Shaw T: Letters to Isabel. (My '21)

Shchedrin, pseud. See Saltykov, M. E.
She and Allan. Haggard, H: R. (Mr '21)

She who was Helena Cass. Rising. L. (N '20)

Sheaf of bluebells. Orczy, E. (D '17)

Sheehan, Patrick Augustine, 1852-1913
Heuser, H. J. Canon Sheehan of Doneralle.

(Je '18)

Sheep
Coffey W. C. Productive sheep husbandry.
(F '20)

Sheepskins and grey russet. Thurston, E. T.
(Je '20»

Sheet metal workers manual. Broemel, L: (S
'19)

Sheffield plate
Burgess, F: W: Silver: pewter: Sheffleld

plate. (Ja '22)

Hayden, A. Chats on Sheffleld plate. (My
•21)

Sheik. Hull. E. M. (Jl '21)

Sheila and others. Cotter, W. (Ja '21)

Sheila intervenes. McKenna, S. (Ap '20)

Shell-shock. See Shock
Shell shock and its lessons. Smith, G. E., and

Pear, T. H. (O '17)

Shelley, Percy Bysshe, 1792-1822
Brett-Smith, H. F. B. Peacock's Four ages

of poetry, Shelley's Defence of poetry,
Browning's Essay on Shelley. (Ja '22)

Dowden, E:, and others. Letters about Shel-
ley. (N '17)

Ingpen. R. Shelley in England. (Ap '17)

Madariaga, S. de. Shelley and Calderon. (O
'21)

Fiction

Harvey, A. Shelley's elopement. (Ja '19)

Shelley and Calderon. Madariaga, S. de. (O
'21)

Shelleys of Georgia. Houghton, B. Y. (N '17)

Shellproof Mack. Mack, A. J. (Ag '18i

Shells as evidence of the migrations of early
culture. •Jackson. J. "W. (D '17)

Shepherd of the sea. Leverage, H: (Mr '20)

Shepherd's warning. Leadbitter, E. (D '21)

Sheriff's son. Raine, W: M. (Ag '18)

Sherry. McCutcheon, G: B. (N '19)

Shield. Gorky, M., pseud., and others, eds. (Jl

17)
Shield of silence. Comstock. H. T. (Je '21)

Shielding wing. Comfort, W. L. (Ap '19)

Shining fields and dark towers. Bunker, J: J.

L. (Mr '20)

Shining heights. Wylie, I. A. R. (Ap '18)

Ship stability and trim. Hillhouse, P. A. (Ap
•19)

Ship "Tyre." Schoff, W. H. (F '21)

Shipbuilding
Carmlchael, A. W: Practical ship produc-

tion. (S '19)
, ^ ^,

Curtis, W: H: Elements of wood ship con-
struction. (S '19)

, „
Desmond, C: Laying down and taking off.

(O '19)

Kelly, R. W., and Allen, F: J. Shipbuilding
industry. (Mr '19)

MacBrlde, J. D. Handbook of practical ship-
building. (F '20)

Van Gaasbeek, R: M. Practical course in

wooden boat and ship buildine. (Ap '19)

Shipbuilding industry. Kelly, R. W., and Allen.

F: J. (Mr '19)

Shipping , .„„^
Annin, R. E. Ocean shipping. (Ag '20)

Collins, N. Opportunities in merchant ships

(Ag '19)

Huebner, G. G. T. Ocean steamship traffic

management. (Ag '20)
, ^^^ ,„,

^

Salter, J. A. Allied shipping control. (N 21)

Ships
Riegel, R. Merchant vessels. (S '21)

Stability

Hillhouse, P. A. Ship stability and trim. (Ap
19)

Ships, Iron and steel
, . , ^^ ,

Cook, C. W. Steel shipbuilder's handbook.
(Ap '19)

Ships across the sea. Paine. R. D. (Je ^20)

Ships' boats. Blocksidge, E. W. (D 20)

Ships in harbour. Morton, D: (Je '21)

Shipwrecks , ,

Paine, R. D. Lost ships and lonely seas.

(O '21)

Shock
Southard, E. E. Shell-shock and other neu-
ropsychiatric problems. (S '20)

Shoe Industry
j, . ,»„

Harding, J. S. Boot and shoe industry. (Ap
'19)

Plucknett, P. Introduction to the theory and
practice of boot and shoe manufacture. (Je
'17)

Shoemaker's anron. Fillmore. P. H. (N '20)

Shoestrings. Foster, M. (Je '17)

Caswell, J: Sporting rifles and rifle shoot-

ing. (S '20) ^ -u ^ /Ti M-^
Miller W. H. Rifles and shotguns. (Jl li)

Shop committee. Stoddard, W: L. (Ag '19)

Shop committees
Stoddard, W: L. Shop committee. (Ag 19)

Shop management and systems. Jones, F. D.,

and Hammond, E: K. (Ap '19)

Shops and houses. Swinnerton. F. A. (Mr 19)

Short account of explosives. Marshall, A. (Jl

'18)

Short and sweet. Gittins, H. N. (S '20)

Short course for janitor-engineers. Smith,

K. Q. (F '20) ^ ^ . T^ ,«
Short course in advertising. Osborn, A. F. (My

'21)

Short history of Australia. Scott, E. (Jl '17)

Short history of Belgium. Essen, L. van der.

Short history of England. Chesterton. G. K.
(D '17)
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Short history of English literature In the nine-
teenth century. Hudson, W: H: (Ja '19)

Short history of France. Duclaux, M. (Ag '18)
Short history of French literature. Hudson,

W: H: (F '20)
Short nistorj' of Ireland. Maxwell, C. (Jl '17)
bhort history of Home. Ferrero, G., and Bar-

bagallo, C. (Ap "18, My '19)
Short history of Russian hterature. Shak-

hnovskl, I. K. (My '21)
Short history of science. Sedgwick, W: T., and

Tyler, H. W. (F '18, Ag '18)
Short history of the American labor movement.

Beard, M. (Je '20)
Short history of the English drama. Brawley.

B: G. (S '21)
Short history ot the English people. Green,

J: R: (Ap 'ITj
Short history of the great war. Mcrherson,

^V: L (Je '20)
Short history of the great war. Pollard, A. F:

(Jl '20)
Short history of the Italian people. Trevel-

yan, J. P. (Je '20)
Short life of Abraham Lincoln. Shirley, R.

(Jl '19)
Short life of Mark Twain. Paine, A. B. (D '20)
Short rations. Doty, M. Z. (Mr '17)
Short sixes. See Banner, H: C. Stories. (Mr

17)
Short stories
Baker, H. T. Contemporary short story. (Ap

Neal, R. W. Today's short stories analyzed.
(Je '19)

Williams, B. C. Handbook on story writing.

Williams, B, C. How to study "The best short
stones." (S '19)

Williams. B. C. Our short story writers
(Mr '21)

Collections

°',^'^l®"' ^- •^- ^^- ^^- Best short stories of
1916 and the Yearbook of the American
short story. (Mr '17)

°'.,^?,^"' ^- J- H., ed. Best short stories of
1917. (Ap '18)

O'Brien. E: J., ed. Best short stories of 1918
(Mr '19)

^'.^'il^"' ,^- '^.^- e^- Best short stories of
1919. (Ap '20)

Halman, E., ed. Various types of the short
story. (S '18)

Wick, J., comp. Stories editors buy and

Williams, B. C. ed. Book of short stories.
(Ja '19)

Indexes
Hannlgan, F. J., comp. Standard index of

short stories, 1900-1914. (Je '18)
Short stories from the Balkans. Underwood,

E., tr. (D '19)
Short stories from the Spanish. McMichael

C: B., tr. (D '20)
Short stories of the new America. Laselle

M. A., ed. (Je '19)
Snort studies of great masterpieces. Mason.

Short survey of the literature of rabbinical and
mediaeval Judaism. Oesterley, W* O E
and Box. G: H. (My '21)

Short world history. Wilmot-Buxton, E. M
(N 21)

Shorter Bible. Kent, C: F., and others, trs.
(Ja 19)

Shot with crimson. McCutcheon, G: B, (Ag
18)

Should students study? Foster. W: T. (An '17)Show down. Railey, J. H. (Je '21)
Shrewsbury fables. Alington, C. A. (Jl '17)
Shrieking pit. Rees, A. J: (Jl '19)
bhuttered doors. Hicks Beach, S. E. (Je '20)
Siberia
Moore, F: F. Siberia to-day. (My '20)

(Ap^^S
^' ^- ^" ^'"' "°''"i-eust Siberia.

Sicily
Heaton, E. O. By-paths In Sicily. (D '20)

bickness ol an acqui.sitive society. Ene titlpof Acquisitive society. Tawney. R: H: (Ja

Side issues. Jeffery, J. E. (N '20)
Sidelights on Germany. Morrison, 1* A. (Je

'18)

Sidelights on Shakespeare, Lawrence, E. G.
(Je '19)

Sieve; or. Revelations of the man mill. Weiss,
F. F. (N '21)

Si-Fan mysteries. Eng title of Hand of Fu-
Manchu. (S '17)

Sight
Spindler, F. N. Sense of sight. (F '18)

Sight unseen and The confession. Rlnehart,
M. (S '21)

Signals and signaling
Beard, D. C. American boys' book of signs,

signals and symbols. (D '18)
Giddings, H. A., comp. Handbook of military

signaling. (F '18)

Signs
Endell, F. A. G. Old tavern signs. (Ap '17)

Signs and wonders. Beresford, J: D. (F '22)
Signs, omens and superstitions. Goldsmith, M.

(N '18)

SigTjrd our golden collie. Bates, K, L. (Ap
'20)

Silence of Colonel Bramble. Maurols, A. (Jl
•20)

Silent legion. Buckrose, J. E., pseud. (D '18)
Silent mill. Sudermann, H. (Jl '19)
Silent watchers. Copplestone, B. (J<t '19)
Silent, white and beautiful. Robbins, C. A.

(Ja '21)

Silesia
Roy. J. A. Pole and Czech in Silesia. (Ap

•21)

Silhouettes
Edouart, A. A. C. F. Ancestors in silhou-

ette. (Je '21)

Silhouettes of my contemporaries. Abbott, L.
(D '21)

Silk, Artificial
Foltzer, J. Artificial silk. (Je '21)

Sliver
White, B: Silver. (Jl '20)

Silver age. Scott, T. (Ja '20)

Silver age of Latin literature. Summers, W. C.
(Ja '21)

Silver and gold. Coolidge, D. (O '19)

Silver and Sheffield plate collector. Tounj, W.
A. (My '20)

Silver bag. Cobb, T: (Je '20)

Silver bear. Brown, E. A. (N '21)

Silver fields. Robinson, R. E. (S '21)

Silver on the Iron cross. Vance, J. L (P '20)

Silver: pewter: Sheffield plate. Burgess, F: W:
(Ja '22)

Silver Shoal light. Price, E. B. (O '20)

Silver sixpence. Sawyer, R. (Ap '21)

Silver trumpet. Burr, A. J. (S '18)

Silverheels. Jackson, G. E. (D '17)

Silverware
Bigelow, F. H. Historic silver of the colonies
and its makers. (D '17)

Burgess, F: W: Silver: pewter: Sheffleld
plate. (Ja '22)

Young, W. A. Silver and ShefReld plate col-
lector. (My '20)

Simba. White, S. E: (Ag '18)

Simon. Clouston, J. S. (K '19)

Simon called Peter. Keable, R. (F '22)

Simonetta. Lefevre, E. (Ja '20)

Simple, Peter, pseud. See Herford. O.
Simple souls. Turner, J: H. (Ja '19)

Simple truths used by great singers. Roblnson-
Duff, S. (F '20)

Simplest spoken French. Giese, W: F:, and
Cerf. B. (Mr '18)

Sims, Williams Sowden, 1858-
Hunter. F. T. Beatty, Jellicoe, Sims and
Rodman. (Ja '20)

Slmsadus: London. Lelghton, J: L. (Jl '20)

Sin
Mackav, W: M. Disease and remedy of sin.

(F '21)

Sin that was his. Packard, F. L. (F '18)

Sinbad and his friends. Strunsky, S. (D '21)

Sinbad the sailor. MacKaye, P. W. (S '17)

Since the Civil war. Lingley, C: R. (Je '21)

Sinclair, Bertha Muzzy. See Bower, B. M.,
pseud.
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Singh, Sundar, 1S89-
Streeter, B. H., and Appasamy, A. J. Mes-
sage of Sadhu Sundar Singh. (Ag '21)

Singing
Brower, H. M. Vocal mastery. (D '20)

Guilbert, T. How to sing a song. (Ja '19)

Henderson, W: J. Early history of singing.
(Ag '21)

McLellan, E. Voice education. (O "20)

Miller, F. E. Vocal art-science and Its ap-
plication. (N '17)

Robinson-Duff, S. Simple truths used by
great singers. (P '20)

Singing caravan. Vansittart, R. G. (Ap '20)

Singing mountains. Cunningham, A. B. (N
•19)

Singing weaver. Seebach, J. F, and M. R. (D
•17)

Single tax
Bullocl^, E. D., comp. Selected articles on

single tax. (Ja '18)

Fillebrown, C: B. Principles of natural taxa-
tion. (Je '17)

Miller, J. D., ed. Single tax year book. (Ja
'18)

Sinister house. Hall. L. B. (Mr '19)

Sinister revel. Barrett, L. (D '19)

Sinn Fein rebellion as I saw it. Norway, M. L.
(Jl '17)

Sins of the fathers. Cram, R. A. (Ap '19)

Sir Douglas Haig's despatches. Halg, D. H.
(My '20)

Sir Harry. Marshall, A. (Ja '20)

Sir Hugh Lane's life and achievement. Gregory,
I. A. (Ag '21)

Sir Isumbras at the ford. Broster, D. K. (Ja
'19)

Sir Roger de Coverley, and other literary
pieces. Frazer, J. G: (O '20)

Sirdar's sabre. Tracy, L: (D '20)

Sister Sue. Porter, E. (Ap '21)

Sisterhoods
Scott. M. J. Convent life. (O '19)

Sisters. Norris, K. (N '19)

Sisters-in-law. Atherton, G. F. (Mr ^21)

Six-hour day. Leverhulme, W: H. L. (Ag '19)

Six-hour shift and Industrial efficiency. Lever-
hulme, W: H. L,. (Jl '20)

Six lectures on architecture. Cram, R. A., and
others. (Mr '17)

Six major prophets. Slosson, E. E. (My '17)

Six months on the Italian front. Price, J. M.
(N '17)

Six plays of the Yiddish theatre. Goldberg I.,

ed. and tr. (F '20)

Six red months in Russia. Bryant, L. (D '18)

Six seconds of darkness. Cohan. O. R. (Mr
•21)

Six short plays. Galsworthy, J": (O '21)

Six theosophlc points, and other writings.
Bohme. J. (My '20)

Six thousand country churches. Gill, C: O.,
and Pinchot, G. (My '20)

Six women and the invasion. Yerta, G. and M.
(My '18)

Sixteen dead men. Shorter, D. (Ja '20)

Sixteen months in four German prisons. Ma-
honey, H: C: (S '17)

.Sixth sense. IMcKenna, S. (An '21)
Sixty years of American life. Wheeler, E. P.

fJe '17)

Skeleton key. Capes, B. E: J. (Ag '20)
Sketches and reviews. Pater, W. H. (Ag '19)
Sketches in Duneland. Reed, E. H. (Ja '19)
Sketches of Butte. Davis, G: W. (Jl '21)
Skilled labourer. 1760-1832. Hammond, J: L. L.

and B. (My '20)
Skinner makes it fashionable. Dodge, H: I.

(Je ^20)

Skinner's baby. Dodge. H: I. (N '17)
Skinner's big idea. Dodge, H: L (Je '18)
Skipper John of the Nimbus. McFarland, R.

(F '19)

Sky fighters of France. Farr4, H: (S '19)
Sky pilot In No man's land. Connor, R., pseud.

(Ap '19)

Skyline in Engli.sh literature. Smith, L. W..
and Hathawny E. B. (F '21)

Skyrider. Bower, B. M.. pseud. (F '19)
Slaughter of the Jews in the Ukraine in 1919.

Heifetz, E. (Mr '21)

Slavery and the race problem In the South. In
Treaty-making power. Fleming, W: H: (O
'20)

Slavery In Africa
Harris, J: H. Africa: slave or free? (Mr

•21)

Slavery In the United States
Phillips, U. B. American negro slavery. (S

•18)

Slavery of prostitution. Miner, M. E. (Je '17)

Slavic [mythology]. M^chal, J. (In Celtic
[mythology]. Macculloch, J: A. (O '18)

Slavs
Kadosavljevich. P. R. "^lio are the Slavs?

(Ja '20)
Slayer of souls. Chambers, R. W: (Jl '20)

Sleep
Bowers, E. F: Sleeping for health. (Jl '21)

Koons, F. T: Outdoor sleeper. (N '20)

Walsh, W: S. Yours for sleep. (S '20)

Sleeping for health. Bowers, E. F: (Jl '21)

Sleeping sickness. See Tsetse flies

Slessor, Mary Mitchell, 1S48-1915
Livingstone, W: P. Mary Slessor of Calabar.
(Ap '17)

Livingstone, W: P. Story of Mary Slessor
for young people. (D '17)

Sleuth of St James's Square. Post, M. D. (D
•20)

Slide rule
Clark, J: J. Slide rule. (Jl '21)

."flippy McGee. Oemler, M. C. (Je '17)

Slipper Point mystery. Seaman, A. H. (N '19)

Small book on electric motors. Maycock, W. P.

(My '19)

Small craft. Smith, C. F. (Jl '19)

Small family system. Drysdale, C: V. (Je '18)

Small French buildings. Coffin, L: A., jr.. and
others. (Ja '22)

Small place. Rehmann, E. (N '18)

Small talk at Wreyland. Torr, C. (Jl '19)

Small things. Deland. M. W. (Ag '19)

Smiling Pass. Robinson, E. H. (F '22)

Smiling hill-top and other California sketches.
Sloane, J. M. (D '19)

Smith, Gipsy, pseud. See Smith, R. (N '18)

Smith, Harry James, 1880-1918
Smith, H. J. Letters of Harry James Smith.
(Ag '19)

Smith, Jedediah Strong
Neihardt, J: G. Splendid wayfaring. (Ag

'21 and 1920 Annual)
Smith and the Pharaohs. Haggard, H: R. (O

'21)

Smith college relief unit
Gaines, R. L. Ladies of Grdcourt. (S '20)

Smiths in war time. Bell, J: K. (D '17)

Smiting of the rock. Bend, P., pseud. (Ja '19)

Smoke and steel. Sandburg, C. (N '20)

Smoking
, ,^

Fisher, G: J:, and Berry, E. Physical effects

of smoking. (N '17)

Smuts, Jan Christiaan, 1870-
Levi. N. Jan Smuts. (Jl '17)

Smythe, W: E. City homes on country lanes.

(Ja '22) „ ^
Snake-bite, and other stories. Hichens, R. S.

(Mr '20)

Snare. Sabatini, R. (N '17)

Snedeker, Mrs Charles H. See Owen, C. D. (Ja
18)

Snelling, Fort
Hansen. M. L. Old Fort Snelling. 1819-1858.

(N 'IS)

Sniper Jack?on. Sleath, F: (My '19)

Sniping in France. Prichard. H. V. H-. (Ja
'21)

Snow. Przybyszewski, S. (My '20)

Snow-birds. Ananda AchSrya. (D '20)

Snow-blind. Burt. K. (O '21)

Snow over E'-lon. Moult. T: (Ap '21)

Snowshoe trail. Marshall, E. (O '21)

Soap
Simmons, W: H. Soap. (F '18)

Sober world. Smith. R. W. (N '19)

Social nnd industrial hi.^tory of England, 1815-

1918. Rees, J. F: (My '21)
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Social and industrial history of Scotland from
the union to the present time. Mackinnon,
J. (Ag '21)

Social and international ideals. Bosanquet, B.
(O '17)

Social and religious life of Italians in America.
Sartorio, E. C. (F '19)

Social antagonisms. "Weeks, A, D. (O '18)
Social case history. Sheffield, A. (F '21)

Social Christianity In the new era. Tiplady,
T. (S '19)

Social conditions
Chapin, F. S. Historical introduction to so-

cial economy. (D '17)

Davles, Q: R. National evolution. (Jl '20)
Ganz, M., and Ferber, N. J. Rebels. (Ap

'20)

Miiller-Lyer, F. C. History of social devel-
opment. (Je '21)

Wallas, G. Our social heritage. (Jl '21)
"Ward, H. F: New social order. (My *20)

Social decay and regeneration. Freeman, R:
A. (S '21)

Social democracy explained. Spargo, J: (Jl '18)
Social diseases. H6ricourt, J. (Ap '21)
Social emphasis in religious education. Law-

rance. W: I. (Ap ^19)

Social ethics
Babson, R. W. Enduring investments. (Ja

'22)

Bennion. M. Citizenship. (Ja '18)
Hocking, W: E.. Hxunan nature and Its re-
making. (F '20)

Hocking, W: E. Human nature and Its re-
making. (O '18)

Social evolution of religion. Cooke, G: W. (S
'20)

Social games and group dancing. Elsom, J. C,
and TriUing. B. M. (S '19)

Social history of the American family from
colonial times to the present. Calhoun,
A. W. (Ag '18, Je '19)

Social history of the American negro. Brawley,
B: G. (D '21)

Social hygiene
Binder, R. M. Health and social progress.
(Mr '21)

Galloway, T: W. Sex factor in human life.

(Ag -21)

Social Insurance, Woodbury. R. M. (N '17)
Social insurance in the United States. Miller,

G. R. (D '18)

Social life in Britain from the conquest to the
reformation. Coulton, G: G., comp. (N
•18)

Social message of the Book of Revelation. Cal-
kins. R. (Ap '21)

Social philosophy of Carlyle and Ruskin. Roe,
F: W: (O '21)

Social plays. Pinero, A. W. (My '18, Ja '20)

Social problems
Bell, B. I. Right and wrong after the war.

(Jl '18)

Binder, R. M. Major social problems. (Mr
•21)

Burch, H: R., and Patterson, S: H. American
social problems. (F '19)

Cannan, G. Anatomy of society. (D '19)
Cannan, G. Freedom. (Ap '19)

Chesterton, G. K. Utopia of usurers. (D '17)
Coit, S. Is civilization a disease? (Jl '17)
Colcord, J. C. Broken homes. (Ag '19)
Drake, P. H. Democracy made safe. (N '18)
Durant, W: J. Philosophy and the social
problem. (D '17)

Edie, Li. D., ed. Current social and industrial
forces. (Jl '20)

Ellis, H. Essays in war-time. (Mr '17)
Ellis, E. M. O. New horizon in love and life.

(N '21)

Ellwood, C: A. Social problem. (Ja '20)
Ferguson, C: Revolution absolute. (Jl '18)
Hart, J. K. Community organizations. (Ap

'21)

Hobson, J. A. Problems of a new world.
(Je '21)

Howe, F: C. Revolution and democracy. (My
21)

Jones, H: A. My dear Wells. (D '21)
Laughlin, J. L. Latter-day problems. (Mr

'17)

Leacock, S. B. Unsolved riddle of social jus-
tice. (Mr '20)

Ludovici, A. M. Man's descent from the
gods. (N '21)

Lynd, R. Passion of labor. (Je '21)
McKeever, W: A. Man and the new de-
mocracy. (Je '19)

Menge, E: J: Backgrounds for social workers.
(N '18)

Moore, H. H. Youth and the nation. (N '17)
Muir, R. Liberalism and industry. (S '21)
Neilson, F. Old freedom. (S '19)
Patrick, G: T: W. Psychology of social re-
construction. (Ag '21 and 1920 Annual)

Powell, L. P., ed. Social unrest. (Je '20)
Proceedings of the international conference

of women physicians. (Ja '21)
Roosevelt, T. Foes of our own household. (O

'17)

Russell, B. A. W: Why men fight. (Mr '17)
Ryan, J: A. Church and socialism. (D '20)
Sizer, J. P. Commercialization of leisure. (Ja

'18)

Speare, M. E., and Norris, W. B. Vital
forces in current events. (Mr '21)

Straton, J: R. Menace of immorality In
church and state. (Jl '20)

Tawney, R: H: Acquisitive society. (Ja '21)
Thomas, J. H: When labor rules. (Je '21)
Ward, H. F: Labor movement from the
standpoint of religious values. (N '17)

Wilson, H. Peril of hifalutln. (O '18)
Wolfe, A. B., ed. Readings In social problems.
(My '17)

Zimand, S. Modern social movements. (Jl
'21)

Social problems and Christian Ideals. Wesley,
E. A., and Darbyshire, J: R., eds. (Ag '18)

Social problems in Porto Rico. Fleagle, F. K.
(D '17)

Social process. Cooley, C: H. (Mr '19)

Social progress
Freeman, R. A. Social decay and regenera-

tion. (S '21)

Wells, H. G: Salvaging of civilization. (Jl
'21)

Social psychology
Bogardus, E. S. Essentials of social psychol-

ogy. (Ja '19, Ja '21)

Chancellor, W: E. Educational sociology.
(Ag '20)

Davles, G: R. Social environment. (My '17)

Edman, I. Human traits and their social
significance. (N '20)

Ellwood, C: A. Introduction to social psy-
chology. (Je '17)

Follett, M. P. New state. (Ap '19)

McDougall, W: Group mind. (N '20)

Martin, E. D. Behavior of crowds. (Ja '21,

Ag '21)

Mecklin, J: M. Introduction to social ethics.
(Jl '20)

Patrick, G: T: W. Psychology of social re-
construction. (D '20, Ag '21)

Plllsbury, W. B. Psychology of nationality
and internationalism. (F '20)

Robinson, J. H. Mind in the making. (Ja
•22)

Tead, O. Instincts in industry. (Ja '19)

Wera, E. Human engineering. (My '21)

White, W: A. Thoughts of a psychiatrist on
the war and after. (Jl '20)

Williams. J. M. Foundations of social science.
(D '21)

Wood, J. N. Democracy and the will to
power. (N '21)

Social purpose. Hetherington, H. J. W., and
Mulrhead, J: H: (P '20)

Social reform
Rathenau, W. In days to come. (D '21)

Rathenau, W. New society. (Je '21)

Robinson, J. H. Mind In the making. (Ja
•22)

Social research
Chapin, F. S. Field work and social research.

(Ap ^21)

Social revolution
, ^.

Hyndman, H: M. Evolution of revolution.

Social Scandinavia In the Viking age. Wil-
liams, M. W. (Mr ^21)
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Social studies of the war. Clark, E. T. (Ag '19)

Social study oT the Russian German. Williams.
H. P. (Jl '17)

Social surveys
Aronovici, O. Social survey. (Je '17)

Elmer, M. C. Technique of social surveys.
(Ja '18)

Social teachings of the Jewish prophets. Biz-
zell, W: B. (Je '17)

Social teachings of the prophets and Jesus.
Kent, C: F. (Jl '17)

Social theory. Cole. G: D. H. (Je '20)

Social theory of religious education. Coe, G: A.
(Ag '18)

Social work
Atlee, C. R: Social worker. (D '20)

Richmond. M. A. Social diagnosis. (Jl '17)

Sheflield, A. Social case history. (F '21)

Shelby, G. M. How to face peace. (Ag '19)

Todd, A. J. Scientific spirit and social work.
(My -20)

White, W: C, and Heath, L: J. New basis
for social progress. (F '19)

BibUography
Rushmore, E. M., ed. Social workers' guide

to the serial publications of representative
social agencies. (Jl '21)

Social work, Medical
Cabot, R: C. Social work. (Jl '19)

Social worker. Attlee, C. R: (D '20)

Social workers' guide to the serial publications
of representative social agencies. Rush-
more, E. M.. ed. (Jl '21)

Socialism
Beer, M. History of British socialism. (F

'20, Je '21)

Benedict, B. Larger socialism. (S '21)

Bernstein, E. My years of exile. (My '21)

Boucke, O. F. Limits of socialism. (Jl '20)
Brasol. B. L. Socialism vs. civilization. (Je

'20)

Cole, G: D. H. Chaoa and order in industry.
(N '20)

Cox, H. Economic liberty. (D *20)

Glasier. J: B. Meaning of socialism. (O '20)

Glasier, J: B. William Morris and the early
days of the socialist movement. (Jl '21)

Hapgood, N. Advancing hour. (O '20)

Hillquit, M. From Marx to Lenin. (O '21)

Howe, F: C. Revolution and democracy. (My
'21)

Hutchinson. R. K. "Socialism" of New Zea-
land. (My '17)

Laidler, H. W. Socialism in thought and
action. (Ap '20)

Leacock, S. B. Unsolved riddle of social jus-
tice. (Mr '20)

Le Rossignol, J. E: What is socialism? (N
'21)

Loria, A. Karl Marx. (D '20)

MacKaye, J. Americanized socialism. (F
'19)

Man, H: de. Remaking of a mind. (S '19)
IMyers, W: S. Socialism and American ideals.

(Je '19)

Owen, R. Life of Robert Owen. (S '20)
Paul, E. and C. Creative revolution. (Ja

'21, Ag '21)

Postgate, R. W: Workers' International.
(Je '21)

Russell, B. A. W. Proposed roads to free-
dom. (Ap '19)

Semple. H: C. American liberty enlighten-
ing the world. (At> '21)

Snowden, E. Political pilgrim in Europe.
(D '21)

Spargo, J: Americanism and social democ-
racy. (O '18)

Spargo, J: Social democracy explained. (Jl
'18)

Trotzky, L., pseud. Bolsheviki and world
peace. (Mr '18)

Trotzky, L., pseud. Our revolution. (Ap '18)
Vandervelde, E. Socialism versus the state.
(Ap '19)

Walling, W. E., and Laidler, H. W., eds.
State socialism pro and con. (Ag '17)

W^ehb, S. and B. Con.<?titution for the so-
cialist commonwealth of Great Britain. (F
'21, Ag '21)

Webster, N. H. World revolution. (Ja '22)

Socialism, Christian
Moon. P. T: Labor problem and the social
Catholic movement. (N '21)

Raven, C: E. Christian socialism. (Ja '21)

Socialism In the United States
Waldman, L: Albany: the crisis in govern-
ment. (S '20)

Society, Primitive
Hartland, E. S. Primitive society. (O '21)
Lowie, R. H. Primitive society. (Ag '20}

Society of free states. Morrow, D. W. (Je '19)
Society of nations. Lawrence, T. J. (Ap '19)
Society of states. Stally brass, W: T. S. (My

'19)

Sociology
Binder, R. M. Major social problems. (Mr

'21)
Bogardus, E. S. Introduction to sociology.

(Ja '18)

Clow, F: R. Principles of sociology with
educational applications. (S '20)

Cole. G: D. H. Social theory. (Je '20)
Cooley, C: H. Social process. (Mr '19)

Davies, G: R. Social environment. (My '17)
Dealey, J. Q. Sociology; its development and

applications. (F '21, Ag '21)
Fairchild, H: P. Outline of applied sociology.
(F '18)

Findlay, J. J: Introduction to sociology. (N
'20)

Harrison, P: On society. (F '20)

Kart, J. K. Community organization. (Ap
21>

Hayes, E: C. Sociology and ethics. (Ag '21)

Hetherington, H. J. W., and Muirhead J: H:
Social purpose. (F '20)

Keller, A. G. Through war to peace. (Je '18)
Kelsey, C. Physical basis of society. (F '18)
Kent, C: F. Social teachings of the prophets
and Jesus. (Jl '17)

Korzybski, A. Manhood of humanity. (S
'21)

Maciver, R. M. Community. (S '17)

Maciver, R. M. Elements of social science.
(O '21)

Park, R. E., and Burgess, E. W. Introduc-
tion to the science of sociology. (Ja '22)

Robbins, C: L. School as a social institution.
(Jl '18)

Ross, E: A. Principles of sociology. (S '20,

Ag '21)

Smith, W. R. Introduction to educational
sociology'. (S '17)

Sumner, W: G. What social classes owe to
each other. (Je '20)

Todd, A. J. Theories of social progress. (Ag
•18)

Vogt, P. L. Introduction to rural sociology.
(O '17)

Bibliography
Bacon, C, comp. Standard catalog: sociol-
ogy section. (O '18)

History
Miiller-Lyer, F. C. History of social develop-
ment. (O '21)

Roe, F: W: Social philosophy of Carlyle and
Ruskin. (O '21)

Sociology, Christian
Coffin, H: S. More Christian industrial or-

der. (Jl '20)

Committee on the war and the religious out-
look. Church and industrial reconstruction.
(O '20)

Du Bols, J. H. Christian task. (S '20)

Earp, E. L. Rural social organization. (Ag
'21)

Lansbury, G: These things shall be. (O
'20)

Scudder, V. D. Church and the hour. (Jl '17)

Sheldon, C: M. In His steps to-day. (S
•21)

Tipladv, T: Social Christianity in the new
era. ' (S '19)

Ward, H. F: (3ospel for a working world. (F
•20)

Sociology, Educational
Chancellor, W: E. Educational sociology.
(Ag '20)
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Sociology, Rural
Burr, W. Rural organization. (Ja '22)
Buttcrfield, K. L. Farmer and the new day.
Mv '19)

Douglass, H. P. Little town. (My '19)
Earp, E. L. Rural social organization. (Ag

•21)

Phelan, J:, ed. Readings in rural sociology.
(My '21)

Speek. P: A. Stake in the land. (My '21)
Sociology, its development and applications.

Dealey, J. Q. (P '21, Ag '21)
Sociology and ethics. Hayes, E: C. (Ag '21)

Soils
Bennett, H. H. Soils and agriculture of the
southern states. (Je '21)

Soils and agriculture of the southern states.
Bennett, H. H. (Je '21)

Sold south. Wolff, W: A. (Ja '22)
Le soldat am^ricain en France. Coleman, A.,

and La Mesl6e. A. M. (N '17)
Soldier men. Yeo, pseud. (Je '18)
Soldier of France to his mother. (O '17)
Soldier of life. De Sfelincourt, H. (Mr '17)
Soldier songs. MacGill, P. (Jl '17)
Soldier unafraid. Cornet-Auquier, A. (O '18)

Soidiers
Allen, E: F., and Fosdlck, R. B. Keeping our

fighters fit for war and after. (Jl '18)

Conwell, R. H. How a soldier may succeed
after the war. (D '18)

Crump, I. Conscript 2989. (Ap '18)

General's letters to his son on obtaining his
commission. (Jl '18)

Howe, F: C. Land and the soldier. (My '19)

Hunt, F. Blown in by the draft. (My '18)

Keppel, F: P. Some war-time lessons. (My
'20)

Nichols. S. F. "Water colors." (Je '21)
Wright, R. L. Letters to the mother of a

soldier. (My '18)

Soldiers, Disabled
Amar, J. Physiology of industrial organisa-

tion and the reemployment of the disabled.
(F '20)

Barton, G: E: Teaching the sick. (D '19)

Camus, J. Physical and occupational re-edu-
cation of the maimed. (F '20)

Devine, E: T:, and Brandt, L. Disabled
soldiers and sailors pensions and training.
(Ja "20)

Gilbreth, F. B. and L. E. Motion study for
the handicapped. (N '20)

Harris, G. Redemption of the disabled. (My
'19)

McMurtrie, D. C. Disabled soldier. (Mr '19)

Paeuw, L. de. Vocational re-education of
maimed soldiers. (Mr '19)

Reclaiming the maimed. McKenzie, R. T.
(F '19)

Soldiers all. CJhase, J. C. (My '20)
Soldiers and sailors of France in the American

war for independence. Merlant, J. (Ja '21)
Soldiers both. Guiches, G. (Jl '18)
Soldier's memories. Younghusband, Sir G: J:

(S '17)

Soldier's mother in France. Dorr, R. (F '19)
Soldiers of the sea. Abbot, W. J: (Ja '19)
Soldier's service dictionary of English and

French terms. Vizetelly, F. H., ed. (My
'18)

Soldiens' spoken French. Cross, H. (Ag '17)
Solitary. Oppenheim, J. (Ag '19)
Solitary house. Punshon, E. R. (Mr '19)

Solution (chemistry)
Jones, H. C. Nature of solution. (Ap '18)

Some aspects of the inequality of incomes in
modern communities. Dalton, H. (My '21)

Some aspects of the Victorian age. Asquith,
H. H: (Ap '19)

Some British hallad.s. (P '21)
Some defects in English religion. Figgis, J: N.

(S '17)

Some diversions of a man of letters. Gosse.
B. W: (Ap '20)

Some fish and some fishing. Griswold, F. G.
(Ja '22)

Some happenings. Vachell, H. A. (Ja '19)
Some Hawarden letters, 1878-1913. Philllpps,

L. M., and Christian, B., comps. (Ja '19)
Some historical reflections on war, past and
present. Bryce, J. B., vi.scount. (Ag '17)

Some imagist poets, 1917. (Je '17)
Some legal phases of corporate financing, re-

organization and regulation. Stetson,
J. P. L., and others. (S '17)

Some letters. Gardner, A: P. (My '20)
Some minor poems of the middle ages. Segar,

M. G., comp. (Jl '17>
Some modern Belgian writers. Turquet-Milnes,

G. (N '17)

Some modern French writers. Turauet-Milnes.
G. (O '21)

Some modern novelists. Follett, H. T: and W.
(Mr '18)

Some modern methods of ventilation. Grier-
son, R. (S '17)

Some naval yarns. Hall, M. (Jl '18)
Some of us are married. Cuttinp' M. S. (Ag

'20)

Some personal impressions. Jonescu, T. (Mr
'20)

Some problems of the Peace conference. Has-
kins, C: H., and Lord, R. H. (O '20)

Some Russian heroes, saints -and sinners. Howe,
S. E. (Je '17)

Some soldier poets. Moore, T: S. (Ag '20)
Some soldiers and little mamma. Boulnois, H.

(Jl '19)
Some suggestions in ethics. Bosanquet, B. (Ja

'19)

Some views respecting a future life. Wadding-
ton, S: (O '17)

Some war-time lessons. Keppel, F: P. (My
'20)

Someone and somebody. Browne, P. E. (N
'17)

Something else again. Adams, F. P. (D '20)

Something more. Page, K. (F '21)

Something that begins with "T." Strahan,
K. C. (S '18).

Somme, Battle of the, 1916
Buchan, J: Battle of the Somme. (Jl '17)

Dugmore, A. R. When the Somme ran red.
(Jl '18)

Gibbs. P. Battles of the Somme. (Mr '17)

Masefield, J: Old front line. (F '18)

Robinson. H. P. Turning point (N '17)

Thomas, W. B. With the British on the
Somme. (Ag '17)

Sommervllie, Frankfort, pseud. See Story, A.
M. S. (N '20)

Son decides. Pier, A. S. (Je '18)

Son of courage. McKishnie, A. P. (D '20)

Son of Pio. Carlsen. C. L. (My '19)

Son of power. Comfort, W. L., and Dost, Z. K.
(D '20)

Son of the city. Seely. H. G. (D '17)

Son of the Hidalgos. Le6n, R. (Jl '21)

Son of the middle border. Garland, H. (O '17)

Son of Wallingford. Chester, G: R. and L. E.
(O '21)

Song book of Quong Lee of Limehouse. Burke,
T: (F '21)

Song of songs. Jastrow, M., jr. (F '22)

Song of the blood-red flower. Linnankoski. J.

(O '21)

Song of the sirens. Litchfield, G. D. (S '17)

Song of the sirens. White, E: L. (Ap '19)

Song of three friends. Neihardt, J: G. (Ap
'19)

Songs and dreams. Raskin, P. M. (O '20)

Songs and poems. Chapman. J: J. (Jl '19)

Songs and poitraits. Burt. M. S. (O '20)

Songs and sea voices. Doubleday, J. S. (Ja
•19)

Songs and stories for the little ones. Browne,
E. G. (Mr '18)

Songs for a little house. Morley, C. D. (Ja '18)

Songs from the journey. Barrett, W. A. (Je
20)

Songs from the trenches. Gibbons, H. A.,

comp. (D '18) _ , ^^ ^
Songs in cities and gardens. Barker, H. u.

(Mr '20)

Songs in the common chord. Barr, A. E. (Ap
'20)

Songs of a miner. Welsh, J. C. (O '17, My '19)

Songs of courage. Beckley, Z., and Gollomb, J.,

comps. (O '17) ^ ,„
Songs of dogs. Frothingham, R., comp. (N

'20) ,„
Songs of horses. Frothingham, R., comp. (N

'20)

Songs of Manhattan. Beer, M. A. (N '18)
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Songs of men. Frothingham, R., comp. (F '19)

Songs of peace. Ledwidge, F. (N '17)

Songs of seeking and finding. Van Dyke, T.

(D '20)

Songs of songs. Jastrow, M., jr. (F '22)

Songs of sunrise. McCarthy, D. A. (Ja '19)

Songs of the cattle trail and cow camp. Lomax,
J: A., comp. (My '20)

Songs of the Celtic past. O'Conor, N. J. (My
'IS)

Songs of the cowboys. Thorp, N. H., comp.
(N '21)

Songs of the dead. Napier, M. (D '20)

Songs of the Irish revolution and songs of the
newer Ireland. Mlllen, W: A. (Jl '20)

Songs of the Russian people. Schindler, K., ed.

<Je '!<) ^ ,,
Songs of the shrapnel shell. Home. C. M.

(N '18)

Songs of the stalwart. Rice, G. (F '18)

Songs of the trail. Knibbs, H: H. (D '20)

Songs of UUraina. Livesay, F. R., tr. (Ap "lO
Sonc-s out of school. Eashford, H: H. (My

'17)

Songs to A. H. R. Rice, C. Y. (Ap '19)

SonETS while wandering. Choyce, A. N. (Jl '19)

Sonia. McKenna. S. (S '17)

Sonia married. McKenna, S. (D '19)

CTOsland, T. W. H. English sonnet. (My '18)

Sonnets. Hillyer. R. S. (Mr '18)

Sonnets. Scholfield, H. (D '19)

Sonnets, and other poems. Sampson, H: A.
(My '21)

Sonnets from a prison camp. Bowman. A. A.
(Je '20) ^

Sonnets of sorrow and triumph. Wilcox. E.
(F '19)

S6nnica. Blasco Ibafiez, V. (Ja '19)

Sons of Eli. Fame, R. D. (F '18)

Sons of liberty. Dyer, W. A. (Ja '21)

Sons of the sea. McFarland, R. (Mr '21)

Soothsayer. Heidenstam. K. G. V. von (Ja '20)

Sophie. Moeller. P. (My '20)

Sorcery. MacDonald, F. C: (N" '19)

Sorley, Charles Hamilton, 1895-1915
Sorley, C: H. Letters. (Je '20)

Sorrows of Noma. Mapu, A. (Ap '20)

Sorry tale. Worth, P. (S '17)

Soul
Holmes, E. G. A. Problem of the soul. (Ja

'19)

Soul in suffering. Carroll. R. S. (N '19)

Soul of a bishop. Wells. H. G: (O '17)

Soul of Abraham Lincoln. Barton, W: E. (Ap
'20)

Soul of America. Wernaer, R. M. ^Je '18)

Soul of an immigrant. Panunzio, C. M. (N '21)

Soul of Ann Rutledge. Babcock. B. (Je '19)

Soul of democracy. Griggs, E: H. (My '18)

Soul of Denmark. Desmond, S. (My '19)

Soul of Ireland. Lockington, W. J. (My '20)

Soul of John Brown. Graham, S. (Ja '21)

Soul of Dee. McKim. R. H. (Mv '18)

Soul of Susan Yellam. Vachell. H. A. (N '18)

Soul of the "C. R. B." Saint-Ren6 Taillandier,
Mme. (O '19)

Soul of the Russian revolution. Olgin, M. J.

(Ja '18)

Soul of the soldier. Tiplady, T: (Je '18)

Soul of Ulster. Hamilton. Lord E. W: (S '17)

Soul.<5 divided. Serao, M. (My *20)

Soul's faring. Strode, M. (Je '21)

Souls in khski. Copping. A. E. (S '17)

Source. Kelland. C. B. (Je '18)

Source book for the economic geography of
.North America. Colby, C: C, comp. (.Ta
•22)

Source book of biological nature-study. Down-
ing, E. R. (Jl '19)

Source probloms in United States history. Mc-
Laughlin, A. C, and others. ( Je '19)

Sources of the Hexateuch. Brightman, E. S.,

ed. (D '18)

South
Cram, M. Old seaport towns of the South.

(D '17)
Thompson. H. New South. (D '20)

Description and travel

Faris, J: T. Seeing the sunny South. (N '21)

History

Dodd. W: E. Cotton kingdom. (Ag '19)

Industries and resources

Tompkins, D. A. Builder of the new South.
(Ja "21)

South. Shackleton, B. H: (Ap '20)

South Africa

Description and travel

Cornell, F. C. Glamour of prospecting. (F
'21)

O'Neil, O. R. Adventures in Swaziland. (N
•21)

History
Cory, G: E: Rise of South Africa. (Mr '20)

Levi, N. Jan Smuts. (Jl '17)

Theal, G: M. History of South Africa from
1873 to 1884. (Mr '21)

South America
Allen, N. B. South America. (Ag '18)

Cooper, C. S. Understanding South America.
(D '18)

Domviile-Fife, C: W: States of South Ameri-
ca. (F '21)

Koebel, W: H: Great South land. (Ap '20)

Koebel, W: H: South America. (S '19)

Stnntz, H. C. South American neighbors.
(l\Iv '17)

Veatch, A. C. Quito to Bogota. (D '17)

Verrill, A. H. South and Central American
trade conditions of today. (Ap '19)

Wade, M. H. Twin travelers in South Amer-
ica. (D '18)

Commerce
Collins, J. H. Straight business in South
America. (Mr '21)

Description and travel

Cappeau, I. M. Voyage to South America
and Buenos Aires. (Je '17)

Franck, H. A. Vagabonding down the Andes.
(N '17)

Franck, H. A. Working north from Pata-
gonia. (N '21)

Hudson, W: H: Idle days in Patagonia. (Mr
'17)

Koebel, W. H. Paraguay. (My '17)

Mathews, G. S. Treasure. (Ap '17)

Miller, L. E. In the wilds of South America.
(F '19)

Sherwood, F. A. Glimpses of South America.
(D '20)

History

Koebel, W: H: British exploits In South
America. (O '17)

Moses, B. Spain's declining power in South
America. (Ag '21)

Supple, E: W., ed. Spanish reader of South
American history. (N '17)

Zahm, J: A. Quest of El Dorado. (Ja '18)

Industries and resources

Miller, B. L., and Singewald, J. T. Mineral
deposits of South America. (O '19)

Social life and customs

Bland, J: O. P. Men, manners and morals
in South America. (Ag '20)

South America. Koebel. W: H: (S '19)

South America and the war. Kirkpatnck, F:
A. (My '19)

South and Central American trade conditions

of today. Verrill, A. H. (Ap '19)

South-eastern Europe. Savifi, V. R. (Mr '18)

South of Suez. Anderson, W: A. (O '20)

South sea foam. Safroni-Middleton, A. (Je
'20)

South sea Islands
Greenbie, S. Pacific triangle. (D 21)

Hall, J. N., and Nordhoff, C: B. Faery lands
of the South seas. (Ja '22)

MacQuarrie. H. Tahiti days. (D 20)

Stock. R. Cruise of the dream ship. (F ii)

O'Brien, F: Mystic isles of the South seas.

(My '21) ^ , ,

Southern highlander and his homeland.
Campbell. J: C: (.11 '21)

Southern life in southern literature. Fulton.

M. G.. ed. (Je '17)
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Southey, Robert, 1774-1843
Haller, W: Early life of Robert Southey,

1774-1803. (F '18)

Southwest
Miink, J. A. Southwest sketches. (F '21)

Description and travel

Saunders, C: F. Finding the worth while in
the Southwest, (S '18>

History
Kino, E. F. Kino's historical memoir of
Pimeria Alta. (F '20)

Southwest sketches. Munk, J. A. (F '21)

Sovereignty
Lansing, R. Notes on sovereignty. (Jl '21

)

Laski, H. J. Foundations of sovereignty. (O
'21)

Sovietism. Walling, W: E. (S '20)

Space
Browne, R. T. Mystery of space. (Mr '20)

Space and time
Alexander, S: Space, time, and deity. (O

•21)

Space, time, and deity. Alexander. S: (O '21)

Space, time and gravitation. Bddington, A.
S. (Ap "21)

Spacious times and others. Coutts. F. B. T:
M.- (Je '20)

Spain
Trend, J. B. Picture of modern Spain. (N

•21)
Colonies

Haring, C. H: Trade and navigation between
Spain and the Indies in the time of the
Hapsburgs. (F '19)

Priestley, H. I. Jos§ de G&lvez, visitor-general
of New Spain (1765-1771). (Jl '17)

Description and travel

King, G. G. Way of St James. (My ^21)

Symons, A. Cities and sea-coasts and islands.
(Ap '19)

History

Chapman, C: E: History of Spain. (Ja '19,

Ag -19)

Merriman, R. B. Rise of the Spanish empire
in the Old world and the New. (D '18)

Spain's declining power in South America,
Moses, B. (Ag '21)

Spalding, Franklin Spencer, 1865-1914
Melish, J: H. Franklin Spencer Spalding. (Jl

•17)

Spanish America
Bnock, C. R. Spanish America. (D '20)

History
Moses, B. Spain's declining power in South
America. (Ag '21)

Spanish-American life. Morse, E: L. C. (Jl '17)

Spanish-American literature
Goldberg, I: Studies in Spanish-American

literature. (My '20'>

Spanish architecture of the sixteenth century.
Byne, A., and Stapley, M. (S '17)

Spanish chest. Brown, E. A. (D '17)
Spanish conquerors. Richman, I. B. (Ag '19)
Spanish doubloons. Kenyon, C. E. L. (N '19)

Spanish drama
Clark, B. H.. ed. Masterpieces of modern
Snanish drama. (Jl '17)

Turrell, C: A., ed. and tr. Contemporary
Spanish dramatists. (Jl '19)

Spanish fairy book. Segovia, G. (Ja '19)

Spanish language
Readers

Morse, E: L. C. Spanish-American life. (J]
'17)

Supple. E: W., ed. Spanish reader of South
American history. (N '17)

Spanish literature
Farn-211, I. Spanish prose and poetry. (F

jil )

Ford, J. D. M. Main currents of Spanish
literature. (S '19)

Madariaga, S. de. Shelley and Calderon. (O
21)

Spence. L: Legends and romances of Spain.
(D '20)

Spanish poetry
Walsh, T:, ed. Hispanic anthology. (D '20)

Spanish prose and poetry. Farnell, I. (F '21>

Speakers
Shurter, E. D., ed. Winning declamations
and how to speak them. (F '18)

Snow, W: L., ed. High school prize speaker.
(Je '17)

"Speaking of Prussians—" Cobb, I. S. (Jl '17)
Spears of destiny. Smith, A. D. H. (Jl '19)

Special days
Herrick, C. A. Outstanding days. (Ag '20)

Specifications
Emerson, D: B. Modern building superin-
tendence and the writing of specifications.
(F '22)

Speculation
Boyle, J. E. .Speculation and the Chicago
bosrd of trade. (Ap '21)

Martin, H. S. New York stock exchange.
(Jl '19)

Speculation and the Chicago board of trade.
Boyle, J. E. (Ap '21>

Speech
Blanton, M. G. and S. Speech training for

children. (N '19)

Swift, W. B. Speech defects in school chil-
dren and how -to treat them. (Je '18)

Speech defects in school children and how to
treat them. Swift, W. B. (Je ^18)

Speech-making. Hollister, R: D. T. (S '18)
Speech training for children. Blanton, M. G.

and S. (N '19)
Speeches. Gladstone, W: E. (S '17)
Spell of Alsace. Hallays, A. (Ja '20)
Spell of Brittany. Mosher, A. (Ja '21)
Spell of China. Bell, A. (Mr '18)

Spell of Scotland. Clark, K. (My '17)

Spell of the Hawaiian Islands and the Philip-
pines. Anderson, I. (Ap '17)

Spell of the heart of France. Hallays, A. '^A.p

'21)

Spelling
Anderson, W: N. Determination of a spell-
ing vocabulary. (D '21)

Tidyman, W. F. Teaching of spelling. (F
'20)

Spelling made easy. Dana, M. (N ^19)

Spencer, Herbert, 1820-1903
Elliot, H. S: R. Herbert Spencer. (Ap '17)

Spending the family income. Donham, S. A.
(Ja '22)

Spendthrift town. Hudson, H:, 2d, pseud. (D
'20)

Spenser, Edmund, 15527-1599
Cory, H. E. Edmund Spenser. (Ag '18)

Whitman, C: H. Subject-index to the poems
of Edmund Spenser. (D '19)

Spicewood. Reese, L. W. (Je '21)

Spies
Barton, G: Celebrated spies and famous
mysteries of the great war. (Mr '20)

Jones, J: P. America entangled. (N '17)

Spinner of webs. Bement, C. P. (N '19)

Spinners. Phillpotts, E. (D '18)

Spires of Oxford. Letts, W. M. (O '17)

Spirit. Streeter, B. H., ed. (Jl '20)

Spirit of democracy. Powell, L. P. and G.,
comps. (Ja '19)

Spirit of Lafayette. Hallowell, J. M. (Mr '18)

Spirit of protest in old French literature.
Wood, M. M. (S '18)

Spirit of Russia. Masaryk, T. G. (D '19)

Spirit of selective service. Crowdef, E. H. (My
20)

Spirit of the new thought. Dresser, H. W., ed.
(Ja '18)

Spirit of the time. Hichens. R. S. (Ap '21)

Spiritism. Coakley, T: F. (D '20)

Spiritual Aeneid. Knox, R. A. (O *19)

Spiritual ascent of man. Jones, W: T. (My
-17)

Spiritual interpretation of history. Mathews,
S. (Je '17)

Spiritual life

Montague, M. P. Twenty minutes of reality.

(Jl '17)

Ruysbroeck, J. van. Adornment of the spiri-
tual marriage. (Jl '17)

Whiting, L. Adventure beautiful. (Ja '18)
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Spiritual pluralism and recent philosophy.
Richardson. C. A. (D '20)

Spiritual voices in modern literature. Davies.
T. H. (F '20)

Spiritualism
Bamber, L. K. Claude's second book. (O

•20)

Barker, E. Last letters from the living dead
man. (O '19)

Bazett. L. M. After-death communications.
(N '20)

Cameron, M. Seven purposes. (F '19)

Carring^ton, H. Your psychic powers and
liow to develop them. (My '20)

Chevreuil. L. Proofs of the spirit world.
(S '20)

Clodd, E: Question: "If a man die, shall he
live again?" (Ap '18)

Coakley, T: F. Spiritism. (D '20)

Crawford, W. J. Experiments in psychical
scient^e. (O '19)

Crawford, W: J. Hints and observations for
those investigating the phenomena of
spiritualism. (Je '19)

Crawford, W: J. Psychic structures at the
Goligher circle. (F '22)

Crockett, A. S. Revelations of Louise. (N
'20)

Culpin. M. Spiritualism and the now
psychology. (Jl '21)

Dearmer, N. Fellowship of the picture. (D
'20)

De Koven, A. Cloud of witnesses. (Ag
•20)

Doyle, A. C. New revelation. (Jl '18)

Doyle, A. C. Vital message. (F '20)

Doyle, A. C. Wanderings of a spiritualist.
(Ja '22)

Glenconner, P. G. A. T. Earthen vessel. (My
'21)

Gone West. (S '19)

Grove, H. M.. and Hunt, M. M. CSone West.
(S -19)

Henslow, G: Proofs of the truths of spiri-
tualism. (Mr '20)

Henslow, G: Religion of the spirit world. (N
'20)

Herbine, C. G. Meeting of the spheres. (N
'19)

Hill. J: A. Spiritualism. (My '19)

Humphreys, B. M'. J. Truth of spiritualism.
(Ag '20)

Hyslop, J. H. Life after death. (Mr '19)

Jones, E. H: Road to En-Dor. (Je '20)

Kelway-Bamber, L., ed. Claude's book. (My
•19)

Kernahan, C. Spiritualism. (.le '20)
King, B. Abolishing of death. (Ja '20)
Lane, A., and Beale, H. S. Life in the

circles. (F '21)

Lane, A., and Beale, H. S. To walk with
God. (F '21)

Lay, W. Man's unconscious spirit. (My '21)

Leaf. H. What is this spiritualism? (Mv
•19)

McCabe, J. Spiritualism. (Mr '21)
McEvilly, M. A. Meslom's messages from
the life beyond. (Jl '20)

Maturin, E. Rachel comforted. (D '20)
O'Donnell, E. Menace of spiritualism. (.Te

•20)

Our unseen guest. (Ap '20)

Owen, G: V. Life beyond the veil. (Mr '21)
Private Dowding. (Ja '20)
Schofleld, A. T. Modern spiritism. (Je '20)
Sciens. pseud. How to speak with the dead.
(F '19)

Sewall, M. Neither dead nor sleeping. (S
•20)

Smith, W. W. Foundations of spiritualism.
(Je ^21)

Stead. W: T: After death. (F '19)
Stoddart. J. T. Case against spiritualism.
(D '20)

Tweedale. V. Ghosts I have seen. (Ap '20)
Unseen doctor. (O '20)

Wallace, M. B. Thinning of the veil. (N '19)
Whiting. L. They who understand. (My '19)
Wiloox, E. Worlds and I. (My '19)
Williams, G. Fear not the crossing. (Ap

'20)

Spiritualism and the new psychology. Culpin,
M. (Jl '21)

Spitzbergen
Brown, R. N. R. Spitsbergen. (Mr '20)

Splendid folly. Pedler, M. (Mr '21)
Splendid outcast. Gibbs, G: F. (Ap '20)
Splendid wayfaring. Neihardt, J: G. (F '21,

Ag '21)
Splendors of the sky. Lewis, T. E. (Ja '20)
Splinters. Preston, K. (Ja '22)

Spoilers of the valley. Watson, R. (D '21)
Spontaneous activity in education. Montessorl,

M. (D '17)
Sport of our ancestors. Willoughby de Broke,

R: G. V. (Ja '22)
Sport of kings. Roche, A. S. (D '17)
Sporting and dramatic career. Watson, A. E: T:

(Ja '19)

Sporting rifles and rifle shooting. Caswell. J:
(S '20)

Sportsman's wanderings. Millais, J: G. (Mr
•20)

Spread of Christianity in the modern world.
Moore, E: C. (N '19)

Spriggles. Dudley, E: L. (O '19)
Spring shall plant. Harraden. B. (Ap '21)
Spring song. Reid, F. (Mr '17)
.Spring walk in Provence. Marshall, A. (N

'20, Ag '21)

Springtide of life. Swinburne, A. C: (F '19)
Spy in black. Clouston. J. S. (Jl '18)

Squadroon. Beaman, A. A. H. (N '20)

Square Peggy. Bacon, J. D. (N '19)

Squaw Point. Weeks, A. D. (D '19)

Stabilizing the dollar Fisher, I. (Mv '20)

Stafford's Island. Olmstead. F. (.Te '20)

Stages of human life. Tayler, J: L. (Ja '22)
Staircase of stories. Chisholm, L., and Steed-

man, A.. comps. (My ^20)

Stairway. Chown, A. A. (Je '21)
Stake in the land. Speek, P: A. (My '21)

Stakes of the war. Stoddard, T. L., and Frank,
G. (N '18)

Stamp act, 1765
Gipson, L. H: Jared Ingersoll. (My '21)

Stamn collector. Johnson. S. C. (My '20)
Standard-bearers. Mayo, K. (S '18)

Standard book of Jewish verse. Frledlander,
J., comp. (Mr '18)

Standard catalog: Biography section. Bacon,
C. comp. (S '19)

Standard catalog: Sociology section. Bacon,
C, comp. (O '18)

Standard cyclopedia of horticulture. Bailey,
L. H. (O '17)

Standard electrical dictionary. Sloane, T: O.
(S '20)

Standard Index of short stories, 1900-1914.
Hannigan. F. J., comp. (Je '18)

Standard method of testing juvenile mentality
by the Binet-Simon scale. Melville, N. J:
(.11 '17)

Standard operaglass. Annesley, C:, pseud. (Je
'20)

Standard practice in personnel work. Benge,
E. J. (Ja '21)

Standard table of electrochemical equivalents
and their derivatives. Hering, C, and Get-
man. F: H. (Ja '18)

Standards. Brownell, W: C. (Je ^17)

Standards in English. Mahoney, J: J. (Ja '18)
Standards of American legislation. Freund, E.

(D '17)

Standing bv. Keable, R. (N '19)

Standish of Standish. Marble, A. R. (D '19)

Stanley, A. A., pseud. See Merrill, W. (F '19)

Stanton, Arthur Henry, 1839-1913
Russell. G: W: E. Arthur Henry Stanton.
(O •n)

Stanton, William A., 1870-1910
Kane, W: T. Memoir to William A. Stanton,

S. J. (F '19)

Star-child, and other plays. Benton, R. (O '21)

Star-dust. Hurst, F. (My '21)

Star in the window. Prouty, O. (N '18)

Star people. .Tohnson, G. (O '21)

Star-points. Richards. G. E., comp. (Ap ^21)

Star stories for little folks. Warner, G. C. (O
•18)

Starling. Tompkins, J. W. (Ag ^19)

Starr, of the desert. Bower, B. M., pseud. (Ap
'17)

Stars
Johnson, G. Star people. (O '21)
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stars, Double
Altken, R. G. Binary stars. (My '19)

Stars in the pool. Wallace, E. K. (P '21)
Stars in their courses. Sharp, H. M. (Je '17)

Starved Rock. Masters, E. L. (Ja '20, Ag '20)
Stash of the marsh country. Waldo, H. (Jl

•21)

State, The
Browne, W. R., ed. Man or the state? (F

•20)

Du^ult, L. Law In the modern state. (JI
•20)

FoUett, M. P. New state. (Ap '19)

Hobhouse, L. T. Metaphysical theory of the
state. (Ag *19)

Lansing, R. Notes on sovereignty. (Jl '21)

Laski, H. J. Authority in the modern state.
(Je '19)

LaskI, H. J. Foundations of sovereignty. (O
•21)

Sloane, W: M. Powers and aims of western
democracy. (N '19)

Spencer, H. Man versus the state. (Ap '17)

Watson, J: State in neace and war. (Ja
•20)

State and government. Dealey, J. Q. (Ap
•21)

State and government. Young, J. S. (N '17)

State and the child. Hall, W: C. (F '19)

State and the nation. Jenks, E: (Jl '19)

State as manufacturer and trader. Madsen,
A. W. (Ap •!?)

State constitution-making. McClure, W. M. (Jl

•17)

State governments
Ellingwood, A. R. Departmental cooperation

In state government. (Mr ^19)

Mathews, J: M. Principles of American state
administration. (My ^17)

State policy In Irish education. Corcoran, T.,
comp. (O '17)

State rights
Scott, J. B., ed. Judicial settlement of con-
troversies between states of the American
union. (Jl '20)

State sanitation. Whipple, G: C. (D '17)

State socialism pro and con. Walling, W: E.,

and Laidler, H. W eds. (Ag '17)

State tax commission. Lutz, H. L. (My •IS)

States, Small
Butler, R. New eastern Europe. (Jl '19)

States of South America. Domville-Fife, C:
W: (F ^21)

Statesmanship of Wordsworth. Dicey, A. V.
(Ap '18)

Statesmen
Lansing, R. Big four. (N '21)

Statesmen, American
Lowry, E: G: Washington close-ups. (N '21)

Mirrors of Washington. (S ^21)

Statesmen, British
Sidebotham, H. Political profiles. (D '21)

Taylor, G: R. S. Modern English states-
men. (Ja '22)

Station X. Wlnsor, Q. M. (P '20)

Statistical methods applied to education. Rugg,
H. O. (Ja '18)

Statistics
Bailey. W: B., and Cummings, J: Statistics.

(Je '18)

Bowley, A. L. Official statistics. (S '21)

Frederick, J. G': Business research and
statistics. (N '20)

Koren, J:, ed. History of statistics. (Ja '19)

Statistics In business. Secrist, H. (D ^20)

Statue In the wood. Pryce, R: (Jl '18)

Stealthy terror. Ferguson, J: A. (My '18)

Steam boiler maintenance. Clayton, R. (F '22)

Steam boilers
Clayton, R. Steam boiler maintenance. (F
22)

Steam engines
Hamkens, H. Steam engine troubles. (My

•19)

Shealy, E: M. Steam engines. (Ap '19)
Steam locomotive construction and mainte-

nance. Ahrons, E. L. (Jl '21)

Steam locomotives
Ahrons. E. L. Steam locomotive construction
and maintenance. (Jl '21)

Steam turbines
Goudie, W: J: Steam turbines. (N '17)

Steam railway locomotive. Ahrons, B. L. (Mr
•21)

Steel
Spring, L. W. Non-technical chats on Iron
and steel. (Ap '18)

Goodale, S. L., comp. Chronology of Iron and
steel. (My '21)

Steel, Structural
Judge, A. W: Aircraft and automobile ma-

terials of construction. (Ag ^21)

Steel construction
Beck, E. G: Structural steelVork. (D '20)

Steel industry and trade
Backert, A. O:, ed. A B C of iron and steel.
(D '19)

Goodale, S. L., comp. Chronology of Iron and
steel. (My ^21)

Oberg, £3. V., and Jones, F. D. Iron and 8te«L
(P '20)

Vorse, M. M. Men and steel. (F '21)
Steel preferred. Hall. H. S. (N '20)
Steel shipbuilder's handbook. Cook, C. W. (Ap

•19)

Steel strike, 1919-1920
Foster, W: Z. Great steel strike and Its

lessons. (O '20)
Interchurch world movement. Commission of

inquiry. Report on the steel strike of 1919.
(O '20)

Interchurch world movement. Commission of
inquiry. Public opinion and the steel strike.
(N '21)

Vorse, M. M. Men and steel. (F '21, Ag
•21)

Steel works

Electrical equipment
McFarlane, W: Electricity in steel works.

(Jl '21)

Steep trails. Muir, J: (D '18)

Steeplejack. Huneker, J. G. (N '20, Ag '21)

Stendhal, De, pseud. See Beyle, M. H.
Stenographers
Mason, W. L. How to become an office sten-
ographer. (Ap '20)

Stenographer's manual. Kilduff, E: J. (Mr '21)

Stephen A. Douglas. Howland, L: (Ja '21)

Stephen's last chance. Ashmun, M. E. (Je '18)

Steps in the development of American dem-
ocracy. McLaughlin. A. C. (F '21)

Stepsons of light. Rhodes, E. M. (Jl '21)

Sterility
Hfricourt. J. Social diseases. (Ap '21)

Sterlings stick it out. Eng title of Convictions
of Christopher Sterling. Begbie, H. (Ag
•19)

Steve and the steam engine. Bassett, S. W.
(O ^21)

Stevenson, Fanny (Van De Grift) Osbourne
Mrs Robert Louis Stevenson) d. 1914

Sanchez, N. JAfe of Mrs Robert Louis Stev-
enson. (My '20)

Stevenson, Robert Louis Balfour, 1850-1894
Brown, G: E: Book of R. L. S. (Ap '20)

Fletcher, C: B. Stevenson's Germany. (S
•20)

Stevenson's Germany. Fletcher, C: B. (S '20)

Stingy receiver. Abbott. E. H. (Mr '17)

Stinnes, Hugo, 1870-
Brinckmeyer, H. Hugo Stinnes. (F ^22)

Stirling, Arthur, pseud. See Sinclair, U. B.
Stokes^ wonder book of fairy tales. Quinn,

E. v., ed. (D •n)
Stone, Melville Elijah, 1848-
Stone, M. E. Fifty years a journalist. (Ja

•22)

Stone
Howe, J. A. Stones and quarries. (Ja '21)

Stone age
Tyler, J : M. New stone age in northern
Europe. (Ap •21")

Stone ornaments used by Indians in the United
States and Canada. Moorehead, W. K. (N
•17)

Stones and quarries. Howe, J. A. (Ja '21)

Stop at Suzanne's and lower ffights. Clover, G.
(Ag '19)
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storage batteries
Am. bur. of engineering. Automobile storage

battery. (Je '18)

Pag6. V; W. Storage batteries simplified. (Jl
17)

Stories. Bunner, H: C. (Mr '17)

Stories editors buy and why. "Wick, J., comp.
(O -21)

Stories for good children. Peck, L. B. (F '21)

Stories for talks to boys. Cheley, F. H. (Ap
•20)

Stories for the history hour. Niemeyer, N. (D
•17)

Stories from Dante. Cunnington, S. (N '21)

Stories from French history. Price, E. C. (Ja
'22)

Stories of American inventions. McFee, I. N.
(N '21)

Stories of great adventures. Bailey, C. S. (O
'19)

Stories of Irish life. Carleton, W: (Mr '20)

Stories of Russian folk-life. Mackenzie, D. A.
(Ap -17)

Stories of the cave people. Marcy, M. E. (N '18)

Stories of ine old missions of California. Car-
ter, C: F. (Ap -IS)

Stories of the saints. Hnll. G. (My "20)

Stories of the Steppe. Gorky, M., pseud. (S
'18)

Storing. Twyford, H. B. (Ja '19)

Storm country Polly. White, G. (Jl '20)

Storm in a teacup. Phillpotts, I^. (O ^19)

Storms of youth. Roseboro^, V. (Je '20)

Story-bock of science. Fabre. J. H. C. (D '17)

Story books of the early Hebrews. Brown,
C: R. (Ja ^20)

Story history of France. Bonner, J: (O '19)

Story-hour favorites. Harper, W., comp. (D
•18)

Story of a fortunate youth. Mackenzie, J. K.
(F '21)

Story of a lover. (O '19)

Story of a New Zealand river. Mander, J.

(My '20)

Story of a small college. Sharpless, I: (Ag '18)

Story of a style. Hale, W: B. (D '20)

Story of Arizona. Robinson, W. H. (Jl ^19)

Story of Bible translations. Margolis, M. L.
(N- ^17)

Story of Chautauqua. Hurlbut. J. L. (Ag
•21)

Story of Cooperstown. Birdsall, R. (O '17)

Story of corn and the westward migration.
Brooks. E. C- (Je '17)

Story of Dr Dolittle. Lofting, H. (Ja '21)

Story of General Pershing. Tomlinson, E. T.
(Jl '19)

Story of George Fox. Jones, R. M. (My '20)

Story of Gotton Connixloo. Mayran, C. (Ja
•21)

Story of Jack. Lytle, J: H. (P '21)

Story of Jesus. Dana, E. N. (N '20)

Story of mankind. Van L,oon, H. "W. (D "21)

Story of milk. Frederlksen, J. D. (P '20)

Story of modem progress. West, W. M. (Jl
'20)

Story of Montana. Fogarty, K. H. (Ap '17)

Story of my life. Clarke. E: (O '19)

Story of Opal. Whiteley, O. (O '20)

Story of our merchant marine. Abbot, W. J:
(O '19)

Story of our national ballads. Browne, C. A.
(N '19)

Story of our navy. Stevens, W: O. (D '18)

Story of porcelain. Bassett, S. W. (D '19)

Story of Princeton. Norris, E. M. (D '17)

Story of sugar. Bassett, S. W. (Ja '18)

Story of the American legion. Wheat, G: S.

(O '19)

Storv of the American Red cross in Italy.
Bakewell, C: M. (D '20)

Story of the Anzacs. (F '19)

Story of the automobile. Barber. H. L. (D '17)

Story of the engine. Decker. W. F. (N '20)

Story of the First gas regiment. Addison, J. T.
(O '19)

Story of the great war. Bralthwalte, W: S. B.
(P 'JO)

Story of the great war. Usher, R. G. (Mr
'20)

Storv of the Highland legiments. Watson, F:
(Ag '17)

Story of the Irish race. MacManus, S. (Ja
'22)

Story of the nonpartisan league. Russell, C:
E: (Ag '20)

Story of the Paris churches. Wolff, J. S. (D
•19)

Story of the Pilgrims for children. Usher, R. G.
(Ja '19)

Story of the Pullman car. Husband, J. (Jl
•17)

Story of the Rainbow division. Tompkins,
R. S. (S ^19)

Story of the Salonica army. Price, G. W. (Ap
•18)

Story of the Santa Pe. Bradley, Q. D. (Jl
•20)

Story of the Sargent industrial school at Bea-
con, New York, 1891-1916. Arnold, S. L.
(Ja '18)

Story of the Sun. O'Brien, F. M. (Ja '19)
Story of the woman's party. Irwin, I. H. (Ap

•21)

Story of Versailles. Payne, F. L. (D '19)
Story of Ypres.. Pollard, H. B. C. (F '18)

Story telling
Gather, K. D. Educating by story-telling.
(Ap '19)

Chandler, A. C. More magic pictures of the
lonfT ago. (My '20)

Cragin, L. E. Sunday story hour. (D '17)
Esenwein, J. B., and Stockard, M. Children's

stories. (D '17)

Harper, W., comp. Story-hour favorites. (D
'18)

Olcott, F. J. Book of elves and fairies. (D
'18)

Story-telling ballads. Olcott, F. J. (Ja '21)

Straight business in South America. Collins,
J. H. (Mr '21)

Straight deal. Wister, O. (Je '20)
Straight road. (Je '17)

Stranded in Arcady. Lynde F. (Jl '17)

Strange, Michael, pseud. See Barrymore, B.
M. L. (Je '21)

Strange adventures of a pebble. Hawksworth,
H. (N '21)

Strange case of Cavendish. Parrish, R. (Je '19)

Stiange case of Mortimer Fenley. Tracv, L:
(My '20)

Strange stories of the great valley. Grosvenor,
J. (Je '17)

Strange stories of the great river. Grosvenor,
J. (N '18)

Strangeness of Noel Carton. Calne, W: (O
•20) .

Stranger. Bullard, A. (Jl '20)

Strangers', banauet. Byrne, D. (P '20)

.Strategy of minerals. Smith. G: O. (Ja '20)

Strategy of the great war. McPherson, W: L.
(Ja '20)

Strategy on the western front, 1914-1918. Sarg-
ent, H. H. (My '21)

Strauss, Richard, 1864-
Finck, H: T. Richard Strauss. (D '17)

Stray-aways. Somerville, E. A. O., and Mar-
tin. V. F. (Mr '21)

Strayed revellers. UpdegrafC, A. (O '18)

Streamcraft. Holden, G: P. (D '19)

Street of a thousand delights. Gelzer, J. (O
•21)

Street of faces. Vince. C: (O ^21)

Street of ink. Simonis, H. (S '17)

Street of the blank wall. Jerome. J. K. (Mr
•17)

Streets
Blanchard, A. H., ed. American highway

engineer.'^' handbook. (Jl '19)

Streets. Goldring, D. (S '21)

Strength of materials
Judge, A. W. Aircraft and automobile
materials of construction. (Ag ^21)

Strength of the pines. Marshall, E. (Ap '21)

Strikes and lockouts
Bing. A. M. War-time strikes and their ad-
justment. (Je '21)

Olds, M. High cost of strikes. (Jl '21)

Strindberg, August, 1849-1912
Tkldgren, C. G. Strindberg the man. (S '21)

Strong hours. Diver, K. H. M. (Ja '20)

Stronger than his .sea. Watson, R. (F '21)

Strongest. Clemenceau, G. B. B. (N '19)

Stniflinal drafting and the design of details.

Rishon, C. T: (F '21 >

Structural steelwork. Beck, E. G: (D 20)
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structure of lasting peace. Kallen, H. M. (Jl
•18)

Structures, Theory of
McCuUough, E. Practical structural design.
(F '18)

Stuart, Eleanor, pseud. See Porter, B. (Ap,
17, My "18, My '19, Je '20, Ap '21)

Stucco house. Cannan, G. (My '18)

Student in arms. Hankey. D. -W: A. (Mr '17)

Student in arms: second series. Hankey,
D. W: A. (Ag '17)

Studies in Christianity. Clutton-Brock, A.
(S '19)

Studies in contemporary metaphysics. Hoernle,
R. F. A. (Ap '20)

Studies in Dante. Moore, E: (S '17)

Studies in democracy. Gulliver, J. H. (My '17)

Studies in electro-pathology. Robertson, A. W.
(My '19)

Studies in. electro-physiology. Baines, A. E.
(Mr '19)

Studies in French forestry. Woolsey, T. S.
(Mr '21)

Studies in history and politics. Fisher, H. A.
L. (D '20)

Studies in insect life. Shipley, A. E. (N '17)

Studies in literature. Quiller-Couch, A. (F '19)

Studies in map reading and field sketching.
Shaw, W. J. (Jl '19)

Studies in Mark's Gospel. Robertson, A. T:
(S '19)

Studies in Spanish-American literature. Gold-
berg, I: (My '20)

Studies in statecraft. Butler, G. G. (Jl '21)
Studies in the Elizabethan drama. Symons,

A. (N '19)

Studies in the history of ideas. Columbia uni-
versity. Dept. of philosophy. (Ap '19)

Studies in the problem of sovereignty. Laski,
H. J. (S '17)

Studies of contemporary poets. Sturgeon, M. C.
(Ja '21)

Studies on the influence of the classics on Eng-
lish literature. Goldmark, R. I. (Je '19)

Study and criticism of Italian art. Berenson. B.
(Jl '17)

Study and enjoyment of pictures. Brigham,
G. R. (Je '17)

Study for the times. McKim, W: D. (Ja '21)

Study in Christology. Relton. H. M. (Ja '18)
Study in English metrics. Crapsey, A. (Ja '19)

Study of Calvin, and other papers. Menzies, A.
(Je '19)

Study of English and American writers. Clark,
J: S. (Je '17)

Study of fabrics. Turner, A. (Mr '19)

Study of nations. Tuell, H. E. (Mr '20)

Study of poetry. Perry, B. (Ag '20)
Study of the physical vigor of American wo-

men. Jacobs, E. K. (F '21>

Study of the weather. Chapman, E. H. (Je
•20)

Study of women delinquents in New York state.
Fernald, M. R., and others. (My '21)

Stuff and nonsense. Malcolm, I. Z. (S '19)
Stuff o' dreams; and other plays. Hunter, R.

(P '20)

Sturdy oak. Merwin, S:, and others. (D '17)

Sturge, Joseph, 1793-1859
Hobhouse, S. Joseph Sturge. (D '20)

Style books
Ives, G: B. Text, type, and style. (O '21)

Sub. Taffrall, pseud. (S '18)

Subconsciousness
Geley, G. From the unconscious to the con-

scious. (My '21)

Hunt. H. E. Self-training. (Je '20)
Lawrence, D: H. Psychoanalysis and the un-

conscious. (Jl '21)
Sube Cane. Partridge, E: B. (N '17)
Subject-index to the poems of Edmund Spen-

ser. Whitman, C: H. (D '19)
Submarine and anti-submarine. Newbolt.

H: J: (My '19)

Submarine boats
Abbot, W. J: Aircraft and submarines. (Je

•18)

Collins, A. F: and V. D. Boys' book of sub-
marines. (F '18)

Hay. M. F. Secrets of the submarine. (N
•17)

Lake, S. Submarine in war and peace.
(N '18)

Submarine warfare
Domville-Fife, C: W: Submarine warfare of

to-day. (D '20)

Domville-Fife, C: W: Submarines and sea
power. (D '20)

Frost, W. German submarine warfare. (F
'19)

Submarine warfare of to-day. Domville-Fife,
C: W: (D '20)

Submarines and sea power. Domville-Fife,
C: W: (D '20)

Substance of a dream. Bain, F. W:, tr. (Ap
'20)

Substance of Gothic. Cram, R. A. (N '17)
Substitute millionaire. Footner, H. (N" '19)
Substitutes for the saloon. Calkins, R., and

Peabody, F. G. (Je '20)
Suburban sage. See Bunner, H: C. Stories.
Succeeding with wliat you have. Schwab, C: M.

(Ap '17)

Success
Babson, R. W. Fundamentals of pro.sperity.
(F '21)

Babson, R. W. Making good in business.
(D '21)

Bruce, H: A. B. Self-development. (N '2t)
Conwell, R. H. How a soldier may succeed

after the war. (D '18)
Conwell, R. H. What you can do with your

will power. (Je '17)

Fowler, N. C, jr. Grasping opportunity. (N
'17)

Hamby, W: H: Way of success. (Ag '18)
Jackson, B. B., and others, comps. Thrift
and success. (Mr '20)

Kimball, G. S. Gaining the round above. (D
•18)

Marden, O. S. Ambition and success. (D '19)

Marden, O. S. You can, but will you? (Jl
•20)

Maxwell, W: M. If I were twenty-one. (D
•17)

Schwab, C: M. Succeeding with what you
have. (Ap '17)

Success. Adams, S: H. (N '21)

Success. Cunninghame Graham, R. B. (F '18)
Success in the suburbs. McMahon, J: R. (Jl

'17)

Successful canning and preserving. Powell, O.
(O '17)

Successful family life on the moderate income.
Abel, M. W. (O '21)

Such nonsense. Wells, C. (D '18)

Sudden Jim. Kelland, C. B. (Mr '17)
Suffering husbands. Irwin, W. A. (Ag '20)

Suffrage
Cruikshank, A. B. Popular misgovernment

in the United States. (Mr '21)

Porter, K. H. History of suffrage in the
United States. (F '19)

Seymour, C:, and Frary, D. P. How the
world votes. (Ap '19)

Sugar
Bassett, S. W. Story of sugar. (Ja '18)

Sugar-beet in America. Harris, F. S. (Ap '19)

Suggestion and autosuggestion. Baudouin, C:
(Mr '21)

Suggestions. Dana, J: C. (S '21)

Suliy, James, 1842-
Sully, J. My life and friends. (Ja '21)

Sum of feminine achievement. Dorland, W:
A. N. (F '18)

Summer, ^^'harto-^, E. N. (Ag '17)

Summer in the gins' camp, (joale, A. W. (O
19)

Summons. Mason, A. E: W. (D '20)

Sun, New York
O'Brien, F. M. Story of the Sun. (Ja "19)

Sun of Quebec. Altsheler, J. A. (N '19)

Sun-up. Ridge, L. (F '21, Ag '21)

Sunbeams, Inc. Street, J. L. (D '20)

Sundar Singh. See Singh, Sundar
Sunday schools
Cuninggim, J. L., and North, B. M. Organi-
zation and administration of the Sunday
school. (P '20)

Davidson, J: Means and methods in the re-
ligious education of the young, with special
reference to the Sunday school. (Ag '18)
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Danielson, F. W. Methods with beginners.
(N '21)

Schmauic, T. E. How to teach in Sunday-
school. (Ag '20)

Sunday story hour. Cragin. L. E. (D '17)

Sundays in college chapels since the war. Pea-
body. F. G. (F '22)

Sunny Ducrow. Cooper, H: St J. (My '20)

Sunny slopes. Hueston, E. (O '17)

Sunrise from the hiU-top. Barmby, B. (P '20)

Sunset Canada, British Columbia and beyond.
Bell, A. (Jl "18)

Sunshine beggars. Fenollosa. M. (My '18)

Sunshine In Underwood. Champion, J. (Jl
'20)

Supernatural In fiction
Blrkhead. E. Tale of terror. (S '21)

Scarborough, D. Supernatural in modern Eng-
lish fiction. (D '17)

Supers and supermen. Guedalla, P. (Je '21)

Superstition
(ilodd, E: Magic in names and in other

things. (My '21)

Goldsmith, M. Signs, omens and supersti-
tions. (N '18)

Read, C Origin of man and his superstitions.
(Ap '21)

Thomas, D. L. and L. B. Kentucky super-
stitions. (F '21)

Superstition of divorce. Chesterton, G. K. (Je
'20)

Supervised study in American history. Simp-
son, M. E. (Ja '19)

Supervised study In English, for junior high
school grades. McGregor, A. L. (D '21)

Supervision of Instruction. Nutt, H. W, (Jl
'20)

Supplement to the letters of Horace Walpole.
Walpole, H. (Ja '20)

Supplementary magic. ElbiQuet, pseud. (Jl
'17)

Surgeon Grow. Grow, M. C. (Je '18)

Surgeon in arms. Manion, R. J. (Jl '18)

Surgery, Military
Bundy, E. R. Surgical nursing in war. (Jl

'18)

Surgical nursing In war. Bundy, E. R. (Jl '18)

Surnames. Weekley, E. (Je '17)

Surprises of life. Clemenceau, G. E. B: (O
•20)

Survey of English literature. Elton, O. (Mr
'21)

Survey of international relations between the
United States and Germany. Scott, J. B.
(Ap '18)

Survey of religious education in the local
church. Bower. "W: C. (Mr '19)

Survey of the ancient world. Breasted, J. H:
(S '19)

Survival of Jesus. Skrine, J: H. (D '17)
Susan Lenox. Phillips, D: G. (Mr '17)
Suspense. Ostrander, I. E. (S '18)

Sussex, England
Hopkins, R. T. Kipling's Sussex. (Je '21)

Suum cuique. Sonneck, O. G: T. (S '17)

Suvarov, Alexander Vaslllevlch, count, 1729-
1800

Blease, W. L. Suvorof. (S '21)
Swallow. Dunbar. R. (Jl '19)

Swatty. Butler, E. P. (Ap '20)

Swaziland
O'Neil, O. R. Adventures in Swaziland. (N

'21)

Sweden
Stefansson, J. Denmark and Sweden, with
Iceland and Finland. (Ap '18)

History
Gade, J: A. Charles the twelfth, king of
Sweden. (Ag '17)

Swedenborg, Emanuel, 1688-1772
Trobrldge, Q: Efmanuel Swedenborg. (F '20)

Sweden's laureate. Heldenstajn, K. G. V. ron
(P '20)

Swedish poetry
Stork, C: W., comp. Anthology of Swedish

lyrics. (Mr '18)

Sweeps of ninety-eight. See Masefield, J:
Locked chest. (Ap '17)

Sweet peas
Taubenhaus, J. J. Culture and diseases of
the sweet pea. (N '17)

Sweet potatoes
Hand, T: E., and Cockerham, K. L. Sweet

potato. (Mr '21)
Sweet Rocket. Johnston, M. (D '20)

Swoet stranger. Onions, B. (Ap '21)

Sweethearts unmet. Onions, B. (Ap '20)

Swift, Jonathan, 1667-1745
Vanhomrigh, B. Vanessa and her cor-
respondence with Jonathan Swift. (Ag
21)

Swimming
Handley, L. de B. Swimming and waterman-

ship. (O '18)

Kellermann, A. How to swim. (Ag '18)

ShelField, L. and N. C. Swimming simplified.
(F '21)

Swimining simplified. Sheffield, L. and N. C
(F '21)

Swinburns, Algernon Charles, 1837-1909
Gosse, E. W: Life of Algernon Charles Swin-

burne. (Je '17)

Henderson, W. B. D. Swinburne and Landor.
(Ja '19)

Kernahan, C. Swinburne as I knew him. (Je
'20)

Swinburne, A. C: Algernon Charles Swin-
burne. (Jl '17)

Swinburne, A. C: Letters of Algernon
Charles Swinburne. (My '19)

Swine
Smith, W: W. Pork-production. (S '20)

Swing of the pendulum. Spadoni, A. (Ap '20)

Swiss fairy tales. Griffls, W: E. (O '20)

Switzerland
Army

Kuenzli, F: A. Right and duty. (Ap '17)

History

De Koven, A. Counts of Gruy^re. (Ap '17)

Politics and government
Bonjour, F. Real democracy In operation.

(Jl '20)

Brooks, R. C. Government and politics of

Switzerland. (Ja '19)

Sword. Warren, G. (O '19)

Sword of Deborah. Jesse, F. T. (S '19)

Sword of liberty. Hutchlns, P. W. and C. J.

(D '21)

Sword of the spirit. Humphrey, Z. (F '21)

Swords. Howard, S. (F '22)

Sworn brothers. Gunnarsson, G. (S '21)

Sylvander and Clarlnda. Burns, R. (D '17)

Sylvia & Michael. Mackenzie, C. (S '19)

Symbolist movement in literature. Symons, A.

(My '19) „
Sympathy and system in giving. Street, B.

(N '21)

Syndicalism
Brissenden, P. F: I. W. W.; a study of Amer-
ican syndicalism. (Jl *19)

Russell, B. A. W. Proposed roads to freedom.
(Ap '19)

, . ,

Scott, J: W. Syndicalism and philosophical
realism. (F '20)

Synonyms
Crabb. G: English synonymes. (Je '17)

Synoptic gospels and the Book of Acts. Hayes.
D. A. (P '20)

Syphilis
Hpricourt. J. Social diseases. (Ap 21)

Stokes, J: H. Third great plague. (Je '18)

Vedder, E. B. Syphilis and public health. (S

'19)

Syphilis and public health. Vedder. E. B. (S
•19)

Syrens. Allan, D. (D '21)

Syia , „ ,

McGilvary, M. Dawn of a new era In Syria.

(D '20) „ ,
Rihbanv. A. M. America: save the near Bast.

(F '19)

Social life and customs

Rihbanv, A. M. Hidden treasure of Rasmola.
(F '2i)
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System of animate nature. Thomson, J: A.
(Ja '21, Ag '21)

System of financial administration of Great
Britain. Wllloughby, W: F.. and others.
(O '17)

T., B. L. See Taylor, B. L. (Ja '22)

TNT, trinitrotoluenes and mono- and dinl-
trotoluenes. Smith. G. C. (Ja '19)

Tabb, John Banister, 1845-1909
Tabb, J. M. Father Tabb. (Ag '21)

Taboo and genetics. Knight, M. M., and others.
(S '21)

Tabular views of universal history. Putnam,
G: P., comp. (Ap '20)

Tactics
Bugge, J. Practical minor tactics. (Jl '21)

Tactics and duties for trench fighting. Bert-
rand, G., and Solbert, O. N. (Mr "18)

Tactics and technique of river crossings. Mer-
tens. J. K. L. von. (Jl '18)

Taffrail, pseud. See Hainsselin, M. T: (Je '19)

Taft papers on League of nations. Taft, W: H.
(Ja '21)

Tagore, Sir Rabindranath (Ravindranatha
Thakura), 1861-

Radhakrishnan, S. Philosophy of Ratlndra-
nath Tagore. (F '20)

Sastri, K. S. R. Sir Rabindranath Tagore.
(Ap '17)

Tagore, Sir R. My reminiscences. (Jl '17)

Tahiti
Gauguin, P. Noa Noa. (F '20)
MacQuarrie, H. Tahiti days. (D '20)
O'Brien, F: Mystic isles of the South seas.
(My '21)

Talllandier, Mme Saint-Ren6. See Saint-Ren6
Taillandier, Mme.

Taint in politics. McCabe, J. (O '20)
Take it Irom Dad. Livermore. G: G. (F '21)
Taker. (3oodman, D. C. (S '19)
Taking the count. Van Loan, C: E. (N '19)
Tale of a walled town. (Ja '22)
Tale of Mr Tubbs. Buckrose, J. E., pseud. (Jl

'19)

Tale of terror. Birkhead, B. (S '21)
Tale that is told. Niven. F: J: (D '20)
Talent in drawing. Manuel, H. T. (Ap '20)
Tales from a dugout. Empey, A. G. (D '18)
Tales from a famished land. Hunt, E: E. (Je

•18)

Tales from a rolltop desk. Morley, C. D. (Jl
'21)

Tales from birdland. Pearson, T: G. (N '18)
Tales from Boccaccio. Boccaccio de Certaldo,

G. (O '18)

Tales from the secret kingdom. Gate, E. M.
(D '19)

Tales of a cruel country. Kenyon, C. P. (P
'20)

Tales of a vanishing river. Reed, E. H. (F
'21)

Tales of Aegean intrigue. Lawson, J: C. (My
•21)

Tales of an old seaport. Munro, W. H. (Mv
•18)

Tales of enchantment from Spain. Eells E
S. (N ^20)

Tales of fishes. Grey, Z. (O •ig)
Tales of folk and fairies. Pyle, K. (D •ig)
Tales of giants from Brazil. Eells, E. S. (D

'18)

Tales of my native town. Annunzio, G. d'.
(Ap '20)

Tales of mystery and horror. Level, M. (O
'20)

Tales of secret Egypt. Rohmer, S., pseud. (Je

Tales of Serbian life. Davies, E. C. (F '20)
Tales of the Persian genii. Olcott, F. J. (Ja

18)
Tales of the revolution. Artsvbashev, M. P. (S

'17)

Tales of three hemispheres. Dunsany, E: J: M.
D. P. (Mr ^20)

Tales of true knights. Krapp, G: P. (O '21)
Tales of war. Dunsany, E: J: M. D. P. (D '18)
Tales of wartime France. (O '18)
Tales of wonder and magic. Pyle, K. (F '21)

Tales out of court. Hill, F: T. (D '20)
Tales retailed of celebrities and others.

D'Oyly. W. H. (N '20)
Talking business. Clapp, J: M. (Ag '20)
Talks on talking. Kleiser, G. (Je '17)
Talks to Sunday-school teachers. Weigle, L. A.

(D '20)
Talks to writers. Hearn, L. (D '20)
Talks with T. R. Leary, J: J., jr. (Je '20)
Tall villa. Harrison, M. S. (Mr '20)
Tallentyre, S. G., pseud. See Hall, E. B. (N '19)
Talleyrand maxim. Fletcher, J. S. (Mr '20)
Tam o'the Scoots. Wallace, E. (My '19)
Tamarisk town. Kaye-Smlth, S. (Jl '20)
Taming New Guinea. Monckton, C. A. W. (Ag

'21)

Taming of Nan. Holdsworth, B. (Ap 'SO)

Tammany Hall
Myeis, G. History of Tammany Hall. (D '17)

Tang of life. Knibbs, H: H. (N '18)

Tanganyika territory
Joelson, F. S. Tanganyika territory. (Je

'21)

Tangled threads. Porter, E. (Ja '20)
Tangled trails. Raine, W: M. (F '22)
Tank corps. Williams-Ellis, C. and A. (Ap '20)

Tankard of ale. Maynard, T., comp. (O '20)

Tanks, Military
Williams-Ellis, C. and A. Tank corps. (Ap

•20)

Tariff
France

Girault, A. Colonial tariff policy of France.
(Jl ^17)

Tarklngton, Booth, 1869-
Holliday, R. C. Booth Tarklngton. (Mr '18)

Tarpaulin muster. Masefield, J: (D '19)
Tarr. Lewis. W. (S '18)

Tarzan the untamed. Burroughs, B. R. (O
•20)

Taste
Hollingworth, H. L., and PofCenberger, A. T.
Sense of taste. (D '17)

Tatterdemalion. Galsworthy, J: (MV '20)

Tattler, pseud. See Leupp, F. E. (N '19)

Tavern. Eng title of Cape Currey. Juta, R.
(S '20)

Tawi Tawi. Dodge, L: (My '21)

Taxation
Lutz, H. L. State tax commission. (My '18)

Rossmoore, E. E. Federal corporate in-
come taxes. (Je '21)

Scheftel. Y. Taxation of land value. (F '18)

Stamp, J. C: Fundamental principles of
taxation in the light of modern develop-
ment.s. (Ag '21, F '22)

Withers, H. Our money and the state. (N
'17)

Taxation in the new state. Hobson, J: A. (My
'20)

Taxation of mines in Montana. Levine, L:
(F '20)

Taxi. Chamberlain. G: A. (Ag '20)

Taylor, James Monroe, 1848-1916
Haight, E. H. Life and letters of James
Monroe Taylor. (D '19)

Teacher. Pearson, F. B. (Je '21)

Teacher, the school and the home. McFee,
I. N. (S '19)

T"G3chcrs
Chancellor, W: E. Health of the teacher.
(N '19)

Curtis, H: S. Recreation for teachers. (O
'19)

Foght, H. W. Rural teacher and his work In
community leadership. (Je '18)

Salaries, pensions, etc.

Burgess, W. R. Trends of school costs. (Ja
'21)

Cattell, J. M. Carnegie pensions. (S '19)

Studensky, P. Teachers' pension systems in

the United States. (Mr '20)

Teachers' pension systems in the United
States. Studensky, P. (Mr '20)

Teaching
Berg, D: B. Personalityculture by college

faculties. (My '21)

Betts, G: H. Class-room method and man-
agement. (N '17)
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Colvin. S. S. Introduction to high school
teaching. (Ap '18> ^ .^„^

Davis, S. E. Work of the teacher. (F 20)

Foster, H. H. Principles of teaching in sec-
ondary education. (O '21)

Gregory, J: M. Seven laws of teaching. (My
18)

Home, H. H. Teacher as artist. (Jl *17)

Jerusalem, W. Problems of the Becondary
teacher. (N '19)

Kendall, C. N., and Mirick, G: A. How to

teach the special subjects. (Ja '19)

Klapper, P., ed. College teaching. (Je '20)

La Rue, D. W. Science and the art of teach-
ing. (S '18)

Maxwell, C: R. Observation of teaching. F
'18)

Monroe, W. S. Measuring the results of

teaching. (Mr '19)

Nutt, H. W. Supervision of instruction. (Jl

•20)
Parker, S: C. General methods of teaching

in elementary schools. (O '19)

Parker, S: C. Methods of teaching in high
schools. (Jl '20)

Patri, A. Schoolmaster of a great city. (Jl

•17)

Pearson, F. B. Teacher. (Je '21)

Pearson, F. B. Vitalized school. (O '17)

Sears, J. B. Classroom organization and
control. (Ja '19)

Strayer, G: D., and Engelhardt, N. L: Class-
room teacher. (D '20)

Strayer, G: D.. and Norsworthy, N. How to
teach. (S '17)

Wayland, J: W. Christ as a teacher. (O '19)

Winship, A. E: Danger signals for teachers.
(N 'IS)

Woodley, O. I. and M. V. Profession of teach-
ing. (Ja '18)

Woofter, T: J. Teaching in rural schools. (Ja
•18)

"Wright, H: P. Young man and teaching.
(Jl '20)

Teaching geography by problems. Smith, E:
E. (O '21)

Teaching home economics. Cooley, A. M., and
others. (My '20)

Teaching manual and industrial arts. Grif-
fith. I. S: (Ag '20)

Teaching of agriculture. Nolan, A. "W. (Ag
'18)

Teaching of government. American political
science association. (Je '17)

Teachinc; of history. Hasluck. E. L: (F '21)

Teaching of hygiene in the grades. Andress,
J. M. (My '18>

Teaching of science in the elementary school.
Trafton. G. H. (S '18)

Teaching of spelling. Tidyman, W. F. (P
'20)

Teaching the child patriotism. Clark, K.
(Jl '19)

Teaching the sick. Barton, G: E: (D '19)

Team play. Livermore, G: G. (D '21)

Technic of versification. Odling, W: (Jl '17)

Technical education
Marot, H. Creative impulse in industry. (S

•18)

Smith, H. B. Establishing industrial schooLs.
(Jl '17)

Steele, R. M. Aces for industry. (Ja '20)

Technical writing. Rickard, T: A. (N '20)

Technique of pageantry. Taft, L. (D '21)

Technique of social surveys. Elmer. M. C. (Ja
18)

Technique of the one-act play. Lewis, B. R.
(F '20)

Techno-chemical receipt book. Brannt, W: T.,
and Wahl. W: H:, eds. (D '19)

Teepee neighbors. Coolidge, G. (Mr '18)

Teeth
Care and hygiene

Ferguson, H. W. Child's book of the teeth.
(O '18)

Head. J. Everyday mouth hygiene. (Mr '20)

Ryan. T: J., and Bowers, E. F. Teeth and
health. (My ^21)

Teeth and health. Ryan, T: J., and Bowers,
E. F. (My '21)

Telegraph
Poole, J. Telegraphy, telephony and wire-

less. (Je '21)

Telegraphy, telephony and wireless. Poole, J.

(Je '21)

Telegraphy, Wireless. See Wireless telegraphy

Telephone
, ,,_^

Mavor, J. Government telephones. (Jl 17)

Poole, J. Telegraphy, telephony and wire-
less (Je '21)

Shepardson, G: D. Telephone apparatus. (Je
•17)

History

Paine, A. B. In one man's life. (N '21)

Telephony, Wireless. See Wireless telephony
"Tell me a story I never heard before."

Stewart M. (Ja '20>

Tell me another story. Bailey, C. S. (Jl '18)

Temperament. Wyllarde, D. (S '20)

Temperamental Henry. Merwin, S: (N '17)

Tempering. Buck, C: N. (Je '20)

Tempering; poems. Buck, H. S. (Je '20)

Temporary crusaders. Sommers, C. (N '19)

"Temporary gentleman'* in France. (O '18)

Temporary heroes. Sommers, C. (F '18)

Temptations. Pinski, D: (O '19)

Ten days that shook the world. Reed, J: (Ap
'19)

Ten-foot chain. Abdullah, A., and others. (D
'20)

Ten nours. Smith, C. L (N '21)

Ten -minute talks with workers. (O '20)

Ten months in a German raider. Cameron,
J: S. (O "18)

Ten one-act plays. Gerstenberg, A. (F '22)

Ten plays. Pmski. D: (My '20)

Ten years near the German frontier. Egan,
M. F. (Ap '19)

Tendencies in modern American poetry. Lowell,
A. (D '17)

Tenderfoot bride. Richards, C. E. (F '21)

Tennessee. Constitution
McClure, W. M. State constitution-making.

(Jl '17)

Tennis
Blackmore, S. P. Lawn tennis up-to-date.
(O '21)

Tildcn. W: T., jr. Art of lawn tennis. (Ap
21)

Tennyson, Alfred Tennyson, 1st baron, 1809-
1892

Alden, R. M. Alfred Tennyson. (N '17)

Pyre, J. F. A. Formation of Tennyson's
style. (N '21)

Tennyson, -Harold Courtenay, 1896-1916
Tennyson, H. C. Harold Tennyson, R. N.
(D '20)

Tension. De Da Pasture, E. E. M. (D '20)

Tenting to-night. Rinehart, M. (Jl '18)

Terrestrial and celestial globes. Stevenson,
E: L. (F '22)

Terrible island. Grimshaw, B. E. (D '20)

Terrier's tale. Meredith, E. G. (D '20)

Terror. Machen, A. (D '17)

Terry. Thomson, C: G. (Jl '21)

Test of scarlet. Dawson, C. W: (D '19)

Testing of continuous current machines.
Smith, C: F: (Jl '21)

Tete-d'or. Claudel, P. (F '20)

Teternikov, Fedor Kuzmlch. See Sologub, ^
pseud. (S '17)

Teutonic race
Leslie, S. Celt and the world. (Ap ^17)

Text, type, and style. Ives, G: B. (O '21)

Textbook. Hall-Quest, A. L. (My '19)

Textbook in the principals of science teaching.
Twiss, G: R. (Ag '18)

Textbook of applied aeronautic engineering.
Woodhon.=ie. H: (N '20)

Textbook of botany for colleges. Ganong,
W: F. (Je '17)

Textbook of filing. McCord, J. N. (My '20)

Text book of home nursing. Harrison, E. (My
19)

Textbook of naval aeronautics. Woodhouse,
H: (As '17)

Textbook of military aeronautics. Woodhouse,
H: (Jl '18)

Text book of precious stones. Wade, F. B-
(Mr '18)

Text-book of sanitary and applied chemistry.
Bailey, E. H: S. (O '17)

Textbook of sex education. Gallichan, W. M.
(Mr '21)
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Text book of wax nursing. Thurstan, V. (F
18)

Text book on motor car engrineering, v. 2.

Clark, A. G. (Ja '18)

Textbook on retail selling. Norton, H. R. (Ag
•19)

Textbooks
Hall-Quest, A. L. Textbook. (My '19)

Maxwell, C: R. Selection of textbooks. (Ja
•22)

Textile design
Nisbet, H. Grammar of textile design. (Ja

'20)

Textile Industry and fabrics
Beaumont, R. Union textile fabrication. (O

•20)

Davis, W: Hosiery manufacture. (O '20)

Fales, J. Dressmaking. (My '17)

Hunter, G: L. Decorative textiles. (F '19)

Klssell, M. J. Yarn and cloth making. (Ap
•19)

McGtowan. E. B., and Waite, C. A. Textiles
and clothing. (O '19)

Turner, A. Study of fabrics. (Mr '19)

Textiles and clothing. McGowan, E. B., and
Waite, C. A. (O '19)

Thames river
Tomlinson, H. M. London river. (D '21)

Thankful Spicers. Brownell, A. M. (O '21)

Tharon of Lost Valley. Roe. V. B. (F '20)

That affair at St Peter's. Brown, E. A. (Jl
'20)

That affair at "The Cedars." Thayer, L. (Mr
•21)

"That damn Y." Mayo, K. (Jl '20)

That girl March. Rainsford, W. H. (F ^21)

That human being, Leonard Wood. Hagedorn,
H. (Je ^20)

That one face. Roberts, R: (O '19)

That which hath wings. Graves, C. I. M.
(N '18)

That year at Lincoln high. Gollomb, J. (Ja
'19)

Theater
Adam^, J. Q. Shakespearean playhouses. (Ja

'18)

Bakshy, A. Path of the modern Russian
stage. (Je '17)

Belasco, D: Theater through its stage door.
(N '19)

Burleigh, L. Community theatre In theory
and practice. (D '17)

Cheney, S. Art theatre. (D '17)

Cheney, S. Open-air theatre. (My '19)

Craig, E: G. Theatre—advancing. (D '19)

Daly, J. F. Life of Augustin Daly. (D '17)

Dickinson, T: H. Insurgent theatre. (D "17)

Fiske, M. M. Mrs Flske. (D '17)

Ford, J. L. Forty-odd years in the literary
shop. (N '21)

Hamilton, C. Problems of the playwright. (D
•17)

Hamilton, C. M. Seen on the stage. (Ja '21)

Hornblow, A. History of the theatre in
America. (F '20)

Mackay, C. D. Little theatre in the United
States. (D '17)

Mitchell, R. Shakespeare for community
players. (Jl '20)

Nathan, G: J. Comedians all. (N '19)
Nathan, G: J. Mr George Jean Nathan pre-

sents. (Ja '18)

Nathan, 6: J. Popular theatre. (Ja '19)

Nathan, G: J. Theatre, the drama, the
girls. (Mr '21)

Phelps, W: L. Twentieth century theatre.
(Ja '19)

Rolland, R. People's theater. (Ja '19)

Sayler, O. M. Russian theatre under the
revolution. (Mr '20)

Smith, J: T. Parish theatre. (D '17)

Waugh, F. A. Outdoor theaters. (Ja '18)

Theater, Little
Stratton, C. Producing in little theaters. (N

'21)

Theatre—advancing. Craig, E: G. (D '19)

Theatre, the drama, the girls. Nathan, G: J.

(Mr '21)

Theatre through its stage door. Belasco, D:
(N '19)

Their friendly enemy. Hunting, H. G. (O '21)

Their mutual child. Wodehouse, P. G. (S '19)

Their son; The necklace. Zamacois, E. (Mr
'20)

Theobald, Lewis, 1688-1744
Jones, R: F. Lewis Theobald, his contribu-

tion to English scholarship. (S '19)
Theodore Roosevelt. Wilbur, R. J. (S '19)
Theodore Koosevelt and his time. Bishop, J.

B. (N '20)

Theodore Roosevelt's letters to his children.
Roosevelt, T. (O '19)

Theological study today. Meadville theological
school, Meadsville, Pennsylvania. (Ag '21)

Theology
Binns, L. E. Mr Wells' Invisible king. (N

•19)

Buckham, J: W. Progressive religious
thought in America. (Ja ^20)

Denney, J. Christian doctrine of xeconcilia-
tion. (O '18)

Forsyth, P: T. Justification of God. (Jl '17)
Gardner, P. Evolution in Christian doctrine.
(O -18)

Gordon, G: A. Humanism in New England
theology. (My '20)

Holland, H: S. Creeds and critics. (D '18)
Hough, L. H. Productive beliefs. (D '19)

McAfee, C. B. Christian faith and the new
day. (Je '20)

Rashdall, H. Idea of atonement in Christian
theology. (Je '20)

Rauschenbusch, W. Theology for the social
gospel. (F '18)

Study and teaching
Meadville theological school, Meadsville,
Pennsylvania. Theological stvidy today. (Ag
'21)

Smith, G. B., ed. Guide to the study of the
Christian religion. (Je '17)

Theology of the Epistles. Kennedy, H. A. A.
(F '21)

Theophanies. Underbill, E. (Ap '17)

Theories of Americanization. Berkson, L B.
(S '21)

Theories of energy. Perry, H. (F '19)

Theories of social progress. Todd, A. J. (Ag
'18)

Theory and calculation of electric circuits.
Steinmetz, C: P. (D '17)

Theory and history of banking. Dunbar, C: F.
(F '18)

Theory and practice of color. Snow, B. E., and
Froehlich, H. B. (Ap '19)

Theory and practice of mysticism. Addison,
C: M. (F '19)

Theory and practice of scientific manacement.
Thompson, C. B. (D '17)

Theory of electricity. Livens, G: H: (Ap '19)

Theory of environment. Roller, A. H. (My
'19)

Theory of evolution. Scott, W: B. (Jl '17)

Theory of the mechanism of survival. Smith,
W. W. (Jl '21)

Theosophy
Steiner, R. Investigations in occultism.
(Mr '21)

Therapeutics
Robertson, A. W. Studies in electro-

pathology. (My "19)

There was a king in Egypt. Lorimer, N. O.

(Ja '19)

There's no base like home. Witwer, H. C:
(Ag '20)

There's pippins and cheese to come. Brooks,
C: S. (Ja *18)

These many years. Matthews, B. (N '17)

These things shall be. Lansbury. G: (O '20)

These times. Untermeyer, L: (Je '17)

These young rebels. Sterrett, F. R. (O '21)

They the crucifled. Holt, F. T. (O '18)

They went. Douglas, N. (My '21)

They who understand. Whiting, L. (My '19)

Thibault, Jacques Anatole. See France, A.,

pseud. (Ja 'IS, F 21, Ag, '21)

Thieves' wit. Footner, H. (F '19)

Thing from the lake. Ingram, E. M. (Ja
'22)

ThinK.s I remember. Whitman, S. (Mr '17)

Things seen In Florence. Grlerson, E. W. (D
'21)

Things seen in London. Blake, A. H. (D '20)
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Things that have interested me. Bennett, A.
(My '21)

Thinning of the veil. Wallace, M. B. (N "19)

Third and fourth generation. Downing. E. R.
(My 'IS) „ ^

Third book of stories for the story-teller. Coe,
F. E., comp. (Ag '18)

Third estate. Bowen, M., pseud. (N '18)

Third great plague. Stokes, J: H. (Je '18)

Third Russian book. Forbes, N., ed. (N '17)

Third window. Sedgwick, A. D. (Jl '20)

Thirteen travellers. Walpole, H. S. (O '21)

Thirty cent bread. McCann, A. W. (Ag '17)

32 caliber. McGibeny, D. (F '21)

Thirty years in tropical Australia. White, G.
(Ap '19)

Thirty years of lynching in the United States.
National association for the advancement
of coJored people. (P '20)

This country of ours. Marshall, H. E. (F 18)

This famishing world. McCann A.. W. (Mr '"H)

This giddv globe. Herford, O. (P '20)

This is the end. Benson, S. (Ji '17)

This life and the next. Forsyth, P. T. (O '18)

This little world. Olmstead, F. (Je '21)

This man's world. Comfort, W. L . (D '21)

This marrying. Banning, M. C. (My '20^

This side of paradise. Fitzgerald, F. S. K. (Je
'20)

This simian world. Day, C. S., jr. (Ag '20)

This world of ours. Curie, J. H. (Mr "21)

Thomas a'Becket, St, 1118-1170
Watt, F. Canterbury pilgrims and their
ways. (D '18)

Thomas, Mrs Blanche Marie Louise. See
Strange, M., pseud (Jl '19)

Thomas. Creswell, H. B. (N '18)

Thompson, Francis, 18597-1907
Fisher, B: F. Francis Thompson. (D '17)

Le Buffe, F. P. Hound of heaven; an inter-
pretation. (D '21)

Thompson, Silvanus Phillips, 1851-1916
Thompson, J. S. and H. G. Sylvanus Phillips
Thompson. (D '20)

Thompson; an autobiography. (N '18)

Thomson, James (B. V., pseud.) 1834-1882
Meelfer, J. E: Life and poetry of James
Thomson. (Ja '18)

Thomson, William. 1819-1890
Thomson, W. Life and letters of William
Thomson, archbishop of York. (Ag '19)

Thoreau, Henry David, 1817-1862
Emerson, E: W. Henry Thoreau. (O '17)
Sanborn, F. B: Life of Henry David Tho-

reau. fJl '17)

Thorgils. Hewlett, M. H: (Mr *17)

Thoroughbred. Webster, H: K. (Mr '17)
Those Fitzenbergers. Martin, H. R. (Ap '17)

Those time and these. Cobb, I. S. (Ag '17)
Thought and expression in the sixteenth cen-

tury. Taylor, H: O. (Mr '21)

Thought and thinking
Kleiser, G. How to build mental power. (F

'18)

Robinson, J. H. Mind in the making. (Ja
'22)

Thought relics. Tagore, R. (Je '21)
Thoughts of a psychiatrist on the war and

after. White, W: A. (Jl '20)
Thoughts on religion at the front. Talbot, N. S.

(N '17)

Thousand faces. Thompson, F. S., and Gal-
vin, G: W. (Je '21)

Thread of flame. King, B. (O '20)
Threads. Stayton, F. (N '21)
Three aspects of the Russian revolution.

Vandervelde, fi. (Ja '20)
Three-base Benson. Barbour, R. H: (O '21)
Three black Pennys. Hergesheimer, J. (D '17)
Three centuries of American poetry and prose.

Newcomer, A. G., and others, eds. (Ja '18)
Three centuries of treaties of peace and their

teaching. Phillimore, W. G: F. (Ap '18)
Three chevrons. Bidder, H. F. (Ag '19)
Three-cornered hat. Alarc6n. P. A. de. (S '18)
Three French moralists. Gosse, E. W: (F '19)
Three Lancashire plays. Brighouse, H. (O

'20)

Three live ghosts. Isham, F: S. (F '19)
Three loving ladies. Dowdall, M. F. H. (Ag

•21)

Three Mulla-mulgars. De La Mare, W. J: (F
20)

Thieo of hearts. Onions, B. R. (My 'IS)

Three one-act plays. Young, S. (Ag '21)

Three one-act plays. Chapin, H. (S '21)

Three peace congresses of the nineteenth cen-
tury. Hazen, C: D., and others. (Je '17)

Three plavs. Lfslie. N. (My '20)

Three plays. Pinskl. D: (Ag '18)

Three plays of the Argentine. Bierstadt, E: H.,
ed. (Ap '20)

Three short plays. Barker, G. (F '18)

Three short plays. Watts, M. S. (Mr '17)

Three sides of Paradise Green. Seaman, A. H.
(D '18)

Three soldiers. Dos Passes, J: R., Jr. (O '21)

Three strings. Lincoln, N. S. (F '19)

Three taverns. Robinson, E. A. (N '20)

Three times and out. McClung, N. L. (Ap '19)

Three tremendous trifles. Elkins, F. B. (Jl
'19)

Three Welsh plays. Marks, J. A: (Ap '17)

Three's a crowd. Caine, W: (Ap '18)

Threshold. Cooke, M. B. (My '18)

Threshold of quiet. Corkery, D. (Je '18>

Thrice through the dark continent. Du Plessis,
J. (Ja '18)

Thrift
Jackson, B. B., and others, comps. Thrift
and success. (Mr '20)

Marden, O. S. Thrift. (F '19)

Straus, S. W: History of the thrift move-
ment in America. (Ap '20)

Thrift. Hall, B. (My '17)

Thrift and conservation. Chamberlain, A. H:
and J. F. (S '19)

Thrift in the household. Hughes, D. M. tMy
•18)

Thrilling deeds of British airmen. Wood, E,
(O '17)

Throttled! Tunney. T: J. (O '19)

Through British Guiana to the summit of
Roraima. Clementi, M. P. R. (S '21)

Through central Borneo. Lumholtz, K. S. (D
'20)

Through Egypt in war-time. Briggs, M. S.
(Ja '20)

Through Lapland with skis and reindeer. But-
ler, F. H. (N '18)

Through life and around the world. Blathwayt,
R. (O '17)

Through Mocking Bird Gap. Hall, J. (Jl '21)

Through Russia in war-time. Coxwell, C: F.
(O '17)

Through the Iron bars. Cammaerts, E. (O 17)
Through the Russian revolution. Williams, A.

R. (F '22)

Through the shadows with O. Henry. Jen-
nings, A. J. (F '22)

Through the year with Thoreau. Thoreau,
H: D: (N '17)

Through war to peace. Keller, A. G. (Je '18)

Thunder bird. Bower, B. M., pseud. (Je '19)

Thunderbolt. Weaver, G. (Ag '20)

Thus to revisit. Hueffer, F. M. (S '21)

Thuvia maid of Mars. Buri'oughs, E. R. (Ap
21)

Tidal lands. Carey, A. Er, and Oliver, F. W.
(S '19)

Tidal power. Struben, A. M. A. (Jl '21)

Tidal wave. Dell, E. M. (Ap '20)

Tide power
Struben, A. Tidal power tides and measure-
ment. (Jl '21)

Tideway. Ayscough, J:, pseud. (My '18)

Tie that binds. Porter. E. (Ja '20)

Tiger in the house. Van Vechten, C. (Ja
'21)

Tiger's coat. Dejeans, E. (Mr '17)

Tileston, Amelia Peabody
Tileston, M. W., ed. Amelia Peabody Tileston
and her canteens for the Serbs. (My '21)

Till the clock stops. Bell, J: J. (Ap '17)

Timber
Howard, A. L. Manual of the timbers of

the world. (Ja '21)

Timber wolves. Cronin, B. (My '21)

Timbers of commerce and their Identification.

Stone. H. (Ag '18)

Time and eternity. Cannan, G. (My '20)

Time spirit. Snalth, J: C. (S '18)

Time study and job analysis. Lichtner, W: O:
(N '21)
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Time telling through the ages. Brearley, H. C.
(O '20)

Tin Cowrie Dass. Rideout. H: M. (F '19)

Tin soldier. Bailey, T. (Je '19)

TInsmlthIng
Williams, H. V., pseud. New tinsmith's
helper and pattern book. (Ag '18)

Tiny toilers and their works. Clark, G. G. (N
•21)

Tire making and merchandising. Goodell,
F. R. (Je '19)

Tired radicals. Weyl, W. E: (O '21)

Tires, Automobile
Goodell, F. R. Tire making and merchan-

dising. (Je '19)

Tirpitz, Alfred P. Frledrlch von, 1849-
Tirpitz, A. P. F. von. My memoirs. (Ja

'20)

Tiss, a little Alpine waif. Spyri, J. (D '21)

Title. Bennett, A. (N *18)

Tivoll, pseud. See Bleackley, H. W: (O '17,

Jl '18, Ag '19)

To arms! Tinayre, M. (Je '18)

To Bagdad with tlie British. Clark, A. T. (My
•18)

To him that hath. Connor, R., pseud. (F '22)

To Kiel In the "Hercules." Freeman, L: R.
(D '19)

To let. Galsworthy, J: (O '21)

To Mexico with Scott. Smith, E. K. (Ja '18)

To mother. McCracken. B., ed. (O '17)

To the last man. Grey, Z. (F '22)

To the last penny. Lefevre, E. (My '17)

To the nations. Richard, P. (My '17)

To Verdun from the Somme. Brittaln, H. B.
(My '17)

To walk with God. Lane, A., and Beale, H.
S. (F '21)

Tobacco habit
Towns, C: B. Habits that handicap. (Mr

•20)

Tobacco manufacture and trade
Madsen, A. W. State as manufacturer and

trader. (Ap '17)

Tobias o' the light. Cooper, J. A. (Ag '20)

Toby, M. P., pseud. See Lucy, H: W: (F '21,

S '21)

Today's short stories analyzed. Neal, R. W.
(.Te '19)

Tokens of the eighteenth century connected
with book sellers and bookmakers. Long-
man, W. (Jl '17)

Told in the East. Mundy, T. (F '21)

Told in the huts. (Ag '17)

Toll of the road. Hill, M. (Jl '18)

Tolstoi, Leo NIkolalevich, count, 1828-1910
Ellis, H. New spirit. (Je '21)

Gorki, M., pseud. Reminiscences of Leo
Nikolaevich Tolstoy. (F '21, Ag '21)

Maude, A. Leo Tolstoy. (Ja '19)

Noyes, G: R. Tolstoy, (S '18)

Tolstoi, L. N., count. Diaries; v 1 (F '18)

Tolstoi, L. N., count. Journal. (N '17)

Tom and I on the old plantation. Rutledge,
A. H. (D '18)

Tom of the raiders. Bishop, A. (O '21)

Tombs
Davies, G. S. Renascence tombs of Rome.
(F '18)

Mace, A. C, and Winlock, H. E. Tomb of
Senebtisi at Lisht. (D '17)

To-morrow morning. Delano, E. (N '17)

"Tomorrow's yesterday. Benshimol, E. (N '20)

Tompkins, Daniel Augustus, 1851-1914
Tompkins, D. A. Builder of the new South.

(Ja '21)

Toni, the little wood-carver. Spyri, J. (O '20)

Tony Sarg marionette book. Mclsaac, F. J.

(Ja '22)
Too old for dolls. Ludovici, A. M. (Jl '21)

Tool and machine setting. Gates, P. (Jl '21)

Top-floor idyl. Van Schaick, G: G. (N '17)

Top o' the mornin.' MacManus, S. (N '20)

Top of the continent. Yard, R. S. (D '17)
Top of thfi world. Dell, E. M. (N '20)

"Topaz story book. Skinner, A. M. and E. L.,
comps. (Ja '18)

Topee and turban. Newell. H. A. (My '21)

Topless towers. Ashmun, M. B. (D '21)

Topography
National research council. Military geology
and topography. (F '19)

Topography and strategy in the war. Johnson,
D. W. (F '18)

Torch-bearers of Bohemia. Krj'shanovskaya,
V. I. (My '17)

Torchlight. AminofC, L. (S '21)

Torpedoes
Miessner, B: F. Radiodynamics. (Je '17)

Torrance from Texas. Ames, J. B. (O '21)
Torrent. Blasco Ibafiez. V. (D '21)

Tortoise. Benson, E: F: (N '17)

Tortoise. Borden-Turner, M. (S '21)

Toscanelll, Paolo del Pozzo, 1397-1482
Vignaud, H: Columbian tradition. (Je '21)

Tossed coins. Hare, A. CAp '21)

Totem and taboo. Freud, S. (N '18)

Touch and go. Lawrence, D: H. (Ag '20)

Touch of Abner. Cody, H. A. (D '19)

Tour. Couperus, L: M. A. (Jl '20)

Tour in a donkey-cart. Jennings, F. (Ag '21)

Tour in Mongolia. Bulstrode, B. (Ja '21)

'Tour of America's national parks. Reik, H: O.
(F '21)

Tour through Indiana In 1840. Parsons, J: (O
'20)

Touring afoot. Fordyce. C. P. (S '17)

Tourgfie, Albion WInegar, 1838-1905
Dibble, R. F. Albion W. Tourgfie. (S '21)

Toward the gulf. Masters, E. L. (Ap '18)

Toward the understanding of Jesus. Simkho-
vitch, V. G. (F '22)

Towards a sane feminism. Meikle, W. (N '17)

Towards industrial freedom. Carpenter, E: (F
'19)

Towards morning. Wylie, I. A. R. (O '18)

Towards new horizons. Wlllcocks, M. P.
(Jl '19)

Towards racial health. March, N. H. (Ap '20)

Towards reunion. (Mv '20)

Towards the dawn. Galway, C. (D '20)

Towards the goal. Ward, M. A. (S '17)

Tower from within. Younghusband, G: J: (N
'19)

Tower of ivory. MacLeish, A. (My '18)

Tower of London
Bell. W. G. Tower of London. (S '21)

Younghusband, G: J: Tower from within.
(N '19)

Tower of oblivion. Onions, O. (Ja '22)

Town improvement. Evans, F: N. (O '19)

Town labourer, 1760-1832. Hammond, J. L. L.
and B. (O '17)

Town planning for small communities. Bird,
C: S., jr. (Je '17)

Townesend, Mrs Stephen. See Burnett, F.
Towns of New England and old England, Ire-

land and Scotland. Forbes, A. (O '21)

Township line. Wilson, A. F: (N '19)

Toxic jaundice
Legge. T: M., and others. Origin, symptoms,
pathology, treatment and prophylaxis of
toxic jaundice. (N '17)

Toys
Kunou, C: A. American school toys and use-

ful novelties in wood. (Wy '20)

Petersen, L: C. Educational toys (Ap '21)

Thatcher, E . Making tin can toys. (My '20)

Toys of peace and other papers. Munro, H. H.
(.Te '19)

Trar-k athletics up to date. Clark, E. H. (Ag
'20)

Trackless regions. Warren, G. O. (Mr '18)

Tractor principles. Whitman, R. B. (F '21)

Tractors . , , x
Collins, A. F: Farm and garden tractors.

(Ja '21)

Currie, B. W. Tractor and its influence upon
the agricultural implement industry. (Je
•17)

Whitman. R. B. Tractor principles. (F '21)

Trade and navigation between Spain and the
Indies in the time of the Hapsburgs.
Haring, C. H: (F '19)

Trade associations. Naylor, B. H. (Mr 21)

Trade of to-morrow. Benn, E. J: P. (Ja '19)

Trade politics and Christianity in Africa and
the East. Macdonald. A. J: M. (Jl '17)

Trade tests. Chapman, J. C. and D. R. (Ap
'21)
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Trade unionism and labor problems. Commons,
J: R.. ed. (My '21)

Trade unions
Academy of political science. Labor disputes
and public service corporations. (Jl '17)

Beman, L.. T., comp. Closed shop. (Mr '21)

Budish, J. M., and Soule, G: New union-
ism in the clothing industry. (S '20)

Cole, Q: D. H. Introduction to trade union-
ism. (Mr '20)

Commons, J: R., ed. Trade unionism and la-

bor problems. (My '21)

Gompers, S: Labor and the common wel-
fare. (Ap '20)

Gompers, S: Labor and the employer. (O
'20)

Hoxie. R. F. Trade unionism in the United
States. (D '17)

Smelser, D: P. Unemployment aad Amer-
ican trade unions. (O '19)

"Webb, S. and B. History of trade unionism.
(Je '20)

Webb, S. Restoration of trade union condi-
tions. (D '17)

Wevforth, W: O. Organizability of labor.
(Ag '18)

Trading with Asia. Eldridge, F: R., jr. (Ja
'22)

Trading with Mexico. Thompson, W. (Ja
22)

Tradition. Van Vorst, M. (D '21)

Tradition and change. Waugh, A. (N '19)

Traditions of British statesmanship. Elliot, A.
R. D. (S '19)

Traditions of European literature. Wendell,
B. (Ja '21, Ag '21)

TrafRc field. (O '19)

Traffic in babies. Walker, G: (Ap '19)

Tragedy of a throne. Ebenthal, H. (O '17)

Tragedy of Armenia. Papazian, B. S. (Mr '19)

Tragedy of Bitlis. Knapp, G. H. (P '20)

Tragedy of labor. Halstead, W: R. (N '19)

Tragedy of Lord Kitchener. Esher, R. B. B.
(N '21)

Tragic bride. Young, F. B. (My '21)

Trail book. Austin, M. (D '18)

Trail makers. Burton. C: P. (Ja '20)

Trail of the beast. Abdullah, A. (O '19)

Trailin"! Brand, M. (Jl '20)

Trailing the Bolsheviki. Ackerman, C. W: (Ag
•19)

Trailmakers of the Northwest. Haworth, P. L.
(N '21)

Trails sunward. Rice, C. T. (Je 'IT")

Trails to Two Moons. Ritchie, R. W. (D '20)

Trails to v.oods and waters. Hawkes, C. (Mv
'20)

Trr.ininq- a staff. Super. P. (Ap '21>

Training and rewards of the physician. Cabot,
R: C. (Mr '18)

Training for a life insurance agent. Horner,
W. M. (S '17)

Training for librarianship. Friedel, J. H. (My
•21)

Training for sports. Camp, W. C. (My '21)

Training for store service. Women's educa-
tional and industrial union. (My '21)

Training for the electric railway business.
Fairchild, C: B. (D '19)

Training for the public profession of the law.
Reed, A. Z. (N "21)

Training for the trenches. Vickers, L. (Ag
'17)

Training industrial workers. Kelly, R. W.
(Mr '21)

Training of a salesman. Maxwell, W: (S '19)
Training of men for the world's future. Thwing,

C: F. (N '17)
Training the children. Hughes, J. L. (N '17)
Transactions of Lord Louis Lewis. Pertwee,

R. (Ap '18)

Translation
Amos. F. R. Early theories of translation.
(D '20)

Translations of foreign novels. Grimm, M. E.,
comp. (D '17)

Transportation
Johnson. E. R:, and Huehner, G. G. Princi-

ples of ocean transportation. (Je '18)

Transportation. Inland
Hulhert. A. B. Paths of inland commerce.
(D '20)

Transportation, Military
Dunn, W: E. Traveling under orders. (Jl
18)

Tran.svaal surrounded. Levds, W. J. (N '20)
Trap. Foster, M. (O '20)
Trapped in "black Russia." Pierce, R. (Mr '18)

Traubel, Horace, 1858-1919
Karsner, D: Horace Traubel. (F '20)

Travel stories. (O '20)

Travelers' aid societies
Baker, O. C. Travelers' aid society in Amer-

ica. (N '17)
Traveling publicity campaigns. Routzahn, M.

B. (P '21)
Traveling salesmanship. Douglas, A. W. (F

'20)

Traveling under orders. Dunn, W: E. (Jl '18)
Traveller in little things. Hudson, W. H. (N

'21)

Traveller in war-time. Churchill, W. (S '18)
Travelling companions. James, H: (Je '19)

Travels
Anderson, L Odd corners. (Ja *1S)
Anderson, W: A. South of Suez. (O '20)
Butler, P. H. Fifty years of travel by land,
water, and air. (Mr '21)

Childs, W. J. Across Asia Minor on foot. (My
'17)

Curie, J. H. Shadow-show. (Jl '20)
Curie, J. H. This world of ours. (Mr '21)
Curie, R: Wanderings. (Ag '20)
Forbes, R. Urconducted wanderers. (O '19)
Franck, H. A. Vagabonding down the Andes.
(N '17)

Franck, H. A. Working my way around the
world. (D '18)

Kipling, R. Letters of travel (Jl '20)
Millals, J: 6. Sportsman's wandsrlnga. (Mr

'20)

Safroni-Middleton, A. Vagabond's Odyssey.
(My -17)

Shklovskii, I. V. In far north-east Siberia.
(Ap '17)

Ware, M. S. Old world through old eyes. (O
'17)

Travels and adventures of Raphael Pumpelly,
Pumpelly, R. (F '21)

Travels in Philadeli)hia. Morley, C. D. (My
'20)

Treacherous grround. Bojer, J. (Jl '20)
Treasure. Mathews. G. S. (Ap *17)

Treasure and trouble therewith. Bonner, G.
(N '17)

Treasure mountain. Turpln, B. (O '20)

Treasure of the Isle of mist. Tarn, W: W.
(Jl '20)

Treasure of the land. Harris, G. (O '17)
Treasure train. Reeve, A. B: (D '17)

Treasures of coal tar. Findlay, A. (Jl '18)

Treasury of animal stories. Gask, L. (N 'T9)
Treasury of SngUsh prose. Smith, L. P., ed.

(Ap '20)

Treasury of fairy tales. Chaplin, A. (Ja '18)

Treasury of hero tales. Bryant, A. E., ed. (O
'20)

Treasury of heroes and heroines. Edwards, C.
(D '20)

Treasury of myths. McFee, I. N. (D '21)

Treasury of plays for children. Moses, M. J.,
ed. (D '21)

Treasury of seventeenth century English verse.
IMassingham, H. J:, ed. (D '20)

Treasury of war poetry, 1914-1919. Clarke,
G: H. (S '19)

Treasury of war poetry. Clarke, G: H., ed. (N
'17. D '18)

Treaties
Oakes, A: H:, and Mowat, R. B., eds. Great
European treaties of the nineteenth cen-
tury. (Ja '19)

Phillimore, W. G: F. Three centuries of trea-
ties of peace and their teaching. (Ap '18)

Ponsonhv, A. A: W: H. Wars and treaties.
(F '20)

Treatise on applied analytical chemistry. Vil-
lavecchia. V. (Ap '19)

Treatise on probability. Keynes, J: M. (N '21)

Treatise on i-einforccd concrete. Twelvetrees,
W. N. (Mr '21)

Treatise on the principles and practices of
harbour engineering. Cunningham, B. (F
'20)
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Treatment of Armenians In the Ottoman em-
pire, 1915-1916. Bryce, J. B., viscount. (Jl
•17)

Treatment of the problem of capital and labor
in social-study courses in the churches.
Blachly, C. D. (D '20)

Treaty-making power. Fleming, W: H: (O
'20)

Tree. Sir Herbert Beerbohm, 1853-1917
Beerbohm, M., comp. Herbert Beerbohm Tree.

(F '21)

Tree book. McFee, I. N. (O '19)

Tree of heaven. Sinclair, M. (Mr '18)

Tree of life. Fletcher, J: G. (F '20)

Trees
Dixon, R., and Fitch, F. E. Human side of

trees. (My '17)

Hare, M. C, ed. Message of the trees. (Je
'19)

McFee, I. N. Tree book. (O '19)

Rogers, J. E. Trees worth knowing. (Je '17)

Simmons, J. R. Historic trees of Massachu-
setts. (D '19)

Weed, C. M. Our trees. (Je '18)

Diseases and pests
Rankin, W: H. Manual of tree diseases.

(Je '19)
Trees, stars and birds. Moseley, E. L. (Mr

'19)

Treloars. Fisher, M. (N *17)
Trembling of a leaf. Maugham, W: S. (N '21)

Trench pictures from France. Redmond, W:
H. K. (Je '18)

Trench warfare
Bertrand, G., and Solbert, O. N. Tactics and

duties for trench fighting. (Mr '18)

Elliott, F. H. Trench fighting. (Ja '18)
Moss, J. A. Trench warfare. (N '17)
Smith, J. S. Trench warfare. (Ag '17)
Solano, E. J:, ed. Field entrenchments. (Ja

•IS)

Trend of the race. Holmes, S: J. (S '21)
Trends of school costs. Burgesa, W. R. (Ja

'2])

Tressider's sister. Clarke, I. C. (My '21)
Triangle of health. Arnold, A. C. (Ja '19)

Tricks and magic made easy. Squier, E: S.
(N '19)

Tricks of the trade. Squire J. C. (S '17)

Trlflers. Bartlett, F: O. (My '17)
Trigger of conscience. Ostrander, I. E. (Ja

'22)

Trimmed with red- Irwin, 'W. A. (Ag '20)

Trinitrotoluene
Smith, G. C. T N T, trinitrotoluenes and
mono- and dinitrotoluenes. (Ja '19)

Trinity
Harris, J. R. Origin of the doctrine of the

Trinity. (Ja '20)
McDowall, S. A. Evolution and the doctrine

of the Trinity. (F '20)
Trip to Lotus Land. Bell, A. (Ja '18)

Triple alliance
Coolidge, A. C. Origins of the Triple alliance.

(O '17)

Triple mystery. Luehrmann, A. (Ag '20)
Tristan and Iseult. Symons, A. (F 18)
Triumph. Harben, W. N. (O '17)
Triumph of Ideals. Wilson, W. (N '19)
Triumph of John Kars. Cullum, R. (Ja '19)
Triumph of the egg. Anderson, S. (D '21)
Triumph of the N.C.'s. Westervelt, G: C, and

others. (Je '20)
Trivia. Smith, L. P. (D '17)
Tropic days. Banfield, E. J. (F '20)
Tropical agriculture. Wilcox, E. V. (Je '17)
Tropical Holland. Torchiana, H: A. W. van

C. (N '21)
Tropical town. Selva, S. de la. (N '18)
Tropical wild life in British Guiana. Beebe,

W:, and others. (Je '18)
Trouble-the-house. Vermilye, K. (Ja '22)
Trouping for the troops. Mayo, M. (N '19)

Trout
Aston, G: Mostly about trout. (O '21)
Smith, O. W. Trout lore. (My '17)

Trout firo li.siig in Encclanrt .-ind South Africa.
Bennlon. B. (^Ap '21)

Trout fishing memories and morals. Sherlng-
ham. H. T. (N '20>

Truancy and non-attendance In the Chicago
schools. Abbott, E., and Breckinridge, S. P.
(Je '17)

Truce of God. Rinehart, M. (F '21)
Trucking to the trenches. Kautz, J: I. (Ag

'18)

True blue. Grattan-Smith. T. E. (N '20)
True La Fayette. Morgan, G: (Ja '20)
True love. Monkhouse, A. N. (S '20)

True philosopher, and other cat tales. Bacon,
P. (F '20)

True story of Alsace-Lorraine. Vizetelly, E. A.
(Ja "19)

True story of the Empress Eug6nie. Soissons,
G. J. R. E. C: E. de S. (My ^21)

True tales of the weird. Dickinson, S. (Mr
•21)

Trufanov, Sergiel Mikhallovich, 1880-
Trufanov, S. M. Mad monk of Russia, Illo-

dor. (Ap '18)

Trumbull. J. Jonathan, 1710-1785
Trumbull, J. Jonathan Trumbull. (Ja '20)

Trumpeter swan. Bailey, T. (D '20)

Trust problem. Jenks, J. W. (F '18;

Trusts, Industrial
Jenks, J. W. Trust problem. (F '18)

Montague, G. H. Business competition and
the law. (My '17)

Stetson, J. F. L., and others. Some legal
phases of corporate finance, reorganization
and regulation. (S '17)

Stevens, W: H. S. Unfair competition. (S
'17)

TriiPtv f^ervant. McFadden, G. V. (Ap '21)

Truth. Walston, C: (Ag '19)

Truth about China and Japan. Weale, B. L.
P.. pseud. (N '19)

Truth about Christian science. Snowden, J. H:
(Ja '21)

Truth about lynching and the negro in the
South. Collins, W. H. (F '20)

Truth about the treaty. Tardieu, A. P. G. A.
(Je '21)

Truth of spiritualism. Humphreys, E. M. J.

(Ag '20)

Truths we live by. Hudson, J. W: (Jl '21)

Tryst. Lutz. G. L. H. fJl '21)

TS6tS6 fllSS
Carpenter, G. D. H. Naturalist on Lake

Victoria. (Mr '21)

Tube milling. Del Mar, A. (Ja '18)

Tuberculosis ^^ .^_^
Cobbett, L: Causes of tuberculosis. (O '17)

H^riconrt, J. Social disea.ses. (Ap '21)

King, D. M. Battle with tuberculosis and
how to win it. (N '17)

Tudor Ideals. Einstein. L: D: (O '21)

Tumblefold. Whittaker, J. (My '19)

Tunnel. Richardson, D. M. (O '19)

Turbines . ... .
Fergus.«)on, F. F. Fundamental principles of
water power engineering (Ap '21)

Turkey , ,,
Abbott, G: P: Turkey, Greece and the great
powers. (My '17)

Benson, E: F: Crescent and iron cross. (Je
'18)

Hubbard, G. E. Day of the crescent. (F
•21)

Williams, T. Turkey. (N '21)

Description and travel

Poynter, M. A. M. When Turkey was
•Turkey. (Ag '21) ^ „ . ,

Ussher, C. D., and Knapp, G. H. American
physician in Turkey. (F '18)

History

Eversley, G: J: S., 1st baron. Turkish em-
pire. (Ja •IS)

, ^^ „„^
Pears, Sir E. Life of Abdul Hamid. (Ja 18)

Politics and government

Kemal, L Memoirs. (N '21)

Social life and customs

Dufferin and Ava. H. G., Marchioness of. My
Russian and Turkish journals. (My 17)

Turkey and the war. Jabotlnsky, V. (O 17)

Turkov Bowman. Croy. H. (N •20)

Turkish empire. Eversley, G: J: S., 1st baron.
(Ja ^18)
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Turmoil. Donaldson, R. A. (Ja '20)
Turn about Eleanor. Kelley, E. M. (Ja '18)

Turn about tales. Rice, A. C. and C. T. (O
'20)

Turn of the tide. Wise, J. C. (My '20)

Turn to the right. Musson, B. (Ja '18)
Turning: point. Robinson, H. P. (N '17)

Turnover of factory labor. Slichter, S. H. (S
'19)

Turnpikes of New England. Wood, F: J. (D
'20)

Turns about town. Holliday, R. C. (N '21)

Turnstile of night. Allison, W: (D '20)

Turquoise Cafion. Dunn, J. A. E. (Ap '20)

Turquoise story book. Skinner, A. M. and
E. L. (D '18)

Tuscany
Description and travel

Hooker, K. Byways in Southern Tuscany.
(Ja -19)

Tussaud, Mme Marie (Gresholtz), 1760-1850
Tussaud, J: T. Romance of Madame Tus-

saud's. (D '20)

Tutt and Mr Tutt. Train. A. C. (Je '20)

Twain, Mark, pseud. See Clemens, S: L.
Twelve, The. Blok, A. (Ag '21)

Twelve good musicians. Bridge, F: (My '21)

$1200 a year. Ferber, B., and Levy. N. (O '20)
Twelve men. Dreiser, T. (Je '19)

Twentieth century crusade. Abbott, L. (F '19)

Twentieth century French writers. Duclavuc,
M. (S '20)

Twentieth century theatre. Phelps, W: L. (Ja
'19)

Twentieth plane. Watson, A. D. (Ag '19)

Twenty. Benson, S. (O '18)

Twenty drawings. Glbran, K. (Je '20)
Twenty-five great houses of France. Cook, Sir

T. A. (Ap '17)

Twenty-flve years in the black belt. Edwards,
W: J. (My '19)

Twenty-four. Fitch, G: (Mr '17)

2400 business books and guide to business
literature Morley, L. H., and Kight, A. C.
(N '20)

Twenty minutes of reality. Montague, M. P.
(Jl '17)

Twenty-six clues. Ostrander, I. E. (Ag '19)
Twenty-six poems. Roberts, C. (N '18)

Twenty-three and a half hours' leave. Rine-
hart, M. (F '19)

Twenty-two goblins. Ryder, A. W., tr. (Ap
•18)

Twenty years at court. Stanley, E. J. (O '17)
Twenty years of Balkan tangle. Durham, M.

E. (Ap '21)

Twice American. Ingram, E. M. (D '17)
Twilight of the souls. Couperus, L: M. A. (N

'17)

Twin travelers in South America. Wade, M. H.
(D '18)

Twin travelers In the Holy Land. Wade, M. H.
(D '19)

Twinkletoes. Burke, T: (Ap '18)

Twins
Newman, H. H. Biology of twins (mammals).

(Ja '18)

Twisted trails. Oyen, H: (My '21)
Two alike. Delano, E. (F '19)

Two ancient Red cross tales. Wilson, P. W.
(O '18)

Two banks of the Seine. Vanderheym, F. H.
(Jl '19)

Two children In old Paris. Slaughter, G. E.
(Je '18)

Two Cromwells. De Lessellne, L. (Ag '19)
Two crossings of Madge Swalue. Davigrnon, H:

(Ag '19)
Two discourses dealing with medical education

In early New York. Bard, S: (S '21)
Two Indian children of long ago. Taylor, F. L.

(F '21)

Two men. Ollivant, A. (D '19)
Two mothers. Neihardt, J: G. (Je '21)
Two plays, and a rhapsody. Howard, K. (Je

Two summers in the ice-wilda of ea.stern Kara-
koram. Workman, F. and W: H. (Mr '18)

Two thousand questions and answers about the
war. (S '18)

Two towns—one city: Paris—London. Macdon-
ald, J: F. (Jl '18)

Two twilights. Beers. H: A. (N '17)
Two war years in Constantinople. Stuermer,

H. (Ap '18)
Tyltyl. Teixeira de Mattos, A. L: (N '20)

Tynan, Katharine. See Hinkson, K. (My '17,

O '19, Ap '20)
Types and breeds of farm animals. Plumb,

C: S. (O -20)
Types of children's literature. Barnes, W.,

comp. (Jl '19)
Types of great literature. Houston. P. H.,

and Bonnell, J: K., eds. (Ja '20)
Types of Pan. Preston, K. (Jl '19)

Typewriting
Owen, M. B. Secret of typewriting speed.

(Ja '18)

Typhoon's secret. Sheridan, S. N. (Ap '20)

Typography of advertisements that pay. Far-
rar, G. P. (N '17)

Tyrrell, George, 1861-1909
Tyrrell, G: George Tyrrell's letters. (D '20)

U. P. trail. Grey, Z. (Mr '18)

U-boat hunters. Connolly, J. B. (S '18)

Ukraine
Butler, R. New eastern Europe. (S '19)

Heifetz, E. Slaughter of the Jews in the
Ukraine in 1919. (Mr '21)

Rudnitsky, S. Ukraine. (O '18)

Ulster folklore. Andrews, E. TMy '19)

Ulster, Ireland
Hamilton, Lord E. W: Soul of Ulster. (S '17)

Ultimate democracy and its making. Sims,
N. L. (N '17)

Unbroken line. Allen, H. W. (Je '17)

Unbroken lines. Comstock. H. T. (Ja '20)

Unbroken tradition. Connolly, N. (O '18)

Uncensored celebrities. Raymond, E. T. (My
'19)

Uncensored diary. Bullitt, E. D. (My '17)

Uncensored letters of a canteen girl. (S '20)

Unchained Russia. Russell, C: E: (N '18)

Uncle Abner, master of mysteries. Post, M. D.
(D '18)

Uncle Joe's Lincoln. Steiner, E: A. (F '19)

Uncle Mosp.s. Asoh. S. (Ap '21)

Uncle Remus returns. Harris, J. C. (N '18)

Uncle Sam, fighter. Du Puy, W: A. (D '19)

Uncle Sam of Freedom Ridge. Montague, M.
P. (S '20)

Uncle Zeb and his friends. Frentz, E: W.
(Ja '20)

Uncollected poetry and prose of Walt Whit-
man. Whitman, W. (Ja '22)

Unconducted wanderers. Forbes, R. (O '19)

Unconquered. Diver. K. H. M. (D '17)

Unconscious crusader. Williams, S. C. (Je '20)

Undefeated. Snaith. J: C. (My '19)

Under boy scout colors. Ames, J. B. (D 'IT)

Under fire. Barbusse, H. (O '17)

Under tour flags for France. Musgrave, G: C.
(Mr '18)

Under sail. Riesenberg, F. (Ja '19)

Under the Bolshevik reign of terror. Power, R.
(Ap '20)

Under the German shells. Bourcier. E. (Jl

'18)

Under the Hermes. Graves, C. I. M. (Ap '18)

Under the maples. Burroughs, J: (D '21)

Under the Red cross flag at home and abroad.
Bonrdman. M. T. (Jl '18)

Under the rose. Johnson. A. (O '20)

Under the Turk in Constantinople. Abbott. G.
F. (My '21)

Undergraduate and his college. Keppel. F: P.
(Mr 'IS)

Undergrowth. Young. F. B. and E. B. (Ja
'21)

Understanding of good. Vletinghoff. J. de. (S
•21)

Understanding South America. Cooper. C. S.

(D 'ISI
Understood Betsy. Fisher. D. F. (O '17)

Undertakers and undertaking
Dowd, Q. L. Funeral management and

costs. (Je '21 >

Undertow. Norrls, K. (Ap '17)

Underwood mystery. Dutton, C: J. (Mr '21)

Underworld. Welsh. J. C. (N '20)
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Undying fire. Wells, H. G: (Jl '19)
Undying spirit of France. BarrSs, M. (Ap '18)
Uneasy street. Roche, A. S. (Mr '20)

Unemployment
Johnsen, J. E., comp. Selected articles on
unemployment. (S '21)

Mills, F: C. Contemporary theories of un-
employment and of unemployment relief.
(Ag -18)

Smelser, D: P. Unemployment and American
trade unions. (O '19)

Unemployment and American trade unions.
Smelser, D: P. (O '19)

Unexplored New Guinea. Beaver, W. N. (Mr

Unfair competition. Stevens, W: H. S. (S '17)
Unfinished program of democracy. Roberts,

R: (S '20)
Unhappy far-off things. Dunsany, E: J: M.

D. P. (Ja '20)
Unicorns. Huneker, J. G. (O '17)
Unified accounting methods for industrials.

Woods, C. E. (Jl '17)
Unifying the world. Clark, G. N. (My '21)
Union textile fabrication. Beaumont, R. (O
United States
Lapsley, G., ed. America of today. (Ja '20)
Moore, J: B. Principles of American diplom-

acy. (Mr '18)

Noguchi, Y. Japan and America. (Ag '21)
Patton, C. H. World facts and America's

responsibility. (My '19)
Smith, S. America's tomorrow. (Ja '20)
Thayer, W: R. Democracy, discipline, peace.

(Jl '19)

Aeronautics, Military
Knappen, T. M. Wings of war. (D '20)
Mitchell. W: Our air force. (Ap '21)
Porter, H. E. Aerial observation. (Jl '21)
Sweetser, A. American air service. (Jl '19)

Army
Carter. A. H., and Arnold, A. V. Field ar-

tillery instruction. (Ag '20)
Collins, P. A. Fighting engineers. (Jl 'IH)
Collins V. D. Boys' miUtary manual. (D

•18)

Complete U.S. infantry guide. (N '17)
Crowder, E. H. Spirit of selective service.
(My '20)

Crozier, W: Ordnance and the world war.
(Jl '20)

Crump, I. Conscripv 2989. (Ap '18)
Dunn, W: E. Traveling under orders. (Jl

18)
Ellis, O. O., and Garey, E. B. Plattsburg
manual. (My '17)

. Empey, A. G. First call. (Mr 'IS)
Falls, D. C. Army and navy information.

(Ja '18)

Gallishaw, J:, and Lynch, W: Man in the
ranks. (N '17)

Glenn, G. Army and the law. (O '19)
Gulick, L. H. Morals and morale. (Mr '19)
Hersey, H. Do's and don'ts in the army. (Ja

18)
Hunt, F. Blown in bv the draft. (Mv '18)
Kilner, W. G., and MacElroy, A. J. Canton-
ment manual. (F '18)

McCormick, R. R. Army of 1918. (D '20)
Mason, C: F. Complete handbook for the

sanitary troops of the U.S. army and naw,
and national guard and naval militia. (N
'17)

Odell, J. H: New spirit of the new army.
(Ap '18)

Parsons, W: B. American engineers in
France. (D '20)

Robbins. E: J., oomp. Universal drill manual.
(Ag '17)

Root, E. Military and colonial policy of the
United States. (Je '17)

Sutherland, S: J. Reserve officers' handbook.
(Ag '17)

Williams, D. Army and navy uniforms and
insignia. CMr '18)

Wrifrht, H. S. Our United States army. (Jl

Expeditionary force
rbase. J. r. .Soldiers all. CMv '20)
Dawes, C: G. Journal of the great war. (S

21)

Marcosson, I: F: S. O. S. (My '19)
Noyes, F. N. My A. E. F. (Ag '20)
Skillman, W. R. A. E. F. (Je '20)
Taylor, E. G. New England in France, 1917-

11)19. (D '20)
Thomas, S. History of the A. E. F. (D '20)

Biography
Abbott, L. Silhouettes of my contemporaries.
(D '21)

Humphrey, G. Women in American history.
(S '21)

Husband, J. Americans by adoption. (Jl

Leupp, F. E. National miniatures. (Ag '18)
Wildman, E. Famous leaders of industry.
(My '20)

Church history
Maxson, C: H. Great awakening in the mid-

dle colonies. (D '20)

Civilization

Rodrigues, G. People of action. (F '19)

Commerce
Collins, J. H. Straight business in South
America. (Mr '21)

Eldridge, F: R., jr. Trading with Asia. (Ja
'22)

Ford, L. C, and Ford, T: F. Foreign trade
of the United States. (Ja '21)

Hulbert, A. B. Paths of Inland commerce.
(D '20)

Moore, J. T. M. American business In
world markets. (Je '19)

Notz, W: F:, and Harvey, R: S. American
foreign trade. (Ja '22)

Pepper, C: M. American foreign trade. (O
'19)

Savay, N. L. Principles of foreign trade.
(F '20)

Thompson, W. Trading with Mexico. (Ja
'22)

Vedder, G: C: American methods in foreign
trade. (Ag '19)

Congress
Senate

Hayden, R. Senate and treaties, 1789-1817.
(Je '21)

Constitution
Corwln, E: S: Constitution and what It

means today. (N '20)

MacDonald, W: New constitution for a new
America. (Ja 22)

Meigs, W: M. Relation of the Judiciary to
the constitution. (O '20)

Scott, J. B., ed. Judicial settlement of con-
troversies between states of the American
union. (Jl '20)

Sutherland. G: Constitutional power and
world affairs. (My '19)

Defenses
BuUard, A. Mobilising America. (My '17)

Howe, L. Universal military training and
service. (Je '17)

Johnsen, J. E., comp. Selected articles on na-
tional defense. (F '21)

Kuenzli, F: A. Right and duty. (Ap '17)

Marcosson. I: F: Leonard Wood, prophet of
preparedness. (Je '17)

Roosevelt, T. National strength and Inter-
national duty. (Je '18)

Van Valkenburgh, A., comp. Selected articles
on national defense. (Ap '17)

Wise, J. C. Call of the Republic. (Jl '17)

Description and travel

Abdy, H. B. On the Ohio. (N '19)

Allen, E: F., ed. Guide to the national parka
of America. (D '18)

Bryas, M. de and J. de. Frenchwoman's Im-
pressions of America. (Jl '20)

Diluot, F. New Aniorica. (.To '10)

Dumbell, K. E. M. Seeing the West. (O '20)

Eaton. W. P. Green trails and upland pas-
tures. (D '17) _ _^,

Glbbs, P. H. People of destiny. (O '20)
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Holtz, M. E., and Bemis, K. I. Glacier na-
tional park. (Jl '17)

Johnson, C. What to see in America. (Ap
'20)

Lucas, E: V. Roving east and roving west.
(O '21)

MacQuarrie, H. Over here. (Je '18)

Massey, B. It might have been worse. (My
•20;

Munk. J. A. Southwest sketches. (P '21)

Rhodes, H. G. American towns and people.
(Ja '21)

Shipley, A. E. Voyage of a vice-chancellor.
(Ja '20)

Steele, D: M. Going abroad overland. (Mr
•17)

Steele, D: M. Vacation journeys east and
west. (Mr 'IS)

Street, J. L. American adventures. (D '17)

Economic conditions

Beard, M. Short history of the American
labor movement. (Je '20)

Burch, H: R. American economic life in its

civil and social aspects. (O '21)

Carlton, F. T. Organized labor in American
history. (Je '20)

Davis, J. S. Essays in the earlier history of
American corporations. (S '17)

Ferguson, C: Revolution absolute. (Jl '18)

Friday, D: Profits, wages, and prices. (N
•20)

Goodrich, C. L. Frontier of control. (Ja '21)

Hammond, J: H., and Jenks, J. W. Great
American issues. (Mr '21)

Hollander, J. H. American citizenship and
economic welfare. (F '20)

Howe, F: C. High cost of living. (Ja '18)

Kahn, O: H. Our economic and other prob-
lems. (Ag '20)

Lippincott, I: Economic development of the
United States. (My '21)

Marshall, L. C, and Lyon, L. S: Our eco-
nomic organization. (O '21)

Noxon, F. W. Are we capable of self-
government? (N '17)

Powers, H. H. American era. (Ag '21)

Reeve, S. A. Modem economic conditions.
(Ag '21)

Steinmetz, C: P. America and the new world
epoch. (F '18)

Thomas, E: Industry, emotion and unrest.
(O '2.0)

Foreign population
Abbott, G. Immigrant and the community.

(Je '17)

Orth, S: P. Our foreigners. (D '20)

Williams, H. P. Social study of the Russian
German. (Jl '17)

Foreign relations

Adams, J: Q. Writings. (Ja '19)
America after the war. (Je '18)

Befer, G: L: English-speaking peoples. (O
'17)

Carnegie endowment for international peace.
Division of intercourse and education.
American foreign policy. (D '20)

Colcord, S: Great deception. (Ja '22)

Corwin, E: S: President's control of foreign
relations. (Je '18)

Demangeon, A. America and the race for
world dominion. (Je '21)

Federal council of the churches of Christ in
America. Library of Christian cooperation,
v. 4. (Je '17)

Fish, C. R. Path of empire. (F '20)
Gallagher, P. America's alma and Asia's

aspirations. (O '20)

Hill, D: J. American world policies. (Ag
•20)

Johnson, W. F. America's foreign relations.
(Ag '17)

Latan§, J: H. From Isolation to leadership.
(Ja '19)

Nearing, S. American empire. (Ap '21)
Powers, H. H. American era. (Ag '21)
Powers. H. H. America among the nations.
(F '18, Ag '18)

Robinson, E. E., and West, V: J. Foreign
policy of Woodrow Wilson, 1913-1917. (F
•18. Ag '18)

Cox, I: J.
1813. (D

Gibbons, H
'20)

Rogers, L.
(O '17)

Scott. J. B.
between
(Ap '18)

Wilson, W.

Shorrill, C: H. Have we a Far Eastern
policy? (Ag '20)

Stor.>y, M. Problems of to-day. (N •2n'>

Weyl, W. E; American world policies. (Ap
'17)

Wilson, W. President Wilson's foreigrn

policy. (D '18)

Wister. O. Straight deal. (Je '20)

Canada
Wrong, G: M. United States and Canada.
(Ag '21)

China

Chung, H: Oriental policy of the United
States. (O '19)

France
West Florida controversy, 1798-
'18)

. A. France and ourselves. (My

Germany
America's case against (Germany.

Survey of international relations
the United States and Germany.

Why we are at war. (Je '17)

Great Britain

Bigelow, J: Breaches of Anglo-American
treaties. (My '17)

British-American discords and concords. (F
'19, Ag '19)

Cook, J. G. Anglophobia. (F '20)

Gardiner, A. G. Anglo-American future. (Jl

'21)
McLaughlin, A. C. America and Britain. (Ap

'19)

Mills, J. T. Great Britain and the United
States. (F '21) ,_ ,,„^

Powers, H. H. America and Britain. (F 19)

Shaw, F: J:, and Chesson, W. H. Anglo-
American relations. 1861-18(55. (My '20)

Japan
Flowers, M. Japanese conquest of American

opinion. (Mr '17)

McCormick, F: Menace of Japan. (Ap '17)

Pitkin, W. B. Must we fight Japan? (Mr
'21)

Sunderland. J. T: Rising Japan. (My '18)

Treat, P. J. Early diplomatic relations be-
tween the United States and Japan. ( F
'18, Ag '18)

Treat, P. J. Japan and the United States.

(D '21)

Latin America

Latan§, J: H. United States and LAtln
America. (O '20)

Lockey, J. B. Pan-Americanism. (Ag '20,

Ag '21)

Mexico

Chamberlain, G: A. Is Mexico worth sav-
ing. (Mr '21) „

De Bekker, L. J. Plot against Mexico. (F
'20)

Inman. S: G. Intervention in Mexico. (O '19)

Stowell, J. S: Near side of the Mexican
question. (Mr '21)

Turner, J: K. Hands off Mexico. (Jl 20)

Russia

Gumming, C. K., and Pettit, W. W.. comps.
and eds. Russian-American relations,

March, 1917-March, 1920. (Jl '20)

Historic houses

Faris, J: T. Historic shrines of America. (Ja
•19)

Government publications

Clarke, E. E. Guide to the use of United
States government publications. (F '19)

History

Beard, C: A., and Bagley, W: C. History of

the American people. (Ja '19)

Biddle, N. Correspondence of Nicholas Bld-
dle (P '19)
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United States—History

—

Continued
Blaisdell, A. F., and Ball, F. K. American
history for little folks. (D '17)

Channing, E: History of the United States.
tS '17. Ja '22)

Chesterton, C. E: History of the United
States. (Jl '19)

Dickson, H. Unpopular history of the United
States. (Ja '18)

Evans, L. B. America first. (Ja '21)

Farrand, M. Development of the United
States. (D '18. Ag '19)

Hart, A. B. New American history. (.Ag '18)

Marshall, H. E. This country of ours. (F '18)

Muzzey, D: S. American history, (O '20)

Ogg, F: A. ReigTi of Andrew Jackson. (D
-19)

Page, R. W. Dramatic moments in American
diplomacy. (My '18>

Thompson, C: M. History of the United
States, political, social, industrial. (Ag '18)

Turner, F: J. Frontier in American history.
(D '20)

West, W. M. History of the American people.
(Ja '19)

Wilson, W. History of the American people.
(Ja '19)

Chronology
Dillon, P. R. American anniversaries. (S '19)

Colonial period
Alvord, C. W. Mississippi valley in British

politics. (My '17)

Andrews, C: M. Fathers of New England.
(Ag '19)

Bolton, C: K. Founders. (N '19)
Bond, B. W., jr. Quit-rent system in the
American colonies. (Je '19)

Fisher, S. G: Quaker colonies. (F '20)
Gfoodwin, M. Dutch and English on the Hud-

son. (Ag '19)

Gregg, F. M. Founding of a nation. (O '20)
Johnston, M. Pioneers of the old South. (Ag

•19)
Severance, F. H. Old frontier of France. (Jl

•17)

Wrong, G: M. Conquest of New France. (Ag
'19)

Fiction
Prescott, D. R. Day in a colonial home. (S

'21)

Revolution
Altschul, C: American revolution in our

school text-books. (N '17)
Becker. C. L. Eve of the revolution. (Ag '19)
Clay, O. Heroes of the American revolution.
(Ap '17)

Kite, E. S. Beaumarchais and the war of
American independence. (Ja '19)

Martyn, C: Life of Artemas Ward. (O '21)
Merlant, J. Soldiers and sailors of France

in the American war for independence. (Ja
'21)

Peixotto. E. C. Revolutionary pilgrimage.
(Ja '18)

Schlesinger, A. M. Colonial merchants and
the American revolution, 1763-1776. (N '18)

Tomlinson, E. T. Young people's history of
the American revolution. (D '21)

Constitutional period, 1789-1809
Ford, H: J. Washington and his colleagues.

(S '19)

War of 1812
Paine, R. D. Fight for a free sea. (D '20)

War with Mexico, 18i5-18iS
McClellan, G: B. Mexican war diary. (Jl

Smith, E. K. To Mexico with Scott. (Ja '18)
Smith, J. H. War with Mexico. (Mr '20)

Civil war
Adams, C: F., and others. Cycle of Adams

letters. (Ja '21)
Butler, B: F. Private and offlcial correspond-
ence of Gen. Benjamin F. Butler. (Ap '18)

Cole, A. C: Era of the Civil war. (O '19)

Johnson, R. Fight for the Republic. (My
'17)

Liverniore, T: L. Days and events. (Mr '20)

Morgan, J. M. Recollections of a Rebel
reefer. (Je '17)

Mosby, J: S. Memoirs. (D '17)

Rhodes, J. F. History of the Civil war, 1861-
1865. (Ja '18)

Stephenson, N. W. Abraham Lincoln and the
union. (Ag '19)

Stephenson, N. W. Day of the confederacy.
(Ag '19)

Civil war—Personal narratives

Burge, D. S. Woman's wartime Journal.
(N '18)

Dodd, T. S. One young soldier. (Ap '18)
Pringle, C. Record of a Quaker conscience.
(Ap '18)

1S65-
Fitzhugh, P. K. From Appomattox to (3er-
many. (Jl '19)

Fleming, W. L. Sequel of Appomattox. (F
•20)

Ford, H: J. Cleveland era. (F '20)
Haworth, P. L. United States In our own

times, 1865-1920. (O '20)
Lingley, C: R. Since the Civil war. (Je

•21)

Oberholtzer, E. P. History of the United
States since the Civil war. (Ja '18)

Ogg, F: A. National progress, 1907-1917.
(Mr '18)

Paxon, F: L. Recent history of the United
States. (O '21)

Pettigrew, R: F. Course of empire. (Ja
•21)

Rhodes, J. F. History of the United States
from Hayes to McKlnley. (F '20, Ag '20)

Sources
McLaughlin, A. C, and others. Source prob-
lems in United States history. (Je '19)

Study and teaching

Simpson, M. E. Supervised study in Ameri-
can history. (Ja '19)

History, iVIiiltary

Nicolay, H. Book of American wars. (F '19)

Industries and resources
Bishop, A. L., and Keller, A. G. Industry and

trade. (Mr '19)

Clark, V: S. History of manufactures in the
United States, 1607-1860. (Ap '17)

Fisher, E. F. Resources and industries of
the United States. (My "19)

Gilbert, C. G., and Pogue, J. E. America's
power resources. (S '21)

Hale, H. American chemistry. (O '21)
Hendrick, B. J. Age of big business. (Ag

'19)
Keir, R. M. Manufacturing industries in
America. (Mr '21)

Tryon, R. M. Household manufactures in the
United States, 1640-1860. (S '17)

Intellectual life

Canby, H: S. Everyday Americans. (O '20)

Foerster, N., and Pierson, W: W., eds. Amer-
ican ideals. (D '17)

Frank, W. D: Our America. (D '19, Ag ^20)

Santayana, G: Character and opinion in the
United States. (F ^21)

Stearns, H. E. America and the young in-
tellectual. (Ja '22)

Militia

Batnhelder, R. Watching and waiting on the
border. (Jl '17)

Root, E. Military and colonial policy of the
United States. (Je '17)

Naval reserve

Potter, F. H. Naval reserve. (Ap '19)

Navy
Abbot, W. J: Blue Jackets of 1918. (N '21)

Beston, H: B. Full speed ahead. (My '19)

Bywater, H. C. Sea-power in the Paciflc.
(S '21)
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Clark. C: E. My fifty years in the navy. (D
'17)

Collins, F. A. Naval heroes of to-day. (D
'18)

Commander, pseud. Clear the decks! (F '19)

Connolly, J. B. U-boat hunters. (S '18)

Daniels, J. Navy and the nation. (Jl '19)

Falls, D. C. Army and navy information. (Ja
'18)

Fiske, B. A. From midshipman to rear-
admiral. (D '19)

Fraser, C. C. Boys' book of sea flghts. (N
'20)

Gleaves, A. History of the transport ser-
vice. (Mr '21)

Husband, J. A year in the navy. (S '19)

Jackson, O. P., and Evans, F. E. Marvel
book of American ships. (F '18)

Kauffman. R. W. Our navy at work. (F '19)

Kittredge, T. B. Naval lessons of the great
war. (My '21)

Krafft, H. F:, and Norri.s. W. B. Sea power
in American history. (F '21, Ag '21)

Lelghton, J: L. Simsadus: London. (Jl '20)

MuUer, R. E. United States navy. (Ag '17)

Paine, R. D. Corsair in the war zone. (O
'20)

Paine, R. D. Fighting fleets. (S '18)

Perry, L. Our navy in the war. (F '19)

Stevens, W: O. Story of our navy. (D '18)

Stirling, Y. Fundamentals of naval service.
(Je '17)

Williams, D. Army and navy uniforms and
insignia. (Mr '18)

Politics and government
Ames, E. W., and Eldred, A. Community

civics. (Je '21)
Ashley, R. L: New civics. (N '17)

Atwood, H. F. Back to the republic. v,My
'18)

Atwood, H. F. Safeguarding American ideals.
(F '22)

Bartlett. W: H. Handbook of American
government. (S '20)

Beck, J. M. Passing of the new freedom. (N
'20)

Black, H: C. Relation of the executive
power to legislation. (Ja '20)

Boyd, M. S. Woman citizen. (Ja '19)
Brown, G. Your vote and how to use it.

(My -18)

Bryan, W: J. Heart to heart appeals. (S '17)

Butler, N: M. Is America worth saving? (Je
•20)

Cniesterton, C. E: History of the United
States. (Jl '19)

Clark, C. My quarter century of American
politics. (Ap '20)

Cleveland, F: A., and Buck, A. E. Budget
and responsible government. (Jl '20)

Colcord, S: Great deception. (Ja '22)

Cortissoz, R. Life of Whitelaw Reid. (My
•21)

Cothren, M. B. A B C of voting. (Je '18)

(iruikshank, A. B. Popular misgovernment
in the United States. (Mr '21)

Dawson, E. Organized self-government.
(Ag '20)

Dunn, A. W. How presidents are made. (Je
•20)

Fenwick, C: G. Political systems in transi-
tion. (D ^20, Ag '21)

Fltzpatrick, E: A: Budget making in a de-
mocracy. (Mr '19)

Forman, S: E. American democracy. (F '21)
Forman, S: E., and Shuler, M. Woman vo-

ter's manual. (Jl '18)
Franc, A. Use your government. (Je '18)
Fraser, C. C. Young citizen's own book. (N

'20)

Fulton, M. G., ed. National Ideals and prob-
lems. (D '18)

Gipson, L. H: Jared Ingersoll. (My '21)
Haines, C: G. and B. M. Principles and
problems of government. (S '21)

Hall, A. B. Popular government. (S '21)
Harlow, R. V. History of legislative methods

in the period before 1825. (F '19)
Harris, H. W. President Wilson. (Ag '17)
Holcombe, A. N. State government in the
United States. (F 'IS)

Ireland, A. llfmocracy and the human equa-
tion. (Ap '21)

Jones, H: W. Safe and unsafe democracy.
(Ja '19)

Kimball, E. National government of the
United Stnt.es. (My '20)

Lee, G. S. Ghost in the White House. (S
•20)

Lodge, H: C. War addresses, 1915-1917. (Jl
'17)

MacDonald, W: New constitution for a new
America. (Ja '22)

McLaughlin, A. C. Steps in the development
of American democracy. (F '21)

Mason, A. L. Guiding principles for Amer-
ican voters. (D '20)

Merriam, C: E: American political ideas.
(Mr '21)

Munro, W: B. Government of the United
States, national, state, and local. (Jl '19)

Noxon, F. W. Are we capable of self-govern-
ment? (N '17)

Orth, S: P. Boss and the machine. (Ag '19)

Peterson, S: Democracy and government.
(Mr '20)

Reed, T: H. Form and functions of American
government. (Ap '17)

Snow, A. H: American philosophy of govern-
ment. (D '21)

Taft,. H: W. Occasional papers and ad-
dresses of an American lawyer. (Ag ^20)

Tufts, J. H. Our democracy. (F '18, Ag '18)

Tufts, J. H. Real business of hvlng. (Je '18)

Turkington, G. A. My country. (D '18)

Weber, G. A. Organized efforts for the im-
provement of methods of administration in
the United States. (Ja '20)

West, H: L. Federal power. (D '18)

Wheeler, E. P. Sixty years of American life.

(Je '17)

Wilson, W. President Wilson's state papers
and addresses. (S '18)

Woodburn, J. A., and Moran, T: F. Citizen
and the republic. (S '19)

Ziegler, S: H.. and Jaquette, H. Our com-
munity. (Mr '19)

Race question

Brawley, B: G. Social history of the Amer-
ican negro. (D '21)

Seligmann, H. J. Negro faces America. (Ag
'20)

Reclamation service

James, G: W. Reclaiming the arid West. (Ja
18)

Social conditions

Atwood, H., F. Safeguarding American ideals.
(F '22)

Bancroft, H. H. In these latter days. (Ja
18)

Burch, H: R. American economic life in its
civil and social aspects. (O '21)

Friedman, E. M., ed. America and the new
era. (D '20)

Hammond, J: H., and Jenks, J. W. Great
American issues. (Mr '21)

Laughlin, J. L. Latter-day problems. (Mr
'17)

McDougall, W: Is America safe for democ-
racy? (Jl '21)

Mills, W. T: Democracy or despotism. (Jl
'17)

Neil.son, F. Old freedom. (S '19)

New York (state). Legislature. Joint legis-
lative committee investigating seditious
activities. Revolutionary radicalism. (Ag
21)

Ross, E: A. What is America? (Ag '19)

Slattery, M. Second line of defense. (O '18)

Vogt, P. L. Introduction to rural sociology.
(O '17)

Wolfe, A. B., ed. Readings in social problems.
(My '17)

Wood, C: W. Great change. (F '19)

Social life and customs
Andrews, C: M. Colonial folkways. (F '20)

Calhoun, A. W. Social history of the Amer-
ican family from colonial times to the pres-
ent. (D '17, Ag '18, Je •ig)

Creevey, C. A. Daughter of the Puritans
(My ^17)

Dilnot, F. New America. (Je '19)

Erskine, J: Democracy and ideals. (Ag
•20)
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Geor&e, W. L. Hail Columbia! (Ag '21)

McArthur, P. Affable stianger. (F 21>
Pinochet, T. Gulf of misunderstanding. (Ja

•21)

Rhodes, H. G. American towns and people.
(Ja '21)

Smith, A. S. As others see her. (D '19)

Supreme court

Corwin, E: S: John Marshall and the con-
stitution. (F '20)

Smith, H. A. American Supreme court as an
international tribunal. (F '21)

Territorial expansion
Fish, C. R. Path of empire. (F '20)

Henderson, A. Conquest of the old Southwest.
(Je '20)

Pettigrew, R: F. Course of empire. (Ja
'21)

Treaties

Fleming, W: H: Treaty-making power. (O
'20)

Hayden, R. Senate and treaties, 1789-1817.
(Je '21)

United States. Labor, Department of
Babson, K. W. W. B. Wilson and the Depart-
ment of labor. (My '20)

United States. Marine corps
Abbot, W. J: Soldiers of the sea. (Ja '19)

Catlln, A. W. "With the help of God and a
few marines." (Ap '19)

United States. Military academy, West Point,
N.Y.

Richardson, R. C. West Point. (N '17)

United States. Naval academy, Annapolis
Earle, R. Life at the U.S. naval academy.

(Je '17)

United States. Reclamation service
Institute for government research, Washing-

ton, D.C. U.S. Reclamation service. (F
'20)

United States: an experiment in democracy.
Becker, C. (S '20)

United States and Canada. Wrong, G: M.
(Ag '21)

United States and Pangermania. ChSradame,
A. (Mr '18)

United States and the war. Root, E. (My '18)

United States catalog supplement. (D '18)

United States cavalry. 1st regiment dragoons,
1833-1861

Pelzer, L: Marches of the dragoons In the
Mississippi Valley. (Je '18)

United States forest policy. Ise, J: (N '20)

United States geological survey
Institute for government research, Washing-
ton, D.C. U.S. Geological survey. (Ag '19)

United States In our own times, 1865-1920.
Haworth, P. L. (O '20)

United States in the world war. McMaster,
J: B. (F '19, Ag '19, O '20)

United States post office. Roper, D. C. (D '17)

Unity of Homer. Scott, J: A. (D '21)

Universal drill manual. Robbins, E: J., comp.
(Ag '17)

Universal military training and service. Howe,
L. (Je '17 )

Universal service. Bailey, L. H. (My '18)
Universal training for citizenship and public

service. Allen, W: H. (F '18)

Universe, Destruction of
McCabe, J. End of the world. (Mr '21)

University debaters' annual. Phelps. E. M.,
ed. (N '17)

University debaters' annual. Phelps, B. M., ed.
(Ja '19)

University debaters' annual. Phelps, E. M., ed.
(O '19)

University debaters' annual, 1919-1920. Phelps,
E. M., ed. (Ja '21)

University debaters' annual. Phelps, E. M.,
ed. (Ja '22)

University of Pennsylvania. Llppincott, H. M.
(Ag '19)

Unknown London. Bell, W. G: (Je '20)
Unknown wrestler. Cody, H. A. (F '19)
Unlntched door. Thavor, L. (N '20)
Unlighted house. Hay. J. (My '21)

Unmade in heaven. Bradford, G., jr. (Ap '18)

Unmarried mother. Kammerer, P. G. (Ap '18)
Unpardonable sin. Hughes, R. (S '18)

Unpopular history of the United States. Dick-
son, H. (Ja '18)

Unpublished notes and reprinted papers. Street,
G: E. (Je '17)

Unseen doctor. (O '20)

Unseen ear. Lincoln, N. S. (Ap '21)
Unseen hand. New, C. H. (My '18)
Unseen hand In English history. Colvin, I. D.

(O '17)
Unseen hands. Ostrander, L E. (O '20)

Unseen host. Wilde, P. (O '17)
Unsolved riddle of social justice. Leacock,

S. B. (Mr '20)

Untamed. Brand, M. (My '19)

Untimely papers. Bourne, R. S. (P '20)

Untried door. Roberts, R: (My '21)

Unwelcome man. PYank, W. D: (Mr '17)
Unwilling vestal. White, E: L. (Je '18)

Up and dow.i, Benson, E: F: (Ja '20)

Up the hill and over. Mackay, I. E. (Je '17)

Up the Mazaruni for diamonds. LaVarre,
W: J. (Ja '20)

Up, the rebels! Hannay, J. O. (Mr '20)

Up the Seine to the battlefields. Dodd, A. B.
(Je '20)

Upbringing of daughters. Whetham, C. D. (D
'17)

Upholstery
Johnson, E. A. Furniture upholstery for

schools. (D '19)

Upsidonia. Marshall, A. (Mr '17)

Upward path. Pritchard, M. T:, and Ovlngton,
M. W., comps. (O '20)

Urquhart, David, 1805-1877
Robinson, G. David Urquhart. (Mr '21)

Ursula PMnch. Clarke, I. C. (F '21)

Ursula Trent. George, W. L. (N '21)

Us and the bottle man. Price, B, B. (O '20)

Us two cook book. Williams, J. B. (N '20)

Use of factory statistics in the investigation of
industrial fatigue. Florence, P. S. (Ap '19)

Use of motives In teaching morals and religion.
Galloway, T: W. (Jl '18)

Use of projects in religious education. Hartley,
G. (F -22)

Use of the kindergarten gifts. FHilmer, G. (My
'18)

Use of the story in religious education. Eg-
gleston, M. W. (S '20)

Use your government. Franc, A. (Je '18)

Useful wild plants of the United States and
Canada. Saunders, C: F. (Je '20)

Uses of diversity. Chesterton, G. K. (Mr
•21)

Utopia of usurers. Chesterton, G. K. (D '17)

Utopias
Andrea, J. V. Chrlstlanopolla. (My '17)

Vacation journeys east and west. Steele, D; M.
(Mr '18)

Vacation of the Kelwyns. Howells, W: D. (N
•20)

Vacation tramps in New England highlands.
Chamberlain, A. (Jl '19)

Vacuum tubes In wireless communication.
Bucher, E. E. (Ap '19)

Vade-mecum for the use of ofHcers and Inter-
preters in the present campaign. Plumon,
E. (N '17)

Vae victis. Eng title of Outrage. Chartres, A.
Vagabond. Lehmann, R. C. (Ja '19)

Vagabonding down the Andes. Franck, H. A.
(N '17)

Vagabonding through changing Germany.
Franck, H. A. (Ag '20)

Vagabond's Odyssey. Safronl-Mlddleton, A.
(My '17)

Vagabond.<? of the sea. Larrouy, M. (Jl '19)

Vagrant duke. Gibbs, G: F. (Mr '21)

Validity of the religious experience. Barrow,
G: A. (Ag '18)

Vaii, Theodore Newton, 1845-1920
Paine, A. B. In one man's life. (N '21)

Vaka, Demetra. See Brown, D. (Jl '17, Ap '18,

D '19, S '20)

Val of Paradise. Roe, V. E. (Jl '21)
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Validity of the religious experience. Barrow,
G: A. (Ja '18)

Valley of decision. Burroughs, E: A. (Ap 17)

Valley of democracy. Nicholson, M. (D '18)

Valley of silent men. Curwood, J. O. (O '20)

Valley of the giants. Kyne, P. B. (My '19)

Valley of the squinting windows. MacNamara,
B. (Ag "19)

Valley of vision. Comstock, S. (My '19)

Valley of vision. Van Dyke, H: (My '19)

Valuation „ , .
Grunsky, C. E. and C. E., Jr. Valuation, de-
preciation and the rate-base. (My '17)

Hartman, H. K. Fair value. (My '20;

Value of money. Anderson, B: M. (Ja '18)

Value of school supervision. Pittman, M. S.

(Ja '22)

Value of the classics. West, A. F.. ed. (F '18)

Vandal of Europe. Mtihlon, W. (O '18)

Vand6rem, Fernand, pseud. See Vanderheym,
F. H. (Jl '19)

Vanessa and her correspondence with Jonathan
Swift. Freeman, A. M., ed. (Ag '21)

Vanguard of American volunteers. Morse,
E. W. (F '19)

Vanguards of the plains. McCarter, M. (D
'17)

Vanhomrigh, Esther, 1690-1723
Vanhomrigh, E. Vanessa and her correspon-
dence with Jonathan Swift. (Ag '21)

Van Home, William Cornelius, 1843-1915
Vaughan, W. Life and work of Sir William
Van Home. (F '21)

Vanished halls and cathedrals of France. Ed-
wards, G: W. (Ja '18)

Vanished Helga. Corbett, E. F. (D '18)

Vanished pomps of yesterd&y. Hamilton, F: S.
(Jl '20)

Vanishing men. Child. R: W. (S '20)
Vanity girl. Mackenzie, C. (O '20)

Variations. Huneker, J. G. (Ja '22)

Various types of the short story. Haiman, K.,
ed, (S '18)

Varnish and varnishing
Jennings, A. S. Paints and varnishes. (Jl

•20)
Sabin, A. H. Industrial and artistic technol-

ogry of paint and varnish. (Je '17)

Vases, Greek
Hambidge, J. Dynamic symmetry. (S '20)

Herford, M. A. B. Handbook of Greek vase
painting. (N '19)

Vasslll, Paul, count, pseud. See RadziwlU, C.
(S '20)

Vauvenargues, Luc de Claplers, marquis de,
1715-1747

Cxosse, E. W: Three French moralists. (F
19)

Vegetable fibres
(Moulding, E. Cotton and other vegetable

fibres. (Ag '20)

Vegetable gardening
Cobb, E. Garden steps. (Je '18)
Croy, M. S. 1000 hints on vegetable garden-

ing. (Ja '18)

Davis, K. C. Horticulture. (F '20)
Duncan, F. Home vegetables and small

fruits. (Mr '18;
Farrington, E: I. Backyard garden. (My '18)
Findlay, H. Practical gardening. (My '18)
Free, M. War gardens. (Jl '18)
Gilbert, A. W., and others. Potato. (Jl '17)
Kruhm, A. Home vegetable gardening from
A to Z. (Ap '18)

Rockwell, F: F. Around the year in the gar-
den. (Ja '18)

Velvet black. Child. R: W. (Jl '21)
Venetian painting in America. Berenson, B.

(My '17)

Venlzelos, Eleutherlos, 1864-
Chester, S. B. Life of Venlzelos. (O '21)
Gibbons, H. A. Venizelos. (D '20)

Ventilation
Grierson, R. Some modern methods of ven-

tilation. (S '17)
Smith, K. G. Short course for janitor-en-

gineers. (F '20)
Venture boys afloat. Garls, H. R. (D '17)
Ventures in common sense, Howe, E. W. (Ja

'20)

Venus in the East. Irwin, W. A. (Ja '19)

Vera. Arnim. M. A. (N '21)

Verena in the midst. Lucas, E: V. (N '20)

VeresSev, VIkenty, pseud. See Smidovich, V. V.
(Je '17) „ ,.

Vergil and the English poets. Nitchie, E. (Ag
'19)

Verlalne, Paul, 1844-1896
Nicolson, H. G: Paul Verlalne. (Ag '21)

Vermont
Robinson, R. E. Silver fields. (S '21)

Versailles
Paynfc, F. L. Story of Versailles. (D "19)

Verse. Sanger, W: C, Jr. (S '20)

Verse for patriots to encourage good citizen-
ship. Broadhurst, J., and Rhodes, C. L.,

comps. (N '19)

Verses from fen and fell. Thornely, T: (F
'20)

Versification
Andrews, C. E: Writing and reading of

verse. (F '19)

Crapsey, A. Study in English metrics. (Ja
•19)

Crosland. T. W. H. English sonnet. (My '18)

Jacob, C. F. Foundations and nature of

verse. (Ja '19)

Odling, W: Technic of versification. (Jl '17)

Vesprie Towers. Watts-Dunton, W. T. (Ap
'17)

Vested interests and the state of the industrial

arts. Veblen, T. B. (Ag '19)

Vestigia. Repington, C: A. (N '19)

Viaud, Louis Marie Jullen. See Loti, P., pseud.
(Jl '17)

Vicky Van. Wells, C. (D '18)

Victims' return. Pittard, H. (F '19)

Victoria, queen of Great Britain, 1819-1901
Strachey, G. L. Queen Victoria. (Jl '21)

Victorious. Kauffman. R. W. (Je '19)

Victorious faith. Dresser, H. W. (D 'IT)

Victory. Braithwalte, W: S. B., ed. (S ^19)

Victory at sea. Sims. W: S., and Hendrick,
B. J. (N 'iO)

Victorv over blindness. Pearson, A. (Jl '19)

View vertical. Kirkland, W. M. (N '20)

Viewpoints in biography. Tappert, K. (O 21)

Vigils. Kilmer, A. (D '21)

Villa Elsa. Henry. S. O. (Je '20)

Villa of the peacock. Graves, C. I. M. (N 21)

Village. Poole, E. (D '18) ,_ , ^ ,^
Village gods of South India. Whitehead, H:

Village in Picardy. Gaines, R. L. (O '18)

Village pest. Rollins, M. (Ja '18)
^ ^ .^

Village shield. Gaines, R. L., and Read, G. W.

Village wife's lament. Hewlett, M. H: (Ja '19)

Villages
Ditchfield, P: H. Old village life. (Mr '21)

Douglass, H. P. Little town. (My '19)

Patton, J. English village. (Ap '19)

Sims, N. L., ed. Rural community. (F '21)

Vllllers, Frederic, 1852-
, ^ ^

Villiers. F: Villiers. his five decades of ad-
venture. (Ja '21)

Villiers. his five decades of adventure. Vil-

liers, F: (Ja '21)

Villon, Francois, b. 1431
, .,„^

Stacpoole. H: D. Frangois Villon. (Ap '17)

VIncI, Leonardo da, 1452-1519
Holmes, C: J: Leonardo da Vinci. (F '21)

Violin
Instruction and study

Auer. L. Violin playing as I teach it. (Je
'21)

Violin mastery. Martens, F: F. (N '19)

Violin playing as 1 teach it. Auer, L. (Je
•21)

Violinists
Martens, F: F. Violin mastery. (JST 19)

Virgin Islands „ __, .

Booy, T. H. N. de, and Faris, J: T. Virgin

Islands. (S '18) ^ . , .,. /r»
Westergaard, W. C. Danish West Indies. (O

•17)

Zabriskic, L. K. Virgin Islands of the United
States of America. (Mr '18)
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Virginia
History

Claiborne, J: H. William Claiborne of Vir-
ginia. (Ap '18j

Flippin, P. S. Royal government In Virginia.
(S '19)

Pearson, C: C. Readjuster movement in Vir-
ginia. (Ja '18)

Wilstach, P. Potomac landings. (Ja '22)

Social life and customs
Nadal, E. S. Virginian village. (Ap '17)

Stanard, M. M. P. Colonial Virginia. (Ja
•18)

Virginia, University of
Bruce, P. A. History of the University of

Virginia, 1819-1919. (Ag '21)
Virginia of Elk Creek valley. Chase, M. E. (N

'17)

Virginian village. Nadal, E. S. (Ap '17)

Virtuous wives. Johnson, O. M. (O '18)

Vision and design. Fry, R. E. (Ag '21)

Vision for which we fought. Simons, A. M.
(Mr '19)

Vision house. Williamson, C: N. and A. M.
(Jl '21)

Vision splendid. Oxenham, J: (S '17)

Vision we forget. Wilson, P. W. (Jl '21)
Visions. Tolstoi, I. (My '17)

Visions and beliefs in the west of Ireland.
Gregory. I. A., comp. and ed. (Je '20)

Visits to Walt Whitman in 1890-1891. Johnston,
J:, and Wallace, J. W. (O '18)

Vital forces in current events. Speare, M. E.,
and Norris. W. B., eds. (Mr '21)

Vital message. Doyle, A. C. (F '20)
Vitalic breathing. Gaines, T: R. (O '21)

Vitalized school. Pearson, F. B. (O '17)

Vltamlnes
Harrow. B: Vitamines. (My '21)

Vive la France. Knipe, E. and A. A. (N '19)
Vocal mastery. Brower, H. M. (D '20)

Vocational agricultural education by home
projects. Stimson. R. W. (Ja *20)

Vocational civics. Giles, F: M., and Giles,
I. K. (S '19)

Vocational education
Allen, C: R. Instructor, the man and the job.
(Ap '19)

Hill, D: S. Introduction to vocational edu-
cation. (Mr '21)

Leake, A. H. Vocational education of girls
and women. (Ag '18)

Munroe, J. P. Human factor in education.
(D '20)

Polk, R. W. Vocational printing. (F '20)
Rohison. E.. comp. Vocational education.
(Mr '18, My '21)

Snedden, D: Vocational education. (Je '21)
Stilwell, K. M. School printshop. (F '20)

Women's educational and industrial union.
Training for store service. (My '21)

Vocational guidance
Allen, F: J. Guide to the study of occupa-

tions. (Je '21)
Brewer, J: M. Vocational-guidance move-
ment. (S '18)

Center, S. S., comp. Worker and his work.
(O '20)

Filene, C. Careers for women. (Ja '21)
Giles, F: M., and Giles. I, K. Vocational

civics. (S '19)
Kilduff, E: J. How to choose and get a
better job. (S '21)

Merton, H. W. How to choose the right vo-
cation. (N '17)

Reed. A. Newsboy =-°rvice. (My '18)
Richards, C. Man of tomorrow. (Ag '20)

Vocational printing. Polk, R. W. (F '20)
Vocational re-education of maimed soldiers.

Paeuw, L. de. (Mr '19)

Voice
Major, C. T. How to develop your speaking

voice. (Mr '21)
Miller, F. E. Vocal art-science and Its ap-

plication. (N '17)

Voice education. McLellan, E. (O '20)
Voice of Jerusalem. Zang-will. I. (My '21)
Voice of Lincoln. Wanamaker, R. M. (.11 '18)
Voice of Russia. Schwartz, D. A. (S '21)
Voice of science in nineteenth century litera-

ture. Rogers, R. E , eo. (Jl '21)

Voice of the negro. Kerlin, R. T: (Ja '21)
Voice of the pack. Marshall, E. (Je '20)
Void of war. Farrer, R. J: (O '18)

Volnovltch, L: See VojnoviC, L. (My '21)

Volcanoes
Westervelt, W: D. Hawaiian legends of vol-
canoes. (Ap '17)

Volleys from a non-combatant. Thayer, W: R.
(My '19)

Voltaire, Frangols Marie Arouet de, 1694-1778
Voltaire. F. M. A. de. Voltaire in his letters.
(Ap '19)

Volunteer Poilu. Sheahan, H: (Ap '17)
Voyage of a vice-chancellor. Shipley, A. B.

(Ja '20)
Voyage out. Woolf, V. (Jl '20)
Voyage to South America and Buenos Aires.

Cappeau, I. M. (Je '17)

Voyages
Bligh, W: Captain Bligh's second voyage
to the South sea. (Mr '21)

McFee, W: Ocean tramp. (Je '21)
Paine, R. D. Lost ships and lonely seas. (O

'21)

Riesenberg, F. Under sail. (Ja '19)

Stock, R. Cruise of the dream ship. (F '22)

Voyages around the world
Alexander, P. F: Earliest voyages round the
world, 1519-1617. (F '18)

Fletcher, A. C: B. From job to job around
the world. (N '17)

Voyages on the Yukon and its tributaries.
Stuck, H. (F '18)

"Wade in, sanitary!" Derby, R: (Ja '20)
Wage earning and education. Lutz, R. R. (My

•17)

Wages
Brassey, T: B., 1st earl. Work and wages.
(Ap '17)

Fels, H. Settlement of wage disputes. (N
•21)

Friday. D- Profits, wages, and prices. (N
'20, Ag '21)

Hutchinson, E. J. Women's wages. (Ap '20)

Kleene, G. A. Profit and wages. (My '17)

Reely, M. K., comp. Selected articles on min-
imum wage. (Mr '17)

Ryan, J: A. Living wage. (Jl '20)

Wages and empire. Lyons, V. A. (O '21)

Wages of honor. Brown, K. H. (N '17)

Waggoner. Blunden, E. C: (Mr '21)

Wagner. Richard. 1813-1862
Ebenthal, H. Tragedy of a throne. (O '17)

Nietzsche, F. W., and Wagner, R: Nietzsche-
Wagner correspondence. (F '22)

Wagner's dramas and Greek tragedy. Wilson,
P. C. (N '19)

Waifs and strays. Henry, O., pseud. (D '19)

Waiting in the wilderness. Mills, B. A. (Mr
'21)

Waitresses
Donovan, F. Woman who waits. (My '21)

Wake up America. Sullivan, M. (O '18)

Wales
Williams, L. W. Making of modern Wales.
(O '20)

Description and travel
Bradley, A. G. Book of the Severn. (N '20)

Walk with God. Howe, J. W. (Je '19)

Walking
Chamberlain. A. Vacation tramps In New
England highlands. (Jl '19)

Christy, B. H. Going afoot. (Je '20)

Fordvce, C. P. Touring afoot. (S '17)

Towne, C: H. Loafing down liOng Island.
(Jl '21)

Walking shadows. Noyes, A. (Ja '19)

Walking-stick papers. Holliday, R. C. (Ja '19)

Wall. Cournos. J: (S '21)

Wall between. Bassett, S. W. (D '20)

Wall street
Moody, J: Masters of capital. (D '20)

Wallace, Sir William, 12707-1305
Schofield, W: H: Mythical bards, and The

life of William Wallace. (D '20)
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Walled towns. Cram, R. A. (Ja '20)

Walpole, Horace, 4th earl of Orford, 1717-1797
Walpole, H. Supplement to the letters of
Horace Walpole. ( Ja '20)

Wampum and old gold. Allen, H. (Ja '22)

Wanderer. McAuley, M. E., ed. (D '20)

Wanderer on a thousand hills. Wherry, E.
(Je '17)

Wanderers. Johnston, M. (N '17)

Wanderings. Curie, R: (Ag '20)

Wanderings and memories. Eng title of
Sportsman's wanderings. Millais, J : G.
(Mr '20)

Wanderings in Italy. Faure, G. (D '19)

Wanderings in the Orient. Reese, A. M. (Ja
•20)

Wanderings of a spiritualist. Doyle, A. C. (Ja
'22)

Wander-ships. Bassett, W. (F '18)

Wang the ninth. Weale, B. L. P. (Ja '21)

Wanted: a fool. Curtiss, P. E. (Ja '21)

Wanted: a husband. Adams, S: H. (Je '20)

Wanted—a congregation. Douglas, L. C. (Ag
•21)

War
Bakeless, J: Economic causes of modem
war. (O '21)

Blanchon. G. New warfare. (Mr '18)

Bodart, G., and Kellogg, V. L. Losses of life

in modern wars. (Ap '17)
Bryce, J. B., viscount. Some historical re-

flections on war, past and present. (Ag
•17)

Collin, C. C. War against war, and the en-
forcement of peace. (At; '17)

Crosby, O. T. International war. (S '19)

Dickinson, G. L. Causes of international
war. (Je '21)

Ellis, H. Essays in war-time. (Mr '17)

Ellis, H. Philosophy of conflict, and other
essays in war-time. (Ja '20)

Faunce, W: H. P. Religion and war. (F '19)

Freud, S. Reflections on war and death. (Je
•18)

Freytag-Loringhoven, H. F. P. J. Deduc-
tions from the world war. (Ap '18)

Irwin, W: H: Next war. (Jl '21)

Jay, W: War and peace. (Je '20)

Loria, A. Economic causes of war. (My '18)

MacCurdy, J: T. Psychology of war. (S '18)

Morris, R. T. Way out of war. (O '18)

Nicolai, G. F. Biology of war. (F '19, F '20)
Palmer, F: Folly of nations. (D '21)
Partridge, G: E. Psychology of nations.
(My '20)

Russell, B. A. W: Why men fight. (Mr '17)

Swindler. R E. Causes of war. (My "20)

Wilkinson, S. Government and the war. (Ja
•19)

War. Loti, P., p.=eud. (Jl '17)

War addresses. Wilson, W. (Jl '18)
War addresses, 1915-1917. Lodge. H: C. (Jl

'17)

War administration
Fairlie, J: A. British war administration.

(Ja '20)

War administration of the railways in the
United States and Great Britain. Dixon,
F. H., and Parmelee, J. H. (D '18)

War after the war. Marcosson, I: F: (Je '17)
War against war, and the enforcement of

peace. Collin, C. C. (Ag '17)

War aims and peace ideals. Brooke, T., and
Canby, H: S.. eds. (Mv '19)

War and after. Lodge, O. J. (Ag '18)
War and education. West, A. F. (S '19)
War and love. Aldington. R: (Jl '19)
War and men's mindS. Bunsen, V. B. de. (Ag

'19)

War and preaching. Kelman, J: (O '19)
War and progress. Howe, W: S. (Ja '19)
War and revolution in Asiatic Russia. Price,

M. P. (Ap ^19)

War and revolution in Russia, 1914-1917.
Gourko, B. (Mr ^19)

War and the Bagdad railway. Jastrow, M. (F
'18)

War and the Bible. Enelow, H. G. (F ^19)
War and the coming peace. Jastrow, M., jr.

(Jl •IS)
War and the future. Masefield, J: (N •IS)War and the spirit of youth. (D •!?)

War borrowing. Hollander, J. H. (F '20)

War bread. Taylor. A. E. (Jl •IS)

War cache. Newton, W. D. (S •IS)

War costs and their financing. Bogart, B. L.
(S ^21)

War daubs. Kerr, R. W. (Je ^20)

War diary of a diplomat. Meriwether, L. (Ap
•19)

War eagle. Dawson, W: J. (O 'IS)

War fact tests for graduation and promotion.
Allen, W: H. (O •IS)

War finance
Bogart, E. L. War costs and their financing.

(S '21)
Fi.sk, H. E: Our public debt. (F '20)

War finance. Barron, C. W. (Ap '19)

War flames. Underwood. J: C. (Jl '17)

W'ar flying. Theta, pseud. (Ag '17)

War food. Handy, A. L. (Ag '17)

War French. Willcox, C. De W. (N '17)

War garden victorious. Pack, C: L. (Je '19)

War gardens. Free, M. (Ji '18)

War in cartoons. Hecht, G: J., comp. and
ed. (Ja '20)

War in the cradle of the world, Mesopotamia.
Egan, E. F. (D •IS)

War in the garden of Eden. Roosevelt, K.
(Ja ^20)

War in the underseas. Wheeler, H. F. B. (Ag
•19)

War in verse and prose. Eaton, W. D., ed.
(Ja '20)

War inventions and how they were invented.
Gibson, C: R. (Jl '17)

War letters. (Jenet, E. C: C. (Jl '18)

War libraries and allied studies. Koch, T. W.
(F '19)

War, Madame, The. G6raldy, P. (My ^17)

War nurse's diary. (My '18)

War nursing. Goodnow, M. (Mr '18)

War of democracy. Bryce, J. B., viscount, and
others. (Mr '17)

War of positions. Azan, P. J. L: (D 'IT)

War of the future. Bemhardl, F. A. J. (Mr
•21)

War phases according to Maria. Lane, A. E.
(Mr '17)

War poems. Vernede, R. E. (N '20)

War poems. "X.," pseud. (My '17)

War poems from the Yale Review. Yale Re-
view. (F '19)

War psychology
Le Bon, G. World in revolt. (N '21)

War romance of the Salvation army. Booth,
E. C, and Hill, G. L. (Ag '19)

War stories. Holmes, R. J., and Starbuck, A.,
eds. (Jl '19)

War, the liberator. Mackintosh, M. C. (F '19)

War, the world, and Wilson. Creel, G: (Ag
'20)

War-time breads and cakes. Handy, A. L. (Je
'IS)

War time control of industry. Gray, H. L. (Je
•18)

War-time nerves. Hall, H. J. (Ja '19)

War-time "over here." Knight, W: A. (S '18)

War-time strikes and their adjustment. Bing,
A. M. (Je '21)

War trail. Gregor, E. R. (D '21)

War-trail fort. Schultz, J. W. (O '21)

War verse. Foxcroft, F., ed. (O '18, S '19)

War-whirl in Washington. O'Malley, F. W. (S
•IS)

"^Var with Mexico. Smith, J. H. (Mr '20)

War-workers. De La Pasture, E. E. M. (D
'18)

Ward, Artemas, 1727-1800
Martyn, C: Life of Artemas Ward. (O '21)

Ward, Artemus, pseud. (Charles Farrar
Browne) 1834-1867

Seitz, D. C. Artemus Ward. (N '19)

Ward, Arthur Sarsfield. See Rohmer, S.,

pseud. (S '17, N '19, F '21, Jl '21)

Ward, Mary Augusta (Arnold) (Mrs Humphry
Ward) 1851-1920 _ .,„^

Gwvnne, S. L. Mrs Humphry Ward. (D 17)

Ward tales. Davies, B. C. (Jl '20)

Warlare of to-day. Azan. P. J. L: (My 18)

Wars and treaties. Ponsonby, A. A: W: H. (F
'20)

War's dark frame. Camp, C: W. (Ag '17)
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"War-shock. Eder, M. D: (Ag '17)

War-time speeches. Smuts, J. C. (Ja '18)

Washington, George, 1732-1799
Farriss, C: S. American soul. (F '21)

Ford, H: J. Washington and his colleagues.
(S '19)

Johnson, W: K. George Washington, the
Christian. (N '19)

Drama
MacKaye, P. Washington, the man who made

us. (Mr '19)

Washington. D. C.

Social life and customs
Anderson, I. W. Presidents and pies. (Je '20)

O'Malley, F. W. War-whirl in Washington.
(S '18)

Washington and his colleagues. Ford, H: J.

(S '19)
Washington close-ups. Lowry, E: G: (N '21)

Washington, the man who made us. MacKaye,
P. (Mr '19)

Wasps
Pabre, J. H. C. Mason-wasps. (Ag '19)

Fabre, J. H. C. More hunting wasps. (O '21)

Rau, F. and N. Wasp studies afield. (F '19)

Waste in industry. Federated American en-
gineering societies. Committee on elimi-
nation of waste in industry. (Ja '22)

Waste paper philosophy. Wilson, T. P. C. (F
'21)

Waste products
Spooner, H: J: Wealth from waste. (F '20)

Talbot, F: A. A. Millions from waste. (F
'21)

Wasted generation. Johnson, O. M. (N '21)

Wasted island. O'Duft'y, E. (N '20)

Watch-dog of the crown. Knipe, J: (Ap '21)

Watching and waiting on the border. Batch-
elder, R. (Jl '17)

Watching on the Rhine. Markham, V. R. (Ag
'21)

Watchman. Montgomery, L. M. (Jl '17)

Water
Kershaw, J: B. C. Fuel, 'water and gas
analysis for steam users. (D '20)

Water color painting
Fedden, R. Modem water-colour. (Ap '18)

Holme, G., ed. Early English water-colour
drawings by the great masters. (F '20)

Rich, A. W: Water colour painting. (My '18)

"Water colors." Nichols, S. F. (Je '21)
Water in nature. Finch, W: Coles-, and

Hawks, B. (Mr '20)

Water meters
Hazen, A. Meter rates for water tTorks- (S

'18)

Water plants. Arber, A. (Ap '21)

Water power
Meares, J. W. Hydro- electric development.
(Mr '21)

Struben, A. Tidal power tides and measure-
ment (Jl '21)

Water purification
Ellms, J. W. Water purification. (O '17)
Race, J. Chlorination of water. (Ap '19)

Water resources, present and future. Newell,
F: H. (Mr '21)

Water supply
Mason, W: P. Water-supply. (Ap '17)

Newell, F: H. Water resources, present and
future. (Mr '21)

Water supply engineering
Wegmann, E: Conveyance and distribution of
water for water supply. (F '19)

Waterproofing
Ross, J. Waterproofing engineering. (O '19)

Waterproofing engineering. Ross, J. (O '19)
Waters of strife. Vane, G: (S '20)

Watterson, Henry, 1840-1921
Watterson, H: "Marse Henry." (F '20)

Wave. Blackwood, A. (Mr '17)

Wax modeling
Tussaud, J: T. Romance of Madame Tus-

saud'.s. (D '20)
Way life begins. Cady, L. B. and V. M. (Jl

•17)

Way of a man. Dixon, T: (Ap '19)

Way of St James. King, G. G. (My '21)

Way of success. Hamby, W: H: (Ag '18)

Way of the air. Middleton, E. C. (F '18)
Way of the eagle. Biddle, C: J. (Ag '19)
Way of the wild. St Mars, F. (O '20)
Way of the wind. Frothingham, E. B. (Mr

'17)

Way of the winepress. Riley, W. (N '17)
Way of wonder. Doney, M. (D '19)

Way out. Hough, E. (Ag '18)

Way out of war. Morris, R. T. (O '18)
Way to study birds. Kuser, J: D. (Jl '17)

Way to victory. Gibbs. P. H. (My '19)

Wayfarers at the Angel's. Bassett, S. W. (D
'17)

Wayfaring life

Jusserand, J. A. A. J. English wayfaring
life in the middle ages. (Ap '21)

Ways of Jane. Leonard, M. F. (Je '17)
Ways of life. Ward, S. (Je '21)

Ways of the circus. Conklin, G: (Mr '21)

Ways of war. Kettle, T: M. (F '18)

Wayside flowers of summer. Keeler, H. L.
(Je '17)

Waysiders. O'Kelly, S. (O '18)

We can't have everything. Hughes, R. (O '17)

We moderns. Muir, E. (Je '20)

We others. Barbusse, H. (D '18)

Wealth
Pigou, A. C. Economics of welfare. (S '21)

Wealth, Ethics of
Babson, R. W. Enduring investments. (Ja

•22)

Lipman, F: L. Creating capital. (Je '18)

Ryan, J: A. Distributive Justice. (Ap '17)

Wealth. Kirkaldy. A. W. (F '21)

Wealth from waste. Spooner, H: J: (F '20)

Weather
Chapman, E. H. Study of the weather. (Je

'20)

Weaver, James Baird, 1833-1912
Haynes, F: B. James Baird Weaver. (Ag

'19)

Weaving
Worst, B: F. Foot-power loom weaving. (Ap

•19)

Web. Hough, E. (D '19)

Web. Kummer, F: A. (Mr '19)

Webster, Daniel, 1782-1852
Paige, H. S. Daniel Webster In England.
(Ag '18)

Webster—man's man. Kyne, P: B. (N '17)

Wedding customs then and now. Holliday, C.
(Ap '20)

Wee Ann. Phillips, E. C. (D '19)

Weights and measures. Adams, F. P. (Ja '18)

Welding
Campbell, L. Oxy-acetylene welding manual.

(F '20)
Dunham, M. K. Automobile welding with

the oxy-acetylene flame. (Je '17)

Welfare and housing. Hutlon, J. E. (S '18)

Welfare work In Industry
Frankel, L. K., and Fleisher, A. Human

factor in Industry. (S '20)

Proud, E. D. Welfare work. (Ap '17)

Well of being. Jones, H. (Je '20)

Well of English and the bucket. Johnson, B.
(Ja '18)

We'll stick to the finish. Chappie, J. M. (P
•19)

Well, why not? Masson, T: L. (My '21)

Wells, Herbert George, 1866-
Binns, L. E. Mr Wells' Invisible king. (N

•19)

Jones, H: A. My dear Wells. (D '21)

Welsh fairy tales. Griffls, W: E. (D '21)

Were you ever a child? Dell, F. (D '19)

West, Mary Victoria Sackvllle-. See Nicolson,
V. M. (O '19)

West
Leonard. O. H. Land where the sunsets go.

(Mr '18)

Muir. J: Steep trails. (D '18)

Nicholson, M. "Valley of democracy. (D MS)

Description and travel

Dixon, W. H. Westward hoboes. (N '21)
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Faris, J: T. Seeing the Far West. (D '20)

Reik, H: O. Tour of America's national
parks. (F "21)

Discovery and exploration

Dale, H. C, ed. Ashley-Smith explorations.
(My '18)

Laut, A. C. Pathfinders of the West. (Ja
'19)

Neihardt, J: G. Splendid wayfaring. (F '21)

History

Hough, E. Passing of the frontier. (Ag '19)

Neihardt, J: G. Splendid wayfaring. (Ag
21 and 1920 Annual)

Turner, F: J. Frontier in American history.
(D '20)

White. S. E: Forty-niners. (S '19)

Social life and customs
Furlong. C: W. LiCt 'er buck. (S '21)

West African folk-tales. Barker, W. H., and
Sinclair, C. eds. (N '17)

West and East. Moore, E: C. (F '21)

West Broadway. Putnam. N. (Ja '22)

West country pilgrimage. Phillpotts, E. (F
•21)

West Florida controversy, 1798-1813. Cox, I: J.

(D -18)

West Indies
Pitman, F. W. Development of the British
West Indies. 1700-1736. (Je '18)

Verrill. A. H. Book of the West Indies. (F
'18)

Description and travel

Franck, H. A. Roaming through the West
Indies. (N '20)

Harden. P. S. Sailing .south. (Ap '21)

Ober, F: A. Guide to the West Indies, Ber-
muda and Panama. (My '21)

West Point. Richardson, R. C. (N '17)

West wind drift. McCutcheon, G: B. (D '20)

Western front. Bone. M. (Je '18)

Westinghouse, George, 1846-1914
Leupp, F. E. George Westinghouse. (N '18)

Westminster abbey
Bridge, F: Westminster pilgrim. (My '20)

Westminster cathedral
L'Hepital, W. de. Westminster cathedral
and its architect. (My '20)

Westward hoboes. Dixon, W. H. (N '21)

Westward with the Prince of Wales. New-
ton. W. D. (S '20)

Whaling
Murdoch. W. G. B. Modem whaling and bear
hunting. (Ja '18)

Wharves
Greene, C. Wharves and piers. (O '17)

What a company officer should know. Mc-
Arthur, J: C. (D '17)

What America did. Kelly, F. F.
What and where is God? Swain, R: La R.

(Jl '21)

What bird is that? Chapman. F. M. (Je '20)
What David did. Woodruff, H. (Je '21)
What did Jesus teach? Graves, F. P. (Je '20)

What every American should know about the
war. Flowers, M., ed. (O '18'>

What every woman knows. Barrte, J. M. (Ja
19)

What (Sermany is fighting for. Waldstein,
C: (Je '18)

What happened at Jutland. Gill, C: C (Ap
-21)

What happened to Europe. Vanderlip, F. A.
(S '19, S '20)

What happened to Inger Johanne. Zwilgmeyer,
D. (D '19)

What he least expected. Porter, H. E. (Ap '17)
What I saw in Russia. Lansbury. G: (D '20.

Ag -21)

What industry owes to chemical science.
Pilcher. R: B., and Butler-Jones, F. (F
•19, Ag '19)

What is America? Ross, E: A. (Ag '19)
"What is Christianity? Cross. G: (F '20)
What is English? Ward, C: H. (Ja '18)
What is man? Clemens, S: L. (Jl '17)
What is "national honor"? Perla, L. (Jl '18)
What is psychoanalysis? Coriat, I. H: (S '17)

What is socialism? Le Rossignol. J. E: (N '21)

What is the German nation dying for? Krause,
K: L. (D '18)

What is the kingdom of Heaven? Clutton-
Brock, A. (D '20)

What is this spiritualism? Leaf, H. (My '19)

What Japan thinks. Kawakami, K. K., ed.
(N '21)

What Japan wants. Kuno, T. S. (D '21)

What men live by. ToLstol, L.. N. (S '18)

What music can do for you. Seymour, H. A.
(D '20)

What never happened. Savinkov, B. (Mr '18)

What next? Mackail, D. (Je '21)

What of the city? Moody. W. D. (S '19)

What outfit. Buddy? Kelly. T: H. (My '20)

What peace means. Van Dyke, H: (N '19)

What pictures to see in Europe. Bryant, L.
(D '19)

Wliat really happened at Paris. House, E:
M., and Seymour, C: (Je ^21)

What religion is. Bosanquet, B. (Ap '21)

What shall I think of Japan? Gleason, G:
(Ag '21)

What social classes owe to each other. Sumner,
W: G. (Je '20)

What the war has taught us. Jefferson, C: E:
(Ja '20)

What the war teaches about education. Moore,
E. C. (O '19)

What the workers wajit. Gleason, A. H. (Jl
'20)

What to drink. Stockbrldge, B. E. (Ap '20)

What to see in America. Johnson, C. (Ap
'20)

What we eat and what happens to it. Hawk,
P. B. (My '19)

What Wilson did at Paris. Baker, R. S. (Ja
'20)

What you can do with your will power. Con-
well, R. H. (Je '17)

What's on the worker's mind. Williams, W.
(D ^20)

Whafs the matter with Ireland? Russell, R.
(Ja ^21)

Whafs the world coming to. Hughes, R. (Jl
'20)

What's what in the labor movement. Browne,
W. R., comp. (F '22)

Wheat
Buller. A. H: R. Essays on wheat. (S '20)

Millar, A. Wheat and its products. (Je '17)

Wheat problem. Crookes, W: (Mr '18)

Wheatless and meatless days. Partridge, P. D.,
and Conklin, H. M. (Ap '18)

Wheeler, Candace Thurber (Wheeler) (Mrs
Thomas M. Wheeler)

Wheeler. C. T. Yesterdays in a busy life.

(D '18)

When Bear Cat went dry. Buck, C: N. (N '18)

When buffalo ran. Grinnell. G: B. (Ap '21)

When Daddy was a boy. Parry, T: W. (D '17)

When Egypt went broke. Day, H. F. (Ag
'21)

When Gretel was fifteen. Rhoades, C. H. (O
'21)

WTien I come back. Harrison, H: S. (D '19)

When I was a boy in Persia. Mirza, Y. B:
(Jl '20)

When I was a boy in Roumania. Van Teslaar.
J. S. (Jl '17> ^ „

When I was a boy in Scotland. Hunter, Q: M.
(Jl '20) _ ^ ^

When I was a girl in Holland. De Groot, C.

When I was a girl in Iceland. Arnad6ttir, H.
(O '19)

When I was a girl in Mexico. Godoy. M. (Je
'19)

When Johnny comes marching home. Aldrich,

M. (D '19)

W^hen labor rules. Thomas. J. H: (Je 21)

When Polly was eighteen. Dowd, E. C. (O 21)

When the Somme ran red. Dugmore, A. R.

WTien the blood burns. Savi. B. W. (D ^20)

When the boys come home. Hersey. H. (My
•19)

When the king loses his head. AndrelefC, L.. N.

(S '20)
When the sun stood still. Brady. C. T. (S 17)

When the workmen help you manage. Basset.
W: R. (D '19)
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When the world shook. Haggard. H: R. (Ag
'19)

When Turkey was Turkey. Poynter, M. A. M.
(Ag '21)

When Tytie came. Machard, A. (O '20)

When we were httle. Youngs, M. F. (D '19)

When voutli meets youth. Bodkin, M. M. (Ap
'21)

Where and how to sell manuscripts. McCour-
tie, W: B. (S '19)

Where angels fear to tread. Forster, E: M.
(Ap '20)

Where bonds are loosed. Watson, E. L. G. (Ap
'18)

Where dead men walk. Leverage, H: (Ag
•20)

Where do you stand? Hagedorn, H. (Je '18)

"Where iron is, there is the fatherland!"
Streit, C. K. (O "20)

Where the pavement ends. Russell, J: (Ja
•22)

Where the souls of men are calling. Harris,
C. F. (Ag '18)

Where the strange trails go down. Powell, E.
A. (D '21)

Where the young child was. Oemler, M. (N
'21)

Where your heart is. Harraden, B. (F '19)

Where your treasure is. Day, H. F. fS '17)

While I remember. McKenna, S. (Ja '22)

While Paris laughed. Merrick, L. (Ap '19)

While shepherds watched. Maher, R: A. (D
•17)

While there's life. Mordaunt, E. (Je '19)

Whirling king, and other French fairy tales.
Olcott. H. M. (O '20)

Whirlwind. Underwood, E. (N '18)

Whisper of fire. Ryan, A. (Ap '20)

Whispering dead. Ganachilly, A. (Ag '20)

Whispering windows. Eng title of More Lime-
house nights. Burke, T: (Ag '21)

Whispering wires. Leverage. H: (F '19)

Whispers. Dodge, L: (Je '20)

Whistler, James Abbott McNeill, 1834-1903
Duret, T. Whistler. (My '17)

Pennell, E. and J. Life of James McNeill
Whistler. (D '20)

Pennell, E. and J. Whistler journal. (F '22)

Whistler journaL Pennell, E. and J. (F '22)

Whistling mother. Richmond, G. L. (C '17)

White, James William, 1850-1916
Repplier, A. J. William White, M. D. (N" '19)

White blanket. Browne, B. (Ja '18)

White Christmas. Hare, W. B. (F '18)

White comrade. Schauffler. R. H. (F '21)

White eagle of Poland. Benson, E: F: (My
•19)

White flame of France. Warren, M. L. (S '18)

White fountains. O'Brien. E: J. H. (Ap '17)

White horse and the red-haired girl. Gambiep,
K. (My '19)

White Indian boy. Wilson, E. N. (D '19)

White island. Wood, M. H. M. (Ag '19)

White ladies of Worcester. Barclay, F. L. (D
'17)

White man. Chamberlain, G: A. (Ap '19)

White Moll. Packard. F. L. (Jl '20)
White morning. Atherton. G. F. (Mr '18)

White moth. Underbill, R. M. (Ja '21)

White nights. Dostoevskii, F. M. (P '20)
White nights and other Russian impressions.

Ruhl, A. B. (Jl '17)
White Otter. Gregor, E. R. (Je '17)

White people. Burnett. F. (Mr '17)
White riband. Jesse, F. T. (D '21)
White road of mysteiy. Orcutt, P. D. (S '18)

White shadows in the South Seas. O'Brien, F:
(N '19)

White shoulders. Turner, G: K. (S '21)
WTiiteheaded boy. Robinson, L. (O '21)
Whitewash. Vachell, H. A. (Jl '20)
Whither? Adam, W: A: (D '20)

Whitman, Walt, 1819-1892
Bazalgette, L. Walt Whitman. (Mr '20)

Beers, H: A. Four Americans. (D ^19)
Ellis, H. New spirit. (Je ^21)
Gilchrist. A. I.ietters of Anne Gilchrist and
Walt Whitman. (D '18)

Johnston, J:, and Wallace, J. W. Visits to
Walt Whitman in 1890-1891. (O '18)

Sawyer, R. D. Walt Whitman: the prophet-
poet. (Jl '19)

^^'hitnlan. W. Gathering of the forces. (F
'21)

Whitman, W. Uncollected poetry and prose
of Walt Whitman. (Ja '22)

Fiction

Overton, G. Answerer. (D '21)

Wlio are the Slavs? Radosavljevich. P. R.
(Ja '20)

Who can be happy and free in Russia? Nekras-
sov, N. A. (Jl •I?)

Who cares? Hamilton. C. (Mr '19)

Who was who. (D '20)

"Whole armour of man. Saleeby, C. W. (Ja
•20)

Whole truth about alcohol. Flint, G: E. (My
•19)

Who's who among the wild flowers and ferns.
Beecioft, W. I., comp. (Je '17)

Who's who in Russia. See Preev, Z. N. Rus-
sian revolution

Whose name is legion. Clarke, L C. (Jl '19)

Whv authors go wrong. Overton, G. M. (D
"'19)

Whv die so vcung? Huber, J: B. (An '21)

Why do we die? Mercer, J: E: (Ap '20)-

Why Italy entered into the great war. Carno-
vale, L. (N '17)

Why Joan? Kelly, E. M. (Ap '19)

Why men fight. Russell, B. A. W: (Mr '17)

Why men strike Crowther, S: (Jl '20)

Why prohibition! Stelzle, C: (O '18)

Whv we are at war. Wilson, W. (Je '17)

Why we fail as Christians. Hunter, R. (O
'19)

Why we should read. Mais, S. P. B. (O '21)

Why we went to war. Gauss, C. F: (F '19)

Whys and wherefores of navigation. Bradford,
G., 2d. (Jl '18)

Wicked marquis. Oppenheim, E: P. (Jl '19)

Widening circle. Townshend. G. E. G. E. T.

(S '20)

Wider way. Patrick, D. (S '20)

Widsith, Beowulf, Flnnsburgh, Waldere, Deor.
Beowulf. (Ja '22)

Wife. Chekhov, A. P. (Jl '18)

Wigwam wonder tales. Thompson, W: (O '19)

Wild animals of North America. Nelson, E: W:
(Ap '19)

Wild apples. (D '18)

Wild brother. Underwood, W: L. (F '22)

Wild creatures of garden and hedgerow. Pitt,
F. (N '20)

Wild flowers worth knowing. Doubleday, N. B.
Wild geese. Banks, T. H., jr. (Ag '21)

Wild goose. Morris, G. (D '19)

W^ild iustice. Osbourne, L. (Ja '22)

Wild life in Canada. Buchanan, A. (Ag ^21)

Wild swans at Coole. Yeats, W: B. (My
•19)

Wild turkeys and tallow candles. Hayes, E.
(D ^20)

Wild youth and another. Parker, G. (Mr '19)

Wilde, Oscar Fingall O'Flahertie Wills, 1856-
1900

Harris. F. Oscar Wilde. (Jl '18)

Wilderness. Kent, R. (Ap '20)

Wilderness honey. Pollock, P. L. (D '17)

Wilderness mine. Blndloss, H. (O '20)

Wilderness of the upper Yukon. Sheldon, C:
(N '19)

Wilderness rose. Cochran, E. O. (Je '17>

Wilderness songs. Conkllng, G. W. (Jl '20)

Wildfire. Grey. Z. (Mr "17)

Wilkes, John, 1725(?)-1797
Bleackley. H. W: Life of John Wilkes. (O

'17)

Will
Conwell, R. H. What you can do with your

will power. (Je '17)

Major, C. T. How to develop your will power.
(N '20)

Payot, J. Will-power and work. (Ag '21)

Walsh, J. J. Health through will power.
(Ja '20)

Will of song. MacKaye, P. W., and Barnhart,
H. (O '19)

Will-power and work. Payot, J. (Ag '21)

Will to freedom. Figgis, J: N. (O '17)

William II, emperor of Germany, 1859- (abdi-
cated 1918)

Adam. J. Schemes of the Kaiser. (D '18)
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Bentlnck, N. Ex-kalser In exile. (D '21)

Bernstein. H., corap. and ed. wlUy-Nlcky
correspondence. (Ap '18)

Bigelow, P. Genseric, king of the Vandals
and first Prussian kaiser. (O '18)

Bigrelow, P. Prusslanlsm and paclflsm. (S
•19)

Bismarck-SchOnhausen, K: O: E. L. Kaiser
vs. Bismarck. (My '21)

Davis, A. N. Kaiser as I know him. (N '18)

Fox, E: L. Wilhelm HohenzoUern & co.

(Ag '17)

Hammer, S. C. William the Second. (N '17,

F '19)

Hill. D: J. Impressions of the Kaiser. (F
•19)

William—an Englishman. Hamilton, C. M. (Jl
'20)

William and Wllllamlna. Sterrett, F. R. (N
'17)

William, by the grace of God. Bowen, M..
pseud. (N- '17)

William Morris and the early .days of the
socialist movement, Glasler, J: B. (Jl '21)

cated 1918)
William PoUok, and other tales. Qrogan, G.

(Je '20)

Williams, Roger, 16047-1683?
Hall, M. E. Roger Williams. (D '17)

Strickland, A. B. Roger Williams. (N '19)

Williams college
Spring, L. W. History of Williams college.
(O '17)

Willing horse. Belth. J: H. (D '21)

Willow pollen. Marks, J. A. (Ja '22)

Willow, the wisp. McKlshnle, A. P. (S '18)

Wills
Blakemore, A. W. Make your will, (F '21)

Willy-Nicky correspondence. Bernstein, H.,
comp. and ed. (Ap '18)

Wilson, William Bauchop, 1862-
Babson, R. W. W. B. Wilson and the De-
partment of labor. (My '20)

Wilson, Woodrow, 1856-
Archer, W: Peace-president. (Ap '19)

Baker, R. S. What Wilson did at Paris.
(Ja '20)

Beck, J. M. Passing of the new freedom.
(N '20)

Creel, G: War, the world, and Wilson. (Ag
'20)

Dodd. W: E: Woodrow Wilson and his work.
(My '20)

Hale, W: B. Story of a style. (D '20)

Hal§vy, D. President Wilson. (My '19)

Harris, H. W. President Wilson. (Ag '17)

Herron, Q: D. Woodrow Wilson and the
world's peace. (O '17)

Lian.sine. R. Peace nesotit tions. (Ap '21)

Lord, F. B., and Bryan, J. W: Woodrow
Wilson's administration and achievements.
(S '21)

Low, A. M. Woodrow Wilson, an Interpreta-
tion. (F '19)

Moors, J: F. Great issue. (Ja '20)
Robinson, E. E., and West, V: J. Foreign

policy of Woodrow Wilson, 1913-1917. (F
•18)

Tumulty, J. P. Woodrow Wilson as I know
him. (Ja '22)

Wilt thou. Torchy. Ford, S. (Mr '17)
Wind along the waste. Johnson, Q. E. (My

•21)

Wind between the worlds. Brown, A. (S '20)
Wind In the corn. Wyatt, E. F. (Ja '18)

Wind In the garden. Lancaster. F. H. (Jl '19)
Windfalls. Gardiner, A. Q. (Mr '21)
Windmills. Cannan, G. (Ap '20)
Window-gazer. Mackay, I. E. (Ja '22)
Winds of chance. Beach, R. E. (Ja '19)
Winds of God. Bank.s. L: A. (F '21)
Winds of the world. Mundy, T. (F ^18)

Wine
Salntsbury, G: Notes on a cellar-book. (Ja

•21)

Wine-dark seas and tropic skies. Safronl-Mld-
dleton. A. (Ap '19)

Wine o" the winds. Abbott, K. (Ag '20)
Wine of astonishment. Bradley, M. (Mr '19)
Wine of life. Stringer, A. J: A. (My '21)
Winesburg, Ohio. Anderson, S. (Ag '19)

Winged spirit. Tudor, M. (F '19)

Winged warfare. Bishop, W: A. (Jl '18)

Wings In the night. Miller, A. (Ag '18>

Wings of the Cardinal. Crowell, B. (O '17)

Wings of the wind. Harris, C. F. (S '20)

Wings of time. Hepburn, E. (Ja '22)

Wings of war. Knappen, T. M. (D '20)

Wings of youth. Jordan, E. G. (My '18)

Winning clue. Hay, J. (S '19)

Winning declamations and how to speak them.
Shurter, E. D., ed. (F '18)

Winning football. Roper. W: W. (N ^20)

Winning of religious liberty. Crocker, J. H:
(P '20)

Winning of the war. Usher, R. G. (My '18)

Winona of Camp Karonya. Widdemer, M.
(Ja '18)

Winsome Winnie. Leacock, S. B. (Ja '21)

Winter circuit of our Arctic coast. Stuck, H.
(Je '20)

Wire devils. Packard, F. L. (Je '18)

Wireless telegraphy
Bucher, E. E. Vacuum tubes In wireless
communication. (Ap '19)

Hayward, C: B. How to become a wireless
operator. (My '19)

Mills, J: Radio communication. (F "19)

Poole, J. Telegraphy, telephony and wire-
less. (Je ^21)

^ ^, ^ ,

Stone, E. W. Elements of radiotelegraphy.
(Ja '20)

Tower? W. K. Masters of space. (Mr '17)

Wireless telephony
Goldsmith, A. N. Radio telephony. (Ap '19)

Poole, J. Telegraphy, telephony and wire-
less. (Je '21)

^ ^,, ,,,^
Towers, W. K. Masters of space. (Mr 17)

Wiring for light and power. Croft, T. W.
(Ag '17)

Wisconsin
History

Doudna. E. G: Our Wisconsin. (D '20)

Wisconsin plays; second series. (Ag '18)

Wisdom of Akhnaton. Grantham, A. E. (N
•20)

Wisdom of the Chinese. Brown, B., ed. (Je '21)

Wise, Isaac Mayer, 1819-1900
May, M. B: Isaac Mayer Wise. (Ap '17)

Wishing-ring man. Widdemer, M. (N '17)

Wishing ring. Schorer, E. (Ja '20)

Wit and humor . ^ ,

Clemens, S: L. Curious republic of Gondour.
(As '19)

Gillilan, S. W. Sample case of humor. (O
•19)

Herford, O. Confessions of a caricaturist.

(O '17)

Herford, O. This giddy globe. (F '20)

Leacock, S. B. Hohenzollerns in America
and other impossibilities. (My '19)

Marquis, D. R. P. Prefaces. (Ag '19)

Morley. C. D. Mince pie. (F '20)

Wells, C. Baubles. (N '17)

Wit of the wild. Ingersoll, E. (D '20)

Wit. wisdom and foibles of the great. Shriner,

C: A., comp. (Ap '19>

Witch. Chekhov, A. P. (Jl '18)

With Beatty In the North sea. Young, F. (D
'21)

With a B.P scout in Gallipoli. Priestmann,
B. T. (Jl '17)

With cavalry In the great war. Coleman, F: A.
(Ja "18) „ „ ,^

With Cortes the conqueror. Watson, V. C. (Ja
'19)

With sold and steel. Johns, C. S. (Ja '18)

With Lafayette in America. Roberts, O. (Ja
'20)

With Old Glory in Berlin. Therese, J., pseud.
(F '20)

With other eyes. Lorlmer, N. O. (O '20)

With our faces in the light. Palmer, F: (N
'17)

With our soldiers In France. Eddy, S. (F '18)

With seeing eyes. Kramer, H. M. (Ja '20)

With soul on Are. Randall, H: H. (F '20)

With the battle cruisers. Eng title of With
Beatty In the North sea. Tounsr, F. (D
•21)

With the British on the Somme. Thomas,
W. B. (Ap '17)

With the Chlnka. Klein, D. (Jl '20)
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with the "Die-hards" In Siberia. Ward, J:
(Jl '20)

With the doughboy in France. Hungerford, E;
(F '21)

With the French flying corps. Winslow, C. D.
(Je '17)

"With the help of God and a few marines."
Cathn, A. W. (Ap '19)

With the little follts. Wright, I, L. (N '19)

With the Russian wounded. Alexinsky, T.
(Mr '17)

With the wits. More, P. E. (Ja '20)

With the Yankee division in France. Sibley,
F. P. (O '19)

With the Y. M. C. A. in France. Warren,
H. C. (D '19)

With those who wait. Huard, F. (Ja '19)

With three armies on and behind the western
front. Riggs, A. S. (N '18)

Within four walls. Baulsir, E. (O '21)

Without mercy. Goodwin, J: (F '21)

Without the walls. Trask, K. (Je '19)

Witness. Lutz, G. L. H. (Ap '18)

Witness of the sun. Williams, H: S. (N '20)

WItte, Serglel Jullevlch, count, 1849-1915
Witte, S. J. Memoirs of Count Witte. (My

'21)

Wives of the prime ministers. Lee, E. (My
•19)

Wolf breed. Gregory, J. (D '17)
Wolf-cub. Casey. P. and T. (Mr '18)

Wolf-lure. Castle, A. and E. (D '17)

Wolves. Welch, A. W. (Ag '19)

Wolves of God. Blackwood, A., and Wilson, W.
(N '21)

Woman
Barnett, A. Foundations of feminism. (Mr

•21)

Bennett, A. Our women. (N '20)
Borland, W: A. N. Sum of feminine achieve-
ment. (F '18)

Doty, M. Z. Behind the battle line. (Ja '19)

James, J. Guide book to women. (D '21)

Kaneko, J., comp. Woman's voice. (Ja '19)

Kenealy, A. Feminism and sex-extinction.
(N '20)

Phillips, M., ed. Women and the labour
party. (Ap '19)

Proceedings of the international conference
of women physicians. (Ja '21)

Royden, A. M., and others. Making of
women. (F '19)

Sanger, M. H. Woman and the new race. (F
'21, Ag '21)

Smith, T. R. Woman question. (Ap '19)

Slopes, M. C. Radiant motherhood. (Mr
'21)

Women. (Ap '19)

Biography
Blashfield, E. Portraits and backgrounds. (S

'18)

Bradford, G. Portraits of American women.
(Ja '20)

Qrlbble. F. H: Women In war. (O '17)
Humphrey. G. Women In American history.

(S '21)

Murphy, M. A. Greathearted women. (Mr
-21)

Parkman, M. R. Heroines of service. (D '17)
Ravenel, F. Women and the French tradi-

tion. (S '18)

Smith, E. S., ed. Heroines of history and
legend. (O '21)

Employment
Adams, E. K. Women professional workers.
(N '21)

Rennett, H. M. Women and work. (Je '17)
Bullock, E. D., comp. Selected articles on

the employment of women. (Mr '20)
Clark, A. Working life of women In the
seventeenth century. (Je '20)

Daggett, M. Women wanted. (Jl '18)
Donovan. F. Woman who waits. (My '21)
Fllene, C. Careers for women. (Ja '21)
Four years in the underbrush. (D '21)
Hewes, A. Women as munition makers. (N

Kirkaldy, A. W., ed. Industry and finance.
(Ag '21)

Odencrantz, L. C. Italian women in industry.
(My '19)

Stone, Q., ed. Women war workers. (S '17)
Van Kleeck, M. Seasonal industry. (D '17)

Health and hygiene
Buck, W. American girl. (Mr '18)
Galbralth, A. M. Personal hygiene and physi-

cal training for women. (Je '17)

Jacobs, E. E. Study of the physical vigor of
American women. (F '21)

Lowry, E. B. Woman of forty. (Ja '20)
Myerson, A. Nervous housewife. (F '21)

Stackpoole, F. Advice to women. (F '18)

History and condition

Reynolds, M. Learned lady in England. (Jl
•20)

Legal status, laws
Bres, R. F. Maids, wives and widows. (Ag

•18i
Gallaher, R. A. Legal and political status of
women in Iowa. (O '19)

Grant, R. Law and the family. (D '19)

Social and moral questions
Atherton, G. F. Living present. (Ag '17)

Blatch, H. Woman's point of view. (My '21)

Ellis, E. M. O. New horizon in love and life.

(N '21) ,

Fernald, M. R., and others. Study of women
delinquents in New York state. (My '21)

Gallichan, C. G. Motherhood and the rela-
tionships of the sexes. (Jl '17)

Gallichan, C. Q. Women's wild oats. (Jl '20)

HoUister, H. A. Woman citizen. (D '18)

MacMurchy, M. Woman—bless her. (Ap "17)

Meikle, W. Towards a sane feminism. (N
'17)

Royden, A. M. Woman and the sovereign
state. (Ja '19)

Thompson; V. Woman. (Ap '17)

Woman. Marx, M. (Ag '20)

Woman and the new race. Sanger, M. H. (F
'21, Ag '21)

Woman and the sovereign state. Royden, A. M.
(Ja '19)

Woman as decoration. Burbank, E. (Ja '18)

Woman citizen. Boyd, M. S. (Ja '19)

Woman citizen. Holllster, H. A. (D '18)

Woman named Smith. Oemler, M. L (N '19)

Woman of forty. Lowry, E. B. (Ja '20)

Woman of no Importance, pseud. See Menzies,
A. C. (Ja '18. O '18)

Woman of thirty. Seiffert, M. A. (Mr '20)

Woman suffrage
Boyd, M. S. Woman citizen. (Ja '19)

Catt, C. C, comp. Woman suffrage by federal
constitutional amendment. (Jl '17)

Holllster, H. A, Woman citizen. (D '18)

Irwin, I. H. Story of the Woman's party.
(Ap '21)

Metcalfe, A. E. Woman's effort. (N '17)

Robinson, H. Preparing women for citizen-
ship. (Ja '19)

Schain, J. Women and the franchise. (My
'18)

Stevens, D. Jailed for freedom. (Mr '21)

Woman suffrage year book, 1917. (Jl '17)

Fiction

Shuler, M. For rent—one pedestal. (S '17)

Poetry

Miller, A. Women are people! (Mr '17)

Woman triumphant. Blasco Ibafiez, V. (Je
'20)

Woman voter's manual. Forman, S: E., and
Shuler, M. (Jl '18)

Woman who waits. Donovan, F. (My '21)

Woman's effort. Metcalfe, A. E. (N '17)

Woman's man. Patterson, M. (D '19)

Woman's point of view. Blatch, H. (My '21)

Woman's voice. Kaneko, J., comp. (Ja '19)

Woman's wartime journal. Burge, D. S. (N '18)

Woman's woman. Bartley, N. I. (D '19)

Women. (Ap '19)

Women and the franchise. Schain, J. (My 1»>

Women and the French tradition. Ravenel, F.

(S '18)

Women and the labour party. Phillips, M., ed.

(Ap '19)

Women and war work. Fraser, H. (Mr '18)
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Women and world federation. Tuttle, F. G. (O
'19)

Women and work. Bennett, H. M. (Je '17)

Women are people! Miller, A. (Mr '17)

Women as army surgeons. Murray, F. (Ag
'21)

Women as munition makers. Hewes, A. (N

Women in American history. Humphrey, Q.
(S '21)

Women In Canada
MacMurchy, M. Woman—bless her. (Ap '17)

Women In China
Mv Chinese marriage. (Ja '22)

Women In France
Fitch, R. L. Madame France. (F '20)

Women In literature
Grandgent, C: H. Ladies of Dante's lyrics.

(Ap '18;

Women in the life of Balzac. Floyd, J. H.
(My '21)

Women In war
Qribble, F. H: Women in war. (O '17)

Women novelists. Johnson, R. B. (D '19)

Women of Belgium. Kellogg, C. (Je '17)

Women of the Mayflower and women of
Plymouth colony. Noyes, E. J. R. C. (Ag
'21)

Women of the war. McLaren, B. (Jl '18)

Women professional workers. Adams, E. K.
(N -21)

Women wanted. Daggett, M. (Jl '18)

Women war workers. Stone. Q., ed. (S '17)

Women who came In the Mayflower. Marble,
A. R. (Jl '21))

Women who make our novels. Overton, G. M.
(My -19)

Women's clubs
Directories

Official register and directory of women's
clubs in America. (Ag "17)

Women's wages. Hutchinson, B. J. (Ap '20)

Women's wild oats. Gallichan, C. Q. (Jl '20)

Wonder. Beresford, J: D. (Ap '17)

Wonder garden. Olcott, F. J., ed. (F '20)

Wonder of war at sea. Rolt-Wheeler. F. W:
(.Tl '19)

Wonder of war in the air. Rolt-Wheeler, F. W:
(F '18)

Wonder stories. Bailey, C. S. (O '20)

Wonder tales of the world. Armfield. C. (N
'20)

Wonderful morning. Snowden, J. H: (Je '21)

Wonderful night. Snowden, J. H: (Jl '20)

Wonderful story of Joan of Arc. Stevens, C: M.
(O '18)

Wonderland of the East. Kltchln, W: C. (Mr
21)

Wonders of instinct. Fabre, J. H. C. (Jl '18)

Wonders of natural history. Collins, A. F: and
V. D. (Ja '21)

Wood, Leonard, 1860-
Hagedorn, H. That human being, Leonard
Wood. (Je '20)

Hobbs, W: H. Leonard Wood. (Ap '20)

Holme, J: G. Life of Leonard Wood. (My
'20)

Marcosson, I: F: Leonard Wood, prophet of
preparedness. (Je '17)

Sears, J. H. Career of Leonard Wood. (N
'19)

Wood, H. F, Leonard Wood. (Ap '20)

Wood, L. Leonard Wood on national issues.
(My '20)

Wood
Snow, C: H: Wood and other organic struc-
tural materials. (Ap '18)

Stone, H. Timbers of commerce and their
identification. (Ag '18)

Wasmer. J. B. Seasoning of wood. (Mv '181

Wallls-Tayler, A. J. Preservation of wood.
(Ag '18)

Wood and water friends. Hawkes, C. (D '17)
AVood-block printing. Fletcher, F. M. (Je '21)
Wood-carver of Salem. Cousins, F., and Riley,

P. M. (Ap '17)

Wood carving
Cousins, F., and Riley, P. M. Wood-carver of

Salem. (Ap '17)

Jackson, J. Handicraft of woodcarving. (N
•2U

Wood engraving
Fletcher, F. M. Wood-block printing. (Je

•21)

Wood finishing
Schmidt, W. K: Problems of the finishing
room. (Jl '17)

Woodberry, George Edward, 1855-
Ledoux, L: V. George Edward Woodberry. (S

•17)

Woodcraft
Kephart, H. Camping and woodcraft. (My

'21)

Woodcraft for women. Pinkerton, K. S. (S '17)

Wooden crosses. Dorgelfes, R. (My '21)

Wooden spoil. Emanuel, V: R. (Jl '19>

Wood-folk comedies. Long, W: J. (N '20)

Woodland tales. Seton, E. T. (My '21)

Woodrow Wilson as I know him. Tumulty, J.

P. (Ja '22)

Woodrow Wilson's administration and achieve-
ments. Lord, F. B., and Bryan, J. W: (S
•21)

Woodwork
Dooley, W: H: Applied science for wood-

workers. (Mr '20)

Milton, A. S., and Wohlers, O. K. Course In
wood turning. (F '20)

Wool. Ormerod, F. (Je '19)

Woolen and worsted manufacture
Ormerod, F. Wool. (Je '19)

Woolner, Thomas, 1825-1892
Woolner, T: Thomas Woolner, R. A. (Ap

'18)

Wordsworth, William, 1770-1850
Dicey, A. V. Statesmanship of Wordsworth.

(Ap '18)

Harper, G: M. Wordsworth's French daugh-
ter. (O '21)

Wordsworth's French daughter. Harper, G: M.
(O '21)

Work-a-day heroes. Eraser, C. C. (N '21)

Work-a-day warriors. Lee, J. (Ja '19)

Work and wages. Brassey, T: B., 1st earl.

(Ap '17)

Work of the teacher. Davis, S. E. (F '20)

Worker and his work. Center, S. S., comp.
(O '20)

Worker^ at war. Warne, F. J. (D '20)

Workers' education
National conference on workers' education in

the United States. Workers' education in
the United States. (Ja '22)

Workers' education in the United States. Na-
tional conference on workers' education In
the United States. (Ja '22)

Workers' International. Postgate, R. W: (Je
'21)

Workhouse characters and other sketches oi

the life of the poor. Nevinson, M. W. (My
'19)

Working forces in Japanese politics. Iwasaki,
U. (Ag '21)

Working life of women in the seventeenth
century. Clark, A. (Je '20)

Working my way around the world. Franck,
H. A. (D '18)

Working north from Patagonia. Franck, H. A.
(N '21)

Workmen's compensation
Rhodes, J. E: Workmen's compensation. (N

'17)

Van Doren. D. H. Workmen's compensation
and insurance. (Mr '19)

Works manager to-day. Webb, S. (F '18)

Works of Satan. Maher, R: A. (D '21)

World and democracy. Powell, L. P., and
Curry, C: M., eds. (O '19)-

World and the waters. Gareschg, E: F. (D
'18)

World and Thomas Kelly. Train, A. (F '18)

World at war. Brandes, G. M. C. (Je '17)

World beyond. Moore, J. H., comp. (O '20)

World book. (Ja '19)

World court in the light of the United States
Supreme court. Balch, T: W. (Ja '19)

World facts and America's responsibility. Pat-
ton. C. H. (My -19)

World history. BiTce, J. B. (F '21)

World in ferment. Butler, N. M. (S '17)

World in revolt. Le Bon, G. (N '21)
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World of states. Burns, C. D. (S '18)

World of windows, and other poems. Towne,
C: H. (D '19)

World of wonderful reality. Thurston, E. T.
(N '19)

World patriots. Johnston. J: T: M. (Mr '18)
World peace. Taft, W: H„ and Bryan, W: J.

(Je '18)

World peace and after. Orabo, C. H: (.Ag '18)

World peril. (F '18)

World politics
Beer, G: L: Enerllsh-speaking peoples. (O

•17)
Brallsford, H: N. League of nations. (My

'17)

Cosmos, pseud. Basis of durable peace. (Mr
'17)

McKinder, H. J: Democratic ideals and reality.
(Jl '19)

Powers, H. H. America among the nations.
(F '18, Ag '18)

Stoddard, T. L., and Frank, G. Stakes of the
war. (N '18)

Weyl, W. E: American world politics. (Ap
•17)

Wilson, H. Peril of hlfalutin. (O '18)

World-power and evolution. Huntington, E.
(My '19)

World problem. Husslein, J. C. (Ap '19)

World remaking. Barron, C. W. (Ap '20)
World revolution. Webster, N. H. (Ja '22)
World shut out. Richardson, N. (D '19)
World significance of a Jewish state. Berle,

A. A: (Je '18)
World to live In. Wonderly. W: C. (Ap '19)

World to mend. Sherwood, M. P. (N '20)
World war and its consequences. Hobbs, W:

H. (My '19)

World war and leadership In a democracy. Ely,
R: T. (Ja '19)

World war and the road to peace. McLeod,
T. B. (Je '18)

World war issues and ideals. Spear, M. E.. and
Norris, W. B., eds. (F '19)

World within. Jones, R. M. (S '19)
"World wfthont end. Overton. G. M. (Ap '21)
Worlds and I. Wilcox, E. (My '19)
World's debate. Barry, W: (Ja '18)
World's food resources. Smith, J. R. (Ja

'20)

World's illusion. Wassermann, J. (Ja '21, Ag
'21)

World's wonder stories. Whyte, A. G. (D '17)

Worship
Dearmer, P. Art oi public worship. (F

'20)

Worrying won't win. Glass, M. M. (Ag '18)

Worst boys In town. Hill, J. L. (Ap '20)
Worth. Kane, R. (O '20)
Wounded souls. Gibbs, P. H. (N '20)

Wounded words. Whltln. C. B, (S '20)

Wounds
Mayer, L. Orthopedic treatment of gunshot

injuries. (O '18)

Wraiths and realities. Rice, C. T. (S '18)
Wreck. Tagore, R. (Ag '21)

Wreckers. Lynde, F. (Jl '20)
Wrinkles in practical navigation. Lecky,

S. T. S. (D '19)
Writer's art by those who have practiced it.

Brown, R. W.. ed. (Je '21)
Writer's recollections. Ward, M. A. (Ja '19)

Writing
Mason, W: A. History of the art of writ-

ing. (Mr '21)
Writing and reading of verse. Andrews, C. E:

(F '19)

Writing for the magazines. Esenwein, J. B.
(Ap '17)

Writing of English. Manly, J: M., and RIckert.
E. (My '19)

Writing through reading. Gay. R. M, (Jl '20)
Writings. Adams, J: Q. (Ja '19)
Wrong twin. Wilson. H. L. (My '21)
Wunpost. Coolidge. D. (N '20)
Wyndham's pal. Bindloss, H. (Mr '20)

Xavler, Francisco de, St., 1506-1552
Stewart, E. A. Life of St Francis Xavler.

(Ja '19)

Tale book of student verse. (N '19)
Yale talks. Brown, C: R. (D '19)
Yankee in the British zone. MacVeagh, E. C,

and Brown, L. D. (Mr '20)
Yankee in the trenches. Holmes, R. D. (Mr

'18)

Yankee ingenuity In the war. Stookbrldge,
F. P. (Je '20)

Yanks; A. E. F. verse. (F '20)

Yarmo Vedra, pseud. See Merton, H. W. (N
'17)

Yarn and cloth making. Klssell, M. J. (Ap '19)
Yashka. Botchkareva. M. (Mr '19)
Ye olden blue laws. Myers, G. (Ag '21)
Year as a government agent. Whitehouse, V.

(Mr '20)

Year between. Jones, D. E. (Jl '19)
Year in the navy. Husband, J. (S '19)
Year of Costa Rican natural history. Calvert,

A. C. and P. P. (Jl '17)
Year of Delight. Wlddemer, M. (O '21)

Yearbooks (devotional, etc.)
Bangs, J: K. Cheery way. (S '20)

Yearbooks (statistical, historical, etc)
Information annual, 1916. (Je '17)
"Mechanical world" pocket diary and year
book for 1917. (Je '17)

National year book, 1917. (Jl '17)
Russian year-book, 1916. (Je '17)
Sargent, P. E: Handbook of American pri-
vate schools. (O '17)

Woman suffrage year book, 1917. (Jl '17)
Year's at the spring. Eng title of Anthology of

recent poetry. Walters. L. D'O. (P '21)
Vears between. Kipling, R. (My '19)
Years for Rachel. Onions, B. R. (D '18)
Years of the shadow. Hinkson, K. (O '19)

Yeats, John Butler, 1839-
Yeats, J: B. Passages from the letters of
John Butler Yeats. (N '17)

Yellow document. Allain, M. (My '19)
Yellow horde. Evarts, H. G: (Je '21)
Yellow lord. Comfort, W. L. (Jl '19)
Yellow men sleep. Lane, J. (O '19)
Yellow soap. Taylor, K. H. (Ag '20)
Yellow souls. Flatau, D. (F '19)

Yellow Typhoon. MacGrath, H. (D '19)
Yellowleaf. Gregory, S., pseud. (N '19)
Yeoman adventurer. Gough, G: W. (Je '17)
Yesterdays in a busy life. Wheeler, C. T. (D

'18)

Yezldls
Joseph, I. Devil worship. (My '19)

Yorkshire, England
Fletcher, J: S. Memorials of a Yorkshire

parish. (Ag '18)

Yosemite. Hazard, C. (Jl '17)

Yosemlte national park
Hall, A. F., comp. and ed. Handbook of
Yosemite national park. (Jl '21)

You. Marx, M. (F '22)

You are the hope of the world! Hagedorn, H.
(O '17)

You can, but will you? Marden, O. S. (Jl '20)

You know Charles. Breuning, M. (Ja '22)

You never saw such a girl. Weston, G: (Ag
'19)

You no longer count. Boylesve, R. (Jl '18)

You who can help. Churchill, M. S. (S '18)

Young adventure. Benfit. S. V. (F '20)

Young citizen's own book. Eraser, C. C. (N
'20)

Young enchanted. Walpole, H. S. (D '21)

Young folks' encyclopaedia of etiquette. Brad-
dy. N. (Je '21) _ ^Young France and new America. Lanux, P. de.
(F '18)

Young girl's diary. (F '22)

Young hearts. Buckrose, J. E., pseud. (S '20)

Young idea. Morris, L. R., comp. (S '17)

Young lion of Flanders. Kueller, J. van A. (Ja
'18)

Young Low. Dorsey, G: A. (S '17)

Young man and teaching. Wright, H: P. (Jl

•20)

Young man and the law. Baldwin. S. E. (Je
'20) ^ „

Young man from Jerusalem. Ballantine, W: Q.

(N '21)
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Young men's Christian association
Evans, J. W., and Harding, G. L. Enter-

taining the American army. (Mr '21)

Mayo, K. "That damn Y." (Jl '20)

Super, P. Training a staff. (Ap '21)

Told in the huts. (Ag '17)

Warren, H. C. With the Y. M. C. A. in
France. (D '19)

Wilder, R. P., ed. Red triangle In the chang-
ing nations. (D- '18)

Yapp, A. K. Romance of the red triangle.
(F '19)

Young people's history of the American revolu-
tion. Tomlinson, E. T. (D '21)

Yor.ng people's history of the Pilgrims. GrifRs,
W: E. (Je '20)

Young physician. Young, F. B. (Ag '20)

Young Russian corporal. logolevich, P. (D
19)

Young visiters. Ashford, D. (S '19)

Young wireless operator—as a fire patrol.
Theiss, L: E. (O "21)

Young -woman citizen. Austin, M. (D '18)

Young women
Slattery, M. American girl and her commun-

ity. (Ja '19)

Your biggest job, school or business. Smith, H:
L: (F '21)

Your boys. Smith, R. (N '18)

Your dog and your cat. Spaulding, R. H: (S
'21)

Your heart and how to take care of it. Bab-
cock, R. H. (D '18)

Your job. Whitehead. H. (Jl '21)
Your national parks. Mills, E. A. (Jl '17)

Your negro neighbor. Brawley, B: G. (S '18>

Your neighbor and you. Garesch6, E: F. (S
'19)

Your part in poverty. Lansbury, G: (Jl '17)

Your psychic powers and how to develop
them. Carrington. H. (My '20)

Your vote and how to use it. Brown, G. (My
'18)

Your war taxes. Essary, J. F: (S '18)

You're only young once. Widdemer. M. (D
'18)

Yours for sleep. Walsh, W: S. (S '20)

Youth
Thompson, V. C: Live and be young. (Ap

'21)

Youth and egolatry. Baroja y Nessi, P. (S
'20)

Youth and the bright Medusa, Gather, W. S.
(N '20)

Youth and the nation. Moore, H. H. (N '17)

Youth and the new world. Boas, R. P., ed.
(N -21)

Youth challenges. Kelland, C. B. (D '20)

Youth goes seeking. Graeve, O. (N '19)

Youth in Harley. Gerould, 3. H. (O '20)

Youth of James Whitconib Riley. Dickey, M.
(D '19)

Youth Plupy. Shute, H: A: (O '17)
Youth riding. Davies. M. C. (F '20)
Youth triumphant. Gibbs, G: F. (Ja '22)

Yukon terrltpry

Description and travel

Sheldon, C; Wilderness of the upper Yukon.
(N '19)

Ysaye, Lisa. See Tarleau, L. Y. (N '17)

Yver, Colette, pseud. See Huzard, A. (N '19)

Yukon river
Stuck, H. Voyages on the Yukon and Its

tributaries. (F '18)
Yukon trail. Raine, W: M. (Jl '17)

Zanzibar
Pearce, F. B. Zanzibar. (S '20)

Zell. Aikman, H: G. (Mr '21)
Zella sees herself. Delafleld, E. M. (N '17)
Zeppelin's passenger. Oppenheim, E: P. (N '18)

Zigzagging. Anderson, I. (F '19)

Zinc
Lones, T: E. Zinc and its alloys. (My '20)

Smith, E. A. Zinc industry. (Mr "19)

Zinc industry. Smith. E. A. (Mr '19)

Zionism
Chesterton, G. K.. New Jerusalem. (Mr

'21)

Kallen, H. M. Zionism and world politics.
(N '21)

Sampter, J. E. Guide to Zionism. (S '20)

Sokolow, N. History of Zionism, 1600-1918.
(Ag '19)

Zionism. Goodman, P., and Lewis, A. D., eds.
(My '17)

Zionism and the future of Palestine. Jastrow.
M. (S '19)

Zionism and the Jewish future. Sacher, H., ed.
fAp '17)

Zionism and world politics. Kallen, H. M. (N
•21)

7A7.\'f, career. Van Buren. E. (Ap '21 >

Zodiac Town. Turner, N. B. (D '21)

Zoology
Cockerell, T. D. A. Zoology. (Je '20)
Dendy, A., ed. Animal life and human prog-

ress. (N '19)
Locy, W: A. Main currents of zoSlogy. (O

•18)

Reese, A. M. Outlines of economic zoology.
(F '20)

Thomson, J: A. Secrets of animal life. (N
'19)



Directory of Publishers

A.Li.A. American Library Association, 78 E
Washington St, Chicago •

Abingdon Press, 150 5th Av, N.Y.
Imprint adopted by the Methodist Book

Concern for books of general interest
Allyn. Allyn & Bacon, 50 Beacon St, Boston;

1006 S Michigan Av, Chicago
Am. Bapt. American Baptist Publishing Society,

1701 Chestnut St, Philadelphia; 16 Ashburton
Place, Boston; 125 N Wabash Av, Chicago;
514 N Grand Av, St. Louis

Am. Bk. American Book Company, 100 Wash-
ington Square, N.Y.; 330 B 22d St, Chicago

Am. Issue. American Issue Publishing Com-
pany, Westerville, O.

Am. Photographic Pub. Co. American Photo-
graphic Publishing Company, 221 Columbus
Av, Boston

Am. -Scandinavian Foundation. American-Scan-
dinavian Foundation, 25 W 45th St, N.Y.

Am. Social Hygiene Assn. American Social
Hygiene Association, Tilden Bldg, 105 W 40th
St, N.Y.

Appleton. Daniel Appleton & Company, 29-35W 32d St, N.Y.; 533 S Wabash Av, Chicago
American Agents for Crosby Lockwood <5i

Son, London
Selling agents for the University of Penn-

sylvania Publications
Assn. Press. Association Press, 347 Madison
Av, N.Y.

Atlantic Monthly. Atlantic Monthly Press, Inc.,

41 Mt Vernon St, Boston

Crowell. T. Y. Crowell Company, 426-428 W
Broadway, N.Y.

Devin-Adair. Devin-Adair Company, 437 5th
Av, N.Y.

Ditson. Oliver Ditson Company, 150 Tremont
St, Boston

Dodd. Dodd, Mead & Company, 4th Av & 30th
St. N.Y.
Have acquired the publications of John

Lane Company
Doran. George H. Doran Company, 244 Madison
Av, N.Y.
Purchased the business of A. C. Armstrong

& Son
Dorrance. Dorrance & Company, Inc., 308-310
Walnut St, Philadelphia

Doubleday. Doubleday, Page & Company,
Garden City, N.Y.
Acquired the fDOok department of the Mc-

Clure Co. and the Baker & Taylor Co.
DufHeld. Dufheld & Company, 211 E 19th St,
N.Y.
Formerly Fox, Duffleld & Co.

Dunster House Bookshop, 26 Holyoke St, Cam-
bridge, Mass.

Button. E. P. Button & Company, 681 5th Av,
N.Y.

Badger, R: G. Richard G. Badger (The Gorham
Press), 194-200 Boylston St, Boston

Barnes. A. S. Barnes & Company, 30 Irving
Place, N.Y.
Purchased the business of the United Edu-

cational Company, E. L. Kellogg & Com-
pany, and E. O. Vaile.

Barse & Hopkins, 28 W 23d St, N.Y.
Benziger. Benziger Brothers, 36-38 Barclay St,

N.Y.; 205 W Washington St, Chicago
Biddle. Biddle Business Publications, Inc., 19W 44th St, N.Y.
Bobbs. Bobbs-Merrill Company, University
Square, Indianapolis, Ind.; 185 Madison Av,
N.Y.

Boni & Liveright, 105 W 40th St, N.Y.
Bookfellows, 4917 Blackstone Av, Chicago
Bowker. R. R. Bowker Company, 62 W 45th

St, N.Y.
Brentano's, 5th Av & 27th St, N.Y.
Brown, N: L. Nicholas L. Brown, 123 Lexington
Av, N.Y.

Faxon. F. W. Faxon Company, 83 Frances St,
Boston

Fly. H. K. Fly Company, 9 Barrow St, N.Y.
Four Seas. Four Seas Company, 188 Dartmouth

St, Boston
French, S: Samuel French, 28 W 38th St, N.Y.
Frontier Press, 100 W 21st St, N.Y.
Funk. Funk & Wagnalls Company, 354-360 4th
Av, N.Y.
Acquired the publications of Cassell & Co.

Ginn. Ginn & Company (Educational text-bks),
15 Ashburton Place, Boston; 2301-2311 Prairie
Av, Chicago

Gregg. Gregg Publishing Company, 77 Madison
Av, N.Y.; 6 N Michigan Av, Chicago

Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.
2 Jackson Place, Washington, D.C.; 407 W
117th St, N.Y.

Century. Century Company, 353 4th Av, N.Y.
Christopher Pub. House. Christopher Publish-

ing House, 1140 Columbus Av, Boston
Clode. E. J. Clode, 156 5th Av, N.Y.
Columbia Univ. Press. Columbia University

Press, Lemcke & Buechner, agents, 30-32
E 20th St, N.Y.

Commercial Engraving Pub. Co. Commercial
Engraving Publishing Company, 229 N Penn-
sylvania St, Indianapolis, Ind.

Cornhill. Cornhill Publishing Company, 2A
Park St, Boston

Cosmopolitan Bk. Cosmopolitan Book Corpora-
tion, 119 W 40th N.Y. (formerly Heart's In-
ternational Lib.)

Harcourt. Harcourt, Brace & Company, 1W 47th St, N.Y.
Harper. Harper & Brothers, Franklin Square,
N.Y.

Harvard Univ. Press. Harvard University Press,
29 Randall Hall, Cambridge, Mass.; 19 E 47th
St, N.Y.

Heath. D. C. Heath & Company, 50 Beacon St,

Boston; 231 W 39th St, N.Y.; 623 S Wabash
Av, Chicago

Herder, B. Herder, 17 S Broadway, St. Louis
Holt. Henry Holt & Company, 19 W 44th St,

N.Y.
Home Correspondence School, 29 Worthington

St, Springfield, Mass.
Houghton. Houghton, Mifflin Company, 4 Park

St, Boston; 16 E 40th St, N.Y.; 2451-2459
Prairie Av, Chicago; 278 Post St, San Fran-

Huebsch. B. W. Huebsch, 32 W 58 St, .I..Y.
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Industrial Management, 120 W 32d St, N.T.
Institute for Public Service. 423 W 120th St,

N.Y.
International Bk. Pub. Co. International Book
Publishing Company, 5 Beekman St, N.Y.

Interchurch World Movement, 160 5th Av, N.Y.
All publications taken over by Missionary

Education Movement
Iowa State Hist. Soc. Iowa State Historical

Society, Iowa City, la.
Irish Pub Co. Irish Publishing Company, 264 W

94th St, N.Y.

Manual Arts Press, 237 N Monroe St, Peoria,
111.

Moffat. Moffat, Yard & Company, 30 Union
Square, N.Y.

N. Y. Times Co. New York Times Company,
217 W 43d St, N.Y.

Norman, Remington Co. Norman, Remington
Company, 308 N Charles St, Baltimore, Md.

Jacobs. G: W. Jacobs & Company, 1628 Chest-
nut St, Philadelphia

Jewish Pub. Jewish Publication Society of
America, Broad St & Girard Av, Philadelphia;
148 E 57th St, N.Y.

Johns Hopkins. Johns Hopkins Press, Balti-
more, Md.

Jones, Marshall. Marshall Jones Company, 212
Summer St, Boston

Judson Press, 1701 Chestnut St, Philadelphia

Kenedy. P. J. Kenedy & Sons, 44 Barclay St,
N.Y.

Kennerley. Mitchell Kennerley, Park Av & 59th
St, N.Y.

Kerr. Charles H. Kerr & Company, 341 E Ohio
St, Chicago

Knopf. Alfred A. Knopf, 220 W 42d St, N.Y.

Laird. Laird & Lee, 1732 Michigan Av, Chicago
Lane. John Lane Company, 786 6th Av, N.Y.
Lemcke. Lemcke & Buechner, 30-32 E 20th

St, N.Y.
Agents for the Columbia University Publi-

cations formerly sold by Macmillan
Lippincott. J. B. Lippincott Company, East
Washintgon Square, Philadelphia

Little. Little, Brown & Company, 34 Beacon
St, Boston

Longmans. Longmans, Green & Company, 55
5th Av, Cor 12th St, N.Y.
Publish the Columbia university studies in

history, economics and public law, formerly
publisher" by Macmillan

Sole Am. agents for Edward Arnold, Lon-
don

Lothrop. Lothrop, Lee & Shepard Company, 93
Federal St, Boston
A consolidation of The Lee & Shepard Co.

and the Lothrop Co.

Macaulay. Macaulay Company, 15 W 38th St,
N.Y.

McBride. Robert M. McBride & Company, 31
E 17th St, N.Y.
Formerly McBride, Nast & Co.

McCann, James A. McCann, 188 W 4th St,
N.Y.

McClurg. A. C. McClurg & Company, 330-352
E Ohio St, Chicago
Purchased the book business of Library

Shelf
McGraw. McGraw-Hill Book Company, 370 7th
Av, N.Y.
Consolidation of the McGraw Pub. Co. and

the Hill Pub. Co.
Purchased the business of the Clark Bk.

Co., and the book department of Engineering
News Pub. Co.

McKay. David McKay, 604-608 S Washington
Square, Philadelphia

Wacm-''Wn. The Macmillan Company, 66 5th
Av, Y.
Acquired the business of the Outing Co

and Sturgls & Walton

Oxford. Oxford University Press (American
Branch), 35 W 32d St, N.Y.
Agents for the publications of Henry

Frowde

Page. Page Company, 53 Beacon St, Boston
Acquired the business of Dana Estes & Co.,

for which Sully & Co. are selling agents
Penn. Penn Publishing Company, 925 Filbert

St, Philadelphia
Pilgrim Press, 14 Beacon St, Boston; 19 W
Jackson Blvd, Chicago

Pitman. Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, 2-6 W 45th
St, N.Y.

Prentice-Hall, Inc., 70 5th Av, N.Y.
Princeton Univ. Press. Princeton University
Press, Princeton, N.J.

Putnam. G. P. Putnam's Sons, Putnam Bldg,
2-6 W 45th St, N.Y.

Sole Am. agents for University Press,
Cambridge

Rand School of Social Science, 7 E 15th St,
N.Y.

Reilly & Lee. Reilly & Lee Company, 1006-12
S Michigan Av, Chicago
Formerly Reilly & TBritton Co.

Revell. Fleming H. Revell & Company, 158 5th
Av, N.Y.; 17 N Wabash Av, Chicago

Ronald. Ronald Press Company, Evening Post
Bldg, 20 Vesey St, N.Y.

Russell Sage Foundation, 130 E 22d St, Cor.
Lexington Av, N.Y.

Saunders. W. B. Saunders Company, West
Washington Square, Philadelphia

Scribner. Charles Scribner's Sons, 597 5th Av,
N.Y.; 608 S Dearborn St, Chicago

Seltzer. Thomas Seltzer, Inc., 5 W 50th St,
N.Y.
Formerly Scott & Seltzer

Shay. F. Shay, 4 Christopher St, N.Y.
Small. Small, Maynard & Company, 41 Mt Ver-

no.i St, Boston
Stewart Kidd. Stewart Kidd Company, Cincin-

nati, O.
Stokes. F. A. Stokes Company, 443-449 4th Av,
N.Y.

Stratford. Stratford Company, 32 Oliver St,
Boston

Sully. George Sully & Company, 373 4th Av,
N.Y.
Formerly Sully & Kleinteich
Selling agents of the Dana Estes & Co.

publications of which the Page Co. are the
proprietors

Sunwise Turn, Inc., 51 E 44th St, N.Y.

Teachers College, Columbia University, 525 W
120th St, N.Y.
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Univ. of Cal. Univ. of California, Berkeley,
Cal.
Address University Press, California Hall,

BcrkclGV
Univ. of Chicago Press, 58th St & Ellis Av
Chicago

Univ. of Iowa, Iowa City, la.

Univ. of Pa. Univ. of Pennsylvania, Phila-

delphia
D. Appleton & Co. selling agents

Univ. of Wis. Univ. of Wisconsin, Madison,
Wis.

Van Nostrand. D. Van Nostrand Company. 8

Warren St, N.Y.

Wilde. W. A. Wilde Company, 120 Boylston St,
Boston; Rand-McNally Bldg, Chicago

Wiley. John Wiley & Sons, 432 4th Av, N.Y.
Wilson, H. W^. H. W. Wilson & Company,

958-964 University (Lind) Av, N.Y.
Winston. John C. Winston Company, 1006-1016
Arch St. Philadelphia

Womans Press, 600 Lexington Av, N.Y.
Formerly National Bd. of Young Women's

Christian Association
World Bk. World Book Company, Park Hill,
Yonkers-on-Hudson, N.Y. ; 2126 Prairie Av,
Chicago
Purchased the business of the Globe School

Book Co.

Warwick & York, Inc., 19 W Saratoga St,

Baltimore, Md.
Watt. W. J. Watt & Company, 31 W 43d St,

N.Y.

Yale Univ. Press. Yale University Press, 120
College St, New Haven, Conn.; 225 5th Av,
N.Y.
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